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DEDICATION. 

To all liberal minds in the Christian churches who are disposed to 
welcome new light upon the spirituality of the Bible, even though it 

may proceed from an unorthOdox source, and who dare weigh and 

consider, even though they may reject, the claim herein made for the 

unity of the higher teachings of Modern Spiritualism with those of 

early Christianity ; this work is respectfully dedicated. 

"That which we baoe IICel\ and heard declare we unto you, that ye abo may have feUow· 

sbi;> with us: and tnsly our fellowship is with the Father, and his Son. Jesus Chri1t. And 

tbeoe thinp write we unto you, that your joy may be IUU."-1. jOHN, i-3. " 

. \ 
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INTRODUCTION. 

" The thing that hath been, it is that which shall be; and that which is done is 
that which shall be done : and there is no new t9ing under the suu. Is there any· 
thing whereof it may be said : See, this is new. It hath been already of old tin1e, 
which wa.~ before us."-Eccl, i.-9, 10. 

U XTIL quite recently, when Spiritualism has been named, the 
devout Catholic has crossed himself, and the prudent Protestant 

has thought it to be either diabolical or at least tending directly to 
evil. Hundreds of b~oks have been written conclusively proving
in their author's estimation-that it has no foundation in fact, that 
its ideas are incomprehensible and impracticable, allied to magic and 
sorcery, or that it is a system of fraud and deception. 

Many have stood aloof from fear, who inwardly have believed in its 
marvels, and many of its professed friends, from their inordinate zeal 
and lack of judgment, have repelled those, who, moderate in their own 
views, cannot allow for the enthusiasm of others. 

That it may be used for evil purposes its true friends acknowledge ; 
but so may chemistry and medicine. The soothing effects of opium, 
which result from a proper administration of the drug, may be con
verted into narcosis and ensuing death. Water, which is essential to 
man's existence, and which, under proper conditions, is his servant,. 
becomes his destroyer under other circumstances. The fire which 
protects him from freezing will destroy him by burning, and simi
lar objections apply to all that is most beneficial on earth ; and if 
we were to avoid these things for the same reasons that some do Spirit
ualism, we would have to dispense with nourishment, with fuel, and 
even with a protecting roof: for this might fall and crush us. 

The belief in a world of spirits, and of the intercourse of these with· 
men-these being the cardinal truths of Spiritualism-is the only belief 
that has always and everywhere prcvailccl. In all nations, in all ages, 
spiritual revelations have been made, either by direct communication, 
by impression, or by control ; and these are the origin of all religions, 
and modem Spiritualism is the key to the understanding of them. 
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Modern Spiritualism is but a quickening, an outburst of the spirit
ual phenomena, and of spiritual intercourse, which in their origin 
are coeval with that of man, and which have attended upon him 
through all the ages down to the present. 1\lodern Spiritualism dates 
from the time that the key to a proper understanding of spiritual mani
festations and communion was discovered, twenty-six years ago, by a 
little girl-Katie 'Fox. Since then these truths have been recognized 
and comprehended, as nt:ver before, by constantly and rapidly increas
ing numbers, and this age has become signally conspicuous as that in 
which a dispensation, a revelatio~, equal in importance to any ever 
received by man, has been given him by God. 

"The manifestations," William Lloyd Garrison sayt~, "have spread 
from house to house, from city to city, from one part of the country 
to the other, across the Atlantic into Europe, till now the civilized 
world is compelled to acknowledge their reality, however diverse, in 
accounting for them. As these manifestations continue to increase 
in variety and power, so that all suspicion of trick and impostt1re be
comes simply absurd and preposterous, and as every attempt to find 
a solution for them in some physical theory relating to electricity, the 
odic force, clairvoyance, and the like, has thus far proved abortive, it 
becomes every intelligent mind to enter into an investigation of them 
with candor and firmness as opportunity may offer, and to bear such 
testimony in regard to them as the facts may warrant, no matter what 
ridicule it may excite on the part of the uninformed or sceptical," 

It is a great mistake for modern Christians to suppose, as the 
majority do, that the spiritual world is far removed from this. They 
readily admit that when Jesus lived on earth, God and the good 
angels were with and around him and his disciples, but there seems 
to be a deep impression on their minds, that since Jesus left the earth 
he must have departed to some distant sphere, and that the angels 
and even God Himself had departed with him. 

I shall attempt to correct this error, so fatal to all spirituality, and 
to show by incontrovertible evidence that the spiritual world is around 
and about us ; that we are living in it equally with disembodied spirits, 
and that though these are generally unseen by us, we are not 
invisible to them, and that they are powerful for good and evil to us 
as they were in former days to the ancient Hebrews and Chris
tians, and that many minister to us as they did to Jesus and his dis
ciples; that the ladder which Jacob saw resting upon the earth while 
reaching to heaven, and at the top of which was God Himself, and 
upon which were seen angels or spirits ascending and descending, 
has never been removed j that its steps are still firiDly in place, and 
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are on1y worn to smoothness by continuous use, and that throngs o( 

celestial beings are passing and repassing as they were in the olden 
time, and now as then, are employed in bearing the supplications and 
desires of mortals to the Throne of Grace, and in bringing from thence 
spiritual blessings and assurances of hope and cheer to mankind. 

I believe that God works only in harmony with, and through· His 
laws, that these laws are as eternal as Himself, and that " the thing 
that hath been, it is that which shall be ; and that which is done is 
that which shall be done." 

I shall attempt to prove the genuine character of the so-calleloi 
miracles of the Bible, by evidence as strong as that required to decide 
the most important cases in our courts of law, by establishing the fact 
of the occurrence of similar miracles in our day, constantly occurring 
in our midst, and which may be witnessed by all, and have been wit
nessed by thousands of persons of greater intelligence than most of 
those who witnessed the Bible miracles, and upon whose testimony 
these depend for credibility; and while I contend for equal ~redibility 
for both those which are recorded in the Bible and those which are 
now occurring, I shall be able to show that the different phases of 
spirit manifestation at the prese'nt time are fully as wonderful as 
those in ancient times, and that whereas they were little understood 
then they are far better understood now, this arising from the 
&uperior intelligence of our age; and this superior intelligence also 
enables us to appropriate the knowledge received through these 
sources, and to use it for the advancement and elevation of mankind. 

In contending for this, it will not answer for orthodox Christians to 
impute to intelligent Spiritualists superstition, for our whole object is 
only to establish by existing continuously occurring proofs that which 
by them is received on ancient testimony alone; and if we are super
stitious in accepting that which all our senses and our reason recog
nize as reality and truth, they are doubly superstitious in building 
their religious and moral faith upon similar manifestations occurring 
in darker ages, and the credibility of which rests solely upon the 
testimony of comparatively ignorant, incompetent, and sometimes 
interested witne9es. If the testimony of these nearly unknown wit
nesses as to the supennundane revelations of their times, is accepted 
as sufficient evidence, upon which to base a system of religion, it 
&bould be evident to every rational, unprejudiced mind that no charge 
of superstition can reasonably be made by its adherents against us, 
who base our faith upon equally marvellous revelations given directly 
to us. We build on positive, undeniable evidence: they upon ambig
uous testimony. Upon which side is superstition? 
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11 If a man die, shall he live again?" Millions of the sons 
daughters of earth are to-day crying aloud for an answer to this ~ 
tion. Why has it not been satisfactorily answered? It is bee 
th~: answer can only come from beyond the grave. The Ch 
says this ans\ver did come from there two thousand years ago, 
alas ! the voices of the dead have since been hushed and si 
Herein lies the weakness of this assurance of the Church, that cou 
with it is the equally authoritative ~eclaration, that what was pos: 
then is no longer possible. Men are called upon to believe tl 
~1iracle · then took plac:e in the very face of the fact that no li 
man ever saw a miracle performed, and in the fact: of the declan 
by theChurch that one is now impossible. Is it at all surprising 
intelligent, reasoning men of this day hesitate or refuse to accept 
assurance as satisfactory when they perceive that the only founds 
for this dogma of immortality rests upon the testimony of com( 
tively unknown writers, who lived many centuries since, and w 
testimony upon many other important points differs so materiall: 
to cast doubts upon the actual truth of the miracles by whicl 
future life is claimed to be proved ? 

What men want is present evident:e, not past testimony ; evid' 
that will powerfully appeal to both the reason and the senses. 
the Protestant church furnish this evidence? It is plain that 
cannot, for she asserts that no such evidence is possible, an( 
trenched in her venerable opinion she shuts her eyes against the 
of.truth which a quarter of a century since arose upon the spir 
horizon, and refuses to permit its rays to illumine the dark rect 
of her moss-grown sanctuary and dispel the ignorance of spir 
truths which pervades its atmosphere. 

It is a principal object of this work to show that there is pre 
evidence of a future life, that it is accessible, and that it is t 

char~cter which cannot be disproved ; that it is scattered al 
us so freely that all can grasp it if they will only labor for it as 
do for material blessings, and that this evidence is mostly iden 
with that which was furnished by Jesus and his disciples, the 
difference being that while we must in faith accept their testin 
as to this evidence, Spiritualism presents the direct evidence il 
the demand being upon reason, not faith. 

We contend that through the revelations of Spiritualism, conclt 
proofs have been educed of the existence of the soul, and thai 
question of its existence no longer belongs to the province of n 
physics nor to ·that of popuhr theology, but to that of spir 
science. 
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The great majority of our people, even those of the highest intelli· I 
gence, are as oblivious to the marvellotis character of the spiritual 
manifestations that now abound in our land, and especially in our 
large cities, as most people are to the immensity of the financial treas
ures which are hidden in the vaults of the edifices which they fre
quently and carelessly pass on their ways through our moneyed cen
tres. No out'111'ard ~igns, or but those of the most unpretending char
acter, indicate to the passer the amazing sights that meet the eyes of 
the initiated ; but all around them lies hidden this spiritual wealth, in 
which with will and determination they can participate. 

If the verity of one spiritual apparition can be proved, it is suffi
cient to establish not only the possibility, but the truth, of the return of 
spirits; and if clairaudience in a single instance can be substantiated, 
the truth of spirit intercourse is equally established. These two facts 
are at the basis of modern, as they are at that of ancient Spiritualism ; 
and thousands of as 'enlightened, clear, and strong-headed per
sons as can be found in America and Europe, testify, and furnish 
corroborative evidence to support their testimony, that of their per
sonal knowledge spirits have appeared to and conversed with them, 
not in single instances only, but in some cases scoreti and even hun
dreds of times. 

To this mass of testimony the writer can add his own, and can 
certify that he has seen spirits of departed human beings many scores 
of times, they being either fully or partially formed and rendered visi
ble to his eyes by the spiritual process of materialization-all these in 
the presence of mediums; while he has, aj>art from any medium, in 
ODe instance when alone in his own room in broad daylight, seen an 
angel visitant more plainly, if possible, than any of those materialized 
through mediums; and another he saw while travelling in a railroad 
coach. In the presence of mediums, htt has conversed with spirits 
hundreds of times, their voices ranging from coarse masculine to 
delicate feminine, and from the loudest conversational to the lowest 
shisper. 

That the results flowing from the proper investigation and true 
knowledge of Spiritualism are not evil, is admitted by all the most 
leiiSible, purest, and best men who have acquired any considerable in
sight into its mysteries; and speaking for myself, I can truly say, as I 
said in my little pamphlet "Claims of Spiritualism," that I have 
never found anything, in the course of my investigation of this subject, 
1lbiclt has contlicted with, liberal Christianity, but, on the contrary, 
have found sufficient in it to convince me of the great truths of the 
emtence of a good God-of the immortaiity of the soul, of rewards 

• 
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for the virtuous, and punishment for the wicked. My investigations 
also have drawn me toward the Bible, which I now read in a new 
light. My views of Christ are gre!ltly exalted, as being the inspired 
of God, and the doctrines he taught I regard as being the most nearly 
perfect of any yet made known to man. 

Lord Dunraven, of England, a Roman Catholic, became a convert 
to Spiritualism through the mediumship of Mr. D. D. Home, and the 
evidence of the divine character of its truths was so overwhelming to 
his mind, that, in despite of the restraints which hisChurch iniposes 
upon all such unsanctioned manifestations, he manfully proclaimed his 
convictions in the following words : 

"A difficulty not easily got over stands in the way of the adoption 
of the evil-spirit theory, namely the fact that conversions have been 
made by the agencies of Spiritualism from Atheism, and from simple 
Deism to Christanity. To take one instance, Dr. Elliotson was a 
strong materialist and unbeliever; he was ·converted through Mr. 
Home's manifestations to Christanity . . . . . . Again others, among 
whom are four or five of my own acquaintances, have been led, by 
the ·same means, from Unitarianism to a belief in the divinity of 
Christ. Still more striking are the cases where persons have been 
brought into the church of Rome, several examples of which have oc
cured in America, and a few in England ....•. Nor can the ex
press testimony be overlooked, of some pure-minded, earnest persons, 
as to the elevating effect of Spiritualism upon their hearts and souls. 
Take for example the interesting and striking account of the closing 
years and death of a very beautiful character, the" late Mrs. Home, al 

described by Mrs. Howitt and Mrs. S. C. Hall .••• To ascribe 
such peace and joy in believing, such love of our Lord and resignation 
to his will, as led the Bishop of Perigeaux, who administered the Jut 
sacrament t~ Mrs. Home, to remark 'Though he had been present 
at many a death·bed for heaven, he had never seen one to equal 
hers' -and she a professed Spiritualist, and the wife of one of the 
most noted mediums in the world. To ascribe, I repeat, such results 
to the agency of the Father of J.ies and arch-enemy of mankind, 
must appear as impossible to many as it must be revolting to the two 
gifted writers whom I have quoted, and who bear such strong testi· 
mony to the blessed influence which Spiritualism has exercised upon 
their own lives and faith." 

The fruits of true Spiritualism cannot be otherwise than such as 
are set forth in the above language, if it be, as we claim, that Spiritual
ism demonstrates what Christianity teaches-that it is Christianity 
minus the framework of the ecclesiastical structure-that it is Chris-
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tianity stripped of the terrors with which superstition and error have 
invested it. 

Christian Spiritualists regard the New Testament as divinely in
spired, though they may not so regard every Idea, sentiment, or state
ment therein, claiming the right, and believing it to be their duty, to 
subject even this record to the test of their reason. Its teachings 
are by them interpreted in a higher spiritual Stmse than is generally 
done by orthodox Christians, but not in a higher sense than as they 
believe they were interpreted by the primitive Christians and by nml
titudes of pure, enlightened men in succeeding ages and are by many 
acknowledged Christians of the present day. 

As to the Old Testament, its historical portion ~e regard precisely 
as any other accredited history with no higher claims to divine in
spiration, but as abounding in narrations of spiritual phenomena and 
and of spiritual communications-often the nlanifestations of good 
and wise spirits, and perhaps nearly as often of low and undeveloped 
ones. 

Regarding other po(tion!l of the Old Testament on the one hand, 
they are characterized by sublimity of conception and grandeur of ex
pression, embodying the loftiest ideas of Deity, vividly representing 
the dependence of man upon his .Maker, and of the necessity of abso
lute trust in Him, nrging to the performance of duty, and inculcating 
lessons of the purest morality ; while on the other hand, there is much 
that is open to objection on the score of unworthy conceptions of the 
character of God, and of man's relations to Him, ancl to his fellow
men, so that while we find no difficulty in accepting much of the Old I 
Testament as divinely inspired, we consider quite as much entirely 
destitute of any claims to inspiration. While much of it is worthy of 
being reverentially received as the word of the Lord, a large portion 
of it we believe to be unworthy of acceptance, and it should even re
ceive the condemnation of every mind that is in harmony with, and 
capable of appreciating, the higher spiritual truths and elevated senti
ments pervading other portions of the same volume. 

There are obvious and serious discrepancies in the narrations, views, 
and teachings, of many of the Old Testament writers, differing with 
themselves on different occasions, and oftentimes with each other, as 
just observed, in their conceptions of virtue and morality, and of spir
itual tmths. These are to be taken in connection with the imperfec
tion of the characters of many of them, as admitted in their own writ
ings, and the evidence from these two sources establishes the fact that 
the agencies through whom these writings were received were liable 
to the usual f:l.ilings and imperfections of other men, morally and in-
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tellectually;. and as the instruments were imperfect, and some of their 
utterances contradictory and objectionable, we conclude that every
thing that came through them, and is recorded as spiritual utterance, 
should be examined and weighed before acceptance. 

We are supported and confirmed in these views by the personal 
, knowledge we have of mediums in our day-instruments also, through 

whom spirits, both good and bad, now speak to men, all of whom we 
find to be fallible men and women, liable like us to err in their own 
proper judgment, and from their imperfect organizations mentally 
and physically, as instruments for spirit communication, liable to 
corrupt, though unconsciously, the messages transmitted through 
them. 

To the Spiritualist the Bible is of quite as much value as 1t 1s 
to the orthodox Christian; for while to the latter only the New 
Testament can be made to sustain his belief, to the former the 
whole Bible is a history of spiritual 1uanifestations in that period, 
similar in character to those in our day, upon which his belief is 
mainly founded. And while the Churcliman•wholly relies upon the 
intrinsic evidence contained. in the Bible itself, for proofs of the truth 
of his belief, the Spiritualist accepts that evidence, and corroborates it 
by re~rence to incontrovertible proofs, that all that gives force and vi-

; tality to that evidence is present to-day, even as it was then, and thus 
through Spiritualism modern Christianity is furnished with those 
proofs, for the lack of which, as a system, it has in our age steadily 
lost ground in its conflict with materialistic science. 

Viewed in this light, the Bible becomes luminous with supernal 
wisdom ; it is no longer a compilation of inexplicable ideas and mys
teries, but speaks with divine authority and with clearness to the spir
itual n_atures of men. The Bible is a revelation of God to man. 
Spiritualism is also a revelation from God, and supplements the for
me~ It does not supersede the divine law revealed in the Bible, but 
confirms, ratifies, and lucidly interprets it, and we venture to declare 
that every Bible truth, every truth of which there can be no important 
difference of opinion as to its character and relationship to the well
fare of mankind, is fully, unequivocally endorsed by the revelations of 
modern Spiritualism. 

/ I say it considerately and regretfully, that comparatively few per
/ sons really believe in a spiritual-world, or in the human spirits who-in
, habit it. A very large proportion of those who profess to believe in 

an after-life, and who honestly think they do, in reality do not. They 
believe that they believe, and the best evidence of their unbelief is, 
that they will almost invariably evade any discussion of the subject, 
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and are disposed to thrust it aside as one of the host of threadbare 
dogmas which no longer interests them. 

Now I contend that to the gn:at majority of people, there is no 
question that concerns them, not even as to matters pertaining to this 
life, which will so forcibly attract their attention as this, when they 
can be brought to perceive a substantial reason for giving it such 
attention. I have many times been a witness to the strength with 
which this subject will attract the attention of persons who are appar
ently indifferent so soon as they obtain their first glimpses of the 
truths of Spiritualism. Persons of high intelligence, who, for want of 
evidence, have, as they suppose, forever consigned the question of a 
hereafter to oblivion, so far as they are concerned, will exhibit the 
most intense interest in everything bearing upon this subject. To 
them it suddenly becomes invested with the charm of novelty-it is no 
longer a dead issue, but a living one clothed with the highest impor
unce that any subject can possess. There are millions to-day who f 
are in this condition of passive unbelief; they have sou'ght until they I 
are weary for evidence to settle the question, and they are hopeless 
of ever obtaining it, and have thrust the subject aside as one of un
profiuble speculation. 

To all such who deem, as Mrs. Emma Hardinge Brittan says : 
" All earths boundless millions as dead I dead I lost I gone ! no 

one knows whither, never to return ; to give no sign, no echo, no dim 
vibration from that vast gulf profound of unfathomed mystery ; what 
a picture is that, which suddenly brings them in an instant face to face 
with the mighty hosts of vanished dead, all clothed in life, and girded 
round with panoply of power and light and strength, with vivid memory 
of the secret wr<;mgs deemed buried in their graves. The wrong-doer 
and his victim face to face; earth's murdered ones in life again, her 
loved ones supposed to be crumbling into dust, in busy, active life 
fanning our cheeks with threads of golden hair. Why, the very air is 
full of them. Our city streets are thronged with an unseen people, 
who flit about us, jostling us in thick crowds; and in our silent cham
hl!rs, our secret closets, and our busiest haunts, their piercing eyes, 
invisible to us, are scanning all our ways. The universe is teeming 
with them. THERE ARE NO DEAD ! 11 

It is this prevalent unbelief, unconfessed and unknown, in so many 
instances,· even to their own minds, that renders everything relat
ing to spirits and spirit-life so unnatural in the view of the majori
ty of men, even of members of our churches. When we iPquire of 
such, "Do you believe we have souls? 11 the -answer will l;niformly 
be, "Certainly we do!" And if the subject be pursued, it will be 
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found that they possess a vague idea that the souls of mankind at 
death are translated to heaven, or to a place of punishment ; but pur
sue ~e subject further, and as they assume a continued existence, en
deavor to find what are some of its conditions, and they an~ immedi
ately afloat without compass or rudder, and generally retreat fron1 any 
further discussion of the question. 

J f we were permitted to further question such professed believers, 
we might ask : "As you admit a continued existence for the human 
soul, and a world in which it exists, must not this soul and this world 
be ad:_1pted to each other ? Does the soul possess tht: characteristics 
that constitute a personality, or is it a formless essence or vapor? 
As your faith rests upon the teachings of the Bible, can you reject the 
substantiality of the spirit or soul when every word therein relating to 
it tends to establish its substantiality ; when all through its pages 
spirits are described as possessing the form of man-the power to ap
ply force to material objects-as speaking, directing, persuading, 
commanding, teaching, and warning? " All these manifestations im
plying intelligence and power, and the capacity of exercising both with 
the possession of other faculties and affections, characterizing human 
beings on earth, each and every title of evidence relating to them 
tending to prove that every faculty, power, and attribute which distin
guishes man is also possessed by them. 

If it be admitted that spirits do exist, and that we can accept the 
testimony of the Bible as sufficient to prove their possession of the 
faculties and functions that. characterize them, we must further 
admit that they are substantial, though, when considered in relation to 
gross matter, they may be immaterial, and that as they are substantial 
they can exist only in a substantial world-a worl? fitted for their 
condition-as it would be a reflection upon the wisdom of the Creator, 
whom their existence proves to exist, to place them in a world un
suited for their existence. It must be then further admitted, ·that as 
they are substantial their world must also be substantial ; and when 
we reach this point, if we can prove that all their testimony in modern 
times is concurrent ln support of the fact of their world being as 
much like ours as they are like us, we furnish the only further evi
dence required to render reasonable their own declarations, that they 
possess the means of meeting every want, of indulging every taste, of 
exercising every faculty; and it is not for us to reject their testimony 
merely because it is of a character to prove what we before were ig
norant of or rejected. 

"They are all plain to them that understandeth, and right to them 
that find knowledge." 
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If the Right Rev. Dr. Clark ; Protestant Episcopal Bishop of Rhode 

Island ; correctly interprets the Bible, these views of the absolute 
identity in all respects of the freed spirit, with the previously embod
ied one, and of the substantiality and naturalness of the spiritual~world, 
are taught therein as we hold them. 

I extract the following remarks of Bishop Clark's from a sermon -\" 
preached by him Feb. 1, 1874. at Christ's Church, New York, as re
ported in the New York Times. The subject was" Personallmmor· 
tality." He says: 

" One opponent said, 'If you base the immortality of man upon the 
teachings of the New Testament, then it becomes identified with a 
doctrine of resurrection, which is equivalent to the reconstmction of 
our present bodies at some future period-the recompounding of 
their existing elementary atoms, after they have been blown hither and 
thither by the winds, and have been resolved into their primitive gases; 
entering in this form, into the composition of various kinds of \·cgeta
ble life ; perhaps into the substance of a thousand different human 
bodies.' 

"This was not the Christian idea of the resurrection ; and St. Paul 
called the man a fool, who held such a doctrine as that. That the 
spiritual body was somehow enwrapped within the folds of the mate· 
rial fom1, as the oak was latent in the acorn, and would hereafter rise 
out of the natural body; was Scriptural and rational. That there would 
also be an analogy between the natural and the spiritual body, as well 
as some sort of identity in the two fomts of existence; he did not doubt. 
God gives to every seed his own body. While the substance or under
lying essence of the one must be unlike that of the other, there might 
still be a resemblance in their appearance, and to some extent in their 
functions. It was a significant fact. that -wherever spiritual beings 
were spoken of in Scripture, as revealing themselves to sight, they ap
peared in bodily forms, and were spoken of indiscriminately as angels 
and men. The Saviour ascendccl into the heavens in a human form, 
which the articles of the church taught us He still retained. it was ab
surd and uns.-imtific, to dmy lht txistma of spiritual bdngs mdO'"uJtd 
'li'ith spiritual fxodics, arul capablt of exercising all tlu functions wlzidz 
ptrtainetlto tht ltigl11:st cmzditio11 of being, mcrdy on the groulld tlzat 
we did 110t know huw tluy wen co11stitutcd, and by what modes thq acted. 
When we could tell by what process mind acted upon body, and body 
upon mind, in our present form of existence ; how it was that a 
fhought could give an impulse to the !low of the blood, and the stagna
tion of blood arrest the action of thought, then we might deny with 
some better show of reason, the fact of our own immortality, because 
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we were not able to comprehend the mysteries of that immortal
ity." 

"There is one thing which stands in the way of a belief in our im
mortality; or at any rate makes belief so shadowy and unsatisfactory, 
that it takes no positive hold upon the popular mind, and excites but 
little real interest; and here he would prefer that the objector should 
state his own case. ' I find myself,' he said, 'endowed with a great 
Yariety of tastes and capacities. If there is a God, and I am made 
in His image, all these gifts ,must have come from Him, and therefore 
they are the transcript and reflection of corresponding qualities pertain
ing to His own being. I love music and art; I find my happiness in 
exploring the wonders of science ; I delight in genial society and the 
brisk flow of elevated humor; I like to study men in the histories of 
the past, as well as in the conduct of the day. At times I find myself 
absorbed in the great mysteries of philosophy-in trying to open the 
secret chambers of thought ; and while I acknowledge that a sound 
moral nature and a profound sentiment of reverence, are essential to 
a well-balanced character, I do not think that a man can fill up the 
full measure of his being, if he is nothing more than what is ordinarily 
understood to be a pious person ; and any condition of existence would 
therefore seem to. me imperfect, and unsatisfactory, in l\'hich all the 
nobler elements of my nature did not find room for development and 
expansion. But in the view that is ordinarily presented of the future 
world, I find no recognition of any such opportunities, or of any varie
ties either of character, or employment. Heaven is a place "where 
congregations ne'er break up, and Sabbaths never end." As if mere 
rest from labor, and attendance upon religious services, filled up the 
whole measure of one's desires and capacities! 

"What should we say in reply to all this? Many highly respectable 
Christians would respond to the effect, that such vain talk only indi- . 
cated the want of true spirituality, and the dominion of a carnal mind; 

· and then go home to the enjoyment of their books, and pictures, and 
pleasant g~rdens ; perhaps to resume the discussion of the matter 
around a table loaded with luxuries, and sparkling with costly wines. 
Was it not better to acknowledge, that God was honored and served, 
by the consecrated use of all the powers and faculties with which He 
had endowed us, and that an immortal life must provide for the culture 
and exercise, of every lofty gift which pertained to our nature ? He 
believed, that as the redeemed would be employed hereafter in minis
tries of love and mercy, so there would be ministries of art and mi;t
istri,~s of scimu: rescarc/1:s into fl1e great facts of the uniursc, whiclz 
l1ad bt<'lt prematurely arrested here by the llalrd of death, would be 
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takm.up again, and prosecuted to the end hereafter. In this primary 
stage of our being, we just read a chapter or two in the great book of 
knowledge which God has given us, when it dropped from our hand, 
and the mortal vision closes forever. We had only had time, to get 
some faint, imperfect notions of the marvels of creation ; the mysteriet 
of the human soul ; the strange anomalies of human life ; the profound 
depths of the divine economy ; with an eternity before us, which must 
be occupied with something; with faculties immeasurably quickened 
and expanded by the new sphere of existence upon which we had en
tered ; with a field of observation opened io our view which knew no 
boundary or limit; with no servile work to do ; no clothing to weave ; no 
food to raise; no houses to build; no investments to watch. Was there 
aay doubt, that there would be such various and noble employments for 
the mind, and the heart, as would test to the full every capacity of our 
being, and reveal to us, one by one, such infinite wonders, that the song 
would spring spontaneously and perpetually from our lips, "Bmedidte 
omni oper.z Domini"? With angels and archangels; and with all the 
company of heaven; the redeemed would laud and magnify God's glo· 
rious name in one unceasing anthem: but its chords and harmony 
would be varied and multitudinous as the stars. 

"He had much more sympathy with those earnest, but doubting 
souls; who were crying out of the darkness, and looking in vain for some 
gleam of light to illumine•the pathway of the eternal future, but still 
looking with anxious hope, and trying to live as they think God would 
have them live, whether they cared to die as the beast dieth or not ; 
than he had with tnat great multitude who passively accepted the fact 
that they were to live soruewhere forever, and then go about their 
work, and their play, as if nothing concerned them beyond the gains 
and the amusements of the day. Better to doubt honestly than to 
believe stupidly. It was one thing to accept the fact of immortality 
as a part of one's r.re~d; and another thing to receive it into the soul 
as a li\'ing power; so that we actually entered into our own eternal 
life this side the grave." 

Bishop Clark is not the only clergyman that preaches the higher 
truths of Spiritualism : hundreds o( others are enunciating them from 
their pulpits; some unconsciously, but many with a full realiza
tion, that it is through the ministry of angels, or spirits, as now 
manifesting and teaching through mediums, that these tmths have 
reached them. 

And it is not only among the clergy and their congregations, that 
Spiritualism is making progress, but, in a more remarkable degree 
arid manner, it is invading editorial "sanctums." There are few 
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daily or weekly journals, published in the cities of New York and 
Brooklyn, that have not on their editorial and reportorial staffs at least 
one believer, and sometimes thre.:: or four who believe, at least in 
the phenomena of Spiritualism. This knowledge on my part is 
partly personal, and partly derived from others who have personal 
knowledge of the fact. These creators and moulders of public 
opinion, have been brought to their present belief chiefly from wit
nessing the marvellous manifestations that come through Charles H. 
:Foster, and Dr. Henry Slade ; and it is a source of gratification to 
Spiritualists to notice the altered tone of the majority of these 
journals, when treating of Spiritual manifestions. There is now 
little of that vulgar abuse of Spiritualism, which but a few short 
years since, characterized nearly all our secular journals in these 
cities; and the work of enlightenment is rapidly advancing, and 
to the press we hopefully look for the means of placing before the 
public, Spiritualism in its true and convincing aspect. The con
ductors of our public journals, of all men, are best fitted to sift and 
collate facts ; and it is in facts capabable of demonstration that we 
deal 

At first it was my intention to elucidate the character of the differ
ent gifts enumerated by St. Paul, as understood by eminent commen
tators and writers on the Bible ; and the11 to have shown how they 
are viewed by Christian Spiritualists ; but this design, if carried out, 
was found to be of such magnitude, that the lir'nits of this work would 
not admit of it. For this reason the design was abandoned, and I 
now present the simple texts, and, with a few exceptions, do not 
quote Church authorities upon them, nor attempt any extended in· 
quiries, but accept their meaning in the light that modern Spiritualism 
views them. This renders the plan of the work more simple ; less 
controversial ; and I believe it will prove more acceptable to the gen
eral reader. 

Throughout this work, I have to the best of my ability, avoided a 
forced construction of the meaning of any passages of Scripture : where 
there have been doubts in my mind as to the JDeaning, I have never 
intentionally attempted to bend or distort it to assist the cause I ad
vocate. The proofs are too numerous, the evidence throughout the 
Bible too strong and clear, to admit the le:a.st excuse for any such 
constructive dishonesty. 

In all cases where I have quoted spirit communications, they have 
been such as are corroborated by communications from other spirits, 
who have given proofs of their reliability. Thus I have often quoted 

• 
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from the answers given by spirits through the n1ediumship of Mrs. 
Conant, of Boston, but have only done so when the views and senti· 
ments expressed, have harmonized with those given through other me· 
diums of established reputation. I do not by any means endorse all 
that comes through Mrs. Conant, or through any other medium, as all 
spirits, and all mediums, are fallible. 

In relating my personal experience, I have drawn freely from my 
notes, taken either at the time or immediately after the occurrences 
recorded, and in so doing I have in a number of instances used por
tions of the notes which had previously been published by me anony. 
mously in a small pamphlet entitled "The Claims of Spiritualism." 
I also have in two or three instances, incorporated into this work por. 
tions of articles written by me, and previously published in public 
journals. 

It has been with much reluctance that I have published so much 
of my personal, and even some of my family experience ; but after 
cart:ful consideration I found it would be impossible for me to dis· 
p~nse with this evidence, and yet do justice to the subject, and I have 
been compelled to submit ·to .what under other and different circum
stances, would be an indelicate exposure of private history. 

I beg the orthodox Christian reader to believe, that no word or sen· 
tencc herein contained, has been penned in bitterness towards any 
Christian creed or sect. To vindicate what I believe to be God's . 
truth, I have occasionally expressed myself warmly, freely; but wher~ 
I have condc!mned, it has always been my intt'ntion to lay bare sin or 
error, not to wound; for the right to differ is the sacred right of all. 

I have a favor to ask of the reader ; it is that in the perusal of thi!l 
work he will be kind enough to give it the benefit of the advice of 
Lord Bacon ; to 

" Read ; not to contradict and confute ; nor to believe and take for 
granted ; nor to find talk and discourse; but to weigh and consider.'' 

E. C. 

•96 Cw<TO!< AVElftlll, BROOKLYM, l 
Naw Vuu, At~~tul •,,1874- r 
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MODERN SPIRITUALISM. 

CHAPTER I. 

SPIRITUAL GIFTS. 

":'\o\v concerning spiritual gifts, brethren, I woul!l not have you ignornnt." 
"lliow there are diversities of giits, but the same Spirit." 
" An• I there are diversities of operations, but it is the same Goo which worketh 

all in all." 
"But the manifestation of the Spirit is given to every man to profit withal."-

1. Cor. xii.-1, 4, 6, 7· 

PERHAPS a majority of Christians to-day, believe that the apos· 
ties, and some of their Christbn cotemporaries, exercised som.: 

mysterious gifts or powers, that came to them by virtue of some 
divine and miraculous dispensation ; and that these powers ceased 
with the apostles ; or at least with their immediate successors. 

In this work, it is my design to show what these gifts or power,; 
were ; and in doing this, I shall rely principally upon the c\·idence 
that similar gifts or powers now exist ; and are exercised ; and th.lt 
their results are similar to those in the times of the apos:les. I also· 
hope to establish the fact, that the gifts then known, were positin: 
spiritual powers, wielded under certain laws and conditions; and not 
pretensions based upon superstition, as some suppose ; and I believe 
it will be an easy task to prove that these.: gifts arc possessed by ccr· 
uin person:;:, and are in operation now as then ; th:.t the same hw~ 
govern their exercise to-day as then ; and that they are identical in 
source and character. 

2 
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In attempting this, it would be desirable at the outset, to have a 
clear understanding of the nature of these gifts; but this knowledge 
will be elicited in the progres!j of the work, and tJ1e inquiry at this 
time would be in anticipation of what will necessarily be brought out, 
by comparison with actual manifestations of similar powers in our 
time. 

That these gifts were exercised by Jesus and His disciples, no 
Christian denies; that all believers wt:re exhorted to acquire and 
excrcis:! them, is equally clear. Paul says, ''Now concerning spirit
ual gifts, brethren, I would not have you ignorant." And again, 
"Follow after charity, and desire spiritual gifts." I. Cor. xiv-1; and 
in hi5 first epistle to Timothy, iv-14, he exhorts him to "Neglect 
not the gift that is in thee." 

These gifts are commended to the attention of all, as being some
thing exceedingly desirable; and not Paul alone, but all other Chris
tians at that time, regarded them as a principal ; if not the main prop 
of their faith-the sensible proofs of their divine mission. 

Paul declares that "there are diversities of gifts, but the same 
Spirit." In himself, were the proofs of the tmth of this declaration ; 
for, with the exception of Jesus, he possessed a greater number of 
.them than any other character in the New Testament; and as a 
pre·eminently enlightened man for that generation, he was qualified 
to judge, and his opinions should have weight, especially upon the 
question of their common spiritual origin. · 

What were the different gifts ? W c are not .left in ignorance as to 
this, for in the same chapter he enumerates them, as follows : 

THE WORD OF WISDO!ol. 

TilE WORD OF K!\OWLEDGE. 

FAITII. 

GIFTS o~· IIEALING. 

WORKING OF MIRACLES. 

PROPHESY. 

DISCER:'<JNG OF SPIRITS. 

DIVERS KI)o;DS OF TONGUES. 

I:'<TERPRETATION OF TONGUES. 

As we proceed, I shall treat of these separately; and attempt to 
show that they are all in operation to-day, as in the times of the 
Apostles; being as freely bestowed, and as conclusive in their results 
as then. 

Had Paul been writing at the present time, it would have been 
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CHAPTER I. 

SPIRITUAL GIFTS. 

11 X ow concerning ~piritual gifts, brethren, I would not have you ij,'llorant." 
"X ow there are diversities of giib, hut the >-ame Spirit." 
11 Aud there are din~r>itics of operation<, hut it is the same God which worketh 

all in all" 
"llut the manifestation of the Spirit i~ given to e,·cry man to profit withal"-

1. Cor. xii.-1, 4, 6, 7• 

PERHAJ>S a majority of Christians to-day, believe that the apos
tles, and some of their Christian cotcmporarics, exercised som\! 

mysterious gifts or powers, that came to them by virtue of some 
divine and miraculous dispensation ; and that these powers ceased 
•ith the apostles; or at least with their immediate successors. 

In this work, it is my design to show what these gifts or powers 
were; anrl in rloing this, I shall rdy principally upon the c\·idcnce 
that similar gifts or powers now exist ; and are exercised ; and tlut 
their results arc similar to those in the times of the apos:les. I abo 
hope to establish the fact, that the gifts then known, were positivc 
spiritual powers, wielded under certain laws and conditions; and not 
pretensions based upon superstition, as some suppose ; and I bdicvc 
it 1rill be an easy tJ.Sk to prove that t!1esc gifts arc possessed by ccr
llia persons, and are in operation now as then ; th:.t the same hu-s 
govern their exercise to-day as then ; and that they are identical in 
source and character. 

2 
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as he did unto us wlw belin,etf on the Lord Jesus Christ, what was I, 
that I should withstand God? "-Acts, xi-q. 

From Mark, ix-38, we find that others cast out devils or evil spirits : 
from Acts, viii-1 1, it is seen that Simon worked his sorceries upon 
the people-the practice of sorcery being only a perverted exercise of 
a spiritual gift: and in A~;ts, xvi-I6, we read of" a certain damsel 
possessed with a spirit of divination." 

Other passages also attest, that these gifts were not confined to be
lievers; they only possessing them in greater perfection, corresponding 
with their greater spiritual development. We contend that the 
gifts of the Spirit are inherent in the race, and are ever ready to be 
called forth, when proper conditions exist ; and that as these condi
tions are exceptionably favorable in our day, their manifestation is 
more marked than in any period since the time of Jesus and the 
apostles. 

In those days these gifts were esteemed as blessings from God ; 
designed for the benefit of the recipient, and of all who participated 
with and through him. Thus we regard them to-day; not as subjects 
of wonder or speculation, but as the gifts of Gorl ; through the 
proper exercise of which, man is destined to prove his immortality ; 
his universal brotherhood; and his birthright as a child of God ;-for 
" the manifestation of the Spirit, is given to every man to profit 
withal." 

These gifts were the same that Jesus exercised, and which He con
ferred upon His disciples : 

" And when he had called unto him his twelve disciples, he gave 
them power against unclean spirits; to cast them out ; and to heal all 
manner of sickness, and all manner of disease . . . ... 

" Heal the sick ; cleanse the lepers ; raise the dead ; cast out devils ; 
freely ye have received; freely give."-Matt. x-I, 8. 

Again Jesus tells them : 
"But when they deliver you up, take no thmight how, or what ye 

shall speak ; for it shall be given you in that same hour what you 
shall speak."-Matt. x-I9. 

They shal,l be impressed what to say. These gifts he also con
ferred on the seventy : 

" Af~r these things the Lord appointed other seventy also ; and 
sent them two and two before his f:ft:e into every city . . . . And 
heal the the sick therein." 

"And the seventy returned again with joy, saying, Lord, even the 
devils are subject unto us through thy name."-Luke, x-I, 9, I7. 

These gifts were also promised to all that believed : 
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"And these s1gns shall follow them that believe ; In my name shall 
they cast out de\·ils; they shall speak with new tongues; 

"They shall take up serpents; and if they drink any deadly thing, 
it shall not hurt them ; they shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall 
recover." -Mark, xvi-17, 18. 

And again: 
" Verily, verily I say unto you, He that believeth on me, the works 

that I do shall he do also ; and greater works than these shall he do ; 
because I go unto my :Father. 

" And whatsoever ye shall ask in my name, that will I do ; that the 
Father may be glorified in the Son."-John, xiv-12, 13. 

Modern Christians do not believe in the daily fulfilment of these 
promises at the present time; Spiritualists do ; and we also believe 
that it is the mission of Spiritualism to restore this lost belief to the 
Church ; as it also is to leaven it with the spirit of Christ. 

Peter constantly exercised some of these gifts. He cnred the man 
lame from birth : Acts, iii-6. He cured "Eneas of the palsy : Acts, 
ix-34- Restored Tabitha to life: Act~, ix·-37 to 41; and effected 
other so-called miracles. Paul cured the cripple at Lystra : Acts 
xiv-8 to 10. He conferred the Holy Ghost : Acts, xix-6. "And 
God wrought miracles by the hands of Paul:" Acts, xix-u, 12. He 
was also guided by spirit direction ; as we find from Acts, xxi-4-

• 

"And finding disciples, we tarried there seven days : who said to 
Paul through the Spirit, that he should not go up to Jerusalem." 

From this passage, it appears that Paul received instructions from 
spirits, through the gift of" the word of knowledge," as to when and 
where he should go. 

It is evident, from the earliest writings of the Christian fathers, 
that these gifts were abundantly distributed through the Primitive 
Church through the agency and teaching of the apostles, and disciples, 
and that they remained with the Church for at least two centuries, and 
were recognized means for upholding and propagating the faith. 
Mosheim says : "It is easier to conceive than to express how much 
the miraculous powers, and the extranrdinary divine gifts which the 
Christians exercise! on various occasions, contributed to extend the 
limits of the Church. The gift of foreign tongues appears to have 
gradually ceased, as soon as JntLny nations became enlightened with 
the truth, and numerous churches of Christians were everywhere 
established, for it became less necessary than it was at first. But 
the other gifts with which God favored the rising Church of Christ 
were, as we learn from numerous testimonies of the ancients, still con-
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ferred upon particular persons here and there." .Mosheim, Ecd. 
Hist., B. I., Cml. ii. Part I., Chap. I. 

It is not necessary for the elucidation of our subject, that I should 
make-and the limits of this work preclude-any further reference to 
evidence that these gifts remained with the Church, as long as it re
tained any considerable spirituality. This part of the subject has been 
t;eated by numerous able writers, both in the orthodox and spiritualis
tic ranks, and to these we must refer the reader for fnrther information. 
The evidence that these gifts so remained, is as strong as that they were 
possessed by Jesus and His disciples, and it pervades the writings of 
nearly all the Christian Fathers. 

• 

• 



CHAPTER II. 

I~SPIRATIO:X AND MEDIUMSHIP • 

., FOT to one is given by the Spirit the word of wis<lom; to another the word 
of knowledge by the same Spirit. "-1. Cor. xii-8. 

S UlPLE in form of expression as these word!i of the apostle are, 
they embrace in their relationship, ideas as vast as space, and as 

mysterious as the nature of God ; and comprehend the wondrous 
action, whereby those attributes of Deity; wisdom and knowledge; 
are ever manifesting in, and through, His creatures. 

Man is the only create<I being, who is endowed with capacity to 
recognize, and to appreciate, though dimly, these manifestations ; 
and through this partial appreciation, to be able to reach more ele
vated planes, where yet higher views can be obtained of their 
true character. This wisdom and knowledge exist in, and proceed 
from, that limitless Ocean of Spirit in which we live ; move ; and have 
our being ; and which finds expression through every avenue ; whether 
in the animal, vegetable, or mineral kingdoms, in proportion to its 
adaptation as a means for such expression. 

I implicitly believe in Divine inspiration-in a ceaseless inflow of 
the Holy Spirit of· God into every human soul. llut even here, 
eternal law demands, that the spiritual and moral standard of the 
individual, shall be the measure by which his capacity to appreciate, 
and benefit by this influence shall be determined. Where an ele
vated standard is attained, the most exalted ideas flow in upon the 
mind, and are often expressed in words of wisdom that reflect their 
celestial origin. 

~linds like these are the subjects of direct inspiration, even as 
the pure angels are inspired; but it is much more commonly the 
case that persons whose utterances arc characterized by wisdom, are 
only the mouth-pieces of spiritual intelligences on a plane hi:_::her 
than their own, and who transmit through them the wisdom they 
receive, either directly by divine inspiration, or indirectly through 
intelligences higher than they. 

Inspiration, whether direct from the Divine mind, or mediately 
through the minds of spiritual agencies, is nut a miracle of past 
ages, but a peroetual fact ; operative now as of old;· and it is the 
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' . 
method, which under the operation of Divine law, is employed to 
elev.1te man to higl1er spiritual pl:J.nes. " The preparations of the 
heart in m:ln, and the answer of th;: tongue, is from the Lord."
Prov: xvi-1. 

It may be asked ; How can we discriminate between the wisdom 
by inspiration, direct or indirect; and that emanating primarily from 
our own minds? My answer is; the physical brain originates nothing; 
it is but the mirror upon which are impressed the ideas, thoughts 
and sentiments of the spiritual br:1in ; and the latter is a laboratory, 
fitted to attr:1ct from the great realm of Spirit; to elaborate transmit and 
manifest certain grades and forms o( knowledge, and to reject and 
repel all others. Every i•upression received through the external 
senses elicits ideas from the realm of ideas, inter-existing in the all 
pervading realm of Spirit, and these likewise arc elaborated by the 
processes of the spiritual brain, and in their totality relJrcsent the 
habits and modes of thought, and character of mind, of the indi
vidual. 

We arc all inspired; but in very different degrees. We all exist in 
God the Spirit, who pervades all space, and is present in all things ; 
and as wisdom and knowledge arc His attributes, they must equally 
pervade all space, and we must necessarily live and move in this 
infinite ocean of wisdom and knowledge, and from it draw directly 
or indirectly, whatever of these we may be capable of receiving and 
manifesting. 

Men therefore, in respect to inspiration, are to be judged by the 
test of reason. " By their fmits ye shall know them." Those whose 
mental and spiritual organizations adinit of a free influx., and correct 
transmission of this 'influence, will be found to give expression to 
sentiments and ideas, which infallibly indicate their origin, while 
others, less favored, will give expression to those which exhibit the 
taint of error and impcrf.:ction, derived from the imperfect mental 
organisms through which they are transmitted. 

This view does not exclude the knowledge associated with our 
experience and observation of things here ; it only necessitates 
the ~.lt:rivation of the ideas whicb are excited by such experience 
and observation, through the same channels, and from the same source 
that all' other knowll.!dge proceeds from. There can be no knowl
edge inherent in material things, and all our knowledge of them 
must ue acquired as other knowledge is, from the gwat Source and 
Fountain of Wisdom and Knowll.!dgc in which we exist. 

Pi<:nary or inf.llliule inspiration ; bdng that in which the recipient 
is supposed to b:.: incap;:.I.Jic of co:nmunicating error; 1 believe to 
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be a fJ.lb.cy, for the reason that all men are imperfect and fallible 
in,;truments: but this denial does not affect the fact that absolute 
truth is sometimes communicated through fallible men, for also 
I believe, with Job, that "thcr.: is a spirit in man, and the inspi
ration of the Altnighty giveth them understanding." 

This all-pervaeling, ~11-compreh !ncling Spiritual Power, or Force, is 
back o~ and is the vitalizing, animating principle, in Professor 
Huxley's "protoplasm." It manifests itself in the opening bud, and 
in the developed flower: It is the breath of life that is breathed into 
the human embryo; and it energizes the perfected organism of man. 
It equally pervades and animates all nature and all space; and 
this Universal Spiritual Power we believe to be God. 

When a mind is exceptionally capable of receiving and transmitting 
this influence in certain directions, its manifestations are said to be 
those of Genius. Here the mind becomes illumined, and vividly reflects 
novel and beautiful ideas and sentiments from the realm of thought, to 
which most minds are strangers. These ideal creations are showered 
upon these favore~ mortals, and through the ready channels of their 
minds, find form and expression in our life. 

"All men," says Henry Ward Beecher, "have hours in which they see 
and do not think. .Men of genius, now and then are luminous in this 
way. !-'rom their souls they throw light upon things, and know with 
out reasoning." 

Minds differ, not only in degre'es of receptivity, but also as to the 
fonn and character of the wisdom and knowledge they are capable of 
assimilating and transmitting. Thus we find every phase of 
manifestation of genius; from the so1t1-inspiring musical creations of 
Mozart to the rigid mathematical solutions of an infant prodigy like 
Zerah Colburn. With all men of genius, inspiration flows in upon 
their minds independently of any creative power of their own. 
Thus Schiller, in writing, "wondered whence his thoughts came from : 
they frequently !lowed through him independent of the action of his 
own mind.'' Robert Burns at one time, sitting down to write, penned 
these lines : 

" Which way the subject-theme may gang 
Let time or chance determine ; 

Perhaps it may turn out a sang, 
Or probably a sermon." 

He was here in the best condition for the reception of spiritual 
influence; his mind being passive, and consequently receptive : the 
proper mental condition of all tme mediums. 
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William Howitt says : " All genuine poetry is of its own naturt> 
spiritual. All genuine poets write under inspiration. 
In their closets, and under their tmest influences, all authors, prose 
or poetic, are Spiritualists. Nothing would be easier than to establish 
this position, from the pages of every man and woman, who have written 
with sufficient energy to seize on the spirit of their age:" 

Inspired writers, whether of poetry or prose, canriot always com
mand the exercise of their peculiar talents. The finest poems cannot 
be produced to order ; they come in their own time, when conditions 
are favorable. True poets cannot sing at will, and therefore cannot 
generally contract to furni~h given numbers of verses at set times. 
They arc instruments only; not arbiters. The spiritual-world is the 
world of causes ; the world where all ideas originate, and from thence 
these brilliant conceptions are transmitted to us through such organ
isms as poets, writers, and orators possess. 

Spirits aid all men of genius ; and often direct the inspiration 
into their minds; and impress them with their own lofty conceptions. 
It is thus that our inventions come from the world o! causes; the ideas 
relating to and representing them, being generally impressed upon 
some mind so organized and capable, as to receive and apply them. 

A different order of genius was that possessed by Zerah Colburn. 
He was born in 1812, in Vermont. When less than six years of age, 
without any knowledge of the Arabic numerals, and consequently 
with no knowledge of arithmetic,' he could solve a great number 
and variety of difficult arithmetical problems, apparently by the 
unassisted operations of his mind. 

" He would tell the exact product arising from the multiplication of 
any number, consisting of two, three, or four figures, by any other num
ber consisting of an equal number of figures; or any number consisting 
of six or seven places of figures being proposed, he would determine 
with equal expedition and ease, all the fac:tors of which it is composed .. 

"On one occasion he undertook, and completely succeeded, in raising 
.the numer 8 progressively up to the sixteenth power, and in naming the 
last result, viz., 28I,474,976,7Io,6s6. He was right in every figure. 
He was asked the square root of 1o6,929, and before the number could 
be written down, he immediately answered 327." 

Many other even more surprising proofs of his wonderful powers o£ 
calculation were given. He was unable to explain by what means these 
results were obtained ; and in after life the only explanation he could 
give was, that he noted the figures of the sum ·or problem in his mind, 
and the result came without <;onscious effort on his part. 

Others have possessed similar gifts; among them a lad in Devon-
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shire, England, the son of a laboring peas:1nt, who, at the age of 
twelve years, answered questions, perhaps. even more difficult than 
those answered by Zerah Colburn. 

Then we have brains and minds so orbanized, as to be in almost per
fect harmony with the musical elements of the world of causes, into 
which these flow in unbroken volumes of celestial ham10ny aml gran
deur ; and through which they find expression almost without con
scious effort on the part of th.e person himself, as witJ.t Mozart, who 
said he composed his music because he could not heJp it. "When all 
goes well with me,'' he says, "when I am in a carriage, or walking, or 
when I cannot sleep at night, the thoughts come streaming in upon 
me most fluently ; whence or how is more £han I can tell." 

Beethoven at the age of twenty-eight became totally deaf; yet it 
was after this that many of his best compositions were produced. 
Though shut out from external sounds, his mind was alive to the 
melody of the inner world. Where a mind is attuned to these har
monious elements they never fail to find expression in this life. 
Through Miss Clara Louisa Kellogg, when an infant of only nine 
months, they found vent in her attempts at singing : but it is said of 
her, that failing to turn the tune with precision, she did not again at
tempt to sing until three months thereafter, or when she was one year 
of age, when she again broke the spdl by successfully singing a whole 
air through. It is also said that at the age of two years, she was ac
quainted with all the notes of the piano. 

Of that musical wonder, " Blind Tom,;' I will speak in another 
place. 

At the great musical jubilee held in Boston, in 1872, an infant prod
igy by the name of Joseph Lambert, from Brooklyn, New York, a 
little boy of five years, with his violin of proportionate size, delighted 
the thousands there assembled by his exquisite playing of the " Blue 
Bells of Scotland,'' " The Last Rose of Summer,'' and other familiar 
airs. 

As a compensation for the deprivation of sight, it would appear 
that the blind are oftener in close rapport with spiritual influences 
than most others. It is then 

"When His candle shined upon my head, and when by His light I 
walked through darkness."-Job, xxix-3. 

It was by this light that Dr. Nicholas Saunderson, though blinrl from 
infancy, was able to lecture upon optics, while professor of mathemat
ics in the University of Cambridge; and that Count de Pagan became 
an authority in the science of fortification, and of geometry, after he 
had lost his sight. It was this light that illumined the mind of Sir 
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John Fielding, chief magistrate of Bow Street Police Court, of whom 
it was said, that altho•1gh blind, his "acuteness on the magisterial 
bench may have been equalled, but has never been surpassed." And 
it is said of James Holman, an Englishman, who was blind, that he 
travelled without an attendant through a large portion of Europe, 
penetrated five thousand miles into the Russian dominions, and per
formed a voyage around the world. 

Giovanni Gonelli, of Volterra, in the seventeenth century, was an 
accurate sculptor; though entirely blind. Among his works were busts 
of Charles the First, of England, Cosmo eli Medeci, and Pope Ur
ban VIII. The origiRals of these and many others; he acquired a 
knowledge of, by passing his hand over their faces; and many exquis
ite ideals of his own were embodied in marble by him, without any 
aid from visual orzans. And we have read of a negro Michael Angelo, 
living in Campinas, Brazil, where there is a large church which has 
been seventy years in building, and is not completed. The remarka
ble feature about it is the wonderful carving of the interior, and the 
~till more wonderful fact, that the greater part of it is the work of this 
negro, who never studied the simplest principle of sculpture, and who 
indeed does not even know his alphabet. He ha.S carved columns, 
flowers, and arabesques, cherubim and angels, throwing off his won
drous creations with the profusion which is only possible to those who 
draw their inspiration from its source-the inner world of beauty and 
grace. He worked at his labor of love with delight, until old age 
brought failing sight and trembling hands, and others are continuing 
his work more or less imperfectly, as there had been no plans drawn 
which could guide their labors. 

Men are inspired when their whole natures harmonize in a pre-em
inent degree, with the higher influences from the spiritual-world. John 
G. Whittier, the poet, writing in the Amesbttrg Villager (Mass.) of 
Nov. zS, r872, notices the life and death of an acquaintance of his in 
that place, who seems to have either been born with, or attained to, 
such an t:levated conditi:m, that his views of, and relations to, mun
dane things were all inlluem.:ed by an overruling spirituality, which 
kept him pure and undefiled from contact with gross matter. .Mr. 
Whittier says of him : 

"The present number of the Vi/lagtr chronicles in its obituary de
partment, the death of Henry Taylor, of Amesbury. Quiet, unassum
ing, and simple in all his habits ; an unlettered workingman, he gave 
no outward eviJenct•, beyond the reticent gravity of his manner, of 
the profound intellectual al.lstraction, the depth of philosophic medita
tion which made up his real life. He was no reader: probably he 

· , 
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never mastered half a dozen books ; and he felt small interest in the 
thoughts and opinions of others. 

"I remember, on the occasion of one of my first conversations with 
him, twenty-five years ago, that I was struck by a remark which indi
cated a knowledge of Plato : on inquiry, however, I found he had no 
idea that such a man ever lived. I lent him a volume, which he par
tially read, and returned with the simple remark that 'he saw that 
Plato had got hold of some of his own ideas.' The words of th<! 
Divine Master had for him a depth of meaning which he found diffi
cult to translate into common language, and he was compelled often 
to make words to express himself. He watched with absorbing inter
est the gradual processes and unfolding; of his own mind, and spoke 
of them as if he had no personal concern in the ma ttcr ; regarding his 
mental mm·ernents as impelled by a power not his own. He had 
only to wait and observe, like the recluse of Wordsworth, the revela
tions of 

"the powers 
That of themselves our minds impress." 

"He was oriental in his cast of mind. . • . He had somehow 
reached a state of absolute quietude ; a region of ineffable calm, blown 
over by no winds of hope or fear. All personal anxit!ties and solici_. 
tudes were unknown. The outward world was phantasmal and un
real ; he was utterly beyond its common tt>rnptations, and looked with 
simple wonder upon the struggle for wealth and place, the strifes and 
ambitions of sects. and parties about him. . . . He seemed nearer 
than any one I had ever known, to have realized that the things seen 
are temporal and illusive; but " the things unseen are eternal." .•. 
It must not be inferred that he was blind to, or neglectful of, the duties 
pertaining to time and space ; on the contrary, he was in practical 
matters of sound judgment. . • . His life was pure ; he had no ene
mies; he cherished no antagonisms . . • and all things were recon
ciled in his conceptions of. the divine order.'' 

Genius is said to be nearly allied to madness; and there is undoubt
edly some truth in the remark, for the possession of genius is not the 
rule, but the exception among men, and is therefore in a certain sense 
abnormal. But it is this exceptional and delicate condition of the 
hrain and mind, which renders men of genius suitable vehicles for the 
reception and transmission of those spiritual influences, which do not 
find ready channels through more material and grosser organizations. 
Dr. Moreau, of Tours, France, has written a work in which he con
tends "that genius arises from the same organic conditions as insan
ity," and that "genius, like insanity, is a symptom of disease of the 
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brain." That men of genius generally furnish evidence, in their own 
persons, of their' possession of cerebral and nervous organizations of 
greater del.icacy and of more exalted sensibility than the majority of 
mankind, is incontestable ; and' probably it would be nearer the truth 
to say that the machine, being of a more delicate structure, is more 
.liable to, derangement; than to say that it is allied with, derangement. 

Many of the greatest geniuses have been liable to paroxysms of 
insanity, or what have been taken for these. Tasso composed 
some of his most brilliant verses during such attacks. In his case, 
as with many others, it 'may have been that what were supposed 
to be paroxysms of madness, were simply results of the imperfect 
efforts of some spirit to control him. Those who study the writings 
of Rousseau, and carefully reau his life, will perceive evidences of a 
disordered mind. Alexander Cruden is said to have compiled his 
concordance whilst suffering under aberration of mind. Pascal was 
a martyr to nervousness ; subject to gross delusions ; and lived in 
constant fear of impending calamity; and yet he was one of the 
most original thinkers in France. Edgar Poe was addicted to al· 
cholic stimulants, and wrote some of his best pieces while under 
their influence : and Byron often resorteu to like stimulants when 
engaged upon his poetical compositions. So the,~· Kubla Khan" 
of Coleridge was compqsed by him when under ·the influence of 
opium. 

In Dr. Benjamin Rush's work on "Disease of the Mind," he says: 
"Talents for eloquence, poetry, music, painting, and uncommon 

ingenuity in several of the mechanical arts, are often evolved in this 
slate of madness. A female patient of mine, who became insane 
after parturition, in 1807, sang hymns and songs of her own compo· 
sition, during the latter stage of her illness, with a tone and voice so 
soft and pleasant, that I hung upon it with delight every time I visited 
her. She had never discovered a talent for poetry or music, in any 
previous part of her life." 

In cases like these, it is sometimes difficult to decide whether the 
spiritual brain, under the altered conditions induced by undue ex· 
citement of the nervous system receives by influx, and elaborates, 
these poetical and other effusions in a manner which it is unequal to 
in a normal condition, or whether they are impressed upon the mind 
by some spiritual intelligence who is in rapport with it while in this 
peculiar st~te, and who by this means finds expression through the 
mimi and brain as instru111ents. That spirits often seize opportunities 
created by morbid or undue cerebral excitement, to impress and even 
control, is now abundantly proved: and as every mind attracts like 
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minds, the opportunity would most likely be improved by some spirit 
with like tastes and tendencies with those aroused in the 'mind 
affected, and thus the poetical, musical, the eloquent, and even the 
mathematical faculties are excited to activity as there is a disvosition 
for' their exercise in the mind itself. 

I cannot perceilre any more difficulty in a spiritual intelligence 
assisting in the solution of a mathematical problem, than in impress
ing a poem; though Mr. Owen, in his "Debatable Land," p. 255, ap
pears to have some doubts of their agency in this direction, for he 
says: "I do not assert that in the department of what are called the 
exact sciences ; as for example in the researches of Galileo, and in 
those still more inestimable of Newton, we are justified in assuming 
that spiritual aid was granted." I believe that the mind of the pro
found mathematician is as often illumined by celestial light as that of 
the poet; the action and effect only being different. The mathemati
cian, from the structure and habits of his mind, cannot generally 
recognize this influence distinctly, or at any rate vividly ; but the 
realm of thought envelops, and its elements penetrate, his mind as 
they do the poet's or musical composer's, and the inspiration he 
needs finds ready access-unrecognized, perhaps-but none the less 
potent for that reason. 

And spirits with kindred minds I have no doubt are often attracted 
to astronomers in their explorations of the heavens, and in close 
sympathy attach themselves to them, reading the thoughts which en
gross them, and the hopes and fears that distract them, and often 
with wisdom and judgment impressing their own ideas and views, 
which, if adopted by these men of science, they doubt not originate 
with themselves. 

And it is not only in his waking hours that both direct and mediate 
inspiration flow in upon man, but oftentimes in sleep, when the mind 
is many times more receptive than in the waking moments. Thus 
while sleeping, Sir Isaac Newton solved a perplexing mathematical 
problem, and many other:. have found in their sleep the answers to 
difficult questions. 

Narcotics in their primary effects, stimulate the brain and mind, 
and with many this exalted mental condition renders them more sus
ceptible to spiritual impressions ; while, on the other hand, with some, 
the secondary stage, or that of narcosis, renders the mind more sus
ceptible_ 

Natute is more impartial in the distribution of her gifts than is 
generally supposed, and it is true in perhaps a majority of instances, 
where she has endowed men with the gifts of poetical, or musical 
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genius, or the gift of eloquence, that she has withheld the more quiet 
but more reliable, substantial gift of sound judgment, and the history 
of men eminent in these c1ualities tends ~o show that they have 
mostly been unreliable leaders, and that their talents have been re· 
strictep to the exercise of their special gifts. They generally lack 
the practical talent to execute, being to a great extent only channds 
through which certain luminous ideas find expression in our life. 

The character of Alexander Pope, is a remarkable illustration of 
this imperfect judgment associated with· grand and brilliant poetical 
talent. In Colborn's N,:w Monthly, for January, 1874, there is an 
article treating of the personal peculiarities of this great poet, from 
which I make the following extract : 

"Nature seems to have purposely designed him for giving trouble 
to his fellow-creatures. Assistance was as necessary to his physical 
weakness as ink was to his thoughts. His personal charms were few,· 
but his defects many. He had clear, sparkling eyes; a long; hand
some nose, a smile at once sweet and mela!lcholy, and a voice ex
quisitely sweet and musical. But he was born With a fomt so weak 
as to demand throughout his life the support of stays. He was so 
small that at table his chair had to be greatly raised in order to bring 
his mouth to a level with his plate. His legs were as thin as straws, 
and in order to give them the resemblance of bulk he wore three 
pairs of stockings. His head was bald, and whenever he could he 
wore -a white cap in preference to a tie-wig. Because he once fell 
asieep at his own table when the Prince of Wales was talking of 
poetry, he was charged with being seficient in good manners, or with 
a snobbish desire to show how little he valued the society of royalty ; 
but the truth was, he was like a baby. He was so weak that he 
obeyed the dictates of nature as implicitly as an infant obeys her. 
When she made him weary, he fell asleep. When he had any de
mands to be satisfied, he querulously cried for them, as a spoiled or 
peevish baby would do. Wherever he went his helplessness was 
complained of by his host, and resented by the servants." 

Not only is such an imperfect, almost contemptible organism, as is 
here depicted, a striking argument in favor of the theory of its be
ing only an instmment, a funnel, through which the inspiration of 
other exalted minds found expression ; but it is an equally strong 
argument against the materialistic doctrine, that the physical brain 
eliminates all there is of grandeur and nobility of thought, when we 
consiuer what must be evident, that such an otherwise grossly imper
fect general organism could not have been associated with a physical 
brain of pre-eminent capabilities, of comparative perfection. The 
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infim1ities of mind and temper that Pope manifested, could only have 
proceeded from a nervous system organically inferior, and a physical 
brain, which though naturally endowed with a capacity fo·r grea! 
possibilities as a medium of expression, was yet rendered practically 
incapable from its participation in the weakness.and inefficiency of 
the general system ; and it was necessarily unequal to the task 
of originating the grandly poetical and philosophical ideas, and 
sentiments, which were given to the world through him. 

My remark~ thus far more particul:\rly, though not exclusively, apply 
to the question of spiritual influence, as it tlows in upon us from that 
limitless Ocean of Spirit in which we exist, and of which our own 
spirits are component parts. I h:l\'e stated that its manifestations 
are such as the mental and cerebral conformation determine : that 
through one it appears as a talent for poetry; another for music; 
one will be inspired with eloquence in ~peaking; anorher as a writer; 
while others possess capacities for wisdom and knowledge generally, 
above their fellows; and that there is difficulty in decid;ng in many 
cases, between direct and mediate inspiration. 

I shall now endeavor to show, that the latter mode of mental illumi. 
nation is at least as well established as the former ; and that spirits or 
angels in our days, as in the days of olll, do directly and effectively in· 
ftuence the minds of many mortals, and largely determine not only the 
tendency of their thoughts, but their language, and even their actions: 

All men possess an internal and an external consciousness, relating 
to an internal and external existence, which all men are living. We 
are living two lives, in tw'> worlds ; and there is a barrier between 
them, l'·hich ordinarily excludes a view from the external into the 
internal life : but in some persons this barrier is not the impervious 
wall that it most commonly ·is, and the elements of their two lives 
intenningle, and the realities of the inner become projected into the 
external sphere, so that what are ordinarily the secret:> of the inner 
life, become known in this. This barrier in these persons, is equally 
pervious to spiritual influence from the vast realm of spirit, and to 
spirits themselves. Such are mediums ; seers ; and prophets ; clairvoy
ants ; magnetic somnambulists, etc. 

"And he said unto him ; Behold now, there is in this city a man of 
God, and he is an honorable man ; all that he saith cometh surely to 
pass : now let us go thither, peradventure he c:m show us our way 
that we should go." 

"And the servant answered Saul n;p.in. and saiJ ; Behold, I have 
here at hand the fourth part of a shekel of silver : that will I give to 
the man of God, to tell us our way. 

8 
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"Beforetime in Israel, when a man went to inqltire of God, thus 
he spake; Come, and let us go to the seer: for he that is now called 
a prophet was beforetime called a seer."-1. Sam. ix-6, 8, 9· 

It will here be seen, that the prophet or medium there described, is 
called a " man of (}od.'' I do not doubt that Samuel merited this 
title, and I claim that many prophets or mediums of our day equally 
·deserve it, and in the ncar future will receive it. "All that he saith 
cometh to pass." In a general sense this is tme, as I hope to prove 
of others now living. The reader wiJI observe that even then the 
laborer was worthy of his hire ; for Samuel had to live as mediums 
now do; and therefore expected remuneration for the exercise of his 
gift. 

"Ikforetime in Israel, when a man went to inquire of God, thus 
he spake ; Come, and let us go to the seer: for he that is now called 
a prophet, was· beforctime called a seer." And I would add that in 
our day he is called a medium, and that we do not now inquire 
directly of God through prophets or mediums, bnt through them 
inquire of His angels, who are ministering spirits: for we believe that 
even God acts through means; and Jesus himself was the most per
fect of mediums; and all evangelical Christians contend for this 
character for him, as between God and man ; he being here the great 
Mediator. If they are correct in this claim, it must be equally true 
that a medium of communicatioq was required ; and if this was requi
site, it proves that God does not communicate with His creatures, in 
the direct manner which has been supposed ; for God does nothing 
unnecessarily, or without sufficient motive. Belief in the medium
ship of Jesus, is only consistent with belief in tbe necessity of such 
mediumship. Spiritualists can concede this character to Jesus, and 
their position as to mediumship between angels and men, is strength
ened by the concession. Jesus himself clearly sets forth the doctrine 
of mcdiumship, as we understand it, when he says, " He that receiv
eth you, receiveth me; and h.e that receiveth me, receiveth Him that 
sent me." This accords with the knowledge we derive from elevated 
spirits ; they all teaching that the wisdom that guides men in this life 
is in a great measure received through wise spirits, and is oftentimes 
transmitted through spirits on different planes, until it reaches our 
minds. If this knowledge could be traced to a still higher source, 
there is no doubt it would be found residing in the Great Fountain of 
\Visdom-the All-pervading Spirit ; God Himself. 

Bishop Butler, in hi:; Analogy (If Religio1z, p. 240, fully confirms this 
view of the necessity of medinmship. l:le says: 

.. The whole analogy of nature removes all imagined presumption 
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ag:tinst the general notion of a mediator between God and man. For 
we find all living creatures are brought into the world, and their life 
in infancy is preserved by the instrumentality of others, and every sat
isfaction of it in some way or other, is bestowed by the like means. 
So that the vis1ble government which God exercises over the world, is 
by the instrumentality, and mediation of others. And how far His in
visible government, be or be not so, it is impossible to determine at 
all by reason. And the supposition that part of it is so appear~, to 
say the least, altogether as credible as the contrary." • 

When we now inquire through a true prophet or medium ; for there 
are false prophets now as then ; we generally receive communications 
of a higher order than most of those received through the ancient 
Hebrew prophets; for the reason that both communicating spirit and 
medium, are far more enlightened, and on a higher plane than were 
most of the prophets of old, and the spirit: who spoke through them 
and who so oft~n were mistaken for God Himself. 

It is often asked ; Why do not these things come through all persons 
as well as through a few ? The reply is, that all are not fitted for the 
sensible exercise of the gifts. The capacity is born with the person 
as is declared in Jer. i-5 : "Before I formed thee in the belly, I 
knew thee, and before thou earnest forth out of the womb, I sancti
fied thee, and I ordained thee a prophet unto the nations." 

The Holy Spirit as described _in the New Testament, manifests 
only through a comparatively few; not through the many. In the same 
family, sprung from the same stock, educated and taught alike, and 
brought up under the same influences; one or more members will 
give evidence of being duly impressed with the power of this Holy 
Spirit, while the majority of them, will perhaps furnish unmistakable 
evidence of their insensibility to such influence. 

This Holy Spirit is often made manift!st through elevated spirits, or 
angels as instruments ; but they also must work through instruments ; 
and these are mortals peculiarly organized and suitable for this use ; 
but they are unable to manifest through the majority of mankind, for 
the reason that they are not suitably·constituted. The precise con
ditions that render some, suitable channels for this inftueo1ce, or who 
furnish in their organisms the elements which arc necessa1 y for these 
manifestations, are to us unknown, and spirits themsel•es appear 
to know little more than we, as to what constitutes these condi
tions. 

It has been generally considered. by those who have treated this 
question frotn t!le spiritual stand-point, that they pertain to, or arise 
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out of, the physical organism ; but my observations have led me to a 
different conclusion, and I believe that these peculiar conditions re
late mostly, if not altogether, to the spiritual nature-the spiritual or
ganism. The principal argument in favor of this opinion is, that those 
who are mediums here do not by death become divested of their pecu
liar powers, but,·as all spirits whom I have consulted on the subject, 
and who have professed to have any knowledge regarding it, have 
informed me; they retain them in spirit-life, and there many times ex
ercise their gifts of mediumship as between earthly mediums and 
hig~cr intelligences. That all possess these elements in some de
gree, is undoubted, but in mediums they appear to be present in such 
force, as to render them available instruments for the exercise of spirit 
power. 

Next to Jesus, the apostle Paul appears to have possessed the great
est number of spiritual giTts. He was clairvoyant; as we find from 
Acts, ix-12, and xxviii-23, 24. He was clairaudient; as described 
in chap. xviii-9. Was a physical medium; as in chap. xvi-26. Was 
a psychologist; as in chap. xiii-9 to I I. Was a magnetic healer; as 
in chap. xiv--8 to ro ; and his magnetic power was so great, that he 
imparted to handkerchiefs and aprons, healing properties, so that those 
who received them were healed of disease; as in chap. xix-12. 
Though few in our day, are the equals of Paul in the number, and 
variety of the gifts they possess, yet there are many who possess 
certain gifts, in even greater perfection than he, and some which were 
apparently unknown to Paul, arc daily exercised now. 

One,lesson that Spiritualism teaches in every step of its investiga
tion, is our .inability to fathom many of its mysteries ; we are con
stantly reminded of our limited powers of comprt'hension, and yet the 
discoveries that reward judicious and well-directed c.•fforts, as constantly 
stimulate us to exertion, so that in view of these sur.cesses we can af
ford to acknowledge our ignorance of many things, which we hope the 
future will reveal to our researches. 

So as to the questions; What constitutes medium ship? and ; Why 
are not all mediums? I do not hesitate to reply ; I do not know : and 
as we proceed in this work, I shall often make the same reply to 
many other questions, and tmst the many well-established facts that 
like st.Hs adorn the celestial vault of Spiritualism ; and some of 
which I shall present; will render the yet undiscovered character of 
many other things, no argument against their existence. As to this 
question, we may as well for the present adopt, and content our
selves with, the view that Samuel took of it, when he said to Saul, 
"And the Spirit of the Lord will come upon thee, and thou shalt 
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prophe~y with them, and shalt be turned into another man."-!. Sam. 
x-.-6. 

That mediumship is not a miracle, but a result of the operation of 
natural law, and of natural causes, through certain conditions, no 
one who investigates can doubt. Owing to the variability of these 
conditions, the manifestations are always intermittent, or present in 
greater or less force. The state of the nervous system ; or of the 
health of the medium ; the magnetic influence of persons present ; the 
condition of the atmosphere ; and probably other causes, affect ~he 
operation of the spiritual and magnetic forces and elements, so that 
there is constant variation in the strength and character of the man
ifestations. One characteristic of mediums, and which appears to be 
a nt:cessary one, is that of their marked sensibility to external in
fluences, and no doubt this sensitiveness extends equally to internal 
and spiritual influences; and when these influences arc antagonistic, 
either utter failure, or only partial success, can attend their labors. 

We know that each man differs from the other; each has an indi
viduality of his own ; we perceive this, not only in the external form, 
and movemc:nts, but we also acknowledge equal differences in the 
mental and spiritual qualities of each other: some arc gross and sen
ual, others refined and delicate ; some are ungainly in person, but at
tractive in mind ; and the differences arc as numerous as the individ
uals. Amidst these differences, some are so peculiarly organized, that 
they are capable of assisting, unconsciously, the efforts of spirits to 
communicate with us in this life, and they can truly say, "Therefore 
have I uttered that I understood not; things too wonderful for me, 
which I knew not."-Job, xlii-3. 

Mediums, b<!ing entirely misunderstood in the past, both by them
selves and hy othcr.s, have either been elevated to the rank vf 
(}od's esper Ial ministers, as were many of the prophets and seers of 
old, or th~7 have been accused of being in league with the powers 
of darkne<,s, and the willing instruments of S:1tan, for the enslavement 
of manlund. It is part of the mission of Spiritualism, to assort and 
P1ace them in their true positions-to prove that they arc God's in
struments, only a11 all men are ; all differing in degree, as channels 
for the communication of His will. That they are no better, nor worse 
than ourselves ; and that they arc so organized, that the inhabitants of 
the spirit-world, which is all around us, can through them communi
cate with us ; and thus they fill posts of usefulness that no others can; 
lnd we: are indebted to them in proportion to the honesty of pur
v.sc:; devotion, and success, with which they perform their duties. 
A~ .1 class, no 11eople in the world have suffered as have mediums. 
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A few have been honored, though always misunderstood; but the 
majority of them have been proscribed, or imprisont:d, or abhorr.ed 
as satanic, or have met violent deaths at the hands of priestly bigotry, 
or of an ignorant populace; while angels looked on in sorrow and 
pity for the victims, and in disappointment that these ; the only chan
nels which they could use to enlighten mankind, should be closed 
through ignoran<."e, and prejudice. 

It is a com'!lon opinion, even amongst Spiritualists, that magnetism 
and electricity, are agents employed by spirits in the production of 
spiritual phenomena. I early accepted this opinion, and expected 
that the evidences of its truth would be apparent ; but I must say 
that my investigations have led me to doubt its correctness ; or at 

· least to doubt whether the agents employed are magnetism and 
electricity, as we understand these forces; but as I shall have tuore to 
say upon this subject in another place, I will for the present, dismiss\ 
it. 

But how do spirits impress, or control the minds, and bodies of 
mediums? My answer is; spirits foreign to the body impress and 
control it, as does the spirit natural to the body ; and both accomplish 
their purposes, by the same means that the electro-biologist governs 
the mind and movements of his subject-by will-power or force. 

All spirits cannot control mediums ; and probably comparatively 
few can ; or at least without rerieatcd efforts, and much labor : but 
certain spirits, like certain mortals, are endowed with eminent magnetiC, 
or psychological power ; which they can direct upon certain receptive 
persons with astonishing effect, so that some or :;til '?f their faculties 
and powers become temporarily subject to the psychologizing intel
ligence : their sight, hearing, taste, feeling, thoughts, and actions, all 
being such only, as the will of the controlling spirit determines; his 
will being substituted for theirs, in the control of their own organs 
and faculties. 

It is by this soul-power, that the spirit proper of the body, controls 
the latter, and by which, when possessed in a great~r degree b)· s. 
foreign spirit, it dominates the will of the embodied spirit, and tezn
porarily usurps the exercise of its functions. This will be better un
derstood, if we can realize the important. truth that we all are. spirits, 
and that all which constitutes the Ego-I- is of the spirit; and th:l.t 
the physical organism-including the brain-is simply an instrument or 
medium, whereby the indwelling spirit manifests in, and communi
cates with, this external life. Our spirits, though embodied, exist in 
the spirit-world; and the two worlds, the spiritual and the physical, in
tercxist even as our spirits and bodies do, and are inseparable, ex-
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cept as to the conditions th:,.t attach to each, and th.: laws that govern 
them. 

The indwelling spirit, or spirit proper to the body, is able to mani-
- fc::st, as the physical organism is better or less adapted to its purpo~es ; 

and not only are some organisms naturally, better adapted to this 
manifestation, but every organism varies at times in its adaptability 
to the purposes and uses of its own spirit. 

,This variable condition arises from numerous causes, which affect 
the fitness of the instrument to be a ready and correct subject of impres
sion, and vehicle, for manifestation. Among these causes are organic 
and functional derangement of the cerebral organs, which many 
times renders them unreliable and fallacious agents, for the transmission 
of spiritual impressions; and here the indi\·idual exhibits, in a greater 
or less degree, the incoherency and confusion of ideas, that characterize 
insanity. Between these conditions of the brain and slight derange. 
ment of the nervous system, are found all the gradations of deranged 
functional action ; either primarily originating in the bcain, and nervous 
system, or as existing secondarily, from disturbance in some other im
portant. or vital organ. 

I well remember a marked instance, of the temporary change thus 
effected in a friend. I had known this gentleman for some years ; be
ing the medical attendant of his family. His wife suffered for some 
eighteen months from the ravages of a cancer. I had always found 
him (unless when unavoidably absent) at her side, a pattern of devo. 
tion ; never impatient ; and never, under many trying circumstances, 
either in language or manners other than a gentleman. His disposi
tion was remarkably mild and amiable. 

Not long after her decease, I was ca,led to see him. He had a 
slight attack of fevt'r, and upon entering his room, and before I had 
reached his side, he addressed me in terms that were far from cour
teous; for without any other salutation, he announced his want of 
faith in allopathy, and in allopathic doctors generally, and in me in 
particular; but upon the whole, he had concluded to see what I 
could do in his case. To be thus addressed by ~1r. D. startled tnt", 

and a feeling of indignation succeeded, but a moment's reflection was 
sufficient to dispel it, and for me to realize that this was not a natural 
ebullition of feeling, but was attributable to cerebral and nervous ex
citement. I examined and prescribed for him, repeating n.IY visits 
until be recovered, \\;thout any further exhibitions of· temper on his 
part. 

I had expected, that when Mr. D. should recover, that he would have 
spoken of his ill-timed remarks, but he evidently remembered nothing 
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ofthem. His usual suavity and gentleness returned, and our friend
ship, and my esteem for him, remained undiminished. 

Here was a changed man, arising solely from the inharmonious 
action of his system. Had the djsturbance increased, the indwelling 
spirit would have been unable to manifest, so as to be understood., and 
lunacy would have ensued. His spirit remained unaffected; but in
stead of manifesting as before, through a remarkably healthy organism, 
which it perfectly controlled, it now found its instrument out of tune, 
and itself unable to work the keys, with facility and precision. The 
chords gave forth strange and uncertain sounds, and discord now pre
vailed where before harmony reigned ; but with returning health, the 
instrument having regained its natural tone, .Mr. D. again became 
ilimsdf. 

Thus we can account for variations in temper, and apparently in 
character, of many females during certain periods ; of persons subject 
to biliary derangements; of others subject to derangement of the 
stomach and digestive organs; of dyspepsia; of persons under the ·in
fluence of ardent spirits, and, narcotics. In these cases, the action of 
the system is permanently or temporarily deranged, and the organism is 
incapable of being impressed and controlled in a correct and effective 
manner, by the intelligence that governs it. It is only through a per
fect instrument, that correct and true expression can be transmitted. 
Spirits act upon matter, also matter reacts upon spirit ; and in these 
cases matter for the time being becomes positive and antagonistic to 
spirit, and fails to correctly represent its intentions. 

Such being the relations of body apd spirit, we can, by bearing them 
in mind, more readily conceive the possibility of another spirit, disem
bodied, but in possession of its full spiritual powers,. impressing by its 
superior force of will, its own ideas upon the spiritual and physical 
brains of an embodied spirit, and especially where this latter is not of 
a j>ositive nature, but passive and receptive, as all impressional and 
trance mediums are, and necessarily must be. 

We must remember that spirit is superior to matter-that it is the 
province of spirit to control it; and if we admit that the human spirit, 
possesses powers, there can be no great difficulty in further admitting 
that when freed from its physical body, it may possibly be able to 
find some other similar living organism, which it sometimes can in
fluence, though perhaps in a le~s perfect manner than it formerly did 
its own organism. This is all we claim ; and when the subject is care
fully examined, it will be difficult to deny its probability. 

When the organism of a medium is cffccti~·ely used by a spirit, we 
should bear in mind that it is a foreign spirit that has assumed control; 
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o.nd that the spirit proper to the bodr, .is so far overpowered and 
rendered passive, as no longer to control any of its mental organs or 
processes. The spirit in control impresses the brain, and uses the or
gans of speech, as it did those of its former body, as nearly as the 
conditions will admit ; but it is rarely that a spirit can assume such 
perfect control, that it can use these organs without the communica
tions being tinctured by the habits and n1odes of thinking, to which 
they have been accustomed ; and hence, errors and differences will 
often be noticed, which a sceptical mind will at once seize upon as 
proofs of imposture, or at least of self-deception. 

"You are in danger of not making allowance enougll. for the im
perfections of media, and for their mental peculiarities. Even the 
believers in the plenary inspiration of the Bible, who contend that 
holy men spoke and wrote precisely as they were 'moved by the 
Holy Ghost,' confess, that the peculiarities of all the prophets and 
apostles, are distinguishable in the books which bear their respective 
names. Isaiah and Daniel Paul and James, it is alleged were media, 

· through whom the Holy Spirit spake and wrote. But still there is 
the same difference in what came through them as in the men. Even 
the Holy Ghost could not, or would not, writt! through those different 
media, without allowing their personal mentality to peculiarize what 
was written. " If created spirits move, and speak or write, through 
the media for these manifestations, how much more likely is it that 
their productions must be affected by each one's mental and spir
itual peculiarities."-" Spirit Manifestations,'' by Adin Ballou, p. 
:161. 

When these difficulties are realized, it will be understood why many 
~ommunications from spirits who possessed acknowledged talent in 
earth-life, fall so far short of their former intellectual eftorts, for when 
elisting in this life they possessed organisms, and especially cerebral 
organs, of larger capacity, with which they were in perfect harmony, 
and which admitted of the superior modes of expression that charac
terized them ; but now assuming control of an organism of less men
tal capacity, perhaps less perfect than their own in other respects, 
and with which they are not in altogether harmonious relations, they 
are not only limited by the capacity, but to a certain extent governed 
by the accustomed habits and modes of action of the organs they use 
in their manifestation, and thus are oftentimes unable, not only to 
transcend the ordinary mental productions that characterize the me
dium, but even fall short of them. 

Wben a communication thus given, exceeds the known capacity of 
the medium, it undoubtt!dly arises from the fact that the mental pos-

• 
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sibilities of the latter have not heen reached by him, and that the 
controlling spirit in this respect, has the power to use his organs to a 
fuller extent than the spirit proper of the medium ; and further, there 
is no doubt that the controlling spirit can more effectively use the 
organism at one time than another, so that even when the conditions 
are ordinarily favorable, there yet are times when the communications 
in style and mode of expre~sion fall below the intelligence and attain
ments of the spirit controlling. The wonder is, not that the spirit 
should sometimes fail to express itself correctly, but that by any 
possibility, it should be able at any time to do this as weil as the 
spirit that has controlled the organism from birth. 

Therefore it is not correct to assume, that because a communica
tion is below the former capacity of the spirit professing to communi
cate, it must necessarily be false, though .false ones there arc, 
not only coming though impostors and self-deceivers, but through 
genuine mediums, and no honest Spiritualist hesitates to denounce 
the former when once their true characters are revealed. 

That our spirits are endowed with an existence of their own, and 
that our physical bodies are only the earthly tabernacles which 
they inhabit, and animate, is strongly supported by the mental phe
nomena often observed in certain cases of insanity, where, although 
oblivious to all past events, we know the memory of these still 
exists somewhere, and under certain conditions; for upon recovery, 
the patient will sometimes . regain his perfect memory. How is 
this ? To him who believes that memory finds its ~eat ;n the spirit 
or soul, there is no difficulty in explaining it. Insanity affects 
the physical brain only, and this organ is rendered an unsuitable in
strument through which the spirit can communicate by impression 
with this external life, and necessarily memory, with the other 
faculties of the mind, eitlu:r finds no expression, or a perverted 
one. All these faculties of the spirit are debarred from correct ex
pression, and it is only when the brain is restored to its normal state 
that they regain this power. We should remember that our bodies 
are our mediums, and that our brains and the senses are the avenues 
through which we look out upon, and communicate with the world. 

Why is it that our minds find expression so unequally, even in the 
absence of any noticeable derangement of the 3)'Stem ? Every public 
speaker knows that he can speak freely at times, and can barely 
speak at all at others. Every writer at times throws his pen aside in 
despair, from want of power to command his ideas. The faculties 
thus reli<>d upon can only be successfully exercised when the ave
nue is free and unobstructed. When the brain is suffering from ex· 

. . 
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haustion, or befogged with vapors, it is no longer fit for the exercise 
of its functions for transmitting the workings of the inner mind ; the 
delicate impressions made upon it through the subtle powers of 
the will are unfelt, or so feebly impressed, that what is transmitted 

· will often be as different from its more successful efforts, as arc the 
utterances of some mediums from the former brilliant intcllc<.·tual 
efforts of the spirit communicating. The same law governs the 
spirit natural to the body and the spirit temporarily controlling it. 

If spirit control be a fact, is it not evident that the spirit of a. 
Webster could not possibly communicate with equal facility through 
the orgllnism of an infant, whose vocal organs have not yet been used 
to articulate sounds ; through that of a udicate girl whose logical 
faculties have not been developed; and through another brain in 
which the same organs that had been so active in himself, have been 
fully developed by use ? Proviued he found it equally t:asy to con
trol one of these as the other, can it for a mome11t be suppost:d that 
he would manifest and express himsdf equally well through each, and 
that Daniel Webster would be recognized in each? It would be very 
surprising, were he to so control the voice of the infant or young 
girl as to speak in his former full bass tones ; and were he to attempt, 
for purposes of identification, an exhibition of his former personal 
peculiarities, there would be a failure. The capabilities of the three 
brains for communication would differ, and all he could possibly do 
would be to impress his ideas upon them, and if these ideas were 
beyond their capacity to receive and convey, failure woul1l ensue. 

\Vby is it, unles"s from organization; that as Millingcn remarks, 
"no woman was,ever known to excel in musical composition, how
ever brilliant her instrumental execution might have been ? The 
same observation has been made in regard to logical disquisitions." 

Certain facts must be clearly understood, and properly appreciated; 
if we expect to. comprehend, even partially, this great question of me
diumship. They are, first, that few spirits can control any medium : 
secondly, that no spirit can control through a mental organism, un
less it be in some degree in rapport with it-there must be some 
points of agreement, some elements of congeniality; and thirdly, the 
most important of all is, that the manner of communication is most 
commonly by the spirit impressing its ideas, not its words, upon the 
mind of the medium. 

With regard to the last point, it can be better estimated if the 
reader will reflect upon the difficulty, nay, impossibility, of any per
son receiving the exact ideas o( another. Precisely the same ideas, 
expressed in the same words, which are listened to by two persons of 
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equal intelligence, will invariably be to one, in some respect, different 
from what they are to the other ; and let them in turn, separate and 
apart, relate what they have heard to another and the same per
son ; and this latter will generally perceive material differences in the 
two stories, and often will with difficulty recogni~ their common 
origin. There are no two minds organized alike, nor any two bodies 
through which they act, and no two individuals think alike. Words are 
rarely true exponents of ideas. 

For the reasons above given, it will also be seen that the same 
spirit manifesting through different mediums, manifests differently 
through each, as it is subject to the varied conditions, peculiarities of 
structure, and habits of each organism ; like liquids flowing through dif
ferent channels, they take form, and even properties, from these 
channels. 

These same laws governed the manifestations made through ancient 
mediums or prophets, the utterances of each being characterized by 
the peculiarities of speech and habits of thought which distinguished 
them as individuals. The communications then, were also in strict 
relation to the intellectual, social, and spiritual conditions of the peo
ple, just as those of our day correspond with our intellectl~al, soci~l, 
and spiritual development. 

There is another consideration that should have weight in forming 
our opinions upon this subject, which is, that as comparatively few 
spirits can control any medium, if they communicate at all they 
must transmit their messages through another spiQt who can control, 
and thus the difficulties are increased ; and I have no doubt that this 
inability is more particularly true of advanced spirits, as their relations 
to earth and its inhabitants have been weakened by time and their 
own progression, so that they are generally compelled to seek a 
means of communication-otherwise a medium, on their side, as we 
have to on this, and thus the message passes from one, through at least 
two other minds into that of the recipient here. 

As to public medinms, they always have superintending spirits, and 
these generally transmit ·the messages, and answer questions in the 
name of, and for, the spirits primarily communicating. l\Iany com
munications, therefore, which we regard with suspicion, are genuine 
messages from the spirit purporting to send them, and it is not sur
prising that they bear so little resemblance to his utterances when in 
c:uth.lifc, when we consider the indirect and imperfect channels 
through which they arc received. 

The ch:mnels of spirit-communication are not highways, upon which 
all spirits who would, can freely travel, nor is it a direct pathway to 
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any spmt. They all have to encounter difficulties, these only differ
ing in degree. At a very impressive seance ; Dr. Henry Slade being 
the medium, November 30, c87o, one of his controlling intelligences, 
the spirit of a Dr. Davis; thus addressed me in relation to these diffi
culties: 

" Imagine one of your own telegraph offices, with a crowd of persons 
eager to send messages ; one person prepares in his mind the message 
he desires to send, but he is too slow, and another more ready an
nounces his message, which is sent ; but before he has quite finisheu 
it the former an~ounces his also, which the operator hearing, tacks 
on to the first one, or even gets them mixed worse yet. Then suppose 
all the others attentively listening, and striving to gratify their desires 
to communicate--do you not perceive that mistakes would occur? 
It is just the same with us. We often make mistakes like you. You 
would excuse the mistakes in mortals; be equally charitable with us. 
Reml!mber that our powers and facilities are limited, and often we 
fail in these matters. Again, you must know that between you and 
us the mode of intercourse is an intricate web, not a straight perma
nent line. We must handle the thoughts, when received from you, like 
the workman does his hot iron. It must be done with haste ; other
l'tise the conditions change, and the thread of connection is often lost ; 
and nearly all our intercourse, by this means, is done hastily, and con
~quently with the risk of failure. Do not judge us from isolated in
stances, but by the intrinsic evidence of the whole. When one of 
your orators delivers an oration, it is rarely he does not state some· 
thing, or allude to something, that proves that he and you have know!· 
edge of the same fact or facts. The same with us. Review in your 
memory the various questions and answers between us, and you will 
find the needful evidence you require." 

In view of all these difficulties attendant upon the efforts of spirits 
to communicate with mortals-to prove their identity and to express 

. themselves with their accustomed earthly facility and naturalness-we 
should be careful how we charge fraud or delusion upon their failures, 
for spirits no more claim omniscience, ~mnipotence, or supreme wis
dom, than we mortals ; and as to mediums themselves, they can only 
say each for himself, "Must I not take heed to speak that which the 
Lord hath put in my mouth?"-Num. xxiii-12. 

Both ~hi! Old and New Testaments teem with proofs of gpirit in
tervention. "And behold, I send an Angel before thee, to keep thee 
in the way, and to bring thee into the place which I have prepared."
Ex. xxiii-2o. Hundreds of· emphatic declarations like this stud t~ 
pages of the Bible from Genesis to Revelation. These are either 
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true or false. If true then, why not true to-day? If it be assumed 
that every case of spirit inten·ention there recorded was a special 
miracle, and that there are no miracles tt>·day, then it follows, that if 

·we can prove that spirit intervention is common to-day, we also 
prove that those cases were not miracles, but that they occurred un
der the operation of law, as these things now occur. I believe these 
proofs will be furnished, during the progress of this work in such abun
danc..:, so well supported, that there can be no evasion of the cor
rect conclusion. 

That the law as delivered by Moses and others was given through 
the intervention of angels, or spirits, was directly and plainly asserted 
by Stephen, when he said, "Who have received the law by [throug·h] 
the disposition [agmcy] of angels, and have not kept it."-Acts, 
vii-53. And in the chapter upon Hebrtw Prophets and .Jfediums 
I will cite proofs that Stephen here spoke the exact truth. I will 
there show that angels and spirits were mistaken for God, as they 
sometimes were even in the days of the apostles, and as they some
times are in our day. In Acts, chap. x., commencing with verse 3, 
" an angd of God " appeared to Cornelius ; " and when he looked 
on him, he \Vas afraid, and said, What is it, Lordi " "And now send 
men to Joppa, and call for one Simon, whose surname is Peter;" 
and in verse 7 it is· said, "And when the angd [or spirit] which 
spake to .Cornelius was departed," he sent two of his servants to 
Joppa. In verse 19 it is said, "While Peter thought on the vision 
the spirit said unto him, Behold, three men seek thee." In verse 30, 
Cornelius, in addressing Peter, says, "I prayed in my house and, behold, 
a mmt stood before me in bright clothing." I call attention to this 
narration to show how loosely language was employed by biblical 
writers, and that we are sometimes literally compelled to call in 
the aid of reason to interpret and fix its meaning. In the above 
passages the manifesting spirit is called "Angel," "Lord," then 
"Angel" again, then "Spirit,'' and lastly "a man in bright clothing." 
As we here have such a va:iety of terms to select from, it is per
haps best to adopt the simple, natural one of " spirit," and with 
the mergence of the other names into this, we have a consistent 
story of spirit-guidance and direction, in which we can implicitly 
believe. 

I will here refer to two others passages in the New Testament, which 
arc also subject to a simple explanation. rhese are the·eleventh 
and sixteenth verses of the nineteenth chapter of Revelation : " And 
I saw heaven opened, and behold, a white horse; and he that sat 
upon him was called Faithful and True, and in righteousness he 
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doth judge and make war." "And he hath on his vesture and on 
his thigh, a name written, KING OF JUSGS, A.SD UlRD OF LORDS." 

Can we admit that John saw God on horseback when another 
equal authority· declares that "no man hath seen God at any 
time"? Assume the spiritual being, whom John here saw, to 
have been an. angel, or human spirit, and that the apparition of a 
horse was a psychological impression made upon the mind of John 
by a spirit, and we bring the narration, within the range of possible 
truth, and establish its credibility ; while as at present regarded, no 
reasonable person can accept it. John simply mistook a spirit 
seen in a clairvoyant state. for God, as thousands of others did 
before him, and as thousands have since done. Clairvoyance and 
trance, are only phases of spirit-power and operation-states in 
which the indwelling spirit of man with his spiritual vision, pierces 
the veil which separates us from the spirit world, and fallible there 
as in the external life, he often misconceives. 

Error is inseparable from humanity, and even Jesus, while on earth, 
was liable to errors in judgment, and to disappointment, as is 
sufficiently manifest from Mark, xi-13 : "And seeing a fig-tree 
af:!.r off having leaves, he came, if haply he might find anything 
thereon : and when he came to it be found nothing but leaves ; for 
the time of figs was not yet." Notwithstanding the exceeding clairvoy
ant powers of Jesus, owing to the conditions not then being favorable, 
he was unable from a distance to perceive the absence of fruit, as is 
evident from his blasting the tree in hi~ disappointment. Another 
lesson to be learned from this, is that his power to work miracles 
was limited by the laws and conditions which compelled his obedience, 
as they did and do compel that of others, for we are justified in con
cluding that if he possessed the power at that time to cause the 
tree to bud, flower, and bear fruit, he would have exercised it, 
as he was urged to it by the cravings of hunger. 

The whole subject of spirit manifestation and of mediumship 
is necessarily surrounded with difficulty ; were it otherwise, the 
avenues would to-day be wide open and unobstructed. At one 
time, through a reliable medium, in answer to the question "Why 
my father had not of late communicated with me ? " it was said 
that "he found difficulty, as many other spirits do, in coming into 
our atmosphere in very warm weather ; that it induced in them 
feelings much like those experienced by persons afflicted with asthma." 

At another time I inquired of him : " Why are communications 
through different mediums 50 often contradictory?" 

"Because more than half of them are impositions." 

--
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" Why do genuine communications from spirits differ so 
widely?" 

"It is because of the difference in intellect here as with you." 
" Do mortals when they die carry with them the ideas and feeling 

they possessed here ? " 
" When men ,die they bring with them the same ideas, and feelings 

they had on earth." 
At one time a medium may be in good condition, and the commun. 

ications may be strictly reliable, while at another time nothing reliable 
will be obtained ; so that if a person who had tested him in a fonner 
s~ance and had been satisfied with his power, should from that, no\\• 
yielcl his faith, he would perhaps accept nothing but error. "Test 
the spirits" must be the ever-present and governing rule of the inves
tigator at every stttmg. If this is observed, any intelligent, cautious 
person will soon be able to winnow the chaff from the grain. 

Mr. Charles H. Foster, of New York, through whom the above 
questions were answered, I regard as one of the most accomplished 
clairvoyant mediums known,_ and yet he utterly failed to answer cor
rectly a single question out of more than a dozen in the second seance 
I had with him, and again failed to answer correctly the first half
dozen questions in the third s6ance. This result rudely shook my 
slight faith in his powers, as these were the only soances which up to that 
time I had participated in ; but at the first sitting with him I had re
ceived some strong proofs of hi;; power, whatevt:r it might be and I per
sisted; and although I have since then tested his mcdiumship perhaps 
on sixty or seventy occasions, I have rarely-though sometimes
fotmd him at fault when he has answcrfd at a~l, and I think I can truly 
say that I have been as critical and perhaps as exacting since then as 
before. 

Believe no spirits whose utterances do not bear the impress of hon
esty, disinterestedness, and truth, for it is most certainly as Paul de
cbres in Eph. vi-I 2. "'Ve wrestle against the dark spirits of the 
world ; " and although we receive help from the shining ont:s of heaven, 
yet they generally can only assist our t:ndeavors-rarcly can eflcc· 
tively work for us, without the assistance arising from our own earnest 
efforts. 

The same rules of judgment will equally well apply to mediums 
themselves, for there is a class of them in whom I have no con
fidence whatever. It was said by Peter, " But there were false 
prophets also among the people." The lineal descendants of these 
impostors exist to-day, and the caution io avoid them is as necessary 
now as then. Some of these who advertise under the name of as-
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trologers, clairvoyants, etc., and some who do not advertise, are little 
better than swindlers, operating upon the credulity of some, and re
ceiving pay from others for acting as decoys for libertines, and using 
their pretended medittmship as a covel for the basest of purposes. 
Thank God, those of this class are so marked, and their true ch:uac
ter so easily and well known by all who observe, that their fraudulent 
proceedings at the most affect but a small circle of persons-of men 
and women possessing active imaginations and limited intelligence, 
who are left by their moral and religious teachers to vainly pursue 
truths which even to them are evident, but which are beyond their 
unaided powers to comprehend. 

Difficulty in answering by spirits is sometimes owing to the num
bers of spirit-friends pressing and eager to communicate, so that the 
conditions on their side become disordered. And then again, some
times the minds of the medium and of the spirit become commingled 
or confused, so that the characteristics of both appear in the com
munications. 

Spirits perceive and view things in their world with as great diver
sity as we do in ours, and from this difference in a great measure 
arises the conflicting accounts relating to the salne subjects. Through 
Mr. Foster, I inquired of a spirit purportin~ to be my father : 

"Why do spirits differ so much in their answers when they are asked 
what they see in your sphere?" The answer was, "Just as with you 
in the earth-sphere. Two persons visit Pekin-each describe as things 
appear to him, but both ditfer honestly. So spirits differ. They to 
some extent see differently and describe what they see differently; and 
besides, each spirit sees whatever he desires." 

As to the memory of spirits, there is no question that they carry this 
with them ; but that they always retain the memory of unimportant 
events we have no reason to believe; on the contrary, it is probable, 
and it is often asserted by spirits themselves, that as they progress acd 
cowe into more intimate relations with higher things, their memory 
of earthly scenes and events grows fainter and weaker. But it does 
not follow that because a recently liberated spirit may possess perfect 
memory, it can always exercise it through a medium. At a seance 
with Dr. Henry Slade, of New York, I asked a spirit-friend, recently 
deceased, if her memory of earthly things was as good as when here, 
and her answer written upon the slate by an invisible hand was : 
"My memory is just as good, but the conditions of returning affect 
my memory and confuse me." 

Dr. C:T. Buffum, of Worcester, Massachusetts, a clairvoyant medium 
only second to Mr. Foster, and who as a personating medium excels 

4 



so RED JACKET'S EXPLANATION. 

any I have e\'er seen, while visiting me and sitting in my study, became 
influenced by" Red Jacket," a highly intelligent Indian spirit, who most 
generally controls him and from whom I have received many beautiful 
tests. I inquired of Red Jackes why it was that before taking possession, 
he did not prepare himself by conversation with the spirit-friends of 
persons applying for sittings with the particulars of personal history and 
experience, which, when in control, he could communicate, and thus 
by numerous proofs substantiate the rt"illity of spirit intercourse in the 
strongest manner. His reply was, "We often do question the friends, 
and think we will be able to remember at least a P?rtion of their 
language and ideas ; but when we take control we become subject 
to the conditions of another state of existence, and cannot bring into 
this life the perfect memory of our spirit-life. There are some thing3 
we can usually remember quite clearly, mostly of a general character, 
such as the appearance of our spirit-homes, modes of living there, etc.; 
but what is said to us previously to assuming control we can rarely 
remember. In our ordinary condition we are in the inner life, but 
when in control we are in the outer life as much as you are, and are 
subject to its Jaws and conditions." 

The spirits immediately controlling and influencing public mediums, 
I believe to have all be.en strongly mediumistic themselves when in 
earth-life, and to still retain at least the spiritual elements and qualities 
which are necessary to mediumship, and from their possession of these 
to have been selected by higher inteJ! ;gences, not for their purity of 
character, nor superior intelligence, but simply as instruments best 
adapted on their side to control earthly mediums, and they constitute 
only one link in the chain, that connects spiritual beings with mortals. 

Spirit communications in different countries, vary in being charac
terized by the peculiarities and habits of thought, which are pe
culiar to the people of the country ; and in America there is 
probably not a medium for physical manifestations where an Indian 
spirit is not a principal, if not the principal operator, and Indian 
spirits are also the controlling intelligences of many personating and 
communicating mediums. In explanation of this, "Old John," the 
Indian control of Dr. Charles B. Kenney, of Brooklyn New York, 
said in reply to my question "where he lived," that "all Indians for 
a good while live on earth, and that is the reason why they generally 
control mediums." This accords with what 1 have ga1hered from other 
spirits-that advanced spirits cannot exist near our earth, and within our 
atmosphere, for any considerable length of time. My spirit-friends 
say, that few of them can remain here for more than an hour, and some 
of them not half that time, unless at the cost of personal suffering. Ir 
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these facts be admitted, they establish the truth th:1t the spirits who 
immediately control public mediums, though generally intelligent, and 
even moral, are not generally advanced ones, and such all my experi
ence t~ds to prove. 

' 



CHAPTER III. 

INSPIRATION A~D MEDIU~ISI:-IIP-ccltlimtcd. 

"And one of the multitude answered and said; Master, I have brought unto thee 
my son, which hath a dumb spirit ; and whensoever he taketh him, he teareth him ; 
anu l1e foameth, and gnasheth with his teeth, and pineth away: and I spake to thy 
c!isciples that they should cast him out; and they could not. • . • • And the 
spirit crit.-d, and rent him sore, and came out of him: and he was as one dead; 
in:.omuch that many said, lie is dead. "-Mark, ix-17, 18, 26. · 

I N reading these passages it is generally supposed, that such nar
rations rdate to evil spirits or devils, but it is noticeable that 

there is no word here to suggest such an idea, and it tends to show 
that people then did not consider all possession accompanied with 
spasmodic action and violent contortion, as demoniac: 

I know of a case in the city of Brooklyn, where, notwithstanding the 
medium has been habitually controlled for some years, yet "the spirit 
taketh him and he gnasheth with hi!' teeth." And ·I have seen him 
"as one dead" repeatedly, and yet he is one of the best healing me
diums in the world, and the spirit controlling him is one of the most 
honest, gentle, and affectionate characters I have known. This 
medium is Charles ll. Kenney before mentioned. 

Modern mediums are often agitated through their entire nervous 
and muscular systems, just as they were in the time of Jesus and the 
apostles; just as some among the primitive Christians themselves were, 
and as the Quakers, early Methodists, and the Shakers were, and as 
the latter at times are- to-day. It is caused by the efforts of the spirit 
to control the physical system; but when it acquires thorough con
trol-if it ever does-these convulsive movements cease, and control 
becomes easy as it was with Ezekiel, when he says : "And the 
spirit entered into me when he spake unto me, and set me upon my 
feet, that I heard him that spake unto me."-Ezek. ii-2. 

It may be of some interest to the rcade"r to know how a spirit de
scribes his situation when in control. In August, r872, being in Mora
via, N. Y., and meeting Dr. Buffmn, we had a seance, when " Red 
J•lcket," his controlling Indian spirit, entranced him, and I inquired; 
"Whether while in control, of the medium he was of this world, or 
of the other, or of both?'' His reply was: 
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" I am now of this world as much as you are. I see through the 
organs of this brain only, and hear through these ears, and that is the 
reason why, as you perceive, I have so much difficulty in hearing 
what other spirits tell me, as I have to depend upon them for all 
your spirit-friends say. I can see your spirit-friends-one, or some
times more, at a time, but not steadily, and then they appear as if a 
veil were between them and me, so that my seeing and hearing them 
are difficult, and sometimes I cannot see or hear them at all. But 
the moment I relinquish control then I resume my natural spiritual 
condition." 

At one time in January, 1874. when conversing with "Old John," 
while he was in control of his medium, Dr. Kenney ; I asked him 
where his own spiritual body was when he was controlling, and his 
reply was: "Why, now I am standing behind body." (He invariably 
calls his medium body.) "Then you do not enter his body?" "No, 
certainly not" "When you commence controlling the medium, what 
is your first act ? " "The first thing I do is to place my hands over . 
his head, and move them around and over it in this way." (Suiting 
the action to the word, by passing the medium's hands around and 

·over my head in every direction, but not touching it). "Then all you 
do is to make passes over and around his head until you obtain con
trol?" "Yes." He said that he could not enter the body of the 
medium, but that when he had obtained control he performed every 
act through the organism of the medium,· moved every limb through 
the exercise of his will, and when he thought or willed to speak, the 
medium articulated the words, and that the latter was during the time, 
totally unconscious. The process would appear from this, to be as 
we before said. similar to that used by magnetizers, and this we be
lieve to be the means employed by spirits in controlling; at least 
until they are able to effect control through wiii-power alone, as many 
magnetizers are able to control their subjects. 

A few days after this conversation with "Old John" I again con
versed with him upon the subject. He said that while controlling, his 
own mind was partially obscured. That he had difficulty in hearing 
when spoken to by other spirits ; that he could hear and see best 
thro•i:;h the brain of the medium ; that his own mind seemed to be 
centred in the medium's, and that he still had consciousness in his 
own brain, but it was only partial. It would appear from this expla
nation, that the mind of the controlling spirit and that of the medium 
become blended, ami that the stronger will of the former supplants 
that of the latter. The controlling spirit evidently uses the entire 
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organism of the medium, precisely as the spirit proper to the body 
uses it. 

"To whom hast thou uttered words ? and whose spirit came from 
thee? "-Job, xxvi-+ 

What to me was a very interesting meeting with a spirit, one in 
which the axiom ; that the stream takes its form from the channel 
through which it flows; was well illustrated, took place upon a visit 
which I made to Dr. Henry Slade, on the evening of the fourth of 
September, 1871. Upon calling I was informed that he was confined 
to his bed with nervous excitement, induced by exhaustion from over
exercise of his mediumistic powers. Upon entering his room I 
found him rational but exceedingly nervous, quite hysterical, and dis
posed; like a hysterical female, to find vent in tears. I examined him 
and found considerable fever present. He asked me to hold his 
hand, then to place my hand upon the side of his face ; and in doing 
so I was compelled to lean over the bed, which brought my face near 
his. 

Wl~ile in this position he seemed to sink into a quiet slumber, but 
in a minute reopened his eyes, which had an altered expression, and · 
in a changed, firm voice said, "Be kind enough, sir, to place the back 
of your hand upon the side of his face. The magnetism from the 
back of your hand is positive, and is what he needs." I complied, 
and he added, "I would like to have you, sir, write an article for the 
.New }ork .!Itrald, or TVorld, denouncing the prevailing senseless 
practice of newspapers, in publishing every item of information which 
the detectives and police authorities obtain in their pursuit of crim
inals. Not a startling crime is perpetrated, but the reporters of the 
papers exhaust their ingenuity in extracting every clue from the po
lice; and publishing this gives notice to the criminal, and posts him as 
to the designs and movements of his pursuers. Had the detectives 
and police been able to suppress all information, as to the steps taken 
to detect the murderer of Mr. Nathan, the perpetrator qf that crime 
would have been arrested within three days after the murder." 

Here I inquired of the communicating spirit, whether he had 
knowledge of the murderer of .Mr. Nathan, and he replied, "Yes, w~ 
all know, but so long as yon mismanage your police system as you 
now do we will not assist you. When yon show any common-sense 
in this direction, you will find the spirit-world ready to assist you." 
I inquired the name of the spirit speaking, and the reply was, "That is 
of no conselruence." I then .remarked to :\lr. Simmons, the partner 
of Dr. Sb.lh~1 "We must try and write something upon this subject," 
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when the spirit, rejoined, " Before you publish it snbmit the article to 
the unknown," at the same time pointing to himself; and then added, 
" FarewelL" 

In a few moments the medium resumed his fonner condition, 
apparently unconscious, that he had been controlled ; the eye again 
exhibiting extreme restlessness, the voice rea.c;suming its former com
plaining, whining tone, and the whole system gi~·ing evidence, as 
before, of great nervous prostration. I then ren\arked to l\f r. Simmons, 
" I am afraid the papers would not publish an article of this character 
condemning their own practices." Almost instantly the medium was 
again controlled, and the spirit in a vigorous, firm voice said, "G- d
them, they must publish it ; if they refuse tell them you will placard them 
over aU the walls of the city. D- them, they dare not refuse ! '' I here 
foaid, " My dear sir, excuse me; but how can you, a disembodied spirit, 
take the name of God in vain?" Instantly and energetically he replied: 
"Do you suppose that God Almighty cares whether I use His 
name, or how I use it? Why should there be any more harm in 
foaying 'By God, than in saying- \\'hat is your name, sir ? " I re
plied, "Crowell." He resumed: "Than in saying' By Crowell.' In 
all nature there is more or less of evil. All good is inseparable from 
evil. God Himself is in relation to all the c\·il in tht> universe. It 
does not affect Hi~ purity. Evil is only the negative good. The nut 
whose kernel you seek for its nutriment, is enclo~ed by an acrid cov
ering, which you cast away. The luscious peach is covered with 
poisonous down. The grain of wheat, which sustains the life of you 
mortals, i~ enclosed in a worthless husk, which you are compelled to 
separate before it is fit for your purposes." 

More was said to the same purpose, and ably said, when I remarked 
that I did not pretend to any right to take him to task, and it had not 
been my intention to do so, only I was surprised to hear such lan
guage from an inhabitant of the other world and desired to understand 
his reaSons justifying its use. He replied, " When in earth-life, I did 
not usually indulge in such language when conversing with gentlemen, 
nor do I ordinarily now when communicating through this medium ; 
but this poor brain through which I am now speaking is all afire, 
and is a ready channel for such modes of expres.~ion. But I must 
say no more now, as I consume the vitality of the medium. Farewell." 

I have here copied from my note-book the full account of the con
versation with this spirit, including that portion relating to criminals 
and newspapers-not that this portion of itsdf is worth relating, but 
the excited character of his remarks upon that subject rendered them a 
suitable prelude to those th:~t followed. 
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There is no doubt that the excited, over-wrought condition of the 
medium's brain and nervous system-the former being as ·the spirit, 
said, "all afire," attracted this spirit, who appears though highly 
talented, to have been restless and unhappy as many o.thers are, and 
who eagerly avail themselves of such an opportunity to again come 
into intimate relations with the conditions of their former earth-life. 

In all my intercourse with spirits, through different mediums, this is 
the only instance in "'hich r have ever heard an improper word 
used. 

Quite a different phase of mediumship is manifested through a 
person who is widely known in America as ... ~· Blind Tom," the 
musical prodigy. There are few persons in this country who have 
not either seen, or heard of him. 

He was born in the State of Georgia, of parents who were common 
field-hands of pure negro blood, and presents all the external char· 
acteristics of the full-blooded negro, having thick, protuberent lips, 
heavy jaws, and low, retreating forehead. 

Tom was born blind, manifesting in childhood an almost total absence 
of intellect, and up to the present time giving few indications of mental 
capacity above that of an ordinary idiot ; and notwithstanding the 
efforts made to teach him the alphabet, he has never acquired a 
knowledge of it. " When a child," his biographer says, "he never 
attempted to express by words, an idea, a feeling, or a want. His 
wants he expressed by a whine, which those about him had . to 
interpret as best they could." Since then he has "learned to dis
tinguish many things and call them by name.'' 

He exhibited his musical talent in singing before he wa'l two years 
of age ; and when a piano was brought into the house; he being less 
than four years of age, "was pennitted to indulge his curiosity by 
running his fingers over and smelling the keys ; " and one night after 
this "the young ladies of the family were awakened by the sounds of 
the piano, and, to their astonishment, found Tom playing one'oftheir 
pieces. He continued to play until the family at the usual time arose 
and gathered around him, to witness and wonder at his performance, 
which, though necessarily very impt:rfect, was marvellously strange, for 
notwithstandi11g; this was his fir sf known effort at a tune, he played willl 
botle ha11ds, and used the black as well as tl1e white kqs. 

"The sOt!nds of the rain falling upon a roof, and its course through 
the gutter, always attracted Tom's notice ; and whe11 he was less than 
five years of age, after a severe thunder-storm, he went to the piano 
and played what is now known as his ·• Rain-storm," and said it was 
what the rain, wind, and the thunder said to him. 
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"It has been stated that Tom was born blind. In his infancy, 
and for years after that period, the pupils of his eyes were as white, 
and apparently as inanimate, as those of a dead fish ; but nature 
pointed out to him a remedy which gradually relieved him from total 
darkness, and in process of time conferred upon him to a limited ex
tent, the blessings of vision. 

"\\ncn he was three or four years of age, it was observed that 
he passed most of his time with his face upturned to the sun, as if 
gazing intently upon it, occasionally passing his hand bark and forth 
·with a rapid motion bifon his t'.JCS. That was soon followed Ly 
thrusti11g his .ftngrrs into his qrs with a force which appeared to be 
almost sufficient to expel the eyeballs from their sockets. From this 
he proceeded to di~:~:ing into o1u of thtm ·with sticks, until the blood 
would run down his face. All this must have been pleasant to him, 
or he would not have done it, and there is no doubt that lu is inttcbttd 
to lht stimulus th11s applied to his tyrs, for tht mtasurt of sight hr 
nqur t11jo_v s." . 

As his biographer says, it was marvellously strange to see him at 
his first attempt to play the piano, using both hands, and the black 
as well as the white keys, ami with some snccess playing one of the 
young ladies' pieces. Allowing that unequalled musical talent was 
Tom's birthright ; that his soul was aglow with harmony; still a great 
difficulty has to be encountered ; for how was he able to know, without 
previous instruction, or at least practice, what keys when touched 
would bring forth certain notes of mnsic? There is no music in a 
piano of itself; it is simply capable of being wrought upon, and music 
is then evolved from the vibration of its chords. We cannot for a 
moment concede that because he possessed great genius for music, 
he necessarily or possibly had an instinctive knowledge of the me
chanical arrangenwnt of the keys, and of their rdation to the notes 
of music. And in addition to this, is another difficultv: How could 
he at once use the fingers of both hands, when they h~d never been 
trained to such use, nor any other methodical one? The ability to ·us:~ 
his clumsy little fingers, with sufficient celerity and precision to han: 
each finger directed to the proper key, so that each note necessary 
to evolve harmony, and this alone should be sounded, could not re
side in an untaught, idiotic infant mind, but must be attributed to a 
practiced intelligence, apart from, and back of Tom. 

Again, an intelligence superior to Tom's is perceived iu the treat
ment of his eyes. He was born blind-his eyes were as inanimate 
as those of a dead fish-and what remedy could be applied to com· crt 
such useless organs into useful ones? none certainly within the scope 
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of medical science ; but his spirit control undoubtedly pursued the 
l)nly course that could have been of the least avail : at first making 
use of the mesmeric passes, he afterwards irritated them, and aroused 
the organs from their apathy by what certainly appears to have been 
as violent as they were strange measures; but the remedy was SUC· 

cessful to a certain extont, perhaps as successful as his spirit physicians 
anticipated. 

Spirits often through healing mediums resort to measures as strange 
as these, and often with wonderful success. They look to results; and 
no means are too humble or too p.pparently senseless for them to use. 

All admit that Tom is a prodigy, but few attempt to explain the 
nature of the power by which he executes the most difficult pieces of 
music, in such a perfect manner that probably he to-day stands unri
valled as a musical performer. 

It is not only the perfection of his execution of single pieces, that 
astonishes his listeners, but the execution of two pieces at the same 
time. In common with thousands of others, I have heard him 
play two tunes on the piano at the same time, one with each hand, 
while he would sing a song in a still different air-and not only this, 
but each tune would be set to a different key, which was dictated by 
the audience. It is not strange that to other musical performers 
his power should be a mysterious one, and that they should all agree 
in declaring him to be, as did a clerical friend of mine, who possesses 
much musical talent ; simply incomprehensible. 

Scientific men of course give Tom a wide berth; as they do every· 
thing which they cannot invent a plausible theory to explain. Yet 
to any intelligent· Spiritualist, Tom is not incomprehensible. He is 
simply a medium, and nearly a perfect one for manifestation by musi
cal spirits. Tom not only executes pieces of music on the piano, 
and sings well in a clear, manly voice, but at his levees also gives 
nearly exact imitations of the manner, tone. and accent of certain 
public speakers. Twice I have heard him render a portion of a speech 
of Stephen A. Douglass. Previous to his being called before the foot· 
lights by his manager, to deliver this speech, he is seen at the back of 
the stage rubbing his hands either together, or on the sides of his 
head ; then with a finger in each ear he will gyrate his other fingers, 
while at the same time his lips will protrude, and the balls of his eyes 
roll, and to these will be added the jerking of his body forwards from 
the hips upwards. E\·ery action and all expression are idiotic. The 
moment his manager announces the time for him to speak, all these 
movements cease ; he will straighten himself, and as he advances he 
will assume the easy, natural air and manner of the practised speaker, 
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and by the time he has taken his position no trace of his former self 
is perceptible in his manner. He then addresses the audience, Dit 
only repeating the words of Mr. Douglass, but accenting and empha
sizing the proper words and sentences, and simulating his former tones 
of voice. 

One of his great musical performances, is a piece styled "The 
Battle of M:masses." Previous to the commencement of this piece he 
advanced to the footlights, and in a clear, impressive voice and man
ner said, "It may interest some in the audience to know how this 
piece originated. I had bun confined to my bed by illness at the -
Hotel, in Nashville, for about three weeks, when one day a friend 
brought Blind Tom to my room. The news of the battle of Manasses 
had just reached us, and was earnestly discussed by us all. We did 
not ·observe that Tom was noticing our conversation, but in the 
course of the afternoon he sat at the piano, and gave us this piece 
of mnsic ; which he will now perform for your entertainment." 

When he says; he had been confined to his room, etc., and that 
Blind Tom was brought to him; the spirit speaking through Tom's 
vocal organs must have spoken thus of himself, hoping some per
sons in the audience would recognize the intelligence back of the 
humble instrument before them ; and when he says that the news of 
the battle was earnestly discussed by them all; it is evident that Tom 
is incapable of framing such language, and it is equally evident that 
some intelligence external to him must have originated it, and used 
it in reference to himself-the speaker-and others, and not to Tom, 
whom it is impossible to suppose could have taken any part in the 
discussion. Every intelligent word and movement of Tom in these 
exhibitions separately and collectively, testify to an intelligence out
side of Tom, and against Tom's own limited intelligence. 

I am told that whenever he executes this piece in public, he always 
precedes it with this explanation ; so the reader may have the op. 
portunity of verifying my observations. No one for the first time 
hearing Tom address an andience, and observing his manner, would 
suspect that he saw before him an idiot, or even a person of very 
inferior mentality. He is too methodical, too well controlled by will
power and intelligence, for this idea to be admitted ; and when he 
addresses the audience, it is evident that the intelligence that can 
transfolpl this drivelling idiot into an intellectual instrument is con
scious of and means just what he says. 

In order to diversify the performance, with his back placed to the 
audience he names any small article that any person holds to view. 
This is undoubtedly effected by an agency similar to that which pro- . 
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duces the music, and controls his vocal organs to make a speech ; in 
!fher words, the spirit th~n in control perceives the articles, and calls 
their names through the medium. It is probable that different spirits 
can and do control this medium, and that eminent musical compo
sers who through him charm us with their performances, are not the 
ones who control him for answering these simple questions. 

I will conclude my remarks about this-to science-incomprehensi
ble being, by quoting an answer given through Mr. Foster to a ques
tion of mine respecting him. To those who have no faith in spirit com
munication of course this answer will possess no significance; but 
as all my investigations in Spiri~ualism confirm its truth, it only 
remains for me to say that I ~elieve it is the true explanation. I 
quote from my note-book : 

"At a seance with Mr. Foster, November 28th, 187o, I inquired of 
a spirit whose previous communications had furnished evidence of high 
intelligence : 'Can you explain the nature of the power, by which Blind 
Tom is enabled to effect such wonderful musical perfonnances? ' The 
answer was: 'We can answer that question without doubt. Blind 
Tom is really a musical medium-idiotic, however-and has little 
control over himself, he is therefore in a suitable condition Cor spirits 
who exist in the musical world to influence. Beethoven, Mozart, 
Chopin, and many other great masters, take the liveliest interest in 
his welfare, and he is really one of the wonders of the world.' " 

Mediumship, when properly understood, will solve many heretofore 
inexplicable mysteries in psychology and moral philosophy. All 
through the ages have appeared persons whose characters have defied 
the wisdom of man to analyze. They have appeared on the stage, 
enacted their strange parts, and like meteors disappeared from view. 
Ignorance of their true character has led men to pronounce unchar
itable judgments upon them, and often to load them when living, and 
their memories when dead, with opprobrium ; when, had it been known 
that they were but instruments in the hands of higher powers, they 
would have been treated with kindness, sympathy would h::lVe taker. 
the place of censure, and · they would have been regarded as pass:•e 
means of good, rather than active perpetrators of mischief. 

It was this utter ignorance of spirit intervention, and spiritual 
influence, that led to the inhuman treatment of Joan of Arc; a pure 
and singularly gifted being, who proved the divinity of her m~<;sion by 
her success in every step she took under the direction of her spirit 
guides, and who afterwards met an ignominious death at the hands o£ 
those who feared, far more than they despised her. 

So the character of that wonderful boy, Thomas Chatterton, was 
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entirely miscQnceived, and the cold neglect and censure of the world 
drove him at the early age of seventeen years, to self-destruction, to 
escape the pressure upon his sensitive nature, of the load of unde
served condemnation which it was his fate to incur. 

To any intelligent person of this age who has knowledge of spirit 
agency, it is plain that he was a sensitive, thoroughly developed 
medium, whom certain spirits used for purposes of manifestation in 
this life-spirits who, by their ill-judged action, proved their lack of 
wisdom in using their medium in a direction that brought such sad 
results upon his inexperienced head. Had the nature of the influ
ence which impelled him to the course he took been understood, in
stead of being ostracized from society, he would have been counselled 
and guided by prudent minds and hands, and we might to-day be 
gainers from the wisdom that would have flowed through his mind. 
A nature that was capable of such depths of religious feeling as arc 
manifested in the following lines, composed by him, could not be 
otherwise than intrinsically virtuous. 

"0 God, whose thunders shake the sky, 
Whose eye this atom globe surveys, 

To Thee, my only rock, I fly, 
Thy mercy in Thy justice praise. 

" The mystic mazes of Thy will, 
The shadows of celestial light 

Are past the power of human skill ;. 
But what the Etemnl acts is right, 

"Oh teach me in the trying hour; 
When anguish swells the dewy tear, 

To still my sorrows, own Thy power, 
Thy goodness love, Thy justice fear. 

"If in this bosom aught but Thee 
Encroaching sought a boundless sway, , 

Omniscience could the danger see 
And mercy look the cause away. 

"Then why, my soul dost thou complain? 
Why, drooping seek the dark recess? 

Shake off the melancholy chain, 
For God created all to bless." 

It has been said of him, "Tasso alone can be compared to him as 
a juvenile prodigy. No E~glish poet ever equalled him at the same 
age;" and yet because he produced some com positrons which he 
claimed to have copied from ancient manuscripts-their merit being 
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admitted-he was charged with imposture and being a literary 
swindler. There is no doubt they came by spirit impression, and all 
he knew of their origin was associated with the belief that they \\·ere 
genuine, this confidence in their genuineness probably being also im
pressed upon his mind, so as to inspire him with courage in offering 
them to the notice of others. A correct view of the events of his 
life will exhibit him as a modest, sensitive instrument in the hands of 
unwise spirits, who injudiciously controlled and guided him into a 
labyrinth of trouble. Had his case l.leen understood, with kindly 
intelligent assistance, he might have attracted spirits of greater wis
dom, who would have made his life as brilliant as it proved to be 
brief and unhappy .. 

That Sir Walter Scott was a medium for correct and effective spirit 
impression, is evident from various incidents in his history. In his 
Life, written by Lockhart, Mr. Mitchell, his former tutor, says of him: 
"When in church, Master Walter had more of a soporific tendency 
than the rest of my young charge. This seemed to be constitutional. 
He needed one or other of the family to arouse him, and from this it 
might be inferred that he would oot a poor figure on the Sabbath 
evening when examined about the sermons. Rut what excited the 
admiration of the family was, that none of the children, however 
wakeful, could answer as he did. The only way I could account for 
this was, that when he heard the text and divisions of the subject, his 
good sense, memory, and genius, supplied the thoughts which would 
occur to the preacher."-Vol. i. p. 88. 

Here is a lad who slept during the sermons, and yet, when ex· 
amined upon them the succeeding evening," "none of the children, 
however wakeful, could answer as he did." It will hardly do to ob- ' 
ject to any of the marvels of Spiritualism and yet maintain that the lad 
could have thus slept through the sermons, and afterwards remember 
better than those who had nqt slept; and the explanation of the 
tutor that " his good sense, memory, and genius, supplied the thoughts 
which would occur to the preacher," is on a par with most of the sci· 
entific explanations which would be offered to solve the problem. 
The tutor had forgotten that it is an impossibility for the sense, mem
ory, and genius of any two persons, separate and apart, to originate 
the same thoughts and make the same deductions from the same 
texts and divisions oi any subject. 

If mediumship is true, then we can explain the situation by assum
ing that some spirit who took an interest in the sermon was prese~t, 
and that at night, at the examinations, he impressed the young me
dium's mind with the answers. 
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Again, Sir Walter in after years was controlled while under the in
fluence of wine, as many who are not ordinarily mediums are, ·when 
under the influence of alcoholic stimulants. His biot;rapher says, in 
Vol. i. p. 120: 

"At one of their drinking bouts of those days, William Clerk, Sir 
P. Murray Edmondstone, and Abercromby, being of tht! party, the 
sitting was prolonged to a very late hour, and Scott fdl asleep. \\"hen 
he awoke, his friends succeeded in convincing him that he had sung 
a song in the course of the evening, and sung it extremely well. How 
must these gentlemen have chuckled when they read Frank Osbald
istone's account of his revels in the old hall : ' It has even been re
ported by maligners that I sung a song while under the vinous influ
ence; but as I remember nothing of it, aml never attempted to turn 
a tune in all my life, either before or since, I would willingly ho1}e 
there is no actual foundation for the calumny.'" 

I caR readily credit this story, for a somewhat similar experience 
occurred to me in 1849· At the time, I was in Panama, ami not be
ing accustomed to the free use of wine, 1 was induced to join some 
friends in a convivial "seance," and whether attributable to the exces
~ive heat of the climate, or to the peculiar condition of my system, or 
to my imbibing too freely of the wine-as Paul says," The Lord know
eth," I do not profess to ; but at any rate my memory of scenes and 
circumstances failed at a certain point, and when I became con
scious I was informed, to my amazement, that while oblivious I had 
sung correctly, both as to tune and verse, an entire song with which 
I was entirely unacquainted, never having to my knowledge, heard it, 
and when sung again by one of the party I failed to recognize a word 
of the song or a note of the air. As my performance was testifiecl .to 
by some half-dozen friends who had not participated in the " seance," 
I was compelled to accept their testimony. 

My explanation is, that although not ordinarily appreciably medi
umistic, I was rendered temporarily so by the changed conditions 
of my system; and as it often happens .to others, and as it did to Sir 
\Yalter Scott, some spirit present seized the opportunity to manife~t 
through me in that harmless manner, and very fm tunate do I consiller 
it to have been, that my condition was not taken advantage of by 
SOme othe1 spirit with less innocent intentions. I would modestly 
add that I have been unable to perceive any other parallel between 
Sir Walter Scott and mvsclf. 

Of all the works of tl~is author, his biographer, Loc:~hart, considers 
the "Bride of La:umermoor" as the most pure and powerful ; and 
of this he quotes James Ballantyne, Scott's printer, as saying: "The 
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book was not only written, but published, before Mr. Scott was able 
to ri~e from his bed ; and he assured me that when it was at first put 
into his hands, in a complete shape, he did not recollect one single 
incident, character, or conversation it contained. He did not desire 
me to understand,-nor did I understand-that his illness had erased 
from his memory the original incidents of the story, .with which he 
had been acquainted from his boyhood. These remained rooted 
where they had ever been; or to speak more explicitly, he remem
bered the general facts ; of the existence of the father and mother, of 
the son and daughter, of the rival lovers, of the compulsory marriage, 
and the attack made by the bride upon the hapless bridegroom, with 
the general catastrophe of the whole. All these things he recollected 
just as he did before he took to his bed, but he literally recollected 
nothing else: no/ a single dzaradcr 7tl07'm by tlu romattar, not o1ze 
of the ma11y scenes and points of humor, 11or not/ling wilk which At 
1i!OS connected as the 1i'riter of the work. 

" ' For a long time,' he said, 'I felt myself very uneasy in the course 
of my reading, lest I should be startled by meeting something alto
gether glaring and fantastic. However, I recollected that you had 
been the printer, and I felt sure that you would not have perhlitted 
anything of this sort to pass.' 'Well,' I said, 'upon the whole how 
did you like it ? ' ' Why,' he said, ' as a whole, I felt it monstrous 
gross and grotesque; but still the worst of it made me laugh, and I 
trusted the ~cod-natured public would not be less indulgent.' . . .. 

"I bdievt: you will ag1ee with me in thinking that the history of 
the human mind contains nothing more wondt:rfui.''-Vol. ii. p. 199. 

It would seem that he remembered the general facts which he had 
gathered, and upon which the story was founded; all that belonged 
to his proper knowledge and memory ; but "not a single character 
woven uy the romancer, not one of the many scenes and points ot 
humor ; nor anything with which he was connected, as the writer oC 
the work." This is precisely what happens to many other me
ciu:ns when they are used as instruments by higher powers. To be: 
a proper instrument for spirit communication by impression, the minCS. 
of the medium must be under easy control of the intelligence com
I;mnicating, otherwise the thoughts and opinions of the former inter
f-.:re with the character of the influence, and confusion and failur~ 
emue. I consider this case as one of the best illustrations possible,. 
of the power of intelligent spirits to express through a human braio 
and min:! theit own more elevated ideas. 

This instance is nearly paralleled by the experience of Mrs. H. B. 
Stowe, who says in relation to her celebrated work, "Uncle Tom's 
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Cabin," "that she did not write it : it was given to her; it passed be. 
fore her. She but told what she saw, and long before her millions 
of readers came to weep over the death-bed of little Eva ; she her· 
self lamenting that tbe fair child must die had to deny the entreaties 
of her own weeping children who read the tale from week to week 
that Eva might get well. Eva died. She had to tell it as it came to 
her, and suffered in so doing." 

Charles Dickens possessed in a pre-eminent degree the personal 
peculiarities that most mediums possess in a less degree. His conduct 
and habits were enigmas to his friends. He often acted as if possess
ing no solid mind of his own. Mr. Foster, his biographer, says of him : 
"He did even his nothings in a strenuous way. One day he was wet 
through, and dressed four times; another, he walked eighteen miles 
in four and a half hours in a broiling sun." And many other singu
lar actions are related. Again, Mr. Foster says " that he was often 
vulgar in manners and dress, and often overbearing; that he was ill 
at ease in his intercourse with gentlemen ; that he preferred being a 
king in very low company. • . . All these are truths." I do not 
notice these peculiarities as proofs of mediumship, but simply to 
show that they are characteristic of an impressible negative nature, 
such as good mediums nearly always possess. 

Mr. G. H. I .ewes, in an article written by him and published in 
the Fqr/nighrly Re1•iew, says : " Dickens once declared to me that 
every word he said by his characters was distinctly h(ard by him." 
And again Mr. Lewes says: "Here is another contribution to the 
subject of dreams, which I had from Dickens, shortly before his 
death. One night, after one of his public readings, he dreamt that he 
was in a room where every one was <jressed in scarlet. He stum
bled against a lady with her back toward him. As he apologized she 
turned her head; and said, quite unprovoked, "My name is Napie~." 
The face was one perfectly unknown to him, nor did he know any 
one named Napier. Two days after he had another reading in the 
same town, and before it began a lady friend came into the waiting
room, accompanied by an unknown lady in a scarlet opera cloak, 
"who," said his friend, "is very desirous of being introduced." "Not 
Miss Napier? " he jokingly inquired. "Yes, Miss Napier." 

It would seem that Dickens was not only an impressional medium, 
hn~ from what Mr. Lewes says, he was also clairaudient when awake, 
and clairvoyant in his dreams. 

Mr. James ·T. Fields also bore testimony to the mediumship uf 
~fr. Dicken's in his lectures on "l:iction and its eminent authors." 
He then said : " Dickens was at one time so taken possession of by 
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the characters of whom he was writing, that they followed ·him every
where, and would never let him be alone for a moment. He told me that 
when he was writing the ' Old Cnriosi•y Shop,' the creatures of his 
imagination so haunted him, that they would neither allow him to 
sleep or cat in peace; that Little Nell was constantly at his elbow, no 
matter where he might happen to be, claiming his attention and de
manding his sympathy, as if jealous when he spoke to any one else. 
When he was writing ".Martin Chuzzlcwit," Mrs Gamp kept him in 
such paroxysms of laughter, by whispering to him in the most inoppor· 
tune places-sometimes even in church-that he was compelled to fight 
her off by main force when he did not want her company, and threat
ened to h:l\'e nothing more to do with her unless she could behave 
better and come only when she was called." 

Dickens was here either hallucinated, or the veritable spirits of 
these characters made themselves manifest to him ; or other spirits 
who personated these did so ; and as no one has ever charged him, 
with being subject to hallucinations, either in this or any other in
stance; and as we know that in thousands of instances of persons 
now li\·ing, they have seen and heard spirits, we claim that the actual 
presence of spirits, and of their manifestation to hilll, is the only rea
sonable conclusion to which we can come, in the consideration of his 
case. 

The same gentleman, Mr. Fields, in his work entitled "Memories 
of ~lany !\len," relates a conversation he had with Mr. Thackeray, 
from which we extract the following : " I then remarked to him that 
he must h:J.\'C known intimately many French families of the best 
class : th:J.t his French characters were more accurately and deli
c;\tcly dra\\'n than those of llny other English writer whom I had 
C\'cr read ;-and to this opinion I still adhere. He assured me that, 
mi thco contr:J.ry, he hat/ nrur in his lijf bun ;,,;;,ate ;, a sir~gle 
Frmdl .f<zmi(l'. This is \'cry surprising ; for he has exhibited in his 
books the most profound knowlcodge of the nature of tht• French, 
as wdl as of their manners ; and he has described the fonner, and de
pktcd the latter, with the most wonderful skill, and without any 
false dt•\luctions or tendency to caricature." 

It m•lY wdl surprise Mr. Fields, as it ";n his readers ; and it is 
wholly incxplicablt•, unless we assume that the spirit of a French
man impn.•sst•d ~[r. Thackeray's mind while l\Titing these works; and 
tht•n .lll difficulty in explJ.ining disappears. 

"0\ll ,,f the I'Q\lUth of bal><:s :ut-I sud.lin;;s h.1,;t Thou ordained strength."
l'S:l!m~ ,.Iii -J, 
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CHILD Jl!EDIUAIS. 

"'And the woman bare a son, and called his name Samson, :md the child grew, 
and the Lord blessed him. And the Spirit of the Lord began to move him at 

times."-Judgesxili-24, ~5· ,. 

CHILD MEDIUMS. 

If there are persons so peculiarly constituted as to admit of spirit 
control, we would expect to find this peculiarity a congenital one, 
and this we find it to be in a majority of instances, as it probably is 
in all; and not only so, but it is often inherited, as in the cases of 
D. D. Home, Chas. H. Foster, Henry Slade, C. T. Buffum, C. B. 
Kenney, and as it probably is with most, if not all remarkable medi
ums. 

In some instances also, the power is manifested very early even 
in infancy ; there being such cases related in Scripture, and many 
well-attested instances in modern times. That the first passage above 
quoted relates to infants being the mouth-pieces of spirits I have no 
doubt, and there can be no question in the mind of any believer in 
mediumship, that the passage from Judges dccl:ues the fact of Sam
son being controlled, or irnpressetl by spiritual agency, while yet a 
child, to speak, or act, or to both speak and act. 

In I. Sam. Chap. iii. we have a detailed account of Samuel's medi
umship from the first proof furnished to Eli in Samuel hearing the 
spirit voice, until his development into a full prophet. And we 
here find a clear and explicit account of what constituted a prophet 
in those days, the qualifications being precisely those that now con
stitute a medium. 

In Chap. ii. verse 18, it reads: "But Samuel ministered before the 
Lord, being a child, girded with a linen ephod." In Chap. iii. it is 
again said that Samuel was a child. "And Samuel was .laid down to 
sleep, that the Lord called Samuel, and he answered ; Here am I. And 
he ran unto Eli and said ; Here am I for thou calledst me. And he sa!d 
I called not; lie down again. And he went and lay down. And the 
Lord called yet again ; Samuel. Again he arose and went to Eli, who 
llo"llin directed him to lie down, and the Lord called Samuel again the 
third time. • • . . A11d Eli peruived that the Lord had called 1.1ze 
child. Therefore, Eli said unto Samuel, Go lie down ; and it shall 
be if he call thee, that thou shalt say, Speak Lord, for thy servant 
heareth. So Samuel went and lay down in his place. And the 
.Lortl came and stood, and called as at other times, Samuel : S.unncl. 
. . . • And Samuel lay until morning. . . •. Then Eli callctl SJ.m
uel, and said ; Samuel, my son. . . . And he said, What is the thing 
that the Lord hath said unto thee. • . . . And Samuel told him 
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every whit, and hid nothing from him. And he said, It is the Lord: 
let him do what seemelh him good. And Samuel grew ; and the Lord 
was with him; and did let none of his words fall to the ground. And 
all Israel, fror'n Dan even to Beer-sheba knew that Sa mud ·was utal>
li~·hed to be a proplul of lht Lord. And the Lord appeared again in 
Shiloh : for the Lord revealed him~lf to Samuel in Shiloh by the word 
of the Lord." 

In the above narration, we find that Samuel, a child lying in his 
bed, heard a voice calling him which he mistook for that of the aged 
Eli, and arose and inquired of the prophet why he called him. Eli 
replied that he did not call hiin. Twice again was the voice heard, 
and upon Samuel the third time applying to Eli it is said ; "And Eli 
perceived that lht Lord had called the child." The proof so satisfac
tory to Eli, consisted entirely of a voice being heard by the child, which 
Eli was persuaded was supernatural, and consequently must be that of 
God. In common with many others, I have heard spirit voices many 
times ; but I should be sorry to be so credulous as to imagine.them to 
be the voice of God. 

In the tenth verse of this chaptor it is said : "And the Lord came, 
and stood, and called as at other times;" but there is no evidence that 
Samuel saw the Lord, or any spirit whom he could have mistaken for 
Him ; for had he done so, the apparition would have impressed him 
more than the voice did, and he would have stated it. So the whole 
evidence is reduced to his hearing a spiritual voice-a sudden develop
ment of the faculty or gift of clairaudience, although from verse 19 it 
may be inferred that in addition, he was controlled to speak by spirit 
power, for there it is said : "And the Lord was with him, and did let 
11one of his words fall to the ground." So that up to this period Samuel 
was clairaudient, and either an impressional or trance speaker. It is 
impossible to reasonably claim for him any other gifts, or any other 
proofs of his divine mission, and yet "all Israel from Dan to Beer
sheba knew that Samuel was established to be a propntl of llu Lord." 

If there were no other passages in the Bible from which to seek an 
answer to the question ; "What constituted a prophet?" we would in 
this find an answer; and unless thousands of the most intelligent 
men and women in this country, and in Europe are not egre
giously mistaken, there are hundreds of respectable persons amongst 
us to-day who possess similar gifts; and some of them seemingly in per
fection. But they are not Hebrew prophets-they are American medi
ums. 

Amongst the CcvEnal prophets of France, in the seventeenth cen· 
tury ; children, and even infants at the breast, were often controlled to 
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speak. De Gasparin, in his" Science vs. Modern Spiritualism," vol. ii. 
p. 37, quotes Pierre Chaman, who says : " I knew at Tycs a man by 
the name of G--, whose little boy, only fi\·e years of age, prophesied 
several times in my presence, he was through the power of the spirit 
seized with violent agitation of the head and every part of the body. 
After that he spoke ; he predicted misfortune to Babylon and disturb
ance in the church. He exhorted loudly to repentance; but the 
poor Vttle fellow was sometimes so agitated that his words became 
incoherent. He always spoke in good French. He made use of 
these expressions: 'I tell thee my child' ; 'My child, I assure 
thee."' The same anther quotes Jean Vernet as saying that there 
were multitudes of these infant prophets, and that some of them would 
really have required the care of a nurse. He also quotes from 
Jacques Dubois. This latter author says "About a year previous to 
my departure, I went with two of my friends to visit another friend ; 
Pierre Jacques. While we were there, a daughter of the family came 
to call her mother, who was seated with us, and said to her: 'My 
mother, come see the infant. ' Whereupon the mother also called us 
telling us that we might see the speaking infant. She added that we 
had no occasion to be frightened, and that this miracle had already hap
pened. We all immediately followed her. The infant, three or four 
months old, was lying wrapped up in the cradle, and it had never spok
en or walked of itself. When I and my friends entered, the child spoke 
distinctly in French, in quite a loud voice considering its age, so as to 
be plainly heard in every part of the chamber. It exhorted to repent
ance just as I have seen others do when in a state of inspiration. " 
Jacques Dubois adds, that he has seen more than sixty children be. 
!ween three and twelvt> years of age who were in a similar condition. 

In the Hartford Rn•ie'ltl, of May q, 1833• published fifteen years 
before the ad¥Cnt of Modern Spiritualism, and therefore not narrated 
by in.terested observers, is an account of a case of trance-speaking, 
illustrating this class of manifestations. We copy it from the West
tnr Star, for August, 1872. 

"There is a girl in Saybrook, about eleven years or age, who, from 
the many specimens she has given, is thought to have been recently 
endowed with some extraordinary gift of speech. At certain irregu
lar times, when the impulse is upon her, she breaks out into power
ful connected and finished exhortations, and discourses ge~terally on 
religious topics. 

"The first discourse which she is known to have uttered, and the 
only one on that subject, was on temperance. It is said to have 
been remarkable for its clearness, precision, and eloquence of thought, 
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and the impressive manner in which it was pronounced. Since that 
time she has deliveted herself of nothing on temperance. The pre
monitory symptoms of her impromptus are usually tits of stupor ; as 
soon as she comes out of that, she rise!i, closes her eyes, and per
fectly abstracted from every thing around her, commences by repeating 
the hymn, which is sometimes original and of a high order of poetry. 
She next gives out a text, naming the chapter and verse, and proceeds 
to deliver a sermon, always conspicuous for its sound argument, logical 
sequences, and elegant phraseology. What especially astonishes the 
hearers is the fact, that when the inspiration is gone, she recollects 
not a word of what she has been saying, and if told the verse and 
chapter of her text, and the number of her hymn, she knows not 
how or where to find them. Her parents reside in New Haven, and 
ate poor, miserably ignorant, and intemperate people, whilst her edu
cation has been so much neglected that she reads with the greatest 
diffit ulty. 

" What is more marvellous still, she discovers hardly an ordinary 
degree of intellectual capacity, except when the spirit of improviza
tion possesses her. Several physicians. have examined her both when 
in and out of her lunacies, and as yet ·have found no other marks of 
disease and insanity. 

"We think this case will match the Campbells, of Scotland, who 
on stated occasions are said to speak in strange and unknown tongues, 
and by their followers are believed to be inspired by the. Holy 
Spirit." 

Ry the careful reader the " fits of stupor," followed by her rising, 
";th closed eyes, and perfect abstraction, and in this state delivering 
her discourse, "'ill be recognized as the indications of spirit control, 
which so constantly attend trance-speaking mediums. 

We will here narrate another case of t:hild mediumship, taken. 
somewhat abridged, from Mrs. Emma Hardinge Brittan's Motitrr• 
.Amff'i<all Spiritualism, a work that every investigator of this subject. 
should read. This case occurred in rSsr, in the town of Waterforc.\, 
a village four miles from Troy, X. Y. She says: 

" The reports were so startling, and the effect of conviction was 
bc.."Coming so ob\·ious and wide-spread, that a reverend gentlema..o, 
one of the officiating pastors of Waterford, waited upon General sul
larJ, a. distinguished la\\"yer of the place, and begged him, in compa.PY 
\\;th four other of the most prominent men of the district, to institute 
inquiries into the ' obnoAious thing,' "·ith a ,-iew to crushing its iB
fiddic and satanic tenJencies. 
. •· Having learned that • spirit-rapping,' was to be found in its mOliC 
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startling prominence, in the person of a little daughter of Mr. Anson 
Atwood, of Troy, and that the parents of the child had generously 
opened their house, free of charge to inveHigators, the par.ty, head~d 
by General Bullard, proceeded to fulfil their mission by calling at 
the house in question. 

"They were freely admitted by Mrs. Atwood, who, without request· 
ing even the formality of their names, introduced them to her little 
girl, who at the time was amusing hersdf with the toys proper to her 
age. 

" This total unconcern, together with the childish appearance and 
occupation of the young priestess, somewhat disconcerted the grave 
magisterial party who had come prepared to detect well-laid plans of 
imposture, or confront the impious craft of satanic agency, but ' not 
to play doll games with children, or learn metaphysics from babes and 
sucklingS.' 

"The little medium was' out of sorts,' the mother said, and she 
had to be coaxed by a liberal supply of candy, when she consented 
to sit for the gentlemen. At this crisis there was not one of the party 
but would have gladly retreated from a scene where they felt their 
dignity as sensible men, and magistrates, ridiculously corrlpromised 
by the initiatory steps of their mi;;sion. • . • A single quarter of an 
hour's experience of the marvels outwrought through this most un
dignified means, however, soon changed thc:ir views, riveted their pro
foundest interest, and made them forget the agency of the unconcerned 
little one altogether. 

"Seated on a high chair, with her tiny feet resting on a footboard, 
the medium all unconsciously munched away at her sweetmeats, 
whilst the spirits lifted her about, and moved her from place to 
place with the ease of a feather blown by the winds. Meantime the 
heavy table around which the party were gathered, rocked and rolled 
like a ship at sea. ; the chairs of the gentlemen, with their occupants, 
were moved bodily ; whilst loud raps sounding from various parts of 
the room, spelled out names, dates, and messages. . . . . 

"This deeply interesting seance was prolonged to an unusual 
length, and just as it was about to terminate, a spirit identifying him
self with a deceased brother of General Bullard's, expressed a desire to 
Cotumunicate. . . . He (General Bullard) mentally framed this sen· 
tence: ' If this be indeed the spiri~ of my brother, let him move that 
child in the chair towards me.' 

"General Bullard was sitting at the side of the table opposite the 
medium, and as it was a very large one, there was room between any 
oC the party for the movement of a chair. His wish was that the 
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child's chair should be moved a little towards the end of the t:..ble 
which was nearest to himself; but before he could conclude the sen
tence in h\s own mind which he was endeavoring to frame, the child, 
chair and all, was lifted, carried, or moved, none present could divine 
how, completely round the table, and set lightly down by the side of 
General Bullard, who started up with an irresistible impulse, ex
claiming, ' By Heaven ! it is all true.' 

" When the investigating party at length returned, with their very 
unexpected report, the reverend gentleman in whose behalf they had 
undertaken it, was so struck with consternation at the result, that he 
concluded to continue the inquiry in his own person ; and as the 
spirits had promised mediumistic gifts to some of the party if they 
would sit for development, the worthy minister joined them, and 
actually became a fine writing medium, and uliimatdy a continued 
believer in the truths of Spiritualism." 

If spirit intercourse by means of the delicate immature organisms · 
of children were a rare occurrence, a single instance like the above, 
well supported, would be sufficient to establish it as a fact; but there 
have been many hundreds of cases, well authenticated, which estab
lish it beyond question, and it is not more womlerful that children, 
and even infants, should be endowed with mediumship, than that 
adults should be, as we know ; and theologically it is proved, by the 
cases of Samuel and Samson, that the peculiarities of organization 
which constitute this condition are congenital. 

Divine though Jesus is claimed to have been; who can suppose 
that in his earthly childhood his spirit, through his childish organism, 
manifested otherwise than as a child. Yet, as we before remarked, 
should the spirit of Webster attempt to manifest through the delicate 
organism of a child, the world would expect nothing less than Daniel 
\V .:bster, in all his former power and force of intellect ; forgetting, or 
failing to understand that the spirit of the deceased statesman could 
not control and manifest through a childish organism beyond its nat_: 
ural capacity. 

Why are many mediums, persons so unlike what we would expec:::.1 
the chosen instruments of wise and good spirits to be? Our answer i ~ 
There are comparatively few good mediums-not by any means ~ 
many as the spirits and we could desire-and as all spirits who are d ~ 
sirous of communicating, cannot do so through the few who a..-.. 
generally reliable, they use those they can approach, and do the b~~ 
they can with these. It is with spirits as it is with the pioneers of ~ 
new country-the field is more extensive th:m the appliances to cui.
tivate it are numerous-and spirits, with regard to mediums, d£7 
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precisdy as those pioneers do who have not the proper imple
ments. One pioneer may have a plough but only one anima! to 
draw it ; he cannot plough as deeply as he could desire. Another 
has no harrow, and is compelled to resort to the use of an imperfect 
substitute ; so his seed is not properly covered, and much of it does 
not come to maturity. The results are not entirely satisfactory, but 
they are as nearly so as can be expected with the imperfect means 
used, and in the position these pioneers are placed, are not to be 
despised. They live with the assurance, that sooner or later better 
instruments will. be provided, and that more abundant harvests will 
result. 

No mechanic expects to build a house with a single tool. He has 
implements adapted' to the varied purposes; but if he were erecting !1. 
log cabin in the wilderness, he perhaps would be compelled to accom
plish his purpose with only an axe ; and if any person were to expect 
lhe cabin to be a palace, because the builder attempted to erect a 
structure, he would be unreasonable, and disappointment would fol-· 
low. Mediums are imperfect instruments. The inhabitants of the 
spiritual-world, not bei~g able to find any other means of communicat
ing with the inhabitants of this, like sensible persons, like the farmer, 
or the builder of the cabin, labor to accomplish their purposes with 
the means they can command, with the full knowledge that they will 
be unable to realize them perfectly, but knowing that by striving to 
do the best possible they will accomplish something useful, and per
haps more than the means at first view would seem to justify. 

Science was once without instruments ; and those it has now are 
imperfect, while the instruments that theology wields are as imperfect 
as the implements of the pioneer tiller of the soil ; and if ages have 
not perfected the instruments of science and theology ; what reason 
is there in objecting to the imperfection of the instrumentalities which 
spirits use, as an argument against the existence of both spirits and 
lllediums. 

l'he perfection of the means of communication between individu
als, communities, and nations in our day is something marvellous. 
l'he mails transmit our messages with all the certainty and rapidity 
"hich steam can accomplish ; while the magnetic telegraph conveys 
thelll with the speed of lightning. But this rapidity and certainty of 
~smission has not always existed. There was a time-and not 
0 llg since-when the only known means of sending a message was 
by a personal messenger. Then the mail system was introduced, and 
the speed was limited to that of horses and lumbering co:tches; then 
ta.nte steam to our aid, and, last of all, lightni1ig was rendered subser-
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vient to the necessities of men for swifter means of communication. 
Intercourse between the inhabitants of th~ spiritual and material 
worlds is yet imperfect. Th~ means of improving this intercourse 
are yet to be applied; and with our knowledge and experience of the 
means of conveying earthly messages-of its original and long-con
tinued imperfect character-we should view with patience and hope
fulness the imperfect means now known at this early stage, by which 
we are able to communicate with spiritual beings. 

It would have been as reasonable for any person, one hundrc.-d 
years ago, to object to the means of communication then in vogue, 
and to refuse to avail himself of it on the ground or"its imperfection, 
as it is for a person in our day to object to the known means of com
lllunication between spirits and mortals, and to refuse to use it or 
believe in it for a similar reason. We know it is imperfect; but we 
also know that no important discovery-no newly acquired know!-

. edge-in physical science, or in political or social economy, bursts 
upon the minds of men in perfected form ; but the light of this 1m owl
edge first enters the human mindin scattered rays, and it is only in 
time that it flows in copious streams; and. it is an unreasonable 
objection to spirit communication, that it is not now, with the little 
knowledge, and experience we have of it, a perfected means of in
tercourse with the inhabitants of the other world. The means will im
prove with the gro~ing intelligence and spiritual advancement of 
mankind. 

The gifts of mediumship are perfectly exercised by none. There 
can no more be a perfect medium for spiritual manifestations, than 
there can be a perfect man spiritually and physically. Imperfection 
is stamped upon every human organism. God has so determined it, 
and even direct inspiration from God Himself, through any human 
organism, would be liable to imperfect expression and subject to the 
test of every man's reason; and it is not more surprising that we 
should differ in our reading and interpretation of an expression of the 
Divine mind, through the imperfect mind of a human medium, than 
that we should differ in our views of the expression of His mind, 
through all His other works in nature, and through which He is ever , 
speaking to our consciousness. The only rule is, to test all commu
nications purporting to come from spirits: receive them when our 
reason approves, and reject them when it rejects. If we do this in 
an honest, liberal spirit, we act up to the highest light God has given 
us ; and even if we err, we err honestly ; and have fulfilled our whole 
duty, and sin cannot be imputed to us. 

Remember that meOiums are mortals ; that to the professional 
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ones their gifts are the mea,ns of their support; and that they are 
often as anxious for satisfactory answers to. questions, as the ques
tioners themselves; and being of passive, impressionable natures, this 
anxiety on their part leads some of them to assist the manifestations 

.where these are backward; or even to supply the absence of com
munications by substituting inventions of their own. We have never 
seen any disposition to do this with any of the mediums whom 'we 
have mentioned in this work, and to whom we have had access, but 
we have witnessed such proceedings with others. 

Had we consciously existed in a previous state-and were this a 
second and advanced state of existence-and were it possible for us 
to hold imperfect intercourse· with those yet in the first state ; how 
natural would it be for these to ask us questions upon every 
conceivable subject, expecting correct and satisfactory answers ; and 
yet how unreasonable to us would their expectations often appear, we 
knowing so well that no living man could answer many of the ques
tions, while some to whom they would be addressed would not be 
competent to answer correctly a tithe of them. 

Yet so difficult is it for us to view things from the stand-points of 
others, that we constantly hear the complaint, or rather accusation, 
n1ade, that spirits often answer incorrectly. Of course they do, when 
they answer at all such absurd and selfish questions as many ask ; 
but nearly always, persons who ask sensible, earnest questions, in a 
becoming manner, will receive sensible, honest answers, even though 
they may not always be suited to their comprehension. Intelligent 
questioners, with proper motives, will nearly always attract spirits 
with like motives, and if the medium is not at fault, honest and gen
erally intelligent answers will be received. 

Spiritual intercourse, like all other provisions of the Divine Father 
for the benefit of His children, can be made available for promoting 
our highest good, and it can be perverted to purposes which, di
rectly or Indirectly, tend to our injury. To the judicious and the up
right, it becomes what, in its highest sense, it is intended to be-a 
means of instruction-of satisfying our desires for spiritual enlighten
ment and of moral elevation ; while to the ignorant or depraved, who 
perceive in it only the means of temporary amusement-of gratifying 
their curiosity, or of obtaining information, by which they can ad
vance their own material interests at the expense of others, and who 
necessarily attract to themselves spirits, who, from their undeveloped 
moral condition, will confirm them in their worst errors and vices
to these it becomes a curse instead of a blessing. It is a feast to 
which all are invited ; and while some partake of it with moderation 
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and judgment, selecting that which will nourish and strengthen both 
physically and mentally, others gorge themselves to repletion with 
indigestible matter, that only increases their mental and moral gross
ness, and tends to their degradation. 



CHAPTER IV. 

FAITH. 

"To another, faith by the same Spirit."-!. Cor. xii-9-

ST. PAUL says, "Faith is the evidence of things hoped for-the 
evidence of things not seen." It is the assent of the mind to 

those truths which are revealed through the inner consciousness. It 
is that state of mind which recognizes invisible reaiities. 

In another sense, true and enlightened faith is entire belief and 
confidence in that which unbiassed reason, guided by intelligence, and 
often by inspiration, affirms. 

Between the blind submission to authority on the one hand, and the 
absolute unbelief of materialists on the other, there is a middle ground, 
where through faith, sealed mysteries are disclosed, and views obtained 
of the true spiritual character and glorious destiny of the race. But 
it is too often the case, that men occupy these extreme grounds of 
belief and unbelief, and whilst one accepts all that is taught him un
hesitatingly, another, like Pyrrho, the ancient sceptic, doubts everything. 
The spirit of credulity, and the spirit of unbelief, should equally be ex
cluded. A rational faith will quicken our perceptions of the truth, and 
impart efficiency to the operations of the mind 
. Jesus was fully aware of the necessity in those to be heale,d, of faith 
m his power to expel disease, and by every means endeavored to in
spire it as the preliminary step in the process of healing ; as is evident 
from many passages in the New Testament; for example: 

"Then touched he their eyes, saying, According to your faith let it 
be unto you."-Matt. ix-29. 

"As soon as Jesus heard the word that was spoken, he saith unto 
the ruler of the synagogue, Be not afraid, only believe."-Mark, v 
-36. 

Every physician knows how important it is in serious cases of illness 
that his patient should have full confidence in his skill, and that a state 
~f ~optJcssness on the part of the patient is of itself dangerous ; and 
It IS equally well understood by magnetizers, that when unbelief thor
oughly pervades the mind of a subject they always have difficulty in 
bringing him under control, and very often fail to do so ; and the 
experience of both physicians and magnetizers inclines them to agree 
with Jesus, when he said, " If thou canst believe, all things are possi-
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ble to him that believeth."-Mark ix-23. That is, we know no limits 
to what is possible to him that believeth. 

"But let him ask in faith, nothing wavering : for he that ·wavereth 
i.; like a wave of the sea driven with the wind and tossed."-James, i 
-6. 

F.aith assists and strengthens the exercise of the will, and gives fixed
ness of purpose, without which a man accomplishes nothing for him
self or for others. It is through the operation of will.force that the 
power of man is exerted, and the conceptions of his mind realized in 
actua1 life. 

The great stumbling-block in the way of the Jews accepting the 
teachings of Jesus, was their spirit of unbelief, and nothing interfered 
with his efforts to heal the sick so much as this same unbelief in his 
power to heal, and in particular localities its repelling influence was 
so strong, that he retired unable to accomplish anything for their good ; 
and as Matthew says, "He did not many mighty works there, because 
of their unbelief."-M:m. xiii-s8. 

And not only dii:l this lack of faith exist among the Jews genemlly, 
but it existed even with his own disciples, and caused them some
times to fail in exercising the gifts which he had imparted to, or de
veloped in them. Thus we find the father of the lad possessed by 
an evil spirit, complaining : "And I besought thy disciples to cast 
him out; and they could not. And Jesus answering !':lid: 0 faithless 
and perverse g~neration, how long shall I be with you ; and suffer 
you? "-Luke, ix-40, 41. Probably their mediumistic and healing 
powers were not yet fully developed ; and they lacked the faith in 
themselves which was necessary to strengthen their will-power; upon 
the effective exercise of which depended the desired results. 

This want of faith was equally apparent in the disciples after the 
death of their master; for we find, from Mark, xvi-9 to IJ, that Jesus 
having appeared to Mary Magdalen, she went and told the others, and 
they believed not ; and after that he appeared in another form unto 
two of them ; and they " told it unto the residue : neither believed they 
them." 

"Afterward he appeared unto the eleven as they sat at n1eat, and 
upbraided them with their unbelief and hardness of heart, because 
they believed not them which had seen him after he was risen."
Mark xvi-14. 

It would indeed seem strange that the eleven disciples, who had 
been witnesses of the exercise of his amazing powers, and upon whom 
similar powers had been conferred, and who knew so well the reliable 
character of the witnesses who testified to his appearance after death, 
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should refuse to believe their testimony ; were it not paralleled every 
day with more intelligent men than the disciples, who turn with disdain 
from truths equally well attested as the resurrection and appearance 
of Jesus. As it was with the disciples, so it is now with modern unbe
lievers in similar manifestations. "And their words seemed to them 
as idle tales, and they believed them not."-Luke xxiv-11. 

And Jesus fared as badly with his own kindr.ed as some do now 
with their immediate friends, in reference to their faith in modern 
Spiritualism. "I•or neither did his brethren believe in him."-John 
vii-s. 

If credulity has wrought debasement of mind; incredulity has 
blighted many of the fairest promises to mankind : and it is a perver
sion of faith, where a generation dwells upon the deeds and opinions 
of by-gone ages, and ignores the superior claims of its own age. 

Nothing is more true, than that we cannot determine our opin
ions by an effort of the will; but one can accomplish much in favora
bly influencing their general character, by encouraging a liberal spirit 
towards the diverse opinions of others. It is a very common thing to 
hear people say in reference to Spiritualism : "I would believe in it 
if such or such a thing were to happen or such and such evidence were 
offered me." It is exceedingly doubtful, if such a thing were to hap
pen, or such evidence were furnished according to their wishes, whether 
they would then believe. Rev . .Mr. Townshend, in his work on" Ani
mal Magnetism," relates an incident which illustrates this error in sup
posing that we can dictate as to what will determine our belief. He 
says: "A doctor of Antwerp was allowed at a seance to impose his 
own tests, the object of the ~ance being to demonstrate vision by ab
normal means. He said beforehand : ' If the somnambulist tells me 
what is in my pocket, I will believe.' ·The patient, having entered into 
somnambulism, was asked by him the question,. • What is in my 
pocket?' She immediately replied, 'A case of lantets.' ' It is true,' 
said the doctor, somewhat startled, • but the young lady may know 
that I am of the medical profession, and that I am likely to carry lan
cets, and this may be a guess ; but if she will tell me the number of the 
lancets in the case I will believe.' The number of lancets was told. 
The sceptic still said,' I cannot yet believe; but if the form of the case 
be accurately described I must yield to conviction.' The form of the 
case was accurately described. 'This certainly is very singular,' said 
the doctor, • very indeed, but still I cannot believe ; but if the young 
lady can tell me the color of the velvet that lines the case that con
tains the lancets I really must believe.' The question being put, the 
youog lady directly !\aid, • The color is dark blue.' The doctor allowed 
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that she wa!; right, yet he went away, repeating, "Very curious; yet still 
I cannot believe." 

No doubt this physician often complimented himself upon his pos
session of firmness of mind, but really he lacked that faith which 
would have saved him from the " credulity of incredulity." 

When we think of it, there is little credit in any man's asserting that 
he never changes his opinions, or even that he holds the !;:lme opin
ions he did ten years ago. A man should progress in knowledge as 
he advances in years, and if he improves his opportunities he inevita
bly will; and really it is a humiliating confession for any man to make 
when he acknowledges that he knew as much, and was as capable of 
forming correct opinions, ten years ago as now. He confesses to an 
utter stagnation of mind, for progression is always attended by modifi
cations and often with an entire change of opinions. 

As individuals who progress, thus change ; the world of mankind 
which progresses; also must change. The world is availing itself of its 
advanced position to judge of its former opinions, and those who do not 
exercise their reason in this respect are simply behind the times, and 
are blind to the superior light of the age. I mean by this-not that 
we should vainly condemn the opinions of any because they were held 
centuries since, but that we should yield due importance to the fJ.ct 

)hat we are quite as capable of judging of facts and principles, as those 
who lived before us; and while giving no place to contempt on the 
one hand, we should not yield to senseless reverence for, and even 
idolatry of, the past on the other. 

We will suppose two persons, intellectually and morally equal; who 
have in intimacy existed upon the same plane for twenty years ; vie\\·· 
ing everything from thence with nearly the same eyes; and being gen
erally agreed in their views. One of them now ventures to change 
his position; and .from the fresh stand-point many things wear a dif
ferent appearance·; and after extended observation, he, in his de
sire to have his friend share in the new view of things, informs 
him that by changing his ground many things that previously 
were dimly preceived are now plainly seen ; and many things 
which before had appeared of doubtful form and hue are now clearly 
defined. His friend evinces .unmistakable signs of doubt, and in an
swer to further solicitations replies, that all his friend has seen is 
hallucination; his vision is as perfect as his friend's; and as his eyes 
are generally open, if these things were so, he would know it ; and in 
fact they cannot be so, and he has the experience of his life to prove 
it. 

"But," says his friend, " I occupied your position for twenty years; 
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and from thence we saw alike. Now if you will take a position with me, 
probably we will again view things alike. Remember, I have had all 
the experience Yl?ll have, and the additional experience gained from 
observation from my present position ; so, provided my senses and 
judgment are unimpaired, my additional experience should weigh 
with you so as at least to induce you to view things from my !.'land
point, and from thence decide according to the evidence." 

In a majority of instances, where intelligent, educated persons are 
appealed to upon as strong grounds as these, to witness the spiritual 
phenomena, by others whom they know to be their equals in acquire
ments and natural ability, they assume this attitude. A learned pro
fessor of chemistry in New York, without hesitation declined my in
vitation to join me in a private seance with one of the best mediums 
in this country, after I had assured him that I had repeatedly witnessed 
and carefully investigated these things, and would bear him company 
at any time and defray the expense. His only reply was, "I have no 
faith in these things,"-as if his measnre of faith and knowledge-or 
rather, lack of knowledge-from his stand-point ; was the standard by 
wl1ich this question was to be settled. 

We expect these things from the material minds that reject all faith, 
and believe in nothing that cannot be demonstrated to and through 
the physical senses, but it comes with ill grace from the Orthoc:fox 
to charge Spiritualists with credulity, as they sometimes do, \vhen they 
produce conclusive evidence justifying their faith-while faith alone 
without such evidence, is at the very basis of all orthodox belief. 

Paul said, "Add to your faith knowledge ; " modern Christians say, 
"All religious truth is known by faith ; " Spiritualists say the same as 
Pau~ only in different words : " Found your faith upon knowledge." 
Faith is only an instmment, but an important instrument, by whi-:h we 
dimly preceive the truth. Knowledge with Spiritualists is derived from 
the use, not of the imagination alone, but of all the faculties and 
means God has given us ; including the external senses. It is well 
known that dependence upon the impressions received exclusively 
thlough one ·sense is often unreliable. Those who rely upon faith 
alone <;annot be assured of correct ·knowledge, like those who derive 
theirs from the exercise of various associated, but correcting facul
ties. 

From the frequent injunctions laid upon all believers to cultivate 
their faith, and from the prominence given to these injunctions by the 
Church, it would appear as if faith alone were sufficient. 1'he Rev. 
E. F. Burr, D. D., in his able work," Pa:er Mundi," p. 23, says: "Ac
cording to the Christian system of religion, everything depends on pos-

6 
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sessing faith. A plentiful use of it is the great want of the 
times ; and we may be sure that quite too little account is made of it, 
even among most of those who have been most indebted to it, for such 
measures of faith as they have." And again, p. 44- he says : " No 
Christian, however brawny his faith, can say that it is as strong as it is 
desirable it should be, and as it might be." And yet no doubt Dr. Burr 
would repulse: our offer of confirmatory proofs of revelation through 
the phenomena of Spiritualism, by which this faith could be augmented; 
with the reply, that the Holy Scriptures in themselves are an ample 
source of faith, and that extraneous support is needless ; and although 
the proofs on-;: red were the only tangible evidence of their truth in exist
ence. 

If the Scriptures can supply the demand for faith, why is it that Dr. 
Rurr laments its absence among Christians? We all know he is cor
rect in his statement as to the want of faith in the Church, and is not 
this lack of faith proof that the Scriptures do not carry the evidence o( 

their own inspiration with them to the minds of most men ? The 
c,,l,l, reasoning mind requires something more-additional proofs; for 
as he says on page 39, "It is found in experience that religion is sel
dom pro\·ed to the satisfaction of men by any merely logical argument 
whate\·er." And these proofs Dr. Burr ignores the very existence 
of. and plods on in apparent unconsciousness of the conu:a<Jictions 
involn.'\1 in his claim for the self-evident inspiration of the Bible, while 
he at the same time deplores the insufficiency of the faith built upon 
it. 

Of all theological misconceptions, one of the most striking is the 
f.1lsc estimate and interpretation of that true faith •·hich is enjoined 
upon all belie,·ers. Faith in a compchensi\·e sense as understood by 
Jesu,;, so far as we can pthcr from the general tenor of his teachings 
and practice, is full and absolute belief and trust in the power, mercy, 
I.we, and goodness of God, and in our own high destiny as sons 
and Jaughters of God. It is reliance upon His guidance and protec
tion, anJ upon His readiness to assist in extricating us from the defile
ments of sin, and in ele\·ating us to an equality with the purified in 
hea\·cn. It further means trust.and confidence in our brother-man, 
a.nd a com;ction that God cares C\}uall~· for all His creatures. In a 
worJ. it is full belid and trust in God, in our fellow-men, and in our
sdn~:;. 

This •·e belien~ to be the faith that Jesus insisted upon, as neces
sary i~,r h:oppinl!$s ; but in the place oi this. the Church has per
w~t<.•,l ir;: Clri,;in.ll meaning. and defineJ it w be a blind, unre!ISOD
i:'s .l.SSCnt to ceruin prescribeJ d•"'l)nl.ls that Christ would have 
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spurned if presented to him in the garb that priestly ignorance and 
misconception have arrayed them. Faith, as understood by the Great 
Teacher, elevates the soul to communion with the l'ountain of Love 
and Wisdom, while as understood and proclaimed by the Church, it is 
a substitution of the husk for the nourish in&' element which God has 
provided for our spiritual sustenance. 

The want of faith is the great bar to progression, not only in this 
life, but in the next. Men carry with them into that life every faculty, 
their habits of thought,• and all their opinions in full force. .Faith is 
there equally necessary as here. A spirit whom J have always found 
reliable in his statement of facts, however I may have differed with 
him as to the deductions from them, said to me : "There are more 
inhabitants of the spirit-world with whom I am acquainted, who do 
not believe in spirit communication with mortals, than there are 
those who do ; and when they are told by other spirits that there are 
means of communication, they receive the declaration precisely 
as most persons in your earth-life do when told the same. They 
laugh at it, ridicule it, and when attempts are made to induce them 
to rome and see for themselves, they reply that they cannot believe 
it; do not desire to ascertain the truth regarding it; and, in fact, 
do not mean to be fooled in any such way." 

Surely credulity is better than this blind unbelief, which enwraps 
_so many here, and which hangs like a pall over them in the next life, 
unta the attainment of greater wisdom brings to them faith and 
knowledge. 

"Faith is as real as life; as actual as force; as effectual as volition." 
Thus spake a wise spirit through Coleridge ; and as our knowledge of 
what faith is-its true character-increases, we are the more ready 
to assent to his claims for it. Credulity and superstition are not faith. 
They are simply misty emanations from ignorant minds. . 



~HAPTER V. 

HEALING BY SPIRIT AND MESMERIC POWER. 

"To another, the gifts of healing by the sameS~rit."-1. Cor. xii---9 . 
. · 

A S the mesmeric power and processes are largely concerned in 
the exercise of the gift of healing, it is necessary that I should 

here briefly notice the subject of Animal Matnetism ; and it is one 
that demands more general attention than it has received I only 
regret that the limits of this work render it necessary that my remarks 
should be brief, and of a general character. 

Animal Magnetism, or as it is frequently termed, Mesmerism, was 
known and resorted to by the ·ancient Egyptians, Greeks, Romans, 
Hebrews, the East Indians, and Chinese; and in India and China, it 
is as generally known to-day as in ancient times ; while during the 
past century, it has- occupied the attention of many of the most dis
cerning and penetrating minds in Europe ; and in America at the 
present time, it has many warm and influential advocates. 

In the records of antiquity it can be clearly recognized under the 
various disguises by which ignorance or design partially concealed 
it, and to-day as then there are two principal forms under which its 
power is manifested : First, that under which cures are effected ; and 
Second, that under which appear the phenomena of somnambulism, or 
ecstasy. It is with Magnetism under the first form that we are here 
chiefly concerned, and the principal means used have always been 
similar to those which are now found to be most efficacious in direct
ing this force. They are; the imposition of hands; passes made with 

'1... the hands ; frictions ; breathing upon affecte(I parts; the exercise of 
will·powcr; and prayer. 

With the ancient heathen nations the phenomena of Magnetism, 
·being to them inexplicable, were ascribed to the direct agency of the 
gods, as with the Israelites they were attributed to the especial agency 
of Jehovah. Afterwards, in the CatholicChurch the saints were sup
posed to produce them when its votaries were the subjects ; and the 
devil when others were. 

These superstitious erroneous views of the nature of Animal 
:'Magnetism, although its phenomena were constantly occurring, 
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prevailed until the time of Antony Mesmer, in the latter part of the 
last century. He was a German by birth, and had studied physics with 
the celebrated Van Swieten and Dehaen. Possessing an active mind 
and earnest spirit of investigation, he was led to apply himself to the 
study of this branch of knowledge, and his writings and experiments 
attracted so much attention, that about the time when our fathers were 
engaged in their efforts to effect a separation from the Mother
Country, Mesmerism was interesting the minds of thousands in France 
and Germany, and the French Academy of Science appointed a com
mission to examine into the claims then made for it, and it is not 
strange that with the little then known even or the phenomena, that 
some of these claims, if not groundless, should have been exaggerated 
and impossible of proof to critical and hostile minds. 

The commissioners examined the subject as then imperfectly under
stood, and their report was made in I 784. and their conclusions were 
generally unfavorable to Mesmerism, but enough was conceded to es
ablish the fact that certain persons do exercise a powerful influence 
over the physical and mental organisms of certain others ; and Bailly, 
one of the commissioners, in his private report to the King, said of the ef-
fects of magnetization as he observed them : " All are under the control , 
of the magnetizer; no matter how profound seemingly is their slumber, 
a word, a sign, a glance from him awakens them. \V e cannot help rec
ognizing from these constant effects a great power which agitates the 
sick, overcomes them, and of which the magnetizer seems to be the de
positary/' And Laurent de Jussieu, another commissioner, refused to 
sign the report on the ground that " several well-verified facts, inde
pendent of the imagination, and established to his mind beyond a doubt, 
sufficed to make him admit the existence or the possibility of a fluid or 
agent which passes from one being to another •••• sometimes \ · 

/ ' 
even without contact, and at a distance." 

Notwithstanding the unfavorable character of the report, there was 
too much known of, and too much well established in Mesmerism, to 
permit the knowledge and recognition of it to perish, and in 1825 
the subject was still of sufficient importance to engage the attention, 
this time of the French Academy of Medicine. A commission was ap
pointed from its members, who labored five years in their investiga
tions of the subjecf, by means of a regular course of experiments with 
magnetic subjects of every grade, and their reputation, and the length of 
time they were engaged, warrant the presumption that e\·ery means 
was made use of to determine its truth or falsity. 

J n I 8.3 I they made their report, which was read before the Acad
emy. It \Vas signed by all the eleven commissioners, and in the 
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main was favorable to Magnetism, though not to all the.claims made. 
To their report is appended a summary of their conclusions, which, 
omitting some unimportant passages, are as follows : 

"The contact with the thumbs or hands, frictions, or certain other 
gestures made at a little di.stance from the body, and called passes
such are the means used to place one's self in communication, or in 
other words, to transmit the action from the magnetizer to the mag
netized person. 

" External and visible means are 11()/ always fltussary, since in many 
instances tlu steadintss of the look will have been tu.fficimt to produce 
the magnetical phenoniena, even the magnetized individual being not 
aware of it. 

"Tire time necessary to transmit the magnetical influence, and 
make it felt, varied from half an hour to one minute. 

"A certain number of the observed phenomena appeared to us as 
having been produced by Magnetism alone, Jnd could not be produced 
•without it. These are physiological and thereapcutical phenomena well 
established. 

" When a person has been once put to the magnetic sleep, there is 
no need ofrecuning to contact and the passes to magnetize him again. 
The ma~netizer s /()()/l-Itis 1t1ill alotU:...._Jun,e upon !tim the same influence. 
In such a case, the magnetized person can be not only acted upon, but 
also completely thrown into somnambulism ; the magnetizer can brir.g 
him out of that state ; he being not aware of it; out of his siglll i at a 
certain distance ; and even /11rough dosed dours. 

" Some in the middle of the noise of confused conversation, hear 
no other voice than the magnetizer's. . • . Most of the time they re
main completely strangers to external and unexpected noises made 
at their ear ; such as the resounding of copper vases violently struck 
before them, the falling of furniture, etc. 

" Most of the somnambules we have seen were completely destitute 
of the sense of feeling. . • . Finally, one of them has been seen who re
mained insensible to a most painful surgical operation (extirpation of a 
cancerous breast) and in whom neither the face, nor pulse, nor the 
breathing, denoted the least emotion. 

"We saw two somnambules who distinguished, their eyes being 
closed, the objects placed before them ; they have designated, without 
touching them, the color and value of cards ; they read words writ· 
ten with the hand, also several lines of books, opened without adher· 
ing to any particular page. This plunommon took place tt•en •when the 
opening of the t:;•clids was kept exactly d{lsed by lite jillgt:rs. 
• "We met in two somnambules the faculty of foreseeing acts of the 
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organization more or less distant and complicated. One of them an
nounct:d sroeral days, n·m sn•eral months in adrana, the day, flu hour, 
and minute of the inmsion and return of rpilrptic fils. The oll1er ill
tlicated tl~e time of lzis cure. Their prn·isiolzs were realized with a 
retnarkablc precision and exactitude. They seemed to us applied only 
to. acts or lesions of their own organism. 

" Considered as an agmt of pl1ysiological phmomma, or as a lllera
pcu/ical means, ma(lldism sho11ld be ranked within the frame of med
icallmowldge. The commission could not verify, because it hacl no 
opportunity to do so, other faculties that magnetizers had announced 
as existing in somnambules. But il kas collected fads important 
tTWugh to all(}'l£1 il to bdin•e that the Academy slwuld mcourage and 
fm:or researches on magntlism, as being a very curious branc/1 of 
psychology and natural history." 

Here were eleven persons, who from their education and pursuits as 
medical men, were peculiarly fitted for an examination of this subject, 
selected for the especial task, who spent five years in their investiga
tions, and who at the end of that time unanimously testified to its most 
surprising phenomena; and who, with full knowledge of the unpopu
larity of the subject, especially with their ft:llow-members of the Acad
emy, felt constrained to bear witness to its importance and its truth ; 
and yet how easy is it to find persons who contemptuously regard the 
whole matter, and who have no patit:nce with those who do perceive 
and recognize its claims to our earnt:st attention. 

The report of the commission was not such as the majority of the 
• Academy had anticipated, as in voting for the apvointment of the 

colllmission the members had expected a report that would have 
sealed the fate of Mesmerism ; ami in their vexation they did precisely 
What the Dialectical Society of London did, three years since, with the 
re}>Qrt of its committee which investigated Spiritualism-they refust:d 
to print it. Had it been adverse to Mesmerism, there is no doubt 
that the members who voted against printing it would have cheer
fully approved it, and the academy would have plumed itself on its 
ability in exposing false philosovhy, and claimed to ue the champion 
or truth; but as the truth in this instance appeared to lie outside its 
beaten path, it ignored it entirely. Hut Mesmerism could not be 
crushed by the French Academy of Medicine, and to-day its principal 
facts, and its claims to notice, are acknowledged by thousands of 
scientific men in Europe and America. 

In the last edition of R.:v. Chauncev Hare Townshend's work, 
"I-' acts .in Mesmerism," he has appended an account ~,·hich Prof.:ssor 
A&assiz, when a young man, wrote of his ow~ magnetization by Mr. 
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Townshenp. It occurred at. Neufchatel, Switzerland. In his ac
count he says : 

"Desirous to know what to think of Mesmerism, I for a long time 
sought for an opportunity of making some experiments in regard to it 
uron myself, so as to avoid the doubts which might arise on the nature 
of the sensations which we have heard described by mesmerized per· 
sons. M. Desor yesterday, in a visit which he made to Berne, in· 
vited Mr. Townshend-who had previously mesmerized him-to ac
company him to Neufchatel, and try to mesmerize me. 

"These gentlemen arrived here wit)l the evening courier, and in. 
formed me of their arrival. At eight o'clock I went to them. Wi! 
continued at supper till half past nine o'clock, and about ten, Mr. 
Townshend commenced operating on me. While we sat orposite 
to each other, he in the first place only took hold of my hands and 
looked at me fixedly. I was firmly resolved to arrive at a knowledge 
of the truth, whatever it might be, and therefore the moment I saw 
him endeavoring to exert an action upon me, I silently addressed the 
Author of all things, beseeching Him to giz't mt }O'li'tr to resist Ike 
injlumce, and to be conscientious in regard to the facts. 

" I then fixed my eyes upon Mr. Townshend, attentive to whatever 
passed. I was in very suitable circumstances, the hour being early, 
and one at which I was in the habit of studying. I was far from be· 
ing disposed to sleep. I was sufficiently master of myself to ex· 
perience no emotion, and to repress all flights of imagination even 
had I been less calm. Accordingly it was a long time before I felt any 
effect of the presence of Mr. Townshend opposite to me. However, • 
after at least a quarter of an hour, I felt a sensation of a current 
through all my limbs, and from that moment my eyelids grew heavy. 
I then saw Mr. Townshend extend his hands before my eyes as though 
he were about to plunge his fingers into them, and then make different 
circular movements around my eyes, which caused my eyelids to be
come still heavier. 

" I had the idea that he was endeavoring to make me close my eyes, 
and yet it was not as if some one had threatened my eyes, and in the 
waking state I had closed them to prevent him. It was an irresist
ible heaviness of the lids which compelled me to shut them, and by 
degrees I found that I had no longer the power of keeping them open, 
but did not the less retain my consciousness of what was going on 
around me, so that I heard i\1. Dcsor speak to Mr. Townshend, un· 
derstood what they said, anc\ heard what questions they asked me 
just as if I had been awake, but I had not the power of answering. I 
endeavored in vain several times to do so, and when I succeeded, I 
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l)erceived that I was passing out of the state of torpor in which I had 
l>cen, and which was rather agreeable than painful. 

"In this state I heard the watchman cry ten o'clock; then I heard 
it strike a quarter past ; but after that I fell into a deeper sleep, 
although I never entirely lost my consciousness. It appeared to me 
that Mr. Townshend was endeavoring to put me into a sound sleep- ; 
my movements seemed under his control, for I wished several times 
to change the position of my arms, but I had not sufficient power to do 
it, or even really to will it, while I felt my head carried to the right or 
left shoulder, and backward and forward, without wishing it, and 
indeed, in spite of the resistance· which I endeavored to oppose; and 
ihis happened seve~al times. 

" I experienced at the same time a feeling of great pleasure in giv
ing way to the attraction, which dragged me sometimes to one side, 
sometimes to the other, then a kind of surprise on feeling my head 
fall into 1\Ir. Townshend's hand, who appeared to me frotn that time 
to be the ~ause of the attraction. 

"To his inquiry if I wen~ well and what I felt, I found I could 
not answer, but I smiled ; I felt that my features expanded in spite 
or my resistance. I was inw.?.rdly confused at experiencing pleasure 
rront an influence which was mysterious to me. From this moment I 
wished to wake, and was less at my ease ; and yet on Mr. Towushetlll 
asking me whether I wished to be awakened, I made a hesitating 
movement with my shoulders. Mr. Townshend then repeated some 
rrictions, which increased my sleep, yet I was always conscious of what 
was passing around me. 

"He then asked me if I wished to become lucid, at the same time 
COntinuing as I felt, the friction from the face to·the anus. I then ex~ 
perienced an indescribable sensation of delight, and for an instant saw 
before me rays of dazzling light which instantly disappeared; I 1t•as 
thm in·wardly sorrMc'ful at this state being prol01tged. It appeared to 
me that enough had been done with me. I wished to awake, but 
could not; ye-t when Mr. Townshend and M. Desor spoke I heard 
them. I also heard the clock, and tht! watchmen cry, but I did not 
know what hour he cried. Mr. Townshend then presented his watch to 
rue, and asked me if I could see the time and if I saw him, but I could 
distinguish nothing. I heard the clock strike the quarter, but could 
not get out of my sleepy state .. 

"Mr. Townshend then woke me with some quick transverse move
'llents from the middle of the face outwards, which instantly cansed 
11y c::yes to open, and at the same time I got up, saying to him, "I 
:hank you." It was a quarter past eleven. He then told me, and M. 
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Desor repeated the same thing, that the only fact which had satisfied 
them that I was in a state of mesmeric sleep, was the facility witb 
which my head followed all the movements of his hand, although he 
did not touch me, and the pleasure which I appeared to feel at the 
moment, when, after several repetitions of frictions (passes), he thus 
mo,·ed my head at pleasure in all directions. [ Signtd] Agassiz." 

It is amusingly charcteristic of the suspicion with which scientists 
so often view new truths, when they present an aspect which threatens 
to conflict with their own cherished opinions, to here read the con
fession of Agassiz, that " the moment I saw him endeavoring to exert 
an action upon me, I silently addressed the Author of all things, be~ 
seeching Him to give me power to ruisllht injlurnct." His nature 
prompted him to seek the truth, but he was willing to accept only so 
much of it as would not endanger his established opinions ; and so he 
vrayed for protection against too much light, and we find that, notwith
standing the conclusive proofs he received of the truth and power of 
Mesmerism, he from that time deserted it, and left it to struggle with
out his assistance. But we have to thank him for honestly and 
courageously testifying to the facts, so far as he was willing to test 
them. 

Cromwell F. Varley, F.R.S. the eminent electrician of London, who, 
from his researches in electricity and magnetism, is an authority equal 
to any in these departments of science, says of Mesmerism, which he 
has also carefully investigated: " If the reading portion of London 
residents could be polled, I don't think you would find five per cent. 
of them acquainted with the orrlinary phenomena of somnambulism, 
the odic force, and Mesmerism ; and until one is somewhat familiar 
with these, it is impossible to comprehend the much more intricate 
phenomena comprised under the names of clairvoyance and Spiritu
alism. 

"The Indian government, some years since, caused an offici:U 
inquiry to be made into the reality of certain mesmeric phenomena 
among the natives, and the result of the inquiry confirmed the truth 
of th~ facts of Mesmerism. Notwithstanding all these, and many 
other existing records of unusually well authenticated cases, it is sur: 
prising how few people in this country have attempted to inquire into, 
or know anything about the subject. I know many medical men, who, 
when the study door is locked, freely and earnestly discuss these mat
ters, and tell their own experiences ; but at the same time confess that 
they dare not open their mouths to others, fearing the fate of Dr. 
Elliottson, who lost a practic~ of thousands a year for telling the 
truth." 
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A staunch opponent of Spiritualism says: "We take certain 
phenomena in the world for granted. Animal Magnetism does exist. 
Its influence is a fact, to deny which would be a matter, not of faith, 
but of obstinate ignorance." These are the words of Professor 
Zerffi, Doctor of Philosophy, and Lecturer on the History of Art, at 
the government school of science and art, South Kensington, Lon
don. 

Epes Sargent in his "Planchette; or, the Despair of Science," p. 
154, truly says: "Moreover, many of the most surprising pheno
mena of Animal Magnetism, though ridiculed and denied for a long 
time by the ~eientific world, arc now admitted by the leading physiol
ogists of the day. Science is just beginning to change its attitude of 
angry contempt, for the Jess unbecoming position of inquiry and 
attention. One has only to read the medical anc.l physiological writings 
of Dr. Carpenter, his admissions on the subject of somnambulism, 
of brain action without consciousness, and other unexplained mys
teries, to be satisfied on this point, for Dr. Carpenter now represents 
the most advanced school of England in his department of physi
ology, and few equally high contemporary authorities can be named." 

It is not claimed for .Magnetism that its phenomena can be pro
duced in all persons, or even that all are sensible to its influence. It 
is as Delew:e in his "Practical Instructions," says: "All men are 
not sensible to the magnetic action, tnd the same persons ate more or 
less so according to the temporary dispositions in which they are 
found." 

So with spiritual influences ; all men are not sensible to them, and 
the same persons are more or less so according to the temporary dis
positions or conditions in which they are found, and the only differ
ence I can perceive between .the mesm~ric sleep and many cases of 
spiritual trance, is that the one is produced by the will of an em
bodied spirit, and the other by the will of a disembodied spirit, The 
force and the means of its exercise in both cases being identical, and 
probably distinct from either magnetism or electricity, as these forces 
are understood in science. 

M. Dupotet, one of the most accomplished mesmerizers in France, 
and not at all inclined to a belief in the supernatural, felt compelled 
to say: " In the perfom1ance of my labors, I confess that I experi
enced a degree of fear. I saw extraordinary things, strange specta

cles ; and I felt within me the approach and contact, as it were, of in
visible beings. I was in the full possession of my reason, my incre-

dulity even had not left me. I cannot tell what' it was that deprived 
llle of my courage and filled me with terror." 
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In the light of Modern Spiritualism, M. Dupotet, whom I believe 
to be still living, should find no difficulty in discovering an explana
tion of these my;;terious manifestations. His subjects were mediums, 
and his magnetism was availed of by spirits to manifest their pres
ence. 

M. de Mirville testified to similar occurrences in his own experi
ence, as also have others in theirs. 

The treatment that Spiritualism has received from the hands of 
scientists, was previously awarded to that John the Baptist of Spiritu. 
alism-Animal Magnetism. In the introduction to the invaluable 
work above quoted, "Deleuze's Practical Instructions in Animal 
Magnetism," the author appeals to other men of Science and learn
ing, to bestow their attention on the su!>ject: " I invite them," he 
says, "to take from my 'Instructions' all that appears to them 
worthy of being preserved, and not to quote me except to rectify the 
errors which may have escaped my diligence; our wish is to do good. 
This wish unites us, it identifies us so to speak, one with another. 

A physician who has already become celebrated, would per_ 
haps increase his reputation, by publishing a good work on Magnet
ism. He would call attention to an order of phenomena which 
belongs to animated nature ; he would found a school ; he would find 
disciples among his brethren in the profession. This kind of success 
is impos~ble for us ; our adver~ries condemn us without examina
tion, and they exercise a great influence upon public opinion. \Ve 
have no partisans except among those to whom we have rendered 
service, and the greater part of these dare_ not raise their voice." 

This honest, manly appeal, was accompanied with the most irrefra
gible proofs of his claims upon the attention of men of science, yet 
the response it met from them was either scofEngs or cold indiffer
ence; and excepting a comparatively few noule minds, the great body 
of scientific men entirely ignored the subject. It remained for the 
succeeding generation of less biassed and younger men to investigate 
and proclaim their convictions of its truth, and now there are few 
intelligent and liberal minds who do not accredit, at least many of 
the wonderful facts which Deleuze and his contemporaries so labori
ously established. 

The facts and phenomena of Spiritualism in like manner have 
been laboriously investigated by persons of intelligence and capabil
ity, who have sought to interest the attention of men of science ; but 
with comparatively few exceptions, frank, honest responses have not 
been accorded. But while the majority of scientists have turned a 
deaf e:J.r, the work has progressed, until now, through-as I verily 
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believe-God's assistance, even science itself is being compelled to 
give it _attention, and will soon recognize its truths. 

Spiritualists believe· Mesmerism to be a great truth, and many of 
them can testify, as can the writer, that a previous knowledge of this 
science prepared the way for the reception of the truths of Spiritual
ism, and there is little in Spiritualism that is more wonderful than the 
proofs furnished by somnambulism of the existence and capabilities 
of the human soul. It is incomprehensible to the writer bow any 
intelligent man can faithfully pursue the investigation of Magnetism 
without becoming convinced, at least of the existence of the soul, 
through the overwhelming evidence furnished. 

Rev. Father Lacordaire spoke truly, when, in March, 1847, he pro
claimed from the pulpit that " Magnetism was a divine preparation 
to humble the pride of materialists." For thirty years the writer was )( 
sceptical as to the existence of the soul and a future life. His inves
tigations, first of animal magnetism, and subsequently of Spiritualism, 
swept away every vestige of doubt, and established in its place posi
tive knowledge. These are strong terms, but no other can ex11tess 
the exact truth. Magnetism is the vestibule of the temple of Spirit
uali-.m, and it was in this latter that the additional evidence was fur
nisbet!, which consolidated the new and exp\nded faith of the writer, 
into what is to him, and many thousands of others, a beautiful and 
harmonious system. Of this I will again speak. 

M. Georget was a distinguished physician of Paris. He wrote a 
work on Insanity, in which he thus noticed Magnetism : "So long as 
these magnt"tizers perform their experiments in the dark, with the aid 
of their abettors, so long as they do not work their miracles before 
the Academy of Sciences, or the Faculty of Medicine, they will per
mit us to omit the trouble of refuting their reveries, or their faith." 
Afterwards some experiments he witnessed induced him to give the 
subject his attention, and the result was that he became convinced 
of the existence of the facts he had previously discredited ; and dying 
some few years thereafter, he bore testimony to their tmth in the 
following words, recorded in an addenda to his will : " I will not finish 
this document without adding to it an important declaration. In 
Iib1, in my work on the 'Physiology of the Nervous System,' I proudly 
prot.:s.;cd materialism. The preceding year I had published a 
treatise on Madness, in which are laid down priJ¥:iples contrary to, 
~r at lea.o;t different from the ideas in agreement with the general be
lief; and hardly had I published the 'Physiology of the Nervous Sys
tem,• when new meditations upon a very extraordinary phenomenon
_ somnambulism-would permit me no longer to doubt of the existence, 
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in us and out of us, of an intelligent principle altogether different ftom 
material existences. It is if you please, the soul and God. In regard 
to this matter I have a profound conviction, founded upon facts 
which are not to be controverted. This declaration will not see the 
light until no one can doubt its sincerity or suspect my intentions. 
If I cannot publish it myself, I urgently entreat the persons who may 
take notice of it at the opening of the present testament,-that is to 
say, after my death,-to give it all the publicity possi~le. 

"MARCH 11 1826." 

Want of space precludes any further remarks here upon this sub
ject, but I cannot too strongly urge upon the attention of the inves
tigator of Spiritualism the great advantages-even necessity-of a 
thorough understanding, not only of the phenomena but of the philos
ophy of Magnetism, as this knowledge will cast much light UPon ·the 
kindred phenomena and philosophy of Spiritualism, and save him 
from many useless speculations upon questions arising in the course 
of his investigation. , 

" They shall lay their hands upon the sick, and they &hall recover. ''-Mark. x't'i 
-18. 

• HEALING BV THE IMPOSITION OF HANDS. 

There is no reason to believe, that by the phrase, "laying on of 
hands," is generally meant the passive resting of the hands upon the 
parts affected, although this simple act is often productive of surprising 
effects, but that they were often actively used in producing friction, 
and in making passes at a certain distance from the patient, as these 
processes are found, and always have been found, most efficacious in 
healing by Animal Magnetism. ' 

In healing the leper, as related in Matt. viii-3, "Jesus put forth 
his hand and touched him," and at the same time exercised his will
power, "and immediately his leprosy was cleansed." 

When Jesus cured Peter's wife's mother, he touched (or held} her 
hand, "and the fever left her." And when he saw the two blind men, 
"Jes~s had compassion on them, and touched their eyes: and immedi
ately their eyes received sight, and they followed him."-Matt. XX-J+ 
That simple touching, as the term is generally understood, was not 
ordinarily considqed sufficient, even by Jesus, is evident from Luke 
iv-4o, where it is said: "And he laid his hands on every one of· 
them, and healed them." And in promising the gifts to others, the 
words of the promise are as above quoted: "They shall lay their 
hands on the sick, and they shall recover." 
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Paul recovered his sight through the laying on of the hands of 
Ananias: Acts, ix-17; and Peter cured the lan1e man: Acts, iii-1 to 
8, by first "fastening his eyes upon him, with John," and bidding him 
"look on them." The very process used in psychologizing to-day
and after he had obeyed, " expecting to receive something of them," 
Peter ordered him," In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, Rise up 
and walk." This is precisely what should have been done to inten
sify the action of the magnetic force, and no doubt was said in an au
thoritative tone, so as to strongly impress the mind of the patient, as 
Dr. Newton is now in the habit of doing. But it is evident that in 
this case something further was requisite, for it is said, "And he took 
him by the right hand and lifted him up, and immediately his ft!et and 
ankles-bones received strength." The power had not been sufficient 
until Peter had taken him by the hand thus by personal contact add
ing to the power previously exercised. 

\Vhen Paul attempted to restore to consciousness the young man 
who had fallen from the third loft, he " fell on him, and embracing 
him," imparted the light-giving principle through his own system, and 
" they brought the young man alive." So when, centuries before, 
Elisha restored to life (probably from a swoon or trance) the child of 
the Sbunammite woman he "prayed unto the Lord . • . • and lay 
upon the child, and put his mouth upon his mouth, and his eyes • 
upon his eyes, and his hands upon his hands; and he stretched him
self-upon the child, and the flesh of the child waxed warm. Then he 
retumed, and walked in the house to and fro; and went up, and 
[again] stretched himself \ipon him : and the child sneezed seven 
times, and the child opened his eyes:"-11. Kings, iv-33 to 35· 

This is said to have been a miracle, a direct exercise of the power 
of God ; but every word in the narrative witnesses that the spiritual 
intelligence engaged in the work operated through means and by 
processes, the very employment of which proves them to have l.>een 
necessary, and which in all ages have been, and at the present time 
are used with success in similar cases. 

Doubtless both Paul and Elisha, in their repecrive cases, acted un. 
der spirit direction or control in all they did, and the means that 
each used was the very best and the only treatment that promised 
successful results--not in restoring the dead to life, for that would 
indeed have been a miracle, but in restoring the unconscious to con
sciousness. With Elisha the first step he took,-praying for divine 
assistance,-was not only the proper one at that time, but what 
should ·never be omitted in all cases of magnetic treatment-not a 
formal invocation in formal, set words, but the elevation of the soul to )< 
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/... a higher spiritual plane, where it can inhale the heavenly atmosphe~~ 
of those superior intelligences, that often can only descend to assi!:t 
us; when we ascend to meet them. These are the ministering angels 
of God, through whom He is constantly manifesting His love and r~
lieving the necessities of man. 

Thus fortified with the divine influence, Elisha stretched himself 
on the child, and breathed in his mouth, and held his hands; and 
after a trial of this means, feeling that his magnetic force was dimin
ishing, he walked to and fro to gather additional power, and he "went 
up, and stretched himself" again, and restored the resuscitated child 
to its mother. . 

ln 1848, L. A. Cahagnet, an observing, conscientious, and indefat
igable mesmerizer of Paris, gave to the world an account of his 
wonderful experiences in Animal Magnetism, in a work bearing the 
title of" The Celestial Telegraph." He was fortunate in being able 
to pursue his researches with the aid of a number of exceptionably 
lucid subjects, amongst them one by the name of Adele Magnot. 

She had often when in the ecstatic state expressed a desire to leave 
the form, and M. Cahagnet had the curiosity to see whether she would 
attempt to accomplish this wish, and for this purpose at one time, 
when she was in this state, he ventured too far, and it was with the 

• greatest difficulty he succeeded through prayer and magnetism, in 
drawing her back to life. I will let him relate his own story. He says: 
" I perceive that Adele purposes entering the ecstatic state. I make 
up my mind to try a decisive experiment, and leave her· to her will. 
I forthwith send Bruno (another lucid subject) to sleep, put him en· 
rapport with her, and beg him to Tollow her as far possii>le, recommend
ing him not to be alarmed, and to .warn me only if he shoul~ see 
danger. I wished to be assured by myself of the pretended danger of 
ecstasy. 

" Frequently had Adele told me that she had been on the point of 
not coming back to re-enter her body; and as I thought that she only 
wanted to alarm me, I wished to know what opinion to come to. At 
the lapse of a quarter of an hour, Bruno exclaims, in great alarm, • I 
have lost sight of her.' I had relied upon· him, and paid little atten· 
tion to Adele, whose body in the meanwhile had grown icy cold ; 
there was no longer any pulse or respiration ; her face was of a sal
low green, her lips blue, her heart gave no sign of life. I placed be
fore her lips a mirror, but it was by no means tarnisht:d by them. I 
magnetized her powerfully in order to bring back her soul into her 
body, but for five minutes my labor was in vain. • 

"Bruno, alarmed at my want of success, as well as the persons pre&-
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ent at the sitting, tended greatly to disturb me. I t1tonght for a mo
ment the work was consummated, and that I had an indubitable proof 
that the soul had departed from her body. I was obliged to request 
the persons present to pass into another room, in order that I might 
recover by myself a little energy. At the lapse of a few moments, I 
entertained the hope that I should not have. such a misfortune to de
plore ; but physically speaking, I was utterly powerless. Falling on 
my knees, I aslud back of God in my prayer the soul that I had in tn)' 

ti1111bls n~tfered to depart. I seemed by an effect of infl1ition to kn01c• 
lltal my prnJ1er was lteard. After a minute's further anguish I obtained 
these words: 'Why have you called me back? It was all over with 
me; bttt God, moved at your prayer, sent me back to yon. • . • I 
shall no longer be able to ascend to heaven ; but" had it not been 
for you, I should have been there now and forever.' " 

This person's condition presented all the usual indications of death. 
She was icy cold ; no pulse, no respiration ; the hue of the skin was 
cadaverous, the lips blue, and upon holding a mirror to her mouth, 
no moisture collected from. the breath. She undoubtedly was in a 
condition similar to the young man whom Paul restored, and to the 
child of the Shunammite woman ; and it required the united powers 
of prayer and magnetism to restore her, as it did to restore the child ; 
and as with Elisha, so these mt'ans were effectual with Cahagnet. 
And as they were with Paul at another time, when the father of Pub
lius, as related in Acts, xxviii-8, lay sick, and when he " entered in, 
and prayed, and laid his harids on him-and healed him." 

Referring again to Elisha, we find that when Naaman coming from· 
Syria to be healed of Jhe leprosy by him, he sent word to him to "go 
and wash in Jordan seven times. . . . But Naaman was wroth, and· 
went away, and said, Behold, I thought · he will surely come out to· 
me, and stand and call 011 the name of the Lurtl his God, and slri~e 
leis /eand over the place, and recover the leper."-II. Kings, v
Io, II. 

These same agencies-prayer and magnetism, with faith-have been. 
successful in all ages, and are yet. The power resides to a certain. 
extent in the organism of the operator, but through prayer superim· 
intelligences are enabled to vastly increase the intensity of this power, 
and through him to transmit it with seemingly miraculous effect upon 
the recipient. 

The disciples during the life of their Master were very imperfectly 
developed, if we may judge from Matt. xvii-15 to 21. They were 
quite ignorant of the nature of spiritual gifts, and did not know how 
to control and direct the spiritual and magnetic forces with which they 

7 
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were endowed ~and as a consequence, had little confidence in them
selves or in their powers, and f.1ilure was often the result. 

The gift of healing was only one of the spiritual gifts, and none of 
these was c.xclusiz•dy possessed and exercised by Christians, as is evi
dent from ancient and modern history, and from the New Testament 

. itself, where we find various passages that confirm this fact. That the 
early Christians possessed these gifts in a pre-eminent degree there can 
he no question; but that they alone possessed them, no careful un
}'rejudiced investigator can admit. These gifts were possessed by cer
t:J.in persons in all nations before Christianity was known ; they were 
exercised by the heathen contemporaries of the primitive Christians; 
ami have ever since then been exercised by both belie1.·ers and un
lievers. 

Plutarch says that Pyrrhus cured persons with diseased spleens by 
passing his hand over the seat of the malady. Appolonius brought a 
girf to life by touching her, and leaning over her, and Vespasian, the 
Roman Emperor, restored sight to the blind by rubbing their eyes and 
cheeks with saliva, and cured a paralytic; by his touch. Here the ap
plication of saliva will remind the reader of the cures effected by 
Jesus, in which similar means were used. 

The successors of the first Christians possessed these gifts. Ire
naus, the disciple of Polycarp, and a Christian bishop of the secon'd 
century, says that "all who were tntly disciples of Jesus, receiving 
grace from Him, wrought miracles in his name for the good of man
kintl, according to the gift which each had received. Some cast out 
demons, so that those from whom they were ejected often turned be
lievers and continued in the Church ; others had the knowledge of 
future events, visions, and propheti.:al sayings ; others healed the sick 
by the imposition of hands.!' And in the third century Origen aftinns 
"that the Christians of his days performed many cures. . . • Some, in 
proof of a miraculous power received through faith in Christ, heal the 
sick by invoking the name of God over them. . . . I myself have seen 
many so healed in different cases, loss of senses, madness, and innu
ll)erable other evils which neither men nor demons can cure." 

That Luther was a medium is well known by Spiritualists ; and he 
proved his possession of healing power in the restoration of Melanc
thon from the verge of the grave. It is related by Leckendoye that 
•; Luther arrived and found Philip (Melancthon) about to give up the 
ghost. His eyes were set, his understanding was almost gone, his 
speech had failed, and also his hearing ; his face had fallen, he knew 
no one, and had ceased to take either solids or liq~ids. At this 
spectacle Luther is filled with the utmost consternation. Turning 
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aw:i.y towards the window lu calld IIUJsl drooutly upon God. After 
this, lakin,( tlu hand of Philip and well knowing what was the anxiety of 
his heart and conscience, he said, 'Be of good courage, Philip ; thou 
shalt not die.' While he utters these thil:.gs Philip begins, as it were, to 
revive and to breathe, and gradually recovering his strength, is at last 
restored to health." 

There were four means here used by Luther by which healing 
power was transmitted to Melancthon. They were : prayer ; laying on 
ofhands (or taking his hand); faith; and exercise of the will; and there 
should be no dQUbt. that Luther by the use of these means preserved 
the life of his friend. 

If Luther had lived in England two or three centuries later, his 
means of curing his friend would have been considered very unortho
dox, if we can judge by the way in which same magnetic healers 
were there lectured by an official a few years since. There is a sect 
in London, called by its followers " The Peculiar People," who treat 
their sick by the apostolic methQd of laying on of hands and prayer. 
\Villiam White, writing to the London "Spiritual Magazine," says : 

"Some time ago a girl died under this peculiar treatment, just as 
it is likely she would have died under the doctors; and the elders 
were summoned before Mr. Payne, the city coroner, to answer for. 
their temerity in obeying the apostle. The eoroner, with the usual 
sapience of office ren•arked, that ' the elders might leave their own 
lives to the care of the Lord, but the lives of children must not 
be played with. He must say he liked their notion of trusting to the 
I..ord, but they ought not to carry it too far.' " 

If there are some mediums who art" not trustworthy, there are 
others whose characters will favorably coMpare with the best of their 
fellow-rneu. D. D. Home is one of this latter class, and no shadow 
of fraud or deception rests upon him. In his "Incidents of My 
Life," vol. I. p. 146, he gives an account of one of the few instances in 
which he has been employed by higher powers, in restoring to health 
those who were suffering from the effects of disease. He there says: 

"On the 19th of March, 1857, when I was residing at 13 Rue des 
Champs Ely~ I received a letter from a stranger to me, Madame 
A. Mavoisin de Cardonne, of 233 Rue St. Dominique, St. Germain, 
stating that she bad had a dream, in which she had seen her own 
mother and mine ; and that the latter had told her to seek me at once 
in order that her son, who had been deaf for four years from the effects 
of typhoid fever, might be cured. This was so strongly impressed 
upon her mind, that she wrote to me to say tlut she would call upon 
me with her son the fol!owing morning at ten. 
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" Accordingly the next morning she presented herself with her 
son at my rooms, there being present the Princess de B--, and 
Miss E--, who were with me previous to my leaving Paris that 
very day, to proceed on my voyage to America. I had been so over
whelmed by persons wishing to see me, that I had uniformly refused 
such visits; but on this occasion I had been so much preoccupied by ' 
my engagements in preparing for my voyage, that I had not been 
able to acknowledge her letter, or to write to her either in the affirm
ative or negative. I therefore received her with considerable embar
rassment, which was fully reciprocated on her part. lt was inrleed an 
embarrassing meeting for both of us ; the mother yearning tor her 
son's recovery, and I not knowing how I was expected to be instru
mental in healing this long total deafness; the more so that opera
tions had been performed on the boy, as I afterwards found, by emi
nent surgeons of Paris, who had said that it was impossible he should 
ever be restored to hearing. 

" She sat down on a chair near a 50fa, I taking a seat on the sofa, 
ami beckoning the son to be seated on my left. The son was .in his 
fifteenth year, tall for his age, of a delicate complexion, with large, 
dreamy blue eyes that looked as if they would supply the place of 
hearing, with their deep, thoughtful, inquiring gaze. The mother 
began her description 'of the boy's illness, commencing with the 
attack of fever and ending with the entire loss of hearing. 

"During the recital, told with all the warmth and tenderness of a 
mother's heart, and describing the various surgical operations to 
wl1ich he had been subjected, my sympathies were deeply moved, 
and I had unwittingly thrown my left arm about the boy and drawn 
him towards me, so that 'the boy's head rested on my shoulder. 
Whilst in this position, and Madame de Cardonne was telling some 
of the most painful particulars, I passed my hand caressingly over 
the boy's head, upon which he, partly lifting his head, suddenly ex
claimed in a voice trembling with emotion, ' Mamma, I hear yon.' 
The mother fixed on him a look of astonishment and said, 'Emile,' 
the boy's name, and he at once replied, ' What?' She then, seeing 
that the child had heard her question, fainted with emotion ; and on 
her recovery, the scene was a most thrilling one, the poor mother 
asking continually questions for the mere pleasure of hearing her son 
reply. The boy was able to resume his studies, and has continued to 
hear perfectly up to the present time." 

In this case it is clear to me that a spiritual intelligence impressed 
the dream upon the mother's mind, and directed all the proceedings 
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to the happy termination; Mr. Home being only the passive instru
ment in the accomplishment of the cure. 

The Howling Dervishes of the East have attracted the attention of 
all visitors to those countries. In November, 1872, the Spri1zgjidti 
Repu/Jluan published a letter from a correspondent in Constantinople, 
in which he gives an account of a visit he made to Scutari, on the 
opposite side of the Bosphorus, where he witnessed the proceedings 
of a band of these fanatics, as they have often been witnessed and de
scribed by others. I will here quote from his account : 

"Once more the singing commences,_ the howlers bend and howl 
though less energetically than before. Garments are thrown off, and 
the last, and in some respects most interesting scene takes place. 
The .sheik is a worker of miracles. After embracing and kissing his fol· 
lowers, he attends to the healing of the sick. A baby about a year and" 
a half old is brought to him. After looking intmtly at the rhild, he 
gave it to an attendant, who str~tched the pale little thing face down
ward upon the floor. To our horror, the great lubber of a sheik 
stood for some time with his whole weight on the sick baby, first on 
its shoulders, then on its hips, and then on its legs, at the same time 
repeating a prayer. 

"What seemed most marvellous to us was, that the infant did not 
utter a sound, nor did any of the other ladies and small children 
who were afterwards treated in the same way. Next a number of 
sick of more advanced years were stretched out side by side, and 
the sheik walked back and forth upon them, ending by breathing 
tn;er them with his holy breath, which after the preceding exercises 
was believed to have remarkable healing properties. 

"By working upon the imagination, they have made some wonder
ful cures, especiaiJy of nervous diseases. Some Englishmen even
while of course not believing !n their possessing any miraculous 
power, have been successfully treated by them." 

The violent bending and howling here noticed, with the equally 
energetic embracing, develops a large amount of magnetism, which 
is subsequently used in the treatment by spirits who control the 
movements for this purpose, while at the same time through its instru
mentality they are enabled to resist the severe, and what would other
wise be fatal pressure, upon the bodies of children and other delicate 
persons. They "looked intently at the child," as Peter and John 
l~oked at the lame man when they cured him. Treading on their 
patients is only another form of personal contact, like laying on of 
hands, and the last act, that of breathing over them, was doubtless a 
necessary part of the means used, as the experience of all magnetizers 
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teaches that there are wonderful magnetic properties m the human 
breath. 

England, Ireland, Scotland, France, Germany, and Italy, have 
each in. modern times produced men of amazing magnetic healing 
po1vers. The names of Mesmer, St. Philip Neri, Prince Hohenlohe, 
Greatrakes, and others are prominent in. the list. America. until 
recently has had none so ·noted as these ; but Dr. J. R. Newton, of 
Rhode Island, now bids fair to leave behind a reputation equal to any 
of the above. 

Of this celebrated healer many accounts have been published, and 
he numbers his cures, especially in stubborn chronic cases, by thou
sandd. One of the best notices I have seen of his levees was 
puhlished in the San Francisco Daily Evening Post, of Feb{uary 

·14th, 1873, upon the occasion of a visit of Dr. Newton to that city; 
and coming from an unbiassed source, it may be regarded as a fair 
statement. That it is not too strongly in his favor, I feel confident 
from my own observation, both of his mode of operating, and of the 
results attending his practice. The article reads as follows : 

"A reporter of the Post visited Dr. Newton's rooms for a few 
hours the other morning. If the doctor is a humbug, he does not 
look or act as though he were conscious of it, but is evidently a firm
believer in his <?Wn ability to cure diseases. In person he is a 
medium-sized, compactly built man, of some fifty-eight or sixty years 
of age, with a fine white beard, large forehead, and b1ight, open, 
though strongly marked face, with a prevailing look of geniality and 
kindness. His eyes are large, dark, and intense. 

''Dr. Newton has three rooms on the first floor of the Cosmopolitan 
Hotel; one a general rcceplion-room, a private room for ladies, and 
an operating room with folding doors, which in a majority of cases 
are left open. Our reporter had a seat in a corner, and watched with 
interest the continued throng of patients who passed in and out. 
During_ the time he was there, a count showed their number to ha~·e 
been eighty of both sexes, and of all ages and conditions of life, who 
were afflicted with pretty much all the ills the flesh is heir to. 

" Dr. Newton does not pretend to cure all who come to him, and 
a number are turned away with the declaration that it is impossible to 
help them. This occurred several times during our visit. Others he 
tells he can cure, and procee.ls to operate upon them. The process 
is about this : patients wait in the general room until they are called 
to the operating-room, where they are placed in a chair. The doctor 
then commences talking to them, telling them that he has love and 
sympathy for them, and himself feels their ailments. Then he makes 
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:t few passes with his hands, and taking the patient's head between 
his hands declares a cure, and bids the disease depart. In cases of 
paralysis, he generally rubs the afflicted portions smartly, and if it is a 
joint that is stiff, he pulls the lit:1b out straight, bends it two or three 
times, and telling the _patient he is cured, bids him use the limb. 

"All this seems very ridiculous, yet it is undoubtedly successful in 
many cases. While we w"cn: in the doctor's roomb, one gentleman 
came in on cmtchcs, limping along with great difticulty. The doctor 
said he could ~ure him, and put him through a course of passes, and 
ruubings ; and in ten minutes the man had thrown •away his crutches, 
and was dancing and gyrating in the most laughable manner. Some 
of the lookers-on laughed at his ridiculous motions ; but he told them 
to laugh away-he had the use of his legs again, and could afford to 
let them laugh. 

" Another remarkable case was of a woman who seemed to have 
a film over her eyes, and who said she was blind. The doctor talked 
to her awhile, made some passes, pressed his thumbs upon her eye
lids, and told her she could see. She winked slowly like a bat 
brought into the sunshine ; then declared she could see ; and taking 
up a newspaper, she commenced to read it-the first reading, accord
ing to her own declaration, that she had done for six years. Her joy 
was affecting. 

" .\ little child was brought in on a pillow. It seemed perfectly 
helpless, unable to move any portiori of its uody except }ts eyes ; yet 
in half an hour it was sitting up playing and laughing. Among the 
visitors were a numuer who had been treated before, one of them a 
young man who had been entirely cured of .a large abdomin:tl 
tumor. He said that at the time of his first treatment he h:~d 

not left h.is bed for six weeks, and now he is doing wdl. Another 
visitor had been cured of hip-disease in three treatments, and left his 
crutches with the doctor as a trophy of his skill. Another of Dr. 
Newton's mementos is the crutch of a lady from Nevada, now stop
t>ing·at the Cosmopolitan Hotel. She was suffering severely from :t 

white swelling in the knee, and could not walk without a crutch. Un
der Dr. Newton's treatment she has quite recovered, and seems as 
though she never had been lame. Since her cure she has attended 
and danced at a ball. • 

"Another patient whom we saw in Dr. Newton's rooms was a 
young man who said he had been ins:1ne, but had been cured in six 
treatments. He is now well :1nd rational; he says that his only trouble 
now is an occasion:ll pain in his temples. 

" Another striking case was that of a l\lr. Simmons, who was cured 

" 
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instantaneously of deafness,·with which he had been afflicted nearly 
thirty years, and who was almost wild with joy and excitement at n:
covering his hearing. Mrs. Martha Webster, of 28 Stanly Place, was 
also cured of deafness almost immediatdy. Capt. Farnsworth, stop
ping at the Russ. House, was cured of Bright's disease, and asthma, and 
F. Hoffman was cuted of a cancerous tumor. The doctor has a num
ber of books filled with testimonials of marvellous cures, but we have 
noticed none of these. 

"That Dr. Newton is no common charlatan may I?e known from 
the fact that he qemands no pay, and in ninety per cent. of the cases 
does not get any. Whether he merely works upon the imagination 
of people whose only trouble i:~ that they think they are sick, or 
whether he does exert some electrical or magnetic influence upon 
certain persons, we do not know; but the fact remains that to all ap
pearance he does effect some marvellous cures. His own explanation 
is, that all he does is in accordance with natural law ; that he has by 
nature an enormous amount of vital force, which he can at his will 
impart to receptive persons, and enable them to throw off disease. 
He pretends to no supernatural power or connection, but declares 
that he works according to natural laws which have not yet been 
clearly defined. 

"One thing is perceptible-that in all the cases in which he effects 
a cure, he seemed first to come into perfect sympathy with the patients, 
and to impress them with a feeling of his regard for their ailments, 
and desire for their relief. His treatment reminds one of the tender
ness with which a pitying mother passes her soothing hands up and 
down over the body of her suffering infant. That Dr. Newton is a 
man of remarkable magnetic power there can be no doubt: his touch 
is electrical, like that of a shock from a battery. Whether this sort of 
treatment really effects permanent cures we cannot tell; but there is 
one thing about it-it cannot do much harm." 

The writer of the foregoing evidently believes that Dr. Newton 
himself is not conscious of spiritual assistance. · Therein he is mis
taken, for the doctor is a firm Spiritualist, and really attributes his 
wonderful success to the agency of the spiritual world. Rut when in 
the society of unbelievers, · he prudootly avoids all discussion by not 
alluding to this agency, an@! simply declares that "it is all done in 
accordance with natural law "-as it certainly is. Tht: Davenport 
brothers, of physical manifestations celebrity, during the first year or 
two of their exhibitions openly declared that their manifestations 
were accomplisheu by spiritual power; but successive personal attacks 
upon them taught them to be more prudent, so that for some year,; 
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past they have offered no explaHation of the means used, and they 
have since enjoyed freedom from like attacks. 

Among the healing mediums of the present day, one possessing the 
power in a pre-eminent degree is Charles B. Kenney, of Brooklyn 
N.Y. 

In his treatment of patients, he is controlled in a state of absolute 
unconsciousness, by the spirit of a Winnebago Indian, who styles 
himself" Old John." I have, perhaps two hundred times tested his 

• condition wher under control, as well as the verity of personal spirit 
presence, and I have not the least doubt of the ~erfect honesty of 
both the spirit and his medium ; and I believe I can truly say, that 
whatever any of his patients may think as to the fact of spirit agency, 
none of them doubt the entire honesty and integrity of Dr. Kenney 
himself, nor his ability to heal disease. 

He is now about twenty-nine years of age. He was born at a place 
called Booth Bay, State of Maine, from whence, at the age of four 
years he was removed to Cape Elizabeth, opposite Portland, where 
his youth was mostly spent up to about four yenrs since, when he 
moved to his present abode in Brooklyn. 

His father, mother, and grandfather were strongly mediumistic ; 
thus his peculinr gift is inherited. When about fifteen years of age, 
while skating on the ice, being fatigued he seated himself and immt;
diately became insensible. Upon being raised from his position he 
appeared to be slightly deranged in mind, with comatose symptoms. 
He was removed to his home, where he remained in this semi-con· 
scious state for fourteen hours, and upon recovery had no remem
brance of what had transpired. 

From this time there occurred similar attacks, at irregular intervals 
for a period'Of seven years. When seized he would grope his way, 
his c;yes being closed, while he would often appear to be talking, or 
rather muttering in some strange language. Although there never 
were any indications during these paroxysms, of a disposition to in
jure any one, yet as is customary in attacks of spasmodic affections, 
friends always were disposed to restrain the free action of his limbs, 
and at such times he would resist with the strength of three or four 
men. Of course it was supposed that he was affected with "fits" ; 
so his doctors decided ; and for the four first years he was treated with 
purgatives, blisters, and leeches, and with the other remedies usually 
resorted to in the treatment of convulsions, without the least benefit. 
The aid of hom<.eopathy was also invoked with no better success, 
until at last, loss of confidence in all medical treatment induced his 
friends to discontinue it. 
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When in his supposed fits, he would often see and converse with 
the spirits of deceased friends, but little attention was given to his 
accounts of these interviews by his friends, they supposing them to 
be hallucinations. 

At the age of twenty he married. Three months thereafter, hiS 
wife perceiving that he was about to have an attack, and being sen
sitive about others witnessing his strange movemen.ts, hurried him 
away to a private room, where the attack was apparently a slight one, 
and during which he saw and conversed with his deceased brother •. 
He related this to his wife, who naturally supposing him to be tem
porarily deranged paid little attention to what he said. 

Walking on the street one day with a friend who was ill, he was 
seized with an attack, and exhibited a desire to there manipulate his 
friend's head, which of course the latter objected to, regarding it as a 
freak of lunacy. 

On the steamer Franconia, Capt. Sherwood, he was seized, and 
laid in an unconscious state for thirty hours, when he again saw his 
deceased brother Wentworth, who told him that he would not have 
any more fits of that kind ; and that proved to be the last, as all that 
affected him after that time were of a lighter and different char
acter. 

After his removal to Brooklyn he made the acquaintance of a Mr. 
1\lerrill and his family. This gentleman was a Spiritnalist, and his 
belief became the subject of conversation, during which he proposed 
that they should form a circle at the table, which, after some objec· 
tions made by Mr. and Mrs. Kenney, was done. After sitting a few 
minutes Mr. Kenney was seized with the usual symptoms of an 
attack, which l\lr. Merrill, after closely obser'!ing for a time, said 
proceeded from the efforts of some spirit to control hin~. Instantly 
Mr. Kenney sprang from his chair and embraced Mr. Merrill, 
and showed by unmistakable signs that he-or rather the spirit con· 
trolling-was grateful for and pleaseu with this first recognition of 
his agency in the production of the symptoms. For the first tim!!
undoubtedly from the influence gathered by means of the circle-th~ 
spirit was enabled to express his ideas in language that could be un.
dcrstood,· for while embracing Mr. Merrill he said : " Me lndinn; 0111111111:::: 

come oui woods; "--nothing more; and it really appeared as if h
had learned and committed to memory these sentences, using theJ:JE::: 
as ·the means to make known his presence. 

Mrs. Merrill at this time was suff\!ring from an internal disea~ 
pronounced by several physicians to be cancer, and none of the~ 
gave her any encouragement. Mr. Kenney was controlled to a~ 
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proach Mrs. Merrill, who was not inclined to await his approach, but 
upon the assurance by her husband that he would not harm' her, she 
allowed him to place his hands upon her, while he at the same time 
indicated by signs that he desired to cure her. Here "Old John," 
the spirit control of Dr. Kenney, commenced his first treatment of 
disease by laying on of hands. The cure in this case was effected in 
two months, and to-day the lady is living, in good health, and cheer
fully testifies to the effects of the treatment. 

His next patient was a Mr. D-- who happened to call upon Mr. 
Merrill while Dr. Kenney was present. Upon Mr. D- entering the 
front door Dr. Kenney was controlled by "Old John," and upon en
tering the room, the medium approached him and began to make 
magnetic passes over him. It will readily be supposed that his sur
Jlrise was great ; . but upon Mr. Merrill's assurance of safety, and re
quest for Mr. D........_ to suffer the treatment, the latter submitted to 
the process. Mr. D-- had been in a declining state of health for 
some time, and was then under medical treatment ; but he received 
so much benefit from the efforts of "Old John," that he discharged 
his physicians, and submitted to a course of his treatment, and recov
ered his health. 

When upon release from control Dr. Kenney was told what he had 
been used for, and the mode of use, he stoutly rebelled; and not be
ing overstocked with self-conceit, and considering it absurd' that such 
cures could be effected through him, and also being apprehensive that 
he might cause fatal re:;ults in some instances, he positively refused 
to treat any more cases, and endeavored to strengthen his will so as to 
be-able to resist the influence of" Old John" over him. 

The controlling spirit on the other hand, who was gradually acquir
ing the power to express his ideas through the vocal organs of the 
medium, with other spirits who had been his friends when in earth-life, 
came through him to his wife and othe~, and told them that he pos
sessed extraordinary powers for healing ; that through him cert'iin 
spirits could effect wonderful cures ; and that he must consent to dedi
cate himself to such uses ; and that if he refused to do so they would . 
be compelled to (orce him into compliance, by causing misfortune to 
attend him in his business, and disappointment generally in his efforts 
in Other directions. 

Still he resisted, but the spirits .evidently were equal to the de
mands of the occasion. Being of a sensitive, retiring disposition, 
they attacked him in this quarter. One day while riding in a street
car, he was controlled, and seized the hat from the head of a gen
tleman next him, and com10enced treating his head. The gentleman 
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was both astonished and indignant, but soon in his better judgment 
viewed the act as that of a lunatic. Great was the humiliation of 
Dr. Kenney when told of the occurrence. 

Shortly after this, while one day walking with his wife, he suddenly 
faced a gentleman in his doorway, and inquired if he knew of any 
person ill in that neighborhood. In relating this, he says he knew 
what he was saying, and felt the impropriety and awkwardness of the 
act, but was without power to resist the impulse. 

During this time he met with pecuniary losses, and at last he and 
his wife both became satisfied that the power of the spirits to accom
plish their purposes was ample, and that they were determined to 
compel him to place himself at their disposal as an instrument for 
healing by spirit-power, and he reluctantly consented; and it is now 
nearly five years that he has been thus employed. The efficacy of 
his treatment, in many cases of neuralgia, rhettmatism, paralysis, 
tumors, both internal and external, lung, liver, and kidney affections, 
with others, even includil'\g cancers, is indisputable. Of a number of 
cures effected through him I am personally cognizant, while hun
dreds of respectable persons in Brooklyn and vicinity attest to other 
cures, mostly of diseases which had batHed medical skill. 

In March, 1872, a member of my family had a violent attack of 
acute neuralgia, accompanied with fever and inflammation. lt in
volved tl\e entire head, and the eyes were seriously inflamed. The 
attack was so suclden, the suffering so great, and the progress of the 
disease so rapid, that after the failure of all my remedies I became 
alarmed at its violence, and more especially at the appearance the 
eyes presented, the inflammation here threatening immediately seri
ous consequences. For two nights the patient had been unable to 
sleep, even partially. 

I had a few weeks previ?usljr heard of Dr. Kenney, and having 
little confidence in further attempt.; to relieve her by medicine, and 
having once, many years since, observed some remarkable effects to 
follow the application of magnetism by means of laying on of the 

. hands, I proposed to the patient that I should calr on Dr. Kenney, 
and see and converse with him; and if I were favorably impressed 
with him, to engage his services. 

Upon her assentins, I at once called upon him, and had some con
versation with him upon the nature of his powers and mode of treat
ment, when, others demanding his attention, he introduced me to his 
wife in another apartment. To her I addressed the same questions 
which I had addressed to him, and I found their answers to perfectly 
accord as to questions of fact, and from this, together with a general 
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impression of his honesPy produced by the frank open manners of 
both, I engaged him to at once call and see the patient. 

Upon entering the sick-room, he removed his coat and neck-tie, 
and became seated, and in a few moments was controlled by the 
Indian spirit, "Old John;" and after an earnest, simple invocation to 
the Great Spirit, and then to all good spirits for assistance, he at once 
approached the beeside and applied his hands to the affected parts, 
making passes, frictions, and pressure. This was continued for 
about an hour, when he left the patient much relieved. She expressed 
great satisfaction at the improvement, and that night had refreshing 
slumber. The two succeeding days, at the same hour, he repeated 
his visits and treatment and at the termination of the third visit he 
left her free from fever, inflammation, and pain, and quite restored to 
health. 

What rendered the efficacy of this treatment apparent to all, was 
that at the first visif, the relief then obtained was very decided, but 
no further improvement took place until he had treated her at his 
second visit, when she further improved ; but no progress was made 
in the interval between the second and third visits, but the treatment • 
at the third and last visit completed the cure. 

·So much for the treatment. During the first visit, while operating, 
"Old John" suddenly ceased, and with a tone and manner which 
indicated con'siderable surprise said, " How many of your spirit
friends there are in the room ! Why, you must have more friend!i here 
than you have in earth-life. Why," said he, "you have papooses too 
in spirit-life." I inquired how many he saw. He appeared to be 
looking around ; the eyes of the medium were closed-as they always 
are when he is controlled-and replied, " One, two, three, four, five 
-why you have six papooses here, and one squaw papoose." This 
was correct. We have seven children in spirit-life, six sons and one 
daughter. 

I then further inquired what the age of my daughter would have 
been had she remained in earth-life, and his answer was : " She 
says she would have been twenty-three." This answer also was cor
rect. 

Upon his second visit he said all our friends were there again ; and 
on the third visit, which was made an hour earlier than the others, I 
inquired wnetber our friends were again present, and his reply was, 
"No, 'Old John' got ahead of them this time," and he evidently was 
amused to think he had forestalled them. He then labored quietly 
for about fifteen minutes, when he suddenly ceased, and in a wonder
ing tone exclaimed, " Oh, see them come ; see them just like a flock 
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of birds ; they are all here again," at the same time turning the closed 
eyes, and pointing upwards and to one side. 

He then resumed his work but in a few moments said, "Why can· 
not you see them ? Don't you hear them speaking? Shut that 
blind and then you will see them." I proceeded to close the inner 
blinds and to draw the curtain, then turning, could plainly perceive 
the luminous, cloudy forms, when one of the family called our atten· 
tion to slight raps on the headboard of the bedstead, while the med
ium was still upon his knees on the floor at the bedside, with both 
hands steadily engaged in manipulating, and entirely out of reach of 
that part of the bedstead from whence the raps proceeded. These 
increased in force until soon they were quite loud, as if made with a 
small hammer, and now came from various parts of the room. 

I asked questions, all of which were vromptly answered by raps, 
when "Old John's" hands suddenly dropped to his side, seemingly 
powerless, and at the !lllme moment he exclaitrled in a piteous tone, 
"Oh, they are taking all of 'Old John's' power from him." He 
appeared to be really distressed, while the raps continued and in-

• creased in force, when I said, " Kind friends, you know hO\v pleased 
we are with these proofs of your presence and love, but we must 
request you not to steal • Old John's' thunder, but allow him to go 
on." The raps, which had been incessant, instantly ceased, and in a 
minute more "Old John" briskly remarked, "Now 'Old John' is all 
right again," and resumed his operations without fnrther interruption. 

There is no probability of Dr. Kenney having ever heard of me 
before my visit to him, as I had then recently come to Brooklyn ; and 
as I was not known outside my own family as a Spiritualist, he could 
not have derived any material knowledge of me through others of 
like faith ; and as I was not practising medicine, he could not have 
heard of me as a practitioner. Then again, no person.outside my 
family had knowledge of the number of my children who had passed 
away, nor of their sex; and yet this modest, retiring, unsophisticated 
young man enters my dwelling for the first time, and while appar
ently insensible to everything but the business in hand, suddenly 
declares that he sees the room full of spirits, and informs me six of 
my deceased sons and one daughter are present. It is preposterons 
to suppose that this could be a guess, as the rappings t_hat so dis
tressed him, and which responded so accur.ttcly to our questions, of 
themselves proved that invisible intelligences of some kind were pres
ent ; and besides, who would have "guessed" that six infant sons 
and one daughter of mine had passed from this life. What chance 
would there be of correctly guessing it of any one in a thousand 
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families? My Joss--to speak in the ordinary .manner-is a remarka
ble one, and I have not known of any father's experience exactly 
parallel to my own in this respect. 

Neither was his knowledge gained from us. I had for some three 
years previously been engaged in rigidly investigating spiritual mani
festations, and had met too many false mediums not to mistrust all 
new-comers, and the utmost care and watchfulness were exercised 
against saying anything that could suggest a leading idea. 

Since writing the above, a case of his treatment has come under my 
observation, which in its success quite equals the one above related. 
f"<>r eight years a sister of mine had been subject to a cough, with con
sun ... ptive indications, when about a year since she was suddenly 
stricken with paralysis of the e.ntire left side. At my suggestion she 
was removed to Brooklyn, where Dr. Kenney treated her for five 
weeks when her cough entirely left her and the paralytic symptoms 
so nearly disappeared that she returned to her home in Westchester 
County, feeling that she was so far restored that further treatment was 
unnecessary. At this date, one year having elapsed, she still retains 
her improved health. 

The records of Spiritualism abound with narrations of cures affected /( 
by the aid of spirits ; many of them as well authenticated as any facts 
known to science ; and similar cases are occurring daily. A very in
teresting case ts related by Robert Dale Owen, in his valuable work, 
"The Debatable Land," p. 513, to which I would particularly refer the 
reader. 

To those who admit that "millions of spirits walk the earth un
seen" there is no difficulty in realizing the truth, that the dark ones 
tempt to evil, and that good ones assist all who strive to do well ; 
and no doubt every healer by spirit power, receives the assistance 
not only of his own spirit-band, but of the friends of the sufferer. 
That Peter was conscious of receiving spiritual aid in the cures he 
effected, is evident from Acts iii-.-12, where the record says: 

.. And when Peter saw it, he answered unto the ·people : Y e men of Israel why 
marvel ye at this. or why look ye sa earnestly on us, as though by our own power, 
or holiness, w~ had made this man to walk ? " 

Like other earnest, honest magnetizers, Peter attracted those powerful 
iotelligencts who could best aid him in his work, and "Old John" Dr. 
Kenney's Indian control, has often spoken to me ofthe elevated spirits 
of whom he occasionally obtains glimpses; who are on a higher 
plane than those immediately around him; and who supervise, and 
assist him ; and he does not pretend any more than his medium, to 
effect cures by his own unaidecl power. He has but to call upon God, 
and His ministering angels are ever ready to respond to the prayer. 

• 



CHAPTER VI. 

HEALING BY SPIRIT AND MESMERIC POWER......:...continued. 

" But when he had put them all out, he taketh the father and the mother of the 
damsel, and them that were with him, and entered in where the damsel was lying ; 
and he took the damsel by the hand, and said unto her ; Damsel. I say unto thee 

• arise.-Mark v-40, 41. 

• 

T HE apostles, from their largely developed spiritual natures, 
were under spirit direction in all their efforts for the cure of 

disease ; and Jesus in restoring to consciousness the damsel, as above 
related, availed himself of all the proper and necessary means to ac
complish his purpose. Jesus here excluded from the room all, ex
cepting Peter, James, and John, and the father and mother of the girl. 
The three former being medinms, assisted the exercise of spirit-power, 
as probably did the parents, by their magnetic relations with their 
daughter ; their intense desire for the restoration of their child assist
ing the recovery ; as it is no~ well known, that life is often pro
longed through the powerful desires of relatives ; they thus uncqn
sciously, exerting a strong attractive force upon the spirit of the 
invalid, which in a greater or less degree, assists to continue its relations 
with the body. To all intents and purposes this company wa'S a spiritual 
circle, and the elements and forces necessary for the purpose, were 
here gathered and used by the invisible intelligences, to restore the 
girl to consciousness. 

The medium in such cases, is only the channel through which the 
power is transmitted. He is ·the instrument upon which the forces 
concentrate, as to a focus, and which through him are directed upon 
the person affected. 

In the year 1848, a highly·respectable lady in New York-Mrs. 
'D--, whose family physician I had been for some years, called my_ 
attention to a tumor which had made its appearance on the side of 
her neck. I at once recognized it as cancerous, ancl sug/ested call
ing in Dr. Willard Parker for consultation. He was accordingly sent 
for, and upon examination confirmed my opinion, and recommended 
the removal of the tnmor without delay. The operation was per
formed, but when concluded we perceived that some portions of the 
diseased parts had not been removed, owing to the impossibility of 
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dis,;ecting them from the network of important nerves and vessels, into 
which the disease had penetrated. · 

As may be supposed, the ravages cf the disease continued, and in 
a short time sleeplessness supervened, and we resorted in succession 
t'J all the anodynes and narcotics in the materia medica, which af
forded any promise of relief. In time all failed, and it was evident 
that the patient would die from want of sleep. 

For two nights, Mrs. D-- had obtained no rest whatever. and in 
the evening of the third day we met, hopeless of being able to render 
any further assistance. While sympathizing with the sufferer, I hap
pened to think of a magnetic healer, whom a friend of mine had 
spoken of to me, and whc1 had related some surprising cures he had 
seen effected through him-in fact so very surprising that I had little 
f;1ith in them, and I asked Dr. Parker whether he had heard of this 
man. He replied that he had, but knew nothing of him, nor had any 
confidence in him. I remarked that it was the same with me, but 
inquired "What do you think of our calling him in, and testing his 
power with Mrs. D-- ; he cannot do han11, and there is a bare pos
sibility that the man may have some power, magnetic or otherwise, 
that we are not acquainted with." 

Dr. Parker met my suggestion favorably, and we at once sent for 
the magnetizer, who soon came, and upon having Mrs. D--'s con
dition explained to him, we had her removed from her bed, and he 
placed himself opposite to, and near her, and commenced making 
passes from her head downwards, in the usual manner. A:t the expi
ration of half an hour the patient was in a de.ep sleep; so deep that. 
we removed her to her bed without waking her; and upon my early 
visit the next morning, I was gratified to learn that she had slept 
soundly all night. 

Mrs. D-- lived some four months after this when the disease 
proved fatal; but the mesmerizer attended her every evening during 
that rime, and never failed to induce refreshing slumber. 

That magnetism can be successfully employed as a ·curative agent, 
in many of the most serious and refractory diseases, has also been 
conclusively proved by Deleuze, Dupotet, Dr. Ashbumer, Dr. Elliot. 
son, and a host of others ; and no thoroughly well-informed medical 
man now disputes their testimony. In 1825, when L>eleuze published 
his "Instructions" a member of the Magnetic Society of Paris, had 
collected the testimonials of more than two hundred and fifty French· 
physicians, who certified to having effected cures through magnetism .. 
See "Deleuze's Practical Instructions" p. 169-

8 
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" 11te - beud P~m speak; 2>.U d~<Zifutl_r ~ft.:ol.li•r Ai-. aDd pereei~ 
tha~ t.·: lud bith t<> be ~~. ui.l -:.rit·i .. t,w./;·.»u; Sltuatl•.frirlll•tlt.1JIIIf i 
=·J he l~pc:d and ...-allied. "'-.\cts. xiv-9- IQ. 

HEALlXG ll\" WJLL·POW"ER. 

The means h-:re used by Paul. were precisely those now used by'" 
Dr. :\"ewton, and Zoua\·e Jacob. Dr. Xewton especially, often 
exerci:.c:s his healing-power in this authoritati\·e manner, and with "a 
loud \·oice." Zoua\·e Jacob, a simple musician in the French anny, 
who cured thousands by the exercise of his will-power, rarely touched 
his patients, but arranging them on the sides of the room he simply 
walked in front of them, and in an authoril&tive voice bade the disease 
depart : and in very many instances he was obeyed, as his numerous 
cures attest. 

It may be said "This is.the effect of imagination I" but is it no: 
prouable that we woald have said the same, had we been witnesses 
to Paul's healing the cripple. 

It is by will-power that we move our material bodies ; and through 
its members as instmments; that we apply force to apimate, and in· 
animate matter. It is will-power that constitutes man the ntler of 
the material world, and in the moral world, the strength and force of 
icleas through the operation of the will. mould and shape the des
tinies of mankind. Can this Godlike power be a myth, the shadow 
of an attribute, or is it a living force with which man is endowed, and 
through the exercise of which l;e is related to Deity? 

What force is, can only be known by its effects. Judged by this mle, 
will-power is a force ; · and when we regard the various ways in which 
this power is exercised by man, what difficulty should there be in ac· 
knowledging the possibility of his using it in the manner claimed; 
in directly modifying the mental and physical conditions of his fellow
beings, when conditions are favorable. to such use, and where one per
son possesses a superabundance of it, and another is deficient in it, 
or where from other causes, one is so constituted as to wield it with 
more efficiency than another\ 

And ho could there do no mighty work, save that he laid his hands upon a few 
fiick folk, and healed them. And he marvelled because of their unbelief. "-Mark 
vi--s. 6. 

The explanation of this is, that their unbelief produced such a pos
itive repelling-force, directed by their will, that the will-power of Jesus 
was unable to ovl.'rcome it. The text says " He could there do no 
mighty work." Could not do it-it does not say that he would not: 
and "he marvelled because of their unbelief." Here he plainly 
recognized the cause 'of his failure, and submitted to necessity. 
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Peter's cure of the lame man, as before mentioned, was effected 
through will-power. 

cc And Peter fastming his ryu upon Aim, witA JoAn, said; Look on us I and 
he gave heed unto them."-Acts iii-4, S· 

Peter and John fastened their eyes upon him, thus concentrating 
their combined will-force, and at the sanie time directing the man to 
look on them. The observance of these rules, is often all that is re
quired to magnetize by will-power at the present time. "To practise 
magnetism you have need only of will, confidence, and charity, and 
all the books which have been written since men have been treating 
it as a discovery, would add nothing essential to the principles pro· 
claimed by M. de Puys~gur; namely, "An active will to do good; a 
firm belief in our power ; and an entire confidence in employing 
it."-DdnJzt, Prac. Inst., p. 262. 

Again the same writer says : 
"By an impulsion of my will, I convey the fluid (magnetic) to the 

extremity of my hands : l1y the same act of volition, I impress it with 
a determinate direction, which conimunicates the moti~n of my fluid 
to that of the diseased person. Nothing prevents me from emitting 
it, but there may be in the individual upon whom I act, some obsta
cle which prevents the effects I intend to produce, and then I experi
ence a greater or less resistance, in the same manner .as when I em
ploy my strength to lift a burden that is too heavy-this resistance 
may even be invincible. 

"The magnetic fluid is continually escaping from us, and it forms 
an atmosphere round our bodies, which having no determinate direc
tion does not perceptibly act upon the individuals who are about us, 
but it is impelled and guided by our will : it moves forward with the 
whole of that force which we have imparted to it, like the luminous 
rays which issue from ignited substances. The principle which sets 
it in action exists in our souls, in the same way as that which com
municates strength to our arm, and its nature is similar."-D..teuze, 
Hist. Crit tlu Magnet., Vol. 1-p. 93· 

It was by the power of the will, that Peter cured F.neas as related 
in Acts ix-33, 34 : and that Paul recovered his sight through the 
mediumship of Ananias, as stated in Acts xxii-13 : and that Paul 
psychologized Elymas as related in Acts xiii-9 to 11. It was also 
by the will-power of Wesley,-with spiritual assistance-that he so 
often cured himself. 

In Southey's "Life of Wesley," Vol 2, p. 13, we read: 
"He related cures, wrought by his faith and his prayers, which he 

considered and represented as positively miraculous. By thinking 
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strongly on a text of Scripture, which promised that these signs 
should follow those that believe, and by calling on Christ to increase 
his faith and confirm the word of his grace, he shook off instantane
ously he says, a fever which had hung upon him for some days, and 
was in a. moment freed from all pain, and restored to his former 
strength." 

Cotton Mather, who himself was largely endowed with will-power, 
declares that " nothing was so common for the old set of Quakers, 
as to proselyte people by merely stroking, or br~atlzing upon tl~nn." 

In the journal of George Fox, the founder of Quakerism, lie re
marks, " After some time I went to a meeting at Amside, where 
Richard Meyer was, who had been long lame of one of his arms. · I 
was moved of the Lord to say unto him amongst all the people, 
"Stand upon thy legs ! " And he stood up and stretched out his 
arm, that had been lame a long time, and said, " Be it known unto 
you all people that this day I am healed." 

"Who bQ.tb bewitched you."~al iii-1. 

Fascination is but another phase of will-power. It is by this 
power, that some persons are able to exert such a controlling influ
ence over others, and over animals. An instance in which this 
psychologizin~ power was exercised with remarkable results, is 
recorded in the Lowt/l Courier, of Feb 19, 1874. In the times of 
witches, this would have been considered as undeniably a case of 
witchcraft. We quote from that journal: 

" A somewhat remarkable case of mesmeric influence, occurred yes
terday, as the result of an experio1ent made by Prof. Cadwell the even
ing previous. He selec:ted two female subjects at his performance on 
Tuesday evening, whom he obtained permission to influence in any 
reasonable and proper manner, and to keep one of them who worked 
in the mill, out half a day for a mesmeric demonstration not specified 
to them. While under his influence that evening, he made them be
lieve that they were picking grapes, and after they had picked an im
aginary large quantity he handed each a slip Df paper, one of which, 
he said was a check for thirty dollars, and the other for twenty-five. 
He told them to go to the First National Bank, at ten and a half 
o'clock yesterday forenoon, and get the money on the checks, but that 
if the cashier refused to honor the checks, to present them to Mayor 
Jewitt, and he would pay the amount named on them. After these 
instructions were given them, their minds were immediately afterward 
diverted to another subject, and the mesmeric influence was then 
thrown off. 
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"And now to the sequel of the affair. The two subjects according 
to their husbands, were apparently as much influenced as ever up to 
about ten o clock yesterday forenoon, when a change was perceptible. 
One of them then called at the residence of the other, and the two 
passed out. The husband. of one followed them, and they went to the 
First National Bank. Mr. Allen, the cashier, had previously been 
infonned by Prof. Cadwell of the prospective visit, and the former 
was prepared to receive them. They presented their bits of paper, 
and demanded the money on them. Mr. Allen said that he had no 
money to answer the checks, when they responded substantially that it 
must be a poor bank that couldn't pay checks to the amount of fifty· 
five dollars. They then passed out and up to the mayor's office, going 
immediately in and presenting the checks to the mayor, who v.·as not 
in the secret, and who at first was quite indignant at the imperative 
manner in which they demanded fifty-five dollars on the bits of paper 
in their hands. They were anything but complimentary to the mayor 
in their remarks, when he said thar he could not see that the bits of 
paper were checks, and one of them put her spectacles over his nose, 
then asking hilll if he could see. 

"Prof. Cadwell put his head in at the mayor's office door, as that 
official was ordering them out to avoid an arrest, and the fact that the 
two women were under mesmeric influence was then made apparent 
to his Honor. By this time Dr. J. C. Ayer, and several city officials 
had entered the room, and several experiments were made, showing 
that the subjects were completely under mesmeric influence. They 
could not see Prof. Cadwel~ or feel his pulling of their ears, but when 
Dr. Ayer pulled these organs they were immediately cognizant of the 
fac~ and scolded him emphatically for the liberties taken. In a few 
minutes afterward, Prof. Cadwell snapped his forefinger and thumb, at 
the same time saying : ' All right,' and the influence passed off. They 
instantly sank down upon the sofa in the room, one of them crying 
bitterly at first, and both evidently being much ashamed. They were 
both perfectly unconscious of what had taken place since they left 
their homes." 

It is well known, that in certain regions infested with venomous ser
pents, there are persons endowed with the faculty of disarming the 
reptile of its power to harm. According to Bruce, the moment the 
serpent is laid hold of by the African serpent charmers, "they 
sicken and are as exhausted by this invincible power, as though they 
had been struck by lightning, or an electric battery, shutting their eyes 
the moment they are seized, and never attempting to turn their mouths 
towards the person that holds them." Lindecrantz asserts, that 
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"the Laplanders can instantly disarm the most furious dog, and oblige 
it to fly from them with every expression of terror." Rarey possessed 
the power of rendering docile the wildest horse ; and long before his 
time, the O'Sullivans in the south of Ireland possessed a secret power 
of rendering quiet as a lamb, the most stubborn and unmanageable 
horse. This family were known as the Whisperers; from their cust01u 
of whispering, or more probably-breathing-in the animal's ears. 

The power of the human eye in subduing the violence of insane 
action, has been known from ancient times, and Dr. Willis of Lon
don, affirmed that by his eye alone, he could often control his most re
fractory patients. The eye was the channel, through which his will
power was directed upon the magnetic processes of the patient. 

The observation of this magnetic quality of the eye, in certain per
sons, no doubt gave rise to the belief in the" evil eye.'' Ignorant, but 
observing people, perceiving its power, attributed it to a malignant in
fluence, and it has been viewed with superstitious dread in all ages, as 
it. more particularly is in Egypt to-day, yet the vulgar opinion is in 
part correct, for some persons who possess this power, use it for selfish 
and even vile purposes. 

Of terrestrial magnetism, Newton remarks: "The effluvia of a mag
net, can be so rare and subtile as to pass through a plate of glass, with
out any resistance or diminution of their force, and yet so potent, as 
to turn a magnetic needle beyond the glass." This fluid can thus pen· 
etrate and act, through and beyond solid substances, and it is not more 
wonderful, that perhaps some still more subtile element, controlled by 
the will, should act with even greater energy at a distance. 

Will-power governs the universe. If angels exist, they must possess 
the power of moving through space, and how can their movements in 
the-to us-impalpab'e ether, be accomplished, unless through the 
t'xercise of the power of the will, upon certain, perhaps magnetic ele
ments. 

Most persons have heard of Jacob, the French Zouave, already re
ferred to, but comparatively few have any specific knowledge of him 
or his endowments. 1 will here insert some remarks concerning him, 
mostly gleaned from an article in the "Spiritual Magazine" of Lon
don, of October, 187o, and from the "Banner of Light" of Boston, 
of December 12, x868. Much of the information in the "Spiritual 
Magazine" was derived from a little work entitled, "Pen~es du Zou
ave Jacob." 

" Henry Jacob, musician in the Regiment of Zouaves, of the 
Imperial Guard, was born on the 6th of March, 1828, at Saint Mar
tin (Saone and Loire), in France. His education consisted of one 

• 
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year at the common school, in which time he learned to read and 
"·rite. After twenty years' faithful service in the army, having been in 
the Crimean war, and in Africa, he was honorably discharged. 

His book is written in reply to numerous letters asking for infor
naation, and instruction, in the art of healing. He says " You demand 
of me, to know how I became a healing medium. All that I can say 
is, that I have a com·iction that this pmver is given me for the relief 
of my fellow-men, and that I have brought it to its present perfec
tion by practising virtue, fraternity, charity, and the love of God ; X 
and by instructing all who come to me, in the doctrines of Spiritual
Ism. 

"Before my initiation into Spiritualism, I was living in darkness. 
J\.f y heart had never felt the sweet flowings of peace : my soul had 
never known true joy. I lived attached to the world, with all the ex
citements and turmoils of materiality, without realizing that there was 
a better world, which God the Father of All, had made for the ineffa
ble enjoyment of those who practise goodness here below. . . . • 

" My intercourse with the spirits, and their good counsels, have 
filled me with a living faith, and confirmed me in the truths of Spirit- "\" 
ualism, which have strengthened my faith, and by that faith the fac
ulty of healing has been given to me. 

"My first conscious healing, was to make rise from his bP.d, a 
comrade suffering with the severe pains of cholera. I laid my hands 
upon him by impression, and he was soon relieved. • . • 

" I.ove ye one another, and ye will all find that ye possess more or 
less of the faculty of relieving each other's pains; and mimy of you 
will become skilful healers. Be ye always charitable, and generous, 
and you will always be aided by good spirits. . . . This is my prayer ; 
• My God give me power; and permit good and benevolent spirits 
to come and assist me, in my holy intention to do this work of 
charity which I desire to accomplish, that this suffering one may 
be relieved, and unto Thy name be the prlfise, and may Thy bless
ing rest upon us all. 

" Believe ; have faith; and when you would relieve pain, after your 
prayer, put your hand upon the heart and ask for the living fire of 
God to be given to you, and I have the conviction that a Divine 
afflatus will fill you, and you will be enabled to relieve and heal 
your brethren who are suffering." 

"At the camp at Chalons, in x866, the fame of Jacob, as a healer, 
created as great an excitement as it has more recently done in Paris. 
The crowds that assembled daily round his tent, obliged the officer in 
command, to put an end to .his healing practice. His fame at 

,-----
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Versailles became a trouble, almost a nuisance, to the fine corps to 
which he belonged. They were beset by inquiries from the curious, 
from Paris, and all parts of France; being stopped continually, and 
interrogated about the wonderful power of their celebrated comrade, 
so that they were inclined to hide themselves when they saw any 
one, especially a countryman approach. 

" At Versailles, after attending to his duties as a soldier in the 
morning, he came to the city (Paris) in the afternoon, to perform 
' miraculous cures.' The blind ; the 'deaf; the palsied; the sick ; 
and the dying; were restored at once to health. Crowds of crippled, 
and diseased humanity, pressed into the court-yard of No. So Rue de 
Ia Raquette, where he worked his cures, and came away it was 
asserted, whole and well without taking any medicine; or submitting 
to any surgical operation. 

"He received no pay for the boon conferred, bnt rich and poor 
were freely healed. Daily there was to be seen in the neighborhood, 
a great crowd of carriages and pedestrians, attracted by his fame ; 
and two hours before the arrival of the Zouave, the court was thronged 
with invalids, sitting, standing, and lying, who beguiled the time spent 
in waiting, by relating stories of his cures. A score of policemen 
were always on hand to keep order. As the cured came out, they 
were greeted with frantic cheers by the spectators; many of whom, 
would climb to the tops of the houses, to get a nearer view. . • . • 

" Persons were transported on litters, or carried in men's anns to 
his presence : many being so utterly helpless as to be unable to sit 
upright, and only able to support themselves, by leaning against eacb 
other. As soon as the room was full, Jacob entered and said; "Let 
no one speak until I question him, or I shall go away." Perfect 
silence ensued. He then went from one sick person to another, tell
ing each exactly the disease from which he or she was snffering. 
Then to the paralytic he simply said; 'Rise.' In about twenty min· 
ures, Jacob dismissed the crowd. 

" M. de Chaleau Villard, who had been paralyzed for years, was 
present on one of these occasions, and after Jacob had willed the 
disease to depart, he 'walked to his carriage without the slightest 
difficulty; and when his wife wished to express her gratitude to Jacob, 
he immediately imposed silence, and said ; ' Other sufferers await 
me ; y·ou are cured ; let that suffice : Begone ! ' " 

The manner, in which his cures were effected, is thus described by 
a correspondent of the Birminglzam Gaulle; and as the story of an 
eye-witness, it is worthy of perusal. He says: 

"The Zouave admits no one to his presence who is not really 
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afflicted with disease or infirmity : those who are led to the Rue de Ia 
• Raquette by curiosity, being compelled to remain in the waiting

room. l'ortunately, I was furnished with a letter from his best friend, 
and became privileged at once. I entered the room with twenty of 
the most ragged, and dirty, of the whole mob, and am thus enabled to 
describe the scene. 

"The Zouave was standing as if in a reverie, when we entered 
pell-mell, into the long low apartment where the cures were per
Conned. He was leaning against the w.:lll, with his eyes half opc:n 
after the fashion of somnambulists before entt!ring completely into 
trance, the only difference being, in the intense light shot out from 
the living orbs, beneath the drooping eyelids. He neither spoke nor 
moved, while his father busied himself in arranging the visitors on 
the low wooden benches before him. Every crutch and stick was 
taken from the infirm patients, and placed in the corners behind the 
door, amid the timid whines of · the poor frightened creatures, accus· 
tomed to look upon the help afforded by these objects, as absolutely • 
necessary to their safety. . 

"When all were seated, thus leaning the one against the other, 
the father going close up to the son, whispered in his ear. He 
was aroused in a moment ; and coming forward with a movement, 
brusque and hurried, savoring of the military camp, and not in the 
least of the solemnity of the magician's sanctuary, he walked up 
and down for a few minutes before the eager line of sufferers. To 
each he told the disease under which he or she was suffering, and 
the original cause of the malady, and as no objection was made 
in any one case, I am led to suppose him to have been right in 
all. 

" Presently however, I observed him to stop suddenly, and fix his 
eye upon one of the patients who sat at the extreme end of the second 
bench, and after examining him for a moment, turn aside with a 
slight shudder which I observed was neither of disgust, nor dread, but 
a kind of involuntary recoil. He said abruptly, pointing with his fore
finger straight into the face of the individual he addressed, 'I can do 
nothing for your disease : it is beyond my power-Go, and remember 
it is useless to return' . • . . The Zouave again passed before the 
line, uttering simpiy the words : ' Rise and walk.' 

"The sound which simultaneously burst from the assembly, could 
find no fitting description in any language. It was a sort of moaning 
whine. A kind of infantine wailing; evidently produced by fear and 
doubt. 

"One feeble old beggar-woman, whose head had stopped its llalsied 
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shaking, from the moment Jacob had fixed his glittering eye upon 
her, was the one· who gave expression to the feeling which had evi
dently taken possession of them all. 'Oh how can I move without 
my crutches?' and having turned a yearning look toward the cor· 
ner where those old friends and supporters were standing, with a bost 
of others, she began to mumble and moan most piteously. 

"But the Zouave looked for an instant down the line, with an omi. 
nous frown upon his brow, as he found that not one of the patients 
had obeyed his orders. No pretension to the sacred character of a 
prophet or inspired seer, was there, for he stantped with such rude 
violence on,the floor, that the casement shook again. He almost ut
tered an oath ; but it was unfinished, as he once more uttered the 
command to rise and walk, so that others might be admitted in their 
place. 

"Then came the most strange and mysterious movement of the 
whole ceremony. One by one, did every individual seated upon 

•these low wooden benches, rise and stand erect. No words can de
scribe the singular spectacle offered by this fearing; hoping ; doubt
ing, crowd ; as each found himself standing firm upon the legs which 
for years had ceased to do their office. Some laughed like foolish 
childr~n ; some remained wrapped in stolid wonder; while many burst 
into the most heart-rending paroxysms of weeping. It was then that 
the Zouave stretched forth his arm, and bade them pause. All was 
hushed and silent for a moment. The pause lasted for some time. 
I have been told that it is always so, but have not been able to ac
count for its necessity, and then the door was thrown open and the 
crippled, and the paralyzed, the halt, and the lame of the hour before, 
walked from that long, low, half darkened chamber, with somewhat 
timid gait it may be, but with straightened limbs and measured steps, 
as though no ailment had ever reached them. • . • 

"I snb~eqnently inquir~d of the Zouave, by what impression he 
was made aware of his inability to cure. He answered, simply that 
in cases of this kind, a veil seemed to fall before his eyes and impede 
'his view of the patient. . . . His own statement is, " I see the dis-

J eases, and sometimes from twenty to thirty spirits acting on the in
" valids, while I am standing in the room looking on. . . . His char

acter and conduct, are excellent ; and he is altogether, a fit subject 
for a mi~sion of the highest order." 

A letter written at the request of Jacob, who does not understand 
English-by a friend of his to Mr . .J. B. Lister of London, contains 
the following statements : 

"In regard to his healing powers, he wishes me to tell you that he 
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has cured all sorts of diseases, but not all the cases of any sort. Some
times he is successful, sometimes not. He has no idea why he suc
ceeds better in some cases than in others, and supposes that it must 
be a result of the divine appointment, which permits some to be 
healed, while in the cases o( others a continuance of suffering is ap
pointed for their ultimate good. He also' wishes you to know, that 
he can do nothing for patients at a distance. Sometimes his looking 
at a sick person produces a cure ; at others he is obliged to touch 
the patient, making a succession of slight pressures on the parts af 
fected. In some ~ases the cure is immediate, in others he is obliged 
to see the patient four or five times. 

" He never accepts a fee, or gift of any kind, saying that he dare 
not sell what God has given him ; but if he leaves the army as his 
friends wish him to do, it will be necessary for him to live, and it is 
probable that in such a case, persons benefited by him, and desirous 
of showing their gratitude, · would be allowed to send anonymous of
ferings according to their means and wish, as was permitted by the 
Great Teacher and Healer, whom M. Jacob tries to imitate in the 
work which he bdieves God ~as appointed to him, but will certainly 
never take a fee, nor allow the question of gain in any way, to enter 
into"his plans of action." 

" And the whole multitude sought to touch him ; for there went virtue out of 
him, and healed them all"-Luke, vi-19. 

HEALING BY CONTAcr. 

The meaning of the passage here quoted, is perhaps as little under· 
stood as any passages which record the varied phases of the power, 
that were manifested through the mediumship of Jesus. To most men, 
it is an incomprehensible mystery, how virtue or power to heal, 
should "emanate from him, without even an effort of his will; and un
believers have mostly regarded the various passages in which this 
fact is asserted, as so absolutely incredible, as to be unworthy of any 
attempt at refutation. 

But that thi~ like all the other manifestations of his power, had a 
reliable basis, is not doubted by well-informed Spiritualists and mag· 
netizers, who alone of modern believers, have a clear conception of 
the existence and character of this power. The proofs that substan· 
tiate this process of magnetic action, are abundant in analogous facts 
in both Mesri1erism, and Spiritualism. 

Deleuze remarks: "There is in most somnambulists, a develop
ment of sensibility, of which we can have no conception. They are 
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susceptible of receiving infl.uence from everything that surrounds 
them, and principally from living beings. They are not only affected 
by physical emanations, or the effluvia of living bodies, but also to a 
great degree much more surprising, by the thoughts and sentiments 
of those who surround them, or who are busy with them. • • . If 
many witnesses surround the somnambulist and.1re occupied about 
him, the fl.uid of each one of them acts upon his organization, and as 
these various fl.uids are not in harmony, he experiences discordant 
effects from them." -.Dtleuze, "Prac. Ins/.," p. 67. 

A young lady, whom Rev. Mr. Townshend occasionally mesmer
ized, remarked to him ; "I am afraid it is a great fatigue to you tQ 
mesmerize me, because I feel so much strengthened." 

De leuze in the work just quoted, says: "I know magnetizers, who 
when they hold their hand upon the seat of an internal disease, per
ceive a pain which extends to the elbow : their hand is benumbed ; 
and even becomes swollen." And the same writer mentions a case, 
where an operator contracted the disease from a young lady whom 
he mesmerized. Mr. Quain, of London says; that a person who had 
for some time witnessed the sufferings of a friend, from stricture of 
the resophagus, took the disease and died. 

De Gasparin, says of the convulsionaries of St. Medard : "The 
convulsionaries occasionally discovered diseases, ~nd indicated reme
di~s. Stin further, some of them appeared to submit to a sort of 
morbid contagion : they became deaf; dumb ; crippled ; epileptic ; 
·by the mere contact with persons affected by these difi'erent infirmi
ties." 

Dr. Kerner says of the Seeress of Prevorst : " On approaching dis
eased persons, even though she did not touch them, and still more if 
she did, Mrs. Hauffe became conscious of their disease, and felt their 
sensations before they described them, and often much to their amaze
ment." 

Adele-Cahagnet's most lucid somnambulist, was equally sympa
thetic. He says of her : "I noticed in Adele, a f.'lct of this nature 
which I find it impossible to account for. She was seized with sym
pathetic fits of asthma, and in a few seconds expectorated great 
quantities of thick mucus, of a yellowish green, with the same effort, 
and as often as the patient." 

Luke in chap. viii --46, sa}'S : 
" And Jesus said; Somebody hath touched me; for I perceive that virtue is gone 

out of me." 

And we read in Mark, Chap. v-30; 
.. · An<l Jesus, immediately knowing in himself that virtue- had gone out of him, 

turned him alx>ut in the press, and said; \Vho touched my clothes." 
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Jesus was so abundantly supplied with healing-power or force, and 
parted with it so readily, that mere contact with him by t~e diseased 
in their starved magnetic condition, drew inevitably from him the 
elements they required for their restoration. Many must have been 
cured in this manner, to account for the faith prevailing in this mode 
of healing, for they · 

"Besought him, that they might touch if it were but the border of his gurment; 
and as many as touched him were made whole."-Mark, vi-56. 

We also find instances in the Bible where spirits have touched mor
tals, and strengthened or healecl them; like that of Daniel, in. Chap. 
X-18. 

" Then there came again and touched me, one like the appearance of a man, and 
he strengthened me." 

As spirits now touch, and strengthen, and heal persons every day, 
even when unknown to the persons themselves. 

It is sometimes the case, that when another touches a seer or per
son endowed with" second-sight," during a vision, the former also 
perceives the same vision. And not only i.s this mysterious sensitive
ness, and sympathy, witnessed in relation to persons with persons, 
but in the relations of persons with animals, and even inanimate 
objects. Thus the Seeress of Prevorst " was very sensible of the 
effects of glass and crystal : they awakened her from her somnam
bulic state, and if allowed to lay long on the pit of her stomach pro
duced catalepsy. She was affected in the same manner by sand, or 
even by standing for some time near a glass window. . . . A few 
small diamonds placed in the hands of Mrs. Hauffe, caused an extra
ordinary dilation of the eyes, and an immobility of the pupils, to
gether with a stiffness of the left hand, and right foot. The effects 
of all substances were much greater when placed on her hand, than 
when swallowed, either as food or medicine." 

Van Helmont knew of a paralytic woman, who was always seized 
with fits of palsy when she sat on a stool on which her brother who 
had died five years before, had been in the habit of sitting. 

" And be came, and lqudud tile !Jier; and they that bare him stood still, and he 
said; Young man, I say unto thee arise. "--Luke, vii-14. 

In thi ~ case, the bier was the medium of communication for the 
magnetism of Jesus, and he also exerted his will-power to assist its 
operation. 

We have seen that certain persons are affected by contact with, or 
the proximity of certain material objects. Of this class of influences 
was apparently that which rendered the tomb of the Abbe Paris, in 

,...----. 
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the early part of the last century so noted. De Gasparin in his work 
previously quoted Sdence vs. Spiritualism, vol. 2. p. 49, observes : 
"The death of Deacon Paris took place in 172 7, in consequence 
of having prnctised incredible austerities, and in the midst of the 
opposition to the bull Unigenitus. His tomb continued to be 
visited with respect by the Jansenists, until at length in I7JI, a per
son afflicted with infirmities having been placed on the venerated 
marble, experie!l'lced convulsive attacks. The fame of the pretended 
miracle was immediately spread abroad, and invalids flocked to the 
cemetery of St. Medard, where (Deacon] Paris was interred. 

"Scarcely·had they touched his tomb, than the greater number of 
them were seized with violent agitation, and uttered loud cries. The 
paroxysms that commenced there, sometimes lasted several hours. 
The grounds of the cemetery, and the streets leading to it, were con
tinually filled with the infirm, and the curious. It should be added, 
for that is the marvellous side of the event, that in certain instances 
the violent crises with which the invalids were seized, were accom
panied sometimes by a relief, sometimes even by a real cure." 

I have here quoted from a writer who had no faith in any agency 
here operating, beyond the imagination, or at the most magnetism ; 
but he admits that they were sometimes relieved, and sometimes 
cured. And he could do no less, for that many astonishing cures 
were there wrought, is a fact attested by hundreds. 

And not only this, bnt many while at the tomb came under spirit
ual inflnence, and spoke under inspiration, and various other mani
festations took place, which cannot here even be enumerated. 

I am well aware that I shall by some be charged with credulity, in 
assigning a spiritual cause for all this-but such I believe to have 
been the agency concerned in the production of the phenomena 
there witnessed. The Ahbe, probably was naturally strongly medi
umistic, and the tendency in this direction was powerfully assisted 
by his ascetic htlbits ofliving, so that his mediumship was developed 
in a high degree, and as mediums in passing into spirit life, take with 
them thos~ qualities, or properties which constitute their medium
ship, he found himself able, perhaps through his magnetic relation
ship with his cast-off physical body, to work these seeming miracles. 
And in his effnrts, he undoubtedly was assisted by other spirits, who 
perhaps could avail themselves of the same means, or similar ele
ments. In addition to this, is the probability-almost certainty--of 
some of the dise'l.sed persons who visited his tomb being strongly 
mediumistic themselves, whose elements the spirits could also use, so 
considering these different probabilities, we should have little ditfi~ 
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culty in understanding hO\v these phenomena may have occurred. 
The place really became for the time, a spiritual infirmary. 

As to any theological objection, I will answer that by referring to 
II. Kings, xiii-:zo, 21, where we find that the virtues lingering in 
one dead body, were potent and active enough through contact of 
the two, to restore another to life. .This story is thus related : 

"And Elisha died, and they buried him .••• And it came to pass as they were 
burying a man, that behold they spied a band of men, and they cast the man into 
the ~pulchre of Eli..Jla ; and when the man was let down, and touched the bones 
of Elijah, he revived, and stood up on IUs feet." 

1\lost persons are incapable of recognizin~the varied impressions 
made upon them by surrounding persons, a no objects; but all never
theless are thus affected, and some in a remarkable manner. Every 
individual possesses a personal magnetic atmosphere, differing in 
some respects from the atmospheres of all others, and influencing, 
and being influenced by them. Sometimes this .influence is salutary, 
sometimes prejudicial, depending upon the physical and moral state 
of the individual. 

Not only are persons influenced by others' atmospheres, but the 
houses in which we live ; the rooms in which we sleep ; the clothes 
we wear ; and even the utensils we use ; and the objects we handle ; 
are permeated with the elements of our magnetic life. In our igno
"rance of these things, we are constantly exposing ourselves to 
physically and morally injurious influences, but with a better under
~tanding of their character, and their relations to us, which will in the 
future prevail, we will often be able to avail ourselves of their bene· 
ficial, as well as to avoid their injurious effects. 

The whole system of cure by magnetism, is based upon the impart· 
ing of the healthy or healing influence of one who J'ossesses it in 
abundance, to another who suffers from a deficiency of it, and even 
animals when perfectly healthy, can be made useful through their af
fection for their master or mistress, in yielding th<: elements of their 
own lives, to save those of their human friends. Many instances of 
this kind are on record, which are well attested. 

There was a case of this kind recorded in the Indianapolis Ez,cning 
Journal, in December, 1871. Under the heading of "A novel 
cure for consumption," it is said: ''A young lady of this city, sick 
with disease of the lungs, was told that if she would get a young 
puppy and raise it, the dog would take the consumption off her hands 
and she would get welL She did so, and as the dog grew it was no
ticed that the animal acquired a hacking cough, while the young lady 
grew rapidly better. In the meantime however she had become very 
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much attached to her canine benefactor, and did everything that could 
be done for him. It was of no use however : consumption the fell, 
destroyer had fastened upon poor Jack's vitals, and a few days since 
he passed in his checks. The young lady is in robust health, and 
firmly believes that the dog saved her life." 

The most important point here is overlooked, though it should be 
naturally inferred, which is, that it was through the fondling of her pet, 
and perhaps its sleeping upon her bed, that she was enabled to draw 
magnetic life from the animal. 

Mr. J. 0. Barrett, in a communication to the Bamur of Ligkt of 
Nov. 25, 1871, says: "Mr. Hazeltine related to me the following in
cident, that occurred ~ Rockbridge about ten years ago. A family 
by the name of Handy, living here in retired simplicity of association, 
owned a beautiful fawn, caught in these woods. It was the pet of 
E\·a, a daughter then sixteen years old. They played together, chas
ing each other in the yard like two children. Eva and fawn. Eva was 
taken sick with a severe fever. She sank lower and lower; the physi
cian gave her up to die. She could not turn herself in bed, nor even lift 
a hand. Several times the fawn attempted to enter the room where its 
mistress was, but :was as often turned out. One afternoon, the window 
being open to its full height, the fawn jumped into Eva's bedroom, 
and remained there unknown to the rest of the family, all the while 
lapping and kissing her face, with undue devotion and caresses. From· 
that hour Eva began to mend, and finally recovered, and is now living. 
The fawn immediately sickened and died. Was there not here an 
exchange of magnetic conditions?" 

There are innumerable proofs that animals sometimes are capable 
of powerfully influencing human beings in other ways, and not always 
beneficially. • 

In common with the majority of p~rsons, I was incredulous as to 
this power, until an incident occurred that forever set the question at 
rest in my mind. At the time, I was about nineteen years of age. 
One afternoon in suinmer I returned home, and divesting myself of 
my coat and shoes, threw myself upon the bed, which was placed op
posite an open window. I soon fdl asleep, and had slept perhaps half 
an hour, when I was suddenly awakened with a feeling of terror, and 
at once assumed a sitting posture, my hands clenched, teeth set, and 
distinctly !>ensible that an enemy was near. I looked at my side, and 
there was a cat, which had placed itself close'to my person, with its 
limbs extended, and where I had been lying it had been in close con· 
tact with my right side, while my arm had been extended at a right 
angle with 1ny body. Instinctively, and even convulsively I seized 
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the :mimal, and with unusual strength threw it through the open win
dOiv. It was some tim~: before I became sufficiently composed to leave 
the bed, and the agitati~n of my nervous system continued for there
mainder of the day. 

It bas always been a popular belief, that cats have the power to in
jure infants, by what is termed "sucking their breath." Learned men 
on the contrary have generally derided the OiJinion; but for myself I 
fully c~ncur in the popular belief in their power to injure, as in my 
own person, when grown to adult age, I experienced the influence of 
one of these animals, and it would be folly to admit the existence of 
this power when applied to myself, and deny it as 'applied to delicate 
infants. And besides this, in the family of a near relative, an infant 
child at two separate times nearly lost its life by a cat, which was 
driven from its breast, where it was seen by the mother to have its 
mouth applied to that of the child, while pawing with its fore feet upon 
the breast. Both times upon driving the animal away, the child was 
found convulsed, while froth exuded from its mouth. 

During the past summer, while visiting a highly respectable family 
with whom I am on intimate terms, I was incidentally told of a cir
cumstance that had happened a few days previous to my visit, to a 
young gentleman, a member of the family. A favorite cat was taken 
with a fit, and the young man whose compassion was ex~ited, stroked 
the back of the animal, and while so employed he was suddenly at
tacked with nausea and a violent pain in his head, and in consequence 
of his indisposition was confined to his bed nearly three days. No 
one in the family knew anything of Animal Magnetism, and the inci
dent came to my knowledg·!, from his mother jestingly alluding to it 
in my presence. 

It has also always been a popular belief, and it is a correct one, that it 
is injurious to the health of children to sleep with elderly persons, and 
the practice should never be tolerated, and no person should ever· 
sleep with anot,jler who is at all diseased. There is scarcely a disease 
which cannC?t be communicated in this way ; and in all cases it is in
jurious. 

Nor should a young man of a highly susceptible temperment, and 
delicate organization, study and follow the practice of medicine and 
surgery, as association and contact with diseased persons, and espe
cially inhaling their breath, will inevitably affect his health unfavora
bly, as such organisms as his, always attract the morbid emanations of 
those around them, and he will have no possible chance of building 
up his own constitution. During the twelve years that I was engaged 
in the practice of medicine, my health steadily declined, until from 
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this cause I was compelled to relinquish it, and from that time I gained 
so rapidly, that within twelve months I was ~1 the enjoyment of per
fect health. I have noticed similar results in others. 

On the other hand, those who associate with the young and robust, 
derive benefit from the practice ; and Hufeland-the distinguished 
physiologist, notices the longevity of schoolmasters, and attributes it 
to their association with young persons whose emanations contribute 
to their vitality. Butchers are noted for their robust animal health, 
derived undoubtedly from their association and contact with healthy 
animals, whose expiring emanations must be copiously absorbed by 
them; but this remark only applies to butchers who slaughter animals, 
not to those who simply sell their meat in the stalls. The contrast in 
appearance between these two classes is very remarkable; as may 
readily be verified by the observation of any person . 

• 



CHAPTER VII. 

HEALING BY SPIRIT AND MESMERIC POWER-continued. 

"The spirit of man is the candle of the Lord, searching all the inward parts:"
Prov. xx-27. 

T HE passage here quoted, expresses in a highly poetical manner 
the surprising truth which is now so well established, that mt~.ny 

magnetic somnambulists can perceive the internal organs of their own 
bodies, and many times even those of others, and can diagnose and 
prescribe for disease; and even more-in many well attested instances 
they have predicted with absolute accuracy, the accession, progress, 
crises, and termination of their own diseases ; to the astonishment 
of their friends and medical attendants. 

Deleuze-" Prac. Inst." p. 56, observes : "Of all the discover
ies which have excited attention from the remotest antiquity, that of 
somnambulism certainly gives us the most insight i1,1to the nature and 
the faculties of man. The phenomena to which it has drawn our at
tention, demonstrat~ the distinction of two things-the two-fold exist· 
enc~ of the internal and the external man in a single individual. 
They offer a direct proof of the spirituality of the soul. They make 
evident the truth known to ancient sages, and so well expressed by 
M. de Bonald that 'man is an intelligence served by organs.' " 

Count de Gasparin quotes M. Bertrand-" Traite du Somnambu
lism," chap. iii-where he says, "he was with a somnambulist whom he 
had magnetized, when one of his friends entered the apartment accom
panied by a young man, who had been recently wounded in a duel. 
This was told him in a low tone, without speaking of the sort of 
wound. He put the somnambulist m rapport with the young man, 
whereupon, apparently talking to herself, she said; 'No; no; it is 
not possible. If a man had received a ball in the head he would 
have been killed. He mnst be mistaken. He tells me that the 
gentleman has a ball in his head.' They answered that such was the 
fact. Then opening her mouth, she indicated with her finger that the 
ball had entered there, and had penetrated to the back of the neck, 
which was very true.'' 

In Townshend's" Facts in Animal Magnetism," p. 197, he relates a 
case of a somnambulist who perceived his own disease, and suc-
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cessfully prescribed for it. " Mr. W--. had long been in what is 
called an ailing state. Without being precisely ill, he felt generally 
incommoded. He had no idea whatever of the cause of his indispo- · 
sition, and he had consulted no one respecting it, having as he said 
a particular dislike to medicines of all kinds. 

" While he was sleeping mesmerically, it occurred to me to ask 
him whether he was more cognizant of his malady than when in his 
natural state. He replied direct! y ; ' Yes I see more exactly what is 
the matter with me, and I am happy to say that there is no organic 
complaint. My disorder is a weakness of the lower intestine which 
proceeds from sedentary habits, and which can only be cured by aJ. 
terative measures.' He then prescribed for himself a. course of the 
waters and baths of Aix la Chapelle, and a certain regimen (which I 
carefully noted) and finally pronounced with decision, that in strictly 
following these rules he should be radically cured before the end of 
the year. 

" When the patient was awake I told him all that he had been say· 
ing in sleep-waking, at which he was much astonished, at1dassuredme 
that the idea of taking baths or drinking the waters of Aix, had never 
entered his head while in his natural state." Mr. Townshenaadds, 
that in six months after this by following these directions, he was nearly 
re~tored to health. 

The " Seeress of Prevorst " (p. 31) " could clearly distinguish the 
internal organs of the body, especially when diseased. She saw, dis
tinctly the course of the nerves, and could describe them anatomically." 
So says Dr. Kerner. 

This faculty of magnetic somnambulists, of perceiving the state o£ 
the internal organs, has been tested and proved in hundreds of in· 
stances, and its existence was established by the extended exper· 
iments of the commission of the l<'rench Academy of Medicine, and 
there are persons l'ving amongst us who daily exercise it in the 
diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of disease. 

" And God wrought special miracles by the hands of Paul, so that from his body 
were brought unto the sick, handkerchiefs, or aprons, and the diseases departed 
from them, and the evil spirit went out of them." -Acts, xix-n, 12. 

HEALING MAGNETISM TRANSMITTED BY MEANS OF MATERIAL SUB· 

STANCES. 

A grain of musK W11l oiffuse its odor for years, without sensible 
diminution of its substance. Dr. Raine of Berlin was celebrated for 
his faculty of diagnosing the various eruptions of the skin, by their 
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odor alone ; and Casper Hauser could detect the presence of a nee 
die though other objects were interposed, and he would point to the 
exact spot, saying; "It draws me here." 

This last would appear incredible ; but we should remember that 
though a phenomenon be mysterious, its mysterious character is no 
argument against its verity, and where the evidence is sufficient, any 
fact may be established, whatever our previous conceptions of its es
sential character may have been. 

Of Paul's power to impart healing magnetism to certain articles, so 
that persons rec~iving and wearing, or handling them, may have been 
healed of certain diseases, where all the conditions were favorable for 
such a result, no one should doubt after examining and weighing 
without prejudice, the abundant testimony which establishes the ex
istence of this power at the present time. The works on Mesmer
ism abound with these proofs, and to them I must refer the reader 
for full information upon this subject. I shall only touch it lightly 
here. 

The passage from Acts above quoted, is not by any means the only 
one in the Bible where the fact is recognized, that certain inanimate 
substances may possess powerfully alterative properties. If the 
reader will refer to Ex. xv-24. 25, he will find that when the waters 
of Marah were found to be bitter, the Lord directed Moses to cast a 
certain tree into them, when the waters were made sweet. And we 
are told in .Mark vi-56, that the mere touch of the garment of Jesus, 
was effective in curing disease. 

When Elijah, as related in I. Kings, xix-19, zo, cast his mantle 
upon Elisha, the latter "left the oxen and ran after Elijah.'' It is the 
evident intention here, to convey the idea that Elijah's mantle pos
sessed some of the magnetic properties pertaining to the person of 
the prophet, ancl that their influence excited the disposition in Elisha, 
who also was a medium-to follow Elijah. Any intention short of 
this, would render the act meaningless. 

In II. Kings, iv-29, 31, we have the relation of an occurrence, 
that involves the same principle as that operating in Paul's mag
netized handkerchiefs. It reads thus ; 

.. Then he (Eli..~:l) said to Gehazi, Gird up thy loins, and take my staff in thine 
h:md, and go thy w:ty. If thou meet any m:1n salute him not, and if any salute 
thee answer him not again, a11d lay my staff upon tlu face of tlu: cki/d. • • . And 
Gehazi passed on before them, and hlid the staff upon the face of the child, but 
there was neither voiee nor hearing." 

Elisha expected the virtues in his staff, which he was accustomed 
to use, and which was imbued with his personal magnetism, would 
suffice to restore the child to life, and it was only after the failure had 
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been reported to him, that he went himself and resorted to other and 
more active measures. 

I once inquired of a spirit through Mr. Foster; "Do talismans ex
ist?" The reply was ; "Talismans do exist, but they exist only in this 
way, for instance this ring which I see upon the medium's finger, from 
being worn by him, possesses magnetic power in a certain degree, and 
if worn upon the finger of another person, imparts some degree of his 
influence to the wearer. So a handkerchief of Dr. Newton's, or of 
any other healing medium, magnetized by him, and sent to another 
person, possesses his healing powers to a certain limited extent." 

Two or three years since, a story circulated through the public prints, 
of a woman in Massachusetts who purchased a "hair-switch," and 
after wearing it a few days she began to feel an unpleasant sensation 
about the throat, which recurred whenever she put it on-a sensation 
of choking, and a difficulty in !>reathing which disappeared as soon 
as it was removed. She was recommended by a friend to apply to a 
medium, whom she visited, and a spirit communicated with her, and 
told her that the "switch" was formerly her own (the spirit's) natural 
hair, that had been cut from her head after death, which had been 
caused by hanging, and she assured the lady that these disagreeble 
symptoms would always attend the wearing the "switch." 

Whether this !'tory is true or not, it illustrates this class of phe
nomena, and to this extent is worthy of notice, and is quite as rea
sonable as what the Manyemas in Africa say of the effects of eating 
human flesh. These cannibals were visited by Dr. Livingstone, and 
in one of his letters he writes; "They say that human flesh is not 
equal to that of goats, or pigs. It is saltish, and 111alus tl1etn dr~am 
of tlu dead." 

As applicable to this subject, we here copy a paragraph from one 
of the public journals in reference to Mr. Sothern. "Sothern plays 
Lord Dundreary, in the same wig and whiskers that he wore during 
the first run of the American Cousin. He says; "I have had dozens 
of Dundreary whiskers and wigs made ; I am not a superstitious man 
by any means, but 1 am convinced that 1 never play the part as well 
as when I have the original wig and whiskers on. I have the original 
wig and whiskers, and I use them invariably until they require re· 
pairing." 

Not with the expectation that the great majority of my readers 
will believe as I do, I nevertheless venture to say, that 1 find no diffi
culty in believing there is sound philosophy in this idea and practice 
of Mr. Sothern's. The wig and whiskers which he has worn so long, 
have become imbued with his personal magnetism, and this favors the 
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approach and influence of certain spirits, who perhaps always assist 
him in this character, by impressing his mind and energizing his 
action. We have no doubt that Mr. Sothern is strongly mediumistic, 
at least in an impressional sense, like all other remarkable actors; 
poet> ; and musicians ; and that he never performs his parts without 
the direct assistance of spirit-friends. 

All experienced magnetizers have witnessed the effects of magnet
ized articles, when applied to diseased parts. Deleuze in his "In
structions," p. 241, says; "We now come to discourse of magnetized 
objects, of the mode of using them, and of the effects they produce. 
Tiss~es, wrought in silk or cotton thread, the leaf of a tree, plates of 
glass, gold, or steel, and other magnetized objects placed upon the 
seat of the pain, are often sufficient to ease it : but they produce no 
effect until the magnetic action has been established. I have very 
often seen magnetized socks produce a warmth of the feet, which could 
not have been obtained by any other means. These socks preserve 
their virtue during four or five days. It then grows feeble and is lost. 

"A magnetized handkerchief carried upon the stomach, sustains 
the action during the intervals of the sittings, and often calms spasms 
and nervous movements." 

" I ought to speak here of the use which is made of plates of glass, 
magnetized, both because I have often succeeded by means of them, 
in calming with surprising ease, local pains in the viscera, and because 
their al'plication is usually accompanied with a very remarkable 
phenomenon." 

To·Nnshend remarks of one of his somnambulistic subjects; "What
ever I had touched, she distinguished with equal certainty, and would 
only accept such articles of diet as were transmitted through my 
hand. . . . Is this by the way more extraordinary, than the acute
ness of sense by which the dog recognizes its master's property, or 
do we only deem it so because less within the scope of our daily 
experience ? " 

The same author remarks as to the influence of precious stones 
upon his subjects: 

"The diamond, when" presented to the forehead of a sleep-waker, 
seemed invariably to excite agreeable feelings. The opal had a footh
ing effect ; the emerald gave a slightly unpleasing sensation; and the 
sapphire, one that was positively painful. . • • In general however, 
I did not touch the patient with the gems, but held them concealed 
in my hands at a few inches distant from the forehead, and I changed 
their order sufficiently often, to prove that the sleep-waker's judgment 
of them was not accidental." 
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The Seeress of Prevorst became so " sensible to magnetic inftuenA 
ces, that the nails in the walls annoyed her, and they were obliged to 
remove them." 

Everybody has heard of persons who could not inhale the perfume 
of the rose, without being distressed. Montaigne remarked, that 
there were men who dreaded an apple more than a musket-ball, and 
I personally knew a gentleman-a Methodist minister-in robust 
health, who had never attempted to eat an apple without being thrown 
into convulsions. 

Townshend in his work just quoted p. 466., remarks, "Again su~ 
stances touched, or breathed upon by the mesmerizer, will when 
tested by such patients as are extremely sensitive, be found to retain 
something of a mesmeric virtue for a considerable period, as if a mate
rial emanation clung round them and at length became dissipated in 
the surrounding atmosphere. Nay; I must avow a circumstance that 
more than any other, seems to shake my hypothesis of undulations. 
I have mesmerized Anna M--, by unding to lur a note wlzidz I had 
previously carried about me for some time." 

Dr. Kerner says of the "Seeress of Prevorst," p. 38, " On the 
evening of the 5th of September, t 82 7, I placed in the hands of Mrs. 
Hauffe, a ribbon, on which was written the name of a sick lady whose 
illness as well as herself were quite unknown to me: this ribbon she 
had doubtless worn or touched. Mrs. H--, had only held it a few 
minutes in her hand, when she was seized with giddiness, choking, 
and violent vomiting, together ~ith pain, especially 'in the ankle of 
the left foot-anxieties and irritation of the uvula. The hand was 
washed, and various means tried of remo,•ing these symptoms, but 
she became worse and fell into a cataleptic state that resembled death: 
her body became quite cold. A blister I applied did not rise, and 
she only recovered after some days, and very slowly. On the sixth 
of the month I read the death of this lady in the newspaper, and it 
thus appeared that she was already dead and buried, when I gave 
the ribbon to Mrs. H--, which accounts for the effect it produced." 
· Again, Ddeuze on p. 195 says; "A youn~ lady who had for a long 

time had a very serious nervo\Is disease, was magnetized by a friend 
of her family, who rendered her a somnambulist the first day. 

"She very soon had favorable crises, and her health appeared to be 
sensibly improved. She flattered herself with the prospect of obtain
ing a complete cure, when her magnetizer was attacked with an in
tlammation of the larynx. As he could no longer go out of his owP 
house, he sent every evening to the patient a magnetized handktrchiif, 
which renewed somnambulism for two hours. The young lady wl!-5 
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very soon attacked with the same disease, accompanied by the most 
alarming symptoms. Happily, another magnetizer came to her aid, 
a circumstance which did not prevent her from being in the greatest 
danger when the former one died." 

It is thought incredible, that substances should be charged with the 
magnetic qualities of the operator, or wearer, and being sent to another 
at a distance should produce such important results, yet this is really 
no more surprising than that infectious diseases should be communi
cated at as great a distance, and after longer intervals of time, by a 
piece of cloth, or other material, or even by a Jette~. 

Of magnetized water, so rendered by making a few passes of 
the hand over it, or breathing on it, Deleuze observes ; "Magnetized 
water is one of the most powerful and salutary agents that can be 
employed. The patients are made to drink of it when the communi
cation is established, either at, or between their meals. It carries 
the magnetic fluid directly into the stomach, and thence into all the 
organs. It facilitates the crises to which nature is disposed, and 
therefore sometimes excites the perspiration ; sometimes the evacua
tions; and sometimes the circulation of the blood. It strengthens. 
the stomach, appeases pains, and often supplies the place of several 
medicaments." 

Magnetic lucid subjects can invariably distinguish magnetized, 
from plain water, and Dr. Kerner says of the Seeress of Prevorst; 
"In her sleep-waking state she could distinguish the magnetic 
passes that I had made over a glass of water, they appearing darker 
than the water itself, and when she was very clairvoyant, she could 
by this means tell me how many passes I hac> made, and did so always 
correctly." 

The fact that water can be magnetically charged with healing prop
erties, is cleariy recognized in the account given by St. John of the 
pool of Bethesda. 

"X ow there is at Jerusalem, by the sheep-market, a pool which is called in the 
Hebrew tongue, Bethesda, having five porches. " In these lay a great mul
titude of impotl"llt folk, of blind; halt; withered; waiting for the moving of the 
'ltater. 

"For an angel went down at a certain season, [pro/Jably of Ike day] into the 
poo~ and troubled the water; whosoever then _first after the troubling of the water 
stepped in, was made whole of whatsoever disease he had."-John v-2, J, 4-

The writer of the above does not say, that there was a superstition 
as to the virtues of this pool; and that many credulously believed in 
it, but he says there was such a pool, and that an angel went down 
and troubled the waters, and that whosoever then first stepped in, 
Was 111411~ who/~. 
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I cannot percei\·e that Jesus viewed the r.eputed virtues of the 
waters of this pool, as mythical, for he by no word or sign, indicated 
a lack of faith in them, and unlike many Christians, I find no difficulty 
in receiving the apostle's account as literally true, for I can declare, 
that I have seen a vial of plain water which I had placed upon a 
table in the presence of Henry Slade, abstracted by spirit agency in 
broad daylight, and returned by the same power changed in its prop
erties, and slightly in appearance, and which being afterwards used as 
directed by a spirit, did effect cures in two cases of weak and inflamed 
eyes, one of which was my own, and I fully believe that if one spirit 
can charge a vial or bottle of water with magnetic healing properties, 
that a circle or half a dozen circles of spirits, adapted to the work, 
could in the time of Jesus, and can now, charge a spring of water 
favorably situated and conditioned, with medicinal qualitit!s, so that it 
shall act with great curative effect upon many diseases. And further, 
I perceive nothing absurd in the opinion, that at some future time, 
not very remote, when spirits acquire greater facility in exercising 
power over matter, that pools and baths of water, magnetized by 
spirit-power, may be used for the removal of disease. 

" The curse of the Lord is in the house of the wicked, but He blesseth the habi
tation of the just." 

Dogmatic theology has received severe blows from science, and it is 
well that it has, for they have weakened the hold of these dogmas upon 
the minds of men, and have liberated many from their thraldom. The 
Bible has suffered also, or rather theological interpretations of it have 
suffered, and many of its true friends are living in fear that its author
ity will pass entirely away. 

The tme reason why theology has suffered in this conflict, is be
cause of its being at the present day a system of materialism, built 
upon a basis of spiritual ideas. Its elements are discordant, utterly 
incompatible, while science is material and homogeneous from base 
to summit, and C'f necessity must in a material warfare like this be in
vulnerable. 

llut science is material because it has limited itself to material 
boundaries, and has confined its observations strictly to these limits, 
but Spiritualism is even now beckoning it on to new fields of explora
tion, and a few men of science with larger intuitions and more liberal 
minds than others of their brethren, are cautiously feeling their way 
into the realm of spiritual science, and this will soon be annexed to 
the vast fields which science has heretofore cultivated. It js then, 

• 
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that science will demonstrate to theology, that the foundation of the 
latter is based upon immutable truth, and that it is because of the pres
ent wide divergence from this truth, that to-day it is apparently drift
ing without guide or compass. 

It is then that the inspiration of the greater portion of the Bible 
will be maae apparent, and demonstrated as it never yet has been, 
and its facts, sentiments, and teachings, which have been so generally 
misunderstood, will be interpreted in all their breadth and depth of 
meaning and will be accredited as tokens of heavenly wisdom. 

In the passage of Scripture last quoted, perhaps few discover any 
meaning beyond what is apparent on its face-that God blesseth the 
just, and punisheth the wicked; but there is a meaning in this pas
sage far more comprehensive than that-one that a mind enlightened 
with the truths of Spiritualism readily understands, and that philosophy· 
is even now demonstrating. It is, that every man impresses his qual
ities and his influence, whethet moral or physical, upon every object, 
animate or inanimate around him. Not only upon those with whom 
he associates, but upon the very walls of his habitation, so that houses 
receive and retain the influence of their tenants, and radiate their 
influence upon all who then or afterwards inhabit or enter them, so 
that it is literally true, that "The curse of the Lord is in the house of 
the wicked, but He blesseth the habitation of the just." 

The established facts and philosophy of Mesmerism, throw a flood 
of light upon the meaning of this passage, and Professor Denton in 
his able work ; "The Soul of Things," also elucidates this subject 
from a psychometrical point of view, and fulfy supports all that Mes
merism affirms in relation to it. To Professor Denton's work, and 
works on Mesmerism, the reader is referred for full information. I will 
here refer to two instances, in which the baleful influence of tempo
rary habitations appear to have produced effects fatal to life. 

Some ten or twelve years ago there was a sentry-box in Paris, in 
which the sentry there on duty c01mnitted suicide, by hanging. An
other soldier being assigneu to the same duty, within three weeks 
thereafter took his life by similar means. Still another succeeded to 
the post, being the third, and he in a short time met a similar fate. 
These events being reported to the Emperor Louis Napoleon, he or
dered the box to be removed and destroyed ; sensibly concluding 
that there must have been a common, and that a local cause for 
these self-inflicted tragedies, and that he would not permit any more 
lives to be sacrificed on that spot. 

Another instance of extraordinary mortality, came under my notice 
while travelling on the Union Pacific Railw~y in June, 1872. There 
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was a passenger on the train in the _last stages of consumption, and 
his condition suggested the question, whether many persons had died 
while travelling over this road, and I proposed it to Mr. Brock, an 
intelligent official on that road, and his answer was, that no death had 
occurred upoa any of the Pullman cars running upon that road, ex· 
cepting upon the car " Michigan," and upon that car twenty-three 
deaths had occurred. It was known by all the conductors as the 
"coffin," or "hearse," They rarely spoke of it by any other name. 
There were then, either fourteen or sixteen of these cars on that road, 
and they had been running nearly three years. 

I shall have more to say upon this subject when treating of haunted 
localities. 

" And when the multitudes saw it they marvelled, and glorified God. which had 
given such power unto men."-Matt. ix-8. 

That God still continues to give this power unto men, is the object • 
of this work to prove, and the only difficulty I find is not in the pau
city of proofs but in their superabundance ; so that I am compelled 
from lack of space, and against my inclination, to exclude more thari 
I have presented, and even in presenting these I have from necessity 
often 'abbreviated quotations and the remarks necessary to their elu
cidation, and have thus given to my work a sententious tone which I 
would gladly have avoided. 

I have elsewhere answered the question ; If some possess these 
gifts why do not all possess them? Paul asks; "Have all the gifts 
of healing? Do all speak with tongues? Do all interpret?" and 
in another place he answers this question, in these words ; " But now 
hath God set the members, every one of them in the body as it hath 
pleased him. And if they were all one member, where were the body? 
But now are they many members, yet but one body."-1. Cor. xii-
18, 19, 20, 

God in His wisdom, has distributed His gifts variously to His chil
dren : He foreseeing that if all were so constituted as to be mediums 
for the exercise of these gifts, mankind would fail in the accomplishment 
of the full and varied purposes of their earthly existence. Even to 
human understanding it must be evident that it is well that it should 
be even as it is, and we should rest satisfied in the knowledge that, 
•· A man can receive nothing except it be given him from heaven."
John iii-27. 

Then again it may be asked; "Why if spirits can heal certain dis
c:tses in certain persons, cannot they heal all diseases in all persons?" 
The answer is ; Their J?Ower is limited, and unless in cases where 

--
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spirits direct the use o.f certain other means, they depend upon the 
use of magnetism, either through' the medium, or directly applied by 
themselves in the same manner that the medium applies it. This 
fac:;t has been verified by hundreds of clairvoyants who have seen 
spirits making use of similar processes, as well as by the united testi· 
mony of spirits themselves whenever an explanation has been given 
by them, and as it is with us, the conditions in many cases are not fa
vorable to success. 

Deleuze, in his "Instructions" p. 13. says; "Nature has estab
lished a communion, or a physical sympathy between certain individ
uals. It is for this reason that many magnetisers act much more 
promptly, and more efficaciously, upon certain patients than upon 
others, and that the same magnetiser does not agree equally well with 
all his patients. There are even some of them who are better calcu
lated to heal certain diseases." 

These remarks apply equally to .spiritual magnetisers, and if fairly 
considered will satisfactorily answer the question. 

" And Asa in the thirty and ninth year of his reign, was diseased in his feet until 
his disease was exceeding great, yet in his disease he sought not to the Lord, hut to 
the physician.., • • • And Asa slept with his fatbers."-II. Chron. xvi-12, 13. 

In my readings of the Bible, I have discovered no other passage, in 
ll'hich a sly intent and humor is plainly discernible, but the writer 
here evidently did not hold the Allopathic or regular school of that 
period in high estimation, and took this opportunity of giving the fra. 
temity a sly thrust. If we can credit various reports, some of our 
modern physicians, perhaps fr('m reading of and profiting by the fatal 
results in Asa's case, are opening their eyes to the advantages they 
can receive from consultations with clairvoyant healers, more espe
cially in cases of patients with deep-seated and doubtful diseases. The 
following indignant remarks relating to such practices, are taken from 
the Australian Medical Gazttlt of March, 1872. The Gazette is pub
lished in Melbourne, and is good authority. 

It says; "We believe it is nothing unusual to see the equipages of 
a numbtr of medical men, drawn up of a morning before the place of 
busin~:ss of a well-known,and popular' medium,' while the owners are 
inside consulting the great 'spiritist,' respecting the treatment and 
fate of their unfortunate patients. Seriously we ask ; What is the 
profession coming to in this colony. Where is this demoralizing hum
bug to end. Melbourne presents the strange spectacle, of hospital 
physicians, filling the responsible positions of examiners and lectmers 
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in the local University, who are doing their 1.1tmost to degrade medi
cal science to the level of 'Spiritism.' • • • Had a few obscure 
medical men given in their adhesion to the contemptible delusion of 
medical 'mediumship,' it would be sufficiently discreditable. What 
language is strong enough adequately to stigmatize such conduct o~ 
the part of learned physicians, holding high office in the Melboa rx1e 
University, and in the Metropolitan hospitals." 

In his disgust at such proceedings the editor of the Medi~ 
Gazette does n;t attempt to conceal them ; so we are indebted tG 1 "ll is 
righteous indignation for a knowledge of them in Melbourne, and if 
the degree of holy indignation that gives zest and tone to cer~in 
remarks of the editor of the Catholic Freeman's JouriUZI, of date ~ o
vember 3, 1872, can be relied on as the measure of their tnlth, ~ ~e 
same practice of physicians consulting clairvoyants prevails elsewh~ re. 
The Journal says; 'Not in New York City-that we can certify t:~
but certainly in other cities not far away, homoopathic physicians of 
names the most celebrated, have given themselves up to consul-=& ~g 
witches, otherwise called ' Spiritual Mediums.' • • • But who ~~ill 
consult a physician, who in his turn will consult a witch, or as n~ ~·· 
adays called, a woman that is a spiritual medium-to know wha.£: is 
the matter with a patient.' " . 

And yet the Rev. Father McNamee, of the same city, claim!i £ex 
the Catholic Church the apostolic power to heal diseases, for in one 
of his sermons, in speaking of this power he said: "He (Jesus) es· 
tablished his Church, and gave the same wonderful power as a legacy 
of love and gratefulness to his successors. Hence it is that the 
priests of the church, when occasion requires, exercise a similar 
power and with telling effect, both upon the souls and bodies of 
their children.'' 

We doubt the ability of the writer of the above article in the Free· 
man's Journal, to truthfully certify that no physicians in New York 
City consult clairvoyants on their patients' account, for we know to the 
contrary, but can here only record our declaration that some of 
them do so. With what contempt would the editor of this journai• 
have regarded Jesus the humble Nazarene-the carpenter's son, goinS 
abont among the unwashed democracy of Palestine curing their dis-
eases, and openly professing to be " a spiritual medium ; " with nodi
ploma, and not knowing, nor caring to know, how to write ev~ a Jlre-" 

scription in Latin; and then to think of Peter the fisherman, andPatJI 
the sail-maker, following the example of their master and wearily wend~ 
ing their way through the dusty streets and lanes, curing diseases like 
quack!; by laying on of their hands, and invoking divine assistance 
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through themselves as mediums. Just imagine a regular Hebrew M.D. 
bringing a patient to Jesus for him to examine clairvoyantly. Why 
such an act if recorded, would be one of the most interesting inci· 
dents in the New Testament; chiefly from its incredible character; 
and it is fortunate for the editor of the Journal that it never occurred, 
for a decent regard for consistency would compel him to reject the 
story. There are too many who think and act the sentiment, whether 
they speak it or not-Our truth or none : truth can only be our 
friend, when it confirms our opinions : when it conflicts with them, it 
is our enemy. 

"My father," &aid his servant to Naaman "if the prophet had bid thee do some 
great thing wouldst thou not have done it ; how much rather then when he saith 
to thee; • Wash and be clean I' "-11. Kings, v-13. 

How very differently, Wesley from his more spiritual plane, 
viewed these things. In his Life by Tyerman, vol. 2. p. 361, an ex
tract is given from a letter of Wesley to his brother Charles, in which 
he says: "Dear brother I care not a rush for ordinary means, only 
that it is our duty to try them. All our lives, and all's God's dealings 
with us, have been extraordinary from the beginning. We have reason 
therefore to expect that what has been, will be again. I have been 
preternaturally restored more than ten times." 

His faith in curative means by spiritual agency, was as . nrrn as in 
any other point of Christian doctrine ; and it grieved him that the 
Illaterialism of the church in his day, should cause the exclusion of 
spiritual gifts, and he gave vent to his feelings upon this subject, in 
tie following words; "The real cause, why the gifts of the Holy 
Chost are no longer to be .found in the Christian church, is because 
the Christians are turned heathen again, and have only a form left." 

With these sentiments, what would he think if now living, of the 
persecution of the Rev. Samuel Watson by his brethren of the 
Methodist Church, for daring to honestly relate providences and oc
currences, either happening to himself or under his observation, 
Which are not a whit more strange, or wonderful, or unorthodox, than 
lllany similar occurrences which are attested by Wesley himself. 

No doubt the Christians of the third and fourth centuries attributed 
their .changed condition to their superior light and knowledge, and 
to-day the persecuting brethren of Mr. Watson flatter themselves with 
the idea of their progressed Christian state, being so far superior to 
the benighted condition of their founder, Wesley. 

If there is one thing more conspicuous than another in the life of 
Jesus, it is his labors in healing the sick. He taught the sublime 
'Principles of love and brotherhood-of purity of life, and faith in God ; 
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but he devoted even more attention to alleviating the afflictions of his 
fdlow-men. 

" And Jesus went about all the cities and villa,.<>es, teaching in their syna~e.-. 
and pre:lfhiog the gospel of the kingdom, and lualing nery sidmus, and rvn-~ 
diua.re amQng tlu j>eiJpie."-Matt. ix-35. 

The same powers were conferred, and the same duties were itY 
posed upon his disciples : • 

" And when he had called unto him his twelve disciples, he gave them po_. 
against unclean spirits; to cast them out ; and/() heal all manner IJ/ sickness; at- .:a 

all manner IJ/ di.rea.re."-Matt .. x-i. 

They were directed to preach the gospel ; to heal the sick ; lL., 

cast out unclean spirits ; and Jesus professed to be able to impart "'I 

or develop within them, the power to do these things; and the -
suits proved that his claims were valid. 

" After these things the Lord appointed other Seventy also, and sent them "'II: 

and two before his face into every city, and place, whither he himself would ~ ~ 
••• and heal the sick that are therein. • • • And the Seventy returned again -. .... 
joy, saying; 'Lord even the devils are subject u,oto us through thy name.' "-L--.:::11 
X-I, 9, 17. 

Here we find that the duties practised by,Jesus, and imposeii 
him upon his disciples, were also made imperative upon the Seve~ 
The exercise of one gift, or the preformance of one duty, so far a.., 
can perceive, was made as binding as the other, and the result: so 
spreading the truths of the gospel were as great from the exercise 
the other gifts as from preaching, and the fruits of their exerci 
were, that "They glorified the God of Israel." 

Thus we see that Jesus exercised these gifts, and practised the~ 
duties; that his disciples did the same, as did also the seventy mini: 
ters whom he ordained. Were these powe!"s and duties intended to b 4 

confined to, and end with them. Not by any means, for we fintJ 
Jesus after this saying: 

"Verily, verily, I say unto you; He that believeth on me, the works th3t I do 
shall he do also, and greater works than these shall he do because I go unto 0 1 ::o· 

Father."-John, xiv-12. 
Jesus here promised, that these gifts or powers, should come upotl 

(or among) all who beiieve. Is there any uncertain meaning in tlli:l 
promise? How can we accept the other passages here quoted as of 
literal signification, and yet ignore or attempt to distort the me:mi11g 
of this. Can there be any question whatever, that if Jesus evt:T 

spoke these words he me;..nt what he said ; that these gifts should 
continue. Theology makes no answer, for it cannot, but Spiritu:~l
ism does answer it, and declares that Jesus not only meant wh:lt he 
said, but that we hold the proofs th:lt he also had authority for saying 
it, and these proofs are accessible to all, and will substantiate the 
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credibility of him whose words and promises are brought into disre
pute, by evasions and denials of their evident meaning. 

The mission of the minister of Jesus, is thus plain to any one who 
will search the S::riptures, and if further proof than that already ad
duced is required, it can be found upon reference to the eighteenth 
verse of the fourth chapter of Luke, where Jesus himself explains tht! 
ooject of his mission in these words : . 

• • The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath anointed me to preach the 
~pel to tlu poor. He hath sent me to heal the hroken-hearted; to preach t.leliv· 
era nee to the captives; and rmroering of siglll to the blind; tout atlitm·ty l.~mz 
'f~t are bruised." 

If this was the mission of Jesus, can his ministers have a nobler 
one. 

~Vhy is it that the modern successors of the seventy ministers or
~lai ned by him, ignore these gifts, and these duties. The gifts of heal-
1hg, and of casting out unclean spirits, are most profitable as means 
of" propagating the gospel of truth, which is the gospel of Jesus, as 
his works and those of the apostles attest; but the clergy of the 
Present day not only neglect these gifts themselves, but they de
nounce them when exercised by others. Are they not here amena
ble to the charge, that, "They profess that they know God, but in 
Wo~ks they deny Him:" 

""I'he Church insists upon strict obedience to the letter of the law, 
"'hen it accords with its doctrinal belief, but it does not give a pres
ent, literal application, to the instructions of the apostle James to 
elders and ministers, as to their duties toward the sick. He very 
\)la.inly says; 

•• Is any sick among you; let him call for the elders of the church, and let them, 
'Pray over him, anoiating him with oil in the name of the Lord. And the prayer 
of faith slta/1 save tlu suk, and the Lord shall raise hi111 up."-James, v-14. 15. 

The clergy would long hesitate before they w:ould test their pos
session of the gifts of healing in thi~ manner, and they are very impa
tient of others who having greater faith in the promises of Jesus, liter
ally and successfully obey his instructions. Spiritualism claims the 
l>ossession of the gifts which Jesus bequeathed to those who believed 
in him, and who do his Father's will. They are daily exercised in 
our midst, and can be witnessed by all who desire this evidence, and· 
1V'e believe without doubting, that all these gifts including that of 
healing, are exercised through the power of God and the good angels. 
This is what all the spirits who control "reliable mediums dedare, 
and as prayer is always either resorted to or approved-not to 
demons, but to God-1 can see no.reason to doubt that the power 
and influence are he~venly. 

1n 
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Does Jesus in our day so111etimes descend from his high estate
drawn by his boundless compassion-to exercise his power in reliev
ing the sufferings of mortals? Was the following an instance of the 
manifestation of this power? 

The circnmstances of the case, which occurred in August, 1873, 
have recently created much excitment in New Hampshire, and the 
adjacent States. Tile high religions and moral character of both Mr. 
Sherm:m and his wife, preclude the supposition of fraud and d!.!cep
tion, and in fact no possible motive for either can be assigned ; and 
I have no hesitation in crediting the perfect honesty of the parties 
concerned, and the facts themselves. Whether the spiritual agency 
that effected the cure, was as they supposed, Jesus Christ, we ha\'e 
no means of determining, but that he is able now to work so-called 
miracles under favorable clrcumstanc~s, as when on earth, we regard 
as possible, while on the other hand it is quite as probable that the 
intelligence was another spirit, whom Mrs. Sherman mistook for 
him. 

The subject of this reputed miracle is a highly respectable lady, 
the wife of the Rev. Moses Sherman, pastor of the Methodist Episco
pal Church in Piermont, New Hampshire. We here give the account 
of her wonderful cure, as related by herself. She says; 

"I have been a great sufferer for fifteen years; my sufferings in
creasing with the years. For years I have been a confirmed invalid, 
not wholly though mostly confinell to my bed for a great part of 
the time for several years, till September 10, 1872. From that time 
up to August 28, 1873, I was wholly confined, not able to stand on 
my feet, or be raised to a standing posture, or get on or off the bed 
alone, or help myself much in any way. I was · gr-owing more help
less, and was especially so for a few weeks previous to my great 
change. Much of the time it required two persons to move me. 

"I had become discouraged about ever getting up again, and on 
that night, being in unusual pain and suffering, the prospect looked dark 
and dreary. I looked forward to years of suffering in a bedridden 
state, and I felt that I must have more help from God to enable me 
to bear this life-burden with perfect submission and patience. l 
therefore tried and was divinely helped, to anew, and fully, and for
ever, surrender myself and all my being and interests into His hands, 
to lie there in passive subjection to all God's will. 

" When I felt that the consecration was complete, it was easy to 
grasp Jesus as my Saviour; oh! so easy. My faith reached out to 
take him as my all, and as I ~id so I began to be conscious of a. 
presence, his presence ; in my room, and a voice whispered in my 
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inner ear, ' I will come unto you, and will manifest myself unto 
you.' It seemed as if I might if able to get up, grasp him with my 
hand and feel his form, so manifest was his presence. I"felt I knew 
him as my Saviour. He seemed to fill the room and my whole 
being with his loving smile. But I can never tell how much of bliss 
entered into that hour. I said to myself, 'Truly this is the gate of 
heaven.' But I was not satisfied. My heart· (I did not move or 
speak with my lips. It was a spiritual manifestation, but as real as 
though pertaining to the body) cried out ; ' Lord if thou wilt, thou 
canst make me clean.' Immediately that voice replied, so lovingly 
and sweetly, 'I will; be thou clean,' and with the words came t~e 
cleansing power of Christ's most precious blood. I felt, ' It cleans
eth me. It cleanseth me.' I was too happy, and foo full to speak 
or rnove. I was overpowered ; struck dumb by such a presence. I 
felt that I could not lose such a presence, and be left alone. I re
membered, ' Ask what ye will,' and I said, ' Lord send me the 
Colllforter, that he may abide with me forever.' I knew he could do 
it, and it was instantly given going through my whole frame like an 
electric shock. I felt it, and the word'>, ' Refining fire go through 
my he:trt,' etc., passed through my mind, and were true in my expe
rience. The voice of Jesus whispered, 'And when He is come, he 
will take of the things of God, and show them unto you.' And for 
a few moments trulv, he did show me wonderful and marvellous 
things out of God's ·law. Promise after pr-omise . came before my 
spirit's eye as vividly as if written in letters of light, and since then it 
has been constantly verified. · 

"I lay there overpowered by the presence of Jesus, who still re
mained; though I saw not his form at all-only his presence, and the 
baptism of the Holy Spirit. While lost in wonder, love, and praise, 
I said to myself, 'This poor sick worn-out body, is a poor offering 
to make him for his dwelling, in return for such wonderful love.' 
The spirit whispered to me-the first intimation I had of the design 
or the Great Physician-' He is able to restore and fit it up for his 
own temple.' Instantly Jesus passed near my bed and spake, ' Be
lievest thou that I am abl~ to do this?' and it was repeated many 
times, while I moaned, 'HP. il' the same yesterday, to-day, and for
ever.' 'All power is given him,' etc. He did heal the sick, and 
rny judgment was convinr.ed. I knew he was willing. He had come 
because he was willing, yes and anxious to do it. Pmver to yield and 
believe was given. I said, my ~-hole being it seems to me said, 
•J,ord I believe ; help thou my unbelief.' 

"He saw me, and knew my whole heart believed. Then He came 
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still nearer, and I heard the words, ' And he breathed on them and 
said ; Receive ye the Holy Ghost.' And they were accompanied by 
a breathing; and I felt it on my face. A warming, invigorating in
fluence was breathed upon me. It passed down my body, relieving 
my pain instantly, and all through my frame I felt returning strength, 
and life. It was as if a current from a galvanic battery was passing 
through rne. After a time I was told to move ; then to turn in bed. 
I did so without effort. Before, it had taken two persons and caused 
great suffering. Then, 'Call your husband.' I waked him, and told 
him the Saviour was present at work on me, and while telling him, 
there came the command, 'That the people may know the Son of 
Man hath power on earth still to forgive sins ; arise and walk.' And 
as I finished telling what he was doing, I arose without help and 
without effort, and walked across the room several times, and gained 
strength while so doing. 

''In a week I went to the Weirs, and gained while there. I have 
been to church half the day for three Sabbaths, and yesterday to the 
prayer-meet.ing besides. I am a new creature in all respects, physi
cally, mentally, and morally. I have awakened to newness of life; 
I am free from pain, unless I get tirerl, and though still weak I am 
gaining rapidly. My diseases, and they were many, and pronounced 
incurable, are gone. My head is apparently well, and I have faith 
that the sick-headaches are removed if I obey God in all His laws. 
I am tryiag to obey the .slightest whispers of His Spirit, and I would 
rather die than doubt the work He has performed on me. 

" I pronounce it a miraculous work, to all believers and un· 
believers. Jesus saved me, and made me well. After I had walked 
:tbout the room and gone back to rest, Jesus again stood and con
versed with me. He said I would now have a chance to be called 
a fool for the sake of Christ. 'Would I confess it to be a miracle, 
and be called a fool ? ' I said, ' Yes, anything, I am willing to die if 
need be for the Lorrl Jesus.'· I feel that I have given ail for Christ, 
and he is my all to-day. He bade me tell the people how great 
things the Lord had done for me : I am trying to d0 so, as far as I 
have opportunity. " ELJ.EN C. SHERMA.'l." 

I also here copy a letter from her husband regarding this really 
marvellous cure, as we t1nd it published in the religious journal in 
New York, to the editor of which it was addressed: 

• PIERMONT, N. H. Nov. 6, 1873-
"To the Editor of' The Christian ai i.Vork': 

" l have great pleasure in sending you the following account of 
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the wonderful restoration to. health of my wife, who had for years 
been a bedridden suffering invalid. We desire to do this, only for 
the glory of God, and the good of His cause, in obedience to the 
word of the Heavenly Healer. • This t_hing is not done in a corner. 
'Go tell how great things the Lord hath done for thee.' " 

"I will preface the account of the cure, with a few wordsjn regard 
to her religiou,; experience, hoping it may be for the benefit of pre- · 
cious souls. 

•• Ellen Clark was born in Landatf, N. H., August J, 1835· 
She was never very robust, but retained usually good health till her 
sixteenth year, when through an injury received by over-exertion she 
laid the foundation for a spinal disease. The spinal trouble was very 
m u.ch aggravated four years later, by a fall .down a flight of stairs, and 
a Cew months after that, her constitution received a further shoek. 

.... Immediately after the injury fir~t mentioned, she commenced hav
ing exceedingly distressing sick and nervous headache, which continued 
all through these years, as often on an average, as once in two 
weeks. In time her whole system became seriously deranged. Her 
nervous system became nearly a wreck. At times she wA somewhat 
mentally deranged, and more than one physician expressed the fear 
that the case would result in permanent insanity. Besides all this, the 
year before, her health began to fail through a fall on the ice ; she 
partially dislocated one of her knees, so injuring the ligaments that ~he 
wa.s unable to walk for weeks without the aid of crutches, and t>vt>r 
since it has been in a. considerable degree weak and stiff. 

''On September 1oth, 1872, through a severe cold, she took her 
bed,· where she lay except when lifted from it till the night ef August 
27th last. She was wholly unable to walk a step, or even to stand, 
nor could she be raised to a fully upright posture. She could sit up 
but a few minutes at a time without the most extreme distress. 
The best medical skill that we could avail ourselves of was employed. 
Only temporary relief could be obtained. The spine grew worse in 
spite of every surgical appliance ; the nervous prostration and irritation 
increasing. During the following two or three weeks she was especially 
helpless, the services of two being required to lift her on and off the bed. 

"This was her condition, as accurately as I can describe, on the 
morning of August 27th, and she was in a more than usual degree of 
pain. As to the state of her mind, her reason was at this time so far 
as we could see unclouded. She had until within a few months, usu
ally kept up good courage that she would measurably recover. But 
the conviction had been growing upon her, and never seemed so clear 
as that night, that her lot for life was to be that of a bedridden, suffer-
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ing invalid. Then she had recently been made the subject of so:ne 
very uncharitable remarks, which had come to her ears, and which were 
very cruel, giving her great pain. In this state of body and mind she 
was left for the night, her husband sleeping in an adjoining room within 
call. It was the night of Wednesday, August :z 7th, that my wife retired 
for her ni.ht's rest, feeling that she must have more grace to bear these 
cruel speeches, and to be perfectly submissive to all God's will. She 
asked for this grace. She went over the ground of entire consecra
tion : she was enabled to feel to submit entirely to the Divine will : as 
she felt thus, she fdt that Jesus saved even her. It was then that 
she began to be conscious of a real presence. She knew it was Jesus. 
He seemed to stand at the foot of her bed, though recognized only by 
the inner senses, and he appeared surpassingly lovely. While she 
said within herself, 'Oh! if I could always have such presence with 
me, it would be joyful to lie here and suffer.' Then Christ's promise 
to send .the .comforter to his disciples, to abide with them forever, oc
curred to her. . She asked for the fulfilment of his promise, and cried 
out, " Lord if thou wilt thou canst make me clean : and instantly her 
prayer wasteard, ~nd there came the response, 'I will, be thou clean,' 
ancl instantly she felt a sensation like that of an electric shock .•.• 

'• Up to this time, the tho11ght of having anything done for her body, 
had not crossed her mind. But now came the question, 'Should you 
be willing to be raised up and work for the Lord ? 1 and this thought 
of being raised up, she conceived to be• only as possible by God's 
blessing; as means used which might result in a gradual recovery. 
Whenever in the past the thought had been suggested to her by others. 
of being healed in answer to prayer, she had repelled such an idea. 
She dirl not doubt that God was able, or that it had been done for oth
ers, but she said, 'It is not for me.' She had not th~: least faith, that 
any such thing would ever be done to her. 

"But to return. She found this at first hard to assent to. She 
was willing to be a bedridden invalid. but to get up and face ·the 
storms, and trials, and vexations of every-day life. sheshrank from it. 
But she finally thought; 'Yes Lord, by Thy help I would.' Ar.d 
then the presence drew near and whispered. 'Believes! thou that I 
am able to do this? 1 She reasoned, as the question was repeated 
many times, 'All power is given Him in heaven and on earth. He 
is the same, yesterday to-day and forever.' Her intellect was con
vinced, and her whole heart divinely helped, believed, and she said: 
• Lord I do believe, help my unbelief.' At once a sensation a:; a. 
warm breath was forcibly breathed upon her face, followed by a thrill 
through her frame like a current from a galvanic battery, removing her 
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pain-up to this moment very severe-and strengthening and invig
orating her whole body. 

"All this ~ime she had lain motionless. Now she raised one hanci, 
and then the other, without pain. The previous day she had been 
unable to get either one to her head without the help of the other. 
Then she turned in the bed with almost no effort-coming over ' like 
a cork' as she expressed it. At this point she rang the bell to awaken 
her husband. I came into the room, when she said ; • Do you not 
feel that there is a strong influence in the room ? ' Upon my answer
ing in the negative, she said, • There is ; the Saviour is here at work 
upon me.' While these utterances were passing her lips the word 
came from Jesus; 'That the people may know that the Son of Man 
hath still power on earth to forgive sins ; arise and walk ! ' She at 
once arose from the bed, and easily and without pain save a little 
hurt in her feet and ankles, walked alone several ti1i1es across the room. 
This was about one o'clock of the morning of August :z8th, up to 
which time she had not closed her eyes since retiring to bed for the 
night. After a time she lay down and slept till near 7, then arose 
and dressed herself and walked out to breakfast. 

"Two months nave since passed away. She remains free from dis
ease, with increasing strength. She finds constant rest of soul in 
Jesus. Assailed by the adversary, she constantly holds by faith . 
.Meanwhile the J..orrl is giving her work to do, in public and .private 
labor for souls, and with her pen, in answer to scores of letters of in
quiry. They ask ; • Is all this that we hear true ? ' I answer ; 
the facts are exactly as I have here stated. Some may say that the 
experience of that night was but the hallucination of a disorderr.d im
agination : but the fact of the cure remains, as also that of the spinal 
transformation. Somehow it has been done-what medical skill and 
careful nursing utterly failed to accomplish, or indeed ameliorate. 

" Many will attempt to account for this on natural principles but 
we are simple;: enough, and credulous enough,-if it be credulity,-to 
believe unwaveringly that our Lord Jesus Christ has e\·en in these 
days, wrought as real a miracle as any he ever performed when he 
walked upon earth in his flesh. Not for our sakes has he done 
this, but for the confirmation of the faith of Christians, and to convince 
a sceptical age that he is still a living God, and that Christ is still 
able and willing to forgive sins, and make a clean heart, and save to 
the uttermost. 

"Yours in the faith, 
"M. SHERMAN. 

"Pastor of the Methodist Episcopal Church.'' 
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These frank and honest confessions of their faith in spiritual power, 
do credit to the sincerity and courage of Mr. Sherman and his wife ; 
but they will soon discover, what every earnest Spiritualist discovers, 
that they are addressing minds imbued with theological materialism, 
and as time wears ·on they will further find, that by repeating the truth
ful story of their experience, they will be widening the chasm between 
themselves and their orthodox friends, and will constantly be asking 
themselves ; " Who hath bdieved our report ? " And we can safely 
predict, that sooner or later they will seek refuge in the more conge· 
nial fold of Spiritualism. Their draft upon the faith of the Church is 
too heavy, and it will be dishonored when the first flush of novelty is 
past. 

I will add that shortly after this occurrence was made public ; at 
the weekly meeting of Methodist preachers at Wesleya11 Hall, Boston, 
the efficacy of prayer was referred to in connection with this manifes
tation of spiritual power, when the Rev. G. W. F. Clark, said he was 
personally acquainted with 1\frs. Sherman, and had no doubt that the 
reports published in the secular papers of the city were true; and the 
Rev. Joshua Gill said he was well acquainted with Mr. Sherman and 
his wife, who were devoted Christians. He fully endorsed the pub
lished statements. Rev. Mr. Merrill related two remarkable instances 
in which the power and efficacy of prayer were shown. In one 
case, a lady who was affected with a lameness in one limb, was cured, 
after prayer for a number of hours with friends. In the other, a lady 
who had been an invalid for a number of years, was entirely cured by 
the same means, and went about the house singing praises. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

PHYSICAL MANIFESTATIONS. 

"To another, the Working of Mira<;les."-1. Cor. xii-10. 

T HE definition of a miracle, as given by Webster, is, 
" An event or effect, contrary to the established constitution and course 

of things, or a deviation from the kno.wn laws of nature. A supernatural event." 
If no event, or effect, is a miracle, unless it be "contrary to the 

established constitution and course of things," then I have no faith 
in miracles, for I believe that every event occurs under the opera· 
tion of natural law. But if it be simply, "a deviation from the ktzown 
laws of nature," then miracles are not only possible, but in all ages 
have been established facts, as they are to-day. 

" A miracle would be a violation of the laws of nature-therefore, 
there can be no such thing as a miracle." So it is often affinned ; but 
how is it possible to know whether any particular occurrence which is 
called a miracle, is, .or is not in violation of the laws of nature, when 
the most. conceited pedant would not venture to assert, that we are 
acquainted with tlu laws of nature. The most we c:1n say is, that we 
have some knowledge, of some of these laws. 

And what are th!!se laws? Huxley gives us his views of one of 
them, and one about which there is little diversity of opinion as to 
its being one of the best exemplars of these laws. He says: "I sup· 
pose if there be an iron law, it is that of gravitation ; and if there be 
a physical necessity, it is that a. stone unsupported must fall to the 
ground. But what is all we really know, and can know, about the 
latter phehomena, is simply that in all human experience, stones have 
fallen to the ground under these conditions. That we have not the 
smallest reason for believing, that any stone so circumstanced, will 
not fall to the ground, and that we have on the contrary every reason 
to believe that it will" so fall." 

That ponderable substances, unsupporttd, will fall to the ground, and 
that undeviating law determines that they shall, is evident, but the 
support necessary to sustain these bodies, and which does sustain 
them, is not always visible, nor in any way evident to our senses. 
That ponderable bodies often have been suspended in the air, 
although the means of support were not appreciable to the senses, 
is as capable of conclusive proof as any other fact of common occur-

• 
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renee, but it cannot for a moment be supposed that the suspension 
was effected without support, so that this particular law of nature is 
not violated in these cases ; and so it will be found that in all the 
other phenomena of Spiritualism, we prove an existing force or power 
upon which they depend. 

Lord Bacon admits that there are· difficulties in physics, and still 
more in metaphysics, that batHe all the (known) laws of nature. 

Scientifically considered, these laws are simply deductions, drawn 
from observation and comparison of certain phenomena or facts, and are 
neither more nor less infallible, than many other deductions upon which 
theories are based in the various departments of science and philoso
phy. Many of these so-called laws have been modified and changed, 
as the opinions of leading scientific minds have changed. In the last 
century it was supposed to be a violation of the bw of gravitation, 
for an insignificant body like a meteorite to move in an independent 
orbit of its own, within the planetary orbits. It was held that it would 
inevitably b.: drawn to that planet, whose attraction was strongest 
upon it. Now the law is changed, since scientists have discovered 
that within the bounds of the solar system, there are myriads of these 
bodies which must constantly move in attractive and 'repulsive rela
tions to the planets, and sun, and which yet preserve their own inde-
pendent movements. · . 

The "laws of nature" have been turned as demolishing engines, 
against nearly every important disco\·ery made during the last three 
centuries ; and each of these discoveries in tum has been assigned a 
place by the scientific world, where i~ has worked in perfect harmony 
with these laws, as then amended and revised. 

1 cannot beliew that Christ overcame any law of nature in work
ing his miracles. On the contrary, the proof is abundant in the New 
Testament itself, that he worked only in harmony with natural law, 
even as God Himself docs. By so acting Christ in one sense made 
law his servant, for by conforming to it he acco.mplished his pur
poses, and worked his miracles, even as by regarding the law, spirit· 
ual phenomena are wrought to-day, both through and apart from me
diums, and when any one asserts that physical manifestations set the 
laws of nature at defiance, it is only cqui\·alent to acknowledging, 
that he is ignorant of the laws by which the phenomena are produced. 

Bishop llutler must have been of this opinion, for in his" Analogy" 
he remarKs, that "God's miraculous interpositions, may have been 
all along by general laws of wisdom. • • • There may be beings, 
to whom the whole Christian clispensation may appear as natural, as 
the visible known course of things appear to us." 
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Spiritualism and Science, occupy common ground in maintaining, 
that all phenomena occur under the operation of natural law. 

A reverend gentleman not long since wrote to one of our public 
journals, that, "These wonderful things cannot really be done in 
Henry Slade's presence, as they would be miracles, and miracles are 
impossible now." By" miracles" I presume he meant manifestations 
of Divine, or spirit power, similar to those which took place in the • 
times of Jesus, and the apostles .. They were once possible ; why not 
now? Can a sentence be found in the Bible to warrant this assump· 
tion? On the other hand, various passagl!5 can be cited in proof, that 
Jesus expected the power to continue. Why is it admitted that mira-
cles were once performed : is it not because the record so states ? 
Now we quote from this same record, to prove that Jesus promised the 
power should continue ; and if its continuance is denied, then it is 
implied that he made a mistake, and that he was necessarily fallible, 
anJ not Divine. We save from this dilemma, by showing similar mira-
cles to-day, and thence prove that he was not in error in predicting 
their continuance, and render probable what has heretofore been im
probable ; namely the actual occurrence of those ascribed to him and 
his followers. 

In maintaining that miracles ceased with the apostles, Protestants 
assume that we in this age, require less evidence to convince us of 
the truths of Christianity than did those of old, while every thought
ful mind knows, that the world never required a tithe of the evidence 
it now does, to induce it to accept new truths, or to endorse old ones. 
If miracles were necessary to establish Christianity among a credulous 
ignorant people, nineteen centuries since, they are more necessary to 
perpetuate it with us to-day, who are so sceptical as to all theological 
teachings. 

Especially to the minds of youth, this assertion by their teachers of 
belief in the miracles of that period, and of their cessation since, is un
satisfactory, and tends to cast doubt upon their existence at any time. 
}"or they reason from the doctrine of their impossibility now, that 
they never were possible, and to any person who accepts this belief of 
their cessation, it is a natural and easy step to deny them altogether. 

There are also many persons who are afraid to admit the truth of 
the spiritual phenomena of to-day, lest it diminish their faith in the 
miraculous character of those related in Scripture, as if God could not, 
or without reason would not, furnish to the millions of waiting, fam
ishing souls, now existing, the proof~ .of a future life which He vouch
safeJ to a comparatively few, in ages long past. It should be evident 
to every intelligent mind, that even one modern miracle well estab-
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lished, will furnish an argument that will outweigh all the argument!!!!!!!!& 
advanced by modern theologians, in favor of the miracles of the Bible =· 

But that miracles were not considered by the apostles, as of the=- e 
highest order of spiritual manifestations, is evident from I. Cor. xii----
28, where Paul enumerates some of the gifts in the order of their re- =:::::E· 

lative importance, and miracles are placed fourth in the list ; neithe.: ~r 
• · are miracles or physical manifestations considered the rnost important ~t 

of the gifts by cxpe1ienced Spiritualists, although they undoubtedly. -.cJ, 
serve a highly important purpose in convincing materialistic minds. 

One reason why miracles were not esteemed as highly as some othec ~r 
gifts, by the apostles, probably was that they were not by any mean!': .-::15 

confined to the Christian Church, but were sufficiently common wit~ 3h 
others, as both sacred and profane history attest. 

Thomas Brevior, in an interesting article in the London Spirit~/ 
.Jfagazi11e for October, 1872, on this subject says: "Able and learne~ ~d 
men have thought it necessary to show (often in spite of evidence to th• .Ae 
contrary) that Roman Catholic and Pagan miracles must be sp~· 
rious, because it has been thought that miracles were evidence of th- .e 
Divine authority of the worker, or visible agent,· and of the truth of al --'1 
his doctrines and teachings, or at least of the general truth of the sys;;;iiiiiiiE5· 
tem in attestation of which the miracle was COnsidered to be \\'TOUgh~· 
But we may now see that miracles furnish no such evidence .... 
What proof or confirmation of ethical or religions truth, could we de -=· 
rive from witnessing a miracle except in so far as it proved the realit,_
of spirit existence, or was in some way related to that belief. 

"Could any heathen miracle make it right to offer human sacrifices;;iiiiiiii 
to appease the anger of the gods, or could any miracle make the par-
able of the good Samaritan more tme, or endow it with more persua-
sive efficacy. The Bible itself exemplifies this. It shows that mira· 
cles in themselves are no evidence of divinity, or truth, but only o~ 
power : that they may be magical ; demoniacal ; and even diabolical ; 
as well as Divine. The first miracle it records; that of the talking 
serpent; was satanic; and one of the latest visions the New Testa· 
ment records, is that of unclean spirits working miracles. If Moses 
and Aaron wrought miracles, 'as the Lord commanded' ' Pharaoh 
aJso called the wise men and sorcerers, and the magicians of Egypt, 
and they also did in like manner with their enchantments.' Nor does 
it affect the point that in this trial of strength the wise men, the ma
gicians, and the sorcerers, were ultimately vanquished. 

"If the 'Spirit of the Lord caught away Philip,' it was c the 
Devil' who took up Jesus 'into an exceeding high mountain, and 
showed him all the kingdoms of the world, and the glory of them.' 
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The Evangelist who records this, represents Jesus as saying, 'There 
shall arise false Christs, and false prophets, and shall show great signs 
and wonders, inasmuch that were it possible, they shall dec~ive the 
very elect,' and St. Paul speaks of ' him, whose coming is after the 
working of Satan, with all power, and signs, and lying wonders.' 

" If then, miracles are no certain credentials of a,. divine authority, 
no infallible test of truth, what purpose do they serve. • • . Miracles 
are the sign of a presence, and of power, that is not of earth ; of a 
world beyond nature ; of a life beyond the present ; they evidence 
that we are indeed 

"MOfling about in world.t not realized. :• 

Miracles are part of the world's history; they are not to be limited 
by the boundaries of any nation, faith, or creed, and the spirit of 
scepticism in relation to them, is the same in the Church as out of it. 
Hume, Rcoan and others of the same school, who oppose all miracles, 
find sympathy and support with many material though orthodox 
minds, who like them consistently reject all evidence in support of 
modern spiritual phenomena. It is with the Church as with the lover, 
who will admire and cherish the ringlets of the one he adores, while 
othP.r ringlets of equal beauty will possess no charm for his imagina
tion. The Church venerates and cherishes the miracles of the Bible, 
while the equally wonderful and far better substantiated phenomena 
of Spiritualism have no value in its estimation. 

"And beh'lld the angel of the Lord came upon him, and a light shined in the 
prison, and he smote Peter on the side and raised him up, saying, ' Arise up 
quickly.' And his chains fell from his h~ds. . . • When they were past the first 
and the second ward they came unto the iron gate that leadeth into the city, which 
opened to them of his own accord, and they went out.''-Acts, xii-7, 10. 

In Biblical history we can find no narrative of a physical mani
festation of a more wonderful character than this liberation of 
Peter from prison, and it testifies to his possession of most extra·· 
ordinary powers of mediumship, through which his spirit friends ef· 
fected his release. The phenomena were successively; the produc
tion of a spirit light ; smiting Peter in the side ; raising him up ; re
moving his chains ; and afterwards opening the outer iron gate. 
There is 110 difficulty in a Spiritualist believing this narration to be in 
every re~pect worthy of credit, and I think I shall be able to show 
that a power similar to that, has effected extraordinary things in our 
times. 

Among the mediums of our day who are most celebrated for the 
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occurrence of physical manifestations in their pre-sence, are the 
Davenport Brothers. These young men enter a box or cabinet, 
placed on supports, which raises them some two feet from the floor, 
when they are tied in the most secure manner by persons selected by 
the audience, and are untied by spint power, as Peter was, in an incredi
bly short time. Or when thus tied, sometimes from one to six hands 
are protruded through the opening at the same instant, or as many as 
three or four different musical instruments are played upon at once. 

Whilst these manifestations are being made, the doors of the cabi
net are often suddenly thrown open, and the mediums are always 
found securely bound in the manner they were at the moment of clos
ing the doors. 

At other times, they being bound to chairs on the open stage, and 
the lights extinguished, guitars and violins which have been previ· 
ously lubricated with phosporated oil, are seen floating ten or fifteen 
feet above the heads of the audience, while the chords emit musical 
sounds. The crowning act is,generally reserved for the last. Another 
medium who is associated with them-Mr. Fay-seats himself on a 
chair in full view of the audience, where he is firmly bound-the lights 
are extinguished, and in a few seconds, upon the light being again 
produced, his coat, notwithstanding the many chords binding it to his 
person, is found removed many feet distant, and upon the light 
being again extinguished and in another moment again produced, 
the same coat is discovered on his person as at first, with every cord 
and knot intact. Repeatedly at the instant of turning on of the light, 
the coat has been seen to leave his person. 

The brothers as before remarked, now publicly advance no theory 
to explain the phenomena. They only announce that they are agents 
for the exhibition of certain things, of which the audience must fornt 
'their own opinions. When they first appeared before the public they 
stated the truth-that they were merely passive instruments through 
whom the manifestations were produced by spirit agency ; but this 
aroused turbulent passions in rnany of the spectators, and in numerous 
instances in this country, and in England, they were assaulted, their 
lives endangered, their cabinet and musical instruments demolished, 
and their s~nces brought to an abrupt termination. :For some 
years now they have ventured no explanation in public, and thus 
avoid any pretext for violence, while at the same time on all proper 
occasions in private they testify to their own passivity, and to spirit 
agency. 

That the Brothers D:wenport, and Mr. Fay, are honest and reliable 
in their conduct as mediums before the public, is thoroughly estab-
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lished by the testimony of the late Rev. Dr. Ferguson, of Nashville, 
Tenn. recorded in a work by T. L. Nichols M.D. entitled ; "Super
mundane Facts in the Life of Jesse Babcock Ferguson, A.M., LL.D." 
This testimony is peculiarly valuable, not only from the reputation 
of the witness as an eminent clergyman and editor of religious 
journals and magazines, and from the acknowledged high tone of 
his moral character, but also from his having been associated with 
the Davenport Brothers for nearly a year, as adviser and agent, both 
in this country and on their visit to England ; this position affording 
hint every facility for forming a correct judgment as to their charac
ter, and that of the phenomena produced through them. Mr. :Fergu
son says of them: 

"The Brothers Davenport and Mr. Wm. Fay, have in my presence 
been relieved without any action of their own, or the aid of any mor
tal, from every form of fastening which could be devised by hundreds 
of persons, sailors, riggers, skilled artisans, and others, in the cities 
of New York, New England, Canada, and England; and I am 
fully warranted in saying, that there is no method of fastening ever 
devised, from which they cannot be relieved without the ~lightest active 
effort on their part, or by any one present. In hundreds of instances, 
after being so loosed by a force and intelligence sufficient for the work, 
they have been again bound without .mortal aid, and usually in ·a more 
thorough and perfect manner than by the most skilful committees 
chosen for that purpose. 

"While thus bound, hands and feet immovable, without the possi· 
bility of any action on their part, and enclosed in a cabinet in full 
view of the spectators, and without the possibility of deception by 
ronfederates or otherwise, I have heard in the cabinet as many as 
six musical instruments playing together a succession of five tunes, 
while at the same time two hands were displayed at an opening, and 
heavy blows were heard upon the ~ides, back and floor, of the cabi
net. 

•• The doors of the cabinet have all been thrown open while the 
music was still sounding, the instruments were seen to be thrown out 
with force upon the floor, while the young men were instantly exam· 
ined and found to be securely fastened, so as to remove all doubt of 
the fact that they took no active part in the concert to which all had 
listened. It would take three or four pairs of hands at the lowest es
timate, to play upon the various instruments. The only hands be
longing to living human beings in the cabinet, were two pairs bound 
together too firmly to allow them to participate in the performance. 

"In these cases, the time occupied in opening the doors and ex· 
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amining the yourg men bound in and to the cabinet, does nnt exceed 
two seconds from the full action of the instruments, so that there is 
not the shadow of a possibility, that if they could have got out of 
their fastenings they could have returned to them. More than this, it 
has occurred hundreds of times, that when they had been bound with 
the utmost care and skill, before the doors had been closed, or a sec
ond had elapsed, when only the shadow of the door fell opon one of 
the Davenports, or Mr. :Fay, hands would be shown, or heavy instru
ments thrown from the cabinet. 

"In hundreds of cases when the Brothers Davenport, or one of 
them and Mr. Fay, were bound in the cabinet in the most thorough 
and complicated manner, I have witnessed perhaps even a more 
satisfactory test to the spectators, than the one last described. After 
the knots and fastenings have been examined, I have placed flour, 
coins. or other substances in both hands of each. The doors of the 
cabinet are closed ; sounds are made, which denote the presence and 
action of intdligent forces; ropes are heard rattling; and in a few 
moments the two are seen completely freed from their bonds. They 
open their hands, and show that the flour, coin, shot, or whatever had 
been placed in them still remain, proving that they had been entirely 
passi\:e in what had taken place. 

" In the presence of from two or three persons to two or three 
hundred, and on hundreds of occasions, when two of the young' men
usually Mr. Fay and one of the Davenports, have been bound to their 
chairs, and all the other persons present so held or secured as to re
move the possibility of collusion, I have seen and heard musical 
instruments moving through the air over areas of from five or six to 
thirty or forty feet diameter, sometimes with immense velocity, pro
ducing strong currents of air, making circular or eccentric movements 
which have been compared to the flights of bats, or swallows, some· 
times passiug high above the heads of the company, sometimes playfully 
gamboling at their feet, often gently tapping, and in a few cases vio
lently striking persons present. Two guitars often fly in this wavy 
manner, in different parts of the room, both twanging rapidly as they 
go, while a bell and tambourine are sounding. The flight of the 
instruments can be clearly seen by placing upon them a little phos
phorated oil. 

''More inexplicable and astounding than any fact I have yet men
tioned in this connection, perhaps is the following, which I have 
observed hundreds of times, and in which I cannot by any possibility 
be mistaken. The young men are fairly tied, their wrists being tit•d 
together, and also to the chairs in which they are seated. The knot 
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:1t the wrist is sealed with sealing wax, to place the slipping or untying 
of the rope beyond a suspicion of possibility. Then in an instant, 
in the twinkling of an eye, with the velocity of thought, in no appre
ciable time, the coat of Mr. Fay is removed from his body, it (the 
coat) and the knots and seal remaining intact. Here is what natuml 
philosophers will call a physical impossibility ; yet I have seen it 
hundreds of times, and it has been seen by thousands, I may say hun
dreds of thousands of persons. By the flash of a match in my hand, 
I have seen· the coat flying through the air, and the coat and the knots 
and seals have been instantly examined. 

"To remove any doubt of the marvellous character of this fact, the 
coat of some person pres;nt lent for the purpose has been put on in 
the same way under the same circumstances, and with a lightning-like 
rapidity, which of itself would not be humanly possible if there were 
no ropes or sealing wax. On several occasions, not only have coats 
been removed or put on in this manner in defiance of all ordinary 
ideas of possi!Jiljty, and the laws of matter, but the waistcoat of one 
of the Brothers Davenport has been instantly removed, while his hands 
were tied together, and his coat remaibed upon him. In this case 
there could be no question of the fact, since the light was struck in· 
stantly and his coat seen in its place. . . . . 

"I have also witnessed the movements and playing of the musi
cal instruments while the faces and persons of those present were 
manipulated, while the Davenports and Mr. Fay were not tied,· but 
firmly held hand and foot by men chosen from the company, and 
when the doors were locked and every one so secured as to make 
deception impossible. This has been done many times in the presence 
of hundreds, and also of three or four persons trying the experiment 
-:nys;!}f in that case making one of them. I have also witnessed 
similar operations when these so-called mediums were asleep, and no 
one with them but myself. . . . . 

"I have heard and considered every doubt and denial that scepticism • 
has urged whenever it has been my duty to present these facts, and I . 
can say that not one of them is founded upon accurate observation,. 
or philosophical deduction, or can weigh the weight of a feather 
against the thousand times demonstrated reality of the facts above· 

·stated. 
" For twelve years, these young men now about twenty-five years 

old, have been before the public, subjected almost daily and often 
several times a day, to tests the most intelligent and scientific, and also 
to those of a boorish and barbarous character, and they clai111 that 
they have triumphed in all, and have ~lever been detected in any 

11 
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fraud, a~d have never been tied by all the appliances of human art, 
so that the power attending them bas not been able to untie them." 

In another place Dr. l''erguson says of the Davenport Brothers; 
"During this time I resided with them at the same hotels, and we 
often occupied the same suite of apartments. I travelled with them 
in the unavoidable intimacy of travelling companionship, over thou
sands of miles of the wide spread territory referred to, and conse
quently must have had every opportunity of detecting fraud, if fraud 
there were to be detected, but it becomes me to say that I never 
detected any, nor the appearance of any. When they were to all 
appearance sound .asleep, some of the most marked of the manifesta
tions have occurred." 

I h:1.ve here given the testim:my of a gentleman to the genuine
ness of these manifestations, who above all others was best qualified 
to make an authorative statement regarding them, and his testimony 
was given subsequently to the severance of his connection with the 
Davenport Brothers, when he had no interest in testifying otherwise 
than truly. Added to this, is the fact that the evidence is furnished 
by a man, who from his youth to the termination of his life-which 
took place some three years since-was universally respected : a man 
of education, intelligence and veracity : one upon whom no taint of 
deceit or hypocricy ever rested. 

In support of this testimony of Dr. Ferguson, is that of many 
thousands of intelligent disinterested observers, who do not, because 
they cannot, account for what they have witnessed upon any other 
hypothesis than a supermundane one. It would not simply be in, 
credulity, but absurdity, to doubt Dr. Ferguson's competency to form 
a correct judgment of these manifestations, in view of the favorable 
circumstances under which he was placed in relation to them. 

There are a number of mediums now through whom manifestations 
ttre given, nearly similar to those taking place through the Davenport 
Brothers, and doubtless soon this phase of spirit power will be wit-
ncssed in every part of the country. 

This form of mediumship can be traced back to the time when 
Samson loosed the cords with which the Philistines had bound him. 
It is said in Judges, xv-14. 

" And when he came unto Lehi the Philistines shouted against him, and the 
spirit of the Lord came mightily upon him, and tlu cords thai w"e upon !lis arms 
became as flax that was burnt with fire, and his bands loosed from off flu 
fiAIIJS, " 

Another striking physic_:~.! manifestation is related in-Ex. xiv-24. 
25. 
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"And it came to pass that in the morning watch, the Lord looked unto the host 
or the Egyptians through the pillar of fire, and of the cloud, and troubled the host 
o( tbe Egyptians. Anti took off their chariot wluds ,· that they draw them 
heaYily." 

The morning watch here sp6ken of was in the night, so that this feat 
was performed in darkness ; and that it was effected by spirit agency 
there should be no doubt, for in the 19th verse of the same chapter it 
is said that 

"An angel," went before them in a pillar of fire, also see Numbers-xx-16. and 
Judges ii-1. 

No modem medium that we know of, is capable of performing 
such a marvellous thing as is related of Jesus, in his feeding five thou
sand persons with five loaves and two fishes ; but then this great power 
does not of itself prove his divinity, for Elisha performed a miracle 
similar in character, though not equal in degree, as narrated in II. 
Kings-iv-42 to 44· 

And there came a man from Baalshalisha an\:1 brought the man of God bread of 
the first fruits, twenty loaves of barley and full ears of com in the husk thereof. 
And be said, "Give unto. the people that they may eat." And his servitor said; 
\Vhat, should I set this before a hundred men? He said again; Give the people 
that they may eat, for thus saith the Lord: They shall eat and shall leave thereof. 
So he set it before them and they did eat, and left thereof according to the word of 
the Lord. 

Physical manifestations appear in even greater variety with us, than 
they did in ancient times, if we suppose that some of every class then 
known were recorded in the Bible. 

At a s&.nce with Henry Slade at his rooms in New York, March 2, 
1871, af~er other manifestations, the medium took a light bamboo 
cane and placed it on the floor under the table-our four hands be
ing upon the table in contact--and in a few moments the cane was 
thrust upwards between my knees, and appeared in front of me above 
the table. I then replaced it upon the floor, when it was again thrust 
up at my right side-being the furthest from the medium-and tapped 
me twice smartly upon IllY hand before I could seize it. Again I 
placed it on the floor and again it .was presented at my side. 

" At my suggestion the accordeon was then placed on the floor 
under the table, the medium previously showing me that the sides had 
sprung open so that it could not be played upon without these sides 
being held firmly together. In a moment we heard the instrument 
moving, and upon placing my hand under the table on a level with 
my knee it was raised and presented to my hand, but before I could 
grasp the bottom it fell to the floor. Again it was raised and brought 
to my hand, and this time 1 passed my hand over it and seized it by 
its lower end, holding it firmly. The in5trument then sounded the 
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notes quite loudly, though rio tune was played. l was able to ree=- :\ 
every movement made to expand and contract the bellows. 

At this sitting my chair was drawn in different directions, the tabl~-e 
moved and raps were heard. The hands of the medium were con- .-->
stantly on the table with mine, excepting when the use of one of min~ .M~e 
was required to place the cane, or hold the accordeon. The roonr~ 
was lighted through two windows by the morning sun. 

At another ~'Ulce with the same medium for the exhibition of ma--E; a
terialized forms, on the evening of March 25, 1871, after the spirit~_, ts 

had concluded their labors in that direction, Owasso, the Indian spiri• j£-,it 

control said the influence was still so strong that they would do some-~ e· 
thing different. Turning up the gas-light to its full capacity, and sit-~ •t· 
ting quietly, in a few minute5 my chair was turned around so that th~ .-1e 
back of it was towards the medium, then it was turned as far in the;:::..61e 
opposite direction, and soon one side of it was elevated so that I wa~ ....£15 

nearly thrown off, and in a moment the opposite side was raised t~ ~o 
the same heighth. The next moment a Jock of my hair on the righ• ~t 
side of my head was pulled, and upon my requesting Owasso to pul[ .- .1ll 
my hair on the opposite side, my request was instantly complied with- ..-::--11. 

All this time the hands of the medium grasped mine firmly, nor fo.:: ~r 
a moment was the grasp relaxed, while my constant attention was di-~ .i· 
rected to them and to him. 

The medium then came under control of Owasso again, who pat ~
ting me on the breast said : "I lifted you did'n't I, and pulled your •r 
hair, Ha?" . "Yes," I replied "you did it all very neatly, but if yo~ u 
had raised me a little more I should have been thrown off." "Oh no,' _,. " 
he replied, ''I knew what I was about, you would not have done that.' __,, 
He was evidently as pleased with his success as a child would ha,·~ 
been, and his manner, tone of voice, and mode of expression, wer~ 
exactly like those of a frolicksome boy. 

He closed with the remark ; "Is it not a pity that everybody v. ::~ 
not believe that we live." 

April 27, 1871, while conversing with Dr. Slade in his parlor, here- -
lated an incident that happened the day previously. A lady and h~ 
approached the piano, which was closed, and as they touched it to re-
move the covering, sounds came from the chords, and after a few repe· 
titions of these the piano itself was raised and then let down again. 

I suggested that we should repeat the experiment at that time, to 
which he assented, and proceeded to the instrument seating himself 
upon the stool and requesting me to stand at his left side, and another 
gentleman who was present to place himself at his right. The instm
ment was covered and we all placed our hands upon it. Immediately 
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sounds were heard from the instrument, as if the chords had been 
struck in the usual manner, succeeded by other sounds as if struck at 
random by a heavy hand The medium very soon became excited 
and arose from his seat and retreated across the room, the sounds 
then ceasing. We persuadc.d him to again approach the piano, and 
this time all three standing, we placed our hands upon the top of it, 
the woolen cover intervening, when in a moment the front of the in
strument was raised at least four in"hes, and then slowly let down. 
This. excited him again and he retreated, nor could we persuade him 
to again approach it. 

The statement of Dr. Slade being startled and even frightened at 
phenomena produced through his own mediumship, will excite a smile 
of incredulity in most of my readers, as the fact certainly did in me, 
and it was only after a watchful experience that I became satisfied his 
excitement was not assumed, and that the demand upon his nervous 
or vital force and elements, was the cause, as it was exhibited under 
nearly all circumstances, even when it seriously interfered with 
manifestations of an original character in which he was as deeply in
terested as I, and when the annoyance it caused him was even greater 
than it caused me; and I have many times seen him struggle to over
come his feelings until every muscle quivered, his speech becanre 
affected, and his countenance gave indubitable evidence of the painful· 
ness of the effort to suppress any outward manifestation of them. Dr. 
Kenney is invariably effected in a similar manner whenever he sits 
for physical manifestations. 

December 4th 187o, Dr. Slade held a seance at my residence. He 
had never before visited me. Previously to his arrival I had placed 
a table weighing perhaps eighty pounds, and nearly five feet in diam
eter, with folding leaves, in the middle of a large room and provided 
a slate and pencil and large accordeon. Upon his arrival he with 
four of my family and myself took our seats around the table. Two 
gas lights burned brightly during the seance. The object of this 
sitting at my own house, was to disprove the assertion sometimes 
made that the medium had appliances at his own rooms, which an: 
necessary for the accomplishment of his purposes. 

Soon after being seated raps were heard, and the table was agitated, 
and th~n raised a foot or more from the floor. This was rcpeatell 
three different tim~:s, while all our hands including those of the me· 
dium were resting on it. The accordeon twice played freely while 
held by his right hand, he grasping it by its lower end, leaving the 
rest of the instrument free and unsupported with the keys turned 
towards me and in full sight of all ; the keys making the usual nec· 
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essary movements without any contact with visible fingers, and with- .a• 
out any hand being within at least eight inches of them. 

I felt repeated touches on my shoulders and other portions of m~ •Y 
person, and feeling efforts directed to the movement of my chair, £ 1 
requested the spirits to move it towards the medium, when it w~~ 
moved about nine inches, then upon requesting it to be moved in ~ a 
contrary direction, my request was complied with. 

The slate was placed by the medium partially under and in CO!Jtac-~ ..~.ct 
with the lower side of the table leaf, and full and pertinent answe~-.- ~rs 

were written to a number of questions. 
The medium was then controlled, and communicated an addres! ~ ~ss 

from a deceased relative that was very appropriate and atfectio~ •g. 
The sitting continued nearly two hours, and manifestations were co~ n
stant during the whole time. 

The reader is requested to bear in mind, that every article her• ~re 
touched or used by the medium belonged to me ; that all was arrange .. ~d 
previously to his coming, and that he entered the house and room foc::::X>r 
the first time ; that one of his hands was constantly upon the tabl• Ile 
with ours, and the other always there excepting when holding th~ ..c~e 
slate or accon.leon ; while his lo\\·er limbs were all the time tume- ~d 
outwards, and in full view of myself and others. 

"And I heard the voice of harpers, harping with their harps."-Rev. xiv.-2. 

I have mentioned two or three instances where musical notes fro~ 01 

the accordeon and piano were produced by spirit agency. At th· ~e 
private residence of a lady, Mrs. B--on 44th Street in New Yor~·k, 
I was at one time present when, through the mediumship of M~ -4. 

Margaret Fox Kane, we heard some of the most exquisite notes issu• -._JI! 

from the closed piano in the room in which we sat, that it has e\'e ~r 
fallen to my lot to listen to ; anu at another time at Dr. Slade\ -=-·s 
there being present the medium, my wife and self, the exact imitatio~ 
of the sounds produced by a musical box were heard, as if the instru
ment were moving rapidly through the air around and over us. Th~ 
sounds were clear and distinctly metallic, quite loud and they con
tinued for some minutes; three different tunes being played. In this 
instance we sat in the dark, but I had previously carefully inspected 
the room; there were no closets in it; the only two doors opened one 
into the parlor, and the other into the hall, both of which were well 
lighted, and during the whole time I held both hands of the medium. 

In the playing of the accordt>on, which is such a common manifes
tation in the presenFe of Dr. Slade, he clasps it by the bottom and 
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holds it suspended horizontally, with that part of the instnuuent which 
is nearest his hand just under the. corner of the table, nearest 
the sitter, with perhaps fully half the instrument plainly in \'iew. 
It soon begins to expand and contract, and in a moment the notes 
are heard, and often while thus working the instrument is drawn with 
the hand grasping it, entirely clear of the table, and every part of it 
together with the hand will be in full view of the sitter, perhaps di
rectly over and even touching his knees, the keys at the same time 
being turned towards him and working without mortal pressure. I 
have witnessed this a score of times. 

In May 1871,· during an informal visit to Dr. Slade, he, his partner 
Mr. Simmons, and myself, were present in the parlor, the medium 
sitting upon the piano stool facing us, while we sat apart at opposite 
sides of the room. We were engaged in conversation of a general 
character, when we suddenly perceived the eyes of the meuium to 
roll upwards, and then close, while a tremor passed over his frame. 
We knew he was under control, and immediately I was addressed in 
broad Scotch dialect, by a spirit who announced himself as Mr. Camp
bell. He ha.d olten before controlled, and in a very pleasant tone 
and manner he inquired whether I would like to hear a tune phyed 
on the piano, and upon my expressing the grat.ification it would afford 
me, the medium turned to the pi:mo nnd skilfully played two tunes 
that were not familiar to me. When he had finished and turned to 
us again, I asked whJt tunes they were, and his reply was conveyed 
in such ear-splitting Scotch phrases, that I could make nothing of the 
explanation, and upon my laughing and saying that I was not posted 
in the Scotch dialect, he also smiled and said he supposed not ; and 
bidding us good.night the medium resumed his ordinary condition. 

Both Dr. Slade and Mr. Simmons assured nre that the former had 
110 knowledge what~:ver of music, and was incapable of playing any 
tune on the piano or any other instrument, in his own proper state. 
Of course this is not conclusive evidence ; but in addition, I have 
conversed with five respectable persons who have known the medium 
from his childhood. and who have watched his course, and all agree 
in asserting it as their belief that he is to be relied on in this state· 
ment. They testify to his moral character and to his veracity, and 
to this I ean add my own testimony that in all my intercourse with 
him, which has been frequent and varied for a period of four years, I 
have always found him and so far as I know others also hJ.ve fouud 
him, to be actuated by l)rinciples of honor and truthfulness. 

D1. Slade's execution of difficult pieces of music while under spint 
control, is not an isolated case, as hundreds of instances are known 
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where mediums have played upon different instruments while thu~i 
controlled, when in their natural state they were without any practi-.&
cal knowledge of music. It i's not four weeks since, while visitin~ g 
Dr. Kenney, he and I only being in the room, that he was controlle~ :d 
by a musical spirit, and sang a song in Italian and accompanied it o~ •n 
the piano. He both sang and played well, while in hts natural stat~ :::se 
he can not play a note, nor sing 'any but the very simplest tunes i!JE"'S" in 
the simplest manner. Until within a few weeks previous to this inci- _. :i
dent he had ne.ver had a piano in his house. 

The late Judge Edmonds said: "I have seen a person who kne~ w 
nothing of music, except a little that he had learned at a countl}"C-:;' 
singing school, go to a piano and play in perfect keeping as to tim~ •e 

. and concord, the several parts of the overture to an opera." And h~ .Je 
adds ; "Governor Talmadge in a recent letter writes: "My youngesS .-at 

daughter aged thirteen, plays on the piano by the instructious of th~ e 
spirits like an experienced performer. She knows nothing of note52!!= ·s 
or music, and never played the piano before in her life. The firsa. ,.;t 

time, she played Beethoven's Grand Waltz, and then several othe~s 
with which we were familiJr. Mter that she played many we hacE:::==l 
never heard before, and improvised words suited to the airs, beautifu~ ~ 

and of the highest tone of religious and moral sentiment." 

" And when they had prayed, the place was shaken where they were assembl~ 
together. "-Acts iv.-31. 

This phase of spirit manifestations was not uncommon in thos~ 
days. In Acts, xvi--26, is another account of these shakings: 

"And suddenly there was a great earthquake, (or trembling) so that the founda
tions of the prison were shaken." 

And we find 111ention made of a similar occurrence in Matt. xxviii ___..:::: 
-2, where simnltamiously with the appearance of a spirit, the earth 
was shaken. It reads thus : 

"And behold there was a great earthquake, for the angel of the Lord descended 
from Ileavcn, and carne and rolled hack the stone from the door, and sat upon it." 

Shakings of the walls of the buildings where the Cevenal prophets 
were gathered, was not uncommon ; and in the early days of the 
Quakers, when George Fox and his little band were laboring to estab
lish the principles of their faith, similar manifestations occurred. In 
the early history of Methodism we find like demonstrations, and in 
reading my father's journal I fir.d he relates an instance, where when 
preaching, the building shook so violently without any apparent 
cause, that the exercises were temporarily suspended, while many ·or 
the congregation were much frightened. He ascribed it to its proper 
cause-spiritual power. 

I 
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Perhaps a dozen times while I ·have been engaged in s~ances with 
Henry Slade, the walls, floor, and furniture have been violently 
shaken by the same agency, and I have often experienced similar 
vibrations when present at Mrs. Andrew's seances at Moravia 

• • And he besought him much, that he would not send them away out of the 
country."-Mark v.-10. 

SPIRITS HAUNTING CERTAIN LOCALITIES. 

The passage here quoted, refers to a truth which has been known 
and attested in all ages-thilt sometimes dark-minded spirits are at
tracted and bound to certain places, these places generally, but not 
al\va.ys being those which they inhabited during their earth life. 

Of all the proofs of spirit presence and power, those based upon 
manifestations of this character are perhaps the most voluminous, and 
most convincing, for they are usually gathered from many witnesses 
of tbe same phenomena, .and generally their evidence is consistent 
and unifQnu as to what they observe and hear. 

Longfellow correctly supposes that all houses that have been long 
i.lhabited, are frequented by their former tenants. He says : 

" All houses wherein men have lived and died 
Are haunted houses. Through the open doors 
The harmless phantoms on their errands glide, 
With feet that make no sound upon the floors." 

And Mrs. H. B. Stowe appears to have nearly the same opinion, for she 
remarks : " I cannot get over the feeling that the souls of the dead 
do somehow connect themselves with the places of their former hab
itations, and that the hush and thrill of spirit which we feel in them, 
may be owing to the overshadowing presence of the invisible. St. 
Paul says: JVt art compassed about 11.1illl a great cloud of wit
ntsus; but how can they be witnesses, if they cannot see and be cog
nizant." 

Not 'only is the evidence that certain houses are haunted by earth
bound spirits, more general than evidence of other spiritual phenom
ena, but in no other class of these phenomena is the contemptuous 
rejection of incontrovertible evidence as to spirit manifestations, so 
palpable and repugnant to enlightened minds, as it is in this. 

This prejudiced determination to not admit the validity of any 
amount of disinterested intelligent testimony, in proof of these phy
sical manifestations, is exemplified in the treatment by Sir Walter Scott 
of the testimony to the celebrated occurrences at the ancient palace 
ofWoodstock, when the commissioners of the Long Parliament took 
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up their lodgings there, while making arrangements to reduce tibe 
park and palace to a condition more in harmony with puritanical 
taste. 

For this purpose the commissioners commenced their labors the 13th 
October 1649, and as Sir Walter Scott says in his Demonology and 
1Vilchcrajt, p. 362. "In the course of their progress they were 
encountered by obstacles which apparently came from the next 
world. Their bed chambers were infested with visits of a thing re
sembling a dog, but which came ,and passed, as mere eari/Uy dogs calt
nol do. Logs of wood, the remains of a very large tree called the 
King's oak, which they had splinted into billets for burning, were 
tossed through the house, and the chairs displaced and shuffled aboat. 
While they were in bed the feet of their couches were lifted higher 
than their heads, and then dropp~d with violence. Trenchers" witb
out a wish " flew at their heads of free will. Thunder and lightning 
came next, which were set down to the same cause. Spectres made 
their appearance as they thought, in different shapes, and one of the 
party saw the apparition of a hoof, which kicked a candl~stick and 
lighted candle into the middle of the room, and then politely 
scratched on the red snuff to extinguish it. 

" Other and worse tricks were practised on the astonished com· 
missioners, who considering that all the fiends of hell were let loose 
upon them, retreated from Woodstock without completing an errand. 
which was in their opinion impeded by infernal powers, though the 
opposition offered was rather of a playful and malicious, than of a 
dangerous cast." 

In the British llfagazine for 1747 there is a detailed account of 
these occurrences at Woodstock. This account was quoted by 
Mr. Howe in a work, entitled; "The Every Day Book." Referring 
to this account, Sir Walter Scott in his Introduction to his novel 
"Woodstock" remarks:-" There is therefore no doubt that in the 
year 1649, a number of incidents supposed to be supernatural took 
place at the King's Palace of Woodstock, ·which the Commissioll 
ers of Parli:1ment were then and there endeavoring to dilapidate and 
destroy. The account of this by the Commissioners themselves, or 
under their authority, was repeatedly published." And then he quotes 
from 1\lr. Howe's work, and from his quotations I make the folio•· 
ing extracts : 

"October 16 :-This day they first sat for the dispatch of business. 
In the midst of their first debate there entered a large black dog, las 
they thought) which made a terrible howling, overturned two or three 
of their chairs, and doing some other damage went under the bed, 
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aod there gnawed the cords. The door this while continued con
sJanJly shut, when after some two or three hours Giles Sharp, their 
secretary, looking under the bed perceived that the creature waJ 
roanished. 

"'October 17.-As they were this day sitting at dinner in a lowet 
rDom, they heard plainly the noise of persons walking overhead, 
though they well knew the doors were all locked." 

The wood was brought from another room and burled with violence 
on the floor, and the furniture shared the same fate, their papers of 
the minutes tom, and the inkstand broken, as they found upon un 
locking and examining the room. On the night following, they were 
lifted in their 'beds. On the second night thereafter their candles 
were extinguished, and trenchers of wood were hurled about the 
room. Similar occurrences took place on the succeeding night, and 
the commissioners were severely bruised by blows inflicted by invisible 
hands, and noises heard as if fagots of wood were thrown . upon the 
ftoor, but in the morning none were found. One night after this 
candles were put out as before. They bad a dog with them but were 
not protected as it set up a piteous cry. The clothes of their bed 
were all pulled off; and bricks, although there was no wind, were 
lllrown off the chimney tops into the rooms. 

"October 26.-The beds were shaken as before, the windows 
seemed all broken to pieces, and glass fell in vast quantities· all about 
the room. In the morning they found the windows all whole, but the 
ftoor strewed with broken glass. 

"October 29.-At midnight candles went out as before. Some
thing walked majestically through the room, and opened and shut the 
'll'indow. Great stones were thrown violently into the room, some 
whereof fell on the bed, others on the floor, and about a quarter 
after one, a noise was heard a.s of forty cannon discharged together, 
and again repeated at about eight minutes distance. 

"October 30.-Something walked into the chamber treading like a 
bear; it walked many times about, then threw the warming pan vio
lently upon the floor, and so bruised it that it was spoiled. Great 
stones, and horse's bones, were also thrown into the room. 

"November I.-Candles were placed in all parts of the room, and 
a great fire made. At midnight, the candles yet bunting, a noise like 
the burst of a cannon was heard in the room, and the burning billets 
Were tossed all over the room, and about the beds. • . . . One of 
the servants now lighted a large candle, and set it in the doorway 
between the two chambers to see what passed, and as he watched it 
be plainly saw a hoof striking the candle and candlestick into the 
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middle of the room, and afterwards making three scrapes over tbe 
snuff of the candle to scrape it out. 

"Upon this the same person was so bold as to draw a sword, but 
he had sca.rce got it out when he perceived another invisible hand had 
hold of it too, and pulled with him for it, and at last prevailing, struck 
him so violently on the head with the pommel that he fell down for 
dead with the blow. At this instant was heard another burst like the 
discharge of the broadside of a ship of war, and at about a minnte 
or two's distance each, no less than nineteen more such. These 
shook the house so violently, that they expected evuy moment it 
would fall upon their heads. The neighbors on this were all alarmed, 
ami running to the house they all joined in prayer and psalm-singing, 
during which the noise continued in the other rooms, ~d the dis
charge of cannon without, though nobody was there. 

"Dr. Plot (in his Natural History of Oxfordshire) concludes his 
relation pf this memorable event with observing, that though tricb 
have often been played in affairs of this kind, many of these things 
are not reconcilable with juggling, such as :-rst. The loud noises 
beyond the power of man to make without instruments which ~ 
not there. :zd. The tearing and breaking of the beds. 3d. The 
throwing about the fire. 4th. The .hoof treading out the candle, and 
sth. The striving for the sword, and the blow the man received from 
the pommel of it." 

There have been other reliable accounts of these transactions pub
lished, and one of these narrators remarks : " This famous story, 
tllough related by a thousand people and attested in all its circuDJo 
stances beyond all possibility of doubt, by people of rank learning 
and reputation of Oxford and the adjacent towns, has never yet been 
generally accounted for or at all understood." And I believe the 
reality of the occurrences have never been brought in question. 

Referring to what happened under date of October r6, it will be 
seen, that the Commissioners sat in the day-time, and therefore what 
then happened was in a lighted room; that the doors were shut so 
that there was no ingress nor egress by these avenues; and yet io 
the midst of their deliberations there entered a large black dog which 
made a terrible howling, overturned some of their chairs, retreated 
under the bed, and afterwards upon searching-it h:td vanished. 

In that room there were present, the five Commissioners and we 
presume at least some of the other persons attached to the commis
sion, as the lawyer and surveyor, the three servants, ordin:uy 
keeper and secretary-although this is not stated-and to suppose 
that all who were present should be under a similar halluciuation, 
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111111 all imagine they saw what did not occur, is an absurdity, and if 
any faith can be placed in weight of evidence, it is impossible to be
lieve that they all could have been deceived in what they witnessed 

Their common experience in what is here recorded, and in what 
lappened after that date, ~;th the length of time which that experi
:ace covered, together with the reason:~.ble supposition that at least 
111e or more among them was competent to deliberately observe and 
leiiSibly reason upon what he saw, precludes the supposition that the 
ritnesses were ballucioated, or in any way deceived, and yet Sir 
¥alter Scott says : 

"The whole matter was after the Restoration, discovered to be the 
rick of one of their own party who had attended the Commissioners 
' a clerk, under the name of Giles Sharp." But Sir Walter at the 
ime of writing, was trusting entirely to his memory of having seen 
be pamphlet in which this avowal of deception was published, for he 
aye : "But although the detection or explanation of the real history 
(the Woodstock demons has also been published, and I have my
elf seen it, I have at this time forgotten whether it exists in a sepa
ate collection, or where it is to be looked for." 

We thus find this eminent author so eager to discover some 
;rounds of evidence against the supermundane character of these 
nanifestations, that he does not pause to reflect upon the weakness 
te displays, in seriously offering the unsupported assertions of a con
essedly unknown person, as to their deceptive origin, and pitting 
hese assertions against the positive and consistent testimony of num
:rous witnesses, each of them so far as he knew, being as shrewd and 
•bserving·as the-to him-unknown person, whose unsupported asser
ions he accepts as conclusive. 

There is also this against endorsing, the claims of this Joseph Col
ins, (the person who pretended to be Giles Sharp), the clerk of the 
:ommissioners, which is, the difficulty in conceiving how, even if he 
tad been a juggler equal in skill to those of India, he could have 
IJ'Oduced the effects there witnessed, at least without the juggler's 
teeessary appliances. 
It is also evident, that while we cannot possibly conceive of any 

tlllicient motive the commissioners or their employees could have 
ad ia dccdving, or even in exaggerating, we can rearlily understand 
1at this Collins, if he really claimed to have been the author of all that 
> mysteriously occurred, may have been tempted to make this c:laim, 
:>ping that by casting ridicule upon the king's enemies, he might gain 
vor with the king's friends. 
Here are disturbances which continued for weeks ; witnessed and 
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testified to by scores of persons, among them half a dozen or more: 
whose interest and feelings laid in accomplishing that which 'these 
manifestations tended to defeat, who all agreed as to their character. 
even to detail&, and who were unable to account for them upon an)"' 
natural hypothesis-yet in the face of all this concurrent testimony. 
we are expected to accept as truth the assertions of perhaps a vain. 
weak man, who many years after these occurrences thought thac: 
without risk, he could add a little to his reputation for smartness, ancll 
advance his interest by claiming to be the author of the disturbances., 
knowing full well that none but those who dare incur the doubl~ 
charge of superstition and disloyalty, would question his claims. 

The fact is, no person nor persons could have carried on such a 5uo
cessful deception for so long a time, under such disadvantages to them
selves, and with such facilties for discovery by the Commissioners and 
others, unless the latter were allied to idiocy, and we have no reasot:1 

to suppose that the Commissioners were other than experienced., 
practical men of the world, and competent to detect any deceptioa 
like this-if it were such-when their senses of sight, hearing, and 
feeling, Wf're free to act, as they were in this case. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

PHYSICAL MANIFEST ATIONS-COtttinued. 

T HE ghostly disturbances in the Wesley family, are even better 
substantiated than those at Woodstock; for we have the con

current testimony of nearly all the members of the family, and of 
other most respectable persons, which plac~:s the occurrence of the 
n'lanifestations beyond all possible doubt. 

Southey, an unbeliever in ghostly phenomena, in his Life of Wts· 
ky Vol. I. p. 22 gives a concise statement of these occurrences in 
the following words : 

'"'While John was at school, certain disturbances occurred in his 
father's house, ·so unaccountable that every person by whom they 
were witnessed believed them to be supernatural. 

cc At the latter end .of the year I 715, the maid-servant was terrified 
by hearing at the dining-room door, several dismal groans, as o( a 
person at the point of death. The family gave little heed to her 
story and endeavored to laugh her out of her fears, but a few nights 
afterward they began to hear strange knockings, usually three or four 
at a time, in different parts of the house. Every person heard these 
noises except Mr. Wesley himself, and as according to vulgar opinion 
such sounds were not audible by the individual to whom they fore
boded evil, they refrained from telling hiru lest he should suppose 
that it betokened his own death, as they indeed all apprehended. 

" At length however the disturbances became so great and so fre· 
quent, that few or none of the family durst be alone, ancl Mrs. W es
ley thought it better to inform her husband, for it was not possible 
that the matter could long be concealed from him, and moreover as 
she says, she was minded he shoulrl speak to it. 

•• The noises were now various as well as strange ; loud rumblings 
abo"e stairs or below ; a clatter among a· number of bottles as if they 
had all at once been dashed to pieces ; footsteps as of a man going 
~p and downstairs at all hours of the night ; sounds like that of danc
Ing in an empty room, the door of which was locked ; gobbling like 
a_ turkey-cock; but most frequently a knocking about the beds at 
111ght, and in different parts of the house. 

'' .Mrs. Wesley would at first have persuaded the children and ser-

• 
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vants that it was occasioned by rats within doors, and mischievo~ .c::>\\S 

persons without, and her husband had· recourse to the same rea~ __.Jy 
solution, or some of his daughters he supposed sate up late and ma~ •ll~ 
a noise, and a hint that their lovers might have something to do wi 6 -ith 
the mystery, made the young ladies heartily hope he might soon Ill" be 
convinced that there was more in the matter than he was disposell · l tc 
bdieve. In this they were not disappointed, for on the next night =-t : 
little after midnight he was awakened by nine loud and distin• ..r2lC 

knocks, which seemed to be in the next room, with a pause at eve~ ~l"J 
third stroke. He rose and went to see if he could discover tt-il .:::Sh~ 
cause, but could perceive nothing. Still he thought it might be son:- ~:11e 
person out of doors, and relied upon a stout mastiff to rid them - of 
this nuisance. But the dog which upon the first disturtance h~d 
barked violently, was ever afterwards cowed by it, and seeming mo~ •re 
terrified than any of the children carne whining himself to his mast~ er 
and mistress, as if to seek protection in a human presence. An. ...IIIIIC'd 
when the man-servant, Robin Brown, took the mastiff at night int~ ~0 

his room to be at once a guard and companion, as soon as the later ::::::h 
began to jar as usual, the dog crept into bed and barked and howle~ ~d 
so as to alarm the house. 

"The fears of the family for Mr. Wesley's life being removed a: ....-s 
soon as he had heard the mysterious noises, they bega~ to apprehenc::- d 
that one of the sons had met with a violent death, ami more particu _.,cl· 

larly Samuel, the eldest. The father therefore, one night after sev -· 
era! deep groans had been heard, adjured it to speak if it had powe~• 
and tell him why it troubled the house, and upon this three distinc ~t 
knockings were made. He then questioned it, if it were Samuel hi=::: 5 

son, bidding it i( it were and could not speak, to knock again; bu~ t 
to their great comfort there was no further knocking that night, an?.:_;l 
when they heard that Samuel and the two boys were safe and well,..-
the visitations of the goblin became rather a matter of curiosity, anC 
amusement, than alarm. 

"~:<:milia gave it the name of 'Old Jeffery,' and by this name h~ 
was now known, as a harmless though by no means an agreeabl~ 
inmate of the parsonage. Jeffery was not a malicic.us goblin, but h~ 
was easily offended. Before Mrs. Wesley was satisfied that there
was something supernatural in the noises, she recollected that one of 
her neighbors had frightened the rats from his dwelling by blowing a 
horn there : the horn therefore was borrowed, and blown stoutly 
about the house for half a day, greatly against the judgment of one 
of the sisters, who maintained that if it was anything supernatural it 
would certainly be very angry, aml more troublesome. Her opinion 
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was verified by the event. Jeffery had never till then begun his oper
ations during the day ; from that time, he came by day as well as by 
night, and was louder than before. And he never entered Mr. Wes
ley's study till the owner one day rebuked him sharply, called him a 
deaf-and-dumb devil, and bade him cease to disturb the innocent 
children, and come to him in his study if he had anything to say. 
This was a sort of defiance, and Jeffery therefore took him at his 
word. No other person in the family ever felt the goblin, but Mr. 
·wesley wa<; thrice pushed by it with considerable force. 

•• So he himself relates, and his evidence is clear and distinct. He 
says also that once or twice when he spoke to it, he heard two or 
three (eeble squeaks, a little louder than the chirping of a bird, but 
"Zlol like the noise of rats. What · is said of an actual appearance is 
rtot so well confirmed. Mrs. Wesley thought she saw something run 
Crom under the bed and thought it most like a badger, but she could 
not well say of what shape, and the man saw something like a white 
rabbit which came from behind the oven, with its ears flat upon the 
neck, and its little scut standing straight up. A shadow may possibly 
explain the first of these appearances ; the other may be imputed to 
that proneness which ignorant persons so commonly evince, to exag
gerate in all uncommon cases. 

u These circumstances therefore though apparently silly in them
selves, in no degree invalidate the other parts of the story, which rest 
upon the concurrent testimony of many intelligent witnesses. The 
door was once violently pushed against Emilia, when there was no 
person on the outside : the latches were frequently lifted up ; the 
windows clattered always before Jeffery entered a room, and whatever 
iron or brass was there, rung and jarred exceedin"gly. It was also 
observed that the wind commonly rose after any of his noises, and 
increased with it, and whistled loudly around the house. 

•• Mr. Wesley's trencher, (for it was before our potteries had pushed 
their ware into every village throughout the kingdom) danced one 
day upon the table to his no small amusement, and the hand of 
R.obin's handmill at another time was turned round with great swift
ness. Unluckily Robin had just done grinding. Nothing vexed him, 
he said, but that the mill was empty : if there had been corn in i.t, 
Jeffery might have ground his heart out before he would have d~ 
t\J.rhed him. 

•• It was plainly a Jacobite goblin, and seldom : 
to pray for the king, and the Prince of W~les, 
fatnily prayers. Mr. Wesley was sore upon this! 
at:~gry, and therefore repeated the prayer. Hut w, 
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formed of this, his remark was : 'As to the devil's being an enemy 
to King George, were I the king myself, I would rather Old Nick. 
should be my enemy than my friend.' 

"The childn:n were the only persons who were disturbed by those 
VISitations. The manner in which they were affected is remarkable. 
When the noises began they appeared to be frightened i11 their sleep ;. 
a sweat came over them ; and they panted and trembled, till the dis
turbance was so loud as to awaken them. Before it ceased, ~~~ 
family had become quite accustomed to it, and were tired with hea.:-· 
ing or speaking of it. ' Send me some news,' said one of the sistc~ 
to her brother Samuel, 'for we are secluded from the sight or hearii... g 
of ar.y versa! thing, except Jeffery.' " . 

Southey gathered the foregoing facts principally from the let\e=-s 
relating to these disturbances, which passed between the members ~f 
the family. Seventeen of these lettt:rs he publishes with the notes -o 
vol. I. besides extracts from the jqurnal of Mr. Wesley Sen.; tJ--=:Je 
statement of Rev. Mr. Hoole, who witnessed many of the manifest ..=a
tions; and the narrative of John Wesley, published in the Armeni- n 

Magazine. Southey further says in reference to this subject; 
"A11 author, who in this age relates such a story, and treats it .e2S 

trot utterly incrtdible and absurd, must expect to be ridiculed i lf..,O 
tl1e testimony upon which it rests is far too strong to be set as~. 
because of t/1e stra11geness of the rdation. The letters which pas~ 
at the time, between Samuel Wesley and the family at Epsworth; the 
journal which Mr. Wesley kept of these remarkable transactions; ~J 
the evidence concerning them which John afterwards collected; f~ll 
into the hands of Dr. Priestly, and were published by him, as bei~g 
" perhaps the best authenticated and best told story of the kind that is 
anywhere extant." . . . Such things may be preternatural, and y-et 
not miraculous : they may be not in the ordinary course of nature;: ; 
and yet imply no alteration of its laws. And ·with regard to lite gt?Pd 
end which they may be supposed to answer, it 1l!Ottld be end sujjicie.tf'Z~, 
if sometimes one of those unhappy persons, who looking through thuli~ 
glass of infidelity see 11othing beyond ll1is life and tl1e narrow siJ/ur~ o/ 
mortal existence, slzould from the well-established truth of one SII~A 
stor}', (trifling and obj'edless as U might otherwise appear) be led to d 

co11clusion lhattlzcrc arc more things in heaven and earth, than 11r~ 
dreamt of in their plzilosophy." 

These are truthful words, they are full of meaning, and should 
command the attention of all minds that arc open to the light of 
truth, and which are in any degree disposed to yield to this subjecta. 
fair and patient hearing. The writer of them if living to-day on earth 

I 
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might fail to clearly perceive their source, but .every well informed 
Spiritualist will recognize their spiritual origin. · 

Tyerman in his Lif~ of 1¥t'.tl~y.-vol I. p. 22., rema;ks in reference 
to these disturbances. "It was during his (John Wesley's) residence 
at this celebrated school, that the mysterious and preternatural voices 
were heard in his father's house. The often told story need not be 
repeated, but there can be no question that its influence upon him
self was powerful and important. He took the trouble of obtaining 
minute particulars from his mother, and from his four sisters, Emily, 
Mary, Susannah, and Anne, and from Robin Brown. He likewise 
transcribed his father's diary containing an account of the disturbances 
thereby showing the intense interest he felt in the affair. In fact 
it would seem that from this period, Wesley was a finn believer in ghosts 
and apparitions .... John Wesley believed the noises to be super
natural. •.• We have little doubt that the Epsworth noises, dupm~d 
and most p01u~rfully increas~d Wuley' s com.'idion of th~ e.xislenu of 
an unsun u'orld, and in this way ~.x~rcised an important i1tjlnmu on 
th~ wlzol~ of Iris futvr~ /if~. . . . The impressions it produced, or 
rather strengthened respecting invisible realities, were of the utmost 
consequence in moulding his character, and in making lzim on~ of 
tlte most ~arnut preaclz~rs of tire Chrislain' s crled lhatoroer lived." 

These are the legitimate effects we claim, for an intelligent firm be
lief in the existence and communion l?r spirits with mortals. Strange 
indeed would it be if it were otherwise-if a knowledge of heaven and 
its inhabitants, should weaken the force of correct teachings respectinJ 
both. If this knowledge should disqualify the expounder of sacred 
things to interpret the secrets of the next life, what can be the charac
ter of his teachings upon this subject when his mind is shrouded in 
ignorance of them. And yet this is the position of clerical opposers 
of Spiritualism ; and I am compelled to add, that if this is not deplor
able mental blindness I am ignorant of its true character. 

Dr. Adam Clarke, the eminent Bible commentator, remarks upon 
these manifestations at Epsworth; "The accounts are so circum
stantial and authentic, as to entitle them to the most implicit credit. 
The eye and ear witnesses were persons of strong understanding, and 
well cultivated minds, nntinctured by superstition, and in some 
instapces rather sceptically inclined. They used the utmost care, 
scrupulosity, and watchfulness, to prevent them from being imposed 
upon by trick or fraud. . . . That they were preternatural, the 
whole state of the case and supporting evidence seem to show." 

It would be difficult to find a narration of spirit manifestations 
better attested than this. Mr. Wesley the father, was wholly incredu-
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lous as to the character of the noises, until he was compelled to ac
cept the supernaturill theory as the only one capable of accounting 
for them. Th!! mother, sons, and dau~hters, were all educated, intcl· , 
ligent persons, and previously unbelievers in spirit manifestations, and 
from the length of time the disturbances continued, they had abun· 
dant opportunities for forming a correct judgment as to their nature, 
and not only every member of the family arrived at the same conclu· 
sion, but the most intelligent among their neighbors also became 
convinced of their supermundane origin. If this were an isolated in· 
stance, we might possibly be justified in withholding our assent, 1>ut. 
as many hundred well attested narratives of similar occurrences are on 
record, it would seem that nothing but immutable prejudice could re
fuse credit to this, the truth of which is so thoroughly established. 

The extraordinary occurences at Stockwell ; a village near Lo ~
don ; in the year I 772, baffic::d the scrutiny of all observers, and b~
came famous under the name of the Stockwell Ghost. 

They commenced in the house of a Mrs. Golding, whose plate ~ 
dishes and glass-ware, and other movables, seemed suddenfy to ~
come animated, and would be impelled from the shelves, and the t~
ble. and tly thr<Xtgh thl! room and break to pieces. 

Mrs. Golding had a few days prior to the commencement of thes~ 
movements, engaged a maid by the name of Anne Robinson, and a£
ter fruitless efforts to discover a cause, the maid became suspecte~ 
and watched, but not the slightest evidence of her agency in the mar-
tcr was apparent. 1\frs. Golding also invited neighbors to visit ancJI. 
remain in the house, but they soon became alarmed and left, and th~ 
work of destruction continued until scarcely a dish remained for use
She next abandoned her dwelling and sought refuge with a neighbor.,. 
hut the disturbances accompanied her, and she was compelled t<7 
again move. Her suspicions of her maid now induced her to dismiss;;. 
her, when all again became quiet. 

The more extended and correct knowledge we now have of the 
causes and means of these phenomena, make it quite certain that th~ 
maid Anne Robinson was an unconscious medium, and that it was 
through her mediumistic qualities that mischievous spirits effected. 
these results. 

As it was with the occurrences at \Vooclstock, a person was here 
found long after the cessation of these manifestations, to lay claim 
to the ability to explain them. This person was a Mr. Brayfield, who 
asserted that Anne had confessed to him that she alone produce4 
what was witnessed; but as this Urayfield produced no evidence to 
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substantiate his assertion-made long after the occurrences--we can
not perceive why we should accept his unsupported word in this mat
te.&, and especially when the probabilities weigh so heavily against 
hiu1. In an unprejudiced state of mind, it is impossible to conceive 
of an ignorant unsophisticated girl like this Anne Robinson, produc
ing such marvellous results, defying the closest scrutiny when watched 
by jealous unfriendly eyes, ind when the observers had far more lib
erty of action than the simple person supposed to be operating. 
There are other cases also where similar agency is averred, but none 
where any proof is presented of its being well founded, and there 
has been no instance where the person to whom the occurrences 
are ascribed, has ever been able to repeat them, so that others could 
understand them, or by any teaching imitate them. 

\Ve will not speak of the jugglers of India, but it would be per
fectly safe to challenge those of Europe, and America, to arrange 
their wires and other contrivances in an inhabited house, surrounded 
by curious strangers, with no accomplices, and. successfully defy dis
covery under circumstances similar to those attending these manifes· 
tat ions; yet we are expected to credit the assertion of some person 
unknown, that an ignorant servayt girl could do this, and this evi
dence is greedily seized upon by material minds as ~mple to sustain 
their disbelief in supermundane agency. It involves a degree of 
credulity beyond conception, for educated men to accept such 
flimsy evidence as sufficient ; and yet they accuse believers in the 
spiritual hypothesis--supported by the direct testimony of all the wit
nesses in the case-of credulity. 

The Castle of Slawensick, in Silesia, Germany ; was in the year 
J8o6 the seat of some very interesting spiritual manifestations which 
have escaped the fate attending those of Woodstock and Stockwell, 
for with them, the story of no irresponsible person is quoted as conclu
si\·e evidence against their spiritual origin. • Their opposers r.ontent 
themselves with general assertions of trickery and deception. 

Dr. Kerner chief physician at Weinsbcrg, received the account of 
the occurrences which there took place from Councillor Hahn, who 
with his friend Lieutenant Kern, witnessed them. This account was 
PUblished by Dr. Kerner in his Life of the Seeress of Prevorst, and 
the facts in the case have never been seriously questioned, althougll 
the spiritual agency employed in their production is · • · "'d . 
the conclusion of his written account, Councillor 

"I have described these events exactly as I 
from beginning to end. I observed them with 
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possession. I had no fear, nor the slightest tendency to it, yet the 
whole thing remains to me perfectly inexplicable. 

"Written the 19th November x8o8. 
"AuGUSTUS HAHN, Councillor." 

A detailed account of these occurrences is given by Mrs. Crowe, 
in her Night Sid~ gf Natur~ ; to which I refer the reader. 

In the same work, p. 445, Mrs. Crowe· also gives a very interesting 
account of the developments in a suit that was tried in Edinburgh, in 
the year I8Js, which account I here copy. She says: 

"Now I am well aware, how absurd and impossible these events 
will appear to many people, and that they will have recourse to any 
explanation, rather than admit them for facts. Yet so late as the 
year I8JS, a suit was brought before the Sheriff of Edinburgh, in. 
which Captain Molesworth was defendent, and the landlord of the: 
house he inhabited (which was at Trinity, about a couple of miles fro~ 
Edinburgh) was plaintiff, founded upon circumstances not so vari~ 
certainly, but quite as inexplicable. The suit lasted two years, an~ 
I have been favored with the particulars of the case by Mr. M. L., the= 
advocate employed by the plaintiff, who spent many hours in examin
ing the numerous witnesses, seve;al of whom were officers of th~ 
army, and gentlemen of undoubted honor and capacity for· observa--· 
tion. 

"Captain Molesworth took the house of a Mr. Webster, who reside~ 
in the adjoining one, in May or June I8JS, and when he had been i~ 
it about two months he began to complain of sundry extraordina~ 
noises, which finding it impossible to account for, he took it into hi~ 
head strangely enough were made by Mr. Webster. The laue.-:- r 
naturally represented, that it was not probable he should desire t~ 
damage the reputation of his own house, or drive his tenant out of it- -::::::, 
and retorted the accusation. 

"Still as these noises and knockings continued, Captain M. no:- 4 1 

only lifted the boards in the room most infested, but actually mad~ 
holes in the wall which divided his residence from Mr. W.'s, for th~ 
purpose of detecting the delinquent-of course without success. De:::::::=> 
what they would the thing went on just the same. Footsteps of in -
visible feet, knockings and scratchings, and rustlings, first on one sid~· 
and then on the other, were heard daily and nightly. Sometimes thi 
unseen agent seemed to be knocking to a certain tune, and if a que~ 
tion were addressed to it which could be answered numerically as 
" How many people are there in this room ? " for example ; it woulc:::J 
answer by so many knocks. The beds too, were occasionally heaved 
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up as if somebody were underneath, and where the knockings were 
the wall trembled visibly, but search as they would no one could be 
found. 

"Captain Molesworth had h::d two daughters, one of whom named 
Matilda had lately died, the other a girl between twelve atd thirteen 
called Jane, was sickly, and generally kept her bed, and as it was ob
served that wherever she was, these noises most frequently prevailed. 
lfr. Webster, who did not like the mala fama that was attaching itself 
to his house, declared that she made them, whilst the people in the 
neighborhood believed that it was the ghost of Matilda, warning her 
sister that she was soon to follow. 

u Sheriff's officers, masons, justices of peace, and the officers of the 
regiment quartered at Leith, who were friends of Captain M. all came 
to his aid in hopes of detecting or frightening away his tormentor, but 
in vain. So~etimes it was said to be a trick of somebody outside the 
house, and then they formed a cordon round it; and next, as the poor 
sick girl was suspected, they tied her up in a bag; but it was all to no 
p11rpose. 

&o At length, ill and wearied out by the annoyances and the anxieties 
attending the affair, Captain M. quitted the house, and Mr. W. 
brought an action against hii11 for the damages committed by lifting 
the boards, breaking the walls, and firing at the wainscot, as well as 
for the injury done to his house by saying it was haunted, which pre· 
vented other tenants taking it." 
It is not alone in the records of the past, that. we are to look for 

proofs of unhappy or mischievous spirits haunting the places associ
ated with their earthly existence, for we can quite as readily find evi
dence of their presence in our day. Their attraction to certain local· 
ities, is as strong now as when the evil spirits "besought him much 
that he would not send them away out o( the country." There is 
scarcely a week, in which there are not accounts in our daily and 
weekly journals, of cases in which the varied manifestations of this 
class are demonstrable to all who will take the trouble to witness or 
in\•estigate them . 

.A correspondent of the RidmlQnd U'hig, in a letter from Buchanan, 
Va... of date Jan. 7, 1871, related some remarkable occurrences, which 
at that time were engrossing the aaention of the inhabitants of that 
town. . 

For six w4eks previous to that date, the house of the Rev. G. C. 
Thrasher had been the theatre of many curious and ghostly exploits. 
The commencement of these was the extraction from Mr. Thrasher's 
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com-crib while the door was securely fastened, of a sack of cora 
which was found poured on the ground. 

"Then night after night it came, performed its fantastic tricks.., 
opened windows barred on the inside, and doors locked and guarded . 
scattered f~rniture and the utensils of the culinary department hithe.:11 
and thither, and went away unperceived, despite the fact that eacl::: 
night the house was guarded inside and around, by vigilant neighbors 
armed to the teeth, and eager to capture or detect the bold hobgobl 
lin who had time and again passed through their ranks unseen. 

"Three evenings ago Mr. Thrasher went over to Dr. Wood's re~i 
dence, and while there heard his little children whom he had left a 
home, ringing a bell, and at the same time heard a violent knocking a 
the door, and on approaching, being armed with a shot gun, and ac:: 
companied by Dr. W<>od, distinctly heard his little son inquire of tB.• 
unwelcome visitor, what it wanted. A reply was given, but in a1 
indistinguishable mumble, resembling as Dr. Wood describes it, : 
confusion of voices coming from the ground. Both gentlemen affirn 
that not the least trace of any person or thing was visible, althougt 
every nook and corner of the premises were carefully examined, nol 
could any person in the house produce the sounds they heard, no onE 
being at home at the time except his three little children, the eldest 
a brave little boy of twelve summers who with pistol in hand was inter· 
locuting the hobgoblin, who had puzzled the grayest heads in Bu· 
chan an. 

"If yon doubt this statement I would refer you to the most respect· 
able g~"ntlemen of Buchanan and its vicinity, and to Rev. 1\:lr. Thrashel 
himself, who is a gentleman of high standing, and a minister of the 
Baptist Church." 

A correspondent of the Richmond Despatch, under date of Jan. 24th, 
said : "The next evening the visit was made before five o'clock, and 
the kitchen window broken, but notwithstanding there was snow on 
the ground no tracks or traces of the mysterious visitors were to be 
found : indeed no tracks h:Hl ever been seen. It, she, or 
he, now began to knock violently at the front or back door. The: 
noise was generally heard from three o'clock in the afternoon till eight 
in the evening, and would consist of very loud and rapitl knocks. .1\fr. 
Thrasher would sit in his chamber with the door opening into the pas· 
sage, and on the first knock would rush out. The knocking would 
continue until he reached the outer door, but on throwing it open he 
could see no one, although there was no place for some distance in 
.which a man could hide. F.vcry stratagem was resorted to, such as 
sending persons on each side of the house ; but all in vain.'' 
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This writer also states that a violent noise like that made by a 
man jumping up and down on heavy boot-heels, was distinctly heard 
in the hall, but upon their instantly rushing out nothing was visible. 
Mr. Thrasher's house was situated on a hill, in full view of the whole 
town, and a man at the front door, in daylight, when and where many 
of these noises were heard would almost certainly have been seen, 
even if no one had been especially on the watch. 

A correspondent of the Lexington ( Va.) Gazette, furnished some 
further particulars. He writes : 

"His ghostship has entirely changed his tactics again. • • . . He 
has grown still more persistent and violent in disturbing the inside of 
the house, turning the beds topsy-turvy, throwing trash and chips 
about the house, upsetting barrels of apples in the garret, etc. • . . . 
Friday afternoon, while the family and their guests were sitting in the 
Parlor, chips would fly about in a mysterious manner, and no one 
could be detected in throwing them." 

This writer also states, that while two gentleman whose names he 
gives, were sleeping in the house, what appeared to be a man entered 
t.heir room and after approaching the bed retraced his steps and de
scended the stairs, and immediately ascended them again, while the 
<loor of Mr. Thrasher's room which had been locked, opened and 
shut five or six times. In another room where another visitor was 
Sleeping, the coverlids of his bed were pulled so violently as to 
awaken him, but on jumping up he could neither see nor hear any
thing. 

"Saturday evening, Rev. Mr. Whitescarver felt too unwell to go 
to church and was lying on a sofa in the parlor, while Mrs. Thrasher 
amd children were in the dining-room ; the folding doors between the 
rooms being open. Suddenly something heavy was heard to falf in 
the passage, and Mr. W-- went quickly into the dining-room and 
<>pened the door leading into the passage. He found a stick of wood 
lying on the floor, and while talking about it another fell, until eight 
or ten large sticks of wood were gathered up. . • . Mr. Thrasher 
says he has abandoned all hope of solving the mystery and is heartily 
tired of chasing shadows, but that he cordially invites any one to his 
bouse who may be disposed to investigate the affair, and will give full 
possession to ·any committee who desire to solve it." 

Many other incidents are related, among them those of appearances 
of men, who when approached unaccountably disappeared. 

The disturbances continued for a period of four months, or until a 
few days previous tO the time when Mr. Thrasher unable longer to 
bear them, moved from the premises. A period of time sufficiently 
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long to permit the fullest observation of the phenomena, and to pro
vide means for the detection of trickery and deception, if any existed, 
but no clue was discovered which led to the solution of any part of 
the mystery. • 

Being somewhat interested in the accounts of these events, I ad
dressed a note to the Rev. Mr. Thrasher, asking for information from 
him in relation to them ; and his reply was as follows: 

" DR. E. CROWELL. 
"Buchanan, Va., Jan. :u, 1871. 

"DEAR SIR. Your favor of 15th inst. has been received, 
and contents noted, and in reply I would say that the letter pub
lished in the Richmond Whig is in the main true. The mysterious 
knockirigs continue, generally commencing at 3! o'clock in the after
noon, and continuing at intervals until about 9 o'clock in ti1e even
ing. My children, consisting of three sons varying in age from three 
to eleven years, have seen the form of a man, have spoken to it, and 
sometimes they receive incoherent answers. What it is, or can l>e, I 
am· utterly at a loss to know or conjecture. I have done my utmost 
to find out the mystery, but all is of no avail. 

"Respectfully yours, 
"GEo. C. THRASHER." 

In another letter to me, dated Jonesborough Tenn. May 6, 187I, 
the place to which he had rernoved,-he writes : 

"The manifestations continued at my house in Va. for four 
months, and only ceased about one week before I moved to this place. 
I have not been able to make any discovery as to the cause ; it is;. 
sti11 wrapped in profound mystery. Should I ever discover anythin~ 
mote in relation to it I will make it known." 

The following narration I received from the lips of the two wit
nesses to the occurrences; Mr. and Mrs. B- with whom I a~ 
intimately acquainted, and for whose veracity I will vouch as I woul~ 
for that of members of my own family. I ~mow no more tmth(u--= 
persons : they are intelligent and well infornted, and up to the tiru~ 
these events transpired, had no faith whatever in ghosts or so-callet311 
supernatural agencies. I will here copy from my notes, taken aboue:= 
two years after the occurrence of the events, and at the time the~ 
were related to me by them. 

In the year 1869, a gentleman and his wife, ,-,irhout chiidren, wh~ 
had but recently arrived in Brooklyn N. Y. rented a house in th~ 
southern portion of the city, into which they moved. The building
stood apart, with no other buildings on the same block, and was :m. 
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old-fashioned country dwelling, and had been vacant for some time 
when Mr. B- engaged it, without any knowledge of its previous 
history. 

A portion of their furniture had been brought into the house, and 
Mrs. B-- in the afternoon was alone engaged in arranging it, when 
she was startled by the sounds ot voices in the basement, apparently 
of persons engaged in a dispute. These in a moment were followed 
by a sound as of something falling to the ground. She thought some 
person had entered with her husband by the basement door, and that 
he had been assaulted, and under this impression she rushed down 
the stairs, only to find the basement empty, and the doors securely 
fastened from the inside. 

She was not in the least superstitious, but was bewildered by the 
strangeness of the occurrence, a.nd upon the return of her husband 
related the circumstance to him. Mr. ~smiled at the supposed 
hallucination of his wife, and nothing more was said about it until 
they sat down to their evening meal, when Mrs. B- jestingly re
marked ; " If there are ghosts here, I hope they will not begrudge U!l 

our food." Instantly three loud raps were heard upon the door at 
the opposite side of the room, which opened to the basement stairs, 
followed by a gurgling choking sound, which commencing at the door 
seemed to continue and approach the table where they were seated. 
Here it ceased. Their supper as may be supposed was a hurried and 
light one. 

They had arranged their bed temporarily in a room on the main 
fioor, and upon retiring the door between their room and the next 
lfa.s left open, as also was the one opposite this, opening to the 
kitchen, and soon after the light was extinguished all the covers to 

.rhe stove openings appeared from the sounds to be dancing and jump
Ing, while various other kitchen utensils were apparently thrown 
about the room. Mr. B- arose and struck a light and entered the 
the 1titchen, where every article was precisely as it had been placed 
by his wife. He returned to bed, but had not yet slept, when sud
den 1 y they were aroused by the sounds of some heavy body falling 
up~._, the floor in the room above them. It seemed as if all the ceil
ing <>f that room had been thrown down at once. They both rushed 
0 PSt.airs, where they found all quiet, and the ceiling in perfect condi
tion_ No furniture nor anything movable had yet been carried into 
theSe upper rooms, and nothing was visible but bare walls. 

\ 

""l:"bis ended the disturbances for that night, and the next day Mr. 
'B--- repaired to the house of a friend, to whom he related his expe· 
nences. It so h~ppened that this friend had some knowledge of cir- . 
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des for spirit manifestations, and he proposed that he with two other 
gentlemen should come over in the evening, and that they together 
with Mr. and Mrs. B--, should hold a seance, and see what would 
come of it. This proposal after some hesitation on the part of Mr. 
B-- was agreed to, and in the evening the parties assembled and 
seated themselves around a table, with their hands resting upon it. 
Raps were soon heard, and after a few minutes upon inquiring who it 
was that had made the disturbances the previous night, the answer 
was given:" Aunt Jane S--made the noises." "\Vho is she," was 
nsked ; when, at that moment Mr. B--was seized with a sensation 
of choking, as if a handkerchief had been passed around his throat 
and tightly drawn, and the difficulty of breathing was so great that 
both he and the others were much alarmed for his safety, but it passed 
away as suddenly as it occurred, and then by the raps it was commu
nicated th:\t Aunt Jane S- (the name in full being given) formerly 
occupied that dwelling alone; that a Mr. J--and his two sons, had 
murdered her by choking her with a handkerchief; the object being 
to obtain her money ; that it was the sons who performed the deed, 
while the father looked on ; and that they had obtained all her money, 
excepting one deposit that had been made in a corner of the cellar, 
nnd if they would dig for that they could have it. 

l.Tpon this she was requested to move the table and to place it 
over the spot where the treasure was buried, supposing that by retain
in~ tlwir hamls upon it she possibly might effect this, but great \\"as 

their surprise wht·n tht·y saw the table arise in the air, free itself from 
tlwir h:ullls, and pa,;:;ing 0\·er a moderately sized stove, descend upon 
the lltlt)r in one corner of the room. They then inquired further, and 
Wt'rt• lllltl thlt ·thc lkposit was CtWcred with short boards, and some 
pit'l't•s of old clllth, and the whole with earth. 

Tht• partit•:> tlllW lcft-:\lr. :md :\Irs. U-with them, as they had 
lktt•rmint•,J lltlt ltl lX\SS :mother night in the house-after appointing 
tlw ,\itcrth'<)l\ \'i th.: t'll$lling thy. as th.: time for exploration. When 
tht' h<'IIT ;urin'\1. prtwidt·,l with a sp.lde, th~y all entered the cellar, 
;m,l ,.,,,)1\ pt'l\t'lr.u,"! hl tht• lft."\..\rtb and tlld clvth at the spot designated. 
Tlw~,· tht•y n•m,wt'l. .m,l \'ll<.' ,,f the g.:ntlem<!n present forced th~ 
"i'hlt• iurtht•r intt) tht• t'.lrth. when at this moment a loud sepulchral 
~:-,,m t'dlut"-)ll tht•ir <.'.\TS. The >-1"\..\,lt.• was dropped. and each gazed 
"::,!!y .u th,· ,,~ht·r. iully imt'rt'S-'t'tl th.\t this \\-.l.S mvre than they had 
\,_,:·;.titt<'l j,,r, l':tt llt'~hi:l~ m,,r .. • then ,xcurrin~ th~)· regained their 
,.,,::: .:,~ .· .. ~n,! :\lr, H- h"-'k th .. • ::'l\.\,!~ . .t::,l in !:.:s tum ,;gorously 
t\,;,·,-..! ;: i:::,, tht• <.',\t :}I, !'t:: h,·n- ;m,,:~ .. ·r ~rt"\l:l. ii po~ible more 
U\1<.'-'t:;\:~- th.m t~· t\vm<.'f t~i;l~ dt-.:triti~ them.. while the effect upon 
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Mrs. B-who held the lamp, was to cause her to drop it, and they 
were plunged into total darkness. They were ; 

" Five minds with but a single thought; 
Five hearts that beat as one." 

as they started for the stairs, leading from this abode of terror. There 
was no time for interchanging courtesies, and the only lady among 
them, Mrs. B-was the last to make her exit. 

Mr. B-- now made inquiries of the neighbors as to who had for
Dlerly inhabited the place, when he was informed that for many years 
the sole occupant had been a woman, whom they called· Aunt J :me 
S- : that she was exceedingly penurious ; that she died suddenly, 
no one being present; and that no cause could be assigned for Iter 
death : that after her decease, smns of money were found buried 
under almost every tree, of which there were a dozen or more upon 
the place. 

Upon inquiring about the Mr. J-- whom the spirit accused, Mr. 
B-- found it was the name of the person from whom he had taken 
the premises; that he had two grown sons, and that his sudden acces
sion to wealth shortly after the death of the old woman, had been a 
common topic of remark amongst his neighbors. 

~oises and disturbances of one kind and another daily occurred 
while Mr. B-- remained in possession of the house, but as they 
lodged elsewhere they escaped the nocturnal annoyances, and in 
about ten days, they removed from the house altogether. 

The question will arise in the mind of the reader; "Why did not 
:Mr. B- take further steps to discover, and api1fopriate the buried 
treasure?" This question arose in my own mind when Mr. and Mrs. 
:B- related the story to me, and I made the inquiry, and the answer 
was: "We never believed in ghosts until then, and even then we saw 
nothing. All the evidence we had were the noises, movements of 
tables and other objects, and the rapping, but these together with the 
suspicion that a murder had been committed, produced such a feeling 
of horror that we had but one desire, and that was to remove as soon 
and as far as possible from the place, and we have had no desire since 
t . . h \ o revtslt t e spot." · 

It may also be ~ked "Why did not Mr. B-- follow up the trail 
against Mr. J-- and his sons?" The reply is : Evidence like this is 
not admissible in a court of justice; he did not consider the investi
gation of this case particularly his duty; not being a Spiritualist, he 
neither had faith in nor understood the philosophy of these distur
bances and revelations, and prudently, and naturally, being a strangl"r 
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in Hrooklyn, he desired to avoid all ridicule and trouble, and so 
abstained from action in the premises. There can be no doubt that 
when public opinion becomes more enlightened and will tolerate the 
narration of such occurrences in society, that the ends of justice will 
often be promoted through similar revelations. 

Upon the corner of G-- and A-- streets, in the city of Brook· 
lyn, stands a large commodious house. The lot adjoining is culti· 
vated as a garden, as is also the space in the rear, anti thus the house 
is detached from other buildings. In the year 1863 a relative of 
mine, Mrs. ·w-- moved into this house with her family. This con· 
sisted of nerself, husband, two young daughters, and a son. Mrs. 
W-- and myself have been acquainted and on intimate terms 
from childhood, and I can vouch, not only for her entire reliability 
but also for her sound practical sense and strength of character. 

During the first week of their occupation of the premises, the only 
thing that occurred to excite attention was that whenever late at 
night a candle or lamp was taken into the hall while proceeding .to 
admit one of the family, it would invariably be exti~guished before 
reaching the street door, and this notwithstanding any degree of care 
that might be used, and in the absence of any draught of air. 

In the second week of their tenancy, one day Mrs. W- was with 
her youngest daughter-a child of ten years of age-occupied in 'the 
basement dining-room ; all the other members of the family including 
the servant being absent, and·all the outside doors having been secured 
by her, when she heard footsteps descending the stairs, and listening, 
she heard them approach the door of the dining-room and at the 
same time heard 'the rustling apparently of a silk dress near the 
door. She was surprised to hear a person in the house and opened 
the door, but no person was visible, and she with her daughter then 
inspected the hall, closets, kitchen, and every place on that floor, and 
from there ascended and made the strictest search over every part of 
the house, without success. 

In a few days thereafter a similar occurrence took place, with sim· 
ilar results, and was repeated at intervals during some months. One 
evening, Mrs. W--, her son and eldest daughter being absent, and 
her husband with the youngest daughter being in the back parlor; he 
reading, and the child lying on the sofa, and the door opening into 
the main hall being ajar, they heard footsteps tripping down the stairs 
from the floor above, accompanied by a mstling sound as of the dress 
of a female. The steps as they approached the partially' open door 
became more distinct, and 1\·fr. W-- lowering his book remarked 
to his daughter; "My dear, your mother has returned; but how did 
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she get in ? " and in the full conviction that Mrs. W-- had returned, 
he approached the door, threw it open, and entered the hall, when to 
his surprise-the hall being lighted-he found no person there. He 
then remarked to the child; "Your mother is trying to surprise us." 
After listening a moment and hearing no further sounds, he called 
Mrs. W-- by name, then went from room to room becoming more 
interested in the search, inspecting every closet, and every place 
where a person could secrete, until every portion of tht: house had 
been searched, but in vain. 

Mrs. W-- returned home in a short time thereafter, and upon 
hearing of the occurrence she remarked ; " It must be the invisible 
lady whom I before heard." 

A few days after this, Mrs. W-- with her two daughters were 
sitting in the back parlor. It was evening, and with the exception of 
the servant who was in the kitchen, they were alone in the house, 
when the same footsteps were again heard descending the stairs from 
the floor above, accompanied by the same rustling noise, and ap
proached the door as before, and when this was opened by Mrs. W-
nothing was seen or heard, and from this time these peculiar sounds 
were heard at intervals by all the members of the family so that they 
became somewhat unpleasantly accustomed to them. 

Several times Mr. W--'s hat was struck from his head while 
descending the stairs, or passing through the hall. This always oc
curred in the evening, and at one time his hat was struck with such 
violence, that for a moment he felt quite certain it was done by some 
person with designs against his person or life, but as it occurred in the 
light this suspicion had to be dismissed 

Thus one year passed. Mrs. W--'s courage had inspired the 
other members of the family, and they had lost nearly all sense of 
fear. Excepting to two or three intimate friends, these events were 
never alluded to. At that time I had no faith whatever in ghosts, and 
though I listened patiently to what was said, I believed the cause of 
all this to exist alone in their imagination, and even expressed my opin
ion to this effect. 

It was one year from the time they had taken pOssession of the 
premises, in the month of May, when one day about three o'clock 
in the afternoon, one of the servants being in the kitchen while 
another recently engaged was busy on the second floor, and .Mrs. 
W-- was sewing in the back parlor, that the latter was startled by 
hearing an angry exclamation, followed by the servant who had been 
employed above rushing down the staiTs, through the hall, and from 
thence into the basement, and upon Mrs. W-- following her, she 
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found the girl ghing angry vent to her feelings to the other servant, 
saying she should remain no longer in the house, that she was not 
used to being watched and followed as if she were a thief: She added 
that ~Irs. W-- had been upstairs all the day before, and nearly all 
that day, dodging around and watching her. :Mrs. W-- replied ; 
" Why you must be out of your mind. I was not upstairs yesterday 
when you were there, neither to-day have I been there since morning, 
and then only for a moment. I have been in the back parlor with 
my daughters all the rest of the time." Mrs. W-- says the girl 
looked at her wonderingly, and then inquired, how long since she had 
changed her dress. 1\lrs. W-- replied " I have not changed it 
to-day, and it is the same I wore yesterday," and then inquired in 
what dress she had seen her. The girl replied; "In a mussy white 
dress." 1\frs. W-- could not persuade the girl to resume her work, 
and she left in the full belief, that Mrs. W-- had deceived her. The 
other servant affected to laugh at her friend being frightened at a 
"spook" but she also suddenly left a few days thereafter • 

.Mrs. W-- could not rer;ard this affair so lightly as sh~ had re
garded the previous occurrences, but said nothing about it to any but 
the members of her family. In about a week thereafter a sister of 
mine visited her for a few days, and at night was assigned a room 
opening upon the hall on the same floor. At breakfast, the morning 
succeeding her arrival, she inquired of Mrs. W-- who it was that 
walked the floor of the hall for such a length of time in the night. 
She said it appeared to be somebody in slippers. Mrs. W-- gave 
an evasive reply and the subject was dropped. The second night my 
sister had retired and had extinguished the light, and was nearly asleep, 
when she was aroused by the same footsteps, and arising she opened 
the door and looked into the hall, but could perceive nothing, nor 
did she then hear any sound of footsteps. She then closed and care
fully secured the door, and returned to bed, and had nearly composed 
herself to sleep, when she felt as if two hands were pressed upon the bed 
over her cl~est, and at the liame moment she also felt what appeared 
to be the breath of a person upon her face. This alarmed her and she 
sprang from the bed, struck a light, and to her amazement could find 
nothing to account for the sensations. She looked under the bed, and 
examined the fastenings of the door, but all was as when she retired. 
Her first impulse was to leave the room, but the evidence of her 
senses that nothing was there reassured her, and leaving the light 
burning she again returned to bed and was not again molested. The 
succeeding night she changed her quarters . 

.Mrs. W. had resided in this house three years when a Scotch gen-
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tleman, a friend, arri,•ed in Brooklyn and became a temporary inmate 
of her family. He was assigned the rear room on the second floor, 
the ";ndows opening upon the garden, where he passed the first night. 
The next day towards evening, Mrs. W-- being in the garden, she 
was there joined by the gentleman ; he had left the house early in the 
morning and she had not met him since the preceding evening. She 
inquired, how he had rested tht' previous night? He replied : " I 
was about to speak to you of that, and would like to occupy some 
other room to-night, for I passed a restless night. I was much fa
tigued when I retired, so that in a few minutes I was in a sound sleep, 
but was soon awakened by what appeared to be a· heavy weight press
ing upon my breast. With considerable effort I sprang up, and as 
distinctly as I now see you, I saw an unearthly-looking creature slid
ing off at the foot of the bed. I struck a ligftt, bnt nothing was visi
ble. I examined the door and window fastenings, and found every· 
thing as I hail left it. Leaving the gas burning I then determined if 
possible to sleep, but in vain, as I would no sooner lose conscious
ness than 1 would be aroused by a low soft trearl passing to and fro 
through the hall, and each time it approached it halted at my door. 
It occurred to me that this might be some member of the family; I 
opened the door, went out and passed through the hall, peering in 
every direction, but made no discovery. · I then asked: 'Who is 
there?' but received no re'ply. I stood and listened but heard noth
ing ; and after repeating this two or three times I returned to my 
room, and leaving the gas burning again retired. But madam," 
said he, "that same tramp I heard until the dawn of day, and the first 
sound sleep I obtained was after sunrise." 

As Mrs. W-- declared to me, she now felt very nervous over· 
these occurrences, as others also had been thus annoyed, and some 
had even heard sighs anrl suppressed groans ; and hardly knowing 
what she said, she remarked· to Mr. S-- that perhaps sleeping in a. 
strange room had excited his imagination, and probably he would not 
find any recurrence of these th~ngs. Whether this observation had 
any influence upon him, or whether his mind was relieved by unbur•· 
dening it to another, at any rate he decided to occupy the room 
another night, and after that continued to sleep in it for nearly a 
lllonth. 

After he had occupied it for a few nights Mrs. W-- proposed to 
change his apartment, but he said; "No I have become acquainted 
With the spirits ; we are very good friends now. There is more than 
one, we often commune together." Before his departure he conversed_ 
more freely with Mrs. W-- about the house. He said it was 

1!1 
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haunted, and that he became fully satisfied of this the second night, 
but declined stating what evidence convinced him. He advised her 
to keep silence regarding the subject and especially on account of her 
children. As to others few could comprehend these things, or would 
admit that spirits return to annoy mortals, but he for one had proofs 
aside:: from these, and knew that they did return. 

Mrs. W-- further said: "There are many occurrences similar to 
these which I could relate. There was one roolll that I always had 
superstitious feelings in entering, even at noon-day. It would be dif. 
ficult for me to define the feeling, but it would always come over me 
when I entered it, even without any remembrance of fonner feelings. 
I have not spoken of these things to persons outside my family, and 
immediate rcb.tives. I cannot say I had any fear, although I felt that 
some unseen beings were often wandering through the place. 

" One afternoon my youngest daughter with three or four compan
ions, were playing in. the garden, when suddenly one of them stopped 
and' exclaimed: ' 0 Anme see that little girl and pale lady up there, 
at the window ! ' They all looked and saw the child, with its hands 
upon the window-sash, and its face close to the glass, while the lady 
stood beside it. Both were dressed in white, she very pale, and her 
expression sad and gloomy. In a minute, my daughter followed by 
the others-all excited-rushed into the house, and inquired of me 
what lady aml little girl were up in the 'back room. I replied that 
there was no person there, and that they were mistaken, but I could 
not convince them, aml they searched the house--of course without 
avail-and for a long time they were positive in the belief that the 
white l:ldy-as they named her-and child escaped them. 

" The same apparitions were seen subsequently at the same window, 
from the garden, by a lady and gentleman who were visiting me. 

" At that time I had not the least faith in ghosts or spirits returning 
to earth, and I could not realize that these disturbances were super· 
natural. Perhaps it was on that account that I felt so little fear. I 
think similar occurrences happening now would impress me more 
forcibly, as I have some degree of faith in the ability of spirits to re
turn, which would cause me to regard such things more seriously." 

This house had been unoccupied for about two years previously t~ 
the time when 1\lrs. W-- engaged it, and with many persons it ha<l 
the reputation of being haunted; but no rumor of this kind reache~ 
Mrs. W-- until about a year after she had moved into it. 

There is reason to believe, that advanced spirits are unable t~ 
directly exert power over gross matter. The lower the plane upo~ 
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._. hich a spirit exists ; other conditions being equal ; the easier it is 
f'<>r it to produce physical manifestations, and we find in all cases 
'W'here these phenomena are produced, and where the truth can be as
certained, that some gross, or at least unadvanced spirit is present, 
who is the immediate operator. 

'Vhy spirits of this class can more readily operate on earthly sub
stances, is not positively known, but we have reason to believe, that 
it is attributable to their yet retaining some of the gross though invis
ible elements of earth, which constitute a co.nnecting link or medium, 
uniting them with visible matter, and by which they are enabled to 
ce>ntrol and direct the forces requisite to move material objects ; to 
pro<luce audible sounds ; and even to render themselves visible to us. 
These spirits are generally of limited intelligence. 

But all spirits on a low plane have not the power to produce these 
phenomena. The power appears to be exceptional, not general. 
Why some .of these should possess it above others of the same class, 
we have no clearer knowledge of, than we have of the reason why 
some persons in this life should possess psychological, or medium
istic power in a greater degree th.an others. One f.1.ct appears to be 
well established, which is, that as these spirits progres·s they lose it, 
and with it their manifestations cease. 

In every instance, where I have had full opportunity to investigate 
this subject of physical manifestations, where they occur through me
diums, I have been assured by the intelligence, that the mortal medi
um is directly operated on by one or more of such spirits, whose pe
culiar powers in their turn are used by spirits of a higher order, and 
that these latter form a band or circle surrounding and protecting, 
the earthly medium, and directing the exercise of the power or force. 

These superintending spirits also are not necessarily always on an 
exalted plane, at least as to wisd•m ; but are sufficiently progressed 
to be animated by an earnest desire to benefit the hu'!la:n race, and 
SO far as they understand to lead us from error into a clearer light, 
and a better mode of living. · 

The majority of all physical manifestations that occur apart from a 
llledium, are the productions pf one or more of these undeveloped 
spirits, sometimes actuated by a love of sport or unintentional mis
chief, at other times by a desire to attract the attention of mortals to their 
existence and presence, while with others, and these are in th<! mi
nority, the object appears to be to annoy .and render unhappy the 
objects of their dislike, and they sometimes seem to be actuated by a 
deep seated malice that extends to all whom they can reach, and even 
as in our life we find those who take a fiendish· satisfaction in inflicting 
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pain and injury, so in that life some unhappy spirits are yet aftlicted 
with a similar unfortunate disposition. There are fortunately, few of 
this latter class. 

During the first three years of my investigation of spiritual phenom
ena, I visited all convenient places wher:! these phenomena were re
ported to occur, and though I often found the families or persons 
where they occurred not impressed with the belief of the agency being 
a spiritual one, they always agreed as to the facts themselves, and al
ways desired to avoid attracting notice to them. I also found that 
the persons first noticing and relating the occurrences had invariably 
been sneered and laughed at by those around them for their credulity, 
but I also found that generally these latter had been compelled to as
sent to the opinions of the former, as to the verity of the occurrences, 
when they examined for themselves, the evidence being too strong for 
their incredulity. All fair minded, intelligent persons, who will take 
equal pains to examine into some of these occurrences so frequently re· 
ported in our public journals, I am quite certain will c'onfinn my 
experience by their investigations. 

'' All houses wherein men have lived and died 
Are haunted houses. Through the open doors 

The harmle!!s phantoms on their errands glide, 
With feet that make no sound upon the floors. 

"We meet them at the door-way, on the stair, 
Along the passages they come and go, 

Impalpable impressions on the air, 
A sense of something moving to and fro. 

" There are more guests at table, than the hosts 
Invited; the illuminated hall 

Is thronged with quiet inoffensive ghosts, 
As silent as the pictures on the wall. 

" The stranger at the fireside cannot see 
The forms I sec, nor hear the sounds I hear, 

He but perceives what is; while unto me, 
All that has been, is visible and clear. 

" We have no title-deeds to house or lands; 
Owners and occupants of earlier dates, 

From graves forgotten, stretch their dusky hands, 
And hold in mortmain, still, their old estates." 

LONGFELLOW. 
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CHAPTER X. 

PREDICTING FUTURE EVENTS~ 

"To another; prophecy. "-I. Cor. xii-10. 

I T requires but slight attention to the different passages of Scripture, 
in which the term projht'sy is used, to determine that it does not 

ordinarily signify the forecasting of future events : but the term is more 
generally used by biblical writers to comprehend all spiritual utter
ances through prophets, or mediums. Paul used the term in this com
prehensive sense when he said : 

"But if all prophe!~y, and there come in one that believeth not, or one un
learned, he is convinced of all: he is judged of all. And titus an tlte secrets of 
kis !teart made manifest; and so falling down on his face he will worship God, 
and nport that UOO is in you of a truth.''-1. Cor. xiv-24. 25. 

In the light of modern inspirational mediumship, we readily under
stand that what Paul here said was equivalent to saying ; " But if all 
who speak do so under inspiration, or under spirit control, and utter 
that which is beyond therr own unaided powers, then all who hear them 
will be convinced, and especially if it should happen that the speaker 
should make known the secrets of their hearts." This conviction in 
the minds of the hearers of the truth of their \ltterances, could not be 
~xpected were the subject to exclusively relate to events in the future, 
l>ut general inspirational speaking upon subjects of present import-
1nce, would be admirably calculated to produce the effect Paul men
tions. 

There can be: no question, that " prophecy" included all the inspired 
ltterances of the prophets, among which were sometimes but not 
~enerally, predictions. 

Thts view of the subject is supported by many other passages ; as 
in I Cor. xiv-'-29 : 

" Let the prophots speak to two or three and let the other judge." 
And again the 14th verse of same Chapter reads; 
" If anything he revealed to another that sitteth by, let the first hold his peace. 

l'or ye may ail prophesy, one by one, that all may learn and all be comforted." 
ln Acts xxi-9 it is also said; . 
And the same man bad four daughters, virgin~ ; which did prophesy." 

Vr speak under spirit impression, or control, as hundreds of young 
'll'omen speak to day. · 
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It is in this sense, that the Thessalonians are exhorted by Paul, to 
"Qu•nch not the spirit. Despise not propbecyings.-Thess. v-19, 20. 

That the prophets themselves~ like modt:rn mediums, did not always 
deem the impressions or communications they received, relating to 
the future, as infallible, although they believed them to be directly 
from God, is evident from the answer of Elijah to Hazael, who was 
sent by Benhadad king of Syria, to inquire whether he would recover. 
The answer was : 

"Thou mayest certainly recover, but the Lord hath shown me that thou shalt 
surely die." 

It is seen by this answer that the prophet bad in view the possi· 
bility of the failure of his prediction, and he prudently answers with :L. 

reservation, to provide for the possibility of the event falsifying the 
prediction. V cry much as a sensible mode~;n clairvoyant medium, 
when asked ; " Can we depend upon this prediction ? " would an
swer ; " It may not so happen, but this is what I am impressed to say.;• 

Through Charles H. Foster, the celebrated clairvoyant, I at one 
time inquired of a spirit.friend who had just given me convincing evi· 
dence of his identity; ''Can spirits generally foresee what is to hap
pen to us on earth ? If so to what extent ? " The answer was; 
"Only by tracing from cause to effect. tWe can at times see very 
clearlv ; but not always." 

At 'another time, a spirit with whom I h;d often communicated, 
had confidently predicted the results of a long journey to a relative of 
mine, and in answer to my question· whether he had acquired positive 
knowledge of these results, or if it was only a supposition, he assured 
me' that he had taken the pains to trace my friend through the course of · 
her journey to its termination, and that he spoke from positive knowl
edge. I then inquired, how it was that that the spirits controlling and 
assisting at the Banner of Light circles, could not foresee the gre<lt 
fire in Boston, which destroyed the Banner of Light establishment, in 
which so many spirits were interested? His answer was : "Speaking 
for myself, I can trace the course of an individual through a long 
space of time in his motives and actions, and their results, but I can
not foresee any event that does not have its origin in some design, 
or action of his. That fire probably originated in accident, in which 
no person had any direct motive or part. Spirits must generally have 
some point to trace from, and this we have, in the motives and actions 
of individuals ; but apart from these we usually have none." 

At one of Mrs. Conant's circles in Boston, the controlling intelli· 
gence was asked. "Do spirits know of the future affairs pertaining 
to this world?" The reply was : "Only by comparison. The)' 
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know that certain effects will follow inevitably certain causes, an<j they 
being abl<! to sec these cauSI!s while you arc not, can thus more readily 
perceive the future. . . . Life is a mathematical problem : the past, 
present, and future, are connected. They who understand the pres
ent clearly, and know the past, can judge very correctly concerning 
t:he future. Astronomers can predict with positive certainty, the 
approach of certain changes in the heavenly bodies. How can they 
do this ? By study and "mathematical demonstration ; by comparing 
the past with the p•esent; and judging, in connection with the future. 
Lift: in the absolute admits of no division ; the past and future, are 
in the absolute, the whole ; the present." 

The controlling intelligence of the late A. B. Whiting, an inspira
tional speaker of great power and clearness, said : 

" I can read their past and present like an open book, and from 
the tendencies and circumstances there revealed, the character of the 
person, and other data and relations, I can forecast the future much 
as you would calculate and solve a mathematical problem, and with 
the same accuracy. I do not claim infallibility. An error 1t1ay occur 
in the figures of the most practical mathematician ; so there may in 
mine; but with abc-ut the same infrequency. I never say anything 
positively, of which I am not certain as I am that 'figures cannot 
lie.'" 

Friendly spirits often perceive future events in the lives of us mor
tals, and sometimes they impress our minds with a strong convic
tion that they will take place, and when these impressions are 
realized the modus operandi becomes a perplexing question, as the 
agency of our unseen friends in the matter is not often suspected. 
This undoubtedly is the key to a correct understanding of the follow
ing story, related by Dr. Millingen, in his Curiosities of Medical Expe
rience p. 301. 

"The .singular sympathies that forewarn a future union between 
the sexes, have in some instances been most surprising. The followi1~g 
example that came within my knowledge, is perhaps one of the most 
singular. Mr. --, a brother officer of mine, was a man of taciturn 
and retired habits, seldom frequented public places of amusemc:nt, 
and when there, felt anything but gratification. 

"One evening after dinner he was however prevailed upon to go to 
a ball. We had not been long in the room, when to my utter surprise 
he expressed great admiration of a young lady who was dancing, 
and what still more amazed us all, he engaged her to dance. Srtch 
an act of apparent levity on his part, struck us as a singularity 
which might have been attributed to an u:lUsual indulgence at table, 

,.--
\ 
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had not the contrary been the case, for he was remarkab.y abstemi
ous. 

"The dance was scarcely over, when he came to me and told me 
with a look of deep despondency, that his lovely vartner was a married 
woman. The tone of sadness in which he addressed me was truly 
ludicrous. A few minutes after he left the ball room. The strange
ness of his conduct led me to fear that his mind was not altogether 
in a sound state, but I was confirmed in my apprehension when he 
told me the following morning, that he was convinced he should be 
married to the object of his admiration, whose husband was a young 
ami healthy clergyman in the neighborhood. 

"Here matters rested, and we both went abroad. We did not 
meet until three years after, when to my utter surprise, I found that 
his prediction had been verified. The lady's husband had died from 
a fall from his horse, and the parties were married. But what ren· 
dered the circumstance still more strange, is, that a similar presenti
ment was experienced by the young lady, who on returning from the 
ball mentioned to her sister with much emotion, that she had danced 
with a stranger to whom she felt com·inced that she was destined to 
be married. This conviction embittered every moment of her life as 
despite her most strenuous endeavors, she could not dismiss the stran· 
ger from her constant thoughti, reluctantly yielding to the hope of 
seeing him again." 

That many instances occur, where upon their first meeting individ
uals of opposite sex are pervaded by feelings of absorbing interest, 
each in the other, and are irresistibly drawn together, is well known, 
but I can perceive no reason to d'lubt, and many reasons to oelie,·e, 
that in very many cases the fancies that bring persons into matrimonial 
relations, are impressions made by spirits, generally with good intent, 
but sometimes with mischievous or e\·en vicious designs. Marriages 
are many times literally made in heaven, but if unhappy spirits in the 
other place sometimes arrange them, such marriages must as literally 
be made there. 

1 much doubt whether mortals ever truly prophesy of themselves; 
all their knowledge of future events probably being received by direct 
spirit impression ; this foreknowledge fortunately, being primarily 
limited to that inner spiritual state, where as a rule, it could only be 
safely or profitably exercised. 

\Vith our present knowledge of the frequency and force of spirit 
impressions, we can reasonably conclude that thi~ explains the mys
tery which at first view, ~vould seem to surround the person whose 
prt:diction was so singularly verified in the following remarkable story 
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which [ copy from Mr. Howitt's second volume of Tlu History of the 
Supernatural, p. 42. 

"Dr. Woff mentions in his travels, that being at Aleppo in 1822, at 
the house of John Barker Esq. British Consul-General of Aleppo, 
and Antioch; he was inquiring after Lady Esther Stanhope. 'She is 
crazy undoubtedly,' said Mr. Barker, and he told him in proof of it, 
that she kept in her house a French gentleman of the name of Lus
tenau, who had formerly been a general of Tippoo Sahib, in India, 
and who was deemed a prophet. He had declared to Lady Esther, 
the precise day and hour of .Napoleon's escape from Elba . 

.Mr. Barker then, m the presence of Mr. Maseyk, the Dutch Con
sul, read a letter of Lady Esther's, dated April 1821, begging him not 
to go to Aleppo, or Antioch, as M. Lustenau declared that both 
those places would be destroyed by an earthquake in about a year. 
The time had nearly arrived, and M. Derche said that she had re
cently warned him not to go to Aleppo, for that it would be destroyed 
by an earthquake in Jess than a fortnight. 

"Those gentlemen made themselves very merry over the prophecy, 
at dinner. A few days afterwards Wolff quitted Aleppo in the after
noon, and encamped that evening on the road to Lataika, in the 
desert, near the village of J useea. As the people of J useea were 
talking with Wolff, and the people of his little camp, they felt the 
first motions of an earthquake. In another instant the village of 
Juseea disappeared, being swallowed up by the gaping earth, and the 
thunder as of cannon came from a distance. Shock after shock suc
ceeded, and presently came troops of wild Arabs and Bedouins fly
ing over the plains on their terrified horses, and with the hoods .of 
their burnouses drawn down, crying as they fled past one after 
another ; 'This is of God ! this is of God ! ' 

"Wolff immediately sent an express messenger to Aleppo, to Mr. 
Barker. He found the whole of Aleppo, Antioch, Lataika, Hums, 
and Raina, had been destroyed by the earthquake ; with all the vil
lages for twenty miles around; ;md that sixty thousand people had 
been plunged at once into an awful eternity. Mr. Barker himself 
had escaped marvellously, by creeping with his wife and child of six 
years old, from beneath the ruins of their house. 

" Amongst those who perished in the ruins of Aleppo, was Ezra de 
Piccitto, a Spanish Jew, the Austrian Consul-general of Syria. He 
was a man detested for his tyrannies by the iqhabitants of all nations. 
A hundred days before the earthqua1ce, he had sent an Austrian sub
ject out of the town in irons. A Turk who had heard of it, coolly 
asked M. Maseyk to count a. hundred upon the beaus which he held, 
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for · sr.id he: ' On the hundrcd~h day from this act of his tyranny, 
Ezra de Piccitto will die.' This in fact was the hundredth day, and 
as l\·1. Maseyk had counted the ninety-ninth bead, the earthquake 
came, and Piccitto was killed. This M • .Maseyk told Dr. Wolff him
self." 

The explanations of the processes, by which spiritual intelligences 
can calculate and predict the occurrence or future events in the 
lives of individuals, as given in the spirit communications already 
quoted in this chapter, do not seemingly apply to strictly terrestrial 
events and phenomena like this earthquake ; but that some spirits 
possess a faculty whereby they at least sometimes, foresee such 
events, is not only proved by this well-authenticated account of Dr. 
Woltl's, but by numerous other well-attested instances in which events 
have been predicted, in which mortals had no agency. We believe 
the events are foreseen by certain spirits advanced in wisdom, or 
who are exceptionally but naturally, endowed with the faeulty of dis
cerning the future, and that they sometimes impress this knowledge 
upon the minds of certain mediumistic persons, as was probably done 
in this case. • 

Volumes could be written, filled with recitals of predictions ful· 
filled, many of them pertaining to our times and well substantiated: 
From a poem entitled "Tire Canal" composed seventy years ago, 
by our then minister to France, Joel Barlow, I quote the following 
prophecy: 

"Ah speed thy labors, sage of unknown name: 
Rise into flight and seize thy promised fame. 
For thee the chymic powers their bounds expand ; 
Imprison'cllightnin;s wait thy guiding hand. 
Unnumbered mes.o;engers in viewless flight, 
Shall bear thy mandates with the speed of light." 

To this revelation of the then future but now realized, Magneti4: 
Telegraph, his living, lineal descendant, Warren Sumner Barlow, th~::S . 
responds: 

" The lightning from the clouds was caught, 
And vitalized with living thought. 
Our Franklin reigned the flaming steed, 
\Vhile Morse subdued him to our need : 
Whose heart propels electric fires, 
Around the world, on ;.lender wires." 

In the course of my investigations, I have had but one prediction 
communicated to me by spirits, where the time set for its fulfitme'llt 
has yet elapsed. On the 24th day of February 1871 the spirit of 
Dr. Davis, with. whom I was communicating through his mediu•n, 
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Dr. Slade, said to me, that in the course of his and my father's exam
ination of my affairs, they had perceived that within three years from 
~hat time I would ,come into possession of some property, from the 
<'lecease of a relative; or properly speaking I would have the manage
.-:nent of it. 

There is an aged lady, a relative upon whose demise some prop
erty will descend to my family, and I at once condude..I that the pre
diction could only relate to her. The day succeeding the reception 
of this communication, I wrote out the words of the prediction, with 
date etc., and enclosed the paper in aa envelope, ctnd before sealing 
it I showed the memorandum to a brother-in-law, he agreeing with 
me that it could only apply to this aged lady, upon whose decease 
his family also would share in the property. I then sealed the. en
velope and deposited it in my safe, no other person having any 
knowledge of the prediction, where it remained untouched until 
December 12th 1873, when in presence of three persons, ~me of whom 
was the elderly lady referred to, I removed and opened the envelope 
and read the contents. 

On the previous day, December 11th, my brother in-law above 
mentioned had passed away in the prime of life, after a brief illness, 
leaving me executor of his will with power to manage his estate, a 
duty in which 1 am now engaged. From the time the prediction was 
made, to the time of his death, was two years nine months and seven
teen days. It is remarkable that he should have been the o1_1ly per
son to whom I made known the prediction. 

As appropriate to this matter, I would state that on the 9th of the 
month succeeding the passing away of my brother-in-law, while the 
Indian spirit "Old John" was controlling ~r. Kenney, he said to 
me : "Brave, the spirit brave" (my relative) "says; 'Eugene, do 
you remember when you were at the Slade medium's, that the spirit 
of Dr. Davis told you, that befQre three years some pe111on would die, 
and you would have some property to manage, and that you showed 
it to me, and we both thought it referred to the death of Mrs. R--. 
Eugene, it was me who was meant." 

This prediction and its fulfilment, had been mentioned to no per
son out of our families, and none of us had seen Dr. Kenney since 
the death of Mr. S- excepting myself, and I had not in any man-
ner alluded to the circumstance in his pre&ence. · 



CHAPTER XI. 

APPARITIONS. 

•• To another; discerning of spirits." -I. Cor. xii-10. 

" Laugh you who never had 
Your dead come back, but do not take from me 

The harmlcs.• comfort of my foolisb dream, 
That these, our mortal eyes, 
Which outwardly reflect the earth and skies, 

Do introvert upon eternity. 

" And that the shapes you deem 
Imaginations, just as clearly fall, 

Each from its own divine original, 
And through some subtle element of light 

Upon the inward spiritual eye: 
As do the things which round about them lie, 

Gross and material, on the external sight." 
ALICE CAR.Y. 

T HE same faith that cheered the soul of the talented authoress of 
the above lines, in the power of our departed friends to revisit 

the scenes of their earth-life, and under favorable circums(ances to 
render themselves apparent to our mortal senses, has equally ani· 
mated many generous and true natures in all ages. 

Both the Old and New Testaments abound in narrations of the 
appearance of angels or spirits to mortals, and many times the exact 
words of their conversation are reported, and the whole is related, 
evidently without the least suspicion that any can doubt either its 
possibility, or its probability. 

In the sixteenth Chapter of Genesis, it is stated that an angel ap
peared to Hagar, and comforted her. In the eighteenth Chapter, 
three "men" or spirits, one of whom is called the "Lord" appeared 
to Abraham, and "they did eat." In the nineteenth Chapter two 
angels api>eared to Lot, and assisted him and his family to escape 
from the doomed city. In the twenty-first Chapter an angel restrains 
AbrahJ.m when he is about to sacrifice his son lsJ.J.C. In the 
thirty-second Chapter angels met Jacob, and in verse 24 we are 
told, that a "man" or spirit wrestled with him until daybreak. In 
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the fourteenth Chapter of Exodus, an angel guided the host of Israel 
in their exodus from Egypt. In the twenty-second Chapter of Num· 
bers, Balaam met an angel by the way. In the second Chapter of 
Judges, an angel spoke to all the people at Bochim. In the sixth 
Chapter, an angel came and sat under an oak, and announced to Gid
eon his mission to save Israel ; and in the thirteenth Chapter an an
gel appeared to the wife of Manoah, and afterwards to Manoah him·
self. In Joshua, Cftapter V., it is said that Joshua saw a "man," or 
spirit, with a drawn sword in his hand. In I. Samuel xxviii. the 
'voman of Endor saw "gods" or spirits, ascend from the earth. In 
the nineteenth C.hapter of I. Kings an angel appeared to Elijah, and 
he was fed by him. In the twenty-first Chapter I. Chronicles, David 
like Joshua saw an angel, having a drawn sword in his hand. In fhe 
third Chapter of Daniel an angel appeared amid the flames, in com
pany with Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego ; and in the tenth 
Chapter, Daniel saw a spirit "clothed in linen, whose loins were 
girded with pure gold." ' 

Passing to the New Testament, we find from the first Chapter of 
Matthew, that an angel appeared to Joseph in a dream. In the 
seventeenth Chapter, the spirits of Moses and Elias appeared to Jesus, 
~.nd three others, and conversed with Jesus; and in the twenty-eighth 
Chapter, an angel appeared to the two Marys, at the sepulchre, and 
this spirit removed the stone from the entrance,· thus effecting a phys· 
ical manifestation like many of the manifestations in our day, which 
are so often derided and denied, by those who accept this narration 
with devout faith'. In Luke Chapter I. it is stated that an angel ap
J>eared to Zacharias while in the temple, and talked with him, and 
after-Ward in same Chapter, we read, that an angel appeared to Mary, 
and announced the birth of Jesus. · In the second Chapter, angels ap
peared to the shepherds. In John Chapter XX. we read that Mary 
Magdalene saw two angels or spirits in white, who addressed her. In 
Acts Chapter V. an angel opened the prison doors, and liberated the 
apostles. In the tenth Chapter an angel came to Cornelius, a gentile, 
and spoke to him. In the twelth Chapter an angel appeared to 
Peter in prison, and released him. In the sixteenth Chapter, Paul saw 
a " man" or spirit, in a vision, who prayed him to "come over into 
Macedonia and help us." In the twenty-seventh Chapter, Paul again 
saw an angel or spirit, who addressed him ; and in Revelati~n, John 
saw numerous angels or spirits, was addressed by them, and heard 
their songs of praise. 

}'rom the times of the apostles to the present, there is an unbroken 
chain of evidence, establishing the appearance of the spirits of those who 
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have experienced the change by death; both Christian and Heathen 
writers alike recording their testimony to these occurrences. Every 
nation that has possessed a literature, has left records of apparition5, 
and all other nations so far as we know have been imbued with the 
belief in them, and at the present day there is not a civilized people 
on the globe, whose religious and social systems are not in a greater 
or less degree permeated by this belief; .and as to uncivilized na
tions and tribes, it is as Professor Huxley says 'in his Lay &nnons 
p. 163. "There arc savages without God in any proper sense of the 
word, but none without ghosts." 

All cannot equally perceive spirits, as these ordinarily appear, any 
more than all can receive other spiritual impressions, or comprehend 
other spiritual things. We tead; "And I Daniel, altm~ saw the vis· 
ion, for the men that were with me sa¥~· not the vision."-Dan. x.-7. 
When Samuel appeared to the woman of Endor, it is evident that 
Saul was unable to perceive him, and he had to depe'ftd upon the medi· 
um's desfription of Samuel, in order to be convinced of his presence. 
-See I. Sam. xxviii--12 to 14. 

Yet we often hear the question asked in an objective tone ; "Why, 
if one person r.an see apparitions, do not all perceive them ? " This 
question will be more fully answered in the course of this Chapter, 
but the fact that .all cannot perceive them, is no argument against 
some seeing them, any more than the inability of some to perceive 
the delicate neutral tints of the spectrum, is proof that no person can 
see them ; or that an eye accustomed to darkness. cannot perceive 
objects therein, because another not so accustomed cannot. ·we 
find from Acts vii-56, 57, that Stephen 

"Being full of the Holy Ghost, looked up steadfastly into heaven, and saw the 
glory of God, and Jesus standing on the right hand of God." 

But the unspiritual Jews could see nothing of this, and viewing 
Stephen's declaration as false and blasphemous; "they cried out with 
a loud voice, and stoppe.d their ears, and ran upon_ him with one ac

. cord," as I have known persons inclined to do, when a clairvoyant 
described the heavenly visions which are only clairvoyantly per
ceived. 

Paul, who was endowed with this faculty of discerning spirits, from 
experience had learned that all were not capable of perceiving them, 
and it was with this knowledge that he sa1d; 

"Him, God raised up the third day and shewed himself openly, not to ai/1111 
ptople, but unto witnesses chosen before God, even to us."-Acts x-40, 41. 

In all the narrations in the Bible of visions, and apparitions, there 
are not more than two instances in which either visions or apparitions 
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followed any expressed desire or request on the part of persons for 
such results; they always came as they do to day, (unless in the pres
ence of a merlium, and where all the known conditions are provided, 
or complied with,) unexpectedly, and in their own time. The faculty 
of seeing, is not only limited to comparatively few, but it varies in 
each individual possessing it according to internal and external• con
ditions, of which we are to a great extent ignorant. It is the same 
with mesmeric lucid subjects, who no doubt are like spiritual medi
ums, only unsler the psychological influence of mortal instead of 
spiritual operators. 

Townshend, in his "Facts in Mumtrism" p. 226, remarks, con
cerning one of his subjects; Anna M--. "It seemed to me that 
her new visual faculty was always in its best condition when sponta
neously exerted, and that any efforts on her part, any over-anxiety to 
fulfil our requisitions, marred it altogether. • . • • It was when she 
was sitting quietly, and apparently forgetful that she was an object of 
observation, that she displayed the niost remarkable phenomena of 
vision." It is the same with mediums, and my experience has been 
that the most convincing proofs I have received of spirit identity, 
·have come when the medium was entirely passive, and neither he nor 
I, expectant of such proofs. 

But while on the one hand, eager expectancy often defeats the at
tainment of the object, the chilling repelling unbelief in the possibil
ity of our friends revisiting us, is often equally fatal to successful ef
forts on their part, and they would more frequently appear, if we 
would render them the assistance which they would derive, from a 
quiet and earnest desire on our part, to again greet them from that 
bourn whence travellers do rtlurn. 

As only certain persons have the gift of discerning spirits, so only 
certain spirits possess the power to render themselves visible, even 
to those mortals who are endowed with the faculty of discerning. It 
was so with the father of the Seeress of Prevorst, of whom Dr. Ker
ner says: "Another circumstance that convinced me of the truth of 
her revelations, was, that at my last visit when she was fully aware 
of her approaching end, she told me in confidence that her deceased 
father had lately been with her, and that having asked him, why since 
he had been dead a year she had not seen him before, he answered 
that it had not been in his power to reveal himself to her earlier." 

All well read Spiritnalists, are conversant with the history of Fred
erica Hauffe; otherwise called the "Seeress of Prevorst ; " but for 
the information of others, I will state that she was born in I8oi, in 
the village of Prevorst, in Wirteml.mrg. In her childh~od she en. 
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joyed good health, but very early in life she developed various spirit
ual gifts, which with the Joss of health, occurring in early woman
hood, seemed to increase in power, and attended her during her brief 
life. 

After some years' illness, which baffled the skill of her physicians, 
she was brought to Lowenstein, and Dr. Justinus Kerner chief phy
sician at Weinsberg, was called to visit her, and he became her con
stant medical attendant thereafter. The character of Dr. Kerner for 
probity and honor-his skill and experience in his pJcfession-his 
learning and intelligence; were all indisputable; and no respon
sible writer has ventured to cast a doubt upon any of the facts he re
lates, however he may differ with him in opinion as to their origin 
and nature. Mrs. Crowe, some years since published a translation 
of Dr. Kerner's account of Mrs. Hauffe, under the title of Th~ Sur
~ss of Prn;orsl. 

Perhaps no person was ever more largely endowed with the gift of 
" Discerning of Spirits," than this afflicted woman. Her nervous 
system was in a strangely abnormal state, and partly arising from this 
peculiarity, and partly from her abstemious diet, her body became to 
a certain extent etherealized, eliminating its grosser elements, and 
thus her spirit was enabled to exercise greater freedom than is usual 
with embodied spirits. 

She lived more in the inner life than in the outer, and spirits were 
her almost constant companions, much against her will, as she viewed 
this compulsory double existence, as a heavy misfortune, and such 
in her case it must have been. At the time when Dr. Kerner was 
called to see her, she was in this condition, and he says of her: 

" I had never seen her, but I had heard many false and perverted 
accounts of her, and I must confess that I shared the world's opin
ions and gave credit to its lies." But further observation changed. 
all this, and he did her full justice. 

In reference to her attempts to explain the manner in which she 
discerned spirits, Dr. Kerner remarks : "She sai.d that it was not: 
with her fleshly but with her spiritual eye which lay beneath it, that: 
she saw this second image in the eyes of others, and also discerned 
spirits,'' and he gives it as· his opinion, that " It is not by means of" 
the ordinary organs of sight, but by inspiration as it were-a mag
netic awakening or the spirit within." 

l\frs. Hauffe further said; "Certainly these forms are not the off. 
spring of my imagination, for I have no pleasure in them, on the con
trary they give me pain, and I never think of them but when I sec 
them or am questioned about them. Unfortunately my life is now 
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so constituted, th:lt my soul as well as my spirit sees into the spirit· 
ual world-which is however indeed upon the earth-and I see them, 
not only singly but frequently in multitudes, and of different kinds, 
and many departed souls. 

" I sec many with whom I come into no approximation, and 
otber:S who come to me with whom I converse, and who remain near 
rue for months. I see them at various times, by day and night, 
whether I am alone or in company. I am perfectly awake at the 
time, and am not sensible of any circumstance or sensation that 
calls them up. I see them alike whether 1 am strong or weak, pie· 
thoric or in a state of, inanition, glad or sorrowful, amused or other
wise, and I cannot dismiss them. Not that they are always with me, 
but that they come at their own pleasure like mortal visitors, and 
equally whether I am in a spiritual or corporeal state, at the time. 

" When I am in my calmest and most healthy sleep they awaken 
me. I know not how, but I feel that I am awakened by them, and 
that I should have slept on had they not come to my bedside. I 
observe frequently that when a ghost visits me by night, those who 
sleep in. the same room with me are by their dreams made aware of 
its presence. They speak afterwards of the apparition they saw in 
their dreams, although I have not breathed a syllable on the subject 
to them. While the ghosts are with me I see and hear everything 
around me as usual, and can think of other subjects, and though I 
can avert my eyes from them it is difficult for me to do it. I feel in 
a sort of magnetic rapport with them. They appear to me like a 
thin cloud that one could see through, which however I cannot do. 
I never observed that they threw any shadow. I see them more 
clearly by sun, or moonlight, than in the dark, but whether I could 
see them in absolute darkness I do not know. 

" If any object comes between me · and them they are hidden· 
from me. I cannot see them with closed eyes, nor when I turn my 
fu.ce from them, but I arn so sensible of their presence, that I could 
designate the exact spot they are standing upon, and I can hear 
them speak although I stop my ears. I cannot endure that they 
shonld approach me very near, they give me a feeling of debility. 
Other persons who do not see them, are "frequently sensible of the 
effects of their proximity, when they are with me; they have a dispo
sition to faintness; and feel a constriction and oppression of the 
nerves. Even animals are not exempt from this effect. 

"The appearance of the ghosts is the same as when they were alive 
but colorless, r:l.ther grayish :-so is their atttre, like a cloud. The 
brighter and happier spirits are differently clothed; they have a long 

14 
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loose shining robe, with a girdle round the waist. The features of 
spectres are as when alive, but mostly sad and gloomy. Their 
eyes are bright ; often like a flame. I have never seen any with hair. 
All the female ghosts have the same head covering, even when over 
it, as is sometimes the case, they have 'that they wore when alive. 
This consists in a sort of veil which comes over the forehead, and 
covers the hair. The forms of the good spirits appear bright-those 
of the evil dusky. 

" Whether it is only under this form that my senses can perceive 
them, and whether to a more spiritualized being they would not ap
pear as spirits, I cannot say ; but I suspect it. • Their gait is like the 
gait of the living, only that the better spirits seem to float, and the 
evil ones tread heavier, so that their footsteps may sometimes be 
heard, not by me alone, but by those who are with me. 

"They ha,·e various ways of attracting attention by other sounds 
besides speech ; and this faculty they exercise" frequently on those 
who can neither see them nor hear their voices. These sounds con
sist in sighing ; knocking ; noises as of the throwing of sand, or 
gravel; rustling of paper ; rolling of a ball; shuffling as in slippers. 
etc., etc. 

" They are also able to move heavy articles, and to open and shut 
doors, although they can pass through them unopened, or through the 
walls. I observe that the darker a spectre is, the stronger is his 
voice, and the more ghostly powers of making noises and so forth he 
seems to have ..•. 

"When I talk to them piously, I have seen the spirits, especially the 
darker ones, draw in my words as it were, whereby they become 
brighter; but I feel much weaker. The spirits of the happy invigo
rate me, and give me a very different feeling to the others. I observe 
that the happy spirits have the same difficulty in answering questions 
regarding earthly matters, as the evil ones have in doing it with re
spect to heavenly ones : the first belong not to earth, nor the last to 
heaven .... 

"The spirits who come to n1e, are mostly on the inferior steps of 
the mid-region ; which is in our atmosphere ; but mid-region is a 
misnomer, and I call it 'so unwillingly. They are chiefly spirits of 
those, who from the attraction of and attachment to the external 
world have remained below, or of those who have not believed in 
their redemption through Christ, or who in the moment of dying have 
been troubled with an earthly thought which has clung to them, and 
impeded their upward flight .•.. 

"Those on the lower degrees who are the heaviest, are in a continual 
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twilight with nothing to delight their eyes. This dimness·does not 
belong to the place they are in, but proceeds from their own souls. 
rrhe orbit of the sun is no longer visible to them, and although they 
are in our atmosphere they have no eyes for earthly objects. It is 
only by their inward improvement that they obtain light and the 
power of seeing. As soon as they have light in their souls they can 
quit our atmOBphere, and they can see light again. 

" These are they who mostly come to me, whilst I am l:nhappily 
so constituted that I can sec them, and they me. They come to me 
that I may aid them through prayer, and give them a word of conso
lation. Others come under the erroneous persuasion, that the avowal 
of some crime which weighs upon their spirit will bring them rest. 
Under the influence of this error they are often more anxious about 
some single misdeed, than about all the rest of their ill-spent lives. 
And others still come to me, to whom some earthly feeling or thought 
has clung in death which they cannot shake off. It were better they 
addressed themselves to the spirits of the blest, but their weight draws 
them more to men than spirits. They come to me, and I see them, 
independently of my own will." 

When Mrs. Hauffe at one time awoke from her trance condition, 
she ~aid the persons around her all looked so thick and heavy, she 
could not imagine how they could move ; and at another time she 
said, that "though the dark spirits seemed like lead, compared to 
the bright forms, yet they were very light compared to us." 

Dr. Kerner remarks ; "Indeed, even of all apparitions and com
munications from the world of spirits, she was very unwilling to con- • 
verse, and neverdid it except when requested. Unless when dropped 
by accident, or wl\en pressed to make revelations, we heard nothing 
of these things, however remarkable." 

And again he says of her, just before her death; "In one of her 
last days she told me, that. during her fever she often saw visions, all 
sorts offorms passed before her eyes, but it was impossible to express 
how entirely different these occular illusions were to the real discern
ing of spirits, and she only wished other people were in a condition, 
to compare these two kinds of perception with one another ; both of 
which were equally distinct from our ordinary perception, and also 
from that of the second-sight." 

He also says; " I myself once saw a spectre, at the moment that 
Mrs. Hauffe's eyes were fixed on it. To me the outlin~s were not dis· 
tinct ; it looked like a pillar of vapor or cloud, of the size of a man ; 
it stood by her bedside, and she was speaking to it in a low voice." 

" I visited Mrs. Hauffe at least three thousand times ; passed hours 

• 
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and hours with her; was better acquainted with her associates, and 
circumstances, than she was herself; and I gave myself inexpressible 
pains, to investigate all reports, but I never could discover decep
tion ; whilst others, who never heard nor saw her, and who spoke of 
her as the blind do of colors, detected the imposition without dilli· , 
culty." 

Some at the present day who have inherited the same traits of 
mind, view Spiritualism at the same safe distanc~ ·and with equal 
knowledge condemn it. 

He vouches for her character, in the following words : " Her moral 
character was blameless. She was pious without hypocrisy, and even 
her long-suffering and the strange nature of it, she looked upon as 
from the grace of God, and frequently expressed these feelings in 
verse." 

It should be considered, that the experience and testimony of Mrs. 
Hauffe, corroborated by Dr. Kerner, was given to the world before 
.Modem Spiritualism had been beard of, and it should be observed, 
wha.t an almost perfect accord exists between her revelations and those 
received through our mediums-she and they bearing testimony to the 
same truths. 

Many persons discern spirits clairvoyantly, as Mrs. Hauffe did, 
who ne\·er mention the subject to any but their most intimate friends, 
and it is on1y by accident that others hear of it. The late Rev. Dr. 
·Ferguson of Nashville, Tenn. says of Mrs. Ferguson; who restrained 
him from saying more : 

"Mrs. Ferguson is a medium for visions as well as writing. She 
always sees the spirit while communicating, whether through herse!{ 
or others. · Frequently while engaged in her hoasehold duties, she 
receives a request from sor~1e spirit-friend to give forth. a comrnunica· 
tion. In such cases she sometimes refuses, and again after her duties 
are over will sit down, and in a few moments pour forth the wishes 
of her invisible visitants. She often recognizes them while engaged 
in ordinary conversation with her friends ; while visiting among her 
neighbors; at church ; and on the street; and refers to such greetings, 
only in the sacred privacy of confiding friendship, and then wit~ 
evident wonder that .all do not realize their presence. 

" She sees them come and go ; marks their pleasure and disa.p
pointment ; and were it not for the materialistic scepticism she 
meets, would perhaps never meet an earthly friend without calling 
attention to a presence near them they may still cherish in their 
memory, or may have forgotten. We would delight to give you many 
of her visions, but have failed to secure her consent. Nothing but 
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the highest sense of religious duty, and that after repeated admoni
tions from her spirit monitors, could induce her to allow even this 
brief notice."-Spiril Communion, p. 27. 

Henry Slade assured me, that he many times saw spirits accom
panying persons who entered his rooms, and that when on the street 
he sometimes saw the words "pickpocket," or "burglar" conspicu
ously appearing above the heads of men whom he met. Sometimes 
he saw such words over the heads o(passengers in the street-cars. 
He also often sees spirits with persons on the streets, and in public 
rooms. He says he now rarely mentions to person!t the fact of see
ing spirits near and with them, as many would not believe, while 
others who did, would be frightened or rendered uneasy. The words 
he sees over the heads of persons, doubtless are represented to him 
psychologically, through spirit impression. 

In the minutes of the Criminal Court of .Mayence, published in 
18Js, there is an account of a woman by the name of Margaret 
Jager, who had poisoned several people. . 

She was arrested, and whilst in prison two other criminals who 
were confined in the same eel~ saw a spectre two nights in succes
sion which was not seen by the accused, but on the third night it was 
visible to her also, and so terrified her that she made confession of 
her crimes in open court. 

In February, 1873, a r.egro by the name of Warren, was arrested 
and imprisonc:d in Princeton, Illinois, for a murderous assault on a 
Swedish girl, named Christine Nilson, and when taken into court 
confessed the crime. His confession according to his own account, 
was made from fright caused by the ghostly visits of the spirit of 
another criminal by the name of Swanson, a wife-poisoner, who 
committed suicide in the same cell. Wan en said he could not stand 
the visits from this ghost, and preferred being sent to the Penitentiary 
for life to remaining in that cell. 

Professor Zerffi in his work, "Spiritualism and Animal Magnet
ism" refers to a case, " that happened at Frankfort-on-the-Main, 
in the Jewish hospital, where- a servant died one night. The next 
morning her sister and niece, both living in different places, ~he one 
at a distance of five miles from town, the other in town, appeared at 
the house of the lady in whose service she was to inquire after their 
~elative, ld1o had appeared to both of them during the night, whilst 
•he was dying. The superintendent of th<! hospital who has re
:orded this i:1cident, asserts that such cases often occur." 

Spiritu01l apparitions have been as often seen by the educated and 
elined, taking their relative numbers into consideration, as by the 
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uneducated and vulgar. The fonner rarely speak of their experi
ence, but occasionally a person of this class has the courage to make 
known facts of this kind, happening under his own observation. It 
was thus with Oberlin, the devoted pastor of Ran de Ia Roche, in 
Alsace, :France, who for upwards of fifty years labored for the good 
of the people of that valley. Many accounts have been published 
of his spiritual experience, but I will here quote from the account of 
a visit to him by Mr. Smithson, as I find it related by Mr. Owen, in 
his Footfalls on /lu Btnmdary of another World, p. 361. 

"There, Oberlin found the peasantry with very peculiar opinions. 
He said to Mr. Smithson, that when he first came to reside among 
the inhabitants of Steinthal, they had what he then considered many 
superstitious notions respecting the proximity of the spiritual world, 
and of "the appearance of various objects and phenomena in that 
world, which from time to time were seen by some of the people 
belonging to his flock. 

" For instance, it was not unusual for a person who had died, to 
appear to some individual in the valley. • • . • The report of every 
new occurrence of this kind was brought to Oberlin, who at length 
became so much annoyed that he was resolved to put down this spe
cies of superstition, as he called it, from the pulpit, and exerted him
self for a considerable time to this end, but with little or no desirable 
effect. Cases became more numerous, and the circumstances so 
striking, as even to stagger the scepticism of Oberlin himself. 

" Ultimately the pastor came over to the opinions of his parish
ioners in this matter, and when Mr. Smithson asked him, what had 
worked such conviction, he replied ; ' that he himself had had ocular 
and demonstrative experience, respecting these important subjects.' 
He added, that 'he had a large pile of papers, which he had written 
on this kind of spiritual phenomena, containing the facts, with his 
own reflections upon them.' 

"He stated further to Mr. Smithson, that such apparitions were 
particularly frequent after that well known and terrible accident 
which buried several villages-the fall of the Rossberg in r8o6. 
Soon after as Oberlin expressed it, a considerable number of the 
inhabitants of the valley ' had their spiritual eyesight opened, and 
perceived the apparitions of many of the sufferers.' 

" Stober, the pupil and biographer of Oberlin, and throughout his 
life the intimate friend of the family, states that the good pastor was 

fully perEuaded of the actual presence of his wife for several years 
after her decease. His unwavering conviction was, that like an at· 
tendant angel she watched over him, held communion with hin1, and 
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was visible to his sight ; that she instructed him respecting the other 
world, and guarded him from danger in this ; that when he contem
plated any new plan of utility, in regard to the results of which he 
was uncertain, she either encouraged his efforts, or checked him in 
his project. He considered his interviews with her not as a thing to 
be doubted, but as obvious and certain ; as certain as any event that 
is witnessed with the bodily eyes. When asked how he distinguished 
her appearance, and her communications from dreams, he replied ; 
' How do you distinguish one color from another ? ' " 

Mr. Owen adds: 
"I myself, met when in Paris during the month of May, 1859, 

Monsieur Matter, a French gentlemen holding an important official 
position in the Department of Public Instruction, who had visited 
Oberlin sometime before his death, and to whom the worthy pastor 
submitted the 'large pile of papers' referred to by Mr. Smith
son. He found it to contain, among other things, a narrative of a 
series of apparitions of his deceased wife, and of his interviews with 
her. 

" Monsieur Matter, who kindly furnished me with notes in writing 
on this matter, adds ; 'Oberlin was convinced that the inhabitants 
of the invisible world can appear to us, and we to them, when God 
wills, and that we are apparitions to them as they to us.' " 

Mrs. Crowe in her " Night Side of Nature" p. 292 after remarking 
that " His wife came to him frequently after her death, was seen by 
the rest of his household as well as himself, and warned him before
hand of many events that occurred; " says, that " Professor Barthe 
who visited Oberlin in 1824, says that whilst he spoke of his inter
course with the spiritual world, as familiarly as of the daily visits of his 
parishioners, he was at the same time perfectly free from fanaticism, 
and eagerly alive to all the concerns of this earthly existence. He 
asserted, what I find many somnambules and deceased persons also 
assert, that everything on earth is but a copy, of which the antitype 
is to be found in the other. 

" He said to his visitor, that he might as well attempt to persuade 
him that that was not a table before them, as that he did not hold 
communication with the other world. ' I give you credit for being 
honest when you assure me that you never saw anything of the 
kind,' said he ; 'give me the same credit when I assure you that I 
do.' With respect to the faculty of ghost-seeing, he 1aid it de
pended on several circumstances external, and internal. People who 
live in the bustle and glare of the world, seldom see them, whilst 
those who live in still, solitary thinly inhabited places like the moun-
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tainous districts of various-countries do. So if I go into the forest 
by night, I see the phosphoric.light of a piece of rotten wood, but ifl 
go by day I cannot see it, yet it is still there. Again there must be 
a rapport. A tender mother is awakened by the faintest cry of her 
infant, whilst the maid slumbers and never hears it ; and if I thrust a 
needle amongst a parcel of wood shavings, and hold a magnet over 

· them, the needle fs stirred, whilst the shavings are quite unmoved. 
There must be a particular aptitude; what it consists in I do not 
know, for of my people, many of whom are ghost·seers, some are 
weak and sickly, others vigorous and ~trong. . .. 
· "The visits of his wife continued for nine years after her death, 
and then ceased. At length she sent him a message through another 
deceased person, to say that she was now elevated to a higher state, 
and could therefore no longer revisit the earth." 

The writings of John Wesley abound in expressions, and in narra
tions, which indicate or declare, his firm belief in the return of de-
parted spirits. • 

In his journal under date of 25th May 1768, he makes entry of an 
account given him by Elizabeth Hobson, a convert to his preaching, 
and for whose strict piety and truthfulness he vouch,es. He says : 

"Being at Sunderland, I took down from one who had feared God 
from her infancy, one of the strangest accounts I ever read, and yet I 
can find no pretence to disbelieve it. The wdl-known character of 
the person excludes all suspicion of fraud, and the nature of the cir
cumstances themselves, exclude the possibility of a delusion. 

" It is true there are several of them I do not comprehend, but 
this is with me a very slender objection, for what is it which I do 
comprehend; even of things which I see daily. Truly, not 'the 
smallest grain of sand or spire of grass.' I know not how the one 
grows, nor how the particles of the other adhere together. 1¥/zat 
prctmce l1ave I then, to deny well-attested facts because I cannot com
prehc11d them. • • . 

"One of the capital objections to all these accounts, which I have 
known urged over and over is this; 'Did you ever see an appari
tion yourself?' No; nor did I ever see a murder, yet I believe there 
is such a thing, yea and that in one place or another murder is com
mitted every day. Therefore I cannot as a reasonable man deny the fact 
although I never saw it, and perhaps never may. The testimony of 
um·xct>ptieJnable witnesses, fully convinces me of both the one and the 
other. 

".Elizabeth Hobson was born in Sunderland in the yea!" I744-
Her father dying when she was three or four years old, her uncle, 
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Thomas Rea, a pious man, brought her up as his own daughter. She 
wa.s serious from a child, and grew up in the fear of God .••• 

"On Wednesday May 25th, q68, and the three following days, I 
talked with her at large, but it was with great difficulty I prevailed on 
her to speak. The substance of what she said was as follows : 

" From my childhood, when any of our neighbors died, whether 
men, women, or children, I used to see them either just when they 
died,· or a little before, nor was I at all afraid, it was so common. 
Indeed many times I did not then know they were dead. I saw 
many of them by day, many by night. Those that came when it was 
dark, brought light with them. I observed that little children, and 
many grown persons, had a bright glorious light around them, but 
many had a gloomy dismal light, and a dusky cloud over them. 

" When I told my uncle this, he did not seem to be at all surprised 
at it, but several times said ; ' Be not afraid, only take care to fear 
and serve God ; as long as He is on your side none will be able to 
htut you.' ••• 

" When I was about sixteen my uncle fell ill, and grew worse and 
worse for three months. One day, having been sent out on an 
errand, I was coming home through a lane, when I saw him in the 
field, coming swiftly toward me. I ran to meet him, but he was 
gone. When I came home I found him calling for me. As soon as 
I ca-me to his bedside he clasped his arms around my neck, and 
bursting into tears, earnestly exhorted me to continue in the ways of 
God, kept his hold till he sank down and died, and even then they 
could hardly unclasp his fingers. · I would fain have died with him, 
and wished to bt" buried with him, dead or alive. 

" From that time I was crying from morning till night, and praying 
that I might see hi•n. I grew weaker and weaker, till one morning 
about one oclock as I was lying crying as usual, I heard some noise, 
and rising up saw him come to the bedside. He looked much dis
pleased ; shook his head at me ; and in a minute or two went away. 
About a week after I took to my bed, and grew worse and worse, 
till in six or seven days my life was despaired of. Then about eleven 
at night my uncle came in, looked well pleased, ·and sat down by 
the bedside. He came every night after at the same hour, and stayed 
till cock-crowing. I was exceeding glad and kept my eyes fixed on 
him all the time he stayed. If I wanted drink or anything, though I 
did not speak or stir he fetched it, and set it on the chair b.y the bed
side. Indeed I could not speak. Many times I strove, but could 
not move my tongue. Every morning when he went away he waved 
his hand to me, and I heard delightful music as if many persons were 
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singing together. In about six weeks I grew be~er. I was ther::=::; 
musing one night whether I did well in desiring be might come, -, 
and I was praying that God would do His own.will, when he came i~ 
and stood by the bedside. But he was not in his usual dress ; h~ 
had on a white robe, which reached down to his feet. He looke<E::=a 
quite well pleased .... 

"In a year after this, a young man courted me, and in som~ 
months we agreed to be married. But he purposed to take anothe~-= 
voyage first, and one evening went on board his ship. About eleve~ 
o'clock, going out to look for my mother, I saw him standing at hi~ 
mother's door, with his hands in his pockets and his hat pulled ove~ 
his eyes. I went to him and stretched out my band to put up his;;;;;;iiie 
hat, but he went swiftly by me and I saw the wall on the other sid~ 
of the lane part as he went through, and then immediately close· 
after him. At ten next morning he died. 

"A few days after John Simpson, one of our neighbors-a man 
that truly feared God, and one with whom I was particularly 
acquainted, went to sea as usual. He sailed out on a Tuesday. 
The Friday night following, between eleven and twelve o'clock, I 
heard one walking in my room, and every step sounded as if he 
was stepping in water. He then came to the bedside in his sea
jacket all wet, and stretched his hand over me. Three drops of 
water fell on my breast, and felt as cold · as ice. I strove to awaken 
his wife, who lay with me, but I could not any more than if she 
was dead. Afterwards I heard that he was cast away that night. 
In less than a minute he went away, but he came to me every 
night for six or seven nights following, between eleven and two. 
Before he came and when he went away I always heard sweet 
music ...• 

" A little before Michaelmas, 1763, my brother George who was a 
good young man went to sea. The day after Michaelmas-day, about 
midnight, 1 saw him standing by my bedside surrounded with a 
glorio•ts light, and looking earnestly at me. He was wet all over. 
That night the ship in which he sailed, split upon a rock, and all 
the crew were drowned. 

"On April 9, 1 767, about midnight, I was lying awake, and saw 
my brother John, standing by my bedside. Just at that time h<> 
died in Jamaica." 

In the Autobiography of Lord Brougham, vol. i. p. 146, he gives 
from his journal, an acount of early personal experience, in which a 
mutual pledge was taken by himself and a young friend, that who
ever first died should if possible appear to the other. I will here 
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copy the story, together with his account of the fulfilment of the 
pledge on the part of his friend. Under date of Deeember 19, 1799, 
he says: 

"Tired with the cold of yesterday, I was glad to take the advan
tage of a hot bath before 1 turned in. And here a most remarkable 
thing happened to me-so remarkable that I must tell the story 
from the beginning. 

"After I left the high-school, I went with G--, my most intimate 
friend, to attend the classes in the University. There was no divinity 
class, but we frequently in our walks, discussed and speculated upon 
grave subjects, among others on the immortality of the soul, and on 
a future state. This question and the possibility-! will not say of 
ghosts walking, but of the dead appearing to the living, were subjects 
of much speculation, and we actually committed the folly of drawing 
up an agreement written with our blood, to the effect that whichever 
of us died the first, should appear to the other, and thus solve any 
doubts we had entertained of the life after death. 

" After we had fini~thed our classes at the college, G- went to 
India, having got an appointment there in the Civil Service. He 
seldom wrote to me, and after the lapse of a few years I had almost 
forgotten him. Moreover, his family having little connection with 
Edinburgh, I seldom saw or heard anything of him through them, so 
that all the old ·school-boy intimacy had died out, and I had nearly 
forgotten his existence. 

" I had taken as I have said a warm bath, and while lying in it 
and enjoying the comfort of the heat after the late freezing I had 
undergone, I turned my head around, looking toward the chair on which 
I had deposited my clothes, as I was about to get out of the bath. 
On the chair sat G--, looking calmly at me. How I got out of 
the bath I know not, but on recovering nty senses I found myself 
sprawling on the floor. The apparition, or whatever it was that had 
taken the likeness of G--, had disappeared. The vision produced 
such a shock that I had no inclination to talk about it, or to speak 
about it, even to Stuart, but the impression it made upon me was too 
vivid to be easily forgotten, and so strongly was I affected by it, that 
I have here written down the whole history, with the date 19th De

. ccmber, and all the particulars as they are now fresh before me." 
This is a clear, direct statement of an occurrence, which if we can 

judge from the manner in which it is thus far treated by him, was 
regarded by Lord Brougham as the veritable spirit-apparition of his 
old class-mate, who thus fulfilled a promise made and sealed in the 
most solemn, though, superstitious manner. He does not speak of it 
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as an illusion, nor as unimportant, but as a " most remarkable 
thing." 

He says "I had nearly forgotten his existence." "On the chair
sat G--, looking calmly at me." Strange it is, if this was an.. 
illusion, that he should at the very instant of seeing the imagina~ 
figure, recognize his former friend whom he had not seen nor heard
from for many years, whom he had almost forgotten, and whom he was 
not thinking of at the time. That the perception and recognition 
were simultaneous and complete, is evident from• his immediately 
fainting. And then it is something remarkable that a man like 
Lord Brougham, in perfect heal"th, of a firm steady nervous organi· 
zation, and t~oroughly informed as to the scientific theories of illu· 
sions and hallucinations, should have so completely collapsed at a 
fanciful o-eation of his own brain. This is not usually the result of 
morbid perceptions, even when the subject is weak and timid. 

He speaks of it, as "the apparition or whatever it was that 
had taken the likeness of G--." There is no indication here 
that he for a moment su;pected it to be an illusion, but on the 
contrary he evidently regarded it. as something objective and real, 
for he says; "This vision produced such a .shock, that I had no 
inclination to talk about it." The tone of this remark proves that he 
considered it a serious matter, too serious t<' submit it to the humili
ation of incurring the jests, and sneers; that serious mention of it 
would have excited, and he was in no humor to listen to the reply 
of respectable ignorance, that it was simply the creation of his own 
disordered brain. He was too deeply impressed to tolerate any 
such doubts of his own judgment. His whole language is of this 
impressive cast, as when he adds ; "and so strongly was I affected 
by it that I have here written down the whole history." 

In what follows I think it will be equally apparent to the reader, 
that when Lord Brougham had perused what he had thus far written, 
he considered it necessary to save himself from the charge of supersti
tion, by casting doubt upon the spiritual hypothesis. He continues: 

"No doubt I had fallen asleep: and that the appearance presented 
so distinctly to my eyes, was a dream, I cannot for a moment doubt. 
Yet for years I had no communication with G--, nor had there 
been anything to recall him to my recollection ; nothing had taken 
place during our Swedish travels, either connected with G~, or 
with India, or with anything relating to him, or to any member of his 
f.lmily. I recollected quickly enough, our old discussion and the bar
gain we had made. I could not discharge from my mind, tlu impru
siofl /Ita/ G-- must luwe died, and tlzat l1is appcaranu to me was to 
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lu nceiz,td by mt, as proof of a jttfurt stalt, yet all the while I felt 
convinced that the whole was a dream, and so painfully vivid and so 
unfading was the impression, that I could not bring myself to talk of 
it, or to make the slightest allusion to it." 

The foregoing was entered in Lord Brougham's journal in Decem
ber, 1799, and of itself is convincing evidence of the apparition of his 
deceased friend, but taken in connection with what follows, we con
sider the question whether this was a spirit apparition or not, to be as 
well settled in the affirmative, as any other fact which rests upon ocu· 
Jar proof and corroborative evidence. Nearly sixty-three years after
wards, when writing his Autobiograpny, he remarks under date of 0c
tober 16, 1862; 

" I have just been copying out from my journal, the account of this 
strange dream. Ctrlissima mortis imago! And now to finish the 
story began above sixty years since. Soon after my return to Edin· 
burgh, there arrived a letter from India announcing G--'s death, 
and stating that he had died on the 19th of Decen1ber! Singular 
coincidence." 

Very singular indeed-if a coincidence. Yet with such conclusive 
unsought proofs of the supennundane character of ·this manifestation, 
the logical mind of this great man, bowed in deference to the demands 
of material science, and no less material theology, and he humiliated 
hitnself by apologetically saying, "I believe every such seeming mira
cle is like every ghost story, capable of explanation," of course he 
means, on known scientific principles. 

In further proof that Lord Brougham had full faith, in this appear
ance having been a spirit apparition, and at least some faith in modern 
'Spiritualism, we he~e quote from a Preface written by him but a short 
time before his death-to a work entitled ; Tht Book of Naturt by 
Mr. Charles 0. Groom Napier F. C. S. published in London in x87o. 
This preface closes with the following remarks : 

"There is but one question I would ask the author: Is the Spirit
ualism of this work, foreign to our materialistic manufacturing age ? 
No : for amidst the varieties of mind which divers circumstances pro
duce, are found those who cultivate man's highest faculties: to these 
the author addresses himself. But even in the most cloudless skies 
of sc•:!'ticism, I see a rain-cloud-if it be no bigger than a man's h~nd 
-it is modern Spiritualism." 

In x869 Rev. Dr. Bellows contributed to Appltloni Journal a paper, 
entitled, "Sittings with Powers the Sculptor." In this paper he states, 
that Mr. Powers, in the course of a conversation with him in Flor• 
ence, related this beautiful clairvoyant experience. 
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"I have always thought that there was something yet inexplicabl~ 
about the nervous organization, which might eventually show us to ~ 
living much nearer to spiritual forms than most believe, and that-=" 
not impossible opening of our inner senses might even here, enab~ 
us to perceive these forms. When we see a man in his flesh an~ 
blood we see his outward robes. If his nervous system alone were::::-·e 
delicately separated out from his body, for the nerves fill not only eac~ h 
tissue of the body but extend even to. the enamel of the teeth, an<E::=-d 
the fibres of the hair. There is no part of the human frame that i=z:o ~ 
not full of these invisible ramifications. Show us a man's nervou!!!:!!!!= s 
system, and filmy as it might be in parts, his form would be perfect!,..., 
retained, even to his eyes. Now this is one great step toward hi~ 
spiritual body. A little further refinement might bring us to what i.se!!5 
beneath the nervous system ; the spiritual body; and it might stil
have the precise form of the man. I believe it possible for this to-da,_
to appear, and under certain states to be seen. I do not often men
tion a waking vision which I enjoyed more than twenty years ago, but:= 
I will tell it to you. It happened five and twenty 'years ago. 

" I had retired at the usual hour, and as I blew out the candle an£ 
got into bed I looked upon our infant child sleeping calmly on the 
other side of its mother, who also was sound asleep. As I lay broacl. 
awake, thinking on many things, I became suddenly conscious of a.. 
strong light in the room, and thought I must have forgotten to blow
out the candle. I looked at the stand, but the candle was out. Still 
the light increased, and I began to fear something was on fire in the 
room, and I looked over toward my wife's side to see if it were so. 
There was no sign of fire, but as I cast my eye upwards and as it; 
were to the back of my bed, I saw a green hillside on which tw~ 
bright figures, a young man and a young woman, their arms across. 
each other's shoulders, were standing and looking down with counte
nances full of love and grace, upon our sleeping infant. 

" A glorious brightness seemed to clothe them, and to shine in 
upon the room. Thinking it possible that I was dreaming, .and 
merely fancying myself awake:, (for the vision vanished in about the 
time I have been telling you the story, and left me wondering,) I 
felt my pulse to see whether I had any fever. My pulse was calm 
as a clock, I never was broader awake in my life, and said to myself; 
'Thank God what I have been looking for years to enjoy, has at 
length been granted me-a direct look into the spirit-world.' I was 
so moved by the reflections excited by this experience, that I could 
not restrain myself from awaking my wife, and telling her what had 
happened.'' 
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That courageous and talented advocate of the cause of Spiritualism; 
the Rev. Samuel Watson, who in his work entitled: The Clofk struck 
One, and other works has created such a sensation, especially in the 
Methodist Church, on page ISS of that work says: 

"Many years ago there was a young man by the name of Charles 
Dennie, who professed religion and joined the Church where I was 
stationed at Asbury Chapel, in tbis City (Memphis). He wrote some 
very fine poetry, which was published in the Memphis Christian Ad
vocate while I edited it, and he was preparing for the ministry. He 
went to New Orleans on business, and died suddenly. His remains 
were brought to Memphis, and I preached his funeral sermon, at his 
brother's house. Just before the service commenced, his brother 
told me that the night C~arlie died he came into his room, and he 
asked him why he had come back so soon. The next morning a des
patch told of his death." 

• Bishop Hall in his work on The Invisible World says : cc So sure 
as we see men, so sure are we that holy men have seen angels." 

• 

• 



CHAPTER XII. 

" DISCERNING OF SPIRITS" -contintted. 

I N October 1872, a series of spiritual manifestations took place in 
Virginia City, Nevada, which produced much excitement, and 

more especially among the Roman Catholic inhabitants of that locality. 
The occurrences were vouched for, not only by laymen, but by anum
ber of Catholic priests, who personally witnessed them. 

Six years prior tv these events, a man by the name of James Mc
Donough,. employed by an express company in that town, died in the 
Catholic f:~.ith, leaving a widow and two children, a son and a daugh- • 
ter. The widow again married, and the children at the time of the 
occurrence of the mani[estations, were living with a Mr. Masel, a rela
tiVe by marriage. John, the son, was about eighteen years of age, 
while Agnes the daughter, was fourteen, and attending school. She 
was described as a tall healthy girl, with light brown hair, blue eyes, 
with long dark lashes, open and regular ft!atures, and a modest can
did manner. Mr. Masel vouched for her being a dutiful, truthful, 
and pious child. 

The first of these occurrences took place on Sunday afternoon. Oc· 
tober 27th, when Agnes was at home with the younger children. 
Loud knocks were heard at the door, which continued at intervals until 
the return of Mrs .. Masci, who then also heard them, but was unable 
to detect their origin. She then despatched Agnes to a neighbor's 
upon an .errand, and as she left the house loud knockings were heard 
uron the door. While she was absent no sounds were heard, but they 
recommenced on her return. 

Tt1e noises again commenced the next morning, and continued 
through the day, bnt were only heard where Agnes happened to be. 
They appeared to come from doors, walls, picture frames, the sewing 
machine, and even from the fence when she was in the yard. Some 
times during this day, whenever Agnes was alone, she could hear a 
voice distinctly saying to her: "Do not fear! Be not afraid,'' 
and other assuring phrases. The words appeared to be whispered in 
her car from the empty air. 

In the evening Agnes entered a bedroom which opened from the 
dining room, where the family were assembled, when a loud knock 
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from within frightened her back. Mr. Masel directed her to enter the 
bedroom again, and ask who the visitant was, and what was wanted. 
She shrunk from the trial at first, but upon Mr. Masel approaching the 
door to assure het, she entered the room. No sooner was she inside 
the door than she saw a shadowy figure near the corner to her left. 
She could not say whether it stood out in relief, or was spread out on 
the wall like a picture, but she saw it distinctly, and noticed that it had 
short whiskers upon the chin, that the eyes were fixed and partly 
clo~d. and that the shirt was white, the coat black and that a small 
black hat was upon the. head: She exclaimed : 

"In the name of God, father is that you ? " 
She saw the lips of the apparation move as it replied: "Yes." 
The voice was audible to every person in the dining-room. It was 

an unnatural voice, the word appearing to be spoken with teeth closed, 
All present attes:ed, that at the assurance that the spirit was her father, 
a singular change came over Agnes. Whereas she had before been 
excited, and frightened, she now became perfectly calm, and self-pos
sessed, and continued so through all the subsequent occurrences. 

She next asked " What do you want of me, Etther? " 
"Prayers; prayers; prayers!" was the reply, in the same audible 

tone as before. 
While single words spoken by the apparation could be under

stood by all, his sentences were confused sounds, intelligible to Agnef 
alone. She said the words appeared to be spoken in her ear, and were 
as plain to her as the ordinary speech of persons in conversation. 

The publishers of the San Francisco Chronicle, hearing of these oc
currences, despatched a person from their oftice to Virginia City, who 
made a minute investigation of the circumstances, and from his report 
much of the foregoing is gleaned. The report says that the authority 
for its statements are Rev. Father Manogue; Rev. Father Nulty; Mr. 
and Mrs. Masel ; Agnes, and her brother John ; all of whom witnessed 
some, or ·a11 of the manifestations, and that some of them were also 
observed by Fathers Clark, and Haupt, of Gold Hill, Father Tormy, 
or Carson, and others. The report also states, that all the parties COil•. 

suited, at first questioned the propriety of publishing an account of the 
affair, and it was only upon representation that it had already become 
town talk, and that it was better the public should receh·e a correct 
and authentic version, that they reluctantly consented to its appearing 
in print. · 

The report further states, that after Agnes had become satisfied that 
it was her father's spirit, she freely conversed with it, and in reply to 
questions suggested by others he said he had been in purgatory since 

15 
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his death, and gave such other answers to the questions asked, aa a 
not very intelligent spirit might be supposed to give. 

"Father Manogue, and Father Nulty, were sent for, and told of the 
remarkable: appearance at the house of Mr. Masel .• Father Manogue 
said he endeavored to dispel the belief of a visit from a spirit as an 
illusion, but in vain. According to request therefore he and Father 
Nulty visited 1\tr. Masci's. There was nothing visible to the eyes of 
tither of them, Dut there were loud knocks, and a voice issued as from 
a person unseen. Agnes who could see her father, said be scanned 
Father Nulty from his head to his feet. He at once addressed Father 
Nulty, saying that he remembered well when they both attended him 
when he was dying, on a cold winter's night, about six years ago." 

The report gives the questions of the two priests, and the answers 
by the spirit-mostly of a religious cast, and relates how the latter 
took his final leave on the first of November-the sixth day from the 
first manifestation. 

In The Catholic Guardian published in San Francisco; the journal
istic organ of the Catholic Church on the Pacific coast ; we find under 
date of No\', 23, 1872, being just twenty-two days after the cessation 
of the manifestations at Virginia City, the priestly account and estimate 
of these occurrences. The reverend witnesses, it is presumed, had in 
the time elapsed conferred together, and at least endeavored to settle 
the theological status of this ghost, and we may take the words here 
quoted, as indicating their attitude m relation to the subject at tbat 
time. The Guardian says : · 

" Most solemnly do we protest, that we will believe no miracle which 
has not been fully examined and settled as such, by the proper author· 
ities of the Church. We may express an opinion, but when expressed 
it is the opinion of the individual, and subject to correction. While 
we do not deny the existence of miracles, we believe that men are teo 
prone to follow after the marvellous without sufficient light from the 
Church. It is hard we know, to maintain that exact equipoise be· 
tween too little and too much belief in the spiritual, but if we will only 
remember the words of our Lord Jesus Christ, and 'Hear the 
Church,' it is all easy. The Church is our court in all such 
matters, and we believe in the ever present miracle, of a God-directed 
Church. Excitement, or enthusiasm may warp our private judgments, 
and leads us into an abyss of heresy, but it is the business of the 
Church to ' prove all things and hold fast that which is good.' 

"'The talking ghost,' at Virginia City, Nevada, is a wonderful 
manifestation, yet it is hard to separate it from the ordinary spirit 
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phenomena. As we have several times remarked, it was our good 
fortune, or misfortune, whichever it may have been, to have had an 
opportunity of thoroughly examining that matter. That they do re
ceive communications from some intelligence, not human, we are 
fully convinced, but that pure spirits· come to this earth except by 
special ~rmission, we do not believe. St. Augustine declares it to 
be the height of impudence, to deny the possibility or probability of 
their corning. In fact, visits of the spirits are attested by many of 
the saints. We have condemned the ordinary spirit manifestations 
because the teaching was had; we have approved the theory of spe
cial visits, because the teaching has been good; and as a Catholic, 
because the Church sanctions it. We publish herewith the letter of 
the Vicar-general, who was prtsml and examined tlu "zafler, to the' 
Bishop of the diocese : 

" I thought I would inform you about a strange occurrence which 
took place here on Sunday October 27th. There is a girl named 
Agnes McDonough, living with her aunt, to whom her !ather (dead 
about six years) appeared. The apparition continued from Sunday 
October 27th, to Friday November xst, appearing to the child when
ever she was alone in the house, or in any room of the house. It 
mattered nothing how many persons should be in the house, provided 
Agnes were alone in any room, the same thing took place. He 
wished to be continually speaking to her. He spoke to her under 
the same appearance as when living. 

" On Monday evening, the second day, the family sent for me, as 
they were very much afraid and annoyed. I went, carrying what I 
supposed necessary on such occasions. As I entered the house I 
examined the girl, pretending the whole thing was only the work of 
the imagination, but I was unable to dislodge her from her belief. 

" I told her to enter the room while I took my position at the 
door which was left open. Immediately a signal was given her, 
which was gh•en on every occasion when she was alone, and denoted 
a desire to speak to her. I told the child to ask her father various 
questions, among the rest, 

" ' Where did be come from ? ' His answer was ' From purga
tory.' 

"'How long were you in purgatory?' 'Six years,' was the 
answer. 

"'Where is purgatory?' 'Next to Heaven.' 
".,s it in one of the planets or stars? • 'I don't know.' 
"'What punishment is in purgatory ? ' ' By fire.' 
" ' How does purgatory appear ? ' ' Light and smoke.' 
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" 1 How did you find the way to the earth?' 1 An angel conducte-=1 . 
me.' 

" 1 Where did the angel leave you?' 1 At the door.' 
" 1 How long will you remain on the earth?' 1 Six days.' 
" • What day will you leave?' 1 At half-past one Friday aft~· 

noon.' 
" ' What was your reason, or object, in coming on the earth ;--• 

'To see my child Agnes.' 
" 1 Who permitted you ? ' 1 God Almighty.' 
"'Is God visible in purgatory?' 1 No.' 
"'Did you ever see God?' 1 Yes.' 
" 1 When and where?' 1 When He judged me.' 
" 1 Did He judge you in purgatory?' • No.' 
" 1 Where did He judge you ? ' 'At the gates of Heaven. 
" 'Who judged you?' 'Almighty God and Jesus Christ.' 
"'Was any one else present?' 'Yes two rows of angels behi~ 

them.' 
" 1 How did the angels appear?' 1 As white as snow.' 
"'Were the angels standing?' 1 No they had wings.' 
"'Did they fly?' 'No but their wings were in motion.' 
"•Were you not afraid when Almighty God and Jesus Christ ap--

peared to judge you?' 1 No.' 
"'Did Jesus Christ appear as a stem and severe judge?' 1 No.' 
" ' How did he appear? ' ' Very kind.' 
"'What did Jesus Christ say?' 'Come to me rny blessed.' 
"'Did He say anything else?' 'Yes descend into purgatory.' 
" ' How long did you remain there ? ' ' Six years.' 
"• How is time counted in purgatory?' ' I don't know.' 
"'How did you know what time to leave?' 'An angel told 

me.' 
" 'Did you know how long you had to remain there?' 'Until 

prayers and masses were offered up for me.' 
"'Where will you go at one-and-a-half o'clock next Friday?' 

•To Heaven.' 
" 1 How can you find your way to Heaven ? ' 1 An angel will come 

for me.' 
" 'Is it the same angel that left you here?' • No it is another 

angel from Heaven.' 
" 'How will you know when one-and-a-half o'clock on Friday 

arrives?' 1 The angel will come for me then.' 
" ' Do friends and relatives know one another in Heaven ? ' 'I 

was never in Heaven.' 
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" 'Which are more efficacious for the souls in purgatory ; masses or 
prayers? 1 'Masses.' 

" 'What is necessary for us to obtain eternal life? 1 'To believe 
in Jesus Christ and practice the duties of your religion.' 

&c 'Is there a true religion on earth ? ' ' Yes the Catholic religion.' 
"'How long will the Church of God be persecuted?' ' Forever.' 
&<'Will Pius IX. triumph over his enemies?' 'I don't know.' 
u ' If you were on earth now what would you do?' ' I would do 

everything to save my soul.' 
u • Where is your body?' ' In the grave.' 
•'' Why did not the body suffer with the soul?' 'The body has 

nothing to do with the soul.' 
•• • Is there no punishment for the body after death?' 'Yes into 

ashes.' 
••' Will you ever see your body?' • Yes after the general judg

ment.' • 
••' How will you know your body?' 'I don't know.' 
&.• ' Where are little children who died • without baptism ? ' ' In 

darkness.' 
••' Will they be always in darkness?' 'Yes.' 
""Where will children be after the general judgment who die with-

out baptism?' ' In darkness.' 
"" Are they suffering pain ? ' ' No.' 
• 1 ' Are they in purgatory ? ' ' No.' 
cl 1 How far is purg;1tory from here?' • Five minutes.' 
<I 1 Do you wish us to pray for you?' ' Yes, I wish to have 

Prayers and masses offered up for me.' 
•• 1 Do you wish us to pray and have masses offered for you, after 

One-and-a-half o'clock Friday afternoon?' 'No.' 
"• Why so?' 1 Because I will be in Heaven.' 
" 'What time will you be in Heaven?' • Twenty-five minutes to . 

two o'clock in the afternoon.' 
"'Will you remember us in Heaven ? ' 1 Yes I will pray for you.' 
" 1 How is it that you could come into the house, the doors and 

windows being clos~d ? ' 1 I am a pure spirit.' 
"' How is it possible that you can make such a noise on the wall, 

being a spirit, and immaterial, and the wall being a material objc!ct ? ' 
'By the power which God gave me.' 

" 1 How do you strike the wall when you wish to speak to Agnes?' 
• With my hand.' 

'" Wliat do you think about Spiritualism ? ' ' It is all nonsense.' 
"These are only some of the numerous questions which I proposed 
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through Agnes. What was strange about the matter was, that h ~ 
would never be fatigued in speaking to his little daughter. But a-:S 

soon as she retired to bed she was never annoyed till mornin . 
When asked how he spent the night, he replied, 'Watching and pra~
ing.' When asked several times to speak aloud that we might h~ 
him, he said he was sent to speak to Agnes. 

"It being a sort of a priz•ale apparition to the girl, we kepi it as st~/1 
as we could, fearing the Spiritualists might take advantage, and say il 
was their doctrin~. However it is a good deal known now over tl-:=:::le 
city. In all the conversations he appeared face to face with Agn~ 
and he invariably spoke of Jesus Christ, when he was asked for a--d· 
vice how to live. I went there every day during the time he pr -e
dicted he had to remain, and on Friday at one o'clock I was the-=-e 
watching. I was putting questions as usual, when he announced t~e 
time was fast approaching. The girl was standing in the room, :;ii:n 
the centre of the floor-the door open, and about eight persons loo-:ll&&· 
ing on-among the rest Mr. Lynch. I kept my eye on the .clock
there was no clock in the' room with Agnes-as soon as the prec~ 
second arrived (one-and-a-half o'clock) the child screamed, falling ~11 
her knees, 'There is the angel.' She screamed out several times t() 
her father, and rushed after him to the door, where he told her dt& T· 

ing the week she could see him go up to heaven with the ang~ 1 
She saw him as he described. The flight was due east in a slanti~g 
line. She saw him only about a second ascending, when he was o-..:Jt 
of sight. 

"Such is the outline of this strange apparition. What do you thi10 k 
of it? Agnes McDonough received her first communion on the fir:>! 
Sunday of September,' and was confirmed by your Lordship t ht: 
same day. Her brother, who never went to Church since the de~t-h 
of her father, attends since, and is preparing for a general confes· 
sion. Strange-the father told him what to do ; and how to prepare > 
that is when Agnes asked him. He told him to go three tiiBes 
every Saturday, for three Saturdays, and if necessary a fourth, tc:> 

prepare for his Holy communion : after that to go to his duty ever:)'~ 
third week for six months ; and then never to omit his religioU 5 

duties afterward. I suppose you are already tired out with tni5 

narration.'' 
The editor now resumes : " The Virginia papers give a gre:::J. t) 

deal of space to rumors regarding the apparition, but the abov-e 
account contains about all the essential facts in the case. In tfle 
accounts published in the daily papers, many questions were asked. · 
quite frivolous in themselves, and the answers to them were !>impl.f ~ 
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on a par with the answers received by the ordinary spirit medium. 
Father Clark published a card, in which he intimated that there 
might have been jugglery, but we are fully satisfied with the Vicar
general, Father Monague, that the girl thought she saw, and was 
conversing with her fathel"--that she tried to practice no deception. 

" Had the spirit not have made some very simple, and inconsis
tent answers, we should have be~n prepared to believe that its 
appearance was permitted, to confound the doctrines taught by the 
half-crazy congregation of modem spiritists. The matters commu
nicated to Miss McDonough, were so far as they related to the other 
world, entirely at variance with all the teachings of the Spiritualists. 
By this communication the doctrines of the Catholic Church were 
indorsed throughout. We don't know h.ow the Spiritualists are going 
to receive these " manifestations." It is said they regard it as the 
most striking manifestation they have had for years, but how will they 
get around masses for the dead ; purgatory ; the judgment; and all 
those things so emphatically indorsed by McDonough's spirit, and 
equally as emphatically repudiated by all Spiritists. 

"In this age, miracles and strange things appear to be accumulating 
on all sides. It was perhaps necessary, to combat the materialistic 
tendency of so-called scientific men, and for that matter of most of 
the Protestant Churches. And in this as in all things else, all we as 
Calholics have to do, is, 'put on the brakes '-go slowly, and listen 
to the never failing voice of the Church." 

I have here copied the questions and answers in full, for the pur
pose of illustrating the important truths : 

First-that ignorant spirits do not immediately attain to any con
siderable knowledge, upon entering spirit life. 

Secondly-that they carry with them their religions ideas, senti
nlcnts, and dogmas ; and, 

Thirdly-that when interrogated, they are as desirous of answering 
all questions as they were in the flesh, and with this desire they often 
mistake matters of belief, for matters of fact and knowledge, and 
hence many of them are not reliable. 

This spirit was not only as much a Catholic as he ever was, but like 
most of his class was deplorably ignorant of the higher teachings, 
even of his own religion, and therefore his answers were unsatisfac. 
tory to the priests themselves, and they evidently were sadly puzzled 
to know, what to do with their spiritual elephant. It is therefore not 
by any means surprising, that with time and reflection they came to 
understand, that if this spirit did indorse Catholic doctrines in the 
main, yet some of his replies were at least of a doubtful character, 
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and that npon the whole, the knowledge he Imparted was like a double 
edged sword, cutting both ways, so in January t873, the Bufja/l' 
Catholic Union under the caption of "The Devil in Nevada" com
mented on these manifestations as follows : 

"No Catholic will be led away into the diabolry of Spiritism, by 
reason of the apparition in Virginia City, Nevada, of which we gave 
an account some weeks ago. The Catholic Guardian (the journal 
from which we have just quoted) of Sa.n Francisco, referring to the 
fact that the generality of the answers given by the spirit, i. t. the 
devil, were Catholic in their tendency, says; 'The devil could afford 
to admit some truth, in order to get some Catholics committed to the 
doctrine of spirit rapping. In our experimenting with it, we found it 
willing to do anything to get a convert.' " 

As was to be expected, some persons resorted to the charges of 
trickery and deception in order to explain away these manifestations, 
and this indi1ced Agnes the medium to make an affidavit, which was 
published in the Virginia Enterprise. It was as follows: 

"STATE OF NEVADA, t 
CouNTY oF STOREY. f ss. 

"I hereby swear before Almighty God, that no, 'Yes' or 'whis
per' mentioned in yesterday's card, ever passed throygh my lips or 
teeth, and I further swear, that I never knocked upon the wall, or fny 
other object to deceive, during the week I was speaking to my 
father. 

"AGNES :McDONOUGH. 
"Subscribed and sworn to before me this 14th day of November A. 

D. 1872. 
"GEORGE H. DANA, 

" Count;• Clerk, Storey County. 

Had these manifestations occurred in any Catholic state in 
Europe, under the manipulations of the priests, the whole Catholic 
world would have been edified by accounts of this heavenly indorse
ment of their holy religion, but the second sober thought of the 
priesthood in California, and Nevada, suggested that their indorse
ment would probably work greater good· to Spiritualism, than to 
Catholicism, in this conntry, and we will probably hereafter hear little 
of similar manifestations through the Catholic priesthood, and journals 
of this country, unless referred to in condemnation of modern Spirit
ualism. The Rom ish Church has always upheld the doctrine of in
tercourse with spirits, but then it must be conducted under the 
strictest parliamentary rules, and .the commnnicating spirit must speak 
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directly to the question, ~o that scandal shall not be brought upon the 
dogmas, superstitions, and practices of the Church. 

A very pathetic story is related by the very Rev. Eleazer Smith ; 
formerly Chaplain of the New Hampshire State Prison; in a work 
published by him entitled Nint Ytars Amo11g the Convids. It relates 

. to an apparition of a murdered wife, who appeared to a convict of 
the name of Bradbury Ferguson, who was confined in that institution 
on a life sentence. 

Coming as the recital did from a deeply penitent, and evidently re
formed man, who made the revelation in the confidence of implicit 
ln.Jst in the friendship and sympathy of the chaplain, with no possi
ble motive of interest or gain, it merits full belief, and few after read
ing the account and considering all the circumstances, will doubt the 
sincerity which prompted the disclosure. 

After stating, that Ferguson inherited a love for strong drink, Mr. · 
Snlith says : 

"The closing act in this sad tragedy now comes on. Ferguson 
attended a military muster in a neighboring town, and as usual came 
home drunk. He was soon raving in all the horrors of delirium tre
tnens. His poor wife tried in vain to compose his mind. The pre
vailing impression on his mind seemed to be that his wife was the 
devil, and had come to carry him to his own place. He loaded his 
gun, charged it with shQt, and placed himself in an. a~titude of de
fence. ·As the poor woman in her kindness, sought to restrain him, 
and not knowing but one of her children might be the victim, he dis
charged the contents of the musket into her body. 

u The wound did not produce instant death, and she begged him 
to lay her on the bed. He took her up gently from the floor on 
which she had fallen, and carefully laid her on the bed. His con
sciousness (as he often relat~d the story to me) now gradually re
turned. He stood and looked awhile upon the sufferer, and the ter
rified children who were weeping around their dying mother, and . 
then came the thought of guilt and danger. He fled, and after a few 
hoUrs of agony, death releaseJ her from her earthly sufferings, and 
she closed her eyes on what had been to her at least-a vale of 
tears. 

''In a secluded spot in the forest, the wretched man now in part 
conscious of what had taken place, concealed himself. Imagine if 
you can his feelings. Tliey were not those of a malicious, cold de
liberate murderer ; there was no fiendish satisfaction, like that of one 
who had accomplished a purpose, on \Vhich his demon heart had 
been set. Far from that, in his sober hours he loved his wife, the 
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mother of his children, and now reason had been so . fat restored ~ 
to give some dreadful intimation of what had been done •. He h.~ 
several times given me a relation of the occurrences of that tar= ~ 
night. As there are some parts of his narrative that are quite sing~
lar, I will endeavor to relate them as he gave them to me. 

" 'The night was very dark, and as after gaining his hiding-place, r--2e 
endeavored to keep perfectly still, lest he should be detected : all w~ 
silent as the abode of the dead. The silence at length became pai~
fully oppressive, and his feelings more and more intense, as the fat:;;::::d 
transactions of the evening seemed more and more to grow from i~
distinctness into an awful reality. It was as if some horrible pictur--e 
had hung before him, on which were images imperfect and dim, ye=t 
of an alarming aspect ; and as he looked at them, these images ~
came more and more life-like, and with every passing moment sen<llll· 
ing a new thrill of horror and anguish through his soul. He strov~ 
to turn away his eyes, but bad no power to do so ; all at length ~ 
plain ; the whole picture was finished ; all his past life seemed tc;::::::::=> 
pass in living lines of tire before him ; and especially that part of i...- t 
with which his wife was associated-the wife of his early love ; who~ 
fond faithful heart had always been. true to him ; and whose dyin~ 
eye looked up from her bloody couch, with pity and forgiveness. 

'' 'The scene seemed to thill the very fountains of life, and horri- .• 
ble despair seemed for a time to possess him. At length he imag-:;· 
ined he heard in the distance, the sound of a human voice. He lis- •
tened, and could distinguish music, soft and sweet. It seemed faOIIK' _r 
off, but approaching. By degrees, the sound became more familiar_..-:, 
until he could plainly distinguish the voice of his wife. She sung a~ _s 
when living, only a thousand times more sweetly, an air which ha~ 
been a favorite with them both. Her voice was soft and plaintiv~, 
and as she came nearer be could distinctly bear every note, an-d 
mark her approach, until at length it seemed judging from her voice=:=, 
close to him. With a strong effort he opened his eyes and look~ .<f 
up. There she stood bending over him, so he could almost ha:w- e 
reached her. He dict not think i~ a corporeal substance, it was di~l 
and shadowy, resembling most perfectly his wife. She ceased t: e> 

sing and stood bending over him, and for a minute or two looking 
him full in the face, with a look beyond all description pitying, a.~ d 
forgiving. 

" 'Then turning slowly away, she sang again louder and more 
cheerful, the sound ringing out in the stillness of the night thrmJgb 
the wilderness far around. He heard the sound die away in the dis-
tance, until he could only distinguish it faintly, as when he heard i & 
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at the first. The visit was twice repeated during the night, she com
. ing, and singing, and passing off each time as at the first, only at the 

last her look seemed more expressive of sympathy and kindness, and 
her music more strong and enchanting.' • 

" I asked him many questions, suggested some doubts, and pro
\X>Sed some explanations, but I found the whole a reality with him, 
and I think he had not one lingering doubt that all was real. At 
all events the effect wrought on his mind was wonderful. In the 
tirst place, his despair gave way to hope. 'My wife forgives me, she 
Pi.ties me, and comes· to me with sweet songs and looks of kindness.' 

" He heard with less dread the ap,proaching footsteps of his pursu
ers, he felt a strange confidence in all his gloomy weeks of jail im
Prisonment. The scenes of Ote Court-room, and all the details of 
his trial as a murderer, were attended with the recollection of that 
forgiving spirit, and with the roar of cursing and reproach from the 
infuriated multitude, there was always mingling in his imagination 
the soothing strains of that nigl!t's music. And when to the awful 
question proposed by the clerk, the foreman of the jury answered, 
guilty ; and when his sentence, 'imprisonment for life ' was pro
lloa.nced, he was not dismayed,-still the thought of that wonderful 
appearance, accepting it as proof that he still had grounds of hope, 
at least that there was one blessed one in heaven who loved him. 
Nor could the combined efforts of legions of infidels, make Bradbury 
~~erguson doubt the' reality of the existence of spirits, in a state sep
arate from the body. 

" He seemed to think it an insult to him if his narrative wao; 
doubted. ' Do you think I am a fool ? don't I know my own wife? 
don't I know her singing, and could I look into her eyes for minutes, 
so near that I could reach her, and yet be mistaken ? And who else 
but my wife, would come to comfort me, and sing to me ? ' 

"And I founrl that from that night, he had prayed to God daily 
f'or mercy and grace, being encouraged to do so by what he thought 
he saw and heard. He evidently aft~rward saw that there had been 
a sort of trust in the supposed intercession of his wife, and accord
ing to the plan of salvation, but to his dying hour I do not think he 
had a solitary doubt of the reality of what he then related, and as I 
saw no harm likely to result from his continuing in this belief, I sug
gested no doubt for years before he died. 

" I leave the reader to his own opinion regarding this matter. I 
lrill however say, that were I a believer in Modern Spiritualism, I 
should insist on this, as one of the best instances of spiritual inter
course with the living." 
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Thus closes this narrative. Many upon reading it, will explain it 
upon the hypothesis of mental hallucination, or of illusion of his 
senses of sight, and hearing. These are the only explanations, aside 
from that of its having been a veritable appearance of his spirit wife, 
who in her continued love and pity for her degraded, but not hope
lessly lost husband, found herself able to thus lovingly present her
self, and alleviate through her presence the crushing torments of a 
guilty but repentant conscience. 

The chaplain was no believer in Spiritualism, and therefore his re
lation cannot have been influenced by its teachings as to the power 
of the spirit to return to earth, and the story throughout furnishes 
evidence of strict regard for truth, and a cautious avoictance of exag
geration. To me it is only another +nstance, in proof of the pure 
am) holy love that continues to animate our departed friends when 
they have passed from mortal sight. 

Some twelve years ago, a large and fashionable boarding-house was 
kept by Mrs. Bigelow, at 23 Great,ones street, N.Y. Among her 
boarders were ten gentlemen who had become much attached to each 
other, and after dining together they would often in little parties 
visit places of amusement, or attend lectures, and they would all fre
quently gather in each other's rooms before retiring for the night, 
and compare notes of thdr experi~nces through the day. Upon one 
of these occasions an agreement was entered into, that those of the 
party who were living ten years from that date, September 101 1862, 

should meet and dine together if possible, in the same place. 
The war of the rebellion then waging, soon attracted most of these 

gentlemen into the service of the Government, and in time the pro
prietorship of the house changed hands, and it became the Maltby 
House. A few days previous to the expiration of the time agreed 
upon fot the dinner, Mr. Smith the landlord was requested by Mr. E. 
K. W-- the sole survivor of the party-to prepare a dinner for ten 
guests, on the evening of September 10, 1872. Mr. W-- briefly 
narrated the circumstances of the compact, and gave directions as 
to the necessary arrangements. 

At precisely 8 o'clock he entered the dining-room of the Maltby 
House, and the doors were closed behind him. No other person was 
there save George Bentley, the head waiter, and one or two assistants. 
The room and table were arranged as nearly as possible as they were 
ten years before, and Mr. W-- with head bowed and in sadness, 
took the same seat which he had occupied ten years previously. All 
around were vacant chairs, and empty plates, and unfilled glasses. 

Th~: meal was begun, and the solitary banqueter was served ";th 
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the prescribed courses. Mr. W-- sometimes yielding to his feel
ings by expressions, such as, " Poor boys, they are· all gone ; one 
went down in the Monitor in Mobile Bay ; an<?ther was drowned at 
sea ; two were shot in Mobile ; one lost both legs by a ball ; and 
another was shot through the heart ; another died in Philadelphia ; 
and still another in New York." 

He now raised his glass, and silently drank to the memory of his 
fanner companions ; and at the same moment he saw every chair 
occupied as of old ; each one with his fanner look of friendship and 
sympathy. As he related the circumstance to me he said, "I saw every 
button of their uniforms; and all for the moment was as real as any 
scene in actual life." " But," he added, "I know it was only a psy
chological effect. I do not believe in ghosts, or spirits, nevertheless 
it was real to me then." 

I had read something of this occurrence in one of our public 
journals, and afterwards meeting Mr. W--, I received the above 
narration from him, he vouching for its truth in every respect, and 
kindly consenting to its publication. Having no faith ':"hatever-as 
he declared to me-in the power of spirits to return, his narration is 
free from any bias from such belief. 

There are two hypotheses by which this occurrence may be ex
plained-one is that of spiritual agency ; the other of hallucination. 
Knowing that our spirit friends are always happy in reciprocating our 
affection and regard, and that sometimes they are able to manifest 
this appreciation, and considering this to have been a proper occasion, 
I believe the spiritual hypothesis to be tbe correct one, in explanation 
of this event. 

I will here insert an account of two apparitions witnessed by my
self, when absent from any medium. I have had serious doubts of 
~he propriety of publishing these narrations of personal experience, 
as the evidence necessarily must rest entirely upon my unsupported 
assertions, but I have decided to publish them and let them take 
their course of being either accepted as actual objective appearances, 
cr rejected as hallucinations. I will add that every word and sen
tence in my account of these occurrences, have been carefully cht>sen 
and used to express the exact truth, and to exclu~e the least exag
geration. 

In May 1872, I was on my way from San Francisco to New York. 
On the evening of the second day, when in Nevada, and the train 
tnoving eastward at the rate of twenty-five miles per hour, I had 
~tired to my berth in the sleeping-coach. I had the whole section, 
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and only the lower berth was made up, and closing the curtains care. 
fully I lay for· some time looking through the window, which was 
slightly above the level of my berth, viewing the stars which in that 
dry clear atmosphere are remarkably lustrous, and I noticed that I 
felt unusually calm and quietly happy. In this mood I fell asleep. 

How long I had slept I cannot say, but presume half an hour, when 
I awoke, lying on my other side, with my face to the front of the 
berth, and opening my eyes they rested upon the figure of a female 
sitting' by my bed near its head and at a distance of about two feet, 
looking directly into my eyes. 

At first I was startled, and shrank from the apparition, but imme
diately I recognized her as my sister Charlotte, deceased many years, 
but of whom I have a distinct remembrance, when all fear vanished 
and I then deliberately returned her gaze. She appeared rather pale, 
with an earnest quiet look, as if reading my thoughts. Thus she re
mained perhaps for a minute, when I perceived that my earnest scru
tiny· was dissipating the form, and soon she entirely disappt:ared. 

I am aware that many will say this was simply a spectral illusion, 
one that I carried from my sleeping into my waking state. My an
swer is, I certainly had just awakened from sleep, but I had awakened 
before I saw this form, and the instant effects of its perception was 
to startle me into full consciousness, in which some degree of fear 
for a moment was present ; and that I earnestly, and with all my 
faculties in full exercise closely observed it, and reflected upon its 
appearance, and had ample time to draw my conclusions as to who 
and what it was, and in addition to this the verity of the apparition 
has been since then, as elsewhere stated, substantiated at three differ
ent times, and places, through different mediums, when not the slight
est hint was given by me or others present, by which any knowledge 
of this appearance could have been obtained. 

At two different sittings for materializations with Dr. Slade, I wiLS 
told by tpe spirits, that they were engaged in making efforts to sho~ 
themselves to me at my own house. Knowing how difficult it wa....~ 
for them to accomplish these things, even in the presence of a poW""
erfu~ medium, I could not conceive it possible for them to effect an=" 
such results apart from one, and stated my doubts to them, and gave:::: 
their promises little or no consideration. 

Some months thereafter namely on November 18, 1871, about fou::llll 
P. M., just as the last rays of a brilliant sun had disappeared, whil~ 
in my room alone and certainly thinking of nothing relating to spiri~ 
or spiritual things, upon turning my eyes toward that part of the roo~ 
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opposite the windows-in the air-midway between the floor and 
ceiling-at the distance of about eight feet from me..-I perceived a 
female figure, .gracefully inclined towards me, in the attitude in which 
angels are oftl!n depicted, and with her earnest gaze directed to me. 

She appeared about seventeen years of age, of rather delicate 
figure, clear dark, but brilliant complexion, regular features, and 
very dark eyes. She had a bright, happy, though earnest expression, 
and regarded me intently, plainly indicating by her look the interest 
she took•in the effect of her appearance upon me. 

Her brow was encircled with a wreath of myrtle leaves, each leaf 
distinctly visible. These appeared to conceal her hair, at least I did 
not notice the latter. She was clothed in a silvery white robe ; ~o 
real in appearance it might be supp<)scd that even the texture could 
have been determined ; easy fitting, but not so full as to conceal her 
form ; which was visible down to her knees ; while a single pure lily 
appeared above her bosom. 

It is needless to say, that with the purity of the complexion; reg
ularity and expression of the features; perfection of form, together 
with the exceeding gracefulness of .her attitude ; she presented a 
vision of beauty and loveliness surpassing anything I have witnessed 
in this life; and yet she was in appearance as natural as aily mortal; 
and so far as I could perceive she was as corporeal as one. So plainly 
was she presented, that I clearly perceived the blending of the deli
cate shades of white and red in her complexion, and the lustre of 
her eyes was precisely that usually indicative of perfect health in 
others. • 

The emotions excited by her appearance, where at first surprise, 
then with the conviction of its being a spirit came another, that it was 
my daughter, and a strong impulse to rush to embrace her, but this was 
checked by an impression that should I do so I would disturb and 
perhaps dissipate the material elements used in rendering her visible, 
and I r~·mained motionless. No feeling akin to fear was experienced, 
as how could it exist in presence of such angelic yet natural beauty and 
loveliness. 

As my daughter passed from earth life in infancy, some twenty years 
previously, I was necessarily unable to recognize her, but aside from 
the perfect conviction at the time that it was her, I have seen half-a 
dozen times since the same beautiful face materialized at Dr. Slade's, 
and have seen the same lips move, and have heard the gentle accents 
that issued from them, in which I lpve been addressed as "father." 

While returning her earnest gaze, and scanning her features, I sud
denly perceived that she was becoming semi-transparent, and she then 
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steadily melted away until nothing wa~; visible except the green wreath. 
this retaining its freshness and vividness of color until she had entirely 
disappeared, when it gradually dissolve<l, and in a few moments all 
had passed from view. 

The whole time she was visible, I should say was about five minutes, 
and I had ample opportunity to make general and minute observa
tion, with reflections, upon her appearance. Through difterer.t medi
ums my daughter has since then repeatedly referred to her apparition 
at that time, apparently appreciating her success as highly al I appre
ciated it. 

I never until after the commencement of my investigations of this 
subject, either saw, or for a moment imagined I saw, any human fomt 
or appearance, aside from palpable materiality. Nor have I ever seen 
during my investigations with these two exceptions, an apparition 
except when I have sought the place and conditions favorable to 
such manifestations through mediumship : So the usual concomitants 
of optical illusion, or of mental hallucination, have always been absent 
with me, unless it be assumed that they were present on these two 
occasions. 

In arguments against the existence of apparitions of departed spirits. 
the singular case of M. Nicolai, of Berlin, is perhaps more frequently 
brought forward than any other, for the purpose of illustrating the 
powers of memory and imagination in producing images of living and 
deceased persons. The account was written and published by .!\I. 
Nicolai himself and has been frequently copied in other publications. 
The one before me is that 'published under Note 4 p. 246 of Stilling's 
Pneumatology, edited by Professor Bush. 

That many of the appearances seen by Nicolai were phantasms, I 
have no doubt; but that all were, I do not believe. That excited, 
peculiar, and abnormal condition of the brain and nervous system, 
out of which sprang these imaginary existences, was also favorable to 
spiritual influences of certain kinds, and at. certain times, as all such 
conditions are. 

He ~ays "When I shut my eyes these phantasms would sometimes 
disappear entirely, though there were instances when I beheld them 
with my eyes closed, yet when they disappeared on such occasions 
they reappeared when I again opened my eyes." 

I would not assert that subjective impressions are always as per. 
ceptable with the eyes closed, as when open, but it is true that in those 
cases where there can be no qu<:stion as to the illusory character of 
the forms perceived, we rind the image quite as clearly impressed up
on the mind when the eyes are closed, as when open. That some of 
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the forms seen by Nicolai were objectively perceived, I think we have 
ground for suspecting from the above passage. 

Again be says " About four weeks after their first appearance I be
gan also to hear them speak. They sometimes conversed among 
themselves but more frequ~Kltly they•directed their discourse to me. 
Their speeches were commonly short, and never of an unpleasant 
tenor. Several times I saw beloved and sensible friends of both sexes, 
whos~ addnsses lmd~d to app~ast! my griif. which had not wholly 
subsided. These consolatory speeches were in general addressed to 
tne when I was alone. Sometimes however I was accosted by these 
consoling friends while in company-even while real persons were 
speaking to me. These consolatory addresses consisted sometimes of 
abrupt phrases, and at others they were regularly connected." 

If these passages were taken apart from the rest of the narration, 
they would be perfectly descriptive of spiritual manifestations, and such 
I believe these phenomena to have been at this stage of his affection, 
for there was too much of design and orderly arrangement evident in 
these addresses, to be accounted for upon any other than the spiritual 
hypothesis for while in coherency in the speeches heard would be strongly 
in favor of the presumption of hallucination, orderly arrangement evi
dent design, and as in this case peculiarly appropriate language, as 
strongly supports the presumption that the words heard really were 
addressed by spirits, who were mistaken by him for phantasms. That 
both the visionary, and the real appearances, should disappear upon 
the free application of leeches is not surprising, for the same condi
tion of the system, would likely subject him to both classes of phe
nomena. 

Because some persons are subject to optical and auricular illusions, 
which are certainly dependent upon a morbid condition of the brain, 
it does not follow that all persons who perceive apparitions, or who 
hear them speak, are also under the influence of a disordered brain, 
and especially as the majority of those persons who testify to their 
preception of them are in good health, and of sound nerves, and as to 
this latter qualification, it is well known that many of the witnesses 
might almost be supposed to have no nervous sensibility, and as little 
imagination, judging from their stolid organizations. These persons 
have simply perceived them with their natural eyes as they would per
ceive a gate post, their perception of them being purely sensuous. 

" Fancies,. says J?rofessor Zerffi, a staunch opponent of Spiritual
ism " as the effects of our imagination, are weak, imperfect, and trans
itory, so that the most vivid imagination is scarcely able to reproduce 
the image of an absent person, even for a few seconds. Whatever 

16 
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power ou.r imagination may have, its productions can never be com
pared with those lively, and as it were tangible creations, with which 
(even) a dream impresses our sensual and cerebral organs. . . • Our 
imagination is incapable, even in a dark and utterly silent night, to 
produce anything like the objecti:ve pwceptions and realities of & 

dream." 
It seems to me that the most reliable test to apply to those cases 

where there is a question as to the objectivity or subjectivity of an 
appearance, is to ascertain whether it moves in accordance with the· 
direction of the line of vision, when this is changed. Should it do 
so, there should be no hesitation in pronouncing it a hallucination, or 
an illusion, while on the other harid should it remain in position, un
affected by the direction of the eyes, it should be considered a tme 
objective appearance. 

If there be another world it is evident that our senses are not 
ordinarily fitted to discern it, and there is therefore nothing wonder
ful in our not ordinarily perceiving it, but our inability to perceive 
does not disprove its existence, any more than our inability to per
ceive r<!mote stars by unaided vision, proves their non-existence. 
Neither docs the ordinary failure to discern spiritual things, prove the 
entire incapacity of all to perceive them, any more than the common 
lack of great musical or poetical talents, disproves their possession by 
some individuals. It is true that the possession of some degree of 
musical and poetical power, however faint it may be, is common to 
most persons, thus showing that the musical and poetical realms are 
realities, and on the other hand the relation to us of the spiritual 
realm is analogous, in a few being endowed with powers of perception 
of its realities, while the mass are able to only dimly perceive its ex· 
istence, while still susceptible to its influences. 

In our ordinary condition, we neither see, hear, nor feel spirits; 
nor are we sensible of the spiritual world in which we exist. How 
then, ask the materialists, can either exist? My reply is; neither 
do we perceive the presence of the myriads of microscopic e:<· 
istences, nor of the material elements with which our atmosphere 
abounds, and which nourish the growth of vegetable and animal 
organisms : nor. the magnetic and electric forces which operate 
around and through us. Nor yet do we perceive the atmosphere 
itself, which we breathe, and which is material and ponderous. 

\Ve should remember that the senses are only the avenues to the 
mind : that perception is not in the senses, but in the mind itself, and 
that they can only transmit those impressions which from their rna· 
terial structure they are fitted to transmit. Spiritual things are discerned 
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only through the spiritual senses. The physical senses are the channels 
through which we derive our knowledge of the external world, and of 
that only; but whence comes that knowledge which plainly is not de
rived through any one or all of these channels-a knowledge of things 
which are not palpable to any sense, and which seemingly are not re
lated to any. The senses really bridge over the chasm between spirit 
and matter. 

Professor Tyndall in his lecture delivered in the Academy of Music 
in Brooklyn Jan. 5, 1873, when I was present, said; "The eye is not a 
perfect instrument. It is capable of that only for which it is fitted. 
It receives impressions only of things withh its en\'ironment." It has 
been wdl said, that "The eye of the fish is fitted for seeing in the 
water ; the eye of the owl for darkness ; and the eye of the eagle for 
exploring the upper atmosphere ; " and I would add that the spiritual 
eye of man has the faculty of penetrating into that inner world for 
which it is fitted, and formed. As a blind man cannot perceive colors, 
so ·our material organs of vision cannot perceive spiritual things. 

That the spiritual sense may under certain favorable conditions, 
render perceptible to the external consciousness some of the proofs 
of its own existence, is evident from numerous well attested instances, 
and this fact derives support also from the analogy observed in the 
exercise of the external senses. In China, the abuse of opium some
times benumbs thl" senses to the degree that blindness and deafness en
sue, but in those moments when the full effect of the dose is active, the 
sight and hearing are temp(narily restored. 

In the month of January of this present yq.r, (1874) Dr. Tenting of 
Paris, reported a case of nyctalopy-a condition of the eye in which 
the patient loses the faculty of sight in daylight and recovers it in dark
ness. The patient in this case was a young girl of 18 years, named 
Marie Verdun. "Although her eyes do not·present any special mor
bid character she is forced to keep her eyelids closed during the day, 
and to cover her head with a thick veil. On the other hand when 
lhe shutters of the room are hermetically fastened, she reads and writes 
perfectly in the deepest darkness." 

lt is well to be cautious in the use of our senses, but not to trust 
them when proper caution is exercised is equivalent to acknowledging 
that we are incompetent to judge of occurrences, of the most ordinary 
character. It is an abandonment of our right and duty to make onr 
rea<;<>n the' arbiter which shall decide what is true, and what is false, 
and leaves us dependent for our opinions upon others, who may not be 
as well qualified as ourselves, to pass judgment upon questions of fact, 
.morals, and religion. In trusting to experience, we trust to knowledge 
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which has been primarily g:..ined through the senses, but we here·arbi
trarily reject other knowledge which reaches us through the same chan
nels, and which may have an equal or even a superior claim upon our 
attention. The logical remark of Chalmers aptly applies to this sub
ject. He says. "It is a very obvious principle, although often forgot
ten in the pride ot prejudice, and of controversy, that what has been seen 
by one pair of human eyes, is of force to countervail all that has been 
reasoned, or guessed, at by a thousanrl human understandings." 

And Edward W. Cox the well known and able London barrister and 
scientist, in a pamphlet published by him, entitled, Spiritualism a,. 
swtred by Science, forcibly remarks : "The depositions of a thousand 
persons that each had separately seen a ghost, would be no proof what
ever of the existence of ghosts, because it is not only possible, but 
probable, that what each believed he beheld with his eyes was merely 
a mental impression. But if two persons of credit declared that they 
saw the same ghost, at the same moment, the argument assumes an
other complexion, because of the improbability that a similar image 
should be self-formed in two minds, at the same moment. The prob
ability, that it was something actually without them, that made the 
impression upon the external senses of each at the same instant, and 
not a merely mental vision, is vaHly increased by every addition to the 
number of spectators, who depose to the same appearance, at the 
same moment, until a number not large, so agreeing in their asser
tions, and being credible persons, and subjected to strict scrutiny by 
cross-examination, would constitute positive proof of the fact that such 
an object did present itself, whatever that object was, or the manner 
of its production, which are the proper subjects for investigation by 
argument, when the existence of the object itself is thns estabiished." 

It may be said-Even allowing the existence of another world, and 
of disembodied spirits, yet these cannot return to earth. Why not? 
Is it to be supposed that heaven is a place into which all can enter, 
but fwm which none can depart? In reply it may be said that the 
conditions under which spirits exi.st, do not permit return through 
space, as the spirit is fitted for an existence in Heaven or the other 
place. But then we ask, did not the spirit survive the passage from 
earth, and is it not probable that it would be equally able to survive 
the return passage ? If it can depart by pursuing a certain course, can
not it return by the same? Every sincere believer must admit that 
Moses and Elias did return to earth centuries after their death, and 
were plainly recognizer!, not only by Jesus but by three of his disciples, 
therefore the possibility of spirit return is established beyond dispute, 
by any Christian. The fact that they have returned is admitted by 
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Christians upon the testimony of men whom they have not seen nor 
known, and if we can prove that they daily return at the present time 
upon the testimony of men whom they have seen, and do know as 
honest and intelligent, are they not bound by reason and a decent 
regard for consistency, to accept the testimony of these living wit
nesses, when they so readily accept the testimony of unknown, long 
since departed witnesses, to precisely similar facts. 

All these objections arise from the old erroneous theological ideas of 
Heaven and Hell as localities, the forn1er in some distant sphere or 
place, beyond the ken of mortal vision, or even conception, whereas 
the truth is, Heaven and Hell are around us and with us. The majority 
of spirits do not leave this earth, or its lower atmosphere, for a 
greater or less time after death, and the majority of those who have 
left it, can, and many do return at will. 

The belief, no doubt instinctive, held by ntarly all nations civilized 
and uncivilized, ancient and modern, in the existence of an Overrul
ing Power,.and in a future state of being, is often insisted upon, and 
rightly too, as strong evidence-though indirect-of the existence of 
a God. If this argument possess any force does not the absolute 
universality of the belief in ghosts or spirits, and of their power to 
communicate with mortals, apply with at least equal force to the 
truth of this belief. "There are savages" says Professor Huxley 
"without God in any proper sense of the word ; but none without 
ghosts." The argument deduced from the belief in a Supreme Being 
has double force, when applied to the belief in ghosts or spirits. 

If we are able to establish beyond dispute, the fact of the return to 
earth of one disembodied spirit, it forever settles the question of the 
possibility of spirit return, and all reasonable minds are then bound 
to admit it; but in place of one, we can equally well establish the 
fact of the return not of scores but of hundreds, and not only furnish 
the evidence, in the form of unimpeachable testimony of witnesses, 
but we are able to introduce the doubter to the presence. of returning 
spirits themselves, to take their testimony, and the testimony of his 
own senses, and thus place him in a position where the exact value of 
our attestations can be critically and practically proved 

" I live, 0 ye who loved me, 
Your faith was not in vain ; 

Back through the shadowy valley, 
I come to you again. 

Safe in the love that guides me, 
With fearless feet I tread, 

My home is with the ange!J; 
0 BRY not I am dead. 



THEY LIVE. 

"0 children of our Father, 
Weep not for those who pa.ss 

Like rose-leaves, gently scattered, 
Like dew-drops from the grass. 

Ah, look not down in sadness, 
But fix your gaze on high ; 

They only dropped their mantles, 
Their souls CIUl never die. 

"They live ; and still unbroken, 
Is that magnetic cham, 

Whach in your tearful blindness, 
You thought was rent in twain. 

That chain of love, was fashioned 
By more than human art, 

And every link is welded 
So firm, it CIUlUOt part.'' 

LIZZIE Dons. 



CHAPTER XIII. 

SPEAKING IN :FOREIGN TONGUES. 

"To another divers kinds of tongues; to another the interpretations of tongues." 
-1. Cor. xii-10. 

COMPARATIVELY few of those who believe in the inspired 
teachings of the New Testament, have any clear understanding 

of the meaning of the above passage, and it is only those who have a 
knowledge of the existence and exercise of this gift at the present 
tin1e, that can fully appreciate its significance. 

Paul here spoke understandingly, as he also did when he said; 
•• I thank my God I speak with tongues more than ye e.ll."-1. Cor. xiv-18. 
From this it appears that with other spiritual gifts, he also pos-

sessed that of speaking when under controi, in languages of which he 
had no knowledge, as many modern mediums have done, and that it 
\Vas not senseless jargon he and others uttered, as too many are 
inclined to believe. 

It does not appear that Jesus possessed this gift of tongues, but he 1 
Promised it to others, as in Mark xvi- I 7. "They shall speak with 
new tongues," and we have abundant proofs that the promise was 
fulfilled, in the many instances related, and in the references made to 
the exercise of the gift by Paul and others, as in Acts, ii-4, where it 
is said: 

.. And they were all filled with the Holy Ghost, and began to speak with other 
tongues, as the spirit (who t'(}ntrql/t'd) gave them utterance." 

In Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, p. 1557, a writer there says: 
"Those who spoke them (the tongues) seemed to others to be under 
the influence of some strong excitement, ' full of !'lew wine.' They 
Were not as other men, or as they themselves had been before. 
Some recognized indeed, that they ~ere in a higher state, but it was 
one which in some of its outward features had a counterfeit likeness 
in the lower." 

There are many well authenticated instances, of this gift being ex
ercised in modern times. Some of the Cevenal prophets possessed 
it, as did many of the convulsionaries at St. Medard. Of one of these 
latter, a Miss Lordelot, Montgeron says that from her birth she had 
great difficulty in expressing herself, and who yet pronounced discourses 
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in an unknown tongue with all possible grace and facility, and be 
speaks of another young lady, who never having had any voice, sang 
canticles admirably in an unknown tongue. He also cites other 
similar cases. 

In I8Jo, this gift was developed in the church of the Rev. Edward 
Irving, an eloquent Scottish minister, settled in London, and excited 
much attention in that city. From Mr. Howitt's comprehensive 
work ; "The History of the Supernatural" vol. 2, p. 421, I extract 
the following account of these manifestations. 

"Three years after the erection of the new church in Regent square, 
· Mr. Irving and his friends were startled by the news, that at Port 
Glasgow in Scotland, there had occurred an outbreak of speaking in 
an unknown tongue. Religious women were said to speak in the 
manner of the apostles at Pentecost. He sent down an elder to 
judge of the nature of the phenomenon, who reported well of it ; and 
on his return, his wife and daughter were found influenced in this 
manner. The matter was treated with much care, and in private, 
and the utterance was found to be no senseless jargon, but orderly 
and harmonious, though unknown in its meaning to any one. Yet 
according to the order of the primitive Church it was found, that what 
one spoke in the unknown tongue, another uttered the interpretation 
of in plain English, though he or she did not understand the unknown 
tongue, but received the same matter collaterally from the spirit. In 
October of 1830 however, a female of the congregation broke forth in 
the midst of it, but was quickly led away into the vestry, where she 
delivered her burden. From this time these manifestations became 
public and frequent, exciting a wonderful sensation in the public mind, 
and all sorts of people flocking to the church to witness them. 

" Contrary to the misrepresentatious which on all extraordinary 
occasions are made, these manifestations are declared by Irving him· 
self, in Fraser s Magazine,· by Mr. Wilks his earliest biographer, and 
by the Moming 1Vatch, a quarterly magazine established to record 
and explain thii dispensation, to have been not only orderly but full 
of eloquence as interpreted, and though delivered frequently in a high 
key, they were marked by a grandeur and music of intonation, thlt 
resembled more a noble chant than oratorical speaking. Irving said, 
they recalled to his mind the old cathedral chants, traced up to the 
days of St. Ambrose. 

"All those who spoke, represented themselves as incited and carried 
on by a supernatural power. Irving says; "He who spoke with tongues 
in the church, did nothing else than utter words unknown alike to 
himself and to all the people, and there was needed therefore another, 
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with the gift of interpretation. As the speakdr spoke the unknown 
words, the meaning of them rose upon the interpreter's heart and the 
proper native words came upon his lips. But he was all the while as 
ignorant of the foreign words, as the utterers and hearers of them. It 
was a spiritual gift, and not an act of translation from one tongue into 
auother.i• But not only unknown tongues, but knqwn tongues, 
(Hebrew, Greek, Spanish, and I tali an, an10ngst others) were spoken 
correctly, by persons who naturally knew nothing of them." 

Here were manifestations of the same gift of tongues, that was pos· 
sessed by the apostles and early Christians, and the same necessity 
for an interpreter, as when Paul said ; 

"If any man speak in an unknown tongue let it be by two or at the most by 
three, (to avoid ctntfusion) and that by course, and let one interpret."-!. Cor. 
xiv-27. 

The truthfnl character of these manifestations in the congregation 
of Mr. Irving's church, was well established, and we can cite later 
and even more convincing proofs of the exercise of this gift, upon the 
tesimony of the late Judge Edmonds, of New York, as published by 
him in his " Spiritual Tracts." In No. 6 of the series, speaking of ( 
the medium ship of his daughter, he remarks : I 

" She was next developed to speak different languages. She knows 
no language but her own, and a little smattering of boarding-school 
French ; yet she has spoken i11 ·nine or len different tongues, some
times for an hour at a time, with the ease and fluency of a native. It 
is not unfrequent, that foreigners converse with their spirit-friends 
through her, in their own language. A recent instance occurred, 
where a Greek gentleman had several interviews, and for several hours 
at a time, carried on the conversation on his part in Greek, and re· 
ceived his answers sometimes in that language, and sometimes in 
English. Yet -until then she had never heard a word of modem 
Greek spoken. 

" The foregoing is my account, in very general terms, of my 
daughter's mediumship. Let me here specify some of the instances 
more particularly. 

" One evening there came to my house a young girl, from one of 
the Eastern States. She had come to New York to seek her fortune. 
Her education was that which can be obtained at a common country 
school. She was a medium, and was accompanied by the spirit of a 
:Frenchman, who was very troublesome to her. He could speak 
through her, but only in French. Por more than an hour, a conver
sation went on between my daughter and the spirit speaking through 
Miss Dowd. They both conducted the conversation entirely in 
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French, and both spoke with the rapidity and fluency of native 
Frenchmen. Miss Dowd's French was a wretched pa/Qis of some of 
the Southern province;; of France, while Laura's was pure Parisian. 
This occurred in my library, where some five or six persons were 
present, and Miss Dowd is stilllivinr; in this city . 

. " On another occasion some l>olish gentlemen, entire strangers to 
her, sought an interview with Laura, and during it she several times 
spoke in their language, words and sentences which she did not un
derstand, but they did, and a good deal of the conversation on their 
part was in Polish, and they received answers, sometimes in English 
and sometimes in Polish. The English she understood, but the other 
she did not, th.ough they seemed to understand it perfectly. 

"The incident with the Greek gentleman was thi;;. One evening 
when some twelve or fifteen persons were in my parlor, Mr. E. D. 
Green, an artist of this city, was shown in, accompanied by a gentle· 
man whom he introduced as Mr. Evangelides of Greece. He spoke 
broken English, but Greek fluently. Ere long a spirit spoke to him 
through Laura in English, and said so many things to him, that he 
identified him as a friend who had died at his house, a few years be
fore, but of whom none of U!' had ever heard. 

" Occasionally through Laura, the spirit would speak a word or a. 
sentence in Greek, until Mr. E. inquired if he could· be under· 
stood in Greek. The residue of the conversation for more than 
an hour, was on his part entirely in Greek, and on hers, sometimes in 
Greek and sometimes in English. At times Laura would not under· 
stand what was the idea conveyed, either by her or him. At other 
times she would understand him, though he spoke in Greek, and her· 
self when uttering Greek words. 

" He was sometimes very much affected, so much as to attract the 
attention of the company, some of whom begged to kr10w what it was 
that wuscd so much emotion. He declinf"d to tell, b~1t after the con· 
versation ended he told us, that he had never before \\;tnessed any 
spirit manifestations, and that he had during the conversa•ion tried 
experiments, to test that which was so novel to him. Those experi
ments, were in speaking of subjects which he knew Laura must be ig· 
norant of, and in frequently changing the topic, from domestic to 
political affairs ; from philosophy to theology ; and so on. In answer 
to our inquiries-for none of us knew Greek-he answered us, that 
his Greek must have been understood, and her Greek was correct 
He afterward had many other intervie,vs, in which Greek conversation 
occurred. 

"At this interview which I have described, there were present, Mr. 
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Green, Mr. Evangelides, Mr. Allen president of a Boston bank, and 
two gentlemen whose names I forget, but can easily ascertain, 
who were large railroad contractors in one of the Western States, my 
daughter, my niece Jennie Keyes, myself, and several others, whom I 
do not remember. 

"My niece of whom I have spoken", has often sung Italian, impro
vising hf?th words and tune, yet' she is entirely unacquainted with the 
language. Of this, I suppose there are a hundred instances. 

" One day my daughter and niece came into my library, and bt:gan 
a conversation with me in Spanish, one speaking a part of a sentence 
and the other the residue. They were influenced, as I found, by the 
spirit of a person whom I had known when in Central America, and 
reference was made to many things which had occurred to me there, 
of which I knew they were as ignorant as they were of Spanish. 

"Laura has spoken to me in Indian, in the Chippewa, and Monom
mlc tongues. I knew the language, because I had been two years 
in the Indian country. 

" I have thus enumerated, Indian, Spanish, French, Greek, and 
English, that she has spoken. I have also heard her in Italian, Portu
ugese, Latin, Hungarian, and in some that I did not know.'' 

After relating several instances of other persons speaking in lan
guages of which they had no knowledge, he adds; 

"And I have heard Gov. Talmage's daughter, at my house, speak 
in German, several persons being present." And in a postscript he 
adds; 

"P. S.-I now add to th~ foregoing; November 1. To-day at our 
conference, I mentioned this subject, and asked if any of those pres
ent could give any further infom1ation. • . Dr. John :F. Gray men
tioned, having had communications through the rappings and table 
tippings, in the Malay, Hebrew, ami Spanish languages. The com
munications were spelled out h:tter by letter, and written down. He 
obtained translations of all these, from persons versed in the different 
languages. · He had records of it all. . . • He mentioned one in
stance, where Professor Bush, who is a Hebrew scholar, was present, 
and he called the Hebrew alphabet, and wrote the communication 
down at the time, and afterward translated it, no one present but him
self being acquainted with that alphabet. 

" Dr. Abraham D. Wilson, another physician of high standing, 
stated that the late Mr. Henry Inman, the artist, told him that when 
his daughter was developed as a medium, she repeatedly spoke Span
ish, of which she had no knowledge.'' 

\Ve know of no higher testimony than the above, and were the 

• 
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direct evidence of Judge Edmonds, Dr. Gray, or Dr. Wilson, of
fered in any court in the United States, in relation to any question 
involving life, liberty, or property, it would be considered as conclu
slve. 

It is but two evenings since, when at a seance held at my own 
house, where none but my own family and three intimate friends 
were present, a young married lady, who is in an advanced<&tage of 
pulmonary consumption, was influenced to sing in German. Know
ing the delicate state of her lungs, after singing perhaps for three 
minutes 1 begged the spirit to release her, which it did in a minute 
thereafter. She was entirely unconscious, and remained so for about 
ten minutes after the singing had ceased. We did not allude to her 
singing, or to her being controlled, as she has the greatest aversion to 
being thus influenced by spirits, and her only remark after recovering. 
was, that she must have been asleep. She does not understand a 
word of any language other than English, and has never received 
an hour's instruction in singing. Another lady present, whom 1 know 
to have received a thorough musical education and to have a proficient 
knowledge of the French lauguage, assured us that her singing in
dicated musical culture, and we all agreed with her in this opinioll-

The exercise of her voice did not seem to injure her. 



CHAPTER XIV. 

SPIRIT IDENTITY. 

" Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of God." 
I. John, iv-i. 

W HATEVER differences of opinion there may be among Chris
tians, as to the power of spirits to return to earth, and to 

communicate with mortals at the present time, there can be none as 
to their having had the power, and of their exercising it in the time!! 
of the apostles. 

And that they did, or at least that they could so manifest, is proved 
from thousands of well authenticated instances that have occurred, 
and are occurring in our own days, for as all experience and analogy 
prove that the same physical and psychological laws governed then 
as now, it follows that if these things do occur now, they must have 
occurred then, and vice versa. 

In connection with many of the numerous instances of apparitions 
recorded in the Bible, we have accounts of spirits intelligibly and 
clearly communicating with persons in earth life, and such intercourse 
is fully endorsed not only by numerous and distinguished examples, 
but by precept and commandment, as in the passage at the head of 
this chapter, where the injunction is given to try the spirits, and prove 
whether they are of God or not. There is nothing dubious in the 
signification of this passage. It is not a permission applicable to 
special cases and circumstances, but an imperative command to all to 
try the spirits, · to test their character, profession, and identity, and 
from the knowledge obtained to either accept them and their teach
ings, or to reject both; and in addition, rules are furnished by which 
they can be so tested. The same necessity of trying the spirits that 
existed then, exists to-day. 

Of· all the generally received and persistently cherished errors of 
most Protestant sects, there is none that has so little foundation in 

lilct, reason, or biblical authority, or that is so flagrantly at variance 
IV"i t .h consistency and the best interests of Protestantism, as the 

Br<>undless denial of continued spiritual manifestations. Materialism 
is .s. teadily undermining the theological claim to direct communication 
IVi til Deity, while Protestant ecclesiasticism itself has long since over
th.-<:>wn its only other pillar of support-namely mediate spirit agency. 
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I have just said that rules for testing the spirits were given. The 
. two passages succeeding the one in which we are told to try the 
spirits give us one rule. It reads as follows: 

"Hereby know ye the spirit of (11r frt1m) God. Every spirit that confessctb 
that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh, is of God and every spirit that confesseth 
not that Jesus Christ cometh in the flesh is ne11 of God." 

We know no better test in our day than this furnished b}· the apos
tle John, by which to determine the moral status of a communicating 
spirit, as all apvanced spirits with little variation acknowledge the 
Divine principle in Jesus-endorse his doctrines, and reassert them 
in their own teachings, and it is quite safe to assume that any spirit 
who condemns the beautiful truths that were taught by him, or who 
speaks of them lightly, or in any way treats the pure character of the 
Great Teacher with contumely or disrespect, should be set down as 
insufficiently progressed in love and wisdom, to instruct mortals as to 
their duty. · The doctrines taught by Christ were from God, and all 
advanced spirits must of necessity recognize them, and even amongst 
men this rule holds and was referred to by Jesus when he said : 

"My doctrine is not mine, but His that sent me. If any man will do His will, 
he shall know of the doctrine whether it be of God, or whether I speak of myself." 
John vii-16. 17. 

Any spirit that views sensual indulgence, self-seeking, and unchari
tableness, with leniency and toleration, cannot be in an advanced 
state himself, and in all probability truth is not in him, and reliance 
upon or even frequent communication with such a spirit cannot be 
beneficial, and probably if continued will sooner or later result in e,·il. 
The wise and prudent maxim that " Evil communications corrupt 
good manners," (and morals) applies with equal force to intercourse 
with men and spirits. 

The same test for spirits which was laid down by John, was given 
by Paul in I. Cor. xii-3. 

"Wherefore I give you to understand, that no man speaking by the spirit of 
God calleth Jesus accursed, and that no man can say that Jesus is the Lor:! but by 
the Holy Gho:;t." 

It was more in the spirit and temper of ordinary mortals that P:ml 
said: 

"If any man think himsclr a prophet or spiritual, let him acknowledge that the 
things that I write unto you r.rc the commandments of the Lotd.-1. Cor. xiv-37. 

In other worcls kt no prophet, nor spirif speaking through him, 
s:.ty anything contrary to the things 1 write. Compli:lncc with, or 
violation of this command being conclusive, as to the authority of the 
spmt. Paul possessed a rather imperative manner of speaking and 
this injunction is characteristic of him. The passage here following 
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indicates that he was in fear that some other spirit than the one that 
usually influenced him, might impel him to contradictory utter
ances: 

" But though w~, or an angel from heaven, preach any other gospel unto you 
than that which we have preached unto you, let him be accursed."-Gal. i-8. 

That some who were not Christians, were controlled or influenced 
by good spirits in the days of the apostles, is evident from Acts xvi
I 6, 1 7, where it is said, that : 

" A certain damsel possessed with a spirit of divination met us. . • • The same 
followed Paul and us, and cried saying: These men are the servants of the Most 
High God, which shew unto us the way of salvation." 

But Paul being annoyed, and probably not approving spirit mani
festation unless through a sound Christian organism, commanded the 
spirit to come out of her, and it obeyed. According to the tests given 
by which to judge spirits, this one was of God, for it bore testimony, 
to their teachings and to their authority, and would probably no~ have 
been disturbed had not Paul yielded to the irritability and love of 
domination, which were his besetting sins. 

As under the Christian dispensation, the test for spirits was whether 
they taught in harmony with the doctrines of Christ, so under the 
Mosaic law it depended upon their utterances according with the es
tablished theological doctrines of the time and especially upon their 
condemnation of idolatry. Deut. xiii-1 to 's-and as in Isaiah viii 
-19, 20. 

"To the law and to the teMimony. If they speak not according to this wor!l, 
it i.~ because there is no light in them." 

·In the same sense in which we are directed to "Try the spirits," we 
are also told to " Prove all things; hold fast that which is good." 
Those who intelligently and prudently communicate with spirits cer
tainly comply with these injunctions, and it would be difficult to 
point out any other way in which the spirits could be tried, or all 
things proved. . 

"Now the spirit speaketh that in the latter times some shall depart from the 
faith, giving heed to seducing spirits,. and doctrines of devils. Spt!aking lies in 
hypocrisy ; having their consciences seared with a hot iron. :Forbidding to marry ; 
ami commanding to abstain from meats, which God hath created to be received 
with thanksgiving."-!. Tim. iv-1, :a. 

Th ·) "htter times" here spoken of, were undoubtedly the time 
then supposed to be near at hand, or even then present, as it was 
the general belief among the Primitive Christians that the end of the 
world was impending. And what renders this view of the meaning 
conclusive is, that " Forbiding to marry and commanding to abstain 
from meats," were heresies that were then prevalent in the Church, 
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• nd incurring the especial denunciations of P1ul. As a warning 
1gainst receiving all the utterances of spirits as from God, it is equally 
applicable to the present as to that time, and is fully endorsed by all 
Spiritualists of experience and discernment. 

No reliance should be placed upon any communication that cannot 
be tested and proved, eitlter by reference to facts, or by other evi
dence that is conclusive to reason and 'sound judgment. :For the 
reason that no test can be applied to many of the published commu
nications, purporting to be from spirits who were distinguished in 
earth-life, and which treat of scientific and other forms of knowledge, 
we should be extremely cautious how we accept them as truthful. It 
is saf.:r to place at least the most of them, in the category of the 
doubtful and unproved, for we should remember that the questionet 
will obtain only as truthful answers from spirits, as he would have 
received from the same spirits when they were in the fomt, and 
under circumstances where they were free from all chance of detec
tion, and all respon~ibility for what they uttered. IC under such 
circumstances when in earth-life they were reliable, they as disem
bodie~ spirits, will be no less so : if they were not, then they will now 
be equally unreliable, provided they have not materially advanced 
since their entranct! into spirit-life. 

A spirit said to Rev.· Dr. Ferguson, "We do not know everything, 
nor can we do everything. We do all that can be done with the 
mediums we influence. Spirits out of the body are often not m~ch 
1~10re advanced than those in the body. Many spirits are also un
willing to reach forward, but whenever they do desire to advance 
towanl the great perfcction, there arc ever those who will assist them. 
Be cautious. Believe not every spirit that purports to come from 
the spirit-world. Believe no spirit that bears not the impress ot 
God's character. Spirits out of the body as well as in it say : ' \\T c 
are good enough.' 

We must remember that spirits, though not mortals, are yet burna- :n 
beings who continue to possess for a greater or less time after the :Jir 
transition, all their desires, habits of thought, virtues and vices, i. :n 
force and activity. The gay and sedate, the cheerful and moro~• 
the kind and unkind, the loving and malignant, the benevolent aDo ~ 
miserly, all retain those traits and characteristics which together const .:1· 

tuted their earthly personality, and nothing is lost in the change ~ J 
death, but the physical body, the outer coverin~ which has served as th ...c 
medium through which the purposes of the real man-the spirit-coul__...d 
be effected in the external life. Of the truths that have been reveal~ 
through Spiritualism, this is perhaps one of the most difficult to realiz~• 
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so strong and enduring are the bonds of education, and yet no truth 
i 11 Spiritualism ·is more evident, and nearly all the evils that proceed 
£.-om spiritual intercourse arise from ignorance of, or failure to ap
preciate its importance. It is a cardinal truth, in the light of which 
.. lie spiritual mariner can securely guide his bark amid the quicksands 
and shoals over which all must pass, in their voyage of progress in 
spiritual knowledge. 

Henry More two hundred years ago, tmly said, that "·Often spirits 
are very great fools-that there are as great fools in the other world 
as there are in this." And there is no doubt that as death terminates 
~he lives, hut not the folly of fools, that their r~la~ive numbers ha\·e 
not of late diminished, in that bourne from which it might he well for 
us, if no fools ever retllrned. 

• " \' e shall know them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes of thorns or figs of 
~histles. • • A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree 
bring forth good fruit."-Matt. vii-16, 18. 

As in physical natnre certain atoms exercise an attractive force 
upon certain other atoms with which they are in relation, so in our 
moral natures certain dements attract corresponcling moral elements. 
The man whose moral sense is blunted or undeveloped, will surely 
draw to him spirits on the same plane, and in his intercourse with 
them, he will often find his own cherished errors reflected under 
the guise of established truths. There are no moral elements in such 
a person, that can serve as a bond of union between him and ele
vated spirits, while other spirits like himself are irresistibly attracted 
to him, and the union is like welded steel. 

For such characters spirit intercourse is hazardous, as it only tends· 
to confirm them in their evil propensities, the results being precisely 
those that flow from evil companionship with mortals. There is only 
one course for such persons to follow-it is ' to at once enter upon a 
life of reformation-praying for Divine and angelic assistance in their 
efforts, to escape from their moral degradation. 

While to persons on this low moral plane, unaided and undirected: 
spirit-intercourse is not beneficial, to those who seek it in the sincere, 
earnest spirit that Jesus declared to be necessary when seeking the 
kingdom of heaven, it is elevating and refining to the religious and· 
rnoral sense, while at the same time it enlarges the capacity of the 
1'11ind, and enriches it with fresh stores of true knowledge. The same 
law of moral and psychological attr:lction, that draws the yet dark 
spirit to the dark.minded mortal, is powerful to attract good spirits 
to those who desire their companionship, and this same attractive 
Coree that unites thest: harmonious souls, becomes a repelling-force 
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to spirits less advanced. In earth life individuals oq the 5ame plane 
morally and intellectually, inevitably gravitate to each other, and en
joy each other's society, and the intelligent reader will at once per
ceive the truth of my remark when I say, that if half a dozen like 
himself were engaged in quiet interchange of thoughts, or in social in
tercourse, the presence of one on a low moral and intellectual plane, 
would be more disagreeable to the uncongenial visitor himself, than 
to the company in:o which he intruded, and there can be no doubt 
he would escape as soon as possible, and not again voluntarily intro
duce himself into such-to him-unattractiye society. Precisely the 
same moral and psychological influences operate in the relations of 
mortals with spirits, as in those of mortals with each other. Like 
attracts like and opposites repel. 

Facts arc not only stubborn but useful things, and as in materi:H 
science so in spiritual, they are at the basis of all our knowledge. 
With this regard to facts, I will now proceed to relate some instances 
from the experience of others, and from my own experience, where 
the proofs of spirit-identity were either conclusive, or simply corrob
orative, as the reader may be disposed to regard them. 

Professor Wm. Denton in a lecture delivered in Music Hall, Bos
ton Jan. 27 1872, narrated the following. 

"I remember once sitting in a circle at Muncie, Indiana, when the 
manifesting spirit spelled out on the dial by pulling a string comn~u
nicating with the pointer, 'Sing,' ' What shall we sing?' we inquired. 
'0 Thou!' was spelled out. We turned to a Methodist hymn-book 
and tried every one of the hymns commencing with '0 Thou!' but 
to all, the spirit rapped a decided negative. We then asked him to 
spell out the next word of the lin6 of the hymn. By this time he 
was rapping loudly, and apparently in a very impatient mood, but 
stopped and spelled 'Fount.' 'Is it 0 Thou Fount?' 'Yes,' was 
rapped out. Then we discovered that the spirit was mistaken, sup
posing that a well-known hymn commenced '0 Thou Fount of every 
blessing,' instead of ' Come Thou Fount etc.,'· which was sung, the 
spirit keeping time with lively raps to the close. Here was a mind 
distinct from that of every other person in the circle, and I think we 
spent at le:1st fifteen minutes in trying to find the hymn which the 
spirit desired, before the mistake was discovered." 

This incident does not prove the identity of the spirit communica· 
ting, but it proves that an intelligence was communicating. The fol
lowing account proves both the presence of disembodied intelligences 
and tlwir identity. 

Nov. 28, 187o. I had a sitting with !\lr. Charles H. Foster at 
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his rooms in New York, and just before its termination, a gentleman 
entered the room who evid~:ntly was a stranger to the medium. When 
I left the table he seated himself at Mr. Foster's request in the chair 
I had vacated, and while I was preparing to leave, something was said 
that interested me and I inquired whether my presence would be ob
jectionable. In reply the gentleman invited me to remain. 

In about five minutes, without any remark by the gentleman, Mr. 
Foster placed his hand upon the latter's shoulder in a familiar way, and 
addressed him in hearty though uncouth language. The sitter inquired 
the name of the spirit, which appeared to be satisf~ctory and amusing 
to him. Shortly afler, the medium again addressed him in entirely 
different, and broken language, and from certain expressions I became 
aware that it was an Indian spirit. Both of these spirits reminded 
the sitter of their promise to meet him there, and claimed its fulfil
ment at that time, and both conversed with him as acquaintances. 
After some further proceedings he left the table, and I took the liberty 
of inquiring of him, aside, who the spirits were. He said that the 
evening previous he had arrived in New York, overland from Califor
nia. That on the way, before reaching Chicago, he had heard from 
a fellow-passenger of a lady medium in that city, whom he called 
upon, and with whom he had had two sittings. That at these sittings 
the two spirits who had just manifested were present, and that he had 
made an engagement to meet them at Mr. I<oster's. 

The first who here manifested, was the spirit of a rough good
natured man, who had been in his employment on the Plains, and in 
California, where this gentleman had been engaged in surveying. He 
had died during this connection, and he had met him before through 
other mediums. The Indian when in this life, also had been ac
qnainted with this gentleman, and had become attached to him by 
some little acts of kindness. At the seance he inquired for neither of 
these spirits. 

The gentleman assured me that he had never before met :Mr. Fos~ 
ter, and from the manner and speech of both when he entered, and 
from the bearing of both throughout the sitting-from the general 
appearance of the gentleman, and his having the weather-beaten ap
pearance peculiar to persons just from a long trip or voyage, as well 
as from the fact that it was through an accident that I lingered and 
songht the opportunity to witness the seance, no unprejudiced person 
can easily conclude that there was any colhtsion or deception in the 
matter. 

In September 187o, I accompanied three ladies on a visit to the 
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same medium. Only one of these ladies-my wife-had ever before 
met Mr. Foster. 

Shortly after being seated, the medium said there were spirit lights 
around, and on the head of Mrs. R--. The latter then wrote on 
slips of paper, carefully guarding her writing from the view of the 
medium, the names of her brother, father, mother, husband, son and 
daughter, and folded them closely. Without touching the papers, 
and while yet in the hands of Mrs. R--, the medium said ; " There 
is present the spirit of a man : he says he was your brother Charles 
G. F--, who is glad to be able to communicate with you. Also 
another spirit : one who watched over you when on earth. He was 
your father; Edward F--. Also a female spirit_: she says she 
died of an internal tumor: Her name was Elizabeth F--, your 
mother. Another spirit also is prese11t : her name was Margaret 
R--. She was your sister-in-law. And I see another spirit who is 
so glad to see you : he says; 'Tell mother that I never expected to be 
able to do this. Tell her that I always love her the same as ever.' 
He looks so happy and radiant. He· says his name was Edward 
R--, your son. Still another spirit appears. Her name too was 
Margaret R--, your daughter. She is very happy now and says you 
must have no doubt of these thing!i. 

E\•ery spirit whose name had been wntten by Mrs. R-- was here 
described as present : the name given in full, with the relationship, 
and the additional name of one spirit who was not expected, and that 
was the sister-in-law of Mrs. R-- whose Christian name was the 
same as that of her daughter, but of whom at the ~ime she did not 
think. As to her mother she died of an internal tumor. 

Mr. Foster then turned·to one of the other ladies, and with a finger 
tapping upon a hair brooch that ~he wore on her neck said ; "The 
spirit whose hair is in that brooch is present." Upon her inquiring 
the name of the spirit he replied; "You know, and so does E--," 
(my wife). He then addressed her in the name of the spirit, c:tlling 
her his child, and after many affectionate remarks concluded with the 
words: "Your dear father.'' It was her father's hair in the brooch-a 
fact previously unknown to any but the wearer. 

At my suggestion a lady, a relative of mine, with her son, a young 
lawyer of New York, visited the same medium in September, 1870. 
I accompanied them and introduced them simply as friends, avoiding 
ali mention of names and relationship. 

We all became seated at the table, and Mr. Foster took the young 
man's hand aRd addressed him as Richard, and added; "There is a 
spirit present who is exceedingly glad to again meet you. You must 
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not think that he has ceased to love you, for he loves you as well as • 
ever," and more was added, when the young man inquired what spirit 
was speaking. Tl{e medium replied " Richard W--, your father, 
the same name ::.s your own." The names were correct, both bearing 

. the same. The medium then turned to the lady and addressed her in 
affectionate terms, and subscribed himself, "Your husband Richard 
W--." She then inquired if any of her spirit children were pres
ent, and he replied ; "Yes three of them, and their names are Eugene, 
Emily aild Mary," being the correct names of her deceased children. 

Septeniber 16th 1872, in company with my wife and her mother, 
I visited the family burying-ground in Westchester, New ·York, whe~ 
the earthly remains of my children repose. A few days thereafter I 
had a sitting with Mr: Foster, and the first question I proposed was; 
"Is my son Eugene present, and can he tell me where his mother, 
grandmother and I were on Saturday last?" The answer, promptly 
given was: "You were in Westchester, at the grave-yard-at my 
grave-and I was with you." This question with others had been 
written by me at home, was carefully and repeatedly folded, and was 
unopened by the medium, and not a word was said relating to the 
question or its subject matter. 

An intimate friend, a gentleman of education and refinement, whose 
wife died about five years since, was induced by me to visit Dr. Slade 
of New York, and he had a number of sittings, both for communica
tions by means of slate writing, and for materialization. 

At one s6ance he received the following communication from his 
spirit wife, written upon the slate while this was placed upon the cen
tre of the table in full view, no mortal hand being near it, and in 
broad daylight. He has kindly permitted me to copy and publish it. 

"Wednesday Sept. 25th 1872. 
".Mv DEAR HusBAND: . 

" I am so sorry you did not sec me more plainly than you did ; I 
do not like to give it up. I shall try it again when I can have the 
medium's time. Dear, did you know I was present when Louise got 
her fright. I can make her see mt" if it would not make her too 
nervous. • . . Give my love to all my darlings at home. 

" I am ever your loving wife, 
"M. J- B." 

When she s:tys she "does not like to give it up" she refers to her 
attempts to ma~erb.lize, which were not wholly successful, as she was 
able only to make herself dimly visible. The next sentence referring 
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to her daughter's fright; was an excellent test of the spirit's identity, 
• for it so happened that three days previously to this when my friend 

came down to breakfast, his eldest daughter fifteen years of age said ; 
" Pa, I was terribly frightened last night. Something came and leaned 
over me, and I covered my head, but on looking again I saw it there 
still; but I could not see it distinctly, I only saw it was some
body." 

My friend poo poo'd the story and nothing more was said of it, and 
it had escaped his memory when he received the above communica
tion, and not even then did he recollect it, and he could not under
slmd the meaning of this portion of the message, until having copied 
it he was quietly reflecting upon it at his home, when he suddenly 
thought of the incident related by his daughter. As additional proof 
of the identity of the spirit I can add that my own little daughter 
attended the same school with my friend's children, and the evening 
of the next day after his daughter had seen the apparition, my 
daughter ralated to me the incident as she heard it from the lips of 
her schoolmate, and it was not until two days thereafter that the above 
communication was written. Then there is the fact of his daughter's 
name being spelled Louise, instead of Louisa, the more common 
method. 

At a s6ance with Mr. Foster in September, 187o, among other tests 
he said that "another beautiful spirit was present-the spirit of one 
who died in infancy. It was a sister of my wife. She said her name 
\Vas Ann." This was correct. My wife had a si3ter of that name, 
she died in infanc_v before the birth of my wife. I may have heard 
her spoken of perhaps two or three times, but it is certain that I 
had never given the subject a serious thought, and I had not thought 
of her for years previously to the announcement of her name by the 
medium, and it was a moment before I recognized the name. 

At the same seance Mr. Foster said a spirit was present whose 
name was Mary or something like that. Upon my suggesting 
"Maria" he replied "Yes Sarah 1\·laria," and upon inquiring her 
surname, after a moment he bared his ann and exhibited the letters, 
S. M. L. of a bright scarlet color. These were the correct initials of 
the name of a married sis~er, who pasc;cd from earth life some thirty 
years prior to this time. 1 then inquired the age of the spirit at the 
time of her decease. The answer came through raps, which I counted 
up to twenty-two, when they cea_sed. I asked if the intelligence 
meant by these, that the spirit was only of that age when she passed 
away, when the usual three raps were given in the affirmative. I was 
quite certain. that my sister's age was twenty-six, and so stated, but 
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one vigcrous rap replied" No." I again expressed my doubts of the 
correctness of the answer, and again an emphatic " No" was rapped. 
llut the spirit to n1y surprise was correct, as I discovered upon ques
tioning my sister's husband, who is still living. 

At another seance with l\1r. Foster, December loth I8jo, I had a 
series of written questions, prep;ucd at home, and carefully folded 
and pressed, as all my written questions were. Among them were 
these: 

Q. I would like to communicate with the spirit of my father. Is 
he present? 

A Your father is present. 
Q. Will you tell me where you died-the city or town, street and 

number? 
The medium drew with a pencil four longitudinal lines, enclosing 

three blank columns. He then drew his pencil across the lines at 
such distances, as to make squares of the columns, so that when fin
ished there were three rows of squares across, and ten rows from top 
to bottom. He then directed me to write the name of a city, or 
town, in each of the left hand squares-the name of a street, in each 
of the middle squares and a number in each of the right hand squares, 
the correct city, street and number, among them. He then tore off 
all the squares at the left hand, separated them, and rolled each into 
a pellet. The same with the middle, and with the right hand squares, 
making a separate pile of all in each row-three piles in all. He then 
thoroughly confused and mixed the pellets in each pile, and selecting 
one pellet from each, pushed the selected three towards me, saying; 
"One is the city-one the street-and one the number," I was about 
to open them, when it occurred to me to ask him if he conld write out 
what these three pellets contained .. He took his pencil and wrote in 
full the name of the city, street and number, and upon opening the 
pellets I found the same words and number on these. The answer 
was correct. 

Here the medium said my Uncle Zalmon was present. I remarked 
that he died two years before. "No," said the medium, "he says he 
died three years ago." Here again upon my return home I found I 
was mistaken, and the spirit correct. I had not inquired for my 
Uncle or mentioned his name, and had ncit seen him for thirty years ; 
he residing in a distant part of the country. 

At a seance with Dr. Slade in October I8Jo, upon the slate being 
held under the tablt: leaf, the name "Eugene " was written upon it. 
I asked how I could know it was he, when it was written ; "I claim 
you as my father." I said this was not enough, and I inquired his 
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age at time of decease. The answer was four raps, signifying that 
number of years. In what year did you die? Answer on slate 
'' 1846." Again I asked of what disease? The answer written was; 
"Affection of the brain." The an:.wers were all correct. 

August 15th, 1871. This evening I had a s6ance with Dr. Slade. 
The room was well lighted by two gas burners. Soon after being 
seated the medium placed the slate partially under the table leaf, so 
that perhap:; two thirds of it were concealed from view, the remaining 
third being in full sight, as also was the hand holding it, while his 
other hand was placed upon the table grasping mine. 

Soon sounds of writing were heard, indicating a slower and more 
feeble process than usual, and when finished the slate was withdrawn, 
and we read the following : 

"Mv DEAR SoN. 

Myself and dear Rachel your mother are present and bless you 
this evening, as well as some of your own dear children. Eugene 
W. and your brother Seth ; also your gooti sister S. M. C. All were 
with you in C-- to help you in your business there. My whole 
soul is in this work, and I will consecrate my efforts to assist in dis
pelling this deep darkness, which envelopes mankind. Kate (your 
sister-in-law) is not present. I am my son, your affectionate father. 

" s. CROWELL." 

The names, initials, and relationship, were all correct. In a few 
minutes after, the medium was controllecl by a strange influence, and 
after an ineffectual effort to speak, he sucldcnly sprang to his feet and 
walked briskly around the room, with a gait indic.'lting lameness of 
one limb. I was intensely interested in observing the case, when it 
suddenly occurred to me that it was my brother, who was endeavoring 
to manifest himself, and I at once exclaimed : " Why you are my 
brother Seth ! " The medium at that moment was at the opposite 
side of the room, and instantly he rushed to me, and clasped me in 
his arms, and in the most affectionate manner repeatedly embraced 
me, placing his checks against mine, and by every means in his 
power indicated the warmth of his affection, though unable to speak 
through the organs of the medium. Gradually his arms relaxed-his 
strength appeared to fail - and he sank into his seat, when the 
medium recovered consciousness. 

This, my only brother, passed away at the age of sixteen, more 
than thirty years ago. He was so unfortunate as to nearly lose the 
use of his right limb, through that fearful disease " Morbus Coxarius," 
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or hip disease, and in walking he limped badly, precisely as the me
dium did at this time. The latter had never heard of him, as I studi
ously a\·oided speaking of any family or personal affairs, and Dr. 
Slade like all ge~uine mdiums never troubles himself with asking 
questions concerning personal or family matters. They necessarily 
hear too much of them through the questioning of the sitters and the 
revelations of the spirits. 

S-:!ptember 24 1871 my two sons visited Dr. Slade, and had a 
seance. Among other manifestations, a communication was written 
upon the slate by an invisible hand. The hour was 3 P • .r.t. and the 

· room was well lighted. The communication was as follows : 

"To our Dear Brothers, Father and Mother-our lo\;ng family. 
\\'e all come to tell you of our joy to-day. Oh dear ones, how much 
enjoyment we have now to what we had three years ago, for now we 
fed we do belong to the family as ever, for you all seem to take 
more interest in us than you did in years past. Aunt Ann is present 
to-day with Aunt Katie. Caroline our sister is one we feel so happy 
with. She is a loving soul, and is much help to us all. The spirits 
ca/1/ur Lily. Clarence is very anxious to make mediums of yon all. 
He says we can then all have mediums. Edgar and John join us in 
this communication. Ever your loving brother, E. W. C." 

There are two points in this communication worthy of particular 
notice. The first is that in which their Aunt Ann is mentioned. 
She was my wife's sister, before mentioned as manifesting to me 
through Mr. I<'oster. She had never been alluded to in presence of 
this or any other medium, and only at long intervals of years even in 
the family, no personal knowledge of her existing. The day before 
my sons had this sitting with Dr. Slade, when conversing about it my 
wife remarked that she would like to hear from her sister Ann again, 
and here she was reported present, quite unexpectedly to my sons 
who had entirely forgotten the wish of their mother that she might 
again hear from her. 

The second is that in which my daughter Caroline is mentioned. 
She had never been even alluded to at Dr. Slade's, and had never 
come to us but once before this, and that wo.s also through Mr. Fos
ter just one year previous to this sitting. At the seance. with Mr. 
·Foster I asked for the names of my children deceased, when he gave 
all their names but one, and of this one he said ; " And a little girl 
\'!."hose name I cannot ascertain, but her spirit-name now is Lily." 
Her proper earthly name not being siven, I attached no importance 
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to wha.t was here said about her spirit-name, and was much surprised 
when upon reading the communication through Dr. Slade, I found 
confirmation of what Mr. Foster had asserted. 

In connection with this is the fact, that just previous to their leav. 
ing for this seance, I requested my sons to remember and call for 
their sister Caroline, and it so happened that in the press of other 
ideas they entirely forgot her also, and were only reminded of my 
request when they read the communication. This does not appear 
like mind reading. My spirit-daughter has since then always come 

.to us under her spirit-name of Lily, through all mediums by whose 
agency we have received communications. 

Some two years since I procured a planchette, thinking that some 
of our friends might be able to use it. Soon after purchasing it I 
proposed that certain members of my family should test their power 
to move it, and to the surprise of all after a few trials it wrote freely. 
The power continued for about a year, when suddenly it ceased, nor 
has it moved since with repeated trials. 

At one time while two of my family were using it, a gentleman 
whose acquaintance we had recently made, and of whose family then 
we knew absolutely nothing, came in and inquired of planchette the 
name of his deceased sister. The instrument at once plainly wrote; 
"Mary Louisa," which was the correct name of his only sister de
ceased. He did not touch the instrument, and no other visitors were 
present. 

D.:ceml>er 25 r872. This being Christmas day it occurred to me 
that our spirit-friends might desire to exchange greetings with us, and 
I proposed to two of my family that they should use planchette. 
They accordingly placed their hands upon it and immediately there 
was written ; "A merry Christmas to all." \Ve returned the saluta· 
tion and requested each spirit-friend present to write his or her name. 
Name after name was then written; all of dear spirit-friends-no/ 
dct~d-until all our near relatives in spirit-life were represented, when 
I asked a question relating to another subject, and we awaited the 
answer, but to our' surprise we found written the word ; "Bud," this 
being the name bestowed in heaven upon the subject of a premature 
birth, ami whom at that moment we had all forgotten, and we expe
rienced a feeling not only of regret for but of mortification at our for. 
getfulness, when we were thus reminded of the continued existence 
of the little waif, who here claimed relationship to the family on this 
bright Christmas morning. 

This was the fourth or fifth time he had come to us, each time 
through a different medium, always without solicitation on our part, 
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and always bearing the name of .Bud. We don't forget him now. 
\Ve realize that he lives and is one of the family. 

One day in July 1873 I returned from a visit to some friends at 
Cold Spri.ng Harbor L. I. With me was the son of my hostess; Mr. 
\V--, a highly respectable and reliable gentleman, who left \11e 
upon the arrival of the boat at the dock in New York, remarking 
that he should on his way across town call on Mr. l<'oster. 

On the evening of the second day thereafter, he visited me at my 
residence, and with considerable animation informed me that soon 
after being seated with Mr. Foster, he inquired if his Aunt Han·iet 
was present. Being answered in the affirmative, he asked whether 
she knew where he came from that morning ; no other word being 
used in relation to the subject ; and the answer promptly given, 
was ; " Yes you came from Cold Spring in the steamboat D. R. 
:M:!.rtin, and Dr. Crowell Mrs. Crowell and Emma were with you." 
All of which was corn:ct. 

If this were the only evidence of Mr. Foster's mediumship, we 
might possibly suspect that he in this ca.se derived his information 
from some person who also had been a passenger on the same boat, 
and who reached Mr. Foster before my friend, but as this is only one 
of many tho~Jsand equally wonderful revelations through him to dif· 
ferent persons, and as no surreptitious means of acquiring information 
has ever been seriously charged upon him, it will be difficult to deny 
that the information here given, was at least as authentic as that so 
often obtained by myself and others through him. 

In the same month, July t873, accompanied by two members of 
my family, I visited Monticello, N. Y. At the Erie Railroad depot 
in Jen;ey City we met our niece, who upon learning of our intended 
journey had decided to accompany us. After seeing them safely to 
their destination I returned home, and on the succeeding day had an 
interview with "Old John," who told me without any reference to 
the subject on my part, that he and his friend " Red Bird" had been 
to Monticel!o since my family had arrived there, and that a "squaw 
papoose" was ·there with my daughter, that she was a little larger 
than the latter, and that Red Bird had heard her nan1e mentioned 
while he was there, and that it was R--B- giving her correct 
name. We had no positive knowledge of the young lady's intention 
to accompany us, and the subject had been only incidentally men· 
tioned in the family, and there was no possibility of Old John know
ing of her presence, unless by spiritual means. 

" Heavens ! What will Slade and I do ? " was the exclamation of 
Charles H. Foster, when upon my return from my first visit to Mrs. 
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Andrews at Moravia, I related to him some of the marvels I had 
there witnessed. I have never seen any person more astonished, 
when I have related thelie things, than he was then, and the interest 
created in his mind was so great, th<?-t a few days afterward he visited 
Moravia himsdf incog., and in full confidence that no person would 
recognize him. 

At his first seance after his arrival, when some eight or nine other 
persons were present, the face of a young man appeared at the aper· 
ture, who upon being asked his name by Mr. Foster replied, in a clear 
distinct voice ; " I am Eugene Crowell, and you are Charles Foster, 
and it was upon your arm that the initials of my name appeared in 
New York." This was said in reference to my first sitting with Mr. 
Foster, three years previouslr, when the initials-as my son said-of 
his name met my astoni,hed gaze on the arm of the medium, and 
they, like the words " .Mene ruene tekel upharsin" written upon the 
wall in ancient times by similar spiritual agency, sounded the knell of 
my life long materialism. 

While there ~rr. Foster plainly saw the spirit of Gottschalk; Lola 
.Montes ; Ada Isaacs Menkin, and others with whom he had been 
formerly acquainted, and who conversed with him freely; Gottschalk 
especially, referring to former incidents with which both were 
fami!iar. 

August, 29, 1872, my wife, self, and daughter, had a private 
seance with Mrs. Andrews at l'\'loravih. We seated ourselves facing 
the cabinet, whilst the medium sat facing us, with her back against 
it- No other persons were present. 

At first we sat in darkness. After some minutes my daughter 
said :-" There is a tall old lady standing in front of me. I can see 
her white cap with a ruffle bordering the front." Instantly as if in 
response, she was patted by spirit hands, and the words; " Grand· 
ma" apparently proceeding from the space immediately in front of 
ht:r, were heard by us all. I then said, "Mother, is this you?" and 
in reply I was patted on my knee!!. Soon a voice· in front of me 
said ; "Dear brother this is I-Seth." Another voice now pro
nounced the name of Harry-this being the name of a deceased son, 
and both I and my daughter requested him to touch us, but the voice 
replied; " I can approach Mamma best," and immediately my wife 
was patted, and the touches were repeated half a dozeil times. 

The light was now called for by a spirit voice, and the lamp being 
lic;hted and properly placed, and the medium having entered the 
cauind, in a minute we saw at the aperture the face of my sister-in-
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law, Mrs. S. She said they desired this seance to cast an influence 
over us. She referred to my wife's health and gave her directions 
how to improve it, and spoke of her own constitution when in earth 
life, and compared it with others of the family. She referred also to 
other matters, all the while speaking as freely as if in the flesh, and 
nearly in her natural tones. 

Then the curtain of the lower aperture was drawn aside, and a 
child's face was indistinctly seen, and a purely child's voice was heard ' 
saying in a brisk cheerful tone: "Take a peep, Pa-Eddie." (This 
also is the name of a deceased son), then was added, "Em., I was 
out with you yesterday in the boat with your beau." The day pre
vious my little daughter had visited Owasco lake with a party of 
ladies and gentlemen, and a young man accompanied her in a boat 
upon the lake. In another moment he said; "Em., when you and 
Pa run races don't trip me up. I can beat you." · 

This last was a most excellent test. The grounds surrounding my 
residence in Brooklyn comprise about an acre, and children have 
abundant room for exercise, and frequently to amuse my daughter 
and her companions, I would join them in a race, and it evidently 
was to this my spirit child referred when he said the above. Had 
this remark been made of a thousand persons of my age, then 
upwards of half a century, probably not one of them would have 
found it applicable to himself. We. all instantly understood its mean
ing, and smiled at this allusion to my childish amusement, coming 
from such an observing, but unseen witness. The circumstance of· 
my thus amusing the children, was of too trifling and common a 
character to be mentioned by any of us, even at home. The memory 
of it passed with the incident itself, and certainly no person in Mora
via had any knowledge of it. 

lt is a law with perhaps no exceptions, that spirits upon their first 
attempts to manifest in this life, shall in a greater or less degree 
resume their last earthly conditions and feelings, but it is especially 
when they first attempt to control a medium, that their former feel
ings are again realized to their fullest extent. 

During my investigations of spiritual phenomena, I have witnessed 
a number of times the first efforts of different spirits to control, and 
I hl·;:: twice had sensible positive proofs of their resuming these 
conditions, and these were not only marked cases, but they afforded 
what to me was conclusive evidence, of the identity of the spirits 
manifesting. One instance occurred while sitting with Dr. Slade, 
shortly after the passing away of my sister-in-law, from an atfectio:1 
in which excessive and continuous nausea and vomiting were the 
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most conspicuous symptoms. Her ·presence had just been aD• 

nounced, when the medium became exceedingly pale, his features 
became sunken, and the sitting was temporarily suspended, from his 
intense nausea. He did not appear to suspect the cause, but it in
stantly occurred to me that the c~ose psychological relations of the 
two, at the time, accounted for the symptoms. 

The other instance occurred at my own house in March 1874-
Dr. Kenney· was present, and of a sudden we observed him to be 
passing under a- strange and imperfect control. His actions indicated 
intense nausea, and he soon leaned over and traced with his fingers 
upon the tloor, and we understood that the spirit desired to write. I 
procured a pencil and paper, and a short message was written and 
signed with the name of my deceased son, Eugene. The spirit then 
released the medium, who now in a conscious state complained of 

· nausea, which was soon followed by severe and repeated vomiting, 
which e\'en affected him while on his way home. 

These were the only two instances in which I have personally 
known the presence of spirits, to be accompanied by symptoms of 
nausea in the medium, and of all my spirit friends these two are the 

· only ones in whose last earthly hours, these symptoms were present. 
• With my son especially, the vomiting was fearful in its violence, and 

was continuous, nearly to the moment of his death. 
There is every reason to believe, that in the majority of cases 

where spirits are in error in their utterances, it should be attributed 
to ignorance or mistake, rather than to design. This is true as to 
mortals, and undoubtedly is so as to spirits.· There are three distinct 
stages in the experience of most intelligent, liberal, and earnest in· 
vcstigators of these spiritual truths. In the first-after a conviction 
of the truth has established itself, they are disposed to accept all ; in 
the second-to suspect all; and in the third-to reasonably and chari· 
tably judge all. 

In proof that erroneous ideas may be honestly conveyed by spirits, 
I will say, that at one time I inquired of Old John, Dr. Kenney's 
IncliJ.Il control, whether he could perceive earthly objects. He 
replied " Y cs " when I remarked, that I presumed spirits more ad· 
vanccd than he could not do so. He quickly answered, "Why Old 
John is ad\·anced, he can never go any higher. Old John when he 
first came to spirit-land was not high, but now nobody is higher ;, tnt 
jonst than Old John." 

The way in which I account for this conceit on his part, is that 
higher intelligences use and control him for healing purposes, and his 
services in this direction being so 1aluable to mankind, they impress 
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and sustain this idea in his mind so as to render him contented, which 
he evidently is, and while devoting himself to the work of benefiting 
others he is constantly progressing himself. 

At another time Old John said, that "He often sees Jesus Christ, 
and he always prays to him for assistance in healing, and that he 
often does help him, as do also other great spirits, but Jesus is the 
highest of all, as he was the first to enter Heaven after the Great 
Spirit of All created it." While investigating through mediums, I 
have never been able to experience a feeling of contempt for the 
utterances of•spirits of limited intelligence, when their communica· 
tions have borne the impress of sincerity. That this spirit is per
fectly honest I have not the least doubt, my intimate, and almost 
daily intercourse with him warrants this positive opinion, but from the 
abo\·e remarks of his, it will be seen that if any person were to be
lieve that because he is a disembodied spirit, he must necessarily 
have access to the sources of wisdom, he would be sadly mistaken, 
and if he accepted all his utterances, he would soon find himself in a 
state of mental confusion and bewilderment. I !lave gleaned from 
h;m many important truths ; truths previously unknown to me, but 
which have since been authenticated from other sources ; but I ac
cept nothing from him, or from other spirits, unless it is endorsed by 
my reason, and confirmed in the light of other knowledge. 

Until recently, Old John had no faith in the genuineness of spirit 
materializations. Soon after becoming acquainted with Dr. Kenney, 
in the spring of 1872, I related to him and Old John, some of my ex
periences at Moravia. The latter was not simply incredulous, out em
phatically dP.clared his entire unbelief in the power of spirits to ef
fect such results. During the ensuing seventeen months and up to 
August I87J, when I again visited Moravia for the fourth time, Old 
John often referred to this subject, and frequently wonld rally me 
upon my credulity in believing in such impossibilities ; and I remem
ber at one time when we were engaged in conversation on this sub
ject, he suddenly became quiet, and silent, and in a minute or 
two energetically exclaimed : "Why Brave; Old John is as good a 
spirit as there is in the forest, and if any spirit could do these things 
Old John could." 

Just previous to my last visit to Moravia as above mentioned, I 
called upon Dr. Kenney, and soan Old John controlled him, aud I 
then told him that I and two of my family would leave for that place 
the next day, and that I desired him and his friend ; " Red Bird" to 
visit us there. He promised to do so. One morning some days after 
our arrival, while present at a s6ance with Mrs. Andrews, my sister· 
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in-law Kate appeared at the aperture, and said, addressing my wife; 
"E-- Old John is convinced." This announcement wa:s so entirely 
unexpected, that for a moment we failed to comprehend its mean
ing, as the name of Old John had not been mentioned in the seance 
room at any time. 

I made note of this, and upon my return home two days thereafter 
I at once called upon Dr. Kenney, and requested Mrs. Kenney to be 
pres~::nt while he should be controlled, as I h:td a test for Old John. 
Upon the coming of the latter he greeted me cordially, as he always 
does, and I inquired whether he had been at Moravia.- He replied 
yes ; both he and Red Bird. I then aaked what he thought of things 
there, and his answer given in a deliberate and somewhat reluctant 
tone and manner, was; "Why, Old John can't help believing now, 
for he saw all your spirit-friends there, and they told Old John it was 
tme, and he told the squaw Katie to tell you that Old John was 
there." 

I returned to Moravia again--where I had left some of my family 
-in a few days after this, and previous to leaving I had another in
ten·iew with Old John, and requested him and Red Bird to again 
visit us there, and try to communicate with us. He promised to do 
so. On the morning of August :z8th, at a stance held by Mrs. An· 
drews, soon after being seated in the dark, my daughter was patted on 
her hands and in a moment after a voice in front of her said : " .Me 
come papoose." She then asked if it were Old John and Red Bird 
and in reply she was again patted, as was also my wife. Then I said; 
"Old John and Red Bird can't you come to me; I am jealous?" when 
the voice replied "Me like papoose and squaw." In a minute there
after I was patted on my head, by what appeared to be a large full 
formed natural hn.nd, and at the same moment a voice said; "Chief; 
you got token now me think." This was followed by sounds resem
bling those produced by the flapping of the wings of a large bird, and 
upon my remarking that the noise was suggestive of the name of" Red 
Bini" there were three repetitions of the sounds in affirmation. I here 
said to them that the day was Thursday, and that I desired them to 
remember the fact, and to remind me of it when I should next com· 
municate with them at home, and three raps assented. 

A few days after this I returned home and called on Dr. Kenney, 
who soon became controlled by Old John, and after the usual greet
ing5 I inquired, whether he and Red Bird had fulfilled their promises 
to visit me in Moravi:l. He immediately replied, certainly both had 
done so, and they had touched us in the seance room, and Red Bini 
had conversed with us. In answer to my inquiry, in what manner 
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they touched us, he said they both had patted us on the knees, and 
that Red Bird had patted me on the head with his hand ; that I was 
seated at the end of the semi-circle nearest the door, with the others 
of my family next me; which was correct. I then asked him upon 
what day they met us there, and he replied ; " Thursday," and he 
.knew, because I had requested them to remember the day. 

On the evening of June 1oth, 1873• Dr. Kenney was at my house, 
having been sent for to treat a member of my family. Just as Old 
John was about to cofttrol him, a young friend, Mr. W--, residing 
in New York, came in and I proposed to him that he should witness 
the process of controlling, so far as it could be observed in the me
clium. After Old John had manifested, I introduced my friend with
out naming him to the spirit, who seemed to be perplexed, repeat: 
edly turning the medium's face in a cettain direction-the eyes being 
as they always arc, closed-and I thought perhaps he did not like the 
presence of the stranger, and we both left the room, but in a few 
minutes we were recalled, and the difficulty was explained. Old John 
now told us that after assuming control, he saw a spirit making signs, 
indicating .that something had been the matter with his eye, and 
throat, or mouth, and that his movements had been so energetic, that 
his attention had been attracted from us, and this c.ausd him to ap· 
pear to act so strangely : that this spirit resembled my friend in ap
pearance, and he said he was his father, and his death had been caused 
by a bottle of" strong stuff" that had been spilled upon his face, and 
that some of it had come in contact with one of his eyes, and had de
stroyed the sight, and that some had entered his mouth and throat, 
and had produced inflammation, which had terminated in consump
tion and death. 

Of all this we were entirely ignorant ; but my friend immediately 
comprehended it, and with astonishment in his looks informed us, that 
his father having a small excrescence upon his face applied to a physi
cian to remove it, and after the operation he became fcint, when the 
physician hastily applied to his nostrils a vial of aqua-ammonia, and 
the effect was so sudden and violent, that he unexpectedly threw up 
his head and overturned the vial, so that a considerable portion of the 
liquid fell upon his face, and a portion entered his · eye the sight of 
which it destroyed. Some of it also entered his mouth and throat, 
ancl he inhaled the gas, and the results were violent inflammation of 
the air-passages, terminating in disease of the lungs, from which he 
died within two years after the accident. 

My friend and the medium had never met before, nor had they any 
knowledge of each other, and their meeting at my house was entirely 

18 
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accidental. What added to our interest in this excellent test was, that 
about one month before this I had accompanied this same friend who 
was an unbeliever in spiritual manifestations-to Dr. Slade's, where 
without any allusion to his f.'\ther, a message was received on the slate 
from him, signed with his full name, and the next day when I accom· 
panied him to Mr. Foster's, his father again came, announcing his 
name also in full, and here unexpectedly, and unmistakably, he again 
made his presence known, and proved his identity by this convincing 
test. • 

I am happy to be able to say that my friend was intelligent enough 
to recognize, and liberal enough to acknowledge, these proofs as con
clusive of his father's existence and identity, and he is now engaged 
in further investigations. , 

January lOth, 1874· while conversing with Old John, he said that the 
spirit of my brother·in-law, S-- then deceased less than one month, 
desired me to go to Dr. Slade's, and he would there communicate with 
me by writing on the slate. I proposed to meet him there on the uth 
to which he assented. 

On that day I visited Dr. Slade, and upon making known my desire 
to have a sitting with him, we passed into the ~ance room and took 
our seats together at one side of the table, in full light of day. There 
was a large folded slate upon the table, connected by hinges, which be 
passed to me, and which I carefully inspected and rubbed over with 
1-ny moistened fingers. He then placed a small bit of pencil upon 
one of the inner surfaces, as they lay exposed, and folded the other 
slate upon that, and removed the slates thus folded as far from our 
hands as he could reach upon the table. Then placing his two hands 
upon mine, we sat quietly for ten minutes, both of us expressing sur· 
prise at the delay of the manifestations, when the sounds of writing 
were heard, which continued for some minutes, followed by the signal 
raps indicating the completion of the message, when I took the slates, 
opened them and found both the inner surfaces covered with plain 
legible writing. The communication commenced thus: 

"DEAR FRIE~D : 

"Your anxious brother-in·law cannot control, so I will write for him. 
He is very much pleased with your course in doing his business. He 
feels sure all will be right for his much-loved f:uuily." Then followed 
some remarks rebting to his medical attendants and their treatment 
of his case in his illness, of a character that proved an intim:1te knowl
edge of the circumstances, but of a nature so private that it would be 
improper to here transcribe them, and for similar reasons it would be 
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equally improper to relate other portions of the communication. The 
whole was signed with the name of A. W. Slade, the spirit-wife of the 
medium, who superintends the writing in his presence. 

At this visit I simply stated to the medium that I desired a sitting, 
not in any way alluding to my object, nor saying a '!ord in relation to 
aay spirit, so that of himself he could not have known, nor even sus-
pected my wicllP.s. · 

The foldr:d dates were placed at a distance of more than two feet 
from our hands, all four of which were united from the moment of 
placing the slate in position, and not for an instant separated. The 
movements of the pencil were continuously, and distinctly heard. 

The day succeeding this, I again visited Dr. Kenney and req~ested 
a meeting with Old John, who soon came, and without any reference 
to the subject by me, he at once said that the brave was not able to 
write as he supposed he would be at Dr. Slade's, but that the wife of 
the medium wrote for him. I then inquired the import of the me.ssage, 
and obtained such replies as satisfied me, that only the spirit of my 
brother-in-law in each case, could have imparted the infom1ation. 

In June I874 I had a seance with Dr. Slade. My wife's sister 
Kate showed her face, materialized, three times ; and afterward my 
brother-in-law, S- appeared. Then a strong voice startled us by 
exclaiming; "And I am here too." Upon my inquiring who this was 
it was answered ; "Call me John." Other voices were heard and con
versation held with these, when the s6ance terminated. 

The next day Dr. Kenney visited us for the purpose of treating my 
wife. As soon as Old John had entranced the medium, he said; 
"Why Brave, you didn't know Old John." I asked what he referred 
to, when he replied ; " Old John was with you yesterday at Slade 
medium's, and it was Old John that spoke to you when you started 
so. Old John told you it was him, but Brave you didn't know Old 
John." I then asked what he said and he repeated the very words of 
the spirit the day before. He said, Kate and Brave S-- came to 
him and told him I was to have a sitting with Dr. Slade, and desired 
him to meet me there with them, and upon their invitation he came : 
that Kate first showed her face, and said he, " Kate laughed so to see 
you leaning over and staring at her, that she had to give it up." As 
a further test I inquired whether any other spirits showed themselves, 
and he replied no. I then told hi~ that I had another appointment 
for the ensuing Friday evening, and desired him to meet me there, 
which he promised to do, if" body" (his medium) "should not require 
bis services. 

I had not mentioned to any person my intention of visiting Dr. 
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Slade and have the above sitting, and it is quite certain that Dr. 
Kenney could not have known of it, and even if by some means he 
had come to the knowledge of it, he could not have known what there 
transpired, for I had not mentioned nor alluded to the proceedings to 
any person out o{ my family, and none of them had seen Dr. Kennf'y 
after the sitting; and a.s to Dr. Slade, and Dr. Kenney, they were not 
acquainted: one residing in New York, and the other in Brooklyn, at 
least four miles from each other. 

Old John said that a number of our spirit-friends united in impart· 
ing to him the power to speak, and without their assistance he could 
not have been heard. 

Friday evening June 19th I again met Dr. Slade as per agreement, 
and we had a s6ance. There were no attempts made to materialize. 
We sat in the dark, and four different spirits conversed with me. 
They were my sister-in-law, Kate; my brother-in-law, S- my 
father; and one who called himself, ''John." Two days after this
on Sunday the 2 xst, Dr. Kenney again called at my house to treat my 
wife, and while under control Old John said ''Brave Old John and 
Big Bear were at Slade's with you night before last." What did yon 
set. Did any spirits show themselves, I asked. "No" was the reply; 
"the power was not strong, they only talked." Old John I said, 
tell me how many spirits talked, and who they were. He mu~ a 
moment, counting on his fingers, and replied ; four : Katie ; S--. 
your father; and Old John. This was correct, both as to the number, 
and the orde-r in which they conversed with me. I then inquired, 
why he did not say "Old John," instead of" John" when I asked the 
name, and his answer was, he was afraid the power would not admit 
of his giving the full name, so he only gave that of John. I noticed at 
the si!ance, that none of the voices were as strong as at the two previous 
sittings. 

Innumerable are the proofs, that have been furnished of the identity 
of my spirit-friends. Sometimes giving their names when requested, 
and at others by unexpectedly announcing them. They have com· 
municated through the vocal org:1.ns of mediums; by means of raps; and 
by writing on a slate, and on paper. 1\l:l.ny of them have presented 
themselves to me visibly at Moravia, and at Dr. Slade's, some of them 
conversing with me while visible, and two of them I have seen apart 
from any medium. I have in hundreds of instances been touched bv 
spirits ; have been lovingly patted by their hands ; and have felt and 
heard the rustling of their robes. .Many times I have heard music from 
material instruments, produced by spirit-touches, and once have heard 
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it as clearly, and distinctly, when no material instrument was in the 
room. 

The scriptural injunction to " Try. the spirits," has been faithfully 
obeyed, and the trial has resulted in triumphant proofs of the contin
ued existence, and love, of my departed friends. 

Some persons racely obtain satisfactory !nswers to their questions, 
even through the best mediums, and in some cases the reason is, that 
they are wanting in civility to the spirits. I rarely fail in obtaining at 
least partially satisfactory communications, and the facility with which 
these are often made to me has sometimes surprised my friends. I 
attribute it entirely to the respect, not only with which I treat the 
spirits, but to that which I feel for them. The feelings that animate 
me in my intercourse with those spirits who have my confidence, are 
the same that I have towards all persons whom I believe are sincerely 
friendly, and who are desirous of benefiting me. I do not mean that 
I am at such times formally serious, on the contrary I often in the 
proper time and place, indulge in some little pleasantry, and have al
ways found it kindly received and often reciprocated by my spirit
friends, but I would no more take an unwarrantable liberty with a 
spirit-friend than I would with a mortal one. I would no more treat 
with levity or contempt, the serious remarks of a spirit, than I woulu 
like remarks of a mortal acquaintance, and I would treat every spirit 
with respect, unless it became evident that he were unworthy of it, 
and even then I would carefully refrain from saying, or doing anything, 
that could give offence. .Apy person who in communicating with 
spirits, treats them as if they were all, not only to be suspected, but to 
be insulted, will obtain little satisfaction from them, and will have 
only himself to bbme for the failure of his censurable method of " try
ing the spirits." 

Remember that they live; that they are human ; that they can be 
pleased and displeased; delighted and grieved; that those of them, 
who were ladies and gentleman in earth life, are no less so in spirit 
life: that most of them, in attempting to manifest to their earthly 
friends, are animated by the purest motives ;-with the desire to 
benefit them; and that they expect, and keenly appreciate a recipro
cation on our part, of kindly and Christian feelings, and that they un
derstand and can properly estimate sneers, slights, and insults, quite 
as well as ever they could. 

The following words were addressed by the communicating spirit, 
to persons at a seance in London, where Mrs. Hollis, of Louisville, 
Ken., was the medium. They are applicable here: 
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"This is my work in spirit life, to come and talk to you mortals; 
and you cannot realize how much it implies for a spirit to leave a 
happy home and congenial influences, to come down to this dark cold 
earth and talk to you, surrounded as many are by such chilling and 
repellant atmospheres of scepticism and frivolity. What can any 
spirit teach you of the higftests truths of Spirituali!im, when some one 
of the circle asks me ; ' How much money have I got in my pockets; 
or where was my coat ·made; and what was the tailor's name?' Do 
you suppose for a moment, that if you were to thus suddenly inter· 
rupt a lecturer, or actor, in the midst of some of his grandest expres· 
sions of thought, he could answer your inane question, and irumedi· 
ately resume his discourse with all his original tire and inspiration? 

•• Do you not think how much more difficult it must be for a disem· 
bodied spirit to come and give utterance to high and sublime truths, 
when you wantonly destroy every chance of the spirit doing so? 
Why don't people ask their questions, as if they addressed men and 
women like themselves, who have suffered all the like experiences 
common to mortals? It grieves the spirits to listen to the silly, aim· 
less questions, propounded by the generality of people in a circle. 
A!'k for knowledge, and it will be given unto you. Seek for ligh~ to 
hell- you to bear the burdens of life bravely, and apply for guidance 
and instruction, in order that you may be able to show your children 
how to live, and progress towards harmony and perfection. Try by 
your individual and collective efforts, to raise your fellow men nearer 
the light. Such a course of action on your part would be advanta· 
geous to yourselves, inasmuch as it would educate and elevate you~ 
character, and fit you for that higher state of existence, beyond the 
confines of this earth.'' 



CHAPTER XV. 

CONDITIONS MUST BE .REGARDED. 

"And he could there tlo no mighty work. "-Mark vi-S· 

L AW-inexorable law, governs all the operations of nature, and 
all the manifestations of Spirit through matter, and even the 

Infinite, so far as we know, operates and manifests only through and 
by, His laws. 

That Jesus exercised his power only in conformity with Jaw, is evi
dent from the above and other passages from the records of his life 
11.nd ministry. Where the conditions were favorable, and the law 
could operate, his work was crowned with success, but that the condi
tions were often unfavorable, is evident from his inability at times to 
:~ccomplish any "mighty work." 

Those who claim that Jesus was God, should have no feelir;g of 
contempt for the apparently trivial things which interfere with spirit· 
~al manifestations in our day, when as Mark declares; • 

"He could there do no mighty work, save that he laid his hands upon a few 
;iclfolk, and healed them. And he marvelled because of their w1belief." 

Here want of faith alone on the part of the people, prevented the 
~xercise of power by Jesus, as it often does by spirits and mortals. 
t surely should not be expected that spirits and mortals can operate 

L"I despite of obstacles that Christ could not overc~me. 
Jesus intuitively, or perhaps inspirationally, knew of the very 

"leans required to effect his purposes, and although of the very hurn
lc:st nature he made no apologies for their use, and unless in the in
:ances in which he wrought soldy by the exercise of his will power, 
e always used visible meat1s; or in other words complied with the 
!quirements of the law governing the exercise of his gifts. To rc
:ore hearing and speech to the deaf and dumb man, (Mark vii-33) 
esus regarding the conditions of his case, " pnt his fingers into his 
ars, and he spit and touched his tongue" with the saliva. It can
LOt for a moment be supposed that he would have descended to the 
,\se of these means, unless a necessity existed ; if we do, we charge 
h\rn with indecent mummery, for nothing but necessity could justify 
a resort to such means. But what would be thought of a magnetic 
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healer, who shouW now resort to equally singular, and jnstifiable 
means of healing. 

" Wbcu be bad thus spokeo be <pat on the groaad, ud .-le day ol the spiule, 
an•J anointed the eyes of the blind IJWJ with the day."-Jolm u-6. 

Here again we appeal to the candid Christian reader, to 3DS1ref, 

if he were to witness such a proceeding to-day by a spiritual healer 
like Dr. Kenney, or Dr. Newton, whether he would not tum away 
with contempt, and denounce what he would term, such vulgar pre
tensions to practice the "Noble art of healing." Yet Jesus resorted 
to these means from necessity, not from choice, for his whole history 
proves that he possessed in an eminent degree, all the instincts senti
ments and feelings characteristic of a refined nature. These mate
rials, so insignificant, became the vehicles of his mediumistic power 
to the sightless eyes. Had he been able to restore the sight without 
this application ; by the exercise of will power alone ; the act would 
have been far more impressive, and more worthy of the DiYine Maj
esty and character; but simple means were here necessary, and 
Jesus did not hesitate to employ them. 

Why did Jesus direct the disciples, to "Cast the net on the right 
side of the ship." Why, unless he was impressed that the fishes were 
gathered on that side. Would it not have been a greater proof of 
his wisdom and power, had he caused their nets to be filled at once 

• where they had so long been laboring in vain. The directions he 
gave to accomplish the purpose, certainly laid the transaction open 
to the charge of its being based upon a good guess. The fact is, the 
nshes were there gathered, and it is not probable that even he, pos
sessed the power to compel them to swim into the net ; so he sensi
bly directed the disciples to cast the net amongst them. 

\Ve also clearly perceive, why; 
" When he came into the hou!'e he suffered no man to go in save Peter, and 

)arne•, arul John, and the father ami mother of the maiden. • • • And he put 
them all out, and took her by the hanu." 

It wa:; because the presence of a crowd · through their active and 
opposing magnetism, woulc.l destroy the·conditions that were essen
tial for the successful exercise of his power. One of the first lessons 
learned in the stutly of Animal Magnetism or Mesmerism, is that all 
uecl:ssary conditions must be scrupulously observed, and that a 
c.:rO\Vll almost invariably defeats all attempts to magnetize. 

ln 1\lark vii-32, 33, we have another instance in which similar 
precautions were used: 

" An<l they hrin~ unto him one that was deaf, and haJ :m impediment in his 
~l'l'l'C!I, "'"' they beseech him to put his hand upon him. And ~~~ took /lim asidl 
J7w11 1/i,· mullitud~. " 
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And for the same reason : 
"He took the blind man by the hand and led him out of the town," as stated 

in Mark viii-2J. 
Then as to ~xorcising evil spirits, the conditions were not always 

the same, and different measures were required at different times, for 
in Mark, ix-29 it is said : 

"And he said unto them ; This kind can come forth by nothing but by prayer 
11nd fast in g." 

This was a candid confession by Jesus, that he was compelled to 
work in harmony with laws and conditions, as his acts in the other 
cases cited, also prove. 

In the case of the fig tree, before mentioned, Jesus had to submit 
to the laws which govern the growth of fruit. He hoped to find figs 
but he found none, " for the time of figs was not yet," and there is no 
reason to believe that he had power to suspend or violate any law of 
nature and force a growth of figs, at a season when nature could not 
produce them. That he was disappointed is clearly evident in his 
blighting the unfortunate tree, and that he did not possess the power 
to produce figs is equally clear, from his submitting to the disappoint
ment and remaining hungry. 

The same ·regard for conditions was necessary for the apostles, 
when they exercised healing and other powers. Thus we find that 
Peter when he attempted to restore to life the apparently dead body 
of Tabitha, as related in Acts, ix-40, "put them all forth," for the 
same reasons that Jesus before him, had excluded the crowd. 

When another apostle was to be chosen to fill the vacancy caused 
by the treachery of Judas, the eleven being unable to obtain the 
Divine will and direction, resorted to the casting of lots to decide the 
question, conditions not admitting of their obtaining any direct re-
sponse to their supplications. See Acts, 1-23 to 26. · 

When Elisha clesired to restore to consciousness, the apparently 
dead son of the Shunammite woman as related in II. Kings iv.-and 
as referred to in a previous chapter, he found it necessary after the 
virtues of his magic staff had failed, to resort to prayer to God, and 
to impart of his personal magnetism to the body of the lad. His will
power was insufficient, and he wisely resorted to other and more effi
cient means and succeeded. 

In view of the fact that the miracles of the New Testament and 
equally of the Old, were performed under conditions, and only under 
favorable conditions, and that failure took place when these were not 
observed or when they were absent, it does seem in no small degree 
inconsistent for · modern Christians to make it an objection, as many 
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rlo, to spiritual manifestations in our day, that conditions must be ob
served. They demand that the manifestations shall be given in viola· 
tion of the laws that govern them, and becau~e they are not produced 
forthwith their reality and truthfulness are denied. 

It would startle these objectors, if they could perceive their own 
close resemblance to those of old, who required as unreasonable proofs 
from Jesus of his spiritual power. For the benefit of such I will here 
quote the eleventh and twelfth verses of the eighth chapter of Mark : 

"And the Pharisees came forth and began to question him, seeking of kim a sig11 
from lt.:avm, [right there and probably of the kind they would prescribe] temptine 
him. And he si:;:hcd deeply in his spirit and saith ; Why doth tbis generation seek 
after a sign, verily I say unto you, Tbere shall no sign be given unto this genera· 
tion." 

It is not surprising that " he sighed deeply," for he realized how nt· 
terly impossible it was to make the Pharisees understand, that the 
manifestations through him could only take place in compliance with ' 
law, and the observance of rigid conditions, and had he attempted 
su~h explanation, the delaration that conditions were required at 
all, would have been received with scorn and derision as it is to
day. 

They approached Jesus then, as many self-opinionated men approach 
the subject of Spiritualism now. "Show us a sign from heaven'' "such 
as we shaH dictate, and produce it in the midst of antagonistic elements 
and we will believe." Our answer to such a demand would be, not 
that certain conditions are necessary, for that would be received as 
proof of our seeking a means of retreat in case of failure ; we prefer a 
more independent, and to those making the demand an equally satis· 
factory reply : "There shall no sign be given," and for this answer we 
have the precedent of Jesus when a precisely similar demand was 
made of him, by minds of the same stamp. 

Spiritualism is a philosophy, with rules and laws as fixed and stable 
as those of mathematics. We have glimpses of this, but cannot di
rectly demonstrate it, because we are as yet a .. quainted with but fe1v 
of these rules and law!<, its element and principies, but we have per
fect confidence, based upon the progress which we have made and are 
making in the knowleclge of this philosophy, that the principles wh;ch 
underlie it will one by one become revealed to mortals, and its claim 
to being the philosophy of philosophies; the sum of them all; will 
finally become established. 

To demand of us, the viewers at a distance, between whom and the 
spiritual temple are interposed dense clouds and shadows, to reveal to 
material minds a perfect picture of this temple; suited to their 11nder· 
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standing, is sill)ply preposterous, for when we do attempt to impart 
the fragmentary knowledge we have gleaned, discredit is often cast 
upon our efforts IJec:mse our knowledge is not sufficiently extended tQ 
cover all the ground, and to make everything clear to minds that 
however intellectual they may be, are not sufficiently in rapport with 
spiritual things to comprehend the little we have learned, and can im· 
part. When Paul at the time of his conversion, saw the supernatural 
light, he says 

" And they that were with me ·so.w indeed the light and were afraid, but they 
beard not the voice of him that spake to me."-Acts xxii-9-

The question is often asked; Why do not these things come to us 
as well as to others? It is because the conditions which are favora. 
ble with some, are not so with others, and as in the case above re· 
lated by Paul, it often happens that what one sees or hears, others 
present do not see or hear, or one may be in a condition to see, and 
not hear, and vice versa. No man unless he be in relation with spir
itual things and therefore receptive, can receive them. To him "they 
are idle tales." Jesus said ; 

"No man can come to me except the Father which hath sent me draw him."
John vi-44· 
In other words he must he in a receptive condition of mind, and cap-
able of appreciating spiritual truths, otherwise he cannot receive them : 
he is repelled by, not attracted to them. 

" For the natural man receiveth not the things o( the Spirit of God, for they are 
foolishness to him. Neither can he know them, because they are spiritually dis· 
cemed."-1. Cor. ii-14-

The Rev. Mr. Townshend in his Facts in Animal Magnetism says: 
"I found on one occasion, when I mesmerized a person out of 

doors, that the wind had a manifest power to disturb and as it were 
bear away the mesmeric influence."-p. 466. Again on page 478 he 
says : "Whatever state of the atmosphere tends to carry off electricity 
from the body, hinders in so far my capacity for mesmerizing, and 
whatever state of the atmosphere tends to accumulate and insulate 
electricity in the body, promotes greatly the power and facility with 
which I influence others mesmerically." 

Precisely the same conditions of the atmosphere as are here spoken 
of, as influencing his power to mesmerize his subjects, affect spirit· 
manifestations, and in my numerous soances with Dr. Slade, some 
were failures on account of the state of the weather ; and I soon from 
experience became acquainted with these unfavorable conditions of 
the atmosphere, and when they prevailed at the appointed times, I 
remained at home. Again, as it was with Mr. Townshend so it is 
with Dr. Slade ; the manifestations with the latter will not occur in 
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the open air, nor even in a room with an open window, so that in the 
warmest weather in August the windows had to be closed before even 
the raps would come. In answer to my question concerning this, the 
spirits said the draught of air dissipated the magnetic and other ele
ments which they use. Very absurd this to those who have no faith 
in spirits, and no knowledge of Spiritualism, but it is no less true that 
every observing Spiritualist, and every .practical Mesmerizer, knows 
these to be truths. They are not more absurd, than the fact that 
an electrical machine will not collect electricity and emit sparks in a 
moist atmosphere, but by complying with the conditions under which 

· it can be made to work-by placing it in a dry cool atmosphere,
electricity will be gathered and sparks emitted. 

When Modern Spiritualism attains an age advanced as that of 
.Magnetic and Electric science, which is of recent date, it will be 
time enough to ask the question which that science cannot yet pos
itively answer, namely, Why certain conditions are necessary to the 
production of the phenomena? In restoring sight to the blind, 
and hearing to the deaf, Jesus generally touched the eyes and ears 
of the persons afflicted, and generally in healing, he laid his hands 
upon them. God sent his angel to Daniel to shut the lion's mouth. 
Why did he this, if he could have accomplished the purpose by a 
simple command? 

Delilah caused Sam!<On " to shave off the seven locks of his head. and she began 
to affiict him, and his strength went from him."-Ju<lges X\"i-19-

\Vhy should Samson lose his strength with his hair. I can con
ceive it quite possible that it may have been so. Orthodox reader, 
can you say as much in favor of the story? 

Do astronomers make their observations of the stars by day, or do 
they investigate the photosphere of the sun by night? Can the 
photographer take a picture without the most rigid observance of the 
rules of the art, or the chemist analyze and combine, without reg:~.rd 
to compatibility or incompatibility, volume or weight? 

Dr. Paris in his work on Materia Medica remarks, " That obser· 
vation or experiment upon the effects of medicine, is liable to a 
thousand fallacies, unless it be carefully repeated under the various 
circumstances of health and disease ; in different climates ; and on dif
ferent constitutibns." These remarks applied to the circumstances 
under which medicines act, are equally applicable to the conditions 
under which spiritual manifestations occur, and the reasons for 
rn:!.ny of these conditions are as inscrutable, as are the differences in 
the component parts of the purest Alpine atmosphere, and the 
deleterious air of a dungeon. With our exceedingly limited knowl-
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edge of the conditions required, and of their relative importance, 
it is not strange that so many failures occur. As applicable to this 
subject, I here quote the remarks of Dr. William Gregory of Edin· 
burgh, upon the kindred subject of Magnetism. He says : 

" The rational inquirer will soon find, that there are innumerable 
causes of failure. Such as the state of health of the subject ; the • 
state of the weather ; the state of body or mind of the experimenter ; 
and last not least, the influence of the bystanders ; above all if they 
be sceptical, prejudiced, or ex~ited by controversy. Whether in 
Magnetism, in clairvoyance, or spiritual manifestations, we who have 
ex;>erimented know these things, but the scientific committees never 
do, and hence they most unreasonably· expect, and indeed some 
obser;ers as unreasonably promise, uniform success as the test of 
truth." 

The Rev. Mr. Townshend on page 248 of his work, before referred 
to, observes as to his magnetic subjects-and his remarks apply 
equally well to mediums ; for the only difference is, the one is mes
merized by a mortal operator, and the other by a spirit-that "Any
thing like a doubt of their sincerity, will also distress them exceedingly, 
and obstruct the exercise of their powers. Moreover they display extra
ordinary penetration in discovering which· of the persons around 
them entertain feelings of incredulity or suspicion, and should they 
have to encounter a large amount of unbelief and hostility to Mes
merism, they will become reserved, and irritable, and will fail in 
everything they undertake." · 

He also says on page 249 ; " I observed that on days when my 
thoughts were preoccupied, or my health a little out of order, 
E. A-- in the mesmeric state was dull, spiritless, and disinclined 
to exertion. The ' variations of the atmOSl>here seemed also to affect 
him. In dry clear weather, his mesmeric faculties were best de
veloped ; on damp misty days they were less alert; and when tlmn
der storms were passing, they were singularly disordered." 

On page ;zso again he says: "At present it may be safely asserted, 
that never was any subject capable of physical experiment, submit
ted to such unjust requisitions as that of Mesmerism. It has been 
expected to give the same results at all times, and under all circum
stances. The truth- however is that mesmeric sleep-waking does 
not only present different degrees in different persons, but in the 
same. The patient may at one time be mesmerized, but not to 
clairvoyance: at another, he may display the most admirable facul
ties of the mesmeric state." These remarks are as· applicable to 
Spiritualism and its mediums, as to Mesmerism and its subjects. 
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Our own spirits manifest through our physical bodies, and every 
manifestation is made under restrictions, otherwise conditions. Ev~ 

movement, every action, is governed by law. The spirit is limited 
in its power to act, to the precise boundaries that limit the action of 
the physical and vital capacities. The indwelling spirit can act through 
its physical organism to this extent, and no further. So as to the use 
of the eye in seeing, the ear in hearing, and to the other senses as to 
their functions; they are capable of use within the limits of their 
natural capacities, and the spirit can no more use the organism as a 
whole, or any of its organs or functions, for a purpose beyond its 
natural capacity, than we can use a pen for a sword, or the wheels 
of a clock for a steam engine. 

If the spirit proper, that is intimately associated with the physical 
body, and which has controlled it from infancy, is thus limited in its 
capadty to act, surely we cannot expect more from a spirit foreign 
to that body, with which it is never perfectly in rapport, and with 
which it sometimes finds many points of disagreement, and therefore 
much difficulty in controlling. Yet should the spirit of some intel· 
lectual man, finding only an inferior brain and organism which he 
can manifest through, and anxious to once more communicate with 
the friends from whom he has parted, attempt to control it for this 
purpose, and fail in the perfect use of this inferior organism to 

acceptably address his friends, the probabilities are that his failure 
to prove his identity in a clear and perfect manner, will be received 
as evidence of imposture, and in their utter ignorance of the many 
difficulties which cannot be surmounted, they often denounce the 
unfortunate medium i11 unmeasured terms, and grieve their spirit 
friends because of their blindness and obstinacy. 

Spiritualists are often questioned, as to why music and singing 
· should assist the manifestations. It is because they tend to hamton· 

ize 'the minds and feelings of those present, and harmony is a 
requisite for success, and we have sound Scriptural orthodox prece· 
dents, for employing both vocal and instrumental music for this pur· 
pose, as in the following passage from II. Chron. v-r3. 

"It came to pass, as the trumj>dn-.r at1d singers 1on-e as 01u (vi•., in har111uny) 
to make one sound to be heard in praising and thanking the Lord, and when tbcf 
lifted up their voice with t!-tc tmmpcts, and cymbols, and instruments of music, 
and praised the Lord saying; For He is good, for His mercy endureth fore\"tf; 
that th,·fl th~ h<Juse was filled with a dottd; even the house of the Lord." · 

\Vh~n " the trumpeters and singers were as one to make one 
sound, to be heard in praising and thanking the Lord, . . . then the 
house was filled with a cloud,'' or spiritual illumination. PrevioUS 
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to this time inharmony prevailed, and the conditions were unfavor
able, and it is evident that the manifestation depended upon and 
was brought about by the harmonious condition that the instrumt!'ntal 
and vocal music induced. 

Many of the phenomena of Spiritualism are more readily produced 
in darkness than in the light, and there are some which cannot be 
produced except in darkness. This fact is a veritable bugbear to 
some unbelievers, and is more frequently brought foward as an objec
tion to the genuineness of the phenomena, than any other. But 
the Jehovah of the Hebrews, often effected the marvels that aston
ished them, in darkness, for the reason that darkness was a neces
sary condition for their production. Thus we are told in Ex. xix-g. 

"And the Lord said unto Moses, Lo I come unto thee in a thick cloud that tlu 
~qpl~ may Juar wJun I r~ak with thee." 

The fact of His manifesting in darkness is here not only stated, 
but the reason for its necessity is also given. 

"And He made darkness pavilions round about Him."~II. Sam. xxii-12. 

• "Then spake Solomon : The Lord said that he would dwell in the thick dark
ness."-!. Kings. viii-12. 

This refers to the darkness of the sanctuary ; the Holy of Holies, 
where the ark of the covenant was kept in the temple, into which 
none but the high priest was permitted to enter, and where it was 
supposed that Jehovah manifested to him. 

In exemplification of the difficulties that spirits e!lcounter, in their 
efforts to manifest to certain persons under unfavorable conditions, I 
here copy from the London Spiritual Magazin~ for August, 1872, 
an article contributed to that publication by William Howitt, the emi
nent English writer. He says: 

"In my early life I lived amongst a number of simple country 
people belonging to the Society of Friends. I used every week to 
see them at a rural meeting-house, quite away in the fields. They 
were most of them old men when I was a boy. Half a century at 
least had passed over, I had long removed from that part of the coun
try, and been engaged in many busy scenes, both in our own and in 
other countries, and amongst throngs of people of very different classes, 
and many different pursuits and characters, so that like a great flood, 
these things and persons had flowed over these beings of a remote 
!Demory, and all but obliterated them from my thoughts. Years in 
fact passed without my probably once calling this primitive group to 
n'lind. One only amongst them, a man of a much younger genera
tion, had lived on long after thClm, and I had seen him old, decrepit, 
and very deaf, still living in his quaint old farm-house. Even he how-
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ever I had not seen for many years, and for some years be too had 
gone after his former simple friends. 

''Suddenly, and not many years ago, as I and my wife were sitting 
at our little evening sea11ce, these old acquaintances of my boyhood 
announced themselves one after another to my great astmtishment. 
It was in fact like a resurrection of the dead These worthy old men 
who belonged to a time 11nd a state of things which now seemed al
most antediluvian, these figures of a past gone, and buried under an 
ocean of such different and much more stirring events and inter~sts, 
to announce themselves as if but of yesterday-gliding as it were over 
a vast interval in which they had had no part or recognition, and yet 
standing there with all their old character and atmosphere about them, 
it gave one much such a feeling as if life indeed had been but a dream, 
had suddenly broken, and had returned me to whence I had originally 
started in the race of existence. 

" ' What I' I asked, ' can have induced you friends to come to me 
after such a long absence ; an absence never once before interrupted 
by your presence ? ' 

"' It is not without sufficient cause,' they replied, and they named 
the one who had lived on long after them and whom I have last men
tioned. I shall name him Daniel Faber. 

" ' Daniel Faber,' they said, 'is in great trouble, and we are anxious 
to as!'ist him. The last comer from that neighborhood has told him 
that his daughter has married a farmer on the next farm, and if it be 
the man he supposes, he is sure that nothing but misery can be the 
result. This is a man of the name of Hunt, a man of a character that 
promises nothing but trouble.' 

" 'llut,' I :!.!'ked, 'could not the "last comer" as you call him, tell 
you precisely who the man is? ' 

"• No,' they replied, 'he was not personally acquainted with either 
p:uty, but heard it through another, heard simply the fact of the 
marriage, and that it was to a farmer on the next fam1. The second 
and casual informant knew no more.' 

"'But,' I again interposed, 'why do you come to me. \Vhy do not 
yon go yourselves to the place and ascertain the facts for yourselves?' 

"'We have been,' they rejoined, 'but we cannot find Daniel's 
daughter ; the whole land lies in darkness, we can discover nothing.' 

"This snrprised me for some time. It seemed strange that these 
good old friends could find their way to me, but not to the person 
they were in quest of. llut it soon cleared itself to my mind. To 
n;e they were drawn by the hope of assistance. To me they were 
drawn also by spiritual rappQr/. I knew and understood these spirit-

.. J 
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ual conditions, '"e li,·ed as it were in the same life-atmosphere and 
therefore all was open between us. On the other hand no one, not 
even the daughter sought after, had any knowledge of, or consequently 
any sympathy with such things. The people all down there were so 
unspiritual, so intensely in the atmosphere and interests of earth, that 
to spirits they did not seem even to exist. At best they were like 
people whose backs were turned towards the spirit spheres, and there
fore towards these inquirers. 

''After retlecting on this, I said 'Yes: I see how it is; yott cannot 
at present find Daniel's daughter yourselves, but what is it you wish 
me to do.' · 

" 'To write,' they replied, ' to a friend down there, and lea.rn 
whether it be true ~hat Daniel's daughter is married, and to whom.' 

" I promised and I wrote accordingly. What now was curious. was 
the anxit:ty with which these spirits awaited the reply. Every even· 
ing they used to come to learn whether I had received a letter, and 
seemed much disappointed at hearing the same negative answer. I 

• reminded them that people in the country were generally slow corre
spondents, but I promised to write to my friend and give him another 
gentle poke. The reply being long in coming, they evidently began 
to apprehend that it might be unsatisfactory, and•this brought out a 
trait of character so beautiful in good spirits. One evening they 
came without their friend Daniel. and begged us if the reply should 
prove painful in its nature, to break it as gently to Daniel as we 
could, observing that he was so unhappy about the affair. We were· 
delighted with this tender care for their friend. 

"At length the expected letter arrived, and when they came the 
same evening to make their usual inquiry, I said, 'Yes, here is the 
letter, listen,' and I read it aloud. The facts stated were, that after 
Daniel's decease, his daughter had had several offers, but the one 
that she had accepted was from a farmer on an adjoining farm. So far. 
it looked ominous, but it went on to name, not the tJunt of whom. 
the father was apprehensive, but a gentleman of a different name, a 
gentleman by birth and education, a man not dependent on farmingr 
having property of his own, and who it was added, had been a most 
excellent son and no doubt would prove an excellent husband. 

"On hearing these particulars there appeared to be a great jubila
tion amongst the spirits, they put up a thanksgiving and said, 'All 
right ; all right ; this is the right man, a good man. Thank God all is 
well.' 

"After that Daniel Faber came frequently, and was most anxious 
that we should write to his daughter and give his love, and express 

19 
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his entire approval of her marriage. It is curious how spirits over
look or overleap all difficulties in such cases. They forget what would 
have been their own ideas and impressions, if some living person had 
sent to them a message from the dead. I told him I could do noth
ing of the sort, the only effect of such a message from me to his 
daughter, who knew nothing of the recent revelations and facts of 
Spiritualism, would be to make her suppose that I was gone off my 
head. Still he continued to come, and to urge on me this commission, 
which I. as steadily declined. We wrote however to congratulate his 
daughter on her marriage, and immediately afterwards he came and 
said; 'Now you have opened my way, your letter made a track down 
to my daughter, I have been and seen her. I was present as she and 
her husband were .at supper. I listened to thei1: conversation, and 
was much pleased with her husband. He is a good man. But I tried 
in vain to make my presence perceptible to them.' 

"From this moment Daniel Faber was more than ever impatient 
that we should give a message from him to his daughter, saying, 'Yon 
will find it made very easy if you will only try.' I assured him however 
that as I had no desire to pass for a lunatic, I should not write any-

. thing of the kind, but if I saw her I would tell her. This opportunity 
came much sooner than I expected. In a few months we received a 
note from her, saying that she was in London, with a brother recently 
returned from America, and proposing to come up and spend an 
evening with us. Accordingly she and her brother came, and during 
the evening I drew a chair close to hers, and told her I had some
thing to say to her that no doubt would surprise her. I then told her 
that her fJ.ther had come to us on various occasions, and wished me 
to send her a message of affection, but which I had not done, as she 
would naturally not believe it. She did not appear in the least sur

prised, but expressed much pleasure in having such a message from 
her father. 'Hut how is it,' I said, 'this does not seem to astonish 
you at all?' 'No,' she replied, 'I know all about such things: my 
brother,' pointing to him, ' is a Spiritualist, and has been telling me 
all respecting it.' 

'' Here was the verification of the father's assurance, that if I would 
only give his message, I should find the reception of it made very 
easy. But what was more remarkable still was, that when I told her 
the anxiety her father had shown after receiving the news of her 
marriage, in the other world, to a f:J.rmer on an adjoining fam1, fc:J.r· 
ing it might be to one Hunt-' How cnrious,' she exclaimed, 'that 
Hunt made me an offer in my father's time which gave my father 
great displeasure, the man's character being very indifferent; but be 
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said if my present husband should make me an offer it would have 
his entire approbation.' 

"This was to me extremely interesting and satisfactory. Of the 
very existence of such a man as Hunt I was utterly ignorant, yet he 
had been expressly named by Daniel Faber and his spirit friends, and 
as living on an adjoining farm. Nothing could be more demonstra
tive of the identity of the spirits who had come to me. The persons, the 
places, the ci~cumstances concerned in their statement, the very 
names unknown to me, were precisely as they had represented them, 
facts in themselves sufficient, independent of the parental anxiety ex
hibited, and the deep mutual sympathy and regard amongst these old 
friends, united in the invisible world, to satisfy the mind of any one 
of the actuality of everything in this spiritual transaction.'' 

The remarks of Captain Grose in his " Provincial Glossary" are fre
quently quoted as conclusive, by those who discredit all ghost stories. 
" In cases of !JIUrder," he says, "a ghost instead of going to the next jus· 
ticc of the peace and laying its information, or to the nearest relative 
of the person murdered, appears to some poor laborer, who knows 
none of the parties ; draws the curtain of some decrepit nurse, or 
alms-woman, or hovers about the place where the body is deposited." 

The mistake of this writer, arises from ignorance that aU spirit 
manifestations are dependent upon the presence of certain conditions. 
Tc those who accept this truth, the fallacy of his assumption, that if 
ghosts appear to one they can appear to aU, is at once apparegt, 
and needs no further refutation. • 

Spirits differ the same as mortals, in every faculty, and in every 
sense. There is amongst them every gradation of intellectual ca
pacity ; o( knowledge and ignorance; and within certain limits of 
power; and in relation to us they greatly differ as to the facility with 
which they can approach us and communicate. There is every 
reason to believe, that there is as much difference in the ability of 
spirits to communiC:J.te with us, as there is in that of mortals to com
municate with them, and that some of them are mediums in relation 
to us, while others are sensible of our existence only through these 
mediumistic spirits. 

Besides, there are sometimes obstacles which prevent certain 
spirits from manifesting through cer:tain mediums, arising from the 
miscellaneous or incongruous character, of the assemblage of spirits 
surrounding the latter. These spirits repel the approach o( 

sensitive, modest spirits, and the latter abandon all attempts 
to communicate through these mediums. The spirit of my eldest son 
was asked by me, if he would go to Mrs. Conant's circle in Boston 
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and send me a message, and he answered, "No.'' I asked, Why; 
when he replied, "Because there is nobody there we know ; we can
.not get into the circle. That medium is most difficult for us to 
approach, owing to the crowds of spirits around her." 

The same spirit at another time, said he could read my thoughts, 
while the controlling spirit of Dr. Slade at the same s&.nce said he 
could not, even in the presence of his medium. 

The spirit of my father told me, that spirits cannot generally per
ceive earthy matter, but that sometimes they can. This assertion has 
been corroborated by other intelligent spirits, while on the other hand 
every Indian spirit with whom I have communicated, has said that he 
could plainly perceive material objects. 

From the Information I have obtained upon this subject, I con
clude, that all spirits on a low plane, being in rapport with gross 
matter, readily perceive it, while more advanced spirits being less in 
rapport with it, do not, and thus the ability of spirits to perceive 
material objects necessarily varies, as do their conditions. It exists 
in all degrees, from perfect perception of it, to entire inability to per
ceive it. The greater number of them can no more perceive our 
physical bodies, than th•e greater number of us can see them. It is 
probable that they can alJ perceive our spiritual bodies, but there are 
reasons to believe that there are exceptions even to this rule. So im
mutable law governs there, as well as here, and conditions must . be 
favorable for what may be termed a mortal manifestation with them, 
as they must be for a spiritual manifc!ttation with us. 

Why did not Jesus come to enlighten the world a thousand years 
before he did? The answer probably will be, that it was not then 
prepared to receive him. This is equivalent to saying that until the 
time of his coming the conditions were not favorable ; and even when 
he came the conditions were not altogether suitable, and this is the 
true reason why the doctrines he taught have struggled to maintain an 
existence for nearly nineteen centuries. But within the present cen
t~ry the conditions have materially improved, and practical Christian
ity, whatever many may say to the contrary, I believe is to-day com
prehended and practised by a greater proportion of men and women 
than ever before. 

The above remarks arc mad~, in reference to conditions in the 
world not having been favorable for the reception of Christ's teach
ings : how is it regarding the brief time and the circumstances, under 
which Jesus taught and exercised his powers on earth? 

At twelve years of age, his mother to her astonishment, found him 
disputing with the doctors in the temple. We have no record, nor is 
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it probable, that until this time he had manifested any of the wisdom 
that afterwards distinguished him. It is true that in t~e Apocrypha, 
we have accounts of strange occurrences marking his childhood, but 
ail these stories are rejected by intelligent Protestants, as they un
doubtedly should be, so we are justified in assuming that until the age 
of twelve, he was not unlike other children of his age in all respects. 
Yet Orthodoxy claims that he was very God at birth. Will it explain 
why his divine power was not made manifest even then ; and will it fur
ther explain, why it is not even claimed that his life furnished any evi
dence whatever of his being more than man, until he was thirty years 
of age ; he previously to this time not possessing even the power of 
healing, which he so conspicuously exercised afterwards? ·why was 
he waiting? Why delay, when so many millions of perishing mortals 
needed his teachings and assistance? Is it not the most reasonable 
answer that he was not prepared, not qualified; and what does this 
imply but that circumstances prevented his earlier exercise of power, 
or in yet other words, his spiritual, mental or physical condition, did 
not admit of his exercising his gifts in a manner satisfactory to him
self, and beneficial to others. 

I believe that for thirty out of the thirty two or three years of his 
brief life, his mediumistic power remained undeveloped, and that it 
was only when all the conditions were favorable, that he was able to 
commence the great work for which he was chosen. That there was 
some insurmountable obstacle to his entering on his mission before 
this is evident, and we are reduced to the necessity of believing, that 
like ordinary spirits and mortals, he only acted in compliance with, 
not in opposition to the laws and conditions that governed the exer
cise o( his spiritual gifts. 

All observation of nature, all credible history, and all philosophy, 
bear witness that God-The Spirit-operates upon inatter only 
through His laws:. yet it is made an objection to the reality of spirit 
intercourse, that finite spirits do not accomplish what God never at
tempts, namely, to manifest regardless of laws and conditions. God 
only works through means otherwise mediums, animate and inani
mate, and the combined experience of mankind substantiates this 
fact. Mortal eyes have never beheld His outstretched arm. His 
voice mortals ears have never heard. But His arm is discerned in up
holding justice and tmth, through that law which has decreed their 
triumph, and His voice is constantly heard in the heavenly accents of 
His ministering angels. 



CHAPTER XVI. 

THE USE OF HUMBLE MEANS. 

" But God hath chosen the foolish things of the world to confound the wise; and 
God hath chosen the weak things of the world to confound the things which are 
mighty; and base things of the world, and things which are depised hath God 
chosen. yea and things which are not, to bring to naught things that are."-!. Co,;r. 
i-27, 28. 

T HIS subject is so nearly allied to that treated in the last chapter, 
that at first view it may appear rather as a continuation of that, 

than a distinct subject, but there are differences which render it proper 
and convenient to consider it separately. 

If we believe the Bible, we must believe that God Himself often 
works by exceedingly humble means. Paul so asserts in the most em
phatic, and I may say precise language, in the passages quoted at the 
head of this chapter, for there he declares that God hath chosen the 
foolish, the weak, and base, and despised things of the world, to dis_ 
play His wisdom and power, and to effect His purposes. We also 
find l\f.l.tthew, in Chap. xi-25, bearing witness that Jesus testified to 
this same truth of God's use of insignificant means, for he there says: 

" At that time J esns answered and said, I thank Thee 0 Father, Lord of heaven 
and earth, because Thou hast hid these things from the wise and prudent, nnd ha..t 
revealed them unto habes." 

The Jews in the time of Jesus, held humble means in as much 
contempt as do many of the opposers of Spiritualism to-day. Jesus 
in restoring sight to the blind man, as narrated in the ninth chapter 
of John, employed not only humble but what to some would appear 
to be objectionable means, and in doing so enabled the man to see -
But this, so far from impressing the bystanders favorably, had an er
feet on them, like some of the apparently trivial means used in effect
ing spirit manifestations have upon our modern unbelievers, for the}--""11 
said: 

"\Ve know that God spake unto Mose;;, as for this fd!IJ'w (wlzo can use me~ 
co,tmzptzble means) we know not from whence he is. The man answered amaiE_;; 
said unto them: \Vhy herein is a marvellous thing that ye know not from whenc~ 
he is, and yet he hath opened my eyes. They answered and sai<l unto him : Thou -=
wa~t altogether born in sins, aud dost thou teach us. And they cast him out." 

When Gideon desired to know whether God would save Israel hy 
his hand, he proposed to God to place some wool on the earth, and 1 
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if the dew should be found only on the wool, and not on the earth, 
then he would know that God would save Israel by his hand. He 
tried this, and then reversed the experiment, and both results were 
favorable. See Judges, vi-37 to 40. 

And again when the Lord d<!signed to show Israel with how few 
men, of his own sdection, he could defeat the Midianites, he directed 
Gideon to bring them all to the water ; and: 

" Everyone th:1t lappeth of the water with his tongue as a dog lappeth, him 
shalt thou set by himself; likewise everyone that boweth down upon his knees 
to drink." 

And thus the manner of drinking, ddcm1ined who should fight 
the battles of the Lord.-See Judges, Chap._ vii. 

From these and many other passages of Scripture, it will be. seen 
of what a trivial character were many of the means used to effect im
portant purposes, and it is absurdly inconsistent for Christians to ob
ject to modem Spiritualism, on the ground of the simple and appar
ently trilling character of many of its phenomena, and of the means 
used to produce them, when at the same time they profess to have 
entire faith in the miraculous occurrences of the Bible, many of which 
from the time they occurred to the present, have provoked the sneers 
of unbelievers upon exactly the same grounds which furnish the 
objections of modern Christians to the credibility of our miracles : 

"Surely he scometh the scorners, but He giveth grace unto the lowly." 

That some of the phenomena of Spiritualism, are adapted to the 
comprehension, or conviction of ordinary minds, is no valid argu
ment against their verity; nor against the wisdom that selects such 
phenomena for the class of minds, that can comprehend nothing of a 
more elevated cast. Different minds must be nourished ~ith different 
aliment. What would be thought of a mother who should attempt to 
nourish her babe with coarse meat ; yet every inquirer into Spiritual
ism is at the commencement, a babe in spiritual knowledge ; and 
these trivial manifestations, so much derided, are the very best for 
him at first to witness. The intelligent inquiring tnind, will at first 
carefully observe and consider them, and will soon require evidence 
of a higher . order, and pass on to something more suitable for its ad
vanced state, but the great majority never gt!t beyond their spiritual • 
childhood, and like most children prefer amusement to knowledge. 

"Nothing useless is, or low; 
Each thing in its place is best; 

And what seems but idle show, 
Strengthens aml supports the rest." 

It is an old adage; . . Natura in minimus maxima est. Nature is 
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greatest in its smallest things. Small things are not to be despised. 
The thought practically applied, of snapping her fingers by Katie Fox, 
with the request for a response from the spirit, was the starting-point 

• of Modern Spiritualism : an insignificant matter in itself, but pregnant 
with more momentous consequences to the human race, than any 
event ancient or modern. This will be the judgment of posterity, as 
it is of millions to day. 

Professor G. F. Barker, of Yale College, in a lecture delivered at 
the hall of the Cooper Union, Feb 1, 1873, said: 

"Men of science not unfrcqucntly accumulate facts which seem to 
be of no value, but by which grand results arc achieved. What does 
.it import to us, that about ten years since, a German chemist made a 
few observations in his laboratory with pieces of colored glass. Yet 
as the results of these observations, we now may wander around the 
earth with a small tube in our hands, examining all we meet with: 
nay more, with it we may ascend to the heavens,' and to the limits cf 
space, and observe the constitutions of the celestial orbs. These are 
some of the results of the observations made by the distinguished 
chemist at Heidelberg. This method of investigation is called spec
trum analysis, and the instrument by which the observations are made, 
is the spectroscope." 

Professor Tyndall, in his remarks at the conclusion of his course of 
lectures on Light, in New York, said: Above all things avoid that 
question which ignorance so often addresses to genius; "\\'hat is the 
use of your work ? " Let him make truth his object, ltown .. er unpracti
cal for tlte time bei11g that truth may appear. If you cast your bread 
thus upon the waters, then be assured it will return to you, though it may' 
be after man}• days. 

Thought dominates the world. A word has decided the fate of em
pires ; and here is what an insignificant punctuation-mark, a simple 
connna, did for our National treasury. I copy from a daily journal 
published in ~larch 1874. 

"The importance of careful Congressional punctuation was strongly 
illustrated to-Jay at the meeting of the Ways and ;\[cans Committee, 
where it was shown that.a comma in one place was worth two million dol
lars. In the taritf bill which went into effect Aug 1, 1872, it will be re· 
membered that the free list was extended by the addition of several hun
dred articles. ;\mong the number added, was' Fruit plants, tropical and 
semi-tropical,' for the purpose of propagation and cultivation. In en
grossing the bill, or in the process of copying it for official printing, a 
comma was inserted after' fruit.' and all fruit was thereby placed on 
the free list. The Customs officers however not noticing the change, 
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1tinued to collect duties on fruit until the error was discovered . 
. e Ways and Means Committee to-day agreed to report a bill to 
nove the comma, in accordance with the intent of the law of 1872. 
te amount of tax illegally collected is not far from $2,ooo,ooo." 
At the present dme it is the fashion wi.th some to affect contempt 
~ Spiritualism, and certainly to be a Spiritualist, confers no honor 
•on a. man in the eyes of the world. I am not a very old man, but 
\"ividly remember the time when those who believed and declared 
at slavery was wrong, were persecuted and reviled as Spiritualists 
~ver have been. Of one of these-a brave man-Lewis Tappan; 
e Ntto York Herald in 1835 said; 
"We have been informed that this individual who resides in Rose 

:reet, has been fortifying the windows and doors of his house so as to 
:ready in case of attack. There is no danger however at present." 
nd again it said :. 
"In this section of the country there is no excitement, no regard 

lid to the slave question, except by a few miserable politicians, and 
few equally miserable blockheads. The great mass of the people 
!re only know the colored people to contemn and despise them, as 
distinct race from themselves. Here in fact the blacks are as much 
aves as at the South." 
But these few "miserable politicians, and a few equally miserable 

lock heads" have given freedom to four millions of slaves: have 
laced them on their feet, and bid them God-speed in the path of pro
ression, and have wiped out the foulest blot that has disfigured any 
ivilized nation in modern times. This barbarous language was ap
,lied to these heroic men less than forty years since and we all see 
tle glorious fruits of their labors. In forty years hence, we have no 
lladow of doubt that the labors of the earnest Spiritualists of our day 
rijJ be as signally best. The God of Justice guided the labors of 
lose men-the God of Truth directs the course of Spiritualism. 

On the 1oth of December 1871, the Rev. Morgan Dix, D.D. 
'reached a sermon in New York, on" The Communion of Saints" from 
~e report of which I extract the following : 
"The Doctor, dividing the saints into three classes, the known ; the 

nknown ; and the partly-known ; impressed upon the minds of his 
)ngregation, the importance of the observance of the doctrine as a 
ligious duty, and said that it should be brought out of the obscurity 
to which it had been allowed to fall, and be made to occupy its 
oper vlace as one of the great principles of Christianity. At prcs
t, he said, we were divided from the dead by a wall of darkness. 
first we sorrowed for the departed and gradually they faded from 
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our minds, and there was a blankness in all regarding them. This 
should not be ; though not present in the flesh the dead were with us 
though in a brighter quarter of Christ's great house, and we can hold 
communion with them, by the observances practised by the early 
Christian Church, and enjoined by a long line of eminent divines of 
the Protestant Episcopal Church, among whom were Bishops Hobert 
and Wainwright, of latter days. This presence of and communion 
with the departed, the preacher explained as essentially different 
from the ideas of the Swedenborgian, and the Spiritualist, whose doc· 
trines upon spiritual intercourse he said were of a crude and vulgar 
nature." 

The remarks of Dr. Dix as here quoted, are remarkable for tbe 
avowal of his belief in the possibility of communing with our departed 
friends, and the concluding passage, where he declares the ideas of the 
Swedenborgians and Spiritualists, to be " crude and vulgar" is evi
dently introduced as a foil, for warding off any accusation that might 
be made of his favoring modem Spiritualism. This is prudent, but if 
the Joctrines of Spiritualism are crude and vulgar in the estimation 
of th<' reverend gentleman, they are not more so than the doctrines of 
Christianity were considered in the time of its founder ; nor more than 
they were in Rome, when Christ was caricatured by representing him 
as a man with an ass's head. No more so than the doctrines of 
the Qu;J.kers were in the time of George Fox, nor of theM ethodists in 
the time of Wesley, nor of Republicanism in Europe to-day. 

Was the Doctor ever in a chemical laboratory, from whence eman
ate so many of those grand revelations of the secrets of nature, 
whereby the knowledge, comfort, and happiness of mankind have 
been so materially advanced ? It appears to a person unlC· 
qnaintcd with its character and purposes, a very vulgar place. The 
hand cannot touch without being soiled, and the atmosphere is laden 
with offensive, even noxious gasses and vapors, yet when its purposes 
and utility arc understood, even the Doctor would not find fault with 
its disagreeable features, and pronounce it vulgar. Is the water l't 
drink; the food we cat; the air we breathe, purity itself? The earth 
is our mother, yet we cannot embrace her without being soiled by 
contact with her. Is there nothing vulgar in the doctrines of the 
Church? No vulgar passages in the Bible? No vulgar acts or senti
ments there recorded ? Was it not extremely vulgar for Jesus to as
sociate and sit at table with publicans and sinners; with the un
washed'and unclean? Were not the apostles; or at least the majority 
of them, vnlgar, ignorant men ; fishermen and the like; and did the 
Doctor ever hear or read of any new popular refonnatory mo\·emcnt 1 
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since the world began, that was not extremely vulgar in the estimation 
of its enemies ? · 

We have no fears for the immediate future of Spiritualism; all our 
apprehensions are for that time ; now not distant ; when becoming 
the prevalent belief of the nation, it will no longer be vulgar, but 
fashionable, exclusive, and proscriptive. Then its severest trials 
will commence, and may God protect and preserve it from degenera
tion. 

William Tyndale was educated at Oxford, from whence he was 
expelled for his advocacy of Luther and the Reformation. His heart 
was set upon the translation of the Bible into English, and its publica
tion for general use. The power of the priesthood was brought to bear 
against him, but nothing could turn him from his high purpose, and 
his motto became : " I will do it." First persecution, then poverty 
harassed and worried him, but in despite of both he in less than a 
year published the first English Testament. Who can estimate the 
value of his work ? 

Elevated spirits inspire such men as Tyndale with their own high 
and noble purposes, and even such gross natures as Henry the Eighth, 
often are highly mediumistic, and are sometimes used by superior in
telligences as instruments of their will. As Tyndale was the first to 
translate and publish the New Testament, so Henry the Eighth was 
the first English monarch to sanction the printing and reading of the 
Bible in English. 

The angels, like God Himself, use those means and instruments 
that are the best adapted to accomplish the purposes intended. The 
impure compost, becomes the medium through which nature de-..:el
ops and perfects those pure, delicate, and most beautiful creations, 
the modest lily, and the blushing rose. 

One of the most improbable discoveries ever made by science ; 
one that few supposed ever could be made; namely, that of number
ing and measuring the perturbations of the waves of light, was ef
fected by the aid of a common watch-glass. 

It is upon an elevated plane that a man stands, when he is so 
.far removed from pride that he can learn lessons of wisdom from the 
most humble. Any simpleton may wear the pearl, but it is only 
the exceptional diver that extracts it from the depths where it lay 
hidden. 

It is not to the wise and proud of earth that God has promised the 
outpouring of his spirit, for he says : 

•• And also upon the servants, and apon the hand-maids, in those davs will I 
-pour oat my spirit."-Joel, ii-zg. · 
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" To humbleness of heart, descends 
This prescience from on high ; 

The faith that elevates the just, 
Before, 1111d when· they die." 

To one who asserted that God, being so great, could not possibly 
busy himself about our little world; Pascal replied: "To decide such 
a question one must be great indeed." 

John Wesley said, that "!'<Jo one is a Christian till he is despised," 
and in 1753, he wrote: "Almost the whole body of the aged, ex
perienced, learned clergy, are zealously engaged against it, (.Metho
dism) and few but a· handful of raw young men engaged in it, without 
name, learning, or eminent sense. That which God has wrought by 
these despised instruments, has continually increased for fifteen years 
together."-Tymnan's Lift of JVtslty, Vol. 2 p. 163. 

Originating with such humble instruments, and guided by Divine 
Providence as I fully believe it has been, Methodism to-day is the 
greatest religious power in the land. 

All cannot be stars of the first magnitude. Though the effulgence 
of the noon-tide sun obscures the lesser lights, yet they steadily glow, 
and in their tum illumine the depths of space. 

The spiritual reformers of the present day, have an easy task com· 
pared to many in times past. •• Can anything good come out of 
Naureth?" was the contemptuou.s question asked of Jesus. Can any 
thing good come out of Spiritualism? is asked to-day. 

"Is not this the c:u-pentcr's son? Is not his mother called !'olary, and his breth· 
ren James, and J oscs, :uul Simon, md J u<.las ? And his sisters lll'e they not all 
with U>? Whence then hath this rD:J.D all these things?, -:\latt. xili-ss. s6. 

:-\nll his very humility and love of mankind, was a cause of accusa· 
tion. 

" And when the scribes :J.JlU pharisees S:J.W him e:t.t \\;th publicans and sinners, 
they s:1iJ unto his •lisdph:s: How is it that he cteth and drinketh 'lrith publican; 
an,! ,inners. "-:\l.ll'k ii-16. 

And not only was J.:sus the associate of the humble and lowly dur· 
ing hi:; e.uthly career, but he g:l\'e a most striking example of his love 
for tho: miserable aml unfortunate, in leaving this life in companion· 
ship with the guilty but repentant thief. His love and sympathy cfer 
:lctive an,\ m:.:rflowing while here, were present in death, and even 
~·xtended beyond the gr:l\·e, for he promised the expiring criminal a 
pl.1cc in paradise. 

" A tiny ~j''lrk ~~pl,..._t~ the mine, 
An,! r,,.,·k; •=· fl\nn their 1-o.'L<es hurl'd, 

A mite ,,f , t,-.,1 will tr.l,-e t!::e line, 
Tll.lt t;uiJ~-s tb.: \."\>mmerce ofthe world. 
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" The lambent air gives life to sound; 
A ray of heat the whirlwind birth; 

A trembling chord will shake the ground ; 
One grain of sand enlarge the earth. 

"A point will set the lightning free, 
The thunders wake from pole to pole ; 

Ethereal vapors drain the sea; 
From airy !Jlists vast oceans roll. 

" The Zoiiphyte huge rocks will grow 
Until their peaks defy the storm, 

And feathered flakes of melting snow, 
The avalanche and iceberg form. 

" A thought will penetrate the sky, 
The planets measure as they run ; 

The pupil of the insect's eye, 
Embrace the image of the sun. 

"Refulgent tints which Nature made. 
So frail the l;>ase on which they rest, 

A wa,·e of light will change the shade, 
That gilds the dome from east to west. 

"A quick'ning throb the germ will start, 
Of plant, and tree, the leaf unroll

The pulse which moves the infant heart, 
Will vivify a human soul. 

"So perfect is this work sublime. 
One second lost each thousand yean, 

W auld change the scale of future time. 
Derange the orbits of the spheres. 

"And so replete is Nature's store
The elements, the atmosphere

Should either change for less or more. 
Race too must change or disappear. 

"A11d God, the source of life and death, 
Holds least and greatest in His hand : 

He worlds created with a breath, 
And atoms live at His command." 

• 

ANoN, ·. 



CHAPTER XVII. 

ANGELS WERE ONCE LIKE Us-MORTAL. 

" And I fell at his feet to worship him IUld he ~id unto me • See thou do it not. 
I am thy fc,llow-servant IUld of thy brethren that have the testimony of Jesus. 
Worship GocL"-Rev. ltix-ro. 

" They saw whatever thou hast seen. 
Encountered all that troubles thee J 

They were whatever thou hast been J 
They are·what thou shalt be." 

T HERE is a tendency in the human mind to exaggerate the virtues 
of the good, the vices of the wicked, the power of the great, and 

the weakness of the humble. This disposition has in all ages clothed 
spirits or angels with imaginary faculties, functions, qualities, and pow
ers, and whilst erroneously attributing to them these which they do not 
possess~ they have denied them powers and attributes which they do 
possess. }'rom and through them, men in all ages and nations have re
ceived lessons of wisdom ; knowledge relating to the present, and predic· 
tions as to the future. They have been seen surrounded with heavenly 
light ; in shining raiment; with illuminated countenances ; and the 
observers have naturally supposed them to be of another order of be
ings, and been disposed to worship them as the specially created 
ministers attendant upon the majesty of a personal Deity. Many o£ 
the sacred writers shared this erroneous view of angels, whilst others 
-the minority-appear to have regarded them in their true light, as 
the spirits of mortals who had progressed in wisdom and purity. 

The same tendency to exaggeration that has invested the superior 
spirits or angels with powers and attributes beyond reality, has de. 
preciated the faintly good qualities that the lower spirits possess, and 
has assigned them to a condition where they are strangers to all gell' 
erous impulses, and mcapable of good actions, and has summed 
up their entire characters m the epithet-devils. 

It is part of the mission of modern Spiritualism, to teach the exact 
truth in regard to these questions, and through these teachings .-e 
have learned that all angels, like all "devils," so-called, are the ~pirits 
of those who were once mortals like us. That the difference is onlT 
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it. uegree, that the lowest are progressing, and that the most degraded 
or them all are destined by the Good Father to wear the shining 
robes of the purified and blest. Not only does Spiritualism teach this, 
but Spiritualism would be unworthy of acceptance by those who rest . 
in perfect faith in God's all-embracing love, if it did no~ so teach. It 
might in vain-teach the grand tmth that God's love is over all His 
creatures on earth, if it did not equally assure us that His love extended 
to His creatures who ho.ve passed over in the guilt and sin, in which 
perhaps they were steeped from their birth, and over which they often 
could not possibly exercise any effectual control. 

That some of the inspired writers, believed all angels to have had an 
earthly origin, appears from various passages of Scripture .. In Daniel 
ix-21, it is said: 

"Yea while I was speaking in prayer, even the man Ga!Jriel, whom I have 
seen in the vision." · 

In Psalm civ.-4. Davin says: "Who maketh his angels spirits," 
and in the 8th Psalm, 5th verse, the writer places angels in ·their 
a-;cended state, but a little above mortals. 

"For thou hast made him a. little lowcr than the angels." 
Lnke in chap. xx-36 conveys the same idea, by placing the spirits 

of departed saints upon an equality with the angels : 
"Neither can they die any more, for they are equal unto the au~ls, and are 

the children of God." 

If they be in all respects equal-as this passage would lead us to 
suppose-then there can be no difference-they must be the same. 

There are many passages, both in the Old and New Testaments, 
where the "term "a11gds" and "spirits" are indiscriminately applied, 
as in Acts, viit:-26, 29. In the former verse the term "angd" is 
used, and in the latter " spirit" both to designate the same spiritual 
intelligence or being. In Acts, xii-13, 15 we read: 

"And a.~ Peter knocked at the door of the gate, a damsel came to henrken, 
~Rhoda. • • • Then said they 'It is his angel (3r spirit')." 

Besid"' the angel, or spirit, who~ John proposed to worship in Rev. 
xix-Io, as quoted at the beginning of the chapter, and who con
demned the act, declaring that he was only his fellow-servant, and of 
his brethren, we find another whom John as related in Rev. i-18, 
beard saying : 

• • I am He that liveth and 'IDtu dead, and behold I am alive for evermore.'' 

The frequent employment of hyperbole in speech, by the Hebrews, 
as by all Oriental nations, is not usually considered as it should be, 
in judging of the degree of credit which should attach to the meaning 
of their phrases, and as they were given to an exaggeratt:d mode of 
expression in speech, so their gestures and po5tures ~:xpresscd deep, 
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even abject humility, when addressing a real or supposed superior, or 
even an equal. 

"Such prostration was usual in the worship of Jehovah, but it was 
by no means exclusively used for that purpose. It was the fonnal 
mode of receiving visitors; (Gen. x..Uii-2) of doing obeisance !O one 
of superior station; (II. Sam. xiv-4.) and of showing respect to 
equals; (I. K. ii-19) •.. and kissing the ground on which he 
stood. (Psalm lxxii-9; Mic. vii-I 7) . • • The same customs 
prevailed at the time of our Saviour's ministry, as appears not only 
from the numerous occasions on which they were put in practice 
towards himself, but also from the parable of the unmerciful servant; 
(Matt. xviii-26) and from Cornelius's reverence to St. Peter. (Acts, 
X-25)-"-Smit/l's Diet. Bibl£, p. 23. 

When we therefore read of patriarchs, prophets, and other devout 
men, falling at the feet of certain spiritual apparitions, we should not 
conclude that even they, necessarily considered them as Divine or 
even ·as highly advanced spiritual beings ; these acts of prostration 
and adoration as we have seen, being common forms of manifest· 
ing respect, or courtesy, and of themselves having no other mean
ing. 

"Know yc not that we sha.ll judge angels."-1. Cor. vi-3. 

If angels originally were distinct creations, and not the spirits of 
men, and if they are all pure and holy, how can the .spirits of Christian 
men, tainted with sin, or at least with a record of sin, sit in judgment 
upon them, and what can be found in these presumedly pure beings, 
to call for ju~gment by human spirits. 

The matter is very different, if we regard all angels as human spir· 
its, for then we can understand that some can judge {or teach) others. 
for they differ in glory as one star differs from another, and it is rea
sonable for us to assume, and in fact we are directly told by them. 
that the higher do jud~ the lower, and constantly restrain or direct. 
and instrnct them, as their superior wisdom dictates; in the same 
manner as they often restrain, direct and guide us mortals. 

".They are termed 'spirits' (as e. g., in Heb. i-14) although this 
word is applied more commonly, not so much· to themselves as to 

their power dwelling in man. (e. g. I. Sam. xviii--10; Matt. viii-16 
etc.) The word is the same as that used of the soul of man when 
separate from the body, (Matt. xiv-26, Luke xxiv-37, 39, I. Peter 
iii--19) but ~ince it properly expresses only that super-sensuous ar.d 
rational clement of man's nature, which is in him the image of God. 
(see John iv-24) and by which he has communion with God, (Rom. 
viii-16) and since also we are told that there is a 'spiritual body,' 
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as well as a 'natural body,' (I. Cor. xv-44) it dots not a surf that tlze 
angdic fllllure is ifuorporeal. The contrary sums e:rj>ressly implied, 
by the words in which our Lord declares, that after the resurrection 
mm shall be' like the allgeis,' (Luke xx-36) because (as is elsewhere 
said,• Phil. iii-2 1) their bodies, as well as their spirits, shall have been 
made entirely like His. It may also be noticed that the glorious ap
pearance ascribed to the angels in Scripture, (as in Dan. x-6) is the 
same as that which shone out in our Lord's transfiguration, and in 
which St. John saw him clothed in Heaven; (Rev. i-14, 16) and 
moreover, that whmn:fr angels ha<!e been made mmtijutto man, it has 
always been in human-form. (as e. g. in Gen. xviii-19. I .uke xxiv 
-4; Acts i-10, etc.) The very fact that the titles 'soru of God,' 
(Job i. 6-xxxviii, 7; Dan. iii-25 compare with 28) and gods (Psalrm 
viii-5; xc\·ii-7), applied to tl1em are also gi'l•m to 11/llfl (see Luke iii 
-38; Psalms lxxxii-6 and compare our Lord's application of this 
last passage in John x-34, 37) points in the same way to a diffc·refla 
only of degree, and an idmtity of kind, bctwem the Iutman and tht 
ar1gdic nature. 

"The angels are therefore revealed to us as beings, such as ma11 
might be, and will be, when the power of sin and death is removed, par
takingin their measure of the attributes of God, truth, purity, and love, 
because always beholding His face (Matt. xvii-1o). And therefore 
being 'made like Him.' (1. John iii-2). This of course implies 
finiteness, and therefore (in the strict sense) imperfection of nature 
and constant progress botk moral 1111d intellectual through all demit)'· 
Such imperfection contrasted with the infinity of God, is expressly 
ascribed to them in Job iv-18; Matt. xxiv-36; I. Peter i-12, 
and it is this which emphaticaJiy points them out to us, as rrtaturcs; 
fellow scr11ants of man; and therefore incapable of usurping the· 
place of gods."-Smitk's Dictionary ofvze Bible, Article "Angds." 

As to the ideas of Heathen nations upon this subject, Dr. Campbcil 
remarks : "All Pagan antiquity affirms, that from Titan and Saturn, 
the poetic progeny of Coelus and Terra, down to Esculapius, Proteus,. 
and Minos, all their divinities were ghosts of dead men, and were so 
regarded by the· most erudite of the Pagans themselves." 

Neither the Pagans nor Hebrews used the tem1 "demon" in the· 
sense it is now often used, to mean an anomalously created be
ing-a devil. Josephus, a sufficient authority for the Jews, says: 
•• Those souls which are severed from bodies in battles, beef 
good demon59 and manifest themselves as such." Socrates hll 
good demon, (or angel or spirit) upon whose coun~l andguidan, 
largely depended. Many authoritative Church writers affirm, whl 

20 
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tory sacred and profane attests, that anciently the word "·demon" 
was synonymous with spirit, and was applied to both good and bad 
spirits. Archuishop Whately and Grote assert that the demons-often 
called gods-were the spirits of the dead, and were so regarded by 
the Pagans, Jews, and early Christians. 

• 

, 



CHAPTER XVIII. 

SPIRITS IN PRISON. 

" For this cause, was the gosJX'l preached also to them that are dead, that they 
might be judged according to men in the flesh, but live according to God in the 
spirit."-I. Peter iv-6. 

I T was a commonly received opinion of the ancient Heathen, and 
in a confused indefinite way also ot the Hebrews, that the human 

spirit at death entered into a state of neither perfect happiness nor 
misery, but into what by the Hebrews was called the place of the de
parted or Shoel, and by the Greeks Hades ; a vast region in which 
spirits were assigned different abodes. These were : 

" Grim Pluto's courts the regions of the dead." 

To some, 
"The seat of night profound and punished fiends.'' 

While to others they were, 
" The flowery plains ; 

" The verdant groves where endless pleasure reigns." 
Some of the New Testament writers, speak as if this doctrine of an 

intermediate state was well known to them, and the Catholic church 
in fact, and the Episcopal Church nominally, maintain it at the 
present day. The doctrine is plainly recognized in the passage at 
the head of this chapter, where it is declared that the gospel was 
prea(hed to the dead, so that they might "live according to God in the 
spirit." It would seem that there can be but one construction of the 
meaning of this passage, which is, that the grosser spirits were acces
sible to more elevated spirjts ; that they were open to the reception 
cf the truths of which they had been ignorant, or which they had 
Jleglected in their earth life, and that through the preaching to them 
of these truths, after they were dead, they were rendered capable of X 
improvement and progression, and could be made to "live, according 
to God in the spirit " or in their spiritual life. 

If this passage be accepted as from an inspired source, it is diffi
cult to conceive, how it can be interpreted in any other sense than 
that in which we here present it, there being no ambiguity in the form 
of e:xpression. • 

There are still other passages declarative of this belief in an inter
lnediate state, as in II. Peter ii-4, where it is said : 
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" For if God spared not the angels that sinnet!, but cast them down to hell, and 
delivered them into chains of darkness to 6~ ru~n'd unto judgment." 

And again: 
" For David is no( :lSCen ded into the heavens." -Acts ii-J4. 

"For Christ also hath once suffered for sins, the just for the unjust, that he might 
hring u• to Gocl, bdn;; put to death in the flesh, but quickened by the spirit. By 
(/•>r) which ( purpou) also, he went and preached unto the spirits in prison, which 
some time (6~for~) were disobedient.''- I. Peter iii-18, 19, 20. 

It would have been a mockery for Jesus to preach to these un
happy spirits, if they were hopelessly lost, their fate 'irrevocably de
termined, and consequently with no possibility of their benefiting 
and progressing through his teachings. His purp0se was very differ
ent, for it is here said that Christ 

"Suffered for sins, the just for the unjust, that he might bring us to God." "By 
which" (or for which purpou) "also, he went and preached unto the spirits ill 
prison." 

Bishop Horsley in his Commentaries on Hosea, p. 46, says the 
pl:tce of the departed is the only Hell of the Old Testament, and 
Bishop Hobart remarks : " It cannot be supposed that the writers of 
the New Testament were strangers to the popular belief of their coun
trymen, and of the Heath!!n generally, with respect to the region of the. 
departed. When they use the term Hades, they undoubtedly used it 
in its settled, universal, and appropriate signification, of the place of 
departed spirits. This was the signification which the authors of the 
Septuagint translation of the Old. Testament annexed to the tem1. 
Except in a very few instances, they have translated the Hebrew word 
Shod, which occurs in above sixty places in the Old Testament, not 
by death, by the grave, by the sepulchre, but by Hades, flu appr(Jpri. 
ate word ftJr flu rrgio11 of lite dead, ftJr the place of the departed in a 
state of eo11seioumess. The writers of the New Testament quote 
from this Septuagint translation, in which the word Hades is put for 
Shoel. They must therefore have considered Hades as expressing 
what Shod docs in the Old Testament, the place of departed souls." 
-" Disstrlali011 011 lite State cif Dtparted Spirits."-p. 91. 

The same authority, on page 48 of same work also says: "The 
Scriptures, uniformly represent that there is but one judgment-at 
the last day-and that the souls of men are not alloted to Heaven or 
Hell, until this final judgment. Previously to that event then, the soul 
must be in some other place. See Matt. xxv-31, 32; John v-28, 
29, and xii-48; Acts, xvii-31; Rom. ii-16; 2 Tim. iv-1." 

The proofs that the Primitive Church held this doctrine are abun· 
dant, and have been cited by Dr. Whitby in his "Commentary," par· 
ticularly on II. Tim. iv-8. Dr. Wall in his "History of Infant Bap-
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tism," part ii-chap. 8. Bishop Pearson " On the Creed." By Sir 
Peter Parker in his "Critical History of the Apostles' Creed," and by 
many others. 

This belief has been perpetuated in the Catholic Church, and is 
there maintained to-day, in a form in some respects similar to that in 
which spirits invariably teach it now. The papal doctrine, as defined 
and set forth by the " Catholic Christian Instructor " is, that those who 
do not die perfectly pure and clean, nor yet under the guilt of unre
pented deadly sin, go to purgatory, where they suffer certain indefinable 
pains, and the pains of material fire, until God's justice is satisfied, or 
they are freed from these pains by the masses said for their souls. 

Bishop Horsley in his "Sermons" Vol. ii-87 in. reference to 
Christ's descent into Hell, as affirmed in the third article of the Epis
copal Church says : " The terms in which the Reformers in this article 
state the ,proposition, imply that Christ's going down into Hell is a 
matter of no less importance to be believed, than that he died upon 
the cross for men." 

Bishop Hobart, in his work already referred to, p. 28, observes : 
" This is a doctrine of the Church of England, and of the Protestant 
Episcopal Church" and on page 127, he again says "This doctrine of 
the separate existence of the soul in the place of the departed, be
tween death and the resurrection, bei1ig expressly revealed, should be 
an object of faith," and again on page 12 3 : "That the celebrated 
Protestants whose nan1es have been exhibited in support of this doc
trine in the preceding pages; that Campbell, and Doddridge, and Mac 
Knight, Presbyterian divines; that Bishops Taylor, Bull, Burnet, 
Seeker, Horsley, Tomline, and other Bishops of the English Church ; 
that Hammond and Whitby, and Clarke, and Scott, clergymen ; and 
Sir Peter King, a distinguished layman of that Church; that Wesley 
and Clarke of the Methodist communio·n ; that Bishops Seabury and 
White, of our own Church ; that all these living in different ages and 
countries, and of different religious denominations, should have con
spired to introduce the Papal doctrine of purgatory, will hardly be 
credited/' 

The Rev. Samuel Watson, of the Me!hodist Episcopal Church, in his 
intensely interesting and able work, "The Clock Struck One," p. I ro, 
observes: · 

"We have seen the Saviour of the world pass through this intemle
diate state, burst the b0nds of death asunder and ascend on high, 
where he ever liveth as our great High Priest to make intercession 
for us. But the question is, will the Saints pass directly after death 
into this upper sanctuary of the Most High. I think not. They are 
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not prepared for it. Death will give them no qualification for it. 
John Wesley says: "It is very generally supposed that the souls of 
good men as soon as they are discharged from the body, go directly to 
Heaven ; but this opinion has not the least foundation in the oracles 
of God. Bishop l\f cTyeire commences a sermon in the .Afdhodist 
Pulpit Sou/It by saying: "No one has ever yet been saved in heaven, 
no one sent to hell." 

To present all the evidence we have at hand, tending to prove that 
this doctrine of an intermediate state was acc~pted by the apostles and 
early Christians ; that it has been transmitted through the Catholic 
Church ; that it was 'held by some of the great Reformers, including 
Wesley; that a majority of eminent commentators endorse it; that 
both the Catholic and Protestant Episcopal Churches endorse it ; 
and that many of the brightest lights in most of the other denomina
tions have held it ; would require more space than can here be ap
propriated to the subject. 

Regarding this intermediate or probationary state, the remarks of 
Mrs. Crowe here find a fitting place. She says: 

" When the body is about to die, that which cannot die, and which 
to spare words I will call the soul, departs from it-whither we do not 
know ; but in the first place we have no reason to believe that the 
space destined for its habitation is far removed from the eanh, since 
knowing nothing about it we arc equally entitled to suppose the con· 
trary, and in the next, that which we call distance is a condition that 
merely regards material objects, and of which a spirit is quit"e inde
pendent, just as our thoughts arc which can travel from here to China, 
and back again, in a second of time. Well then supposing this being 
to exist somewhere, and it is not unreasonable to suppose that the 
souls of the inhabitants of each pl:lnet, continue to hover within the 
sphere of that planet to which for anything Wt! can tell, they may be 
attached by a magnetic attraction, supposing it to find itself in space 
free of the body, endowed with the memory of the past, and conse
quently with a consciousness of its own deserts, able to percdve that 
which we do not ordinarily perceive, namely, those who have passed 
into a similar state with itself, will it not naturally seek its place 
amongst those. spirits which most resemble itself, and with whom 
therefore it must have the most affinity. On earth the good seek the 
good, and the wicked the wicked, and the axiom that ' like associates 
with like' we cannot doubt, will be as true hereafter as now. 'In my 
Father's house there ·arc many mansions,' and our intuitive sense of 
what is fit and just, must needs assure us that this is so. 

"There are too many degrees of moral worth, and of moral un- . 
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worth 'amongst mankind, to permit of our supposing that justice could 
be satisfied by an abrupt dh·ision into two opposite classes. 'On the 
contrary, there must be infinite shades of desert, and as we must con
sider that which a spirit enters into upon leaving the body, is not so much 
a plaa as a condition, so there must be as many degrees of happiness 
or suffering, as there are individuals, each carrying with him his own 
Heaven or Hell. For it is a vulgar notion to imagine that Heaven 
and Hell are places; they are states, and it is in ourselves we must 
look for both. When we leave the body we carry them with us. 'As 
the tree falls, so it shall lie.' The soul which here has wallowed in 
wickedness, or been sunk in sensuality, will not be suddenly purified 
by the death of the body; its moral condition remains what its earthly 
sojourn has trained it to, but its means of indulging its propensities 
are lost. If it has had no godly aspirations here, it will not be drawn 
to God there, and if it has so bound itself to the body, that it has 
known no happiness but that to which the body ministered, it will be 
incapable of happiness when deprived of that means of enjoyment. 
Here we see at once, what a variety of conditions must necessarily 
ensue, how many comparatively negative states there must be, be
twixt those of positive happiness, or positive misery. 

"We may thus conceive, how a soul on entering upon this new 
condition must find its own place or state : if its thoughts and aspira
tions here have been heavenward, and its pursuits noble, its condi
tions will be heavenly. The contemplation of God's works, seen not 
as by our 'mortal eyes, but in their beauty and their truth, and ever
glowing sentiments of love and gratitude, and for aught we know good 
offices to souls in need, would constitute a suitable heaven or happi
ness for such a being. An incapacity for such pleasures, and the ab
sence of all others, would constitute a negative state, in which the 
chief suffering would consist in mournful regrets, and a vague longing 
for something better, which the untrained soul that never lifted itself 
from the earth, knows not how to seek, whilst malignant passions and 
unquenchable desires, would con!\titute the appropriate hell of the 
wicked;. for we must remember that although a spirit is independent 
of those physical laws, which are the conditions of matter, the moral 
law, which is indestructible, 'belongs peculiarly to it-that is to the 
spirit, and is inseparable from it. . . . • 

"We must also understand, that the words dark, and light, which 
in this world of appearance we use metaphorically to express good 
and evil, must be understood literally, when speaking of that other 
world, where everything will be seen as it is. Goodness is truth, and 
truth is light, and wic~edness is falsehood, and falsehood is darkness, 
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and so it \\-ill be seen to be. Those who have not the light of truth 
to guide them, will wander darkly through this valley of the shadow 
of death ; those in whom the light of goodness shines, will dwell in the 
light which is inherent in themselves. The former will be in the king
dom of darkness ; the latter in the kingdom of light. All the records 
existing of the blessed spirits that have appeared, ancient or modern, 
exhibit them as robed in light, whilst their anger or sorrow is symbol
ized by their darkness. Now there appears to me nothing incompre
hensible in this view of the future, on the contrary it is the only one 
which I ever found myself capable of conceiving, or reconciling ll-ith 
the justice and mercy of our Creator. He does not punish us ; we 
punish ourselves; we have built up a heaven or a hell to our own lik
ing, and we carry it with us. The fire that forever burns without con
suming, is the fiery evil in which we have chosen our part, and the 
heaven in which we shall dwell, will be the heavenly peace which will 
dwell in us. We are our own judges, and our own chastisers ..•. 

" But this self-pronounced sentence we are led to hope is not final, 
nor does it seem consistent with the love and mercy of God that it 
should be so. There must be few indeed who leave this earth fit for 
heaven, for :llthough the immediate frame of mind, in which dissolu
tion takes place, is probably very important, it is surely a pernicious 
error, encouraged by jail chaplains and philanthropists, that a late re
pentance nnd a few parting prayers, can purify a soul sullied by years 
of wickedness. Would we at once receive such a one into our inti
mate communion and love? Should we not require time for the 
stains of vice to be washed away, and habits of virtue to be formed? 
Assuredly we should. And how t:an we imagine that the purity of 
heaven i~ to be sullied I?Y that approximation, that the purity of earth 
would forbid. It would be cruel to say, irrational to think, that this 
late repentance is of no avail ; it is doubtless so far of avail, that the 
straining upwards, and the heavenly aspirations of the parting soul are 
1:ar~·ied with it, so that when it is free, instc:ad of choosing the dark
ness, it will flee to as much light. as is in itself, and be ready through 
the mercy of God, and the ministering of brighter spirits, to recei,·c 
more. But in this case, as also in the innumerable instances of those 
who die, in what may be called, a negative state, the advance must be 
progressive, though whenever the desire exists, I must believe that 
this advance is possible. If not, wherefore did Christ after being 
• put to death in the tksh' go and 'preach to the spirits in prison.' 
It would have been a mockery to preach salvation to those who had 
no hope, nor would they, having no hop.:. have listened to the preacher. 
I think these views arc at once cheering, encouraging, and beautiful, 
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and I cannot but believe that were they more- generally entertained, 
and more intimately conceived, they would be very beneficial in their 
effects.''-Tht Night Sidt of Nalun, pp. 229 to 234· 

The doctrine, that all at death must enter either into a state of 
eternal and superlative happiness, or into a state of endless and inde
scribable misery, will not bear examination. Aside from such punish
ment being at variance with our belief and trust in the existence of a 
beneficient Heing, which renders it abhorent to the minds of a!l who 
wor:;hip in love and truth, there is the philosophical and moral objec
tion, of the inffiction of the same punishment for different degrees of 
sinfulness. The line of separation between the morally good but 
weak, and the morally sinful but well intentioned, cannot possibly be 
drawn, so that even if eternal punishment were a fit doom for the 
worst, and heavenly enjoyments a suitable reward for the very best, 
yet the injustice, and I may say absurdity, of dealing with either of the 
other classes in the same manner is at once apparent. 

As Elder Evans forcibly exprc;sses it: "It is a great mistake, and 
no less contrary to reason than to scripture, to imagine, as large classes 
in Christendom have hitherto done, that the everlasting state of souls 
is irrevocably fixed and. determined at the instant of death, and that 
all souls, Christian and heathen, old and young, sane and insane, wise 
and ignorant, good, bad and middling, go immediately to one or other 
of those two places of eternal happiness and misery, then to return, 
and after again entering their material bodies, (which for that purpose 
must be recreated) to stand before 'the great bar of God' to again 
receive another everlasting sentence to one or other of those two 
places.'' 

That the wicked are punished, no one should dol!Q.t ; all spirits affin}L 
!!_ljs; but we can r~red, that God flas devisednothing for us 
hereafter, which ""ill not ultimately prove to be beyond, not only 
our merits, but out reasonable expectations ; and I have no doubt, 
that it is the overwhelming sense of this truth, when they come to real
ize it there, which prompts that sense of thankfulness, that evidently is 
uppermost i'h the minds of all spirits who have advanced so far, as to 
even dimly perceive this evidence of God's all-embracing love. This 
is the burden of every angelic song, when their melodious strains, or 
celestial utterances, are heard by mortal ears. 

" When the unclean spirit is gone out .of a man, he walketh through dry places, 
seeking rest and findeth none." -Matt. xii-4J. 

"I have suffered the tortures of the damned. In imagination I 
lun•t lrm,trstd arid dtstrls, gloomy forests, and dismal swamps. I 
Iuve climbed rugged. mountains for a gleam of sunshine, which might 
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perchance greet me from the summit, and help to thaw the ice that 
was freezing my spirit. I have encountered deadly miasms while trav
ersing dismal swamps, which would rise up like demons before me, 
and encompass me like the deadly vapors of the Upas, threatening to 
destroy me at once. If death could have come to my release at such 
moments, yes, everlasting death, I should have rejoiced. Such expe• 
riences are like dreams or visions and I dread their occurrence as I 
would dread the knout. I am sometimes in doubt as ~o what purpose 
is to be served by these experiences, but there are seasons when I am 
sure they are working for my good.'' 

Thus spoke a spirit through Mrs. Maria M. King. It testified to 
an experience in spirit life, like that to which many other spirits have 
borne testi111ony, all tending to prove that Jesus spoke from inspiration 
and knowledge, when he uttered the words of the passage above 
quoted; for his description of the condition of certain unhappy spirits 
is literally correct. Interminable, barren plains, overhung by leaden 
skies. Strange as it may seem, this description of the surroundings 
of many gross spirits has been in hundreds, yes thousands of instances 
confirmed, by as many different communicating spirits. All unhappy 
spirits are not bound to such extreme desolation, but their surround· 
ings vary as do their moral, social, and intellectual natures, up to that 
state, where the surroundings arc comparatively pleasant and at
tractive. From the lowest depths of degradation in spirit life, upward 
to angelic purity, there is-as in the works of nature-one unbroken 
chain. 

Tl1e unhappiness of spirits arises from as many causes as there are 
individuals. Houses known to be haunted by spirits, often owe their 
exceptional character to the attraction of the premises for certain 
unprogressed spirits who formerly inhabited them. Sometimes such 
spirits are noisy, anJ even mischievous in their demonstrations, while 
quite as often tht!y are peaceable and quiet. Of a case of this latter 
kind of haunting, the reader will find an exceedingly interesting and 
well-authenticated account, in Mr. Owen's work, entitled: "Foot· 
falls on the Boundary of Another World," p. 414, which :.m forcibly 
illustrate the attraction of Ct'rtain spirits for t11eir earthly homes, how 
they linger about their old haunts, and from it the reader will perceive 
why, " he besought him much, that he would not send them away out 
of the country." 

If some spiri~s are irresistibly attracted to their old homes, others 
are equally attracted to the scenes of their former occupations and 
business pursuits. If it be true, that as we leave this life, we enter 
upon the next ; that all there is of us is essentially of the spirit or 
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soul; then there can be nothing absurd in believing that a man \~hose 
whole life from youth to manhood and old age has been devoted to 
and absorbed in business pursuits, should l>e attracted to the scenes 
of former activity. It is hardly to be supposed that he would sud
denly lose all relish for that, which had during his earthly career con
stituted his principal enjoyment, and engrossed his mental and physi
cal energies, and as suddenly acquire a taste for spiritual things with 
which he had never been in rapport, of which he had no knowledge, 
and which his undeveloped spiritual nature was incap.1blc of appreci
ating. In earth life, when minds wholly absorbed in the world of 
busmess, are compelled by social custom or by the demands of health 
to visit the country, its quiet beauty, its numl>erless attractions, are 
almost unnoticed, and are only tolerable when they can there meet 
with minds engrossed like their own. What enjoyment do these find 
in the society of the most cultivated and intellectual, when broughr in 
contact with them? The answer is plain, for we all know how l>ored 
such material minds become, when compelled to listen to anything 
excepting what relates to business, and money-getting. Where then 
could they when suddenly divorced from their bodies, seek and find 
gratification, unless amid the scenes where their lives had been passed, 
and beyond the bonndaries of which their hopes and desires had never 
aspired ? That this is truth, is as well established as any fact in Spir
itualism. · 

A spirit purporting to be that of Wm. E. Channing, said through 
Mrs. Conant; · .. There is a large class of spirits freed from the mortal 
form, who are intensely interested in the business of this physical life. 
They find their heaven herl!, and are never more happy than when 
acting out the desires, or peculiar conditions, in which they find them
selves placed. They are attracted to your business sphere. They 
have never been cut loose from it. They revolve in it, as motes re
volve in the sunshine." 

• 

There are those, who when they leave this earth sphere are only 
half dead: their physical bodies die, but their minds are mundane 
·still. They still linger on the confines of earth, and are only partially 
conscious of their spiritual birth. They are yet bound to earth by 
all the ties formed during their earthly existence. Spirits are as rig
idly under the dominion of 1'1 il as mortals, anc\.this restless unhappy 
condition, leads them to seek to place themselves again in relations 
-with their former life, whenever, and wherever, they can do so. The • 
laws under which they exist, often permit this gratification ; while the 
laws under which we exist, often assist it through certain favorable 
---...t:.: ..... -~ 
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Many of these restless spirits are simply of a material cast of mind, 
not weighed down by crimes, or sins which lie heavily upon their con
sciences, but there are mhers whose guilt oppresses them, and of these 
there arc many instances in which they have sought relief by making 
confession to mortals. An account of such a confession is given by 
the Rev. Samuel Watson, in "The Clock Struck One"-a work 
already referred to. On page 124 he says: 

·"We were invited out one evening to Mrs. Winchester's, some 
two miles from the city (Memphis). What purported to be the 
spirit of an old resident of :Memphis took possession of her, and 
gave the most fearful description of his condition I ever heard. He 
said he was engaged in business there many years since ; that he 
had cheated and defrauded the widow and the orphan, and that his 
children were then living off of his ill-gotten gains, while he was 

suffering indescribable agony for his conduct. He said he bad 
occupied a high position in the community, and been a member of 
three churches, but in all he was a hypocrite, and was now reaping 
the reward of his doings. He would rave as a maniac, and threaten 
death to us, if in his power to inftict it. Several times he called for 
water. It was the most fearful scene I ever witnessed, and such as 
I hope never to sec again. I verily believe it to have been a similar 
case, to some of those demons cast out of persons by our Saviour in 
Judea." 

On page 126 Mr. Watson relates another case. He says: "Dur
ing the time of our meetings, a gentleman of high standing drowned 
himself in the I\Iissi~sippi River. His body was recovered and brought 
to \Veslcy Chapel, where I preached at his funeral to a large audi
ence. The first meetiug after that, it was announced that he was 
there in deep distress. He said that he was present at his funeral, and 
heard all I said on that occasion ; that he tried to control me, and 
that if he could have done it, that I "·would have horrified the con
gregation, by describing the awful sufferings he was enduring, for the 
crime he had committed in putting :m end to his existence. He 
begged me to pray for him; asked us to get down upon our knees 
then, and pray for him." 

On page 297 of 1\Ir. Owen's work, "The Debatable Land," under 
the head of "A Rc{¥!ntant Housekeeper," he gives an account of 
remorse in a spirit for the crime of stealing silver plate, and the 

• desire to obtain forgiveness from the person injured. Like all his 
n:1r:1tives, this is well substantiated, and is an instance out of many, 
where spirits have sought to make the only recompense in their 
power, for injuries or crim::s perpetrated by them. In Mrs. Crowe'~ 
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"Night Side of Nature," p. :r8r, she also furnishes an account of a 
case, as related by Dr. Kerner, who as is well known, was a careful 
observer, and conscientious narrator-to which I refer the reader. 

These dark, earth-bound Spirits, are all around us. Believing or 
disbelieving this makes no difference in the fact itself, but there is 

I 
this advantage to those who believe ; they can take precautions to 
repel them, and resist their influence, by keeping their minds free 
from thoughts and desires, which by degrading our natures attract 
spirits of like natures. 

They are not all bent on mischief; comparatively few are. Many 
of them have little affinity with spirits above them, and even have 
difficulty in perceiving them, and really seek the companionship of 
mortals not only to relieve their loneliness, but also to receive aid 
and comfort from our instruction and prayers, we being · the most 
accessible to them. 

When the Seeress of Prevorst asked a spirit, why he made the 
noises, he said " it was to make men think of him, which afforded 
him consolation and refreshment." Whenever she played on the 
piano-forte and sang, the spirit always began to knock on the wall ; 
especially when she sang "How great is Thy goodness." Of other 
spirits Dr. Kerner, her biographer says: "These spectres frequented 
her for a considerable time and she often prayed with them. Lat
terly they were accompanied by a brighter form, and they themselves 
appeared in the robes that signified an amendment in their condition, 
though they were yet dark. At length they took leave of her, saying 
they were now able to assist themselves with the aid of happy spirits." 

The Seeress said that th~ prayers and pious words she uttered 
were diffused over the spiritc;, and made them brighter, but she felt 
weakened by them. She said the spectre drew in the words, as a 
child does something that excites its interest. 

" Big Bear," an Indian spirit friend of " pld John," who in earth
life was a chief of the Winnebagoes, has controllro Dr. Kenney in 
my presence many times. He almost invariably accompanies Old 
John, his duty being as they both declare, to protect both Old John 
and the medium while engaged in treating disease, and while the 
latter is in a perfectly unconscious state, from vagrant meddlesome 
spirits, who otherwise would. produce mischief to both the spirit 
coutroliing and the medium. 

Previously to his first coming, Old John had told me of Big Bear 
having in earth-life, been a chief of his-the Winnebago tribe; of 
his having suffered injustice at the hands of certain white people ; 
of his squaw and papooses having died from exposure and starvation ; 
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and of his still entertaining bitter feelings against these persons, 
and especially against certain white squaws, who more particularly 
had offended him by refusing to heed his earnest appeals for assist
ance, and who had even driven him from their dwellings when he 
applied to them, and represented the desperate straits . to which 
he and his family had been driven in an unusually severe winter. 
Old John cautioned me to be on my guard against saying anything 
that could irritate him, as this would arouse his old feelings and he 
would become violent. 

With this understanding he permitted Big Bear to control ; who, 
from his gestures more than from his words, for these were barely intel· 
ligible, we inferred was pleased with thus meeting us ; and during the 
first three meetings everything passed off agreeably, but during the 
fourth; he commenced the narration of his treatment by the pale faces, 
eloquently depicting the W!'ongs he had suffered, and soon wrought 
himself into a condition of intense excitement and indignation, so that 
we became apprehensive of his doing the medium or ourselves serious 
injury when at this moment Old John resumed control and all again 
became quiet. 

Three days after this, on the 8th of January 1874. Big Bear again 
controlled, and after a cordial greeting on both sides, in the most cau
tious manner, I alluded to his excitement at the previous meeting, 
and expressed my earnest sympathy with him on account of the cruel 
treatment he and his family had received, and which I did not attempt 
to directly excuse; but I told him that he was not the only one who 
had received such treatment, and that many white persons had re
ceived even worse from other white· persons, and from Indians; but 
these people who had treated him and his in this manner, were per
haps born with cruel natures as many Indians were, and that injustice 
and cruelty were daily witnessed all around us; that I had suffered 
from it ; that all must suf{er from it; and that, if we cherished revenge· 
ful feelings, we generally only injured ourselves, and thus aggravated 
the injury inflicted upon us by others. I asked; "Is not' your squaw 
happy with you in spirit life?" he replied, " Yes." "Are ?Ot your 
papooses who were starved ancl frozen to death also happy with you 
now?" "Yes." " .\nd you are happy, or would be, if it were not for 
cherishing the bitter memory of the sufferings of your earth-life ? " 
"Yes." '' Well then, those cold-hearted; cruel people, were the 
means of sending all your loved ones to heaven, where they are 
happy, and where you should be happy, with a certainty that none 
of you will ever suffer any more. Now those people after all were 
the means of greatly benefiting your squaw and papooses, though 
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they did not intend it ; so indirectly you owe them some thanks for 
their agency. And then how do yon know but those people suffered 
all their after lives for their sin towards you and yours, and if in spirit
life, perhaps they are suffering yet. It is not for you and I to avenge 
the sins of others. God will do this ; and probably before this time 
they have sincerely repented of all their inhumanity to you. At any 
rate, Big Bear, it is wrong, it is wicked for you to cherish such feel
ings against any human being, it can only prevent your advancing in 
spirit-life, for just as long as you do this you cannot progress; and it 
is for you to throw off all such feelings and do your duty like a man 
who is determined to conquer them." 

Big Bear heard me in silence, and with close attention, and when 
I concluded he grasped both my hands and fervently thanked me, 
and declared he would adopt my advice. "Big Bear," said he, "sees 
it now, you are right Brave, and Big Bear will not do so any more.'' 
Many times since he has come to me throngh Dr. Kenney, and he 
has always behaved with perfect propriety, and manifested his re
gard, and even affection for me and my family. 

A spirit speaking through Mrs. Conant upon the subject of praying 
with and for spirits, said : " The same advantage is derived by a dis
embodied spirit, that is derived by the spirit that is embodied. Prayer 
always elevates the spirit, whether it is here in the flesh or passed be
yond the flesh. It always lifts the spirit beyond, or outside of its 
present cares and perplexities. It sheds a newer and diviner atmos
phere around it, and attracts to itself higher and more powerful, more 
holy, more perfect intelligences, and by the presence of those intelli
gences the praying spirit receives benefit. You cannot remain in the 
presence of one that is holy, good and true, without receiving benefit, 
for the good always shed a holy inftuence, which every soul that is in 
rapport with it must feel." 

Upon these truths is founded the Catholic doctrine of purgatory, 
and partly through ignorance and superstition, and partly from the 
desire of gain, that church has restricted to its priesthood the kindly 
offices, which the simplest rustic could more effectively discharge 
through his homely, honest, heart-felt prayer, than the professional 
priest with his idolatrous ceremony. 

By way of showing the corruption of this doctrine, and its prostitu
tion to purposes of gaiq by this Church, I here copy a paragraph from 
the New York Herald of October 13, 1872 : 

"Abbot Martin, of St. Meinard's Abbey, Indiana, makes an ap
peal to Catholics throughout this country, for funds to build a Bene
dictine mo?astery for thirty-six priests, and a church, to be under the 
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in\'ocation of' Our Lady Immaculate' in Southern Indiana. Besid~s 

offering to pray generally for the living, as well as for the dead, he 
makes the following special and generous offer to subscribers. " For 
each person offering $5 we shall say one mass immediately, and one 
after his or her death, when the receipt handed for the gift is sent 
hither. For each person offering 825 we shall say two masses im
mediately, and three after his or her death. For each person offering 
$too we shall say five masses immediately, and henceforth one every 
year as long as the monastery shall exi5t. !<'or each person offering 
8soo we shall sing one High Mass immediately, and one every year 
hereafter, and his or her name shall be placed in the Mortuary, or 
List of the Benefactors, which is publicly recited every day after 
J>rime." 

In view of such abuses, one cannot wonder at the repugnance with 
which most Protestants regard this doctrine of an intermediate state, 
but when it becomes better understood, it will be seen, that there is 
nothing in it that reason and truth cannot approve. It is only its 
perversion by ignorance, superstition, and priestly greed of gain, that 
renders it objectionable. 



CHAPTER XIX. 

POSSESSIO~ AND OBSESSION BY DARK SPIRITS. 

And it came to pass on the morrow, that the evil spirit from God came upon 
, and he prophesied in the midst of the house, and David played with his hand 
other times, and there was a javelin in Saul's band. 

And Saul cast the javelin, for he saki, " I will smite David even to the wall 
it. And David avoided out of his presence twice. "-1. Sam. xviii-10, 11. 

r has been charged by the opposers of Spiritualism, that it opens 
a door for the entrance of evil spirits. We deny this charge, and 

rltain that on the contrary a knowledge of its truths frequently bars 
r entrance. If evil or dark spirits exist and have power with 
,, what in the name of reason do we gain by closing our eyes to 
fact. Was a sensible man ever known to advise another to ig
: the presence of a. thief or murderer in his house, as a means of 
•enting the commission of the crime, which it was the intention of 
latter to perpetrate? If it be true, that gross undeveloped spirits 
;essed the bodies and minds of certain men in the times of the 
>hets, and of Jesus, what benefit did the possessed derive from 
r utter ignorance of the disposit_ion and intention of the spirit, his 
IS, and of the conditions through which he held possession? When 
contemners of Spiritualism on this ground, will prove by any one 
s of cases, that ignorance has benefited in prosperity, supported' 
dversity, or protected from danger, then we shall be ready to doubt, 
ther a knowledge of Spiritualism is of advantage, in enlightening 
.s to the malevolent or unfavorable influences of dark ignorant 
its; but until then we shall continue in the belief, that even a little 
ning is not a dangerous thing . 
. will be observed in the passage quoted, that the spirit there pos
ing Saul, is tem1ed "the evil spirit from God," and this form of ex
sion is in harmony with the then general belief, that all spirits good 
evil, had intercourse with man only by the direct consent or 
mand of God. It will also be observed by the reader, that in the 
r Testament, the spirits possessing are called indiscriminately by 
nl.mes of spirits, evil spirits and devils. We believe these terms 
there used to designate spirits of the same class as those we now 
dark or undcvdopeu spirits, a:1d as such we shall treat them. 

9.1 
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Demon was rather a Heathen than a Hebrew term. Josephus ob
servt!s : " Denwns are no other than the spirits of the wicked, that en
ter into mt!n." But that demons were not always, perhaps not most 
cor.I:nonly, considt!rcd as necessarily wicked by the Greeks, Romans, 
and early Christians, is beyond dispute, and is now generally acknowl
edged by all those who have given the subject any attention. 

In the case of Saul, as stated in the passages above quoted, when 
the evil spirit came upon him, "he prophesied;" that is the spirit 
spake through him, and controlled him to cast the javelin at Da\id 
with murderous intent, as malignant spirits in our day sometimes con
trol certain mediumistic persons, whose organisations and habits are 
gross, and whose minds are untrained like Saul's, and not only attempt, 
but perpetrate ·murder, and all the other crimes in the calendar. 
This foreign, malignant spirit-influence is the source of a very large 
proportion of the crimes that disgrace our civilization, and the time is 
near at hand, when no intelligent person will confess ignorance of the 
fact, and the general knowledge of it will lead to increased compas
sion for, and milder treatment of the unfortunate, pitiabJe instnmtents 
of these degraded invisible agencies. Luther. comprehended though 
imperfectly, this great truth and expressed it in these words ; 

" It is very certain, that as to all persons who have hanged them· 
selves, or killed themselves in any other way, it is the devil who has 
put the cord round their necks, or the knife to their throats. . . . If 
we could see for how many angels, one dt!vil makes work, we should 
despair." 

Substituting the phrase, "dark spirits" for "devil" and applying 
the remarks not to all, but to many of these self-murderers, we then 
have the statement of a fact, that all should comprehend, and seriously 
consider. 

We are told in the 9th verse of this chapter, "and Saul eyed David 
frolll that day and forward." That is, he entertained malignant feel· 
ings toward him, and thus laid open his mind for the reception of 
corresponding inlluences from evil spirits, and the result was as the xo:h 
and xxth verses declare, and as it generally is in similar cases, an un
happy spirit actuated by corresponding fedings, and on the low plane 
that all at least temporarily are ovllo nourish such sentiments, was ir· 
rcsistibly drawn to him and strengthened his evil propensities, and 
impelled him to attempt the life of David. ' 

"An'! immediately the .rpiril drivdh him into the wilrlernes.< ; and he was tb6r 
in the wil,Ierness forty <lap, tempted of S:\tan, anr.l wa.~ with the wilu beasts. ADd 
the an;;cls ministered unto him. "-.Mark i-12, 13. 

Here arc the proofs that Jesus \\"as accessible to dark, as well as to 
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angelic spirits. This is a clear case, if not of possession, at least of 
obsession; the spirit driving Jesus into the wilderness, where it kept 
him forty clays, tempting, influencing or controlling him, until good 
angels obtained the mastery over the evil spirit, and expelled it. 
That it was a case of possession, rather than of obsession, is rendered 
probable from the "devil" as related by Matthew, afterward taking 
him into Jerusalem, and setting him on a pinnacle of the temple; and 
also after this taking him up on " an exceeding high mountain." This 
is not a singular case by any means, as probably all good mediums are 
necessitated to pass through conflicts with dark spirits, at least at the 
commencement of their mediumistic experience. As to the "devil" 
or spirit tempting Jesus to cast himself down from the pinnacle of the 
temple, it is paralleled every day in modern times as stated in the pre
vious chapter, in malignant spirits urging mortals to destroy themselves. 

In his reply to the offer of the " devil," to give him all the kingdoms· 
of the world if he would fall down and worship him, Jesus conce'ntrated 
the full power ofhis will, and gave expression to it in the tersest lan
guage : "Get thee hence Satan.'' " And the devil leaveth him." 
This experience of Jesus is a conspicuous lesson, teaching us the ne
cessity of resisting evil influences with all the determination and per
sistence of our nature : it is also a conspicuous example of victory . 
achieved over these influences, through the exercise of a determined 
\viii. This exercise of will power on our part, aids good spirits in 
their efforts to assist us, as they are al~ays ready to make these efforts 
when we need and request their assistance. We all at times need 
this example, for it is truly ~s Paul says : "We wrestle against the 
dark spirits of the world," Eph. vi-12, and if we pass heedlessly 
on our way, it too often happens that we become of that class, " Who 
are taken captive by the devil at his will."-II. Tim. ii-26. 

It seems to have been necessary for Jesus to experience in his own' 
person the demoniacal influence of dark spirits, in order that he should 
afterwards comprehend the force of that power, by which they held 
possession, and have a clear understanding of the resistance he would 
meet in his efforts to expel them, or to induce them to depart from 
others, for this gift was almost constantly employed in his subsequent 
life, as witnessed by numerous passages, amongst these Matt. i\·-24, 
and viii-16, and viii-28, 33: And he not only exercised this gift 
himself, but imp<trted it to his disciples, and the seventy, and prom
ised it to all otb~rs who belie-.;ed. The same laws govern, and the same 
conditions prevail to day, as then. Swedenborg testifies to the influ
ence of sririts and to infestations by evil or dark spirits, in th.e fol
lowing words: 

• 
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" How difficult it is for man to be persuaded that he is ruled by 
means of spirits. Before my mind was opened so that I could speak 
with spirits, and thus be pursuaded by living experience, much of such 
evidence was presented to me during many previous years, and now I 
wonder t.hat I did not then become convinced of the Lord's ruling by 
means of spirits. These evidences were not only dreams, for some 
ye:us informing me concerning those things which I was writing, but 
also changes of state while I was writing, and a certain extraordinary 
light on what was written. Afterwards I also had many visions, while 
my eyes were closed a light was miraculously given, and many times 
spirits were sensibly perceived as manifestly to the sense .as bodily 
sensations. Afterwards I had infestations in various ways from evil 
spirits, in temptations whilst I was writing such things as evil spirits 
were averse to, so that I was beset almost to horror, fiery lights were 

• seen, talking was heard in the morning time, besides many other things, 
until at last when a certain spirit addressed me in a few words, I won· 
dercd greatly that he should perceive my thoughts, and afterwards won· 
dered exceedingly that the way was open so that I could converse with 
spirits, and then the spirits wondered that I should be so surprised." , 

The biblical idea of a war, in Heaven is not entirely a myth, for 
there is no doubt that good angels do by the force of their will, and 
perhaps through other means, restrain the inclinations of spirits cis
posed to evil. And it is equally true, that hatred of these good angds 
by the dark spirits is often manifested. It is only upon the supposi
tion that evil spirits are restrained by advanced ones, that we can ac
count for the failure of the fonner to more generally work serious phy· 
sica! mischief to mortals, through certain mediums whom they' control. 
But instances of mischief being thus wrought, as we have just remarked, 
are well attested ; and it is presmnable, that these cases occur through 
the failure of higher intelligences to control the lower ; owing pei· 

haps to the conditions at the time being unfavorable, or to the fact, 
that at the moment the attention of advanced spirits was not attracted 
in that direction. 

A materialized spirit appeared at one of Mrs. Andrews' seances at 
Moravia, while I was there, gave his name and former place of resi· 
dence, and said that he was taken possession of by a dark spirit, and 
committed murder upon an old woman, and that since his passing to 
spirit-life he h:~,d discovered this to be the cause of his perpetrating a 
crime for which he had no possible motive. He was arrested, tried, 
and executed, and a gentleman present at the seance who was famil
iar with the circumstances of the murder, and his execution, recog
nized the spirit. 
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In June 1873, a Mrs. Charlotte Lamb was tried at Trimbelle, Minn., 
for the• poisoning of a Mrs. "Ottoman. The defence in the case took 
the extraordinary but sensible course, of offering to prove that Mrs. 
Lamb also poisoned her youngest son, her only daughter, and a Mr. 
Garland. It was he!d that she was subject to periodically recurring 
attacks of insanity, and very often saw and conversed with a ghostly 
visitant, which by pleading, argument, and command, and by some 
potent influence over her body and mind, forced her to the crime 
of poisoning. She was first visited by this spectre many years be
fore. It sometimes urged her to be resigned to the ills of life, and 
~ometimes to poison people. Its argument was-if people are 
unhappy, or sick, with little prospect of immediate recovery, 
they might better die. This story of the criminal upon which the 
counsel in her defence mainly relied, is entirely credible, and if true, 
she was no more responsible for the acts she perpetrated than if she 
had been a lunatic. 

In February, 1874. a man sixty years of age, by the name of Franklin 
B. Evans, was executed in Concon~ N. H., for the murder of a small 
girl, not more than twelve years old. In his confession made just before 
his execution, when no motive remained for deception or lying, 
he declared, that " :For some days before the murder, I seemed to be 
attended continually by one. who seemed to bear a human form, urg
ing me on to the deed. At length it became fixed in my mind to 
take her life." 

At one of Mrs. Conant's circles the question was asked: 
" If a disembodied spirit should desire to indulge the habit of smok

ing, does it have the facilties for doing so in another life ? " 
The answer was, " Yes because there are spheres in that other 

life, where the gratification of all such perverted appetites is a reality, 
as here with you. Those spheres arc closely allied to your life, and 
come within the mental and moral spheres of the same class of indi
viduals here in earth-life. So through the smoker here the smoker 
in the spirit-land enjoys his cigar. Through the drunkard here, he 
who was a drunkard here, but has gone to the spirit-land, returns 
and gratifies his appetite for liquor ; or in other words lives in the 
mental sphere of the drunkard, and thus obtains .for himself all the ex
perience that the drunkard here obtains. Those habits generally pass 
from the individual soui quite quickly. In proportion as it has tended 
here to rise above all lower things, does it get rid of thes; propensities." 

At another time, through the same medium, the question was pro
posed : " Do spirits influence some individuals to drink, and commit 
other oftences ? " The answer was : 
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" Yes, there never was a greater truth. Finding conditions that 
are appropriate to their designs and desires, they attach the~selves 
to those persons possessing these conditions, and do whatsoever they 
may see fit to do, whether it be to get drunk, to steal, or to commit 
murder." 

All this is in accordance with many of the facts and teachings of 
the Bible, and these corroborate its truth. If it be true, that spirits for 
a greater or less time after their entrance into spirit-life are just as 
they were here, morally, and spiritually ; ·there should be no difficulty 
in believing that many of them, where they find subjects and condi
tions favorable to the gratification of their perverted inclinations and 
appetites, should gratify them. When we consider how depraved 
many mortals are, we should not wonder at some spirits being equally 
so. Here is an instance of human fiendishness, narrated by the Paris 
correspondent of the London .Daily News. In a letter from Paris 
dated Nov. 5, 1872 this writer says: 

"A trial has just taken place before the Court of Assiz:es, of the 
I.oiret, the details of which are worthy of occupying a conspicuous 
place, among the records of those causu c~Tebres, which are so familiar 
to readers of peculiarly French horrors. The tragedy which formed the 
subject of investigation, took place in May last at a small farm called 
Herbage, near Mareau-aux-Pres. The victim was a young woman of 
twenty-eight, and her murderers were her own parents. The atrocious 
circumstances, under which the crime was committed, are amply indi
cated in the following brief extract from the A de d'aa11salwn, which 
refers to the discovery of the body of Elizabeth Durand in a field, 
clo,;e to her own home. "This unfortunate young woman," it says, 
'' abandoned by her father, ill-treated by her step-mother, compelled 
to beg food during the greater portion of her existence, was the ~ic· 
tim of a crime unprecedented in its cruelty. Her stomach had been 
ripped up by a blunt instrument, and the intestines when the bodr 
was found, protruded through a gaping wound; the mouth was filled 
with earth and gravel ; the face, the neck, the breast, and shoulder;, 
were covered with wounds, and the murderers finding that they had 
not succeeded in dispatching their victim speedily enough, strangled 
her after having hacked her about in the most brutal and revolting 
manner. Under her feet which were tied together, a grave had been 
dng, into which the body was thrown after the crime had been perpe· 
trated." • 

Can there be any doubt as to the disposition, and leading inclina· 
tions of such wretches as these when they enter the other life, and 
provided they can then come into rapport with suitable organisms here 
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for th~.m to control, can there be any question as to the character of 
tlH! manifestations they would produce. 

Here is an extract from the San Francisco Weekly B11/ldin, of De
cember 20, 187z : "At Elco, last week, a poor inebriate named 
Chase, held his hands in the fire until they were burned off. He was 
taken to the county hospita:, where both arms were amputated be
low the elbow." The following from the Illdt-pmdent is Chase's ac
count of his strange hallucination : "I was sitting in my cabin, near 
the upper bridge across the Humboldt, before the fire, early in the 
morning of the IJth inst. when a man, or what seemed to be a man, 
came in and took a seat beside me by the fire. He then said to me ; 
" Those hands of yours belong to me, and I desire to burn them : you 
will please put them in the fire." Although the language was mild, 
the tone was that of an order, and though I was very loth to comply 
with the demand I had not the power to resist, and accordingly put 
them in the fire as directed. I held them in that position as long as 
I could; it was very painful at first ; then drew them out and dipped 
them in melted grease which I had in the cabin, then poked them in 
the fire again ; the stranger closely watching me all the time. I con
tinued the process of dipping my hands in oil, and putting them in 
the fire, until the fingers, and a portion of the hands, as you see, were 
consumed. At this juncture, the irresistible influence, exerted by the 
stranger before mentioned was withdrawn, together with the stranger 
himself, and I immediately desisted from further mutilation of my 
limbs." · 

This may be said to have been a case of delirium tremens, but 
there are none of the symptoms usually attendant upon this affection 
present, so far as I can perceive from the published account; and 
the appearance of something in the form of a man who ordered, 
and directed this proceeding, together with the audible speech of 
this apparition, point to its being a case of obsession by a degraded 
spirit ; the saturation of the system by alcohol, rendering the con
ditions favorable for the partial or complete control by spirits on 
this low plane. 

In September 187:z, South Boston, Mass. was much excited over a 
series of outrages, extraordinary in their character, which had been 
perpetrated upon the persons of several small boys, and at last a 
lad was arrested upon suspicion of being the perpetrator. His 
name was Jesse H. Pomeroy aged thirteen years, -and the charge 
against him was for having cut, wounded, and otherwise assaulted 
aix boys, ranging in age from five to eight years, at various times. 
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Pomeroy pleaded guilty, and was sentenced to the State Reformatory 
at Westboro. 

" One victim, a little fellow with his playmate, was persuaded to 
accompany Pomeroy to an old shed in a brick yard, when he 
pushed them into the shed and closed the door. He then ordered 
the Hayden boy to strip. The helpless half dumb child appealed 
to his tormentor in vain. The poor baby, for he is not much more; 
kissed his little hand to the wretch, as he is wont to do when be asks 
a favor from father or mother. "Strip ! " the boy said in a low 
fierce tone. "Strip at once or I'll kill you." The" child removed his 
clothes with trembling hands, convulsed the meantime with sup
pressed sobs. The boy with the white eye (Pomeroy) then took 
off the leathern belt which he wore around his waist. He stood 
upon the seat and lifted the child up to the rafter. With threats 
and curses he told the child to cross his wrists, and hang on the 
be::~.m. The helpless little fellow obeyed. The boy passed the belt 
once around the crossed wrists, then over the beam, and under the 
wrists, then braced it well up and buckled it. The child was hang· 
mg by his wrists, nearly three feet from the ground While th!s was 
going on the other boy was so horror-stricken, that despite the threats 
used to him by the boy in case he should move, he opened the door, 
and ran away unobserved by his jailor. As soon as Hayden was 
suspended, the boy took the slat of a fence aud standing well off, 
delivered a stinging blow upon his victim's back. The child groanl.J 
and writhed in agony. "If you cry, or make any noise or kick, I'll 
kill you," said the hoy, and blow after blow fell upon the chilo's 
body and limbs, without his daring to utter a moan. At length he 
seemed to be satiated with the child's agony. He untied his victim 
and let the bruised and bleeding carcase fall to the ground. 

"Get up sir and dress yourself," said the young \vretch. The 
poor child did so. ''Now sit down there and stop inside here all night 
If you move out I'll kill you." The boy then went out and closed 
the door. After sitting there for several hours, the child ventured 
to peep out, and finally seeing no one near dragged himself up !Je. 
tween the rows of bricks to Broadway where some one. saw him 
and led him home." 

The above description of his treatment of one of his victims take:t 
from one of the daily journals of September 28, 1872-after making 
due allowance for the sensational language of the reporter will suffice 
for :lil. 

\\'ben taken before the justice, Pomeroy showed no di~position 

· to deny his guilt. He confessed to all the crimes alleged against 
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him, and said that he was unable to say what induced him to com
mit them. The boy according to the testimony in court, bore a 
good character in the schools which he had attended, and in the 
n.:ighborhoods where he had resided, and his parents were respect-· 
able, quiet persons. 

After he had been placed in the Reformatory institution, a corre
spondent of one of the New York journals visited him, and the fol
lowing were his replies to the qnestions asked. 

" Do you like animals, horses, dogs, cats, pigeons, and such 
like?" 

(With energy.) "Yes Sir." 
" Did you ever torture any animals ? " 
"No sir." 
"W~t induced you to take those poor children to those lonely 

spots, and treat them as you did ? " 
"I don't know sir." 

" Did they ever do you any wrong; had you any spite against 
them?" 

"No sir." 
" Did the pain you saw them endure, give you pleasure ? " 
"No sir." 
" When you went home after torturing these children, and went 

to bed, how did you feel about it ? " 
" I felt wretched." 
" Were you in the habit of saying your prayers before going to 

bed?" 
"Yes sir." 
''Did you say them the nights after you had tortured the 

children?" 
"No sir." 
"Why didn't you?" 
" I knew I was wicked, and couldn't I couldn't sleep. I used 

to sit all night on the side of the bed." 
" Did you intend to commit these crimes when you left home ? " 
"No sir." 
" When you met a boy, the idea seized you at the moment?" 
"Yes sir," (hesitating as though he wished to say something 

more.) 
" Well, you were going to say something?" 
".-\fter I did it the first time, I resolved I would never do it ag:un. 

Every time I did it, I said to myself, I would never do it any more." 
Such revolting cruelties as these, ar~ generally attributed to nat-
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ural ferocity of character, or to insanity, but neither of these causes 
will explain this case, for ·with the exception of the perpetration of 
these crimes, the lad as before remarked, had a perfectly good record 
in school, and among his neighbors, and as to insanity, there was 
no indication of it, and no claim for it was made by his counsel on 
his trial. 

Had he been naturally cmel, he would have shown cruelty to 
animals, whereas if we can credit his answer, he was fond of them, 
and there was nothing brought out on his trial to invalidate the 
truth of his assertion, but on the contrary the testimony as to his 
character was all favorable-these special acts of cruelty alone 
excepted. 

To a believer in the possessions narrated in the Bible, there should 
be no difficulty in placing this case as one of obsession, or .posses
sion, by a dark spirit. Possession, does not imply that a spirit must 
necessarily take up its abode in a mortal body, but tlaa.t it shall 
have the power to control when it pleases, or when the conditions 
permit. The lad undoubtedly was mediumistic, and was influenced 
by some degraded spirit ; perhaps of some hag, like the one pre
viously mentioned in this chapter, who with her ·equally degTaded 
husband mutilated their miserable daughter. If these wretches 
could enjoy the infliction of savage torments upon their own off. 
spring, why not equally enjoy in the next life the intliction of similar 
torments--through an organism w1\ich they can control-upon in· 
nocent children, or other persons in this life ? 

Since writing the above, another dark chapter has been added to 
the record of this miserable boy's life. It seems, that Pomeroy's con· 
duct while in the R·~formatory, was so creditable, that the authorities 
released him after a confinement of something more than a year. In 
April 1874, the body of a child was found on the beach, in or near 
South Boston. The blood was flowing from several wounds on its 
breast and neck, ancl upon examination eighteen wounds in all were 
discovered. J t was ascertained that the victim was a little son of H. 
K. ,\1 ill in, aged four years, and upon young Pomeroy being taken into 
custody, he confessed to the perpetration of the murder. 

Anotlwr murder under very remarkable circumstances was com· 
mittetl in May 1873, near Catskill N. Y. The perpetrator was a 
young man by the name of Joseph Waltz, who was executed for the 
crime, and I will here give his confession as I find it in one of the 
public journals of that date. To any of my readers, who admit the 
truth of obsession by dark spirits, I think it will appear more reason· 
able to attribute the influence that prompted this apparently motiveless 
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deed, to such a source, than to temporary insanity, or to origioal de
pravity of the perpetrator. 
-" On the night of May 1, Harman Holcher, a scissors grinder of 

Albany, was murdered near this city. About the 15th ult. Joseph 
\Valt;~ was arrested, charged with the crime. He is a tall muscular 
youth of about 23 years. He has been indicted by the Grand Jury, 
and his trial has been set for the December term." While in confine
ment he made a confession, from which I extract the following : 

·"About the last of April, we were visited by an old friend of ours 
from Albany, who went about sometimes in the spring as a scissors
grinder. He was an honest upright man, respected by all who knew 
him. We gladly invited him on this evening to supper, and that he 
could pass the night with us. After supper, we had kept up a pleas
ant and delightful conversation with each other, as is usually the case 
with true friends that have not seen 'each other for a long time, and 
in this way was that evening passed. 

" We showed our friend to bed on a sofa, on which were placed 
some quilts and blankets for a covering. My parents then retired 
upstairs. I was now the only one up, and sat down by the table and 
read for about half an hour, when I felt sleepy and was about to 
enter my room, when suddenly I was aroused from all sleepiness by 
this strong sensation in my mind, to execute some uncommon or un
Jlatural, and inhuman juggle. The power was much stronger and 
more sudden than I had ever experienced before. I wanted to relieve 
myself of it, but I was utterly helpless. I began to become very hot, 
my ears were ringing and my heart beat very loud and quick for a 
short time, and the hair on my head seemed to be standing upright. 
All thi-; lasted hardly a minute when I began to become cool again and 
everything was very quiet. I took up a small Testament and began 
to read. I had scarcely finished the first verse, when some violent 
and electric force swept past my face. It was like a flash of light
ning, if it could have been directly before my eyes, and without any 
noise. I dropped my arm and book with a loud clap on the little ta
ble before me. I began to shake and tremble in every limb. Great 
fear seized me for a little while, after which everything seemed to run 
into my brains. I sat a few moments on my bed in great confusion. 
Then I went out of doors, lamp in hand, and searched for an axe or 
hatchet, and went back into my room. I could think of nothing but 
of striking some one on the head. I pressed my forehead against a 
pane of glass, thinking the sudden cold would have some effect in 
producing a different sensation, but all in vain. I turned down the 
lamp very low, took 'up the hatchet, and entered the room of my 
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friend, the scissors-grinder, who was sleeping soundly. I placed the 
lamp on the floor directly below his head. I then cautiously bent 
over him to see in what position his head lay. .I took the hatchet 
and raised it up to the height of_ the ceiling. 

"I was about to turn away and leave the man in peace, when I 
was again seized by the demon, and was forced to raise the hatchet 
and give the fatal blow, but it seemed as if the strength and force of 
the blow that I was about to implant on the head of. the peaceful 
sleeper, had all entered the handle of the hatchet. I withheld the 
blow, took up the lamp and hatchet, and went back to my own room, 
greatly troubled in mind and spirit. I was about to give a loud 
scream, but I had no strength for it. I sat there as helpless as a 
babe, when all at once a painful thrill or. sting pierced my heart and 
brains, and roused me up likt; a maniac. I took the lamp and 
hatchet up once more, and entered the room of the sleeping man, 
placing the lamp where I did before, and raising the hatchet quickly, 

· but my heart failed me. My forehead became wet with perspiration, 
and I stood there in delirium swinging the hatchet up and down above 
the head of the man, when at length I struck the man on the fore
head, but the blow seemed to have no force, as I dealt it. He 
breathed with a deep voice, and doubting of its fatality I struck him 
twice with the cutting part of the hatchet, not knowing for certain 
where I hit him, and sank fainting and senseless on the floor. When 
cor:sciousness returned and I beheld the dire scene, the mangled 
body, the pools of blood, and the awful thought of murder, I sank 
back again with a feeling of pain and horror. I then wanted to go 
off and cast my~;clf into a bottomless gulf, and bury myself out of sight 
of the world. 

"With these thoughts I walked back and forth in the rain in a very 
confused or deranged manner for some time, then with a fierce and 
energetic perception in mind and body I went to the dismal room, 
took up the corpse, carried it out and laid it down beside a low 
stone fence. I then wrapped the body in the blanket, and laid many 
small flat stones around it to conceal it, lisping a short prayer, and 
departed to the house .... 

"That night (the next) I began digging a grave in such a manner,. 
and on such a place, that it would be impos~ible to find it again. I 
carried the corpse to it on a wheelbarrow. Having laid it carefully 
in and wrapped it in the blankets, I knelt at the end of the·grave and 
prayed for an hour and a half to God, for the protection and ~epO$C 
of the soul of Ill}' friend, whom I had thus caused to leave this world. 
This being done, I covered up the remains of my friend in great sor-
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row, in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy 
Ghost, and proceeded to the house in a very broken-hearted condi
tion. I then locked ev.erything up in a trunk and went up to the 
barn again, took up the clothes and carried ·them down the lot and 
hid them. What I did then I do not know to this day, for the sun 
was shining, and I found myself sitting at the foot of the grave of my 
Jeparted friend." 

At another time the murderer said : "On May ut the scissors~ 

grinder came to our house. I was down in the lot. Mter supper 
father and mother went to bed. Holcher, the scissors-grinder went 
next, and I went to my room and opened my Testament. As I laid 
down on the bed an evil spirit came over me. I ,went out doors and 
got a hatchet. Holcher was asleep, and I set the lamp down on the 
floor. My conscience fought with all its might not to do the act, but 
the evil spirit was stronger. I took up the hatchet and struck 
Holcher on the head with the hammer parL He made. but little 
noise. I then struck him twice with the blade. He struggled a lit
tle, and then died." 

I belie~e it will be impossible to here detect any sufficient motive 
for the commission of this deed, nor was any motive whatever educed 
on the trial, but everything points to an influence, external to the 
wretched culprit himself-to a ";u overpowering his, and which led 
him in despite of his contrary inclinations and feelings, to murder his 
friend; against whom he entertained no ill-feeling whatever, and from 
whose death he had nothing to gain. · 

America is the Indian's native soil. Here he has been defrauded, 
insulted, and massacred. He is revengeful here, and for a while at 
least after entering spirit-life, he can be no less so. Are not many 
of these hitherto unaccountable murders, like that of the scissors
grinder and of the victims of Pomeroy, attributable to the instigation 
of the spirits of slain or starved Indians, who while hovering over their 
old homes, find mediumistic persons whom they can influence to the 
commission of crimes, which gratify their revengeful feelings upon the 
pale faces. I believe this to be the true explanation of very many of them. 

Some years since the term kleptomania, was first applied to that 
class o£ thefts where no conceivable motive can be assigned for their 
C0"11:-nto.ston. I knew of such a· case. A lady of one of the oldest . 
and most respectable families in New York, wealthy in her own right, 
with an indulgent husband and interesting family· of children, was 
addicted to this vice to such a degree, that her husband arranged 
with the shopkeepers whose stores she usually visited, to not appar
ently notice her abstractions of articles, but to send the bills to him 
for settlement. 
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In Lawrence, Mass., in 1871, a man by the name of Carrol Sanbnrn 
was arr~sted for burglary, who had always been an industrious me
chanic, working regularly up to the date of his capture, and had al· 
ways borne a good character. "He had not robbed for money," 
he said, " but for the pleasure of it. It was a mania which came over 
him at times, and which he could not shake off until he broke into 
some place." 
· While admitting that this vice may many times originate in some 
peculiarity of the mental or moral constitution of the person addicted 
to it, I yet think, after making due allowance for this origin, that 
there arc many other cases in ·which it is the direct result, of the irre· 
sistiblc influence of dark spirits upon organisms that are peculiarly·fa· 
vorable to this influence. 

In an article in the Bannn- of Liglzt, of May 21, 187o, written by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Brittan, that able and faithful expounder of 
Spirituali~m relates a number of instances of obsession by depraved 
spirits, which came under her notice during her extended experience, 
and they so well illustrate certain dark phases of spirit control, that I 
am induced to here copy from her account. She says: 

"On a certain occasion I visited a reform schqol, (in England) 
where the matron, although not a confirmed Spiritualist, was sufficiently 
disposed to the belief to receive me with much interest, and to con
sult with me from a spiritual point of view, on the different conditions 
of criminality that many of her unfortunate inmates displayed. !\Inch 
that she told me, convinced me beyond a shadow of doubt that a 
ce· tain proportion of the young people incarcerated in that place for 
crime, were in reality under the influence of obsessing evil spirits. 

" Take for example the following case. The matron summoned 
to my presence a little girl of about eight years of age, of whose con
dition she did not give me the least information. Three points of 
surprised interest were created in my mind by this child's appear. 
ance. The first, was to see a being of her tender years incarcerated 
in a reform school. The next, to find in an assumed criminal, one of 
the loveliest creatures my eyes had ever rested upon. Hair of sunny 
gold ; eyes of lustrous blue; exquisitely carved features; etc. com
plexion of dazzling clearness; completed a picture of a seraph, 
rather th:m a precocious criminal, and yet there she stood, this vision 
of infantine and almost celestial beauty, in the ghastly penetential pre
cincts of vice and infamy. The third feature of the interview how
ever, at once explained to my mind the cause of the hapless victim's 
presence in that place . 

. "Hy her side, and seemingly overshadowing her with her loathsome 
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and baleful atmosphere of grey mist, floated the spirit of a hag, whose 
hideous and repulsive form and features betokened the most irreclaim
able character of vice, sensuality and brutalism. She. grinned like a 
wild animal at me, perceiving instantly that I recognized her, and 
seemed to clutch at the golden head of the smiling child, as a beast 
of prey would do if he were about to be deprived of his food. 

" In the hideous portraitures of moral filth and deformity presented 
by the pens of Eugene Sue, or Victor Hugo, I have read of such hu
man animals as this spirit represented, but my mortal eyes had 
never before been seared by beholding such a creature. The appari
tion seemed to enclose as if in a foul grey mist, the beautiful child for 
the space of a few se<:onds, then flitted with a tremulous motion round 
her head, and gradually melted out, but though she had vanished from 
my sight, the memory of the loathsome spectre was too forcibly en
graved upon my mind to be easily forgotten, and it was some t~me 
before I could regain composure enough to speak, and inquire invol
untarily, ' In heaven's name, what is the matter with that child, and 
why is she here?' The matron, seeing I was surprised to see 1!. 

creature of such singular beauty and apparent innocence in such a 
place, replied by asking what I thought of her. Again my lips were 

. moved to exclaim without volition of my own 'I think she is pos
sessed by a fiend, and there is nothing horrible or disgusting which 
she is not compelled to do.' The matron changed color, and looked 
so evidently disturbed tliat I deeply regretted my unwary speech, 
and began to stammer forth an apology, when she interrupted me by 
saying : 'What you say is perfectly true, and l am only too painfully 
astonished at its justice.' Then hastily dismissing the child, she in
formed me that that angelic looking infant, with all the attributes of 
seeming gentleness, vivacity, quick wit, intelligence, remarkable rea
soning powers, and at times singularly affectionate nature, was yet 
guilty of the most unaccountable and wanton acts of cruelty and de
structiveness, but her special characteristic was a love of filth. She 
would delight in soiling her hands, face, clothes, or whole person, with 
any filth she could find. She would emulate the very pigs, my infor
nlant decl~red, by wallowing in the mire ; and the clothes, beds, and 
ever. food of herself and her companions, were not safe: from her 
detestable propensity to besmear them with offal. At times too, she 
would utter shocking oaths, profane and even obscene speeches, and 
this with no apparent consciousness of her atrocious conduct, for 
when overheard and rebuked by ·her elders, she would passionately 
deny that she had spoken the words attributed to her, and with show
ers of tears profess that she did not even know their meaning. Upon 
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inquiring how long these evil tendencies had manifested themselves, 
the matrpn replied, that up to the age of five years she had appeared 
to be as good, pure, and affectionate a child, as she was fair to look 
upon; but suddenly she had changed entirely. The revolting pro
pensities above named had become mpidly prominent, and after two 
years of vain effort on the part of her unhappy parents to correct her 
fiendish tricks, they had as a last resort placed her in the House of 
Correction, as the only alternative with a Lunatic Asylum. 

" The matron concluded her recital, by asking whether the same 
power which had enabled me to describe the afflicted child's propensities, 
could not be made available for her relief. Without directly answer· 
ing this appeal, I proceeded to describe the foul apparition I had 
seen enveloping her. As I did so, I confess the question arose in 
my mind as to whether that which I had seen was an individualized 
entity, or simply an image representative of a perverted nature, but 
my doubts upon this point were soon settled by my companion, who 
no sooner heard my descrip.tion of the hag, than she cried : 

"Good heavens, madam you delineate the face and form of a 
woman who was aunt to this unfortunate child, and who lived a most 
vicious and prof:l.ne life. Her chief aim was to entice young girls 
into the den of infamy, of which she was the proprietor, and where 
she perished in a fit of delirium tremens, only one week before this 
poor victim was seized with her first attack. Can there be any con· 
nection between the child's degraded condition, and the spirit influ
ence of her infamous relative?" I need scarcely inform my readers 
what my own conclusions were in the premises, nor that a mind so 
prepared to admit the hypothesis of spiritual possession as that of the 
worthy matron, readily shared my views, and promised to seek for, 
and adopt, the magnetic methods of treatment which I suggested. 

" It was about six years ago that I was called npon by a lady and 
gentleman of the highest repute and social standing, in the city of 
San Francisco, to advise with them on the condition of their only 
child, a young lady sixteen years old who had deliberately left the 
parental roof where she had been cherished with the fondest affection, 
and allowed the indulgence of e\·ery fancy to which wealth could ad
minister, to seck the shelter of a house of ill-fame. There she repre
s.!nted that she had been driven from home because her parents 
wouhl not allow her propc;· food, or sufficient clothing. At the 
solicitation of her distracted mother I visited this unfortunate young 
person, and found her s:1nc, intelligent, courteous, and amiable, until 
I mentioned the names of her parents and urg•·rl their wish that she 
should return to their protection. Upon the utterance of this plea, I 
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was horror-struck and confounded to hear her voice change and a 
string of horrible oaths poured forth in a hoarse tone, accompan
ied with declarations that her parents had starved her, kept her im
priso~ed and naked, and even attempted to take her life by poison. 
Whilst the transfigured victim was gasping forth these dreadful and 
utterly false rhapsodies, I plainly perceived the spirit of a handsome 
but very sensual looking man, apparently in the act of magnetizing 
her head. I said to her, firmly but kindly: "You are not speaking 
from yourself, but uttering the words of the licentious and wicked man 
\'lrho has held you in control for thi! last six months." I then went on 
to de£cribe the spirit I perceived, and again warned the girl that she was 
simply doing the bidding of a fiend. As I proceeded she melted into 
tears, sobbed passionately, acknowledged that she knew who the 
spirit was, and lamented bitterly that he was taken from her. 
Ultimately she promised me faithfully that she would return to her 
parents that night, though all my entreaties could not prevail upon 
her to accompany me. Indeed I scarcely expected she would, for I 
saw the spirit of her evil guardian crouching down before the door,. 
and though I knew she could be saved by being demagnetized, I did. 
not feel myself possessed of the requisite power to disenthral her .. 

" I ultimately learned that the spirit I had seen was that of a. 
physician, who had been called to attend the young lady in a serious 
fit of sickness, about a twelvemonth ago. This man was a libertine 
of profane habits, and totally devoid of all moral principle. He· 
cured his victim of her physical disabilities, but implanted in their 
stead the foul impression of the ruthless seducer. Being a married. 
man, he was unable to offer compensation for the dishonor he had: 
wrought, but after obtaining entire hold upon the unfortunate girl's . 
affections, he died suddenly, and it was shortly after his decease that 
the shocking propensities became manifest, which ended in her · 
deliberately choosing the life of shame in which I found her. I may 
here add, that this wretched girl had been withdrawn from her puJ?lic· 
life, and taken under the protection of a man or wealth, calling 
himself sane, and a gentleman. Could that libertine have but under
stood, that he was as!i()ciating with the obsessed victim of a demon, 
he would not have had much cause to felicitate himself on his
disgraceful companionship. At my suggestion he was advised of the 
facts of the case, but being a professed materialist he simply laughed 
the history to scorn, and as no magnetic treatment was resorted to 
to restore the sufferer to her right mind, the living sensualist con
tinued to become the medium for a spirit of his own revolting stamp." 

Functional derangement, or primary disease of the brain, or over-
22 
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powering temptation, no doubt sufficiently explain many cases in 
which persons who have until certain periods of their lives borne 
irreproachable characters, and whom their most "intimate friends 
have considered as morally and virtuously correct, have yet of a 
sudden, without passing through the usual gradations of vice, entered 
upon a depraved course, and all efforts to reclaim them have failed 
of success. But there art! other cases to which neither of these 
explanations apply. 

Every person of mature age must have observed at some time 
one or more instances like the above, and I remember one striking 
instance. A friend whom I valued highly for his integrity of charac
ter, died, leaving a family. Ont! son when about eighteen years of 
age entered a commertial house, where from his previous unexcep
tionable character, his connections and acquirements, he was re
garded as a valuable assistant. The social influences surrounding 
him were calculated to strengthen his best impulses, and his future 
seemed bright and promising. 

Occupying such a position, with such surroundings and prospects, 
the temptations to which he was exposed were apparently reduced 
to the minimum, yet suddenly he sank to low companionship; to 
frequenting the lowest dance-houses ; and within four months from 
the time he look the first downward step, he could at all times be 
found in the lowest drinking cellars, frequented by the very scum of 
the population, and when attempts were made as they repeatedly 
were, to rescue him by withdrawing him from his haunts, he would 
at the first opportunity return to the vile dens, where ultimately he 
was aL:lTldoned to his fate. 

Instances are of frequent occurrence where men have passed 
their youth, and have advanced to middle age ~ithout a blemish 
upon their characters,-who have never manifested the least ten· 
dency to vice, and yet who like the subject of the above sketch, hal'e 
suddenly plunged into its very depths, as if there, was their nat· 
ural resting place. Temptation, as just remarked accounts for 
some of these cases; functional dc:rangement, and organic disease 
of the brain, accounts for others; but there remains a large class 
unaccounted for, and these Spiritualism explains by attributing 
them to the malign influence of undeveloped spirits. 

The fabulous vampire is not altogether mythical. It is simply 
an exaggeration; as we now know that necessitous spirits do draw 
from mortals under favorable circumstances, the elements of theii 
life; and it is ea~y to conceive that the effects upon the Yictiws 
may in some instances, be ultimately if not immediately fatal 
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Dr. Bardili had charge of a woman, who was possessed by a dark 
spirit. His account is quoted by Mrs. Crowe, in her Niglzl Side of 
Nature, p. 448. It is worthy the attention of the reader, as are 
other cases she relates. 

John Wesley fully believed in the agency of spirits through obses
sion and posses'sion. In Soullu.f.s of Life of JVuley, vol. :z, p. 86, 
his words are quoted, where he says : " He believed in the ministry 
of both good and evil angels." "And certainly," said he, "it is as 
easy for a spirit .to speak to our heart, as for a man to speak to our 
ears." His notions of diabolical agency went further than this; 
he imputed to it many of the accidents and discomforts of life, 
disease, bodily hurts, storms and earthquakes, and nightmare; he 
believed that epilepsy was often or always, the effect of possession, 
and that most madmen were demoniacs. 

That some of the accidents, and many of the discomforts of life, 'f. 
and sometimes diseases, are produced through the agency of un- / '
friendly or ignorant spirits, I have no doubt ; and that many cases 
oi supposed epilepsy, are the effect of possession, I have if possible 
even less doubt; and so far adopt Wesley's ideas. On page 259 
of same volume, Note xiv. \Vesley's words as there reported, are: 
" \'r"ben they are not permitted to take away life, they may inflict 
various diseases, and many of these which we may judge to be nat-
ural, are unduubtedly diabolical. I believe this is frequently th~ 

case with lunatics. It is observable that many of those mentioned 
in Scripture, who are called lunatics by one of the Evangelists, are 
termed demoniacs by another. One of the most eminent physicians 
I ever knew, particularly in cases of insanity; the late Dr. Deacon ; 
was clearly of opinion that this was the case with many, if not with 
most lunatics.'' · 

In his Journal, under date of October, 27, 1739, we find the 
following : " I was sent for to Kingswood again, to one of those 
who had been so ill before. A violent rain began just as I set out. 
Just at that time the woman (then three miles off) cried out : 'Yon
der comes Wesley, galloping as fast he can.' When I was come 
she burst into a horrid laughter, and said 'No power! no power! 
no faith ! no faith! She is mine ; her soul is mine. I have her, 
and will not let her go.' We begged to God to increase our faith. 
Meanwhile her pangs increased more and more, so that one would 
have imagined by the violence of the throes, her body must have 
been shattered to pieces. One who was clearly convinced this was 
no natural disorder, said; ' I think Satan is let loose. I fear he 
wi.ll not step here.' And added ' I command thee in the name of 
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the Lord Jesus, to tell if thou hast commission to torment any other 
soul.' It was immediately answered, 'I have L-y C--r, . 
and S --h J--s.' We betook ourselves to prayer again, and ' 
ceased not till she began with a clear voice, and composed cheerful 
look to sing, ' Praise God, from whom all blessings flow.' The 
reader must be told that L--y C--r and ~ J--s lived 
at ~ome distance, and at the time were in perfect health. Tpe day 
after, they were affected in the same way as the poor creature just 
delivered." Wesley writes: "October 28th I called at Mrs. J--s 
in Kingswood. L--y C--r and S-h J--s were there. 
It was scarce a quarter of an hour, before the former fell into a 
strange agony, and presently after the latter. The violent convul
sions all over their bodies were such as words cannot describe. 
Their cries and groans were too horrid to be borne, till one of them 
in a tone not to be expressed, said : 'Where is your faith now? 
Come go to prayers. I will pray with you.' We took the advice, 
and poured out our souls before God, till L--y C--r's agonies 
so increased, that it seemed she was in the pangs of death. But in 
a moment she spoke, and both her body and soul were healed We 
continued in prayer till past midnight, when S--h J----5' t•oict 
1otu also changed, and she began to call upon God. This she did 
for the greatest part of the night." 

Tyenuan, from whose Life of Wesley, vol. 1, p. 262; these extracts 
are taken ; observes in relation to these occurrences : " These are 
strange and mysterious facts. . • . What shall be said concerning 
them. For a hundred and thirty years they have been sneered at 
by Wesley's enemies, and have also puzzled Wesley's friends." And 
1 would add, that it is not Wesley's enemies alone that sneer at 
them to day. 

1\fr. Owen, in his Debatable Land, pp. 523-4, relates two cases of 
insanity that were cured by the patients communing with their spirit 
friends, through mediums. Roth these cases came under his personal 
observation, and one of them is so interesting that I will here copy 
his account of it. He says : 

"The other lady is personally known to me, though I am not at 
liberty to give her name. I knew her when her husband was alive, 
and her devotion to him was such that I shared the fears which J 
sometimes heard expressed by other friends of hers, that if she lost 
him the consequences might be fatal. To her despair, he enlisted 
when the war was at its height, reached the rank of Major, and died 
in a New .Orleans hospital. 

" When the news no longer to be withheld was fina!Iy broken to 
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her, it pro<luced a fit of frenzy, and for weeks she was drifting into 
hopeless insanity. She had never been a Spiritualist ; indeed she usu
ally as I well remember had treated the subject with ridicule ; but a 
sister, visiting a medium in hopes of getting something for herself, 
received instead a message to the disconsolate widow. It was re
peated to her, and it was the first thing that roused her out of brood
ing despair. She went herself to the medium, received numerous 
messages embodying incontrovertible tests of identity, brightened 
<by by day, and when I met her many months afterwards she had 
regained all her cheerfulness, and told me that she felt as if K-
(his pet name) were living and conversing with her still." 

" All my familiars watched for my halting, saying; Peradventure he will be enticed, 
and we shall prevail against him, and we shall take our reveoge."-Jer. xx-ro. 

The writer of the above had a clear apprcciatioo of the unpleasant 
fact, that spirits do sometimes avenge themselves upon mortals for 
offences or injuries committed here, and I believe we can go further, 
and say that they sometimes avenge insults or injuries to their mortal 
friends, upon the perpetrators in this life. 

A spirit who gave the name of Thomas Fuller, speaking through 
Mrs. Conant, said : " I will say to them (his friends) that they could 
have no greater misfortune than to have an enemy in the spirit land, 
for that enemy would be cap;ble of injuring them in so many ways, X 
physically, spiritually, and materially. He could not only rob them 
of their health ; but could rob them of their wealth ; could rob them 
of their friends; could rob them.of their good names; could rob them 
of all that makes thi3 life desirable. Therefore see to it all of you, 
that you have no enemies in the land of souls. They who are capable 
of being at enmity with any other soul, it matters not whether they are 
in the spirit land or here ; are not to be trusted ; and there are so 
many opportunities in the spirit-land by which the spirits can return 
here, and exercise evil influences upon those they have a dislike to, 
that it is worth your while, all of you, to see to it that you have no 
enemies in the spirit-land. That wise saying, 'You should not let 
the s~m go down upon your wrath,' meaning, that ere the sun goes 
down you should be at peace with all other souls, ought to be engraved 
on the tablets of every human memory. If you have enemies, don't lel 
them go out of this life without making them your friends, for I assure 
you if you do it will be the wocse for you. 

" I could point out, if I were called upon to do it, and the necessity 
of the case demanded it, very many among my own friends here in 
this city, who are suffering at this present time in consequence of the 
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action of these enemies in spirit-life upon them. Some of them make 
lossc:s in business, some of them have lost their he::Uth, some of them 
have lost their friends by death, and a variety of what are termed 
the ills oflife have come upon them, by and through this one open door. 
Shut it then. Lock it, and keep it locked with the golden key of love. 
It is the only safe way." 

Another spirit through the same medium, said : " The good or ill 
opinion of one disembodied spirit, is of vastly more consequence than 
of many here in the body." 

If this be tme-and spirits whom I have found to be reliable, have 
invariably corroborated it-it is a negative but forcible endorsement 
of the command, to "Love one another," and is equally important 
for nations as for individuals, to carefully consider. The late Thiers 
government in France made a great mistake in executing thousands 
of communists, as -their power to work mischief though unseen, 
is now far greater than before, and time will confinit this condem
nation of the error. And further, every man who destroys his enemy, 
takes the risk of increasing his power for mischief, and every public 
execution places the murderer in a position where fle perhaps may be 
able to increase the catalogue of his crimes on earth, whereas if he 
were imprisoned, repentance, or at least time for his passions to sub
side, would render his delayed entrancejnto spirit.life of less import
ance to others here, and far better for himself. 

The power of dark spirits to tempt or obsess and control certain 
mortals, is as disagreeable a truth to all considerate Spiritualists, as it 
c:m be to others, but as we did not frame our creed, nor establish our 
belief in Council, we accept the evil with the good-the repulsive with 
the attractive and beautiful truths of Spiritualism, and present thc1n 
as we find them. There is this to be considered by all who feel in
clined to look less favorably upon this philosophy since readin3 this 
Chapter, which is, that they are in no more· danger from degraded 
spirits now than they were before, and truth is n0 less nor more tntth 
now than it was then. 

Christ was tempted and brought into relations with evil spirits. 
The same with the apostles. If Spiritualism should be avoided, because 
its belief and practices occasionally bring us into relations with dark 
spirits, then Christ and his apostles were guilty of evil practices. 
We arc taught that Christians are not exempt from the visitations 
and temptations of Satan. The sin is not in being tempted, but in 
yielding to temptation. If we are beset by Satan -otherwise evil 
spirits-we also have the Divine Spirit to support, strengthen, and pro
tect us, in e\·ery pure and holy aspiration, in every good work. 
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Bright and good angels, the ministers of God, are ever ready to draw 
nigh and counsel and protect those who seek with virtuous and 
elevated motives, the Divine assistance through them; while on the 
other hand, those who seek the companionship of earth bound spirits, 
,.,.;n never fail in drawing them to tht:ir pre5ence. The influences we 
gather around us are of a nature in harmony with our own, and when 
the seeker is actuated by proper motives, and a firm will to do right, 
dark, gross spirits soon find his moral atmosphere uncomfortable and 
repelling, and seek more congenial companionship. 



CHAPTER XX. 

WITCHCRAFT AND SORCERY. 

"AND when they shall say unto you : Seek unto them that have familiar spirits. 
and unto wizards that peep and mutter. Should not a people seek unto their God 
for the li"ing, to the dead. 

"To the law and to the testimony ; if they speak not according to this word. it 
is because there is no light in them."-lsaiah viii-19, 20. 

I T is difficult for us in this nineteenth century, to conceive the ig
norance, and I may add degradation, of the masses of the ancient 

Hebrew nation, and of most contemporary nations. 
A few men, chiefly priests, were the repositories of all the learning, 

and even a knowledge of reading and writing was confined to the 
comparatively few, of rank or education, priests, and professional 
scribes. Books, were to the mass of the people unknown, anrl the 
teachings of the priests were confined mostly to matters of religion, 
so th;1t what meagre general knowledge they possessed, was nearly all 
derived from tradition, observation, and experience ; and as their tra
ditions desccmled to them through minds of ancestors as darkened as 
their own, little correct or useful knowledge was thus derived: their 
field of observation being exceedingly limited, they gathered little from 
this source; and their experience was not associated with· cultivated 
faculties, which could turn to account the occurrences that marked it. 

Of female education we have no mention in the Scriptures, and 
where the great mass of .males received none ; unless the little im
parted by the priests upon religious subjects may be termed education; 
we can only conclude that the females-the mothers of successive 
generations-were necessarily steeped in even greater ignorance than 
the men. 

Everything beyond their comprehension they attributed to the agency 
of unseen powers, acting either directly, or through the means of sor
cery, magic, or witchcraft. It is the same to-day with their successors 
in Judea. Mark Twain, who notwithstanding his reputation as a hu
morist is a close observer and clear narrator, says, in his account of 
his travels in the Holy Land : " As soon as the tribe found out that 
we had a doctor in our party, they began to flock in from all quarters. 
Dr. B--, in the charity of his nature, had taken a child from a wo
man who sat ncar by, and put so:11e sort of a wash upon its diseased 
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eyes. That woman went off and started the whole nation, and it was 
a sight to see them swarm. The lame, the halt, the blind, the leprous ; 
all the distemvers that are bred of indolence, dirt, and iniquity, were 
_rcvresentcd in the congress in .ten minutes, and still they came. 
Every woman that had a sick baby brought it along, and every woman 
that hadn't, borrowed one. What reverent, and what worshipping 
looks, ther bent upon that dread mysterious power, the Doctor. They 
watched him take his phials out ; they watched him measure the par
ticles of white powder ; they watched him add drovs of one precious 
liquid, and drops of another; they lost not the slightest movement; 
their ercs were riveted upon him with a fascination, that nothing 
could distract. I believe they thought he was gifted like a god." 

Can we suppose that the people who inhabited this country from 
two to three thousand years ago, were less ignorant, and superstitious. 
The Rev. Dr. Lord, in a lecture delivered in San Francisco, in Sep
tember, 1873, said of the ancient Israelites; that they were "a na
tion of slaves; ignorant, sensual, superstitious, idolatrous, degraded.'' 
And one who is better· authority, even than Dr. Lord ; Moses himself, 
said of them, "They are a nation void of counsel (or reason) neither 
is there any understanding in them." Deut. xxxii-28. 

This same disposition to attribute all that is not ,understood to an 
unseen power, prevails now as it always has prevailed throughout the 
East. The Rev. Mr. Sheshadri, a converted Brahmin, in his address 
before the Evangelical Alliance in New York, in z873, said of this 
tendency in Modern India, "Rev •. Dr. Wilson, a missionary to India, 
let me inform you was regarded as a great sorcerer in our country, 
for the number of people whom he succeeded in leading to Christ.'' 

Ignorance and childish credulity, prevailed then as now in those 
countries, and superstition had unlimited sway over the minds of nearly 
all ; even of the so-called edurated. · They were not only utterly igno
rant of any rational theory of pneumatalogy, but they were equally so 
of any of the prinCiples and laws upon which a theory could be based. 
To them, the spiritual world was literally a lura incognita. 

The only consistent ideas that can be gathered from the study of 
the history of the Israelites, as recorded in the Old Testament, in ?\ 
relation to their belief in a God and his means of moral government, 
are, that they believed in a personal God whose habitation was in the 
heavens, and who was surrounded by angels, these either having al
ways existed, or having been created by an act of His will, and some 
of whom were ministers to execute his commands, both in Heaven and 
on earth. Somewhere below the surface of the earth-subterranean 
-was the abode of ev_il spirits, who also were under the direct gov-
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ernment of God, and some of these also were at times used as instru- · 
ments by Him to accomplish his purposes in punishing and afflicting 
mankind. 

Connected with their history vecy little is said of a future state ; 
that little indicates the po;session by a very few of some general con
ceptions that another life succeeds this, but as to the character and 
conditions of that life, we fail to discover any direct allusions to tbem, 
and a strict search does not result in the accumulation of sufficient 
knowledge, upon which to found a reasonable hypothesis of their be
lief in this respect. Henry Wa.rd &echer, in his twelfth lecture before 
the students of Yale Theological School, in New Haven, March 19, 
1874. thus speaks of the absence of any definit.e ideas of immortality 
among the ancient Jews. 

" Every one who reflects for a. moment, will be struck with the fact, 
that this (immortality) is a truth which never made its appearance in 
the Old Testament. It would be wrong to say that the doctrine of 
immortality was not understood by the old Jews. We can scarcely 
conceive of experiences such as David and other saints of old had, in 
respect to Jehovah, of enthusiasm, love and soul-prostration, such as 
they had in connection with the idea of Divinity, infinite and eternal, 
that did not carry with it morally, and in some way also inferentially, 
the doctrine of continued existence on the part of God's people, but in 
the Old Testament, so far =-lS I know, never in a single instance is it 
more than hinted at, or even then used other than simply as a record 
of soul-experience. Not once is it there spoken of as a dynamical 
force ; not once as a force in the realm of emotion. It does not 
clearly appear in the Old Testament in any way. It comes out in the 
later experiences of the Psalmist, and the prophets, but nowhere as a 
cogent motive and persuasion to good, nor .a dissuasion from evil. I 
do not remember a single instance, in which continued existence is 
there made use of as a motive. Still less do I know of an instance 
in the Old Testament, where the future penalties· of ill-desert, and 
misconduct, and the rewards of right conduct, are distinctly employed 
as· an argument in favor of right Jiving. That is a fact that bears in 
a great many different directions, which I shall not at all pursue." 

The moral pb.ne upon which the great majority of the Hebrews then 
existed must have been low indeed, and their ignorance gross, when 
their minds had not risen ·to the conception of the future as a definite 
state of existence. We find that all the promises held forth as incen
tives to a virtuous life, relate to temporal blessing5 and benefits, amongst 
which are conspicuous, long life, and the accumulation of riches, and 
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rarely, or never indeed are the prospects of rewards in another life pre
sented as incentives to the practice of virtue here. 

With such an insufficient basis upon which to erect and sustain a 
reasonable religious belief, it is not surprising that they were con
stantly drawn into the idolatrous practices of neighboring nations, and 
we find that large portions of their history relate to their relapses into 
and reclamations from idolatry. Exodus, Leviticus, and Deuter
onomy furnish many proofs of these backslidings, and 1st and :td 
Chronicles like 1st and zd Kings, are filled with accounts of their 
heathenish practices, and worship of idols. 

Upon their demand Aaron made them a molten calf: 
" And they rose up early on the morrow and offered burnt offerings, and 

brought peace offerings, and the people sat down to eat, and to drink, and rose up 
to play. "-Ex. xxxii-6. 

Tht: original, here translated "to play" according to Dr. Adam Clarke, 
is to " commit fornication '' and this rendering of the phrase, is sup
ported by the fact, of their being naked, as it is said they were in the 
25th verse of the same Chapter. 

Probably this practice as associated with idolatrous worship, was 
adopted from the Egyptians, who at some of their popular festivals 
indulged their sensual passions even in the temples. Amongst the 
Egyptians, as with the Grecians, both men and women consecrated 
themselves to the service of idols. Strabo viii. p. 3 78, says : "There 
were more than a thousand females attached to the temple of Aphro
dite, at Corinth." And Juv. vi-489, asserts, that "Egyptian prosti
tutes consecrated themselves to Isis." They were associated with 
the performance of sacred rites. 

" And they shall DO more offer their sacrilices tmto devils, aftu whom they have 
gone a whoring."-I.AY. xvii-7. 

• • They sacrificed llllto devils, not to God ; to gods whom they knew not."
Deut. xxxii-17. 

Another phase of their heathenish practices is here depicted : 
" And they cried aloud, and cut themselves after their manner with knives and 

lancets, till the blood gushed out upon them. "-1. Kings, xviii-zS. 

1 t is said of Hezekiah that 
" He removed the high places, and brake the images, and cut down the groves, 

and brake in pieces the brazen serpent that Moses had made; for unt11 th11se days 
tile children of Israel did 6urn incense to it.-11 Kings, xviii-+ 

And not only did the people thus transgress, but even the chief 
priests with them polluted the temple, like the heathen then did, and 
do now. 

" ?tloreover all the chief of the priests, and the people lr:II1S£Tessed very mach 
after all the abominations of the heathen, and jllll/uted the Muse of the LArd which 
He had hallowed in Jerusalem. "-II Chroo. :uxvi-14-
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Whal is here meant by polluting the house of the Lord "after all the 
abominations of the heathen" .will be shown elsewhere in this chapter, 
by reference to practices now prevailing in the temples in India. 

To these degraded practices of the Israelites, is to be added the 
sacrifice-at certain periods in their history--of human beings. We 
find in Lev. xxvii-28, 29, a direct reference to and provision for this 
practice, for which as for many other objectionable command:;, the 
sanction of Jehovah is claimed.-It is there said: 

"Notwithstanding, no devoted thing that a man shall devote unto the Lord of 
all that he hath, 6oth of man and beast, and of the field of his possession, shall be 
soiJ or redeemed. Every devoted thing is most holy unto the Lord. Non~ de· 
voted which shall he devoted of men, shall be redeemed, but s.luJ/1 sur~/y 6e put lo 
death."-See also Numb. xviii-14. 

We also find them offering human sacrifices to false gods--other· 
wise to spirits : 

"!'or the children of Judah have done evil in my sight saith the Lord; thq 
have set their abominations in the house which is called by my name, to pollute it. 
And they have built the high places of Tophet, which is in the valley of the soo of 
Hinnon, to burn their sons and their daughters in the tire, which I commanded 
them not, neither came it into my heart."-Jer. vii-30, 31. See also Ps. cvi-
37• 38 and Jer. xix-s. 

That this practice was not always displeasing to the Jehovah of the 
Jews, when the sacrifice was made to him, is not only evident from 
the p::~.ssages in Leviticus and Numbers just quoted, but also from the 
sacrifice of his daughter by Jephtha. It was the general belief of those 
times with most Pagan nations, that their gods or tutelary divinities 
demanded the sacrifice of human beings, and we find the Israelites 
constantly tending towards the same belief, as to the demands of 
their Deity. Ancient history fully substantiates this fact as to the 
Pagans, and for a condenseJ account of these practices by them. I 
would refer the reader to William Howitt's " History of the Supernat
ural," vol. i. p. 266. 

We cannot in our day, as I before remarked, realize the debase· 
ment of the ancient Israelites, nor of the people that surrounded them. 
Even after the destruction of Sodom, from which Lot's family was res
cued by an angel, on account of their possessing some remnants of 
virtue, we find this famiiy indulging in gross debauchery, and the ac
count of their proceedings is not marked with any withering condern· 
nation of their sins, as we should suppose would be proper and neces
sary. The Israelites waged savage w:.1.rs upon neighboring nations, with 
no motive but that of gain, ancl the gratitication of their lust for blood 
and devastation. "The Hebrews," saitl 1\!r. Beecher, "were a war· 
like people. Their prophets thought war to be the favorite pastime 
of the gods." 
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This being the moral and intellectual condition of the Israelites, 
and the spirits-or gods-who then communicated, being often idola
trous, and the great majority of them quite as ignorant as most of the 
Israelites then living, the information and advice received were gen
erally erroneous and pernicious, the same as is the case now, when 
ignorant and depraved spirits communicate with mortals on the same 
planes. The stream was polluted equally at its source and at its ter
mination. If we now generally communicated with low, ignorant 
spirits, spirit intercourse would be a curse instead of a blessing ; but 
the intelligence of this age has wonderfully increased above the igno
rance and semi-barbarism of that age, and the character of spirit in
tercourse generally is of a far higher order than then ; as much higher 
as our civilization is superior to theirs. This improvement in its 
character proceeds as much from the increased intelligence of the 
mortals consulting, as from the superior knowledge and character of 
the spirits communicating, for the law of affinity determine6, that as a 
rule intelligent questioners on this side, shall attract those spirits on 
the other who can and will furnish them with intelligent answers. 
The pure air of heaven; the crystal stream ; the gloriOU$ sunlight ; 
cleanliness and purity ; are always sought by the good and the true ; 
while the impure atmosphere ; the slum ; and the subterranean re
cess, are as naturally attractive to others. 

Superstition is the child of wonder and fear ; nourished in the lap 
of ignorance. Like all ignorant people, the Israelites had a dread of 
apparitions and of all occurrences and phenomena for which they 
were unable to account, so that when a spirit manifested they at 
once attributed the cause, either to some special design of Jehovah 
on the one hand, or of the gods of the heathen or other diabolical 
agencies on the other. Without the direct action or authorization of 
one of these agencies, they could not conceive it possible for any 
spirit to manifest to or communicate with mortals, and they were ut· 
terly incompetent to discriminate between what proceeded from spir-
its of light, and spirits of darkness. • 

. The practices of witchcraft and sorcery-which were only de. 
graded forms of spirit intercourse in ancient times-were generally 
associated with vile and Godless ceremonies, in which evil spirits 
were often expressly invoked, with blasphemous words and rites. 
The objects to be obtained, were solely of a selfish, oftentimes. of a 
criminal character, and exactly calculated to attract mischievous and 
depraved spirits. The whole atmosphere of these proceedings, was 
stagnant with impurity, and spirits in any considerable degree ad
~ranced, could not exist within its limits. 
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That these practices were associated with idolatrous abominations, 
is evident from many passages, as in II. Kings, xxiii-24. where we are 
told, that 

"Moreover the workers with familiar spirits, and the wizards, aDd the images, 
and the idois, and all the abominations that were spied in the laDd of Judah, aod 
in Jerusalem, did Josiah put away.i• 

As idolatry was the besetting sin of the Israelites, partly from the 
promptings of their own depraved natures, partly from their association 
with the idolatrous nations around them, and then again from the 
temptations of spirits from these nations, so the spirit~ drawn to them 
through their sorceries, were of like tendencies and inclinations, and 
witchcraft was necessarily a support to idolatry. 

Sir .Walter Scott in his .Dtmonology and Witdu1'aft, p. 54. says: 
"In another passage, the practices of those persons tenned witches 
in the Holy Scriptures, are again alluded to, and again it is made 
manifest that the sorcery or witchcraft of the Old Testame-nt, resolves 
itself into a trafficking with idols, and asking counsel of false deities, 
in other words into idolatry, which notwithstanding repeated prohibi
tions, examples and judgments, was still the prevailing crime of the 
Israelites." 

In Ezek. xiii-17 to 2 I, is found a reference to practices, ~imilar in 
character if not in detail, to those prevailing among the witches of 
modern times. It is there said : 

" Likewise thou son or man, set thy face against the daughters of thy people, 
which prophesy out or their own heart, and prophesy thou against them. And say i· 
thus saith the Lord God: \Voe to the women that uw pillows to all armJ..,iu, 
ami mtzde k.·rchirfs up1m the head of rocry stature to hunt squ/s, \Viii ye hunt 
the soul> of my people, ancl will ye save the soul~ alive that come unto you. And 
will yc pollute me among my people for handfuls or barley, nnd for pioo:s of 
hrcad, to slay the souls that should not die, and to save the souls alive that sho~J,) 

not live, by your lying to my people, that hear your lies. \Vherefore thus s:tith the 
Lon! {io<l; Behold I am against your pillows wherewith ye there hunt the souls, 
to make them fly, an<l I will tear them from your arms, and will let the •ouls go, 
even the >Ou!s that ye hunt to make them fty. Your kerchiefs also will I tear, :md 
deliver my people out of your band, and they shall be no more in your harul to bt 
hunted." 

There can be no question, that these passages refer to certain 
superstitious and diabolical practices then prevailing, in which human 
life was sought through the exercise of witchcraft and sorcery, just as 
in the seventeenth century some few out of the many accused, then 
sought mischief by making images representing their intended victims, 
out of handkerchiefs, c!J.y, and other substances, and piercing thennr,·itb 
pins and sticks, supposing the persons whom these images represent· 
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ed, would be afflicted and destroyed. It is in view of and belief in 
such results, that the prophet says : 

"Surely there is no enchantment against Jacob, neither is there any divination 
against Israel. "-Num. xxiii-:ZJ. 

And not alone in such indirect ways was life sought, but the very 
name " witch," in the original Hebrew signifies, poisoner ; and this 
character was then attached to what is now generally understood by 
the term witch-at least, so many Hebrew scholars maintain, and 
Sir Walter Scott on this question says: "But in the law of Moses, 
dictated by the Divinity himself, was announced a text which as in
terpreted literally, having been inserted into the criminal code of all 
Christian nations, has occasioned much cruelty and bloodshed, either 
from its tenor being misunderstood, or that being exclusively calcu
lated for the Israelites, it made part of the judicial Mosaic dispen
sation, and was abrogated like the greater part of that law, by the 
more benign and clement dispensation of the Gospel. 

" The text alluded to, is that verse of the twenty-second chapter of 
Exodus, bearing : ' Men shall not suffer a witch to live.' 

"Many learned men have affirmed, that in this remarkable passage, the 
Hebrew word Chasapk means nothing more than poisoner. Although 
like the word vmtji<us, by which it is rendered in the Latin version of 
the Septuagint, other learned men contend that it hath the meaning 
of a witch also, and may be understood as · denoting a person who 
pretended to hurt his or her neighbors, in life, limb, or goods, either 
by noxious potions; by charms; or similar mystical means. In this 
p:uticular, the witches of Scripture had probably some resemblance to 
those of ancient Europe, who, although their skill and power might 
be safely despised, so long as they confined themselves to their 
charms and spells, were very apt to eke out their capacity of mischief 
by the use of actual poison, so that the epithets of sorceress, and 
poisoner, were almost synonymous." -.D~m. and Wz!Chcrajt, p. 5 I. 

Again on page 65 of the same work, he says in reference to 
witches: "What has been translated by that word, seems little more 
than the art of a medicator of poisons, combined with that of a 
pythoness, or false prophetess, a crime however of a capital nature 
by the Levitical law, since in the first capacity it implied great 
enmity to mankind, and in the second, direct treason to the Divine 
Legislator." 

And not only was witchcraft, as it then existed, dangeroi}S to ob
noxious individuals through the deadly means of poison, but it 
undoubtedly was found prejudicial to the interests of the State, and 
its ecclesiastical system, from its assuming to possess the power to in-
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fluence its policy and affairs. In reference to this particular mi~hief 
in later periods, and in other lands, the author last quoted says, on 
page 191 of the same work: "In the earlier period of the Church of 
Rome, withcraft is frequently alluded to, and a capital punishment 
assigned to those who were supposed to have accomplished by sorcery 
the death of others, or to have attempted by false prophecies or 
otherwise, under t>retext of consulting with the spiritual world, to 
make innovations in the State." 

As late as the sixteenth century, Elizabeth Barton, called the 
"Holy Maid of Kent," was hung at Tyburn, upon the judgment of 
the Star chamber, because she prophesied in affairs of State. This 
was in the reign of Henry the Eighth, and at this day in China, witch
craft is feared and proscribed for the same reason, that it is dangerou, 
to the state. Dr. Macgowan, formerly Baptist medical missionary 
to China, where he has resided for the past thirty years, says that 
"A club of literary graduates were in the Pau-teh-kwan, a Taouist 
temple near the temple of Confucius, practising the Kei, as the cere
mony was called, and many and marvellous were the revelations said 
to be obtained. They were required to desist by an intendant, on 
the pretext that evil might result from these communications with the 
Kwei, or spirits. The reason of this soon became apparent. A Mr. 
Li in the village of Manthan near Ningpo. was greatly consulted. 
He gave prescriptions from the Kwei, wl~ich Dr. Macgowan says were 
found to be quite proper, !Jut he also announced from the spirits a 
new pretender to the throne. Three of the invoking party were ar
rested and beheaded. Li escaped, but was obliged to conce:tl him
self." This extract is from Mr. Howitt's "History of tit~ Sup(rnal
ural." 

No doubt, the views of the powers, or supposed powers, of witches 
and sorcerers, were among the Israelites similar to those with which 
they were reg:tnled uy the Church and people, when Pope Innocent 
promulgated his bull against witchcraft and sorcery. The bull d.::
cbr~s: "It is come to our ears, th:tt numbers of both sexes do not 
avoid to have intercourse with the infernal fiends, and that by their 
sorccrie., they afflict both man and beast ; that they blight the mar· 
riage bed; destroy the births of women, and the increase of cattle; 
they blast the corn of tht! grounrl; the grapes of the vineyard; the 
fruits of the trees; the grass, and herbs of the field." 

·Such being the estimation, in which the powers and practices of 
witches and ~orccrers were held, it is not surprising that the inquisi
tors were directed, to "convict, imprison, and punish with death," 
nor can it l>e doubted, that this same class of offenders among the 
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Israelites, were supposed to possess and exercise like powers, and in 
view of such practices, we ca1~ no longer wonder at nor scarcely ob
ject to the command ; "Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live." 

Dr. Mackey, in his Popular Delusions, p. Io:Z, takes precisely the 
same view of the original meaning of the word, witch, that Sir Walter 
Scott does, and that many theological and other writers do, and the 
history of witchcraft in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, both 
in Europe and America., testifies to an almost perfect similarity in the 
iJractices and purposes, of many of those who professed to be, or 
who were charged with being witches. 

It was undoubtedly necessary under the state of things then exist· 
ing in Judea., that witches and sorcerers should be severely p_unished, 
as every sensible, proper minded person to-day, would desire to see 
similar practices prohibited under the severest penalties, for their re
sults were of the most deu1oralizing and dangerous character. They 
were vile instruments in the hands of the vicious and designing, which 
were used with deadly effect upon the credulous and ignorant, and lJ5 

hundreds of other crimes were then punished with' death, there was no 
inconsistency, nor any exceptional injustice in awarding the same 
punishment to this crime_ A stubborn son was punished by being 
stoned to dea~h.-Deut. xxi-18 : 

" And the man th11t will do presumptuously, and wt'/1 1101 luarkm unto lh~ 
priut that standeth to minister there before the Lord thy God ; or unto tlu judg~; 
even that man shall die."-Deut. xvii-12. 

As these comparatively venial offences were considered desen·
ing of death, surely sorcery and witchcraft, with all their attendant 
evils, and even criminal practices, were worthy of equally severe pun
ishment. 

These views, as to the pernicious fruits of witchcraft and sorcery in 
those days, are also strongly supported by the knowledge of the p~ 
tent influence of these degraded forms of spirit intercourse, amongst 
the Chinese and Hi!ldoos at the present time, in arresting the spread 
of light and intelligence. I have just qnoted from Dr. Macgowan, 
and now will quote from the Rev. A. E. Moule, who in his C/uzpie"rs 

, on China and the Chinese, says : 
~· The people dread the evil eye, and the myste:-!-:Jus influence of 

these witches exceedingly, and this superstitious dread acts as a pow
erful opponent to Christianity. On two occasions, I have known fa
vorable in1pressions, and a rising interest in Christianity, entirely dis- • 
sipated and destroyed by the lying stories of the witches. In the one 
case of an old Christian widow, in the other an aged Christian far
mer having died tranquilly and with the bright hope of immortality, 

28 
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having also on their death-beds warned their relations not to forsake 
the Christian Ch.urch, we had good hope that the influence of the de
parted saints would abide in force. After a few days however,a 
witch reported that the spirits of these Christians had appeared be· 
moaning their misery, for they were shut out because of their apostacy, 
from the front door, and back door, of the temple of their ancestors, 
and entreating tl~refore their surviving relatives to abandon so ruin
ous a religion. The effect was iustantaneous, and most of them l~ft 
\Is and have never returned. 

"Witchcraft however is treated as worse than a mere superstition 
in Chinese law, and according to the statute book is punishable with 
death." 

I copy this account, not becRuse anything here done, viewing it 
from their standpoint, was criminal, or even wrong, but as illustrating 
the influence brought to bear upon an ignorant populace, by these 
witches, in influencing their religious sentiments, and there is no 
doubt that in a similar way, the Israelites were often induced tore· 
lapse into idolatry, and the degrading practices associated with it,. and 
that this was one of its very worst effects, as the ignorant classes 
neither sought nor attracted spirits on a plane higher than their own. 
Thcs~· :uc e\'ils arising from the want of intelligent leaders; men who 
arc able to recognize and comprehend the spiritual wants of the peo
pk-who instead of rebuking and persecuting them, for believing what 
"' tlwm i:; truth - will patiently listen to them, and examine into their 
rLiims. an,\ a,;~·at;\in what it is that so attracts the human mind through· 
''ut th.._· "'''r\,\ : rww as in times past. The masses in those countries, 
h.n··· .iu~t :<t•nsc ~rwugh to know tnat spirit int~.n·ention is a truth, but 
twt ,.utlki.·nt h' ;ui,lc th ... ·m in its in\'e-;tig.ltion. and they would gladly 
w,•k,>ah" ,1\r,.._·ti<'ll an,l ;\s..;;ist.lnc~. :md !.><!Come docile as children, to 
th'''<' wlh'lll th.·y idt assur~l w.·r...· kindly disposed toward them, and 
k•;;·:, · oo: •• ,., :.·i.:" tJ:,:'·· ,,j tht'S<..' 111:1tt~rs.. But it is folly for Christian 
mi.:,-;,,n.ni,·:< t.> w;\,.t<-' th<.'ir li,·es in China.. and India, while ignorant of 
e~.~:. w:1id1 t'\·t•n· n.uivt• k::,,w,; as wdl as he does that the sun shines, 
~~ -•:n,·!,· -·-t!u: hi~ "i'irit iri.·n,l:< c..1n. an,l r~rh.1ps do. communicate with 
h:::l, l'~,·y ''t:ly pi:y t:~t· i;a~'f.Ul\:'~ :h.lt p~e:SUIDes to te:u:h them the· 

l~:: :::,• tnt<' ,-h.l:-.K:t•r. ,m,l ki.:im..1:e e>~_iec:s of spirit intercourse, 
.1:,• .\: :.·.;,-t I'll::.,::,· :~:h!~·No: ....... ,! ~~- ::-:e ::1:e:::;t-nt cU..~ amongst the 
\. · ··::·.-"'· \':"· '!\.,•,·. ~~~- :\,·, ~;:,;.. .1 r;.::,;.:;.i,'::..J:,. :.:> Chi03. in his ..rork. 

: .: .~·:.:· :~. ~ ·: . ~ . . .-: . ·~ ~:,>:,--;. :=-:,· i,· ::,--.r.:~; ;u..~"''!S fro:u a Chinese 
"'": ~ ~ , ... :, :~(. .. "~ .. ~::" ........ .. ~ :· r::.:, .. l'~. ,·:::.A.:: ... --::~· .. 

.. r :,· "''';\:: ,•f .: ;·;:::~· - <.'\.'::~,..,:,; i:: <.'\.'::::!1;.:.::.:-::c.:.xl with the gods.' 
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l'he interpretations. of the transformations, are deep and mysterious. 
the theory of the science is most intricate, the practice of it most im· 
•ortant. The sacred classic, says: ' That which is true, gi\·es indica
ions of the future.' To know the condition of the dead, and hold 
nth them intercourse, as did the ancients, produces a most salutary 
11ftuence upon the parties. But when from intoxication, or 
t!asting, or licentious pleasures, they proceed to invoke the gods, 
vhat infatuation to suppose that their prayers ~ill move them. Often 
vhen no response is given, or the interpretation is not verified, they 
ay the blame at the door of the augur, forgetting that their failure is 
lue to their want of sincerity. It is the great fault of augurs 
.oo, that from a desire of gain, they use the art of divination as a trap 
.o ensnare the people." · 

I have in this Chapter, alluded to the " pollutions of the House of 
he Lord" as referred to in II. Chron. xxxvi-14. To afford some idea 
>f what meaning, and how much, there is in that phrase, I will liere 
~v.e a brief account of certain practices connected with modern idola
trous worship in India, taken from David Benedict's History of All 
R~ligions. 

· "There is scarce a deity, (idol) male or female, in ancient Pagan 
lllythology, whose history does not disclose something lascivious and 
impure, and among the Hindoo gods, we are continually presented 
with debaucheries and crimes, so shockingly obscene and impure in 
their worship, that Gospula, a pundit employed in the Serampore 
printing office, a very respectable man among the Hindoos, declared 
that a man of character was often ashamed of being present, and that 
if ever he remained, he concealed himself in a corner of the temple. 
He added, that a song was scarcely tolerated, which did not con
tain the most marked allusions to unchastity, while those which were 
so abominable that no person could repeat them out of 'the temple, 
received the loudest plaudits. All this was done in the very face of 
the idol. 

"There is another feature in this system of idolatry, which increases 
its pernicious effects on the public manners ; the wars, quarrels, and 
licentious intrigues of their gods, are all held up in images, recitations, 
songs and dances, at the public festivals. 

In 18o6 ~· (says Ward, in his "Views" &c.,) "I was present at the 
worship of the Goddess Doorga, as performed in the house of Rajah 
Chrishnu, at Calcutta." After. describing the greatness of the as
sembly, and profusion of the offerings, and the many strange pecu
liarities of their worship, he observes : "The whole produced on my 
mind sensations of the greatest horror. The dress of the singers ; 
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their indecent gestures ; the abominable nature ·of their songs; the 
horrible din of their miserable drum ; the lateness of the hour ; the 
darkness of the place ; with the reflection that I was standing in an 
idol temple1 and that this immense multitude of rational and immortal 
creatures, capable of superior joys, were in the very act of worsr .:.p 
perpetratir.g a crime of high treason against the God of Heaven, while. 
they themselves believ~d they were performing an act of merit ex· 
cited ideas and feelings in my mind, which time can never oblit· 
era ted. 

" I should have given in this place a specimen of their songs, sung 
before the images, but found them so full of broad obscenity, that I 
could not copy a single line. All those actions which a sense of de
cency keeps out of the most indecent English songs, are here detailed, 
sung and laughed at, without the least sense of shame. A poor ballad 
singer in England, would be sent to the house of correction, and 
flogged, for performing the meritorious actions of these wretched idol
ators. 

"The reader will recollect that the festivals of Bacchus, and Cybele, 
were equally noted for the indecencies practised by their worshippers, 
both in words and actions. 

"The Hindoo Brahmins have contrived to unite balls, and theatres 
and sacraments, in the service of their gods, so that the gay and giddy, 
the thoughtless and profane, find in their temples gratification and en· 
joyment. The Iingum worship seems the climax of depravity and 
abasement in this system. The lingum is an image of Shiva, in the 
form of a sugar loaf, with a projection at the base like the mouth of a 
spoon. An account of the origin of this worship, even when refined as 
much as possible, is too gross 'to meet the public eye, yet the daily 
number of the worshippers of this scandalous image, (even among the 
Hindoo woinen,) is far greater than the worshippers of all the other 
gods put together. Well might Buchanan say: "The peculiar at· 
tributes of heatheni~m, are obscenity and blood. 

"If the whole world, as known to u,;, were divided into thirty-two 
parts, not less than nineteen of these parts are still inhabited by Pa· 
gans and idolators." 

The Rev. l\fr. Sheshadri, in his address before the Evangelical Alii· 
ance, in New York, from which I have before quoted, said: 

" I will give yon an idea of one of these prayers, addressed to one 
of their gods: '0 thou, who ridest in a car drawn by two white hor
ses, con1e to our sacrificial feast, and drink of moon-plant juice, end 
bt dru11k, and eat up the viands we have prepared for thee.' There 
were whiskey-drinking gods in those days. . • . In India, the bigoted 
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portion of the population depend upon eating and drinking, for the 
development of their religion." 

.Moon-plant juice, is an intoxicating drink. 
An annual fair, at which some ten thousand people assemble, in 

nonor of the Hindoo goddess Elamma, is now held at her temple, 
near the town of Jat, in India. Fifteen years ago, a mali, or gar
dener, set up the idol, imd stated tBat it had appeared there of its own 
accord. Both men and wonten visit the temple, and worship it. Be
fore commencing the worship, they strip naked; apply powdered san
dalwood to their whole bodies; put on the ornaments they may have; 
hold a small branch of the nirnb tree in their folded hands; and leave 
their places of residence to visit the idol. After Yisiting the idol, they 
go round th~ temple for a certain number of times. They then leave 
the temple, to bathe in a neighboring tank. After bathing, they re-
turn to the temple, worship the idol, and return home: · 

Judging from the records of ancient history, there can be no ques
tion, that these reyolting rites and practices in the idolatrous worship 
of India, have been derived in a direct line from their remote ancestors, 
cotemporaneous with biblical writers, and times, and that we may 
correctly infer, that the pollutions of the temples in those days were 
not less revolting, less abominable, than these just narrated. The 
Israelites like all other nations of the Shemitic race, were grossly sen
sual, and licentious, and the degrading sensuality of the idolatrous 
worship of the surrounding nations, was really a principal attraction, 
and the cause of their frequent lapses into idolatry : this worship of 
false gods, permitting, and furnishing, the opportunities for lustful 
gratification. 

While speaking of India it may be proper to say, that in that 
country at present, as it formerly was in Judea, and later in Europe, 
the tenus, witch, sorcerer and poisoner, are synonymous. I will 
here give an extract from a letter of the Indian correspondent of the 
Pall Mall Gazelle, as published in that journal, in March, 1873· 
The writer ·says: 

"An extraordinary case has just been tried at Bombay. I men
tioned two months ago, that a well-known Parsi attorney of the high 

'Court, had been committed for trial, for attempting the death of his
enemies, by 'sorcery.' This native gentleman, and a relative of his, 
having cause of offence against a Mr. and Mrs. De Gha, proposed to 
themselves to get rid of the couple. They accordingly ~tpplied to a 
Mohammedan, of bad character, to aid them. The latter-worthy took 
their money, and went straight to the police, who immediately laid 
a trap for the conspirators. The .Mohammedan was told to inform 
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his employers, that in a certain house they would find a Faquir, who 
was a great sorcerer, and who would do their behests. The Parsi at. 
torney and his relative fell into the trap, went to the Faquir's hnt, and 
opened their views to him. The police having had due warning, were 
listening in a convenient spot. The proposal was, that the two De 
Ghas should die, and that the attorney would pay £soo, for their 
destruction. The Faquir asked them how they would have the 
work done-by poison-or by sorcery i.t. science. The attorney 
replied he did not wish the parties to be poisoned, but to be de· 
stroyed by science. The Faquir agreed to do this, and after much 
consideration, and the reading of the Koran by the Faquir, it was 
settled." After stating the particular manner in which the pelice 
arrested the parties, the writer adds : " The belief in the power of sor· 
cercy i~ universal in India, but it was somewhat startling to find a 
well educated ·man, an officer of thP. High Court of Bombay, appar· 
ently having so perfect a faith in its power." 

The withcraft of the seventeenth century, in its -general character, 
resembled that of all other ages, and it is interesting to notice boll', 
prevailing as it did in Christian countries in Europe, so long after 
Paganism had Jogt its foothold there, it should nevertheless have re
tained many of the idolatrous features, which marked its existence in 
ancient times, thus stamping it with its heathen paternity. There being 
no organization amongst witches and sorcerers; no established corre
spomlence ; no means of methodical instruction in their mysteries, 
real or fancied; their indi1·iduality and independence of each other 
were maintained, and it is wonderful, how thus operating, each with
out concurrence, without reference to the other, that so little di,·ersity 
should be found in their objects and aims, and in the means usL'<l in 
accomplishing them in different countries, and ages, and it can only 
be explained upon the hypothesis, that low and ignorant, but not in
variably evil spirits, have always been at the bottom of witchcraft a~d 
sorcery. 

First : There was the true witch ; undoubtedly a medium ; gene
rally old and ignorant, and sometimes depraved, who attracted low 
spirits, which either impressed or controlled her. 

Second: Were those who aspired to the powers the first possessed 
and who deceived themselves in believing that they possessed them. 

Third : Those who having no mediumistic power, and knowing this, 
to accomplish vain or evil purposes, professed to have these powers. 

Fourth : Those whom their neighbors accused of being witches, 
from motives of credulity or fear, or from a desire of revenge. 

Many of the ignorant creatures, termed witches, were undoubtedly 
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mediums ; and wer.e often used by well intentioned spirits-generally 
on a low plane-to relieve and cure disease, and in other ways 
benefit mankind. If to the blunders honestly made in prescribing 
injurious medicat!ons by some, and the intentional use of poisonous 
substances by others, we add the vitiating influence on mind and 
morals, derived from participation in the senseless, degradi11g mum. 
mery that was generally associated with their proceedings, it is 
plainly to be perceived how dangerous must have been the resort to 
such a source, for remedi:ll means, as well as for information, in an 
age far less enlightened than this, and when the power exercised, 
W;l.S supposed even by those exercising it, to be derived from a 
d\.:lbolical source. 

To exhibit the character and purposes of the means used by the 
worst class of European witches, in the sixteenth century, I will here 
give an extract from Pitcairn's Trials, Vol. 1. pp. 191-:zoi. It is 
there said: 

" Katharine Munro, Lady Fowlis, by birth Katharine Ross of Bal
nagowan, of high rank both by her own family and that of her hus
band, who was the fifteenth :Baron of Fowlis, and chief of the warlike 
clan of Munro, had a step-mother's quarrel with Robert Munro, eldest 
son of her husba11d, which she gratified by forming a scheme for com
passing his death by unlawful arts. Her proposed advantage in this, 
was, that the widow of Robert, when he was thus removed, should 
marry with her brother Gc)(>rge Ross of Balnagowan, and for this pur
pose her sister-in-law, the present Lady Balnagowan, was also to be 
removed. 

" Lady Fowl is, if the indictment had a syllable of truth, carried on 
her practices with the least possible disguise. She assembled persons 
of the lowest order, stamped with an infamous celebrity as witches, 
and besides making pictures, or models in clay, by which they hoped 
to bewitch Robert Munro and Lady Balnagowan ; they brewed upon 
one occasion poison, so strong that a page tasting it immediately 
took sickness. Another earthen jar of the same deleterious liquor 
was prepared by the Lady Fowl is, and sent with her own nurse for the 
purpose of administering it to Robert Munro. The messenger having 
stumbled in the dark, broke the jar, and a rank grass grew on the spot 
where it fell, which sheep and cattle abhorred to touch ; but the nurse, 
having less sense than the brute beasts, and tasting of the liquor which 
had been spilled, presently died. 

"What is more to our present purpose, Lady Fowlis made use of 
the artillery of Elfiand. in order to destroy her step-son, and sister-in
law. Laskie Loncart, one of the assistant hags, produced two of what 
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the common people c.all elf-arrow heads, being in fact the points of 
tiint used for arming the ends of arrow-shafts, in the most ancient 
times, but accounted by the superstitious, the weapons by which the 
fairies were wont to destroy both man and beast. The pictures of the 
intended victims were then set up at the north end of the apartment, 
and Christian Ross .Malcolmson, an assistant hag, shot two shafts at 
the image of Lady llalnagowan, and three against the picture of Rob
ert Munro, by which shots they were broken; and Lady Fowlis com
manded new figures to be modelled. Many similar acts of witchcraft, 
aod of pre pari rig poisons, were alleged against Lady Fowl is. 

" Her son-in-law, Hector l\[ unro, one of his step-mother's prosecu
tors, was for reasons of his own active in a similar conspiracy against 
the life of his own brother. The rites that he practiced were of an 
m~couth, barbarous, and unusual nature. Hector, being taken ill, con
sulted on his case some of the witches, or soothsayers to whont this 
family appears to have been partial. The answer was unanimous that 
he must die, unless the principal man of his blood should suffer death 
in hi:; stead. It was agret:d that the vicarious substitute for Hector, 
must mean George Munro, brother to him by the half blood .... 
After midnight, the sorceress Marion .Maclngarach, the. chief priestess 
or Nicncvin of the company, went forth with her accomplices, carrying 
spades with them. They then proceeded to dig a grave, not far from 
the st:a side, upon a pi-:ce of land which formt:d the boundary betwixt 
two proprietors. The grave was made as nearly as possible to the 
size of their parient, Hector 1\.Iunroe; the earth dug out of the grave, 
being laid aside for the time. After ascertaining that the operation 
of the charm on George Munro, the destined victim, should bt: sus-
pended for a 1•riod to avoid suspicion, the conspirators proceeded to 
work their spell, in a singular, impressive, and I believe unique man
ner. The time being January, 1588, the patient, Hector Munro was 
borne forth in a pair of blanla:ts, accompanied with all who were in
trusted with the secret, who were warned to be strictly silt:nt till the 
chief sorct~ress should have rt:ceived her information from the angd 
whom they served. Hector 1\lunro was carried to his grave, ami laid 
therein, the earth being tilled in on him, and the grave secured with 
stakes as at a real funeral. Marion Maclngarach, the Hecate of the 
night, then sat down by the grave, while Christian Niel Dalyell, the 
foster-mother, ran the breadth of about nine ridges distant, leading a 
boy in her hand, and coming again to the grave where Hector Mun
ro 1\"JS intt:rred alive, dt:mandc:d of the witch, which victim she would 
choc:;;e, who replied that she chose Hector to live, and George to die 
in hi~ i>tead. This form of incantation was thrice repeated ere Mr. 
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Hector was removed from his chilling bed in a January grave, and 
carried home, all remaining mute as before. The consequence of a 
process, which seems ill adapted to produce the expected effect, was, 
however, that Hector Munro recovered, and after the intervention of 
hvelve months, George Munro, his brother, died." 

The fearful ideas entertained in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen
turies regarding witchcraft, and the power of vicious and evil spirits 
to annoy and injure men, joined to the almost universal belief in a 
personal de~·il, had generated an atmosphere of gloom a~d dread 
from which all eagerly sought means of escape. The moral cendition 
of the civilized world was at that period much the same that it is in a 
community, where the plague or cholera in its most malignant form 
broods over it. The mental tension was almost unendurable, and 
any promise of relief was hailed with joy. \Vhen the reaction, which 
was inevitable, took place, Europe and America rushed 10 the oppo
site extreme of doubt and unbelief. In this other extreme men have 
sought quiet and repose, but have failed to find it. If their fears are 
allayed, their hopes are disappointed, and the presentiment of divine 
things which lies deep in every soul, is silently but potently and un
ceasingly working to the surface, and day by day gaining strength to 
influence mankind in the right direction. 

I have remarked that witchcraft in Europe bore a striking family re
semblance to that of the ancient heathen nations, and that low and 
ignorant spirits have always been at the bottom of it. I will now add, 
as my opinion that the reason, why European witchcraft ran so read
ily to idolatrous rites and practices, is that many of the idolatrous, an
cestral spirits of these witches and sorcerers, and of their neighbors, 
still lingered about their earthly homes, and were always ready to give 
this tendency to the practices and purposes of the degraded votaries 
of witchcraft. And what confirms this opinion, is that in all the rec
ords of witchcraft in New England, we find little or nothing similar to 
the gross sensualism that characterized the practices of most Saxon 
and Celtic witches, and no indications of idolatrous worship, unless 
the few instances charged of the worship of the orthodox devil, be 
such. 

The fact of idolatrous worship characterizing witchcraft in Europe, 
and not in America, is therefore only to be acco~nted for, by suppos
ing that the Pagan ancestral spirits of European witches, have been 
the invisible agencies with them, while Indian, and nominally Christ
ian spirits, have influenced witches, otherwise low mediums with us. 

Confirmation of this hypothesis, is derived from the peculiar charac
ter of witchcraft amongst our Southern negroes ; known by them 
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under the name of Obi, and the knowledge of which they derived from 
their African ancestors. The practices accompanying it, and its 
manifestations, both real and imagill9.l}', are sui gmeris, and there is 
every reason to believ~, that the spiritual influences working through 
its votaries are of their African ancestors, and their immediate prede
cessors from Africa, and that the influence is thus wholly ancestraL 

In Appleton's Journal, of date, December 14. 1872, Mrs. M. p. 
Handy, a Southern lady, furnishes the readers of that journal with an 
interestiqg account of the effects of this belief in Obi, upon the South· 
ern neg,.oes; a portion of which I here copy. 

The article is headed " 1Vitchcrajl among tlu Negnus ; " and she 
says: 

" All over the South wherever the African has been settled, he has 
carried with him the belief in and practice of the necromancy known 
in Africa as obi, and throughout the Southern states as voodooism, 
or" tricking." In vain have religion and the white man waged war 
against this relic of barbarism ; it still flourishes, hydra-headed, and 
ever and anon the newspapers raise an outcry, as some fresh instance 
of its power and diabolical results, is brought to light. 

"The negro witches have little in common with the witch o~ our 

story books ; they never ride broomsticks, or resort to the thousand 
and one petty arts of the Saxon or Celtic witch. Theirs is a far 
deeper and deadlier sorcery-a power which the negro firmly belic,•es 
-can waste the marrow in the victim's bones, dry the blood in his 
veins, and sapping his life slowly and surely, bring him at last a skele· 
ton, to his grave. 

"Nor is this all a fable; there are hundreds of graves in the South, 
on which might be placed the epitaph : 'Died of obi.' 

"Wdl, Honey ; "·said a shrewd old negress to me once, when I 
had been exerting all the eloquence I possessed, to convince her of 
the nothingness of this terrible bugaboo. "Well, Honey; dey mout 
jes as well kill yon, es skcar. you ter deth." 

" Potent among their c.harms, is that of the ' evil eye,' which fixed 
on a man by one of these witches, has power to thwart every under· 
taking in life. H1s axe will not cut; his hoe will not dig; his plough· 
share will be broken against the rocks ; his cow will go dry; plant he 
crops, they will not come up, and whatsoever he doeth it shall not 
prosper." 

"Mention has been mao<' in a former article, of this. terrible 
scourge of voodooism, and the modes in which it is practised, but no 
mere words can describe the hold which it has on the mind of the 
Southern negro. Once convince him that he is • tricked,' and unless 
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he be able to procure a • trick-doctor' whom he considers more 
skilful than the witch under whose !Opell he has fallen, no human 
power can save him. He bdiroes that he must die, and di~ he will ; 
a whole college of physicians could not save him. 

"A man was sick nigh unto death ; pis wife went to a witch-doctor 
and received orders to open his pillow. She did so, aml within it, 
she found half a dozen or more, tiny conglomerations of feathers, 
closely resembling the plumes on a hearse. 

"These were burnt, and the man recovered. Another, very ill, was 
given an ointment with which to rub his stomach and che~t. At the 
end of two days he vomited several hairy worms, and was cured. · I 
know colored people, who would swear to the truth of these state
ments, and I have myself seen the little plumes. Indeed,. learned 
men have taken the trouble to try to account for these last, by natu
ral causes.' 

"This dread of ' tricking,' is a grievous cross to the Southern 
house- keepe!", since it sometimes interferes with her changing servants, 
as often they dare not take each other's places. I had myself a cook 
whom I was anxious to get rid of. The woman had no desire to 
lell.ve, and told every other servant whom I tried to secure, that she 
did not mean to go. I finally engaged one, and this dread of obi _ 
was nearly the cause of my losing her. I was forced to notify the 
two women and their husbands, that I would not, and should not, 
k<!ep the former if I had either to do so, or to cook for myself. Even 
then my new cook remained under protest, and red pepper and salt-: 
potent countercharms for voodoo-were freely used in my kitchen 
for the next week or two. 

" It is pitiful-it is mournful-to see, as we Southerners have often 
seen, strong men pining away under the influence of this superstition, 
taking medicine with a sorrowful smile, whispering perhaps in aw~
struck tones the dreadful secret that they are • tricked ; ' and dying 
at last, in spite of all that medical skill could do for them. 

" I have known a young athlete ; a brawny Hercules ; whose 
strength was the glory of the plantation, who would shoulder a barrel 
of flour, and then picking up a keg of nails, walk briskly up-stairs and 
deposit his burden with a grin, and who was as proUI'I of his muscle 
as any wrestler of old. I have seen him laid on his bed, with paraly
sis creeping from one member to another, until at last he could only 
move his eyes and tongue--dying by inches, of a disease which the 
first physicians in the three counties around could do nothing to 
check, or cure, and for which he and his fellow slaves had only the 
one word of explanation, 'tricked.' The doctors held a post mortem 
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examination, and reported : ' Singular internal discoloration, pr~ba· 
bly death by ).:ad-poisoning in whiskey,' when the poor fellow 
scarcely ever drank, and of numbers of sots in the neighborhood, 
not one was affected in like manner .•.• 

"The medicines which the~e people use-if medicines they may 
be called-arc as singular as the disease which they profess to cure. 
A piece of bread stained with the blood of a wart, and buried in the 
ground, will eradicate the wart. Chills and fevers are cured by 
blowing into the mouth of a live frog, or walking backward to a tree 
in a graveyard, and tying a string around the trunk. 

" Paring"s from finger and toe nails ; hair from the human head; 
blood from the tip of a black eat's tail; snakes' fangs, skins, and 
dried • heads ; wood that has been charred by lightning ; of which 
negroes "have a superstitious dread, believing· (many of them) that a 
fire kindled by it can only be extinguished with blood, or milk, and 
the horrible looking insect known as the devil's horse ; play an im
portant part in the science of obi. 

" Education and religion, are doing gallant warfare with this hid
eous form of superstition, still it yearly numbers its victims by hun· 
dreds, and it is probable that it will be long ere it entirely disappears." 

There is a negress by the name of Ten a, living near Brown Marsh; 
a station on the Carolina Central Railway, about forty miles from 
Wilmington, who passes for a witch among her people, as she perhaps 
would have done, had she lived in former ages of the world. 

"She is worshipped by the negroes of the neighborhood as if she 
were a deity. Her ganctuary is a rude log cabin, in which she sits in 
Turkish fashion, while her followers are prostrate on the floor. Oc· 
casionally she steps on the worshippers, in order 'to mash out their 
sins.' She indulges in very ungodlikc language, and is "much feared. 
Tena is an ordimry looking woman, about fifty years of age, and was 
formerly a member of the Methodist Church in Wilmington. Like 
the god of the Assyrians, she is supplied with food by her adorers.'' 

In further illustration of negro superstition 1 will here quote from 
an account published in the Raldg/1 E:camina·, of February J87-!
lt says that a resident of Thomasville, N. C., was in the Capital of 
that State, making an c!Tort for the pardon of a negro, who was in the 
penitentiary from his town, for stealing. " The negro was sentenced 
for three years, and has served out one year. He had always borne 
a good character in Thomasville, and was considered an honest ser
v:mt. Hut some stave negroes from Norfolk, came to Thomasville 
getting staves, and they • conjured' this boy into the theft. They 
told hi:n, they could give him a receipt for stealing anything he 
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wanted, and it never would be found out. They told him to kill a 
black cat, and bake it in an oven, ana then get a bone from its body 
and carry it in his pocket, and he might steal what he pleased, and 
still be as free as a bird. This boy was simple enough to follow out 
the instructions to the letter, and had the bone in his pocket when he 
stole some meat." 

And here is an account of another case as published in a news
paper in Webster County, Ky. "Bill Gaines, the well known porter 
at the Jones House, Dixon, is doubtless one of the best servants at a 
hotel that can be found in this country, and the rest of the darkies 
being envious of his reputation and position at the hotel, have de· 
vised many unsuccessful means to get him to quit, but at last they 
struck him in a weak place, by threatening to conjure him. Wince 
Baker who is said to possess this supernatural power, found a 
crooked root, and wrapping a thread-like sarsaparilla root around it 
placed it near Bill's gateway. The latter found it; left the hotel im
mediately; took to his bed; and has been totally worthless ever 
since. He is now able to be about, but he keeps his head and jaws 
well bound with a white handkerchief, and says that his teeth are·. 
dropping out. Nine-tenths of the darkies here, firmly believe that 
Mince has this power, and exerts it upon all wlw do not obty his 0(· 
lusts." 

But it is not alone among the immediate desc~ndents of the Af
rican, that we find the belief in Witchcraft still prevailing. We can 
find its practitioners, and those who consult them in perfect faith, 
in our day, among highly civilized people. Here is an account, as 
published in one of the public journals in November 1873, of a 
sorceress, or witch, in Paris, and of the means she adopted to im
press simple, credulous minds. 

"A few days since, a woman named Margaret Pharamot, who for 
the last five years has professed the trade of a sorceress, at 2 7 Rue 
de Ia Garc, in Paris, was arrested on the complaint of a young 
girl, to whom she had sold some false hair, which she alleged had 
been taken from a woman who died of love on the night of 
All Saints, when just twenty years of age. This hair was supposed 
t~ have the marvellous property, of conquering the obdurate heart 
of any man whose love was wished for. The young woman who 
bought it adjusted il to her chignon, but was disappointed fifteen 
days afterward, to find that the faithless lover instead of returning 
to her, had married some one else. 

"The consultation room of the sorceress, was adorned with 
stuffed animals, and a blackened broomstick, used in the Walpurgis 
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revels of the witches stood in one .cor.ter. For each interview two 
francs was charged ; and this tariff of prices was hung up. 

A tibia, inner shin-bone of an old man-charm for 
acquisition of wealth......... . . • . . . • • . • • • • • • • so f. 

A philtre, to make one loved.. • • • . . . • . • • • . • . • . . 25 ( 
A toad's eye, to cure all kinds of disease.. . . . . • • • • 100 f. 

. "The clients of La Pharamot were not alone•among the lower 
classes, but she had many among the aristocracy. A member of 
the Commune, during the insurrection, bought philtres from her in 
onler to insure the triumph of his cause. The sorceress now attrib
utes its failure to the fact, that he omited to pay for the charms. 
This of course destroyed their potency. The trial of this woman 
i:; soon to to take place." 

Webster defines a witch ; to be a "person, especially a woman, 
who is givm lo tlu black art. One regarded as possessing super· 
nat ural or magical power, by compact with roil spirits. A sorcerer or 
sorceress." 

Witchcraft he defines to be : "The practices of witches, sorcery, 
. enchantments, inlercouru with roil spirits." 

These are the correct definitions of these terms, as Spiritualists 
understand them ; the idea being properly restricted to compacts, 
or intercourse with n•il or dtgradd spirits. A virtuous intelligent 
person could not be a witch ; for where there is a moderate basis of 

virtue and intelligence, she who with less would be a witch, would 
then be simply a medium. . A witch, is a person who virtually has 
a compact, or more properly speaking an understanding, with dark, 
ignorant, otherwise evil spirits, and who is content to do their bidding, 
for the reason that her own inclinations and motives accord with 
those of the impressing or controlling spirits. In this sense a com· 
pact always exists between witches and the spirits who influence 
thP.m. 

That these were the views taken of witches and witchcraft by the 
Jews in biblical times is evident from the distinction made between 
them and those who exercised some of the gifts that witches usullly 
did, and yet who are countenanced ami upheld by scriptural author· 
ity ; and even further than this, we find in some instances divinations 
and incantations resorted to by divine command, thus proving that 
not all the practices of witches were condemned, but only those 
that directly tenrlcd to evil, either by association, design, or as result· 
ant from the false ideas and doctrines entertained and taught. In 
Isaiah viii-19, 20, being the passages quoted at the head of this 
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chapter, the Israelites were told, when they should be invited to 
consult witches to put them to the test ; 

"To the law and to the testimony; if they speak not according to this word, 
it is because there is no light in them." 

A most excellent way of testing them in those day.i, when the Le
vitical law governed ; and as clearly though not as tersely expressed 
as in St Paul's direction to " Try the spirits." The test is furnished 
by the same authority that den~unced them : that test was whether 
they speak according tD the law and the accepted testimony of the 
prophets. . 

.As it is in modern times so it was then, not all mediums who from 
their poverty and obscurity were stigmatized as witches, really were 
such. The woman of Endor is now often termed a witch, but no
where in the account of her invoking the spirit of Samuel, is she so 
called, and her conduct towards Saul in his distress, proved her to 
be:: kind and considerate. Then as to Samuel, he was a prophet of 
God ; and of course after death be::yond the reach of Satan and evil 
spirits, and how could a witch by the practice of devilish arts compel 
him to appe::ar. That it was he, there can be no question, for it is so 
declared, and Saul recognized the woman's description of him, 
and he informed Saul of the latter's impending fate, together with 
that of his sons, all of which was subsequently verified. 

That charms and incantations were not always regarded as sinful, 
is proved from Ezekiel v-I to 4, where this prophet is expressly 
commanded by " the Lord ! ! •: as it is there stated-but as we under· 
stand it by a spirit mistaken for God-to resort to incantations, and 
of such a character too as we should suppose to be quite in keeping 
with the practices of witches. It is there said to the prophet : 

" And thou son of man, take thee a sharp knife, take thee a barber's rawr and 
cause it to pass upon thine head, and upon thy beard, then take thee balances to 
weigh, and divide the hair. 

" Thou shalt bum with fire a third part in the midst of the city, when the days 
of the siege are fulfilled, and thou shalt take a third part and smite about it with a 
knife, and a third part· thou shalt scatter in the wind, and I will draw out a sword 
after them. 

"Thou shalt also take thereof a few in number, and bind them in thy skirt. 
" Tnen take of them a~ain and cast them into the midst of the fire, and bum 

them ~n the'fire, far thereof shall a fire come forth into all the house of Israel." 

If the reader will turn to the fourth chapter of Ezekiel, he will 
there find that the same prophet was commanded by " the Lord ! ! " 

-so it is there declared-to practise rites, than which nothing more 
bestial and revolting can be found in the annals of witchcraft. 

Then again by command of " the Lord ! ! " incantations were 
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resorted to by the priests to determine the virtue of women, which 
savour strangely enough of witchcraft. See Num. 17 to 24. And in 
J udgcs vi-3 7 to 40, we find Gideon, in order to ascertain whether 
"the Lord" would save Israel by his hand, also practising incanta
tions, though. of a very simple and comparatively unobjectionable 
character. 

Moses and Aaron under direction of the Lord, resorted to magic 
in the presence of Pharaoh. They lifted the rod and smote the waters, 
and they were turned to blood. "And the magicians of Egypt did 
so with their enchantments." Aaron brought up the frogs. "And 
the magicians did so." But the magicians do not appear to h~ve 
been successful in producing flies, as did Aaron and "could not stand 
before 1\foses, because of the boils." When it came to these, Moses 
excelled them, hut as "Moses was learned in all the learning of the 
Egyptians," it is not remarkable that he was their equal in other 
things and their superior in the magic which he had learned from 
them. 

In the follon;ing passages, other practices that savor of sorcery are 
shown to have been lawful when sanctioned by the priests, or com
mantled by " the Lord. ·• These are means of cleansing from the 
leprosy: 

"And the priest shall command that one of the birds he killed in an earthen 
vessel, Oi.'t'r ru11ni11,£; wa/(r. 

"As for the living- bird, he shall take it, and the cedar wood, and the scarlet, 
and the hyssop, ant! shall Jip them and the living birJ in the blood of the bird th.'tt 
wns killed over the running water. 

"And he shall sprin\le upon him that is to be cleansed from the leprosy seven 
time.>, and shall pronouace him clean, and shall let the lh·ing- bird loose into the 
open field .... 

" An<l the priest shall take some 'Of the blood of the tre!<pas' offering, and t~c 

priest ' hall put it upon the tip of th,· right mr of him th:lt is to he cleansed, anJ 
upon th,· thumb "I !tis right lta11d, an <I upon the great to~ (If hit right foot."
Lev. xiv-s, 6, 7, 14. 

In verse~ 49 to 53 of sn.me chapter, also are directions for usin; 
ch:mliS and inc:mtations to cleanse a house from the plague. The 
means to be used are of a similar character to those just noticed. 

Yet in Leviticus, chapter xix, there is an express command against 
such practices, for it says in verse 26. 

" Neither shall ye use enchantment, nor observe times." 

This passage \'iewed in connection with those above quoted, shows 
that the usc of inc:antations and charms were lawful when practised 
or used by the priests, or under their direction, but unlawful when 
practised or used by others. 
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I will not deny the justice and necessity for this prohibition of such 
demoralizing practices; on the contrary I insist upon both;but it is 
equally true that the same objections did not then nor do not now 
apply to more enlightened methods of spirit intercourse, and espe
cially to such methods as Modern Spiritualism employs, they being so 
unlike most of those employe<! in that age, and so much superior 
even to the best of them, the character and objects of this intercourse 
being now comparatively well understood, and the civilized world 
abounding with enlightened men who are competent, and who ''"hen 
they understand it will be willing, to act as teachers, and guides, in 
the practice of it. 

The Israelites were by nat•Jre an idolatrous people, and in spirit 
intercourse attracted idolatrous spirits, ami a!:;sociation with them in 
these practices, was inevitably attended with the inculcation and 
adoption of idolatrous and debasing sentiments, and their faith was 
constantly being undermined, and many times was totalli subverted. 
The prohibition therefore in every light was a necessary one, a care 
for the integrity of the f:lith of the nation, and f;Jr the existence of 
the nation itself demanded it, and it was eminently proper, but it is 
evident that communication with the spirit world, when directed by 

·what was then considered enlightened judgment, was not condemned. 
Throughout the Bible, wherever witchcraft, sorcery, necromancy, 

etc., are spoken of, it is in the spirit of entire confidence in their real
ity as powers, and in harmony with the universal belief of the times. 
and the denunciations of the practice of these arts, were always levelled 
against it as a practice of real arts, and uot against any pretensions 
to certain assumed powers which did not exist. 

So with false prophets, they were perhaps as numerous as the true, 
and throughout biblical history, wherever we find true prophets we 
also find the.false, and they were often the subjects not alone of de· 
nnnciation but of the punishment of death, and nowhere in the Scrip
tures, neither in the Old or New Testament is supermnndane agency 
denied them, for the language used in regard to them is : 

"The Lord sent a lying spirit " to speak through them ; or ns it was with Saul ;: 
•• But the spirit of the Lord departed from Saul, and an evil spirit from the Lorcl 
troubled him." 

If the propriety and necessity of the Levitical laws against witches, 
and false gods, or evil spirits are maintained, then it must be admit
ted that they did exist, and if they existed then they must exist now, 
for the same natural laws that governed then, govern now, and there 
is not in the Bible a syllable which can be construed into an intima
tion that they should cease to exist. Orthodoxy claims that all the 
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malevolent agencies, such as Satan and the evil spirits that act as his 
instruments, are still in active existence, and surely in the olden 
times they found no more efficient means through which to operate, 
than sorcerers and witches; and these still exist, and all biblical 
evidence and analogical reasoning, tend to show that these agencies 
should still exist. • 

When we regard witchcraft in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen
turies ; its claim to the same paternity as the witchcraft of the Bible; 
the evils that flowed from it directly and indirectly ; 1 believe we 
must allow that evil spirits were at the helm during its reign in 
Europe, as they were during its sway with the Israelites. If from the 
identity of character, and from the marked similarity of these witches, 
with those of the Bible, it be evident and admitted, that they were of 
the same stock, and that diabolical or low spirit agency was con
cerned in these occurrences at both periods, then it follows that evil 
or dark spirits do exist, and they do manifest through witches and 
others, and the truth of spirit intercourse, though in a hideous form• 
is undeniable. 

If this again be admitted, I would ask if evil spirits can communi
cate with men through depraved and corrupt mediums, why cannot 
elevated spirits communicate through moral and virtuous mediums?· 
Is it that the spirits from Hades have a larger liberty, and possess 
greater power, than the spirits or angels from Heaven? Are the 
former under less restraint than the latter, and is it a part of the 
punishment of those that they are permitted to vex and afflict mortals. 
while it is a portion of the reward of the blessed spirits that they shall 
witness the misery of their dearest friends, and be destitute 'of the 
power l!ke that of the evil spirits, to approach and to succor them? 

Not so did John Wesley regard this question. He believed that 
good and bad spirits approach us, and that we are influenced by both. 
This is what Spiritualism teaches, and what his good angel tan;;ht 
him. In his Journal, under date of 25th May q68, he says: "It i; 
true likewise that the English in general, and indeed most of the men 
of learning in Europe, have given up all accounts of witches and ap· 
paritions as mere old-wives' fables. I am sorry for it, and I willingly 
take this opportunity of entering my solemn protest against this 
violent compliment, which so many that believe the Bible, pay to 
those who do not believe it. I owe them no such service. I take 
knowledge that these are at the bottom of the outcry which has Lc~n 
raised, and with such insolence spread throughout the nation, in direct 
opposition not only to the Bible, but to the suffrages of the wisest 
and best of men in all ages and nations. They well know (wh.:thcr 
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Christians know it or not) that the giving up of witchcraft, is in ef
fect giving up the Bible, and they know on the other hand that if but 
tme aaount of the inltrcourse of mm u•iflt separate spirits be ad milled, 
then their ·whole castle in Ike air (Deism, Atheism, Materia/!'sm,) 
falls to Ike ground. I know no reason therefore why we should suffer 
even this weapon to be wrested out of our hands." 

These are words of wisdom and truth, and every materialist appre
ciates them if they can be substantiated, yet while the enemies of 
religion perceive their force, its professed friends, who are so fearfully 
. deficient in means of defence, cast them aside with indifference, or 
join with their more sagacious enemies in treating them with levity 
and scorn. Yet the time will come and is not distant, when that 
"one account of the intercourse of men with separate spirits," will 
be admitted by both the friends and foes of religion ; with consterna
tion to the latter, but with shame and mortification to thc former. 

In this chapter I have endeavored to show what witches and witch
craft were with the Israelites ; that they were wholly ~lcmoralizing and 
vicious, and deserving the condemnation of mankind. Also 1 have 
more lightly touched upon what they were amongst people nearer our 
own times; their general character being the same. It will remain 
for subsequent chapters to further show what true Spiritualism is, and 
that it cannot possibly be confounded with witchcraft and sorcery. 
The degrading practices that accompanied the exercise of these black 
arts, bear no more relation to enlightened Spiritualism, than the anal
ogous abuses and frauds practiced by the priests of Spain and Italy, 
do to true Christianity. A few days devoted to the honest and patient 
investigation of the Spiritual phenomena, through a rt:ally good me
dium, will forever banish the idea of the possibility, of their bearing 
any relationship to the developments of witchcraft and sorcery. 

If spirit intercourse, under the Mosaic dispensation was misunder
stood, perverted, and abused, under the various forms of witchcraft, 
sorcery, necromancy, magic, etc., so was astronomy misunderstood 
and perverted in later periods, under the name of astrology ; and 
chemistry still later, under the name of alchemy. Astronomy and 
chemistry have arisen from the errors and abuses which crushed them, 
and modern Spiritualism in like manner is arising-has arisen-from 
the dark fearful superstition and error of former ages, and to-day 
stands unveiled, comprehended, and welcomed, by millions of intelli
gent men and women, as the savior of the age. 



CHAPTER XXI. 

HEBREW PROPHETS AND MEDIUMS. 

" And the spirit of the Lord will come upon thee, and thou shalt prophesy with 
them, and shall be turned into another m:m." • • . " And when they c:une 
thither to the hill, behold a company of prophets met him, and the spirit of God 
came upon him, and he prophesied among them."-1. Sam. x~, 10. 

T HE term "prophet" was by the Hebrews, applied not only to 
those who predicted future events, but to all who gave vent to 

spiritual or inspired utterances, and even when these utterances were 
inspired by "an evil spirit from the Lord ; " and it had I still more 
comprehensive meaning, for it embraced their poets, their historians, 
and lawgivers. The word ,is also sometimes used to designate a mu
sician, or singer, and we read of their prophesying with harps, etc.; 
and Deborah, Barak, and David, are called prophets, so far as I can 
perceive, only because they composed and sang, or chanted songs. 

In its true sense, the term "prophet" was simply another name for 
" medium,'' as we now understand and apply that term ; and with the 
Hebrews, embraced all who exercised any spiritual gift, or who were 
remarkable for any peculiar talent. 

In Smith's Diet. of 1/zc Bible, p. 931, different classes of persons 
who were termed prophets, are thus enumerated and described : 

" They were the national poets of Judea. • • . They were annal· 
ists and historians. . . . They were preachers of patriotism ; their 
patriotism being founded on the religious motive. • . . They were 
preachers of morals, and of spiritual religion. . • . They were ex· 
traordinary, but yet authorized exponents of the law. . . . llut the 
prophets were something more than national poets, and annalist;, 
preachers of patriotism, moral teachers, and politicians. We haw 
not yet touched upon their most essential characteristic, which is thar 
they were instruments of revealing (;od's will to man." 

The same writer, on page 936 says : "Tne propheti'- trance then, 
must be acknowledged as a Scriptural account of tt.e state in which 
the prophets and other inspired persons, sometimes at least, receifed 
Divine revelations. It would seem to have- been of the followi~g 

nature. 
'' 1st. The bodily senses were closed to external objects, as in deep 

sleep. 
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"2d. The reflective and discursive faculty was still, and inactive. 
".3d. The spiritual faculty was awakened to the highest state of en

ergy .... 
" Had the prophets a full knowledge of that which they predicted? 

It follows from what \n: have already said that they had not, and could 
not have. ~h;.>: were the 'spokesmen 1 of God : the 'mouth 1 by 
which his wor s were utt;![;dj 

This language is perfect y descriptive of a trance medium in our 
day, the- only error being in making the prophet the "spokesman'' 
and "mouth" of God, instead of a spirit. 

Hitchcock, in his "Analysis of the Bible "-a standard orthodox 
work-on page I 140 says : 

"The word" 'prophet' does not mean simply 'foreteller.' Its 
strictly correct meaning is a 'sptalur for,' that is an interpri!ltr. The 
usual Hebrew word for a prophet is ' Nabi,' which seems to signify one 
whose utterances burst forth, or bubble out spontaneously, like a foun
tain. Thus it is incorrect to consider the Hebrew prophets, only as 
persons wlwse ojftce was to predict future events. Their chief otlice 
was to communicate to the Jews, the will or words of the Lord. As 
a matter of fact, the prediction of future events often became part of 
their duty, and thus that office, as the most wonderful one of all, came 
to be reck!oned their chief one. . • . The primary office of the pro
phets, was to declare the word of the Lord." 

Allen Putnam, in his very able and instructive work, Bible Marvel 
1Vorkers, p. 175, remarks: "No one will fail to be misled by Scrip
ture usage of the word propllel, and proplusy, who does not give them 
wider application than they usually receive. Webster in his Diction
ary, says prophesy means, 'in Scripture, to . preach, to instruct in re
ligious doctrines.' The prophet is a person illuminated, instructed, 
inspired, and who teaches under inspiration, or under any influence 
from unseen intelligences." 

That the possession of the prophetic gifts was not exclusivdy 
claimed by the Hebrews, and that others than Hebrew prophets were 
equally inspired, is evident from the account given of Balaam, a 
heathen, the son of a soothsayer, and a soothsayer himself; who judg
ing from the narration, must hav.e been' as highly endowed with these 
gifts as any whose claims are set forth in the Old Testament. In 
Ex. xxii7 verse 9, we read: "And ' God' can1e unto Balaam, and 
said," etc. No doubt he came· to him, as he came to the Hebrew 
prophets, influencing or controlling him to speak. In verse 12 "God'' 
again directed him. In verse :zo "' Gttd' came unto Balaam at night." 
In verse 21, "' Thl! Lord' opened the eyes of Balaam," and he saw 
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the angel of the "Lord.'' In chap. xxii~ Baham sacrificed upon the 
high places of Baal, to the gods of his nation and notwithstanding 
this act of idolatry, " 'The Lord' put a word in Ralaam's mouth," or 
inspired him, and in chap. xxiv- he is clairvoyant, and is used by 

' what is there assumed to be the Spirit of God, as a medium for in
spired communication. There can be no doubt that Balaam, being 
an idolator, supposed that the spirit that controlled him was one of 
the gods-as spirits were then termed-.of his country, while the 
Jewish narrator in greater ignorance, supposed it to be Gbd him
self. 

It was in keeping with the morals and practices of the Israelites, 
that they should seize the first opportunity to destroy ~laam, who aJ. 
though influenced or controlled by a spirit friendly to them, was yet 
one of the detested heathc!ll, and the priesthood could not tolerate the 
existence of one of these, who excelled at least the majority of their 
own prophets, in the exercise of the gifts of mediumship. See Josh. 
xiii-22. 

Thus prophets were a class of men, who generally-not always
assumed to speak in the name of the "Lord" or a "god;" and the 
term is use<! to designate persons like Ralaam among the heathen; as 
well as like persons among the Hebrews, and they were a numerous 
class, especially with the former, as is evident from I. Kings xviii-19 
where it is said : 

"And the prophets of Baal four hundred and fifty, and the pcophets of the gro'-es 
four hundred." ' 

Iamblichus, a Pagan philosopher, who lived in the second century, 
thus describes the characteristics of mediums, or prophets, in his 
day. They are the same that distinguish mediums with us. 

"Some are agitated throughout the whole body, others in some of 
their members : others again arc entirely quiet. Sometimes there are 
pleasing harmonies, dances, and according 1•oices, and sometimes the 
reverse. Again the body either appears taller, or larger, or is bmu 
aloft IIJroug/1 the air, or is affected by the opposite of these." And 
in explanation of these manifestations, he further s:~ys : "But in 
truth, inspiration is the work, neither of soul nor body, nor of their 
entire compound. The true cause is no other than illumination 
emanating from the very gods themselves, and spirits coming forth 
from them, and an obsession by which they hold us fnlly a~d abso
lutely, absorbing all our faculties e\•en, and exterminating all human 
motives and operations, even to consciousness itself, bringing dis· 
courses which they who utter them, do not understand, but pro· 
nounce with furious lip, so that· our whole being becomes secondary 
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and subservient to the sole power of t.he occupying god." Iam
blichus, De Myst. Sec. iii-c. 5· 

Josephus in speaking of Balaam, thus explains why he blessed when 
he intended to curse. 

"When the Spirit of God seizes us, It utters whate\·cr sounds and 
words It pleases, without any knowledge on our part. . . . For when 
It has come into us, there is nothing in us which remains our own." 
Antiq. IV.-p. 216. 

With the ancient Hebrews, the princip.1l rule for determining the 
possession by their prophets, of the true prophetic gifts, or of divine 
inspiration, appears to have been, whether they taught in conformity· 
with state policy, and the orthodox sentiments of the nation, as ex
pounded by the priestly lawgivers, or otherwise. If their utterances 
were in harmony with the real or supposed interests of the State and 
ecclesiastical system, they were received as from God, if otherwise, 
they were condemned as false and evil. This mode of testing the 
spirits, necessarily was a fallacious and corrupt one, and it inevitably 
followed, that truth was oftC!Il rejected, and error accepted, and while 
honest mediumship was frequently frowned upon and proscribed. er
roneous and even false mediums hip was encouraged, and rewarded. 

The Hebrew priests, were like the priests of the Romish Church at 
the present time. These admit, as did the former, that good and evil 
spirits communicate with mortals, and the Catholic test to-day is pre
cisely the same that was applied by the Jewish priests-namely -do 
their utterances coincide or not with the orthodox teachings. If th~y 
do, they are "Angels from the Lord" if not, they are "evil spirits :" 
the Israelitish priest said "sent from God" the Catholic priest says 
"from Satan." This latter is the only point upon which there is any 
difference behveen the ancient and modern priestly tests for spirits. 
In the olden time the person who was the mouth-piece of spirits, was 
called a prophet : in the Catholic Church he is called a saint ; while 
Spiritualists call him a medium. ' 

Another test, to which prophets who predict;d, sometimes were 
subjected, was whether their predictions proved true or false : 

"But the prophet which shall presume to speak a word in my name, which I 
have not commanded him to speak ; or that shall speak in the name of other gods, 
(Dr rpirils,) even tbat prophet shall die. And if thou say in thine heart: How shall 
we know the word which t1te Lord hath not spoken: When a prophet speaketh in 
the name of the Lord ; if the thing follow not, nor come to pass; that is the thing 
which the LorJ hath not spoken, uut the prophet has spoken it presumptuously: 
thou shalt not be afraid of him. "--Deut. xviii-20, 21, 22. 

The ancient lieathen philosophers, supposed what they called natu
ral divination, to be effected by a divine influence, or afflatus, and 
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what they termed artificial divinatiGn, by certain rites and ceremonies. 
The better informed of the Hebrews also hdd these opinions, and 
while the former was by them co;1sidcred authoritative and reliable, the! 
latter was forbidden. Magic was also lawful, or unlawful, according 
to the aid invoked. 
· It was not only recognized prophets among the Hebrews, who were 
supposed to be inspired, but there were others who possessed this 
reputation. Of this class wa; Ahithophcl of whom it is said: 

" AnJ the counsel of Ahithophel, w!1ich he counselled in those days, was llS if a 
man had inquin.:d at the Oracle of Uod."-Il. Sam. xvi-.zJ. , 

. It is here evident that this man possessed the endowments of a 
prophet, at least as to inspirational utterances, yet he advised Absa· 
1om to go in unto his father's concubines and proposed to go himsdf 
and smite Absalom's father, David ; and because his counsel was su,;. 
pectcd, he "put his household in order, and hanged himself." And 
that acknowledged prophets, and prophetesses, were not necessarily 
persons of strict probity, is shown from Nehemiah, Chap. vi-12, IJ, 
14 where we find that a number of prophets, and a prophet.::ss. con
spired to frighten and force N t:hemiah, a'nd he bewails their deceit· 
fuloess. 

As Ahithophel possessed the prophetic or mediumistic gift, so it 
came to a military officer. 

" Then the spirit came upon Amasai, who wa.s chief of the captains." -I. Chr(111. 
xii-18. 

And we fmd from the passages quoted at the he:ld of this chapter, 
that this spirit came upon Saul, as soon as he met the company of 
prophets, "with a psaltery, and a talm:t, and a pipe, and a harp Ue
fore them." "And he prophesied among them" or spoke by spirit 
impression, as many do to-day when they come within the influence of 
other mediums. ;'\fany of these prophets, or seers, were esteemed 
among the Hebr.!ws, as the " wise men" were among other natwns, 
and nndoubtenly many of these latter were esteemed wise men, :;oldy 
from their being the month-pieces of intelligent spirits. ~ledium;, 

sc..:rs or prophets, of this order, wen: often consulted by the rulers of 
the !!c-hews, and some of them were attached to the court and calleJ 
the "Kings' seers," as appears from certain passages, as in II. Chron. 
xxxv-1 5 where it is said that they took their places with the singers, 
:-.IHl others, and like them they "might not depart from their service." 
These were consulted on all important occasions, or rather the spirits 
who ~poke through them were. It was Nath::o.n the prophet, through 
whom David used to "inquire of the Lord.'' These seers, prophets, 
or mediums, wise men, or n1.1:;icians, attached to the Court, some· 
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times abused their trust as simple instruments for 11.scertaining the 
supposed will of God, or of the gods, and used their influence to ac. 
complish more selfish purposes. Professor Farrar, of Trinity College, 
Cambridge, says in reference to this subject : " But the supposed 
knowledge (of divination) became in all nations an engine of political 
power, and hence interest was enlisted in its support. It fell into the 
h;mds of a priestly caste, who in all nations made it subservient to 
their own purposes. Thus in Persia, Chaudin says, that the astrolo
g::rs would make even the Shah rise at midnight, and travel in the 
wvrst weather in obedience to their suggestions." 

When Saul and his servant had been seeking the lost asses of his 
father Kish, and when failing in their search, they were about to return 
home, the servant said to Saul : 

" Behold, now there is in this city a man of God ; and he is an honorable man; 
all that he saith cometh surely to pass; now let us go thither, peradventure he can 
shew us our way, that we should go. "-1. Sam. ix-6. 

This would seem to imply, that not all who were then ~tyled " men 
of God" were honorable, otherwise honest ; and from it being said 
that "all that he saith cometh surely to pass," it would appear that 
what some of them said, did not come to pass; thus placing these 
•• men of God" generally, upon a level with mediums in our day; in 
respect to honesty and reliability, and that Samuel, the man of God 
here spoken of, did sometimes at least !!Xercise the functions of a 
modern spiritual medium, is evident from the servailt knowing of his 
ability to furnish such information as was here sought, and this was 
probably derived from general reputation; and moreover upon appli. 
cation to hini, Samuel did furnish the information they desired. 

That prophets were mpst commonly mediums, and like those of 
the present and of all time, were controlled or influenced by spirits of 
different grades, I think is obvious from the manner in which Saul 
was affected. 

"And the n~il spirit from Ike Lord was upon Saul, a.~ he sat in his 
house, with his javelin in his hand, and David played with his hand. An<l Saul 
sought to smite David, even to the wall with the javelin, hut he slippe<i away out 
of Saul's presence, and he smote the javelin into the wall, and David Red an< I es· 
caped that night. • . • And Saul sent messengers to take David, and when they 
aaw the company of the prophets (nwjjums) prophesying, and Samuel standing a:; 

appointed over them, tlu spirit of God was upon the messengers of Saul, nnd tncy 
also prophesied .. And when it was told Saul, he• sent other messengers, and tn~y 
propnuied liluwiu. And Saul sent messengers again, the third time, any tn.y 
prophesi~d also. Then went he (Saul) abo to Ramah. , . • An<.! he wcr.t 
thither to Naioth in Ramah, and the Spirit vf G<XI came upon h.im also, an<l he 
went on and proplusietl, until he came to Naioth in Ramah. And he stripp<'<l rjf 
h.U clollll!s also, and proplu:sied before Samu~l in Ji!;;e manner, and lay d.nim nr:~·.·J 
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all tlrat day, and all that night. Wlunftw~ th9' say, Is Saul also among the 
prophets? "-1. Sam. xix-9, 10, 20 to 24· 

Here in the ninth and tenth verses, we find Saul controlled by an 
evil spirit, who through him sought the life of David, as evil spirits 
nO\v sometimes seek the lives of persons, through certain mediums 
whom they can temporarily control. But David fled, and Saul sent 
messenger~ after him, but when these came within the circle of influ. 
ence ·or the band of mediums surrounding Samuel ; who himself prolr 
ably was the best developed of them all ; their mediumistic qualities 
or powers were aroused into action in this powerful spirit circle, and 
spirits controlled or influenced them, and they were no longer capa
ble of executing the orders of Saul. After three parties of his mes
sengers, had been successively brought within the magic circle of 
mediumistic influence, Saul himself determined to· execute his own 
commands, and went to Naioth; "and the spirit of God was upcn 
him also," and he prophesied, viz., spoke under spirit control, and 
stripped himself naked, and· in this state lay all one day and night. 
From the manner in which the spirit here controlled Saul, there is no 
possible reason to doubt that it was either the same that sought 
David's life, or another of the same grade ; and this is evident from 
the absence of all sense of decency on the part of the spirit ; for 
spirits who have possessed that sense in earth-life, do not become di
\"estcd of it in spirit-life. So I must differ in toto from the writer, 
when he says, "anJ the Spirit of God was upon him also," for if the 
spirit who first controlled him to seck David's life, was "an evil spirit 
f~om the Lord," the one who throu~h him perpetrated these indecent 
acts, could not have been the "spirit of God," as here claimed. In 
all probability, the same spirit controlled him on both occasions. 

What would now be thought of a spiritual medium, who should b~ 
influenced in this manner? Thousands of them since the times of 
the Hebrew prophets, have been incarcerated in lunatics' cells, when 
the spirits manifesting thrc>ugh them were on a higher plane, than this 
degralled spirit who manifested through SaLt!. 

All this shows with what lack of consideration, and with how little 
knowledge, judgments were pronounced in those days, upon the 
quality and grade of medinmship, an~ the status of the spirit control· 
ling. It seems to have been determined by mere whim ; in utter 
i;::norance ; with no rnles for guidance; and the same disembodied in· 
telligcnce that at one moment is termed "The Lord," in the next is 
called "Angel of the Lord," and then "Spirit," or even "1\fan." :\ 
medium is said, as here, to be controlled by "an evil spirit from the 
Lord," and afterward by " the Spirit of God," when it is evident that 
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e influence has not changed at all for the better. Saul at first was 
;htly said to be under the control of an evil spirit, but when he was 
:erwa.rd acting like a raving maniac, and being disgraced, he was 
id to have "the spirit of God upon . him also," and was styled a 
,>rophet," as were all Saul's messengers who ca1ne under spiritual 
lluence. Nothing is more plain, than that mediums who were in
.enced in a manner acceptable to the priests, and to the other 
ophets, or mediums, and who spoke in an orthodox, or even unin
lligible manner, were pronounced " prophets," and were thereafter 
pposed to be the direct mouth-pieces of God, even though they 
mished abundant proof by the manner in which they were con
:>lled, that their familiar spirits were neither cultivated nor refined, 
1d from what they uttered that they were not intelligent. 
With all due respect for the talents and intelligence of the major
r of the orthodox clergy, and laity, I cannot here avoid expressing 
e feeling of pity that I, in common with most intelligent Spiritual
:s feel, when reviewing such scriptural passages as these ; for those 
1o can so fearfully mistake, what to us are so clearly the manifesta
>n5 of low, vulgar spirits, for the Almighty's methods of exhibiting 
is power and wisdom, through mortal organisms. It is a humiliat
g fact, that millions of persons who reject the spiritual manifesta
>n5 of our day, on the ground that they are unworthy of the intelli
:nce and good sense of their departed friends, yet tenaciously hold 
' the degrading opinion, that the Supreme Being, the Infinite Gocl, 
d directly manifest through such an organism as Saul's, and in su£h 
grovelling manner. A mode of manifestation which they would 
ject with horror, when claimed for their spirit friends, they argue is 
tite worthy of the Infinite Father, Who is All powerful, All wise, 
1d All good. 
To those who believe that such bodies of men suddenly became 

prophets ; " all gifted with power to see into the future ; all at once 
mstituted oracles of God; all instantlr made holy; I would ask: 
bat became of them ? At least ninety-nine in a hundred of them 
e never heard of again. Strange fate for such gifted beings, spe
:J.lly selected by God, for what-apparently for no purpose. God 
»e5 not work in this manner-without a purpose. If prophets were 
ecial creations, they must have been for a special work ; but we 
.n perceive no work accomplished, saving here and there by an 
dividual. 
Being at Moravia, N. Y., in August 1872, for the purpose of wit

:s5ing the manifestations through Mrs. Andrews, I was one day told 
at a man by the name of Charles S--, residing in that town, was 
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then under the control of a spirit, and was acting in a violent man. 
ner. 

I visited the house, and found a man about thirty years of age, \\ith 
his eyes closed, in a profuse perspiration, shuffling about the floor in 
imitation of a clu.,1sy kind of dance, and at intervals he would seat 
himself on a chair, and slap his limbs with violence, and trot his feet, 
as if keeping time to music. After having attentively observed him, 
I approached him, and inquired what spirit controlled him, when he 
replied in a loud voice : "I am the Father ; the Son ; and the Holy 
Ghost; the Giver of all earthly gifts. I give you the bread you eat 
and the water you drink ; '' and occasionally he would say something 
more rational, but the talking was incessant. 

A gentleman here laid his hands upon his shoulders and commanded 
the spirit to depart, when he raised his arm and retreated, at the 
same time exclaiming : " Don't touch me. I am the u1ost peaceable 
man in the world, if you will only let me have my own way; but don't 
lay hands on me. I will leave when I please." The gentleman very 
sensibly desisted from any further attempt to expel the spirit, and he 
continued speaking wildly as before. 

Often in the most urgent tones he wou-ld demand water, declaring 
he would die without it, a~d when it was offered he would swallow in· 
credible quantities with the utmost a\·idity. Occasionally he would 
say he was a drumlller boy, wlw died on the field of battle, suffering 
from til irst. 

;rhe spirit in control evidently was insane, and at first I failed to 
comprehend the situation, as I knew that persons dying insane do not 
carry tlwir insanity with them, but only the confusion of ideas arising 
from that condition, which soon pass1!s away, but upon further retl.:c· 
tion I felt assured, that the spirit in assuming control had necessarily 
resumed the last conditions of his earthly existence. 

This was the third time he haLl been thus affected, but he was now 
more violent than at either of the previous times, probably from the 
attempts of the gentleman before mentioned, and others, to compd 
the spirit to leave him. · 

After remaining with him for an hour I left the house, and in about 
another hour returned, and found him sitting quietly and composed, 
holding his youngest child, and perfectly restored to his ordinary state, 
not the least evidence of excitement remaining, and upon questioning 
him he assured me that he felt no sense of Lttigue from his cxtr:10r· 
oin:ny exertions, nor soreness from the numerous heavy strokes he 
had inllicted upon his limbs. He had been under control nearly four 
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hours, in an oppressively warm afternoon in August, and his exertions 
had been incessant during that time. 

Mr. S- had been a strong opposer of Spiritualism, and had 
steadily refused all invitations to be present at Mrs. Andrew's s~ances, 
until one day his curiosity induced him to attend one, \vhere he had 
been but a few min.utes when he became subject to spirit influence 
for the first time, and disturbing the harn10ny of the circle, some per
sons present attempted to eject him from the room, but the controt
ling spirit at the s6ance appeared at the aperture of the cabinet, and 
requested them to let him alone, as the spirit attempting to t.ake pos· 
session was actuated by good motives, and if not opposed, would not 
injure him. The circle of course was broken up. 

At the circle of Mrs. Andrews, the next morning after this oc· 
currence, I inquired of the controlling spirit at her s~ances, why it was 
that the spirit had been so violent, and had exhibited such evidences 
of insanity, and he replied, that the spirit had died on the fielcl of bat· 
tle, and from his sufferings-principally from thirst-had died insane ; 
and that when he now controlled, he resumed his last earthly condi
tions, with the intense thirst and the insanity that characterized them. 

The spirit had formerly resided a short distance from Moravia, and 
was known there w~n living, and ·when first controlled he had given 
)lis name, and his mother had been informed of the circumstance, and 
at the next attempt to control she was notified and visited Mr. S--, 
when she fully recognized her deceased son. 

There will be observed in the features of this case, some resem
blance to ·those that characterized the efforts of the spirit to control 
Saul ; the principal difference being, that the spirit here was on a 
higher plane than the former. 

The prophets or mediums of the Bible conflicted in their utterances, 
as do mediums in our day : 

"And the word of the Lord came unto me saying : Son of man, prophesy 
against the prophets of Israel that prophesy, and say unto them that prophesy out 
of their own hearts: Hear ye the word of the Lord. Thus saith the Lord (jmJ, 
Woe unr_o the foolish prophets that follow their own spirit, and have seen nothing." 
"Likewise thou son of man, set thy face against the daughters of thy peopl.! which 
prophesy out of their own heart, and prophesy against them. "-Ezek. xiii-1 to J, 
17· ' 

" The word of the Lord" undoubtedly came also to the other pro
phets, and prophetesses, and ho1v could Ezekiel, or how can we de
cide which was authoritative, for all the evidence we have of his being 
the true pr()phet, is his own unsupported assertion. llut there is a 
way to settle this question, and our knowledge of modern medium· 
ship furnishes the means. It is by assuming that ancient prophets, 
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or mediums, even like our modern ones, were liable to make contra. 
dictory statements when under spirit impressipn or control: and 
Ezekiel's suspicion of the others, is parallelled amongst some of our 
own mediums ; so that our knowledge of the peculiarities of the same 
class in our day, is the key to an understanding of this subject. 

Had Joseph Smith, the founder of Mormonism, lived in the pro
phetic period, he would have been esteemed ·a prophet. He possessed 
great magnetic power, and used it with his followers in curing disease, 
and in establishing his claim to divine appointment. To them he OC:· 

cupied the relationship that Moses did to the children of Israel. In 
both cases, God was supposed to speak through the mouths of these 
instruments, His servants, and through him, as through Moses and 
Ezekiel, the divine will was revealed ; and if any of his followers were 
doubtful as to the course they should pursue, he could always explain 
to them the will of God in the matter. He understood His will, 
through dreams and visions, and interpreted these in the language of 
men. 

There is no reason to suppose, that the ancient Hebrews were any 
better qualified to discriminate between true and false mediumship, 
than are the Orientals of to-day. When upon a visit to an Algerian 
Aga, Robert Houdin performed some of his tricks, !le says: "The 
effect produced was such that I could not possibly continue, for ever~·, 
one fled at my approach. Ben Amara assured us, they took me for 
Shaitan himself; but /wd I worn tlu: Mohammedan -costume, thf_l' 
n•ould /1a<•e cas/ themselves at my jut as an em·oy from Hcaun.'' 

Thus in our day-as in former times-the inhabitants of those coun· 
tries either worship as divine, or condemn as infernal, whatever they 
cannot compre!1cnd. 

Dr. Wolff, the celebrated traveller in the East, remarks: "The 
people of the East always come to the primal cause in everything; 
to God Himself. They do not as Europeans do, invariably dwell 
upon the second causes, but refer everything at once to the Gov· 
crnor of the world." 

The intbted, metaphorical style and form of speech, that charac· 
terizec1 other Oriental nations, was equally characteristic of the He· 
brews. Their language, both written an·d spoken, was for truthfd 
purposes vitiated by an extravagant use of hyperbole, simile, anti 
metaphor. This exaggerated mode of expresi'ion, nearly always dis· 
torted or perverted facts, as in I. Chron. 22. "For at that time day 
by day, there came to David to help him, until it was a great host, 
like the l1ost of God." 

This exaggerated style of expression has d.:scended to the present 
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day, with the successive generations in those countries, and Sir W. 
Baker says of the present inhabitants ; "Should the present history 
of the country be written by an Arab scribe, the style of the descrip
tion would be precisely that of the Old Testament, and the various 
calamities, or the good fortunes that have in the course of nature 
befallen both the tribes, and the individuals, would be recounted, 
either as special visitations of Divine wrath, or blessings for good 
deeds performed. If in a dream, a particular course of action is 
suggested, the Arab belie\'es that God l111s spoken and directed /lim. 
The Arab scribe or historian would describe the event as the voice of 
tlu Lord (Kalium el Allah) having spoken unto the person, or that 
God appeared to him in a dream and said, etc. Thus much allow
ance would be necessary on the part of a European reader, for the 
figurative ideas and expressions of the people."-The Nile Tributa
ries of Abyssinia, p. 130. 

This mode of expression, with slight regard to exact truth, per
vades the books of the Old Testament ; and their composition in 
this respect affords a striking contrast to that of the New; if we ex· 
cept the book of Revelations; for in the New Testament, a regard to 

• truth in description is evidently paramount to force or brilliancy of 
style. Added to this loose and i.ruaginative style of description by 
the Hebrew writers, was their ignorance as to the spirit world, and 
its rel~tions to this, so that when a real or supposed spirit communi
cation was received, or when any phenomenon occurred 'I_Vhich, 
startled the1:n, they were incompetent to form a correct opinion as to 
its origin and character, and from their hyperbole of speech were 
certain to aggravate the difficulty, by their description of it. They 
were equally ready to attribute these things-as before remarked-to 
"the Lord" to "an angel of the Lord" or to "an evil spirit from the 
Lord" and we thus find in certain accounts of real or supposed su
per-mundane manifestations, that the spirit manifesting is frequently 
called by all three of these names, and from the above causes 
and from their natu.ral habits of servility, they were generally ready t~ 
fall down and worship the one, as readily as the other. 

That this description is not overdrawn, will-! think-be evident 
from the many passages that can be adduced to prove its correctness. 
Thus we find this ignorance and confusion of ideas manifest with 
Joshua: 

"And it came to pas.~ when Joshua was by Jericho, that he lifted up his eyes and 
looked, and behold there slood a ma11 over against him with his sword drawn in 
his hand, and Joshua went unto him, and sai·l unto him; Art thou for us, or for 
OUJ: adversaries? And he said, Nay; but as Ca!laill t'.fllu lwsl of the Lord am 
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I nuw come. And Joshua fell on his face to the earth, and d;J 7ot>rr!Jip, and said 
WltO him; What saith my urtlunto his servant ?"-Josh. V-13, 14· 

Here the spirit is described as "a man," then the spitit himself 
said he was "Captain of the Host of the Lord" and Joshua wor
shipped him, and addressed him as " Lord." 

We find Jacob equally uncertain, as to the status of a spirit with 
whom he was brought into intimate and singular relations : 

"Anti Jacob was len alone, and there wrestled a 111011 with 'him until the break· 
ing of the day. Anrl when he s:tw that be prevailed not ~r:1inst him, he touc~c.l 
the hollow of his thigh, an.) the hollow of Jacob's thigh was out of joint, as he 
wrestled with him. 

"And he said, let me go, for the day breaketh; and he said, I ~;n not let thee 
go except thou hless me. . . . Anti he said, Thy name shall be called no more 
Jacob, but Israel; for as a ~rince /uzsllhou pr.t•er with God, aud with men, am/ 
hast prn:•ai!.·d. • • . Ami Jacoh calleJ tha name of the place, Pcniel; j<~r I 
I1<IVI sem God face to face, and my life is prescrveJ."-Gen. xxxii-34 to 30. 

Thus Jacob, after calling the spirit in a sane moment, "A m:tn" 
suddenly fancies him to be God, and declares he has seen his l\Iaker 
face to face ; and not only that, but has had a trial of strength with 
him, and when He (God) saw that he prevailed not against hirfl, as 
the last resort, He took an unf.tir advantage, and dislocated Jacou's 
hip joint. It may be well to here"notice, that according to the 24th 
verse Jacob was alone when this marvellous proceeding took place, 
so the orthodox faith in the story rests upon the testimony of Jacob 
·alone'-providcd the story originated with him. 

If an ancient writing purporting to be sacred, were discovered, ac· 
companied by cvillencc that it had the same origin, and was of equal 
authority with the books of the Old Testament, and were this story 
to be there found narrated, and for the first time in this age there 
rca<! in the very words it is now recorded, it would be indignantly 
n:jected by all enlightened thcologi:tns, as little less tl1an blasphe· 
mous, and it wouia be the means of utterly discrediting the entir~ 
rcconl. ,\nd yet, from theologians having been educated to discanl 
the simple~t dictates of· reason, in reverently regarding everything 
in the Bible just as their ancestors did centmics since, when a man 
was consi<len:d lcarnetl who possessed a superfici:1.l knowledge of 
Latin, they accept it as of binding force, as literally true, while :1t 
tlw same time they admit that the same Bible declares, that ''no 
man luth seen God at any time," and while they know that this dec· 
laration is incontrovertibly true. 

Antiquity has no peculi:nly sacred character. All of truth that 
has descended to us, is o[ the same value as if we had discovered it, 
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and a great error though enveloped in the mantle of antiquity, is as 
truly hideous as though it had just arisen to view. 

In Genesis c:hapter xix-verse i. it is sain "lwo angels came to Lot 
at SO<lom. In verse :i they are styled LfJrcis. In verses 10 and ll 
the writer calls them men. In verse 15 they are again styled angels. 
In verse 16 again mm. In verse 18 they are called my Lord: and in 
verses I 9 and 20 Lot addresses them, as if he supposed them to be God. 

In Genesis xxxi-I I, 13, it is said: "And the angel of God spoke 
unto me in a dream." Then this same angel says: " I am ·the god (If 
Bdhd where thou anointest the pillar." It is evident from these and 
numerous other passages, that when these and similar manifestation!: 
are ascribed t~ the Lord; or to God, a local or titulary divinity is 
quite often, if not generally meant. If the word "God" were here 
spelled with a small g, both the construction and sense of the sen
tence, would then strongly impress this idea upon the mind of the 
reader. I must do the writer of these passages the justice to say I 
am satisfied, that at loost in many of these cases, his intention was not 
to convey the idea of the Almighty being the visible or invisible 
agency,-as the case may be-concerned· in these manifestations. 
He only meant to ascribe them to a god or spirit-but the glamour 
through which succeeding generations view the acts and teachings of 
preceding opes, has magnified these occurrences into special mani
festations of God himself. 6 

In Exodus chapter iii-verse 2 it is said of Moses: "And .the 
angel of the Lord appeared unto him in a fiame of fire, out of the 
midst of a bush." In verse 4 we read : "And when the Lord saw 
that he turned aside to see, God called unto him out of the midst 
of the bush." Verse 6 : "Moreover he said : I am the God of thy 
father; the Got! of Abraham. . . . And Moses hid his face, for he 
was afraid to look upon God." 

In the same chapter verse 22 this same spirit no doubt that Moses 
mistook for God, commanded that 

"Every woman shall borrow I of her neighbor, and of her that sojourneth in her 
house, jewel~ of silver, and jewels of gold, and raiment, and ye shall put them upon 
your son~ and upon your daughter,;, and ye shall spoil the Egyptians." 

In the 13th chapter of Exodus, verse 211 it is said: "And thr 
Lord went before them by day, in a pillar of a cloud." In verse 19. 
of the succeeding Chapter, it is said : "And the angel of God which 
\\'ent before the camp of Israel." Anct in the 24th verse it reads : 
" The Lord looked through the pillar of fire." While in Numbers xx 
-I 6 it says: "And when we cried unto the Lord he heard our voice, 
and sent an angel, and hath brought us forth out of Egypt." 

9}; 
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It is elsewhere generally said, that God brought them out of the 
land of E~ypt; but in Judge; ii-1 we again read: 

"Ancl an angd of the Lord came up from Gi4,'3\, to Bochim, and said; I m.uJt 
you to go up out of Egypt, aml/wz·~ brought you unto tbe land which 1 rJJart unta 
your fathers, ami /said I will m'l,~r break my covenant with yoiL" 

And this angel, or spirit, or god, continues to speak in such an au
~horit:ui,•e tone, and in such language, as are generally supposed to 
bc )'roper for God .alone, for the succeeding verses read : 

"And ye shall ma!,eno league with the inhabitants of this land. Yc shall throw 
down their altar•: ],ut ye ha,·e not obeyed my voice. 'Vhy have ye done this? 
• . • . An• I it came to pas.~ when lht angtl fl/ the Lord spalu tluu 1vortls, 
unto all the children of hra.el, that the people lifted up their voices ll!ld wept." 

Throughout this chapter he is caJled the angel of flu Lord, and he 
directly claims to have exercised the authority, and to have done that, 
which elsewhere is ascribed to God. · 

In Exodus xxxi-18 it is declared that the two tables of stone were 
" TVriltm willz lht: ji11ger of God." In chapter xxxii-16, this is 
reiterated in different words. These tables were broken by Moses 
in his indignation at the idolatries of his people, and in chapter xxxiv 
-1, Moses is directed to hew two more tables like the first, and 
God says : "I 1tlil/wrilt: upo11 tlust: tablu the words that were in the 
first tables that thou breakest." But it appears from the 27th and 
2-Rth verses that l\foses wrote them, for it says: "And the Lord said 
unto .\loses, write tlzou, these words. And he wrote upon 
the tables the words of the covenant, the ten commandments." 

There is a contradiction here, as to who was the writer of these 
table~"· and believing that the last account is the most probable, I am 

disposed to accept it as the true one, anti believe that Moses wrote all 
the tables. In other words Moses or some one for him, furnishing us 
with two diametrically opposite accounts, I accept the one that is rea· 
sonable, in preference to the one that is impossible. 

I could swell these pages with further quotations, all proving that 
the writers, not only had no correct conception of the character of 
(;od, but no better understanding of that of spirits and angels. I 
will call the attention of the reader if he feel disposed to further pur· 
sue this subject, to Gen. xv-5 and 8, which compare with verse Io of 
the next chapter. Also compare verse I I of this chapter with verse 
IJ. Then sec chapter xviii-and xix. Also Judges vi-from I2 to 
23. Abo Judges xiii-zi, 22 which I will here quote: 

" llut lh,• au.:;d of the Lon\ <.lid no more appear to ~bno:lh and to his wife. 
T::t·a :\bno:th kn.!w that h~ was <lll .wgc! of the LorJ. And Mano:th s:li<luntohis 
wi~.!: \V~ shall ;.urely <li~, bccau~c w~ hm!t su11 G()d." 

ln 11. Sam. xxir--1, it is said that the the Lord moved David to 
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number the people, while in I. Chron. xxi-1, in another account of 
the S<lme transaction, it is said that "Satan provoked David to num· 
ber Israel." David being a medium, it is probable that a spirit moved 
him to do this, or the idea may have originated with himself. 

Neither are some of the New Te~tament writers entirely free from 
similar looseness of expression, for we find Paul calling a spirit " a 
man," in Acts xvi-9. 

The disposition to worship every object or agency of a supermun
dane character, is shown throughout the Old Testament, and some
times even in the New, as in Rev. xix-Io, where we find John falling 
at the feet, with the intention of worshipping a spirit, who rebukes him 
for his servility, and tells him that he is only a "fellow servant" as all 
angels or spirits are. In Acts x-25 and in other places, we find one 
man worshipping another. · 

The same indiscriminate use of tem1s is also appare-nt in the use of 
the words "god" and "gods." The Psalmist says : 

"I have said Y4 are gods, and all of you are children of the Most High."
Psalms, lxxxii-6. 

The term is here evidently used as synonymous with "spirits" as it 
also is in I. Sam. xxviii-13, 14, where the woman of Er.dor saw" gods" 
(or spirits)" ascending out of the earth." In fact the terms "gods" 
and "angels" were generally used to express what we now know to be 
human spirits. In Exodus vii-I, 2, Moses was made "a god" to 
Pharaoh ; or as we interpret it, his power was to astonish Pharaoh to the 
degree that he should regard him as more than mortal-as a spirit or 
god. But by taking Gen. xxx-37, and xxxi-19, 30,32 together, we 
find that green rods used as instruments of enchantment, were called 
"gods." It must here have been supposed that the potential agency 
resided in the rods themselves. These passages not only show how 
}oosely these terms were applied, but these latter passages also show 
how the laws and penalties against sorcery and witchcraft were con
stantly disregarded. 

In the following passage, we find that Paul was taken for a "goci " 
because the bite of a viper did not destroy him. At first the barba
rians viewed it as a judgment from Heaven, but 

"However they looked when he should have swollen or fallen down dead sud
denly, but after they had looked a great while and saw no harm come to him they 
changed their minds, and said that he was • a gtJd"' (or spirit).-Acts xxviii-6. 

The first judgment of these barbarians, was about as sensible as 
that of some of the bigots of the present day, who in utter ignorance 
of the nature of spiritu~l phenomena assign to them a Satanic origin. 

With the Israelites, all spirits or angels, good and bad, were sup-
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posed to be God's ministers, in the same sense that men directly re· 
ceive and execute the commands of a higher authority ; as illustrated 
in the passage, 

"And the evil spirit from llu .Lura was upon Saul"---1. Sam. xix 
-9. Or as it is said in Psalm xxviii-49, "By sending evil angels 
among them.•: Good spirits then were "angels of the Lord." 

THE " WORD OF THE LORD." 

The contradictory character of many of the ,communications in the 
Old Testament, are satisfactorily explained, if we admit that they 
were ~ade by spirits of divers mental capacities, on different moral 
planes, and at different times, extending over a period of centuries. 
When viewed in this light, there is no difficulty in accounting fur the 
discrepancies in their teaching5, or the sanguinary character of many 

' of their messages or commands ; and the phrase, " And the Lord 
said," becomes intelligible, and the contrariety of interpretation, aJ¥1 
the innumerable attempts to reconcile irreconcilable teachings and 
differences, are alike obviated. The term "spirit·" so often used in 
both the Old and New Testaments to designate human spirits, bot 
which has so generally by commentators and interpreters, been coa
stmed to mean God Himself, would then have its proper and restricted 
signification, and it would be clearly apparent that angels or spirits have 
always been the agencies employed in spiritual intercourse with man. 
In Acts, vii-53, this great truth is virtually declared, for there it is 
said that the law was received by the disposition (or agency) of angtlt; 
and if received by or through them, it could not have been given di· 
rectly by God through the prophets, as is now held. Ezekiel in Chap. 
iii-24, says 

• • Then the spirit entered into me, and set me upon my feet, and spake with me. 
and said wlto me." 

This is a clear, concise statement of control by a spirit; but in 
verse 2 7 we further read : 

" But when I speak with thee, I will open thy mouth, and thou shalt say un!o 

them; 'Thus saith the Lortl GO<l.'" 

It is here stated that the spirit controlling claimed to speak as God, 
as other spirits often claimed to do, and were encouraged to do from 
the blind credulity with which the superstition and ignorance of the 
age rccei\•ed their utterances. There is as much vanity and tendency 
to deception in the spirit-world as in this, with those spirits who \\'er~ 
vain and deceitful here, and who have not progressed there. 

In the eighth chapter of Acts, verse 26, it is said: "And the an;d 
of the Lord spake unto Philip, saying," etc. And in the 29th verse 
it reads : "Then the spirit said unto Philip," etc . 

• 
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No one will deny that the invisible intelligence first mentioned, 
was an angel--or as we say-a spirit-and it does seem unreasonable 
to maintain that this angel suddehly stood aside, and that God took 
his place, for the passage in which the word " spirit" is used, is in 
continuation of the same story, and we can safely assume that it is the 
same intelligence directing all through. The phrase is explicit-the 
spirit-and it can only be the spirit previously called an angel. It is in 
this sense that the tenn is used in so many other places, and where it is 
so generally perverted to mean the Holy Spirit of God : a meaning 
for which there is no warrant whatever. It was not only in the times 
of the prophets, that men supposed they saw and conversed with 
God, and received communications direct from Him ; but we find that 
later, John, in tbe Revelation, imagined he also saw Him, and in modem 
times, among others Swedenborg was under a similar delusion. He 
says a misty darkness came over him, succeeded by a light, and he 
saw an appearance in human form who said to him " I am God, the 
Lord, the Creator and Redeemer of the world. I have chosen thee 
to unfold to men the spiritual sense of the Holy Scripture. I will 
dictate to thee what thou shalt write." And again he says, " I have 
been called to a holy office by the Lord himself. I can sacredly and 
solemnly declare that the Lord himself has been seen of me, ·and bas 
sent me to do what I do." And he assures us, that he "received 
nothing of the doctrines of the New Church, or of the spiritual sense 
of the sacred Scriptures, from any angel, or spirit, but from tlu LJrd 
a/on~." 

If such a highly educated and intellectual man as Swedenborg, 
could in modern times be persuaded that God spake to him direct, 
how much more readily could uneducated prophets or mediums 
among the Israelites, be deluded, by mistaking the utterances of 
spirits for the voice of God, and which they confidently announced to 
the people, with the imposing prefatory phrase, "Thus saith the 
Lord." 

:\.fany other modern enthusiasts besides Swedenborg, have been 
affected by this delusion: among. others Joanna Southcott. In her 
Biography, it is said under date of July :z, 18o4. that, "Joanna tried 
to compose herself after a hard contest with the devil, when at last 
she fell asleep, and whether awake or asleep she does not know, but 
she remembers she was quite awake when she felt the lzand of the 
I~ord upon her, but in that heavenly and beautiful manner, that she felt 
joy unspeakable and full of glory. • • . 'I said to him ; " Are you 
my dear dying Saviour, that is to come to destroy all the works of the 
devil ? " He answered me " Yes.n I then thought I would go out 
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of my bed, and fall down on my knees before him, to return him 
thanks for his mercy and goodness, but as soon as these thoughts en· 
tered my head he disappeared.' " 

This spirit or angel, like the one seen by John the Revelator, was 
averse to any such exhibition of credulous servility, and probably re
treated to avoid witnessing it or being the object of it. 

So Fitz Hugh Ludlow in "The Hasheesh Eater," p. 188, relates 
how in some of his visions caused by the use of this drug, he saw ..-hat 
to him appeared to be Deity ; " always menacing, wrathful, or aveng· 
ing," as such a creation of a morbid fancy naturally would be, and 
much as certain Jewish prophets conceived and represented their 
Deity. 

Rev. Thos. K. Beecher, in a lecture delivered in Elmira, N.Y. 
March 17, 1872, sa~d: 

" I would have you notice too, that all spirits, or at least samples 
of every class, have according to ,Scripture testimony made them· 
selves apparent to the eye, or the ear, and sometimes to both. 
God appeared to Adam and talked with him-to Abraham in the 
form of a traveller; afterwards to Lot in Sodom-before Moses in a 
sphere of light around the acacia tree-to all Israel in the pillar of 
fire, and cloud that went before tl;em as they journeyed, and rested 
on the holy place when they camped-to Elijah by a still small voice 
-to Solomon when he dedicated the temple-to Shadrach, Meschek, 
and Abednego, in the fiery furnace. 

"These and like manifestations of God, we call by the learned 
name, theoph:mics-that is outshinings of God. It still r~mai11s /rut, 

hm;•:r·cr, that 110 man ltath sun God a/ any lime, for no man can ltJr.•k 
upon IIim and lil'C." 

" Ami the LorJ spake unto Moses, face to face, as a man speaketh unto his 
fricnd."-Ex. xxxiii-11. 

This is plain enough ; but what are we to do with the twentieth 
verse of the same cltaplt"r, which reads as follows : 

" And he saitl, Thou canst not see my faee, for there shall no man see me :uul 
live." 

These two contradictory statements are penned by the same 
writer, in the cour"e of the same narration, and both asseverations can
not be true. It is not uncommon for a modern prophet, or medium, 
while speaking under otw spirit control to be suddenly influenced by 
another, and much that he ~ays may conflict with what he previously 
uttered. I have witnessed this change scores of times; and it is in 
this way that I account for the contradictory utterances of the same 
Hebrew prophets, at different times. 
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Either God has been seen of ;nan, or He has not. We presume 
few wdl-informed, Orthodox Christians at this• time, will confess to a 
belief in God having been personally seen by any man, and if ::my 
so believe, they are at once met with the counter declaration in the 
same Holy book, in the words above quoted. I would ·inquire of 
those who accept the finality of the latter declaration, and who reject 
my explanation, What are we to do with the numerous other pas
~ges of Scripture, in which it is as clearly asserted that certain 
prophets, seers, and priests, did see God? As in Gen. xviii-x ; xxxii 
-30; xxxv-9, and xlviii-3 ; Ex. xxiv-9, xo (where seventy of 
the elders of Israel, and the nobles saw him); also Ex. xxxiii-11 ; 
Deut. v-4, and xxxiv-Io; II. Chron. vii-12; Job, xlii-5; Is. vi 
-1; Ezek, 1-26, 27, and viii- I, 2; Dan. vii-9, 10; Amos, ix
I ; Rev. iv-2, 3, and xx-II. Here Abraham, Jacob, Moses, 
Aaron, Solomon, Job, Isaiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Amos, John of the 
Apocalypse, and others, all declare, or it is declared, that they each 
and every one saw God, not in His works, but in person. How can 
we reconcile these contradictory, though I believe honest statements. 
There is only one way to do it, aud it is by assuming, that all the 
J>rophets and others just named were mistaken-that they did not 
see God, but some appearance,-some object in human form, which 
they mistook for God, but which in the light of modern spiritual rev
elation, I have no hesitation in saying were human spirits. 

This is the only reasonable conclusion, and the only one that saves 
the credit of these scriptural writers. If this hypothesis be rejected, 
we can only conclude, either that they were the subjects of hallucina
tion, and therefore visionaries and unworthy of credit, or that thdr 
narrations were wilfully false. 

I cannot entertain either of these opinions, and especially the 
latter. I believe them to have honestly related what they saw, and as 
they understood it, but I also believe that they were mostly unedu
cated, and mentally untrained men, living amidst ignorant and super
stitious people, anp that they really saw human spirits whom they 
mistook for God. 

Then again we should bear in mind, as we have before remarked, 
the irresistible tendency of the Oriental mind to exaggerated modes 
of expression and that the term Lord or lord is by the Scriptural 
writers in innumerable instances applied to men, as in Gen. chap. 
xliv-where it is thus applied in almost every verse. The custom 
amongst the Hebrews, was to address every one above them as .llf) 
Lord, and to rate themselves as his servant. Spirits-or as they were 
more generally termed-good and evil angels-when seen, were ad-
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dressed and spoken of in the same way, numerous instances in evi
dence being given in• this work, so that a spirit seen by them 
would almost certainly be spoken of as God, or a got/, or as th~ 
Lord. 

A thoughtful person, reading the twenty-first, twenty-second, and 
twenty-third verses of the thirty-third chapter of Exodus for the first 
tiu1e, would naturally receive the impression, that the writer was ex
perimenting upon the reader's credulity, but there is no reason to 
doubt that the writer was honest in relating the story. It was the 
spirit that influenced Moses on that occasion, that was experimenting 
upon his credulity, and the former resortecl to a trick worthy of a 
harlequin. These verses read as follows : 

"Ami the Lord said, Debold there is a place by me and thou shalt stand upon a 
rock. And it shall come to pass, while my glory p:1.S6Ctb by, thnt I will put thee 
in a cleft of the rock, and will cover thee with my hand while I pass by, and I 
will take away mine hand, ll.lld thou shalt see my back parts, but my face shall DOt 
be seen." 

Within fifty years, men will read these passages and -raise their hands 
in amazement, that such contradictory and absurb statements, could 
in this enlightened age have been l"eceived as truthfully descriptive of 
that Grand Incomprehensible Being, of Whom the Psalmist says: 
''The heavens declare the glory of God, and the firmament sheweth 
His handiwork." 

" To Thee, whose temple is all space, 
Whose altar, earth, sea, skies, 

One choru~ let all being raise, 
All nature's incense rise.." 

"No man lzatll scm God at any time." 
What reason have we to !Jclieve, that any man hath heard God at 

any time? If the authority that asserts the one, is proved fallacious, 
how about the same authoritv, when it asserts the other? It is not 
wonderful that the priestly in~tinct perceives danger in the exercise of 
reason. 

And what ha.ve been, and are now, the legitimate fmits of this fear· 
ful error, of ascribing to Go,l a most cruel and sanguinary disposition, 
and the correspondingly cruel and sanguinary commands, that were 
enunciated through the Hebrew prophets and mediums. 

When David pcnncll the following, he must have held the then 
orthodox \'iew of Cod's character: 

" Du not I hate them 0 Lord, .that hate Thee. . • • I hate them with perfect 
hatrc<l, I count them my enemies. "-l's. cxxxix-21, 22. 

The Old Tc,tamt·ut aLolll~ds with similar sentiments, and works 
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were strictly in harmony with this faith, as v.·e find everywhere through 
its pages. 

"And Israel vowed a vow unto the Lord. and said, If thou wilt indeed deliver 
this people into my hand, then will I utterly destroy their cities. And tlte Lord 
luarluned to the voice of Israel, a11d ddivered up tlu Ctmaanites, and they utterly 
destroyed them, and their cities. "-Num. xxi-2, 3· 

No doubt the depraved spirits who counselled these deeds, had 
been while in earth-life, fully instmcted and dyed in the sanguinary 
code of the Israelites and had passed unchanged to the other side, 
for none others could have advised the extirpation of a people, whose 
only offense was that of defending their ancient homes, their wives 
and children against ti}e encroachments of a merciless foe. 

Who in reason can believe, that a jealous wife can successfully 
invoke the vengeance of a just God, upon the innocent head of a 
rival, because of offense imputed to her son. Yet we are called upon 
to believe this, in the story narrated in Gen. xxi. where Sarah de
manded of Abraham, to 

"Cast out this bondwomen and her son, for the son of this bondwoman shall 
not be heir with my son, even with Isaac. And the thing was very I,'Tievous in 
Abraham's sight, becan!<t! of his son. And God said unto Abraham : Let it not 
be grievous in thy sight because of the lad, and because of the bondwoman, in all 
that Sarah hath said unto thee, hearken unto her voice, for in Isaac shall thy seed 
be called." 

It is much easier, and more reasonable, to believe that Sarah 
imposed this story as the "word of God," upon her aged, imbecile 
husband, then more than one hundred years old, than to believe 
that God is so unjust. And she succeeded ; for 

"Abraham rose up early in the morning, and took bread and a bottle of water, 
11111 gave it unto Hagar, putting it on her shoulder nod the child, and sent her 
away, and she departed and wandered in the wilderness of Beer-sheba, and the 
water was spent in the bottle and she cast the child under one of the shrubs. 
And she went and 1et her down over against him a good way off, as it were a 
bow-shot, for she said, Let me not see the death of the child. And she !'at over 
a,.=inst him, and lifted up her voice and wept. And God heard the voice of the 
lad. and the angel of God called to Hagar out of heaven and said unto her, What 
aileth thee? Hagar fear not, for God hsth beard the voice of the lad where he iS:'' 

This nasrative, excepting where God is misrepresented as counsel
ling this actio11 of Abraham, bears upon its face the impress of 
truth. Sarah undoubtedly was a scheming jealous woman, who taking 
advantage of .the advanced age of her husband, invented the false
hood that God directed this inhum.an proceeding, and her husband 
like many a foolish old man before and since, was entrapped into 
becoming an instrument for a heartless, cruel, woman's tnjustice 
upon a helpless ·ri~·al. There is intrinsic evidence in the narrative 
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itself, of this being the correct view, for "God heard the voice of 
lad'' and through his angel "opened her eyes, and she saw a well of 
water, and she went and filled the bottle with water, and gaye the lad 
drink," and thus rescued Hagar and her son from the grasp of death. 
God and the good angels were more kind than the aged husband 
and father. 

These old Hebrew patriarchs, were a grasping, merciless set of 
men, who had they lived in our day would have been shunned as 
neighbors and citizens. H. W. Beecher says of them ; "There wasn't 
one of the patriarchs, who didn't live such a life as in these days 
would put him in the penitentiary." 

The intended sacrifice of Isaac by his father-Abraham-is often 
referred to as an example of obedience to God's commands, worthy 
of imitation ; but when we examine it, I think it will be seen that 
the obedience was yielded simply to the commands of a spirit, 
and therefore it is not well to recommend Abraham's example of 
implicit obedience to the behests of an unseen authority, especially 
where our reason and sense of justice do not sanction it. 

This account is found in· the twenty-second Chapter of Genesis, 
where it is said : 

" God did tempt Abraham. • • • And be 'said: Take now thy son etc, • . • 
An< I Abraham ro,;e up early. . • And they came to the place which God bad tolJ 
him of. . . . And Abraham stretched forth his hand and• took the knife to slay 
his sun, and the angd ••f the l.ord called unto him out of hca\'en and .aid, .\bro· 
ham. . . . Ami he said, Lay nut thine hand upon the lad, neither do thou any· 
thin;; unto him, for now I know that thou fearest God, seeing thou hast not with· 
l1cld thy son thine only son frum me." 

Ancl in \'ersc 15 it is said 
"And the au,s;d of the Lord called unto Abraham out of heaven, the u£or.J 

ti11u, and sai<l: By my><: If ha\'c I sworn saith the Lord." 

Thus it will oe seen, that at first it is said to have been God who 
demande(l the sacrifice, but afterward "an an!(d of the Lord," 
and then it expressly says "Tlte aflgel of the Lord" called the 
s,·r,>nd timl', thus confirming the proof that it was a spirit or angel 
alone who required th•s evidence. of Abraham's blind obedience. 
One of the objections most commonly made against .consulting 
spirits, is that the simple and credulous are prone to accept every· 
thing from spirits, as the instructions and commands of superior 
bci!1gs, and there is sometimes too much ground for tl1,is accusation, 
but it would he difficult to find an instance in the history of Modern 
Spiritualism, where credulous, blind obedience, was more readily 
yielded than here. 

Abraham, in mistaking the voice of a spirit for that of God, 
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narrowly escaped the sacrifice of his son; but in Judges xi, we have 
an account of the spirit of the Lord coming upon Jephthah, and his 
making a vow tmlo the Lord, that in return for success against his 
enemies, 

" Whatsoever cometh forth of the door.; of my house to meet me, when I re
turn in peace from the childreo of Ammon, shall surely 6e tlu: Lord's; and I will 
offer it f••r a burnt offcrittg." 
And it so happened, that 
" behold his daughter came out to meet him, with timbrils and with dances, and 
she .was his only cftild. • . • And it came to pass at the end of two months 
that she returned unto her father, who did with her according to his vow which 
he had vowed." 

That is he burned her upon the altar, as a sacrifice to his god. 
The spirit demanding or accepting this, undoubtedly was of that 

class of degraded or evil spirits that were gratified with the sacrifices 
to Moloch, in honor of whom the heathen passed through fire; 
otherwise offered human sacrifices to their infernal deity. The wor
ship of this and other like gods, was frequently participated in by 
the Israelites, and it was from these practices probably that Jephthah 
derived authority for his inhuman, selfish vow, and its fulfilment. 

Jehovah, so far from ·being the Universal God, the Father of All, 
was always represented by the Israelites as their especial divinity; 
as existing alone for them. He was invested with all their passions 
and weaknesses, and was a creation of their minds, reflecting all 
the evil in their natures, and only what little good had there been 
developed. All their misfortunes as a nation and as individuals, 
arising from their errors and ir:nperfections, were attributed to his 
anger, and the choicest of his blessings were identified with the mis
fortunes of their enemies. They clothed him with power, for the 
purpose of conferring upon themselves temporal blessings, on the 
one hand ; and of punishing their enemies on the other ; and he 
was feared and worshipped, only when the exercise of this power 
was in the direction of one or the other of these objects. Their faith 
in this magnified image of their own attributes, was necessarily as 
inconstant as their conduct was unstable. So their own writers 
constantly attest. 

It remains to inquire, is this imaginary being-so thoroughly 
representing the evil, and so faintly the good, existing in that semi
barbarous people, a suitable.and satisfactory Deity for the advanced 
period in which we live. Does he realize our conceptions of what 
should constitute that Great Being, who "rideth upon the Heaven 
of Heavens, which were of old." Can we in praise of such a being 
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as the Israelites created, honestly offer the incense of the pure wor· 
ship of our souls, and declare 

" Blessed be IUs glorious n:une Corner, aDd let the whole earth be filled with 
his glory." 

Casual reader;; of the Old Testament, rarely have any realization 
of the conceptions, which the majority of these patriarchs and prophets 
had of God and hi:> attributes. They were here as far from the truth, 
as they .were in supposing nearly every spiritual apparition to be De· 
ity, and every spiritual communication a direct message from Him. 

Some of their distorted views I will here set forth, · and contrast 
them with the more enlightened views of the comparatively few 
amongst them, who existed on a higher moral and spiritual plane. 

He bad a local habitation-the sanctuary.-Ex. xxv, 8. 
He dwelt between the shoulders of Benjamin.-Dellt. xxxiii-12.. 

And yet 
He dwclleth not in temples DUlde with hands.-Acts xvii-24-
He rides upon horses.-Hab. iii-8. 
A !dlloke came out of his nostrils, and fire out of his mouth, so that coals ftre 

kindled hy it.-11 Samuel, xxii-9-
He had horns coming out of his hand, and it was there hii power resided.-Hab. 

iii-4· 
lie fe:~.red the wrath of the ene:ny.-Deut. xxxii-27. 
He was as a m:~.n astonished.- J er. xiv--9. 
The Lor< I roarc I from on high. He roared from his habitation. He shouted 

as they that treat! the grapes.-Jcr. xxv-JO. 
lie laughs in scorn.-l's. ii-4. 
He cried and roared.-ls. xlii-rJ. 
lie awaked ru; one out of sleep, and shouteth like a man drunken with wine.-P~ 

lxxvii!-65. 
The writer undoubtedly was in thi:> state when he penned this last 

p::tragraph. 
The Lon! i' a man of war.-Ex. xv-3. 
I 1.: swore to have war with Amelek from generntion to generation.-Ex. xvii-r6. 
lie will plea..! with all flesh by fire and sword, and will slay many.-1,;. lxvi-r6. 
In hi5 an~cr he persecuted and slew without pity.-L:un. iii-43· 
IIi.; an;,:er will be accomplishc<l, and his fury rest upon them, and then he will b<: 

comfortcd.- Ezek. v-13. 
II is fury is poured out like fire, and the rock' are thrown down by him.-Nah. i-6. 
II is arrows shall he <lrunken with bloml. - Deut. xxxii-42. 
He became angry, and swore.-Ps. xcv-1 r. 
The fire of hi.; an~cr shall burn to the lowe<t heli.-Deut. xxxii-22. 
lie is an~ry with the wicked every day.-l's. vii-rr. 
lie w:ts provoked to anger, and he will retaliate by pro\'oking the offenders to 

an;;cr. ·-Dent. xxxii - 2 1. 

I Ic burns with :tn~cr: his lips are full of indignation, aud his ton!.''ue as a de· 
vourin;: lirc.-Is. xxx-27. 
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Notwithstanding all this : 
He is gracious, and merciful, and slow to anger, and of great kindness.-Joel ii-

lJ. 
Mercy and truth are his attributes.-Ps. lxxxix-I+ 
His judgments are npright.-P9. cxix-137. 
His mercy is great unto the beavens.-P~ lvii-10. 
He is full of compassion, and slow to anger.-Ps. cn-f.-8. 
Fury is not in him.-Is. xxvii-4-
Again 

He was a jealou.s God.-Ex. xxxiv-14-
He stirred up jealousy.-Is. xlii-13. 
He was jealous to fury. -Zech. viii-2. 
And yet 
God is Love.-1. John, iv-8. 
He is go<><l, for his mercy endureth forevet".-Ps. cxviii-29. 
The Lord is good to all, and His tender mercies are over all His works.-Ps. 

cxiv-9-
Again 
He repented of the evil which be thougbt.-Ex. xxxii-14-
He repented that he ball set up Saul as king.-1. Sam. xv-11. 
He repented, or relented so ofien that he became weary of it.-Jer. xv-6. 
He wa.~ filled with vain regrets, and it grieved him at his heart that he had made 

man. -Gen. vi-6. 

And yet 
He changeth not.-}fal. iii-6. 
He i<; immutable. He cannot repent.-Num. xxiii-19-
He is not a man. that He should repent.-!. Sam. xv-29. 
With Whom is no variableness, neither shadow of turning.-James i-17. 
For known unto God, are all His works from the beginning of the world.-Acts 

xx-18. 

Again 
God tempted Abraham.-Gcn. xxii-1. 

But 
G01\ temptetb no man.-James i-13. 

Well may such contradictory views of God's character elicit from 
the Apostle the inci!'ive question 

" 'Vho bath known the mind of the Lord. or who hath been his counsellor ? " 
-Rom. xi-J4. 

" And thine eye shall not pity; but life shall go for life ; eye for eye ; tooth for 
tooth; hand' for hand; foot for foot. "-,-Deut. xix-21. 

Di;l God inspire Moses to utter such sentiments? If He did
who inspired these ? 

" Y e have heard that it bath been saiJ ; An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a 
tooth. But I say unto you, that yc resist not evil, but whoever shall smite thee on 
thy right cheek, turn to him the other also." -Matl v-38, 39· 

lt is certain that the same God did not inspire both these doctrines, 
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for they are directly antagonistic, unless God is changeable, and un· 
reliable, and necessarily an extremely imperfect Being. I prefer to 
escape this conclusion, by assuming what reason and the revelations 
of Modern Spiritualism establish, that the writer of the first, only 
gave vent to the utterances of an undeveloped spirit, while Jesus in 
uttering the last was inspired by Divine love and wisdom. 

The same spirit of error and of all uncharitableness, animated Da· 
vid when he wrote the 109th Psalm, which of itself justifies the papal 
claim to the right of excommunication. There is nothing in the sen· 
timents and phraseology of these Papal denunciations, that is more 
re,·olting to a merciful soul, than the sentiments and phraseology of 
this Psalm, and so long as Protestants endorse it as inspired of God, 
they should not open their lips in condemnation of this practice of 
the Romish Church. Num. v, 21st to 24th verses, breathe the same 
spirit. 

It is fearful to read a papal bull of major-excommunication. Curse 
upon curse, from the mouth, perhaps of a weak old man, verging 
upon the grave, hurled upon the head of one who perhaps conscien· 
tiously differs from him upon a question of belief. What authority 
can the defenders of such an atrocious act appeal to, unless it be to 
the precedents furnished by Hebrew prophets and priests, who set the 
example " In the name of the Lord." 

Our Protestant clergy, are men generally born under favorable cir
cumstances, possessing advantages of education, endowed with fJ.ir
often superior mental abilities, and fully capable of tracing ordinary 
visible effects to their causes, and strange indeed it is that they do not 
perceive the accursed fruits of mistaking the promptings of undevel· 
oped, yes vile spirits, for the voice of a Kind Father. They forget or 
disregard the great truth, so well expressed by Schiller, that "A man 
paints himself in his gods." 

The barbarous practice of duelling, of which vestiges still remain 
in some of the Southern States, was justified by appeals to Scripture, 
"An eye for eye, and tooth for a tooth," it being only necessary to 
quote, to silence all pious opposition. 

The Old Testament justified human slavery, and naturally the 
strongest supporters of it were found in the churches, both North and 
South. How could it be otherwise, when the members were com· 
pelled by their education-not their reason-nor conscience-to 
stamp such words as here follow, with the impress of inspiration-as 
"the word of the Lord." 

"Both thy bondmen nn<l thy bondmai,l which thon shalt have, shall be of .the 
heathen· tlut arc arOtmd ab:>ut you. Of them shall yc buy bondmen and bond· 
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maids. Moreover of the children of the stran,."l!rs that do sojourn among you, of 
them shall ye buy, and of their families that are with you, which they begat in your 
land, and they shall be your possession. And ye shall take them as an inheritance 
£or your children after you to inherit them for a possession, tluy sluz/1 be your !Jot~d
mu•forever."-Lev. xxv, 44, 46. 

It also sanctioned the rights of the master ov~r the life of his 
slave. 

"And if a man smite his servant, or his maid with a rod, and be die under his 
hand, he shall be surely punished. Notwith$tanding if he (Ontinue a day or two, 
he shall not !Je punished, for luis his motuy."-Ex. xxi.-20, 21. 

After reading the above and similar passages, it cannot surprise us 
that Whitefield, the great Methodist preacher should speak thus ; 
"As for the lawfulness of keeping slaves I have no doubt, since I 
hear of some that were bought with Abraham's money, and some 
that were born in his house." Tyerman's Wesley, vol. 2, p." 132. 

Nor is it remarkable that the American Religious Tract Society, 
during the existence of slavery, uniformly excluded from its publica
tions, every sentence reflecting upon this national crime: the hide
ousness of which was well expressed by one who suffered, when he 
said : " I am one of that unfortunate race, who for more than a cen
tury was denied the ownership of our bodies, our wives, and hus
bands, homes, and children, and the products of our labor. We 
were compelled under pain or fear of death, to submit to wrongs 
darker than the world ever before witnessed. We were forced to si
lence, in presence of the infernal spectacle of our daughters being 
ravished, our wives violated, and ourselves sold like the beasts of the 
fic:ld." 

Within the last few years we have sacrificed the lives of half a mil
lion of men, have crippled and deformed a hundred thousand more, 
have impoverished one-third of the nation, and burdened ourselves 
with a debt of mon: than two thousand millions of dollars, to demol
ish an institution, the main pillars of which rested upon this fatal 
error, of mistaking the utterances of undeveloped spirits for the 
commands of God. 

An<l all these evils are justified by reference to the Old· Testa
ment: each in its turn deriving ample support from the falsely as
sumed declarations of Deity. If these were according to his will 
then, it is wrong to strive against them now, for 

"He is the same yesterday, to-day, and forever," 
and what he said then must be truth to-day, for 

" It is impossible for God to lie.'' 
God neAt;r inspired anjdea, peye0sued a command. whjcb in.Jb.e. 

he;;t of an honest soul could arouse a feclin~ of distrust, or resent-
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of horror and detestation. God is love-not ha 
an vcn~an~e. He is our Father-not our foe : and the mind that 
c.J.n conceive Him to be otherwise, is far removed from the condition 
in which it can comprehend His wisdom, or appreciate His Jove. • 

"Touching the t\lmighty, we cannot find him out. He is excellent in power 
and in judgment, and in plenty of justice. He will not affiict."-Job xxnii-%J. 

ln the lllain I agree with Elder Evans, when in his lecture at St. 

George's Hall, London, he said, " I take you down to the teach· 
ings of him that you recognize as your God-the God of Israel. I 
consider him a tutelary divinity, not the Almighty Creator of the 
countless worlds that roll in space, but a created being. A spiritual 
being adapted to the conditions of the people, and the minister ot 
God unto the people, but not God himself, any more than the spirit· 
ual being that John the Revelator bowed down to worship, when he 
said to him, "See thou do it not, for I am thy fellow-servant one of 
the prophets. Nothing more.'" 

With the evidence that pervades nearly every page of the New 
Testament, testifying to the abrogation-! may say repudiation of 
the crude, semi-barbarous 1\-fosaic laws, it is wonderful that Christians 
have not long since severed these two contradictory codes of law 
and morals. Christ disregarded the old dispensation, and constantly 
strove to neutralize its eff<!cts, and here we find him directly impugn· 
ing the authority of l\loses an1l his teachings: 

"Then J csus sai<l unto them, verily, verily I say unto you, Jti<J.u.r ga~·~ Y"" 11,>! 

tlwt bna.! from !t.·az•~u, hut my Father gh·~tlz you the true bread from henven.'' 
-John vi-J:Z. 

This decbration of Jesus, in the most unequivocal manner denies 
all that 1 here deny, as to the divine inspiration of Moses and his 
teachings. At another time, speaking of the Mosaic dispensation, in 
that cautious lnanner, which prudence suggested, and evc:n com· 
pelled, he said : 

"The law and the prophets were until John. Since that time the kingdom ,,f 
GoJ i; prc:.lchL'tl, am! every man pressetl1 into it."-Luke xvi-16. 

This being as I understand it, that from the advent of John the 
Bap:ist, his harbinger, the l\tosaic law and the teachings of th~ 
prophets, w<.:re no longer to be regarded as binding, the gospel being 
both requisite and ample for that more enlightened age. 

The tenacity with which modern Christians hold to the divine in· 
spiration of the Old Testament, subjects them to the charge of idob· 
try. It is as Hl"nry Ward Beecher says: "The adoration of the 
Church and of the Bible are both idolatrous, but if I am obliged Ill 

choose between a book- a record-and a living Church, made up 0f 
living men, interpreting God's providence, I should say, Give me the 
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Church by all means." I say Amen to these sentiments in so far as 
they apply to the Old Testament, for the Church without this as its 
principal authority, would not have been for ages the bulwark of big
otry and religious persecution, of slavery, and man's and woman's 
degradation. 

If it should be said, that in the denial of divine authority for the 
use of the oft repeated phrase, " And the Lord said 'J as used princi- · 
pally by the Mosaic writers, we are depriving the writers and conse
quently the books themselves, of much of their sacred character, my 
reply is, God is still authority for all the truth they contain, and by 
this denial we re~ove a stumbling-block which has been a reproach 
to the Bib~ in all ages, and is more especially so in this. I contend 
that this result alone would compensate for all the loss ; but even if 
it should not, the loss woul<.l not equal what is now incurred from the 
faihtre of the Church to recognize its spiritual element. 

Which is better, on the one hand to correctly, though rigidly judge, 
as to whether God in these historic books spoke directly to man, even 
though we may be compelled to decide against the claim as made by 
these writers, or on the other hand in support of this claim, which 
reason and knowledge condemns, to attribute all its authority direct 
to Him, and ignore other spiritual agencies that in his intercourse 
with men, the experience of all ages proves he always employs. By 
the former judgment, we secure the triumph of the truth at the cost 
of surrendering some of the erroneous fruits of education, and at the 
same time, those especially of the clergy who approve this result 
place themselves in the front ranks of the intelligence of the age, in
stead of being compelled to drag and follow in its wake as too many 
now do. It is time modern Christians should hold as advanced ideas 
as Stephen the martyr, who nearly two thousand years ago, declared 
what Spiritualists are laboring to prove, that the law was given by 
angels or spirits. 

Protestantism will lose nothing by placing the Old Testament upon 
a footing with other records ; namely, upon the basis of its intrinsic 
merits. The world has outgrown it, and the Church in yielding it a 
transparently weak support, by nominally vouching for its divine in
spiration, has surrounded itself with an air of duplicity that repels the 
majority of dear-headed, honest, earnest minds, so that the support 
of this class, which is of the greatest importance, is mainly lost to the 
Church. · 

"The law was given by Moses, but the trullt came by Jesus 
Christ."-!. John i-17. 
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CHAPTER XXII . 
• 

THE NATURAL A:\'D SPIRITUAL BODIES. 

"There is a natural body, and there is a spiritual body. "-1. Cor. xv-44-

CHRISTIAi\S for more than eighteen centuries, have regarded 
the teachings of P.ml as sc:contl only in authority J;o those of 

Jesus Christ: Paul taught the doctrine of the resurrection ; he also 
declared as in the passage quoted, that man has two bodies ; one nat· 
ural or physical, and the other spiritual, and he nowhere intimates nor 
is there any intimation in the Bible, that both shall be raised ; on the 
contrary it is expressly declared, that flesh and blood cannot inherit the 
kingdom of God. If Paul's declaration be correct, that man has two 
bodies, and that flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of 
God, and further, if it be true that one of these bodies is peculiarly 
fitted for continued spiritual existence, while the other is wholly un· 
fitted, then it must n~cessarily be the spiritual body that will he 
raised, and not the natural or physical. 

This great truth of man's possession of a spiritual body, was known 
by others than Paul. It was taught by ancient spirits ta the early 
nations. The Ilindoos believed it; ami the Circeks incorpor:lteti 
it in their mythology. It is a simple truth in nature, and this spiritual 
body exists in every natural body to-day, as much as it will exist here· 
aitcr. 

I bdieve the two bodies have distinct, though in reference to time 
coincident origins; neither proceeding from the other, but while as
liOciatctl in earthly existence, they to a gn:at extent are ruutu:tlly Je
pendcnt upon each other, for growth, dcvclopment, and the harmo· 
nious operation of their respective organisms. The food we eilt, the 
atmosphere we breathe, the conditions that surround us, both physical 
and moral, our magnetic and electric relations, ami every other influ· 
ence that operates upon us, either physically or mentally, affects the 
character of the spiritual body. 

Notwithstanding these direct teachings of St. Paul as to man's pos· 
session of two bodie~, when Spiritualists declare the same thing ; with 
what incredulity it is received by the Protestant Church. Though with 
this fact admitted, nearly all the difficulties in the way of accounting 
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for the apparitions of the Bible are removed, theologians still refuse 
to accept Paul's declaration as substantially true, and view these spirit
ual bodies, much as Drew does in his Essay fm 1/u Suul, when he says, 
that the soul, the immortal part of man, "is immaterial, having neither 
length, breadth, nor thickness, occupies no space, and has neither in
terior nor exterior surface." In other words, the spiritual body is a 
myth-a nothing-and yet they teach that it is capable of, and des
tined to, either the highest enjoyments or to endless misery. A myth-. 
a nothing, according to every test that science and theology can apply, 
has yet faculties like a god to appreciate and enjoy celestial happiness, 
with an entity of being that will endure forever. 

If a man live hereafter, it would seem necessary that he should 
retain the memories and feelings that characterized him here, else 
wherein lies the benefit to him of the experiences of this life. If he re
tain these memories and feelings, he must retain the faculties of n1ind, 
upon the exercise of which they depend for existence. If he possess 
faculties, he must have corresponding mental organs, and if organs, 
an organizm, so that we come inevitably to an organized being; not 
a mythical but a substantial existence ; something, not nothing, and 
no matter what it be termed, it cannot be denied ·that Paul's de
finition " spiritual body," is truthfully descriptive. 

All spirits agree in stating, that their spiritual bodies are of the 
same general fonn and feature as their earthly; complete in every 
member and organ; in the main subject to like emotions, feelings, and 
de!>ires, and like us requiring food for nourishment. Sublimated 
nerves convey impressions to their brains ; and sublimated blood cir- · 
culates in their veins. 

If this be true of disembodied spirits, it must be equally so of em
bodied spirits, as no new faculties, prgans, or functions, are imparted 
to the spirit by the change called death. They stand in spirit-life, as 
they stood before entering that life, excepting the gain of their free
dom from the enthrallment of their earthly bodies. 

The gross, unspiritual doctrine of the final resurrection of the phys
ical body, is clearly set forth and emphatically endorsed, in the Con
fession of Faith of the Presbyterian Church, chap. xxxii., sec. ii. 

"At the last day, such as are found alive shall not die, but be 
changed, and all the dead shall b~ raised up with the self same bodies, 
ami none otlu:r, altho1lgh with different qualities, which shall be united 
ag:tin to their souls forever." 

This is a strictly material view of the resurrection, and in_ it the 
spirituality of Paul's teachings is entirely unrecognized, and it is not 
surprising that orthodox churches should still adhere to this inter-
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pretation of those teachings, for " neither can they know them, be
cause they are spiritually discerned." 

The doctrine, that the dead shall be raised at the last day, involves 
the necessity of believing, that their souls are either bound to the atoms 
of their bodies and dispersed through nature, or that they exist in some 
indefinable state, where they are destitute of those "qualities," which 
the Confession of Faith declares " shall be united again to their souls." 
In other words, devoid of all capacity for active enjoymtnt, and in
capable even of adoration : a spiritually fossil existence ; an ethereal 
something ; and yet the upholders of these incongruous doctrines, will 
seriously descant upon Moses and Elias, appearing to and conversing 
with Jesus on the mount, when others also saw them, and fail to per
ceive how impossible it would have been, for these dead prophets to 
thus appear and cqnverse, if they were in the vague, spiritually hyber
nating condition, that their theory of the resurrection necessitates. 
The resurrection of the dead, and that of the natural body, are very. 
different processes, but have been generally confounded. The first 
takes place at the moment of death, through the release of the spirit· 
ual body from its tabernacle of clay, and if this fact be accepted, 
there is no room left for the belief in the resurrection of the atoms of 
the physical body. 

On every hand, unconsciously to themselves, great spiritual truths 
are being cnunci:ttecl by speakers and writers, who would repel with 
incredulity, the suggestion that they received them from the spirit
world. Thus Victor Hugo says, what we know to be true : 

" The soul is the reality of our existence. To speak accurately, 
the human visage is a mask. The true man is that which exists 
under what is called man. If that being which thus exists, sheltered 
and secreted behind that illusion which we call flesh, could be ap
proached, more than one strange revelation would be made. The 
vulgar error is, to mistake the outward husk, for the living spirit." 
~St. Berna~, in a moment of inspiration thus apostrophizes this 

outward husk. "T.!!_ou hast a noble guest 0 fu!~~ ! " and I wgn!L 
add, so noble that the qualifications of the entertainer should be more 

ca~~f~lly attcndci.f to; "so that at all ti;;ies the welfuie..Q£. the gl!.~ 
should be insured./ 

Does the aJ~pcarancc of spirits when seen by mortal eyes, 
strengthen or weaken this claim for spiritual bodies? \Ve know that 
many times, as related in the Bible, when angels or spirits were seen, 
their appearance was so natural, that they were often mistaken for 
flesh and blood. They sometimes handled and moved substances. 
and conversed audibly. These acts imply organs, and an organism. 
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The angels who knocked otT the chains or bands of the imprisoned 
apostles, and opened the doors and gates, and led them forth, must 
have been in some manner, organized and substantial living being:., 
not myths. 

Dr. Kerner says of the Seeress of Prevorst; "When she saw peo
ple who had lost a limb, she still saw the limb, attached to the body ; 
that is, she saw the nerve-projected fom1 of the limb, in the same way 
that she saw the nerve-projected forms of dead persons," or apparitions. 

Spirits are also clothed. Probably no one who believes in the ex
istence of spirits, doubts this. What is clothed, unless it be a form of 
substance; and if such a form, can it be internally a vacuum? Is it 
not more probable that this external form conceals organs, that are 
necessary to the existence of the being? I.f the spirit in the next life 
bears the human fonn, why not possess all the human organs ? A 
miracle will have to be supposed, in case the one is retained and the 
others not ; and as no possible necessity, so far as we know, can exist 
why the form should be perpetuated, and not the organs, the neces
sity for a miracle is a pure assumption, and the possibility of the mira
cle equally so. 

When Jesus was transfigured in the presence of the three disciples, 
Matthew relates, th~ " His face did shine as the sun, and his raiment 
was white as the light." And Mark in his relation of this event, says : 

"And his raiment became shining, exceeding white as snow." Of 
the angel, when he appeared to the two Marys, as related in Matt. 
xxviii-3, it is also said : " His countenance was like lightning, and 
his raiment white as snow." In Luke xxiv-4 it is said: "Behold 
two mm stood by them, in shining garments." So natural was their 
appearance, that in relating the circumstance, the writer calls them, 
men. 

To the Seeress of Prevorst, happy spirits always appeared with 
bright countenances, and in long, loose, shining robes, with girdles 
around the waist. My daughter appeared to me in such a robe, as 
dicl also my sister. So the spirit arms that appear at Moravia, are 
clothed in linen, so pure and fine, that it may be said to be "shining, 
exceeding white as snow." And yet material walls arc no obstacle to 
the passage of spirits, any more than they were to Jesus, when heap
peared to the disciples, as related in John xx""7'26. "Then came 
Jesus, the doors being shut, and stood in their midst, and said, 'Peace 
be unto you} " 

Spirits, excepting the most degraded, are not only superior to mat
ter, in degrees of perfection, and beauty, but in respect to power~ and 
t."ley pass through what we term solid matter, as we pass through the 
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atmosphere and water. Matter is but the servant of spirit. If spirits 
were not able to pass through material substances, how could the 
spirit of a m:m escape, whose body while yet living, had been im
mured in the grave? How about those who while living. have been 
enclosed within walls of masonry? And how do our spirits escape 
from our own bodies at death, unseen by those around ? 

Once admit that there is a material and a spiritual world, and 
that we have material and spiritual bodies, and we must necessarily 
concede that man in his two-fold capacity, is fitted to live, and is 
now living in both worlds. If he possess a spiritual body, it 
must have functions and organs, and these can only be exercist.-d 
surrounded by the conditions of spiritual existence. Every man 
then has two present exi~tences, and in one of these he is now in 
spirit-life, as truly as he will hereafter be, so far as mere spiritual exist· 
ence is concerned. 1\lan must in this spiritual existence, be in rela
tion with other spiritual beings, just as in his physical body, he is ir. 
relation with other physical beings. The spiritual body must be 
nourished with spiritual aliment ; must breathe the spiritual atmos
phere; must possess faculties of mimi, and spiritual senses; and be 
able to take cognizance of spiritual things ; and of other human, 
though disembodied spirits. Of this he would be continually sensible, 
could the spiritual brain impress tht: knowledge and experiences of 
its own ~piritual life upon the physical brain; but the latter is so 
constantly impressed, and engrossed, by material things, that it is not 
in harmony with spiritual things, and the former fails to retlect thes<: 
impressions, so as to be realized by the external consciousne~s. This 
is the general rule; but there an: persons who arc so constitutell, that 
ordinarily, or at least at certain times, they are consciou;< of their re· 
lationship to the spirit-world. anu to disembodied :;;pirit~. and their 
external brains receive and realize, the impressions of spiritu:l! 
things. 

I believe that the teachings of the l'\ew Testament, if recein:d with 
due regard to the spiritual clement perv:uling them, will be found w 
always support, and never contlict with these views. These arL· the 
teachings of spirits to-day, ami I have no doubt of th :::ir literal tmth, 
fully believing that man while in the flesh, i~ spir:t as trnly as he ever 
will be; as truly as ;my disembodied spirit; and herein lies the dif
ference between the formal orthodox Christi:l.ll, and the Spirituali;t, 
that whi!..: the latter c:tn in all his relations, view man as -a spirit, tht• 
former imbued with theologic;1l materialism cannot ; and when \~·c 

assert that spirits in tht: fle~h. can ha\'e communion with ~piril> cu< 
the tlcsh, he rejects the idea: the material medium, through wi1ich 
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only his material eye can view spiritual things, preventing his percep· 
tion of the spiritual existence beyond. 

All that constitutes tlu man, is his spiritual body, animated by 
God's Spirit. The physical body is no more the man, than the shell 
is the nut; and when Modem Christian believers can be brought to 
realiw this great truth, they will have less difficulty in perceiving, how 
spirits while in the body, can often communicate with friends out the 
body; and in some instances, even with the spirits of friends yet in 
the body. 

From the knowledge I have been able to gain, from the teachings 
of spirits generally ; from communications personally received from 
them ; and through my investigations and reflections ; certain 
opinions have taken form and shape in my mind, regarding the con
stitution and relationship of the spiritual and physical organis111s of 
man; the relations of matter and spirit; and the origin of the human 
tioul ; whiclt I will here briefly set forth. I do not here attempt to 
support these opinions, with a tithe of the evidence and arguments 
that can be adduced, the limits of this work not admiting of it, but I 
hope at some future time, to be able to treat this subject more at 
length. 

I believe that Spirit, Soul, or Essence, pervades the Universe-aU 
space and all matter-the atmosphere we breathe--every animate 
and inanimate form ; and every atom and aggregation of atoms, that 
constitute our earth, and the various orbs that move in silent majesty 
through the trackless regions of. space. .Man is but an atom of one 
stupendous whole, but through this All-pervading Spirit, he is in re
lation with every other atom, which enables him to appreciate the 
harmonies of the Universe. 

The elements of wisdom and knowledge pervade the whole, and 
all we consider as original in thought or aspiration, inflows from this 
Boundless Ocean, either directly, or mediately through the mental 
organism of another spirit, and all intelligence in man and animals, 
is but an expression of this Divine Spirit through their respective 
organisms. This All-pervading Spirit is the source and repository of 
all wisdom and power-all force--of all life and motion, and of· 
every spiritual and moral element. It acts upon, and finds expres
sion through all matter, gross and sublimated, and its manifestations 
are apparent oc otherwise, in proportion to the refinement and per
fection of organization of matter. 

Through the unceasing operation of Spirit, matter is ever progress
ia6· This Spirit is the Essence or Soul of all things-that which we 
caU God-i11 whom we live ; move ; and have our being. 
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:ian is constituted of, 
xst A Physical body; composed of physical matter. 
2d. A Spiritual body ; composed of sublimated matter. 
3d. A Spirit ; Soul ; or Essence: 
The physical body has capacity for, and is actuated by that degree 

or amount of spiritual force, which is necessary to maintain life, and 
for the exercise of its processes and functions ; including those of the 
brain. 

The spiritual body has capacity for, and is actuated by, that degree 
or amount of spiritual force which is necessary to maintain its life, and 
for the exercise of its processes and functions : the life of the spiritual 
organism in spirit-life, corresponding with that of the physical organ
ism in earth-life. 

The human spirit, soul, or essence, is that elementary portion of 
the All-pervading Spirit, which is more immediately associated with 
the spiritual organism, as spirit is associated with all material and 
sublimated matter. Man, strictly speaking, has no entity of soul, or 
essence. This entity consists in his possession of a spiritual body. 

To this extent only is spirit inborn in man, and the portion of the 
Infinite Spirit thus in close and special relationship with the spiritual 
organism, is his spirit proper ; and is also in perfect relationship 11-ith 
the Boundless Ocean of Inspiration, whose tides flow in upon our 
being. From this latter is derived all the wisdom, knowledge, and 
love, which is in harmony with his mental and moral structure and 
which he is capable of receiving and appreciating, and these influences 
are transmitted through the associated material brain, to the extent its 
organization and conditions admit. 

There is properly only one Spirit-the Supreme-and whatever 
may appear as individu::.lized spirit, or essence, is only a fractional 
part of Him, for " Know ye not that ye arc the temple of God, and 
that the Spirit of God dwelleth in you." -I. Cor. iii-16. All othc:r 
individuality pertains exclusively, in spirit-life, to the spiritual body, 
atHI in earth-life, to both the spiritual and physical bodies. 

Thus man's entity and individuality, do not proceed from the spirit, 
but from the spiritual organism ; othen..-ise the Universal Spirit would 
admit of division and segregation-:m impossibility. Matter varies 
according to its degrees of refinement, and the association of its par
ticles. The same perfection of spirit is associated with gross, as with 
reimcd matter, the only ditTerence being, that Spirit is in closer uni·Jn 

· or rapport with refined than gross, and can more readily express itself 
through the former than the latter. Thus it is that the spiritual organ· 
ism, which admits of a freer, more perfect expression of spirit than 
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gross matter, constitutes the entirety of individuality in the spiritual 
man, and the real man, notwithstanding the generally received opin
ion to the contrary, is the spiritual body, and not the spirit proper, as 
this is an undivided, unsegregated portion of the Infinite Spirit. 

The manifestations of Spirit, being of a higher or lower order, ac
cording to the greater or less perfection of the organization, upon and 
through which it operates, we find that through the organs and 
machinery of animal life, it sustains the functions and proct.:sses of 
that life; and through the organism of the human physical brain, inter
mediately through the spiritual brain, it manifests those higher powers 
which that brain alone is fitted to display, and thus gives rise to the 
intellectual, and moral faculties-the power to comprehend and judge 
-constituting the intellect of man. 

The spiritual brain is the laboratory of thought, attracting its ele
ments from the vast Ocean of Spirit in which it exists. The thinking 
principle, is the spirit in association with the spiritual brain, and the 
latter moulds and shapes the influo::nce, so that when expressed in 
spirit-life, it bears the stamp of the spiritual brain, and is characteristic 
of the individual; but when the spiritual brain is conjoined with a 
physical, as in mortal life, it has in turn to express itself through the 
latter, and this further char.ges and moulds the influence, and it ap
pears in the form and mode of expression of ideas, and sentiments, 
and in actions, that characterize the individual in earth-life. 
Thoughts are measured by the channels through which they flow as a 
river is measured 'by its banks. 

The physical ~rain does not think ; it does not of itself exercise in
tellectual functions. It is simply the physicai double of the spiritual, 
having corresponding organs, and it stands as the material medium 
through which the spiritual brain, and the action of its organs are re
flected, and through which impressions from the external world are 
received, and presented to the mind. It is a medium of communica
tion more or less perfect. In some it readily recei\•e.:; and twnsmits, 
nearly correctly, the impressions made upon it by the spiritual 
brain ; while in others, nearly all that comes through it partakes of 
the peculiarities of the imperfect physical organization, and is corre
spondingly imperfect; anrl while impressions from the external world, 
made upon the physical brain when in a wakeful and normal condi
tion, are always transmitted to the spiritual, the impressions of the 
spiritual brain arc not always communicated through the physical, as 
many of them are beyond its capacity to receive-its materiality be· 
ing too gross, for the necessary affinity to exist. The. physical brain, 
in its highest condition, may be said to be the mirror of the spiri~uai 
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brain, and it holds the same rdation to the external senses, that these 
do to external things. 

No atom of matter exists in the vast Universe, without being 
linked with, and vivified by its equivalent of spirit. In low forms of 
nJJ.tter, the manif~stations of spirit, and life, are not discernable to 
our senses ; but as we ascend through the vegetable, to the animal 
kingdom, we perceive them wherever we turn our attention ; and in 
man, the most perfect of living beings, we perceive them in the high
est degree. 

The efforts of nature, from her first creation of the lowest forms of 
life, through the ;mccessive stages of progression, have been directed 
to the elaboration and perfecting of man's spiritual body. This is the 
culmination-the flower-that crowns nature's efforts to elevate ma
teriality to the spiritual plane. It is th.e highest and most perfect em
bodimt'nt of matter; and in the condition, in which it constitutes the 
organism of the elevated spirit, is in close affinity with the Great 
Essence, or Soul of all things. · 

The ultimate purpose of nature in regard to man, being the foml:l· 
tion of the spiritual, and not the physical body ; the change by death 
is necessary to free the former, so as to enable it to enter upon its 
final state of existence ; but death thereafter, being no longer nece$
sary, we will no longer be subject to it. Death is only a necessary 
incident, in the progress of man toward his immortal destiny. In 
view of this evident design of nature, and of nature's God, that man's 
spiritual body shall be the culmination of her efforts, her crowning 
work, it is not rcasonabk to suppose that he CJ.ll fai~ of immortality, 
unk,;s we assume that she failed in her purpose, and that God's wis
dom an<l love are insufficient for our preservation. 

We will now inquire, what is the origin, and what the means of 
growth, of the spiritual body. This body is endowed with an organ
ism corresponding with the physical ; an active, living organism, while 
yet associated with the physical Lody. As the physical organism, is 
obviously concerned in the development of the fcctus physically; is it 
not reasonable to conclude, that the spiritual organism, is equally con· 
cerned in the development of the fa:tus spiritually; and that both 
organisms are also equally concerned in the quickening, one of the 
physical, and the other of the spiritual elements of the embryo itself. 
It is reasonaule to believe that both these systems are equally con
cerned in the generation and development of the ftettts. and thJt 

conception is thu~ douule. '; That ll'hich is born of tbe tlcsh is fle,;h: 
and that which is born of the spirit is spirit."-John iii-6. 

That this is the correct view, and that the spiritual pody must ha\·e 
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an origin as independent as that of the physical, would seem to be 
quite undeniable, when it is considered, that a child born without 
limbs, or deficient in certain members, or organs, still has them per
fect in the spiritual body. 

From the moment of conception, the fretus derives its nourishment 
and elements of growth from the system of the mother: the physical 
system of the mother supplying nourishment to the physical system of 
the fretus; while the spiritual system of the mother-having every 
organ and function of the physical-supplies nourishment and strength 
to the spiritual system of the fretus or child. The maternal physical, 
and the maternal spiritual systems, should respectively and equ~ly 
contribute to the nourishment and development, of the physical and 
spiritual growth of the fretus ; and if either fail to J1roperly perform 
all its work, the child is correspondingly stinted in its growth, physi
cally or spiritually. Thus many children are born robust and healthy 
physically, but whose spiritual natures are weak and sickly. Many 
outgrow this condition ; their spiritual natures gathering strength and 
vitality from the time of bir1h; while others seem to have been starved 
by the spiritual system of the 1110ther, and no sufficient foundation 
laid for subsequent spiritual growth, while in earth iife. Thus idiocy, 
and the different low forms of mentality are accounted for. 

On the other hand~ many children are born, whose spiritual bodies 
have been nourished, while their physical bodies have failed to re
ceive the proper nutrition, from the maternal physical system ; and 
the result, is a disproportion between the development of the body 
and mind, the latter being said to be prematurely developed, and 
compared to the body this is the case, as will generally be perceived 
in the weakness and delicacy of constitution, that so often accompa
nies this development of mind. The fact is, the spiritual body or 
such a child being duly developed, while its physical body is yet be· 
hind in its development, the mind is less fettered by the material body, 
than in ordinary cases, and exhibits its powers more clearly than in 
ordinary individuals. It is hardly necessary to state, what all now 
know, namely ; that if we permit such a brain to be exercised to its 
full bent, there is danger of serious consequences, as the physical 
body is not yet capable of bearing its part in the common duties and 
labors of the two. In these dLses also it will be observed, that as the 
physical body is cultivated, the mind assumes a more healthy tone, 
and if the treatment be successful, the individual gradually assumes 
both physically and mentally, the usual conditions of a healthy person. 

The law of progression gov<::rns all these cases. Both bodies 
should progress.pari passu j but from the want either of physical 
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or spiritual nourishment, the corresponding nature lags behind, and 
thus inequality ensues. 

While in the mortal form Spirit not only operates upon the svirit· 
ual body, but through that also upon the physical; but at death, the 
latter no longer being in magnetic relations with the spiritual body, 
reverts to the condition of inanimate matter, and thereafter is endowed 
only with that degree of unindividualiz.ed spirit, that pertains to all 
gross matter. Hence decomposition and recombination in new 
forms. 

To sum up; Spirit, Soul, or Essence, pervades the Universe. 
l\lortals have two bodies, animated by component, but fractional parts 
of this Universal Spirit. The inner or spiritual body, resembles in 
general features the outer or physical, and exercises its own proper 
functions while in mortal life. Both bodies are material, differing 
only in degrees of refinement. Man has no entity of soul or essence; 
his entity consisting in his possession of a spiritual body. The spirit· 
ual brain, and not the physical, is the laboratory of thought-the seat 
of the mind. The ultimate purpose of nature in regard to man, is the 
formation of his spiritual, not his physical body. All matter exists 
in association with Spirit, and is governed by it. The human germ, 
or embryo, is both material and spiritual, and the dual systems of 
each parent, are concerned in the act of generation, and in concep· 
tion, and the dual maternal systems are both concerned, in supplying 
the corresponding freta! systems with the elements of growth. Should 
the physical system of the mother, fail to afford proper nourishment, 
the child will be physically weak. And should the spiritual system 
fail to afford suitable nourishment, the child will be mentally weak, or 
even idiutic. At death, the spirit in association with the spiritual 
bo,ly, no longer exercismg its preservative power over the earthly 
body, the magnetic relations betwet·n the two being severed, the latter 
l:.ecomes subject to the processes of decomposition, and its elements 
arc dispersed an(] enter into new combinations. 

This theory of the nature of the soul, removes much of the difficulty 
in accounting for the identity in thought, feeling, and will, of the nllg· 
ncti;.er and his subject. The principal difficulty heretofore, has 
ari":n from erroneously assuming, that each individual possesses a 
soul existing as an entity, independently of the spiritual body, and it 
has L.:.:n an inexplicable mystery, how one person's physical and mt!n· 
tal or;;anism can be so perfectly controlled by the will of another. 
nut if these views arc correct, we can understand how the stronger 
more positive will of one, can control the spiritual organism of an
other, in whom this will forc~-wllich is in itself spiritual force-does 
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not act with equal energy, by directing its own current of spiritual 
force through the more passive spiritual brain, and thus tempora;·ily 
substituting its own, for the current of spiritual force which ordinarily 
flows through that brain. The force thus flowing into it, intermedi
ately through the brain of the magnetizer, impressing upon it his own 
ideas, feelings, and peculiarities of mind. The two organisms are 
here like the two strings of a harp, when one is touched the other 
vibrates in unison. 

These remarks equally apply to the control of a medium's physical 
organism, and to impressions made upon his mind by a disembodied 
spirit ; the principle being in both cases identical. 

This theory is at variance with the doctrine of the pre-existence of 
the soul, and necessarily so, with the heathenish doctrine of re-incarna
tion. 

As to the proposition ; that all which has a beginning must have an 
ending, and therefore that the human soul must, with the origin this 
theory ascribes to it, also have an ending; my answer is, that the spir
itual body is the immortal part of man: that matter in itself is eternal; 
and in its progress it is ever tending to combination and arrangement 
in outward form; and decomposition, and disintegration, are only 
necessary incidents or events in the progress of matter, and arise from 
the fact, that in no material, visible form, has the ultimate object been 
attained, and it only can be attained through these successive pro
cesses. But in the perfected spiritual body, matter has reached its 
perfected form and condition, and is thenceforth beyond all change. 
The eternal principle of matter here asserts it& sway, and the incident 
of change, or decomposition, no longer attaches to it : it has passed 
beyond. 
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MATERIALIZATION OF SPIRIT-FORMS. 

"I h:1ve :Uso spoken by the prophets, :1nd I b:lve multiplied visions, and used 
Simililudu 6;• IM ,,;nistry of IM propluts."-Hosa, xil-10. 

T HE definition of the word " similitude " as given by Webster, 
is "The state of being similar or like ; resemblance ; likeness; 

as similitude: of substance." 
" Let us make now m:1n in our image, mall 

In our similitude. "-Aiilto~r. 

Another sense in which the word is used as mentioned by Webster, 
is, "The act of likening one thing to another; fanciful or imagina· 
tivc comparison ; simile." 

In cases like this where a word has different meanings, it is a well· 
established rule to adopt the one that the context suggests, instead 
of arbitrarily adopting another, which fails to agree with or support 
the general meaning of the text. Upon these grounds we here adopt 
the first definition of Webster, as applicable to the: word similitude, as 
used in the passage in Hosea. 

In this passage -three distinct phases of spirit-power are enume. 
rated. The first is speaking under control, or by impression ; the 
second, perception of visions ; and the third, the use· or production 
of similitudes by the mini~try-or agency-of the prophets---ur mt· 
diums. What is here supposed to be God, proclaims what he has done 
to demonstrate his power, and speaks of these three n1odes of mani· 
fcstation, the first of these-speaking by the prophets~mbracing all 
modes of expression by the use of similes and figures, fanciful and 
imaginary, and necessarily precluding the idea that the term "simili· 
tude" can here apply to any form or figure of speech, and it compels 
us to accept the other and only remaining meaning, namely a "sim· 
ilitudc of substance." This interpretation of this portion of the pas· 
s:Jge, makes it a declaration of a distinct mode of manifestation of 
spirit-power, differing in character from the other two modes, and yet 
worthy of being classed with them. 

That this is the correct view, is further evident from various other 
p:1ssages, as in N um. xii-8, where it is said : 
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"\Vith him will I speak mouth to mouth, even apparently, (or visibly) and 
not in dark speeches, and the sitMilitud~ (or lilunus) of the Lord sh:!.ll he be
boll!." 

Again in Deut. iv-12 we read: 

• • And the Lord spake unto you out of the midst of the fire. Ye heard the voice 
of the words, !Jut saw no similitud~, only ye heard a voice." And again in Dan. 
x-16, it is snid; "And behold one lik~ the similitud~ of the sons of men touched 
my lips." 

The word similitude, as used in these different passages, evidently 
means an appearance, a likeness, something visible, and in Hosea it 
is declared as before remarked, that these similitudes of substance 
were rendered visible through the agency of the prophets; proba
bly as they are to-day through the passive agency of such mediums 
as ~irs. Andrews; Mrs. Hollis; Dr. Slade; etc. 

It remains for us to inquire into the precise character of this class 
of manifestations, and the means used in their production. Before 
the advent of Modern Spiritualism, it would have been a very 
difficult task to satisfactorily prosecute this inquiry, but with the light 
we now possess this difficulty is nearly removed. There can be little 
doubt, that as all, o, nearly all other modes of modern spirit manife~
tation were then known, to both spirits and mortals, the processes of 
materialization of spirit-forms were also known, and were means used 
by spirits to render themselves visible to mortals, as they are to
day. 

That spirits at that time did in many instances materialize portions, 
or the whole of their spiritual bodies, is evident also from the many 
cases related in both the Old and the New Testaments, in which they 
possessed the sensible qualities of material substance, as where the 
angel or spirit wrestled with Jacob. To do this the spirit must have 
been perfectly materialized. See Gen. xxxii-24. And Daniel as 
related in Dan. ix-21, was touched by a spirit: this implies materi
ality. Then again in Dan. v~s it is· said: "In the same hour came 
forth fingers of a man's hand, and wrote." 

Jesus also was materialized when he showed the disciples his hands 
and side, as related in John xx-zo, and in verse 27 we are told, 
that 

" Then saith he to Thomas, Reach hither thy finger and behold my hands. and 
reach hither thy hand, and thrust it into my side." 

It will not be a sufficient reply, that this was a miracle and there
fore not a case to be cited in evidence, for hundreds of similar 
cases of materialization have occnrred, and are occurring in these 
.,.1 ........... 

• 
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In Ezekiel ii-9, we find a materialized "roll of a book," or manu· 
script was presented to Ezekiel by an angel, and" it was written within 
and without," and in Joshua v-13, it is said that he saw and con· 
versed with a spirit with a drawn sword in his hand. David also, as 
rcbted in I. Chron.-xxi, saw a spirit similarly equipped, and in 
Amos vii-7 it is said: 

"And behold the Lord (a spirit) stood upon a wall made by a plumbline, witll 
a plum!Jiin~ i11 his hand." ' 

Here the plumbline, like the swords seen by Joshua and Da,·id, 
must have been materialized to render it visible, and the spirit must 
have been materialized in order to hold it. 

When angels or spirits appeared as related in the Bible, their gar· 
ments are not generally described, but in the few instances in which 
they are, it is noticeable that while in the Old Tt"stament the descrip
tion of them is often characterized by theOriental tendency to exag· 
geration, representing them as appearing in strange and often gro. 
tesque garments, and often as strangely accoutred ; in the New Testa· 
ment spirits are more usually, thou.gh not always, described as clothed 
in white shining robes, indicative of a more advanced state. In the 
Old Testament and in Revelation, the description embraces a variety 
of styles of garments, and proves the power of spirits to clothe them· 
selves according to their will-a fact that the manifestations of Mod· 
ern Spiritualism demonstrate. 

Thus Samuel appeared to the woman of Endor, "covered with a 
mantle," while in Dan. x, we read that he saw a spirit "clothed in 
linen, whose loins were girded with tine gold." And at Moravia I 
saw a spirit whose hand was decorated with numerous rings set 
with precious stones, with a. massive bracelet also set with brilliant 
gems, ornamenting her wrist. 

And not only do spirits appear differently clothed, but the same 
spirits appear differently at different times, as Jesus did to his disci· 
pies after his ascension, for we are told by Mark, Chap. xvi.-12, 
"After that he appeared in another form unto two of them." 

It is incomprehensible to many, and not easily to be explained, 
how spirits arc able to show themselves in forms and apparel, pre
cisely like those in which they appeared in earth life. A spirit 
through 1\frs. Conant, of Boston, explained this matter so sensibly, 
that I here quote his words. He said : 

"It is properly speaking a psychological process. For instance; 
the returning spirit on coming in contact with earthly matter, with 
minds dwelling in material bodies, becomes immediately vividly im· 
pressed with its last sense of the conditions of earthly matter, through 
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\\·hich it lived. They are all distinct to it in memory. Its dres; ; its 
general appearance ; the incidents connected with them ; all are 
clear to it. By the process of intense outward thought concerning 
any one object, spirits are able to clothe themselves according to 
whatever objective form they may desire to assume. Your mother 
remembers how she dressed, in what manner she wore her hair, dur
ing t11e last weeks, days, or hours, of her life. She knows she will be 
remembered most distinctly, most satisfactorily. by those who remain, 
if she can assume that objective form, so all she has to do is to fix 
her mind upon the picture she wishes to .weave out of your atmos
phere. By intense outward thought she clothes herself just as she 
wishes. It is a psychological, common process, wbich all spirits 
thoroughly understand. Even little children are acquainted with 
it." 

At Moravia, at one time, I saw an arm projected from the aper· 
ture of the cabinet, which with the hand, was· fully three and a half 
feet in length. It remained in view, in free motion, for a time suffi
cient for all to observe and remark upon it. Its enormous length 
and size startled all present. 

The following explanation of the means used by spirits to material
ize their forms, was also given by a spirit. 

"In order to produce visible forms for spirits, we must have proper 
atmospheric conditions, anc.l suitable mediums, and a portion of the 
process must be performed in the dark ; light being a disintegrator. 
Under proper conditions, with a good and harmonious circle, and 
with the instructions we can give, we shall be able to make forms for 
ourselves that will be much more permanent, and will resist for a 
time the disintegrating influence of light. 

" The basic magnetic and electric elements, which we use for mak
ing the pabulum with which we cover our forms, are drawn from the 1 

atmosphere in a darkened place, hence in all ages spirits have been 
enabled to appear more distinctly at night. In order that this pabu· 
lum may be used without too much injury to the spirit, we should. 
have the magnetism of a circle, and of one or more mediumistic per
sons, from whom we draw certain elements which still retain their 
vit~lity. We are thus enabled to vitalize our pabulum, so that it re
sembles the cuticle and hair of the human body, and the spirit who 
is thus surrounded, becomes so similar to a human being, that you 
c-..annot detect any difference. In drawing these elements from our 
mediums, the process is often exhaustive, and there are certain cle
ments which are only borrowed and must be returned, and this ex
plains the fact that if a portion of the spirit materialized be stained 

27 
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by any colored substances, the stain ";n be transferred to the same 
portion of the medium's body with the elements that are returned." 

The clement.uy substances that spirits gather from human organ· 
isms, and which they use to rende..- themselves visible to us, is fur· 
nishcd in variable quantities and quality by different individuals, and 
at different times. Under very favorable conditions, they can mate
rialize the whole or large portions of their forms, while under <:ondi. 
tions less favorable, they may be able to render objective and tangible 
only a h;md, or even a single finger. For these reasons, their success 
must vary with each effort, as we find it does. 

1 have a lady friend, a Mrs. A-- who sat with Dr. Slade for the 
purpose of seeing her materialized son. She possessed a positive 
influence-partly arising fron1 her anxious desire to see this spirit
which prevented him from manifesting so as to be recognized by her. 
After her fourth seance she was succeeded by a gentleman-a rebtive 
of mine-who is more passive and mediumistic, who expected to see 
his spirit-wife ; when the son of this lady appeared at the aperture as 
natura11y and distinctly as when in earth-life, and Dr. Slade was 
highly gratified, and requested my friend after the seance to describe 
the appearance of the spirit to Mr~. A--, who had not yet left the 
house, to prove as he said, that when he told her at the sitting what 
he had seen, he had not misrepresented. My friend complied, and 
from his description the lady was satisfied that it was her son who had 
appeared. 

ln sitting with the best mediums for materialization, the manift>sta
tions often fail to occur. It is so with Home, Slade, and 1\frs. An
llrcws, and no doubt with others. A medium is as necessary for the::e 
manif<:stations, as an electrical machine is for the display of electriCll 1 

phenom<:na in scientific circles, and both classes of phenomena are 
• dependent upon certain conditions, the presence or absence of which 

insures success or failure. 
l\lr. D. D. I lome, the celebrated medium, in his testimony before 

t!te I .ondon Dialectical Society as published in their R£purt un Spir
itualism p. 190, said: 

" I have seen a pencil lifted by a hand to a paper, and write in the 
presence of the Emperor :\apoleon. We were in a large room; the 
Salon Louis Quinze. The Empress sat here-the Emperor there. 
The table was moved to an angle of more than forty-five degrees. 
Then a hand was seen to come : it was a very beautifully formed 
hand. There were pencib on the table. It lifted, not the one nelr· 
est, but one on the far side. We heard the sound of writing, and saw 
iL writing on note-paper. The hand passed before me and went to 
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'i'le Emperor, and he kissed the hand. It went to the Empress. She 
,·ithdrew from its touch, and the hand foiJowed her. The Emperor 
~~aid : ' Do not be frightened-kiss it,' and she then kissed. it. It 
was disappearing ; I said I would like to kiss it. The hand seemed 
:o he like that of a person thinking, and as if it were saying, ' Shall 
I ? ' It came back to me and I kissed it. The sensation of touch 
and pressure was that of a natural hand. It was as much a material 
hand seemingly as my hand is now. The writing was an autograph 
of the Emperor Napoleon I. The hand was his hand, small and 
beautiful as it is known to have been. The Emperor of Russia, as 
well as the Emperor Napoleon have seen hands, and have taken hold 
of them, when they seemed to float away into thin air. The hand • was like alabaster." 

In an article contributed to Appletolis Journal, in 187o, by Rev. 
Dr. Bellows of New York, entitled, "Sittings with Powers the 
Sculptor," from which I have already quoted, he reports Mr. Powers 
bs saying: · 

"These spiritualistic phenomena have always interested me, a! 
though I have never been in the least carried away by them. I rec
ollect we had many seances at my house and others, when Home was 
here. I certainly saw, under circumstances where fraud, or collusion, 
or prearrangement of machinery was impossible, in my own house, and 
among friends incapable ~f lending themselves to imposture, many 
very curious things. That hand floating in the air, of which all the 
world has ht'ard, I have seen. There was nothing but moonlight in 
the room it is true, and there is every presumption against such phe
nomena under such circumstances ; but what you see, you see, and 
must believe however difficult to account for it. I recollect that Mr. 
Home sat on my right hand, and beside him there were six others, 
round one half of a circular table, the empty half toward the window 
and the moonlight. · 

" All our fourteen hands were on the table, when a hand delicate 
and shadowy yet defined, appeared dancing slowly just the other side 
of the table, and gradually creeping np higher, until above what 
would have been the elbow, it terminated in a mist. This hand 
slowly came nearer to Mrs. -- at the right side of the table, and 
seemed to pat her face. ' Could it take a fan ? ' cried her husband. 
Three raps responded, 'Yes,' and the lady put a faj near it which it 
seemed trying to take. 'Give it the handle,' sa1d the husband. 
The wife obeyed and it commenced <slowly fanning her with much 
grace. ' Could it fan the rest of the company?' some one ex
claimed ; when three raps signified assent, and the hand passing 
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around, fanned each of the company, and then slowly was lost to 
VIeW. 

"I felt on another occasion a little hand-it was pronounced that 
of a lost chil~patting my cheek and arm. I took hold of it. It 
was warm, and evidently a child's hand. I did not loosen my bold, 
but it seemed to melt out of my clutch. Many other similar expert. 
ences I have had. It is interesting to know that the effect is DOl 

to create supernatural terrors, and morbid feelings. My children 
who knew all about it and were present, never showed any signs of 
trepidation, such as ghost·stories excite in sensitive and young 
brains." 

The substantiality of these hands, is not any more a matter of sur
prise tl~an that of the hands of the angels spoken of in Gen. xix. II 
is there said that two angels (or spirits) came to Sodom at even, and 
Lot pressed them to visit his house, and when the men of the cit}' 

surrounded it, and threatened to break into it, when Lot had gone 
out to dissuade them, the angels "put forth tluir hand and pllild 
Lot into tl1e house to them, and slzulllze door," and in the morning 
" while he lingered, the men (before called angds) laid hold upon his 
hand, and upon the hand of his wife, and upon the hands of his two 
daught<'rs." The hands of these angels evidently must ba.ve been 
substantial and probably were materialized through the mediumship 
of Lot, or some of his family. 

Mrs. Hollis of Louisville, Ken. is a lady possessing pre-eminent 
mt:diumistic qualities for materialization of spirit-forms. Her po\\'Cf 
i- of more recent development than that of Mrs. Andrews of .Mora,iJ, 
and I here take from the 1V'asl1inglon Capital of Sept. 28, 1872, an 
account of the materializations at one of her seances in Cincinnat~ 
wh..:rt: were present three well-known gt:ntlemen, two of these, :\fessrs. 
Piatt and i'lympton being of the editorial fraternity-the fonner ri 
tht: abon~·namcdjournal, and the !:J.ttcr of the Cincitznati Cotntncr,-w/; 
the third gentleman L~:ing Hon. William M. Corry, equally well 
known as a lawyer of standing in Cincinnati. The account of the 
~l·ance was written by 1\lr. Piatt in a facetious vein, through which 
her~: and there an earnest spirit crops out. 

;, I was sitting," says he, "in the editorial room of the Commerci4/, 
talking to one of its versatile editors who answers to the name of 
Plympton, and who ought to be known throughout the country as one 
of our most ac~ornplishcd journalists, and who is known to a wide 
circle of friends as the best sC¥t of a fellow, when William 1\l. Corry, 
Ltc of the Commmur and Kentucky Resolutions, and now for all 
time the most brilliant conversationalist ever endowed with breath, 
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came in and immediately opened a conversation concerning a mes
sage that he had received the night before,_ from his grandfather, long 
since deceased, and quite forgotten." "There has always been some
thing extremely ludicrous to me in the spiritual business. At best it 
seemed a sort of rat-hole revelation, and an unseemly attack on fur
niture." "I soon discovered however that my two friends were in 
earnest, and not in a frame of mind suited to joking. They went on 
to tell me-first one and then the other-of the wonderful things they 
had witnessed at a Dr. Wolfe's, on Smith Street, in the presence of a 
medium called Mrs. Hollis of Louisville, Kentucky. I was of course 
interested, and when invited to accompany them that night to a 
seance at the house of said Wolfe, under the direction of the said 
medium, I readily assented." 

"At eight o'clock we were at the house of the doctor, a charming 
residence in Smith Street just out of Fourth. I was introduced to 
Mrs. Hollis, quite a hand~tHue, dark-eyed brunette, weighing about a 
hundred anti forty, and some thirty-five or forty years of age. I 
found her quiet and unassuming, and rather diffident. Aside from 
her personal attractions, the chief characteristic that impressed one, 
was the exceedingly frank and honest expression of her face. A 
judge of human nature would dismiss all suspicion of fraud, after 
taking one good look at her kind, gentle countenance. 

"We were at once conducted through a long porch to the rear 
building, where between the library and laboratory, the doctor had 
erected for Mrs. Hollis what was called the cabinet. It consisted of 
a partition run across one end of the small room, in the centre of 
which was a door, and in the centre of the door a circular opening 
ten inches in diameter, and about four feet from the floor. This 

' aperture was covered with black cloth, while on the outside lay a 
slate with a minute slate pencil upon it. The doctor made us ex· 
amine the walls and floor, to satisfy ourselves that there was no 
machinery about, while in the cabinet there was nothing but a com· 
mon chair. Into this cabinet went Mrs. Hollis, but before so doing 
the doctor blackened the palm of her right hand. The door w~s 
closed, fastened on the -outside, and we sat down to the rat{le of a 
large mnsic-box that had borne al>out as much music in it as a tin 
pan covering an insane bug. The gaslight shone through in a dim 
way from the adjoining rooms, on either side, and we sat watching 
that dark spot upon the door, like three terriers gazing into a rat-hole. 

" In aboul ten minutes a delicate· white hand appeared, that 
seemed to waver and flicker before us and then disappear. As it 
went down it seemed to melt into darkness. Directly the hand 
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came back and went out as before. The third or fourth time it 
seemed to grow steadier, reached out, seized the pencil, and wrote 
something with easy rapidity. It then opened so as to show the 
white palm and disappeared. The doctor seized the slate, and we 
all mshed into the other room to read this message from the spirit· 
world. It was to the effect, that some fighting character felt certain 
that he could whip somebody a second time. I thought the message 
was addressed to me, and so said, with the opinion to the ghost that 
it couldn't be done ; but it turned out subsequently to have been ad· 
dressed to .1\f r. Corry, from a venerable defunct, who, in the remote 
ages of Cincinnati had thrashed his (William's) grandfather, and un· 
willing to clasp hands over the· bloody chasm, was prepared to fight 
again. 

" This message with the subsequent ones, accorded with my 'sense 
of the ludicrous, and I quite annoyed my friends with my levity. 
After receiving four or five messages, a luminous ball very dim, ap
peared at the aperture, grew lighter, resolved itself into a head 11-ith 
the: features clearly defined, and for a second gazed at us from the 
opening. Mr. Plimpton told me that that was his sister Mary-de:ul 
some years, and was very striking in its resemblance. After this 
came a message addressed to me, purporting to come from a cousin 
deceased some time since, in Boone County, Kentucky. 

"Then came another face, appearing and disappearing like the 
other. After this we saw the late President of the United State;, 
James Buchanan, that was so like the common lithograph head of 
the old Pub. Func., that my sense of humor grew stronger than ever. 
I thought that if James Buchanan-dead these many years-had oniy 
got so far as Smith Street, Cincinnati, he was as slow in the spirit as 
he used to be in the flesh. It seems however, that Doctor Wolf hat! 
been at one time the private secretary of the solemn olu pump, and 
through life quite intimate with him, so that his appearance was not 
so extraordinary as it otherwise would have been. 

"We then had the pleasure of seeing Stephen A. Douglass. 
Stephen came, I suppose, because lluchanan did, and my doubts 
overtook my fun when I saw that the bow each gave to the response 
to the" Good-evening" of Doctor Wolf, was precisely that which 
would come from a crayon sketch, on a pasteboard, if the upper end 
were dipped forward suddenly. I had made up my mind that the 
whole affair was an ingenious, innocent sort of fraud, when the lumi· 
nous appearance at the opening resolved itself into a head, that so 
shocked me, that for a second my heart seemed to stop its action. 
I was so surprised that for a second I was stunned, and my first feel· 
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ing was that of indignation at what struck me as a wanton outrage. 
This was not however well defined, and the moment I could reflect, 
the fact forced itself upon my mind that probably I had deceived 
myself. My sight is quite dim from over-use, and I had only caught 
a glimpse of what so startled me. It was too sacred a subject to be 
trifled with, and I determined to investigate the matter closely, and 
if I found any fraud in the business, to make an e~mple of one 
medium at least. 

"The face appeared but once afterward. and then more distinct 
than before, so that nothing was given me upon which to solve my 
doubts. I had enough, however, to satisfy me that there was some
thing more in this than is generally attributed to such manifestations. 
To tell the honest truth, I had gradually settled into that unhappy 
state of belief so common to this Jllaterialistic age, that we possessed 
nothing in the way of spiritual life that could be administered upon 
after death. This had been jammed into me by being knocked on 
the head, wben I found by actual experience that as the physical 
ceased to operate that part of me which thinks, wills, and remembers, 
ceased to exist also, and all was blank until the blood began to cir
culate, and the material engine got under way again. For thousands 
aml thousands of years that chin of death has been tied up, and the 
napkin folded over the mouth,. never to be removed by any message 
from the world beyond. So like the more eminent theologians of 
our day, I had come to the unpleasant conviction that all there was 
of it we could taste, hear, smell, and see. And yet through this rat
hole, came what purported to be facts, upsetting my settled opinions, 
and putting me all at sea upon this subject. 

'' It is a common error for us to reject the truth because it docs 
not come to us in a dignified and imposing manner. All the mira· 
des of Christ failed to overcome the disbelief of the Jews, that grew 
out of the melancholy fact that the Messiah had come out of N:u:a
reth, and had been born in a manger. Newton got his idea of a 
great law from the falling of an apple, while Franklin with his kite, 
identified the lightning. And so this startling disclosure of a great 
truth, is as likely to come when least expected, in an obscure way, 
as others have done before. 

" With this spirit of scepticism, and with no belief in anything, not 
e\•en in myself, I entered upon this investigation. I do not propose 
to go into the details of it, for others are at work upon them, but I 
can say in brief, that at the end of a week in which I gave from five 
to eight hours' investigation, I was forced to the conclusion that if I 
had not been holding intercourse with the dead, I had at least been 
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in communication with a mysterious intelligence, outside humanity, 
not subject to the laws of flesh. 

"The most striking manifestations were made in the dark, when 
the voices of the spirits became audible to us. The spirit whose 
face I had seen-and by the bye this had been repeated to me until 
there could be no question about the resemblance at least, if not the 
identity, for I had procured a powerful opera-glass that revealed to 
me the very color of the eyes and hair-this spirit whispe~d to me 
long messages that could be heard by others, which fact saved me 
from the doubt as to whether my imagination had not played me 
fa be. 

"But the most sttiking and conclusive manifestation, was an inter
view between .Mr. Corry and his fanner friend, Elwood Fisher. Titis 
was introduced by the medium asking if any one knel\· Elwood Fisher 
and giving a description of his personal appearance. Mr. Corry said 
he would be glad to communicate with his friend, but asked for some 
evidence that. it was Elwood Fisher he conversed with. Elwood the 
friend then began : 

" 'Dost thee remember the little store on Fifth Street?' 
"'Yes, very well,' responded Corry. 
" ' Dost thee remember the first time thee saw me there, sitting on 

the counter?' 
"'Very distinctly.' 
" 'Dost thee remember taking me to thy father, who expressed an 

approbation of me?' 
" ' I remember it all.' 
" ' Dost thee remember Daddy Bassett, with his long queue and ruf· 

fled shirts ? ' 
" ' I do ; and I have not thought of him these thirty years.' 
"And this sort of thing continued, it seemed to me, for nearly an 

hour-this talk of the two friends over the events of their lives, in 
which the one from the spirit-land sought to convince the other of his 
identity, aml succeeded beyond doubt. While this was going on, 
:\Irs. Hollis informed me that quite a stout gentleman was examining 
my arm, btcly twisted in a buggy-wheel, who claimed to be a surg~on, 
:1ncl called himself Jesse Judkins. She described him as a merry gen
tlem:m, fond of his jest. Poor Jesse, no truer word was ever said. 
After these whispered communications, that we were assured would 
grow stronger and become more distinct, we had a talk with Jimmy 
:-.rohn. Jimmy spoke right out very like a man talking through a 
horn, which I have no doubt he was doing, for there was a tin horn 
in the room, and having deci~.kd that the medium was honest, this 
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strange hollow voice, speaking to us in a familiar way with ease and 
fluency, had a very strange effect. 

" I wish I could write more at length upon this interesting subject, 
but I find myself since making the attempt shrinking from the task. 
I am not ashamed, as many are of my experiences, or afraid to avow 
my convictions, but unfortunately for my testimony the proof came 
to me in a shape too sacred for common use. Dr. Wolfe had invited 
this lady to his house, after what I understand was rather an unfortu
nate ex1~nence as a medium, at Cincinnati, for the purpose of calm, 
areful investigation of Spiritualism generally, and this lady's power 
and honesty in particular. Of all the prominent men in\'ited in the 
citf, two only could be found possessing interest enough in the sub
ject to look into it, and report the result of their investigation. I 
happened ac::cidentci.lly to make a third. I join heartily in the report, 
which says that the medium is above all suspicion, and I can add my 
conviction that the intelligence with which we communicated, was 
beyond, if not above, the experiences of material humanity." 

I was interested in the fair and liberal spirit in which the subject 
was treated in this account, and communicated with Mr. Piatt in 
\Vashington, in relation to his experience as above given, and received 
his assurance of the entire reliability of the narration, with pem1ission 
to use his name and authority in confirmation. He says in his re
ply : " I wrote the letter in question and all that I saw and heard 
Messrs. Corry and Plympton saw and heard, and one is a distin
guished journalist, and the other an eminent lawyer. I tried to tell 
the facts so far as I could to the public. There were some things too 
sacred for narration," 

Mr. Corry also verifies the statement in a letter to me, in these 
words : " I have to confirm the Capital report of the s6ance with 
Mrs. Hollis when Mr. Piatt and myself were present. . . . It did 
not give all the particulars by any means. I have written out my 
own account which will I presume appear in Dr. Wolfe's book • 
which is to detail Mn;. Hollis' history here. . • Our newspapers will 
not publish such matters without unfair commentaries. You may u~C! 
my name if you deem it advisable, in the way you suggest." 

At a seance with Henry Siade at his rooms in New York, March 

• Since these pages were written, Dr. Wolfe has published his work under the 
title of" Startling Facts in Modern Spiritu:Uism." It can be obtained of A. J. 
Davis & Co. 24 East Fourth Street, N. Y. and of Colby & Rich, 9 Montgom.:ry 
Place, Boston, Mass. It is ll reliable and complete record of material'lzation of 
spirit forms, and of other spiritu:U manifestations, through the mediumship of Mn. 
Hollis. 

• 
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6, 187I, during a conversation with his controlling spirit Dr. Davis, 
I inquired whether he and other spirits could render themselves visi
ble to me. The answer was "We will try: perhaps we cannot suc
ceed so that you can see spirit forms plainly but we will probably be 
able to present them so that you will perceive them to be spirits. If 
the medium is willing to sit ; and provided you will punctually meet 
at the times appointed, we will make the attempt ; but do not speak 
of it to others at present, as they will make siruilar requests." 

The time set for the first trial, was the succeeding SaturAly even
ing at seven o'clock. The medium and I were to be the only per
sons present. I was punctual to my engagement, and upon en
tering the back room and closing the doors, we took our seats at 
the table, with one gas jet burning over our heads. In a minute the 
medium was controlled by Owasso, the Indian spirit who is one of 
the band that manages and directs the seances, who said that they 
would endeavor to show me the forms of spirits, but probably they 
would not be able at this sitting to effect anything satisfactory, but 
they would take the preparatory steps and experiment upon the con
ditions and influences, with a view to future success. He requested 
us to keep quiet :lnd turn down the gas to a low point, and then bid
ding me farewell the medium regained his normal state. 

I will here state that all our sittings for materializing, were held 
in a back room, on the second floor of the medium's residence, 
with the only two doors ant! two windows well secured. One of' the 
door~ opened upon the well-lighted hall, and the others, being sliding 
doors, divided the back from the front room; this latter being also 
wcll·li:_;:lted and nearly always occupied by visitors. I never took my 
seat tutil I had inspected the room-four chairs, a table and sofl, 
b··ing the only furniture, and we two were the only persons present 
until after many sittings. At no time was the gas turned so low as 
to render us unable to discern clearly the forms or objects in the 
room, aad generally, so complete was the silence that I could hear 
tlw slightest rustle of a garment, or the sound of the lightest foot
step. I will now proceed with the narration. As soon as the gas had 
bc.:en turned down we placed our hands together upon the table, ami 
in a few minutes the medium saw luminous forms, but indistinctly, and 
asked if I did not sec them, which at first I was unable to do, but in 
a few minutes I observed a soft hazy light of indefinite form, rise 
from the space beyond the opposite side of the table, which soon dis
appeared. This reappeared a number of times, each time ia an en
larged form, until it attained the dimensions of a human head, though 
not defined, while the brightness increased. It appeared like a small 
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luminous cloud, and the medium, who at least partially, saw clair
voyantly, said it bore the appearance of an old man with long silvery 
hair. Each time after thus appearing it would glide to my right-the 
medium always sat at my left side-and there disappear. The last 
time it appeared, while opposite to me, the medium exclaimed : 
"Why it is bowing to you I" and I distinctly saw the small luminous 
cloud move, as if it might be doing so. It then disappeared. 

After this the medium was again controlleJ by Owasso, who said 
they could not use the mediu1h any longer at that time as it drew 
heavily upon his strength, but that I should meet then1 again the suc
ceeding Saturday evening. 

At this sitting I at no time saw anything larger than a human head, 
no indication of features nor distinct outlines. The medium said he 
saw a head, and the hair, but the features were indistinct, and Owasso 
said it was my mother's father in spiritual person. 

The next soauce was held March 18th. Upon our becoming seated 
the medium was controlled by Owasso, who said it was uncertain 
whether they would be able to exhibit anything at that sitting, as there 
was so much moisture in the air, but if they should fai~ the time and 
efforts would not be wasted, as the force gathered would probably in
crease the strength of the manifestations the next time. The medium 
then resu1~ed his ordinary state, and within perhaps five minutes, I 
Sa.w a luminous appearance arise as before from the space just beyond 
the opposite side of the table, in the form of a cone which soon as
sumed a circular and brighter appearance, the outlines being better 
defined than at the last sitting. This arose about a foot above the 
level of the table, and in a few moments two other luminous but 
smaller objects appeared just above the edge of the table, where they 
assumed the shape of small hands in outline, resting upon the table, 
when immediately the leaf on that side was raised and let down three 
times in quick succession, and at the same time the table was pushed 
against us. The head and two hands were seen at the same moment 
their relative positions being such as the head and hands of a child 
would assume, in moving it as it then was moved. These then disap
peared, and what seemed to be the head of an old man, was seen ris
ing from nearly the same spot, and I could perceive it about as clearly 
as the last figure, the outline being confused. This in turn soon van
ished, and in a short time there arose another object which was more 
luminous than either of the others, and the medium said it was the 
head of a female with a cap, and rather long face, and he was im
pressed that it was my. mother. The contour of this head I soon 
saw quite plainly, and it appeared as be said with an old-fashioned 
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cap. In a moment more it moved back to a chair placed opposite 
us, ag:linst the wall, in which the medium said the figure became 
seated, and where the appearance became merged into a luminous 
cloud of the shape of an ordinary pillow. This soon disappeared, 
and Owasso controlled the medium, who said the apparitions were my 
son ; grandfather ; and mother ; they appearing in this order. I in· 
quirecl whether the appearances were outwrought and projected from 
the spirit circle psychologically, or whether they were the veritable 
spiritual persons of my relatives. His answer was, that they were 
not psychological projections or creations, but the true spiritual 
bodies of my relatives. He added that they had done better than 
they expected. 

A few days after this sitting, a sister-in-law, Mrs. Catherine S-
passcd away after an exhausting illness, and two days after her de
cease we had our next seance, at which, the medium being controlled 
by Owasso, the b.tter said they would endeavor to show me the form 
of Mrs. S-- but he said they might not succeed. The medium had 
never met her. In a few minutes, what appeared to be a female form 
was visible beyond the opposite side of the table, where these forms
continued to appear. The figure was hazy and indistinct, but suffi· 
ciently defined to be recognized as that of a female of .rather full 
habit, like my sister-in-law, and unlike the other figures this had a 
wavering unsteady movement. The form was visible for perhaps two 
or three minutes when it vanished, but in a short time reappeared, 
an(] after remaining in view for about the same time again disap
peared. This appearance was once again repeated, when it finally 
vanished. 

The form and size of head, face, shoulders and bust, were precisely 
those of my relative; she being above the average of females in these 
respects, but otherwise she was not recognizable, as no features were 
visible. 

The medium in the previous sittings had been more or less agitated, 
often spasmodically, but at the last disappearance of the apparition, 
ill: hastily arose and turned on the full volume of gas, declaring he 
could not bear it any longer, at the same time exclaiming that he was 
extremely nauseated. His pale and sunken countenance testified to 

the truth of his declaration. He did not assign any cause for these . 
f..:elings, hut it at once occured to me that it was attributable to the 
personal atmosphere of Mrs. S--, psychologically affecting him. 
She h:lll been attacked while in robust health by nausea and vomiting, 
from which she sutfcred for six weeks, and which only ceased with her 
life, and it is well known that the medium often takes on the symp· 
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toms and. feelings. that marked the last hours of the returning spirit, 
the latter through the operation of a psychological law, generally
probably always-resuming its last earthly conditions, when it again 
comes into relations with materiality through a medium. 

Owasso now again controlled, anti 5aid the reason why the spirit 
was not seen more clearly, was because of her excessive weakness, 
and that they could not impart sufficient strength to her to properly 
materialize her. I inquired if she was still present. No, he said; her 
friends had taken her away. I asked what spirits were presenrwith 
her: he replied; a large number : that one female present he was 
sure was her sister, and he thought her father also was present, but he 
did not recognize any of the others, as he did not associate with them. 
I asked how it was that she was yet so weak ; and his answer was, 
that her spiritual body shared with her physical body, in the exhaust
ion caused by her last illness, and she was yet as weak as an infant. 
I then inquired how long it would be before she would attain full 
strength, and the answer was ; Perhaps in a few days, but it might be 
many days before she would become strong. He further said that 
her-friends brought her there at the solicitation of Dr. Davis-one of 
the controlling spirits. "Why," 5aid he, "they looked just like a 
flock of birds with her in their midst: all supporting her and imparting 
Clf their strength to her. She was too weak ; but she will be able to 
do hetter by and by." 

Our next seance was held April 8th. Soon Dr. Pavis controlled, 
and said the state of the weather being favorable they hoyed to be suc
cessful in sh(lwing me the spirit of my sister-in-law, Mrs. S-. The 
spirit then withdrew from control, the light was turned down leaving 
just sufficient to render forms of material objects visible, and in per
haps five minutes 1 perceived a luminous appearance of undefined 
shape, just beyond the table, then in the upper part of it there ap
peared a brighter spot the size of a human eye, which approached 
me in a direct line over the table, until it rested within fifteen inch ~s 
of "my face, when a perfect eye was developed. This was as bright 
as the flame of a candle, and occasionally I perceived another lumin
ous spot of the same size, but less bright than the other. They were 
on the same line, and about as far apart as two human eyes in the 
same head ordinarily are. The medium distinguished the face and 
features, which I was unable to do. He here said : . "The spirit is 
placing her hand upon your shoulder ; " and instantly I felt taps of 
fingers there, and upon my arm. The touches were distinctly felt, 
were ~ery soft, and repeated a dozen times. I would here remark 
that at the moment, each of the medium's hands grasped one of mine, 
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and all four reefed upon the table, and that this was the position of 
our hands ittr•ariably ;, all that sittings, unless for a moment a hand 
was necessarily withdrawn, and ·this rarely occurred. The cloud of 
luminous vapor appeared and disappeared three times, each time ap
pearing to originate at the sallie spot, and then to approach until 
within the former distance from my face. At one time the medium 
said he saw a fully formed female figure, about four feet from the table 
on my sille, holding by the hand a little boy about ten years of age. 
He said it was one of my children, my last child, but had difficulty in 
getting the name. To save time I asked if it was Edgar, and numer· 
ous raps in reply responded yes. My youngest child, Edgar, if in 
earth-life, would have been ten years of age. 

Next s~ance, April 15, 1871. Upon seating ourselves, the medium 
said he felt the influence to be strong. 

After a few minutes he saw the form of an old man, bnt I could 
see nothing but a dim hazy light, then he perceived the figure of a fe
male which after a while I was able to discern-but faintly. In a few 
moments thereafter he said she was standing by my side ; then that 
she was placing her hand upon my shoulder; and at the same fllO· 

ment and before he had completed his remark, I felt the t:lps of fin· 
gers upon my left shoulder next the medium, then upon my right, 
and in a minute more the medium said she was standing between us, 
and instantly I felt upon my left cheek a sensation as if the skirt of a 
lady's dress had brushed against it, and this was followed by a rustling 
sound as it apparently swept across the table. The medium was 
much startled. He saw the whole figure pass over the table, while I 
saw only a luminous cloud, but this was sufficiently distinct for me to 
follow it in its course around the table, to the same spot between us, 
when it again passed across the table accompanied by the same rust
ling sound, and at the moment of passing, my hands which were rest
ing upon the medium's were swept by what was apparently the bot
tom of the skirt of a dress, of a fabric like merino, and producing the 
same sensations as contact with such a material produces. 

In another minute something passed over the back· of my beau that 
felt like a feather dusting-brush, and I then saw indistinctly above and 
in front of me, at a distance of about two feet, a head, neck, and 
bust. Soon it became more distinct, and I perceived quite plainly 
the top and each side of the head, and could almost distinguish the 
folds of a veil, the general appearance of a veil being very apparent. 
It remained in this position for some minutes, at least three, and as 
the llledium said, looking directly at me, but of this I could not judge 
as I perceived no features. 
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At this ~nee I noticed that whenever the form moved near me, it 
invariably produced an agitation of the air. And I could distinguish 
upon which side of me the spirit was moving, by the breeze that at
tended or as it appeared to me preceded it. This convinced me that 
they had succeeded in producing a higher degree of materialization. 

Owasso now controlled the medium, and among other questions 
I inquired how Mrs. S-- appeared. He replied that she was rather 
tall and stout. He thought she had black eyes ; at any rate she had 
dark ones; rather broad full face, and a large brain. In answer to 
my question how her father appeared; he said he was a large portly 
man, of light complexion and blue eyes, and that my oldest son had 
black eyes, and concluded by saying that Mrs. S--- was very 
bright and happy. 

These answers were given without prompting or comment by me 
and were correct in every particular. The medium bad never met 
either of the spirits described, when in the body, and of the three, one 
had passed away eighteen, and another twenty-five years previously. 

April 22 we again met. Dr. Davis controlled the medium and 
said the conditions were favorable, but they desired to experiment 
upon my magnetic conditions, and requested me to meet them again 
on the 27th, when they would probably show me the face and feat
ures of Mrs. S-- distinctly. He then stated that they would rap 
when they desired to terminate the sitting, and in the meantime he 
requested us to sit quietly. He then relinquished control, and in 
about fifteen minutes the raps indicating dismissal, were heard. 

April 27th. The day and evening were stormy, but we met as 
usual. Dr. Davis stated, that on account of the weather it would be 
useless to attempt anything then, and appointed May 7th for the next 
meeting. I ~ave before stated that our united hands were always 
upon the table. I win now add that with perhaps two exceptions, 
neither of us ever left the table or our chairs for an instant, during 
our sittings. 

I can tmly say that in no instance was I ever excited or influenced 
by fear, or nervously affected by the apparitions, and I believe I was 
in a sound proper state of mind to use my eyes and ears as detect
ives, and besides this, hundreds of highly intelligent persons have 
since witnessed similar manifestations in the presence of the same 
medium, and no one has yet detected fraud or deception, but on the 
contrary my testimony is corroborated by their evidence, and the 
present daily experience of others. From the last date, to May 
25th, we had three sittings, but no efforts were made to materialize, 
the object being as the spirit stated solely to experiment upon the 
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conditions. At the meeting· of May 7th, they told me they would 
not again try to show me spirits' faces and forms, until they felt assured 
they could show them distinctly, and now at the above date the :zsth 
May, we met again for materializing. 

In a short time the medium was controlled by the spirit of a Scotch
man, by the name of Campbell, who had once before communicated 
with me, and who now in his broad Scotch dialect announced to me, 
that my spirit friends would this evening endeavor to show me the 
faces and features of some of them. The influence was then with
drawn, and in a few minutes I perceived a head and a bust arise from 
the opposite side of the room, and after rising to the height of about 
five feet abO\'e the level of the table, it floated towards us ancl over 
the table, until it reached a point over and in front of me about fifteen 
inches from my face. I could plainly recognize it as that of a female, 
the head covered with a veil distinctly perceptible, and the appear· 
ance altogether being like that of an alabaster head and bust as seen 
from under a covering of gauze, the head, features, neck, and shoul
ders, being distinctly visible, but a slight mistiness of appearance ex
isted, just sufficient to prevent my catching the expression. so as to 
feel certain of the identity; but the arrangement of the features ; 
their relative size and their form; the size and fomt of the head, neck. 
and shoulders; all impelled the conviction that it was my sister-in· 
law. While I was making my observations of the spirit-form, the 
name " Katie" was whispered, her lips moving as the word was ut
tered; then " Eugene," my own name, and upon my ?-sking "Is this 
Katie ? " the head bowed three times in response. The figure re
mained steadily thus in view suspended in mid-air, looking directly
into my eyes, for at least five minutes, when it seemed to melt 
away. 

In perhaps ten minutes thereafter, from the space beyond the table, 
arose another figure: that of a child. This I was able to percei\·e 
about as clearly as the preceding figure. It was just the size of my tirst· 
born child when he passed away, more than-twenty years previously, 
and seeme(l to have his figure and large head, and upon my asking if it 
was he. the head nodded three times as the other did. This appari· 
tion remained in view about as long as the previous one, and was 
soon succeeded by a female form, and like one seen at a pre\·ious 
seance, this wore an old-fashioned cap, like my mother was accus
tomed to wear in her later years. The form was also that of my 
mother, tall and sp:ue, and upon its nearer approach I distinc:ly 
recognized the features as hers, and at one moment I caught the 
old familiar expression and I exclaimed ; "This is my mother!" 
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when she bowed three times in response, and soon vanished from 
vtew. 

The medium now was again controlled by the spirit of the Scotch
man, who said he hoped I was pleased as all my frient1s present 
were, with the success which had been achieved, and they felt their 
labor had not been in vain. I assured him of my gratificati~n at the 
results, and inquired who the spirits were whom I had seen, and he 
replied,-they were as I supposed. The first was my wife's sister: 
the second my eldest son : and the third my mother. 

The 'lledium was then released, and said he felt impressed to hold 
the slate under the edge of the table. He placed it there, ·holding it 
with his left hand, while his right grasped mine, and in a moment we 
heard the sounds of writing when he slowly withdrew the slate, and 
raised it until it rested against and under my chin, the writing contin
uing without intermission-though in the dim light I could not per
ceive the atom of pencil-and when finished the medium turned the 
gas fully on, and we found one side of the slate covered with writing 
in a bold business-like hand, and signed at the bottom, "Dr. Davis." 
The purport of it was like that of the remarks of the Scotch spirit, 
and in addition, he said all my spirit friends present had requested 
him to thank me for my punctuality in meeting them, and to say that 
my welfare and happiness should always be sought and guarded by 
them, etc. 

The meeting of June 2 was passed without any attempts to mate
rialize, the weather being unfavorable, and on the 9th we again met, 
but Dr. Davis said my friends were compelled to disappoint me and 
themselves, but he desired us to sit quietly until we heard four raps, 
when we could leave the table. In a few minutes the medium said. 
he saw a light upon my head ; then a hand there ; then a luminous 
hand passing around it; and soon he saw a child's hand placed in
my bosom. Whilst the lights were about my head, I felt sensations 
as if numerous bdstles were moving through my hair, the ends touch
ing the scalp. Similar sensations have from that time frequently re
curred, irrespective of the presence of a medium, sometimes accom, 
panied by a warm ·glow, and many times the feeling is present as if 
airy fingers were moving through my hair, and without questioning on 
my part, three different spirits through different mediums, have told 
me that my sister Charlotte desired me to know, that these sensations 
were produced by her spirit hands, and were the signal of her pres
ence. 

On the xsth June we again met. "The air was damp, btit O~asso 
said they would do what they could. A number of forms appeared 

28 
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and I could perceive them moving about the room, though they were 
not sufficiently distinct to be recognized, but one resembling Mrs. 
S-- approachc:u me and patted my shoulders, arm, and head, and 
passed what seemed to l>e her hand from my shoulder to the elbow. 
A child form also came and patted my arm. Spirit lights frequently 
appeared like points of l>right bluish flame, and their erratic mo\·e
ments were not only interesting, but amusing, as they no doubt 
were intended to be. 

Owasso again controlled, and said if we would remain very quiet 
the ~pirits would attempt to speak to me, and in another minute I 
heard a voice from near my right ear whisper " Katie." This was 
repeated a numl>cr of times on that side, then once on the other, fol· 
lowed by t.he voice proceeding from the space just before my face, 
and within a few inches of it ; the same name being here pronounced 
four times. I then said " Katie I hear your name plainly" when 
three raps responded. The voices were heard in strong hoarse whis
pers, and were sufficiently loud to be heard over the room, but they 
resembled in no respect her fonner voice. 

The day following this si\ance I left the city, and we did not again 
meet until August 8th. The heat was oppressive, and upon entering 
the room we noticeu the temperature was much lower than that or 
the other room. Dr. Davis controlled and made a very impressive 
in\'ocation to the Supreme Being, for assistance and protection. 
He then addressed me, saying that the heat l>eing so excessive it was 
douutiul whether they would be al>le to effect much, but they would 
make the effort, that a portion of their power had been expended in 
reducing the temperature of the room, ami that my own system was 
not in good condition (I not being quite well) to aid them. 

In a short time we saw a spirit form near the medium, that to me 
appeared as a luminous column, the site of an adult human body, 
and at certain moments I could perceive the form of a head and 
shottlders, and two or three times I could distinguish darker spots 
answering to the fe:ltures. The medium could sec it was an elderly 
bdy with cap, rather long face, and upon asking if it was my mother 
the he.l,) distinctly boweu. This form reappeared, after which 
another form about as apparent as this was seen, but almost imme· 
diately vanished. 

Owasso then controlled and said the first apparition was my 
mother, and the second my sister-in-law. After this the merlium held 
the sbtc by his left lund, o;·,•r the table, when the sounds of writing 
were heard, a1HI w!1en they had ceased we inspected it, ami found it 
sigheJ with the iniLial~ A. W. S. being those of the name of the me-

• 
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dium's deceased wife. The purport of the communication was, that 
the heat was too great for success, and we had better postpone our 
meetings until the warm weather had passed. This tefminated the 
sitting. 

Owing to my absence from the city, we had no more sl!ances for 
materializing spirit forms until November 22d. When at this date we 
again met, I found that in compliance with the directions of the con
trolling intelligences, the medium had made a small curtain or apron 
of black glazed muslin, four feet square, with an opening also square, 
about ten inches in diameter, in the centre of the curtain. 

Before seating ourselves, Dr. Slade suspended this curtain from 
a cord stretched across the room, at a height of perhaps five and a half 
feet, so that one side of the small table placed in the middle of the 
room was in contact with it, and as we sat at the opposite side of the 
table, the aperture in the curtain was at a distance of about three feet 
from us and within our reach. The object of this curtain was to pro
tect the materialized spirit forms, from the dissolving inftuen.ce of the 
magnetism of our eyes, until they were fully ready for us to observe. 
At this sitting my wife had joined us, and she thereafter formed one 
of the circle. 

Soon after being seated we dimly saw the face of a female at the 
apl"rture, but both my wife and I recognized it as Mrs. S-. 
The second appearance was that of my sister Charlotte. We plainly 
saw her face and features, and I recognized the expression. There 
now appeared the face of a young girl, apparently about sev~ntcen 
years of :lge, the face was oval in form, delicate in features, dark 
eyes, bright intelligent look, with very pleasing expression. I recog
nized it as the same face I had seen four days previously at my own 

. home, appearmg as I have elsewhere related, and the identity was 
perfect. Upon my asking if it was a relative, she replied by bowing 
three times, and upon inquiring if it was my daughter, she again 
bowed with much animation, and we all heard her say "yes" in a 
distinct whisper. Sh~ was visible five minutes or more, looking at 
us with tender loving eyes, and frequently c\\anging the position of 
her head so that we could view her in different positions. After her 
disappearance a beautiful bouquet of spirit flowers was presented at 
the aperture, and this was succeeded by another, one a crimson rose 
surrounded with carnatiops, and the other composed of white flower~, 
the latter sparkling with what appeared to be dew. 

After this Owasso controlled the medium, and said ~ last appari-
tion was our "little squaw," "and she iR 110 .,.. ite 
has seen her Ma and her Pa, 
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is good-looking." Thus terminated the most successful seance we 
hnd yet been favored with. 

1 am fully aware how absurd the remark of my daughter, as re
ported by Owasso, regarding our opinion of her good looks, will ap
pear to the majority of my readers, for it was a long time before I 
could accustom myself to the naturalness of the habits of thought and 
modes of expression of my spirit friends, but I no longer look for 
anything in their communications different from or beyond what char· 
acterized them here, allowing for the changed conditions under which 
they exist, their more extended field of observation, their clearer 
views, and their more intimate relationship to the world of causes. 

Silance of Nov. 27, 187I. Soon after being seated there appeared 
at the aperture of the curtain, the head and face of an old man, with 
flowing silvery hair and a beard, trimmed rather short, whom I in
stantly recognized as my maternal grandfather. Every feature was 
perfect ;. the hair and beard so distinctly materialized, that we were 
able to distinguish and count the separate hairs, and from the short 
distance we were from him-leaning towards him reducing it to less 
than eighteen inches-I could perceive the delicate shades of his com
plexion ; the red and white mingling just as they did in the last ye:m 
of his enrth-life, and the freshness of which· was remarkable in one so 
old, he living here more than ninety years. Upon my requesting him 
to turn his he:td, so that I could view the side, he did so, and then 
again was presented the side face and wavy hair I so well remembered. 
He then whispered my name, and upon my saying-" Grandfather 
Stewart, this is you," he repeatedly bowed a1~d smiled. 

After this came our daughter Caroline, or as we now called her by 
her spirit-name, " Lily ; " as beautiful and bright and natural as before, 
every feature as distinctly visible, her eyes, complexion and expression 
the same, all as apparent as if she were in the flesh, and we both 
thought we had never seen a more lovely face. She appeared and 
disappeared three times, nodding in reply to our questions, and the 
expression varying with every emotion caused by our looks and re· 
marks. With her disappearance the sbnce ended. 

We met again December 5th, the regular night having been changed. 
We at once took our seats, and the medium was controlled by Dr. 

·Davis, who stated that they were glad that we had come, and with 
our consent they would not attempt to materialize that evening, bnt 
they desired us to sit so that they could gather power for the produc
tion of another kind of manifestation : that their object now was to 
produce hands, flowers, etc., and they thought through our assistance 
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they would ~ able to effect this. After requesting us to sit quietly, 
the medium was released. 

Nothing occurred during the sitting that was apparent to us. The 
medium said he saw a hand upon my head, and for the first time in 
our sittings I felt a loss of strength and my nervous system was un
strung, but these feelings left me as soon as I lefl the room. After 
sitting perhaps twenty-five minutes quietly, Dr. Davis again controlled, 
and said they had fully accomplished their purpose, and thanking us. 
and requesting us to keep the appointment for our next meeting, he 
withdrew. 

Owing to unavoidable circumstances, our next seance did not take 
place until the 3oth December. 

Some three months previous to this time, an acquaintance had lent 
Dr. Slade a large musical-box. The spirits had requested him to pro
cure it, without assigning any motive. The instrument, after being 
exposed upon the table in the parlor, and manipulated by visitors 
daily, became deranged in its movements and was returned to its 
owner. 

Upon being seated Dr. Davis controlled the medium, and said they 
would try to give us some new manifestations-perhaps music;. Soon 
the face of my daughter, Lily, appeared, fairly imbedded in beautiful 
white tlowers, roses both white and red amongst them. Then we saw 
for a moment my grandfather's face as in passing, instantly followed 
by another face so indistinct that we could not recognize it. 

A few minutes succeeded this, when we heard in the air music, pre
cisely similar to that of the musical-box above mentioned. The notes 
were just as sharp, clear, and distinct, and they seemed to emanate 
from something that was carried rather rapidly around the room, above 
our heads in varying circles, and we could trace its course perfectly by 
the sounds. Soon the music was accompanied by sounds, as of feet 
moving in time with it. Then these sounds as of feet, indicated that 
the dancers were whiriing around us, the furniture, floor, and windows, 
shaking and rattling so violently, that I was apprehensive of disturb
ing the neighbors. We could see nothing, but the medium said he 
saw a number of spirit-forms engaged in the dance, amongst them 
Owasso. After a continuance of the dance for perhaps five miuutes, 
during which time the spiritual music-box continued to emit its sounds, 
all ceased, and I immediately sprang up and turned on a full pressure 
of gas, and instituted a thorough search, but nothing was found beyond 
the table-which I turned over, and the four chairs and sofa, all of 
which I moved from their places. The light at no time had been so 
low that we could not see each other, or the material forms of every-
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thing in the room. The medium as usual sat beside us throughout the 
seance, with his hands clasping ours, and neither of his was for a mo
ment removed. I opened· the door leading into the hall, and found 
the latter well lighted, and the only other means of communication, 
the sliding doors which were now opened, admitted a ftood of light 
from the front parlor. The windows were secured as usual. 

Before we left the room, Owasso controlled and said all our friends 
were: dancing, and that my daughter held a harp in her bands. He 
requested us not to relate what we had witnessed that evening to oth
ers, for at least some weeks, as they would desire to witness similar 
manifestations and the spirits as yet could not easily and freely produce 
them. 

January 8, 1872, our next seance took place. The medium ..-as 
controlled by Dr. Davis, who said they would again try to produce 
some new manifestations. In a few minutes a hand, apparently of a 
female, beautifully formed and of alabaster purity and semi-transpar
ence, appeared at the aperture, holding a single white rose. This ap
peared and disappeared several times, and was succeeded by a delicate 
spirit-form rising from behinl the 61rtain and appearing over it It 
was that of a young female covered with an almost transparent vei~ 
raised at the top as if it were suspended from a point about six inches 
above the head. We saw the features, head, shoulders, and about 
half the figure, all that could be seen above the curtain. There was 
no color to the complexion, it being like alabaster, but we had little 
difficulty in recognizing the apparition as that of our daughter, and 
Dr. Davis afterward informed us that it was she. The whole was semi
transparent and of silvery whiteness, and forcibly reminded us of the 
stage ghost. The top of the small curtain was about five and a half 
feet from the floor, so that there was room above it for a spirit to ex· 
hibit nearly its full form. 

Three timer this spirit appeared and vanished, and was succeeded 
by the presentation of a perfect hand and wrist. They seemed like 
those of a young girl, and first appeared at the opening ; then asi.~e 
thc cmtain ; and then from under it, and over the table between us 
and th<: curtain. I said ; " Lily, can you shake hands with us?'' 
when the hand vanished and immediately reappeared from under the 
table, just over my wife's lap, between her person and the front of tl:e 
table as she sat a little removed from it. Here it remained for a lew 
minutes, turning so as first to exhibit the back, then the paim, and 
then moving and motioning the fingers. It then repeatedly touche<! 
n•y wife's person, she feeling the touches, when I asked Lily to place 
the hand in front of me, and it immediately came to me. It was pur-
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ity ; perfection itself; w.as semi·transparent, and yet it was flesh-like ; 
with delicate taper fingers; and appeared as if it might belong to a 
girl of sixteen. While over my knees, its varied movements were all 
intended to exhibit its life-like powers, and after patting my knees 
three or four times it disappeared. 

Why did we not, after I had invited my daughter to shake hands 
with us, and the hand had come to us clasp it? I have repeatedly 
asked myself this question, and am not altogether able to answer it to 
my own satisfaction, but the question of the verity of these things had 
become so firmly established in my mind, that suspicion did not suggest, 
seizing the hand, and I felt no inclination to apply a rough test. A 
year or two previous to this, had this opportunity occurred I should 
have seized the hand, I may say, instinctively; but as I saw it there, 
so pure, so beautiful, it seemed akin to sacrilege to contaminate it 
with my mortal touch. I had now seen my daughter so often, and 
under such conditions, that it was impossible to withhold my confidence, 
and the additional evidence of the sense of feeling was not necessary, 
to finnly establish my faith and identify her with the hand before me. 
Besido:s this, though spirits materialized can sometimes be touched 
with impunity-and I have touched them scores of times-yet they 
sometimes will not permit any one to touch them. They say that at 
times it is painful to them, and they are most commonly averse to it. 

With this, our regular sittings terminated, as serious and continued 
illness in my family prevented further attendance. 

I have a few words to add to this account of my sittings with Dr. 
Slade, for materializing spirit forms. I am well aware that some, per
haps many, will reject all I have here said in relation to these mani
festations, and when I remember that at any time previous to six 
years ago, I would probably have rejected any other writer's testimony 
to such seeming impossibilities, I have no word of ct:usure for an
other who rejects mine. It was a tremendous leap I took, from total, 
absolute unbelief in the existence even of my own soul, to a living, all· 
pervading sense of the continued existence of all those dear ones 
whom I had laid in the grave, and to whom I had bidden as I be
lieved, an eternal farewell ; and as this step was not taken until after 
tbe greater portion of my active life had passed in the contrary belief, 
I have no right to expect others to eagerly rush to the side I now ad
vocate. 1 have more respect for an honest antagonist, than for an 
indifferent supporter. 

In all my sittings with Dr. Slade, I never for a JDOilW> .. ' • 

my character as a critical investigator. Immeff 
the room, before seating myself, I alwa.ys observl 
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and furniture, often mo,·ing some of the latter, especially the ;ofa, 
while the gas yet burned brightly. The medium gave me full per· 
mission to take this liberty, and often smiled at precautions I look, 
which to him appeared so unnecessary. We never sat in tctal dark· 
ness, there always being sufficient light to enable us to perceive the 
forms of all the material 6bjects in the room, and while the only par· 
tially shaded windows were visible by the light from without, the 
only two doors opened, as before stated, !>lle into the front parlor, al
ways well lighted, and generally occupied by visitors, and the other 
into the hall equally well lighted. The curtain-which may appear a 
suspicious arrangement-was used only during the later sittings, ami 
the reason assigned for its use by the unseen intelligences was, that 
they found difficulty in materializing when all our eyes were directed 
intently toward them, and the curtain afforded them the necessary 
protection. The table was a small one, and we could e:>.sily reach the 
little curtain as it was in contact with tlic opposite side of the table, 
and many times we have at the very instant of disappearance of a 
spirit, seized the curtain, and tossed it over the cord from which it was 
suspended, thus securing an uninterrupted view of the spac:e beyond 
it, while at the same time I have swept with my lower limbs the space 
under the table. 

I desire also that the reader will bear in mind, that I sat with thi;; 
medium frum the time he first attempted to materialize, for a. period 
of nearly one year, ancl that I witnessed the slow progress of the re. 
suits of their labors, from the first indistinct, almost invisible cloudy 
appear:1.11ces, through the successive stages of improvement, until 
fonns, features, ·complexion, and expression, were often as clt:arly 
perceptible as they arc in our mortal friends, and these spirit friends 
were sometimes as easily recognitctl as the latter. 

Since my regular sittings with Dr. Sku!e terminated, I have had 
many occasional sittings with him, so that my opportunities for obser· 
\'at ion have thus been extended. :\ry grandfather has repeatedly pre· 
sented himself, sometinws remaining five or more minutes at a tim~ 
within ei;;hteen inches of me, affording me fuil opportunity to ob
st:rve him and make reflections upon his appearance. l\ly daught~r 

Lily, I ha\'e seen at least a dozen times quite as distinctly, and with 
l~ss distinctness have repeatedly seen my mother, son, sister, and si;
kr·in-l.tw, and have had glimpses of others who failed to render them· 
selves 1 •lainly visible, while hundreds of other persons have seen and 
recognized in a palpable manner their own spirit friends, and are d::ily 
interviewing them at the present time. 

• I have, while in the reception roo1:1, often met strangers as intdli· 
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ge:1t ;1t least as my.self, who while awaiting their turn to enter the 
seance room would express their incredulity as to the reliability of 
these manifestations, and I have inquired of these persons after they 
have returned to the reception room, what they thought of the matter 
then, and I have never yet found one who evinced any disposition to 
scoff. They often were reticent; oftener emphatic in their expres
sions of amazement; but never disposed to reflect upon the medium's 
honesty. 

I have al59 witnessed two apparitions, one at my own home, and 
the other while travelling; both cases of which are related in another 
part of this work ; the one being that of my daughter Lily, and the 
other of a sister, in fulfilment of promises made by the spirits at these 
sittings, and both these came at moments when my th~ughts were not 
at all concerned with spiritual subjects, and when, as I had no faith in 
their power to fulfil these promises, I had given them no considera
tion whatever. 

At the s6ances at Dr. Slade's, luminous forms often approached me 
and laid what appeared to be hands upon me, and often patted nle 
lovingly, and what felt like their dresses sometimes rubbed over my 
hands and face, and at the same time their peculiar rustling sounds 
were heard. · 

Many tirnes the air would be agitated, and breezes precc:de their 
approach, and once, especially, a form arose in the air and appeared 
directly over the table, at a height and in a position were no mortal 
could have either placed or sustained himself, and where it remained 
looking down at me for fully five minutes, while its head, neck, and a 
portion of its bust, with the features distinctly formed, were in full 
view. While in this position it also spoke to me. 

Beautiful flowers, singly, and in boqucts, and wreaths, have often 
been presented to view, and many times the apparitions have ad
dressed me in whispers, their lips at the moment moving correspond
ingly with the words uttered. Numerous hands have appear~d, many 
more than here mentioned, and at one time at the same instant, be
tween my person and the table there came up directly under my ercs, 
a large dark hand, appearing like an Indian's; the hanci of a female, 
and two bea.utiful hands of children; while at ar.other time a perfectly 
and naturally formed hand of a female appeared over my wife's lap, 
holding a pencil, and there on a sheet of paper in plain view of us all, 
deliberately wrote a message of affection, purporting to conu.! from a 
dear relative, her name being signed to it and which we now ret:un in 
our possession. 

F01 me to doubt the genuineness and truthfulness of these things, 
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would require the renunciation on my part of all capacity to rightly 
use my reason, or to properly estimate the evidence of my senses as to 
these or any other matters that constantly come under my observa
tion. The three senses of sight, hearing, and feeling, through which 
we principally derive our knowledge of external things, of the world in 
which \.Je live, were all addressed, not once or twice only, but scores 
and hundreds of times, and their united evidence was conclusive as to 
the reality and tmthfulness of all I saw, heard and felt, and I feel jus
tified in asserting that no intelligent, fair-minded person, could have 
witnessed a moiety of what was here presented, without avowing at the 
conclusion that disembodied spirits, and they alone, produced these 
manifestations. Of the many hundreds of those who have witnessed 
similar manifestations in the presence of the same medium, I have yet 
to hear of the first person who has regretted ·his visits, or denied their 
genuineness. 

Then again, Dr. Slade is only one of the now many mediums 
through whom these marvels are produced, and both mediums and 
witnesses are steadily increasing in numbers. And not only are these 
things witnessed here, but they are freely occurring in England, and 
no doubt will spread over other lands, until the evidence they furnish 
of spirit return will overwhelm and annihilate skepticism. 

Within the two weeks previous to my present writing, June 13, 
1874, I have had two SL•:mces with Dr. Slade, in compliance with 
the request of the spints through him, that I should witness another 
striking phase of their power. No one but the medium and myself 
was prt~sent, the gas was turned down, and we sat at opposite sides 
of the table with our hands upon it in contact. At each sitting a spirit, 
voice was soon heard addressing me, proceeding apparently from the 
air, first on one side of me, tht:n on the other, then again from behind, 
and su111c times as if the spirit speaking was moving in circles around 
me. At one of these seances three different voices were heard, and 
at the other four, each giving the name of a spirit friend, and the con
versation between us was in all respects as natural as ordinary con
versation, excepting that the voices were coarse and husky like loud 
whispers, or as if directed through a materialized trumpet. One spirit 
especially, who purported to ue my father, conversed in strong natu
ral tunes, and our conversation must have continued for some fifteen 
or twenty miimtes. The topics were entirely of a personal nature, and 
referenc<: was repeatedly made to matters and facts of which the me
dium could have had no knowledge; besides not one of these sounds 
came from his locality, but in his natural voice he would often com
ment upon the remarks of the spirits, generally speaking at the same 
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moments they did, so that I was repeatedly compelled to request him 
to refrain from conversation while they were speaking, as it prevented 
me from understanding them. There was here no possible field for 
the exercise of ventriloqual powers, even if the medium possessed 
them, for the voices were heard all around me, and always so near 
that they must have proceeded from points not more than from twelve 
to fifteen inches from me, and as often from behind me as otherwise, 
while the medium sat on the opposite side of the table at a distance 
of about five feet from me, with his hands and mine interlocked on 
the centre of it. This newly developed phase of manifestation b this 
medium, will greatly increase the effectiveness of his labors, as no one 
can possibly participate in such a seance without being deeply im
pressed. 

The following account ofan evening with Dr. Slade and the spirits, 
by a gentleman with whom I a.m acquainted, and in whose good sense 
and veracity I have entire confidence, tends to establish the fact 
that no deception is practised in these seances through the means of 
concealed wires or other contrivances, aRd confirms my own assertion, 
justified by the numerous opportunities I have had to detect fraud and 
d.!ception, that none are practised. These sliances were held at the 
residence of .Mr. H. A. Hermance, at New Haven, Conn •. Mr. H. is 
wdl known from his long connection with the New York and New 
Haven Railroad, in which company he for many years has held an 
important trust. His statement is as follows : 

" Having witnessed the manifestation of spirits in form, at Dr. Slade's 
residence in New York, and although thoroughly convinced of their 
genuineness, yet to give my family and others where I reside the 
benefit of testing them, I with others requested Dr. Slade to visit 
New Haven in his professional capacity as a medical practitioner. 

" As Dr. Slade was to be my guest, I thought it a favorable oppor
tunity to see if the materialization of spirit forms could be effected in 
my own house, where no arrangement for the use of 'wires' ' paste
board pictures' etc., could possibly be made without my knowledge. 
Not communicating my plans to any person, I purchased a piece of 
black cambric about three feet square, in the centre of which I cut an 
aperture over a foot square, carefully keeping it from. the view of any 
one until the evening of Dr. Slade's visit to my house. 

"The evening was mostly spent giving tests to skeptics, by spirits 
writing on a slate with a piece of pencil no larger than the head of 
a pin, the slate being held in most instances by the skeptics, while 
Dr. Slade's hands were in plain sight on the top of the table, the writ
ing giving the names of relatives and friends of those ho1ding the 

• 
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slate though long since deceased. In many cases the slate was not 
beld by any one; but simply laid over the small bit of pencil on 
the table, which all present could see was its position, as well as hear 
the mysterious writing being done, for all was accomplished in full 
light, showing plainly the position of Dr. Slade's hands, feet, and 
whole person at the time. So evident was it that Dr. Slade had noth· 
ing to do with producing the writing, that not even a suspicion of un
fairness on his part was once hinted at by the intelligent, though 
skeptical persons there witnessing, and investigating this wonderful 
phenomenon. 

"Most of the evening having passed as above mentioned, I then 
brought out my 'black ca~ubric,' holding it up before me and look
ing through the aperture, I said : ' Dr. Slade how is this ? ' He re
plied, ' Good ; let us try it.' This remark harmonized with my 
convictions and previous experience, regarding Dr. Slade's willingness 
to allow the fullest investigation of the conditiogs and surroundings, 
under which spirit forms appear through his mediumship. 

"We at once repaired to my parlor without further notice or pre
paration. A cord was suspended to nails in each side of the room, 
about the centre of which was fastened one end of my cambric cloth, 
the other end falling about six inches below the upper end of a table, 
in the: centre of the room, around which two of my family, and one of 
1\lr, Whiting's, with Dr. Slade, were soon seated, all joining h:mds. 
The li,;ht was sub<.lued to a degree but objects were plainly visible iu 
the room. 

"\Vc had not been seated more than one minute, before a ball of 
light appeared at the aperture, increasing to the size of a human head, 
and out oi that developed the wcll-detinc<.l features of a bright intelli
gent face, which was clearly n:cognize<.l .by those present (excepting by 
Dr. Slade who never saw the spirit in earth life) to be Park Whiting, 
the son of ::\lr. E. Whiting, of New Haven, whose wife was one of the 
fonr persons witnessing the coming of her spirit son, who left them 
about two years ago, bclo\'ed by all who knew him. 

" Another sitting was ha<.l the same evening, at which were two 
others of my fa111ily and ,\lr. Whiting, with the same result as !Je
f..:>re, except that J. spirit form also appeared between the cambric cloth 
a:1<.l the table. Strange to say, during these sittings the gas-light would 
be !'>erceptibly raised and lowered without visible hands, as the mani
festations seemed to require. 

•·The s~ancc ·closed by Dr. Slade being entranced by his In<.li:~n 
spirit guide, Owasso, who promised that the next evening the spirit 
would be able to present itself more plainly. 
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" The next evening this promise was more than fulfilled, as the same 
spirit appeared twelve times. At one time, as he appeared so life-like 
to the vision of those who plainly saw him, his mother asked, as we 
saw his hand resting on the cloth in the aperture, ' Park do you wish 
to shake hands with your mother ? '. He immediately thmst his arm 
through the opening with an expression of joy and delight, in the 
direction of his mother, and with a great effort to speak which he did 
not succeed in doing, his power became exhausted, and he vanished 
from our sight. 

"The persons who witnessed this, were Mr. and Mrs. Whiting, 
father and mother of Park Whiting, and two young lady acquaintances. 
These manifestations were given in my house, all unexpected to Dr. 
Slade, it being the first time the grand test of materialization has 
been given with him outside his own house. The house and furni
ture were mine, the cord and cambric curtain purchased by me, and all 
the surroum1ings of.such a character that Dr. Slade aside from his 
wonderful medium powers, could no more have produced or as
sisted in producing those manifestations without my knowiog it, than 
he could overturn my house by whistling at it. . I have made this state
ment, because I believe that justice to Dr. Slade, and the interest 
which every human being has in having the facts of these phenomena 
fairly tested, require it at my hands. 

"Signed: F. A. HERMANCE. 

"We unhesitatingly affirm the fact of the appearance of the spirit of 
our son, Park Whiting, as stated by Mr. Hermance. 

"E. WHmNG. 

" Mas. E. WHmNG." 



CHAPTER XXIV. 

MATERIALIZATION OF SPIRIT-FORMS-eontinued. 

I N the spring of 18 7 I, having heard rumors of wonderful manifesta· 
tions at Moravia, Cayuga County, New York, I determined to 

visit that place, and arrived there June 6th. 
The scene of these manifestations at that time, was a plain farm

house, half a mile from the town of Moravia, where resided Mr. and 
Mrs. Keeler, he being a practical farmer and a fair representative of 
his industrious class, while Mrs. Keeler was evidently a suitable com· 
panion for him. The medium, Mrs. Mary Andrews, when a mere child 
was taken by them to assist in their labors, an~ continbed in their 
employ until she married, when she removed to the village. Her 
education, like theirs, was very limited, and her mediumship was de· 
veloped without any advantages of leisure, or of general infonuation 
regarding spiritual phenomena or intercourse. 

Their experience in these phenomena commenced with the ra~ 
and the strong mediumistic qualities of the young girl insured rapid 
development, until about two years previous to this, my first visit, the 
spirits became able to materialize in her presence. !'rom that time 
the power of the spirits to effect their purposes increased, until the 
date of my visit, when they had attained a degree of power which they 
h:1ve not since exceeded. 

Upon my arrival, I found that Mrs. Andrews was in the habit of 
visiting the Keeler mansion two or three times a day, for the pur· 
pose of holding seances, and soon I had the pleasure of meeting her 
there. I found her to be a woman about twenty-eight years of age, 
with large pale blue eyes fringed with long dark lashes, and having the 
remarkable depth of expression that characterizes all powerful me· 
diums, whom I have seen. Her features were well and rcguiJ.rly 
funned, and she had a modest and frank, though serious look, that 
was calcubtcd to inspire confiJence. She expressed her willingness 
to give me a seance at once, and I was conducted to a room on the 
second tioor, directly over the parlor, that was dedicatetl to spiritual 
manifestations. 

This room was furnished with half a dozen chairs and a piano. One 
side was partitioned otf with plain boards, enclosing a space the 
length of that side of the room, by perhaps four feet in depth. In the 
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middle of this partition, at a height of four and a half feet from the 
floor, was a square aperture perhaps ten inches in diameter, and from 
the inner upper edge of this opening was suspended a black cloth 
curtain, a little larger than the aperture. A door in this partition at 
one side, completes the description. 

The only window was open, and I asked permission to inspect the 
room and also the portion enclosed, which was readily granted. After 
examining everything in and about the main room, I entered the par
titioned space or cabinet as it was called. I found this intensely dark, 
every crevice of the partition, as also of the two windows being cov
ered with newspapers, pasted over them. I then took a lamp which 
afforded a bright light, and carefully inspected every inch of wall, par
tition, windows, ceiling, and floor, using my eyes, fingers, and blade 
of my knife, and continued this examination alone, until I becamr 
satisfied, when I left the cabinet. The windows were covered with 
bo:1rds and over these were pasted the newspapers. 

At that seance were present, Mr. and Mrs. Keeler, Mr. and Mrs. 
H-, another gentleman myself, and the medium. 

We seated ourselves in a semicircle facing the cabinet, into which 
the medium now entered and seated herself on a chair near the door. 
The door was then secured on the outside by two wooden buttons, 
the lamp was placed in a corner of the main room near the partition, 
upon the piano, and a screen placed before the lamp, so that while 
the spectators were in the shadow the full glare of the light was cast 
over the partition, rendering every part of this luminous, so that any 
object that projected from the aperture, was exposed to the full effect 
of the light. 

Before proceeding farther, I will say that until this visit I had never 
been in this portion of the state ; that those present, excepting 1\t r. 
and Mrs. Keeler and the medium, were Western people, none being 
residents of my section; that upon my arrival not even my name was 
asked, and not a remark made calculated to elicit any information as 
from whence I came, or whither bound. I had no name in my hat, 
no papers in my pocket or valise, and had purposely left my-card case 
at home, and even selected my under clothing so as to exclude any 
article marked with my initials. 

All arrangements now being made, the spirits were asked whether 
they desired us to sing, and upon rapping y.cs we commenced singing 
in low voices, and this we repeated at intervals. 

After sitting a few minutes, an arm clothed with the sleeve of 
a night dress was thrust from .he opening. The material was of 
snowy whiteness, and the hand was that of a female, beautifully 
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formed, rather plump, with taper fingerS, and of waxy transparency. 
Upon the third finger of the hand was a plain black ring, and I 
observed that the sleeve fitted rather closely, and terminated at 
th•! wrist with a band bordered by a plain ruffle, about an inch 
wide. 

The lady visitor inquired whether the spirit had any friend present, 
when the forefinger was directed to me. I then asked whether the 
arm was that of the person I was thinking of, (I had recognized the 
hand) and the hand moved up and down three time5, accompanied by 
raps. It occurred to me that the medium might do all this, and as a 
test I requested her to withdraw her arm, and again present it in a 
black silk sleeve. It was immediately withdrawn, and iJ? less than a 
minute reappeared, clothed in black silk, the lustre of which as she 
~hanged the position of the arm, was remarked by all present. 

The arm then disappeared, and was followed by six little hands, 
ranged above and along the lower border of the aperture, every finger 
in motion, the entire hands to the wrists plainly in view, and in addi· 
tion two tiny fingers peeping from one of the upper comers, represent· 
ing the seventh hand. The hands varied in size from that of an infant 
of a month, to that of a child of four years. These hands like the 
han j and arm previously seen, were if possible more distinctly visible, 
reflecting as they did the glare from the lamp, than hands in ordinary 
light. The little fingers seemed more particularly to point to me, 
and upon my asking if they were those of my children, they were all 
directed toward me 'with a lively waving movement. 

Six of my children have passed from earth, ranging in age from six 
weeks to four years, and another is with them who never opened its 
eyes to the light of earth. 

After these, appeared the face of a man of dark complexion :.n:1 
melancholy aspect, with closely cropped black whiskers which at t!tt: 
time I did not recognize, but upon my return home and describing 
the appearance of this spirit to a relative, she at once recognized it as 
her husband, and upon her showing me his photograph taken duri1~g 
his last illness, the resemblance was perfect. I had not seen him for 
two years previously to his death, and in health he had a full round 
face and wore only a moustache, but during his last i!lness of som~ 
four months he was not shaved, and a short but heavy black be:~rd 
had grown, and the appearance of the spirit indicated this, and as in 
the photographic likeness, he here appeared emaciated and sad. 

After this face, came that of a female which also I failed to rcco~· 
nise. After the &(•ance, at my request the medium showed me: ht•r 
hands, and in appearance thcy fully presented the usual c:ffccts 
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of hard labor,· namely, enlarged finger ends and knuckles, and dis
coloration, and bore as little resemblance as possible to the hand 
exhibited. 

At the next ~ance, the same persons being present, the arm of a 
female appeared, extended toward one of the gentlemen, and upon 
his asking if it was his wife, raps responded yes. Then the same 
arm that appeared to me before again was presented, with the same 
black ring upon the finger. UpQn my requesting the spirit to turn 
the ann, it was turned in every direction, so as to expose to view 
every part of it as also the palm and back of the hand, and I ob
served that the fastening of the sleeve at the wrist was a p,lain QUI· 

ton. I felt impressed that she desired me to closely observe the" 
sleeve and the ring, and as the am1 and hand now remained in full 
view for at least ten minutes, I had ample opportunity to do this. 
I inquired where she got the ring, when she pointed with a waving 
movement to me, and upon my asking if I gave it to her she made 
110 response, but when I inquired whether my son gave it to her, 
she twitted her fingers in a lively manner as if ans\vering in th,e affir
mative. Here the medium in a 10\v voice, inquired of us (we could 
hear her plainly) if we did not hear the spirit speaking, and upon 
our answering no, she said the spirit spoke, but she only heard the 
name " Charlie." This is the name of one of my sons, who some 
years before when a lad, often amused himself with cutting rings 
out of black rubber buttons and he presented some of these to. 
different members of the family, two of which are yet worn by sisters 
of the spirit whose hand was visible, one also having been presented 
to and worn by her while living. · 

Shortly after this the face of a female appeared, but nearly con~ 
cealed by a number of pieces of white linen cloth, in the shape 
of strips about two inches wide, and six inches in length. These 
were laid across her face so as to entirely conceal that portion of 
it from the lower part of her nose to the middle of her forehead, 
the portions above and below this alone being visible. After this 
had vanished, the same face reappeared, with the space between 
the forehead and mouth previously covered with the linen cloths, 
now quite black. This was succeeded by the face and head of a 
diminutive infant with its eyes closed, the head not being larger 
than an ordinary orange, and immediately thereafter I saw the face 
of my sister-in-law, Mrs. S--, or as we always affectionately 
c:1lled her Kate, who w:~.s supporting evidently with much· difficulty 
an infant form Jt the aperture. I sa'v her distinctly and recognized 
her perfectly, even to her expression. In less than a tuinute both 
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disappeared, when I said ''Katie was that you and your babe? ·• and 
the affirmative answer came in numerous li\'cly raps, the spirits ap
parently being gratitied with my recognition of her. 

I was now addressed by a feminine voice, which spoke of the 
beauties of spirit life. The spirit who was not visible, addressed 
me as her son and s:1id she was always with me; and upon my 
inquiring who she was, she answered : " I am your mother." 

Shortly after, wh~lc we were singing, a masculine spirit voice 
joined in the air and sang one verse with us. Then we saw and 
were addressed by a spirit who called himself Dr. lhker, and \\ith 
whom we held a conversation of at least ten minutes. He had 

• often conversed at these seances, and spoke without apparent dif
ficulty in a full strong voice, in every way natural, while the others 
generally spoke with effort, in slow measured accents. This spirit 
was that of a physician, who had died some years before in that 
neighborhood. -At first his remarks were of a general character, 
then he addressed the lady next, me and cautioned her against being 
much on her feet, and sitting on the grass, as it was injurious to her. 
She informed me that she was under medica.! treatment by this 
spirit. having been at the house of Mr. Keeler some two weeks. 
Thcn directing his conversation to me, he welcomed me there, and 
said nnny of my friends in spirit-life were present to meet me. He 
s.\id t!Jt! most common, and most ll~cply rootcd error with most 
.m~n. and with many Spiritualists, was that spirits kncw far morl! 
t!1.1n morta.ls; that this was not so, as really they knew little more 
than wc did; of some things they knew more, and of other things 
no mor..:. I hcrc remarked that my spirit friends must consider me 
very exacting in requiring proofs, but I could not believe without 
them, and he replied: ·• ~o they do not. We all want you to use 
)'Our re.1son and to believe nothing without evidence, and they are 
ghu tlut you require proofs of everything you sec and hear." 

This s{:ance had been held the morning after my arrival, and at 
2 P. ~t. of same day we assembled for anothcr. The same persons 
were prcsent. At first we sat in darkness. Soon spirit lights were 
seen moving about the room ; they were about twice as large a_~ 

anll considerably brighter than the light of a fire-fly, and were 
mtmcrous. They generally ftrst appearccl in a distant comer of the 
room, and approached the members of the circle, hovering over 
them. One of these approached and wht!n just before me, exp:~nded 
into the form and appearance of a human head and face, but not 
so npparent that I could clcarly distinguish the fe~tures. A voice 
addressed me, claiming to be that of a son, giving his 'name. Then 
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the voice a female was heard, addressing one of the gentlemen, 
and upon his inquiring who it was the answer was given : "One, who 
like she at your side, was once your wife." The gentleman addressed 
was sitting beside his second wife. 

Here again appeared the six little hands, with a female adult hand 
amongst them, and in answer to a rem:uk I made expres-sing my 
pleasure at this manifestation of their presence, all the hands waved 
'toward me. Soon after these had disappeared, we again saw the 
same female amt and hand we had seen in the previous s6a.nce, 
the fingers nearly covered with gold rings, studded with precious 
stones, of varied hues, and a richly chased golden bracelet clasping 
the wrist. This also was resplendent with diamonds, rubies, emeralds, 
and other stones, all flashing and sparkling in a manner fully equal 
to anything similar in our life. I asked if that was Katie's hand ; 
and the fingers motioned three times in reply. I asked if that was 
her hand as she decorated .it in earth-life; when it was immediately 
withdrawn and in a few second~ reappeared, showing the plain black 
ring as before. Then I inquired if the je_welled hand was as she 
now adorned it in spirit-life, when it was again withdrawn, and almost 
immediately again presented, flashing with its former brilliancy, and 
waved three times in reply. 

After thi~, a voice was heard saying: "Tell him I am always 
with him." I asked whom this message was for, and the answer was : 
" For my dear husband." 

Raps now were heard which Mr. Keeler informed us were the 
signal of dismissal, but he said he would like to have further mani-. 
festations. This remark was answered by a single loud rap, indi
cating, No. Mr. K-- persisting, remarked that he would like to 
have more speaking, when in a moment, a strong coarse vigorous 
voice, was heard issuing from the aperture speaking German, a 
language which not one of us understood, aud after some humorous 
rt!marks on our side, the speech was terminated with the words 
"No herr, mein Got." 

I do not hold myself responsible for these words being good Ger
man. I give them as I heard them, and can state that Mr. Keeler 
was qnite ready to depart when the address was ended. 

It was now evening and the time for my departure was near, but I 
was desirous of having one more sitting, and from observation being 
convinced that Mr. Keeler's presence did not assist the manifestations, 
I suggested to the medium and Mrs. H- that we should hold a se
ance by ou~lves, and this meeting their approbation we entered the 
seance room, 'secured the door, and became seated, Mrs. H-- and 
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myself side by side and the mediur.t opposite to and facing us at a 
distance of about five feet, with her chair against the c:1binet. \re 
were in total darkness. In a few minutes the floor was shaken, and 
violent concussions were heard on the cabinet partition. These noises 
were followed by the appear:1nce of numerous spirit lights, and one of 
these as before, expanded into the form of a human face, but almost 
instantly disappeared. Soon I saw a spirit form ; then other forms. 
until the room appeared full of them. They filled the space as com
pactly as people in the aisle of a church upon dismissal. The out
lines of head, neck, bust, etc., were not generally distinguishable, but 
they appeared as luminous cloudy forms of the dimensions and 
height of human beings, and each was distinctly visible from the 
other, so that the movements of any one could be traced through the 
crowd. One form approached, and when within two feet of me it be· 
came so distinctly apparent, that from the neck to the waist it was to 
the eye as real as any human form in our life. It was that of a 
female, rather stout, clothed in a snowy white dress, every fold and 
plait of which was distinctly visible, and had it remained a minute 
longer I couiJ have distinguished the texture and thread of the mate
rial. I asked if it was Kate, as I supposed it to be, and affim1ative 
raps were given. 

Soon the l:ldy next me said the spirits were raising her left ann: 
and upon looking we saw an infant form laid upon her arm and l:tp. 
while another full ~ize<.l form stood in plain view between the blr 
and myself, inclining forward, and employed in arranging the baby 
form where we saw it placed. The adult form was not sufficiently ml· 

terializecl for me to distinguish features, lmt from the figure I took it for 
my sister-in-law Kate, and I asked if this was her spirit-child. w!1cn 
by raps it was signified that it was. I then asked if it was Jiying ami 
yes was rapped out, and again I inquired if it was actively alin~, an,\ 
one r:1p signifie<.l no. 

A voice near me now said; " :\fy dear son, ours is a glorious world. 
I am always near yon." 

1 inquired who the spirit was, anrl it was answered : " I am your 
mother." Soon another voice said ; "Beautiful, oh ! beautiful is 
my spirit home ! " Then another voice " Father, tell mother not to 
fret. We arc all safe and happy-Eugene" (the name of a deceased 
son). And in a few moments the same voice continued; "Dear father, 
meet us at Dr. Slade's when you return home." I replied "Yes; I 
will be there to-morrow evening. \\"ill you all meet me there ? " This 
was answered by numerous raps over the room. \Vhen these h:~<l 
subsided, the same spirit continued: "We will go witli you on your 
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journey home." I thanked them, and added that my hour for leaving 
had come, and bade them, Farewell. This was responded to by nu; 
merous raps, and we arose and I approached the door and opened it, 
admitting the light. I now remarked to the two ladies : " Oh ! this 
is glorious ! " when rappings loud and repeated seemed to come from 
every part of tile room, amid which I asked ; " Is it as pleasing to 
you as to us?" when there seemed to be an accession to the strength 
and number' of the raps, and really our departure from the room forci
bly impressed me, as resembling that of actors from the stage amid 
the plaudits of their audience. 

As before stated, this visit to Moravia was made on the sixth of 
·June. In the previous month of March, Mrs. S-had passed away after 
an illness of six weeks. The reader has observed in the foregoing 
narration, that I have particularly noted the appearance of the sleeve, 
which clothed the arm when it first appeared. When engaged with 
mediums I am often impressed with the intention or object of certain 
things done or represented, and I now know that I was tnen impressed 
to particularly notice this sleeve. I carefully observed its fit ; noticed 
the width of the band around the wrist, and of the ruffle that bordered 
it, and when I returned home, while relating to her sisters the account 
of my visit, I particularly described this sleeve. They all agreed that 
she had no garment with such a sleeve, and especially that she had 
none with a sleeve bordered with a ruffle. I expressed my belief that 
it was intended that my attention should be drawn to this, and I felt 
confident that my impression would be justified. Dismissing this 
point our conversation continued, and perhaps fifteen minutes had 
elapsed, when suddenly one of the ladies addressing the others, re
minded them that their sister had some eight years before purchased a 
night-dress with sleeves precisely like that I have described, and that it 
now clothed her body in the grave. The others then recollected it, 
and all attested to the same fact. 

Upon my return, before relating to my family what I had seen and 
heard at Moravia, I inquired of my son to whom he had given the 
black rubber rings he had made, and among others whom he men
tioned, was his aunt Kate. 

The reader will also remember that when the face was first seen it 
was partial,ly covered with patches of white linen cloth. These precisely 
resembled those applied during the last week of her illness. They 
were kept moistened with a solution of acetate of lead, and were ap
plied to reduce erysipelatous inflammation, and we found small strips 
to be preferable as they conformed more readily to the inequalities of 
the features. I had removed, moistened, and re-applied them myself 
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many times during her illness, as they appeared on her face at Mo
ravia. I was particularly struck with the fact, that the ends of these 
were curled up precisely as they would cu,rl when they became dry 
during her illness. 

It will also be remembered, that after appearing with her face thus 
partially covered, she came with a dark discoloration extending over 
the same portions of her face. Upon seeing this 1 required no sec
ond thought to realize, that Kate was reminding me of the effects ol 
the nitrate of silver that I had appTied to arrest the progress of the 
erysipelatous inflammation, and that she often called for a hand mir
ror, to view the disfigurement produced by the peculiar action of this 
chemi~al upon the surface. 

It also will be remembered that she at one- time was seen at the 
opening, supporting a diminutive infant form. This innocent cause 
of her death, not half matured for this breathing world, to my surprise 
was there presented in spirit form, its little spirit eyes not yet fitted 
to bear even the heavenly light. Not till then did I imagine that 
everything in human form and of human mould, is immortal. The 
evidence here obtained could almost be accepted by me as conclu
sive, but since then every reliable spirit whom I have questioned 
upon this subject, has emphatically asserted this truth. Think of 
this ye 1\Iatrons, who perhaps lihrink from the commission of a venial 
sin, and yet without remorse untime!y sever the fairy spirits of these 
little beings, who arc not only flesh of your tle~h, but spirit of your 
spirit, from their earthly forms. 

August 30, 1871, 1 again visited this medium in company with my 
wife. At a s~ance held the next morning at which only the medium 
and ourselves were present, while at lirst sitting in the dark, a number 
of spirit-hghts lloated in front of us, and I saw two or thrc.:e untie· 
fined spirit-forms. After ~ome time we both felt toucht's upon our 

persons, and upon my asking what spirit it was, a clear low voice 
answered "Eugene," the name of my oldest and deceased son. I 
asked if he could speak again, but no reply was made. The touches 
were repeated, and then a s:ngle linger was placed upon my wife'• 
open hand. Soon a voice s:-_id ; '' Si~ter Elizabeth, Katie is here." 
;\I y wife hdd out her hand, when the lingers of a hand were hid in 
it. Then the same voice said : " Beautiful~ beautiful ~ 1 did not think 
that I could again come back to earth." !\fy wife n"w asked wht:thcr 
she had any mess:~ge for their motlwr or her husband. and we he~rd 
her \'Oice, answering. but the tirst words were lost, then we hc•;w~. 

"Mother" and "It matters not whether we die in youth, 0r i:1 • \1 
age and with gray hairs." Hen: was a pause, when a stron.; ci:.:r 
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masculine voice said; "We have accomplished all we intended now, 
dear ones. Strike the light." Upon my asking who last spoke, it 
was answered, '' Seth." This was the name of my only brother, who 
IJassed onward more than thirty years ago. 

At another seance held the same day, there were present besid<: 
the medium, Mr. and Mrs. Keeh:r, my wife, and self. As before, we 
at first sat in the dark. Spirit-lights appeared, some of which 
answered our questions by flashing three times for yes, and once for 
no. The light was called for and placed in position, so as to cast :t 

strong side-glare across the aperture in the cabinet. Soon the fac..: 
of a female, a little within and back of the opening appeared. It 
was sufficiently distinct for us to distin3uish Kate's features, and 
form of face, and we heard her say, "Sister Elizabeth, the happy 
hours we have passed together, will come again." A moment after, 
she held at the a1>erture the diminutive infant form, clothed in a white 
tlress, worked at the bottom, the short sleeves were tied with pink 
ribbons, and a little crocheted cape encircled its neck and shoulders, 
the edgP.s trimmed with cherry-colored material. The head ani! fJ.ce 
were of the same size as when seen at my first visit, and the whole 
Conn appeared not more than a foot in length, the dress extending be
yond the feet. She seemed to have much difficulty in raising and sup· 
porting it 'for our inspection, but succeeded three or four times, and 
twice flirted out the skirts of its little dress beyond the opening. The 
last time she held llll the child, while her own face was in view and 
clearly recognizable, she said in a low voice; 'Although you were the 
cause of my leaving earth-life, oh ! how I love you now.' Twice, after 
the little form had disappeared she held out her hands, and we both 
recognized them as hers. She then held out a full-blown crimson 
rose. After this, four little hands appeared, and soon two more were 
addc::d to the numlJer and we indistinctly saw some tiny fingers be
longing to another hand. They were all in lively motion, every fin
ger moving, and repeatedly directed towards us. 

Kate's face at first appeared with her hair plainly drawn from hc::r 
temples, and. twice afterwards with ringlets and curls, the form..:r 
being her ordinary style, and the latter her mode of dressing it at 
other times. 

The last appearance was that of a man's face, seemingly about 
thirty years of age, with full whiskers and a beard of d..trk bro·.·:u 
color. I inquired if it were a relation of mine, when it nodded and 
£!is:tppearcd. I thought it was my brother, and said, "If that was 
my brother, I wish you would appear again,"' when it reappeared, and 
again nodded. The eyes each time were directed towards me. 
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Those present said it resembled me, and my wife and I thought it 
strongly resembled a sister of mint: whom my brother resembled when 
livint{. 

The succeeding day we hacl another seance. Besides my wife, se:i 
and medium, a Mr. J-- was present. Before the light was struck, 
spirit-lights were seen, and upon requesting each of our children to 
exhibit a light, seven lights appeared at one time. .My wife asked if 
her father was present, .when she was repeatedly tapped on the knee. 
I then inquired whether my father was present, and my question w:~.s 
an-;wered by a l1and being placed upon my head, the fingers project
ing over and tapping my forehead three times. Then I asked for my 
brother Seth, when I was patted repeatedly upon my knee. My \\ifc 
was then tapped upon her head, and a voice directly in front of her 
and apparently but a few inches from her face, said: "My daughter, 
this is true." Upon her asking for one of our children to speak, a child's 
voice was twice heard attempting to speak, but no distinct words were 
heard ; but we were both tapped on our united hands. 

The lamp was now lighted, and soon two feminine arms with the 
extended hands placed palms together, were thrust from the aperture, 
and after a few seconds withilrawn. As we thought they were those 
of my sister-in-law, I inquired if they were hers, when ther were again 
thrust out and the hands were clapped in a lively manner·indi.::ating 
assent, and when Mr. Keeler said "That is your child," Kate cor· 
rected him by saying "No, I am her sister." Here I inquired of 
Kate the uame of her babe, when she repliec.l : " 1 will try and illl
prcss her;" pointing to Ill}' wife. The latter asked, "Is it \\"illia:n?" 
a slight shake of the head indicated no. "Is it Caroline ? " no rep'}'. 
Then 1 a~ked: "Is it Elizabeth?" (the name of Ill}' wife) when sht! 
thrust out both hands and clapped them vigorously, thus exhibitin:; 
her delight at our understanding her. The medium when ~he came 
out of the cabinet, saic.l she saw Kate laughing when she clapped hl"r 
hands. We asked her various questions relating to family affairs. all 
of which she answered freely and to the point, in a clear, distinct, and 
almost natural voice, when she saitl; ":My dear brother and sist>:r,'' 
the rest was lost, her voice failing her, but we heard the word; 
"h;lilJlY" aml '! beautiful." "All in natur<: is good." I then remark t>d. 
" Katie you and my mother should be ~ood friends," and her answc·r 
was ; "Oh yes ; I love her. i\lo;hcr Crowell has l>een more than ;l 

mother to me." She then addctl : "Eddie and Eugene are so liipp..
together." 

Soon after this a voice said : " How do Doctor ? .Me come to ;.:.: 

you, and let you know me here." I at once felt quite certain as w 
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the identity of this spirit, but asked who was speaking, when he re
plied: " Why you ought to know Owasso." I inquired how Dr. 
Slade was, and the answer was : " He is some better," and we had 
some further conversation ; when I asked him if he would present my 
compliments to Dr. Slade, and request him to remember my having 
done so when I next met him. He answered: "Yes, me tell him." 
Then I asked if many of our spirit friends were there, and he replied : 
"Guess you think so, if you saw the crowds. No room for me here," 
then adding, "The influence is used up. Good-by." 

One point I have omitted to notice, I said to Owasso, "Kate must 
now possess considerable power;" and his answer was : " She is gone 
now. She is very bright and happy." At sittings with Dr. Slade 
previously to this time, Owasso had there repeatedly made similar 
remarks concerning her. 

A remark made by Kate, as related above, desen·es notice. She 
said ; " Eddie and Eugene are so happy together." After what I 
have said, as to precautions used to prevent any information relative 
to us reaching any person in that place, it is hardly necessary for me 
to say, that the existence of a relative by the name of Edward had not 
been alluded to by either of us. He was the only brother of my wife, 
and only two years older than my son Eugene, so that were they liv
ing they would be of nearly the same age, and from the true and 
gentle natures of both it is probable that they would have been friends 
here, as it was asserted they now are in spirit-life. 

The persons present at the next seance were the same as at the 
last. S!Jirit lights were seen, and spirit touches felt. After the light 
was placed in position, two muscular arms clothed with shirt sleeves, 
were thrust through the opening toward Mr. J--, and upon his 
naming several rel~tives, when he mentioned his father the hands 
were clapped, as if they were good substantial flesh. These being 
withdrawn one arm appeared, and upon Mr. J-- a!">king if that was 
his father, the hand slapped three times vigorously upon the partition 
above the apperture. The shaking of the partition bore testimony to 
the violence of the blows. After this two hands and arms appeared, 
seemingly those of a young man, and tipon Mr. J-- asking if it was 
his brother, a. finger was pointed towards us. I asked if he would try 
to show his face, and after a little delay the curtain moved, and we 
saw the face of a young man. The lower portion of the face, includ. 
ing nose, mouth, and chin, were distinctly seen, but the upper portion 
W;J.S indistinct. He had side whiskers and mustache ; chin clean 
shaved, and dark brown hair. \Ve thought it must be Eugene, and 
upon my askin~ 1f it was he, the head nodded three times. We could 
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not pronounce upon his identity as he passed away when four ye:LI'S 
of age!. The complexion, hair, mouth and lip, were similar to h1s. 
Then again came tho little hands with their active movements, and 
these were succeeded by the appearance of my sister-in-law with the 
baby form. I said, "Kate that is you ; " when she smiled and nodded. 
She then disappeared, and in a few moments reappeared, and passed 
to one side, and at the same moment from the other side, came into 
\'icw the face of an elderly lady wearing a close cap. At this instant 
my wife said ; " Eugene that is your mother." I recognized her at th~: 
same moment, when she bowed in reply and said ; "Bless God, my 
son, that we are able to meet in this manner." .My wife here inquir
ed if our children were with her, when she replied "Yes; and it has 
l>een far happier for them than you could have made their li\"(!S on 
earth." My wife then asked, if she ami they would guard the remain· 
ing ones, and she waived her hand in reply. My wife now inquircJ 
if she had any message for her children on e::rth, and her answer was; 
"No ; my children are not prepared at present to receive these 
truths. The time is coming when they will see." After one or tii'O 
further remarks she added : " God bless you. I have not power !tJ 

speak any more. Farewell." This conclude() the sitting. 
On the morning of the last day of our visit, half an hour before w~ 

commenced our seance, my wife and 1 were conYersing u;>on til~>~ 

subjects in our room, when she said, she wondt!retl whether her :tm:t 
l\1-- woul<~ come to us. In a jestin;:{ way l replied, no; she i, to<> 

much occupied above in singing psalms, and besid.:s she would coli· 

si<kr it sinful to eng:tgc in such sublunary affairs. \Ve thou;;ht no 
I)W~e of it, and soon took our seats for another si·ance. Tiwre w~rc 
five others present, am\ after spirit lights, touchings, and singing, lkr· 
ing which a male and a fcmale voice joine<l with us in both words .:r.d 
air, the lamp was lighted, :~.nd soon the faces of two males and one i~
male appeared, being friends of the other parties. Then Kat.: came 
and held her babe at the aperture, and said to my wife: "EliL;tbeth. 
this is little l·Jizabcth." l then a!>kcd ; "Katie have you any mes· 
sage for your mother, or husband ? " when she replied: ''Tell \\"illiam 
there is more of joy for him, than there has been care and trouble." 
Then the f.1ce of a female appeared with side curls, which we both 
instantly rec0gnized, and I said; "Auntie is this yon?" when she 
nndclcd ancl put forw::ml, claspt!d in her hand, what appeared to l>e a 
snull Bible. This terminated tlw si·ance. 

This aunt lnd heen devout in this life. a truly pious member d the 
l'rc.:sbyterian Church, ancl we stronc;ly snspect<:d she had lw:ml nur 
remarks previously made in our r(Jom, and lud co:n:: to connuce us 
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that she was not so much engrossed with religious obserVances, that 
she could not find time to improve this opportunity to manifest her
self to us. 

We had one more seance previous to our departure, but as it was 
the fourth time that day that the medium had sat, there were no mani
festations of any moment, but just as we were leaving the room a 
voice said : " Some of us will accompany you to your home." We 
expressed our thanks and bade them Farewell, and this was responded 
to by numerous raps. 

I will here state, that the appearance of the arms, hands, and faces, 
when these latter were fully materalized, was as real as if of flesh and 
blood. No obscurity; nothing ethereal about them; a full stream of 
light bringing them out with complete effect. · 

During 'this visit we did not participate in all the seances, as there 
were persons arriving daily whose time was limited, and to whom we 
sometimes relinquished our seats, but we always improved the oppor-. 
tunity of being present when they came from the seance room, and of 
listening to their accounts, related in the pre.sence of each other-of 
the manifestations just witnessed. On the second day, a party of six 
visitors formed the circle, and after the conclusion of the seance, we 
heard their relation of what they saw and heard. 

It seems, that the face of a man appeared at the opening, and 
looked fiercely at one of the gentlemen present, and th("n an arm was 
thrust out with a finger pointed threateningly at the same person, 
while a voice exclaimed; "D-- you ; had it not been for you, I 
would not have been hung. Your vote decided my f:l.te; but I will 
yet let you know that I am not dead." After a moment's pause he 
continued : "Those sapient doctors had a fine time in cutting into 
my brain, to discover my intellect." The gentleman pointed at and 
addressed, perfectly recognized the face as that of Rulloff the mur
derer. He was one of the jury that convicted him : a fact previously 
unknown to any of the party with which he came, as they all assured 
me. 

Shortly after this spirit had disappeared, two other faces were seen 
at the same time, who announced themselves as Jarvis, and Dexter, 
the accomplices of Rulloff. The latter of the two said : " The fiend 
who has just left, lied, when he declared before the Court that we 
had been drowned in attempting to escape by swimming. Rulloff 
after the murder chloroformed us while in the boat, and then threw 
us overboard. He did murder his wife and child, and their bodies 
now lie at the bottom of Cayuga Lake, and they will yet be found." 
All the members of the circle agreed in this statement. 

• 
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Th..: next day another party of belies and gentlemen had a pri\·ate 
s~ance. They were all from the :;ame town, not far from Mora\"il. 
and a wo111an's face appeared which was rccogni.tcd, and one of tile 
circle remarked that it resembled that of a young woman whom they 
formerly knew, and who had committed suicide. Upon this remark 
she fell back a little, and in a deliberate manner raised a glass 
goblet to her mouth, and appeared to drink its contents. They said 
she destroyed herself by taking poison. 

To the same circle appeared another face of a female, which was 
immediately recognized as that of young married woman of their tO~t1l, 
who had terminated her life by drowning. A person present asked 
her name, which she gave. He then inquired if she was happy, and 
she r~plied : " I am happier than I would have been with him; and 
happier than he is now, or will be when he comes where I am." 
They said the brutal treatment of her husband had driven her to self· 
destruction. 

On the day after our return home, we determined to call on 
Charles H. Foster and have a sc:\ance with him. I had not seen him 
for some months, and our visit to Moravia had been made with little 
previous consideration and with the exception of Dr. Slade, no on~ 
out of om family had been informed of our intended visit, and it is 
unnecessary to say that Mr. Foster had no knowledge of it. 

t: pon seating ourselves I wrote carefully, guarding the paper from 
his oiJ,;en·:llion, a request for our spirit friends to inform us where we 
met them last. Before I had passed the paper, carefully folded, to 
the medium, he ~aitl : "A good many spirits arc present, anJ they 
want to tdl you of some journey you have taken." He then re· 
quested my wife to take the alphabet card, and point to the let· 
tcr~, and he would designated the ones that would spell the name 
of the place where we hall been. "i\loravia" was then spelled out, 
but before he had announced the result, he said the spirit wouiJ 
write the name of the place. lie then held a piece of paper and a 
l'encil with one hand, under the table, and upon bringing it to view 
the word " ~loravia" was found written backwards, and upon holding 
the p:tper reversed to the light the word was ea~ily read. My wife 
then wrote, folded, and handed to the medium, the question ; "Eu· 
j;l'ne was it really you whom we saw at \loravia?" Raps respomled 
.. yes'' and the medium then wrote : " Yes Dear l\1 other, it was 
rl·.tlly my spirit that appeared to you as I am II01i', and /Itt: c1/d /a.(l' ;;•ilil 
tilt' ;,,,r,l:, came to give evilk:nce of hl"r presence." 

1 th~n asked aloud ; " How many of our friends did we sec at 
Moravia?" The medium replied; "They say five." My wife then 
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inquired whether they could give us the first letter of the first name 
of each spirit we saw. She was directed to use the card and the 
initials were correctly designated. They were C. E. M. S. A. repre
senting the names, Catharine; Eugene; Mother; Seth; and Auntie. 

Then my wife asked ; " Katie, what is the nallle of your child ? " 
The medium replied; "The same as your own-Elizabeth. It was 
named for you." 

I then inquired if my wife's sister M~- was present. Yes, \\:as 
answered by raps, and the medium's hand wrote; "You have both 
been blessed more than you yet have any conception of, in beholding 
those who are dear to you, and you will still have revelations from us 
to help you in your soul's progress. I shall come to you frequently 
now, and bless you both with my presence. M--." 

My wife next inquired whether her sister Ann was present. The 
medium replied; "Yes; she is present; and she says her mother 
was disappointed because she did not hear from her at Moravia." 

Five of the responses made by the spirits in this s6ance, are parrlc· 
ularly noticeable. First. My son being questioned as to the reality 
of his appearance at Moravia, answered, "Yes dear mother, it was 
really my spirit that appeared to you as I am now." As he passed 
away at the age of four years, more than twenty years previously, this 
answer was very pertinent. 

Secondly. He also said ; "And the old lady with the book, came 
to give evidence of her presence." This is stronger evidence than 
the first-as so far from alluding to the aunt and the book in the 
presence of Mr. Foster, neither she nor it had entered our minds while 
there, until this confirmatory proof of her presence at Moravia was 
furnished us. 

Thirdly. The answer to my question-How many of our friends 
we saw at Moravia; was, " Five." This question was proposed upon 
the moment and the answer was promptly given, and we had to com
pare notes in order to satisfy oursdves as to its correctness; our first 
impressions being that more had appeared. The answer was correct. 

Fourthly. In answer to the question; " What is the name of your 
child?" the immediate reply was; "The same as your own-Eliza
beth. It was named for you." This was confirmatory of and it ex
actly corresponded with, what its spirit mother told us at Moravia, 
and if this was "guessing" it was remarkably good, for not only was 
the name given feminine, when it might have been masculine, but 
it also happened to be the exact name, and beside this the motive 
here assigned for conferring the name was the same as stated at 
Moravia. 
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Fifthly. My wife's sister· Ann said; "Her mother was disappointed 
because she did not hear from her at Moravb .. " Here are two facts 
expressed ; onc directly, and the other inferentially. The first, her 
mother's disappointment because of her not hearing from her at 
Moravia, we verified, for nearly the first question my mother-in-law 
asked upon our return, was whether her daughter Ann had mani· 
fcsted, and she expressed her regret when we informed her that she 
had not. The second fact consisted in the knowledge by the spirit 
communicating through Mr. Foster, of her not having appeared there. 

The next day after visiting Mr. l<'oster we determined to hear what 
the spirits would say through Dr. Slade, and accordingly visited him 
athisrooms. ThiswasSeptember6th, 1871. Wefoundhimtooillto 
give us ·a sitting, but were invited to scats in the parlor with him, and 
he asked what we had seen and heard at Moravia. I replied that we 
could say nothing of that until after a ~ance, as we desired our 
frier~ds to testify in relation to these matters. My wife sat directly 
opposite to the medium, and while conversing upon other subjects he 
sail! to her : "There is the spirit of an old lady, pale and thin, stand· 
ing beside you. Over her head I can see the words : 'I ""as there 
in the room,' and she holds a book in her hand ; now she holds it on 
your head." I inquired if it was Auntie, and he said ; "She nods 
yes." I asked if the book was a hymn-book, and he replied, "She 
s.lys no. Now I sec it is a Bible." She then vanished. 

I then inquired whether he had received any rn::ssage from me 
while I was at Moravia, and he replied; "Yes. Owasso delivered a 
message from you, and he said you told him to tell me you were 
there that day." 1 askL'{} him how Owasso delivered the message; 
if he controlled him and spoke through him to his partner, Mr. Sirn· 
mons. "No," he replied, "Owasso speaks or whispers to me, as if 
he were standing near my car." 

The· reader will observe, that three separate tests given at differ· 
ent times, through different mediums, confirm the verity of the ap
pearance of my wife's aunt at .Mora via. The first test was her ap
pearance at !v[oravia with the Bible at the first seance after our con· 
vcrsation, and my remark concerning her in our own room, as if to 
show us not only that she could come, but that she still had her Bible. 
We here saw her as plainly as when in this life. The second test was 
received at 1\lr. Foster's, and the third at Dr. Slade's, as here narrated, 
whl're she again appears presenting her Bible in a conspicuous man· 
ner, as if again to remind me of my jesting remark at Moravia. 

To those who are disposed to reject the account here given of the 
appearance at Moravia, of spirits who once tenanted mortal forms, I 
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would say my testimony is that of an individual only. Many hun· 
drcch:, probably thousands, who like me have witnessed the wonders 
there daily to he !;Cen, arc as well satisfied as I am of the absence of 
all fraud and deception at these sc!ances. And if it is difficult to be
lieve in the genuineness of these things, is it not even more difficult 
to bdieve that an uneducated, unsophisticated country girl, brought 
up and inured to hard labor, with little leisure and no opportunity to 
take lessons in deceit, even if a master could be found to teach her ; 
living in a remote country neighborhood; absolutely ignorant of the 
great world and its means of entertainment and amusement ; never 
having witnessed the sleight-of-hand tricks of any acknowledged mas
ter in the occult art, and with an unimpeached character for honesty, 
tanhfulness, and propriety of conduct, in the town where she has re
sided since a child; I say is it not even more difficult to believe that 
she has the pre-eminent talent that all will acknowledge i!! requisite, 
to ~uccessfully plan aRd execute such a stupendous fraud as this is 
by some supposed to be? Why Homlin, the head of his profe~>sion 
in jugglery, who spent an industrious life in acquiring his knowledge 
of the art, never dared to throw open to the inspection of his audi· 
encc the appliances and machinery by which he astonished them. 
He no sooner exhibited one trick, than his assistant removed the 
means by which he had accomplished it, and before proceeding to 
another he required the presence and proper arrangement of the ad· 
pliances necessary for that, while with Mrs. Andrews, she requires 
nothing, and provides nothing; she quietly seats herself, and from the 
comtnencement to the termination of the s6ance she does not move, 
unless it be at the moment of lighting the lamp, when she changes 
her position to another inside the cabinet. 

This cabinet, and the room in w~ich it is placed, are always open, 
excepting when she occupies the former. It is daily, hourly, visited 
and examined by the curious, and always has been open to inspection, 
and nothing has yet been discovered that can throw the least light 
upon the visible means, by which these thi~gs are wrought. • 

Visitors are surprised upon their arrival, to find Mrs. Andrews 
busily engaged in household duties, most commonly in the kitchen, 
and it is from there that she usually emerges when the hour for the 
s6ance arrives. I feel quite certain, that nearly all the ladies who 
have visited her will endorse my assertion, that a more strictly do
mestic, quiet, and sensible woman than Mrs. Andrews i.s rarely seen, 
and so far as I have interchanged opinions with others when visiting 
·her, there has always been but one expression of entire confidence in 
her frank honesty, and high moral principle, 



CHAPTER XXV. 

MATERIALIZATIOX OF SPIRIT-FOR'MS-con/inucd. 

U PO~ my visit to Moravi:l. in August 1872, I made the acquaint· 
ance of the Rev. 1\-lr. P-- the highly respected pastor of a 

church in H-- who with his wife had visited l\loravia to witness 
the proceedings, which for some three years "credulous people had 
mistaken for spirit manifestations." He came there--as he declared 
to me-in the full conviction, that he was to meet imposture so 
transparent, that he or any person of ordinary intelligence could at 
once see through it. What followed I now relate in his own words: 

" DR. E. CROWEU •• 
"H--, F~/J. :zS, t873· 

" DEAR SIR,-Y ':>U ask of me an account of my visit to Moravia; 
what evidence I there received of the continued existence of the de· 
parted ; my opinion, etc. I cheerfully comply with your request, so 
far as to give you a brief statement of the facts in the case. 

" Having read and he:mJ from the lips of personal friends who had 
been to :\lor:wia, accounts of wonderful manifestations of ~pirib: 
making themselves visible, etc., I had the curiosity to go and sc~ 

this new humlJUg for myself. 
"Accordingly in August last accompanied by my wife, I started for 

Moravia, to spend a week in investigating the reported marvels. I 
went there a confirmctl sceptic in rcganl to seeing spirits. I did not 
doubt, on the testimony of friends who~ veracity I couiJ not qn~>· 
tion, that I should sec faces and hear voices, but I felt sure in my 
mimi the whole thing was a deception, a trick of legerdemain or 
somcthi•g of that sort, and I had just self-conceit enough to suppose 
I coul~ detect and cxj>osc it. 

"On arriving there I assumed a false name; told no one who I was. 
where I came from, my calling or profession in life. A half hour 
previous to the first sitting, I asked the privilege of examining the 
room in which the sittings were held, which was reaJily granted me, 
and left alone to mp;elf I searched every nook and corner for trap
doors, masks, anJ other means of carrying on the trick, but found 
nothing. I remained in the room till the medium and some twenty
five or thirty others came in and the seance commenced. 
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"I need not go into p:uticulars which have been so repeatedly 
1blishcd to the world, bnt simply say, that while several persons ap
~ared whom I did not know, but who were recognized and conversed 
ith by others, on the morning of the third day, I saw to my utter as. 
•nishmcnt, my two sons who departed this life some five years 
rcviously, and this was repeated some ten or twelve times during my 
ay there. 
•· One of them said : 'Father you may safely preach this doctrine 

1 your pulpit at home, and M--' (the son speaking)' will aid you.' 
'hen the other said: • Father I do not drive ahead now as I used to ; 
~--.' Here giving his name, he being a younger son. Then 
l-·- rejoined : ' Dear father and mother. drowning is not such a 
1rd death after all.' He met his death by drowning. When asked 
they would not try and manifest at home ; M-- replied : ' Father 
~d mother yes ; and tell "Sis" we will yet have some glorious 
lllsic out of that old piano.' l\Iy son had been engaged in a music 
·ore eight years; was a performer himself, and always took a great 
lterest in his youngest sister's musical edncation, spending much of 
is time with her at the piano, when at home. I saw one of my sons 
> clearly and distinctly as I ever saw him when living: at other 
n1es I saw them, not as one would appear in broad daylight, but as 
etween twilight and dark. I had more conversation with them ; 
ley spoke of home, of family matters utterly unknown to every one 
resent, and unthought of by me and mine. As stated above, they 
ave their names, and one, not only alluded to the manner of his 
eath, but exposed my profession ; while my mother whom I saw 
ith perfect distinctness, revealed my name. 
"That all this was real ; that I was not deceived, I know. If I 

rer saw and conversed with my sons in my life, I know I saw and· 
mversed with them repeatedly there. There are many remarkable 
~tails that demonstrate the reality of their visible presence, which I 
11st omit for want of time and space. I give you merely a brief 
Lternent of the simple, naked facts, as to seeing and conversing with. 
y sons. 
"You wish to know what evidence I received of their continued 
istence ; my opinion, etc. After making the foregoing statement, 
seems needless for me to formally reply. A man who could qnes
•n the repeated evidence of his eyes and <;ars, must be as wilfully 
:1d as- those of whom Christ said, ' They will not believe, though 
e rose from the dead.' The evidence I there received, was to my 
nd demonstrative ; was beyond all question or doubt. I am as 
rtain of the honesty of the medium, a~d .of the reality of what I 
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"NOW I KNOW IT." 

saw, as of my own existence, and of course it is to tiU proof poszlirt qj 
a fulun lift'. It has not changed my views. I have believed in a 
continued existence, and that the departed .are with us, for nearly 
forty years. A'i>w I know it. I have as Paul exhorted, added to my 
faith, knowledge, That is all ; and glorious knowledge it is. TAt 
Biblt, Chris/ ami Christianity, art mort pruious to tnt lkan nJtr. I 
realize the truth of their teo.~chings concerning a hereafter to man, the 
resurrection of Christ, and the event of the Transfiguration on the 
mount, as I never realized them before. 

"Had none but myself seen what I saw, I should even then be 
hard to convince that it was a delusion; that my imagination. had 
bet::n imposed upon ; but when twenty-five or thirty others saw and 
heard the same, it is not in the power of mortal man to convince me 
that I was deceived, and that those dear to me as life, were not 
there in living, visible form, and presence. 

'• Since my return, I have told my people of these things ; that I 
know them to be true ; and they show by their intense interest and 
tearfnl eyes, that they wished they could know the same. It causes 
them to think upon the subject as they perhaps never thought before, 
and in time no doubt they will come to the light. Some want to know 
why it is necessary to go to Moravia, or elsewhere, to see our friends; 
why not come direct to us visibly here. I telJ them I know nothing 
abont the whys ; I pnly know that I saw my mother, and sons, and 
conversed with them. I do not know why it was necessary for 
Peter, James, and John, to go up into the mount to see ~foses, and 
Ekt~, but it seems that they were required to do it, and I believe 
they hoth saw and heard them. I realize this, and -many other spirit 
manifestations, and angel-comings, recorded in the New Testam~nt, 
as 1 never realized them before, and see a glory in the mission of 
Christ, I never comprehended until now. The many letters I receive, 
with requests for information, show how great is the interest fdL in 
this lllatter of a future life, how intense the desire for a demonstration 
of the fact. 

"Our visit to Moravia was a great event in our lives; an event of 
most thrilling and momentous interest to us, and one which will newr 
ue forgotten. We went there almost totally unbelieving, as to the 
possibility of seeing our spirit-friends, but our coubts and unbelief 
were soon swept away. We went there oppressed with a grL·at sor
row: we saw those we mourned, as alive from the dead ; we looked 
into their faces as in ·other days: we rec.ei,•ed messages from their 
spirit-lips ; we felt their celestial hands touching us, and we went awJ)' 

sorrow less, our hearts singing for joy. All things now seem changed; 
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the world wears a brighter aspect ; and I tell people I am one of the 
happiest men on earth. I always believed and preached that the de
parted are alive, and near us, but believing and seeing are widely dif
ferent things, and I thank God for the ocular demonstration, and for 
the joy it gives. Such is the evidence, and such are my opinions. 

"Yours truly, "P--." 

This is the account of the experience of my friend, in the investi
gation of the spiritu:1l manifestations occurring in the presence of 
Mrs. Mary Andrews at Moravia. I will only add, that the reader may 
be assured of the high intelligence and respectability of the writer, a 
gentleman who has k>r years filled with satisfaction to his parishioners 
the pulpit of a church in H--, and who has given his testimony 
freely to them, but who shrinks from the publicity which would be 
given his name by its a\'owal here. I ha\'e his permission however 
to communicate it, with his addre.'iS, to any of my readers who may 
desire to know it. 

One of the common forms of manifestations at Moravia, i~ singing 
by spirits. This generally occurs, when the persons assembled sing 
with animation, the spirits seizing the moment when they are "with 
one accord" 'raising their voices, to join in the strain, and generally 
the spirit-voice is heard clearly above all others. This spirit-singing 
is generally good, and sometimes very fine, but I remember at one 
time it was characterized by the nasal twang, and corrupt pronuncia
tion, that is often noticed in certain uncultivated persons, mostly in 
the South and West. 

For speaking and singing, spirits depend upon certain subtle forces 
and elements which they gather from our organisms. While in Mo
ravia, in August, 18721 at one of my private ~nces with Mrs. An
drews, held in the seance-room, when only she with two others of my . 
family and myself were present; none of us singitJg ; and when our 
spirit-friends had conversed more freely than usual, the medium after
ward complained of much soreness and tenderness of the throat, and 
lungs, evidently without any definite idea of its cause.. It seemed to 
me that the spirits, desirous of gratifying us by conversing, and being 
unable to draw the necessary elements from us, or unwilling if able, to 
draw directly from our circle, as one of the sitters was quite feeble, 
especially as to her lungs, wert. compelled to draw directly from the 
vocal and pulmonary organs of the medium, those elements that are 
liberally supplied by public circles, and which are necessary for the 
production of spirit-voices. 
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Failures in these seances oft.en occur, and it is rarely the case, that 
for two successive days the manifestations are equally satisfactory. 
These failures and variable results, undoubtedly are mainly caused by 
the inharmonious circles, hastily assembled, and sometimes illy ar. 
ranged, where some individuals present operate as disturbing elements, 
and render unsuccessful the efforts of the unseen intelligences, to 
benefit and instruct all. In addition to this, in the miscellaneous 
characters and motives of the spirits assembled to co~municate with 
their mortal friends, we can find other causes of failure. Dr. H. T. 
Child of Philadelphia was there in June, 1872. After his return home, 
a spirit purporting to be that of the Rev. John Pierpont, who often is 
present at Mrs. Andrew's s~ances, addressed bim in relation to this 
subject, and his remarks are appropriate here. He said : 

"My good friend. ·You have had additional evidence of the abso· 
lute necessity of the observance of the laws, if you would have good 
manifestations.. The discord which was apparent on the external 
plane at that house, was not so great as that which exists among the 
spirits who come there. If it were not that I feel the importance of • this work just now, I should have left there altogether before this. 
Persons come there determined to sit in the room, whether they are 
in harmony with ~thers there or not, and so spirits come and demand 
that they shall be materialized: and while those spirits, who prepare 
the proper clements for presenting material forms are at work, they 
crowd in, and insist that they shall have the privilege of appropriating. 
The result is that very few new forms can be materialized. The only 
thing they can do is to put fonvard some of those who have been rna· 
krialized many times. and who are able to bear this, even amid the 
discord on the external and internal pla.nes; but unless there is a bet· 
ter condition of things, the whole affair will end in confusion. Enough 
however has been .shown, to prove that under favorable conditions 
spirits can and will materialize themselves, and it now remains to be 
seen who will estat>lish the most orderly and perfect conditions, and 
receive the best manifestations of this character. . . . The command 
given to one of old remains true. 

" When thou hringest thy gift to the altar, and there rememberest that thou hast 
aught "{;llinst thy brother, leave there thy 1,>ift, and go and be reconciled to him, 
and then come and offer thy ~;ift." 

The spirits there, and elsewhere, agree in predicting, that in a very 
few ye~rs-less than a score-they will attain to such knowledge and 
perfection in effecting materializations, that they will be able to stand 
llpon the rostrum, in the presence and full view of the people 
assembled, and address them through materialized vocal organs, and 
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10ne shall be so spiritually blind as not to perceive and recognize 
nem. 

A spirit professing to be Theodore Parker, said through Mrs. Co
,ant of Boston : "I believe I shall yet stand upon the Music Hall 
ostrum, and speak to the people materialized, as much so as I ever 
id when in the physical body, and that, ere many years have passed 
way. . . . '!:he chemists and scientists in our life are making very 
1.pid improvements in that respect ; are learning the law and how to 
dapt themselves to it. All the forces and processes of nature are 
estined, I believe, to become subservient to the soul, and this is one 
f them." 
Another spirit, speaking at Moravia, said: "It will not be long, 

efore we will materialize so that we can be photographed." This 
rediction has since been verified in London, where a materialized 
>irit has been photographed. 
While I was at Moravia at one of the suances, a spirit said : 

Friends I read many doubting minds among you ; but you must re
lember we are as yet at the foot of the ladder, and must climb it 
ep by step; but we are rapidly overcoming the difficulties." 
At another seance, the superintending spirit spoke, while not visible 

~ the circle, and some one asked him to show himself. His reply 
J.s : "Do you not think I would do so if I could, even though I have 
~ come into your p1urky atmosphere: We do our best, and work 
ruch harder than you ima~ine, but sometimes the material we obtain 
om your bodies, will not enable us to show our faces as well as at 
thers." 
At a s(:ance with Charles H. Foster, Jan. 2, 1872, I asked my son 

hat spirits were engaged in materializing at Dr. Slade's, and he re
.ied : "Grandfather, myself, and others, and" Dr. Franklin is at the 
!ad· of it all." On the 8th of the same month at a s6ance with Dr . 
. ade, 1 inquired of the spirit of Dr. Davis, whether Dr. Franklin had 
lythin:::- to do with the production of the visible forms; and he re
ied: "Yes; Dr. Franklin controlled the medium some time ago, 
1d we now take counsel of and advise with him." At Moravia also, 
spirit said that Benjamin Franklin was engaged, in superintending 

1e processes of materialization at Dr. Slade's. 
I can readily fancy the smile of incredulity, with which many of my 

:aders will regard these predictions of spirits, as to their soon being 
>le to render themselves visible, and audible to a public assembiy. 
nd yet, this next step in 'the development of the spiritual art of ma
:rializing, is npt such a formidable one, when viewed in connection 
ith the marvellous results already attained. I find no difficulty in 
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believing that spirits are justified in this hopefulness, when I remem
ber tlut ten years ago, uo person in the civilized world, so far as we 
know, had any knowledge of this art of materialization, and if with our 
assistance, often ignorantly rendered, spirits have within that time so 
f.Lr succeeded, as to daily render themselves visible through this means 
to a small number of people, it should not be regarded as in any way 
improbable, that within the next decade they should advance one step 
farther, and accomplish ·the but little more difficult task, of presenting 
themsdvcs face to face with an audience of thousands. 'Tis but a 
step, and thousands of elevated and wise spirits are engaged in accom
plishing it, and I confess my confidence is so strong in the success of 
such combined spirit-efforts, assisted as I implicitly believe by God 
Himself, that I cannot find any substantial reason for doubting, that 
multitudes now living, will yet see this crowning demonstration of 
the truth, that though a man die, yet shall he live again. 

From my not.:-book I extract the following : " At one of the sliances 
at Mrs. Andrews', a spirit whose face at the aperture was in full vie11·, 
said : ' Friends ; look at me well. I was once a mort:U like your
selves, clothed in a form of flesh, but you see me come again. This 
faith is like a tree, that grows and spreads its roots and branches. 
The time is coming, and soon too, when the churches shall be spiritual 
temples ; the prisons shall be opened wide, and the criminal walk forth 
attended by his spirit-friends, and then, with them by his side, he wiil 
lead a new life ; will begin the edifice anew; and build himself up a 
noble man. Soon shall we come into your houses, without the 
assistance of a medium.' " 

At fi(st view it is a matter of surprise, that spirits should be able to 
gather the material clen)cnts, with which they clothe and render them· 
selves visible to us, from the atmosphere of the room ; but when we 
consider that the external atmosphere contains all the clements of 
life, both animal and vegetable, and that by unconscious, invisible :!S

similation of these clements, the animal and vegetable structures are 
built up, we no longer lind reason to wonder, that spiritual intdli· 
gences who have investigated the character of these elcments, and ob
served and stmlied the laws which govern their selection in the pro
cesses of nature, should be able to gather aml _appropriate certain of 
them, to the purpose of clothing their own spiritual bodies. 

The cabinets for spirit manifestations, are receptacles for retaining 
and condensing these clement~, when gathered Ly the op.:r:~tiJ!ti 
spirits, partly from the organisms of the mediums, and partly from 
those of the persons present. A cabinet which has been used by 
spirits for this purpose, becomes charged with these elements and i11· 
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fhiences, and like a charged electrical jar, is constantly in a condition 
more or lese suitable for their use. 

The ark of the covenant of the Israelites, I believe to have been an 
instrument for similar use, and I agree with Allen Putnam, when in 
his exceedingly interesting work the" Bible Marvel Workers," pp. 53, 
54, he says: 

"The ark of the covenant was constructed expressly for use as a 
spirit batlt"ry, or an instrument through which to give forth the com
mands of the Lord. The special care taken to have the ark and all 
its IPPUrtenances, charged with the auras or magnetisms of a selected 
class of workmen, becomes very interesting in these days, when much 
wonder is expressed at the customary stickling of spirits and mediums 
for right conditions. Biblical history furnishes precedent for great par
ticularity, when constructing a cabinet for manifestations. 
Those who have been observant of the many indications which exist, 
that every workman imparts some of his own properties to whatever 
metals or substances his skill is expended upon, and that these prop
erties, gain an abiding lodgment in the article he manufactures, will 
will be at no loss to conjecture a reason why the God of l\'f oses when 
fitting up an ark or instrument specially for communication, was care
ful to select workmen, whose impartations to the materials wrought 
would be mediumistic : that is would infuse impartations favorable to 

spirit operation." 
Even the position of the ark, 1n the tabernacle was a matter of im

portance, and Jehovah Himself pointed out the position of the altar 
in the holy pi:J.ce, directing that it should be near the ark Of the COYC· 

nant, and it was only upon these conditions being complied with, that 
he would meet and communicate with them through the hizh·priest 
or medium. 

"That thou shalt put it (the altar) before the vail that is O.J' tlu ark of the k,;ti

mony, before the mercy-seat that is over the testimony, <vlzcre I will mat •u•ith 
thu.' '-Exodus, xxx-6. 

Thus intimating, that there and there only he would meet with 
them, and unless we suppose that he here gave unnecessary direc
tions, we must believe that he could at least, best cou1municate under 
this arrangement. 

The contents of the ark, were the testimony, or two stone tabl<!ts 
on which were written the commandments, and which it is to be pre
sumed were highly charged with odic or magnetic force, it being state,) 
that they were inscribed by the finger of God. The presence of these 
objects, therefore promoted the general intention of the ark, in its be
ing a repository of magnetic force. 
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Beside these, Aaron's rod was kept there, as 1s said in Numbt:rs, 
XVll-10, 

"Ami the Lord s:~.id unto ~loses. Bring Aaron's rod again before the testimony, 
(or tabkts of si<JJt~) to be kept for a token ~:~.inst the rebels, and thou ~halt quite 
t:~.ke away their murmurillj,'S from me." 

This was the magic rod or staff, of which it is said in Exodus iv 
-17. 

•' Ant! thou shalt take this rod in thine hand, wherewith thou shalt do signs." 

It was the visible or ostensible means by which the miracles were 
effected before Pharaoh, and which upon being laid before this same 
ark, had in one ui3ht, budded, blossomed, and yidded almond~
~umhers xvi-8, and with which Aaron smote the rock a.nd brought 
f,Jrth water. Paul in his Epistle to the Hebrews, chapter ix-4. says 
the contents of the ark were: 

" The gol<lcn pot that had manna, and Aaron's rod that budded, and the tables 
ufthe cuvcn:mt." 

It is evident that this rod or staff possessed some remarkable prop· 
crties, which favored the manifestation of spirit-power, and I have no 
doubt, they were derived from its accustomed contact with Aaron's 
person, through his handling it, he unconsciously imparting to it, some 
of that influence which as a powerful medium pervaded him, as the 
stalf of Elisha, which he sent to apply to the face of the dead child, 
possessed some of the power of that medium. 

\\'hate\'er power attached to Aaron's rod, was an audition to the 
similar power that resided in the tablets of the commandments, and 
pn>IJahly the pot of manna had acquired properties of the same char
acter, from l(>llg association with these other contents; all together 
operatin~ as a spiritual batt~·ry of consider::1.blc power, which a~sisted 

the m:mifcstations and conHnunications of certain spirits. 
" Allll there I will meet with thee, ancl I will commune with thee from al»,·e 

t'!c mercy-scat, from between the two cherubim which arc upon the :~.rk of the tc;

ti:n•Jll)', of all thin;,.-; which I will give thee in commandment unto the children of 
] -.rJ.d. ''---Exudu:-;, xx.v-22. 

This dul·s not mean that there He will meet with the people. nor 
eve;l t:Je priests, but with only one among them- the high-priest
,·;ho ;t)une was permitted to enter the holy of holies, where the :uk Wl5 

l:c;>t. Paul in Hel>rews, ix-6, 7, speaks of this .. 
":'\ow when thc'e thin6' were thth ordained, the priest went always into the 

fir't t.tbcrnacle, accomplishing the service uf God. But into the second, went the 
hi~:t-pric:-.t alone, once C\'ery year." 

Why was this apartment so carefully guarded against intrusion, 
that for th·.! olfcnce of cnterin~ it the penalty of death was imposed? 
No secrets were to be & ;covcrcd, for all knew of the visible oujects 
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it co!tained, and we can conceive of no motive for such rigid exclu
sion, unless it was the necessity of protecting the magnetic or medi
umistic atmosphere of the place, from vitiation or loss by rt!pelling 
persooal magnetisms, which would render it unfit for the use of the 
spirit& who there manifested. That the high priest was at least orig· 
inally. a medium, I have no doubt, as it was necessary he should 
be in order to insure the full success of the manifestations. 

That the magnetic, odic, or mediumistic elements necessary to 
spirit manifestations, adhered to the ark and its contents, is also evi
dent from l; Sam. v. where it is related that when the Philistines had 
taken: the ark and had placed it in the house of Dagon, and set it 
beside that idol, they arose in the morning, and 

"Bc!hold Dagon WM fallen upon his face to the earth, before the ark of God." 

They replaced the idol, and on the following morning, 
" Behold Dagon w:LS fallen upou hi!: face to the ground before the ark of the 

Lord, and the head of Dagon, and both the palms of his hands were cut off upon 
the threshold ; only the stump of Dagon was left him." 

This was accomplished in the night, or in darkness, when spirit 
power can be most successfully exerted. As Mr. Putna·m remarks: 
" The house of D~gon, the idol god Dagon and the ark, were all 
in the keeping of Philistines, worshippers of Dagon, persons not 
likely to maltreat their own Deity. The sequel indicates their con
viction, that so11.1e occult mischievous power accompanied the ark." 

It was with the ark, as it often is with dwellings that have become 
highly charged with the personal emanations of certain mediumistic 
tenant~ and where certain spirits are enabled by virtue of these 
emanations, to produce strong physical manifestations. The spirits 
who usually manifested through the elements or influences associated 
with the ark, here exercised their power in overthrowing and mutilat
ing the idol statue. 

The Spiritualist, a monthly magazine published in London, in its 
number for September, 1873, furnishes the following account of cer
tain disturbances, that were introduced into a family with a piece of 
second-hand furniture, which had been purchased at a sale of the 
effects of a deceased person. Mrs. E. L. S. Nasworthy, of Avon Lea, 
Birkenhead, Eng., a daughter of George Thompson, formerly a dis
tinguished member of Parliament, is the writer, and the lady in whose 
family these singular occurrences took place. They forcibly illustrate 
the truth, that the emanations of mediumistic permns are imparted 
to material substanc.es with which they are immediately associated, 
perhaps as readily as terrestrial magnetism, is imparted through the 
n1agnet to the .iron with which it is in contact. It also shows, how 
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these elements furnish facilities for certain spirits to exercise their 
power upon other material objects. In this case, mischievous, or 
e\·cn malicious spirits were the operators. The writer says: "I have · 
been requested to publish the particulars of some incidents that have 
happened in my family, which have led us to the conclusion that 
pieces of furniture may be haunted, although removed from house to 
house. 

" Ten years ago whilst residing in Manchester, I bought from what 
appeared to be a. gentleman's residence, a handsome dressing-table. 
I was under the impression that ti1.e owner had died, and his or her 
effects were being sold by auction. After the table had been brought 
home and installed in a spare bed-room, I was somewhat annoyed to 
learn from a friend that the house from which I had purchased it, was 
of questionable reputation, being one of the many establishments 
kept by a very wealthy, but very dissolute man, whose recent suicide 
had created quite a sensation. Although vexed to think I had bought 
an article from such a place, I yet decided that there could be no 
reasonable objection to it, therefore it was suffered to remain in the 
house. 

"Ten years have elapsed since that purchase, and we have since 
removed to Birkenhead. During the whole period, I recall that from 
time to time I have had complaints from the various occupi..:rs of the 
bedroom furnished by that table. Ladies have complaine1l to me that 
they were di~turbed by raps, taps, and creakings in the table. One 
young lady was so much disturbed, that she refused to sleep alone in the 
room. I should here note that these persons were my \"isitors fronl 
a distance, and each of them was unaware that any other had haJ 
similar cxp.-ri..:nce. 

"Circumst:lnccs th..:n occurred making it necessary that my bus
hand 'lwuhl occnpv the room. lie invariably felt extremely unctllll
fortablc in it, for it '"::IS rardy free of raps, taps. ancl cre:J:king pro
ceeuing front the table. I lc affirms, that once he felt a tigure 
stretch itself on the bcd bL·~idc him, and a sensation of horror crept 
ov..:r him which he never can f:lrget. I treated all complaints made 
to me with uniform inditTerence, attributing them entirely to the im· 
agination of the parties. It never occurred to me as possible, that a 
noise of any sort could be made without an earthly cause. 

"About nine months ago, in consc::tuence of being thrown into the 
society of a very firm believer in Spiritualism, I determined to inves
ti:;ate for lll)"sclf. I therefore formed a cirdc at home, and we be· 
g.m almost in jest to sit rouml a table or to join hands in a circle. 
Ycry soon we became convinced of the power. Three mediums 
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sprung up in our family, the most striking my little daughter aged 
ten. Through this child-Beatrice-! have had some beautiful com
munications, both in writing and trance-speaking, and through her 
myself and husband are convinced that there is a power coming to 
us from invisible influences, by which mortals are made to say and do 
things of which in a normal state they are incapable. Yet we are 
not Spiritualists in the full sense of the word; ~e call ourselves in
vestigators. 

" Four months ago, I took up my abocle for a time in the room 
containing the table of which I have spoken, having quite forgotten 
all previous complaints of the noises of which friends had spoken. 
On my se.cond night there, I was seized about midnight with spas
modic jerkings of the limbs. I tried every position, every effort of 
will-power, but in vain. I could nm keep quiet many moments, my 
limbs jerked in spite of me. At the same time I became sensible of 
a suffocating oppression in the air of the room, and a general sensa
tion of unbearable restlessness and misery. After bearing it for what 
seemed to me an hour, but turned out to be only about twenty min· 
utes, I sprang quite frantically from my bed and took refuge in 
another room, where after lying down 1 waited for more mi~ery, 

hardly daring to hope that what I regarded as the beginning of some 
nervous disease of the St. Vitus' dance k!nd, was to pass off with a 
change of bed. But strange to say a refreshing sleep quickly took 
possession of me and my nervous system which had appeared strung up 
to the last tension of wretchedness, grew calm an.d placid, almost the 
instant I changed my room. 

"Next morning my child, Beatrice, entranced by a chilcl spirit 
much younger than herself, told me in the lisping language of a nwre 
infant, that ' Last night she visited me to 'soothe me to sb: p. but 
found me under the influence of black spirits, so that she could not 
approach me.' I inquired, \Vhat have I done, how sinned to attract 
such influences to me ? She answered 'I know not ; but you in
quire of older spirits.' 

"By the end of the day a second control took place, and then by 
the lips of my child, I learned that the room in which I had been 
sleeping contained a piece of 'inhabited' or haunted furniture, 
namely the table. That dark and low spirits to whom it had belonged 
in their earth-life, now visited it, and took a pleasure in tormenting 
any one they could annoy by their mischievous influence : that I, 
being mediumistic, they had been enabled to produce the jerkings and 
troubles of the previous night. The spirit who visited me had been 

.. 
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unable to approach me, till I reached another room, and then she 
soothed me to sleep. 

"I can scarcely describe the strange feelings I had, when I recalled 
the circumstances connected with the purchase of my table-circum
stances which I never had communicated to a human being, much 
less to my child, then only just born. All the complaints of other 

. persons were now remembered, and a different significance attached 
to them. I ponderetl hours over this strange revelation from the, to 
me, unimpeachable lips of my truthful and simple child. I debated 
with my husband on the future destiny of the table. He was in favor 
of selling it, but to this I could not reconcile myself. While we were 
at issue on this point, I advocating the destruction of the 'inhabited' 
article, he condemning such a reckless waste of property, another 
control of our little Beatrice occurred-it was that of a man. With 
commanding ·manner, and solemnity of voice, he said : ' I am the 
brother of the wretched man to whom your table once belonged ; he 
is a very low spirit indeed ; he inhabits the first sphere ; he was a sui
cide.' In a prolonged speech the spirit then implored us to destroy 
the table at once, and to the unbounded astonishment of my husband 
and myself, he proceeded by the lips of our pure and infant-like Beat_ 
rice, to describe to us the relations existing between his suiciJal . 
brothcr, and the dissolute female who lived with him in the house of 
our table. With te;us streaming down the cheeks of the little me
<!tum, we were told that this bad spirit works untold misery, in other 
houses to which other pieces of his furniture have been conveyed. It 
was explained, that those articles being charged with his psychologicJ.I 
intluenccs, he could approach them thereby. We were also told, thlt 
the woman who haJ used that table in the earth-life of this man, was 

now dead, anJ that her spirit was generally the one by which we hJ.d 
been disturbed. She was spoken of by the control, as 'one of his 
wi\·es.' 

"These revelations from lips so pure, so artless as those of BeJ.t
rice, have been accepted by us. Our little girl was an infant, a few 
months old, when that table first came into our possession, and I can 
solemnly affirm that we never communicated its previous history to J. 
:;ingle ear, in fJ.ct we h:td onrselves ceased to recollect whence we 
lnd it. 

''A little difficulty occurred to us, as we contemplatec.l the destruc
tion of so large an article, as what we now looked on as onr hauntt'd 
table~. \Ve could hardly ask our servants to assist, in what wonld 
clr,uhtkss appe:tr to them such an absurdity, and di(l not care to make 
con11dants uf th.:m, so with some trou!Jle anJ the assistance of hatchet; 
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and tools, we demolished the table between us, and conveyed its frag
ments to the coal-cellar, which is situated immediately under the 
kitchen. I directed my cook to use the wo<1d for fire-wood. Two 
days after this my maid came to me in consternation. She had been 
1roning a dress, and had bung it at night, before the fire to air. Next 
morning she found the skirt cut, as with a knife, in long cros:oway ·· 
slits. She brought me her dress, which on examination I found cut 
as she described. Greatly puzzled, 1 held a consultation with her 
and the other servants, but without clearing up the mystery. Sud
denly it occurred to me, to ask for a minute description of the state 
of the kitchen, on the night when the dress was cut. I then found 
that it hung on a chair, close to the fender, while on the fender was a 
large bundle of the wood of the table ready for lighting fires in the 
morning. I took possession of the injured dress, and presenting it 
to our medium child, I asked her if one of her friends in the spirit
world, could give rue any light on this strange affair. Immediately 
the child became entranced, and after manipulating the dress, she 
said : 'The wearer of this dress is a powerful medium. She is fnvo
lous and silly, and her dress is charged with her influence. Had it 
been the dress of any of your other servants, it could uot have been 
injured, but being hers, the spirits of the table h:lVe been able to ap
proach it. They are very much enraged that you have destroyed one 
of their favorite articles, and finding this dress so close to some of the 
wood, which is still charged with their influence, they got power 
enough to cut it.' I asked ; ' Did they use a knife to cut it? ' 
'No,' was the answer, 'such low spirits are almost material, they 
have long nails sharp as knives, and these I think they have used to 
cut this dress.' 

"You may easily believe, I now became very anxious for the per-
fect annihilation of the table by fire, but as the article had been 11 

large one, and of very fanciful design, this took some weeks, for ono 
could not conveniently make. a bonfire of it. One day complaints / 
were made to me that there had been loud noises in the coal-cellar,. •· 
as of the chopping of wood, and that no one had been found Oil 

searching the whole basement floor. 
"For weeks we continued to use the wood of the table as fire ·wood, 

and as the weather became warmer some of it remained in the draw
ing-room grate, unburnt, as the fire was laid ready to light but not 
wanted. I regarded it I confess with some misgivings, and at length 
directed the servant having the care of the room, to remove it all and 
clean the grate for the summer. While she was doing this, a very 
large Chinese vase of great weight and thickness was shattered into a 
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hundred pieces, while standing on the floor by her side. I heard the 
crash and rushed at once to th~ room, where I found the girl on her 
knees rubbing the grate which is steel, with a leather ; the vase which 
was in the place it had occupied f'>r years, was lying in fragments at 
her side. I am quite confident that such a vase could never have been 
broken by rolling over -on the floor, if it had fallen from a height. I 
doubt if it could have been shattered in such a manner, but my ser
vant assnred me that to her knowledge she had not touched it. I 
should add, that the fender, fire-irons, and all paraphernalia, had been 
moved into the kitchen to be cleaned, and no article hard enough to 
break such a. vase was near. The girl herself seemed to regard the 
event as something quite supernatural, and coupling it with the cut
ting of her dress, asserted that she was evidently under some evil luck. 

I consulted Beatrice on this mishap also, and got from her this ex
planation. 'Your maid is a medium, and being very frivolous she 
herself is much en rapport with the spirits who still haunt that wood, 
and they collected enough force from the girl, and the wood which 
had been in the grate, to strike a blow which broke one of your fav
orite ornaments.' " 

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHY. 

As relating to the subject of spirit materialization, it is proper that 
something should here be said respecting spirit photographs. The 
power of spirits to cause representations of their forms to be im
pressed upon the sensitive surfaces of the chemically prepared plates 
of the photographer, has like their other powers, been denied and 
ridiculed, but their 1iossession of this power is now quite as well es
tabli~hcd, as their possession of other powers. 

The most noted of the photographers who have taken these pic
tures, is 1\lr. William H . .!\fumier, now of Boston, but in the year 1869 
residing and practising his profession in New York, where in April of 
that year he was arrested upon the complaint of a certain city ofticial, 
charged with obtaining money from the public by fraud, trickery, and 
dc\·icc. The party prosecuting, was the marshal of the mayor. who 
acted under the latter's instructions, and the case came before a judfle 
whose affiliations were with the prosecutors, and their instigators. so 
that a powerful local official, as well as popular influence, was arrayed 
ag:1.inst the accused, and nine-tenths of the community hoped for, and 
were prepared for his conviction. The following is from the report 
of the trial as published in the .1.Vt:w York Ti11us, of April 22, 1869. 

''The complainant testified, that he visited the gallery of .Mr. ~fum
Ier under an assumed name. He expected to have his photograph, 
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but did not expect any spirit-forms to appear in connection wtth it. 
The photograph was taken. Could not say that he noticed any trick
ery in th~ manner of taking it. Witness was promised a portrait of 
himself, with that of some deceased relative with whom he was in 
sympathy. He paid two dollars on this representation. Dirl not get 
any such portrait, therefore considered that he was deceived. 

"The defence then called as the first witness, Mr. William H. Slee, 
who testified that he was a photographer in Poughkeepsie ; had fol
lowed the business there for twelve years; called at Mr. Mumler's 
place in Broadway some time ago, for the purpose of investigating the 
matter of spirit photographing. Went-there by invitation of the pris
oner-being sceptical, witness watched the whole process of prepar
ing a plate for taking these alleged spirit pictures. Several portraits 
of witness were taken, then and there by Mr. Mumler. On each, a 
shadowy form appeared. Noticed nothing unusual in Mumler's man
ner of preparing the plates. He proceeded to work exactly as he 
(witness) would have done. While the picture was being taken, 
Mumler put his hand on the camera: that was the only unusual thing 
done on the occasion. 

"Mumlcr afterwards visited witness' gallery in Poughkeepsie. 
Visited witness' gallery by invitation, and took some spirit pictures 
there. He used witness' materi:l.ls, brought none with him from New 
York : produced the same effects as in his own gallery in Broadway • 
.'\s in New York, he put his hand on the camera: that was the only 
thing out of the usual mode that witness noticed. 

"The next witness was Mr. Wm. Guay, who was engaged in business 
with Mr. Mumler. Upon being sworn, he testified that "Eight years 
ago, he was commissioned by A. ). Davis to investigate the process 
employed by Mumler in Boston. His utmost efforts were put forth 
to P.xpose any fraud. . . • Referring to Mr. Tooker-the prosecutor 
-he said: 'I did not say to him that I was able to produce the like
ness of a deceased friend. • . • When I was asked whether it was 
possible to produce the picture of a designated departed friend, I said 
that the photograph would be that of the spirit nearest in sympathy 
with the sitter.' · 

"Ex-Judge John W. Edmonds, was the next ";tness. He testified 
to having visited Mr. Mumler's gallery by invitation of Dr. John F. 
Gray, and Mr. Hunt. Each of the three had several pictures taken, 
and on each picture there was the ghost-like spiritual photograph 
plain and apparent. Witn;ss was taken., sitting in several positions. 
Once he sat facing the wall, the camera being pointed toward his side 
face ; the picture then taken was a profile view of him. So far as he 

' 
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could see nothing was in front of him but a blank brown wall, and y<!t 
when the picture: came from the camera there was on it the form of a 
ladr, apparently having been between himself and the wall when the 
picture was taken. He did not recognize whose spirit it was however. 

' 1 know a great many persons who have visited Mumler. :\lr. 
Livermore had some extraordinary pictures taken. • . • I believe 
these picture~ are photographs of spirits. I believe that the camer:1 
can take a photograph of a spirit. I believe also that spirits are not 
immaterial :-in my opinion everything has materiality. They are 
su.fficiml/y malcriallo be someli111es visible lo llu nllllllfll eye, and /here
fun I do 110/ su wll)' they cannot be talun by a ca,era.' · 

"Jeremiah Ciurney of No. 707 llroadway, was then called. He had 
been a photographer for 28 years. He corroborated the evidence al
ready given, as to the inability of experts in the profession to detect 
trickery in Mr. Mumler's operations: also as to the producing of 
shadowy forms or pictures, by mechanical means. 
. "James R. Gilmore, otherwise known in literature as 'Edmund 
Kirke,' testified to having had his photograph taken by Mun1ler, and 
that a shadowy form was present in it, as well as a figure of himself. 
Was employed by Messrs. Harper Bros. to investigate and write up 
spirit photographing for Harpers 1Vukly. He could not recognize 
the shadow as resembling any of his departed friends. 'Previous to 
the preparation of the plates, ~Irs. Mumler told me she saw a ~pirit 
at my sille. She described this spi1 it, and I recognized from her de
scription a departed friend. She said I would have a picture of that 
friend : when the photographs were ready I found that the spirit-form 
was not that of my friend. I afterward called on :\lr. Rockwood, who 
tolu me that he could take bogus spiritual photographs by various 
ntcans. He gave me a picture, and subsequently took several of 
me, but I detected him in his manu:uvres. He tried the expcrinwnt 
several times, then Rockwood tolu me he would give m~ the ~lumkr 
process-did not notice Mumler usc any of the means so indicated. 
Am positive nothing was on the plate from which my picture was takl:u 
by M umler: had no definite conviction pro or cou. as to the shad
owy forms produced by Mumler being veritable spirit pictures.'" 

From another report of these proceedings, I copy the following 
evidence of Mr. William W. Silver. . 

"~ly re;;ill~nce is at 182 Smith Street llrooklyn. Am a photogn
pher. and have been such for about si;< years in the city of r\cw York. 
1 had the gallery at 6Jo llroadway, prior to March; the same plJcc 
where l\lumler can ies on his business. I know 1\lr. M umh:r. I tir;t 

saw him at No. 630 about the xst of November last. He called thc.:r~ 
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for the purpose of making arrangements with me for the place, to 
take spirit pictures. At the time of calling there I was not a Spirit
ualist. I rented the place to him at that time, and I sold out to him 
finally about the 1st of March last, since which ti~ I have not been 
engaged there. I had a sitting for a picture, some time in November. 
I sat to see what I could get. I was a sceptic at the time : there 
came upon the plate a female form, which I recognized as my 
mother. I have not the picture. I am not now a Spiritualist. 
Mumler did not bring any materials with him to my gallery, but pur
chased mine. The camera he is now using, belonged to me before 
I finally sold out. I used to purchase all the materials and pre
pared everything. I had no manifestations upon my pictures prior 
to his coming. When he first came, he took the picture I refer to. 
During the time between the first interview, and the coming or 
Mr. Murnler-something about a week-he had no opportunity of 
manipulating the instrument; he had not been in the plate. 

"I have been present when he took other pictures several times, 
and I have watched the process he went through as closely as I 
could. I have seen him coat the plate with co11odion, put it into 
the bath, and put it into the camera. I also saw him take the 
plate from the camera, and followed him into the dark room, and 
saw him develop it. I saw the whole manipulation from the be
ginning to the end. I at no time detected any fraud or decep
tion on his part. Pictures were formed on the plates, when I went 
through the whole manipulation, though Mumler exposed the plate, 
that is he removed the cloth, but stood by the instrument. I have 
seen him bring forms, though his hand was not upon the camera. 
I can solemnly swear that there was no collusion between us in any 
of the performances. When he and I were trying the collodion, the 
plate which was in the camera, had upon it a spirit-fonn ; he remov
ing the cloth and walking away from the instrument. I developed it 
in the dark rpom. I am not a Spiritualist. . . . I have examined 
the slide of the camera, and have taken the instrument apart, but 
never found anything in it that ought not to have been there. . . • 
At the time of taking my picture, and subsequently, I examined the 
plate before the collodion was placed upon it. I prepared the glasses 
myself. I recollect it distinctly." 

Other witnesses were examined, who testified to having obtained 
likenesses of their spirit-friends-among them Mr. Charles F. Liver
more, the gentleman who had previously witnessed at his own house, 
such wonderful spirit materializing through the mediumship of Miss 
Kate Fox, now Mrs. Jencken Of London. 

81 
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Mr. Mumler, in his own statement read to the court, declared that 
he was originally an engraver, and while pursuing his vocation he be· 
came acquainted with a young man who was a photographer, and he 
would occasionally attempt to prod~ce a picture, and that one Sun· 
day while entirely alone in the gallery, he attempted to get a picture 
of himself, and upon developing it a second form appeared upon the 
pbte, and he says : " At this time I had never heard of spirit
pictures." He pursued the subject, and soon commenced business 
on his own account. 

After the witnesses had been examined, and the counsel on both 
sides had addressed the court, the judge said, that " after careful 
attention to the case he had come to the conclusion that the prisoner 
should be discharged. He would staht, that however he might be
lieve that trick and deception had been practised by the prisoner, 
yet as he sat there in his capacity of magistrate, he was compelled 
to decide that he should not be justified in sending the defence to 
the Grand Jury, as in his opinion the prosecution had failed to 
prove the case." 

Thus terminated this trial of spirit photography, and the result 
was in every way favorable to its genuine character, and to the 
honesty of Mr. Mumler, and since then he has continued to pro
duce these pictures unmolested, and hundrt'ds of persons have ob
tained portraits of deceased friends in sittings with him. Previous 
to this trial, spirit photography was almost unknown. Now there 
are some half a dozen other persons engaged in taking these pictures 
in this country, and others still in England, and France. 

In November 187o at the close of a seance with l\lr. Flint, a very 
excellent writing medium of New York, I improved the opportunity 
of inquiring of Mr. Gurney, the well-known photographer of the same 
city, who testified on Mr. Mumler's trial, and who was there present, 
what his opinion was of Mr: Mumler's spirit photographs. His answer 
was, that he had full faith in their genuineness: that be visited Mr. 
Mumler's gallery in Boston for the purpose of investigating the subject: 
that he told Mumler the object of his visit, what his name was, and 
where from, that he would be candid and say that he had no confi
dence whatever in it, in short that he believed it to be a trick. 
That if it were a trick, he could not of course expect Mr. Mumler to 
permit him to see for himself, but if the pictures were genuine spirit 
manifestations, he would be pleased to investigate the subject. 1\'lr. 
Mmnler in reply, told him he was welcome, and he was pleased to 
invite him to investigate the process in any way he chose. 

Mr. Gurney then took clean plates and examined them with the 
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closest scrutihy, and prepared them for the camera. The camera 
itself he took apart, examining the interior-the object-glass, etc., and 
when all was prepared for taking the picture a friend of .Mr. Gur
ney's being in the chair, Mr. Mumler placed his hand upon the 
camera, the lens was uncovered, and in a minute or two the 
photograph was taken. Upon proving the negative, a spirit-form 
was visible upon the plate beside the likeness of the sitter.. The 
process was repeated with like results; Mr. Gurney managing every
thing from beginning to end; Mr. Mumlcr not touching an article, 
excepting when he placed his hand upon the camera, at the moment 
of taking the pictu;e. 

Mr. Gurney some time afterward, providing himself with plates 
and chemicals of his own, visited Boston again, and calling at Mr. 
Mumler's rooms again went through the process, using only his own 
materials, with similar results. He spent some hours in scrutinizing 
everything about the rooms, and everything pertaining to the pro
cess, and he was perfectly satisfied there was no deception. 

I then inquired, if he-.Mr. Gurney~could produce similar pic
tures. He replied: "Yes; nearly similar; but it would requ,ire 
some days to effect the pllrpose, while Mumler produces them in 
three minutes." 

At one time when visiting Dr. Slade, I found him engaged in a 
seance with a gentleman, to whom after the sitting I was introduced. 
He was the Rev. Mr. A-- from Pensylvania, and he informed me 
that he had just received a communication through Dr. Slade, 
from an only son recently deceased. who had requested his father 
to visit Mr. Mumler in Boston, promising .to there give him his 
likeness. -Upon my asking whether he intended to comply with 
the request, he replied that he should lea\·e for that city on the 
following day. I took the liberty of suggesting the importanct: of 
his preserving a strict incognito, which he assured tne he should do. 

One week from that day I again visited Dr. Slade, and again met 
Mr. A--, and in reply to the question as to his success, he exhib
ited a carde-visite of himself, with the clear and distinct figure of 
a young man standing behind and apparently in contact with him, 
and upon inquiring whether he recognized the likeness, he placed 
in my h:md a photograph of the son, taken a short time before his 
death, and the identity was clearly apparent at first sight. Upon 
expressing my satisfaction at his !<Uccess, he exib~ted five other pho
tographs taken the same day. all remarkably distinct, and which he 
assured me wc:r~ pcrkct lilmesscs of his parents, sister, wife, and 

· brother. He also assured me that not a question was asked him by 
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Mr. Mumler or any other person, as to his name ·or residence, 
and up to the moment of his leaving Boston no person was aware 
of either, as he had even registered at the hotel under an assumed 
nan1e. 



CHAPTER XXVI. 

TABLE RAPPINGS AND TIPPINGS. 

•• Let their table become a snare before them, and that which should have been 
for their welfare, let it become a trap. Let their eyes be darkened that they see 
not ; and make their loins continually to shake." -Psalm lxix-22, %3-

M ANY words have been wasted-many contemptuous remarks 
made, upon the rappings which are now so commonly heard 

upon tables, and upon the movements of these latter when sur
I"Ounded by persons suitably conditioned, and arranged, for the pro
duction of these sounds and movements. The opinion has prevailed, 
that they have their origin in deception, or at best are phenomena . 
known only in our day. 

I shall here attempt to show, that this mode of communicating 
with human disembodied spirits, was known and practised even by 
the ancient Hebrews themselves, and that in both the Old and New 
Testaments it is referred to in such a manner, and connection, as 
to establish the fact that it was a recognized means of interrogating 
spiritual intelligences. 

The passages just quoted have received little attention from com
mentators on the Bible, for the reason that no explanation at all 
acceptable can be given of their meaning, without a knowledge of 
their true application to the use of the table, as a means of obtain
ing communications from spirits, as practised by Spiritualists at 
the present day. 

"Let their table become a snare before· th~," must mean, if 
it means anything, that it shall become a means of deception, and 
it "1\'0uld require a very free exercise of the imaginative faculty, 
to assume and believe that this charitable wish could apply to their 
food. This might be made to disagree with them-to cause illness, 
or even death, but it would not be proper to say that their food 
could be the means of deceiving, or ensnaring them. 

And the words succeding; "and that which should have been 
rDr their Welfare, let it bCCOille a trap," supportS the idea Of its 
r~bting to the perversion of some accustomed benefit, derived from 
some use of the table aside from its ordinary use in relation to food. 
A JY.lrt from the word " table" there is nothing in the passage that 
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could by any forceu construction, be made to particularly apply to 
th.: subject of food, but there i,; evidently a deep meaning in the 
passage, which relates to some important use of the table in which 
their faith and confidence were conc.:rncu, and which had hitherto 
been conducive to their welfare, but which Da\·id now invokes spirit

ual curses upon. 
The succeeding verse strongly snpports this interpretation of the 

meaning for it says; 
" Let their eyes be darkened that they see not, and make their loins continually 

to shake." 

This is precisely what often happens in table circles, and I have 
witnessed these effects many times. Both are the im·ariable results 
when some mediums are controlled. The eyes are darkened in every 
case of petfect control, anu many times their loins and other portions 
of their bodies shake. In fact it would be difficult, in fewer words, 
to better express the most noticeable indications of spirit control, in 
perhaps a majority of mediums. 

These two verses are inseparably connected, and relate to the same 
subject, so that each phrase and sentence applies to the one and the 
same central idea; which as I have just remarked, is that some use 
of the table in which their welfare was concerned, and in the result 
of which usc they reposed implicit confidence, should be the means 
of their destruction ; anu the writer erroneously supposing that the 
darkened eyes, and shaking loins, were indications of th.: pn.!sence of 
an evil spirit, calls for these supposed manifestations of diabolical 
possession, to seal their wretchedness. 

The objections that here apply to the use of the table, for purposes 
of feasting or eating, are equally applicable to its use as a surface for 
writing upon, or for displaying writtr:n character~. as the succcedin:; 
verse-the twenty-third-directly and plainly points to consequences 
that may flow from the use here inllicatcd, which arc inconsistent with 
its employment for• writing, unless, as is not improbable, spirit writ· 
ing was one of the uses for which it was employed. 

Thus far I have interpreted the meaning of these passages only by 
their own light, and by reference to their applicability to modern table 
seances, but there are other passages that assi~t our judgment as to 
th.: meaning of these. Paul in his Epistle to the Romans chap. xi
g- ro. undoubtedly refers to the~e very passages when he says: 

"And lla\'id saith ; Let their table be n:wlc a ~narc; and a trap; and a stum· 
hling-block; and a recompense, untn them. Let their eyes be darkclled that they 
may not see; and bow down their back alway." 

Paul has here expressed these ideas of David, in even more cmphl· 
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tic and significant language than they are conveyed in the sixty-ninth 
Psalm, and makes it stillmore evident, that David referred to some 
religio~s or spiritual use of the table. It is here to " be made a snare 
-a trap-and a stumbling-block, and a ruompmu unto them." In 
other words he desires it to become a snare, so that they shall become 
entangled ; a trap, so that ·they shall be caught unawares ; a stum
bling-block, so that they shall stumble in their progress ; and a recom
pense, so that they shall ·be repaid. There is no possible applica
tion of this language, to any other use of the table than to a religious 
or mystical one, and where the faith of the devotee could be seized 
upon, as the means of bringing upon him all these dire calamities. 

Paul in the remaining or 1oth verse says : · 
" Let their eyes be darkened that they may not see ; and bow down their back 

alway." 

The condition represented by the phrase "make their loins con
tinually to shake," as used by David, is here expressed by the words, 
"bow down their back alway," they being two modes of expressing 
the same idea, of want of power or facility in supporting the muscles 
of the body, which is often observed where the physical organisms of 
mediums are imperfectly controlled. 

In confirmation of the views here presented, I will also refer to 
Psalm cvi-36th : 

" And they served their idols, which were a snare unto them." 
The word " snare " is here used in the very sense we contend for, 

as expressing their entanglement in the meshes·offalse doctrines, and 
idolatrous practices. 

Then again the term "snare" is used in connection with false gods 
(or spirits) in Judges ii-3. 

•• And their gods shall be a mare unto you." 
As elsewhere stated, the gods of the Pagans were generally considered 
by themselves as spirits of deceased men, whom they worshipped, and 
if we here substitute the word " spirits" for "gods" it will read, 

" And their spirits shall be a snare unto you." 

Rendering the idea clear and definite in meaning. Also in Exodus 
:xxiii-3,3, we read, · 

"For if thou serve their gods (or spirits) it will surely be a rnare unto thee." 
Then again in Exodus xxxiv-12-13, it said: 
" Take heed to thyself lest thou make a covenant with the inhabitants of the 

land whither thou goest, lest it be for a man in the midst of thee. But ye shall 
destroy their altars; break their images ; and cut down their groves." 

The inhabitants were idolaters, and the Israelites were forbidden to 
have any association with them, lest they should become ensnared by 
their idolatrous ·practices; and to· prevent this they were commanded 
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to ''destroy their altars, break their images (or itlols) and cut down 
their groves" where they worshipped their gods or spirits; with hea· 
thenish rites and ceremonies. 

And again we find this word " snare" used in relatiou to id~latrous 
worship in Dent. vii-16. 

"Neither shalt thou serve their gods. (or spirits) for that will be a s~~ar~ unto 
thee.'' 

In the following passages the tenns" snares" and" traps" are both 
used in the sense that we claim for them, when ust.-d by David in 
Psalms LXIX. 

" Take good heed therefore unto yourselves, that ye love the Lord your GOO. 
Else if ye do in any wise go back and cleave unto the remnant of these nation;, even 
thc.c that remain among you, ant.! ..ball make marriages with them, and go in unto 
them ant.! they to you. Know for a certainty that the Lord your God will no more 
drive out any of these nations from bcfure you, but they shall be snaru atld traps 
rmlo )'IJII."-Jollhua xxiii--11-13. · 

In the 16th verse of same chapter, in continuation of the same sub
ject, it is shown that these terms " snares and traps" like all the for· 
mer applications of these terms, apply to their being tempted to idol· 
atrous practices, for it says : 

" \Vhen ye have tranwessed the covenant of the Lord your God, which he 
commanded you, and hav~ gwu ami s,.n·~tl otlt,•r gods, and bowed yourselv.:s tu 
them, then shall the anger of the Lurt.l be kindled lll,'llinst you." 

And not only were t.1blc rapping and moving known and practi>ed 
by the Hebrews, but by heathen nations. There are various p:bs· 

ages in the works of heathen writers, which plainly refer to these 
passages. Tcrtullian one of the Christian fathers and writers, who 
lived in the second century, and who was a conwrt from Paganism, 
says in his Ap,,f,,gy when speaking of miracles, that they han~ been im
itated by persons, who by formin,:; a durin with tlu·ir h,mds, obtained 
by means of dir•ifling !aNi'S and chairs, miraculous manifestations. 

China is acknowledged to be one of the oldest nations in the woricl, 
ami i •. :s also acknowledged that for some thousands of years it has 
not materially changed in its usages and customs. Her people seem 
to have acquired in times we call ancient, all the knowledge they po~· 
sess to-day, and since then progress w::mld appc~r to !lave been ar
rested, and we may safely a:>;ume, that what they know now, they 
knew when Egypt hclu the Israelites in bondage. 

Dr. Macgowan, the celebrated medical missionary in China, whose 
opportunities for observation in that country have been so abundant 
for the past thirty yc:1rs, furnished some iaformation upon the subject 
of table-rapping or turning amongst the Chinese, through the ..t\ ~•r:,i 

Clzilla Ht·rald, .and his lectures in England. Mr. Howitt in his JiiJ·· 
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tory of th~ Supunatural, Vol. I. p. 414. gives us this brief quotation 
from what he said as t~o table-turning. 

"Table-turning was frequent amongst them, the table being placed 
upside down, and boys placing their hands on the legs. , To enable 
the table to move freely, it was placed on a couple of chop-sticks, 
laid at right angles on a mortar or bowl." 

Also in a letter to the .N. Y. Tribun~, Dr. Macgowan said ; " I 
should add, that table-moving as I have described it, is an ancient 
practice, not as you suppose modern." 

Mr. Howitt himself remarks ; " M. Hue says also, that in the 
thirteenth century, Rubruk the French Ambassador to the Khan of 
Tartary, witnessed magic 'by rapping on a table.' This was done 
by the soothsayer, who was summoned on the occasion of the illness 
of the mother of the Khan. He says that table-rapping, and table
turning, were at that P.eriod familiar to the Mongols in the wilds of 
Tartary, and that the soothsayers frequently asked the spirits by the 
sound of the tambourine." 

Jesus bids his disciples to remember, that where two or three were 
gathered together in his name, there would be also be in the midst of 
them, and on the day of Pentecost they came together to realize the 
fulfilment of this promise. 

" And when the day of Pentecost was fully come, they :were all with one accord 
in one place. And suddenly there came a sound from heaven as of a rushing 
mighty wind, and it filled all the houre (or room) where 1/uy wn-~ sitting. And 
there appeared unto them cloven tongues like as of fire, and it sat upon each of 
them. And they were all filled with the Holy Ghost, and began to speak with 
other tongues as the spirit gave them utterance." -Acts ii-1-4. 

The conditions necessary for a successful spirit-circle were here 
present. "They were all with one accord, in one place." That is 
they were harmonious in feeling, and purpose, and the " mshing 
mighty wind" was obe of the evidences of spiritual presence, and is 
often one of the first indications of it in spirit-circles no\lf The 
" tongues like as of fire" were spirit-lights, similar to those 1which 
are now so frequently seen upon the heads of the sitters, and like 
those my friends have often seen on my head, while I at the s:une 
moment have felt them there. And they "began to speak with other 
tongues, as the spirit (who controll~d) gave them utterance." A table 
is not here mentioned, and it is possible that none was used, as for 
these manifestations it is not always necessary ; clasping of hands 
often answering better; but that they were seated is expressly stated, 
and no doubt they passively awaited the manifestations. 

Considering the little attention generally given to details of occur
rences, when related by the Bible writers, we here have a strikingly 
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cx::tct account of a circle for spiritual manifestations, with the accom· 
p:mying phenomena, and it is as appropriately descriptive of a modern 
~ance, as of that it describes. 

Because somt circles are held in darkened roo.ms, in the minds of 
some suspicion is thrown upon all circles. I find no fault with this 
suspicion-it is natural ; and I blame none who do not so en"'T:lP 
thetnselves in it, as to prevent their perception of the truths establish
ing the genuineness of the manifestations. For my own part, I never 
sit in a dark circle for table-rapping, unless I have full confidence in 
the honesty of every person in it, as the opportunities for deception 
are abundant, and the temptations almost irresistible, to the mis· 
chievous and vicious ; and if persons in the early stages of their in
vestigations do frequent them, suspicion is their best safeguard ; and 
an excess of it is less an evil, than to blindly accept all as truthful. 

Whether the disciples sat in a darkened rpom when they met on 
the day of Pentecost, we have no means of determining, but that 
some of the most important spiritual manifestations related in the 
Bible, occurred in darkness, we know. It was in the night that the 
apostles were released from prison, as related in the nineteenth verse 
of the ftfth chapter of Acts. 

" But the nngc:l of the Lord (a spirit) by night opened the prison doors, and 
brought them forth." 

~h 1\:kr was released in the night. 
"The sam~ m:(hl Peter was slccpin~ between two soldiers, bound with two 

chains. . . . Ancl hchol•l the angel of the Lord came upon him, and a light ~hin,,] 
in the prison. . • . Anti his chains fell ofT from his hands. "-Acts xii-6, 7· 

This was a spiritual light, and it was in the night. Then again as 
to oth<:rs. 

".\ncl at midni_(ht Paul nne! Silas prayed, and sang praises unto God .... 
AJHI imml"tliatdy all the doors were opened, ancl every on~'s bands were loosed." 
-Acts xvi-25, 26. 

I ha\·e no doubt that darkness and silence were necessary condi
ti,,ns for effecting these manifestations, as they were all accompli~hc:d 
in 'the night, whereas hacl it been possible to effect them in the light 
of day, in full view of all, these evidences of snpermundane power 
would ha\·e greatly augmented the influence of the apostles, and it 
cannot be supposed that their spirit-friends were so tleflcient in wis· 
dom, as not to fully appr.:-ciate the importance of everything that 
could increase their influence and authority. The varied and con
stant efforts of their invisible guides in this direction, through coumd 
and instruction, as well as by the exerci;e of their spirit-power, all 
prove that the liberation of the prisoners would have been effected in 
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the light of day, and in the presence of crowds, had it been possible, 
and we can therefore only conclude that it was not possible. 

In a previous chapter I have briefly noticed this subject of darkness 
being a requisite condition, for the occurrence of certain manifesta
tions. I will now add some remarks in reference to th~ same sub
ject.· 

In the Old Testament God is often spoken of as· dwelling in or 
speaking out of darkness, as in I. Kings viii-u. 

"Then spake Solomon : The Lord said he would dwell in the thick darkness." 
This was in reference to the sanctuary in the temple ; for in the 

succeeding verse it says : 
" I have surely built thee a house to dwell in, a settled place for thee to abide 

in forever." 

And in the eighteenth Psalm verse u, we read; "He made dark
nesli his secret place." 

Also in the ninety-seventh Psalm verse 2. " Clouds and darkness 
are around about him. 

The 12th verse of the eighth chapter of Ezekiel, appears to apply 
to some secret, dark and unlawful practices ; and I think it quite 
probable that these we.re associated with intercourse with the de
praved spirits of deceased idolaters, and involved idolatrous rites and 
ceremonies. The passage reads : 

"Then said he unto me. Son of man, hast thou seen what the ancients of the 
house of Israel do in tlze dark, every man in the chambers of his imagery? for they 
say the Lord sceth us not ; the Lord hath forsaken the earth." 

The Jewish priests as well as people, were almost constantly relaps
ing into idolatry, and it is easy to believe that the ancients or reputed 
wise old men among them, were no exception to this tendency. 

The following uassages are not only applicable to this question, l.lut 
to another. 

"But none sailh; Wl,ere is God my Maker, w/uJ giv~tn ro11gr ;, tn~ 11ight? 
W7zo teacluth us more than the beasts of the earth ; and maketh us wiser than 
the fowls of Heaven."-Job xxxv-10, 11. 

"Who giveth songs in the night." To suppose that God gave 
them is impossible, but that a spirit sang in•the night or in darkness 
-is very probable; and that Job would mistake such a spirit for God 

• is equally probable, as it was a very common error for people then to 
do so. My reason for assuming that a human disembodied spirit 
sang, either alone, or with Job and others, in a dark circle, is that 
!'pirits now daily sing, sometimes alone, but generally with those 
present in the seances of Mrs. Mary Andrews at :.'\loravia; where I 
have heard them, and sang with them scores of times, and of the 
thousands of intelligent people who have there heard them, not one, 
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so far as I know, has ever publicly charged specific deception or im. 
posture upon the medinm, or others present. 

The phrase " who teacheth us," in the second verse here quoted, 
immediately after " who giveth songs in the night," evidently refers 
to instruction received at the same time, and both point to a circle 
for spirit manifestations as the occasion. 

Darkness is negative to light. The latter being positive and 
active, interferes with the efforts of spirits in all their manifestations, 
and entirely prevents some of them. I have not space here to enter 
upon an explanation of this difficulty, nor could I clear it up, 
either to my own or my readers' satisfaction, were I to attempt to do so. 
Nearly the same difficulties that attend all explanations of the phenom
ena and effects of light, by scientific men, are here present, and prob· 
ably we will never fully comprehend the subject. One thing is quite 
evident, the spirits themselves differ as much as we in their theories 
concerning it. Perhaps we had better content ourselve~ with the 
fact, that it is no more of an objection to any of the phenomena of 
Spiritualism that the presence of light sometimes interferes with their 
manifestation, than that its presence in the camera utterly prevents 
the obtaining a picture by the photographer. 

In a previous chapter I have also alluded to the power of 
music, to harmonize discordant personal elements or influences at 
SL~anccs. I will here again speak of this power. 

All observers of modern Spiritual phenomena. are aware that 
mu;ic, both vocal and instrumental, assist orderly manifestations. 
~fany persons when told this, think it strange that such intangi· 
ble things as harmonious sounds can he of use in aiding spirits, 
but it is less surprising to those who understand something of the 
laws governing sounds, ant! their relation to the human organism. 
That music docs assist the manifestations is beyond dispute, and that 
it influenced them in a similar manner in the times of the ancient 
Hebrews, is equally certain, as we find from various passages in the 
Bible, as in I I. Kings, iii-15, where Elisha in order to assist the spirit 
to control him, called for music. 

" llut now brinfi me a minstrel; and it came to pass when the min~trcl played. 
that the ham! of tho: Lon! came upon him, and he said: Thus saith the Lord," 
etc. 

lt is here probable that the minstrel sang, as well as played. 
And in the c:tse of Saul when he was controlkd L1y an evil spirit. 

he was recommemlccl to send for a player on the harp, for the pnr. 
pose of expelling the spirit, as the mu~ic would tend to ha1monize 
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the discordant elements that favored the pos~ession by an evil spirit, 
to whom disorder was congenial. 

"Let our Lord now command thy 5ei"Vallts which are before thee, to seek out 
a man who is a cunning player on a harp; and it shall come to pass when the evil 
spirit from God is upon thee, that he shall play with his hand, and thou shalt be 
well." "And it came to pass when the evil spirit from God was upon Saul, that 
David took a harp and played with his hand. So Saul was refreshed, and was well, 
and the evil spirit departed from him."-1. Sam. xvi-161 :zJ. ' 

The Seeress of Prevorst, with her wonderfully sensitive-almost 
spiritual organization ; was very susceptible to the influence of music. 
Dr. Kerner says of her : "Music frequently threw Mrs. Hauffe into 
a somnambulic state. She became clearer and spoke in rythm." 

What is the force, power, or element that spirits use in making the 
raps, and effecting the movements of the table ? Electricity, is the 
answer that most naturally arises to the lips, and this is most gener• 
ally considered to be the means used. Many spirits confirm this 0 

opinion by their assertions, but notwithstanding all this, the results of 
the most careful experiments made by scientific men, like Cromwell 
F. Varley, are unfavorable to this theory. Still having no intimate 
knowledge of the nature of electricity, the question whether it is the 
active means used in the production of the phenomena, remains un· 
answered, as it may remain for generations to come. As to electric· 
ity, probably no man knows more of it than Mr. Faraday did, and 
late in life he said of it : " There was a time when I thought I knew 
sometlting about the matter, but the longer I live, and the more care· 
fully I study the subject, the more convinced I am of my total ignor· 
ance of the nature of electricity." 

Mr. Varley says: 0 " The word ' electricity' is used to express a 
great many unnamed, scarcely recognized powers, which operate in 
plants, animals, and man.'' And he says of spirit rappings, and tippings, 
and other phenomena : "The phenomena can neither be accounted 
for by magnetism nor electricity. These forces have nothing to do 
with the phenomena I have alluded to. It is unfortunate that the 
tem1s electricity and magnetism should have been applied to these 
unknown forces." 

Whatever may be the force employed, it soon becomes evident to 
all investigators of the spiritual phenomena, that electricity is not the 
cause of them, as some unscientific persons assert. In reference to 
this, I will here quote what is said by Rev. Charles Beecher, in his 
.Review of Vu Spiritual Manifestations. 

"For brain to discharge sentences drilled in, is one thing; to adapt 
answers not drilled in, quite another. Maelzel never conitructed 
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automata to answer ad libitum questions. Vaucanson made a duck 
to quack, waddle, eat, digest, but not to be f•ightened. An automa· 
ton chess-player is impossible, an<l a Babbage's calculating machine 
possible, because in the one case contingency cannot, in the other 
can be excluded. A musical machine might possibly be contrived, 
to extemporize variations on themes given at will, since the laws of 
counterpoint, as of figures, may exclude contingency, but it could 
never improvise an accompaniment to an ad libitum vocal performer. 

"Galvanic helices can gi\·e a reciproc.1ting motion, and regulate 
speed by a governor, but not stop the motion altogether, and re
commence it at contingent intervals. The telegraphic machine may 
be made ·to work, by passing electric clouds, but not to arrange 
alphabetic marks into responsive coJioqnial phrases. Equally im
possible is it, for the odic (or electric) cnrrent (if there be a current) 
in the helix-circle (if it be a helix-circle) to break and renew itsdi, so 
as to move a table contingently in reference to the emergencies 
of a shifting conversation. And if it were conceded possible, its 
prob:~bility is infinitesimally small, not affecting the calculus." 

The employment of tables for pnrposes of communication with 
spirits, was first resorted to itt A11urica, soon after the outbreak of 
the "Rochester knockings," the period from which dates the com· 
mencement of l\1odcrn Spiritualism. 

These '' knockings" occurred at Hydesville, ncar Rochester, in 
the Fox f.unily, an<l the~ n•.·ws spread far and wide, and reaching x~,,· 
York excited so much interest in the minds of certain persons, t!1:11 
they invited J\1 rs. Fox atHl her three daughters to visit that city, and 
the im·it:ttion was accepted. 

\\'hile there, tbt:y wert: the guests of various private f:1milies, and 

among these that of the late I lnrace (;recley, the nH:mlJers of whidt 
had thus favorable opportunities for careful observation of the Fox 
girls, and after their departure i\fr. Greeley published the following 
testimony to their worthiness and honesty, and to the genuineness 
of the raps. 

The article appearell it~ the New York Tribunt, of August 9· 18so, 
and is as follows : 

"TilE :'.IYSTERIOUS RAPPDIGS. 

"l\Irs. Fox and her three d::l.llghters left our city yesterday on their 
return to Rochester, after a stay here of some weeks, during which 
they have freely subjecterl the mysterious intlncnce hy which they 
seem to be accompanied. to every reasonable test, awl the keen a:h! 
critical scrutiny of the hundreds who have chosen to visit them. or 
whom they have been invited to visit. The roo:m which t!t.:y •JC-:ll· 
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pied at the hotel, have been repeatedly searched and scrutinized ; 
they have been taken without an hour's notice, into houses they had 
never bdore entered ; they have been all unconsciously, placed on a 
glass surface concealed under the carpet, in order to interrupt elec
tric vibrations; they have been disrobed by a committee of ladies 
appointed without notice,· and insisting that neither of them should 
leave the room until the investigation had been made, etc., yet we 
believe no one to this moment pretends that he has detected either 
of them in producing or causing the 'rappings,' nor do we think any 
of their contemners has invented a pl:tusible theory to account for 
the production of these sounds, rior the singular intelligence which 
(certainly at times) has seemed to be manifested through tlfem. 

"S01'ne ten or twelve days since they gave up their rooms at the 
hotel, and devoted the remainder of their sojourn here to visiting 
several families, to which they had been invited by persons interested 
in the subject, and subjecting the singular influence to a closer and 
calmer examination than could be given to it at a hotel, and before 
casual companies of strangers, drawn together by vague curiosity, 
more rational interest, or predetermined and invincible hostility. 

" Our own dwelling was among those they thus visited, not merely 
snbmitting to, but courting the fullest, keenest inqufry with regard 
to the alleged manifestations from the spirit-world by which they were 
attended. We devoted what time we could spare from our duties 
out of three days, to this snbject, and it would be the basest coward
ice not to say, that we are convinced beyond a doubt, of thtir ptr
fect inltgrily and good jaillt in the premises. Whatever may be the 
origin or cause of• the rappings, the ladies in whose presence they 
occur do not make them. We tested this thoroughly, and to our 
entire satisfaction. Their conduct and bearing is as unlike that . of 
de~eivers as possible, and we think no one acql..ainted with them 
could believe them at all capable of engaging in so daring, in1pious, 
and shameful a juggle, as this would be if they caused the sounds. 

1 And it is not possible that such a juggle should have been so long 
perpetrated in public, yet escape detection. A juggler performs one 
feat quickly, and hurries on to another ; he does not devote whole 
weeks after weeks to doing the same thing over and over, deliberately 
in full view of hundreds who sit beside or confronting him in broad 
daylight, not to enjoy, but to detect his trick. 

" A deceiver naturally avoids conversation on the subject of his 
knavery, but these ladies converse freely and fully with regard to the 
origin of these 'rappings,' in their dwellings years ago; the various 
sensations they caused; the neighborhood excitement created ; the 

• 
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progress of the developments; what they have seen heard and ex· 
pcrienced from first to last. If all were false, they could not fail to 
have involved themselves ere this in a labyrinth of blasting contra· 
dictions, as each separately gives accounts of the most astounding 
occurrences, at this or that time. Persons foolish enough so to com· 
mit themselves without reserve, or caution, could not have deferred a 
thorough self-exposure for a single week. 

" Of course a \'ariety of opinions of so strange a matter, would nat· 
urally be formed by the various persons who have visited them, and 
we presume those who have merely run into their room for an hour 
or so, and listened among a huudle of strangers to a medley of ques
tions ; not all admitting of very profitable answers, put to cet;tain in· 
visible intelligences, and answered by ' rappings,' or singular noises 
on the floor, table, etc., as the alphabet was called over or otherwise, 
would naturally go away, perhaps puzzled, probably disgusted, rarely 
convinced. It is hardly possible that a matter ostensibly so grave, 
could be presented under circumstances less favorable to conviction. 
But of those who have enjoyed proper opportunities for a full inves
tigation, we believe that fully three-fourths are convinced, as we are, 
that these singular sounds and seeming manifestations, are not pro
duced by Mrs. Fox and her daughters, nor by any human being con· 
nected with them. How they are caused, and whence they procet.-d, 
are questions which open a much wider field of inquiry, with whose 
way-marks we do not profess to be familiar. He must be well ac
quainted with the arena of the universe, who shall presume dogmati
cally to decide that these manifestations are natural or supernat
ural. 

"The ladies say that they are informed that this is but the begin· 
ning of a new era, or economy, in which spirits clothed in flesh are to 
be more closely and palpably connected with those which have put 
on immortality-that the manifc;;tations have already appeared in 
many other families, and arc destined to be diffused and rendered 
clearer, until all who will may communicate freely and beneficially 
with their friends, who have 'shuffled off this mortal coil.' 

"Of all this, we know nothing, and shall guess nothing. But if 
we were simply to print (which we shall not) the questions we asked. 
and the answers we received, during a two-hours uninterrupted con· 
fcrence with the 'rappers,' we should at once be accused of ha\;ng 
done so expressly to sustain the theory which regards these manifes
tations as the utterances of departed spirits. We believe it is the in
tention of the ladies to shun henceforth all publicity, or notoriety, so 
far as possible. They do not expect, or wish, to make gain of the 
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' rappings.' They hav~ desired to vindicate their own characters 
from the gross im.putations so freely cast upon them, believing that 
effected, they may be permitted hereafter to live in that seclusion 
which befits their sex, their station, and their wishes. We trust they 
may be permitted to do so.-H. G." 

In 1851 some of the most prominent Spiritualists in New York, 
formed themselves into an association, which they termed "The 
Conference," and Judge Edmonds, Mr. Brittan, Dr. Gray, Professor 
Mapes, Dr. Hallock, Mr. Partridge, and oflters, there assembled to 
relate their experience, compare notes, and take measures to advance 
the interests of the cause, for which they were all sacrificing so 
much. 

At one meeting of the Conference, there was an account given of 
a seance with Mr. D. D. Home, the celebrated medium, which af
fords so clear and satisfactory an idea of what spirits can effect at a 
table s6ance, where the conditions are favorable, that I insert it here 
as it stands recorded in the transactions of the Conference. 

"Friday Evening June 18, t852. Dr. Hallock related a case of 
physical manifestations, which took place on the Friday evening pre
vious, at the house of Mr. Partridge, after the conference had ad
journed. Mr. D. D. Home was the medium, and the circle consisted 
of Mr. Partridge, and his wife and daughter; Mr. W. Taylor and wife; 

· Mr. S. B. Brittan; and himself. 
"On the table around which we were seated, were loose papers ; a 

lead-pencil ; two candles; and a glass of water. The table was used 
by the spirits in responding to our questions, and the first peculiarity 
we observed, was that however violently the table was moved, every
thing on it retained its position. When we had duly observed this, 
the table which was mahogany, and perfectly smooth, was elevated to 
an angle of thirty degrees, and hdd there with everything remaining 
on it as before. It was interesting to see a lead-pencil retaining a 
position of perfect rest, on a polished surface inclined at such an 
angle. It remained as if glued to the table, and so of everything else 
on it. The table was repeatedly made to resume its ordinary posi
tion, and then again its inclination. as before, as if to fasten upon us 
the· conviction that what we saw was no deception of the senses, but 
a veritable manifestation of spirit-presence, and spirit-power. 

"They were then requested to elevate the table to the same angle 
as before, and to detach the pencil, retaining everything else in their 
stationary positions. This·was complied with. The table was ele
vated ; the pencil rolled off; and everything else remained. They 
were then asked to repeat the experiment, retaining the pencil and 

n 
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~·\'<!rything dsc upon the table st:1tionary, excepting the glass tumbler, 
:-.nd to ld th:tt !:>lide off. This was also assented to, with the like re
~ulr. .\11 the articles retained their positions but -the tumbler, which 
~!i:l otf, and was caught in the hands of one of the party as it fell from 
the lower edge of the table. Then the tabk after being restored to 
the natural position, was moved strongly to and from Mr. Home, and 
to and from different individuals in the circle, as they requested. 

"After this had been repeated several times, and while a corner of 
the table was inclined into his lap, Mr. Taylor asked if the spirits 
would lift it clear off the floor while it was in that inclined position. 
Assent was signified, and the table after much apparent effort was 
lifted clear off the flour as requested. Dr. I J allock said he was led to 
the conclusion, that the effort was only apparent, because while we 
were watching it closely with a light upon the floor, so as to see the 
slightest motion, the table in the meantime resting upon one castor on 
the floor, and one corner of the leaf in Mr. Taylor's lap, was raised 
perhaps about one inch, after having been literally tumbled about the 
circle, sometimes upon one castor, and sometimes upon two, the leaf 
resting first in one person's lap, and then in another's. But when the 
foot of the table was finally raised as described, he to make sure that 
they were not mistaken in the fact, got down upon the floor to ob
serve more closely. \Vhile looking, the foot of the table instead of 
being raised a doubtful inch or so, was thrown up clear off th<.! floor 
six or eight inches, as if all former attempts had been mere playful 
e!Torts. 

"\rc then asked, if they could move the table with a man on it. 
They replied, '\' es with two men on it.' Mr. Partridge and myself 
then s<·atcd ourselves back to back upon the table. Our combined 
weight is a little over 350 pounds, bnt nofwithstamling, the table was 
moved as easily as when nothing but the candlesticks aiH.l the other 
thiugs were upon it. We were rocked backwanl and forward, to and 
from i\lr. Home: the t;ble was tipped from the medium, and held 
station:1.ry in that position with us upon it, and finally we said play
fully; 'When you get tired of rocking us, throw us off.' It was done 
-the table was tippeu strongly and rapidly from Mr. Home, and we 
were thrown on the floor." 

In November r87r, there was considerable excitement in the con
gregation of Henry Ward Beecher. catt~ed by the repeated occurrence 
of raps upon, ami movements of a certain tahlc, below and in front 
of the rostrum, placed there for the use of the reporters. These raps 
and movewents were repeated fpr a succession of Sabbaths, and some 
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of the secular journals pl\blished accounts of them. Shortly thereafter, 
I made the acquaintance of one of the lady reporters who sat at the 
table, at the different times when the raps and movements occurred, 
and received from her a full confirmation of the story. This lady is 
well known as a writer, and authoress, and I have nb doubt-she be
ing a medium-that her presence assisted the manifestations, as she 
was invariably ill the Mondays succeeding these manifestations, until 
at last she was compelled to abandon her post. 

The New York Herald of November 27, I 871, published an account, 
furnished by a gentleman who on one of these occasions occupied a 
seat just in front of the reporter's table. He said: 

"There are three reporters' tables standing against Mr. Beecher's 
platform. The middle table directly in a line with Mr. Beecher, is an 
innocent-looking affair of pine, stained to imitate black walnut Some 
four or five weeks previous to Mr. Beecher's summer vacation, I no
ticed an unusual commotion in the little circle of reporters, and as I 
had been seated by the usher in a chair very near the table, I could 
not avoid seeing all that was going on. Mr. Beecher was in the mid
dle of his lor.g pre-sermon prayer. As he uttered the words; 'Let 
the whole earth learn the power of love, such as brought Christ to 
earth to die for men,' the table moved slowly and deliberately toward 
one of the ladies, and pushed so violently against her arm that she 
was obliged to move back. Then it moved as deliberately to the 
lady opposite. 

"You should have seen the faces of the reporters. They had evi
dently seen table-moving before, but were not prepared for a seance 
in front of the immense congregation of Plymouth churcb. Their 
eyes said plainly, 'What shall we do if this table keeps moving? 
But keep moving it did, back and forth, with a slow monotonous slide, 
till the prayer was finished, and then it gave three emphatic tips by 
way of 'Amen.' Undoubtedly somebody upstairs endorses Beecher, 
said I to myself, my eye still on the table. Then the hymn was given 
out. It was about adverse winds, and cares, and troubles, but each 
stanza closed with this line : 

" ' As my day my strength shall be.' 
" When that line was sullg, the table tipped so that pencils lying upon 
it rolled to the floor, and the reporters who had evidently forgotten 
the spirits for a moment in the music, gave a little. involuntary start, 
and a look of horror which to a looker-on was irresistibly comic. 
They controlled themselves perfectly however, and took their paper 
upon hymn books, in their laps, and began to write. Meaning to do 
their best, they all moved back so that not the hem of a garment 
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touched the table. They even laid their gloves upon the projecting 
rim of the platform. 

"Mr. Beecher preached one of his most radical sermons that day. 
He spoke of the power of brotherhood, and of the love that hopeth 
all things; believeth all things; endureth all things. He spoke of 
the cruelty of society, in its prisons, and all its disciplinary machinery, 
and declared that self-sacrificing love alone could regenerate the 
world. The table seemed alive. At the very points where a radical 
reformer would have wished to applaud, the table would push with 
great force, one of the reporters, and travel to the opposite side as 
though to say, 'That's so : that is the truth.' That the taple was not 
touched by even the reporter's raiment, during the senuon, I would 
take my oath before any court in the country." 

It is not more wonderful that disembodied spirits should cause raps 
to be made, and tables moved, than that you or I standing on one 
side of the ocean, should with a tiny battery of the size of a thimble, 
and a drop of water, be able to move a piece of iron on the other. 
It is even less surprising, for the reason that the disembodied intelli
gence under favorable conditions, can come into immediate relations 
with the substance moved, while you and I are placed some three 
thousand miles from the piece of iron which we move. Our power is 
really more wonderful than theirs. 

Their method of communication in some respects differs from 0urs 
by means of the telegraph, but when we consider in how many wa~·~ 
we communicate with each other, we cannot be surprised that their 
method differs from any one we employ. \Ve communicate with each 
other by speech, writing, tom·s, gestures, looks, and in other way~ ; 
each differing from the other, but there is only one method to which 
distance is no impctliment, and by which we can by apparently sim
ple taps upon a piece of metal, hold converse with living. but unseen 
and distant mortal friends. I remember when the possibility of such 
a mode of communication was ridiculed, and when a proposition 
made in Congress for a small appropriation for the purpose of sub
jecting it to a trial, was met with scorn and derision-one mcn!bcr 
giving expression to his contempt, by saying he would vote for a tel
egraph to the moon, but not for the bill before the House. 

The day before that experiment was publicly tested, and its tmth 
an9 importance demonstrated, there was not one person who be
lieved in it, where thousands now believe in communication with 
spirits. 

If a person unacquainted with either of these methods of commu
nication, should at the same time see half a t1ozcn persons engJ.g:~\1 
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in spirit-rapping, and another person in telegraphic-rapping, and he 
were told that those at the table were employed in communicating 
with the spirit-world, and the other with Europe; which would he 
first believe ? If he had faith in the existence of spirits-even the 
cold inanimate f;llth that most Christians possess-it appears to me 
that the possibility of communicating with spirits, would gain his cred
ence before that of sending a message to London by any p1eans short 
of a steamer. 

Of public circles for rappings and tippings, where all are admitted, 
and especially in large cities, so far as I have had opportunities for 
forming an opinion from observation, I have a very unfavorable im
pression, and I consider attendance upon .them to be demoralizing. 
These circles are often frequented by the odds and ends of social 
life-by men who have just sufficient respect for the opinions of so
ciety to avoid open defiance of them ; and by women whose morality 
is more conventional than innate-by persons of both sexes of un
trained minds, impatient of the restraints that the churches impose, or 
discontented because others there, are more highly appreciated than 
themselves. With these, there ar.-: other credulous simple-minded 
people, who implicitly believe in everything labelled and stamped 
"Spiritual," and withal there is a sprinkling of earnest investigators, 
whose whole object is to satisfy themselves of the truth or falsity of 
Spiritualism. 

With such an a~sociation of discordant moral and social elements, 
even if there be an efficient medium present, little that is beneficial 
can result ; and if the investigator be a person of intelligence, and re
finement, he is almost certain sooner or later to retire disgusted with 
the proceedings. In the early stages of my own investigation, I seized 
every opportunity of being present at public s6ances, but I am unable 
to look back upon but very few, that I did not retire from with a de
temlination to not revisit. 

These remarks apply particularly to seances in large cities, where 
they are accessible to all outwardly respectable people, without regard 
to moral stat¥5, and generally where an entrance-fee is exacted. I 
can easily understand, that where assemblages are constituted exclu
sively of town or village acquaintances, few or none of these objec
tions apply . 

. Many times persons sit at these circles, and propound puerile and 
idle questions, calling authoritatively upon the spirit of Socrates or 
Paul, Franklin or \Vashington, to answer. An answer is often ob
tained, purporting to come from the spirit invoked, but what sensible 
man can suppose that the answer thus obtained is from the source 
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named. The majority of such questions, the propounders would not 
venture to put to any Jiving eminent man, as what little sense they 
have, would teach them that it would be regarded as insulting, or at 
least as trifting, yet they will be so absurd as to believe that the 
advanced and lofty spjrits of these sages, will hasten to gratify their 

· senseless and idle curiosity. The answers obtained are generally 
from earth-bound spirits like themselves, who humor their weakness, 
and make merry over their credulity and folly. 

It is different with intelligent, earnest seekers after truth, in circles 
judiciously and harmoniously formed ; and I have no doubt that here, 
under peculiarly favorable conditions in other respects, the spirits of 
wise men long since departed, do from a sense of duty, and in a spirit 
of love and sympathy, sometimes respond to calls from such inquir
en, and answer their questions, though not always directly, oftener 
intermediately through good and reliable spirits on a lower plane thao 
themselves, whom they commission to transmit their answers. 

The proper feeling to pervade a circle, is not a strictly solemn, but 
an earnest, respectful one. If intelligent, virtuous spirits be present, 
this condition will be in harmony with their feelings, and harmony is 
.essential not only as between the members of the circle, but between 
these and the spirits who are pre~nt. 

Levity and boisterous mirth are entirely out of place, where one 
seeks knowledge and guidance, and the expression of such feelings, 
while it assuredly attracts idle and mischievous spirits, repels all those 
who would instruct and benefit us. 



CHAPTER XXVII. 

DISPLEASURE OF THE PRIESTS, PHARISEES, AND SADDUCEES. 

" Then the high-priest rose up and all t111lt were with him-which is the sect of 
the Sa.dducees-and were filled with indignation." -Acts. v-I 7. 

O PPOSED as they Wt!rc i;1 their rdigious views, it is a reniarkable, 
but not unparalleled circumstance, that the high-priest, the: rep

l'esentative head of the Pharisees, who were the regular church-m.:m
bers of that period, united with the Sadducees who were the material
ists of the time, in opposing and attempting to put down even by 
force, the apostles, for teaching the doctrines of Jesus. . 

The spirituality of these doctrines was equally beyond the compre
hension of either, and if the apostles taught differently from the 
Pharisees, in that salvation nm;;t come through the practice, and not 
through the profession of virtue, they also taught differently from the 
Sadducees, in that man is a spiritual being, destined to immortal exist
ence, and that he will be judged ·according to the deeds done in the 
body. Thus these doctrines were as far from being acceptable to the 
one as to the other, and both equally regarded the Cluistian teachers 
as inimical to their belief, and extended to their persons a large share 
of the dislike which they felt for their opinions. 

" Being grieved that they taught the people, and preached through Jesus the 
resurrection from the dead."-Acts, iv-2. 

Whatever may be the opinions of the Pharisees and Sadducees of 
to-day, as to the principal objection they have to the doctrines and 
teachings of Modern Spjritualism, we know, and they easily may 
know by giving the question any consideration, that it is the same 
Spiritual element in these doctrines and teachings which invokes their 
opposition, that was so conspicuous in the teachings of the apostles, 
and which aroused the indignation of the high-priest and Sadducees 
against them. If the reader will refer to the twelfth verse of the fifth 
chapter of Acts, and read that and the succeeding verses, he will tind 
tl1e reasons for this animosity plainly set forth, and have a clear un
derstanding of the causes of offence. 

The Pharisees having full faith in the letter of the law, and teaching 
its sufficiency to the people, were alarmed for the continuance of 
their influence over them, and exercised their authority in attempt~. 

• 
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to suppress doctrines and practices that threatened to subvert this 
intlucnce, by furni~hing proof:. of the superiority of the Christian be
lid. over the inauimate, spiritless bdief which until then had held 
absolute control of their minds. The wonderful cures made of the 
sick, and other evidences presented by the apostles of the truth and 
power of the rdigion they professed, had no weight in the j~;~dgrut:nt 
of the formalists and materialists of that day, in inducing them to 
view favorably a faith which bore such fruits. They confessed tilt~ 

force of this evidence, saying : 
" What shall we do to these men ? for that indeed a notable miracle bath been 

done by them is manifest to nil them that dwell in Jerusnlem, and we cnnnot deny 
it. But that it sprc:ul no farther nmong the people, let us strnightway threaten 
them, thnt they may ~peak henceforth to no mnn in this name. "-Acts. iv-16, r;. 

It w.ts the s..1.111e with Jesus before this, for 
"The blind, ami the lame, came to him in the temple, and he healed them. 

And when the chief priests and scribes snw the wonderful things that he did, an•l 
the chihlrcn crying in the temple, and saying : Hosanna to the son of David; they 
were sore tlispleased."-Mathew xxi-14, 15. 

In a general sense it is true that men shrink from a change in their 
belief-they only seek for additional support to their present opinions. 
All this displeasure of the priests and scribes, arose from their appre
hen~ions that their opinions and their craft were in danger, as was 
the case:: at another time with Demetrius the silversmith, who made 
shrines for Diana, and who in his fear that his interests would sutler 
from the preaching of Paul in Asia, addressed his fellow craftsmen in 
this language : 

"So that only thi> our craft i.; in <Ianger to be set at naught, but aho th:1t the 
temple of the j.,'TCat c.;o<ldcss Diana should he tlc;.piscu, an<l her ma~,•nilicen,·e tl~
stroyc<l, whom all .\sia an•l the worl<l wor,hippcth. And when they hc:1rd the><: 

sayings they were full of wrath, ami nicd out ,aying : Great is Diau:1 of t:lc 
Ephc,ians! ''-Acts xix-27, 28. 

But if the Pharisees prufess..:tl great contempt for Christians anJ 
their doctrines, they had the utmost n·~anl for the law, and readily 
dctecll'<l a fault in its observance by Jesus. 

"Therefore sai<l some of the Phari,;ec;: Thi,; m:m is not of Got!, because he 
kccpdh not the Sabbath-day. '' - John ix-16. 

And as it is with many now when tlwy are determined to condemn a 
nun or doctrine, so it was with the ~coti"ers of Jesus and his teachings, 
and llt' fu1il· rcco;.:;nizcd this disposition when he said: 

"Fnr John c:uuc neither C3.tin~ nc.tr d rin\:in~, ancl they •·;ay, lie hath a deviL 
The !-.Oll nf man c~un•.: catin6 anti drinkin;.!, antl they S...'lY~ Behold n. tnan gluttin\lt~.., 

nnd a winc·bibbcr, a fricml of puhlkan' an<l 'inncrs."-:lb.thcw xi-1~, 19. 
\V e now often hear it s·lid that miracles attcstell the truth of Chris

tianity at its inception, but these have long ceased, and a mirJ.de 
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now is impossible. Do those who so complacently utter this ab
surdity, know that an assertion similar and equally baseless, '"as made 
by the rejecters of Christ and His teachings when they said : 

"We know that God spake unto Moses; as for this fellow Uesus] we know not 
from whence he is."-John ix-29. 

The utterer of this profound and conclusive remark, felt just as 
certain of his position, as others now feel sure of theirs when they 
make the former assertion. Did Itt kfUJW that God spake unto 
Moses? and do they know that miracles ever took .Place? He 
rested his belief-not knowledge-upon the traditions of men ; and 
they rest theirs upon precisely similar testimony. The latter smile 
at the self-conceit and presumption of the former, in asserting as a 
fact, that of which he could not possibly have had any certain knowl
edge, while rejecting a present fact which could easily have been 
verified. Are the latter in any better position? Perhaps they may 
be able to discover some advantage they possess ; I cannot. 

"And set up false witnesses, which said : This man ceaseth not to speak blas
phemous words against this holy place, and the law."-Acts vi-13. 

Reformatory movements, must of necessity encounter misrepre
sentation and false charges. Unfortunately, the failings and indis
cretions of the actors in them, too often furnish a color to these 
charges, and time only can efface the stain. Christianity suffered 
from this cause, and we accept the full quota that se::ems to have 
been allotted to Spiritualism, as that for which we bargained in ac
cepting and appropriating its consoling and beautiful truths. This 
price is insignificant, in view of the magnitude and value of the 
acquisition. 

These false charges were made in every form against Jesus and 
his disciples, and on the day of Pentecost, when through spiritual in
fluence the disciples were speaking in various tongues, some were 
amazed, others doubted, and " Others mocking said : These men 
are full of new wine." 

Otherwise intoxicated. Of course, some when they witnessed the 
miraCles which they could not deny, rather than investigate and de· 
termine the true nature of the power by which they were effected, 
followed their natural bent of mind, and maliciously attributed them 
to the devil. When there was brought unto Jesus "one possessed 
with a devil, blind and dumb, and he healed him," "the people were 
amazed and said : Is not this the son of David? But when the Phar
isees heard it, they said; This fellow doth not cast out devils, but 
by Beelzebub, the prince of devils." -Matthew xii-22, 24. 

For a period of time as far back as we know anything of, "most 
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people have called everything that was too wise, too good, or too 
powerful for them," the devil. The art of printing was ascribed to 
the devil, and millions believed in this origin for it. Mr. Howitt 
,·cry truly says: "The fact that the Jews were compelled to admit 
the reality of the casting out of devils by Christ ; then declared th:ll 
he cast them out by Beelzebub the prince of devils ; is completdy 
paralleled by the opponents of Modern Spiritualism. The moment 
that they were driven from the theory of imposture and delusion, they 
attribute the phenomena of Spiritualism to the devil. None do thi;; 
so promptly as the modern Roman Catholics, who ·have always be
lieved in miracles." 

And a Roman Catholic journal in New York, the Saini Peter, says 
that Calvin got his authority to erect a Church from Satan, and that 
it was Sata~ that gave Arius his accnrsed doctrine, and that Luther 
the exemplar of Calvin, has left it in his own unequivocal sentence:;, 
that he held convers;~tions with Satan. And it further says, the greJt 
crowd of wretched heresies came from Satan. 

Professor Hare, in his Expcrimmlal bwuligalitm of lite Spirit 
Mmijrsllllions pp. 29, 30, very properly remarks: 

"liesidc those antagonists to Spiritualism who would set aside the 
evidence of persons living at the present time, and who are known to 

. be truthful by the evidence of others who lived some thousands of years 
since, Spiritualists arc assailed by such as admit their facts, but explain 
the111 diiTerently. Thus the R11man Catholic Church has aflmitted th~ 
manifestations to indicate an invisible physical ami rational power. 
which cannot Lc attributed to human agency. But instead of a::~cri!J. 
ing them to spirits, good or baJ, of mortals who have passed thl! 
portal of llcath, they consider them the work of Old Nick. 

" If this personage ever did inlluence the act~ of any sect mani
festly, it must have been in those instances in which alleged religious 
error has been made the ground for persecution, from the time of the 
extirpation and spoliation of the J\lidianites, Canaanites, and other,;, 
down to that of the extirpation of the Albigenses, the auto dcfe in. 
quisition, J\ta.ssacre of St. Bartholomew, fires of Smithfield, roasting of 
Scrvctus, and the persecution of the Quakers, and witches." . 

''So far as the tlcvil is only an i111aginary embodiment of the evil 
passions of wen, as conceived by many enlightened ChristiJ.ns, nu 
doubt those and many others analo_gous acts were due to the dc,·i!, 
but when the benevolent language of the spirits respecting ,oinners. i,; 
con:r.lskd with the crud doctrine of the Church in qucstinn. ;h w..:l: 

as with others, it can hardly be conceived that this bngl\ .1<-!•~ co:nc; 

£!-.Jill Satan, and that of the churches from th·: uelle\·oL·r.t )L' Sl! S Chn:;t." 



WHAT REV. ADIN BALLOU SAYS. 

From a letter of Whitefield to Wesley, of June 25, 1739, published 
in Tytrman' s Life of 1Veslty, vol. I. p. 258, it is quite evirlent that 
Whitefield believed a large proportion of the spiritual phenomena at 
that time occurring in the Methodist meetings, was produced by the 
devil, which is a more unfavorable vie¥{ of these manifestations than 
Spiritualists entertain. He says : "That there is something of God 
in it I doubt not; but the devil I believe interposes." I have no 
doubt that both good and bad, or ignorant spirits, were concerned in 
these, as they are in all popular reformatory movements. 

I now quote the words of a clear thinker, and a vigorous writer : 
one who was educated in and for many years preached, the tmths of 
the Bible without the light of Modern Spiritualism, but who afterward 
came into this light, and labored to shed it upon the minds of others 
-the Rev. Adin Ballou. 

" The A,lpha of these objections w.as-1t is all a humbug ! 
The Omega is-It is all of the devil ! When the Pharisees were 
driven from all their other objections to the excellent works and 
miracles of Jesus, they blasphemed, saying: He casteth out devils by 
Beelzebub the prince of the devils-it is all of the devil-have noth
ing to do with it. Had they any proof that it was of the devil? Not 
a particle. Had they any decent reasons to suspect any such thing? 
Not one. Did they really believe it was of the devil? Not at all. 
\Vere they not under strong conviction that Jesus and his works were 
of God ? Yes. Why then did · they blaspheme 1 Because their 
hearts and their heads were perverse. They were driven to the wall 
for a pretext. They were filled with vexation and madness. There· 
fore they wilfully and presumptuously ascribed tbe manifestations of 
his divine and spiritual power to the devil. 

" Thus they sinned against the Holy Ghost ; bound themselves 
over in bonds of judicial blindness, to ages of unescapable darkness 
and condemnatiop. The Pharisees of our day are imitating those of 
old. It is all of the devil, they say; but they say not this till after 
they have said everything else, and been forced to confess the 
reality of super-mortal agency. If they could have made it appear, 
that these spirit manifestations were caused by any agency in this 
world of flesh and blood, they would never have ascribed them to the 
de\;J. Nor do they now believe that they rea II y are of the devil. If 
they sincerely believed this, they would hail them has God-sent or at 
least God-permitted demonstrations to a sceptical generation, that 
there is beyond denial such a Deific devil as their theology assumes 
to teach. And if withal, the revelations, miracles, and general influ· 
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encl.! of this demonstration, had heen obviously dc~·ilish, they would 
ha.\'e been quite satisfied. 

" Alas for them, therl! is too much of truth and good in it to git·e it 
an infernal aspect. Bold as their tone is, they are by no means sun: 
that it is the work of the devil. An irresistible conviction plagues 
them that it is what it purports to be. It is ominous to them of an 
approaching religious, moral, and social revolution, to which they are 
utterly opposed. This is what troubles them; this is what provokes 
them to say for sheer effect : It is all of the devil : have nothing to 
do with it. They have no honest assurance that it is of the devil, 
but they hate and dread its testimony; so being in too perverse a 
state of head and heart to give it a respectful examination, they shut 
their eyes, stop their ears, trample on the light proffered them, and 
cry out: ' Devil ! devil ! it is all the work of the devil! have noth-
ing to do with it.' · 

'' With thousands of superstitious narrow-minded sectarians, this 
is enough. They ~ill re-echo the sanctified blasphemy, and hide 
their heads in the sand with all the prudence of the frightened ostrich. 
When I shall be convinced that such people are humble honest lovers 
of truth, on its own merits, I shall believe those old Pharisees were, 
who raised the same cry against Jesus. Let it be remembered, that 
the objection before us, is not made against here and there a mis
chievous manifestation of some low ~pirit, but against this whole 
spiritual development, including the highest wo1Hlers and excellence. 
It is this that braiHls these objectors as wilfully blind, dishonest, and 
pre~umptuous. Justice proclaims them such, and charity can do no 
more than pity them, and pray, hopl!, and labor for their conver
sion."- .'lpirit Jlimijt'slalitl!ls, pp. 81). 90, 91. 

They who charge that thl! manifestations of Spiritualism are the 
work of tlw <levi!, thereby admit that they believe in his existence, 
and I presume in his personality. He is the same individual who has 
always been held up as a scarecrow by the monks, and priests ; who 
sometime~ plays a principal part on the stage; and who goeth about 
"like a roaring lion" and yet whispering sin and crime into the ears 
of the weak and erring. .Now does the question ever occur to thesl! 
pl'r>ons, whose religious faith is so largely made up of diabolic:~.! agency; 
How can he lllllltiply himself so as to be at everybody's elbow at tht! 
s:tnle time? How can he be present at e:tch of the thousand circles 
for ~piritual manifestations, which arc daily and nightly held in 
A mercia and Europe? It II lUSt be admitted. that to accompli~h 

this he must possess one at least of the most incomprehensible attri
butes of Deity- that of omnipresence. So in their vain attempts to 
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crush and degrade Spiritualism, they magnify their diabolical creation 
into a Deity, and rob their Maker of His attributes in order to clothe 
him. 

There is a man in White Plains, New York, by the name of Jona
than Sniffen, who is eighty-six years old. He was born and has lived 
in Winchester County, never having been out of it but once. His 
occupation has been that of breaking colts and taming unruly horses 
-a most dangerous employment, yet he has a mortal terror of rail
roads, and although he has had nearly every bone in his body broken 
by horses, he cannot be induced to ride upon a railroad. This man 
reminds ine of certain orthodox Christians, who cherish the most per
ft:ct belief in a future hell, and believe they may by some miscalcula
tion slip into it, and yet hug the bugbear to their bosoms, and view 
with dread and alarm the truths of Spiritualism, which insure them 
safely against such danger. 

How long is it, since it was discovered that the devil takes un
wearied pains in pointing out to men their failings and vices, and the 
consequences flowing from them ; and urges and it~sists upon the 
vital necessity of abandoning them, as the only means of reaching 
Heaven?· How long is it since he began teaching the beauty of 
holiness-of charity and benevolence? The position of an opposer 
on this ground, proves that he knows nothing practically of Spiritual
ism, for had he knowledge of it, it would be impossible that he could 
for a moment honestly entertain the idea, of the devil having any 
active agency in the matter ; and the charge has never been made by 
any person who has had any considerable knowledge of its phenomena 
and teachings. It should not be forgotten that " God works in a 
mysterious way" and sometimes by means so humble and apparently 
insignificant, that the wisdom of earth accounts them foolishness. 

" Be not frightened nor provoked at opinions different from your 
own. Some persons are so confident they are in the right, that they 
will not come within the hearing of any notions but their own. They 
canton out to themselves a little province in the intellectual world, 
where they fancy the light shines, and aU the rest is darkness. They 
never think of surveying the riches of other minds, which are as solid, 
and as useful, and perhaps finer gold than what they ever possessed. • 

"The proudest admirer of his own talents might find it useful to 
consult with others, though of inferior capacity and penetration. A 
weaker man may sometimes light on notions which have escaped a 
wiser, and which a wiser man might make a happy use of, if he would 
condescend to take notice ofthem."-Isaac ~Valls. 

As persons with morbidly sensitive eyes, resort to colored glasses 
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to tone down the sobr light, and render it agreeable to their visual 
organs, so with some persons the pure light of truth is unbearable, 
and unless they can separate and reject certain obnoxious rays and 
so r<!nd<!r it congenial to their feelings and purposes, they will have 
none of it. They are not unlike the lad born blind, upon whom sight 
was bestowed through an operation by Chisehlen, and who then 
imagined there was nothing beyond the room he was in, and could 
not · be brought to comprehend how the house coulct be larger, and 
who while in ignorance of what sight really meant was not anxious to 
see, saying he did not think it possible to derive more" pleasure from 
things, th:1n he did while he was blind. Still it is easier to ·instruct 
ignorance than pride ; but when one is under the dominion of both, 
" There is more hope of a fool than of him." 

The high-priests, the Pharisees and Sadducees, have perpetuated 
their mces ; the lines of succession are unbroken, and their successors 
of the present day can claim pedigrees, that cast into the shade all 
the pretensions of the oldest" families in the world. In Wesley's 
time they flourished even as they do now, and true to their traditional 
in:;tincts they presumptuously and ignorantly condemned without ex· 
amining, the doctrines taught by Wesley and his coadjutors, ·resorting 
to ch:tr~es and measures similar in their character to those so actively 
employed by their ancient prototypes among the Jews. Of Wesley 
it is said. 

" But those who were less charitable, impeached his veracity, and 
loudly accused him of hypocrisy and imposture. The strangest sus· 
picions and calumnies were circulated, and men will believe any 
calumnies however preposterously absurd, against those of whom they 
are disposed to think ill. He had hanged himself, and been rut 
down just in time; he had been fined for selling gin: he was not the 
real John Wesley, for everybody knew that Mr. Wesley was dead. 
Some said he was a Quaker : others an Anabaptist : a more sapient 
censor pronounced him a Presbyterian Papist. It was commonly 
reported that he was a Papist, if not a Jesuit: that he kept popish 
priests in his house : nay it was beyond dispute that he received large 
remitt:mces from Spain, in order to make a party among the poor, 
o.nd when the Spaniards landed he was to join them with twenty thou
s:111cl men. Sometimes it was reported that he was in prison upon a 
charge of high treason, and there were people who confidently af· 
firmed that they had seen him with the Pretender in France. Re
ports to this effect were so prevalent, that when in the beginning of 
the year 1744, a proclamation was issued, requiring all papists to 
leave London, he thought it prudent to remain a week there, that he 
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might cut off all occasion of reproach ; and this did not prevent the 
Surry magistrates from summoning him and making him take the oath 
of allegi:mce, and sign the declaration against popery."-Southey' s 
TYesliy, Vol. 2, p. 14. · 

The.stupid cry of "devilish" levelled against Wesley's teachings, 
naturally induced some superstitious persons to regard the teacher 
also, as "devilish." "Wesley had once a whimsical proof of the 

·horror with which the high-flying Calvinists regarded him. One after· 
noon on the road from Newport-Pagnel to Northampton, "I over
took," says he, "a serious man, with whom I immediately fell into 
conversation. He presently gave me to know what his opinions were, 
therefore I said nothing to contradict them. 'But that did not content 
him, he was quite uneasy to know whether I held the doctrine of the 

· decrees as he did, but I told him over and over we had better keep 
to practical things, lest we should be angry at one another. And so 
we did for two miles, till he canght me unawares and dragged me into 
the dispnte, before I knew where I was. He then grew wanner and 
wanner ; told me I was rotten at heart, and supposed I was one of 
John Wesley's followers. I told him 'No; I am John Wesley him
self.' Upon which he would gladly have run away outright, bitt 
being the better mounted of the two I kept close to his side, and en
deamred to show him his heart, till we came into the street ;t North
ampton."-Same. Vol. 2, p. q8. 

Tyem1an in his Life of Wesley, bears this testimony. In Vol. 2, p. 
391, he says: 

"Wesley began his career as a peniless priest. He was without 
patrons and without friends. Magistrates threatened him : the clergy 
expelled him from their churches, and wrote numberless and furious 
pasquinades about !tim. Newspapers and magazines reviled him; 
ballad singers in the foulest language derided him ; mobs assaulted, 
and more than one well-nigh murdered him ; and not a few of his 
companions in toil forsook him, aad became his antagonists." 

One of these defamers of Methodism said of the eloquent White
field that " His countenance is not only inexpressive b~t ludicrous ; 
his dialect is not only provincial but barbarous; his deportment not 
only awkward, but savage."-Same. Vol. 2, p 368. 

Whitefield also was charged by the Rev. Josiah Tucker, with prop
agating "blasphemous and enthusiastic notions, which struck at the 
root of all religion, and made it the jest of those who sat in the seat 
of the scorner."-Same. Vol. I, p. 144. 

In a scurrilous pamphlet published in 1739, entitled "The Life of 
the Rev. Mr. George Whitefield," etc. there was "a method of con-
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fession, drawn up for the usc of the women Methodists" professedly 
taken from the original in Whitefield's or Wesley's own hand\\·riting. 
Among other questions to be asked as often as occasion required, 
were the following: " Arc· you in love ? Whom do you love just now 
better than any other person in the world ? How do you like him? 
How do you feel yourself when he comes ; when he stays; and when 
he goes away?" Whitefield's journals are designated rhapsodies 
and repetitions of spiritual pride, vanity, and nonsense; he is accused· 
of wilful and notorious falsehood, and of taking pleasure in being 
abusive and scurrilous."-.Smnt>. Vol. I, p. 247. 

In the TVutminsltr .Journal, a writer in q61 represented Method
ism, as "an ungoverned spirit of enthusiasm, propagated by kna\·es 
and embraced by fools."-&lmt>. Vol. 2, p. 397· 

The stage was enlisted in the crusade against Methodism. In 1760 
a comedy was acted in the Haymarket theatre. "Its professed 
obj<.'ct, was to expose the absurdity, and to detect the hypocrisy of 
Methodism ; the author holding the idea that ridicule was the only 
way of redressing an evil, which was beyond the reach of law, and 
which reason was not able to correct."-Samt>. Vol. 2, p. 367. 

Alexander Jephson, A. B., rector of Craike, tells the Methodists 
that they have "fallen into fatal and dangerous errors, which may be 
of pcrni2ious consequences to them both in this life and the next," 
an(l :\I ethoclist itinerants arc described, as "an enthusiastic set of 
preacher-:, who are wandering up and down through the whole natior., 
~,, d<.rtrr:J' and rmsrttlr.· all tlu· rtt1S{I11111>!1' notions of rdigi{lfl, and''' 
tltrt>ii' !fUll into tltc utmost distrartimz and cmifusion."-&lmt!. Vol. 2. 

p. 3(,9· 
" In the .l{lltdtm llfag<T:;inf, a writer insinuated that some of the mys

teriou~ Jnc•·tings of the :\fethodists, were 'in clark rooms, with naked 
figur..:s, typical fires, and rattling of chains.' "-Samf. Vol. 2, p. 376. 

The mayor of Tiverton, amusingly exemplified in his own character, 
the anti-progressive tendencies which characterize the entire sect of 
Ph:uisees, ancient and modern. When John Wesley was preaching in 
that town, the mayor became very uneasy, and declared, "that there 
was no need of any new religion in Tiverton. 'There is,' said he, 
'the old church and the new church-that is one religion. Then 
there is Parson K--'s at the Pitt meeting; and Parson W--'s in 
Peter Street; antl old Parson T--'s at the meeting in Newport 
Street-four ways of going to Heaven already; enough in conscience, 
and if the people won't go to Heaven by one or other of these ways. 
by-- they shan't go to heaven at all herefrorn, while I am mayor of 
Tiverton."-Samt>. Vol. 2, p. IJJ· 
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In I 739, the Bishop of London published his "Pastoral Letter." 
Two-thirds of it was levelled against the Methodists, and it is interest· 
ing to observe-while allowing for their belief in most spiritual influ· 

. ence, being directly from God ; how nearly the charges made against 
them in this document, resemble many of those now made against 
Spiritualists. I here quote from the " Letter" as I find it in Tytrman' s 
Lif~ of IVeslcy, Vol. x, p. 245, and if the reader will accept my 
amendments in parentheses, he will perceive the application. The 
c-.harges are : 

" zst. That these enthusiasts cla,im to have extraordinary commu
nications with God, (spirits) and more than ordinary assurances of a 
special 'presence with them. 

"2d. That they have a special and immediate mission from God 
(through spirits). 

" 3d. That they think and act under the immediate guidance of a 
divine (spiritual) inspiration. 

"4th. That they speak of their preaching and expounding, and the 
effects of them, as the sole work of a divine (spiritual) power. 

"sth. That they boast of sudden and surprising effects, as wrought by 
the Holy Ghost, (spiritual power) in consequence of their preaching. 

"6th. That they claim the spirit of prophecy. 
"7th. That they speak of themselves in the language, and under the 

character of Apostles of Christ, and even of Christ himself, (over
drawn). 

" 8th. That they profess to plant and propagate a new gospel, as un
known to the generality of ministers and people in a Christian coun
try; (ours is a new gospel to most ministers and people, but ,eally 
it is the gospel of Christ, restored). 

"9th. That they endeavor to justify their own extraordinary methods 
of teaching, by casting unworthy reflections upon the parochial clergy, 
some of them as deficient in the discharge of their duty, and not in
structing their people in the true doctrines of Christianity." 

The remarks of an English writer, quoted by Epes Sargent, in his. 
. Plandutt~ or tlu .Despair of Scimu, p. 281, whose name is not given, 
• are here so appropriate, that I will give an extract from them. He

says: 
" The weak and timid, and therefore false and unjust, conservatism 

of aristocratic England, dreads each breath of free thought which 
, tends to quicken the seeds of regeneration, sleeping within her 

bosom. It makes many people uncomfortable to see old landmarks 
in religion, morals, or metaphysics, threatened with anpihilation. 
They regard the whole matter much as the respectable country gen-

88 
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tleman in England fifty years ago regarded Methodism. If a man 
turned ~fcthodist, it was equivalent to his becoming a radical, a blas
phemer of social decorums, and time-honored conventionalities. 
The case is much the same to-day, and with a true instinct of self
preservation, the man of mere material, selfish aims, and hebdomadal 
religion if he has any at all, recognizes in Spiritualism a disturber of 
his peace. Thi:> importunate proximity of unseen realities, calls for a 
readjustment of bis stagnant ideas, and it makes him tremble for the 
saft:ty of the "reserved scat," to which he looked forward in the other 
world, and also his rcpntation as 3.Jl intellectual aristocrat in this." 

We have an amendment to offer to the above, which is to .include 
America with England, as the remarks apply equally well to the one 
country as td the other. 

" For the heart of this people is waxed gros~ :l.lld their ears are dull of he:uing, 
and their eyes have they clos..'l!, lest they should see with their eyes, and hear with 
their cars, and understand with their hearts, a.nd shou!J be c<mverted, and l should 
heal them."-Acts, xxviii-27. 

Pcr:>ecution is the shadow that ever haunts the steps of the investi
gator, and advocate of truth. It has attended upon those who have 
pursued the previously untrodden paths of philosophy, as it Bas dogged 
the footsteps of religious reformers. It has always been thus, and as 
1\lodern Spiritu.1lism is both a philosophy and a religion, those who 
trc:.1d its jlaths must at least for the present toil on within this shadow. 

Socrates w.1s condemned to death. Democritus was regarded as a 
maniac. Pythagoras was banished from Athens. Anagoras was im
mured in a dungeon. (~alileo was imprisoned ar.d persecuted. Yar
oliu~ was denounced as infamous, for his anatomical discoveries. 
lhrn:y for announcing and upholding the circulation of the blood, 
was considered a madman. \"an Belmont, having cured se\·eral 
cases of disease by magnetism, was seized by the inquisitors ; and be
cause llersclius defended the bborious and brilliant investigations of 
H.<:ichenbach, into the nature of the odic force, Du Bois Raymond, 
the physiologist, declared that he must be in his dotage; and all this 
for the reason that each was inspired with thoughts and truths abo\'e 
the comprehension of his more material fellowmen. 

Truths that are in advance of the prevalent ideas of the time, are 
c:.:rLlin to meet with disfavor. The New Testament is a record of 
the persecutions of Jesus. and his followers, :::.rising solely from their 
teaching hi;.(her truths than the dominant cl.Jsses were prepared to 
accept. Thirty years ago, abolitionists were not only persecuted with 
feelings of hatred by many, but were maligned and misrepresented by 
a far greater number, and it was only by the considerate few that the) 
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were tolerated at all ; and yet the world moves, for the cause for 
which they risked reputation, property, and life, has for a decade been 
triumphant; and not only the great majority of those in the North 
who opposed them, are to-day satisfied with the soundness of their 
principles, but thousands of their most bitter enemies in the South, 
hail the freedom of the slave for which they contended, as a real 
blessing to the white man, as well as to the black. 

The introduction of labor-saving machinery has always been bit
terly opposed by the laboring-classes, ·yet when it has succeeded, the 
very men who opposed it have been as a class, especially benefited 
by it. Three centuries since, the chemist was looked upon as a 
magician, as one In league with Satan, and utterly lost. The discus
sions which for fifty years followed Newton's announcement of his 
theory of light, and colors, illustrate the tendency in many minds to 
combat the opinions of others, no• matter how well supported by ex· 
periments and facts. · The correctness of his experiments was called 
in question : delusions and false deductions were imputed to him, and 
this, while many of these opposers-like all who oppose Spiritualism
had never taken the trouble of supporting their position, by making 
similar experiments themselves. They preferred racking their brains, 
for delusive arguments, to sustain them in their senseless opposition, 
ami the majority of them, lived and died in their denial of his claims 
to discovery in this branch of science. 

Hundreds of other instances could be cited, all tending to prove 
the lamentable fact that great truths have always been opposed, and 
the strength and virulence of the opposition, have generally been in 
the ratio of their importance to the welfare of mankind ; and perhaps 
great spiritual truths have encountered more violent and desperate 
forms of opposition, than scientific, social, or simply moral truths. 

Perhaps few characters have been more pure than that of Freder
ika Hauffe, known as the " Seeress of Prevorst." Dr. Kerner, her phy
sician for many years, and her biographer, whose character was per
haps as elevated and pure as her own, says of the calumnies that were 
spread abroad concerning her : "The falsehoods the world propagated 
on the subject of Mrs. H--are il!conceivable, and never did I meet 
with so convincing a proof of its love of calumny, as in this instance. 
She was wont to say: 'The} have power over my body, but not over my 
mind,' but the number of persClns who were attracted to her bedside , 
out of mere curiosity, occasioned me great annoyance. For her part, 
she received everybody with kindness, although the exertion frequently 
gave her pain, and she often defended those who had most slandered 
her. Good and bad alike came to her. She was conscious of the 
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evil when it ·existed, but she judged no one, and many unbelieving 
sinners who visiteu her, were amended and awakened tl) a conviction 
of a future life." 

And in a work published by Dr. Kerner after the death of the 
Seeress, he remarks concerning some who were guilty of the sin of writ· 
ing and speaking against her, without the least personal knowledge of 
her. "None of those gentlemen who call themselves the friends of 
truth, set so much value upon it as to move a single foot over the 
Rescnbach, no one takes the least trouble to prove these things at 
the time, and on the spot. For many years, the extraordinary mani
festations of the Seeress of Prevorst were made public, but none of the 
gentlemen who now all at once pretend that they would have liked so 
very much to ha,•e seen her, and who sit and write whole blue-books 
about her, ever took a moment's trouble whilst she lived, to see, to 
hear, and to test her. At their wr.iting-tables they continued sitting, 
but profes~d to have seen, heard, and proved, everything, ~uch 
more than the quiet, earnest, and deeply thinking psychologist, Eschen· 
meyer, who did take the trouble to examine and prove everything at 
the time, and on the spot, for the truth's sake, shunning no journey 
when necessary in the severest cold of winter." 

A similar spirit of injustice and uncharitableness, was exhibited 
toward the Rev. Dr. Phelps and his family, of Stratford, Conn., in 
whose house in 185o occurred many remarkable manifestations. 
" People from all parts of the country were visiting the house, to 
whom every facility was aft"orded to search into the cause. Kews
papcr discussions were going on, casting the most unjust and painful 
retlcrtions, subjecting the family to suffering little short of martyrdom, 
while numberless other persons had as good an opportunity of ex
plaining the matter, as the persecuted family." 

Anothe1 instance in which similar treatment was awarded to the 
kindly efforts of a worthy family, to spread the light of spiritual truth 
among their fellow-men, is found in the case of Jonathan Koons, of 
Athens County, Ohio, in whose house some of the most astonishing 
and conclusive proofs of these truths were furnished, for a period ex· 
tending over a number of years commencing with 1852. Here musi
cal instruments were pb.yed ; hands materialized ; which wrote in 
full view of all present, and grasped the hands of the sitters; and 
spirits sang, and conversed with perfect distinctness and freedom . 
with visitors. These manifestations were made in the public-rootn, 
and were witnessed by thousands, and while "many who came to 
scoff, remained to pray," there were others, of the sect of the Phari· 
sees, who left only to censure and c:ondenm what was beyond their 
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comprehension, and oftentimes they were not content with this, but 
resorted to the most barefaced falsehoods in order to gratify their 
ma!t:volent dispositions. This treatment, long continued, brought 
forth the following letter from Mr. Koons, which tells its own story. 
It was published in the Spiritual Telegraph, in November 1853· 

":From the beginning of the manifestations in my house, the most 
hase and untruthful charges against myself, family, and friends, have 
been made by persons, to whom I have thrown open my house and 
all the fixtures ordered by the spirits, for the fullest inspection. To 
silence these slanderers, the spirits have permitted frequent changes 
to be made in the circles, allowing strangers to sit by me, and my 
son, whilst the de!llonstrations were made. To all who· reiterate the 
charges of fraud, I say ; ' Prove them. Go to those who have seen 
and heard, and if you cannot take their testimony come and see, and 
hear, for yourselves.' 

"Weary with a perpetual compliance with fresh demands, I am at 
length compelled to say, no more changes will be made, and persons 
who simply come to detect me in the practice of the most stupendous 
and impossible ir!1position the world has ever d~eamed of, are po
litely requested to stay away. If I could have imagined, or con. 
trived out of my own brain, such unheard-of manifestations, I still 
have no interest in practising them. I hat•e nn.1er made a charge for 
witnessilzg them, and repeatedly lzave refused compmsalioll ·whm 
offered. My time, as well as that of my family, besides money and 
provender, have been all freely spent to gratify the public, whilst .the 
extraordinary communications written by spirits,· though so highly 
prized by ourselves, have been freely given away, sometimes I fear 
only to gratify idle curiosity, and at others to responsible men for 
publication. 

"Now what more can I do to satisfy the unreasonable demands 
of unreasonable men, unless I close the manifestations against them 
altogether. The spirits make the demonstrations in their own time 
and way, if they prefer or require darkness, I cannot help it. If 
they permit light, I always yield to it. All I insist upon is, that 
neither I, nor mine, have any hand in doing these things, that I 
have never made anything by it but heavy losses, and never expect 
to be compensated in this life, beyond the untold satisfaction of 
proving to myself as well as others who like me were doubters, 
~hat the sou/lives after dtatll. 

"To myself, and my family, these demonstrations have been a 
source of delight, instwction, and pleasure. They have been the 
same to many hundreds of earnest seekers for truth. Those. who 
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are simply seeking for falsehood, generally end in believing it. 
whatever they see. Such persons having predetermined our guilt, 
could hardly be convinced to the contrary by any amount of testi
mony. I am worn out with the insolence of sceptics, who simply come 
to insult me-with people demanding the same things over and over 
again, and still never satisfied. 

"The mediums of my family have sat up night after night, sacrific
ing health, n:st, and comfort, to satisfy others. Now who can say 
that I ft.:ar investigation, or have aught to gain by fraud. Let the 
history of the past two years be searched, for one single evidence 
against me." 

In December-one month after this letter was published-his 
barn, in which was stored grain and provender for his visitors and 
their horses, and for which no charge was ever made, was consumed 
by fire ; the torch bdng applied by his enemies--made such simply 
by the antagonism aroused in their dark minds, by witnessing these 
disinterested and noble efforts of the spirits and their mundane ag~nts, 
Koon and the members of his family, to enlighten mankind and 
convince them of a life beyond the grave. 

In reference to "this fiendish act, Mr. Koon in a letter written in 
1873, says: ."It was a clear, cold, calm night, in the midst of win
ter. But for the calm, house, spirit-room, family, . all, would have 
shared the common fate. . . . I was well informed, that on a pre
vious night arrangements were made to assassinate myself and eldest 
son, but were thwarted by the presence of a crowd of visitors. While 
my property was consuming, I asked, what have I done-what 
a•tthority insulted-what law violated that I should suffer this mal
icc and vengeanct.:? It was done because I persisted in afl'ording 
opportunities to investigators : this, and nothing more." 

Here is a man, who for years kept open house for all who desir.:d 
to witness the spiritual manifesta.tions. A poor man, who had .H'

cumulatcd his small property through daily toil, and who with his 
family, cheerfully submitted to all the inconveniences attending this 
invasion of their privacy. They were repaid with insult and cal
umny: their honest generous motives were misrepresented: their prop-

• erty destroyed: their lives jeopardizt.:d; and they wert.: rendered as 
fa.r as possible miserable, and in the end reduced to poverty and 
dt.:stitution ; their home broken up; and they compelled to emigrate 
to the then wilds of Kansas, and comm•:nce the world anew. 

These were the fruits of their labors-what were their motives? 
\Ve arc askPd to believe that the principal motive, was the desire 
to gratify a love of deception, manifesting itself in practi,ing feats 
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of legerdemain, and in tricks, which the sharp eye of cunning and 
m:1lignancy never could penetrate. That a humble, uneducated 
backwoods family, utterly unversed in science, philosophy, or stage 
effects, were able with their limitt:d knowledge of the arts of clecep· 
tion, to baffle the prying curiosity and investigations of hundreds of 
shrewd, worldly men, who:e prepossessions were all adverse to the 
claims made. 

It is possible that people can be found who believe this, and we 
know that some at least professed to believe it, but the history of 
the Iutman race does not furnish a well corroborated instanct: to 
justify this opinion. Fanatics, sincere but misguided, have struggled, 
fought, and perished, in defence of their absurd opinions; •but who 
ever heard of an instance, where a family have encountered such 
opposition, insult, danger, and loss of property, simply to succeed 
in passing off feats of jugglery or legerdt:main, as truthful exhibi
tions. Sufferi1;g for one's convictions, and !'uffering for wilful and 
knowing attempts to deceive by the exhibition of trickery, where 
no hope or prospect of reward is in view, are very different things, 
and surely no sane person can be found, who do~s not in his mind 
recognize the essential diff.:rt:nce between the two. 

Recent converts to Spiritualism, have no proper conception of 
the force, with which the shafts of detraction and malice were 
hurled against all, who being any way conspicuous, ventured to 
breast the waves of opposition to Spiritualism, in its early days. 
Among these heroes and defenders of the truth, no name stands 
higher than that of the late revered, and lamented, Judge John W. 
Edmonds of New York. No one perhaps sacrificed more than he 
for the cause, or did more effective battle for it, and he has received 
a glorious welcome and reward, from his co-workers in spirit·life, 
and will forever experience the sweet peace and joy, that will flow 
into his liberated soul from 'the Divine Source of wisdom, love, 
and truth. 

Of his persecutions, he has furnished us a glimpse in om: of his 
Letters to the M"ll' York Tribune, published many years ago, from 
which I extract the following. 

" Since then, I have been a firm and unwavering believer in the 
idea that the spirits of dead can, and do hold communion with 
us. I have been sorely tried temporally and mentally. I have 
been excluded from the associations which once made life pleasant 
to me. I have felt in the society which I once hoped to adorn, 
that I was an object m:uked for avoidance, if not for abhorrence. 
Courted once, and honored among men, I have been doomed to 
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sec the nl':lrest ami dearest to me, tum from me with pity, if not 
.disgust. Toh:ra.tctl, rather than welcomed among my fellows, at an 
ach·anced age, and with infirm health, compelled to begin the world 
again, ami oh ! amid what discouragements. · 

" With the subject so dear to me, laillltd 1uilh 111011's f(>/1;• anJ 
fraud; dtsli11td 111 sa ft~ols nm mad wil/1 it, a11d roguu ptrccrlill.( 
it to lltj.Irious )ourp,,us: meeting in its daily walks, (owing to the 
sad imperfections of the instrumentalities used) much that was cal
culatecl to discourage and di~hearten, and beholding how the 
world, for whom thi<; glorious truth comes, turns from it, and reviles 
it; I have never for one moment. faltered from that hour in my 
belief. It is not my fault that 1 have not. It is no merit in me 
that I have persisted. llclief was not, as it never is with man, a 
matter of volition. But the evidence was so conclusive that it 
compelled conviction, and I could not help it. 1-lountains may fall 
and crush me, but they cannot make me believe there is no earth 
under my feet ; and no stars over my head." 

Th..: character of the Pharisees in the times of Jesus, was gen
erally markell by sclf-sufliciency, and by what we in these days 
would term ignorance, and even when intelligent, their minds were 
warped hy sophistry, while they were unable to perceive any motive~ 
prompting human actions, excepting such as arc based on self-love. 
\\\· have nur modern l'luriscL·~, who exactly till this measure, who 
appwpriall' the: highest SL'ats in the synagogues or churches, who sc:iLc 
upon the widow's Illite, anti who in their long prayers thank God 
that they arc not as other men. 

The: J c:wi~h Pharisees \\'L·rc the most religious, the most formally 
cardul in th.: ohsen·ancc of their religions duties, of all the J,·w~. 

lhll here their duty endL·tl. These observances were thL· sum oi it. 
While t<l practical charity, sympathy with distress, ch~ \·ation of 
tlwught, nobleness of character and purpose, and love of jnsticc. 
they were str.mgt~rs. They were those "having a form of g<>tllinc;;s, 
uut tl-.-nying the power thereof," and as a consequence th<"y wac 

wlnt Jesus lh:clarL~d them to bL·, the greatest enemies to the truths hc 
tau:;ht, who not only rejectetl his doctrinl~s, but as far as within thcir 
power pre\•c:ntcd others from accepting them. 

J.i!'..: them. our 111odern l'harisces ne\•cr clt:part from an estahli~hL'U 
rul.~, and never precei,·e the propriety of a new one. They art~ in 
a state of tncutal and moral stagnation, bcarin~ no part nor agt>nfy 
in the actuating force that mO\TS the progressive mar.hinery of Ii!e. 
\\'hile the J,e,;t and s:runge,;t tninds in the nation are toiling in the 
pursuit and investi~~J.tiun of new truths, and of new means to advance: 
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the spiritual and material welfare of their fellow-men, these men with 
contracted, hennetically sealed souls, stand frowning upon their la
bors, and never relax the rigidity of their features until all the rest of 
the world has acknowledged and welcomed the light, which is too 
brilliant for their owl-like vision. Their minds are like traps, from 
which once sprung nothing can escape, and into which nothing can 
euter. 

The Aminadab Sleeks all belong to this class. They will expatiate 
upon the sufferings of newly born African infants for lack of flannel 
shirts, but "unto every really good work they are reprobate~" The 
courtly doctor mentioned by Milligen, was an. accomplished member 
of this sect, who, when attending one o( the Princesses, was asked 
by George III., if he did not think a little ice might benefit her. 
"Your Majesty is right," was the reply, "I shall order some forth
with." "But perhaps it might be too cold," added the kind mon
arch. "Perhaps your Majesty is right again, therefore her Royal 
Highness had better get it warmed." 

There arc quite as many female Pharisees as male, and I cannot do 
better here than to let Miss Lizzie Doten, the talented spiritual 
poetess paint their picture, as she effectually does in the following 
lines, taken from her Poems from the Imur Life, a work which like 
her Poems of Progress richly repays perusal. 

"A virtuous woman is Mi•tress Glenare-
Or at least so the world in its judgment would say; 

With an orderly walk and a circumspect air, 
She never departs from the popular way. 

Every word that she speaks is well measured and weighed ; 
Her friends are selected with scrupulous care ; 

And in all that she does is her prudence displayed, 
1-'01'" a virtuou.; woman is Mistress Glenare! 

" She makes no distinction of sinners from sin ; 
Her words are like arrows her tongue is a rod ; 

She sees no elfcuse for the evil within, 
But condems with t!te zeal of a partialist God ! 

. On a background of darkness, of sorrow and shame, 
Her own reputation looks stainless and fair ; 

So she builds up her fame throu~h her neighbor's bad name: 
Oh, a virtuous woman is Mistress Glenare ! 

" She peeps and she listens, she watches and waits, 
Nor Satan himseH is more aclive than she, 

To expose in poor >inners the faults and Lad traits, 
Which she fears that the Loru might not happen to see 
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When the Father of Spirits looks down from above, 
On the good anti the evil, the frail and the fair, 

How must He r~-ganl with particular lo,·e, 
This virtuous woman-goo<! Mistre» Glenare I 

"0 Mistress Glcnare! in the drama of life, 
\' ou arc acting a very respectable part; 

\' ou ha\·c known ju~t enough of it~ eD\ious strife, 
To deceive both the worl<l anti yonr own foolish heart. 

But !'3y, in s.>me moment of clear common·sense, 
Did you nc)·er in trurh and sincerity dare 

To ask the plain q:Jc~tion a;;iJc from pretence, 
How you looko.'tl to the angels, dear llistress. Glenare? 

"The cJory of God has ell lightened their eyes: 
:So lo~"t.'r through darkness they see but in part, 

And the robes of your righteousness tlo not suffice, 
To cover the lack of true lo\-e in the heart. 

You look shabhy anJ filthy. and ~oetl and mean-
E'en \\;th those you co.>ntlemn you but poorly compare I 

Go! wash you in Charity till you are clean; 
\' ou ";u change for the better, dear llistress Glmare. 

•• \'our noblest and purest affections luve died, 
Like summer-dried ro-..~ your spirit \\ithin ; 

\'our heart ha;; b'Tuwn ariJ anJ scarce is supplied, 
With sufficient vitality en~n to sin. 

nut woul.l you he tru~ (•) yo.>ur ,·irtuous name, 
There i ... ,,n~ W..! (",J:Unk•n.l h> y,)Uf tenjerest care; 

TL> <lc.1l with her wi;ely will a..J.l to your f.lme: 
That poor sinful worn:m i;- :loli.>tre;.s G!enare." 

Archbi~hop Tillo!,;on one~ rt"m:uk~d : tllJ.t we sh:lll ha,·e two won
ders in hc•:J.v.:n- the one. how nuny come to b<! abs<!nt whom we ex
pecteLi tc> ti::cl th..:r<!-th~ other, how m:my arc there whom we h.1d 
no IWi'~ <'f meeting. 

As :!1c hi;h-pri~sts and S.ltldncees-the bttt:r the materiali;;'~ of 
th:l.t a;~-w.::re f,,und united in their opposition to Je;;us. his apJ~tk·,; 
and :lt<.·:r te.Khing,;, so to.,!.ty we find theologi.1ns side by side with 
scient::ic· nuteri.tli,;t~ in ~'J'i'O~ing Spirittuli,;m. Uut it is not to th~o
logi.t::s :::hi p!1ilo~,~pit<•rs nuinly. th.lt Spiri:uali~:n l,:.oks fvr th<! n:Hold
nt<·nt :t::,l ext<.• :1~:L~n ~~f its principles. or e\·en fur an earnest im·e,;ti
g:llic':l c'i i:s m~r::"- j,,r t:l~re i:; :1.n attrJ.ctio!l b::ween th<! mind :tnd 
the in:.·:L·,·:::.ll '-':,·::Jc•n:s w::!1 w~ic!J it i5 in h.lml•)ny. ls tlle~e is be
twec•n t!-.e p~y~ic·.tl c>r;.lni,;m a::d C:.'~:.l.::-1 gr.ttiiic.l:io!'l;; on tht: phy;;ical 
pbnt• .. c,! :ls .:!1 ~,:;, .. Hi:l,· 111<'!1 w:1v h.n·e ~-·co:n~ emine:lt in any cle
pl.rt:n:~t of k:h>wle,l.;e. h.l\·e become 5v chie:ly from their mental 
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affinity with the elements of that knowledge, they cannot be attracted 
by those of an essentially different character, requiring an entirely 
different construction of mind for their 'reception, and comprehension. 
Our best astronomers would mostly make very poor theologians; 
while the latter would make indifferent astronomers ; and accom
piished experts in natural philosophy and chemistry, like theologians, 
possess little taste or talent for the investigation of the spiritual philos
ophy. A different class of minds is required, and this class is ag
gregating from the ranks of the independent thinkers in all the pro
fessions and pursuits of life. 

Through these instrumentalities the tniths of Spiritualism are being 
established, and the Church will find that its apprehensions have been 
groundless ; that Spiritualism came, not to lessen the triumphs of the 
gentle Nazarene, but to confirm in letters of light the truths he 
taught. 

END OF VOL. I, 
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PREFACE. 

BY certain reviewers of the first volume of this work (not Spiritual
ists), it has been stated as an objection, that Christianity and Spirit· 
ualism have not been formally presented and compared as systems 
in their credal and doctrinal aspects, showing their unity of character 
from these points of view. My answer to this is, there is the same 
diversity in many important respects between the Christianity of our 
day and Modern Spirituali:>m, that there is between the former and 
Primitive Chri:>tianity, and it has not been my intention to show any 
striking similarity between the two systems of our day, but on the 
contrary I have constantly endeavored to demonstrate the identity 
of the phenomena and higher teachings of Modern Spiritualism with 
those of Primitive Christianity alone, and at the same time show that 
both differ from :Modern Christianity in precisely the same respects. 

Neither has it been my design to formally present Primitive Chris
tianity and .Modern Spiritualism, and make a comparison of the two 
as syslnns, and thus place them in such relations that in the minds 
of some prejudice might be excited, and they be led to combat the 
principal intention of the work, which is to show that not as systems 
(though as such I believe them to be identical) but in their phenom
ena, their principles, and fundamental teachings they are the same, 
and that the creeds, and various dogma:>, and doctrinal views which 
have originated and become incorporated in the Church, constitute 
no essential part of true Christianity, but on the contrary are corrup
tions of it, and have been the means of leading modern Christians 
from the simple and grand spiritual truths, which give force and 
vitality to the teachings and example of Jesus and his disciples. 

The mistake of these objectors consists in assuming that Primi. 
tive and Modern Christianity are the same, but if there is any merit 
in this work, I conceive it to principally consist in making clear the 
important truth that they are widely different, that the Church hat 
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departed from the purity both of the teachings and practic<! of the 
Primitive Christians, and my intention has been to demonstrate this 
fact through a comparison of the phenomena and teachings of the 
New Testament with those of Modern Spiritualism. If in this I have 
succeeded, then my object has been attained, and for the reasons 
above stated I leave it to the intelligent reader to form his own con
clusions, and to judge whether the two systems are, or are not iden
tical. 

If it be objected, as it sometimes is, that Spiritualism is not a sys· 
tern, my answer is, Jesus in his teachings presented no system. He 
taught the truth generally and specifically, but with no n:ganl to any 
systematic arrangement, and tpere is a nearly perfect resemblance 
between Modern Spiritualism and Primitive Christianity in that the 
latter had not, and the former has not, a pronounced or written creed, 

. or formula, or complete statement of faith and doctrine, or an eccle
siastical structure and hierarchy. If these are essential to a system, 
then Modern Spiritualism like Primitive Christianity is not a system, 
but if. through Spiritualism a future life is demonstrated, am] its nature 
explained; convincing evidence furnished that in that life we are all 
to be rewarded according to the deeds done in the body ; if through 
the knowledge derived from the inhabitants of the spiritual world we 
find additional and convincing evidence that God is really our Father; 
that obedience and worship are justly due Him, and that He designs 
all His rational creatures to be happy : that as He is love so we must 
love one another, and in fact if •hrough the revelations of Spiritual
ism we receive teachings precisdy similar to those of Jesus, so com
prehensive in their character as to be applicable to all the relations 
of life, clearly defining our duty and course, then Spiritualism is a 
system. That it is this, and that it is in addition both a philosophy 
and a religion, I believe in the future will be abundantly proved, and 
generally acknowledged. 

No doubt it has been observed by the reader, that my subject has 
taken a wider range than the title of the work would seem to imply ; 
but as I proceeded in my task I found it necessary, not only 
to constantly refer to the spiritual manifestations of the Old Testa
ment, in connection with those of the New, but to treat of them 
equally with the latter, and thus the work has gradually assumed a 
form and character in which the varied phases and features of 
Modern Spiritualism are viewed in the light of those of the whole 
Bible. It has been found necessary to thus extend the scope of the 
work, for the reason that the manifestations of the New Testament, 
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in most instances, find their antitypes in those of the Old, even as 
those of Modern Spiritualism arc in most instances recurrences of 
those of both the Old and New Testaments, while of the doctrines 
and teachings of the Bible it is mainly those of the New Testament 
which are reaffirmed and retaught by Modern SpiJitualism. 
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CHAPTER I. 

SPIRIT·WRITING. 

"In the same hour came forth fingers of a man"s hand, ancl wrote over llj.'llinst 
the candlestick upon the plaster of the wall of the king's palace, and the king saw 
the part of the hand that wrote."-lJan. v. s. 

SPIRIT-WRITING is a form of manifestation of spirit-power 
which undoubtedly is more common in our day than it was in 

Liulic:1l times, and this should ue expected when we consider how 
few, comparatively, then had a knowledge of writing, ant! this igno
rance of the art applied to most spirits as it did to most mortals. 

We now have knowledge of three ways in which spirit-writing is 
produced: 

First-by materialized spirit hands. 
Second-by the will-power of spirits. 
Third-by the medium's h:md, when controlled and direct-ed uy a 

spirit. 
In the ca-;e of spirit-writing as related in the passage quoted, the 

king saw the part of the han1l that wrote, and from the words follow
ing, and especially froat the eighth verse, it is evident that the letters 
remained permanently in view, so that the spirit-fingers probably 
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were materialized to effect this result ; and now frequently a hand is 
seen holding the instmment with which the writing is effected, but 
more commonly spirit-writing is accomplished by means of the will
power of spirits over ma~,'netic or other forces, which they find avail
able for this purpose. 

In the 28th chapter of 1 Chronicles, we are informed of the means 
by which David was instructed as to the patterns from which to build 
the temple, the courses of the priests and Levites, the form and weight 
of the vessels of the service-tables, candlesticks, utensils, etc. These 
detailed instructions were from a spirit, and they were given in writ
ing, for so it is declared in this chapter. 

Commencing with the eleventh verse, it reads : 
" Then David gave to Solomon his son the pattern of the porch, and of the 

houses thereof, and of the treasuries thereof, and of the upper chambers thereof, 
and of the inner parlours thereof, and of the place of the mercy-seat. A nJ tlu 
pattt:rn of all tlutt lu lutd !J_v tlu spirit of the courts of the house of the Lord, 
and of all the Chambers round about of the treasuries of the house of God, and of 
the trea.,uries of the dedicated things." 

After the enumeration of details in the 19th verse it is said: 
" All this said David, the Lord madt: mt undtrsland in writing /Jy llu lla11tl 

upon 111t, even all the works of this pattern." 
It will be noticed in the 12th verse that it is said he had this by 

tht spirit, and tlrere is no sufficient reason for supposing that any 
agency higher than that of a human spirit was concerned in communi~ 
eating this knowledge, or giving these directions. They probably 
were given through David's hand, the spirit controlling its move
ments, as we now know that by this means the object could have been 
most readily attained, even as now it might be possible for a work 
of equal magnitude to be accomplished under the most favorable 
conditions by similar means, and the claim for spirit-writing in our 
day finds an authoritative precedent in this chapter. 

· It is also evident from the· narration, that 'the plans and directions 
included the necessary details, and the amount of labor humanly 
speaking required to complete them for use in the construction, 
arrangemen~ and furnishing of such a building as the temple of 
Solomon ; must have been very considerable. 

In the. 2 rst chapter of 2 Chronicles, verse 12, it is said: 
"And there came a writing to him (Jehoram) from Elijah the prophet." 

Now, according to the order of events and Bible chronology, this 
writing came after the translation of Elijah, and if so, could have been 
written only by spirit agency ; and wha.t renders this more probable 
is, that the writing or message was a warning to J ehoram to desist 
from his evil practices. 
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In Deut. ix. Io, we are told that the Lord delivered unto Moses 

" Two tables of stone written with the finger of God." 

In China the means to obtain writing by spirits have been known 
from the most ancient times, and are used there to-day. Dr. Mac
gowan, the Medical Missionary to China, in the Norlk Chi,a Hu
ald informs us of the mode of procedure. He says : "The table 
is sprinkled equally with bran, flour, dust, or other powder, and two 
mediums sit down at opposite sides with their hands on the table. 
A hemispherical basket eight inches in diameter, is now reversed and 
laid down with its edges resting on the tips of one or two fingers of 
the two mediums. This basket is to act as penhoi<ler, and a reed 01· 

style is fastened to the rim, or a chopstick thrust through the inter
stices with the point touching the powdered table. The ghost mean
while has been duly invoked, and the spectators stand round waiting 
the result. This is not uniform. Sometimes the spirit summoned is 
unable to write, sometimes he is mischievously inclined, and the pen 
-for it always moves-will make either a few senseless flourishes on 
the tables, or fashion sentences that are without meaning, or with a 
meaning that only misleads. This, however, is comparatively rare. 
In general the words traced are arranged in the best form of compo
sition, and they communicate intelligence wholly unknown to the 
operators. Tltese op~rators are said to be not only unconscious, but 
unwilling participators in the feat." 

Epes Sargent, in his "Planchette," from which I extract the above, 
adds: "The same writer tell,s us that in Ningpo, in 1843, there wa$ 
scarcely a house in which this mode of getting messages from the 
spirits was not practised." 

R~;>bert Dale Owen, in his "Debatable Land," p. 381, relates an 
instance of spirit-writing that came under his own observation. He 
there says: 

"At Mr. Underhill's on the evening of September 3, J86r, in the 
back room, second story. ·Present Dr. A. D. Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. 
Underhill and myself. Precautions in regard to locking doors and 
the like, as usual. The room was brightly lighted during the entire 
sitting. We sat at a rectangular table, thirty-three inches by fifty
three, which had no drawers, and from which we had removed the 
table-cover. The gas lit the space under the table, so that we could 
inspect it at any time. I sat on one side of this table, Mrs. Under
hill opposite; Mr. Underhill at one end, on my right, a.nd Dr. Wilson 
at the other, on my left. . . . 

"The hands of all the assistants were on the tal.Ne, and below. 
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the table there was nothing to be seen, for I looked more than 
once. 

"Then, after witnessing several other phenomena, we asked if we 
could have direct writing in the light; to which the reply, by raps, 
was in the affirmative. Then came a call for paper and pencil. I 
myself selected a sheet from the middle of a quire of foolscap and 
examined it carefully under the gas-burner: it was entirely blank. 
I held it and a pencil on my knee, looking under the table as I did 
so. Scarcely had I looked up again, to be assured that all the hands 
of the assistants still remained on the table, when paper and pencil 
were taken from me, a finger distinctly touching mine as they were 
taken. Then, for six or eight seconds we heard a sound resembling 
that of a pencil writing rapidly on paper; and instantly, before I had 
time to look again, the raps spelled : ' Take it up.' I did so, and 
found written upon it in pencil, in a bold, rude, dashing hand, the 
words : 'The North will conqrur.' " 

On page 385 of the same book, the author narrates another case 
of spirit-writing: 

"But the next example occurred in broad daylight. It was com
municated to me by one of the witnesses present, at first verbally, 
and afterward by letter, in which the writer kindly permits me to use 
her name ; a name which cannot fail to secure for the narration, re
spect and consideration. The lady is the sister of Bancroft the 
historian, and the widow of John Davis, formerly Governor of Massa
chusetts, and best remembered in New England under the honorable 
cognomen of 'honest John Davis.' • 

"The circumstance occurred in Mrs. Davis' dining-room, in Wor
cester, Massachusetts, the medium present being Mr. Willis, formerly 
a student of Harvard University, and who hat! some Jifficulty there 
because of an honest avowal of his belief in the epiphanies of Spir
itualism. ' The room,' says Mrs. Davis in her note to me, 'had four 
windows facing east, south, and ,\<est ; the hour between eleven and 
tweh·e A. M.; so that we had the full light of a summer sun, shut off 
only by green blinds. We were at a table on which I had put paper 
.and pcncit, but we had no intention of fonuing what is called a 
circle : we merely sat chatting of some wonderful manifestations we 
.had witnessed the evening before.' 

"While they were so engaged, the pencil rose from the table, 
-stood at the usual angle as if gui(lt:d by a human hand, though no 
hand was to be seen, and began to write. The amazement of 1\lrs. 
Davis may be imagined. The motion of the pencil was regular, and 
a slight scratching SOllnd was heard as it moved. Both Mrs. Davis 
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and Mr. Willis saw and heard thi:~ alike. It wrote a brief message 
of affc=ction from a dear friend of Mrs. Davis, deceased some years 
before; then dropped on the paper." 

Mr. Owen also, in speaking of Kate Fox, says: "Occasionally she 
writes two communications at once, both hands moving at the same 
time, each on a separate sheet. And I have myself witnessed the 
following. While her hand was writing there was by raps a call for 
the alphabet, whereupon Kate called over the letters and took down 
the message letter by letter, without for a momcn[ discontinuing her 
writing." 

I remember well the impression made on my mind by my first 
seance with Henry Slade. He was at th:lt time, August, 18 70, visit· 
ing Brooklyn, where I was residing, and reading in a daily p:lper a 
notice ol his remarkable gifts, I forthwith called upon him at his 
rooms, accompanied by my wife. This was his first visit to the State, 
and he had been in the city only two cbys, while I also was compar
atively a stranger there. Of course I was incredulous, as I had 
ne\·er before witnes:~ed spirit-writing, and availed myself of th.: oppor
tunity of his absence from the room to examine the furniture, and 
the only tabllf there, by turning the latter on its sicie, and to give 
all a ,thorough inspection. He soon returned and we became snt.•tl, 
he at one side of the table and we at the other, with a corner between 
him and us. The raps were immediately heard, when he placed a 
&late, upon which was a tiny bit of pencil, under the lt!af of. the 
table, but not so far under as to be wholly covered, pressing it up
ward in contact with the leaf, supporting it in position with one hand, 
while the other was laid upon the table in contact with ours. 

In a moment the bit of pencil was heard writing, and upon the 
cessation of the sounds the slate was withdrawn, and we read the 
words : " Good evening, friends." The slate being replaced the 
sounds were again heard, and upon being removed we found written: 
"From your son John." An infant son of ours of that nam~ had 
passed away many years b.:fore. The next message was : " Dear 
mother, I live and am with you: John." My wife here remarked she 
was unable to underst:Jnd how a child only eight months old at the 
time of his death could write, when it was written : "Dear mother, 
I am a young man now." This certainly was in some degree satis
factory, for it was more than twenty years since he had left earth, 
but what followed was more startling, for the next communication 
was written in a bold masculine hand: "Elizabeth, believe your 
son; Seth Crowell." 

This was the name of my father when living, and as he passed 
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away more than forty years previously, the reader can judge what 
probability there was that the medium could have known his name, 
or the name of my infant son, or the first name of my wife ;--or 
even if it were possible for him to have known all this he did not 
write those sentences, nor had he any direct agency in writing them, 
as any liberal sceptic will admit who will take the trouble to sit with 
him and observe for himself. At this seance we were also favored 
with music from an accordeon, produced without visible hands, the 
keys working in full sight of us all, and the whole was done in a 
room well lighted by the rays of the sun. 

At a sitting with the same medium, March 2, 1871, he held the 
slate under the corner of the table so that it was only partially con
cealed, and requested me to support the end nearest me. Upon 
taking it he released his hold leaving it wholly in my hand, when 
he replaced his hand upon the table with the other. In a moment 
I heard the pencil writing, and upon its cessation I withdrew the 
slate and found upon it a message purporting to be from a deceased 
rdative. It was pertinent and signed with the full name. 

The medium then held the slate under the table on a level with 
our knees, and requested me to also grasp it with one hand. Upon 
my taking it he released his hold, leaving it in my hand, while he 
replaced his upon the table with his other. In a moment I fdt a 
strong force exerted against me, as if there were two strong hands 
~'I"asping the other end of the slate, and J was compelled to exert 
my full strength to retain possession of it. This continued perhaps 
for a minute, when it ceased. All occurred in broad daylight. 

At another seance with the same medium, January 16, 1871, after 
he had been controlled in an unconscious state and had recovered 
himself, he said he felt that the influence upon my wife was so strong 
that she would be able to obtain a message on the slate by herself. 
He then handed her the slate, directing her to place It under the 
edge of the table in the usual manner, and to press it firmly upward 
in contact with the leaf. She complied, supporting it with one hand, 
with the thumb clasping the upper edge of the table, and placing her 
other hand upon the latter, the medium also .Placing both his hands 
there upon both of mine, so that every hand excepting the one of 
hers that held the slate, was in full view upon the table. After a 
few moments the bit of pencil was heard writing, and as soon as the 
sounds ceased the slate was withdrawn by my wife, and upon it in 
well written characters we read; "God bless you, my child. J. W." 
These two letters being the first two initials of her father's name. 

At my own house, where slate and pencil had been previously 
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provided by myself, Dr. Slade being present, we received a number 
of communications written on the slate in the same manner, all 
appropriate and signed with the names of deceased relatives. 

Twice the writing has been freely effected when I placed the slate 
under the table leaf, and there hdd it firmly in contact with the 
lower surface, the medium not touching it, both his hands being 
placed upon my remaining hand in full view. 

At least half a dozen times I have seen him place small pieces of 
pencil on the middle of the exposed surface of the table, and over 
these the slate, then placing our four hands together on the table 
just in front of us, the writing has taken place just the same as when 
the slate has been under the leaf. Here the writing was done on the 
under side of the slate, and I have more than once on these occa
sions received messages, which, closely and distinctly written, covered 
one side of it. 

At one time-Feb. 4. 1873-the slate which I had inspected and 
carefully cleaned, was placed on the middle of the table with the 
usual fragment of pencil under it, the medium and I being seated 
together with our hands joined near the edge of the table. We sat 
thus about a minute, when he arose and passed to the opposite side, 
and there seated himself at least four feet from that side of the 
table, his hands at my request being raised and in full view, and 
while thus seated the writing continued, and when finished I found 
it to be a communication clearly, closely, and regularly written, 
signed with the name of a deceased friend, and covering all the 
lower surface of the slate. 

Upon three separate occasions I have known him to take a double 
slate, or two slates united by hinges, and after I had inspected their 
surfaces, and rubbed them with IllY moistened fingers, he has placed 
a mite of pencil upon one of thc111, then closed them and placed the 
slates thus folded upon the table near its centre, a foot or more from 
our united hands, and in each instance both of the inner surfaces wert: 
covered with writing, and signed with the name of a friend in spirit 
life. All these things took place in daylight, in a room thoroughly 
wdl lighted, the rays of the sun streaming upon the floor. 

Then again, as related in the chapter on "Materialization of Spirit 
Fonus," vol. i., at a seance with the same medium, in a room well 
lighted with ga.s, a beautiful hand, evidently that of a female, emerged 
from under the table, and with a pencil wrote upon a sheet of paper 
placed on a slate on my wife's lap, an affectionate message to which 
was signed the name of one who was very dear to us, and who had 
passed away some six months previously. The hand was perfectly 
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formed, and we both recognized it, and every movement was as free, 
natural, and graceful as possible, and the writing though not weC 
done was effected letter by letter with deliberation and apparent free
dom. There was nothing \·isible above the wrist, the hand did not 
terminate abruptly, no distinct line marking the separation, but where 
the upper portion of the wrist should have bc:en nothing was visible. 
It remained in sight at least tive minutes. 

With Mr. :Foster, I have repeatedly known writing to be produced 
while he held both paper and pencil between two adjoining fingers 
of one hand, he holding the writing materials under the table, while 
the other hand was placed on it. Twice while thus held 1 have 
inclined over and seen the pencil write, and in both instances names 
were written backwards which were those of deceased friends, of 
whom he could not possibly ha\·e had any knowledge. 

At a seance with this medium, 1 inquired how the writing on the 
slate was effected at Dr. Slade's. The answer given by a spirit 
friend was: 

"The writing on the slate is produced in the simplest way. The 
smaller the pencil the more easily we can write, the larger the pencil 
the greater the difficulty. We mo\·e the point by our will.power en
tirely, and that enables us to write very few spirits can directly con
trol the pencil. That is the reason why the .medium's wife comes so 
often to show other spirits how to. do this." 

When a person receives a ·letter from a friend, he finds in addition 
to the address, the date and name of place: where written, followed by 
the communication itself, referring to incidents or matters with which 
he is familiar, or which arc probable, and lastly he finds a familiar 
name signed thereto. 

He knows that the person whose name is there signed wrote the 
letter, or some friend \\TOte it for him at his request, or that some 
person has forged the letter and signature. One of these three things 
has occurred, and it is precisely the same with a written message ap
propriatdy directed and signed, when executed in the presence of a 
medium, upon or under a slate while the latter rests untouched upon 
the table before his eye!', or while perhaps he assists in holding it 
closely in contact with the under surface of the table, or as some 
times occurs, while both pencil and slate or paper arc out of reach of 
any person present. He knows that no mortal hand wrote the mes. 
sage, and it must therefore ha\·e been written by an invi~ible hand 
or agency, and that agency must, like that which wrote the letter, be 
intelligent. As in the case of the letter, he knows either that the 
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spirit whose name is there signed wrote the message, or some other 
spirit wrote it for him at his request, or that a spirit or something 
that possesses the intelligence and power that we suppose attach to 
a spirit, forged the communication. In either case a spirit or intel
ligence beyond mortal wrote it. 

A mode of writing by spirits which strongly impresses the observer, 
is that where letters suddenly appear of a bright scarlet color, usually 
upon the hand or arm of the medium, as occurs with Mr. Foster. I 
am not aware that any ancient record is known of this mode of 
spirit-writing, but in the modern history of the Catholic Church some 
instances of it are recorded ; among them that of the prioress of tht 
Ursuline nuns at Loudon, in France, about the year 1635· The names 
of St. Joseph and the Virgin appeared upon her hands and remained 
there for some time, and Mr. Thomas Killigrew, an English~an, 
says : " I saw her hand, white as my hand, and in an instant change 
color all along the vein and become red, and all on a sudden a word 
distinctly appeared, and the word was Joseph." 

A gentleman of the name of Colchester, a resident of Western 
New York, and a clairvoyant of great power, who was known by 
thousands, and who died some eight or ten years ago, was a medium 
for this form of manifestation of spirit power, and initials, or full 
names, appeared upon ~is hand or arm at almost every sitting. 

Mr. Charles H. Foster, of New York, also possesses this gift in 
great perfection, and I have seen i~itials and names appear upon his 
hand and arm more than a score of times, and they always repre
sented the names of deceased persons of whom he could not have 
known, but whom I had known jntimately. 

At my first seance with him, December 4, x868, amongst other 
written questions carefully prepared and folded the evening previous, 
and which unopened were answered correctly by him, was this: 
"What was the name of my father-in-law when living?" He had 
deceased fifteen years before. After a moment's delay he presented 
his hand ; on it soon came into view the three scarlet capital letters 
J. W. R., being the proper initials of the name asked for. He then 
took at random another written question, and after holding it a 
moment, he raised his sleeve, and soon upon the clear skin formed 
the scarlet capital letters, E. W. C. These were the correct i'litials 
of the name of my eldest child, who passed away at the age of four 
years, twenty-two years previously. I then inquired whether he could 
give me the full name, when he seized a pencil and rapidly wrote, 
" Eugene Wharton Crowell." There were but two persons this side 
the grave who knew the middle name, and these were the parents of 
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the child, not one of our relatives having any remembrance of it, as 
I ascertained afterward. 

Some spirits assert, that it is by means of electricity they accom
plish this writing on the arm and hand. They say they direct a fine 
current of this force upon the part they desire to affect, as one would 
use a pencil, and as before stated in regard to slate-writing, they say 
this also is one of the most easily accomplished of their manifesta
tions. 

Of the same general character, are the sl~r;mala of the Roman 
Catholic Church. These are appearances on the human body corre
sponding to the wounds of Christ on the hands, feet, and side, and 
sometimes to those made by the crown of thorns on the head. There 
have been many well accredited instances of these stigmata, or 
marks appearing, and the testimony as to their origin being a ~piritual 
one, at least in many cases, is conclusive. The late Lord Shrews
bury with great care and labor personally investigated every case 
that was ac~essible, and wrote a volume concerning the ecstatics or 
mediums who were the subjects of these phenomena, and records 
his opinion that they are not produced by mortal agency. Enne
moscr in his History of 11-fagntlism, had previously collected nar
rations of many cases, and was fully convinced of the absence of 
deception. 

Of course the Roman Church has accepted all these cases as 
miracles, specially wrought to confirm the faith of believers. As to 
their being miracles, the phenomena and revelations of modem 
Spiritualism disprove this claim; but that the manifestations are made 
for the purpose of confirming the faith of believers I have no doubt 
-not by God-but by spirits, who yet retain an active faith in the 
doctrines of the Church in which they were educated, and who being 
able to produce these marks upon the bodies of certain ecstatics 
or mediums, exercise their power for the purpose of impressing 
the minds and confirming the faith of their co-religionists in earth
life. 

One of the most renowned of these ecstatics was Catherine 
Emmerich, a nun in the convent of Dulmen, in Westphalia, at the 
commencement of this century. In many respects she resembled 
the Seeress of PreYorst, being a sensitive of the highest order. She 
from childhood was very devout, had visions, and was generally 
clairvoyant, and like the Seeress her life was one of almost constant 
physical suffering, whicll terminated in early death. In her case the 
marks of the wounds were as perfect as the work of an artist, and 
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blood invariably issued from them on Fridays. Close and repeated 
examinations were made by the officials, medical men, and others, 
but no trace of imposition was ever dt:tected. 

As applicable to these so-called miracles of that Church, I will hert 
copy from an article in th~ London Huma11 Nafun, No. 28. 

"The Roman Catholic branch of the Church has always been pro
lific in ' miracles.' Scarcely a saint but has been the instrumental
ity for some wondrous work, and great has been the influence exerted 
over millions of our fellow-creatures by these representations. The 
Church has appealed to these 'miracles,' as evidence of its divine 
origin and supremacy, with a success but too apparent. Their Pro
testants opponents meet these statements with a llat denial, and point 
in triumph to several petty tricks in which they have been discov
ered. Hut the facts are too numerous and well authenticated to be 
argued or sneezed down. No, our Protestant fricn~ls must try other 
tactics. Let them carefully study the phenomena emuraced by Mes
merism and Spiritualism, and they will soon be in a position to under
stand in some degree the majority of the so-called miracles. We do 
not assert that they will thus be able to explain all tlie whys and 
wherefores of such phenomena, but they will be enabled to accept 
them as bets without having recourse to 'special providences' as a 
cause. They would find such miracles to be common to all ages and 
religions, varying in detail with national idiosyncrasies. Many of 
them too arc reproducible almost at command, varying onlY. in degree. 
Surely to the properly constituted mind this would be preferable to 
denying them altogt:ther, !'imply because we cannot satisfactorily 
expbin them." 

Analogous to the stigmata are pre-natal marks upon children. 
These are probably produced by the imagination acting upon the 
will-power or force of the mother, causing it to be directed with great 
energy upon the susceptible organism of the footus, the marks being 
impressed in a way somewhat similar to that in which the stigmata 
are impressed upon the bodies of ecstatics, or mediums, by di~em
bodied spirits. That many blemishes or supposed marks upon in
fants, ascribed to the imagination of the mother, have their origin in 
other causes, there can be no question; but on the other hand, that 
many children are marked from this cause is the opinion of many, I 
may say most eminent physiologists, and we have no reason to 
doubt that the subtile forces of the mind, when concentrated and di
rected with the energy imparted by fright, or intense repugnance, may 
be capable of producing effects like these upon the footus, which is 
so closely identified physically and mentally with the mother. 
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PLANCHETrE. 

As related to the subject of spirit-writing, it is proper that some
thing should here be said o( planchette. 

As a means of communication with spirits it in some respects re
sembles the table, but while planchette will move freely under the 
hands of one or two properly conditioned persons, table moving and 
rapping usually require the presence and contact of a greater 
number. 

The reasons why planchette of late has comparatively fallen into 
disuse are : First-because of the deception that has been practised 
in its name. Second-the want of knowledge as to the proper method 
of using it; and Third-the unreliability of the communications many 
times received through it. In regard to the first difficulty, so long as 
human nature remains as it now is, there will be a large proportion 
of people who will delight in deception, and in the use of planchette 
persons of this class find a field for the exercise of their inventive 
faculties only limited by the bounds that limit the credulity of a still 
larger class. As to the second difficulty, the explanation is that most 
people expect the instrument to move at once upon placing their 
hands upon it, whereas patient and repeated trials are generally re
quired to obtain responses. Two persons only should touch it at 
the same time, and then only with the ends of the fingers and thumbs.. 
and only the weight of these should rest upon it, not of the whole 
hands, and while the utmost care should be taken to avoid directing 
its movements, equal care should be exercised to avoid obstructing 
them. Neither should there be any attempts to influence the size of 
the letters, or the direction of the lines, but the questioner should 
remain as nearly passive in all respects as possible. When these 
rules are observed, in the majority of cases responses will be 
Qbtained. 

As to the question, why communications through this instntment 
are so often unreliable, I will give the answers of two spirits ":hom I 
interrogated upon this subject, as I find them recorded in my note 
book. 

In October, 1872, Dr. Buffum was my guest. One evening he was 
controlled by "Red Jacket," and I inquired why it is tbat plan
chette gives such contradictory answers. His rep! y was : "When 
you use planchette your magnetism flows upon the instrument, and 
your friends if advanced are not as well able to control it as are in
ferior spirits, for when your friends control its movements this is 
effected principally through your brains, by impression, and while 
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you are sitting, inferior spirits seeing you waiting for its movements, 
often throw their grosser int1uence directly upon it, and they can 
direct its movements much easier by this process than your friends 
can through theirs, so that the latter are displaced in despite of their 
efforts to prevent it. 

"The same objections apply to table movements and rappings, 
though in a less degree. Give up planchette and even the habit 
of placing your hands upon the table, but sit around it, not touching 
it, and join hands. This will enable your friends to impress your 
minds to advantage, and they then can develop you to the extent of 
your capacity." 

Another answer in explanation, assigning another cause of unreli
ability, was given by a spirit through Dr. Slade, who said that the 
spirits mo\·ed it by will-power alone, not by touching it, and if 
the will-power of one of the persons touching it happened to be 
stronger than that of the spirit, it would be guided by the will of the 
mortal. 

I believe both these explanations to be sound and reasonable, 
and the operations of the instrument under our hands justify them. 
There are no mediums, as this term is generally understood, in my 
family, so far as I am aware, but some two years since I procured a 
planchette with the intention of testing the power of some of my 
friends with it. We found a number under whose hands it moved 
freely, when upon two members of my family trying it, to our sur
prise it moved equally well. After this we found it to moye under 
the hands of any two of us, myself at times being one of these, and 
we had free communications, and I soon learned that we coulcl gener
ally depend upon those that we received during the first twenty or 
sometimes more minutes, and that the dubious and contradictory 
communications were made after these periods of time in our sittings, 
and I further observed that between what I may term the reliable 
and unreliable periods, the movements of the instrument were gt..•n
erally for some minutes erratic ami apparently meaningless, and we 
soon became distrustful of these changes in its movements, anJ at 
their first appearance suspended operations. 

My opinion is, that when we sat we immediately attracted some of 
our -spirit friends, who upon assembling in their turn attracted the 
notice of spirits on a lower plane, who soon interfered, and con
trolled the movements of the instrument. 

Wh<..>ther it was owing to the annoyance to our spirit friends from 
this cause, and the apprehension on their part that we might receive 
as.from .them messages that were dictated by mischievous spirits, or 
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to some other cause, it is certain that all intercourse with them by 
this means suddenly terminated in less than one year from the time 
of its commencement, and though repeatedly trying since then to 
obtain responses, the instrument has never moved under our hands. 

It is now as dumb as if it had been a living thing suddenly para· 
lyzed. 

Elsewhere in this work I have narrated tests received through plan. 
chette. 



CHAPTER II. 

LEVITATION AND CONVEYANCE BY SPIRIT-POWER. 

"And when they were come up out of the water, the spirit of the Lord caught 
away Philip that the eunuch saw him no more. • • • • But Philip was found 
at Azotus."-Acts viii. 39, 40· 

I N these passages is recorded a case of elevation and conveyance 
through the air of a human being, one of flesh and blood, by 

spirit power, more extraordinary than anything of the kind known to 
have been accomplished by spirits in modern times. And yet no 
well informed Spiritualist w~l1 cast ridicule upon this narration, on the 
contrary he wi11 acknowledge and maintain its credibility with a con
fidence that few among the Protestant clergy possess, for he knows 
that precisely similar feats, though not the equal of this in the distance 
which Philip was carried, have been perfotmed in our day, the sub
jects being mediums, and the agency spirit power. 

Ira Davenport in this country, and Mrs. Guppy in London, so far 
as I know are the only mediums who have been conveyed any 
distance through the air, although a number of other mediums have 
been elevated and conveyed through rooms, and once Mr. Home in 
London was carried out of one window on the third floor, and in by 
another. It is said that Ira Davenport was conveyed by spirit-power 
a distance of more than a mile, and that Mrs. Guppy in London 
was conveyed two miles, there being a number of credible witnesses 
to the occurrence ; but Philip was transported from Gaza to Azo
tus, a distance of thirty miles, and, incredible as it may seem, we are 
not justified in denying its actual occurrence. 

Thus, one by one are the seeming miracles of the Bible rescued 
from the realm of the impossible, where the scepticism of this age 
had consigned them, and their verity, or at least their possibility, and 
even probability, substantially established through the occurrence of 
similar events in our time, and the day is not far distant when the 
Christian Church will appeal to the phen01i1ena of modern Spiritual· 
ism for its main if not only support for the credibility of Bible miracles; 
and dubious as this assertion may now appear to some, the next 
generation, if not this, wi11 acknowledge its truthfulness. It requires 
but one step to be taken by the Church to enable it to not only re
cognize this fact, but to seize upon it as the ark of safety, and that 
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step will be taken when the further promulgation of the truths 
of Spiritualism shall force the acknowledgment by the Church, that 
its great error has been in attributing to the direct action of God 
what He accomplishes through the agency of spirits or angels. It 
will then realize that it is not in derogation of His rights, nor of His 
wisdom or power, that we truthfully ascribe to Him tht: use of means 
in the accomplishment of His ends, as we perct:ive that throughout 
all animate and inanimate nature He only works by means, and is 
known only by His works. God directs e\·ery movement, and even a 
sparrow cannot fall to the ground without our Heavenly Father's 
notice, nor without His consent. No law of nature can be suspended 
by the power of embodied or disembodied man, nor have we the 
slightest reason to believe that God has ever suspended one of these 
laws, nor d. the elevation of a person in the air without visible 
means of support, necessitate the suspension of the law of gravita
tion, it simply requires a change in the conditions of the atoms of his 
substance with reference to this Jaw, and this change is wrought by 
spirit-power acting through magnetic and perhaps other forces. It 
was by this means that Jesus was enabled to walk upon the water, as 
narrated in Mark vi. 49· 

" But when they saw him walking upon the sea they supposed it had been a spirit, 
and cried out." 

While Peter, less mediumistically gifted, and having less faith, failed 
in his effort, and in fear exclaimed, "Lord, save me or I perish." 

Instances of levitation by spirit power have occurred in all ages. 
Among the different forms of manifestation of this power that the 
mediumship of Elijah presented, must ha~e been that of levitation 
and conveyance through the air, for we are told in I Kings xviii. I 2, 

that when he requested Obadiah to go and tell Ahab that he was 
there, Obadiah answered : 

" And it sba11 come to pa.<i.'l as soon as I am gone from thee, that the spirit of 
the Lord 5hall carry thee whither I know not, and so when I come and tell Ahab, 
1111d he cannot find thee, he shall slay me." 

And Ezekiel, chap. iii. 14, says: 
"So the spirit lifted me up, and took me away." 

Iamblicus in the fourth century thus wrote : " The signs of those 
that are inspired are multiform .... Again the body is seen to be 
taller, or larger, or is elevated, or borne aloft through the air." 

The Roman Catholic Church has always claimed for certain of its 
saints, the exemplification of this " miracle" in their own persons 
and the testimony that Catholic writers produce, seems by its respec
tabibty to establish this claim. 
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St. Dunstan, Archbishop of Canterbury, who died in 988, was 
raised from, and carried above the stairs he was a.:;cending. Richard, 
Abbot of St. Vanne de Verdun, in IoJ6, "appear.:d elevated from 
the ground while he was saying mass in the presence of the Duke 
Galizan, and his sons, and a great number of lords and ladies." 

Among others, St. Francis of Assissium, and also his biographer 
St. Bonaventura, were frequently seen to rise in the air. To these 
may be added the names of St. Philip of N eri, St. Catharine, Igna
tius Loyola, the founder of the Society of Jesus, and Savonarola, 
who during his last imprisonment while engaged in his devotions, 
was seen suspended in the air. The same thing has been repeatedly 
affirmed of Pope Pius the Seventh. St. Theresa in her Autobiogra
phy, says : "Sometimes my whole body was carried with my soul, so 
as to be raised from the ground, but this was seldom. \f!1en I wished 
to resist these raptures there seemed to be somewhat of such mighty 
force under my feet which raised me up, that I knew not what to 
compare it to. All my resistance availed little." 

Thus when the. subjects of these levitations are persons of un
doubted piety in the Romish Church, the phenomena are said by 
the priesthood to be miracles, especially wrought for the maniiesta
tion of divine power, ancl the subjects are canonized as saints; 
while Protestants on the other hand contemptuously deny them, 
and denounce the claims as fraudulent. A century or two since, 
when persons without the pale of either Church were raisecl in the 
air by invisible means, both Churches often admitted the phenomena, 
but notwithstanding the subjects may previously have borne good 
characters, united in denouncing them as witches, or necromancers, 
and the levitations as the work of the devil. 

Thus in the times of the Salem witchcraft, poor Margaret Rule 
was adjudged to be wholly given over to devils, and "once her tor
mentors, (the aforesaid 'devils') pulled her up to the ceiling of the 
chamber, and held her there before a numerous company of specta
tors, who found it as much as they could do to pull her down again." 
So Mather says, and he was a learned Protestant clergyman, and 
ought to have had knowledge not only as to the fact of her elevation 
but as to its cause. When similar phenomena now occur our spirit 
friends say thoy are produced by spirits, who desire by these means 
to prove to us their present and our future existence, and that they 
are not produced by evil spirits at all. Who shall decide ? 

While the position of the Catholic Church to-day, in its relations 
to this subject remains unchanged, the Protestant Church has changed 
its attitude materially, for while it formerly denied this miracle in the 
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Komish Church, it recognized it as being \\:rought hy the d~vil 
among those termed witches, while now through its advanced gr9wth 
in materialism it has come to deny the ag<!ncy of the devil in work
ing the miracle, and also the miracle itself. 

Briti:;h and other fort:ign residents in India, h:lve often been aston
ished at witnessing the suspension in the air of the bodies of the 
jugglers of that country. without vi~ible means of support. One of 
th~se itinerant exhibitors, in the full glare of a tropical sun, will 
commence his perfom1ance seated upon the ground in front of a 
hotel or pri\·ate residence, by covering himself with a cloth or 
basket, and after remaining thus concealed for a few minutes he 
will throw off the covering and be seen seakd, cros~-leggetl, in the 
air, without the !t:ast visible means of support, and any person 
present is permitted to try any experiment to test the question of 
deception, such as thrusting a cane or the arm underne:tth, ancl by a 
sweeping movement prove that no possible obstruction exists to its 
passage in any direction. 

At first a few scientific men and others who afft•ctcd to be always 
ready to do battle for science, denied the authenticity of the accounH 
of these facts. They said they were viob.tions of the law of ;.;ravi
tation, and therefore impossible, but no scientific or otlwr well
informed man denies them now, because it is well known that the 
first accounts like all succeeding ones were substantially correct, 
and the testimony is o\·erwhclming am! unimpeachable. The jnt:~ler 
does sit in the air without material support. So scienc<! in the 
persons of its living rcpresent:tti\·es is ominously silent, as it always 
is when it possesses no clew by which it can unr:wcl a mystery. 

There is no mystery in these performances to a Spiritu.1list, for he 
knows that spirits can do such things, and mortals c:mnot, so he 
rationally concludes that it is the work of spirits, and as India for 
ages has teemed with mediums of great power, and as these become 
in spirit life, upon thdr low planes, the best mediums on their side 
for the exercise of power through earthly mediums, there is no diffi
culty in accounting for such proficiency in producing levitations, 
and various other spirit manifestations. Both spirits and mortals 
there, have been for thousands of years in advance of the rest of the 
world in their knowledge of the occult means of producing spiri
tual phenomena, and this very feat of resting without support in the 
=tir was practised in India in ancient timc:s, for Philostratus, who lived 
in the second century, states in his Life of Apollonius of Tpwa, 
that the latter saw the Brahmins of lnclia suspended in the air at the 
height of two cubits, and walk there \\;thout vi:;ible support. 
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In our own country, and in England, some remarkable instances 
of levitation by spirit power have occurred, and more especially 
with Mr. D. D. Home. The following brief account of one of 
these, I take from the '' Discussion on Spiritualism" between Mr. 
S. B. Brittan and Dr. B. W. Richmond, p. z48. Mr. Brittan says : 

"On the 8th of August, 1852, several gentlemen were assembled 
at the residence of Ward Cheney, Esq., Manchester, Conn., where 
in the course of the evening very remarkable demonstrations 
occurred. One of the editors of the Hartford Timu was present, 
and from his account of the exhibition as published in that paper, I 
cut the following paragraph. 

"Suddenly and without any expectation on the part of the com
pany, the medium Mr. Home was taken up in the air. I had hold 
of his hand at the time, and I felt of his feet ; they were lifted a 
foot from the floor. He palpitated fro\u head to foot with the con
tending emotions of joy and fear, which choked his utterance. 
Again and again he was taken from the floor, and the third time he 
was carried to the ceiling of the apartment, with which his hands 
and head came in gentle contact. I felt the distance from the soles 
of his boots to the floor, and it was nearly three feet. Others touched 
his feet to satisfy themselves." Mr. Brittan adds : 

"Mr. Gordon has several times been taken up in a similar man
ner. '!'his has twice occurred in this city (New York), in both cases 
at the residence of our distinguished friend, Dr. John F. Gray, in 
Lafayette Place. In both instances the phenomenon transpired in 
presence of a number of intelligent and scientific observers. In 
one case Mr. Gordon was carried not less than sixty feet through 
different apartments." 

At one of the meetings of the Committee of the Lo11don .Dialati
tal Society-appointed to investigate Spiritualism-a paper was read 
by Mr. Jencken, a London barrister, and published in the report of 
the Committee, from which I extract the following : 

'' These levitations you will find recorded as having occurred as 
far back as the year 1347, and another instance took place in the 
year 1697. Goethe refers to this wonderful phenomenon in his life 
of Phillipinari. The levitations of Mr. Home are so well knowi]. 
that I need not more than allude to them. Upwards of one hundred 
levitations have taken place during his lifetime, of which the most 
remarkable are the carrying his body out of one window of the third 
floor at Ashley House into an adjoining window, and the lifting his 
bopy, raised three or four feet off the ground, at Adare Manor, for 
twenty or thirty yards. As regards the lifting of heavy bodies, 1 can 
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myself testify I have seen the semi-grand at my house raised horizon
tally eighteen inches off the ground, and kept suspended in space two 
or three minutes. I have also witnessed a square table lifted one 
foot off the ground, no one touching it, or being near it, a friend 
present seated on the carpet and watching the phenomenon all the 
time. I ha\·e seen a table lifted clear overhead six feet off the 
ground, but what is more remarkable, I have seen an accordion sus· 
pendcd in space for ten or twenty minutes, and played by an invisible 
agency." 

In the London Spiritualist of July, 1871, there is a communication 
from Lord Lindsay, in which he says : "I may mention that on an
other occasion I was sitting with Mr. Home, and Lord Adarc, and a 
cousin of his. During the sitting ..\lr. Home went into a trance, and 
in that state was carried out of the window in the room next to where 
we wen:, anrl was brought in at our window. The distance between 
the windows \Vas about seven feet six inches, and there was not the 
slightest foothold between them, nor was there more than a twelve 
inch projection to each window, which served as a ledge to put !low
ers on. 

"We heard the window in the next room lifted up, and almost im
mediately after we saw Home floating in the air, outside our window. 
The moon was shining full into the room, my back was to the light, 
and I saw the shadow on the wall of the window-sill, and Home's 
feet about six inches above it. He remained in this position for a 
few seconds, then raised the window and glided into the room, feet 
foremost, and sat down. 

"Lord Adare then went into the next room to look at the window 
from which he had been carried. It was raised about eighteen inches, 
and he expressed his wonder how Mr. Home had been taken through 
so narrow an aperture. Home said, (still in trance): 'I will show 
you,' and then with his back to the window he leaned back, and was 
shot out of the aperture head first, with the body rigid, and then re
turned quite quietly. 

"The window is about seventy feet from the ground. I very much 
doubt whether any skilful tight-rope dancer would like to attempt a · 
feat of this description, where the only means of crossing would be 
by a perilous leap, or being borne across in such a manner as I have 
described, placing the question of the light aside." 

The Master of Lindsay, in his testimony before the Committee of 
the London Dialectical Society, as published in their " Report on 
Spiritualism," page 2l4, said in relation to this and other levitations 
of Home's : "I have seen the levitations, but not in a brilliant light. 
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Home on one occasion was sittmg next me. In a few mir.~ttes he 
said : ' Keep quiet, I am going up.' His foot then came and touched 
my shoulder. I then felt something like velvet touch my cheek, and 
on looking up was surprised to find that he had carried with him an 
arm-chair, which he held out in his hand, and then floated round the 
room, pushing the pictures out of their places as he passed along the 
walls. They were far beyond the reach of a person standing on the 
ground. The light was sufficient to enable me to see clearly. 

" I saw the levitations in Victoria street, when Home floated out of 
the window. He first went into a trance, and walked about uneasily; 
he then went into the hall. While he was away I heard a voice whis
per in my ear: 'He will go out of one window, and in at another.' 
I was alarmed and shocked at the idea of so dangerous an experiment. 
I told the company what I had heard, and we then waited for Home's 
return. Shortly after he entered the room I heard the window go up, 
but I could not see it, for I sat with my back to it. I however saw 
his shadow on the opposite wall. He went out of the window in a 
horizontal position, and I saw him outside the other window-that in 
the next room-floating in the air. There was no balcony along the 
windows ; merely a strong course an inch and a half wide. Each 
window had a small plant-stand, but there was no connection between 
them. 

"I have no theory to explain these things. I have tried to find 
out how they are done, but the more I studied them the more satis
fied was I that they ~;ould not be explained by mere mcchanic<1l trick. 
I have had the fullest opportunity for investigation. I once saw 
Home in full light standing in the air, seventeen inches from the 
ground." 

I~ 1869, there appeared in some of the highest circles of English 
society, a remarkable book, written for private circulation, and con
taining narrations of spirit manifestations occurring in the presence 
of certain persons, among whom were the Earl of Dunraven, Viscount 
Adare, and Lord Lindsay. The title of the work was : Experimres 
i11 Spiritualism u•ilh Air. D. D. Home: b;• Visco11111 A dare: with 
i11troducltJry remarks by the Earl of Dtmra7'f1l. Only a few copies 
were printed, for the families and friends of these noblemen, but ex
tracts from the work have found their way to public notice. Follow
ing the introduction, are the names and addresses of fifty ladies and 
gentlemen of the highest character and position, all of whom were 
witnesses of some of th! facts described, and who testify to the 
accuracy of the description. 

The secrecy attending the publication of this work, was probably 
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1ttributable to the Earl of Dunraven being a Roman Catholic, and 
his dislike to incur the censures of the Church, for notwithstand
ing its annals are remarkable for their record~ and endorsement of 
similar phenomena., yet as these could not be claimed by the Church, 
if it noticed. them at all it would inevitably denounce them. 

Lord Adare in this work says of the levitation of ~lr. Home, just 
described by the :Mastc:r of Lindsay : "I took both his feet in my 
hands and away he went up into the air, so high that I was obliged 
to let go his feet. He was carried along the wall, brushing past the 
pictures, to the opposite side of the room. He then called me 0\'cr 
to him. I took his hand and felt him alight upon the tloor. .-\t 
Adare Manor, Ireland, all present saw him raised off the ground in 
the open air, and floating past them at a height which carried him 
clear over a wall, by a movement quite horizontal and uniform, a. 
distance of ten or twelve yards. At No. 7 Buckingham (;ate, he was 
raised in the air, and his head became quite luminous at the top, 
giving him the appearance of having a. halo around it. When he was , 
raised he waved his arms about, and in each hand there came a little 
globe of fire (to my eyes blue). The effect was very pretty." 

Mr. Home, in his work entitled bzddmts ilz m;• Life·, describes his 
sensations while being raised in the air, as follows : 

"During these elevations or levitations I usually experience in my 
body no particular sensations, other than what I can only describe 
as an electrical fulness about the feet. I feel no hands supporting 
me, and since the first time above described I have never felt fear, 
though should I have fallen from the ceiling of some rooms in which 
I have been raised, I could not have escaped serious injury. I am 
generally lifted up perpendicularly, my arms frequently become rigid, 
and drawn above my head as if I were grasping the unseen power 
which slowly raises me from the floor. At times when I reach the 
ceiling, my feet are brought on a. level with my face, and I am as it 1 

were in a reclining position. I have frequently been kept so sus- · 
pended for four or five minutes. . . . On some occasions the rigidity 
of my arms relaxes, and I have with a pencil made letters and signs 
on the ceiling, some of which now exist in London." 

The levitation of the human body after all is but little more marvel
lous than the raising and conveyance through the air of inanimate 
objects. In 2 Kings chap. vi. s, 6, we have an account of Elisha 
causing an axe to float on the surface of the water. The story reads 
thns: 

" But as one was felling a beam thl! axe head fell into the water, and he cried 
md llllid ; Alas I Master-for it was borrowed. And the man of God said : Whert 
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fell it? And he showed him the place, and he cut down a stick and cast in thither, 
and the iron did swim." 

And in 1 Kings xix. 5, 6, we find an account of a cake and a flask 
of water being brought to Elijah by a spirit, and this must have been 
substantial both in quality and quantity, for it sustained him for forty 
days and nights in his journey to Horeb. It is there said : 

"And as he lay and slept under a juniper tree, behold then an angel touched 
him, and said unto him; Arise and eat. And he looked and behold there was a 
rake bakm 011 tlu coals, and a cruise of water at his head. And he did eat and 
drink, and laid him down again." 

In his life of The Seeress of Prroorst, Dr. Kerner says: "During 
this period, articles whose near neighborhood to her was injurious, 
were removed by an unseen hand ; such objects-a silver spoon for 
example-would be perceptibly conveyed from her hand to a more 
convenient distance and laid on a plate, not thrown, for the things 
passed slowly through the air, as lifted by invisible agency." 

f , Natural flowers have many times been brought into closed rooms, 
1 during sittings for spiritual manifestations, and sometimes in such 
; abundance as to cover the tables. It has so happened where Mr. 

H. G. Eddy was the medium, also in the pn:sence of Mr. Home, 
Mrs. Hardy and others. 

In the London Spiritualist for September, r87o, there is an ac
count of some seances held by the celebrated Mrs. Guppy, in Naples 
and Florence, where a profusion of flowers was brought into the room 
by spirits. From this account I extract the following : 

" In Naples some very good seances took place at the palace of 
the celebrated Duchess d' Arpino. One evening the Princess 1' Aquila 
and the Countess Castellana were also present. The COlmtess Cas
tellana said she could not believe in the manifestations unless she 
were certain that Mrs. Guppy had nothing concealed about her. 1\lrs. 
Guppy insisted on taking off her own clothes, and putting on a dress· 
ing-gown of the Duchess. This she did in the presence of the Duch· 
ess, Countess, and Princess, who themselves robed her in the dress
ing-gown, and then threw a shawl over her shoulders to keep her 
warm. She then held the seance in a room she had not sat in before, 
when a shower of flowers, as usual in her seances, took place. 

"On one occasion she held a sitting with Mr. Augustus Trollope 
and his wife &t Florence. Mr. Trollope held Mrs. Guppy's hands, 
yet his hands and arms and those of Mrs. Guppy were quite buried in 
fresh flowers soon after the light was extinguished. . . . 

" At Florence there is a society for the investigation of spiritual 
phenomena : its members consist chiefly of the nobility, and it is 
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called the Florence Spiritual Society. At one of the ~ances held 
in the winter months, it was found to be too cold to sit in the 
room ordinarily used for the purpose, as there was no fire in it. So 
the party adjourned to one of the private rooms of the secretary, at 
the top of the house. There was a large fire in the room, which was 
covered over before the seance began, to exclurle light, and all the 
ladies present were furnished with foot-warmers. Flowers were 
brought as usual, but suddenly a noise was heard as if the chandelier 
had fallen down, a light was struck, and a thick block of ice, of 
about a square foot in size, was found upon the table. 

. . . . . " On one occasion Mr. H. W. Longfellow, the Amer
ican poet, called upon Mrs. Guppy at Naples. He said that he had 
been at many· seances but had not seen anything entirely satisfac
tory, and that he should like to have a sitting with her. His request 
was complied with. He held both he~ hands, and while he did so 
several orange-boughs were brought by unseen agency. The poet 
said that he considered the manifcstation to be one of the most con· 
clusive he had ever witnessed." 

Where do the flowers come from? In the majority of cases it is 
not known where they are gathered, but in some instances .:\lr. and 
Mrs. 'Guppy have evidence that they were gathered in gardens, 
varying in distance from the place of meeting, from a few yards to 
several miles. 

I have frequently in seances with Dr. Slade seen the table raised 
a foot or more, and so evenly that the pencil upon it did not move. 
Once this occurred with my own table, in my own house, when Dr. 
Slade was present. I have also seen at these seances chairs at a dis. 
tance from us move nearly across the room ; have seen the cover 
of an ice pitcher, placed three yards from us, three or four times in 
rapid succession rise and fall, and have often seen small articles 
hurled through the air. One evening I called upon him and found 
him engaged in a seance with a lady and gentleman. Presently the 
sliding doors opened and the gentleman followed by the lady and 
the medium came from the room. As I faced them I perceived a 
small object moving towards me in the air, perhaps three feet above 
the head of the medium, who was the last of the three to leave the 
room, and when I first observed it it, was at least four feet behind him, 
and from this point I watched it pass over all their heads, the medium's 
included, and then fall upon the floor immediately in front of the gen
tleman, and upon my calling his attention to it he found it be his 
silk necktie which had been taken from his person during the seance, 
and which after the most thorough search he had given up for lost 
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Both the rooms were well lighted, and from the moment the doors 
were opened I had a perfect view of the arms of the medium, and 
they were constantly at his side, and beside this no skill could have 
enabled him to give such a light object the course through the air 
that this took. 

At another time upon visiting the same medium, I had brought 
with me a small vial filled with pure water, and well corked, which I 
had placed upon the table before I had taken my seat. Upon my 
placing it there the medium asked what was my intention in bringing 
it. I replied for the spirits to magnetize it, so that it would become 
a remedy for weak eyes for the use of two members of my family, 
and then inquired if he thought they could do it. He answered, 
yes. We now seated ourselves, the vial at my right hand, while the 
medium was at my left, and not within four feet of the vial, and to 
touch it he would have been compelled to arise and lean over the 
table directly in front of me. · 

We were seated in a well-lighted room, the rays of the sun falling 
upon the floor, and no one present but us. Twice the medium said 
he saw a spirit hand grasping the vial, and I supposed the spirits 
were magnetizing it, and kept my eyes directed towards it, but I saw 
nothing, when suddenly at the same instant we both saw a flash of 
light apparently proceeding from the vial, and the latter disappeared. 
I immediately arose and inspected every part of the room, which 
from the beginning had been closed, under the table, chairs, and 
sofa, but the vial was not found. Then resuming my seat and ques
tions, in about fifteen minutes, while the two hands of the medium 
were clasping mine upon the table, I felt something fall into my lap, 
and looking down I observed the vial rolling off my knees on to the 
floor. Upon my taking it up we both remarked that the water had 
acquired a slightly purple tinge, but otherwise its appearance was 
unchanged. As a remedy it was successful. 

l Dr. Slade himself has also been raised to the ceiling by spirit 
power, but I have not witnessed this, nor have I witnessed the levi
tation of a human body in any instance, but I can no more doubt the 
ability of certain spirits under favorable conditions to effect these 
levitations, than I can doubt ~heir producing other spiritual phe
nomena which I have "itnessed 



CHAPTER III. 

I~SEXSIBILIT¥ TO FIRE. 

"Lo, I see four men loose walking in the midst of the fire, and they lulve nc 
hurt. . . • And the princes, governors, and captain<, and the lting's counsellors, 
being gathered to~c:ther saw these men upon whose boc.lie,; the fire had no power, 
nor was a hair of their heads sin~ed, neithc:r were their coats clulnged, nor the 
smell of fire had passetl them. • • .-Da11. iii. 25, 27. 

T HE same powc:r here manifested in the protection of the bodies 
of the three Hebrews against the destructive action of fire, has, 

though in a less conspicuous manner, been exercised by spirits in all 
a;,;es, and I have no doubt that many times where persons suspected 
of crime have been compelled to resort to the ordeal by fire, certain 
spirits finding tht!msclvc:s able: to exercise this power through the 
mediumistic qualities of the accused, and from sympathy lYith their 
misfortunes, have renderc:d them proof against its usual effects so 
that they have passed through the trial unscathed. 

This mode of testing the innocence or guilt of an accused person, 
had its origin in remote anti!Jllity, and until a comparativdy recent 
period was resorte1l to in many European states, as a mc:ans of de
ciding certain cases where extraneous evidence was lacking, and in 
all ages there have been instances in which persons have borne the 
test successfulJy, and thus the faith of the ignorant and superstitious 
in this onit:al was sustainc:1l, and the institution itself perpetuated. 

The.: manner in which the onleal was conducted in Europe, we as. 
certain from various writers, among them Blackstone. 

" Fire: ordeal," he says, "was performed either by taking up in the 
hand unhurt, a piece of red-hot iron of one, two, or three: pounds 
weight, or else by walking barefoot and blindfold, over red-hot 
ploughshares laid lengthwise at unequal distances, and if the party 
escaped being hurt he was adjudged innocent, but if it happened 
otherwise he was then condemned as guilty. By this method Queen 
Ernma, the mother of Edward the Confessor, is mentioned to have 
cleared her character." 

As to the supposition, that those who successfully passed this or
deal were protected from the action of the fire by previous prepara 
tion, I do not think it is consistent with the accompanying circum-
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stances. In reference to this question I will here quote the remarks 
of Epes Sargent, in his "Planchette," p. 97, which express my own 
ideas upon this subject. "The theory that the exemption· in these 
cases from harm by fire, was the result of trick, or fraud, or the con
trivance of priestcraft ; that chemical agencies were applied to pro
tect the body from the natural effects of fire; that some liniment was 
used to anoint the soles of the feet; that asbestos was mixed with a 
composition to cover the skin; that the hands were protected by as
bestos gloves, so made as to imitate the skin, is all pure supposition. 
There is no evidence to support it ; it is simple conjecture as to how 
it is supposed that these things might have been done, not evidence 
as to how they really were done. To prevent the defendent from 
preparing his hands by art, and in order to ascertain the result of the 
ordeal, his hands were covered up and sealed during the three days 
which preceded and followed the fiery application, and it is an en
tirely gratuitous conjecture that those in whose care the accused was 
placed made use of these opportunities to apply preventives to those 
whom they wish to acquit, and to bring back the hands to their 
natural condition. "Even were the clergy generally base enough, and 
impious enough," says Mr. Shorter, "to resort to these juggling tricks, 
and blasphemously appeal to Heaven with a lie in their mouths, and 
with the consciousness of so monstrous a fraud, this could scarcely 
have been done without the connivance of magistrates, and civil rulers, 
who were not always well disposed to the Church, but not unfre
quently looked upon the ecclesiastical authorities with a jealous eye." 

This power of spirits to render null the action of fire upon the. 
human body, extended also to the protection of inanimate substances 
from destruction when enveloped in flames, as we find from Ex. iii. 2. 

"And the angel of the Lord appeared unto him (Mosu) in a fiame of fire, out 
of the midst of a bush, and he looked and behold the bush burned with fire, and . 
the bush was not consumed." 

Through Mr. Home this form of manifestation of spirit-power has 
frequently been witnessed. In the London Huma11 Nalun for 
March, 1868, Mr. Jencken thus describes an instance where this 
medium handled fire with impunity, "He then knelt down before 
the hearth, and deliberately breaking up a glowing piece of coal in 
the fire-place, took up a largish lump of incandescent coal and plac; 
ing the same in his left hand proceeded to explain that the caloric had 
been extracted by a process known to them, (the spirits) and that 
the heat could in part be returned. This he proved by alternately 
cooling and heating the coal, and to convince us of the fact, allowed 
us to handle the coal which had become cool, then suddenly resumed 
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its heat sufficient to bum me as I again touched it. I examined Mr. 
Home's hand and quite satisfied myself that no artificial means had 
been employed to protect the skin, which did not even retain the 
smell of smoke." 

The same gentleman, at a meeting of the Committee of the I.ondon 
Dialectical Society, held on the 14th of April, 1869, read a paper in 
which he refers . to this subject again, and from which I make the 
following extract : 

"The fire-test, I ha,·e seen several tiwtes. I have seen Lord A dare 
hold in the palm of his hand a burning live coal, which Mr. Home 
had placed there so hot that the mere momentary contact with my 
finger caused a bum. At Mr. S. C. Hall's, a large lump of burning 
coal was placed on his head by Mr. Home, and only a few days since 
a metal bell heated to redness in the fire, was placed on a lady's hand 
without causing injury. At Mr. Henning's house I have seen Mr. 
Home place his face into the flames of the grate, the flame-points 
penetrating through his hair without any injury being sustained." 

In the work published by Viscount Adare and the Earl of Dunraven, 
referred to in the last chapter, there is a letter from the well-known 
authoress, Mrs. S. C. Hall, to the Earl of Dunravcn, in which she re
lates some particulars of a seance with Mr. Home, and from which. 
the following is taken : 

"We were nine, (a greater number than Mr. Home likes). W.e 
were seated round the table as usual, in the small drawing-room \Yhich 
communicated with a much larger roo111, the folding doors were 
pushed back into the hall, and the portiers unclosed. I think there 
was one lamp burning over the table, but a very large fire was blazing 
away in the large room. I know that there was a gre:tt deal of light. 
The Master of Lindsay, Rev. Mr. Y-- and his wife, Mr. I-WI, and 
myself, Mr. Home, and the ;\·[isses Bertoiacci, were present. We 
sat for ~me little time before the tremulous motion that so 
frequently indicates stronger manift"stations commenced, but it was 
quickly followed by raps, not only on the table, but in different parts 
of the room, the table was moved up and down, lifted perfectly off the 
ground, made light and heavy at the request of one or two of the gentle
men present, and after the lapse of, I suppose nearly an hour, .Mr. 
Home went into a trance. Presently he pushed his chair, or the 
chair was pushed, quite away from the table. He got up and walked 
about the room in his usual manner, went to the fire-place, half knelt 
on the fender stool, took up the poker and poked the fire; which was 
like a red-hot furnace, so as to increase the heat, held his hands over 
the fire for some time, and finally drew out of the fire. with his hand 

3 
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a large lump of live burning coal, so large that he held it in both 
hands as he came from the fire-place in the large room into the 
small room, where seated round the table we were all watching his 
movements. Mr. Hall was seated nearly opposite to where I sat, 
and I saw Mr. Home after standing about half a minute at the back 
of I.lr. Hall's chair, deliberately place the lump of burning coal on 
his head. I have often since wondered that I was not frightened, 
but I was not; I had perfect faith that he would not be injured. Some 
one said; "Is it not hot?" Mr. Hall answered; "Warm, but not 
hot." Mr. Home had moved a little away, but returned, still in a 
trance, he smiled and seemed quite pleased, and then proceeded to 
draw up M.r. Hall's white hair over the red coal. The white hair had 
the appearance of silver threads over the red coal. Mr. Home drew 
the hair into a sort of pyramid, the coal still red showing beneath 
the hair, then after I think, four or five minutes Mr. Home pushed 
the hair back, and taking the coal off Mr. Hall's head, he said, (in 
the peculiar low voice in which when in a trance he always speaks,) 
addressing Mrs. Y --; "Will you have it?" She drew back, and 
I heard him murmur, "Little faith, little faith." Two or three at
tempted to touch it, but it burned their fingers. I said : " Daniel, 
bring it over to me, I do not fear to take it." It was not red all 
over, as when Mr. Home put it on Mr. Hall's head, but it was still 
reel in parts. Mr. Home carne and knelt by my side. I put out my 
right hand, but he murmured: "No, not that, the other hand." He 
then placed it in my left hand, where it remained more than a minute. 
I felt it, as my husband had said, "warm," yet when I stooped down 
to examine the coal my face felt the heat so much that I was obliged 
to withdraw it. After that Mrs. Y-- took it and said she felt no 
inconvenience. When Mr. Hall brushed his hair at night he found a 
quantity of cinder dust." 

Some astonishing feats of this character were in 1871 performed 
in Easton, Talbot Co., Maryland, by an illiterate negro blacksmith, 
whom none could suspect of possestiing any scientific knowledge, or 
the capacity to successfully deceive any person of ordinary intelli
gence through trickery. Full accounts of his wonderful perform
ances appeared in the journals at the time, and from the many 
respectable names that attest his powers there can be no doubt of 
nis possession of them, anrl besides since then another negro has 
1ppcared in San .Francisco, Cal., who performed similar feats. 

From the New York IIcrald of Sept. 7, 1871, I copy the follow. 
ing account of the exploits of the negro blacksmith, written by a 
torrespondent who witnessed what he describes. 
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"Business recently called me to the Eastern shore of Maryhnd, 
to the point from which we write; the county seat of Talbot county. 
While there I heard from several gentlemen of prominence, the story 
of a negro blacksmith, who lived in an adjoining county, upon whom 
fire had no effect whatever. The story was so incredible that I gave 
it little heed, although it came from most reliable sources, and was 
related to me by gentlemen of the hi<;hest standing in the commu
nity, for honor and integrity. A day or two after I first heard of this 
remarkable negro, Mr. T. R. Robson, editor of the Easton Star, 
called at my room, and stated that the negro was in town, and that 
the physicians were going to make an examination of him at the 
office of Dr. P. Stack, and invitecl me to witness the operations, which 
I very gladly did. l\lr. Robson and myself went at once to Dr. 
Stack's office, where were assembled Drs. Anderson, Goldsborough, 
and Comegys, of Easton, Mr. J. A. Johnson, editor of the Jot~rnal 
at Easton, Mr. A. A. Pancoutt, anrl Mr. John C. Henry, all promi
nent citizens of Talbot county. 

"A brisk fire of anthracite coal was burning in a common coal 
stove, and an iron shovel was placed in the stove and heated to a 
white heat. When all was ready, the negro pulled off his boots and 
placed the hot shovel upon the soles of his feet, and kept it there 
until the shovel became black. Hi.s feet were then examined by the 
physicians, but no burns could be found, ami all declared that no 
evidences of a heated substance having come in contact with them 
was visible. -

"The shovel was again heated red hot, taken from the stove and 
handed to him. He ran out his tongue as far as he could, and laid the 
heated shovel upon it, licking the iron until it became cooled. The 
physicians examined the tongue, but found nothing to indicate that 
he had suffered in the least from the heated iron. A large handful 
of common squirrel shot, procured from a store near Dr. Stack's 
office, was next placed in an iron receptacle and heated until melted. 
The negro then took the dish, poured the heated lead into the palm 
of his hand, and then put it into his mouth, allowing it to run all 
around his teeth ancl gums. He repeated the operation several 
times, each time keeping the melted lead in his mouth until solidi
fied. After each operation the physicians examined him carefully, 
but could find nothing upon his flesh to indicate that he had been in 
the least affected by the heated substance he had been handling. 

"After the performances with the lead, he deliberately put his 
hand into the stove, in which was a very ho~ fire, took therefrom a 
handful of hot coals and passed them about the room to the gentle-
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men present, keeping them in his hand some time. Not the slight
est evidence of a burn was visible upon his hand after he threw the 
coals back into the stove. 

"The exhibition was regarded by aU who witnessed it, as most 
remarkable, for there was no opportunity for the practice of chican
ery. Every gentleman present was there for the purpose of detecting 
if possible any trick-if trick there was-and none could have had 
the least interest in aiding or abetting the negro in his perform
ances .•..... I will state that in April last, while the judges of this 
judicial circuit were holding court at Denton, Caroline County-the 
county in which this man lives-Judges Wickes, and Stump, accom
panied by Sheriff Richardson, went to the blacksmith shop of this 
negro, which is situated about six miles from Denton, on the farm of W. 
P. Richardson. The Sheriff made known to him the object of their 
visit, when in the language of the judges, he performed most aston
ishing feats, such as handling red-hot iron with his bare hands, forging 
it into shape without the use of tongs, putting it upon his tongue, 
etc. At a later periocl he was visited at his shop by Dr. C. E. Tarr, 
editor of the Denton Journal, J. Marion Emerson, editor of the 
Denton Amtrican Unio11, James B. Steele, T . H. Kemp, clerk of 
the Court, R. J. Jump, late State Comptroller of the Treasury, 
Colonel R. E. Caster and Dr. P. 0. Chcrbonier. These gentlemen 
came upon him wholly unawares, and when requested by them to 
perform some of the feats he has become so famous for in this 
locality, he immediately went through with the same wonderful per
formances I have mentioned. . . . . . . 

"After he had concluded his performances in Dr. Stack's office, I 
sought an opportunity to converse with him. I found him very 
ignorant, not able to read or write, and in all respects an unadulte
rated negro. His name is Nathan Coker, and he is about fifty.eight 
years of age. He was born in the town of Hillsborough, Caroline 
county, Md., and was the slave of Henry L. Sellers of that place, 
by whom he was sold to Bishop Emary. In relation to his ability to 
handle fire, and how he first became aware of it, he said : " Boss, 
when I was about thirteen years old, old massa Emary hired me out 
to a lawyer, whose name was Purnell. He treated me badly, and 
did not give me enough to eat. I shied around the kitchen one day 
and when the cook left I shot in, dipped my hand into the dinner 
pot, and pulled out a reel-hot dumpling. The boiling water did not 
burn, and I could eat the hot dumpling without winking, so after that 
I often got my dinner that way. I has often got the hot fat off the 
boiling water and drank it." I then interrogated him as to the effect 
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heated substances had upon his ftesh, and asked him when he handled 
them with his hands if he did not suffer more than when he took 
them inwardly, to which he replied; "No Boss, I often take my 
iron out the forge with my hand when red-hot, but it don't burn. 
Since I have been a little boy I have never been afraid to handle 
fire. He then stated, that often when by himself he would pick up 
red-hot iron because his tongs were not handy, and that he never 
felt any discomfort from it. He felt no more harm, he said, from 
handling fire than stones." 

Of the negro who exhibited his powers in San Francisco, the 
Et:ening Bulldin of that city said: "He strode to a charcoal fire in 
the centre of the room chatting plea~ntly the while, and taking 
therefrom a red-hot iron drew it across his arms and hands. Then 
he handled other hot iron, and then he stepped on them. He did 
not mind the iron, nor the smell, saying that he was not sensible of 
any pain, but tried new tricks, such as swallowing boiling oil, burning 
alcohol, etc." 

That these uninformed negroes are honest in their assertions that 
they use no artificial means to enable tht!m to counteract the usual 
effects of fire, when applied to their bodit!s, must be apparent upon 
even slight reflection, for with the strong natural inclination of the 
negro for a reputation for smartness, if they were in possession 
of such a secret they would be immensdy proud of it, and it would 
be entirely foreign to their natures to confess to absolute ignorance 
of the means, if any were employed ; in fact we may detect the 
same weakness of a desire for a reputation for smartness in the white 
race, for we find it rare indeed for any ont! to plead ignorance when 
the confession of knowledge is not dangerous, and when its known 
possession brings both credit and profit. 

Then again as to their having such knowledge, so far exceeding 
that of the most accomplished chemists of the age, this is incredible, 
and it would require a heavier draft upon credulity to sustain this 
opinion, than to at once accept their own statements of their utter 
ignorance as to the power by which they accomplished these things. 
It is a popular, and to a certain extent a scientific belief, that certain 
chemical agents have the property when applied to the skin, of ptu

tecting it from the action of fire, and numerous recipes have been 
published, and each in turn has been vaunted as effective for this 
purpose. There are few intelligent lads who have not read many, 
and tried some of these, but I will venture to say not one of my 
readers has ever yet evaded the penalty when the heat was applied. 
Speaking for myself I always had a penchant for chemical experi-



CHAPTER IV. 

CLAIRVOYANCE AND SOMNAMBULISM. 

"Jesus saith unto her, Go call thy husband and come hither. The woman an
&wered and said, I have no husband. Jesus saith unto her, Thou hast well said I 
have no husband: for thou hast had five husbands, and he whom thou now hast is 
not thy husband: in that !'llidst thou truly. The woman saith unto him; Sir, I 
perceive that thou art a prophet. . . . The woman then left her water-pot, and 
went ber way into the city, and snith to the men, Come, SP.e a man which told me 
allLhings that ever I did: is not this the Christ? "-7ohll iv. 16-19,28, 29. 

H AD Jesus lived in our day, and given such proofs of his clair
voyant faculty as are narrated in these passages, he would by 

some have been termed a fortune-teller; a dealer in witchcraft and 
sorcery; and many persons would have suspected him of dealings 
with Satan. 

Clairvoyance, or clear-seeing, comprises the perception of spirits, 
and of spiritual things, and of persons, acts, occurrences, and scenes 
pertaining to earth-life, in the past, present, and sometimes in the 
future. 

Clairvoyance as generally understood, may be divided into inde
pendent and subjective. The former, is when the spiritual percep
tions are independent of extraneous spirit agency-the latter, when 
they are induced by disembodied spirits impressing the mind of a 
mediumistic person, he perceiving whatever is in the mind of the 
psychologyzing spirit, and which he wills him to perceive. Many vis
ions are thus presented and impressed by spirit agency, and they 
may be representations of real persons and things in spirit-life, or 
simply ideal pictures, having no real existence. 

The former, or independent clairvoyance, I believe to be compar
atively rare, while the world when it learns to tolerate and respect the 
free narration of personal spiritual experience, will be surprised to 
find how common is the latter. 

Locality has much to do with the prevalence and activity of the 
clairvoyant faculty. Amongst the Scotch Highlanders, and the 
mountaineers of Switzerland, second sight, a form of clairvoyance, is 
common, and we find that Elijah and J ephthah, the prophet and the 
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warrior, two of the most conspicuous characters in the Old Testament, 
upon whom the "Spirit of the Lord" came, were both from Gilead, 
a hilly broken country, and therefore favorable to the development 
and exercise of the clairvoyant faculty. 

We find many instances related in the Bible where this faculty of 
clairvoyance was exercised, and there is no difficulty in recognizing 
it as the same spiritual faculty Chat many now possess. 

Among these instances in the Old Testament, is that narrated in 
the 5th chapter of 2 Kings, where Naaman, after being cleansed of 
the leprosy through the medimnship of Elisha, and having departed 
from the prophet's habitation, the servant of the latter, thinking that 
as Elisha had refused compensation, he himsdf would levy tribute, 
ran after him and taxed him for a talent of silver. Upon his rcturu, 

''Elisha said unto him, Whence comest thou, Gehazi? And he said, Thy servant 
went no whither. And he said unto him, 1-Vml 1101 mitu luarl willt tltu, when the 
R~~n lur1uJ again from IUs cltarifll lfl muttlu~? Is it a time to receive money? 
. • . • The leprosy therefore of Naaman shall cleave unto thee, and unto thy 
teed forever." 

It is plain here that Elisha perceived the act of the servant through 
his spiritual faculty, or clairvoyantly, and this is the meaning of the 
words, "Went not mine heart with thee when the man turned again 
from his chariot," and it would be difficult to attach any other mean
ing to them. 

In the next chapter, the 6th, when 
"The king of Syna warred against Israel, and took counsel with his servants, 

laying, In such and such a place shall be my camp," 

Elisha clairvoyantly, or by spirit impression, was informed of the 
intention of the Syrian king and warned the king of Israel, 

" Saying, Beware that thou pass not such a place, for thither the Syrians are 
::orne down." "Therefore the heart of the king of Syria was troubled for this 
thing, and he called hi~ sen.·ants and said ur.to them ; Will ye not shew me which 
of us is fllr the king of Israel? And one of his servants said, None my lord, 0 
king, but Elisha the prophet that is in Israel to:lleth the king of Israelt/u W()ras 
tllaltlto11 speal:ut in thy 6~d-cltamlur." 

In the same chapter, we find that a detachment of the troops of 
the enemy suddenly appeared before Dothan, they being sent to 
capture Elisha. 

"And when the servant of the man of God (Eiislta) had risen early, and gone 
forth, behold a host com pas.~ the city both with horses and chariots, and his ser
vant said unto him, Ala.., my master, how shall we do? And he answered, Fear 
not, for they that be with us are more than they that be with them. And Elisha 
prayed and said, Lord I pray thee open his eyes that he may see. And the Lord 
opened the eyes of the young man, and he saw, anJ 6dwld tlu mo1mtai" was fu/J 
qjftorus anJ cltari()ll ()/fire rounJ a6out Elislta." 

Elisha being a clairvoyant prophet or medium, perceived this heav-
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enly host who had come to his assistance. They probably were the 
spirits of Israelitish warriors, who though disembodied, yet continued 
to take a deep interest in the success of their mortal kimlred, and 
who were present to render every assistance in their power, and this 
power I fully believe to be often exercised in war, and sometimes 
with such effect as to detenuine the issue of battles. As to the young 
man, Elisha probably laid his hand upon him, and as where persons 
possessing the gift of second-sight touch others, the latter often become 
temporarily clairvoyant, so in his case he perceived this host of spir
its who otherwise would have remained invisible to him. 

In the latter part of the same chapter we have another instance re
lated of his clairvoyant power. Samaria, where Elisha then was, be

.ing besieged ami in great straits, the king of Israel became enraged 
against Elisha, for the reason that he had been directed by Elisha's 
advice, and sent an officer to arrest him. 

" But Elisha sat in his house, and the elders sat with him, and the king sent a 
man from before him, but ~n llu 11USUII.~~r cam~ ltJ him lu said ltJ tlu e/der1, 
See ye how this son of a murderer hath sent to take away mine head?" 

Passing to the N cw Testament, we 11otice the case of that pious 
and noble martyr Stephen, as related in the 7th chapter of Acts. 
Surrounded by his bigoted persecutors, gnashing their teeth in their 
rage, he 

" Being full of the Holy Ghost looked up steaclfa>tly into heaven and saw the 
glory of God, and Jesus standing on the right hand of lind, nnd said, Behold I 
see the heavens opened and the Son of Man standing on the ri~ht hand of God." 
-Verses 55, 56. 

Stephen here had a clairvoyant view of the spirit world, and of 
Jesus, and t>robably of some other glorious and perhaps ancient 
spirit, whom Stephen mistook for God, as Swedenborg and others 
have since done. 

In the 27th chapter of Acts the dangers and results of a voyage 
were foretold by J>aul. It is said : 

"Now when much time was spent, and when sailing was now dangerous because 
the fast was now already past, Paul admonished them, and said unto them, Sirs, I 
perceive that this voyage will be with hurt nnd much damage, not only of the lad
ing and ship but nlso of our lives. Nevertheless the centurion believed the master 
and the owner of the ship, more than those things which were spoken by Paul." 

It will be noticed, that Paul here predicts loss of life as well as of 
ship and lading, but later, when the danger had become imminent, 
he assures them of personal safety. It would appear that at first he 
was not in pe1fcct clairvoyant condition, and received the idea im
perfectly, and afterward a spirit, finding this necessary, appeared to 
him, and told him that ~is labors and trials were not yet ended, and 

I 
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that he and they should be saved. This information Paul now im. 
parted to his fellow voyagers, as narrated in the verse.; from 22 to 25. 

" And now I exhort you to be of good cheer, for there shall be no loss of any 
man's life among you, but of the &hip. For there stood by me this night the angel 
of God, whose I am, and whom I serve, saying, Fear not Paul, thuu must be 
brought before Ce.-.ar, and lo, God hath 1,oiven thee all them that sail with thee. 
Wherefore Sirs, be of good cheer, for I believe God that it shall be even as it was 
told me." 

Referring again to the Old Testament, we read of the exercise of 
the clairvoyant faculty by Samuel, for a purpose that many in our 
day would consider beneath the notice of a prophet, and the term 
"fortune-telling'' would be applied to characterise the act if related 
of any modem medium. 

"And the a5SC'I of Kish, Saul's father, were lost. And Kish said to Saul, his 
son, Take now one of the servants with thee and ari!IC, go seek the asses. ...• 
So they went unto the city where the man of God was. •.. And Samuel an
swered Saul and said, 1 am the Seer. . • . And as for thine a,;.o;e;; that were lost 
three days ago, set not thy mind on them for they are found. "-1 San1. ix. J, 10, 

19o 20. 

It will be here noticed that Saul had not yet told Samuel of the 
object of his visit, when Samuel informed him that the asses lost three 
days previously were found. 

:Many times the clairvoyant gift has been successfully called into 
use to discover lost cattle, etc. John Roberts, of Cirencester, Eng., one 
of the early Friends, could invariably inform the owners where they 
could find their lost animals, and in the Atlantic Afollthl;• for Febru
ary, 1871, is an article written by William L. Stone, entitled," A Chap
ter of Modem Astrology," in which he states that Dr. Noah Stone of 
Guildford, Conn., father of David M. Stone, formerly editor and pro
prietor of the New York Journal of Commeret, when in his twelfth 
year possessed this faculty of discovering lost cattle, and an instance 
is given of its successful exercise. 

I have knowledge through an intimate medical friend, of a Catho
lic family in the city of Brooklyn-of which he is the medical at
tendant-the wife being a seer or clairvoyant, who converses with 
him freely upon the subject of her gift, and who says her priest tells 
her that it is nothing strange nor wrong, that the Catholic priesthood 
generally acknowledge to each other the existence of the faculty, 
and would openly acknowledge it, only should they do so " every 
ignorant Irishman (using her own words) would be seeing banshees." 

The gift of clairvoyance is undoubtedly possessed in a highly de
veloped state by many modern Eastern magicians. Dr. Joseph 
Wolff, in his Travels and Ad1,mtures, previously referred to, gives an 
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account of the means by which some stolen articles were recovered 
while he was at Cairo in Egypt. The account is here copied from 
Mr. Howitt's work, History of tlu Supana/ural. •'Wolff was asked 

· in Egypt whether he believed in magic. He replied that " He be
lieved in everything to be found in the Bible, in magic, witches, wiz
ards, in spirits in the air, in instigations of the devil, and that he can 
still enter heaven to calumniate man, for all these things are stated 
as tmths in the Bible. He says, "He was dining with Mr. Salt at 
Cairo. There were present, Hakhti, the Swedish Consul-General, an 
infidel. Mr. Ross, of Rosstrevor, in Ireland, a gentleman of high 
character. Spurrier, an amiable English gentleman, and Carviglia, 
captain of a Genoese merchant-vessel, the only believer in magic 
there except Wolff. Salt complained that he had been robbed of 
some silver spoons, knives and forks. Carviglia said he must send 
for the magician. Salt and the rest laughed, but they sent for one. 
He came and promised to come again the next day at noon, when 
they must have ready a pregnant woman, or a boy seven years of age. 
Bakhti, the scoffing infidel, declared that he would unmask the im
postor and brought a boy who had come only a week before from 
Leghorn, who had never been out of his house, knew nobody there, 
and spoke no word of any language but Italian. The magician ap
pearing with a large pan in his hand, poured out some black liquid 
into it, and bade the boy stretch out his hands. The boy not know
ing Arabic did not move, but Wolff interpreted in Italian what the 
magician said, and the boy stretched out his hands. The magician 
put some of the black liquid upon his palm and asked him if he saw 
anything. This being interpreted the boy shrugged his shoulders 
and said, "Vedo niente ! " I see nothing ! This was repeated twice 
without any effect, but the third time the boy suddenly exclaimed, 
' Io vedo un uomo ! ' I see a man !-at which all started, and Wolff 
says trembled. More black liquid was poured into his hand and he 
screamed out 'Io vedo un uomo con un capello, I see a man with a 
hat !-and from repeated inquiries he so completely described a ser
vant of Salt's, that all exclaimed 'Santini is the thief I' Santini's 
room was searched and the missing articles found. Wolff says no 
one but the boy could see anything. 

'' Mr. Lane hearing of this transaction from Mr. Salt, was c1esirous 
~o test the matter himself, and was introduced to the magician, an 
Egyptian Sheikh, who professed to produce the wonders through the 
agency of spirits. Every one is familiar with what took place. A 
boy suddenly brought in from the street from amongst a number 
playing there, on having the black liquid poured into his hand, and 
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the magician muttering words and burning successively slips of paper 
in a chafing dish on which Arabic figures were inscribed, saw first ~ 
man sweeping, then a number of flags brought, a tent pitched, a troop 
of soldiers ride up, and encamp round the Sultan's tent, then a bull 
brought, killed, and cooked, then the Sultan arrive on horseback, de
scribing his dress, alight and take coffee, etc. Afterwards Mr. Lane 
desired that Lord Nelson should be called, and the boy described 
the great admiral, both as to his person, his dress, and his one arm, 
the empty sleeve being attached to the front of his coat. The boy 
of course knew nothing of Lord Nelson. He afterwards described 
an Egyptian gentleman resident in England, and who had adopted 
the English dress. This person had long been an invalid. The boy 
described him as lying on a couch, wrapped up, pale, and in all re
spects accurately. Mr. Lane gives other instances equally remark
able." 

The black liquid poured into the hand of the boy as here stated, 
and upon which he was directed to concentrate his attention, prob
ably only served the purpose of diverting his mind from surrounding 
objects, and rendering it passive and accessible to spiritual influence. 
Mr. Howitt here omits stating a fact which I consider important. 
Mr. Lane says in his book that the magician held the boy's hand all 
the while, and in a note adds : " This reminds us of animal magne
tism." In truth the effect of holding his hand was to impart to the 
boy a portion of the magician's own clairvoyant or medium power. 

The employment by the celebrated Dr. Dee of what he termed the 
magic mirror, answered the same purpose as the black liquid just 
mentioned, though he probably was ignorant of this, its true agency. 
This mirror of Dee's was simply a piece of hard coal cut in a circular 
form, with a handle, and with a flat surface highly polished, upon 
which he was in the habit of looking when divining. It was sold in 
1842, among the curiosities formerly in the possession of Horace 
Walpole, at Strawberry Hill, England. In the catalogue it was 
described as "A black stone, by means of which Doctor Dee evoked 
spirits." 

Bright buttons or small silYer coins are often placed in the hands 
of their subjects, with directions to steadily fix their gaze upon them, 
by magnetizers when they attempt to magnetize or psychologize. 
These serve the same purpose as the black liquid of the magicians, 
and the magic mirror of Dee, and the effect, as with these, is to render 
the subject passive and receptive-first to the magnetic influence of 
the operator, and secondly to the influence of spirits, and what the 
former honestly believes to be the sole effect or his own magnetic 
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power, is quite as often the result of the action of spirits. All are 
not capable of spiritual perception from the use of these means, 
those who are successful must be highly impn:ssible and possess the 
gift, or they must be rendered temporarily susceptible through the 
presence, and perhaps contact of an accomplished inedium. 

There is every reason to believe that Joseph resorted to means 
like these for similar purposes, for we find in Gen. xliv. that he gave 
directions to the steward to : 
· " Put my cup, the silver cup, in the sack's mouth." 

And when his brethren had departed he directed his steward to 
follow them, and upon finding the cup to say to them : 

" Is not this it in which my lord drinketh, ami whereby indeed he divineth f" 
(Verse S·) And the 15th verse of same chapter confirms this 
view, where, 

"Joseph said unto them (his brethren), \Vhat deed is this that ye have done i" 
\Vot ye not I hal such a man as I can urlainly di1•in~?" 

If Joseph divined he must have been a medium, or as then 
termed a soothsayer. In his case the magic he practised probably 
was lawful, for as a writer in Smith's .Didit>nary of the Bible says : 
"Magic was lawful or unlawful according to the aid invoked." And 
this view forces itself upon all who examine this question, and spirit 
intercourse to-day may be said to be htwful or unlawful according to 
the means used, the moral and intellectual character of the persons 
engaged, and the end sought. 

A writer in the work above quoted, remarks : "Two uses of cups 
or the like for magical purposes have obtained in the East from 
ancient times. This use in both its forms obtains among the Arabs 
in the present day." Perhaps the custom so common, especially 
in remote country districts, and amongst simple minded women, of 
inspecting the remains of tt:a in the cup and therefrom inferring 
good or evil fortune, may be derived from this ancient mode of 
practising magic. 

As relating to this custom of fixing the attention upon bright sur
faces, as one of the means of exercising the magic art, I will here 
refer to the "Urim and Thummim" of the high priest of the Jews, 
and it appears very probable that their purpose was similar to that of 
the silver cup of Joseph, and of the liquid ancl mirror of modern times. 

In the work just quoted-Smith's J.JictitJIIflr)' of 1/u .Bible-article 
"U rim and Thummim," the writer is of the opinion that the correct 
interpretation of the word "Urim" is "lights," and of '' Thum
mim," "light and perfection," and he further says: "They are 
mentioned as things alrt:ady familiar both to Moses and the people, 
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connected naturally with the functions of the high priest, as mediat 
ing between Jehovall and his people. When Joshua was appointed 
by God to succeed .Moses, it is said Eleazar the priest "shall ask 
counsel for him after the judgment of Urim, before the Lord,"-.Num
bers xxvii. 21, and in 1 Samuel xxviii. 6, it is said : "And when 
Saul inquired of the Lord, the Lord answered him not, neither by 
dreams, nor by Urim, nor by the prophets." Josephus says of them 
that, "they were bright before a victory, or' when the sacrifice was 
acceptable, dark when any disaster was irnpending."-Ant., iii. 7, § 5· 
•• The latest Jewish interpreter of eminence, Kalisch, on ExiJdus 
xxviii. 31, combining parts of these views, and identities the Urim 
and Thummim with the twelve tribal gems, looks on the name as one 
to be explained by a hendiadys ( Lig!tt cwd perjuliiJn-perjal illum
inalitm ), and bdin·u the high priul b;• CIJ1lcmlralin,~ his 1/wughls "" 
the allribu/es they reprumled, '" lza1•e diusted himself IJj all selfish
nus atzd prc.fudice, atzd SIJ IIJ ha;.1e pczsud itiiiJ a true jJriJphetic stale. 
In what he says on this point there is much that is both beautiful and 
true. Lightfoot it may be added has taken the same view." 

The clairvoyant powers of Zschokke, the German author, were 
more easily, and it may be said more naturally exercised, for he used 
no means to assist his p~rceptions. He says: "It has happened 
to me sometimes on my first meeting with strangers, as I listened 
silently to their discourse, that their former life with many trifling 
circumstance;; therewith connected, or frequently some particular 
scene in that life, has passed quite involuntarily, and as it were 
dream-like, yet perfectly dislinct before me. During this time I 
usually feel so entirely absorbed in the contemplation of the 
stranger's life, that at last 1 no longer see clearly the face of the 
unknown, wherein I un11csigncdly look, nor distinctly hear the voices 
of the speakers, which before served in some measure as a com
mentary to the text of their features. For a long time I held such 
visions as delusions of the fancy, and the more so as they showed 
me even the dress and motions of the actors, rooms, furniture, and 
other accessories. By way of test, I once in a familiar family circle 
at Kirchberg related the secret history of a seamstress who had just 
left the room, and the house. I had never seen her before in my 
life. People were astonished and laughed, but were not to be persuaded 
that I did not previously know the relations of which I spoke, for 
what I had uttered was the literal truth. On my part, I was no less 
L~tonished that my dream-picture~ were confiro1ed by the reality. I 
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became more attentive to tl:.e subject, and when propriety admitted 
it, I would relate to those whose life thus passed before me the subject 
of my vision, that I might thereby obtain confirmation or refutation 
of it. It was invariably ratified, not without consternation on their 
part. 'What demon inspires you? Must I again believe in posses. 
sion ?' exclaimed the spiritual Johann von Riga, when in the first 
hour of our acquaintance I related his past life to him. We 
speculated long on the enigma, but even his penetration could not 
solve it. 

" I myself had less confidence than any one in this mental jug
glery. As often as I revealed my visionary gifts to any new person 
I regularly expected to hear the answer; 'It was not so.' I felt a 
secret shudder when my auditors replied that it was true, or when 
their astonishment betrayed my accuracy before I spoke. Instead 
of many, I will mention one example which pre-eminently astounded 
me. One fair day in the city of Waldshut, I entered the Vine 
Inn in company with two young student-foresters. We were tired 
with rambling through the woods. We supped with a numerous 
company at the tablt d' Mtt, where the guests were making very 
merry with the peculiarities and eccentricities of the Swiss, with 
Mesmer's magnetism, Lavater's physiognomy, etc. One of my 
companions whose national pride was wounded by their mock
ery, begged me to make some reply, particularly to a handsome 
young man who sat opposite to me, and who allowed himself extra
ordinary license. This man's former life was at that moment pre
sented to my mind. I turned to him, and asked whether he would 
answer me candidly if I related to him some of the most secret pas
sages of his life ; I knowing as little of him personally as he did of 
me. That would be going a little farther I thought than Lavater did 
with his physiognomy. He promised that if I were correct in my in
formation to admit it frankly. I then related what my vision had 
shown me, and the whole company were made acquainted with the 
private history of the young merchant, his school-years, his youthful 
errors, and lastly with a fault committeu in reference to the strong
box of his principal. I described to him the uninhabited room, with 
whitened walls, where to the right of the brown door, on a table 
stood a black money-box, etc. A dead silence prevailed during the 
whole narrative, which I alone occasionally interntpted by inquiring 
whether I spoke the truth? The startled young man confirmed 
every particular, and even what I had scarcely expected, the last 
mentioned. Touched .by h~s candor I shook hands with him over 
the table, and said no roo e. He asked my name, which I gave 
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him, and we remained together talking till past midnight. He is 
probably still living." 

From the above it is plain that Zschokke was a clairvoyant me
dium, and that the spirit friends of these persons impressed these in
cidents and events in their histories upon his mind, as they do upon 
the mind of Charles H. Foster. 

Swedenborg, the celebrated Swedish philosopher and seer, pos
sessed the spiritual faculty of clairvoyance in an eminent degree, 
and it was first developed after he had passed his fiftieth year. 

He had constant intercourse with the spiritual world, conversing 
with spirits as freely and sensibly as with mortals, and through this 
intercourse he acquired extensive knowledge of spirits, and the 
world in which they exist, and the ideas thus derived and presented 
to the world, are to a large extent in harmony with the revelations 
of modern Spiritualism, but owing to the bias imparted to his mind 
by his early theological training, much of the information he acquired 
through spiritual intercourse received a false coloring, and the influ
ence of his early belief in the established dogmas of the Church is 
plainly discerned in all his spiritual writings, and while his followers 
accept all, or nearly all he taught, as authoritative. they reject other 
teachings as elevated as his, coming through modern meJiums, and 
even when their characters and mediumship are equally well es. 
tablished. 

Swedenborg believed, and they believe, that he was speciall)' 
and divinely chosen to receive and promulgate spiritual truth, and 
that God has not since seen fit to employ others as channels of com. 
munication with man. The mistake of Swedenborg was the same 
that has so often been made by others. Being a man of very mod
eat conceptions of his own abilities, and of his own worthiness,. the· 
magnitude of the revelation, the sacredness of the agency, over
whelmed him with a sense of the importance of the trust, a11d. o~ 
his own weakness, and he devoutly believed that nothing less than a . 
special selection and appointment of himself by God, as the means 
of communication, could render him worthy of and equal to the 
mission ; nothing less than a miracle, in his estimation, could or 
should account for the extraordinary spiritual enlightenment which. 
had been vouchsafed to him. 

Although Swedenborgians admit that the apostles and others of 
the early Christians possessed like gifts with Swedenborg, yet when 
others in our day claim and prove their possession of similar p;ifts, 
they are at once discredited, either as pretenders, or as being the 
channels of communication with deceiving spirits, while they declare 
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that the founder of their New Church received all his knowledge of 
;;piritual things direct from God. 

But neither his own claim for a direct revelation from Deity, or 
the claim made for him by his followers, can affect the truth of his 
ha\'ing been a clairvoyant of wonderful power, as is evident from 
his seeing the great fire and its extent in Stockholm when distant 
from that city three hundred miles; by relating to the Queen of 
Sweden, upon her request what she had spoken on a certain occa
sion to her deceased brother ; and by his describing to a widow 
where a lost receipt for the payment of money was concealed in a 
secret drawer, and the recovery of which saved her from much dis-

. tress. Jung-Stilling, in his "Theory of Pneumatology," p. 56, after 
mentioning the above occurrences says: 

" But I must now add a fourth experimental proof which has never 
been previously made public, and is fully as important as any one 
of the foregoing. I can vouch for the truth of it with the greatest 
confidence. 

"About the year 1 770, there was a merchant in Elberfeld, with 
whom during seven years of my residence there I lived in close inti
macy. He was a strict mystic in the purest sense. He spoke little, 
but what he said was like golden fruit on a salver of silver. He 
would i10t have dared for all the worlcl, knowingly, to have told a 
falsehood. This friend of mine, who has long ago left this world for 
a better, related to me the following talc: 

" His business required him to take a journey to Amsterdam, where 
Swedenborg at that time resided, and having heard and read much 
of this strange individual, he formed the intention of visiting him, 
and becoming better acquainted with him. He therefore called upon 
him, and found a very venerable-looking friendly old man, who re
ceivctl him politely, and required him to be seated, on which the 
following conversation began : 

THE 1\IF.RCHA:-<T.-Having been called hither bybusiness, I could 
not deny myself the honor sir, of paying my respects to yon. Your 
writings ha\·e caused me to regard yon as a very remarkable man. 

SwED£NBORG.-May I ask you where you arc from ? 
MERCK.-! am from Elberfeld, in the Grand-duchy of Berg. 

Your writings contain so much of what is beautiful and edifying, that 
they have made a deep impression upon me, but the source whence yon 
derive them is so extraordinary, so strange and uncommon, that you 
will perhaps nGt take it amiss of a sincere friend of truth, if he desire 
mcontcstable .proofs that you really have intercourse with the invis
ible world. 
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SWED.-It would be very unreasonable if I took it amiss, but 
I think I have given sufficient proofs which cannot be contradicted. 

MERCH.-Are they those that are so well known respecting the 
queen, the fire in Stockholm, and the receipt ? 

SwED.-Yes, those are they, and they are true. 
MERCH.-And yet many objections are brought against them. 

Might I venture to propose that you give me a similar proof? 
SwED.-Why not? Most willingly. 
MERCH.-1 had formerly a friend who studied divinity at Duis

burg, where he fell into a consumption, of which he died. I Yisited 
this friend a short time before his decease ; we conversed together 
on an important topic ; could you learn from him what was the 
subject of our discourse ? 

SwEo.-We will see. What was the name of your friend? 
The merchant told him his name. 
SwED.-How long do you remain here? 
MERCH.-About eight or ten days. 
SWED.-Call upon me again in a few days; I will see if I can 

find your friend. 
"The merchant took his leave, and dispatched his business. Some 

days after he went again to Swedenborg in anxious expectation. The 
old gentleman met him with a smile, and said ; 'I have spoken with 
your friend ; the subject of your discourse was " Th~ restitution f'j 
all things.' " He then related to the merchant with the greatest pre
cision, what he and his deceased friend had maintained. 

"My friend turned pale, for this proof was powerful and invincible. 
He inqliired further, ' How fares it with my friend? Is he in a state 
of blessedness?' Sweden borg answered, 'No, he is not yet in 
Heaven, he is still in Hades, and torments himself continually with 
the idea of the restitution of all things.' This answer caused .my 
friend the greatest astonishment. He ejaculated, 'My God ! what, 
in the other world?' Swedenborg replied: 'Certainly, a man takes 
with him his favorite inclinations and opinions, and it is very difficult 
to be divested of them. We ought therefore to lay them aside here.' 
My friend took his leave of this remarkable man perfectly convinced, 
and returned to Elberfeld." 

Clairvoyance is a strictly spiritual faculty, and I am told by my 
spirit-friends that in their life, as in this, certain persons exercise it in 
a. pre-eminent degree, though highly advanced spirits generally from 
their more extended range of spiritual vision, exercise the faculty in 
a higher degree than those on lower planes, and the past, present, 
and future are to them, to a certain extent, open to view, and some 
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times these elevated spirits reveal to others below them future earthly 
events, the knowledge of which these in turn sometimes communi
cate to mortals. I am also informed, that with those spirits who pos
sess the gift of clairvoyance and especially of prevision in an eminent 
degree, its perfect exercise is not subject to their control-they can
not at will exercise the faculty lo its full extent. 

Miss P., a lady residing in New York, with whom I have for some 
years been well acquainted, and for whose veracity I can unreserved
ly vouch, visited my family for a few days in the latter part of April, 
187I, and while with us related some incidents in the experience 
of her only sister, Mrs. H--, also residing in New York. 

It seems that some six years previously this sister had married a 
young man who had just come into possession, through the death of 
his father, of considerable property. Not having been trained to any 
regular business he some three years after marriage removed with 
his wife and child to the State of Missouri, where he purchased a 
large farm, and upon the advice of others stocked it with cattle, and 
commenced raising stock. Being destitute of any practical knowl
edge of farm-life he entrusted the management of the estate to 
others, and in June, 1870, was compelled to sacrifice his property, 
and with his reduced capital removed to St Louis. 

After a short time his wife, with their child, returned to New York, 
and from then until the succeeding October she received occasional 
letters from her husband, after which time she heard no more from 
him. In December following she addressed a Mr. C-- residing 
in Macon, Missouri, who had been an intimate-friend of her family, 
requesting information of her husband. His answer was to the effect 
that her husband had taken passage in a steamer from St. Louis to 
Memphis, and from three different sources he had been informed that 
he had died on the steamer. 

In this condition of suspense she remained until April, 187t, when 
through the solicitations of a friend she was induced to visit Mr. 
Charles H. Foster, in company with another lady. She simply in
fonned Mr. Foster that she desired a seance, and upon seating them
selves at the table Mr. F. requested her to write on separate strips of 
paper, the names of three or four deceased friends. The names she 
wrote were those of Charles C. H--, a former acquaintance, 
Joseph P--, her father, and Abraham T. 0--, a cousin, re
cently deceased. These strips she was then directed to compress into 
pellets, and they were then passed to Mr. Foster. 
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Upon taking them he said: "Charles C. H--is present; I see 
him standing back of your chair, and he requests you to ask him any 
questions you desire." She inquired: ''Is Henry R. H--living 
or dead?" This was her husband. The answer was: "Henry 
R. H-- is not in spirit life." She then inquired whether he could 
tell her where he was? The answer to this question was: " I have 
a long way to go for him. I find him in Peru, Illinois." She then 
asked, "What is the:: reason he does not write to his family?" An
swer, ''Poverty. He is now very poor." Fearing that destitution 
may have led him into wrong paths, she inquired : " Has he com
mitted any criminal act?" The reply was, "No, Henry R. H--· 
has not committed any crime, and never will, for the spirit of his 
father, Sandford H--, is ever with him, and will protect him." She 
then asked, " What is he doing there?" Answer, " He is seeking 
for coal oil deposits." Her next question was : "Will he return to 
his family? " Answer, "Yes he will return, and they will see him 
before the termination of the present year." She now inquired, 
"Does he retain any affection for his family?" The reply was: "Yes; 
and often thinks of you both." 

Mr. Foster then said : "Philadelphia ! Who is in Philadelphia 
that you know?" She replied : "There is no one there with whom 
I am acquainted ; " and he continued : "There must be, and you 
will see the person soon." 

The second day after this, an old friend of her youth who had been 
married at the same time, and on the same occasion that Mrs. H-
was, and of whose whereabouts she was ignorant, visited her, having 
just arrived from Philadelphia where she was residing. 

The visit of Miss P--, the sister of Mrs. H--, to my family, 
of which mention is made at the commencement of this narration, 
was on the fourth day after the s~ance with Mr. Foster as here re
lated, and she then gave us the account precisely as the reader here 
finds it, and as I at the time wrote it down. She expressed her unbe
lief in the power of any person to thus perceive distant passing events, 
and scenes, but my experience with Mr. Foster induced me to think 
there might be something in the communication, and I determined 
to bear the circumstances in memory. 

Miss P-- had met us once since that visit, and about the first 
of December ensuing she again visited us, and not being by any 
means a believer in Spiritualism, she now expressed her surprise 
while informing us that a week previously the husband of her sister 
had returned to his family, and that upon his showing a disposition 
1o be reticent upon the subject of his history of the past year or two, 
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his wife had proposed to him such pertinent questions, founded upon 
the information derived through Mr. Foster, that his astonishment over
came his reserve, and he acknowledged the truth of all Mr. Foster 
had told her, and afterwards its truth was further confinned by other 
persons who had business relations with her husband in Peru, 
lllinois. 

One of the best clairvoyants and personating mediums whom I 
have met, is Dr. C. T. Buffum, now of Worcester, Mass. During 
my visit to .Moravia in August, 1872, I first witnessed the facility 
with which spirits can re-enact the scenes, and reassume the condi
tions of their earthly life through hi1i1. 

He visited Moravia for the first time while I was there, and on the 
evening of the day of his arrival he held a seance in Mrs. Andrews' 
parlors. The persons present were seated around the rooms, while 
Dr. Buffum occupied a chair centrally placed, so that all could see 
and hear him without leaving their seats. Upon the sofa where 1 
sat, was Mrs. Louisa Andrews, of Springfield, Mass., a lady of the 
highest respectability, who with her son and sister was on a visit to 
Moravia for the same purpose that I was. 

At first there were music and singing and after these had ceased 
the medium was controlled by a spirit who claims to be "Red 
Jacket," the famous Indian Chief. He shook hands with all present 
in a very cordial manner, and then ensued a few moments of silence, 
when the medium moved his chair near the table, resting his elbow 
upon it, and his head upon his hand, his head slowly sunk backwards, 
his countenance assumed a pallid deathlike hue, while a stream of 
foaming saliva flowed from his mouth. Then the other hand was 
slowly raised and placed upon his forehead, when he exclaimed in 
low faint tones, "Oh my head!" Just at this moment the lady 
before mentioned, Mrs. Andrews, sunk upon the sofa in a fainting 
fit, and was carried from the room. She afterwards said that at that 
moment she felt as if she had received a blow upon her head. The 
medium now faintly said, '' Mother, mother." There being no re
sponse, after a pause he added, " Brother," when the son of Afrs. 
A-- advanced, and the medium grasped his hand, which he 
pressed, calling him by name, and expressing his joy at being able 
to again meet him. He then called for the aunt, and upon her ad
vancing he said : " Do not think I am in pain now, I am only prov. 
ing my identity." He gave his name and conversed freely about the 
cause and manner of his death, satisfying both aunt and brother that 
he was their deceased relative. Mrs. Andrews afterwards informed 
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me that her son met his death by the fall of an elevator, upon which 
he was standing, his skull being fractured, and the appearance and 
actions of the medium when the spirit was re-enacting the death 
scene, were instantly recognized as precisely like those of the young 
man in his last moments, and the words, " Oh my head ! " together 
with those of "Mother, mother," were the only words uttered by 
him after the accident. Mrs. Andrews had no doubt that it was her 
son who thus manifested. 

After this the spirit controlling said he saw " an old man dressed 
as a Quaker, but he was not a Quaker. He appeared in a broad
brimmed white hat. He was lame, some trouble about here," placing 
his hands upon his hip. "Yes," said he, "his hip was dislocated, 
and he walked lame, and one of his feet barely touched the ground." 

He then said that he "saw a wagon drawn by a gray horse, there 
were bags in the wagon, and beside the old man there was a woman :" 
that "the horse ran away, and the old man in attempting to escape 
by the rear of the wagon fell upon his hip, and thus received the injury 
that caused the lameness." He added that he was uncle to a Mr. 
Thompson, there present. 

A gentleman of that name now ad\·anced to the medium, and 
stated that he had recognized the spirit before the description was 
completed, and he did not need the announcement of the relation
ship to satisfy him of his identity. He said the description was cor
rect throughout. His uncle was on his way to the mill with some 
bags of grain in his wagon, and with his wife by his side, when at a 
certain point on the road the horse-which was gray-ran away, and 
his uncle in attempting to escape in the manner dt>scribed met with 
the injury, and ever after one limb was shorter than the other. He 
said his uncle did dress like a Quaker, but he was not one, and the 
white broad-brimmed hat, as described, was like one that he-Mr. 
Thompson-had presented to him, and which he wore during the 
latter years of his life. Here Mr. Thompson desired the spirit to 
give his uncle's name, and the reply was satil'factory, so Mr. T-
testified, and the latter assured us that he had never before met the 
medium. 

After this "Red Jacket," in a low quiet voice said, "Lily, there 
is a bright spirit present by the name of Lily," anrl upon my wife ad
vancing he said : "Yes, yes, you are her mother, she wants to shake 
your hands," and then added, "She wants to kiss her sister E--" 
who was present, and upon my little daughter coming forward the me
dium kissed her. The medium now said: "And Eddie also is here" 
(a deceased son). I now silently approached, when he presented 
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his hand and said, "Lily wants to shake hands with her father," and 
while our hands were clasped he remarked, "Why Pa, your whiskers 
do not look as they did when I saw you last." The fact is, the last 
time she could have seen me through the material eyes of a medium, 
was at a seance for materializing, at Dr. Slade's, in March, five 
months previously, and then my whiskers w~:re dyed brown, as they 
had been the previous five years, while now I had abandoned the use 
of the dye, and my whiskers presented their own natural gray ap
pearance. This was a very assuring test to us, as it was to others 
present when I explained as I have here. 

Before then I had never met Dr. Buffum, and I was among 
strangers, and his remarks could not have been founded upon per
sonal knowledge of me, and as to his having any knowledge of Mrs. 
Andrews, and of the cause of her son's death, or of the symptoms 
attending his last moments, she assured me that it was simply impos
sible for Dr. Buffum to acquire this knowledge excepting from spirit
ual sources, and I fully believed her to be correct in her opinion. 

As to collusion with .Mr. Thompson, this is possible, as at that 
time he equally with Dr. Buffum was a stranger to me, but observing 
both parties narrowly I became as well satisti.ed of sincerity here as
in the other instances, and my numerous subsequent opportunities 
for estimating correctly the character of Dr. Buffum, utterly pre
cludes the supposition in my mind of his being capable of any 
deception whatever, as beside ordinary means of forming a correct 
judgment of him, I had peculiarly favorable opportunities for ten 
days, during which he was an inmate of my house, and then, as 
before and since, I found him to invariably manifest the traits of 
character of a highly moral and honorable man combined with 
feminine sensibility and delicacy. 

August 27th, a day or two after the public seance above described, 
I had a private sitting with the same medium. It was held in the 
seance room of Mrs. Mary Andrews at Moravia, there being present 
Dr. Buffum, my wife, daughter, and self. "Red Jacket" controlled 
and kindly greeted us. After some conversation with him relating 
to certain fraudulent physical manifestations near that town, which 
he emphatically condemned, he said: "Your son Clarence is present, 
also Lily, and Clarence will try to show himself at the lower open
ing of the cabinet before you leave Moravia. John and Eddie also are 
here, and they will have a wreath of flowers for E--, their sister. 
Lily desires me to say, that if you will have a chair set at your table, 
at home, for her, she will move it, assisted by Harry. He is the 
strongest," My wife here inquired whom they resembled, and he 
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replied: "Eddie and Clarence resemble their father, and Harry 
resembles you." 

The names of four of my deceased children were here given, and 
the resemblance of three of them to their parents correctly described. 
He then resumed : "There is a little spirit present who calls Liz
zie" (my wife's name being Elizabeth). "Her name is Ann, and 
she is your sister, she has been in spirit-life a good many years." I 
asked what her complexion was, and pointing upwards he replied : 
"Her eyes are blue as heaven, and she has curling golden hair. 
She desires to shake hands with her sister." 

He continued: "There is a bright squaw present with such a 
pretty little babe that never was in earth life. The mother went 
with the babe." 

Still addressing my wife he said : "There is another sister of yours 
present, whose name was "-after some difficulty this was given
,, M--. She had great distress about the throat and chest," and 
here he coughed to show her manner of coughing. "She suffered 
much in earth life, but does not suffer now." The medium then 
seized the hand of my wife, and shaking it remarked : "She says she 
is very happy in her spirit home." 

After an interval of some minutes he again said : "Old squaw 
with four eyes is here.'' 1 asked what he meant by this phrase, 
When he explained by saying, "She has spectacles. She was very 
old but very smart," and added : " I see another tall squaw here, 
grandmother also to your squaw. She died of a tumor in her side; 
when it broke she died. She suffered long in this life." My wife 
here remarked that it must be grandmother F--, when he said, 
u ~es, she says it is her." 

l-Ie then said : "Brave, your mother-squaw is here with your uncle 
'Sammon.'" I suggested Zalmon. "That is it, and he often 
Un presses you in business affairs.'' He continued : " There is a 
sist:er of yours present who calls herself Maria. She is very bright 
and young looking. She passed away young, and she says she will 
SOon show herself to you at your own wigwam, like the other one 
did. And she says she often passes her hand over your forehead 
and eyes when asleep, so that you may see them. Your sister 
Charlotte also is here, and she says she will try to come with Maria, 
or afterward, and show herself to you." 

I now inquired whdlur my sisltr Charlo/It had n•tr aj>j>tand to 
"Mt/ and he replied ; " Yes.'' I inquired when and where, and he 
answered : "Going, going on a journey. I see trees, water, and 
bridges, and a railroad car. There is a bed with curtains around it. 
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Yes, she appeared to you in a car, and patted your forehead to 
awaken you, and moved the curtains so that you could see her." 
I asked what made her look so serious at that time, and the answet 
was : "Because she was so anxious for you to see her, and the next 
tim<." she will show herself more plainly than then." 

My wife now inquired why she did not see spirits as readily as I, 
and he said it was owing to a difference in the formation of the 
brain, "here," passing his fingers over his brows and the lower por
tion of his forehead. 

He then said: "Eugene, John, and Lily, and all the others send 
their love to C-- and F-- who are in the form." Brothers now 
living on earth. 

I asked if our two eldest sons were present, and he replied : 
"Eugene-Why is not that curious? it is the hardest name I have 
had yet-and John are here. Katie squaw tells me the names; she 
is the strongest." He then added : "They tell me to say they are 
all happy, and all together, and they have a beautiful home, and are 
preparing a beautiful wigwam for the squaw when she comes." 

Afkr a few minutes he exclaimed, "Jennie! I hear the name 
Jennie. Who is she?" We said we had no friend of that name, and 
he replied : " It is no relation of yours. Oh," said he, "it is for the 
brave that was with you" (1\Ir. R. ). We replied, we did not know of 
any relative of his of that name. He continued: "Ella and her 
mother squaw stands by me, and desires you to take her love to the 
brave, and to the Auntie that does not live with him, but who often 
comes to the wigwam." After a moment he added : "There is a re
lation here of the brave, who died in the waters. He was a cousin 
or something like that, who sends his love to the brave, and Auntie, 
and the mo.ther squaw." " Don't you remember when I called ' Bir
die' the other night (at the public seance of l\'frs. Andrews)-it was 
for the brave that went a little hour before. His squaw was there, 
and wanted him. He went too soon." He then requested us to 
"surely take the message to the brave," and bidding us farewell, the 
medium resumed his natural state. 

To apply the tests to all the facts here presented would require as 
much space as the narration itself, but I will present some of them. 
I have in spirit life a son by the name of Clarence, also a daughter 
whose name was Caroline, but who through every genuine medium 
comes to us as "Lily," the name bestowed upon her in spirit life. 
The names of two others are John and Edgar, or Eddie as we always 
tallcd him. Eddie and Clarence, like myself, had gray eyes and 
brown hair, while Harry, another of our children now living with 
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the angels, had very dark eyes and hair, like his mother. His name 
was given through the medium properly as Harry, not Henry, the 
former being his baptismal name. It will be seen that thus far the 
correct names of five of our children were given. 

The ''little spirit" Ann, my wife's sister, passed away before the 
birth of my wife, and must have attained her full stature in spirit life 
long since, but like it often is with spirits when returning, she chose 
to be represented as a child, for as such only would her mother, or 
even her sister, be able to recognize her. The description of "her 
eyes blue as heaven, and golden curling hair," was fully endorsed by 
her mother upon our return home, she having been the only child of 
eight with the complexion of a blonde. My wife until then had not 
known the complexion of her sister, and this to us was a remarkable 
test. 

The next is the" bright squaw with such a pretty little babe. The 
mother went with the babe." All true. Then the announcement of 
the presence of my sister-in-law M--, with the description of the 
symptoms of her illness--equal.ly true. Then the old lady answering 
for my wife's grandmother; and still another tall spirit-not repre
sented as aged, but still he1• grandmother also, and who for sixteen 
years had a tumor in her side, which suppurated and finding vent in
ternally caused her death. This description was strictly correct, ;tnd 
corresponded precisely with that of the same spirit through Mr. Fos
ter, as narrated in the first volume of this work. Then the announce
ment of the vresence of my uncle Zalmon, and my sisters ).bria and 
Charlotte, and the reference by my sister l\hria to the apparition of 
" the other on<"," my daughter, at my "wigwam," all these allusions 
being strictly applicable and convincing proofs. 

Then comes the account from my sister Charlotte of the circum
stances under which she appeared to me in the sleeping coach, on 
my journey from California, while on the plains of Nevada. After 
this three of my children in spirit life, Eugene, John and Lily, send 
their love to my two sons in earth life, mentioning the names of the 
latter while they were hundrt:ds of miles distant, the medium never 
having heard of them, and lastly, answering our question as to om 
:ldest spirit children, by giving the correct names of the eldest two. 
All these were facts that we could verify on the instant, and they con
stituted a mass of evidence that was sufficient of itself to convince us 
of their presence, but as if to render the evidenct: still stronger, the 
last of the s~ance was varied by the addition of the message from 
Ella and her mother Jennie to the "brave" who "went a little hour 
before." 
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This referred to a gentleman of standing and respectability in 
Brooklyn, whose acquaintance I had recently made, and who until 
his visit to Moravia had little or no faith in spirit intercourse, and but 
little more in spiritual existence. He had ldt Moravia just before 
Dr. Buffum's arrival, and co11sequently had not met him, and after his 
departure the name as referred to by " Red Jacket " was called in 
Mrs. Andrews' seance. 

The reader will notice that when the medium said "Jennie," we 
failed to recognize the name, as we afterwards did the name, "Ella" 
when this was mentioned, and it was only after our return home, and 
upon my deli\·ering the message to my friend, we found they were 
the names respectively of his deceased wife and child. A cousin of 
his father had died by drowning, and we presume it was this spirit 
who was present at this seance, and who desired to make himself 
known. There probably was some especial difficulty in giving his 
name, as names for some reason arc often difficult to communicate. 
Spirits say they possess a positive character, or quality, a reflection 
of personality, which sometimes renders it impossible to give them. 

The reader will also perceive that sixteen of my deceased rdatives 
were described, and either the name::. or degrees of relationship 
given,-and in addition the names of my two living sons were an
nmmced. Also the names of the spirit wife and child of my friend, 
Mr. B--, in all twenty persons, and not a single mistake made in a 
name, nor error in description, nor a name announced which was 
not immediately recognized, if we except the names of the wife and 
child of Mr. B--. 

I woulll add that the promised wreath of spirit flowers was pre
sented for our inspection at our next private seance with Mrs. 
Andrews, at which Dr. Buffum was not present, but I have not yet 
seen my sisters, Maria and Charlotte, at my own house as promised. 
Spirits often overestimate their power. 

August 30, 1872, I had another seance with Dr. Buffum at Mora
via. Besides myself, there were present my wife and daughter. 
"Red Jacket" soon controlled the merlium, and said two spirits, 
sisters of mine, Maria and Charlotte, were present. After some 
conversation with these spirits of a private nature, that satistied us of 
their identity, he said an old man with silvery white hair and beard 
was present. "He is your grandfather Stewart." The description and 
name were. correct. After some questions and answers, the latter 
correct so far as we could verify them, he said : "There is present a 
large man, who is father to your wife. He is called Captain, there, 
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and is a very happy, jovial spirit, and he sends his love to your wife's 
mother." This description was correct. While on earth his ruddy 
brown complexion, and portly figure, were suggestive of a sea-life, 
and many persons who were slightly acquainted with him, called him 
Captain. He possessed strong social qualities, and was extremely 
hospitable. 

" Red Jacket" now said : " Katie squaw is present, and wants 
your squaw to tell her husband to sit with his brother Ed. and their 
mother, and Aunt Sarah. Ed. is a medium; and they will get raps 
from her, and she will be able to communicate with them. She also 
sends her love to Aunt Sarah, and their mother." This was amazingly 
like conversing with the so-called dead. Had I been ignorant of the 
source from which this knowledge came, I should certainly have been 
compelled to believe that it came from the spirit professing to com
municate it, or should have invented a temporary devil,-" for this 
time only" as the author of it, as these were all names of her rela
tives by marriage, and we had not mentioned them, with the excep
tion of the husband, nor even thought of the persons themselves, 
and so far as we know, no person then in .Moravia was from our 
section of the State. · 

While Dr. Buffum was visiting me at my residence, subsequently to 
my meeting him at Moravia, I invited to meet him a Mr. and Mrs. 
M--. Neither of them had ever heard of this medium, as he had 
never resided in or near New York, and when they met it was as 
strangers. Beside the parties named, there were present the members 
of my family, and myself. 

In the course of the evening the medium was controlled by his at
tendant spirit, and after other remarks, he said a spirit of the name of 
William was present, that he was tall and slender, that he formerly 
followed the sea, that while on ship-board he received a severe blow 
that affected his lungs and ultimately caused his death. Mr. M-
here inquired who gave the blow, and the answer was, it was received 
in a scuffle with the first officer. He did not die on ship, but re
turned home and died there. He suffered greatly, and became much 
emaciated, and had hemorrhage from the lungs. He said he was the 
brother of Mr. M--, not own brother, but he married his sister. 
Mr. M-- inquired if the spirit could tell him whether William's 
wife was living, and whether there were any children. The reply 
was : "She is alive, and has a little boy about six years of age, and he 
was named after his father." 

The medium then turned to Mrs. M-- and said there was a 
little boy present by the name of Willie, that he was her cousin, and 
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died from an affection of the throat ; cankerous sore throat ; that he 
was about two years of age when he passed away, and if he had 
lived to the present time he would have been between six and seven 
years of age. The medium then added : "William says his wife is 
about to marry again, and he is much pleased with this step, as it 
will be the means of giving her and her little son a good home." 

After the seance Mr. and Mrs. M-- whom I know to be strictly 
reliable, assured me that in every particular the personal descriptions 
and circumstances were correct. I can perceive no weak point in 
this case, and there are sound reasons why it should be accepted in 
evidence of clairvoyant vision, and of spirit intercourse. The medium 
had never before visited Brooklyn, and now had done so at my re
quest, and was my guest. I purposely sought and invited Mr. and 
Mrs . .M--, they not seeking the occasion, and it occurred at my 
own house, under my own eyes, and in pursuance of arrangements I 
had made, so that collusion or deception was out of the question so 
far as they were concerned. 

It is easy for a person who has not witnessed similar manifesta
tions to deny these things, or, if the facts be admitted, to attempt to 
account for them upon strictly philosophical or metaphysical princi
ples, and this may be a satisfactory solution for those who, having no 
personal experience of such things, cannot possibly realize and com
prehend them; but no one who has had any considerable experience 
of a similar character can accept any such explanation, as he know! 
it utterly fails to account for them. There are occasionally to be 
found individuals in whose experience certain manifestations have 
occurred, and yet who seck no explanation, their minds being so con
stituted that they demand none; bot where those who have witnessed 
&uch manifestations laboriously seek a solution, they are never satis
fied with any but that which involves spiritual agency. 

I know of a lady of apparently ordinary intelligence, who is at 
times clairvoyant, and who has seen ami recognized spirits of deceased 
friends, and who in the face of ridicule stoutly maintains the objective 
reality of the apparitions, and yet who disclaims all faith in Spiritual
ism, a.nd limits her bdicf simply to the existence of ghosts, in the 
reality of which she is a firm believer. 

As relating to cl.tirvoy:lllce the question may here be asked : 
" Why dLI ttot spirits mo_re frcl[llcntly inform us of the sudden deaths 
of our friends when absent from home ; of shipwrecks, etc.?" I have 
questioned my spirit friends upon this subject, and the reply has 
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been that most probably the spirits who witness these casualties have 
no knowledge of their ability to communicate through a medium, as 
comparatively few spirits believe in the possibility of doing so, or if 
it should happen that they do believe in its possibility they probably 
know of no medium throngh whom they can communicate, or, even 
if they possess this knowledge, they have no means of sending a re
quest to the surviving friends to apply to a medium, and as to the 
spirits of the persons who meet their deaths in this sudden and per
haps violent manner, they generally enter the spirit-world in an ex
hausted, bewildered state, and weeks, or even months may elapse 
before they are in a condition to think and act in reference to such a 
step on their part. 

Following up this subject I inqnired of my father, through Dr. 
Kenney, "Why do not spirits give us information relative to the 
fate of Sir John Franklin, and others who have disappeared in the 
polar regions, and why is it that we have never rccei\·ed any reliable 
information through spirits of the character of those reb>ions ? " His 
reply was : "Spirits do not visit those regions, or if they should, 
they could remain but a few moments. Even when we visit you in 
severe winter wt:ather we are compelled to seck shelter and rennin 
in your houses for protection against the cold, for this affects us very 
much as it does yon. The sensations produced are not precisely 
such as you experience, but arc equally unpleasant, and torpor and 
numbness ensue, as with you, if we are exposed for any considerable 
time." He added: "Extremely warm, sultry weather is also as 
disagreeable and oppressive to us as to you, though the sensations 
produced by it in ns are not precisely those of heat." 

I then itltJUircd: "Suppose you were to remain a long time 
expo.,ed to extremely se\'ere cold, what would be the result?" His 
reply was: " If a spirit were to thus expose himself-though no 
spirit would do it--other spirits would seek him and remove him to 
his o"·n sphere and home." " But," said I, "assuming that they 
should not render the assistance, what . then?" His answer was : 
"I don't know; but I presume he would become insensible, and con
tinue so as long as he remained thus exposed." 

In February, 1875, Old John one day controlled his medium at my 
house. He said Big Bear was not present-he almost invariably 
accompanies Old John-and he did not know where he was. In a 
moment after he added : "The cold may have driven him away, as 
yesterday he complained of the cold benumbing him, and during all 
this cold weather Old John has been m:tde very uncomfortable when
ever he comes within your atmosphere." 
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At another time, in July 1874. on a very warm day, Old John and 
I were engaged in conversation. When he first came he told 
me that Big Bear and a spirit relative were also present. In about 
ten minutes thereafter he remarked that they were both gone ; that 
they were unable to bear the sultry heat of the weather, it oppressed 
them, and rendered him also uncomfortable, and he soon bid me 
farewell and left the medium. 



CHAPTER V. 

CLAIRVOYANCE AND SOMNAMBl:LISM-Co~rti,ui'li. 

"There is a path which no fowl knoweth, and which the vulture's eye hath not 
seen."-7<>b xxviii. 7· 

SO~lNAMHULISM is of two kinds; one natural, occurring in 
certain persons at irregular times, and without effort or prepa. 

ration ; the other occurring as the result of mesmeric processes, and 
induced by others. The subjects of the first, when in apparently 
sound sleep, sometimes climb dangerous heights, walk freely on the 
edges of precipices-from which they would certainly fall if the at
tempt were made while in their waking state-avoiding all impedi. 
ments, and regulating all their movements with precision. Some of 
them apply themselves while in this state to their occupations of the 
day, compose and write essays or sermons, music or poetry, calcu
late figures, solve mathematical problems, etc. 

This natural somnambulic sleep strongly resemblt!s the sleep in
duced by mesmerism ; but the latter in its most exalted state excels 
the former in clearness of perception, and the extent and scope of 
mental vision which characterize it. Here both the inner and outer 
worlds sometimes appear to be unfolded to the gaze, and mysteries 
are unvailed to view. 

\Vben the mesmeric sleep is carried to clairvoyance, or clear seeing, 
impressions from the external world, ordinarily received and conveyed 
through the medium of the senses, arc frequently received through 
the epigastrium. Upon the application of any object, like a watch, 
to this part, it is both seen and heard, and it appears as if conscious
ness and perception were both for the time being centred in the pit 
of the stomach. Objects are also sometimes perceived by- placing 
them upon or back of the head, and other parts of the body, and 
even books are read when thus placed. Sometimes also books are 
read by means of the fingers. Incredible as these things appear, the 
proofs of their reality are overwhelming in their abundance and 
conclusiveness. 

I will here quote from the work of Count de Gasparin, Scimce vs. 
Modtrn Spirilualism, the testimony of several French nhysicians 
and savants. On page 250 of this work he says: 

~ 
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" I go direct to the celebrated attestations of Messrs. Rostan, Geor
get, Filassier, Despine, and Petetin. Let us commence with Doctor 
Rostan (Didiomzairt de .JJ-li:decilu, article on ilfagtZelisme, sect. B.). 

" I took my watch, which I placed three or four inches behind the 
occiput. I asked the somnambulist if she saw anything. 'Certainly . 
. . . It annoys me; it is a watch.' 'Can you tell me what o'clock 
it is?' 'It wants ten minutes of eight o'clock.' This was correct. 
M. Ferrus wished to repeat the experiment himself, and he had the 
same success. He turned the hands round several times, we pre
sented it to her without having seen it. She did not make a mistake." 

"1\f. Georget positively declares (Ph;·sioltJgie du Syslbne nen,eu.x, 
ii. 404) that he has witnessed analogous facts. 'One person,' he 
says, 'has presented me with very astonishing phenomena. . . . I 
have met nothing niore extraordinary in any work on magnetism, 
even in that of Petetin, which does not contain nearly so many phe
nomena as I myself have had the opportunity to obsen·e.' 'In the 
book of M. Filassier (Qudques Fails ... ii. 25, 53, 55) we find 
the following : ' I caused all the lights to be removed, which left us 
in darkness. I took my watch, using all necessary precautions to 
prevent its being seen by the somnambulist, and placed it on her 
forehead. 'What have you on your forehead?' 'A watch.' 'See 
what time it is?' 'The large hand points at six, and the small hand 
at seven,' she replied, after an intens<! concc:ntration of her mind. \Ve 
pa$sed into an adjoining apartment, which was lighted, and ascer
tained that the hour was half-pa~t seven by the watch. Thinking she 
might possibly have hit upon the time merely as a random guess, ... 
I turned the hands of my watch round several times, without myself 
knowing at what hour I had stopped them, and then placed it with 
the same precautions on the occiput of the somnambulist. 'What 
hour is it by my watch? ' She remained some time in a dc:ep study, 
and at length said, 'The large hand is at five, the small hand be
tween ·three and four, but much ncar.;r the three.' I pagsed into the 
lighted rwom, and saw in fact that the time: by the watch was twenty
five minute,; past three. I induced my friends to repeat the experi
ment for themselves. They did it twice: as I have described, and with 
the same circumspection. They placed 'the watch on the epigastrium 
of the somnanabulist, outside of her clothes. The somnambulist made 
no mistake." 

"The same doctor likewise relates that a young somnambulist, 
Mlle. Clarice Lcf--, described at Paris minute by minute the move
ments, the various acts, the attitudes, and even the secrl!t thoughts 
of her mother, "'ho .was at Arcis-sur-Aube. 'Every possible precau-
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tion,' he adds. 'was taken to ascertain the truth regarding this vision 
into space. The inquiry was conducted by a family of intelligence 
and strict integrity, in connection with some conscientious physicians. 
The lucidness of Mlle. Clarice was in all cases justified by the 
event.'" 

"M. Despine, chief physician at the water~ of Aix, is the author of 
the following attestation, which was read by M. Francceur before the 
Philomathic Society of Paris : ' Not only did our patient hear by 
the palm of her hand, but we· have seen her read without the assis
tance of the eyes, with the single extremity of her finger, which she 
moved rapidly to and fro over the page she wished to read. . . . At 
other times we have seen her select from a package of more than 
thirty letters a particular one called for, . . , write several letter:>, 
three of which are now in my hands, read them over-always by 
means of the end of the finger-and correct the faults that had es
caped her, recopy-one of her letters word for word, reading with the 
elbow of the left arm, while she wrote with the right hand. 

"During all these operations a screen of thick pasteboard wholly 
excluded every ray of light from her eyes. The same phenomena 
took place on the soles of the feet, on the epigastrium, as well as on 
various parts of the surface of the body, which seemed to be painful 
to the slightest touch."-.Du Mag11clisme animal m Fra11a, 459· 

"But nothing in this respect equals the experiments related by .!\·1. 
Petetin, a member of the Academy of Science, and Presicl::nt of the 
Medical Society of Lyons, towards the close of the last century. His 
work (Elrctricitt A11imale) appeared in I8o8. It contains an ac
count, not only of his observations, but also those of his Lyonese 
Colleagues, some of which I now present : 

"On one occasion he took bits of various alimentary substances, 
each in a separate envelope of paper, and placed them one by one 
on the stomach of a somnambulist. She named them all. She 
designated cards. She told the position of the hands of a watch. 

" • Another time,' writes Petctin, ' I rested my hand on the stom 
ach of the invalid, who without hesitating said to me, "I see through 
your hand an antique medal." I op..:ncd my hand utterly confounded. 
The sister-in-law of the somnambulist cast her eyes on the medal, 
turned pale, and fainted. \Vhen she came to herself she inclosed a 
piece of paper in a brown and semi-transparent bonbollnicn, and 
banded it to me behind her sister's couch. I covered it with my 
band, and silently laid it on the stomach of the cataleptic. " I see 
in your hand," said she, "a box, and in this box a letter to my ad
dress." The terrified sister-in-law trembled in all her limbs. I 
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hastened to open the box, and drew from it a folded letter, bearing 
the address of the invalid, and post-marked "Geneva." ' •.• 

" M. Petetin speaks of other somnambulists not less clairvoyant. 
One of them recognized in the closed hands of M. Dolomieu a seal 
with a1morial bearings, and the image of a griffin. She perfectly 
deciphered the writing on a piece of paper that had been sealed up, 
and placed upon her stomach." . • . 

"M. Arago himself has admitted it in his article on mesmerism, 
inserted in L' A nnuain du Bunau du Longitudes. 'The man,' 
says he, 'who outside of pure mathematics pronounces the word, im
possible, is wanting in prudence.' ... Nothing, for example, in all 
the wonders of somnambulism is looked upon with more mistrust 
than an often-repeated assertion touching the property possessed by 
certain persons in a crisis state of deciphering a letter at a distance 
by means of the foot, the hand, or the stomach. Yet I do not doubt 
that the suspicions of even the most rigidly critical minds will be re
moved after having reflected on the ingenious experiments in which 
Moser produced, also at a distance, very distinct images of all sorts 
of objects, on all sorts of bodies, and in the most complete dark
ness.'' 

"There will of course be found scientific men who, with less genius 
than Arago, have less liberality. In order that our field of vision may 
be extended, we must take a high point of view, and this is not given 
to all the world. 'Since we see by means of the eyes,' is the lan
guage of some, 'it is impossible that the image of objects should 
produce an impression on the other organs, whatever may be the ex
ceptional sensibility occasioned by a particular state.' 'The letter 
being sealed, or enclosed in a box,' say others, •it is impossible 
that the characters traced in black, on white paper, shoulrl be re
vealed by any effect whatever, or any organ whatever, even by the 
eyes.' I would advise those who argue so well, to pursue their 
reasoning to the end, and to demonstrate to M. Moser, that since 
there is a contradiction between the idea of the image, and that of 
absolute darkness, it is impossibl~ that the images should be pro
duced at a distance, in darkness. . . . This will probably not pre
vent the images from being produced." 

The writers who have recorded and treated of the strange phenom
ena attending the convulsionaries of St. Medard, and many of whom 
witnessed them, all agree in declaring, as does Latarte, that they 
were known "to divine thoughts or things impenetrable to all human 
cunning ; " and Doctor Bertrand speaks with positiveness of their 
" discovery of the secrets of hearts." Mesmeric subjects in numer-
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ous instances, have exhibited this power. Petetin says of a som
nambulist observed by him : '' If any one formed a thought without 
manifesting it in words, the patient immediately knew it, and antici
pated by her actions the orders of those who had charge of her, as if 
the determination had come from herself." De Puysegur, speaking 
of a peasant whom be had magnetized, says: "I have no occasion 
to speak to him ; I think in his presence, he understands and answers 
me," and a very amusing account of the consequences arising from 
the exercise of this faculty is given by Rev. C. H. Townsend, in his 
Fads in Animal ,Jfagtulism, p. 445, upon the authority of Dr. Ber
trand, who knew all the parties concerned. 

"A little girl," he says, "of about kn years of age fell into a sin
gular state of abnomtal sensibility. In her fits of auto-mesmerism she 
alarmed her fan1ily by proclaiming aloud to them all the subjects of 
their thoughts. She would say to her sister : ' You are now medi
tating whether you should or should not go to such a place, to meet 
such a person. I advise you to stay quietly at home ; ' or to her 
mother : • Do not ponder why papa stays out so late ; it will do 
you no good.' These revelations were at times not a little awkward 
and mal-apropos, and so the poor little girl was not thanked for her 
discernment, but voted to be under the influence of a deluding and 
wicked spirit. For the purpose of exorcising this familiar, so much 
more malevolent than that of Socrates, the young patient was com
mitted to the care of a pious community of nuns, with directions that 
much prayer and holy water should be spent upon her; but in the 
convent matters went on much worse. · The holy water threw the 
patient into convulsions, and (stillmore horrible) whenever a metal 
cross was laid on her breast she threw the precious ensign of redemp
tion from her with symptoms of the greatest aversion. The pious 
sisterhood, though not aware of the fact that the touch of metal 
powerfully influences persons in certain states of sensibility, happened, 
however, to exchange the metal cross for one of wood, which having 
been blessed by the pope was supposed to be of peculiar efficacy, 
and lo! in proof of that efficacy the little girl allowed the relic to 
remain quietly on her breast. This was a most favorable omen; but 
alas ! the evil spirit was not to be thus tamed-the great, the terrible 
symptom of diabolic agency broke out in fresh vigor, for the patient 
began to proclaim the thoughts of those around her. When irritated 
by the kind but mistaken officiousness of the nuns, she was espe
cially fonnidable in that way-so formi~ble indeed that at length she 
completely controlled and governed the saintly community. 'Sister 
Agatha,' she would exclaim, ' you had better not bring that cross 
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here, or I'll tell why it was you nailed your ear so close to the key 
hole of the abbess' parlor.' 'Sister Ursula, do not force me to say 
any more paternosters, or all the world shall know what you were 
thinking of in your cell last Tuesday.'" 

Dr. Kerner says of the Seeress of Prevorst, who for weeks at a time 
existed in the somnambulic state, that " she frequently had no feel
ing or consciousness of existence, except in the pit of her stomach. 
She seemed to herself as if she had neither head, hands, nor feet; at 
these times she perceived everything with closed eyt:s, but she· could 
not tell whether she saw the objects or felt them. If I, by passes, 
made her lift her eyelids, she saw nothing but me ; her pupils were 
immovable, but she could not tell whether she saw or felt me.'' 

Rev. Chauncey Hare Townshend, from whose work I have freely 
quoted, a minister of the established Church in England, in good 
standing, whilst temporarily residing in Antwerp, in 1836, was told by 
a friend of some extraordinary results of mesmerism, and he was in
duced to witness some of its phenomena. These were of such a 
character as to enlist him in their investigation, which he steadily 
pursued for some years with such admirable sense and judbrment, 
that not only is the record of his experiments and tests exceedingly 
interesting, but his views regarding mesmerism are deserving of the 
greatest attention. He was fortunate in being able to engage the 
assistance of a number of remarkably lucid subjects, among· them a 
youth, whom he designates by the initials E. A., and of this person he 
thus speaks on page 235 of his Facts in Alumerism, American 
edition: 

"Having filled a couple of china eye-glasses with wadding, I, or 
some other person, held them firmly to the patient's closed eyes when 
in sleepwaking. This also made no difference in his visual percep
tions. When the same eye-glasses have been applied without the 
wadding, notwithstanding their perfect opacity, the patient has de
clared that he could see the light very plainly through them, a.1d that 
they were so transparent that he could not conceive why we imag
ined they should prevent him from seeing. 

"I have tried various methods of bandaging the patient's eyes ; I 
have tied a broad and thick silk handkerchief over them, and then I 
have held down with my fingers or the palms of my hands the 
whole of the bottom part of the bandage. This method seems 
to me as perfect as any. It did not at all impede the sleepwaker's 
VISIOn. In addition to this (the same result always ensuing) I have 
laid strips of wadding over the eyes before applying the handkerchief, 
and I have firmly secured every possible interstice between it and 
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the cheek with cotton. In the presence of Dr. Foissac strips of 
diachylum were added to aU the above apparatus, in order .to fasten 
down the edges of the handkerchief to the check, but the slcepwaker 
saw as well as ever. On several occasions I bandaged his eyes, add
ing the cotton and the wadding before beginning to mesmerize him, 
when he has assured me that he could not distinguish day from night 
Then, having passed into sleepwaking, he has immediately given 
proofs of perfect vision, quite as perfect indeed as that enjoyed by 
persons whose eyes arc open and unbound. Again, on awaking (the 
bandage never having been stirred during the whole period of his 
sleepwaking) he has found himself in perfect darkness. The transi
tion was marked. One moment, drawn by the strong attraction of 
my presence, he was fo1lowinu: me abont the room, through intrica
cies of chairs and tables, with perfect case, the next he was standing 
helpless, not caring to be ncar me, and if ca1lcd upon unable to move 
except with a groping hesitation of a blindfold person. . . . . . The 
striking proofs of vision that the patient gave, when properly 
bandaged, were that he read in books, and distinguishetl cards, tht:ir 
colors, suit, etc., often playing with me at various games upon them. 
I remarked that in sh:epwaking he was quite adroit at the game of 
cassino, which I had almost vainly tried to teach him in the waking 
state. It wi11 be allowed that for a person, even bandaged in a 
slovenly manner, to perceive at a glance the combinations on the 
board would be no easy matter, yet this he did with rapidity, com-
pletely bandaged as he was. · 

"I threw over the patient's head two thick and large towels, which 
covered him in front down to the hips. Through these he has read, 
holding the book at an angle with his forehead, and has distinguished 
cards with perfect accuracy. This kind of experiment was occasion
ally varied. Sometimes the slce::pwakcr has bt:en bandaged, and in 
addition to this a towel has been thrown over his head, but the re
sult was equally satisfactory. This power, however, seemed to have 
its limits. The addition of a third towel greatly impeded the pa
tient's vision, yet even thus he has distinguished cards. On one oc
casion a visitor, instead of covering up the patient's eyes, enveloped 
the object to be seen in the folds of a napkin. The experimenter, 
in order if possible to mislead myself, the sleepwaker, and all who 
were present, gave us to understand that he had placed one card 
only in the napkin (he had performed the operation with his back 
turned), but the patient was not to be deceived. At first indeed he 
seemed puzzled, but even this transient perplexity elicited a curious 
proof that he saw not only through the triple folds of the napkin, but 
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through the back of one of the cards. He said : 'There seems to 
me to be a five, but the points are not of the same colors.' ' Oh,' he 
exclaimed, after a pause ; ' how could I be so stupid, there are two 
cards. One is the ace of hearts, the other the four of clubs.' He 
was perfectly right. The four of clubs had its face uppermost, the 
ace was laid under it, and in order to form a five the sleepwaker must 
have seen the ace underneath the other card." 

Dr. J. G. Millingen, author of Curiosifi~s of .Jfcdical Expcrimu, 
although holding the prevalent materialistic views touching the spir
itual nature of man, is compelled to admit the force of the testimony 
establishing the power of c~:rtain mesmeric somnambulists to see 
without the aid of eyes. On page 69 of his work he says : " The 
faculty of seeing through the closed eyelids, was fully substantiated 
in the presence of a commission of investigation appointed by the 
Academy of Medicine of Paris, and in the presence of fifteen persons. 
They found a somnambulist of the name of Paul, to all appearance 
fast asleep. On being r~:qnested to rise and approach the window, 
he complied immediately. His eyes were then covered in such a 
manner as not to awaken him, and a pack of cards having been 
shuffled by several persons, he recognized them without the slightest 
hesitation. Watches were then shown him, and he named the hour 
and minute, though the hands were repeatedly altered. A book was 
then presented to him, it happened to be a collection of operas, and 
he read Cantor d Pollux, instead of Castor d Pollux, Tra,~cdic Ly .. 
riqru. A volume of Horace was then submitted to him, but not know
ing Latin he returned it, saying : 'This is some Church-book.' The 
celebrated I>r. Bronssais laid before the same somnambulist a letter he 
had drawn from his pocket ; to his utter surprise he read the first lines. 
The doctor then wrote a few words on a piece of paper in very small 
characters, which the somnambulist also read with the utmost facility; 
but what was still more singular, when Idlers or books wert applied 
to /tis brtasl, or bdwun tlu slwuldcrs, he also pcruud them with equal 
accuracy a11d case. In one instance the queen of clubs was presented 
to his back; after a moment's hesitation he said : 'This is a club
the nine.' He was informed that he was in error, when he recovered 
himself and said : ' No, 'tis the queen.' A ten of spades was then 
applied, when he hastily exclaimed : 'At any rate this is not a 
court card ; it Is-the ten of spades.' 

"The many astute tricks played by animal magnetizers, and 
frequently detected, naturally induced most persons to doubt the 
veracity of these experiments ; but when we find that they were wit
nessed by seventr-eight ~edical men, most of them decidedly hostile 
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to magnetism; and sixty-three intelligent individuals not belonging 
to the profession, and in every respect disinterested, what are we tc 
say-perhaps exclaim with Hamlet : 

" • There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, 
Than are dreamt of in your philosophy.'" 

Dr. Carpenter, another writer as thoroughly imbued with material. 
istic views as Dr. Millingen, and an eminent authority in our day, tes
tifies to similar phenomena which came under his own observation. 
In his Principlu of Humall Ph)'Siolog;·, p. 646, he thus writes : 

"The author has repeatedly seen Mt. Braid's hypnotized subjects 
write with the most perfect regularity when an opaque screen was 
interposed between their eyes and the paper, the lines being equi
distant and parallel, and it is not uncommon for the writer to carry 
back his pencil or pen to dot an i, or cross a t, or make some other 
correction in a letter or word. Mr. B. had one patient who would 
thus go back and correct with accuracy the writing on a whole sheet 
of note-paper; but if the paper was moved from the position it had 
previously occupied on the table, all the corrections were on the 
wrong points of the paper as regarded the actual place of the writ
ing, though on the right points as regarded its previous place. 
Sometimes, however, he woald take a fresh departure, by feeling for 
tl1e upper left-hand corner of the paper, and all his corrections were 
then wade in the right position, notwithstanding the displacement 
of the paper." 

Augusta Muller, of Stuttgardt, a somnambulist, "saw perfectly 
well, and recognized all persons and objects in the greatest darkness;" 
and Kieser, in his " Archives," gives an account of a mesmeric 
subject, a boy by the name of Arst, who could read by applying the 
book to his toes, even when his feet were covered with woollen socks, 
and he could see with the tips of his fingers. 

In America, among those instances where persons have possessed 
the faculty of seeing otherwise than by the natural eyes when in a 
magnetic sleep, was that of Miss L. Brackett, a respectable and 
intelligent young lady of Dudley, Mass. Her lucidity attracted 
much attention about the year 1836, and hundreds of physicians 
and others witnessed and testified to the phenomena in her case, and 
her physician, Dr. G. Capron, of Providence, R. 1., published a brief 
account of her physical and mental condition. and power of clear-· 
seeing, from which I extract the following, taken from the Appendix 
to the American edition of Ddeuze' s Practical I1ulruclions in 
dnimal Mag!Uiism. 
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"Four years since, when about sixteen years of age, she had the 
misfortune to have an iron weight weighing two or three pounds fall 
from a height upon the top of her head. The injury '~·hich she 
sustained was so considerable as to deprive her of her reason for a 
number of months, during which time she was subject to the most 
violent spasms, and other serious derangements of her nervous system. 
f''rom the immediate effect of this injury she gradually recovered, 
ami at the end of the year her general health was partially restored. 
1\"otwithstanding, however, the improvement in her general health, 
an affection of her eyes which commenced immediately after the 
reception of the injury. and ·which threatened total blindness, was 
alaily growing worse. The disease with which her eyes were affected 
is called amaurosis. It is :m affection of the optic nerves, often of 
a paralytic character. As is usual in cases of amaurosis, the loss of 
sight was very gradual, ancl it was not till the end of two and a half 
years that it was entirely destroyed. . . . . . . 

"This was her state when I first saw her, about the middle of May 
last (written Aug. 31, 1837), and her general health, though some
what improved, was still far from being good. 

"There being at this time considerable excitement upon the sub
ject of animal magnetism, and being myself engaged in investigating 
it with a view to its remedial effects, and having become fully con
vinced of its salutary intluence upon some dis~ases, especially those 
of a paralytic character, it occurred to me that it might be benefi
cially practised in this case, upon the supposition that her complaints 
were dependent upon a paralysis of the nerves supplying the affected 
organs, and I accordingly, as a dtrnitr ressort proposed a trial of it. 
The following day, having consulted her friends and obtained their 
consent, she desired me to make an experiment. The first sitting 
occupied about forty minutes before she was thrown into a profound 
magnetic sleep. On this occasion she manifested many of the usual 
phenomena of that state. She walked about the house, drank her 
tea, etc., with as much ease and confidence as she could have done 
had she been in the full possession of her sight and in a waking 
state. 

"The magnetic phenomena, though very astonishing at first, 
became more and more so from day to day. Whether it was in con
sequence of the magnetic state becoming more and more perfect the 
more she was magnetized, or whether by becoming better acquainted 
with the subject, we learned to elicit those phenomena with better 
success, it is difficult to detennine, but it is probable that it was 
owing to a combination of both these causes. 
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"The somnambulic, or perhaps more properly the magnetic, 
phenomena, have been of several difft:rent kinds, and each kin•l 
manifested in several different ways. The first and most obvious 
of these phenomena is what the French term dain•oyana, clear
sightedness, mental vision, or vision without the usc of the visual 
organs. This wonderful power is manifested first in her being able 
to see any object that is prest:nted to her when in the magnetic 
sleep, though totally blind when awake_ Experiments have been 
varied and multiplied almost indefinitely to pro\'c the existence of 
this power, and with entire success, as you have had frequent oppor
tumtles to witness. Objects when examined hy her arc never held 
in a direction to be seen with the eyes. but arc laid upon the top of 
the back part of the head, from which point she has generally seen, 
though the seat of vision has varied at different times. She has been 
able, though with more exertion, to see objects that were enclosed 
in boxes, trunks, and watch-eases ; to read letters that were folded, 
etc." 

As with most magnetic somnambulists, ":\I iss Brackett says the 
walls of the house, as do all other walls, appear to be transparent. 
She can see through them, and yet she can sec them, and describe 
what kind of paper or paint is on them." 

Deleuze, in his Instructions, etc-, P- 199, remarks: 
"There are without doubt some somnambulists endowed with 

such a lucidity, that when they have been placed in communication 
with a sick person they clearly explain the origin, the cause, and the 
nature of the disorder, and prescribe the most suitable remedies by 
indicating the effects they ought to produce, and the crises which are 
to be expected- They announce a disease which will develop itself 
in several months, and the precautions which ought to be taken 
when the first symptoms are perceivable_ They even see the moral 
condition of the patient, penetrate his thoughts, and give him 
appropriate advice, but these somnambulists are rare, and even those 
who have given proofs of this inconceivable clairvoyance do not 
always preserve it, and do not possess it except at certain moments. 

"It often happens, also, that the clairvoyance of somnambulists is 
not extended equally to all objects ; they see very well things which 
no man in the world in the ordinary state could conjecture, and they 
;to not perceive others which a physician would notice at the first 
glance of the eye." 

And again, on page 87, he says: "The somnambulist is so thor
oughly in communication with his magnetizer as to read his thoughts, 
but receives no impression through the organs of sense. . . . He 
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appears to have lost the faculties by whi:h we are directed, the im
pressions and notions which come from without do not reach him, 
but during the silence which he observes in rt:gard to what is foreign 
to his soul, he ft:cls within himself the development of a new light, 
whose rays are darted upon all that excites in him a real interest. 
At the same time the sentiment of conscientiousness is aroused, and 
determines the judgment which he outiht to form. Thus the som
nambulist possesses at the same time the torch which gives him his 
light, and the compass that points out the way. This torch and this 
compass are not the product of somnambulism, they are always in 
us; but the distracting cares of this world, the passions, and above 
all, pride ami attachment to perishable things, prevent us from per
ceiving the one and consulting the other. 

"When the somnambulist has reached this degree of exaltation 
his manner of speaking is almost always different from that which 
he has in his ordinary state. His diction is pure and simple, elegant 
and prccist:, his manner unimpassioned; everything announces in him 
a state of tranquillity, a distinct view of that of which he speaks, and 
an entire conviction of its reality. You perceive in his discourse not 
the least of what is called excitement or enthusiasm, and 1 insist on 
this point because those who have spoken of this state without 
having seen it have supp0sed it to hav.! a characl<!r opposed to 
what it really has, and which even sen·es to distinguish it. 

" In this new situation the mind is filled with religious ideas with 
which perhaps it was never before occupied. He sees everywhere 
the action of Providence. This life appears to him only a journey, 
during which we ought to collect what is necessary for us in our 
everlasting mansions. The independence of the soul, the liberty of 
man, immortality, are to him evident truths. He is convinced that 
God hears us, that pray.:r is the most cfticacious means of obtaining 
His aid, and dissipating the ills around us, or at least of turning 
them to our advantage. Taking care to make our labors on earth, 
as well as the troubles we experience, acceptable to God, appears a 
means of converting these into good works. 

''Charity is for him the first of virtues, that which affords us the 
easy means of expiating our sins, and which often sufticcs to obtain 
their remission. He is so much penetrate<l with it that .he forgets 
himself for others, and no sacrifice for the sake of doing good costs 
him too much. This sentiment of benevolence is extende<l to all, 
and he makes supplications for those who hold opinions the most 
opposite to his own. Sometimes the prodigious difference he per
ceives bt:tween his new manner of viewing objects, and that which 
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be had in his ordinary state ; the new lights which shine for him ; the 
new faculties with which he finds himself endowed ; the immensity of 
the horizon which is spread before his eyes, persuade him that he is 
inspired ; what lu says stems to lu didatd by a 1·oiu from 1t•ithin; 
1t1hat h~ sus is sltMtm to him; h~ ngards himself as th~ orga11 of a 
mptrior inttlligmu, but this does not excite his vanity. He de
lights to reflect in silence, and he speaks to you only to say things 
useful for your moral direction." And on page 96 he adds : 

"What are the truths which are shown with evidence to the som
nambulist? The existence, the omnipotence, the bounty of the 
Creator ; the immortality of the soul ; the certainty of another life; 
the recompense of the good, the punishment of the evil which we 
have done in this ; Providence ; the necessity and efficacy of prayer ; 
the pre-eminence of charity over the other virtues, to which is joined 
the consoling idea that those who have preceded us on earth, and 
who have merited the enjoyment of eternal happiness, hear our wishes, 
take an interest in us, and may be our intercessors before God ; the 
profound conviction that (;od never refuses to enlighten us in what we 
ought to know, when submitted to His will we ask aid of Him; the 
firm persuasion of the utility of worship, which by uniting men to 
render homage to God, prescribes rules and practice to all by which 
they pray in concert to obtain the blessings of heaven. These are 
the ideas common to all religious somnambulists. They go not be
yond that, which is to say to you, in a general manner, to fulfil the 
duties which religion imposes upon you." 

A case in which a newspaper article was written while the writer was 
in a somnambulic state, is related in the Boston Ti11us of January 
9, 187o, and as the story is vouched for by the editor of that journal 
I will here copy it. 

" Within the past month an article was published in the Boston 
Ti"'cs which had a most unparalleled history. The writer, who is a 
steady go-to-meeting citizen, it seems, had his mind filled with his 
subject before going to bed, and determined to submit it to paper at 
the first opportunity. His bedroom adjoins his parlor, in which he 
customarily writes ; and some time early in the following morning 
our friend awoke while sitting at his escritoire, wondering why the 
room was so dark. His first thought was that his wife had taken 
away the light to inspect the children's dormitory, and he sat until 
his patience gave out waiting for her return. But she did not come 
and he went to the parlor door and inquired in tones somewhat differ
ent from those which distinguished his CI)Urtship, what was the cause 
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of delay. The voice in reply came from the bedroom, and thither 
he went to find his wife in bed, who asked him in wonderment what 
had caused him to get up at that untimely hour. He had risen in 
his sleep, partially robed himself, and had written the article while in 
a somnambulic state. We regret that we did not preserve the copy 
of the article so written ; but from our recollection of its chirography 
it was a fair specimen of our friend's rather peculiar but exceedingly 
plain handwriting. He assures us that he had not made a single 
correction mark on it ; and also that there were two interlineations 
on the manuscript, carated and interpolated with as much precision 
as if the article had been ·written by him in daylight and with his eyes 
open." 

The Goldm Ag~ of New York gives the following points of alec
ture delivered by Gerald Massey, in London, in June, 1872: 

"Gerald Massey, the well-known poet, in a recent lecture at St. 
George's Hall, London, said that some two and twenty ye:us ago he 
was invited to see a clairvoyant read without the use of her eyes. 
He was asked to place his finger over her eyes so as to prevent her 
from being able to sec. He knew so little of what was expected of 
him that he placed his fingers so wide apart that she could see be
tween them. This lady afterwards became his wife, and he found 
that this reading by abnormal vision was a f:l.ct. He had never prop
erly understood it before. Since then, however, he had seen her 
read so hundreds of times, and convince hundreds of people. ~fany 

persons bad been prepared for the acceptance of Spiritualism by 
what they saw of her clairvoyance. Not only did she read books in 
this manner, but the human body itself appeared to be diaphanous 
to her. She had been made use of in the hospitals to diagnose 
diseases and prescribe for them. Her power was just the same 
whether her eyes were bandaged or not; in fact, if the eyes of the 
flesh were open she could not read at all. A young man once asked 
her if she could see the p:tin he had. She said that he must have 
suffered a fracture of the rib, as one bone was overlapping another. 
The young man replied that he had suffered such a fracture, and 
that he had always feared the bones had not been properly set. On 
another occasion an officer came with a friend. He was dre~5cd as 
a private gentlenun. He had lost a carpet-bag, and wanted to know 
if it could be found by means of clairvoyance. She described the 
bag and its contents, amongst other things a brace of curious silv.:r
mounted pistols of Indian workmanship, then a something which she 
could not identify. Turning to the officer she uttered a scream. 
He wore an artificial arm; his own, which he had lost in action, was 
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in the bag, and that was what she ha~l de~cribed. One morning, on 
waking up at seven o'clock, she informed her husband that his 
mother was dead. On being questioned as to how she knew, she 
s1id that she had seen the black-edged letter put under the bedroom 
door. At eight o'clock Mr. 1\lassey hinHelf saw the letter contain
ing the sad announcement put under the door." 

"For there is nothing covered that shall not be revealed ; neither hid, that shall 
not he known. Therefore, whatsoever ye have spoken in <larknes~. shall be heard 
in the light; and that whi~h ye have spoken in the ear in closets, shall be pro
claimeJ upon the housetops."-Lukt' xii. 2, 3· 

There are no secrets. Every act, every thought even, has con
tinued existence, at least in its relations and consequences, and is 
known to God and to beings on higher spiritual planes than ourselves. 

Grove says : "The universe is a vast whispering gallery, a bound
less ~ystem of correlative influences," and M. Dupotct, in his 
Plli/osophical T~achi11g of . .Mizg11tlism, says : " Let thy actions be 
virtuous, for know that thy soul will remember them all thy after life 
on earth, and the remembrance of them will be ineffaceable. Not 
on sand are human actions engraven, but in the conscience. What
soever thou shalt have thought, shall be known by all who wish to 
know it. For thee no more dissimulation is possible, no longer any 
1nask." 

L. A. Cahagnet, before quoted, one of the closest and most suc
-:essful students of mesmerism, and who had the good fortune to 
have a number of most brifted clairvoyant subjects, or sensitives, 
through whom to make his im·estigations, says : " I repe:tt to you, 
know that the clairvoyante sees in your thought what you no longer 
think, but what you hav..: thought; what you no longer sec, but what 
yon have st:en ; what you no longer ht:ar, but what you have heard. 
Thus the sc:crct oath~ that you have made to the young girl whom 
you h:tve deceived ! dishonored ! ab:tndoned ! he sees them, and will 
tell you of them. He sees also the tears you have caused to be 
shed ; he hears you singing the romance that captivated her heart, 
and you forgot, together with the victim whose image has not left 
you ; yon will possess her again in eternity. She forms part of you, 
you cannot shake her off; all is present and full of life to tht: eyes of 
the clairvoyante. When the bodies that have committed these actions 
are gnawed by the worms, he sees them acting; hears them speak
ing; speaks with them; promenades in places that arc no more ; he 
finds of these pictures, of these scenes in the domain of your mem
ory."-Cdulial Telegraph, p. 144. 

If every thou:;ht and deed of our lives is thus psychologically 
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photographed; if all is thus registered, then we need seek no further 
for the book of record, from which we are to be judged when the 
earthly covering no longer conceals the hidden but preserved secrets 
of our lives. These will then be laid bare to the gaze of others, and 
the spectres. of past thoughts and actions which have been unworthy 
of us will be transformed into actualities, whose claims upon us we 
will have to recognize and dischar~~. 



CHAPTER VI. 

CLAIRAUDIENCE. 

"And he fell to the earth, and heard a voice saying unto him : Saul, Saul, 
why persecutes! thou me ? . • . And the men which journeyed with him stood 
speechless, hearing a voice, but ,;eeing no m:m. "-Acts IX. 4o 7· 

THE natural or material sense of hearing is not the means by which 
spirit-voices arc ordinarily heard. In the presence of mediums pos
sessing powers or qualities which spirits can avail themselves of for 
the purpose of materializing more or less perfectly their organs of 
speech, their voices are commonly heard with the natural organs of 
hearing, and it is probable that Saul, unknown t-. himself, was a me
dium of this description, and that J csus-then a spirit-availed himself 
of the mediumship of the former to cause his voice to be heard, not 
only by Saul, but by the men who journeyed with him. Speech was 
here effected in the ordinary manner, the atmosphere being the me
dium of transmission of sound to the natural ears of Saul and his 
companions. 

It is thus that spirits vocally communicate at :!\foravia, in the pres
ence of Mrs. Hollis, of Louisville, of Mr. Mott, of :\tissouri, the F.cldy 
brothers, and others. Hearing spirit-voices independently of the 
agency of mediums-with the spiritual sense of he;tring-implies a 
higher development, or preponderance of the 5piritual faculty; but 
this is less uncommon than is generally supposed, though perhaps in 
a majority of instances where the faculty is developed, its exercise is 
without results from want of knowledge of its true character. There 
are those who, interposing no obstacle to the natura_\ and successful 
exercise of this faculty, have it developed to such an extent that, as 
Whittier expresses it ; 

"Himself to nature's heart so near, 
That all her voices in his ear 
Of beast, or bird, had meanings clear." 

They grow into closer rapport, not only with disembodied human 
spirits, but with the spiritual world, and necessarily with spiritual in
ftuences that pervade all nature. 

Narrations of cases of clairaudience are freely scattered through 
6 
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the Bible. It was a heavenly voice that bore testimony to the pure 
character and divine teachings of Jesus, when he and the three apos
tles were on the Mount of Transfiguration. 

"And behold, there appeared unto them Moses and Elias talking with him. ..• 
And behold, a voice out of the cloud, which said: This is my beloved Son, in 
whom I am well pleased: hear ye him."-.IJfall. 1.vii. J, S· 

John the Revelator says: 
" I was in the spirit on the Lord's day, and heard behind me a great voice, as of 

a trumpet. "-Rro. i. 10. 

And the prophet Samuel was told by " the Lord" of the coming of 
Saul, and instructed what to do. 

"Now the Lord llad told Samu~/ ;,. Au tar a day before Saul came, saying," etc. 
-1 Sam. ix. 15, 16. 

Just as the approach of certain persons is now often made known 
to mediums. 

Job, as related in chapter iv. 12 to 16, was addressed in the night 
by a spirit that passed before his face ; and of the Israelites, David 
in Psalm xcix. 7, says : 

"He spake unto them in a cloudy pillar." 
In this instance, as in the case of Saul, the organs of speech of the 

spirit must have been materialized, for a multitude seem to have 
heard his words. 

Then again Samuel, when a child, heard the voice of a spirit, which 
the priest Eli mistook for that of God, calling him by night. See I 

Sam. iii. Peter, as related in Acts x. 19, was also addressed by a 
spirit: 

"While Peter thought on the vision the spirit said unto him," etc. 
I have here substituted a small s for the capital S in the word 

Spirit, in the above passage, and with this change of form of letter we 
have a definite statement of a human spirit announcing the approach 
of three men to Peter, as spirits have announced the visits of persons 
to me; only in my case it was through mediums that the announce
ments were made, and in one instance, in my presence, the visit of a 
person on a certain day was announced, it being supposed at that 
time that he was three thousand miles distant. On the designated 
day he entered my house, where his wife was visiting, to the amaze
ment of us all. This was through Mr. Foster, to whom I had intro
duced the lady upon her request, after I had related to her some of 
my experiences with him. She had not the slightest expectation of 
her husband returning at that time. 

Of hearing spirit-voices through the unsealing of the spiritual fac
ulty, Sweden borg, who is good authority upon such questions, says in 
his Heavm and Hell: 
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"11n:: speech of an angel or a spirit with man is heard as sonor
ously as the speech of a man with a man, yet it is not heard by others 
who stand near, but by himself alone ; the reason is because the 
speech of an angel or spirit flows first into the man's thought, and by 
an internal way into his organ of he3.ring, and thus moves that from 
within ; but the speech of man with man flows first into the air, and 
by an external way into his organ of hearing, and moves it from with
out. Hence it is evident that the speech of an angel and of a spint 
with man is heard in man, and because it equally moves the organs of 
hearing that it is also equally sonorous." 

And again, in Arcana Cdtslia, 4652, he says: 
" What is the nature of the correspondence between the soul and 

the body, or between those things which are of the spirit which is 
within man, and those which are of the body which are out of him, 
may appear manifestly from the correspondence, influx, and com
munication of the thought and apperception which are of the spirit, 
with the speech and hearing which are of the body. The thought of 
a man speaking is nothing but the speech of his spirit, and the ap
perception of speech is nothing but the hearing of his spirit ; thought 
when man speaks does not indeed appear to him as speech, because 
it conjoins itself with the speech of the body, and is in it, and ap
perception when man hears does not appear otherwise than as hear
ing in the ear. Thence it is that most people who have not reflected, 
do not know otherwise than that all sense is in the organs which are 
of the body, and consequently that when those organs fall to decay 
by death nothing of sense survives, when yet man, that is his spirit, 
then comes into his veriest sensitive life. That it is the spirit which 
speaks, and which hears, was made manifest to me from conversations 
with spirits. Their speech communicated to my spirit fell into my 
interior speech, and thence into the corresponding organs, and there 
terminated in an effort closed into a conatus, which occasionally I 
have manifestly perceived. Hence their speech was heard by me as 
sonorously as the speech of man. At times when spirits have spoken 
with me in the midst of a company of men, some of them have sup
posed because their speech was heard so sonorously, that they would 
be heard also by those who were there present; but reply was made 
that it is not so, inasmuch as their speech flowed into my ear by an 
internal way, and hnman speech by an external way. Hence it is 
evident how the spirit spake with the prophets, not as man with man, 
but as a spirit with a man, namely in him. Zech. i. 9, 13; chap. ii. 
2, 7 ; chap. i. 4t 5 ; chap. v. 5, Io; chap. vi. 4, and in other places. 
But I know that these things cannot be comprehended by those who 
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do not believe that man is a spirit, and that the body serves him for 
uses in the world ; they who have confirmed themselves in this are 
not indeed willing to hear of any correspondence, and if they hear, 
inasmuch as they are in the negative principle, they reject, yea, they 
are also made sad that anything is taken away from the body." 

And the following remarks, taken from the A. C., 1634. of Sweden
borg, apply equally well to the same error now prevailing as to heaven 
having once been open, but being now closed. 

" It is known from the word of the Lord that many persons for
merly conversed with angels and spirits, and that they heard and saw 
many things which exist in the other life, but that afterwards heaven 
was, as it were, shut up, insomuch that at this day it is scarcely be
lieved that spirits and angels exist, still less that any one can converse 
with them, from an idea·that it is impossible to converse with those 
who are invisible, and whom in their heart they deny. But whereas 
by the divine mercy of the Lord it has been granted me now for 
some years, almost continually, to hold discourse with spirits and 
angels, and to be in their company as one of them, it is permitted 
me to relate what it has been given me to know concerning their 
speech among themselves." 

Fortunately this prevalent unbelief in spirit presence, and in the 
pervading presence of the spirit world, does not affect their reality, 
and millions of converts to the belief in their existence are in per
fect accord with Henry Ward Beecher, when he says: "I doubt not 
that every day there are choral praises unto God over our heads ; and 
who hears them ? I belien! that there are near to us that which 
would be equal to the l\-tount of Transfiguration ; but who sees 
them?" 

The biographer of the poet Cowper asserts that "the most impor
tant events of Cowper's latter years were audibly a11notmctd to him 
before they occurrtd. We find him writing of Mrs. Unwin's 
approaching and sudden death when her health, although feeble, 
was not such as to occasion alarm. His lucid intervals, and the 
return of his disorder, were announced to him in the same remark
able manner." 

Tl1ere are persons whose natural sense of hearing is in such per
fection that it would seem to be blended with the spiritual faculty. 
Of such a one the Hartford Post of Oct. 2, 1872, relates the follow
ing story, which illustrates my meaning : 

" One of the most remarkable illustrations of the power which a 
telegraphic operator acquires to distinguish individuals by their 
touch upon the instrument, has just been afforded by Mr. Hempstead, 
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one of the operators in the Western Union Telegraph Company's 
office in this city. About a fortnight ago Mike W. Sherman, 
formerly an expert and well-known telegraph operator here, escaped 
from the Middleton Insane Asylum, where he has been confined, and 
though thorough search was made for him he successfully eluded the 
people who were on his track until Monday night. While Hemp
stead was at work in the office here that night, he suddenly recog
nized, among the clatter of a score of messages passing over the 
wire, a sound which he at once declared was the touch of the 
missing Mike. It proved to be a message from Wallingford, and an 
investigation showed that Mr. Hempstead was quite right in ascribing 
it to the insane man, who was found there yesterday, he having 
dropped into the office in the fornter place :Monday night, and taken 
a hand at his old business." 

The voices of spirits, when issuing from materialized vocal organs, 
do not generally closely resemble their former natural voices ; at least 
I never have been able to recognize any marked resemblance, and 
the proofs of identity I have had to seek in other evidence. Whether 
similarity in tone, accent, and mode of expression generally character
izes voices heard clairaurliently I am unable to say, as very little if any 
attention appears to have been given to this question by narrators, 
and my own experience has been limited to a few instances in 
which my spiritual ear has been opened to the hearing of spirit 
voices, and in these instances the spirits who were presumed to speak 
had passed away in early childhood, and when they thus manifested 
they must have attained the maturity of man and womanhood in 
spirit life. The voices were soft and low, and expressive of kind
ness and affection not in anywise different from the voices of mor
tal friends. I here speak of voices clairvoyantly heard, not of voices 
naturally heard in presence of mediums. 

Mr. Owen, in his FtJotjalls, etc., p. 459, quotes from a work on the 
Supernatural by Rev. Dr. Edwards, a very touching story of a spirit 
child addressing words of consolation and assurance to its bereaved 
mother, and with such effect that the tearful eyes were made to 
sparkle with joy, from the suddenly acquired faith in the presence, 
safety, and happiness of the child whose absence (or perhaps it 
would be more correct to say whose loss) she mourned Mr. Owen 
says: ''He (Rev. Dr. F...dwards) communicates it in the shape of 
an extract of a letter from an enlightened and learned divine in 
the north of Germany. The incident occurred, he tells us, at Levin, 
a village belonging to the Duchy of Mecklenburg, not far from Dem
min, in Prussian Pomerania, on the Sunday before Michaelmas, in 
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the year I759· The extract referred to (the title only added by me) 
is as follows : 

11 UNEXPECTED CONSOLATION. 

"I will now in conclusion mention to you a very edifying story of 
an apparition, for the truth of which I can vouch with all that is dear 
to me. My late mother, a pattern of true piety, and a woman who 
was regular in prayer, lost quite unexpectedly, after a short illness 
arising from a sore throat, my younger sister, a girl of about fourteen 
years of age. Now as during her illness she had not spoken much 
with her on spiritual subjects, by no means supposing her end so 
near (although my father had done so), she reproached and grieved 
herself most profoundly, not only on this account, but also for not 
having sufficiently nursed and attended upon her, or for having 
neglected something that might have brought on her death. This 
feeling took so nmch liold on her that she not only altered much in 
her appearance from loss of appetite, but became so monosyllabic in 
speaking that she never expressed herself except on being interro
gated. She still, however, continued to pray diligently in her 
chamber. Being already grown up at the time, I spoke with my 
father respecting her, and asked him what was to be done, and how 
my good mother might be comforted. He shrugged his shoulders 
and gave me to understand that unless God interposed he feared the 
worst. 

"Now it happened some days after, when we were all one Sunday 
morning at church, with the exception of my mother, who remained 
at home, that on rising up from prayer in her closet, she· heard a 
noise as though some one was with her in the room. On looking 
about to ascertain whence the noise proceeded, something took hold 
of her invisibly, and pressed her firmly to it as if she had been em
braced by some one, and the same moment she heard-without seeing 
anything whatever-very distinctly the voice of her 'departed d:mgh
ter, saying quite plainly to her, 11-f.wmt,l, maiiWl<l, I am so happy; I 
am so ltappy. Immediately after these words the pressure subsided, 
and my mother felt and heard nothing more. But what a wished-for 
change did we all perceive in our dear mother on coming home. 
She had regained her speech and former cheerfulness, she ate and 
drank, and rejoiced with us at the mercy which the Lord had 
bestowed upon her, nor during her whole life did she ever notice 
again with grief the great loss which she had suffered from the de
cease of this excellent daughter." 

And not only sweet utterances, whispered by angel lips, often fall 
upon the clairaudient ear, but strains of celestial music sometimes 
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are teflected upon and charm the senses, and give a foretaste of the 
sublime harmonies of the spirit world, as heard and appreciated by 
glorified spirits. 

I will here relate an incident that occurred to me, an incident 
which many may consider of so trivial a character as to be unworthy 
of recital ; but unimportant as it may seem it nestles amid the flow. 
ers of memory, and it is never recalled without shedding a tender 
influence over my mind. 

On the morning of Sept. 23, 1872, as I was waking, I heard and 
felt some one blow into my ear. I was aroused by the occurrence, 
but felt impressed to remain quiet. In a moment the name 
"Eugene"-being that of my eldest deceased son-was clearly whis
pered, and the next moment a hand clasped mine, ancl in the most 
affectionate manner repeatedly and in different ways pressed it. I 
returned the pressure perhaps an equal number of times, and the 
sense of materiality was perfect. The hand appeared to be that of 
an adult. 

I noticed, and reflected upon all that occurred as sensibly as I or· 
dinarily do, and comprehended the meaning clearly, and fully re
alized that a perfectly passive state on my part was necessary to the 
success of the attempt to thus manifest. I also knew from the man. 
ner in which the name was intoned that it was my son's, and not my 
own, and this conviction was confirmed by the natural, yet inde. 
scribable way in which my hand was clasped immediately after the 
utterance of the name. 

It may here be proper to say something respecting the power of 
spirits to hear our conversation, as there are erroneous views preva
lent, even among Spiritualists, upon this question. 

I have devoted considerable time and attention to this subject, 
and as the result I find that the great majority of spirits under ordi
nary circumstances are unable to distinctly hear our conversation, 
and that spirits on low planes generally hear us with more distinct
ness than spirits on higher planes. 

Old John and Big Bear say their ability to hear mortal voices 
(when not in control) varies in every house they visit. In my 
house they can understand our conversation best when a certain 
member of my family is present, and they can elsewhere hear best 
when some person present is mediumistic. In the presence of their 
medium they can always hear distinctly what is said by others. 
When they are in control of the medium they cannot hear as well. 

One evening Mr. S-- visited me, and while conversing with him 
in my library I felt upon my head the usual signal of the presence of 
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a spirit friend, and thinking it might be Mrs. S- (my sister in-law 
Kate), I addressed her in a clear, full voice, requesting her to meet 
her husband the next day at a certain photograph gallery for the 
purpose of obtaining her likeness on a plate with his. 

The next day, Dr. Kenney visiting me, Old John controlled him 
and said Big llear, Mrs. S--, and others were present. I inquired of 
Mrs. S-- whether she had met her husband as I had requested. She 
replied that she knew nothing of such rt:quest. I asked if she had 
not been present the previous evening when her husband and I were 
engaged in conversation, and I had addressed her, requesting her to 
meet him. She replied yes, she was present, but heard nothing of 
this beyond my mention of her name. Big Bear said he also was 
present, and heard me speaking to Mrs. S--, and from what he 
could understand thought an appointment was intended for some 
purpose, but could not comprehend more than this. 

Other of my spirit friends then engaged in the conversation, and 
said that under ordinary circumstances they are unable to distinctly 
hear us converse, and that we appear like apparitions to them, they 
only dimly perceiving our material bodies, anti not p~rui11i11g our 
spiritual bodies at all; but in the presence of a good medium they 
can plainly hear us converse, and see us nearly as we appear to each 
other. The power to read our minds is very imperfect and uncer
tain. They perceive all material objects very imperfectly apart from 
a good merlium, and even with this assistance they see clearly only in 
his immediate vicinity. They assured me they cannot read a word of a 
written page, or print of ordinary size, unless by the aid of a medium. 

My father corroborated this testimony, and added that when we 
were apart from a medium he could oftl!n detect the m~taning of cer
tain words or sentences, and his ability to understand us was greatly 
influenced and determined by the conditions of our atmosphere. He 
can hear us best in mild, clear weather. Sometimes in bleak, boister
ous weather he cannot hear a word we utter. He depended more 
upon reading our minds, but even this is not always possible. 
He also said that although they encounter these difficulties, as most 
spirits do, there are certain spirits who can both hear us speak and 
read our minds, perhaps at all times; but such spirits are especially 
endowed. 

Through other reliable mediums what is here stated has been con. 
firmed. It will no doubt startle others, as it did me, to hear it as
serted that spirits cannot perceive our spiritual bodies, and it was 
some time, and only after thorough investigation, that I accepted 
the assertion as truthful, it being at variance with my precon. 
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ceived opinions, and I hope others will further pursue this investi
gation. 

Another fact, perhaps equally interesting, I am able to state, which 
is that spirits at all advanced have great difficulty in conversing with 
each other in our earthly atmosphere. They often are able to utter 
but a few sentences, or even words, when their voices sink to 
whispers, and then utterly fail them. Those who are in the habit of 
visiting our earth can converse with each other more readily than 
those who are not, and as it is with them in hearing our conversation, 
their ability to converse with each other is influenced by atmospheric 
conditions, and in the presence of a good medium they can converse 
more easily than in his absence. 



CHAPTER VII. 

DREAMS AND VISIONS. 

·• For God speaketh once, yea twice, yet man perceiveth it not. 
"In a dream, in a vision of the night, when deep sleep falleth upon men, in 

slumberings upon the bed. 
"Then He openeth the ears of men, and sealeth their instruction, that He may 

withdraw man from his purpose, and hide pride from man."-J'o6 xxxiii. 14-17. 

T HERE is little or no distinction made in the Bible between 
dreams and visions, and nearly the same indiscriminate use 

of these terms has commonly prevailed to the present time. This 
confusion has arisen from want of appreciation of the difference be
tween the phenomena which these terms properly represent, and the 
consequent inability to arrange and classify them. 

Dreams arise from that condition of the body and mind in which 
slumber has enthralled the organs of sense, and most of, but not all 
the faculties of the mind, some one or more of these-generally the 
imagination, and often the memory-remaining active, while the 
others are dormant. There is reason to believe that in perfect slum
ber all the faculties are at rest, and when we dream our sleep is 
imperfect and partial. The objects, scenes, and occurrences in or
dinary dreams therefore are nothing but the mental pictures wrought 
out through the exercise of one or more faculties, while the others are 
in a dormant state, and are the result of the partial operation of the 
natural mental processes of the individual dreaming. 

As to that exaltation of certain of the mental faculties which is 
observed in certain persons while apparently asleep, and during which 
they solve difficult mathematical problems, or write learnedly on 
profound subjects, or arrange musical compositions, this belongs to 
the domain of somnambulism ; but similar results are often to be 
attributed to the agency of spirits, who can many times during our 
sleeping moments impress our minds when they are unable to do so 
in our wakeful state. In none of these cases can the phenomena 
properly be classed with those strictly attendant upon sleep. 

In dreams proper it is generally as Muller says in his Physiology, 
p. 1417 : "Sometimes we reason more or less accurately in our 
dreams. We reflect on problems, and rejoice in their solution, but 
on awaking from such dreams the seeming reasoning is found to be 
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no reasoning at all, and the solution over which we had rejoiced to 
be mere nonsense." 

Dreams often proceed from a disordered state of the stomach, but 
not always, if most commonly, for my spirit friends agree in stating 
that they often dream, and their dreams cannot be supposed to arise 
from indigestion. It is probable that our dreams more frequently 
result from the normal, but partial action of our mental faculties. 

Visions are the perception of spiritual objects, scenes, and some
times of sounds, by the spiritual faculties when the brain is in an 
exceptionally negative or passive condition, and capable of receiving 
and transmitting these impressions. Many limes also they are 
psychological impressions made upon the mind by disembodied 
spmts. They may occur either in the wakeful or sleeping state, but 
more commonly occur during sleep, or partial sleep. 

Of all that is seen or heard in a vision there is such a clear per
ception by the mind, such a perfect sense of reality, that a consider
ate person in whose experience a vision has occurred, finds no diffi· 
culty in discriminating between it and a dream, in which the incon
gruity of objects, scenes, and events is more or less marked, and 
where a certain degree of obscurity and indefiniteness perhaps always 
prevails. 

The experience of mankind from the earliest periods of history 
has testified to the instructions, directions, warnings, and predictions 
received through visions and supposed dreams; and "the Scriptures, 
equally with the poems of Homer, ascribe to many of them a super
natural origin." Aristotle says: "That to some persons prophecy 
occurs in dreams is not to be disbelieved." And Plato's confidence 
in them under certain circumstances was equally great, for he de
clares that, "All dreams might be trusted if men would bring their 
bodies into such a state, before going to sleep, as to leave nothing 
that might occasion error or perturbation in their dreams." 

Many of the Christian fathers certify to a similar belief. Tertullian 
thought they were one species of prophecy derived from God, 
though many he attributed to demoniac agency, and St. Augustine 
relates a dream of Gennadius, a physician of Carthage, in which he 
saw the apparition of a young man, who reasoned with him on the 
subject of immortality, arguing that as he could see when his bodily 
tyes were closed in sleep, so he would find that when his bodily 
senses were extinct in death he would see, and hear, and feel with 
the senses of his spirit. The physician regarded the appearance as 
so real, and the reasoning so conclusive, that he became convinced 
or the immortality of the soul. 
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Dreams, or visions mistaken for these, are generally but subjects 
of idle remark or curious speculation, rarely of serious considera
tion. Very difft:rent is the view takt:n of them by the writer of the 
book of Job, and in the passages quoted at the head of this chapter 
their important agency as· a means of communication between 
spiritual intelligences and mortals is clearly asserted, in language 
sublime and impressive. Jacob in his dream, or rather vision, as re
lated in Gen. xxviii. saw the angels of God ascending and descend
ing on a ladder, set up on the earth and reaching to heaven. "And 
behold the Lord stood above it." The means of communication 
between heaven and earth, thus typified to Jacob, I believe to have 
always existed, and we know that it exists now, and this vision was 
a means used by ministering angels to impress Jacob, and others 
through him, with the reality of spirit intercourse. 

Jacob also in a dream, so called, received instructions from the 
angel of God to return to the land of his kindred. (Gen. xxxi. 11-13.) 

"In Gibeon the Lord appeared to Solomon in a dream by night."-1 langs iii. S· 
Ezekiel had a vision while sitting in his house with the eldc:rs of 

Judah, when 
"the hand of the Lord God fell there upon me."-E:tk. viii. 1-4-

and he had many others, as narrated in other chapters of the same 
book. Daniel appears to have known that it was something more 
than a dream in which the revelation of spiritual things was made to 
him, for he says: 

"Then was the secret revealed unto Daniel in a night vision."-D.zn. ii. 19. 
"Daniel spake and said: I saw in my vision by night."-Dan. vii. a. 
And the importance of this means of conununication between the 

two worlds is emphatically insisted upon by Solomon, the wisest of 
men, in Prov. xxix. 18, for he there says: 

" Where there is no vision the people perish." 
Joseph, the husband of Mary, was full of perplexity regarding the 

condition of his wife ; 
" But while he thought on these things behold the angel of the Lord appeared untu 
him in a dream." -JJ£all. i. zo. 

Then when the wise men were 
" warned of God in a dream, that they should not return to Herod, they de
parted into their own country another wa.y."-Jlall. ii. 1%. 

In the 13th verse of same chapter the angel appeared 
" to Joseph in a dream, saying, Arise and take the young child and his mother, 
and flee into Egypt." 
And in the 19th verse we arc told that when Herod was dead an 
angel again appeared in a dream to Joseph, directing him to return 
with the mother and child to the land of Israel. 
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The Lord spoke to Ananias in a vision, and sent him to relieve 
the blindness of Saul (Acts ix. 10). Cornelius, in a vision, saw an 
angel of God coming in to him (Acts x. 3), and 

"A vision appeared to Paul in the night. There stood a man of Macedonia, 
and prayed him, saying: Come over into Macedonia and help us." 

And the whole of Revelation was given to John in visions. 
Throughout the Old and New Testaments we find interspersed ac

counts of spiritual manifestations by means of visions anrl dreams. 
Su Gen. xv. 12 ; xx. 3, 7 ; xxxi. 24 ; xi. 5 ; xli. I, 8; xxxvi. 5, 10. 

Judges vii. 13. Num. xii. 6. Deut. xiii. I, 3, 5· I Sam. xxviii. 6. 
Is. xxix. 8. Dan. ii. I; iv. to, 18. Job xiv. 13 ; vii. 14; xxxii. IS. 
Jer. xxvii. Joel ii. 28. Eccl. v. 3· Matt. xxvii. 19. Acts xix. u, 
12, I8, 20. I Cor. xiv. IS· 

But there is little need of referring the reader to texts and passages 
in the Bible for proofs of the importance in which dreams and visions 
were held by the scriptural writers, as nearly all are familiar with the 
prominence there given them. It was reserved for modern Chris
tians to ignore their agency as a link in the chain of communication 
between God and man, thus verifying the truth expressed in the 
first of the passages quoted at the head of this chapter, where the 
inspired writer declares that 

"God speaketh once, yea twice, yet man perceiveth it not." 

Isaac Walton appears to have agreed with the biblical writers upon 
the subject of visions and dreams, and to have regretted the lack of 
all faith in such agencies in his day, for in his Lif( of Dr. Donn(, after 
giving an account of a vision that was presented to this gentleman while 
in France, he remarks : " This is a relation that will be3et some wonder 
and it well may, for most of our world are at present possessed with 
an opinion that visions and miracles are ceased. And though it is 
most certain that two lutes being both strung and tuned to an equal 
pitch, and then one played upon, the other that is not touched being 
laid upon a table, at a fit distance, will like an echo to a trumpet 
warble a faint audible harmony in answer to the s:Lrne tune; yet many 
will not believe there is any such a thing as a sympathy of souls, and I 
am content that every one do enjoy his own opinion." And I agree 
with Walton, that where embodied spirits are in harmonious relations 
with disembodied ones, they often are impressed with glorious views 
of things spiritual by the latter, through that passive condition of the 
mind that slumber induces, and even glimpses of the future are some
times obtained, coming events being foreshadowed with clearness and 
precision, 

Sir Walter Scott in his youth, as we are told by his biographer lock· 
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hart, had visions, in the reality of which he always believed. In the 
first volume of his Biography, p. 8x, it is related upon the authority 
of Mrs. Churnside, an acquaintance of Sir Walter's from childhood, 
that " he used also to interest us in a more serious way by telling us 
the visions, as he called them, which he had lying alone on the floor, 
or sofa, when kept from going to church on a Sunday by ill health. 
Child as I was, I could not help being highly delighted with his de
scription of the glories he had seen ; his misty and sublime sketches 
of the regions above which he had visited in his trance. Recollect
ing these descriptions, radiant and not gloomy as they were, I have 
often thought since that there must have been a bias in his mind to 
superstition. The marvellous seemed to have such power over him, 
though the mere offspring of his own imagination, that the expression 
of his face, habitually that of genuine benevolence mingled with a 
shrewd innocent humor, changed greatly while he was speaking of 
these things, and showed a deep intenseness of feeling, as if he were 
awed even by his own recital." 

The narration of fact in the above story is what concerns us, not 
the opinions of the narrator, though these undoubtedly will be shared 
by many of my readers. Sir Walter Scott was a medium. 

When the frame is weary and exhausted by long journeying, and 
from hunger and thirst, sometimes the sufferer is soothed by de
lightful dreams or visions, which it is almost impossible to conceive 
as being produced otherwise than by spiritual agency. Thus Mr. 
Moffat, the English missionary, in his narrative of his toils and priva. 
tions in the deserts of Africa, says : "We continue our slow and silent 
march. The tongue cleaving to the roof of the mouth from thirst 
made conversation most difficult. At last we reached the long wished
for waterfall, but it was too late to ascend the hill. We laid our 
heads on our saddles. The last sound we heard was the distant roar 
of the lion, but we were too much exhausted to feel anything like fear. 
Sleep came to our relief, and it seemed made up of scenes the most 
lovely. I felt as if engaged in roving among ambrosial bowers, hear
ing sounds of music as if from angels' harps. I seemed to pass from 
stream to stream, in which I bathed and slaked my thirst at many a 
crystal fount, flowing from mountains enriched with living green. 
These pleasures continued till morning, when we awoke speechless 
with thirst, our eyes inflamed, and our whole frame burning like a 
coal." 

No doubt some watchful, sympathizing angel, finding the conditions 
induced by hunger and exhaustion favorable, impressed upon the 
mind of the weary traveller these visions of luxury and beauty, as 

j 
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some compensation for his toil and suffering, as spirit friends m even 
a more extreme case, encouraged and supported Truman C. Everts, 
when lost and famished in the unexplored regions of the Upper Yel
lowstone, in t871. In his narration of his experience, published in 
&ri/!nn's Monthly, of November, 1871, he says: "I lost all sense 
of time. Days and nights came and went, and were numbered only 
by the growing consciousness that I was gradually starving .•..• 
Not so with my hours of slumber. They were visited with the 
most luxurious dreams. I would apparently visit the most gorgeously 
decorated restaurants of New York and Washington, sit down to 
immense tables, spread with the most appetizing viands, partake of 
the richest oyster stews and plumpest pies, engage myself in the labor 
and preparation of curious dishes, and with them fill range upon 
range of elegantly furnished tables, until they fairly groaned beneath 
the accumulated dainties prepared by my own hands. Frequently 
the entire night would seem to have been spent in getting up a sump
tuous dinner." 

Happy spirits generally appear to be averse to aiding in bringing 
to punishment those who have violated our Jaws and injured them ; 
but there are many instances on record where certain spirits have 
impressed the minds of persons in dreams or visions, and by this 
means have brought the criminals to justice. Dr. Binns, in his work 
entitled The Anatomy of Slap, relates a case where two persons 
concerned in a murder were both, apart from each other, influenced 
in their sleep by the spirit of their victim to betray their guilt. He 
says: 

"A remarkable instance of retributive justice occurred very 
recently (r845) in Jamaica. A young and beautiful quadroon girl, 
named Duncan, was found murdered in a retired spot, a few paces 
from the main road. From the evidence given on the coroner's 
inquest, it was satisfactorily established that she had been violated 
previous to the murder. A large reward was offered for any infor
mation that would lead to the apprehension of the murderer, but 
nearly a year elapsed without any clue being obtained. It happened 
that about this period from the discovery of the murder, two black 
men, named Pendril and Chilly, were confined for separate petty 
offences, one in the Kingston penitentiary on the south, the other 
in Falmouth gaol on the 'north side of the island. Their imprison
ment was unknown to each other, and the distance between their 
places of incarceration was eighty miles. Each of these men be
came restless and talkative in his sleep, especially expostulating as 
if in the presence of the murdered girl, and entreating her to leave 
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him. This happened so repeatedly that it led to "inquiries, which 
terminated in the conviction of the two men, with whom it appears 
was associated a third, who, however, escaped the extreme penalty 
of the law by full confession." 

Another instance where the spirit of a murdered man revealed to 
a former friend, in a vision, the name of his murderer, is recorded 
in the 11-firror of Littratun for June r, 1844· It is as follows: 

"A gentleman of veracity, the Rev. H. Alaander, lecturing at 
Lancaster, stated a remarkable fact which had occurred some years 
before. An amiable young man, named Horrocks, had been robbed 
and murdered. He was found with his head beaten in, apparently 
by bludgeons. For many months vigilant search was made for the 
perpetrators, but all in vain. 

" One night an individual who had been on very friendly terms 
with Horrocks awoke much disturbed, and told his wife his convic
tion was that God had revealed to him in a vision that Samuel Long
with, of Bolton, was the murderer of his poor friend. Longwith was 
a person with whom the dreamer had no acquaintance, and whom he 
had scarcely ever seen, and lived twenty miles off. His wife told 
him to think no more about it, but to go to sleep. He did so, but 
again awoke from the effects of the same dream. He resolved to set 
out for Bolton instantly, and apply for a warrant against Longwith. 

" He acted upon this determination, but the magistrate to whom 
he applied refused to grant one upon such evidence. Passing through 
the market-place he met Longwith, whom he immediately desired to 
go to a public-house with him, to hear something he had to communi
cate. There locking the door he charged Longwith with the murder. 
The man was seized and faintly denied the accusation. In his con
fusion he said he was innocent, for he did not strike the blow. 'Then 
you know who did,' replied the friend of the murdered man, and 
Longwith was taken up and examined. He prevaricated in his state
ment and was remanded for three days, at the end of which, after 
many hours' prayer, he confessed that he had been induced to join 
three men in a robbing expedition, when, meeting Horrocks, who 
made some resistance, his companions murdered him. This confes
sion came out before the grand jury, and Longwith was brought to 
trial. The dream was of course not offered in evidence, the jury felt 
satisfied and Longwith was cast. He was doggedly silent after being 
found guilty, but again confessed his crime just before his execution." 

Premonitions are often received in sleep. From the notes ap
pended to Dr. Binns' Anatomy of Slup, I take the following as an 
illustration of this phase of spirit intercourse : 
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"A Lord of the Admiralty who was on a visit to Mount Edgc
cumbe, and who was much distressed by dreaming, dreamed that 
walking on the sea-shore he -picked up a book which appeared to be 
the log-book of a ship of war, of which his brother was the captain. 
He opened it and read an entry of the latitude, longitude, as well as 
of the day and hour, to which was added : ' Our captain died.' The 
company endeavored to comfort him by la};ng a wager that the dream 
would be falsified by the event, and a memorandum was made in 
writing of what he had stated, which was afterwards confirmed in every 
particular." 

And from the same authority I quote the following : 
"Another very remarkable dream was that of the wife of Earl Har· 

court, the immediate predecessor of the last. She was then Lady 
Nuneham, and on a visit at his father's. She mentioned to her hus· 
band, when they met at the breakfast-table, that she was very unhappy 
from having had a horrid dream, and earnestly wished to narrate it. 
He laughed at her and declined it, when the conversation was inter
rupted by the father, and the son and daughter-in-law did not again 
see each other till dinner-time. They waited some time, and Lord 
Harcourt, who was always very punctual, did not appear. His son 
expressed some surprise, and asked one of the servants if he knew 
where he was. Upon which Lady Nuneham exclaimed: 'Look in 
the well,' and fainted away. Lord Harcourt was found in the well, 
with his dog lying at his feet, as she had seen in her dream, and )t 
was supposed that in endeavoring to save the life of his dog he had 
lost his own." 

Mr. Combe mentions the case of a murderer who had dreamed. of 
committing the murder some years before the event took place, and 
John Avery, the Cresskill murderer, while lying in jail in New Jcr5ey 
awaiting his execution, stated that one and a half years previously, 
while residing with his mother in New York, he had a dreadful dream, 
in which he had a dispute with a man, and he dreamed that froo1 that 
time he bore him a deadly hatred, and one night lay in wait for and 
killed him. He then wandered about fearing to meet any one, as he 
thought all were aware of his guilt. At last he dreamed he was cap
tured, tried, and sentenced to death. In terror he awoke, and it was 
long before he could again sleep, and when he did, it was to have the 
final act of this spectral drama completed. He thought he was led 
to the gallows, and the fatal noose encircled his neck, when he awoke 
with a scream. The vision had a fearful verification, for he was sub· 
sequently executed for murder. 

A vision of a more cheerful character was described br Rev. Rob-

"" 7 
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ert Collyer, of Chicago, in a sermon on Marriage, in which he advo
cated the doctrine that all true marriages are made in heaven. I 
copy from the .Rdigious i~fagazinL and Monthly ReviLw, for August, 
1872, published in Boston. He says: 

"I have a friend, a man of great intelligence, who told me that 
when he was in the middle of the Pacific on a voyage, he saw a face 
in a dream, and it was borne in upon him that this was the face of 
his wife. He went through many adventures after that, was away 
about seven years, came back, went home, went to a quarterly Quaker 
meeting in Bucks County, Penn., and there saw, in a Quaker bonnet, 
for the first time with his human eyes, that face he had seen in his 
dream. The maiden became his wife, and I never saw a happier 
pair on earth, or a sweeter home of children, and I have no doubt 
of the perfect truth of the story." 

Hon. Thomas E. Powers, of Woodstock, Vt., a cousin of the late 
Hiram Powers the sculptor, in July, 1873, furnished to the Standard 
of that place the following extracts from two letters written to him 
by Hiram: 

From letter of Dec. 31, 1849. 
" Little did I then dream that the day would come when I should 

be here in Italy, a sculptor ; but I used then to dream of a white figure 
standing upon a pillar over the river near your father's house, which 
I longed to get near to but could not for the water-it was too deep 
to wade through. This dream haunted me for years afterward in 
Ohio, and it ceased when I first began to model in clay. It was a 
female figure and naked, but it did not seem alive. At that time I 
had never seen nor heard of anything in the way of sculpture." 

From letter of Jan. 8, I 8 5 r. 
"I had not heard until Mr. Reed told me that my 'Slave' had 

been in Woodstock. This almost verifies an often repeated dream 
of mine in all respects but one. It was this-! used to see in my 
sleep, when a child, a white female figure across the river, just below 
your father's house; it stood upon a pillar or pedestal, was naked, and 
to my eyes very beautiful ; but the water was between me and it, too 
deep to ford. I had a strong desire to see it nearer, but was always 
prevented by the river, which was always high. This dream ceased 
years after when I began to model. Altogether, one may conclude 
that this-the dream-was not entirely a phantom. At that time I 
had no wakeful thoughts of sculpture, nor had I ever seen anything 
likely to excite sttch a dream." 

In a discourse by Dr. J. M. Peebles, at the Cavendish Rooms, 
1 .ondon, in the early part of 187o, he related the following story of 
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an experience of General Harney, U. S. A., the incidents of the same 
having been narrated by the General in a conversation with Mr. 
Peebles: 

" About forty years ago General Harney was engaged in the war 
with the Florida Indians. One night about eleven o'clock he sent 
a portion of his forces to attack the Indians, but the latter discovered 
the movement too soon and surrounded their opponents, who were 
thereby placed in great danger. Harney started to the rescue, and 
at break of day found himself and his followers in a valley, and in 
great peril. He felt a drowsiness suddenly come over him and over
power him, so that he dropped to the ground, and dreamt that he 
was surrounded by the enemy with only one possible way of escape, 
through a deep gorge. He saw the rocks and the gorge distinctly, 
and thought that he and his followers entered the gorge and covered 
themselves with black mud, so that at a distance they looked like 
negroes, and in this disguise escaped. The negroes were friendly 
with the Indians. He then awoke, and not far off saw the entrance 
to the very same gorge he had seen in his dream. They found a 
pool lined with black mud ; they covered themselves with the mud 
and escaped, because in the distance they were taken by the Indians 
for negroes." 

Hundreds of equally well attested narrations of the direct influ
ence and action of spirits upon mortals, in visions, could be cited, 
but our limited space will not admit of their insertion here. That 
visions presented during sleep sometimes have a deep signifi
cance, perhaps a majority of the wisest men in all ages and na
tions have believed, and for many of them there is no possible so. 
lution, unless we assume them to be dependent upon supermundane 
agency. 

I will here relate two instances occurring within my own know}. 
edge in which dreams or visions were prophetic of coming events. 

In the year 1869, being with my family at Centre Moriches, on 
the southern shore of Long Island, one night my wife dreamt that 
she saw my youngest son lying insensible, ~ith his face upturned, at 
the bottom of the bay. She awoke greatly agitated and related her 
dream to me. At ten o'clock the next morning the same son was 
brought on shore from a boat, which had rescued him and his 
brother after floating for more than an hour. They had anchoR' 
their boat in the bay, and were bathing, when it drifted away fro1 
its moorings and was swept by the current out of their reach. Wht 
rescued they were more than a mile from .shore, and were utterly e:. 
hausted. Repeatedly since our spirit friends have spoken of tb. 
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occurrence, and claim the credit of having saved them by impressing 
their rescuers to direct their course towards them. 

The other case was that of a young married lady, an intimate 
· friend of my family, who was ill of a disease which proved fatal. 

About a fortnight before her death she awoke one morning and told 
her friends that she had had a singular and vivid dream. She seemed 
to stand upon one side of a river, while on the other, whose shore 
was beautiful beyond description, were a number of persons, male 
and female, with bright and beautiful faces and forms, in shining 
robes, while a narrow bridge S}>anned the river. She felt that she 
must cross this bri,lge, and attempted . to do so, but her courage 
failed her and she was yielding to despair, when one of the bright 
beings crossed to her from the other side, and taking her hand ex
claimed: "·Fear not; have courage, we have trod the way." In
stantly all her fears vanished, and following her celestial guide she 
crossed the bridge, and as her foot touched the beautiful shore she 
awoke. This was no vain dream, for, 

" A bridge leads o'er from the heavenly shore 
Where the happy spirits pass, 

And the angels that stand with harp in hand 
On the ' sea as it were of glass,' 

Play so soft and clear that the human ear, 
And the spirits who love the Lord, 

Can catch the sound through the space profound, 
And join in the sweet accord." 

It is the invariable testimony of all those who have known the 
American Indians best, that they implicitly believe in, and most of 
them have intercourse with their departed spirit friends. All the 
spirits of Indians with whom I have communicated confirm this fact. 
Whether the following story is literally true I know not, neither do I 
know the author of it, but as it is beautiful in itself, and harmonizes 
with both the higher qualities and simplicity of the Indian character, 
I will here insert it. There is a ring about it that impresses me with 
a conviction of its truthfulness, and it bears relationship to some 
beautiful truths in the spiritual philosophy. 

COACOOCHEE'S VISION, 

" Coacoochee, or Wild Cat, was a friend of Osceola in the old Semi· 
nole war. He appears to have been one of the original Spiritualists. 
He claimed communication with all the dead of his tribe, and espe
cially with his twin sister, who preceded him to the spirit.world. 

j 
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The following is from the lips of Coacoochee, and it is certainly 
beautiful enough to be preserved. 

"She died suddenly. I was on a bear-hunt, and seated by my 
camp-fire alone. I heard a strange noise. It was something like a 
voice which told me to go to her. The camp was some distance, 
but I took my rifle and started. The night was dark and gloomy. 
The wolves howled around me as I went from hammock to ham
mock. Sounds often came to my ear; I thought she was speaking 
to me. At daylight I reached her can1p; she was dead. 

"When hunting some time after with my brother Otulkee, I sat 
alone by the side of a large oak. In the moss hanging over me I 
heard strange sounds. I tried to sleep, but could not. I felt myself 
moving, anJ thought I went far above to a new country, where all 
was bright and happy. I saw clear water, ponds, rivers, and prai
ries, on which the sun never sets. All was green; the grass grew 
high and the deer stood in the midst of it looking at me. I then saw 
a small, white cloud approaching, and when just before me, out of it 
came my twin sister, dressed in white and covered with bright silver 
ornaments. Her black hair, which I had often braided, hung down 
her back. She clasped me around the neck and said, ' Coacoochee, 
Coacoochee.' I shook with fear. I kn~::w her voice, but could not 
speak. With one hand she gave me a string of white beads ; in the 
other she held a cnp sparkling with pure water, which she said came 
from the spring of the Great Spirit, and if I would drink from it, I 
should return and live with her forever. 

" As I drank she sang the peace song of the Seminoles and danced 
around me. She had silver bells on her feet, which made a loud 
noise. Taking from her bosom something, I know not what, she 
laid it before me, when a bright light streamed far above us. She 
then took me by the hand and said, ' All is peace.' I wanted to ask 
for others, but she shook her head, moved her hand, stepped into the 
cloud and was gone. The fire she had made had not gone out. All 
was silent. I was sorry that I could not have said more to her. .I 
felt myself sinking until I came to the earth, where I met my brother 
Otulkee. He had been seeking me, and was alarmed at my ab
sence, having found my rifle where he last saw me asleep. I told 
him where I had been, and showed him the beads. These beads 
were stolen from me when I was in prison at St. Augustine. At cer
tain periods of the moon, when I had these beads, I could see the 
5pirit of my sister. I may be buried in the earth, or sunk in the 
water, but I shall go to her and live with her. Game is abundant 
there, and there the white man is never seen." 
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Sixteen years ago the late Judge John W. Edmonds, of New York, 
had a vision or view of spiritual things which surpasses in beauty 
and grandeur anything recorded in the history of ancient or modern 
Spiritualism. The account was prepared by him for the press imme
diately after its occurrence, and it is remarkable that it should have 
been mislaid for so many years, and only recovered by him a few 
weeks before he passed away. We might be justified in believing 
that higher intelligences, knowing that its publication at that time 
would only excite ridicule and contempt, caused him to misplace it, 
and again to find it just before his death, when it had become possi- . 
ble for the public mind to view such revelations with less prejudice 
than at the time when the celestial vision was presented to his view. 

I here give his own account of it as he then recorded it, and as I 
find it in the Bamur of Light, of January 31, 1874, to which journal 
he sent it for publication a short time previous to his death. 

"NEW YORK, Fd1. 6, 1859-

"I was to lecture this morning at Dodsworth's Academy, and was 
spending last evening in meditating on the topic of my discourse. 
The subject was to be : 'Spiritualism as demonstrated by Ancient 
and Modern History,' and my purpose was to show that the belief 
in spiritual intercourse was as old as the history of man. 

"I sat alone in my room in my meditations until half-past eleven· 
o'clock at night, when my spiritual attendants admonished me that 
it was time to go to bed. 1 at once turned my attention from the 
subject of my discourse, and received an intimation that I might be
hold how I was attended spiritually, if I desired. I assented, of 
course, and instantly my spirit-sight was opened. So suddenly was 
this done that I saw my surroundings even before they were ready 
for me. It was evidently intended to present my spirit-companions, 
arrayed before me in a semicircle, where I could see them all at a 
glance, and when I beheld there were two or three spirits standing 
prominently before me, and others were hastening to arrange themselves 
in the semicircle on both sides of them. I gave but a glance at the 
hurrying crowd, for my attention was most attracted to the two or 
three immediately before me. 

"Most prominent among them was Sweden borg. He seemed to 
be standing on a bank of clouds and enveloped in a golden mel
low light. From him and that light there beamed strong emotions 
of affection which seemed to spread all tl.round him. Leaning on his 
left shoulder, and partly retiring behind, as if to conceal her emo
tions, was my wife, and directly behind them our two children. On 

• 
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their right I saw my father, my mother, my sister, my brother, and 
many others. 

"My brother died forty years ago, at the age of seventeen, and 
memory has always associated him in my mind with the idea of a 
young man with all the hilarity of youth. He now appeared as a 
man of mature age-grave and deep thinking. My sister, who died 
twenty years ago, over forty years of age, appeared with all the 
shrinking timidity of girlhood. My father had thrown off the indif
ference which had attended his earlier years in the spirit-life, and 
appeared now the prompt, energetic, and active man that he was on 
earth in the days of his manhood. I saw all this at a glance, and 
turning to the other side of the semicircle, I saw in the ranks 
Washington, Franklin, I. T. Hopper, and others, around whom the 
light was of a more silvery hue, indicating a predominance of wisdom 

• or intellect. On their left I saw Clay, Webster, Calhoun, N. B. 
Blunt, and others, and around them the light assumed a crimson 
tinge. As I cast my eyes around the circle I perceived Voltaire 
standing on the right of Swedenborg, and my father.in-law on his 
left, near his daughter. I nowhere saw Bacon, but I felt him stand
ing by my side, a little behind me on my left, but so close to me in 
person and in sympathy, that it seemed as if I felt every throb of 
emotion in him. Behind the front rank, and hovering in the air 
overhead, I beheld many other spirits, and the number was constantly 
augmenting-for it seemed that the word had gone forth and called 
to the spot all who were interested in the great work in which we are 
engaged. The crowd soon became immense, tier was piled on tier 
of human heads, and I seemed to be in a vast assemblage of persons 
of different sexes and conditions, but mainly of the same stage of 
development. 

"While the crowd was thus assembling I perceived the advent on 
the scene of that bright and beautiful spirit whom I have heretofore 
described as presiding over that community. He appeared a little 
above and behind Swedenborg, and with a dazzling brightness that 
once I could not have endured the sight of. He was attended by 
many others of equal splendor, and he surveyed the scene ·with a 
mild and gentle look of intelligence. He bade my wife come up to 
him-for to her, he said, they were chiefly indebted for the occasion, 
and her place was by his side, where she could overlook the whole 
scene. She hesitated, and was reluctant to retire from near me at 
such a moment. He repeated his request, and she went to him. 
As she approached him she sank at his feet, overpowered with her 
emotions, and buried her face in her hands. I saw plainly what she 
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felt. It was this : 'He loves me still and first of all, for I saw 
that, amid this dazzling scene-amid all that was calculated to 
awaken and gratify the old ambition that was ever predominant in 
him-his look was first and most frequent on me.' Her emotion 
affected me, and regardless of all around me, my eye and thoughts 
were most on ner. And I saw in the deep silence of that vast mul
titude the profound respect they paid to the love which thus lives 
beyond the grave. But it would not do for me to indulge in such 
emotions too long, for I was interrupting the purposes of the meet
ing, and I turned my attention to the scene around me. 

" It was said to me-by whom I did not notice-' Behold how deep 
the interest felt in the spirit-world in the work in which you are 
engaged ! Behold here around you the wise and the good of former 
ages, who have been aiding you on this as on other occasions. 
Behold, too, the reward prepared for those who fight the good fight 
of faith and finish their work. Be then of sood cheer, and despond 
not that you are falling short of what might be done. We are here 
surrounded by the evidences of what has been accomplished, and 
you, too, may behold them here, though hidden from your mortal 
view on earth.' I saw then, approaching from the far distance, a 
long procession of spirits of persons who had died within the last 
ten years, and to whom in life the light of this new dispensation had 
been imparted in a greater or less degree. They were of all ages, 
sexes, and conditions, and in different stages of development, and 
they advanced in long procession and swept across the scene directly 
in front of me. They had the general idea that they were called 
together for some purpose connected with the dawn of this new era 
on earth, but they had no very definite idea of what that purpose 
was. They saw not the crowd of spirits around me, but they felt 
and recognized the happifying and elevating effect of their influence. 
They were all conscious of my presence. Some were enough 
advanced to comprehend how I was there, and, as they rapidly 
passed they greeted me with cheerful smiles. Others wondered 
whether I was dead; and why, if I was, they had not known it ; 
or, if I was not, how it was that I was there. Hut in them all I 
saw new hope and energy springing, and renewed confidence that 
all would yet be well with their efforts to redeem those whom they 
had left behind. I saw, as they passed, a new light dawn on the 
scene. It was a pale but very clear green light, indicative of hope, 
and seemed to emanate from the spot where I stood. It continued 
to pour forth during the residue of the vision, and often illuminated 
parts of the scene which were otherwise obscure. 
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"\\'ben these had passed, I perceived off at my right a commotion, 
where I observed one Madame Donelly-the nun of the Sacred 
Heart- my niece Sarah Keys, my daughter, my granddaughter 
Libby (now grown to be quite a young woman), my sister-in-law 
Charlotte, and other females. On looking intently in that direction 
I beheld in the distance 'Childhood's Home,' and the females I 
have named had conveyed to those little ones the idea that something 
was happening that would the sooner bring their fathers and mothers 
and sisters and brothers nearer to them. And the children came in 
great numbers toward where I was, flying through the air like the 
canary bird, and crying, as they hurried along in great glee, 'Father's 
coming ! ' • :Mother's coming!' 'Sister's coming!' etc., etc. 

"I had all along observed, that off at my left darkness was brood
ing over the scene and hid it from my view, and I had tried several 
times in vain to penetrate it with my vision. But now, on turning to 
it I saw that the green light I have spoken of was penetrating the 
obscurity. It was the sojourn of unhappy, unprogressed ones that 
I beheld, and I saw that even there the movement was doing its 
work. Its inmates also were looking up, and felt a hope dawning 
even upon thc!ir darkness. 

"My heart was filled with joy and hope and, as I silently breathed 
a prayer of thankfulness to the Beneficent Father, the scene faded 
from my view. As it did, the females whom I have mentioned, 
accompanied by my wife, mother, and sister, approached me, told 
me they would bear me to my home on earth, and watch over my 
slumbers of the night. Peaceful and happy were those slumbers, 
and full of hope was the morning that dawned." 



CHAPTER VIII. 

TRANCE AND ECSTASY. 

"I knew a man in Christ above fourteen years ago (whether in the body, I 
cannot tell; or whether out of the body, I cannot tell; God knoweth): such a one 
caught up to the third heaven. . • • How that he was caught up into paradise, 
and heard unspeakable words, which it is not lawful for a m.-ln to utter."-2 Cw. 
'ltii. 2, 4· 

T HE state of tr~nce differs from that in which visions are ordi
narily perceived, in that the faculties of the mind are in a 

more profound and complete state of subjection to spiritual influ
ences, so that the spiritual faculties only are exercised, and generally 
indications of organic life alone are present ; while in ecstasy, though 
the mental faculties are usually exercised, they become subservient 
to the spiritual, the latter asserting their supremacy, and in an extra
ordinary degree controlling the mind of the subject. 

In visions, impres.sions of the spiritual wo~Id, or of spiritual 
things, are obtained; but, judging from Paul's brief description of his 
experience, I have no hesitation in saying that he was in a trance, 
and like others, whe11 in that state, he heard and saw unspeakable 
things. Of another spiritual experience he says : 

"And while I prayed in the temple I was in a trance."-A(/.t xxii. 17. 
but as he here simply saw and conversed with a spirit-probably 
that of Jesus-the term as now understood is here misapplied. He 
was probably in a clairvoyant and clairaudient state, as Charies H. 
Foster is much of the time, and as Paul himself was at another time, 
when on his journey to Damascus. 

Peter, as narrated in the 1oth chapter of Acts, verse xo, 
"became very hungry, and would have eaten ; but while they made ready he fell 
into a trance, and saw heaven opened ; " 
but judging from what he saw it is more probable that he perceived 
clairvoyantly, or that he had a vision, as it does not appear that he 
entered deeply into rapport with spiritual objects anc.l scenes,· an 
allegorical representation of beasts and fowls only being psychologi
cally impressed upon his mind by spirit power, and in the I 7th 
verse he himself calls it a vision. 

So Balaam says ofhimselfin Num. xxiv. 16: 

·-
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"Which saw the vision of the Almighty, falling into a trance, llut luz'lling ltiJ 
qez open." 

This was not properly a trance, but Balaam was here under par
tial control by som~ spirit, who impressed him to speak. 

Of the spiritual realities sometimes revealed to view in the trance 
state, it may be truly said by most persons, 

" Such knowledge is too wonderful for me ; it is high, I cannot attain unto it." 
-Ps. c:xxxix.. 6. 

The question, whether in trance the spirit ever temporarily leaves 
the body, is one to which I had devoted considerable attention 
when I publish~d the first edition of this work, and at that time I 
entertained doubts of its possibility, and stat~d my reasons for 
doubting its occurrence, but further investigation has convinced 
me that in some instances in trance the spirit does for a brief period 
leave its mortal tenement. 

Dr. Kerner says of the Seeress of Prevorst: "Mrs. Hauffe related 
to me that some time ago she had seen herself sitting on a stool, 
and clothed in white, whilst she was lying in bed. She looked at 
the object and tried to cry out, but could not ; at length when she did 
so it vanished. She said on this occasion that her soul left her body 
and clothed itself in an airy fonn, whilst her spirit remained with it. 
On the 28th of May, 1827, at midnight, when I was with her, she 
again saw herself, as she afterwards related, sitting on a stool, clothed 
in a white dress which she had, but was not then wearing. She tried 
to cry out, but could neither speak nor move, nor could see any ob
ject but that one on which her eyes were fixed. . . . . . .. The im
age rose and ran towards her, and just as it reached her a sort of 
electric shock passed over her, which I saw ; she th~n uttered a 
scream and related to me what she had seen. She saw herself on 
Dther occasions, and once when I remarked it, and stept between her 
and the image, she told me afterwards that my doing so had caused 
her a very uncomfortable sensation, as she seemed to be cut off from 
her soul." 

This well-authenticated incident, and many others in some re
spects similar, support the btlief that sometimes in the trance state 
the spirit actually is absent from the body. 

Somewhat similar to this case was that of a man who fell from the 
scaffolding of a building, and to whom Dr. Cleaveland, of Providence, 
was called. He said to the doctor, as stated by Professor Wm. Den
ton : "As I struck the ground I suddenly bounded up, seeming to 
have a new body, and to be standing among the spectators looking at 
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my old one. I saw them trying to bring it too. I made several 
fruitless efforts to re-enter my body, and finally succeeded." 

Professor Denton in his work, Is Spirilttalism True 1 also states 
that Mr. Moore, an officer in the Charlestown Navy-yard, informed 
him " that when fifteen years of age he fell in climbing a lamp-post, 
and his head struck the curbstone of the street with such violence as 
to fracture his skull ; he instantly found himself out of his body, and 
looking down upon it, but in a few minutes, with a struggle, was able 
to return to ordinary consciousness." 

The same writer also quotes from the statement of Lydia Maria 
Child, relating to her deceased friend, Henrietta Sargent. " One 
morning she spoke of not feeling as well as usual, but it was regarded 
by herself and others as merely a slight deviation from her customary 
good health. But in the course of the day she suddenly fainted away. 
As the usual restoratives produced no effect, the family physician was 
summoned. No better success attended his efforts. The breath ap
peared to be entirely suspended, and the limbs remained rigid and 
cold. Her daughters feared she must be dead, and the doctor began 
to be doubtful whether animation would ever be restored. How 
long she continued in this state I do not remember; but while they 
were watching her with ever-deepening anxiety, she gasped feebly, 
and after a while opened her eyes. When she had completely recov
ered, she told her daughters she had been standing by them all the 
time looking upon her lifeless body, and seeing all they did to resusci
tate it, and she astonished them by repeating the minutest details of 
all that had been said or done by them and the doctor during her 
prolonged state of utter insensibility." 

Cases like these would seem to establish the fact that the spirit 
sometimes does leave the body, and return to reanimate it; but in 
other cases, somewhat similar, possibly the spirit in its bewildered 
state may be the subject of a psychological illusion, or, as in all such 
cases, the vitality of the body is reduced to its lowest ebb, the magnetic 
attraction of the spirit to the body is correspondingly enfeebled, and 
the spirit is enabled to exercise greater freedom in the exercise of its 
faculties than it ordinarily does, and under these circumstances it is 
able to survey its earthly tabernacle with clairvoyant eyes from different 
points of view, exteriorly as well as interiorly. In the case of Mrs. 
Hauffe, she may have perceived another spirit partially materialized 
from her own personal elements, and, as is sometimes the case, the 
spirit strongly resembled herself. It is now a well-established fact that 
spirits, sometimes with the assistance of other spirits, can and do ap
pear to mortal eyes with form, features, and clothing different from 
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their own, and if this be admitted there should be no difficulty in 
believing that they can assume the appearance of their mortal friends, 
or of others, and, having this power, that they sometimes for certain 
purposes do thus appear I have no doubt. To a mortal thus per
ceiving a spirit, the conclusion would be natural and irresistible that 
it wa.s a double of the person whom it personated, or if at a distance, 
that it was the identical spirit of the person represented. I am dis
posed to believe that many cases of spirit-doubles may be satisfac
torily explained by reference to these facts. It is probable that a 
tiou6/t is only possible of a person possessing strong medial power. 

From what I have been able to learn I am compelled to believe 
that the state of trance is, in the majority of instances, if not always, 
induced by disembodied spirits. The object most commonly appears 
to be the development of the medial powers of the subject, but some
times it seems to be to change the mental and psychological condi
tions or tendencies of the person and render him more susceptible to 
their influence, so that they may be able to impress him with higher 
and nobler thoughts and aims. I am also informed and believe, that in 
cases of trance, where the subjects have supposed that their spirits 
have left their bodies, and visited the spheres, their minds have been 
psychologically impressed with views representing spiritual scenes 
and objects, and many times these impressions are so apparently real 
and truthful that the reality itself barely exceeds these representations 
of it; but these are all subjective impressions, not actual experiences. 

That exaltation of the faculties which ·characterizes the state 
of ecstasy, has been observed in many of those religious reformers 
and fanatics who have left their impress on the history of the race. 
Among the Waldenscs this condition was not an uncommon one, and 
appears to have sometimes affected bodies of men, endowing them 
with superhuman energy and strength. "On one occasion," as Mr. 
Ho\\;tt says, "only seventeen men, of whom only six were armed 
with slings, drove before them enemies fifty times more numerous. 
They defended the little hamlet of Rora, consisting of but fifty 
houses, for some time against the combined attack of Io,ooo men, 
and when no longer able to resist this overwhelming force made gnod 
their retreat. • • . . Frequently they succeeded in sallying from the 
rocks and caverns, in which their enemies were endeavoring to suffo
cate them with smoke of burning wet straw or brushwood, or to burn 
them alive in their retreats, and chased them down head lone into the 
plains, till the French and Savorard troops thought they must be 
aided b} God." And of the persecuted inhabitants of the Ce-
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vennes the same author remarks : "The highest calculation gives only 
J,ooo Cevennois in arms at once. Some authors declare that there 
were never more than 2,ooo; whilst the king's troops, disciplined in 
the great wars of the: time, and the militia, amounted to 6o,ooo men 
commanded by the best generals of France. • . . . • When the 
wretched people were driven to desperation; when the blood-hounds 
of despotism and the hell-hounds of antichrist surrounded them 
with fire and artillery, with overwhelming thousands, and with dally 
and insatiate carnage, then they cried mightily to God, and God came 
visibly to their rescue. They were seized with an extraordinary 
power and passion of inspiration. They were shaken and agitated 
by it as clairvoyants are moved, and are as it were transfigured. 
Then' they broke forth in prophesyings, in declarations of trust in God, 
in exhortation to prayer and newness of life. They foretold all that 
was necessary for their safety and success. It was immediately 
revealed to some one of them where the enemy was marching against 
them, and in what numbers, and thus they were always ready to sur
prise and route them. Every action was regulated by their oracles, 
which never failed. Whether they should fight or flee, should hide 
or advance, was clearly told them. If a traitor came among them he 
was at once pointed out ; if their enemies were planning means for 
their destruction, they saw them as if present and heard their dis
course. Men, women, and children spoke under inspiration, not in 
the ordinary patois but in the purest French. Children of only 
twelve months, and less, who had never before used speech, spoke 
to the amazement of hundreds present." -His/. of flu Supernatural, 
vol. ii. pp. 52, 53, 353, 354· 

It was while in this exalted condition of the spiritual and mental 
faculties that the Convulsionairu of St. Medard were able to endure 
fearful blows upon the chest and stomach-blows which, if delivered 
upon persons in the ordinary state, would inevitably have resulted in 
immediate death-pressure under planks, upon which as many per
sons would stand as could obtain a foothold, and Montgeron saw a 
girl thus pressed with a weight sufficient to crush an ox. 

Among the early Methodists and the Irvingites the ecstatic state 
was often attained, as it was, and even now is, among the Shakers. 
There is no doubt that Mahomet was an ecstatic, and Joan of Arc, 
George Fox, with many of his friends, Jacob Bohme, Stilling, and the 
" Seeress of Prevorst" were ecstatics, and ecstasy was quite CO!llrnon 
among the early Moravian brethren. 

That this state, or another strikingly like this, can be induced by the 
usc of narcotics, and especially by the use of hasheesh, in certain 
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:>rganisms, is abundantly proved. De Quincey, in his Confusions, fur
nishes such proof as to the effects of opium, and Fitz Hugh Ludlow 
in Tkt Hasluuh Eater, proves the same as to hasheesh. The latter 
writer, in illustration of the exalted sensibility of his faculties, and 
his ability when unrler the influence of this drug to distinguish be 
twc:en the sounds of two musical instruments when playing the same 
part, says on page 162 of the above work: 

"A most singular phenomenon occurred while I was intently 
listening to the orchestra at the theatre. Singular, because it seems 
one of the most striking illustrations I have ever known of the pre
ternatural activity of sense in the hasheesh state, and in an analytic 
direction. 

"Seated side by side in the middle of the orchestra, played two 
violinists. That they were playing the same part was evirlent from 
their perfect uniformity in bowing ; their bows through the whole piece 
rose and fell simultaneously, keeping exactly parallel. A chorus of 
wind and stringed instruments pealed on both sides of them, and the 
symphony was as perfect as possible ; yet amid all that harmonious 
blending I was able to detect which note came from one violin, and 
which from the other, as distinctly as if the violinists had been play
ing at the distance of a hundred feet apart, and with no other instru
ments discoursing near them." 

And alluding to the preponderance of the spiritual over the physi
cal nature, while under the influence of hasheesh, on page 165, he 
remarks: 

"At the moment of the most rapturous exultation, the soul hears 
the outcry of the physical nature pouring up to its height of vision 
out of the walls of flesh, and the burden of that cry is, ' I am in pain ! 
I am finite, though thou art infinite ! ' The cords which bind the 
two mysterious portions of our duality together have been stretched 
to their ultimate tensity, and the body, for the sake of its own existence, 
calls the soul back into the husk which it cannot carry with it. Often
times in the presence of the most ravishing views have I felt these 
cords pulling me downward with as distinct a sensation as if they 
were real sinews, and compelled to ask the question : • Is this happi
ness or torture?' Soul and body have returned opposite verdicts." 

Recurring to the subject of trance, I will here copy an extremely 
interesting account of a trance, the subject of it being the Rev. Wil
liam Tennent, of New Brunswick, N. J. The occurrence took place 
about the midrlle of the last century, and the account of it was pub
lished in the Christian Library. All the conditions and character· 
istics of the trance state are here exemplified, and in addition to 
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these is the remarkable loss and restoration of memory. The narra
tor says: 

"After a regular course of study in theology Mr. Tennent was 
preparing for his examination by the presbytery, as a candidate for 
the Gospel ministry. His intense application affected his health and 
brought on a pain in his breast, and a slight hectic. He soon became 
emaciated, and at length was like a living skeleton. His life was 
now threatened. He was attended by a physician, a young man who 
was attached to him by the strictest and warmest friendship. He 
grew worse and worse, till little hope of life was left. In this situa
tion his spirits failed him, and he began to entertain doubts of his 
final happiness. He was conversing one morning with his brother in 
Latin, on the state of his soul, when he fainted and died away. After 
the usual time he was laid out on a board, according to the common 
practice of the country, and the neighborhood were invited to attend 
his funeral on the next day. In the evening his physician and friend 
returned from a ride into the country, and was afflicted beyond meas
ure at the news of his death. He could not be persuaded that it was 
certain, and on being told that one of the persons who had assisted in 
laying out the body thought he had observed a little tremor of the 
flesh under the arm, although the body was cold and stiff, he endeav
ored to ascertain the fact. He first put his own hand into warm 
water to make it as sensible as possible, and then felt under the arm, 
and at the heart, and affirmed that he felt an unusual warmth, though 
no one else could. He had the body restored to a warm bed, and 
insisted that the people who had been invited to the funeral should 
be requested not to attend. To this the brother objected as absurd, 
the eyes being sunk, the lips discolored, and the whole body cold and 
stiff. However the doctor finally prevailerl, and all probable means 
were used to discover symptoms of returning life. But the third day 
arrived, and no hopes were entertained of success but by the doctor, 
who never left him night or day. The people were again invited, 
and assembled to attend the funeral. The doctor still objected, and at 
last confined his request for delay to one hour, then to half an hour, 
and finally to a quarter of an hour. He had discovered that the 
tongue was much swollen, and threatened to crack. He was en-

., deavoring to soften it by some emollient ointment, put upon it with 
a feather, when the brother came in about the expiration of the last 
period, and mistaking what the doctor was doing for an attempt to 
feed him, manifested some resentment, and in a spirited tone said: 
' It is shameful to be feeding a lifeless corpse,' and insisted with 
earnestness that the funeral should immediately proceed 
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"At this critical and important moment the body, to the great 
alarm and astonishment of all present, opened its eyes and gave a 
dreadful groan, and sunk again into apparent death. This put an 
end to all thoughts of burying him, and every effort was again em
ployed in hopes of bringing about a speedy resuscitation. In about 
an hour the eyes again opened, a heavy groan proceeded from the 
body, and again all appearance of animation vanished. In another 
hour life seemed to return with more power, and a complete revival 
took place, to the great joy of the family and friends, aud to the no 
small astonishment and conviction of very many, who had been ridi
culing the idea of restoring to life a dead body. 

"Mr. Tennent continued in so weak and low a state for six weeks 
that great doubts were entertained of his final recovery. However, 
after that period he recovered much faster, but it was about twelve 
months before he was completely restored. After he was able to 
walk the room, and to take notice of what passed around him, on a 
Sunday afternoon his sister, who had stayed from church to attend him, 
was reading in the Bible, when he took notice of it, and asked her 
what she had in her hand. She answered that she was reading the 
Bible. He replied: ' What is the Bible? I know not what you mean.' 
This affected the sister so much that she burst into tears, and in
formed him that he was once well acquainted with it. On her re
porting this to the brother when he returned, Mr. Tennent was found 
upon examination to be totally ignorant of every transaction of his 
life previous to his sickness. He could not read a single word, 
neither did he seem to have any idea of what it meant. As soon as 
he became capable of attention he was taught to read and write, as 
children are usually taught, and afterwards began to learn the Latin 
language, under the tuition of his brother. One day as he was rP.
citing a lesson in Cornelius Nepos he suddenly started, clapped his 
hand to his head a~ if something had hurt him, and made a pause. 
His brother asking him what was the matter, he said that he felt a 
sudden shock in his head, and it now seemed to him as if he had 
read that book before. By degrees his recollection was restored, and 
he could speak the Latin as fluently as before his sickness. His 
memory so completely revived that he gained a perfect knowledge of 
the past transactions of his life, as if no difficulty had previously 
occurred. This event at the time made a considerable noise, and 
afforded not only matter of serious contemplation to the devout 
Christian, especially when connected with what follows in this narra
tion, but furnished a subject of deep investigation and learned inquiry 
to the real philosopher and curious anatomist. 

8 
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"The writer of these memoirs was greatly interested by these un· 
common events, and on a favorable occasion earnestly pressed Mr. 
Tennent for a minute account of what his views and apprehensions 
were, while he lay in this extraordinary state of suspended anima
tion. He discovered great reluctance to enter into any explanation 
of his perceptions and feelings at this time, but being importunately 
urged to do it at length consented, and proceeded with a solemnity 
not to be described. 

" I was conversing with my brother, said he, on the state of tny 
soul, and the fears I had entertained for my future welfare. I found 
myself in an instant in another state of existence, under the direc
tion of a superior being, who ordered me to follow him. I was ac
cordingly wafterl along, I know not how, till I beheld at a distance 
an ineffable glory, the impression of which on my mind it is impossi
ble to communicate to mortal man. I immediately reflected on my 
happy change, and thought, well, blessed be God, I am safe at last 
notwithstanding all my fears. I saw an innumerable host of happy 
beings surrounding the inexpressible glory, in acts of adoration and 
joyous worship, but I did not see any bodily shape, or representation, 
in the glorious appearance. I heard things unutterable. I heard 
their songs and hallelujahs of thanksgiving and praise with unspcaka· 
ble rapture. I fclt joy unutterable and full of glory. I then ap
plied to my conductor, and requested leave to join the happy throng, 
on which he tapped me on the shoulder, and said, 'You must return 
to the earth.' This seemed like a sword through my heart. In an 
instant I recollect to have seen my brother standing before me, dis
puting with the doctor. The three days during which I had appeared 
lifeless seemed to me not more than ten or twenty minutes. The 
idea of returning to this world of sorrow and trouble gave me such 
a shock that I fainted repeatedly.' He added : ' Such was the effect 
on my mind of what I had seen and heani, that if it be possible for 
a human being to live entirely above the world, and the things of it, 
for some time afterwards I was that person. The ravishing sounds 
of the songs and hallelujahs that I heard, and the very words that 
were uttered, were not out of my ears when awake for at least three 
years. All the kingdoms of the earth were in my sight as nothing 
and vanity, and so great were my ideas of heavenly glory, that 
nothing which did not in some measure relate to it could command 
my serious attention.' 

"It is not surprising that after so affecting an account strong 
solicitude should have been felt for further information as to the 
words, or at least the subjects, of praise and adoration which Mr. 
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· Tennent had heard. But when he was requested to communicate 
these he gave a decided negative, adding: • You will know them, 
with many other particulars, hereafter, as you will find the whole 
among my papers,' alluding to his intention of leaving the writer 
hereof his executor, which precluded any further solicitation. 

"The author has been particularly solicitous to obtain every 
confinnation of thi& extraordinary event in the life of Mr. Tennent. 
He accordingly wrote to every person he could think of, likdy to 
have conversed with Mr. Tennent on the subject He received 
several answers, but the following letter, from the worthy successor of 
Mr. Tennent in the pastoral charge of his church, will answer the 
author's purpose. 

"MOSMOUTH, N.J., D~um6ff 10, 18o5. 

"DEAR SIR :-Agreeable to your request I now send you in writing 
the remarkable account which I sometime since gave you verbally 
respecting your good friend, my worthy predecessor, the late Rev 
William Tennent of this place. 

"In a very free and feeling conversation on religion, and on the 
future rest and blessedness of the people of God (while travelling 
together from Monmouth to Princeton), I mentioned to Mr. Tennent 
that I should be highly gratified in hearing from his own mouth an 
account of the trance which he was said to have been in, unless the 
relation would be disagreeable to himself. After a short silence he
proceeded, saying that he had been sick with a fever, that the fevett 
increased, and he by degrees sunk under it. After some time (as bis 
friends informed him) he died, or appeared to die, in the same manner 
as persons usually do ; that in laying him out one happened to draw 
his hand under the left arm, and perceived a small tremor in the flesh ; 
that he was laid out, and was cold and stiff. The time for his ftmeral 
•as appointed, and the people collected, but a young doctor, his 
particular friend, pleaded with great earnestness that he might not 
then be buried, as the tremor under the arm continued ; that his 
brother Gilbert became impatient with the young gentlentan, and 
§aid to him, "What ! a man not dead who is cold and stiff as a stake ! " 
The importunate young friend, however, prevailed. Another day was 
appointed for the burial, and the people separated. During this 
interval many means were made use of to discover, if poS6ible, some 
symptoms of life, but none appeared excepting the tremor. The 
doctor never left him for three nights and three days. The people 
again met to bury him, but could not even then obtam the consent 
of his friend, who pleaded for one hour more, and when that was gone 
he pleaded for half an hour, and then for a quarter of. an hour, when 
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just at the close of this period on which hung his last hope, Mr. 
Tennent opened his ey.es. They then pried into his mouth, which 
was stiff, so as to get a quill into it, through which some liquid was con
veyed into the stomach, and he by degrees recovered. 

"This account, as intimated before, Mr. Tennent said he had re
ceived from his friends. I said to him : " Sir, you seem to be one 
indeed raised from the dead, and may tell us what it is to die, and 
what you were sensible of while in that state." He replied in the 
following words : " As to dying, I found my fever increase, and I 
became weaker and weaker, until all at once I· found myself in 
heaven, as I thought. I saw no shape as to the Deity, but glory all 
unutterable." Here he paused as though unable to find words to ex
press his views, let his bridle fall, and lifting up his hands proceeded : 
" I can say as St. Paul did : I heard and saw things all unutterable. 
I saw a great multitude before this glory, apparently in the height of 
bliss, singing most melodiously. I was transported with my own 
situation, viewing all my troubles ended, and my rest and glory be
gun, and was about to join the great and happy multitude, when 
one came to me, looked me full in the face, laid his hand upon my 
shoulder, and said: 'You must go back.' These words went through 
me. Nothing could have shocked me more. I crit:d out: 'Lord, 
must I go back?' With this shock I opened my eyes in this world. 
When I saw I was in the world, I fainted; then came to, and fainted 
for several times as one probably would naturally have done in so 
weak a situation." 

" ' Mr. Tennent further infonned me that he had so entirely lost the 
recollection of his past life, and the benefit of his former studies, 
that he could neither understand what was spoken to him, nor write 
nor read his own name; that he had to begin all anew, and did not 
recoHect that he had ever read before, until he had again learned his 
letters, and was able to pronounce the monosyllables, such as flue 
and ll10u ; but that as his stn:ngth returned, which was very slowly, 
his :memory also returnc-d. Yet, notwithstanding the extreme feeble
ness of his situation, his recollection of what he saw and heard while 
in heaven, as he supposed, and the sense of divine things which he 
there ·Obtained, continued all the time in their full strength, so that 
he was continually in something like an ecstasy of mind. "And," 
said he, "for three years the sense of divine things continued so 
great, and everything else appeared so completely vain when com· 
pared to heaven, that could I have had the world for stooping down 
ror it, I believe I should not have thought of doing it." 

" 'T.he pi6lus and candid reader is left to his own reflections on this 

. 
•I 
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very extraordinary occurrence. The facts have been stated, and 
they are unquestionable. The writer will only ask whether it be 
contrary to revealed truth, or to reason, to believe that in every age 
of the world instances like that which is here recorded have occurred, 
to furnish /it•ing luli11UJny of the reality of. the invisible world, and 
of the infinite importance ofeternal concerns." 

1 have an intimate friend, a candid and reliable man, who was in 
the trance state for thirty hours, and who in the most serious manner 
has often declared to me that he saw wonderful things which he shall 
never reveal, for the reason that just before his return to conscious
ness in this life, a voice solemnly warned him against eYer making 
known what he had seen and heard. This gentleman unhesitatingly 
confides to me the knowledge of his -private affairs and sentiments, 
but upon this subject he never dwel\s in conversation, and general\, 
avoids it altogether. 

"Oh, unto few the power is given 
To pcl5S beyond the bounds of time, 

And lift the radiant vail of heaven, 
To view her mysteries sublime. 

Yet Thou, in whose mnjestic light 
The source of knowledge lies concenled, 

Prepare w to receive aright 
The truth that yet shall be revealed." 



CHAPTER IX. 

HOLY GHOST. 

" And as I began to speak, the Holy Ghost fell on them, as on us at the begin· 
ning."-Acts xL 1,5-

1 T is not surprising that with the remarkable manifestation of 
spiritual power that characterized the apostolic period, the great 

ignorance then prevailing as to the nature of this power should be
tray itself in the writings recording or treating of the events then 
current, in which spiritual agencies were actively present. 

In this want of knowledge we finrl the explanation of the indis
criminate use of the different tenns, by which they designated the 
agencies engaged in producing spiritual manifestations, often of pre· 
cisely similar character, even as their fathers had done before them. 
The phrases Holy Ghost, Holy Spirit, Spirit of God, Th~ Spirit, etc., 
appear to have been used without consideration as to the peculiar 
fitness of one appellation above another in accounting for the 
spiritual agency in each case, and it is impossible to detect any dis
tinctive meanings in the terms used, and it is quite evident that the 
writers themselves employed these terms without any such under
standing. 

This want of knowledge by the primitive Christians of the modes 
of operation of spiritual power, and of the agencies concerned, and 
the disposition to magnify the manifestations of this power by human 
spirits or angels into the direct intervention of God himself, also 
characterized their successors in the Church, so that we find eve~ 
where the New Testament writers have attributed certain influences..: 
or manifestations to the proper agency, namely, that of spirits, the:== 
Church subsequently perverted the meaning by assuming that th~ 
agency was no other than God or the Holy Ghost, or Spirit, so _tha~ _ 
at the present time it is the generally received opinion in the Chri~ 
tian Church that all manifestations of spirit-power recorded in th- _. 
Bible, that were not diabolical, were produced directly by divin· ... 
agency or by divine command ; and the various ways in which huma=-:-
spirits furnish evidence of their active and potent intervention in tb. • 
affairs of men are virtually ignored. When the Bible, as a whole, s.C:: 

clearly sets forth to an unprejudiced mind the agency and power J 
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spirits, both good and evil, in influencing and controlling the speech 
and actions of men, it seems to be highly inconsistent for the 
Church to attribute every sptritual influence, where the agency is not 
definitely stated in the New Testament, to the Holy Spirit, or the 
Holy Ghost, assuming the latter to be what the Church declares it 
to be. This error has always been pernicious, and with the fathers 
of the Church it led to the adoption of diverse opinions, some of 
which became incorporated in the established creeds, and are 
authoritatively taught and still adhered to by Christians. Therefore, 
it is not strange that the Church should find it impossible to solve 
what to it has ever been, and is now, an impenetrable mystery. 

In the passage quoted at the head of this chapter, 

"And as I began to speak, the Holy Ghost fell on them, as on us at the begin· 
Ding," 

I can perceive only an exaltation of the spiritual and mental fac
ulties, such as often occurs as an effect of powerful preaching, or even 
of eloquent appeals to the sentiment of patriotism. Neither can I 
perceive that by the terms Holy Ghost and Holy Spirit, as used by 
these writers, that it was generally intended to express personality. 
They were convertible terms, and were often used to express spiri
tual influence, and what would seem to render this view conclusive 
is, that the doctrine of the Trinity was unknown in the Church until 
the second or third century. Until that time all Christians were of 
one mind with the scribe, when he said : 

"For there is one God, and there is none other but He. "-llfark xii. 32. 

The Holy Ghost is often spoken of or promised as a gift, as in John 
vii. 39: 

"For the Holy Ghost was not yet given." 

Or as in John xiv. 26: .. 
"The Holy Ghost, whom the Father will send in my name;" 

and as in Rom. v. 5, and in 1 Peter i. 2. 

If the Holy Ghost were equal with the Father, it would not be 
proper to say that the Fathe_r would send it, and even in writing this 
last word it, the impropriety of speaking of the Holy Ghost as a per
sonidity is immediately apparent to my mind, as it is to the minds 
of all theological writers and speakers, none of whom thus desig
nate the Holy Ghost'; while the impropriety of applying the term il 
to either the Father or Son is equally obvious. Neither would it 
be proper to say that God is given unto us, as a gift necessitates a 
giver superior to the gift, the former having an absolute right to dis
pose of the latter. These passages can only be explained by suppos-
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ing that God bestowed something, and this can be neither Himself, 
nor any other being on an equality with Him. 

Jesus invariably speaks of the Father having sent him, and of His 
working through him, but nowhere is this said of the Holy Ghost. 
lf the latter were one with the Father, would not Jesus, at least on 
some occasion, have reco~nized the equality, and ascribed equal 
credit to it for the power and authority he exercised. See John v. 
26, 27, 30, 36, 37, 43, and chap. vi. 27, 38, 44, 57· 

Then again it is said : 
" But of that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not the angels which are in 

heaven, neither the Son, but the Father."-A/ark xiii. 32. 
Of that hour knoweth neither the Son nor the angels, only the 

Father. If the Holy Ghost were a Being equal with the Father, is 
it possible for him to have been, as such, thus systematically ignored 
nearly everywhere throughout the New Testament, and only to be 
brought ~nto view where it is necessary to account for certain influ
ences and effects. 

The fact is, the Holy Ghost, as before remarked, is not gmtrally 
regarded as a personality, but only as an influence from the Father, 
and practically it is so treated by the New Testament writers and 
by theologians. It is generally only a name for that spiritual influ
ence from God which finds access to every human soul, either di
rectly or through the agency of human spirits. John, in chap. i. 33, 
says: 

"Upon whom thou shalt see the Spirit descending, and remaining on him, the 
rame is he which baptizeth with the Holy Ghost;" 

and in chap. iii. 5, he again says: 
"Except a man be born of water, and of the Spiril, he cannot enter into the 

kingdom of God." 
That the terms Spirit and Holy Ghost, in the first of these pas

sages, represent precisely the same power or influence, is evident from 
the second passage, in which the same writer declares that a man in 
order to enter the kingdom of God must be b~rn of water and of 
the Spirit; in other words, must be baptized with the Holy Spirit, or 
Ghost, or must be the recipient of spiritual influence. 

The Holy Gl10sl, which Luke says descended in bodily shape like 
a. clove upon Jesus, Matthew terms the Spirit of God/ while Mark 
and John term it simply /Itt Spirit, and John, who bore record that he 
saw this, in the succeeding verse (chap. i. 33, just quoted) implies 
that the Holy Ghost and Spirit are one. 

And from Mark's declaration, that 
"immediately (thereafter) the Spirit driveth him into the wilderness," 

it is fairly to be inferred that it was either spiritual influence or a 
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human spirit whi~h was the active agency on these different occa
sions. 

The identity of meaning of the words Ghost and Spirit is fur
ther illustrated in Acts v., where, in the third verse, Ananias is asked 
why Satan had filled his heart to lie to the Holy "Ghost," and in the 
fifth verse it is said he fell down and gave up the "ght'st." In both 
these instances the word ghost is synonymous with spirit. He 
sinned against the Holy Spirit, or Ghost, and gave up his own spirit 
or the ghost. And as if to place the i4cntity of meaning of the twf' 
terms beyond dispute, in the ninth verse, Peter, aduressing the wiie 
of Ananias, puts the same question in these words: 

" How is it that ye have agreed together to tempt the Spirit of the Lord?" 

In the former question to Ananias the lie is to the "HtJly Gl10st," 
whereas here it is to the "Spirit of the Lord." Nothing can be 
more evident than that Peter regarded the Holy Ghost and the Spirit 
of the Lord as one. 

Thus we resolve the "Holy Ghost" into the " Holy Spirit," and 
though it is possible that in some rare instances by the latter phrase 
it was intended to signify God, yet much oftener it was applied to 
holy, just, and true spirits, or angels, and still more commonly usecl to 
express any and all spiritual influence, whether emanating directly from 
God or exercised and directed by human spirits, and we should not be 
led astray from this view by erroneously investing with the most sacred 
and restricted character the term holy, so constantly made use of in 
both the Old and New Testaments, and there applied to every thing 
which could be supposed to bear any proper and approved relation 
to sacred and divine things, as then understood. Thus there were 
tnings that were holy, as in Matt. vii. 6. Holy angels, as in Matt. 
xxv. JI. Holy prophds, Luke i. 70. Holy C01Jet~altt, Luke i. 72. 
Ez·ery male holy, Luke ii. 23. Holy grt'und, Acts vii. 33· Com
mandmml holy, Rom. vii. 12. Fruit and roo/ holy, Rom. xi. I6. 
Bodies holy, Rom. xii. I. Holy kiss, 1 Cor. xvi. 20. Cl1ildren 
are holy, 1 Cor. vii. I4. Unmarried women holy, I Cor. vii. 34· 
Holy brethren, I Thes. v. 27. Holy hands, 1 Tim. ii. 8. Holy 
mount, 2 Pet. i. 18. Holy Jerusalem, Rev. xxi. Io. Holy day, 
Col. ii. I6. And in the Old Testament innumerable things were 
holy, among others, cakes of flour, as in Lev. xxiv. 9· 

In John xiv. 16 to I9, Jesus says: 
"And I will pray the Father, and He shall give you another Comforter, that he 

may abide with you for ever, even the spirit of truth, whom the world cannot 
"eeeive because it seeth !tim not, neither knoweth him, but ye know him, for he 
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dwelleth with you, and shall be in you. I will not leave you comfortless. I will 
come to you." 

Jesus here says, he will pray the Father to send them "another 
Comforter," "even the spirit of truth," otherwise a truthful spirit, 
one whom they might safdy trust, and who would counsel and direct 
them after he had passed to the other side. Here the Comforter is 
a personality. In the 26th verse the Comforter is represented as 
one with the Holy Ghost. The words arc: 

" But the Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost, whom the Father will smtl ;,. 
"'J' nam~." 

This again seems to imply that the Father would send an agent, 
or ministering spirit, at the request of Jesus, to convey his will, and 
to represent him, and this view is sustained in chap. xvi. 13, where, 
in again speaking of the "spirit of truth," or the Comforter, he 
says: 

"For He shall not spe~~ok of Himself, /Jut ruhatsoro~r M shallluar, that shall M 
speak;" 
and in the next, the 14th verse, he continues: 

"For he shall receive of miflt, and shall show it unto you." 

In other words, the Comforter, or spirit of tmth, shall only speak 
of what he hears, and what he receives from Jesus he shall show unto 
them, clearly making of the Comforter an agent of J~sus, to com. 
municate his words and will to his disciples. 

Jesus promised his disciples to also be with, and comfort and 
guide them as a spirit when he had passed away, and to fill the office 
in relation to them which the Holy Ghost, or Spirit-by which I be
lieve he here meant one of the advanced spiritual intelligences, of 
whose presence, guidance, and protection he had always been cog
nizant-had filled in relation to both him and them. 

Jesus, according to John viii. 39, declared that the Holy Ghost was 
not yet given, and he did not confer the Holy Ghost upon his dis
ciples when he commissioned them, nor at any other time while on 
earth ; it was only after his resurrection that it was conferred by him, 
and then it was his own spiritual influence, perhaps united with that 
of certain other glorified spirits which he cast over them, as I have 
known spirits scores of times to shed their influence upon myself and 
others, so that it has been sensibly felt. Thus it would appear that 
at one time by the term Holy Ghost it was intended to express a 
Jpiritual influence, while at another the idea of personality was ex
pressed, and this personality was not that of God, or of a being equal· 
with him, but of a spiritual intelligence subordinate in every respect, 
and who was employed as His minister to convey His wiii and exe
cute his commands. 

' j 
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We are no where commanded to pray to the Holy Ghost, but al
ways to the Father, and we are invariably taught to look to Him 
alone for forgiveness, and as being the Source of all blessings. It is, 
"God be merciful to me a sinner," not the Holy Ghost. " There is 
none good but One; that is God." Jesus prayed to the Father for 
the cup to pass from him, and it was in his Father's house that there 
were many mansions, and he declares that 

.. This is life eternal, that they might know Thee, the only true God, 11nd Jesus 
Christ, whom Thou hast sent."-7onn xvii. J. 

Jesus is represented as sitting at the right hand of His Father, bm 
no mention is anywhere made of the Holy Ghost in this connection. 
As a personality, like the Father and Son, it is here unrecognized, nor 
is it anywhere intimated that the Holy Ghost shall in heaven be visible 
to the saints ; while, on the other hand, it is declared that they shall 
eternally exist in the presence of God and the Lamb. 

In Acts ii. 4 it is said : 
u And they were all filled with the Holy Ghost, and Legan to speak with other 

tongues as the spirit gave them utterance." 

Are we not here justified in assuming that speaking with tongues 
was the principal, if not sole evidence, upon which the writer relied 
in detenuining that they were filled with the Holy Ghost. They 
spoke, "As the spirit gave them utterance." As to this spirit, I do 
not perceive that the writer had any intention to represent it other
wise than that of a human being, for such it undoubtedly was, and if 
speaking with tongues is of itself sufficient evidence, then the Holy 
Ghost beyond question also at various times fell on the daughter of 
the late Judge Edmonds, for we have his testimony, well supported by 
others-and his alone should be sufficient-that while under spirit con
trol she spoke at least half a dozen languages, not one of which she 
possessed any acquired knowledge of. I have also witnessed similar 
manifestations. Therefore we must set down this claim for the specific 
operation of the Holy Ghost, as generally understood, as untenable. 

In Acts xix. 6, it is said : 
"And when Paul had laid his hands upon them, the Holy Ghost came on them, 

and they spake with tongues, and prophesied." 
Whereas in the former passage it is said they spoke as the spirit 

gave them utterance, they now spake as the Holy Ghost dictated. 
All this tends to show that the actuating cause in these different 
manifestations was one and the same, at one time called the Spirit, 
and at another Holy Ghost. 

There is another point to consider here. It was after Paul had 
laid his hands upon them that " the Holy Ghost came on them, and 
they spake with tongues, and prophesied." Paul being an accom-
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plished medium, through this process imparted to them of his personal 
magnetism, and rendered them accessible to spiritual influence-we 
should say to the influence of disembodied spirits-and it is not at all 
surprising that some of them should be controlled to speak with 
tongues, and prophesy-this latter term, as before said, generaiJy sig
nifying when used by these writers, all utterances of spirits without 
reference to the prediction of future events. It may also fairly be 
presumed, as minutire were seldom regarded in these narrations, that 
a certain form was complied with in laying on of hands, such as form
ing a cirrle by uniting hands, while either standing or sitting. This 
would enable the spirits present to more readily direct the power, 
and concentrate it upon particular persons in the circle who were 
strong:j 'lediumistic, and they would by this means be developed to 
speak with "tongues,- otherwise in a manner different from usual, and 
probably altogether above, their own unaided powers. 

The disposition to unwarrantably attach to the word "spirit" its 
highest signification-that of God-is shown by the sense in which 
this term, as used in Eph. iv. 4, is generally understood. 

"There is one body and one spirit.'' The orthodox interpretation 
of this is, that it means the spirit of God, whereas, if we consider that 
Paul, the writer, elsewhere declared that " we have a natural body, 
and we have a spiritual body," it will be far more reasonable to con
clude that here also he referred to the spiritual part of man, for he 
uses the term in connection with the word "body.'' 

"And hereby we know that he abideth in us, by the spirit which he hath giveu 
us.n 

" Beloved, believe not n;uy spirit, buttry the spirits whether they are of God." 
-1 'John iii. 24. and iv. 1. 

We here find the term "spirit," in the first verse, used as we find 
·it employed in other places, where it is claimed to mean especially 
God's Spirit; but this is evidently not the sense in which it is here 
used, for in the succeeding verse, in continuation of the same sub. 
ject, we are told not to believe every spirit, but to try them, "whether 
they are of God." I would here caution the reader in judging of 
this subject, not to be led from the true meaning through the placin8 
of a capital S at the beginning of the word spirit, as is so generally 
done in the Bible, but to read the word as speiJed with a small s, 
and he will, in many cases, be surprised to find how much light is 
thrown upon its meaning by this simple and sensible typographical 
change. 

" I" or what man knoweth the thin~ of a man, save the spirit of man, which is 
:.n him ; even so the thinss of God knoweth no man, but the Spirit of 1;od, "
l Cor. ii. 11. 
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Are we sure that the phrase " Svirit of God" here means God, 
the Spirit. Suppose we change a vortion of the sentence and 
cause it to read thus : ":For what man knoweth the things of a 
man, save the spirit of man which is in him ; even so the things of 
God knoweth no man, but the spirit tohidz is of God." This cer
tainly makes good sense of it, and is not only entirely reasonable, 
but should of necessity be true, as none but glorified spirits can in 
any considerable degree comprehend spiritual things. 

"And Ananias went his way and entered into the house, and puttir·::; his banda 
on him, said: Brother Saul, the Lord, even Jesus that appeared unio thee in the 
way as thou earnest, hath sent me that thou migbtest receive thy sight, and be 
6lled with the Holy Ghost."-A.:-ts ix. 17. ·' , .. 

It would here appear that the same power that Ananias used to 
restore Paul's sight was also used to confer the Holy Ghost, and as 
we know that the healing power was magnetism, probably increased 
and directed by the spirit of Jesus, and quite misunderstood by 
Ananias and Paul, we can easily understand how they attributed the 
effects to the agency of the Holy Ghost, as Paul afterwards did in 
another instance as just related. The laying on of the hands of a 
strong physical or healing medium works a change in the magnetic 
relations or currents of many persons, which, as before stated, ren
ders them accessible to spiritual influence, and a single application 
of the hands of a powerful medium has instantly developed the 
latent mediumistic powers in persons who have never suspected their 
~xistence, and they have thus at once come under spirit control. 
This result not being understood by the apostles and their followers, 
it was attributed to the special and direct action of the "Holy 
Ghost, or Holy Spirit." 

,. Then laid they their hands on them, and they receh·ed the Holy Ghost." 
-A.:-Is viii. 17. 

Hon. John Hay, of Texas, is a medium possessing extraordinary 
power in developing the mediumistic qualities of others. He effects 
this chiefly by laying on of hands, and had he lived in the times of 
the apostles he would have been distinguished as having the power 
to confer the Holy Ghost. In imparting of his own magnetic power 
to others he renders them suitable instruments for spirits to act 
upon. 

The pomise of Jesus, as stated in the 8th verse of Jst chapter of 
Acts, was: 

"But ye shall receive power after that the Holy Ghost is come upon you." 

The Holy Ghost, in fulfilment of this promise, came upon the 
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apostles on the day of Pentecost, as narrated in the zd chapter of 
Acts, verses I to 4, when, 
"they were ~I with one accord in one place ; " 

otherwise were harmonious. 
"And there came a sound from heaven a.~ of a rushing mighty wind ; " 

the air being agitated, as it often is in circles for spirit manifest:~. 
tion at present. And, 
"cloven tongues like as of fire sat upon each of them." 

This is a description of spirit lights. 
"And they were all jilltd with th~ Holy Gnost, and began to speak with other 

tongue~, as th1 spirit gave them utterance." 

There was little or nothing here c.lifferent from the conditions, cir
cumstances, and phenomena of many modern spiritual circles, and 
to any person accustomed to these it must be evident that the spirit
ual influence so often· manifested in them was here attributed to the 
descent of the Holy Ghost, as at another time similar manifesta
tions of spirit power would be characterized as emanating directly 
from the "l::loly Spirit," or the "Spirit of God." 

That. these phrases were convertible, is further evident from r 
Cor. iii. 16 : 

" Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, and that the spirit of God 
dwellet h in you," 

compared with I Cor. vi. 19, which reads as follows: 
" Know ye not that your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost, which is in 

you." 

The phrases " Spirit of God," " Holy Ghost," " Holy Spirit," 
"Spirit of the Lord," were indiscriminately used to represent the 
higher spiritual influences and the agency of spirits. 

Jesus, as related by Matthew in chap. x. zo, says to his disciples: 
" For it is not ye that speak, but the Spirit of your Fatlur which speaketh 

in you." 
While Mark represents Jesus as saying on this occasion: 
"For it is not ye that speak, but the .lloly Ghost." 

Here the Spirit of God and the Holy Ghost are identical. 
"There came down from Judea a certain prophet (medium) named Agabus, and 

when he was come unto us he took l'aul's girdle and bound his own hands and 
feet, and said: Thus sailn th~ Ho(v Ghost, so shall the Jews at Jerusalem bind 
!he man that owneth this girdle."-Acts xxi. 10, 11. 

Daily in our midst warnings of impending danger are given by 
spmts. What the prophet here ascribes to the Holy Ghost, we 
should ascribe to some friendly spirit, who had seen into the future 
to the extent here indicated, and it must be evident ~o every reflect
ing mind that the prophet could not possibly have known whether the 
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impression was made by the Holy Ghost or by a human disembodied 
spmt. That it was a spirit, is quite certain, because spirits have 
done such things in innumeraiJle instances, and are now doing them 
d:tily, and that it was not the Holy Ghost, according to the churchal 
definition, is also nearly certain, for the reason that we have never 
had any knowledge that such an incomprehensible agency exists, 
and we cannot conceive how it can exist, while we do know that 
there are spirits, and that every man is influenced and impressed by 
them. It is, therefore, more reasonable to assume, that a spirit 
impressed the prophet, whom the latter mistook for the unexplain
able, incomprehensible, and apparently unnecessary being or myth 
known as the Holy Ghost. 

Of a similar tenor was the warning or rather prohibition, against 
Paul and Timothy going to Asia, as narrated in the 6th verse, 16th 
chapter of Acts : 

"And were forbidden of tlu /Iuly C/zost to preach the word in Asia." 

Neither here nor elsewhere is there any information given by which 
w~ can know in what ma"nncr they discriminated between an impres
sion or direction derived from the Holy Ghost, and one from a spirit 
or angel, nor is there the least reason for believing that any means 
of discriminating was known. All the evidence as to the nature 
of these impressions is opposed to the received opinion. These 
remarks also apply to the following passage : 

"As tlz')l minist.tnd to tlz~ lord, and fast((/, liz~ Holy Clzosl said, Separate 
me Barnabas and Saul for the work whereunto l have called them. "-Atts xiii. 2. 

Having their attention engaged with spiritual things, and l1a<•ing 
fasld, they were in the best possible condition for the exercise of 
their spiritual faculties, for being impressed by spirits, and for hearing 
spirit voices, if at all clairaudient, and there is no indication here that 
they had any reason for attributing the impression or direction to any 
but the ordinary spiritual agencies, which so far as modern, and well
established ancient experience and testimony apply, constitute the 
only sources of these manifestations. 

"For it seemed good to tile Holy Clzosf, and to til, to lay upon you no greater 
burden than these necessary things."-Arts xv. 28. 

The same question arises here : By what authority did the apos
tles determine that it was the will of the Holy Ghost? And in the 
following passage we again have an instance of two of these terms 
being used to designate the one agency. 

"Now when they had gone throughout Phrygia, and the region of Galatia, and 
1111W~for6idtkn of tile Holy Clwll to preach the word in Asia; after they were 
::ome to Mysia, they assayed to go into Bithynia: 6uttlz~ spirit mff~rd tlz~m11ol. ' 
-Acts xvi. 6, 7• . 
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And also here : 
"And Jesus bdng full of tlu HcJ/; Glwst, returned from Jordan, and was l~tl 

~the spirit into the wildcrness."-Lu.k~ iv. r. 
Here the Holy Glwsl and lht spirit were clearly the same, for 

being full of the Holy Ghost he must have been absolutely under it!' 
control, and been guided by it into the wilderness. 

It is strange that with all the revelations made to the prophets, as 
recorded in the Old Testament, not the least intimation was ever 
given of the existence of the third person in the Trinity in any divine 
or spiritual command or communication. Wben they became sub
ject to spiritual influence, it was always attributed to "God," "The 
Lord," "The spirit of the Lord," "The Holy Spirit," etc., never to 
the Holy Ghost, nor did the recipients for a moment suspect the 
source from whence it was derived to be otherwise than God Him
self, or perhaps some angel or spirit directly commissioned by Him. 
Were they right? If so, then the Holy Ghost, which has been made 
so pronunent an object in the modern Christian system of theology, 
had not been revealed, and it is presumed must have remained indif
ferent to, or inactive in, the affairs of men durin~ all the previous 
ages of man's existence. 

On the other hand, if it be contended that the Holy Ghost rlid 
really descend upon them, and that they mistook the nature of the 
influence, it must be acknowledged that the apostles may have been 
equally mistaken in their conceptions of the character of the in
fluence that came upon them, and that which they conceived to be 
the influence of the third person in the Trinity really may have been 
from God the Father direct, or mediately through some angel or 
spirit. If the prophets, who ascribed nearly all spiritual influence 
directly to God, were mistaken, why should we believe that those 
who ascribed so much to the Holy Ghost were less mistaken; the 
evidence in either case being to them wholly lacking. 

When Moses laid his hands upon Joshua, the latter, instead of re
ceiving the Holy Ghost, became full of the spirit of wisdom. 

"And Joshua, the son of Nun, was full of the spirit of wisdom, for Moses had 
laid his hands upon him."-Dmt. xxxiv. 9· 

It is nowhere claimed in the Pentateuch that Moses hacl power to 
confer the Holy Ghost. It is true that the New Testament writers, 
in referring to the influence which came upon the Jewish prophets, 
50IIletimes attributed it to the Holy Ghost, as in the following : 

"This scripture must needs have been fulfilled, which the Holy Glwst by the 
mouth of David spake c<.ncernirg Judas."-Acts i. r6. 
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Also here: 
"Well spake the Holy Ghost, by Es;Uu the prophet, unto our fatben."-A.-t.r 

xuiii. 2 5. 
And again: 
"For the prophecy came not in old time by the will of man. but holy men of 

liod spake as they were moved 6y tlu Holy Gllost."-a p,ltr i. 21. 

With their conceptions of the source of this influence, it is to be 
expected that the New Testament writers would have assigned it to 
the Holy Ghost; but in doing so they are at variance with the proph
ets themselves, who assign it to God himself, and thus the question 
resolves itself into a difference of opinion between the Jewish and 
Christian writers, anrl when the latter so constantly vary in their 
statements as to the source of the power which was manifested in 
their own times, their difference of opinion with the Old Testament 
writers has slight claims to consideration. 

"In all their aflliction he was afllicted, and tlu angd of His presmu saved them 
in his love, and in his pity he redeemed them, and he bare them, and carried them 
all the days of old. But they rebelled and vexed !tis lloly spirit, therefore be was 
tamed to be their enemy." -lsaiall!xiii. g, 10. 

That Isaiah here uses the phrase "holy spirit" in the sense of its 
being a good angel, or spirit, is so evident that it requires no argu
ment of mine to render it clearer. 

The early Methodists committed the same error, in attributing the 
spiritual influen~es, that so frequently were manifested with them, 
to this same source, and although it was considered by the estab
lished Church highly orthodox and necessary to endorse the agency 
of the Holy Ghost among the primitive Christians, it was, on the 
other hand, thought to be blasphemous for the Methodists to claim 
its presence and influence with them ; and the Bishop of Bristol 
" charged the Methodists with a ' horrid thing, a very horrid thing,' 
namely, ' pretending to extraordinary revelations and gifts of the 
Holy Ghost.'" See Tyerman's Life of Wesley, vol. i. p. 246. 

Swedenborg's opinions upon the subject of the Trinity were of a 
very positive character, and entirely opposed to the doctrine of a 
Trinity of persons. A resume of his views upon the subject, as pre
sented by William White, in his Life of Emanuel Swedenborg, is here 
given. This writer, on page 238, speaking for Swedenborg, says : 

"The Holy Spirit, being the efflux of Jehovah through the glorified 
humanity, did not exist until after the incarnation. Hence it is no
where said in the Old Testament that the prophets spoke from the 
Holy Ghost, but from Jehovah God. We have a beautiful and 

9 
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irresistible confirmation of this truth in these words: 'For the Holy 
Spirit was not yet, because that Jesus was not yet glorified' (JohQ 
vii. 39)-

" In this chapter he also speaks of the Trinity. There is a Divine 
Trinity, consisting of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, and these three 
are the three essentials of One God, which make a one like soul, 
body, and operation, in man. To conceive of a Trinity of Divine 
ptrsons from eternity, is to think of three Gods, and no amount of 
word-playing and creed-making can prevent the mind from fall
ing into Tritheism, as long as a Trinity of ptrsons, and not of essen
tials, is spoken and thought of. A Trinity of persons was unknown 
in the Apostolic Church. The doctrine was first broached by the 
Council of Nice, and thence received into the Roman Catholic 
Church, and thus propagated among the Reformed Churches. The 
Nicene and Athanasian doctrines concerning a Trinity have together 
given rise to a faith which has entirely perverted the Christian 
Church, and hence has come that 'abomination of desolation, 
and that affliction, such as was not in all the world, neither shall 
be,' which the Lon! has foretold in Daniel, the Evangelists, and 
the Revelation. For when the Church ceases to know its God, the 
central point of all faith and doctrine, all subsidiary points must 
necessarily become involved in darkness. And thus it is that the 
Athanasian Creed has given rise to so many absurd notions about 
God, and hence also to an innumerable brood of heresies and phan
tasies on every point of doctrine and life." 

" And when he bad said this, be br~atlmJ on tllnn, and said unto them : Re
ceive ye the Holy Ghost."-John xx. 22. 

Jesus, then a materialized spirit, imparted the Holy Ghost to his 
disciples by breathing on them. The Cevenal prophets, in France, 
so celebrated for spiritual visitations, imparted it in like manner. 
" The gift of prophecy was transmitted by breathing into the mouth 
of the neophytes. ' Receive the Holy Spirit,' said the prophets who 
performed the ceremony, and immediately the newly elected began 
to sptak by tlu spirit, and were in their turn endowed with the power 
of breathing upon other aspirants." 

" Let us now turn to the description of the phenomena which ac
companied the exercise of the prophetic gift. It is gathered from the 
very fountain head. 

" Elie Marion expresses himself as follows : ' When the Spirit of 
God takes possession of me, I feel a great warmth in my heart and 
its vicinity, which is sometimes preceded by a shuddering of the 
whole body. At other times it seizes me all of a sudden, without my 
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experiencing any presentiment of it. When I find myself seized 
my eyes immediately close, and this spirit causes an agitation of my 
body, making me sigh heavily, and give vent to broken sobs, as 
though I had difficulty in breathing. I quite often experience very 
.severe shocks, which are unaccompanied by any sensations of pain, 
nor do they deprive me of the power to think. I remain in this con
dition for a quarter of an hour, either more or less, before I utter a 
single word. Indeed I feel that this spirit performs in my mouth the 
words he wishes to make me pronounce, and which are almost al· 
ways accompanied by some extraordinary agitation, or motion, or at 
least by great fear. There are times when the first word that I am 
to pronounce is already formed in my mind; but, as a general rule, I 
am ignorant of what is to be the termination of thP.' word the spirit 
makes me commence. It sometimes happens that I think I am 
about to pronounce a word, or a sentence, when my voice utters 
only an inarticulate sound. During the whole time of these visions 
I always feel my spirit tend towards my God. . . . It is to God 
that I entirely abandon myself in my ecstasies, in the government of 
my tongue, my mind being then occupied in thinking of God, and in 
listening to the words uttered by my mouth. . . . While I speak 
my mind is attentive to the words of my mouth, as though they were 
a discourse pronounced by another, and they always leave an im· 
pression more or less vivid on my memory." 

The above is from Avertissemmls prop!tttiques d' Elie Marion, ~ 
as quoted by De Gasparin. 

Any person who has witnessed the different forms of spirit COlt 

trol will at once recognize this as a strictly correct description of 
the effects produced by a successful attempt on the part of a spirit 
to impress the mind and control the organs of speech of a medium, 
while the latter is in a conscious state. 

That sensible, and even important results sometimes follow the 
process of directing the breath upon diseased or affected parts, is 
well known to most magnetizers, and Deleuze especially dwells 
upon its efficacy. On page 29 of his Practical Instruditms he 
remarks: 

" Place a piece of linen several times folded, or a fragment of 
9-·oollen or cotton cloth, upon the suffering part, apply the mouth 
above it and breathe through it; it excites a lively sensation of heat,. 
and the breath, which is charged with the magnetic fluid, introduces 
it into the system. It is also observed that the heat is not merely 
at the surface, as that of hot iron would be, but it peneb'ates into 
the interior.'' 
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And on page 166 of same work he again says: 
"At the close of a very laborious accouchement the newly bom 

child exhibits scarce any signs of life, because it has not strength to 
move the inspiratory muscles, which are necessary to establish the 
respiration. He would then perish for want of air if people did not 
succeed in exciting this movement by various means, such as fric
tions and the introduction of air into the lungs. M. Thiriat, Pro
fessor of Obstetrics, has ascertained by experience that magnetism 
produces the desired effect very speedily. He has employed it by 
6/QWi~tg tlfot~ the chest through a linen cloth. He supposes, with 
some reason, that the same means would be very efficacious in re
calling persons to life in cases of asphyxia." Dr. Kerner says of 
Mrs. Hauffe, that " on one occasion, when she was suffering from 
severe spasms, the maid-servant relieved her by breathing for an 
hour on the pit of the stomach." 

Baron Reichenbach, in his Odic Magnetic Letters, says of Od, of 
which he was the first to demonstrate the existence in all substances : 
'"In like manner there is a constant streaming out of od from your 
fingers, from your toes, from all parts of your body, and this is a 
discharging of od upon the air. One of the strongest discharges of 
this kind is constantly going on through the breath of all living 
creatures. It is known that there is a lively chemical action in the 
lungs, and od, according to its rule, is developed, discharges itself 
upon the ait in the living chambers, and is there exhaled. Mrs. 
Cecilia Bauer, the strong, healthy, and yet highly sensitive wife of 
an innkeeper in Vienna, told me with some anxiety that when she 
awoke in the perfectly dark night she always saw her husband and 
child lying at her side both luminous, and from their mouths 
ascended at every exhalation a cloud of luminous vapor. That was 
the od-laden breath which nearly all sensitives see in the dark issu
ing from their mouths like tobacco smoke." 

" Ye .stiff.necked and uncircumcised in heart and ears, ye do always resist the 
Holy Ghost. As your fathers did, so do ye."-Acts vii. 51. 

The Holy Ghost here spoken of I conceive to be that divine 
influence which freely flows into the hearts of all who live true and 
noble lives. "They of the synagogue," to whom these words were 
addressed by Stephen, were the formal observers of the letter of the 
law-like many to-day-always resisting new revelations and the 
spiritual ideas which give them force and vitality. An American 
statesman declared that there was a higher law ; for which dec-
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laration he was maligned and misrepresented ; and yet a greater 01 

more exact truth was never enunciated. Man also possesses a 
higher nature, governed by this higher law; but unfortunately he 
is not always under its direct influence. Its voice is often hushed, 
and its promptings disregarded, through the gross and opposing 
elements which overshadow and encrust it, and only the voice of 
the Infinite can reach and penetrate this divinity which resides in 
every souL The divine spirit is ever knocking at the door, ever 
seeking a union with this divine element in man; and Jesus point! 
out the way to remove the barrier when he says : 

" If a man love me, he will keep my words, and my Father will love him, and 
We (tlu Hqly Gluut tu a jH1wnalil)' u krt arain irnwtd) will come unto him. 
and make om abode with him.'' 



CHAPTER X. 

HERESIES AND CONTENTIONS. 

"For there are many unruly and vain talkers, and deceivers, especially they or 
the circumcision, whose mouths must be stopped, who subvert whole houses. 
teaching things which they ought not, for filthy lucre's sake. One of themselves. 
even a prophet of their own, said: The Cretans are always liars, evil beasts, slow 
bellies. Tllis wilntrs is true. • • • They profess that they know God, but in 
works they deny him, being abominable and disobedient, and unto every good 
work reprobate."-Titus i. 1o-16. 

By some it has been charged that the adherents of Modem 
Spiritualism disagree among themselves upon many important 

points of belief, and not only this, but that some of them maintain 
doctrines which are opposed to generally accepted views of morality. 

That there is much diversity of opinion amongst Spiritualists is not 
surprising, when it is considered that the fullest latitude is freely ac
corded to all, no man claiming, and none acknowledged to be author
ity for prescribing and dictating the belief of others. Spiritualism is 
destitute of leadership, and equally so of organization. It has neither 
pope, bishop, nor priest, no ostensible head, nor has authority been 
delegated to one or more to represent and bind believers in the faith. 
In· these respects it stands to-day an anomaly in the religious history 
of the w.:>rld, and I fully believe that this is ordained of heaven, and 
not the result of chance, and that our beautiful faith is sustained by 
God and the spirit-world, and will never be degraded to the level of 
a sect, and cumbered with forms and ceremonies, nor deforn1ed with 
the swaddling-clothes of creed and dogma. 

Sects, as such, have answered and are now answering their pur
pose in the world, and in one respect at least a highly useful one, in 
energizing the different religious views of mankind, and from the 
abrasion of ideas ensuing great truths have been, and are now being 
brought to light, which otherwise would have remained unrecognized, 
or unknown, or been interdicted ; but the revelations of Spiritualism 
are so broad and comprehensive in character that they n1ust oC 
necessity overleap the narrow boundaries imposed by the sectarian 
spirit. It is for these reasons that, though often attempted, no organ
ization of generally recognized authority has ever been established, 
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the mission of Spiritualism being on the one hand to permeate the 
churches with its truths, and on the other to emasculate materialism 
by depriving it of evert vestige of excuse for its existence. 

Spiritualism, as misrepresented in the lives, sentiments, and Ian 
guage of some people, is as humilated as Christianity is by others, 
and, like the latter, it is capable of being used as a cloak for excesses 
which are abhorrent to just and virtuous minds, and also like Christi
anity it has its Judases to betray it, its Peters to deny it, and from 
outside its Sauls ·to persecute it. There is nothing so exalted or so 
pure that it is secure against simulation and misrepresentation. Vice 
affects virtue ; ambition and pride ape humility ; the rogue affects hon
esty ; demagogues claim to be patriots ; politicians to be statesmen ; 
there are usurpers as well as legitimate kings; the mock sun strives 
to share the glories of the true ; Christ had his antichrists, and even 
God himself is counterfeited by a host of false gods. 

When we consider that it costs less to cover our sins with the 
cloak of religion than with the mantle of charity, we cease to won
der at the free use which has been made of this means of conceal
ment, both in the churches and by some Spiritualists. The desire 
of gain prompts some to assume the garb of the devotee, and when 
they perceive no other avenue open to them, these rush into Spirit
ualism. There were many like these in the time of Jesus, and he 
understood them well, and to these he addressed the words : 

.. Verily, verily, I say unto you, ye seek me not because ye saw the miracles, 
but because ye did eat of the loaves and were filled." 

These are the hangers-on of Spiritualism, those who prey upon it, 
and are one of the objectionable elements that must sometimes be 
encountered. 

For men to avail themselves of the benefits flowing from the knowl
edge of spiritual truths, they must educate themselves in spiritual 
knowledge, or they must be edu~ated by others. The first class of 
minds-those who can educate and improve themselves without 
direct teaching-are in the minority ; and hence it follows that the 
majority, in order to gain any considerable advantage from their be
lief, must be taught and directed by those who are competent to 
teach them. 

At present, as it always has been in the past, the majority of pro
fessed believers in all faiths, from lack of original mental capacity, or 
from deficient or defective education, are unable to comprehend the 
essential principles of the faith they profess. This applies to Spirit
ualists, as well as to believers in other systems ; and hence we ob. 
serve all grades of mental and moral character a:mong Spiritualists. 
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Spiritualism is no more responsible for the vagaries of the fanatic, 
who on the housetop proclaims his absurd conceptions of Spiritual. 
ism, than the Church is for the old-fashioned camp-meeting antics of 
this fanatic's grandfather, from whom perhaps he has inherited his 
disordered mind. This man, and thousands like him, have invaded 
the field of modern Spiritualism with the influx of pioneers, and are 
displaying all the unrestrained impulses of their enthusiastic natures ; 
but they are steadily subsiding under the psychologizing influence of 
stronger and better balanced minds. Minds iike · theirs constitute 
the fermenting principle in all new systems of religion, and in many 
reformatory movements in their early stages, and serve a wise and 
useful purpose ; but after a system becomes. established, their weak 
mentality invariably becomes absorbed in the mass, and they lose 
their noisy pre-eminence. 

"The attempts," says Epes Sargent, "to make Spiritualism re
sponsible for the heresies and vagaries of certain persons calling them
selves Spiritualists, are manifestly unjust. Accusations are often 
brought that Spiritualism teaches free-love, pantheism, socialism, etc. 
As well say that the Newtonian philosophy teaches these things. 
Spiritualism is no more responsible for nominal Spiritualists than 
Christianity is for nominal Christians, among which last may be 
counted Free-love Anabaptists, Mormons, and the brigands of 
Italy." 

Hudson Tuttle, the inspired author of some of the ablest works on 
Spiritualism, in reference to this subject, very truly says : 

"Too often the ignorant accept the vague utterance received 
froln a moving table, answering they know not by what force, or of a 
medium, as infallible authority, and thenceforth their lives are tinged 
by its influence. They gain the self-conceit of being specially or
dained for missions ; they ventilate their insanities from the rostrum ; 
they crowd the press with their drivelling vagaries, they put their 
conceits into their lives, ~nd become insufferable nuisances. 

" Hence flows the flood of 'communications' from the 'great 
departed ' which would disgrace a country school-boy as composi
tions. Their bad grammar and rude style might be referred to im
perfect 'control,' but they have a singular want. of common sense 
and ideas, and the sceptic pertine.ntly inquires if Washington, Web
ster, Clay, and Parker have become drivelling idiots. If any cause 
be capable of bringing these worthy individuals to earth, one would 
think the ' communications' to which their names have been affixed 
were sufficient. It is not to be supposed for a moment that those 
worthies dictated such messages. Possibly they may communicate; 
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but, if they do they assuredly will stamp their individuality on their 
sentences, and not content themselves with the stereotyped trance 
rigmarole, with here and there an old platitude glittering in compari
son with the surrounding verbiage." 

Such minds are not in harmony with wisdom, and can no more 
appreciate true words and sentiments than an ear out of key with 
the melody of one of Beethoven's sonatas can appreciate its beauty. 
They are often so ignorant, conceited, and deluded, that they cannot 
understand that any attention their inane productions attract, only 
serves to show their folly in a stronger light. It was to such that 
Paul said: 

" I have fed you with milk, and not with meat, for hitherto ye were not able 
to bear it, neither yet now are ye able."-I Cqr. iii. 2. 

"But strong meat belongeth to them that are of full age, even those who by 
reason of use have their senses exercised to discern both good and evil."-Heb. v. 
14-

There are in most cities, and in some towns and villages in this 
country and Great Britain, halls hired and paid for by a few believers, 
where all who desire to do so can attend, no questions being asked as 
to the faith of any, so that any person can profess to be a Spiritualist, 
and no man, or association of men, is authorized to question such 
profession. Is it .then in any way surprising that some who are fa 
natical, ignorant, and even depraved, should claim to be Spiritual
ists ? But as no authority admitted such persons, and as the great 
majority of Spiritualists condemn their sentiments and conduct, 
Spiritualism should not in any way be held responsible for them, 
nor for the mischief they effect. To condemn Spiritualism and its 
teachings, because a few like these, through their ignorance and 
grossness, attract evil influences, and misrepresent it, is as irrational 
as to condemn preaching because some preachers degrade it, and 
some hearers pervert it. 

Because a person witnesses some experiments in chemistry, or hears 
or reads a lecture upon that branch of science, we do not regard him 
as a chemist, nor hold chemistry responsible for anything he may say 
or do in its name. We claim for Spiritualism similar immunity from 
responsibility for the sayings and doings of those half-witted, 
deluded, or knavish persons who thrust their crude and visionary 
ideas upon the notice of the public, regardless of knowledge and 
discretion, and sometimes even of decency. It should be understood 
that simple belief in Spiritualism makes a man ~neither better nor 
worse, something .more is required to either improve or vitiate him. 

Then again many professed Spiritualists, having been educated in 
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the churches to denounce all who differ from them in belief, have, in 
embracing Spiritualism, left their Church dogmas behind. but not 
the illiberal habits of thought originating in their education, and they 
are now turning against the old fortress the instruments of warfare 

. with which they were originally armed for its defence. They are, 
unconsciously to themselves, living up to the illiberal teachings 
instilled into their minds by sectarianism, and in their methods of 
viewing and treating the faith they have abandoned are to be seen 
the legitimate fruits of the uncharitable spirit inculcated in their youth. 
They mistake the spirit of our faith, as they formerly did that of the 
Christianity they professed. They believe Spiritualism to be revolu
tionary, while it is only reformatory •• 

·All good in this life is associated with evil, and if it be a necessity 
inherent in its nature that Spiritualism shall be free and unrestricted 
in the field of its operation, with no walls of exclusion, no conditions 
of acceptance, it is to be expected that many 

"vain talkers and deceivers, ••. who subvert whole houses, teaching things which 
they ought not, for filthy lucre's sake, .. . • who profess that they know God, bat 
in works deny him, being abominable and disobedient, and unto every good work 
reprobate," 

should creep in, and become stumbling-blocks to many right-minded 
men. Thus it was in the times of the apostles, and thus it always 
has been, even when rigid rule and precept ostensibly determined 
what should constitute the qualifications of members of the fold. 

The temple of Spiritualism is capacious enough to shelter all who 
enter its portals, and all the different planes of humanity are repre
sented by its votaries, so that those whose highly developed moral 
and spiritual natures demand association with others of like develop
ment can always find congenial souls with whom to associate, and 
those who are sufficiently advanced in love and wisdom to find their 
highest enjoyment in efforts to elevate those less fortunate than them
selves, will here find a vast and spiritually profitable field for the 
exercise of their highest faculties and powers. 

We claim for Spiritualists no greater average merit than we accord 
to ordinary Christians ; but we claim superiority in this, that while the 
restrictions of church organizations suppress but do not eradicate 
evil, the unrestricted freedom of Spiritualism permits the evil which 
it cannot suppress to work to the surface, and to properly appear in 
all its deformity, thus exciting a repugnance to it in honest but uncul. · 
tivated minds, and arraying against it all that is virtuous and correct 
in others. 

The state of affairs in the primitive Church revealed to us in the 
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passages at the head of this chapter, does not impress us that the 
mere projessio11 of Christianity, even by those who enjoyed the privi
lege of partaking of the truth so near its source, necessarily endowed 
the professors with all the cardinal virtues. Paul found among the 
professed Christians of Crete unruly members, vain talkers, those · 
who deceived, subverters of family peace, teachers of wrong doctrines 
for sake of gain, and one of their own prophets declared them habit
ual liars, and Paul emphatically endorses the accusation. Their lives 
were false professions, they were disobedient, and unto every good 
work reprobate. So much for some of the Cretan Christians. 
Pr~ous to this time, 

•• certain men which came down from Judea taught the brethren, and said, 
Except ye be circumcised after the manner of Moses ye cannot be saved. When 
therefore Paal and Barnabas Md 1111 nm:U/ dissension and disputation wiJ/t. 
1/um."-Aels XY. 1, 2. 

From Acts xv. 39, 40, we find that after Paul and Barnabas had· 
agreed to visit the brethren in every city where they had preached the 
word, Barnabas desired to take with them "John, whose surname was 
Mark," but Paul objected to this, 
•• and the contention was &O sharp between them that IM)l d.tparted asunder, 
oue from the other." 

Notwithstanding that · Paul's combativeness was fully developed, 
and occasionally exercised, he was not at all blind to the injurious 
effects resulting from its free exercise in others. Thus he argues 
this question with the Corinthians: 

"For ye are yet carnal ; for whereas there is among you envying, and strife, 
and d;vis;11n.s; are ye not carnal, and walk as men?" -1 Cor. iii. 3· 

· And they even appealed to the law to settle their disputes, as 
modem Christians do at the present time : 

"But brother goeth to law with brother, and that before the unbelievers."-• 
Ctw. vi. 6. 

Paul, in 2 Timothy i. 15, without stating the cause, complains 
that: 

"This thou lmowest, that all they which are in Asia be turned away from me." 

And in the 4th chapter, 16th verse, he laments his sad fate in that 
•• at my first answer no mao stood with me, but all men for&OOk me. I pray God 
that it may not be laid to their charge." 

Were Paul to be resurrected and preach to-day, it would not be 
'' all men" who would forsake him, but "all women," for teaching 
anti-woman's .rights doctrines to their primitive Christian sisters. 

The same apostle appears to have suspected that his labors with 
the Galatians were in vain, for he says : 

"But now, after that ye have known God, or rather are known of God, how 
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tum ye again to the weak llnd begprly elements whereunto ye desire again to ~ 
in bondage. .... I am afraid of you, lest I have bestowed upon you labor in 
vain."-Gal. iv. 9, 11. 

In the 2d chapter of Galatians, uth and 13th verses, he gives 
vent to his feelings in relating his version of his dispute with Peter : 

"But when Peter was come to Antioch, I withstood him to the face, because he 
was to be blamed ••••. And the other Jews dissembled likewise with him, inso
much that Barnabas wu also carried away with their dissimulation." 

Here by inference Paul accuses Peter of dissembling, otherwise of 
practising deceit. 

As now among Spiritualists and sectarians, there were many who 
aspired to be teachers, who were "void of understanding." Hear 
Paul upon this subject : 

"From which some having swerved, have turned uide unto vain jugling; desir
ing to be te~Lehers of the law ; underst~Lnding neither what they Slly, nor whereof 
they.affirm."-1 Tim. i. 6, 7• 

And again, others who designedly preached contention and strife, 
as in Phil. i. 15, 16: 

" Some indeed preach Christ, even of envy ILUd strife, and some also of good 
will. The one preach Christ of contention, not sincerely, supposing to add a.fBic
tion to my bonds." 

And similar testimony is borne by John, as to the spirit that gov
erned many Christians : 

"I wrote unto the church: but Diotrephes, who /QVt/n to havt tnt jrt-nni,.t~Kt 
among them, receiveth us not. Wherefore, if I come, I will remember his deeds, 
which he doeth, prating against us with malicious words: and not content there
with, neither doth he himself receive the brethren, and forbiddeth them that would, 
and CILSteth them out of the church." -3 7olzn 9• 10. 

Jude also adds his testimony as to these elements in the Church: 
" For there are certain men crept in unawares, who were before of old ordained 

to this condemnation, ungodly men, turning tnt grau of our God into lasciviotU
"us, anti denying llzt o11/y Lord God, a11d our Lord 7uus Christ. . . • • But 
these speak evil of those things which they know not; but what they know natur
ally, as brute beasts, in those things they corrupt themselves. Wo unto them I for 
they have gone in the way of Cain, and ran greedily after the error of Balaamfw 
rtward. . . . . These are murmurers, complainers, walking after their own lusts, 
and theif mouth spcaktth gnat swtlling words, havi11g mm's persons;,. tui.Ur•· 
lion btcauu of advanlagt. . • • • These be they who separate themselves, sensu&J.. 
having not the spirit."-7udt 4-19. 

And among the Galatian Christians there were traitors, as Paul 
asserts. 

"And that because of false brethren unawares brought in, who came in priYily 
to spy out our hberty which we have in Christ Jesus, that they might bring u.s intc 
bondage."-Ga/. ii. 4-

The sin of drunkenness also was not wholly unknown, at ]east 
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among the Corinthian Christians, as appears from I Cor. xi. 21. 

where Paul says : 
"For in eating, every one taketh before other his own supper, and one is hiiD· 

'-ry, aNi a111111rw u tlrw,hn." 
The sin of fornication must have been of wide extent amongst the 

primitive Christians, judging from the repeated exhortations against it 
by the apostles. Paul in I Cor. v. I, says of·it: 

" It is reported commonly that there is fornication among you, and such fomi· 
cation as u not so ~t~ud as nametl among t.U Gmtiles, that one should have his 
father'~ wife." 

Again, in 2 Cor. xii. 2 I 1 he laments the existence of this evil, and 
declares his apprehensions that they will persist in their practices. 

"And lest, when I come again, my God will humble me among you, and that 1 
lhall bewail many which have sinned already, and have not repented of the liD• 

cleanness, and fornication, and lasciviousness, which they have committed." 
The spirit, through John the Revelator, also denounced this sin, 

together with that of idolatry, as then existing in the church in Per
gamos. 

"To the church in Pergamos the spirit saith : But I have a few things against 
thee, because thou hast there them that hold the doctrine of Balaam, who taught 
Balak to cast a stumbling-block before the children of Israel, to eat things sacri· 
ficed unto idols, and to commit fornication. So hast thou also them that hold the 
doctrine of the Nicolaitans, which thing I hate. "-Rev. ii. 14, 15. 

The doctrine taught Balak by Balaam was the worship of idols, 
and the concomitants of this worship, as here alluded to, were the 
feasting and gross licentiousness that followed it, practices that were 
recognized rites of worship among many Pagan nations, and which 
have continued to prevail in India and some other countries to this 
day. As to the doctrine of the Nicolaitans, which the spirit hated, 
it was held and taught by Nicolas, one of the seven deacons in the 
Church, he and his followers having a community of wives. It was 
equivalent to the disgusting free-love doctrines and practices of the 
present time. 

That thes~: doctrines and practices were not confined to the church 
in Pergamos, is evident from the 2oth verse of same chapter, where 
the church in Thyatira is thus addressed : 

.. Notwithstanding, I have a few things against thee, because thou sufferest that 
woman Jezebel, which calleth herself a prophetess, to teach and to seduce my ser
-,ants to commit fornication, and to eat things sacrificed unto idols." 

In the general epistle of James, chapter ii., he thus reproves the 
brethren for having more respect in their assemblies for the rich and 
well dressed, than for the poor and ill-clad . 

.. For if there come IIDto your assembly a man with a gold ring, in goodly ap
parel, and there come in abo a poor man in vile raiment; and ye have respect to him 
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that weareth the gay clothing, and say UDto him, Sit thou here in a gooi. place ; 
and say to the poor, Stand thou there, or sit here under my footstool; are yc 
not then partial in yourselves, and are become judges of em thoughtL • • • • But 
ye have despised the poor." 

We see in this a sad proof that primitive and modem Christians, 
and Spiritualists, have been moulded from the same clay, and are as 
like as brothers. 

As external authority, sustaining the character with which Paul 
and others of the apostles clothe some of the primitive Christians, the 
remark of Mosheim well applies here : 

" The authors who have treated of the innocence and sanctity o( 

the primitive Christians, have fallen into the error of supposing them 
to have been unspotted models of piety and virtue, and a gross error 
indeed it is, as the strongest testimonies too evidentlyprove."-Eed. 
Hist., vol. i. p. uo. 

Even the personal influence and association of Jesus himself was 
not sufficient to restrain Judas from the accomplishment of his 
treachery, nor Peter from blasphemously denying him ; how then can 
we expect that all the converts made by the teachings of his apostles 
should arise above the gross plane upon which so many of them
probably the great majority of them-had always existed. A change 
of profession has no necessary connection with a change of heart. 
We read this lesson in the past, it is equally to be read in the pres. 
ent, and as a truth we have reason to believe that it will have exist
ence continuous with the earthly existence of man. 

Modem Spiritualism resembles early Methodism in active spiritual 
influence being recognized in each, as well as in the fact that both, 
in the early periods of their existence, drew their support chiefly 
from the substantial, but uneducated classes of society, so that many 
of the extravagances which drew upon the Methodists the ridicule 
and censure of their enemies, have been repeated by the same class 
of persons among Spiritualists, and as it was with the former, so 
it has been with the latter, the prudent and thoughtful among them 
have found themselves unable to restrain the exaggerated views and 
actions of the imprudent and thoughtless. Wesley personally came 
into contact with many of this class. Southey, in his Life t1j Wesley, 
vol. ii. p. 184. tells us: "But Wesley's course of life brought him 
into contact with persons under every disease of mind, and in all the 
intermediate stages between madness and roguery. Crazy people 
indeed found their way to him as commonly as they used to do tu 
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court, though with less mischievous intention. They generally went 
in a spirit of pure kindness, to enlighten him, and correct his errors." 

Charges, generally unfounded, and similar to those in some 
quarters now made against Spiritualists, were then made against 
Methodists. Wesley, in replying to a letter of the Rev. Mr. G--, 
says: "You therein say, I know numbers who call themselves 
Methodists and assert their assurance of salvation, at the very time 
they wallow in sins of the deepest die." Wesley replies : " Permit 
me, sir, to speak freely. I do not doubt the fact ; but those who are 
connected with m~ do not call themselves Methodists."-Tytrman's 
Lif~ of Wesiq, vol. ii. p. 400. Wesley thus thrusts aside the impu. 
tation, leaving it to rest upon the followers pro~abl.f of Whitefield 
and others laboring in the same field. 

Wesley, in same volume, p. 362, is reported as saying of the Bristol 
Society: "As many of them increase in worldly goods the great 
danger I apprehend now is their relapsing into the spirit of the world, 
and then their religion is but a dream." 

They were not exempt from the infirmities of human nature any 
more than Spiritualists now are, and these infirmities often triumphed 
over their faith and carried them back to carnal things. At Launce
ton he (Wesley) found "the small remains of a dead scattered 
society, and at Camelford he found another such society, but their 
deadness was owing to bitterness against each other." At St. Agnes 
he was " surprised and grieved to find that out of ninety-eight mem
bers all but three or four had forsaken the Lord's table." At St. 
Just, at one of his meetings, an "abundance of backsliders were 
present, ten of whom he rejoined to the society." "He found the 
society at Plymouth reduced from seventy members to thirty-four, 
and even these were as' dead as stones."'-Same, p. 361. And on 
pages 141 and 142 of same work, it is said : " It does not appear 
that any of his preachers withdrew from him on this account ; the 
question was not one upon which at that time a discontented man 
could hope to divide the society, and if they did not assent to Mr. 
Wesley's arguments they acquiesced in his will. Secessions, however, 
and expulsions from other causes not unfrequently took place, and 
once he found it necessary to institute an examination of his preachers 
because of certain scandals which had arisen. The person with 
whom the offence began was one James Wheatley. At first he made 
himself remarkable by introducing a luscious manner of preaching, 
which as it was new among the Methodists, and at once stimulant 
and flattering, soon became popular, and obtained imitators. They 
who adopted it assumed to themselves the appellation of Gospel 
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preachers, and called their brethren, in contempt, legalists, legal 
wretches, and doctors in divinity. Wheatley was a quack 
in physic as well as in divinity, and he was soon detected in fouler 
practices. Complaint being at length made of his infamous licentious
ness the two brothers inquired into it, and obtained complete proof 
of his guilt. . • • They were not aware at the time of the ex· 
tent of this hypocrite's criminality, but enough was soon discovered 
to make it necessary for them to disclaim him by public advertise
ment. The matter became so notorious at Norwich, that the affi 
davits of the women whom he had endeavored to corrupt were 
printed and hawked .about the streets. The people were ready io 
tear him to pieces, as he deserved, and the cry against the Methodists 
was such in consequence, that Charles Wesley said Satan or his 
apostles could not have done more to shut the door against the 
Gospel in that place forever. • • . On another occasion he rc
remarks, that Cudworth, Reily, and their associates abhorred him as 
much as they did the pope, and ten times more than they did the 
devil." 

Here was the revival in the ranks of the Methodists of the free
Jove doctrines and practices of some of those who professed and 
disgraced Christianity in its early history, and it seems to have been 
the common fate of three of the most important spiritual movements 
in the history of the world, namely : those of primitive Christianity, 
Methodism, and modern Spiritualism, to be soiled with an outcrop
ping of these free-love practices ; but the heavenly hosts, who under 
God have guided and are guiding these movements, triumphed in 
primitive Christianity and Methodism, and will equally triumph in 
Spiritualism; for while the vile and sensual of earth can only receive 
the support of low and depraved spirits, truth and purity are pro
tected and fostered by the angelic world, the glorious b~ings of which 
are linked in one continuous chain extending from man to Deity. 

"There were times when Wesley perceived and acknowledged 
how little real reformation had been effected in the great body of 
his followers. 'Might I not have expec~ed,' said he, 'a general in
crease of faith, and love of righteousness, and true holiness, yea, and 
of the fruits of the Spirit, love, joy, peace, long-suffering, meekness, 
gentleness, fidelity, goodness, temperance ? Truly when I saw what 
God had done among this people between forty and fifty years ago, 
when I saw them warm in their first love, magnifying the Lord, andre
joicing in God their Saviour, I could expect nothing less than that 
all these would have lived like angels here below, that they would have 
walked as continually seeing Him that is invisible, having constant 
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communion with the Father and the Son, living in eternity, and walk
ing in eternity. I looked to see 'a chosen people,' in the whole 
tenor of their conversation, 'showing forth His praise who harl called 
them into his marvellous light.' But instead of this it brought forth 
error in ten-thousand shapes. It brought for/It tnlltusiasm, imagin
ary inspiralwn, auribing to lite all-wise God all the u•ild, absurd, 
self·inconsislent dreams of 11 healed imagination. It brought forth 
pride. It brought forth prejudice, evil surmising, censoriousness, 
judging and condemning one another, all totally subversive of that 
brotherly love which is the very badge of the Christian profession, 
without which whosoever liveth is counted dead before God. It 
brought forth anger, hatred, malice, revenge, and every evil word and 
work, all direful fruits, not of the Holy Spirit, but of the bottomless 
pit.' . . . And he repeated from the pulpit a remark which had been 
made upon the Methodists by one whom he calls a holy man, that 
'never was there before a people in the Christian Church who had 
so much of the power of God among them, with so little self-denial.' •· 
&utltey's Wesley, vol. ii. p. 237. 

This is a severe, and no doubt truthful arraignment of some of his 
followers by Wesley, and when we occasionally find an immoral 
person professing to be a Spiritualist, we can exonerate Spiritualism 
from responsibility for his acts, by reference to like fallibility of some 
among primitive and modern Christians. The fault is not in the 
system, it attaches alone to the individual, and so every honest, liberal 
mind must regard it. To think otherwise would be like smiting the 
pure waters of the fountain, because some who drink from it are. 
morally unclean. 

Other extracts from the published lives of Wesley, and from his 
Journal, could here be introduced, showing that all the sins charged 
against some Spiritualists some of his professed adherents were guilty 
of; how the same James Wheatley, before mentioned, after a ministry 
of nine years was expelled the Methodist connection for numerous 
acts of indecent behavior, "little imprudences," as Wheatley termed 
them ; of the deep-seated jealousy of Wesley, and bitterness of feeling 
against him by Berridge, a conspicuous minister in the society, proved 
by Wesley's letter to him, and his reply as given on page 357, vol. ii. 
of Tyerma~' s Wesley; of the dissensions between Wesley, Whitefield, 
and others, as related in vol. i. p. 18o, of &utltey' s Weslq. But 
enough has been here said on this subject ; for what does all this evi· 
dence relating to the heresies and dissensions in the primitive Church, 
and in the modern Church, and in the ranks of the Spiritualists, estab
lish? Nothing but the simple truth that human nature as&erts its. 

10 
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supremacy in defiance of forms of faith, that the ever-active spirit in 
man is constantly striving for the attainment of higher purposes, and 
though his efforts in a majority of instances are ill-directed and end 
in strife and discord, yet out of this inharmony are eliminated those 
concrete ideas which become jewels of truth and knowledge, and 
which sooner or later are estimated at their real value by mankind, 
and their influence upon the welfare of the race becomes permanent. 

Judge Edmonds forcibly remarked: "All new truths, when just 
born, have to go through such trials, which like thunder-storms, 
though uncomfortable, and sometimes affrighting, are yet necessary, 
and in the end beneficial." 

Stagnant waters are ever impure. When we purpose to purify 
them we agitate them, and add some element which increases the 
disturbance, expecting that from the fermentation thus induced there 
will arise to the smface, and be expelled, the impurities that have 
rendered them turbid and offensive. After the subsidence of this 
disturbance we expect to find the waters purified and refreshing. So 
it is with the gross material elements in mankind that have the as
cendency in religious, social, and moral life. The majority of man
kind are in a state of stagnation, and it is this stagnant religious, 
moral, and social condition that breeds ignorance and depravity, and 
were it not for the disturbance of this condition through the agency 
of those vigorous religio-reformatory measures that are occasionally 
applied, the world would be stifled in its own moral and social im
purities. 

These antagonisms and bickerings are inseparable from human 
association ; they are the perverted expression of the universal desire 
for, and tendency to progression, and it is better that this fonn of 
expression should exist, than that apathy and blind obedience to self
constituted religious authority should universally prevail. 



CHAPTER XI. 

PRAYER. 

"Because Thy loYing-kindness is better than life, my lips shall praise Thee.. 
Thus wlll I bless Thee while I live. I will lift up my hands in Thy name. "-Pz. 
briii. J, 4-

.. Trust in Him at all times ye people. Pour out your heart before Him. God 
i5 a refuge for us."-Pz. lxii. 8. 

I S there divine efficacy in prayer? Does God answer the humble 
and sincere petitions of His creatures? To answer these ques

tions we must have a correct understanding of what prayer is. 
In all mythology, in every system of religious worship, pagan or 

Christian, prayer has ever held a prominent place. True prayer, 
in its highest sense, is the instinctive desire of the soul for spiritual 
elevation and purity, for closer relations with the Divine Source of 
all wisdom and love. It is the desire for divine assistance, and a 
sense of thankfulness for the blessings and gifts of Providence, 
" Because Thy loving-kindness is better than life." 

It implies a deep and abiding trust and faith in Him who hath given 
us life, and who alone can be our refuge in affliction and distress, 
and it seeks utterance only in language which expresses these holiest 
and most exalted feelings of the soul. 

Prayer like this is the voice of the soul, which ascends to the 
throne of the Father, and is there heard as the cry of helpless infancy 
is heard in the mother's heart. 

•• And it shall eome to pass that before they call I will answer, and while they 
are yet speaking I will hear."-b. lxv. 24-

But all men are sinful, none are perfect, and to comparatively few 
is it given to experience in its fulness the heavenly beatitude of 
such a state ; but God in His love, ever regarding our imperfections 
with pitying eye, still lends a willing ear to our earnest supplications 
where the attainment of a worthy purpose is the object sought, and 
where its attainment will inure to the benefit, spiritually, and some
times even materially, of the petitioner, or of others. Prayer for 
other purposes, where selfish or vain motives prevail, is not only 
unavailing, but is to be condemned as .an abuse and mockery of the 
holiest feelings of our nature. • 
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The writer of the passages at the commencement of this chapter, 
whether he was David, or some other person of a more elevated 
and spiritual nature than David appears from the record to have 
been, must have had a profound conception of the holiness and 
beauty of prayer, when he so clearly set forth the motives that should 
prompt it, and the spirit which should pervade it. But these 
motives and this spirit cannot prevail when the soul is laden with 
~in and guilt, and with hatred of our fellow-men. 

"Wash ye, make you clean, put away the eyi} of your doings from before mine 
eyes. Cease to do evil." 

Without this preparation we cannot expect to obtain answers to 
our supplications, for the same writer truly says : 

If I regard iniquity in my heart the Lord will not hear me." 

But with the truly penitent, 
" He shall pray unto God, and He will be favorable unto him, and he shall see 

His face with joy, for He will render unto man His righteousness. He looketb 
upon men, and if any say, I have sinned, and perverted that which was right, and 
it profited me not, He will deliver his soul from going into the pit, and his life 
shall see the light. So all thee things worketh God oftentimes with man. To 
bring back his soul from the pit, to be enlightened with the light of the living." 
-7o6 xxxiii. 26-,30. 

No man ever truly prayed with the lips alone, not even when the 
heart gave a formal assent to the words uttered. True prayer does 
not primarily proceed from the natural mind, it is the pure aroma of 
the immortal soul arising through the rank soil of sin and materiality 
that overlays it, and in its upward course, to meet and mingle with 
the inspiration of Deity, it prevades every avenue of sense, and 
bathes the mind in its own glory. Formal lip service would here be 
so misapplied, such a mockery, that it would be impossible for the 
soul thus illumined to conceive of its being an adequate means of 
expression for its own inspired feelings. 

Jesus had a deep dislike to ostentatious worship, where the spirit 
of pride and vanity, instead of humility and self-abnegation, prevailed, 
and where a desire to be seen of men was paramount to the desire 
for the blessing of God. He knew that prayer, like all that is 
estimable and true, is often counterfeited, and he took especial care 
to warn His disciples against such a spirit and such practices. 

"And when thou prayest, thou shalt not · be as the hypocrites are, for they lcm: 
to pray standing in the synagogues, and in the comers of the streets, that tbef 
may be seen of men. Verily I say unto you, they have their reward. But thou, 
when thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and when thou hast shut the door, pny 
to thy Father which is in secret ; and thy Father, which seeth in secret, shall 
reward thee openly. But when ye pray, use not vain repetitions. as the heathea 
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do; for they thiDk that they shall be beard for their mw:h speaking."-Matl. vi. 
s. 6, 7· 

When prayer unnecessarily seeks publicity it may well be dis
tntsted, and we may be assured that there is no efficacy in such 
prayer, and that God does not respond to any but heartfelt supplica
tions. It is only when we draw nigh unto God that He will draw 
nigh -unto us. Prayer is b~t too often misunderstood, and mis
directed. The Almighty is asked to work miracles to gratify the 
most selfish desires, and even to grant favors which could only inure 
to the moral and spiritual injury of the petitioner, or of others. 
Instead of holy and pure desires, which exhale in the sweet in
cense of gratitude and love, there is but an ebullition of the selfish 
cravings of a perverted nature, which find expression in petitions 
only for material good. It is not to such prayers that God lends a 
listening ear ; but where the heart is right, the purpose good, and the 
object worthy He often-perhaps most generally through His minis
tering angels-regards the sincere requests of the petitioner and 
grants his desire. To one who will search there will be no difficulty 
in obtaining the proofs of Divine assistance in answer to prayer, even 
for material blessings, where the object has been unselfish. 

Samuel Jackson, in his biographical sketch of Jung Stilling, pre
facing Stilling's Tluory of Pn~umalology, says of him when a poor 
student, animated by an earnest desire to prepare himself for useful
ness by becoming a preacher : 

"He was indeed led in the most signal manner by the Divine 
Providence, but' not to the attainment of this particular object of 
his desire. He was destined to become in outward vocation a phy
sician of the body, and not of the soul, and even this goal was 
reached only through a series of the most wonderful trials of his 
faith and patience for a long course of years, which, however, were 
invariably succeeded by some interposition of the Divine hand, put 
forth in his extremity, and having the most signal tokens of being 
vouchsafed in answer to prayer. This feature of his history.gives 
it almost the air of a succession of miracles. Of this the reader can 
judge from the following account, given mostly in his own language, 
of his entrance into the University of Strasburg, whither he went 
to gain an education, without a dollar in his pocket, and trusting 
with childlike simplicty in the providing care of his Heavenly 
Father. 

"A friend, he represents, says to him: 'My dear Stilling, I am 
heartily concerned for you, and most gladly would I provide you 
with money if I were able, but it is impossible.' 
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" 'Hear me, my dear friend,' answered Stilling, with a cheerful 
courage and a joyful mien : ' I do not wish a single farthing from 
you ; believe assuredly that He who was able to feed five thousand 
people with a little bread still lives, and to Him I commit myself. 
He will certainly find out means. Do not therefore be anxious ; the 
Lord will provide.' 

"Two days before his departure for the university, he had in the 
world but a single rix-dollar remaining. He said nothing of it to 
any one, but waited for the assistance of his Heavenly Father. 
However, notwithstanding his courage, he was still uneasy, and 
walked about and prayed inwardly to God. Meanwhile he happened 
to reach the Romesberg, and there met with a merchant from Schou
enthal, who was a friend of his, by the name of Liebmann, who 
invited Stilling to sup with him in his lodgings. 

"After supper Mr. Liebmnan began as follows : 'Tell me, my 
friend, who furnishes you with the money to enable you to study ? • 
Stilling smiled and answered : ' I have a rich Father in heaven; he 
will provide for me.' Mr. Liebmann looked at him and continued: 
' How much have you at present ? ' Stilling answered, 'One rix
dollar and that is all.' • So,' rejoined Liebmann, ' I am one of your 
Father's stewards, and will therefore now act the paymaster.' So 
saying, he handed over thirty-three rix-dollars to Stilling, and said : 
'I cannot at present spare any more, if you are subsequently able to 
return me the money, well; if not, it is no matter.' 

"Thus provided for, Stilling made his arrangements at the univer 
sity, and entered with eagerness upon his studies. When his thirty
three rix-dollars had melted down to a single one, he began again, as 
he relates, to pray fervently to God. God heard and answered him, 
for just in the time of need an able and experienced surgeon of his 
acquaintance said to him, one morning : 'You have brought, I believe, 
no money with you. I will lend you six Carolines (about five pounds 
sterling) until you receive a remittance.' Although Stilling knew 
not from what quarter a remittance was to come, yet he gratefully 
accepted the kindness . 

. " A very important course of medical lectures was now announced, 
and those desirous of attending them invited. This being the princi
pal thing with Stilling, he presented himself with the others to sub
scribe on Monday evening. He had no idea but that these lectures 
would be paid for like the others, after they were ended ; but how was 
he dismayed when the doctor announced that the gentlemen would 
please to pay six louis-d'ors each on the following Thursday evening. 
Now if Stilling did not pay on the day fixed his name would be struck 
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out. This would have been disgraceful, and would have weakened 
the credit which he absolutely required. As soon therefore as he had 
entered his room he shut the door, threw himself upon his knees, and 
wrestled earnestly with God for aid and compassion. The Thursday 
evening, h6wever, arrived without anything of a consoling nature mani
festing itself. It was already five o'clock, and six was the hour when he 
ought to have the money. Stilling's faith began to fail, he broke out 
into a perspiration with anxiety, and his face was wet with tears. 
While he was pacing the floor in his distress some one knocked at 
the door. He called out, 'Come in.' It was his landlord, Mr. 
R--. He entered the room, and after the customary saluta
tions, began : ' 1 am come to see how you are, and whether you are 
satisfied with your lodging.' Stilling professed himself perfectly sat
isfied with his accommodations, and Mr. R-- rejoined : ' But one 
thing I am desirous of inquiring of you ; have you brought money 
with you, or do you expect bills?' Stilling replied, ' No, I have 
brought no money.' 

"Mr. R-- stood and looked at him fixedly, and said : ' For 
God's sake how will you be able to proceed?' Stilling answered : 
'My friend Mr. T--. has lent me something.' ' But he requires his 
money himself,' said Mr. R-- : 'I will advance you money, as 
much as you need, and when you receive your remittance you need 
only give the bill to me that you may have no trouble in disposing 
of it. Are you in want of any money at present ? ' Stilling could 
scarcely refrain from crying out, however he restrained himself so as 
not to show his feelings. 

"'Yes,' said he; 'I have need of six louis-d'ors this evening, and 
I was at a loss,'--

" Mr. R-- was shocked, and replied: 'Yes, I dare say you 
are. I now see that God has sent me to your assistance ; ' and went 
out of the room. The good man brought eight louis-d'ors and 
banded them to him, and then went away. 

"A fortnight after he received quite unexpectedly a letter contain
ing a bill for three hundred rix-dollars, a joint present from two 
friends. Stilling laughed aloud, placed himself against the window, cast 
a joyful look toward heaven, and said: 'This is only possible with 
Thee, thou Almighty Father I may my whole life be devoted to Thy 
praise.' He now paid the various friends who had assisted him, and 
had enough left him to get through the winter at Strasburg. These 
anecdotes are related as nearly as possible in the words of the 
autobiography, and are a fair specimen of the whole spirit of the 
book." 
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Dr. Stilling, the subject of the foregoing narration, was one of the 
most reputable and upright men in Germany. By the force of his 
character and attainments he rose from the humblest ranks of life 
to the position of professor in the universities of Heidelberg and 
Marburg, and private aulic-counsellor to the Grand Duke of Baden, 
so that the respectability of the authority cannot be questioned. 
Here, as in most-perhaps in all cases-God used angels, otherwise 
spirits, as instruments to work his purposes in answer to the prayers 
of the young and needy student, in impressing certain generous 
minds with his necessities ; he nothing doubting; trusting in divine" 
provision for the supply of his wants. He was desirous of acquiring 
knowledge for the laudable purpose of instructing and assisting 
others, and he possessed that faith which strengthened and assisted 
the efforts of the spiritual intelligences to aid him. He acted strictly 
in accordance with the advice of the apostle, who said : 

" If any of you lack wisdom, let him nsk of God, that giveth to all men liber
ally, and upbraitleth not ; and it shall be given him. But-let him ask in faith, 
nothing wavering."-7amu i. s. 6. 

And his prayers, we might say, were systematically answered in a 
wonderful manner. This lesson, with many others of like character, 
should increase our faith in the guardianship of a beneficent Deity, 
and impress us with gratitude, first to Him, and next to the kind 
spirit-friends who so lovingly and efficiently execute His will. 

The same writer adds : "To those who may still feel disposed to 
be incredulous as to the facts here related, we would say that Stil
ling's was not an isolated case. The life of his companion and 
friend, the celebrated Lavater, abounded with incidents of the same 
kind, and there is still standing at Halle a vast edifice where 
thousands of orphans are yearly fed, clothed, and educated, all built 
by a single man, without so much as the capital of a single dollar. 
The workmen of this vast building were paid regularly every Satur
day night, yet the builder had never at the beginning of the week 
any knowledge of the quarter whence the supply was to come ; yet 
at the time when needed, money in various ways was always sent to 
him sufficient for his necessities. The statue of this man, Hermann 
Augustus Franke, stands in the centre square of these buildings, 
placed there by order of the late King of Prussia-a monument of 
the power of faith in God." 

Another instance equally remarkable, and in our time, is that of 
George MUller, who was led by what he believed to be a call from 
the Lord, to attempt something for the benefit of the poor vagabond 
children of Bristol, England. 
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''He is at this time preaching the gospel to a small company of 
believers, from whom, at his own suggestion, he receives no salary, 
being supported day by day by the voluntary offerings of his breth
ren. Without the promise of aid from any being but God, he 
commences his work. In answer to prayer funds are received as 
they are need<!d, and the attempts succeed beyond his expectation. 
Mter a few years he is led to believe that God has called him to es
tablish a house for the maintenance and education of orphans. He 
was impelled to this effort, not only from motives of benevolence, 
but from a desire to convince men that God was a Living God ; as 
ready now as ever to answer prayer, and that in the discharge of any 
duty to which He calls us, we may implicitly rely upon His all-suffi
cient aid in every emergency. 

"Mr. MUller was led to undertake this work in such a manner that 
aid could not be expected from any being but God. He did not, of 
course, expect God to create gold and silver, and put them into his 
hands. He knew, however, that God could incline lite luarts of men 
to aid him, and he believed, if the thing he attempted was of 
Him, that he \vould so incline them in answer to prayer as his neces
sities should require. Most men in making such an attempt would 
have spread the case before the public, employed agents to solicit 
in its behalf, and undertaken nothing until funds adequate to the 
success of the enterprise had been already secured. But Mr. Miil
ler, true to his principles, would do no such thing. From the first day 
to the present moment he has 11either dirully 11or indirectly solicited, 
tilller of the public or of an individual, a single penny. As necessities 
arose he simply laid his case before God, and asked of Him all that 
he needed; and the supply has always been seasonable and unfailing." 

Rev. Francis Wayland, D.D., from whose introduction to the life 
of George MUller the foregoing is taken, adds : " Thus has he con
tinued from, I think, the year 1834· By degrees the establishment 
increased, and it was necessary to leave the hired houses in which 
the children had thus far been accommodated. Land was purchased, 
and a building was erected in the vicinity of Bristol. This was soon 
filled to overflowing, and another building was demanded. This was 
erected, and it also was very soon filled. These buildings were suf
ficient to accommodate seven hundred orphans. At the present 
llloment a third building, larger than either, is in the process of 
erection, and is to be finished in the course of the ensuing summer. 
(This was written in 186o.) When this shall be completed, accom
lllOdations will have been provided for eleven hundred and fifty or
phans. These extensive buildings have been exected; the land has 
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been purchased on which they stand ; this multitude of children has 
been clothed, and fed, and educated; support and remuneration have 
been provided for all the necessary teachers and assistants, and aU 
this has been done by a man who is not worth a dollar. He has 
!lever asked any one but God for whatever they needed, and from 
the beginning they have never wanted a meal, nor have they ever 
allowed themselves to be in debt. There seems in this to be some
thing as remarkable as if Mr. MUller had commanded a sycamore 
tree to be removed and planted in the sea, and it had obeyed him .... 
He has asked no one but God, and all his wants have been regularly 
supplied. In these labor,; 'of love he has up to the present time 
txpmdtd 1uarl;• a million of dollars." 

In a note the editor of the revised edition says : "Since the above 
statement by Dr. Wayland, Dec., 186o, Mr. MUller says in his last 
report, 18 72, 'The work goes steadily on; we want nothing. Faith 
is above circumst:mces ; no war, no fire, no water, no mercantile pan
ic, no loss of friends, no death can touch it. It goes on its own 
steady course. It triumphs over all difficulties.' 

"Since the commencement more than £soo,ooo (t2,5oo,ooo) 
have been received, 2J,ooo children or grown-up persons have been 
taught in the various schools, entirely supported by the funds of the 
institution, besides the tens of thousands who have been benefited 
in the schools which were assisted by its funds .... 3,575 orphans 
have been under our care, and five large houses, at the expense of 
£us,ooo, have been erected, and fitted up for the accommodation 
of 2,oso orphans." 

Rev. Dr. Sawtell, Chaplain to British and American Seamen at 
Havre, France, in a letter prefatory to the same work says: 

"In October, 1856, a gentleman in admiration of the services 
which Mr. MUller had rendered to poor orphans, and to mankind in 
general, sent him one hundred pounds as the commencement of a 
fund for the future maintenance of himself and family. Mr. Muller's 
reply is so characteristic, and so beautifully exemplifies the simplicity 
of his childlike faith, that I here copy it. 

" My dear Sir : I hasten to thank you for your kind communica.
tion, and to inform you that your check for one hundred pounds has 
safely come to hand. 

" I hl.ve no property whatever, nor has my dear wife, nor have I 
had one single shilling regular salary as minister of the Gospel for 
the last twenty-six years, nor as the Director of the Orphan House 
and the other objects of the Scriptural Knowledge Institution for Home 
and Abroad. When I am in need of anything, I fall on my knees 
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and ask God that he would be pleased to give me what I need, and 
he puts it into the heart of some one or other to help me. Thus all 
my wants have been amply supplied during the last twenty-six years, 
and I can say, to the praise of God, I have lacked nothing. My dear 
wife, and my only child-a daughter twenty-four years old-are of 
the same mind with me. or this blessed way of living none of us 
are tired, but become day by day more convinced of its blessed
ness.' .•• 

"Under these circumstances, I am unable to accept your kindness 
of the gift of one hundred pounds, towards making a provision for 
myself and family, for so I understand your letter." 

I have here copied all of importance in the letter, omitting the 
kind words in which Mr. Muller's thanks were conveyed to the do
nor. As an illustration of his simple, absolute faith in God, and as 
ail example of one of the many ways in which people were influenced 
to contribute to supply his wants, before he had devoted himself to 
the cause of the orphans, and while he was yet performing his duties 
as a minister without salary, I here give some extracts from the body 
of the work written by himself. The work is entitled, The Life of 
Trust; hing a Narrative of the Lord's Dealings with George Muller, 
wrillen by Himself. On page 83 he says: "Nov. 18, 183o. Our 
money was reduced t<) about eight shillings. When I was praying 
with my wife in the morning the Lord brought to my mind the state 
of our purse, and I was led to ask Him for some money. About 
four hours after a sister said to me ; • Do you want any money ? ' 
'I told the brethren,' said I, • dear sister, when I gave up my sal
ary, that I would for the future tell the Lord 011ly about my wants.' 
She replied, • But He has told me to give you some money. About 
a fortnight ago I asked Him what I should do for Him, and he told 
me to give you some money, and last Saturday it came again powel
fully to my mind, and has not left me since, and I felt it so forcibly 
last night that I could not help speaking of it to brother P--.' My 
heart rejoiced seeing the Lord's faithfulness, but I thought it better 
not to tell her about our circumstances, lest she should be influenced 
to give accordingly ; and I also was assured that if it were of the 
Lord she could not but give. I therefore turned the conversation to 
other subjects, out when I left she gave me two guineas." 

Under· date of Dec. 9, 1841, he writes: "We are now brought to 
the close of the sixth year of this part of the work (the orphanage es
tablishment), having only in hand the money which has been put by 
for the rent, but during the whole of this year we have been supplied 
with all that was needed" 
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And under date of Deceaber 23, 1847, as follows: "The need of 
to-day was eleven pounds. This sum the Lord gave me thus : Last 
evening I received one pound, together with a pair of trousen and 
gaiters, and a remnant of fustian for the orphans. But as I knew 
how much there would be needed to-day, I waited further upon the 
J.ord this morning for help, and in one minute after I had risen from 
my knees, I received a letter from Liverpool with ten pounds for the 
orphans. The donor writes: 'I have had the enclosed ten-pound 
note in my drawer for some time, intending to send it to you for the 
orphans, but my time is so occupied that at a suitable time when at 
my desk I have overlooked it. I now, however, inclose it, etc.' 
How seasonable this help I How exactly to the very shilling what 
is needed to-day I How remarkable that just now this donor in 
Liverpool is led to send the ten pounds, which had been, according 
to his own words, for some time in his drawer for the purpose of 
sending it I All this abundantly proves the most minute and partic
ular providence of God, and His readiness to answer the supplications 
of His children." 

And again he says : "How great is the blessing which the soul 
obtains by trusting in God, and by waiting patiently. Is it not mani
fest how precious it is to carry on God's work iu this way, even with 
regard to the obtaining of means? From December 10, 1845, to 
January 25, 1847, being thirteen months and a half, I have received 
solely in answer to prayer, nine thousand two hundred and eighty
five pounds. Add to this what came in during that time for present 
use, for the various objects of the Institution, and the total is about 
twelve thousand and five hundred pounds, entirely the fruit of prayer 
to God." 

It was in this spirit he proceeded, and by means of unselfish, sin
cere prayer, with perfect faith, he succeeded in erecting five extensive 
buildings, defraying their entire cost, together with that of the ample 
grounds upon which they were erected, and the necessary furniture, 
from the unsolicited contributions of persons in all parts of the world, 
who were moved by spiritual power and agency to aid this work ; and 
here in the year 1872, were more than two thousand parentless chil
dren receiving food, clothing, shelter, and instruction. 

It has been said of these children as they pass through the streets 
of Bristol, on their way to attend divine worship, that " that silent 
stream of children is the most powerful sermon ever preached in the 
city of Bristol," and I would add that, in my estimation, the history 
of Mr. Muller's work and his example, furnish the most convincing 
proofs of God's goodness and love, in answer to prayer, that the hi:t-
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tory of the world presents; and while the means and results con
found the wisdom of materialists, the lesson taught should awaken 
Christian teachers to a realization of the overwhelming truth that the 
teachings of Jesus, and of other really inspired writers, regarding the 
fatherly care of God and the ministry of angels, are not intended to 
be taken in the figurative and restricted sense in which the churches 
practically view them. 

It may here be pertinent to ask : Why are not our pulpits ringing 
-with praises of this manifestation of divine power? Why are they 
:not proclaiming the remarkable proofs here presented of the efficacy 
of true prayer ? Why do not the clergy to a man point with exulta
tation and righteous pride to this, the greatest miracle of this or any 
other age ? Can it be that they are not accustomed to expect in 
our day any fulfilment of the promises of Jesus, and that as spiritual 
things can only be spiritually discerned, they are necessarily unable to 
recognize in this work the agency of the Divine Spirit? These are 
questions which it might be. well for them to seriously consider. 

That prayer is effective in assisting recovery from disease, few if 
any Spiritualists doubt ; but the Protestant wing of the Christian 
Church is destitute of this faith in prayer, and practically sets itself 
aga.i11st it by declaring that though by means of it miracles were 
Wrought, yet they are not now, thus disqualifying- itself for judging 
11Vhether prayer is not yet mighty to effect similar results. The true 
Christian spirit and understanding were more conspicuous in Hype
r-us» a heathen, who maintained that no physicians could hope for suc
Cess.., unless " with a true faith they call upon God, and teach their 
Pa.t:ients to do the like." Were I practising as a physician at the 
Present time, unorthodox as I am, I would not only in many cases 
~a.y for my patients, but would urge the necessity of their praying 

r tiemselves. 
• "'lnat remarkable results do many times follow earnest, true prayer, 
1n Ollr day, as in the days of old, can be as readily substantiated as 
a:ny other fact of common occurrence. The early Christian fathers, 
the immediate successors of the apostles, like them, believed im 
Plicitiy in the power of prayer in restoring the sick, and many of 
th~ relate instances where, through this power, astonishing recov
~ries took place. The Roman Catholic Church theoretically believes 
\n it:, and all the minor Christian bodies, which have at different 
\)eriods separated from that Church, and in which spirituality has 
been conspicuous, such as the Waldenses, Albigenses, Lollards, 
Ca:rnisards, together with such Protestant organizations as the early 
Quakers or Friends, the early Methodists, the Irvingites, and the 
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Shakers of our day, have not only believed in the power of true 
prayer, but have in innumerable instances, through its agency, healed 
the sick, even as Jesus and the early Christians healed them. 

Count Zinzendorf, prominent amongst the Moravian Brethren in 
Upper Lusatia, a religious community which was guided in a remark
able manner by spiritual direction, says : 

" I owe this testimony to our beloved Church, that apostolic 
powers are there manifested. We have undeniable proofs thereof in 
the unequivocal discovery of things, persons, and circumstances 
which could not humanly have been discovered ; in the healing of 
maladies in themselves incurable, such as cancers, consumptions, 
when the patient was in the agonies of death, all by means of prayer, 
or by a single word." 

In Southey's Life of Wuley, vol. ii. p. 13, it is said: 
"He visited a believer at night, who was not expected to live till 

the morning. The man was speechless and senseless, and his pulse 
gone. 'A few of us,' says Wesley, 'immediately joined in prayer. 
I relate the naked fact. Before we had done, his senses and his 
speech returned. Now he that will account for this by natural 
causes has my free leave, but I choose to say this is the power of 
God.'" And I agree with Wesley. 

Dr. Richmond relates that Dr. S. S. Foster, of Wooster, told him 
that when a clergyman, he used to pray with a young lady who was 
dying with the consumption. She always desired to hold his hand, 
and to the astonishment of all she recovered; and Dr. Watson, of 
London, says of a lady whose limbs were contracte-d and paralytic, 
that an enthusiastic preacher made her believe that on a certain 
day, if she prayed with a strong faith, she would recover. She did so, 
and recovered. I have been present scores of times when "Old 
John," the Indian spirit, who effects such surprising cures through ·the 
organism of Dr. Kenney, has operated upon his patients, and he in
variably, in the most solemn manner, previously invokes the aid and 
blessing of the Divine Spirit upon the labor he is about to engage 
in. 

Cahagnet, of whose experience and testimony in proof of the effi
cacy of prayer I have before made mention in the first volume of 
this work, also certifies to it in a case where a child lying at the 
point of death was restored to its afflicted friends. He says : 

"Happening to go to work one day at the abode of Madame 
Ferriere Penona, a lady to whom I an1 indebted for many marks of 
kindness, I found her bathed in tears, and absorbed in the most pro. 
found grie£ Venturing to ask her the cause of her sorrow, and 
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whether any misfortune threatened her, she replied: 'I have a little 
niece whom I dearly love, who is perhaps at this very moment 
breathing her last.' ' How old is the child ? ' 'Fourteen. It is 
hard at such an age to leave the world, and kind parents whose sole 
happiness we are ! ' 'What is her complaint? ' ' The doctors don't 
know. My poor brother has just arrived to receive her last embrace; 
he will assuredly die of grief, as he has but this child and is dotingly 
fond of her.' ' Do you think there is no remedy ? ' 1 The doctors 
say no, and look upon her as doomed.' 1 Has magnetism been tried 
on her?' 'Oh, my brother has no faith in it ; he is an old officer, 
who would think he had run mad were he to take up such an idea, 
and then again we know no one to whom to apply.'. ' I devote much 
time to this science, and am pretty fortunate. I know not what I 
feel, but it seems to me that all hope is not lost.' 1 If I could but 
think so, and you were so good.' ' I should be the happiest of men, 
madame, could I but dry your tears.' ' What can I do ? ' ' Men
tion it to your brother.' Two mortal hours passed away before 
coming to an arrangement; the susceptibility of the doctor, the pain
ful position of the relatives, where extreme disorder was in all 
hearts. At length the doctor said he saw no objection. This news 
was announced to me by a servant. I hastened off to the hotel, and 
was ushered to the bedside of the dying child. Not a word was 
uttered by those present. I inspired but little confidence-! wore 
the livery of a proletarian. 

" Never did I see a countenance more angelic or interesting; a 
languishing look which seemed to shun the sight of death, to fix itself 
on a few toys, a few flowers, which like it were languishingly droop
ing on the edge of a vase, where tl1ey were no longer nurtured by 
the water of heaven. . At fourteen life is so rich in hope and full of 
emotions ! I drew near, asked her how she was, and if she would 
permit me to take her hand. To what, good heavens, did I speak? 
Speech was no longer at her service. She let me perceive by putting 
out her hand that I had been understood. The father and the nurse 
of this interesting child stood by the window shedding tears. I con
veyed my looks on the beautiful eyes of this frail creature. I no 
longer knew what passed within me. I recollect that I spoke to her 
mentally, for some time lavished on her the most tender consolations, 
the firmest hope. I implored the mercy of the Lord, and the benefi
cent influx of the sacred legions of the angels. I attracted her soul 
to my soul, opened to her my heart to revivify her by the sweet emo
ti(\lls that agitated it ; the eyes of the body were closed, mine shed a 
phosphorescent light wherever they were conveyed. I breathed a 
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sweet odor ; a mild atmosphere now surrounded me ; I was no longer 
on earth; we were in heaven. Oh you who laugh at, all respect this 
recital, it is that of a frank and loving heart, which for the first time 
played the sweet part of a father, and was happy that day, that hour 

. only. It no longer thought of its own painful existence, it was all 
in that child, and that child was all in it. I will not tell you how 
long this scene lasted ; what thought the persons present, and what I 
think of it now. She was saved. In the evening she took her first 
meal since a fortnight, slept all night for the first time since a week, 
and three days after trod with a fum step on the dead leaves in the 
garden of the Tuileries." 

This is a sincere and truthful, though dramatic description of a case 
where true unselfish prayer was almost immediately answered, and 
prayer like this will often rescue from the very jaws of death, and 
also bring blessings upon the head of the suppliant. 

Many tum from these things as if they were something new, or the 
revival of obsolete superstitions, undeserving serious consideration ; 
but so far from being these, they are the same momentous truths that 
Jesus, the founder of Christianity, taught and confirmed nearly two 
thousand years ago, and Christ-like men have in all the ages since 
furnished continuous corroborative testimony of their importance. 

" Therefore I say unto you, what things soever ye desire when ye pray, beliewe 
that ye receive them, and ye shall have them."-Mar.k xi. 24· 

That Jesus did not here mt;an to convey the idea that every selfish 
wish of the heart should be gratified through prayer, is evident from 
the constant pains taken by him to explain what constitutes true 
prayer, and what should be its objects, and this is also evident from 
the succeeding passage. So when we hear of a bank cashier writing 
to the Fulton Street prayer-meeting in New York, as one did from 
Baltimore, to say that a banking institution with which he was con
nected had been robbed of a large sum of money, and requesting the 
prayers of the meeting to the end that the robbers might be detected, 
and when we are told that the meeting complied with the request, and 
that the next day prayer was again offered for the same purpose, I 
can but view the entire proceeding as a perversion, a desecration of 
a holy institution, the spirit of which evidently is unappreciated, un
felt, unknown. It is asking God to act the part of a detective ; to 
expose the perpetrators of a crime which money and influence can 
atone for, and where the sole object in view, probably, is the recovery 
of the stolen funds, not the punishment and reformation of the culprit, 
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nor the establishment of a warning example to others. The transac
tion resolves itself into a sordid speculation, in which there is not a 
moral or spiritual element, for while the meeting contributed its 
prayers, tJ>e bank expended its funds for the detection of the robbers. 
Such prayers bear the same relation to true prayer that doggerel verse 
bears to genuine poetry, and are beyond comparison more vitiating, 
for they cast ridicule and contempt upon a holy institution. 

Another form in which prayer is travestied is seen in . the " Pray
ing Bands," composed of a number of vigorous, no doubt sincere, 
earnest men, united for the purpose of praying at set seasons and 
hours, as if the grace of God were contained in a reservoir, and con
ducted through pipes, to be distributed at such times and places, and 
in such quantities as the needs of souls demanded. It is the appli
cation of machinery to the manufacture and inexhaustible supply of 
spiritual blessings. By considerate friends of the Church it must be 
conceded, that nothing in early Methodism could have appeared 
more objectionable to the quiet, thoughtful Christians of that period, 
than this perversion of prayer should appear to all sensible Chris
tians at this time. 

While Protestant theology maintains that the miracles of Jesus and 
his disciples contravened the established constitution and course of 
things, and that miracles have now ceased because they would be in 
violation of the laws of nature, it yet strangely and inconsistently 
holds that prayer for rain, or for the cessation of rain, for abundant 
crops and bountiful harvests, is justifiable and sensible, not seeming 
to perceive that prayer for these blessings is asking God to work the 
miracles they deny, for it must be evident to all that to effect these 
results the Almighty would have to suspend those laws of nature 
which govern the elements and the seasons, and this suspension 
would essentially and truly be a miracle. 

The evidence is conclusive that God never operates except in har
mony with His laws, and as we can find no evidence that He has 
ever caused rain, or a suspension of rain, in answer to pra.yer, or the 
desires of men, we are compelled to believe that the fall and cessa
tion of rain are governed by unchanging laws, and in asking for a 
suspension of these laws we are seeking an impossibility ; for I do 
not believe that a miracle-if by miracle is meant something that 
takes place in virtue of a direct exercise of the power of God, and 
involving a suspension of some natural law-ever did take place, 
ever will, or ever can. 

" The prayer of the righteous shall save the sick,~' for the reason 
II 
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that their recovery may take place in accordance with law, this law 
requiring the existence and presence of certain conditions, and where 
these conditions are not present the sick must die, as another law 
then operates with full effect, the law of decay and death. 

Some few years since the Prince of Wales was dangerously ill. 
Hundreds of thousands of earnest prayers were offered for his recov
ery ; and he did recover. Who can decide whether he owes his life 
to their efficacy ? Of one thing I am satisfied, that it was not absurd 
to pray for him, and am willing to believe that to these earnest sup
plications his recovery may be attributed. I do not believe that the 
Almighty suspended any natural law to effect this, but He may have 
effected the cure through the agency of ministering spirits acting 
strictly in accordance with law, as these delight in being the agents 
of His will. 

In the year 176o Earl Ferrars was executed in England for the 
murder of his steward. He was, as Tyerman says, "the near relative 
of some of the best Christians then living. Their distress was inde
scribable. His broken-hearted brother, Walter Shirley, his cousin, 
Lady Huntingdon, and others, all endeavored to effect his conver
sion, but without success. Prayer was made for him in the closet, in 
the family, and in public congregations. Special meetings of inter
cession were held in his behalf. The Methodists in London gener
ally prayed for him, . . . but all to no effect." Why this failure of 
earnest, unselfish prayer for the repentance of a wicked man ? Be
cause the law which governs prayer-a natural psychological law
was rendered inoperative in this man's case through the absence of 
certain conditions or elements, the presence of which were neces
sary to its operation. One of these conditions was a desire for im
provement on his part. This evidently did not exist, and probably 
was the principal cause of failure. 

I have no doubt that the spiritual intelligences who were here the 
proper agencies for the transmission of the divine power, found them 
selves unable to overcome the difficulties that beset then1. Prob
ably the spiritual element in the Earl was so overlaid by gross ma
terialism that, with all their efforts, directed by earnest, even intense 
desire for his improvement, they were unable to seriously impress 
him, and he went to execution giving no sign of repentance. He 
was without faith as well as desire for improvement : 

"Without faith it is impossible to please Him, for he that cometh to God must 
believe that He ia, and that he is a rewarder of them that diligently seek Him." 
/Ieb. xi. 6. 

A remarkable ·case, where in answer to prayer an angel visibly :~p-
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peared to assist in the accomplishment of the end sought, came to 
my knowledge through a highly esteemed and intimate friend, whose 
mother, still living, was a pious member of a church, while his father 
was indifferent to religious subjects. This indifference on his father's 
part was a source of great uneasiness to his mother, who frequently 
offered up most earnest prayers for his conversion. One day her 
urgent appeals to him induced her husband to unite with her in 
prayer, and during the invocation for the assistance of the Almighty 
in opening his heart to the admission of spiritual or religious influ
ences, they both saw an angel standing by their side smiling upon 
their efforts. The effect was such upon the mind of her husband 
that he became thenceforth a sincere Christian. My friend who Js 
authority for the above, is one of the most practically minded and 
sensible persons in the circle of my acquaintance, is a church mem
ber, and has very little faith in Modern Spiritualism. His veracity is 
unquestionable. 

To some the idea of prayer appears absurd. They ask : " Can a 
man be profitable unto God ? " or can we through prayer impart 
necessary knowledge of our desires and necessities to Him. I answer 
no ; neither the one nor the other, but there is a psychological virtue 
in prayer through which strength is imparted to our weakness, and 
through which we are assisted in our efforts to escape from evil 
thoughts and deeds. It rifts the clouds, and lets in the sunshine, and 
strengthens our desire and efforts to attain to a higher spiritual plane, 
where we shall be brought nearer the Source of all good. 

There is good in everrsoul; but for this good to be developed in 
this life means must be used, efforts made, and the concurrent testi
mony of millions who have derived benefit from prayer is, that it is 
the most effective means for the development of this good ; and surely 
the experience and testimony of half a dozen who have tested its 
power is worth more than the opinions of a thousand who have not 
made trial of this means. But as the Rev. John Weiss says : "There 
is·no praying possible to a man until he becomes again enough of a 
child not to calculate his raptures, and not to crave an equivalent. 
We can get a salad without growing it, just as often as we can get 
sanctities: not a word need pass for praying. If there be real earnest. 
ness, that is prayer, because it is sincere desire to fulfil duty. Prayer 
is the perfect tendency of the finite toward the Infinite, since it is by 
earnestness that the work of God goes on." 

A spirit, in reply to the question, "If God is not a tangible Being, 
and there is no personal God, of what avail is prayer? " said : 

"In the first place, then, God is a tangible being. I deny the in 
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tangibility of God. Since all nature and all mind give tangible 
manifestations with all their power and their presence, what proof 
have we that God is an intangible nothing? To set aside the per
sonality of God, so far as human figure or form is concerned, does 
not rob this God of its tangibility-by no means. You may as well 
say that the atmosphere you breathe is intangible because you cannot 
see it. The real truth is, it contains wrthin itself all the powers of 
being, whether of soul or mind, and of all universes. Prayer changes 
us, but not God. Prayer may be called the golden key that unlocks 
the door of the citadel of the soul, and admits those presences that 
we seek to aid us. Prayer elevates us to the position that is neces
sary in order to gain an answer to prayer, or to obtain what we wish. 
There are many kinds of prayer. A simple exercise of the will is 
prayer ; the sending out of a good thought is prayer. Every wish is 
a prayer, every aspiration is a prayer, and all nature is constantly 
praying. The little flower prays when it turns its bright cup to the 
sunlight-prays for light, for magnetic power, for the sources it knows 
exists in nature, that it may perfect itself in beauty in its own sphere. 
Prayer, then, is of use to us and nature, but not to nature's God." 

Mr. Beecher advises people to " begin the habit of prayer. Not 
because there is any inherit virtue in the exercise. Not because God . 
requires so much prayer from us as our penance for past sins, or our 
wages for future grace. Not because we have to earn his love by 
our prayers, as Jacob earned Rachel by his years of service. In the 
Roman Catholic cathedral the devotee may be seen kneeling, re
peating his paternosters, and numbering the repetitions by the count
ing of his beads. So many prayers, so much grace. We have no faith 
that prayer is thus the condition of life. Prayer is not a gymnastic 
exercise for the development of spiritual muscle. But prayer is the 
recognition of God ; it is the attitude of the soul that is ready, ex
pectant, desirous of the divine presence and love. It is the putting 
of the arms of the child around the Infinite Father's neck. It is the 
caress of the babe, the lifting up of the lips to be kissed. 

"Do not go with other people's prayers. Carry your own. Do 
not go to cry out, God be merciful to me a sinner I if you do not 
really think you are much of a sinner. Do not go to say, Bless the 
Lord, 0 my soul, and let all that is within me bless His holy namCt 
when really you care very little about Him. 

" It is never worth while to lie ; least of all is it worth while to lie to 
God. Let your prayers be without dissimulation. Tell Him your 
sorrow, or that you have no sorrow ; your love, or that you have no 
love ; or simply say to Him as you say to yourself, What lack I yet 1 
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Paul's first prayer was a simple request for explanation : Lord, what 
wilt Thou have me to do? The confession of sins, and the experi
ences of love come afterwards." 

Mrs. Barbauld impressively remarks : 
"If prayer were not enjoined to the perfection, it would be per

mitted to the weakness of our nature. We should be betrayed into 
it if we thought it sin, and pious ejaculations would escape our lips, 
though we were obliged to preface them with, ' God forgive me for 
praying I ' " -

" Prayer is the soul's sincere desire, 
Uttered or unexpressed-

The burning of a hidden fire 
That slumbers in the breast," 

The words of another spiritual intelligence were: 
"It is our business to be as perfect as possible, unmindful of sur

rounding difficulties. If we can do it by performing good deeds to 
others, that is prayer; if we can accomplish it by the aspiration that 
leads us to come nearer to one another, because then we are nearer 
the spirit of God-that is prayer. Therefore the use of prayer is, 
that they who pray sincerely grow when they are praying, and do not 
thiDk of changing God, but of changing themselves." 

Neither should angelic ministry here be forgotten, as Mrs. Emma 
Hardinge Britten beautifully, though briefly portrays it : 

"You will all realize the truth that aspiration is ever ansyrered by 
inspiration, that the outstretched arms of the human spirit are ever 
filled by the form of the angel. This is the meaning of invocation; 
this is the reality of answer to prayer. We open the door of our 
heart, and the angel walks in." 

If this is prayer, what is the rite which Pope Pius IX. from the 
Vatican lately invited the faithful to celebrate, when he said: "Let 
us pray, and a stone will fall which will overthrow the Colossus," 
meaning Bismarck. And yet this infirm old man claims on earth to 
stand in the stead of, and to represent him who said: 

"But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to 
theaa that hate you, and pray fqr tfum which despitefully use you and persecute 

'JOU."-Matt. "'· # 
It is not strange that this infallible Church should above all things 

1esire to keep the Bible from the hands of children in our schools, 
when the entire New Testament, and much of the Old, so palpably 
condemn such sentiments and utterances as these, of the assumed 
vicegerent of Christ on earth. 
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There can be no trut: adoration without lovt:. In the absence of 
this divine element worship is either craven submission to an imag
inary power that excites our fears, and whose frowns we hope to 
a~·ert by acts of humiliation, or it is an appeal for material assistance 
to an equally imaginary being, whom we suppose capable of respond
ing to our selfish desires. God is love, and he who worships Him 
must worship in the spirit of love ; and man may as well bow 
down to idols made with his own hands as to adore a being without 
love-a being wrought from his own distempered fancy. 

" Lead me to the rock that is higher than I," is the desire often 
unuttered, it is true, but nevertheless the innate desire of every human 
soul, and it is through this desire of man's spiritual nature that he 
rises to the contt:mplation of the Divine Spirit, and that prayer is a 
necessity of this nature is evident from the instinctive resort to, and 
reliance upon it, when, in overwhelming distress or danger, hope from 
all other sources has fled. It is then, if not beiore, that man places 
his reliance upon God through prayer. 

"Ye know not," saiLl an advanct:d spirit, through a medium in 
London, " in your cold earth atmosphere, so chilling, so repellent to 
spirit life, how the magnetic rapport between your spirit and the 
guides who wait to bear its petition upwards is fostered by frequent 
prayer. It is as though the bond were tightened by frequent use; as 
though the intimacy ripened by mutual association. Ye would pray 
more did ye know how rich a spiritual blessing prayer brings. Your 
learned sages have discussed much of the value of prayer, and have 
wandered in a maze of opinion, befogged and ignorant of the real 
issue. They do not know-how should they ?- of the angel messen
gers who hover round ready to help the spirit that cries to its God. 
They know not of the existence of such, for they cannot test their 
presence by human science in its present state, and so with crude 
effort they would reduce the results of prayer to line and measure. 
They try to gauge its results and to estimate its effect by the com
pilation of statistics. And still they find themselves in difficulty, for 
though they grasp the shell the spirit eludes their ken. Such results 
are not to be so measured, for they are imperceptible by man's 
science. They are spiritual, varying in various cases, different as 
are the agencies at work. 

" Frequently it is the unspoken petition, which is not granted, that 
is the cause of richest blessing to the praying soul. The very cry of 
the burdened spirit shot forth into the void-a cry wrung out by 
bitter sorrow-is an unknown relief. The spirit is ;ightened, though 
.he prayer is not granted in the terms of its petition. Ye know not 
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why, but could ye see as we see the guardians laboring to pour into 
the sorrow-laden soul the balm of sympathy and consolation, ye 
would know whence comes that strange peace which steals over the 
spirit and assures it of a sympathizing and consoling God. The 
prayer has done its work, for it has drawn down an angel friend, 
and the bursting heart, crushed with its load of care and sorrow, is 
comforted by angel sympathy. 

"This, the magnetic sympathy which we can shed around those 
with whom we are in close communion, is one of the blessed effects 
which can be wrought by the cry of a human soul reaching upward 
to its God; and under no other conditions can the full blessedness of 
spirit intercourse be realized. It is the spirit that is most spiritualized 
that alone can enter into the secret chambers where the angels dwell. 
It is to the soul that lives in frequent communion with us that we are 
best able to come nigh .... Prayer is the spontaneous cry of the soul 
to its God through the friends who it knows are near, and are ever 
ready to catch up the unuttered petition and bear it upwards, and 
ever upwards, till it reach a power that can respond. This is no mat
ter of formal preparation. It consists not in any act of outward show. 
It is not necessarily syllabled in utterance, far less is it trammelled 
by conventional form, or bound up in stereotyped phraseology." 

I pity the man whose childhood has never been blessed with the 
purifying influence of a mother's love, whose soul has never re
sponded to this sacred feeling; and equally pity that man whose 
spiritual nature is never elevated by thankfulness to that llt!ing whose 
love encircles his pathway in life, and is guiding him to that glorious 
destiny which a greater than a mother's love has provided for him. 
I pity him who has never lt!arncd that prayer rifts the clouds of hope
lessness and doubt, and that a way is thus prepared through which 
the rich treasures of this love are showered upon the suppliant's head. 

Every sincere Christian prays for the influx of the Holy Spirit. 
We also pray for it, and we know that true prayer elevates and puri
fies the soul, and fiLs it for the reception of the divine love. In ac
complishing this it also renders us accessible to elevated spirits or 
angels, and they shed their sweet and refining influence over us, so 
that prayer, in our belief, affects directly what every sincere Christian 
believes it does, and, in addition, it enables us to obtain spiritual 
blessings through the agency of ministering spirits. 

"I come to Thee, una wed by fear, 
With no misgivings in my heart ; 

I do not doubt that Thou wilt hear, 
For well I know how good Thou art. 
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" Thou art my father, I Thy child; 
A wayward child, who oft unheedJ 

A kindest Father's counsels mild, 
Whose life is filled with vain misdeeds ; 

" Yet, ever to whose heart there comes 
An hour of sadness and regret, 

That he could wander from Thy paths, 
And all Thy kindness could forget. 

'' And as to earthly parent we, 
With hearts which for forgiveness yearn, 

Confess our faults, so 1 to Thee, 
Who, more than Father, will not turu 

" Thy child away, though great his sin 
And oft repeated and again : 

Forgive me, Father,-ne'er was asked 
Of Thee, when asking proved in vain. 

"My heart, whose every impulse Thou, 
As every thought, can freely read, 

Silent will make its prayer to Thee
Of time-worn forms it has no need. 

" And so from out the dark and gloom 
Where dwells the life estranged from Thee, 

Repentant comes my heart again ; 
And Thou I know wilt welcome me. 

" And a.~ upon its parent's breast 
The weary child its tired head lays, 

So I, by sinful deeds oppressed, 
Returuing from the tempter's ways. 

• My sorrowing heart would lay on Thee; 
And thus, 0 Father, do I come, 

Thy weary, sinful child to Thee-
A prodigal returning home." 

-ANON, 



CHAPTER XII. 

THE MINISTRY OF ANGELS. 

"ADd the angeb ministered unto him."-Mar.i i. 13-

"And is there care in heaven, and is there love 
In heavenly spirits to these creatures base, 
That they may compaSliion of their evils move ? 
There is :~ much more wretched were the case 
Of men than beasts : But oh I the exceeding grace 
Of Hi,hest God, that loves His creatures so, 
And all His works with mercy doth embrace 
That blessed angels He sends to and fro, 
To serve to wicked man, to serve His wicked foe. 

How oft do they their silver bowers leave, 
To come to succour us that succour want I 
How oft do they with golden pinions cleave 
The flitting skies, lilte flying pursuivant, 
Against foul fiends to aid us militant I 
They for. us fight : they watch and duly ward, 
And their bright squadrons round about us plant ; 
And all for love, and nothing for reward : 
Oh, why should heavenly God to men have such regard ? " 

-SPENSEII.'S Furie QueetU. 

T HERE is no view of the angelic character, as represented in 
the Bible, that is so beautiful and attractive as that of their 

care and watchfulness over the steps of weak and erring mortals. 
They are represented as ever ready to guide our footsteps; to guard 
us from danger; to comfort us in affliction, and to encourage and 
strengthen us in every good intention and effort. 

" And he was there in the wilderness forty days, tempted of Satan, and was with 
the wild beasts, and tile angeu ministered unto him."-Mar.i i. 13. 

Jesus, like all of us, had his seasons of depression and sorrow; 
there were times when his soul was weighed down with difficulties 
that seemed insurmountable, and when, were it not for the assistance 
rendered by the sympathetic angels, he perhaps would have suc
cumbed to the overwhelming pressure, and the world would never 
have been blessed with the nob1e example of his life, and with the 
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lessons of love and wisdom which he has left as a rich legacy to 
mankind. 

At this particular time he undoubtedly was passing through that 
stage of spiritual experience and development which is common to 
most highly susceptible organizations possessing medial power,
there was a strife between different classes of spirits as to which 
should control him; and it is evident from the preceding verse-the 
I 2th-that an undeveloped spirit had obtained temporary control, 
and had driven or conducted him into the adjacent country, and 
was now endeavoring to hold possession of him so as to mould him 
into a state in which he could then and thereafter be used for un
worthy purposes. Of this intention superior intelligences were per
fectly cognizant, and these good and wise " angels ministered unto 
him," their ministry at this time consisting in the exercise of their 
power in expelling the undeveloped spirit; in dispersing like spirits 
who were besieging him ; in rendering their own power more efficient 
in influencing and controlling him, and in harmonizing his disturbed 
feelings. 

There is scarcely a book, from Genesis to Revelation, in which 
the doctrine of spirit intervention, or the ministry of angels, is not 
taught and exemplified. When Abraham mercilessly cast out Hagar 
and her son from his habitation, with only bread and a bottle of 
water, as related in Gen. xxi. I 7-19, 
"the angel of God called to Hagar out of heaven, ant! said unto her: What aileth 
thee, Hagar? Fear not ; for Got! hath heart! the voice of the lad where he is." 

And her eyes were opened and she saw a well of water from which 
to sustain her own life and that of her child. 

It would sound strangely to Protestant ears were one of their 
theological patriarchs to solemnly invoke the blessings of a guardian 
spirit upon his sons, as Jacob did when he said: 

" The angel which redeemed (or proltd~ me from all evil, bless the lads."
Gm. xlviii. 16. 

Angels or spirits, when employed in doing good to mortals, are 
only the ministers of God, who works His pleasure through them. 

In Ex. xxiii. 20, we find angelic ministration promised as are
ward to the children of Israel for walking in the precepts of the law: 

" Behold I send an angel before thee to keep thee in the way, and to bring thte 
into the place which I have prepared ;" 

and the succeeding verse contains a threat of punishment in case 
they disregard his instructions : 

"Beware of him, and obey his voice; provoke him not, for he will not pardon 
your transgressions, for My name is in him." 

With all their love and power, spirits often fail in accomplishing 
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their kinct purposes ; like us they are still finite, their powers are 
limited. 

As related in 1 Kings xvii. 6, the ravens brought Elijah bread and 
flesh, and he drank of the bmok, but 
"after a while the brook dried up, because there had been no rain in the land." 

It is here evident that although the power of the spirits was suffi
cient to control the ravens to bring the prophet food,· it was insuffi
cient to continue the flow of the stream; for he was told to arise and 
go to Zarephath, to a widow who would receive him. The condi
tions were fa..,·orable for controlling the ravens to feed him, and for 
impressing the widow to entertain him, but not for producing a flow 
of water when the laws of nature forbade it. 

In 2 Kings iv. 39 to 41, is an account of a case of poisoning, 
caused by eating of a wild vine, the deadly effects of which were coun
teracted by spirit power through the prophet Elisha. There is no 
mention made of his calling upon the Lord to assist him, as he should 
have done had he known that all power comes from Him. 

David, in Psalm xxxiv. 7, in the most emphatic language asserts 
the truth of spirit assistance and protection : 

"The angel of the Lord encampcth round about them that fear Him, and de
liYereth them." 

As he agai.n does in the 91st Psalm 11, 12: 

"For He shall give his angels charge over thee, to keep thee in all thy ways. 
They shall bear thee up in their hands, lest thou da~h thy foot against a stone." 

Another prophet clearly defines one methorl Ly which spirit~ ad
dress themselves to our understanding, viz., through clairaudience : 

"And thine ears shall hear a word behind thee saying, This is the way, walk ye 
in it when ye turn to the right hand and when ye turn to the left."-/s. xxx. 21. 

Neither do the spirits of deceased patriots and statesmen at once 
lose their love for their native lanrl, but continue to interest them
seh·es in its welfare long after their material bodies have decayed. 
Who can doubt that the illustrious founders of this republic, if con
scious at all as spirits, continue to love and feel a cleep interest in 
the government they created, and the people to whom their genius 
and patriotism were dedicated, and retaining this love, and this inter
est, could any place or condition be heaven to them where they 
were debarred from further intelligence of that country and people, 
and from all means of communicating with and influencing them for 
their good? We have the Bible, the testimony of all ages, and the 
revelations of Modern Spiritualism to support us in this cheering, 
tonsoling belief, and the hopes and desires of our souls, which, when 
not suppressed by a dominant will, also claim their right to be heard 
in evidence. Can it for a moment be supposed that the spirit of an 
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American, who had loved his country while in earth-life, could be 
indifferent to the results of a conflict between our own and a foreign 
nation ? If we suppose this we must deem patriotism a crime, or at 
least an error, and the want of it a virtue. If it be meritorious here, 
it cannot be accounted sinful there. 

There are many instances related in the Bible indicating the pos
&ession of such feelings by spirits or angels, and where they strove 
with their mortal friends to defeat their enemies, as in Dan. x. 20 : 

"Then said he, Knowest thou wherefore I come unto thee ? and 
now will I return to fight with the prince of Persia." 

And again in 2 Kings xix. 35, we have an account of great slaughter 
of the hosts of the Assyrian king, when besieging Jerusalem, by an 
angel or spirit who fought for the Israelites. The passage reads : 

"And it came to pass that night that the angel of the Lord went out and smote 
in the camp of the Assyrians a hundred fourscore and five thousand : and when 
they arose early in the morning, behold they were all dead corpse&." 

And even Jesus testifies to the disposition and power of angels or 
spirits to assist us against our enemies when he said: 

"Thinkest thou that I cannot now pray to my Father, and He shall presentl7 
give me more than twelve legions of angels."-Aialt. xxvi. 53· 

They are always ready to assist us to the extent of their power, 
whether we are asleep or awake, at liberty or in prison. When the 
high priest and Sadducees laid their hands on the apostles and put 
them in prison, 
•' the angel of the Lord by night opened the prison doors and brought them forth." 
-A(/s v. 18, I!J. 

When Peter was asleep in prison between the two soldiers, bound 
with chains, the angel 
"came upon him and a light shined in the prison." 

And he raised him up, his chains fell from his hands, and the spirit 
led him forth, opening the gates for his passage. Acts xii. 5 to 10. 

When Paul and Silas were in prison, and while they prayed and sang 
praises unto God, a spirit or angel, who was invisible, opened all the 
doors, "and every one's bonds were loosed." 

It is said in Acts viii. 26 to 38 : 
"And the angel of the Lord spake unto Philip, saying, Arise, and go toward 

the south , .•. And he arose and went ; and behold a man of Ethiopia, a eunuch 
of great authority, •.•• who had come to Jerusalem for to worship, ..•. return· 
ing and sitting in his chariot, read Esaias the prophet. Then the spirit said unto 
Philip, Go near and join thyself to this chariot ; and Philip ran thither to him and 
heard him read the prophet Esaias, and said, Understandest thou what thou read-
est?" . 

The spirit here perceived that the eunuch was readini the words 
of the prophet, and needed an explanation of their meaning; that he 
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was searching for the truth, and Philip, being a medium, was im
pressed to assist his purpose, and to baptize him and admit him to 
fellowship among Christians. 

The spirit of Jesus, which had confronted Saul in his journey to 
Damascus, while breathing threatenings and slaughter against the 
disciples, we find from Acts ix. 9 to 18, still followed him with the 
kind intention of restoring his sight, and of fitting him for the great 
work in store for him ; but to accomplish the restoration of his sight, 
Jesus, now a spirit, required the mediumship of one through whom 
he could transmit a. portion of that remarkable healing power that 
he possessed while on earth, and he selected Ananias as a fit instru
ment for his purpose. 

"And he (Saul) WlL5 three days without sight, and neither did eat nor drink. 
And there was a certain disciple at Damascus named Ananias, and to him said the 
Lord in a vision ; Ananias. And he said, Behold I am here, Lord. And the Lord 
u.id unto him; Arise and go into the street which is called Straight, and inquire in 
the house of Judas for one called Saul of Tarsus: /t>r 6dtold /u praydh . •.. 
.And Ananias went his way, IUld entered into the house, and putting his hands on 
1lim s:tid; Brother Saul, the Lord, even Jesus, that appeared unto thee in the way as 
thou camest, hath sent me that thou mightest receive thy sight, and be filled with 
the Holy Ghost. And immediately there fell from his eyes as it had been scales, 
IDd he received sight forthwith, and arose and was baptized."-Ads ix. 9-18. 

A man (spirit) appeared to Paul in a vision at night, 
"who prayed him, saying, Come over into Macedonia and help us."-Acts xvi. 9· 

Undoubtedly this spirit was a friend of those Christians in Mace
donia who desired the presence of Paul to assist them in establish· 
ing the truths of Christianity, and he availed himself of the medium· 
ship of Paul to personally address him, believing that such an appeal 
would be more effective than any other. 

Paul at another time was warned by a spirit against danger, 
"who r.aid to Paul throagh the spirit that be should not go up to Jerusalem." 
-A<ts xxi. 4-

Paul practically understood and taught the doctrine of the mini!
try of angels or spirits, as is evident from Heb. i. 14, where he asks: 

"Are they not all ministering spirits, sent. forth to minister for them who shall 
he heirs of salvation ? " . 

He also had a clear understanding of their active agency in assist
'ng us with their prayers to God. 

"Likewise the spirit also helpeth our infirmities, for we know not what we 
lbou!d pray for as we ought ; but the spirit itself maketh intercession for us with 
croanings which cannot be uttered. And he that searcheth the hearts knoweth 
what is the mind of the spirit, because he maketh intercession for the saints accord· 
ing to the will of God."-Romans viii. 26, 27. 

That here the term "spirit" relates only to a disembodied human 
lpirit, is clear, if we reflect upon the absurdity of supposing God, or 
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either of the other persons in the Trinity, to make intercession with 
Himself, with groanings. And this view is confirmed in the second 
verse, which reads : 

" He that searcheth the hearts knoweth what is in the mind of the spirit. 

If we assume the word "spirit," as here used, to mean God, it 
would be equivalent to saying that God knoweth what is in His own 
mind, which would be idle talk ; but assuming the word to signify a 
human spirit or angel, we have a clear and forcible statement of the 
truth that our spirit friends join in our intercessions ; they from their 
more elevated planes often knowing better tha.n we what we need, 
and from the depths of their spiritual natures and understanding 
invoke the blessings of God upon us, "and He that searcheth the 
heart knoweth what is in the mind of the (inl~ruding) spirit, 
because he (tlu spirit) maketh intercession for the saints according 
to liz~ will of God." 

Misconception of the meaning of these passages is attributable 
to the error of Christian teachers in ignoring the great truths that 
angels are veritable human spirits, and that they clo have intercourse 
with men and minister to their necessities, and thus when the term 
"spirit" is used in the New Testament, often evidently to mean a 
human spirit, it has been almost invariably, as before said, construed 
to signify the Spirit of God, a forced unnatural construction which 
perverts the meaning of many beautiful passages, and either renders 
them unintelligible, or causes them to convey ideas of God's powers 
or attributes which are unworthy of Him. 

"The star that shone o'er Bethlehem's plain, 
Doth still its wondrous light sustain; 
The • Martyred Christ' is li\·ing still, 
Doing the great all·Father's wilL" 

Nothing can be more consoling than the thought that the loving 
Jesus is still accessible to the cry of suffering humanity, and the 
burdens of life are relieved of much of their weight when the weary 
and oppressed can realize that he, with others of the heavenly host, 
are in sympathy with them. The Bible and Spiritualism both bear 
witness to this cheering and beautiful truth. 

Rev. Chas. L. Brace, who for twenty years has zealously labored 
among the homeless boys of New York, speaking of the influence 
over their minds of the idea of a personal, sympathizing Jesus, 
says: 

"The marvels of the Bible, the stories of miracles, and the like, 
always seemed to them natural and proper. That a Being of such a 
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character as Christ should control nature and disease, was appro
priat~ to their minds, and it was a kind of comfort to these young 
vagabonds that the Son of God was so often homeless, and that he 
belonged humanly to the working classes. . . • . I think that the 
conception of a Superior Being, who knew just the sort of privations 
and temptations that followed them, and who felt especially for the 
P<><>rer classes. who was always near them, and pleased at true man
hood in them, did keep afterward a considerable number of them 
front lying, and stealing, and cheating, and vile pleasures."-.Dang. 
C::~a..sus of New York, p. 103. 

The influence that a firm belief in a superintending Providence 
exercises over the minds of all who possess this faith, is incalculable, 
and what is spirit protection and guidance but one of the methods, 
a.nd the principal method, by which God in His beneficence and love 
sees tit to respond to this faith. This disposition to rely upon a 
P<>wer above us is deeply implanted in the soul of every man, and 
in times of peril and distress it is manifested, even in those who in 
their pride of heart vainly attempt to deceive themselves with shal
low and false ideas of self-dependence. I here quote again from the 
&a.ane author, Rev. Mr. Brace : 

cc When one comes to know the peculiar overpowering temptations 
~hich beset this class of unfortunate children, and similar classes, the 
lnducements to sharpness, deception, roguery, lying, fraud, coarse
ness, vice in many forms, besides toward open offences against the 
~vv ; the few restraining influences in social opinion, good example, or 
~nherited self-control, the forces without, and the organization within 
1•1• 1Pelling to crime, and then sees how immmsd;• powerful the bditj 
rn, Qnd love for a supernatural and noble character and friend is, 
~Po, such 1vild natures; how it inspires to nobleness, restrains low 
Passions, changes bad habits, and transforms base hearts ; how the 
thoughts of this supernatural friend can accompany a child of the 
street, and make his daily hard life an offering of loving service ; how 
the \tnseen sympathy can dry the orphan's tears, and throw a light of 
~h_eerfulness around the wan, pale face of the little vagrant, and 
~ng down something of the splendor of heaven to the dark cellars 

and dreary dens of a great city ; whoever has had this experience-
ll.ot once but many times-will begin to understand that Christ must 
l~a.q reform as well as charity, and that without him the worst disease 
()f modern society can never be cured." 

And if the minds of these untutored waifs of society were imbued 
lrltb the knowledge that the spirits of their parents, or other dear 
£tiends, were often present, watching and guarding them; that they 
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were made happy by their good conduct, and rendered unhappy by 
their bad ; that the same love and affection ever followed them ; can 
it be doubted that they would be benefited by the belief; that addi
tional safeguards would be furnished against criminality, and additie>'l."lal 
incentives to virtue implanted within them. Few of them are so 
depraved and ignorant that they would fail to appreciate ~his 
beayenly care and protection, though their conceptions of its char
acter might be marked with a simplicity equal to that ascribed ~o 
the poor sailor by the poet, when he says, not untruthfully, 

"There's a sweet little cherub that sits up aloft, 
To watch o'er the life of poor Jack." 

That the early Christians believed in spirits, good and bad, infiuencinS 
the thoughts and actions of men, is evident from the writings of the earl, 
fathers, among these being Polycarp, Tertullian, Cyprian, Clemem.~ 
Ignatius, Origen, Tatian, Apollonius, and Justian, and the belief in ne 
mtervention of good spirits, who are called saints, and of earth-boumd 
spirits who are termed devils, or demons, in its affairs, has been coo
stant in the Roman Catholic Church from their time to the preset1t. 
fhat this belief is as prevalent in that Church at this day as formerly, 
ts commonly attested by all who are authorized to speak in its name, 
and from those near at hand I will quote from a sermon of Father 
Doucet, of St. Francis Xavier's Church, New York, delivered Sept. 
28, 1872 : "The reverend preacher went on to describe how elevated 
was their dignity in heaven ; how close their communion with tbe 
Most High; how pure, how lovely in every attribute, and how power
ful as divine agents of heaven among men -doing good. There were 
those indeed who affected to believe that there was no such thing as 
a personal angel ; th~t the term angel was a rather indefinite one, 
simply indicative of a spiritual essence lhat was not material. Yet 
the Old Testament showed that angels were really personal being& 
• • • • . He then continued at some length to describe how the at· 

tributes of the angels were each in itself reflections of some one of 
God's qualities; His beauty·; His glory; His justice ; His meTCY· 
In comparison to them we were, it is true, but very small things Oil 

earth, yet it could be truly said that we belonged to a brotherhood of 
which the angels were a part. . . . . • And yet, he repeated, thef 
were our brothers, fighting in the same cause, struggling to accolll" 
plish the same glory for God good men were struggling for, fightial 
under the same banner-the banner of the Saviour. • . • • Each 
one of us haq his own particular guardian angel, and he communi
cated to ur : thoughts, and whispered to us good resolves; in fact 

-I 
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the angels did all they could for man to accomplish the end for which 
he was created. Consequently they were brothers of the same 
family as men, were soldiers of the same army, with every being of 
intelligence they held communion, and what people often attributed 
to mere chance in the matter of narrow escapes, and the regularity 
of the Jaws of nature, could be traced to the influence and love of 
the angels in fulfilling the will of God. What more than all made 
men and angels brothers in common, companions in arms, was that 
ali the good they possessed came from God, and that all the good 
men possessed came also from God. The great love they drew from 
the Centre of all good they diffused among men, and made them 
sharers of their happiness. Their silent promptings, their teachi~gs, 
suggested to our minds the smallness of all things of earth compared 
with the possessions of heaven, and thus taught us to detach our 
hearts from the exclusive love of the world, and to centre our best 
affections upon Him who is the Giver of all good." 

The eloquent Father Burke, the celebrated Irish priest, holds 
similar views. I quote from a sermon delivered by him at St. Mary's 
Church, New York, Nov. J, 1872 : 

"The reverend father took for his subject, 'The Saints of God, 
and what the Catholic Church teaches concerning them.' He dilated 
at great length about what the Church taught concerning the saints ; 
how it taught Catholics to believe that their intercession for man on 
earth was powerful with God, and how they served as examples for 
men to follow during their pilgrimage through life. He then ridi
culed the Protestant's disbelief in•the power of the saints to inter
cede for us, and asked how ilwas /hal Proltstants bdinred thai one 
of 1/uir living fdlow-IJtings on earth could pray for lht.m, but that 
wltm ltis spirit had bun translated to heaven !tis power to pray to Goa 
for any one on ear/It ceased altogdlter. It was charged that Catholics 
committed idolatry when they prayed to the saints. He conceded 
that they could be considered guilty of that crime if they believed 
that the saints of themselves could grant their prayers, and thus 
believing they prayed to them, and paid them reverence. But Catho
lics, he said, 011/y prayed to lite saints lo foin their prayers to theirs i11 
ulting of God lite grace they stood in need of" 

This is Spiritualism, or Spiritualism to this extent is Catholicism, 
and here we occupy common ground, the teachings of the former 
confirming the traditions and practices of the Church, and this ele
ment of truth in that Church gives it in a great measure its strength 
and predominance as a faith over that of Protestantism. But al
though most of the Protestant churches practically repudiate all 
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belief in spirit intervention-in the ministry of angels-yet many 
prominent independent thinkers, both of the clergy and laity, have 
not only held to the belief, but occasionally have given expression to 
their opinions. Of some of these notice has been taken elsewhere 
in these pages. Elsewhere also I have noticed the tktordica/ belief 
of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the ministry of angels. 

To show the difficulty of escaping from this belief when the Bible 
is searched, and its teachings received, I here insert the following 
remarks taken from a work of acknowledged orthodox authority : 

"Their (angels') office towards man is far more fully described 
to us. They are represented as being in tkt widut stnu agents of 
God's Providence, natural and supernatural, to the body and to the 
soul. Thus the operations of nature are spoken of as under angelic 
guidance fulfilling the will of God. Not only is this the case in poeti
cal passages, such as Ps. civ. 4 (com.mented upon in Heb. i. 7), 
where the powers of air and fire are referred to them, but in the sim
plest prose history, as where the pestilence which slew the first-born 
(Ex. xii. 23; Heb. xi. 28), the disobedient people in the wilderness 
(1 Cor. x. 1o), the Israelites in the days of David (2 Sam. xxiv. 16; 
1 Chr. xxi. 16), and the army of Scnnacherib (2 Kings xix. 35), as 
also the plague which cut off ·Herod (Acts xii. 23), are plainly 
c;poken of as the work of the 'angel of the Lord.' . . . • 

"In the Book of Genesis there is no notice of angelic appearance 
till after the call of Abraham. Then, as the book is the history of 
the chosen family, so the angels mingle with and watch over its 
family life-entertained by Abra!Am and by Lot (Gen. xviii. xix), 
guiding Abraham's servant to Padan-Aram (xxiv. 7, 40), seen by 
the fugitive Jacob at Bethel (xxviii. 12), and welcoming his return at 
Mahan aim (xxxii. 1 ). Their ministry l1allows domutic lift in its 
trials and its blusings alikt, and is closer, more familiar, and less 
awful than in aftertirnes ..... But in the captivity, when the Jews 
were in the presence of foreign nations, each claiming its tutelary 
deity, then to the prophets Daniel and Zechariah angels are revealed 
in a fresh light, as u•atcking not on!;• 01'tr Jerusaltm, but also 0'1/er 
heathtn kingdoms, under the providence and to work out the designs 
of the Lord (see Zech. passim, and Dan. iv. IJ, 23; x. Io, IJ, 
2o, 21, etc.). In the whole period they, as truly as the prophets and 
kings themselves, are seen as God's ministers watching over the 
national life of the subjects of the Great King ..... The New 
Testament is the history of the Church of Christ, every member of 
which is united to him. Accordingly the angels are revealed now as 
ministering spirits to each individual member of Christ, for his spiritual 
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guidance and aid (Heb. i. 14). The records oi their visible ap
pearance are but unfrequent (Acts v. 19; viii. 26; x. 3; xii. 7 ; 
xuii. 23); but their presmce and th~ir aid are rif~rred to familiarly, 
almost as things of couru, even after th~ Incarnation. They are 
spoken of a.c; watching over Christ's little ones (Matt. xviii. 1o), as 
rejoicing over a penitent sinner (Luke xv. 1o), as pr~smt in ·flu 
worship of Christians (x Cor. xi. 10), and (perhaps) bringitlg tluir 
prayers bifort God (Rev. viii. 3, 4), and as bearing the souls of the 
redeemed into Paradise (Luke xvi. 22 ). In on~ word, they art 
Chrisfs minisltrs of gract now, as they shall be of judgment here
after (.Matt. xiii. 39, 41, 49; xvi. 27; xxiv. 31, etc.). By what method 
they act we cannot know of ourselves, nor are we told, perhaps lest 
we should worship them instead of him whose servants they are (see 
Col. ii. 18 ; Rev. xxii. 9); but of course their agency, like that of 
human ministers, depends for its efficacy on the aid of the Holy 
Spirit."-Smith's .Diet. Biblt, Article" Angels." 

Nearly all the ideas here set forth are such as Spiritualism approves 
and teaches, and the whole tenor and scope of the article tends to 
show how little real difference there is-when this subject of angelic 
ministry is thoroughly examined and weighed-between the opinions 
of many orthodox thinkers and writers and our own ; and this simi
larity of views would readily be discovered in relation to many other 
questions pertaining to Spiritualism, if only a moderate degree of 
patience and attention were devoted to the consideration of their 
claims on the part of our opponents. We give Bible narrations of 
spirit intervention a literal present, as well as past application ; while 
the orthodox application is too often remote, misty, anu theorcticai. 
The ideas that flow in upon the mind when the truth concerning 
spirit agency is sought in the Bible, demand a practical application ; 
but with most persons, as soon as they again breathe the atmosphere 
ofmateriallife, the impressions exhale from their minds like the per
fume from the flower, and like it leave behind little that is appre
ciable. 

Archbishop Tillotson, speaking of the continued intercourse of 
angels with men, says, "they are God's ministers here below;" and 
Bishop Heber, though he does not profess to any practical knowledge 
of spirit communion, yet lea.ves on record his high appreciation of 
the comfort and blessings that in his view would flow from it. His 
words are: "I know not-indeed who can know-whether the spirits 
of the just are ever permitted to hover over those whom they loved 
most tenderly ; but if such permission be given-and who can say 
it is impossible-then it must greatly diminish the painful sense of 
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separation, which even the souls of the righteous may be supposed 
to feel." 

Bishop McKendree, when dying, bore testimony to its truth ; nearly 
his last words were · 

" Bright angels are !rom glory come, 
They are around my bed, 
They are in my room, 
They wait to wa.!t my spirit home." 

Rev. Dr. Ferguson )Vas a firm believer in the constant love and 
guidance of spirit friends. "We not only believe," says he, " in the 
ministry of angels, but believe that its existence and advantages are 
demonstrable to all who candidly seek, and willingly choose the re
sponsibilities that seeking incurs. And we hail it as the hope of 
humanity, and the dawn of its brightest day." 

Bishop Cummins, of Louisville, Ky., as in duty bound, dislikes 
Spiritualism, but at the same time embraces at least one of its tenets. 
In a sermon by him, in June, 1872, he said: · 

"The teachings of Modern Spiritualists lead but to error and 
wickedness, yet about the death-bed of the dying Christian we can
not doubt that ministering spirits gather for good. An old man who 
died not long since, for hours before the final struggle fixed his eyes 
upon a form in the room, invisible to all but him. It was a form he 
knew, and upon it he gazed without the poiVer of those present to 
change his vision. It was known upon whom those dying eyes were 
so intently fixed when the trembling lips, for the last time, syllabled 
the name of his sainted wife who had long preceded him to the grave. 
Who doubts that" her spirit was there to conduct his to the better 
world ? The rod and the staff were there to comfort the good old 
man, and he feared no evil in the valley of the shadow of death. 
The living, flushed with life, may not see these ministering spirits 
around the bed of death, but we know not in what way death's ap
proaches may prepare the dying for the sight of those ethereal forms 
that inhabit other spheres. They may sometimes be the rod and the 
staff which make death but a shadow-which comfort the dying, and 
make them to fear no evil." 

"I believe, " says Henry Ward Beecher, "that the great realm of 
life goes on without the body, very much as it does with the body ; 
and there, as here, the mother not only is the guardian of her children 
whom she loves, but foresees that bad associates and evil influences 
threaten them, and draws them back, a.nd shields them from the im
pending danger." · 
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At another time Mr. Beecher expressed sentiments very similar to 
the abGve. At the prayer meeting in Plymouth Church, December 
2 7, 1872, he is reported as saying : 

"There was no harm in people indulging their fancy about heaven. 
The mother might go to heaven every night and clasp her angel babe 
to her bosom, and walk with it among the sons of God, and do no 
harm. He had no objections to appealing to saints. He did not 
pray to his mother as he did to the Saviour, but lu invoked her, ami 
conversed with her every month." 

In the report of the sermon of Rev. George H. Hepworth, de
livered at Steinway Hall, New York, March 15th, x873, it is said: 

"Toward the close of his discourse he announced a sort of semi
faith in Spiritualism, that is to say, that angels and the spirits of good 
friends gone before us attend us through life. He believed that his 
father looked down upon him from heaven, and that his brother had 
grown to be a man in heaven." 

They attend us through life, as Mr. Hepworth says, and in their 
love they often lead the little angels, who have prematurely passed 
from earth to heaven back to the disconsolate parents who mourn 
their absence-perhaps their loss-and assist these little ones in their 
efforts to assuage their grief. 

"0 gentle mothers of the earth 
Who gave these precious spirits birth, 
Your homes have lost their sounds of mirth 

And childish glee ; 
But not in Death's embrace they sleep, 
Nay, gentle mothers, cease to weep, 

They dwell with me. 

"There 'mid the amaranthine bowers, 
Through all the long, bright gladsome hours, 
Your loved ones tend their birds and flowers, 

And often come 
With gifts of love and garlands bright, 
To gladden with their forms of light, 

Your earthly home. 

"Their gentle lips to yours are pressed, 
Their heads are pillowed on your breast, 
And in your loving arms they rest, 

J:<"ur they are b.-iven 
By Him whose ways are ever kind, 
As precious links of love to bind 

Your souls to heaven. 
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" 0 could the sunshine of the heart, 
Dispel the blinding tears that ~tart, 
And all your doubts an<.! f~ars depart

Tho>e forms concealed, 
Like blos.<;<>ms 'neath the sha<les of night, 
Before your spirit's quick~ning sight 

Would stand revealed. 

0 ask them not for earth, again 
The hitter cup of grief to drain, 
To tread in sorrow and in pain 

Life's thomy track. 
Love's rain how arch to heaven they crossed, 
Gone, but not <.lead-unseen, not lost

Call them not back. 
-DonN. 

Rev. Dr. Samuel \Vatson, of Memphis, Tenn., who for more tba. ·•D 

thirty years was an influential and highly esteemed clergyman of L a:=-.e 
Methodist Episcopal Church, and for many years principal editor ~f 
one of its journalistic organs, partly through the spiritual manife~ ~a
tions that occurred in his own family, became a firm believer in 
Christian Spiritualism, and few men have had a more varied and ~X· 
tensive experience in the spiritual philosophy than he, and no on~ is 
better authority as to the state of belief in the Church. 

"The bdicf," says he, "in a future state, especially among e~ -u. 
cated people, is not so universal as many suppose. There is m~ c::h 
infiddity in the world, and some in the Church on this subject. '""'e 
have often heard some of the best Christians express their doubts a. .-.d 
fears in class and love-feast meetings. I rejoice to know that ~~Jre 
is a standpoint from which we may look, not only by faith in the re:D--1· 
ity of spirit existence and interconrse with mortals, but realize bey~~d 
the possibility of doubt that they a.re cognizant of our events .a.](1d 
are interested in us still. These are vital questions to the soul, yd 
many teachers of religion step over them like a school-boy going 
through a graveyard, and rejoice when they reach the farther side 
Being afraid of appearing wise above what is written, they ignore 
what is written. The revelations of the Bible are few. It was cer· 
tainly not given to gratify even what we may consider a lauda.I.JIC: 
curiosity. The light is only in scattered rays. The sparseness of 
the revelations deter people from researches in that direction. The 
scriptural arguments are twofold. x. Inferential. 2. Direct. 'fbe 
Scriptures teach that we are living in close contact with the spirit 
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world, that the inhabitants of that world are in our midst, and that it 
only needs the eye of the soul to be opened for us to see. 

" ' Angels now are hov'ring round us 
Unperceived amid the throng.' 

"The Bible teaches us that thousands of beings are deeply inter
ested in the affairs of this earth. The earth was their birthplace, the 
scene of their conflicts and triumphs. It is the residence of their 
relatives and friends. 

" ' Can a mother's tender care 
Cease toward the child she bare? ' 

"Never, no never I If she is the san1e being she was, endeared to 
them while here, she would rather lead the anthem of the heavenly 
choir. Can they, when they cross the line or pass the vail which 
divides the spiritual from the natural world, lose the interest they 
have in loved ones left behind ? The departed good take great in
terest in the career of the Christian. If angels rejoice over the con
version of a sinner, shall not the sainted mother who has thousands 
of times prayed for her gay daughter, or profligate son, rejoice over 
their conversion ? Oh ! if we could open the eyes of our ' inner 
man,' and see as the prophet's servant did, when in answer to his 
prayer the vail was withdrawn, we would see an innumerable host 
of God's messengers ·around us ready to aid us in the conflicts of life. 
Among them we would doubtless recognize many familiar faces of 
loved ones, for whom we h.we shed many bitter tears of sorrow be
cause of our separation. They have passed through similar trials, 
and are prepared to sympathize with those who remain in the pres
ent state."-7nt' Clock Struck 011t', p. 107. 

Good spirits in the Scriptures are not only declared to be minister
ing angels, and numerous instances recorded in proof of their minis
try, but there is not an instance related in the four gospels, if we 
except the agency of the Holy Spirit in the conception of Mary, 
where God performed any special act in relation to Jesus otherwise 
than mediately through angels or spirits, and this when, if the 
Church· is. right, he was and is equal with the Eternal Father Him· 
self. 

The ministry of kind and loving spirits attended him through his 
whole earthly career. An angel or spirit vouched to Joseph for his 
immaculate conception. An angel bestowed upon him the name of 
Jesus. A star or heavenly light, a production of spirit-power, guided 
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the wise men in their journey to Bethlehem to hail his birth and pay 
him homage. An angel or spirit warned Joseph to flee with him into 
Egypt, to escape the murderous design of Herod. An angel or 
spirit, when the danger had passed, directed his return. Angels or 
spirits ministered unto him in the wilderness. Two angels-the 
spirits of Moses and Elijah-appeared to and communed with him 
on the mount. In his agony in the garden of Gethsemane, an angel 
avpeared to, and consoled and strengthened him. After his cruci. 
fixion an angel or spirit rolled back the stone from the door of the 
sepulchre and anpounced his ascension; and last of all, Jesus him
self, as an angel or spirit, appeared to his disciples and commissioned 
them to minister to others here below as angels or spirits had minis. 
tered to him. 

Why was this? Was it not because God always deals with His 
creatures through instrumentalities, even dealing with him whom the 
Church maintains to be His only Son in this manner. 

Among those who have testified to their longing for the consola
tion which the belief in angelic guardianship brings, and to their high 
appreciation of the beautiful truths which underlie it, was Washington 
Irving, and it is in this language his desires found utterance : 

"I am now alone in my chamber. The family have long since 
retired. I have heard their footsteps die away, and the doors clap 
to after them. The murmur of voices and the peal of remote laugh
ter no longer reach the ear. The clock from the church, in which so 
many of the former inhabitants of this house lie buried, has chimed 
the awful hour of midnight. 

"I have sat by the window and mused upon the dusky landscape, 
watching the lights disappearing one by one from the distant village; 
and the moon rising in her silent majesty, and leading up all the sil
very pomp of heaven. As I have gazed upo~ these quiet graves and 
shadowy lawns, silvered over and imperfectly lighted by dewy moon-· 
shine, my mind has been crowded by 'thick-coming fancies' concern
ing those spiritual beings which 

" ' --walk the earth 
Unseen both when we wake and when we sleep.> 

"Are there, indeed, such beings? Is this space between us and 
the Deity filled up by innumerable orders of spiritual beings, forming 
the same gradations between the human soul and divine perfection 
:hat we see prevailing from humanity down to the meanest insect ? 
It is a sublime and beautiful doctrine inculcated by the early fathers, 
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that there are guardian angels appointed to watch over cities and 
nations, to take care of good men, and to guard and guide the steps 
of helpless infancy. Even the doctrine of departed spirits returning 
to visit the scenes and beings which were dear to them during the 
body's existence, though it has been debased by the absurd supersti
tions of the vulgar, in itself is awfully solemn and sublime. 

"However lightly it may be ridiculed, yet the attention involun
tarily yielded to it whenever it is made the subject of serious discus
sion, and its prevalence in all ages and countries, even among newly 
discovered nations that have had no previous interchange of thought 
with other parts of the world, prove it to be one of those mysterious 
and instinctive beliefs, to which, if left to ourselves, we should natur
ally incline. . . . . 

"In spite of all the pride of reason and philosophy, a vague doubt 
will still lurk in the mind, and perhaps will never be eradicated, as it 
is a matter that does not admit of positive demonstration. Who yet 
has been able to comprehend and describe the nature of the soul ; 
its mysterious connection with the body ; or in what part of the frame 
it is situated? We know merely that it does exist; but whence it 
came, and entered into us, and how it operates, are all matters of 
mere speculation and contradictory theories. If, then, we are thus 
ignorant of this spiritual essence, even while it forms a part of our
selves, and is continually present to our consciousness, how can we 
pretend to ascertain or deny its power and operations, when released 
from its tleshy prison-house? 

"Everything connected with our spiritual nature is full of doubt 
and difficulty. 'We are fearfully and wonderfully made,' we are sur
rounded by mysteries, and we are mysteries even to ourselves. It is 
more the manner in which this superstition has been degraded, than 
its intrinsic absurdity, that has brought it into contempt. Raise it 
above the frivolous purposes to which it has been applied, strip it of 
the gloom and horror with which it has been enveloped, and there is 
none in the whole circle of visionary creeds that could more delight
fully elevate imagination or more tenderly affect the heart. It would 
become a sovereign comfort at the bed of death, soothing the bitter 
tear wrung from us by the agony of mortal separation. 

"What could be more consoling than the idea that the souls of 
those we once loved were permitted to return and watch over our 
welfare ?-that affectionate and guardian spirits sat by our pillows 
when we slept, keeping a vigil over our most helpless hours ?-that 
beauty and innocence, which had languished into the tomb, yet 
smiled unseen around us, revealing themselves in those blest dreams 
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wherein we live over again the hours of past endearments? A belief 
of this kind would, I should think, be a new incentive to virtue, ren
dering us circumspect, even in our most secret moments, from the 
idea that those we once loved and honored were invisible witnesses 
of all our actions. 

"It would take away, too, from the loneliness and destitution 
which we are apt to feel more and more as we get on in our pilgrim
age through the wilderness of this world, and find that those who set 
forward with us lovingly and cheerily on the journey, have one by 
one dropped away from our side. Place the superstition in this light, 
and I confess I should like to be a believer in it. I see nothing in 
it that is incompatible with the tender and merciful nature of our 
religion, or revolting to the wishes and affections of the heart. 

"There are departed beings that I have loved as I never again shall 
love in this world; that have loved me as I never again shall be 
loved. If such beings do even retain in their blessed spheres the 
attachments which they felt on earth; if they take an interest in the 
poor concerns of transient mortality, and are permitted to hold com
munion with those whom they have loved on earth, I feel as if now, 
at this deep hour of night, in this silence and solitude, I could 
receh·e their visitations with the most solemn but unalloyed de
light." 

Innumerable instances, well attested, are on record where spirits 
have intervened to protect persons from danger. Mrs. Crowe, in her 
very interesting work, Tlu Niglll Side 1Jj Nature, p. 88, relates a case 
where a person was saved by spirits from taking a poisonous mixture 
which had been prepared by mistake by the apothecary. 

" A very singular circumstance," she says, "was related to me lately 
by Mr. J. J-- as having occurred not long since to himself. A tonic 
had been prescribed to him by his physician, for some slight derange
ment of the system, and as there was no good chemist in the village 
he inhabited, he was in the habit of walking to a town about five 
miles off to get the bottle filled as occasion required. One night 
that he had been to M--, for this purpose, and had obtained his 
last supply, for he was now recovered and about to discontinue the 
medicine, a voice seemed to warn him that some great danger was 
impending, his life was in jeopardy; then he heard, but not with his 
outward car, a beautiful prayer. 'It was not myself that prayed,' he 
5aid, 'the prayer was far beyond anything I am capable of composing 
-it spoke of me in the third person-always as he, and supplicated 
that for the sake of my widowed mother this calamity might be 
averted. My father had been dead some months. I was sensible of 
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all this, yet I cannot say whether I was asleep or awake. When I 
rose in the morning the whole was present to my mind, although I had 
slept soundly in the interval. I felt, however, as if there was some 
~itigation of the calamity, though what the danger was with which I 
_.as threatened I had no notion. When I was dressed I prepared to 
t.akc my medicine, but on lifting the bottle I fancied that the color 
-·as not the same as usual. I looked again, and hesitated, and 
finally instead of taking two tablespoonfuls, which was my accus. 
t:on1 ed dose, I took bnt one. Fortunate it was that I did so ; the 
apothecary had made a mistake, the drug was poison. I was seized 
wid"l. a violent vomiting and other alarming symptoms, from which I 
with difficulty recovered. Had I taken the two spoonfuls I should 
pro Lably not have survived to tell the tale.' 

"'~ The manner in which I happened to obtain these particulars is 
no~ uninteresting. I was spending the evening with .Mr. Wads
Wort: b, at Bidal, when he mentioned to me that a stranger who had 
call-ed on him that morning had quoted two lines from his poem of 
Lae7damia, which he said to him had a peculiar interest. They 
were these :-

" 'The invisible world with thee hath sympathized; 
Be thy affections raised and solemnized.' 

cc c I do not know what he alludes to,' said Mr. Wadsworth; 'but 
h~ &ave me to understand that these lines had a deep meaning for 
hltn» and that he had himself been the subject of such a sympathy.' 

cc "Upon this I sought the stranger, whose address the poet gave me, 
and thus learned the above particulars from himself. His very natu
ral P("!rsuasion was that the interceding spirit was his father. He 
described the prayer as one of earnest anguish." 

b A case where a spirit friend announced a death before intelligence 
bY the ordinary channels could reach the person informed, is related 

Y Dr. Brittan in his .Discussion Ofl Spiritualism with Dr. Richmond, 
p_ 198. He says: 

cc Mr. Edward Hooper, of Fitchburg, Mass., is a writing medium, 
~nq has been favored with many unmistakable proofs of a more than 
;;-or~al intelligence, one of which, communicated in a letter to Charles 

;t:r1dge, Esq., I will introduce in this connection. This fact, though 
~ a convincing nature and well authenticated, has been withheld 
~Ill the public until now. Mr. Hooper writes, that 'on the 18th of 

a.tch last (185I), the spirits caused me to write as follows: "Your 
{Qtlz(r, Thomas Hoop(r, is d(ad." I could hardly believe this, as I 

ad just received a letter from Europe informing me that my father 
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was in good health. But the spirits insisted that my father died on 
the 13th of March, x8sx. This communication was made known to 
several individuals at the time, among whom I will mention Rev. 
Charles Woodhouse, of .Fitchburg. My father was an Episcopal cler
gyman, and lived in England. About three weeks after the spirits 
announced his death I received a letter from my sister, communicat· 
ing the intelligence that my father was taken suddenly ill and died on 
the 13th of March-the precise time given by the spirits.' 

"Mr. Woodhouse is also a minister of the Episcopal Church, and, 
if I am rightly informed, pastor of the society whereof Mr. Edward 
Hooper is a member. A letter of inquiry respecting the facts 
narrated above was addressed to Mr. Woodhouse, which was 
promptly responded to by the reverend gentleman in the following 
letter : 

MR. CHARLES PATRIDGE. 
" 'FITCHBURG, MASs., FdJ. 22, 1852. 

"'DEAR SIR :-In reply to your letter of inquiry concerning Mr. 
Hooper's statement to you, I will say that on or about the 2oth of 
March last Mr. Hooper told me that he had for a number of days 
been impelled to write, "Your father, Thomas Hooper, is dead," and 
that on inquiry of the agency which influenced him to write this
" when his father died? ''-he was further impressed to write, "March 
13." He also told me that he thought he was wrongly influenced, 
because he had but a short time before received a letter from Eng
land, where his father lived, and at the time the letter was written his 
father was in his usual health. 

"' A few weeks after Mr. Hooper made these statements to me, he 
showed me a letter from a sister in England, informing him that his 
father had died on "the 13th of March." Of the genuineness of the 
letter from his sister, I will also add, there can be no question. 
These are the simple facts in relation to this case, as I know them, and 
further "this deponent saith not." 

"'Yours respectfully, 
"'CHARLES WooDHousE.'" 

This occurred before telegraphic communication was established 
between America and England. 

A remarkable case where a well·known gentleman was rescued by 
1pirits from pursuing the downward course of intemperance is nar
rated in Mrs. Emma Hardinge's America" Spiritualism, a work 
replete with information relating to the spiritual philosophy. On 
page 530 of that work she says : 

"In connection with the publication of the Boston New England 
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Spiritualist, a reading-room was opened with a dedicatory service, on 
which occasion several speakers addressed the company assembled 
in exposition of the truths and uses of Spiritualism . 

.. In the course of the evening's exercises, Mr. H. G. Cole, a resi~ 
dent of Portland, Maine, and now a distinguished lecturer in the 
temperance cause, related the following remarkable experience : 

u Mr. Cole acknowledged that he had formeriy been a persistent 
ver11.der of ardent spirits, and that in violation of the Maine Liquor 
L~ ~. For this offence he was indicted on several charges, and 
thr~wn into prison. While there his sister died, and he was bailed 
<>u C: for the purpose of attending her funeral. 

'"' '"' After this sad ceremony was ended, he felt irresistibly impelled 
t"<> ~nter his bar-room, and there to stand as if arrested and held fa.o;t 
by :i.nvisible hands. In this position he distinctly heard a strange, 
clis ~ant, yet clear voice, which pleaded with him in the most touching 
n~·a. r:aner on his ruinous and iniquitous business. When the spell was 
0""~:r, notwithstanding the deep impression it had left on his mind, his 
fea..z.- lest he was yielding to some of the so-called spiritual superstitions 
of" t:.lle day,' determined him to resist the invisible monition, and in 
<>rd~r to defy or treat it as an idle dream, he drank until he succeed
ed in deadening his faculties with brutal intoxication, but from the 
rr..<> nt1ent when he entered upon this course until he sank into insensi
bii it:~. and from the time when conscio~sness returned until he was 
C<>n• pelled to resume the business of the succeeding day, the voice 
B_ev-er left him, and never _ceased to plead with him in tones that per
U.st:ently rang in his ears as those of his dead sister. 

c c .At last, unable any longer to endure or resist these mysterious 
~~nit ions, he sought out an ~cquaintance with whom he had once 
e~n intimate, and whose chief recommendation on the present oc

c.a_ -
8 :tcm was the fact that he had been a professed infidel. 

E" c c !o this person the unhappy inebriate related candidly the story 
~. t:he 'haunting,' and solicited his friend's opinion as to its cause. To 
:a.s ~stonishment he found that the former infidel had latterly become 
~·~ ~dent convert to Spiritualism, and attributed the invisible plead
ll"l g:s to the influence of anxious spirit friends. At his counsellor's 
~~a:-~ est solicitation Mr. Cole consented to accompany him to a me-
:a.~ ~. from whom he immediately received a communication, signed 
~ th the full name of his deceased sister, and containing numerous 
\~odisput.tble proofs of her identity. Mr. Cole continued his investi
ga.tiQns, and it was under this redeeming influence that he became 
t~&~ored to himself and society, in the character of a faithful and ef-
~~tive lecturer for the cause of temperance." 
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In a paper on "Psychological Science," read before the London 
Anthropological Institute, in 187z, by the Rev. Canon Calloway, M.D., 
of Natal, the following instance of a person being influenced by spirit 
impression to warn an evil-disposed individual against the commission 
of a criminal act was narrated. The person so warned was Tawell, 
who many years afterwards was executed in ·England for murder. 
Dr. Calloway said: 

"The history of this man is most remarkable. When young he 
was taken into the employ of one of the Society of Friends. Here 
he soon began to assume all the external peculiarities which used 
to mark that body, and it was generally supposed in consequence that 
he belonged to them. But this was not the case. I believe he tried 
on several occasions to obtain admittance as a member, but some
thing undefined prevented it. After his return from transportation 
for forgery, he assumed a very devout and grave deportment, and 
more than once applied to be admitted. But one of the committee 
appointed to consider his application, a physician since dead, opposed 
it. His objection was founded on the feeling of antipathy to which 
I have alluded, for at that time he had all the appearance of a re
claimed, respectable, religious character, and nothing was known 
against him; but he was not admitted. 

" I call up this case not for the purpose of pointing out this instance 
of unreasoning antipathy, but to relate one or two facts in the history 
of this man, which are remarkable instances of what I have ventured 
to call natural clairvoyance, or inner sight. 

"To all appearance Tawell was a respectable man, carrying on 
business in London. But one day, a friend now dead-a loving, 
venerable, warm-hearted philanthropist, to whom it would be hard to 
think evil of any one, and who was ever ready to excuse and speak 
gently of the erring-had his thoughts immovably fixed on this 
Tawell. He could not tell why. He in vain attempted to turn his 
mind to other things; and if he succeeded in turning away his 
thoughts from him for a moment, they only rushed back to him more 
impetuously, and dwelt upon him with a still greater tenacity. And 
these unreasoning thoughts gradually took a distinct form,-the form 
of an apprehension that Tawell was about to commit a capital of
fence ; and this was soon followed by a sense of duty to go and tell 
him. This, as you may well suppose, was a most painful-a really 
terrible state of mind to be in in reference to another. He had 
no reason for supposing this strange, strong impression to be true. 
What if he obeyed it and it proved to be false? What woulrl Tawell 
say? What would others think of him who could allow such imag-
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inations respecting an innocent man to arise or exist for a moment 
in his mind ? But he could not shake off the impression, nor the 
sense of duty. He went to Tawell's house. E\·en when he got so 
far he found it hard to enter. He walked backwards and forwards 
several times before he gave the knock which finally necessitated him 
to take some action. He was ushered into Tawell's presence, and 
without much ceremony, and in much apprehension, addressed him 
in some such words as these: 'John, I come to tell thee that I be
lieve that thou art on the eve of committing a c1ime which will bring 
thee to the gallows.' Tawell was astonished. He buried his face in 
his hands and burst into tears. After a time he composed himself, 
anrl opening his desk took out some forged money papers, which he 
was about to attempt to get cashed. 

"At that time forgery was a capital offence. He tore up the 
papers in presence of his friend, and was for the time s·aved. But 
subsequently, when the law as regards forgery had been altered, he 
was convicted of the offence and transported. 

"But the history of this man provides us with still another remark
able instance of this clairvoyant power. 

"Tawell was living in the country. He went to London with his 
wife. On Sunday, as us;.;al, they attended a Quakers' meeting. A 
preacher from Yorkshire was there, a total stranger to Tawell. This 
preacher arose and told the assembly that a distressing feeling had 
taken possession of his mind, which he could not account for but on 
the supposition that some one present was contemplating an act of 
external wickedness and atrocity ; and added that if the warning were 
unheeded the person he was addressing would never be warned 
again. As they quitted the meeting, Tawell's wife said to him : 
'Why, one would think we had a murderer amongst us,' little dream
ing that at that moment her own husband was actually contemplating 
the committal of the crime which shortly led to his execution. 

"This case is perfectly authentic, and with one of the parties con
cerned in it I was myself intimately acquainted." 

In September, 1872, an article appeared in the Herald, a journal 
published in Newman, Georgia, relating to the experience of the 
Rev. K. W. Bingham, a Methodist clergyman of that place, whose 
wife had recently deceased, from which I extract the following : 

" It was feared by his friends and parishioners that the terrible be
reavement would prostrate him, and for a number of days the pros
tration had every appearance of fulfilment. Suddenly, however, the 
heart-stricken man seemed to throw off the great burden of his grief, 
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and assumed an aspect of reassurance curious to behold. His 
closed windows were thrown open, he went forth upon his pastoral 
duties serenely as of yore, and to any address partaking of condole
ment, his response was replete with a spirit of almost cheerful resig
nation. The change greatly surprised the people, of course, as it 
seemed to go beyond the ordinary resourr.es even of Christian faith ; 
and the current talk on the subject developed much diversity of con
clusion until Mr. Bingham explained himself from the pulpit. Open
ing his sermon on a recent Sunday with the remark that he should 
debate no particular scriptural text, but preach generally upon the 
subject of supernatural visitations, he went on to declare that he 

.. firmly believed in the ministrations of spirits from the dead to the 
living, even as many passages of Holy Writ describe. As the con
gregation knew, his unspeakable anguish at the death of his dear 
wife had found a blessed alleviation, and it was his duty to tell them 
how he had been comforted. In the hour when his grief had reached 
a pitch little short of madness, God had permitted his sainted wife to 
reappear to him bodily, and assure him of her own happiness and 
loving guard over him. Again, in the night, preceded by heavenly 
music, she had come to him in her mortal semblance, and he had 
conversed with her as in life. On both occasions, he said, every 
power of his mind was in full operation, and he saw, heard, and un
derstood the vision as his people could now behold, hear, and com
prehend himself. 'I know that I am neither insane nor superstitious,' 
were his concluding words ; 'yet I would as soon doubt my own ex
istence as the tru• i and reality of what I have told you.'" 



CHAPTER XIII. 

THE MINISTRY OF ANGELS-Continued. 

I N Scribners Mo11thly for November, r871, there was an article 
entitled, "Thirty-Seven Days of Peril"-to which I have re

ferred in a previous chapter-vividly illustrating the loving care with 
which friendly spirits watch over and guide our footsteps. 

Mr. Truman C. Evarts was one of a party of several who started in 
August of that year to explore the region of the Upper Yellowstone, 
in the Rocky Mountains. After some days' travelling he became 
separated from his companions. In his narrative he says: "On the 
day that I fou.nd myself separated from the company, and for several 
days previous, our course had been impeded by the dense growth of 
the pine forest, and occasionally large tracts of fallen timber, fre
quently rendering our progress almost impossible. Whenever we 
came to one of these immense windfalls each man engaged in the 
pursuit of a passage through it, and it was while thus employed, and 
with the idea that I had found one, that I strayed out of sight and 
hearing of my comrades." . . . . . 

The next morning, rising at dawn, he mounted his horse and took 
his course in the supposed direction of the camp, but he was obliged 
frequently to dismount and examine the ground for the faintest indi
cations. "Coming to an opening, from which I could sec several 
vistas, I dismounted for the purpose of selecting one leading in the 
direction I had chosen, and leaving my horse unhitched, as had 
always been my custom, walked a few rods into the forest. While 
surveying the ground my horse took fright, and I turned around in 
time to see him disappearing at full speed among the trees. That 
was the last I ever saw of him. It was yet quite dark. My blan
kets, gun, pistols, fishing tackle, matches-everything except the 
clothing on my person, a couple of knives, and a small opera-glasSt 
were attached to the saddle." 

Not despairing, he travelled that day, and at night reposed among 
(allen trees, and upon a couch of pine foliage which he gathered for 
the purpose. "A feeling of weakness took the plaC""•S came ant. 
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Conscious of the need of food, I felt no cravings. Occasionally, 
while scrambling over logs and through thickets, a sense of faint
ness and exhaustion would come over me, but I would suppress it 
with the audible expression, 'This won't do; I must find my com
pany.' " On the next day he emerged from the forest into the open 
country, and discovered some thistles, the roots of which were nearly 

. the only food he thenceforth subsisted upon ; or rather starved upon. 
He was exposed to stonns of mingled snow and rain, his clothing was 
torn, and through the rents the chilling moisture found ready access._ 
On the third day he discovered a group of hot springs, and selectinpe =
a spot between two of them, he built a bower of pine branches, an-.:1 
there remained seven days. On the morning of the eighth day aft~r 
his arrival at the springs he recommenced his wearisome and almc:- st 
hopeless journey. "Weakened by a long fast, and the unsatisfyi g 
nature of the only food I could procure, I know that from this tit:.. ~e 
onward to the day of my rescue, my mind, though unimpaired in 
those perceptions needful to self-preservation, was in a condition to 
receive impressions akin to insanity. I was constantly travellin~ in 
dreamland, and indulging in strange reveries such as I had never ~

fore known. I seemed to possess a sort of duality of being, wh~ -c:h, 
while constantly reminding me of the necessities of my condi~ -=>D, 

fed my imagination with vagaries of the most extravagant char:u=..... -.:er. 
Nevertheless, I was p~rfectly conscious of the tendency of these~ or
::>id influences, and often tried to shake them off, but they we::::- ""&Jld 
ever return with increased force, and I finallv reasoned myself a_ I"lto 
the belief that their indulgence, as it afforded me pleasure, c~ ~d 
work no harm while it did not interfere with my plans for deli ._,.. er· 
ance. Thus I lived in a world of ideal happiness, and in a worl~ of 

positive suffering at the same time.'' 
After many days spent in searching for some trail, he says : "I :se· 

lected for a landmark the lowest notch in the Madison rangE: of 
mountains. Carefully surveying the jagged and broken surface e>Vtr 

which I must travel to reach it, I left the lake and pushed int(> tbe 
midst of its intricacies. All the day until nearly sunset I strugg14M 
over rugged hills, through windfalls, thickets, and matted forests, w•itb 
the rock-ribbed beacon constantly in view. As I advanced it ~ 
ceded, as if in mockery of my toil. Night overtook me with my 
journey half accomplished.'' The next day he arrived at the base 
of the range and scanned hopelessly its insurmountablreiffic . 
"What a feeling of helpless despair came over me with the 
tion that the journey of the last two days had been in va· 

I • •vas thus considering whether to remain an· 

,:! 
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a passage, or return to the Yellowstone, I experienced one of those 
S\ ange hallucinations which many of my friends have misnamed in-
5a"1ity, but which to me was Proviclence. An old clerical friend, for 
whose character and council I had always cherished peculiar re
gard, in some unaccountable manner seemed to be standing before 
~ne.. charged with advice which would relieve my perplexity. I 
seen1ed to hear him say, as if in a voice and with the manner of 
auiliority: 'Go back immediately, as rapidly as your strength will 
pen-nit. There is no food here, and the idea of scaling these rocks 
is :madness.' 

cc • Doctor,' I rejoined, ' the distance is too great. I cannot live 
to travel it." 

&<: a Say not so. Your life depends upon the effort. Return at once. 
Stan now, lest your resolution falter. Travel as fast and as far as 
P<>ssible-it is your only chance.' 

•• 'Doctor, I am rejoiced to meet you in this hour of distress, but 
doubt the wisdom of your counsel. I am within seventy miles of 
Virginia. Just over these rocks, a few miles away, I shall find 
friends. My shoes are nearly worn out, my clothes are in tatters, 
and my strength is almost overcome. As a last trial, it seems to me 
I C.."\.n but attempt to scale this mountain or perish in the effort, if 
God so "';lls.' 

'' 'Don't think of it. Your power of endurance wiiJ carry you 
through. I will accompany you. Put your tf?st in Heaven. Help 
Yourself, and God will help you.' 
. " Overcome by these and other persuasions, and delighted with the 
•dea of having a travelling companion, I plodded my way over the 
route I had come, intending at a certain point to change ·it so as to 
Strike the river at the foot of the lake. · Stopping after a few miles 
of travel I had no difficulty in procuring fire, and passed a comforta
~le night. When I resumed my journey the next day the sun was 
lUst rising. Whenever I was disposed, as was often the case, to 
question the wisdom of the change of routes, my old friend appeared 
to be near with words of encouragement, but his reticence on other 
subjects both surprised and annoyed me. . . . . Once, while 
struggling through a field of tangled trunks which seemed intermina
?le, at one of the pauses I found myself seriously considering whether 
lt "Was not preferable to die there than renew the effort to proceed. 
l felt that all attempts to escape was but a bitter prolongation of the 
agony of dissolution. A seeming whisper in the air, 'While there is 
lire there is hope ; take courage,' broke the delusion, and I clambered 
on. . • • • I lost all sense of time. Days and nights came and 
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went, and were numbered only by the growing consciousness that I 
was gradually starving. I felt no hunger ; did not eat to appease 
appetite, but to renew strength. I experienced but little pain. 
The gaping sores on my feet, the severe bum on my hip, the fester
ing crevices at the joints of my fingers, all terrible in appearance, 
had ceased to give me the least concern. The roots which supplied 
my food had suspended the digestive power of the stomach, and 
their fibres were packed in it in a matted, compact mass. 

"Not so with my hours of slumber. They were visited by the 
most luxurious dreams. I would apparently visit the most gorge
ously decorated restaurants of New York and Washington; sit down 
to immense tables spread with the most appetizing viands ; partake 
of the richest oyster stews and plumpest pies ; engage myself in the 
labor and preparation of curious dishes, and with them fill range 
upon range of elegantly furnished tables, until they fairly groaned 
beneath the accumulated dainties prepared by my own hands. Fre
quently the entire night would seem to have been spent in getting up 
a sumptuous dinner. I would realize the fatigue of roasting, boiling, 
baking, and fabricating the chvicest dishes known to the modern 
cuisine, and in my disturbed slmnbers would enjoy with epicurean 
relish the food thus furnished, even to repletion. Alas ! there was 
more luxury than life in these somnolent vagaries." 

" It was a cold, gloomy day when I arrived in the vicinity of the 
falls. . . . • The only alternative was to seek shelter in a thicket. 
. . . . . Constant friction with my hands, and unceasing beating 
with my legs and feet saved me from freezing. It was the most 
terrible night of my journey, and when, with the early dawn I pulled 
myself into a standing posture, it was to realize that my right ann 
was partially paralyzed, and my limbs so stiffened with cold as to be 
almost immovable." . • . . 

"My old friend and adviser, whose presence I had felt more than 
seen the last few days, now forsook me altogether. But I was not 
alone. By some process which I was too weak to solve, my arms, 
legs, and stomach were transformed into so many travelling compan
ions. Often for hours I would plod along conversing with these 
imaginary friends. Rach had his peculiar wants which he expected 
me to supply. The stomach was importunate in his demands for a 
change of uiet-complained incessantly of the roots I fed him, their 
present effect and more remote consequences. I would try to silence 
him with promises, beg of him to wait a few days, and when this 
failed of the quiet I desired, I would seek to intimidate him by 
declaring, as a sure result of negligence, our inability to reach home 
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alh·e. All to no purpose-he tormented me with his fretful humors 
through the entire journey. The others would generally concur with 

· him in these fancied altercations. The legs implored me for rest, 
and the arms complained that I gave them too much to do. Trou
blesome as they were, it was a pleasure to realize their presence. I 
worked for them, too, with right good w1ll, doing many things for 
their seeming comfort, which, had I felt myself alone, would have 
remained undone. They appeared to be perfectly helpless of them
selves ; would do nothing for me or for each other. I often won
dered, while they ate and slept so much, that they did not aid in 
gathering wood and kindling fires. As a counterpoise to their own 
inertia, whenever they discovered languor in me on necessary occa
sions, they were not wanting in words of encouragement and cheer. 
I recall, as I write, an instance where by prompt and timely interpo
sition, the representative of the stomach saved me from a death of 
dreadful agony. One day I came to a small stream issuing from a 
spring of mild temperature, on the hillside, swarming with minnows. 
I caught some with my hands and ate them raw. To my taste they 
were delicious. But the stomach refused them, accused me of 
attempting to poison him, and would not be reconciled until I had 
emptied my pouch of the few fish I had put there for future use. 
Those that I ate marle me very sick. Poisoned by the mineral in 
the water, had I glutted my appetite with them as I intended, I 
should doubtless have died in the wilderness, in excruciating tor
ment. 

" A gradual mental introversion grew upon me as physical weak
ness increased. . . . . All doubt of immortality fled in the light 
of present realities. So vivid were my conceptions of the future, 
that at times I longed for death, not less as the beginning of happi
ness than as a release from misery. Led on by these reflections I 
would recall the varied incidents of my journey-my escape from 
the lion, from fire, my return from the Madison Range-and in all of 
them I saw how much I had been indebted to that mysterious protec
tion which comes only from the throne of the Eternal. . . . • Bitter 
as was my experience, it was not unrelieved by some of the most 
precious moments I have ever known." . . . . 

"I resumed my journey the next morning, with the belief that I 
ahould make no more fires with my lens. I must save a brand or 
perish. The day was raw and gusty; an east wind, charged with 
storm, penetrated my nerves with irritating keenness. After walking 
a few miles the storm carne on, and a coldness unlike any other I 
bad ever felt seized me. It entered all my bones. I attempted to 
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build a fire, but could not make it bum. Seizing a brand I stumbled 
blindly on, stopping within the shadow of every rock and clump "to 
renew energy for a final conflict for life. . . . . Once only the 
thought flashed across my mind that I should be saved, and I seemed 
to hear a whispered command to ' struggle on.' Groping along the 
side of a hill, l became suddenly sensible of a sharp reflection, as of 
burnished steel. Looking up, through half-closed eyes, two rough 
but kindly faces met my gaze. 

" 'Are you Mr. Evarts ? ' 'Yes, all that is left of him.' 'We 
have come for you.' 'Who sent you?' 'Judge Lawrence and other 
friends.' 'God bless him, and them, and you ! 1 am saved! ' and with 
these words, powerless of further effort, I fell forward into the 
arms of my preservers in a state of unconsciousness. I was saved." 

He was saved, and by angelic ministry. Thousands of persons 
who have read the story of Mr. Evarts's experience know-provided 
he relates that experience correctly, of which I have no doubt-that 
there was no illusion, no hallucination about it. Both what he saw 
and what he heard were real. The most blessed and willing task 
which our spirit friends undertake in our favor is to comfort and sup
port us in our trials and sufferi~gs, and many times through their 
instrumentality we are made happier in adversity than we were in 
prosperity. He says: "Weakened by a long fast, and the unsatisfy
ing nature of the only food 1 could procure, I know that from this 
time onward to the day of my rescue, my mind, though unimpared in 
those perceptions needful to self-preservation, was in a condition to 
receive impressions akin to insanity.'' It is a well-known fact that 
the condition of the system that is induced by fasting is favorable to 
the reception and recognition of spiritual influences, and Mr. Evarts's 
condition was precisely the most favorable for receiving these im
pressions ; and after testifying that his mind was unimpaired, we are 
not surprised that, in accordance with the education which rejects all 
spiritual impressions, he should liken this condition of mind to that 
which accompanies insanity, but this professed opinion of his does 
not affect the truth as to this condition. He was constantly travelling 
in dreamland, and indulging in strange reveries, such as he had never 
before known. He seemed to possess a sort of duality of being, 
which while constantly reminding him of the necessities of his posi
tion, fed his imagination with "vagaries" of the most extravagant 
character. Allowing that his spirit friends foresaw the hardships and 
exhaustive labor to which he would be subject, what could have been 
better designed for his welfare than to thus fill his mind with " vaga.-
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ries " so well calculated to divert his thoughts from the appalling dif
ficulties and dangers that environed him, to protect him from the 
crushing effects of the paralyzing fear and hopelessness that other
wise would in a few days have rendered him unequal to the task 
before him. It must be admitted that these "vagaries" which fillerl 
his mind were helpful and successful, and if so, they were the best 
means that sympathizing and wise intelligences could employ in that 
stage of his difficulties. By their means he "lived in a world of ideal 
happiness, and in a world of positive suffering at the same time." 
And it was necessary that he should suffer; otherwise the incentive 
to exertion would have been wanting, and provided his spirit guides 
possessed the power to prevent all suffering, it would have been un
wise to exercise it. 

So much for the " strange reveries " or " vagaries " that so well 
se:r-ved the purpose of partially diverting his thoughts from his con
di t:ion; but if these were not spirit impressions, what can be said of 
his "old clerical friend," whom he clearly recognized standing before 
hin~, and for so many days ever present to counsel and encourage 
hin1. When losing time and strength in his perplexity whether to 
proceed or retreat, this spirit of his old friend said to him " in a 
voice and with the manner of authority, ' Go back immediately, as 
rapidly as your strength will permit. There is no food here, and the 
idea of scaling these rocks is madness.' " Then when he objected, 
this friend rejoins: "Say not so. Your life depends upon the 
effort. Return at once. Start now, lest your resolution falter. 
Travel as fast and as far as possible, it is your only chance." Again 
he states his abjections, and again his friend replies : '' Don't think 
of it. Your power of endurance will carry you through. I will ac
company you. Put your trust in Heaven. Help yourself, and God 
will help you." 

Is it possible to admit that Mr. Evarts is here stating the truth, 
and yet doubt the overwhelming intrinsic evidence of the reality of 
this appearance, of its being an objective perception, and not a sub
jective impression. Can it for a moment be supposed that the 
earnest pleadings, the emphatic warnings, the promised realization 
of hopes, together with the sound judgment and sagacity displayed 
in the counsel here given, were the product of a delirious brain, and 
especially when Mr. Evarts himself declares that his mind was unim
paired; and the apposite reasons apparent in his objections sustains 
the truth of his assertion ; and besides which, the result of adopting 
this advice was his sah•ation. The promise given by his friend was 
faithfully kept. He says : " Whenever I was disposed, as was· often 
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the case, to question the wisdom of the change of routes, my old 
friend appeared to be near with words of encouragement." Here is 
a continued process of action which indicates a high degree of intel
ligence, of sound judgment, and is entirely incompatible with the 
overation of an unsound mind, and cannot possibly be ascribed to a 
dual action of the mind of Mr. Evarts, unless on the one hand we 
assume that he was insane, when there is not the least proof of it ; or 
on the other that he was perfectly rational, and yet in a mental 
condition in which he possessed two individualities, one striving 
against the other, and yet both seeking his best good: 

At first, no doubt, all his spirit friends could do was to impress his 
mind with pleasing thoughts and images; but as he became more at
tenuated, less earthly and more spiritual, his spiritual vision was 
opened, and he was able to discern the spirit of his old friend. 
About this time also his uneasy slumbers were made pleasant, and 
even delightful, and consequently refreshing, through the labors of 
the same intelligences in impressing his mind with dreams, or rather 
visions, of luxurious repasts which he found occupation in preparing, 
and in which he indulged; and from the satisfaction thus obtained, 
though apparently visionary, derived some compensation for the real 
deprivations connected with his situation. 

With .Mr. Evarts, as in all other cases where great exertions 
arc necessary while the physical powers are in an exhausted state, 
varied means were required to incite to exertion, and- that interest 
might be excited and sustained, and in time his spirit guides found it 
necessary to resort to other means to support his sinking powers. He 
had become familiar with the appearance and conversation of his 
clerical friend, and as fresh stimulus to exertion his guides devised 
the plan of personifying the different members of his body, by which 
his arms, legs, and stomach were, to all appearance, transformed into 
so many travelling companions, with whom he conversed upon the 
wants of each, and which they assumed he was bound to supply, 
thus imposing upon him a responsibility which turned the currents of 
his gloomy thoughts from himself, and stimulated him to renewed 
exertions. " Troublesome as they were, it was a pleasure to realize 
their presence. I worked for them, too, with right good will, doing 
m:my things for their seeming comfort, which, had I felt myself alone, 
would have remained undone. . • • . As a counterpoise to their own 
inertia, whenever they disco,·ered langucr in me on necessary occa
si~'ns. th~·y were not wanting in words of encouragement and cheer." 
Ami at one timc.- the representative of the stomach prevented him from 
eating poisonous minnows, and thus saved him from a painful death. 
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It will be said by some, these were trivial means for angels to use; 
if they were the agents employed they would have resorted to means 
more worthy of their elevated condition ; but supposing that they in 
their wisdom found these the best means, would they not wisely have 
employed them ? Is a physician of the highest attamments above 
using the proper means, however humble, in relieving his patient and 
effecting his cure? Could the doubter, or perhaps caviller, have 
devised different and more effectual means to accomplish the deliv
erance of this unfortunate man? I doubt it, and believe he will also, 
if he candidly consider the peril and difficulties that environed him; 
his sole nourishment the thistle root ; what we would consider a 
mockery to propose for this purpose ; with insufficient clothing ; 
exposed to the vicissitudes of weather, with no protection at night; 
compelled to travel footsore, maimed, and exhausted, for weeks 
together before he could hope to reach a human habitation, his sal
vation was a miracle, even when effected by the aid of watchful and 
devoted spirit friends. Without their assistance, and left to his own 
unaided resources, his deliverance must have been impossible. 

Mr. Evarts is not alone in " experiencing one of those strange 
hallucinations which many of my friends have misnamed insanity, 
but which to me was Providence." These experiences are not 
uncommon to the human family, and notwithstanding the determined 
manner in which most men combat what they call·" these hallucina
tions," there are moments when a conviction that they are of a higher 
character, and deserve a better name, will flash upon the mind and 
fairly challenge confession, and I much mistake if Mr. Evarts him
self does not since this experience fully believe in angel ministration, 
and I have little doubt that he would have fully acknowledged to 
this belief in his narrative could he have found a respectable and 
popular magazine with the independence and courage to admit it 
with such a confession. 

A spirit, purporting to be that of my father, in answer to the ques
tion : "In what way can you and other spirits be of assistance to us 
mortals?" replied : " Both physically and mentally; in saving lives; 
protecting from danger ; in prompting to good, and warnings against 
evil." 

At least on two occasions I am conscious of my life having been · 
saved by spirit agency. One of these occasions was in San Fran
cisco. in the year z861, when I was supervising some alterations in a 
building. The structure was a double one, with the main entrance 
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in the middle. The workmen were placing the timbers of the third 
~oor in position, and the studding marking the side bopndaries of 
the stairs leading to this floor were placed sufficiently apart to enable 
a person to stand between them. I was here standing, while the 
architect and mason were standing directly in front of me. Back of, 
and nearly above me, two men were employed in raising the timbers 
for the third floor ; and while we were engaged in consultation rela
tive to the arrangement of the stairs, I felt a sudden impulse urging 
me to remove from that spot, and I attempted to obey it ; but those 
with whom I was conferring, not noticing my movement, remained 
stationary, which prevented me from changing my position. In a 
few minutes thereafter I again experienced this impulse, and again 
made an attempt with similar results ; but in another minute it ap
peared as if an authoritative voice and will impelled me forward, in
dependent of any will or action of my own, and the next instant one 
of the floor timbers, some seventeen feet long, slipped from the fasten
ings of the workmen above me, and in falling one end grazed my back, 
whilst I was moving from it, and made a vertical line mark some ten 
inches in length upon my coat. Literally, the delay of a single second 
would have insured me a fearful death. 

At this time I was a disbeliever in the existence of the soul and of 
a life hereafter ; but the impression made upon my mind of a Super
intending Power being concerned in my preservation was so strong 
that in despite of myself, then and many times thereafter I found 
myself involuntarily exclaiming: " This was something more than 
chance ! If there are such things as special providences this must 
have been one ; " and so strong was this impression at times, that 
more than once, while walking on the street, my footsteps were ar
rested, and for a moment I remained stationary. I am now satisfied 
that it was a special providence, in the sense that all similar acts of 
good angels are authorized and sanctioned by the Divine Father. 

Another occasion upon whi-ch I am satisfied the preservation of 
my life was attributable to the watchful care of guardian angels was in 
the same city, in 1863. One pleasant morning, accompanied by my 
son, I drove to the Oakland ferry. We had entered the gates, paid 
our fare, and the horses were just stepping upon the boat when I 
felt a sudden repugnance to go. This feeling was so strong that I 
reined the horses in, and inquired of my son whether he would be dis
appointed if we should not cross that day ; and upon his answering 
no, I turned the horses and drove from the ferry. 

The boiler of the boat upon which we designed crossing, when 
about half-way across the bay upon this trip, exploded; and the 
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course of the steam and water being in the direction of the bow of 
the boat, every living thing in that vicinity was killed, including men 
and horses, among them a blooded horse, for the recovery of the 
value of which there was afterwards a suit _brought in the courts. 

Had we taken passage our horses would have been placed there, 
as all others were, and from their spirited natures we undoubtedly 
would have been near to watch them, and we and them must 
necessarily have shared the fate of the othe.rs. What deprives the 
supposition of our return being accidental, of any force, is that I had 
often crossed with my team by the same ferry, and the idea of relin
quishing the attempt had never before occurred to me ; and when 
returning at this time I was utterly at a loss to account to myself 
for any sufficient motive for doing so, and I distinctly remember ac
cusing myself of changing my mind without sufficient reason. 

Many, otherwise intelligent persons, can be found who will ridicule 
such things, and yet at another time will narrate things of an equally 
mysterious nature, that have either happened to themselves or have 
come within the range of their personal knowledge. I am acquaint
ed with a respectable lady who rejected as incredible some sim
ple spiritual manifestations which were related in her presence 
and mine, and yet immediately aftenvard she gravely, and I be
lieve honestly, narrated the following story: "About ten years since, 
when a girl, we had a neighbor who resided on the same block, 
a few doors from us. Our families were intimately acquainted, 
and the gentleman, a middle-aged man, had always manifested con
siderable regard for me, and I was fond of him. After a while busi
ness called him to visit Cuba, and his return was expected in about a 
month, when one day, as I was standing in front of my door, I heard 
heavy footsteps approaching at some distance. I instantly recog
nized them as being those of our friend, as he was a large, portly 
person, and set his feet down heavily, and upon turning I saw him 
eoming up the street. He stopped before his own house and ascend
ed the steps, and at the same time thrust his hand into his pocket 
and drew out something which I supposed to be a check-key. As he 
did this he raised his head and looked at me, at the same time nod
ding and smiling in recognition, and I returned his salutation. He 
then, apparently, applied the key to the door and entered his 
dwelling. 

"As this early return was to us unexpected, I immediately told 
my mother that Mr. F-- had just returned, and that I would go 
and see him. Accordingly, I put on my hat and proceeded to the 
house of our friend and rang the bell, which was answered by hia 
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wife. I stepped within the door, and told her that I had come to 
sec her husband. She appeared perplexed, and . inquired what 
I meant. 'Why,' said I, 'he just entered the door.' The per
plexity of Mrs. F-- was now even more apparent, and she said 
that her husband had not returned, or at least she had not seen 
him, hut I at once concluded that he had secreted himself, and meant 
to teazc them, and I proposed that we should search for him, which 
we both did, inspecting every room and closet from the basement to 
the attic, l.mt to my astonishment Mr. F-- could not be found; 
and after narrating to Mrs. F-- the details of the occurrence we 
concluded to make a memorandum of it, with the date, and keep it 
for future reference. We did this, and, strange as it may appear, in 
the course of a few weeks Mrs. F-- received the tidings of her 
husband's death, in Havana, it occurring on the very day that I saw 
what appeared to be him ascending the steps. 

"And another occurrence," said Mrs. \V--, " took place, which 
I shall remember e\·en longer than the one just related. I was 
seventeen years of age, and was preparing for a party, and required 
a new dress, and as my dressmaker was pre-engaged l was compelled 
to seck another. Making inquiries among my friends, after consider
able delay l was given the address of one whom I was told was fully 
competent, and I set out in search of her. I found the house, and 
noticed a small sign aside the door of ' Dressmaking,' and ascendetl 
the steps. but experienced some difficulty in doing so, but succeeded 
and apprv.1ched the bell-handle, but seemed to be repelled by some 
invisible power. With a strong effort I grasped the handle and at
tempted to draw it, but found myself unable to apply the least force. 
I was frightened, for I apprehended paralysis or something like it, 
and after repeated and equally fruitless efforts, in disappointment I 
descended the steps ami returned home. Here, almost upon the 
instant of my touching the bell-handle, my mother opened the door, 
pale and agitated, and her first words were : ' Did you go to that 
house?' I replied: 'No! why do you ask ? ' 'Oh, I am so relieved! 
Why, the lady who gave you that address came here soon after you 
left, nnd told us that her husband had just informed her that t.'tat 
sign w.1s only used as a decoy; the house is one of bad reputation, 
and ewn l,f worse character than most of that class of houses, and 
your sister and a friend went to overtake you, and have not yet 
returnc:d . 

.. XllW," S;liJ the narrator, addressing me, "I don't believe in 
spirits. but I do S;ly tiMt every word I h:1\·e told you is strictly true. 
It is ,-cry strange, and I cannot account for iL" 
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No one present questioned the literal truth of Mrs. W--'s nar· 
ration, for all knew her to be a truthful person, though only one 
in the company beside myself had any faith in spirit guidance and 
protection. She undoubtedly was strongly mediumistic, and easily 
influenced by her spirit friends. 

The following is an extract from my note-book : 
.Duember 12, 1 873.-At the instant of my waking this morning 

the words : " A spirit by the name of Colquin is with you," were dis
tinctly heard by me, as if breathed into my ear. I here give the·name 
as I heard it pronounced. The same day when conversing with 
"Old John," I requested him to inquire of my father and other spirit 
friends, "Whether they knew a spirit by the name of Colquin ? " 
The request was made in these words, nothing more being said on 
the subject. 

On the 22d of the same month, while again conversing with 
him, just as he was leaving, I reminded him of the request I had 
made. "Oh, yes," said he, "Old John is glad you remember this; 
Old John had forgotten it. Your father and papoose told Old John 
to be sure and tell you that a spirit by that name is around you nearly 
all the time at your wigwam, and he helps you in your writing, and 
two or three days since Old j..'hn saw him ncar you when you were 
writing, and he said ' No, no ! ' and he made you stop and com
mence again." 

Three or four days after this, while reading, I noticed a reference 
to the Isis Rn1data by Colquhoun, and upon application for this 
book at the library, the person to whom I applied, after searching 
for it without avail, brought me two other volumes which she placed 
in my hands, with the remark, "I cannot find the Isis .Rer•data, but 
here is a work by the same author;" and upon my opening the first 
volume at the title-page, I read, A History of .Afagic, ~Vitchcrajl, 

anti Animal Magnetism, by J. C. Colquhoun, published in London 
in 1851. What is here most remarkable is; that I was then engaged 
in writing the chapter on "Witchcraft and Sorcery," in the first .volume 
of this work. 

If it be true that a spirit by the name of Colquhoun was assisting me, 
and that he was the author of that work, it is reasonable to suppose 
that he would desire that I should peruse his work upon the same sub
ject which then was engaging my attention. I brought the work home, 
and from an attentive perusal of it obtained valuable information. 

More than thirty years ago, when a young man, I had two intimate 
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acquaintances of about my own age, Mr. G-- and Dr. H--. 
Some eighteen years since Dr. H-- and myself became estranged 
through a misunderstanding, the cause of which, had we viewed it in 
a sensible light, n.ever could have excited unfriendly feelings. During 
all these years we had met as strangers. 

Mr. G-- had for many years resided in Brooklyn, and after a 
brief illness died in April, 1874, and the 17th of that month was the 
day appointed for his funeral. The hour was four P. M. That after· 
noon I was engaged in my library writing, when upon consulting my 
watch I found the time to be fifteen minutes past three, and I de
cided to continue writing until twenty minutes to four, when I would 
have ample time to reach the house of my deceased friend. I re
sumed my occupation, but soon felt an impulse to leave at once, and 
raising my eyes from the paper I reasoned that I should have ample 
time if I left at the hour named, and continued writing; but in an
bther moment the impression recurred, and this time with increased 
force, and I again ceased writing and again reasoned in the same way, 
but the impression was so strong that I arose, determined to leave 
then, and on my way down the stairs found myself still questioning 
the necessity of my immediate departure. 

It was raining, and as I always avoid walking in stormy weather 
when it is convenient to ride, I looked for a street car and saw one 
approaching, and turned to meet it ; but after proceeding perhaps 
twenty yards I felt an inclination to turn and pursue my way on foot, 
and so strong was this that I yielded to it, and permitted the car to 
pass me in the same direction I was travelling. When I had reached 
a point three-fourths the distance, it being within a block or two of 
the house of an intimate friend, I turned from my direct course 
thinking that as I had time to spare I would make him a brief visit, 
and I had proceeded perhaps ten yards when again I was impelled 
to return and resume my direct course, and when I had crossed the 
last street before reaching the block from which the funeral was 
to take place, and as I placed my foot upon the corner curb, I 
suddenly, and without previous knowledge of his presence, found my
self within six inches of Dr. H--, who at the instant turned and 
faced me, and we recognized each ·other. I was irresistibly impelled 
to offer him my hand, which he promptly took, and in the most 
friendly manner we pursued our walk together to the house of out 
deceased mutual friend, where in the presence of his earthly remains 
we became seated aside each other, and thus happily became recon
ciled after this long estrangement. 

Had I not obeyed the impression in my library and left when I did, 
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'"11r had I followed my inclination, and deviated from the direct course 
and visited my friend on my way, in either case I should have 
J"eached the house after him, and no reconciliation would have taken 
place ; and had I taken the car, as I originally intended, I should 
ltave reached the house before Dr. H--, and neither would have 
taken steps towards reconciliation, as we had thus met before with
c:>ut such result. It was plainly intended that my movements should 
be so regulated as to bring me to that exact spot where neither 
could have time to resist the first, most natural, and best impulse to 
grasp the hand of the other. It is remarkable that at the moment I 
had gained the sidewalk, Dr. H--, who had just reached a spot in 
advance of me, should turn about so that as he faced me he 
obstructed my passage. Until that moment neither had observed 
~he other, as I had just emerged from the rear of a car from whence 
he had the instant before alighted. 

I have no doubt that at least all my movements, if not his, were 
directed to this result by good angels, and the occasion was well 
chosen, where in the presence of the earthly remains of the deceased 
Criend, the two surviving friends should be reconciled. 

I have many times had convincing evidence that my spirit friends 
s~ill retain all their former affection for their earthly friends, and not 
only this, but that they also retain all the traits of disposition and 
character that marked them here. My only brother passed away 
tnany years since, at the age of fourteen. He was of an active but 
retiring disposition, and very affectionate and sensitive to marks of 
afFection on the part of his friends. As will here be seen, he still re
tains this disposition. I again copy from my note-book. 

~11gust 28, 1871.-I called upon Dr. Slade, and found him con
~ned to his bed from nervous exhaustion, induced by excessive labor 
tn his vocation during the previous week. Upon entering his room 
I caught his eye, which glared wildly, and he excitedly, almost 
fiercely, inquired who I was. As I approached the bed he partially 
recognized me, but in a moment after appeared to be insensible to 
10-Y presence, and renewed his wild incoherent mutterings, pointing 
to diff~:rent parts of the room in a startling and insane manner. 

l now remarked to his partner, Mr. Simmons, that I intended to 
leave for Moravia the next day to witness the manifestations there, 
this being my second visit, and that I desired Owasso to inform all 
my spirit friends of my intention and request their presence. The 
patient soon appeared to sink into a gentle slumber, and I remarked 
that a quiet sleep would be beneficial to him. In a minute or two, 
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while leaning over him, his eyes opened and were directed toward me, 
and in a rather feeble, measured tone, quite different from that of the 
excited voice previously heard, he said: "We all know you are going. 
It is not necessary that any one should tell us." I here interrupted by 
asking who was speaking, and the reply was: "Your brother Seth." 
I replied, I was very happy to meet him, and he continued: " Dear 
brother, I have felt that you have neglected me in not calling for me 
oftener, but I suppose you have had too many to think of." "No," 
I said, "that was not the reason. It was because my son Eugene 
and my father had first come to me, and I had been apprehensive 
that should I often call for others their power to communicate might 
be weakened, and their plans deranged," and I was about to add that 
as they were striving to open and perfect the way, I felt that it might 
appear as if I were not regardful of their efforts, when he interrupted 
me by saying, " It is all right. I understand it now. Mother is anxious 
to converse with you, and will do so at Moravia. Your father-in-law, 
and wife's sister Katie will be with you there, also father, mother, 
and the others, and you will witness more than you saw when there 
before." He then added, "I cannot hold the medium any longer;" 
and more faintly, "Farewell. I am not lame now." The medium 
then appeared to relapse into slumber, but soon awoke and resumed 
his previous wild manner and expression. 

It is hardly credible that a lunatic-for such the medium tem
poranly was at that time-could of his own volition have controlled 
the tumult of his brain and nerves so as to frame a message as ra
tional as this, and to deliver it with such calmness. There can be 
no question as to the state of his nervous system at that time, as this 
condition had then existed for two days, and it continued two days 
thereafter, and all this time he required the most careful watching to 
protect him against self-inflicted injury, and this was only one of 
scores of similar attacks to which he has been subject, and at the 
present time he invariably is afflicted in this manner whenever he 
overtasks those powers, and draws too heavily upon those resources, 
which furnish spirits with the means of communication. As to my 
mother's desire to converse with me, as stated by my brother, it was 
gratified a few days after this at Moravia, she, as elsewhere related, 
appearing at the aperture of the cabinet, where my wife, I, and a 
dozen others saw her face as plainly as I had ever seen it, and when 
she conversed freely with us both for at least five minutes. 

Another proof that my brother still retains his former sensitive, re
tiring nature, was furnisherl at a subsequent sitting with Dr. Slade, 
when my brother controlled the medium, as elsewhere related, and 
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afterwards the spirit of Dr. Davis came and stated that my sister-in
law, Mrs. S., had not been present that evening. I inquired why she 
had not been present at the previous seance, and his reply was: 
" The medium's wife requested her to remain absent, as your brother 
intended to attempt to control the medium, and he felt a bashfulness 
in making the attempt before her, as she was well used to these things, 
while he was not." 

"And 'Wtu t:tJrrit:d /Jy the attgds into Abraham's bosom." 

This _passage was brought vividly to my mind by what Owasso re
lated to me concerning the spirit of my sister-in-law, Mrs. S--. It 
was on the 25th of March, 1871, only two days after she had passed 
away, that I had a seance with Dr. Slade for materializing, when she 
appeared faintly; yet distinctly enough for me to recognize her. I 
had not requested her to appear, for I supposed that from the ex
haustive character of her illness-her spirit body being temporarily 
affected by it-she would not yet be in a condition to make any ac
tive exertion, and I was surprised when told by the spirit of Dr. 
Davis that they would try to materialize her. At the close of the 
seance Owasso said her friends brought her there at the request of 
Dr. Davis. "Why," said he, "when they came they looked just lik6 
a flock of birds, with her in the midst of them, all supporting and 
imparting of their strength to her." I have omitted to state that 
whee she appeared her form seemed to oscillate or waver, plainly in
dicating a deficiency of strength to maintain a steady, upright posi.
tion. I have in no other instance witnessed anything like this. 

Perhaps the question has arisen in· the reader's mind, '' Why, if 
spirits can perceive the motives and actions of us mortals, and can. 
intervene in our affairs, do they not more frequently make their in· 
tervention apparent. For instance, if I enter into a speculation, or 
stake my money in a game of chance, why does not some spirit friend 
impress me what course to pursue, what card to play, or how to shake 
and throw the dice? This is a reasonable question, and perhaps
some light may be thrown upon it by here stating what an intclligent 
spirit said upon the subject of lottery prizes. I inquired whether he 
could foresee what numbers would be drawn, and his reply was : 
"No, but I can insure the drawing of certain numbers by placing 
them in the hand of the person who draws out the numbers from the 
wheel, if he or she possess medium power, but then the spi,it friends 
of the proprietors of the lottery, or of those who superintend the 
drawing, will not often permit me to do this." 

If this be correct, the spirit friends of persons engaged. in lotteries 
14 
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and other £onns of gambling, sometimes at least, protect their inter
ests against the attempts of other spirits in favor of their mortal friends, 
and we have only to extend this form of spirit protection to other 
enterprises and pursuits in order to comprehend why many persons 
are nearly always successful, while others are equally unfortunate. 
In many of these cases the fortunate ones possess medium power 
and are easily impressed, and have the gopd fortune to draw to their 
aid spirits of strong magnetic force ; spirits who through the exercise 
of their will-power are able to protect and advance the interests of 
the1r clients, if one may use the term, notwithstanding the opposi
tion of other spirits; while on the other hand the unfortunates labor 
under the disadvantage of not having their interests guarded by spirits 
of equal force of character, and probably of equal intelligence. That 
this explains many cases of unequal success in worldly pursuits, I 
have not the least doubt; but perhaps in the great majority of in
stances, both fortunate and unfortunate, people are mainly indebted 
to their own exertions, or lack of exertion, or skill, for their prosperity· 
or misfortune. 

A correspondent of Galignani, writing from Hombourg-les-Bains, 
in September, 1872, said: 

" I have on several occasions written to you about the wonderful 
good fortune of Commander Dugeja, the wealthy inhabitant of Malta, 
who comes here at irregular times, and invariably wins large sums. 
On his return lately from the fetes at Berlin, he commenced playing, 
and won every day from so,ooo to 1oo,ooo francs, and sometimes 
even more. In fact, the bank has lost so considerably of late that 
doubts are entertained of its continuing open until the 31St of De
cember, when the privilege, as you arc doubtless aware, entirely 
ceases. M. Bugeja has even forcerl the director to throw in fresh 
capital, to the amount of soo,ooo francs, and has so completely ab
sorbed the sums which the establishment may have won from other 
players, that its half-yearly dividend, which in other years was fifteen, 
twenty, and even twenty-five per cent., will scarcely be for the pres
ent one more than a few kreutzers per share. Such constant and 
wonderful success has alarmed the company which farms the rooms, 
and M. Blanc, the director, has notified M. Bugeja that the permis
sion which had been accorded him of putting down 25,000 francs at 
once is now withdrawn, and that he must for the future content him
self with going up to only 12,ooo francs like every one else. It ap
pears that the authorities have had something to do with this altera
tion, as the town of Homburg has a certain share in the gains of the 
table." 
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Another account says of him that he never touched a card in his 
own country, and moreover invariably invested in charity all that he 
gained. One night he sat down and won a hundred thousand francs. 
He continued to play for several days, never winning less than twenty
five thousand francs, and then left. Since then, the Maltese Pub/i( 
Opillitm contained a statement that Commander Bugeja has bestowed 
~n an establishment for orphan girls a hundred and twenty-five thou
sand francs for buildings and other purposes, and twenty-five thou
sand francs a year to help the endowment. 

Gambling is not a science, and it cannot therefore be assumed that 
Commander Bugeja had succeeded in acquiring a knowledge of the 

Jaws that govern games of chance, when the laws, if any exist, ·are 
wholly unknown. Chance implies something that happens withoul 

design or certainty so far as human agency is concerned, and conse
quently so far as he alone was concerned it was impossible for him 
~~h certainty to anticipate the result. But could he not have been 
strongly mediumistic, and had the aid of powerful and friendly spirits, 
-..vh<> foreseeing the beneficial uses to which he would apply his win
n.i~~s, not only directly assisted by impressing him, but obtained the 
£o.rl:Jearance of the spirits who protected the interests of the bank, so 
~~ t success should attend him. I believe this to be a much more 
re-a...sonable explomation than the supposition that he possessed some 
sec:::ret knowledge unknown to the rest of the world, or that good 
lu.c:::Jc, simply, always attended him. 

~nother instance of similar good fortune in gaming, but in ex plana· 
tic:>.-.. of which I cannot discover a benevolent purpose as an incentive 
to si>irit assistance, was related by the editor of the Virginia (Nevada) 
-z-~-,itorial Enterprise in Nov., r872. He sil.ys: 

c c In Chinatown (a section of Virginia City) there is a Diana game, 
vv hi~ is liberally patronized by the Celestials. We do not know 
en~ ._tgh of the game to give a descri~ion of its intricacies, but can 
st:~t:~ that a man who happens to bet on the card about to be turned 
~n s forty for one. There is a Chinaman who bets at the game who 
1; l~oked upon with dread by the owner of it. Within the last ten 
. a.ys he has won over $r,6oo, and his luck or prescience, whatever 
It: h~7 seems never to desert him. Night before last the Chinaman 
?a.~~ed off over t4oo, which he had won from the game. The pro-

\

?l:l.etor says this Chinaman comes in. every evening, and will stand 
a.\Q<:)f from all others for a space of five minutes or so, when he will 
,.,alk up to the table and bet, say, on the nine of diamonds, and on 
tb.e square surrounding"that card, and also on the three other nines. 
'the deal goes on, and up comes the nine of diamonds. . On that card 
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the winner is paid forty for one ; on the square he gets two for one, 
and on each of the other nines he receives ten for one. This was 
the first bet made by the Chinaman on Tuesday evening. 

"After receiving his winnings he retired to one side and communed 
with himself for the space of five or six minutes, when he again ap
proached the table and bet his money on the eight of hearts, and on 
the square and on all the other eight spots. The next card turned 
was the identical eight of hearts, making him a winner as before. On 
his money being counted out, he recounts it, piece by piece, with the 
utmost coolness, and again steps to one side. After the usual lapse 
of time he again approached the table, this time betting on the deuce 
of clubs, which wins, like his other two bets. Retiring as before, he 
appears to be absorbed in mental calculation. Approaching the 
table for the fourth time, he places his money on the six of spades, 
on all the other sixes and on the square. Again he hits upon the 
winning card, and receives his winnings with the same stolid look of 
indifference. By this time he is pretty well loaded down with coin. 
a certain percentage of silver being paid him, and he retires for the 
night. 

" This Chinaman has been betting with this. same run of luck, or 
whatever it may be called, for about two weeks. He has not woo 
every bet he made in the meantime, but he has not lost over $75 in 
att this time, when he has won, as previously stated, over $x,6oo. 
The owner of the game is beginning to entertain a superstitious dread 
of this silent and methodical Chinaman, and yesterday he purchased 
a ne" box and new cards to be dealt. He says if the Chinaman 
keeps on ";nning as he has started in, he will break the bank, but he 
"·ill not debar him from playing any 1ray." 

Th:lt spirits gt!nerally are able to foresee the lucky numbers in a 
l~'th.·r~-. "'r the n-sults of a game of chance. there is no reason to be
li<"\"t' : but that some can d,l so I do not doubt, as I ha,·e knowledge 
tli three l,lttery tickets being bou~t by a friend. pursuant to the sug
~sti,,ns recein.'\1 in ~am,;, each ticket drawing a small prize, and 
num,•n,us tlther like instances are rec~'rdeJ and well attested. In 
th,· thn-e inst-;mces above menti ... ,neJ the person "·bo dreamed of the 
mtmllt•rs "·as in s state t.lf much mental depression arising from lack 
,,i l''''\mi.u~· nlc;lni'. ;\:\d in e:ach ca.~ the inf.->rmation was given by 
th<' b,l~··s sl'irit m~'ther. 11·h ...... sppe.u-eJ to her in her dreams appa
r<"lltly 1\.\f th<' puq'I\)SC "l( gi'-ing this infomution. 



CHAPTER XIV. 

THE MINISTRY OF ANGELS-Ctmtinueti. 

I F the s~irit, while_ yet in th~ flesh, sometimes furnishes indubita
ble ev1dence of 1ts possess1on of the wonderful faculty of per

ceiving the thoughts and motives of others, as set forth in the chap
ter on clairvoyance, it must also exist in and be exercised by disem
bodied spirits, for the faculty is a purely spiritual one. 

John Wesley asked a very pertinent question when he said: 
"Suppose my spirit were out of the body, could not an angel see my 
thoughts, even without my uttering any words? And cannot that 
ministering spirit see them just as well now that I lJ.m in the body?" 

Judge Edmonds, in his work entitled Spiritualism, p. 63, makes 
some very appropriate remarks in relation to this subject. " It 
is demonstrated," he says, " that our most secret thoughts can be 
known to, and be revealed by the intelligence which is thus surround. 
ing us, and communing with us. I had heard in the course of my 
life a similar thought frequently uttered from the pulpit, but I confess 
I could not realize it. But now it comes in such a form that there is 
no room to question it. I cannot doubt it if I would. I have my
self been often startled, and have seen others shrink within them
selves at the consciousness thus thrust upon them, that the very 
deepest deep of their hearts was thus known. . . . . And if this is so, 
can there be a more powerful barrier against the admission of im. 
pure thought? Can there be any greater incentive to purity, or any 
greater restraint upon impurity, than the thorough conviction that the 
most concealed recesses of our hearts may thus be penetrated by 
those whom we have loved most on earth? 

"For my part, I confess I can conceive of none, and I have 
more than once witnessed its tremendous effects upon those on whom 
!he conviction has been wrought, and to this it is that I mainly attri
bute the unquestionable fact that there is no thorough believer in 
Spiritualism who has not become a wiser and better man." 

None can hide their secret thoughts or actions from the searching 
eyes of angels. Ever hovering around us, ever watchful of our best 
interests, eager to assist and <lirect us, they rejoice in our virtuous in
tentions and actions, and are grieved when we go astray. 
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It was said by a spirit : " When men are told that spirits watch 
over them, it is not uncommon for them to say: 'Spirits should be in 
bc:tter business.' The truth is, many men are so bad that they do not 
want to have their minds inspected; they do not wish to have it 
known how gross they are." Then again there are those of whom 
David spoke, when he said : 

" He hath said in his heart God hath forgotten ; He hideth his face; He will 
never see it. "-Psalm x. 2. 

But such should remember that, "The eyes of the Lord are in 
every place, beholding the evil and the good." And not His eye 
alone seeth all, but a cloud of witnesses are attentive observers. 
Could many of those who are secretly, as they verily believe, com· 
mitting sin, awake to the full conviction that numerous intelligent 
eyes are upon them while engaged in the commission of their sinful 
acts, they would stand aghast with shame and remorse. At one time, 
when calling upon Dr. Slade, Owasso controlled him and said to me: 
"Yestc:rday a squaw visited the medium with improper motives, and 
he told her she had better leave the room, but she did not follow this 
advice, and after awhile finding that she persisted in annoying the 
medium, I stepped in and controlled him, and gave her a severe 
rating, when she became angry, and said the medium had insulted 
her, and she lc:ft in very bad humor. And," said Owasso, " she did 
not know but it was the medium talking to her all the time, and 
when the medium recovered consciousness, just as she was leaving, 
he did not know why she was so angry, until I impressed him." 

The proofs that our words are heard, motives known, and actions 
obsc:rved and remembered by intelligences above and around us, 
are innumerable and indisputable. What a preventive of vice, and 
especially of the taking of the first and often fatal step in a vicious 
course, would be the full and perfect knowledge that our fom1er dear
est relatives, companions, and friends, are yet actively associated 
with us, interested in observing, guiding, and protecting us. A re
markable instance of the influence of this belief was presented in the 
case of an honest but unfortunate girl who terminated her life by her 
own hand. In the latter part of 1872 an account of the suicide of 
an American girl, in London, was published in many of the public 
journals in this country. She had been engaged as nursery governess 
by a /,lil_v from America, but was discharged with only five shillings in 
her pocket, and turned adrift in that modem Babel. Distress drove 
her to self-destruction, but before taking the fatal step she wrote a 
touching letter, which portrayed her utter hopelessness, while one 
cl.1use in it testified to her steadfast faith in the sympathy of the 
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1-world, even though mortal man left her to starve. She wrote : 
·a11nottrcad tlze path of si11, for my dead m,1ther will be watching 

She sacrificed life rather than commit what to her was the 
ter sin of trafficking in her virtue, sensible that this course would 
·e her angel mother more than if she were to seek relief from her 
rings in self-destruction. A firm belief in the presence and su
ision of the spirit of her mother saved this destitute girl from a 
•f shame, and this belief, if universal, would prevent a majority 
ose who are similarily tempted from taking the first, and gener 
:atal step, in the downward path of prostitution. 

" 0 you sad and weary mortals, 
With the tear-stains on your cheek, 

Do you think the blcs.<ed angels 
Cannot come your forms to greet? 

Yes, they Jo; upon your forehead 
Gentle hands we often lay, 

The great burden of your sorrow 
Rolling lo\·ingly away. 

"Little lips that once have kis!'ed you, 
And have passed the rh·er o'er, 

Come again with joy to greet you, 
Sweetly as in days of yore; 

But the pressure is so gentle-
And your vision i. so dim, 

That you scarcely heed the portal 
Left ajar hy seraphim. 

"'0 you gay and thoughtless-hearted, 
With life's nectar brimming o'er, 

Think you that the loved departed 
Meet your happy groups no more? 

Think it not, the spirit's vision 
Reacl1cs to this lower sphere, 

And the love that knows no sleeping 
Seeks to guide and guard you here. 

"0 you little scornful mortals, 
Wrapped around in proud conceit, 

Think you that your hate prevents us 
Coming back your souls to greet ? 

It is true the spirits' entrance 
You can har with spite and sin, 

But we wait with loving patience 
TiU you rise and let us in. 
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" Will you call us fiends and demoDS, 
We who love and aid you most ? 

Do you truly know its meaning, 
Sinning 'gainst the Holy Ghost? 

List, 0 listen, to the mission, 
That is coming from on high, 

And let heaven and earth in union 
Work to bless and purify." 

• -DoTY. 

All are tempted of Satan-otherwise evil spirits-somewhat as 
Jesus was in the wilderness. These promptings to evil must be 
firmly resisted, and then, as it was with Jesus, angels will minister 
unto us. But it is blindness that leads any to reject the kind 
offices of the angels because evil spirits beset us. The latter rarely 
tempt to evil without the knowkdge of our spirit friends, and the 
only sure way of repelling them is to can upon God and these 
angels, His instruments, for assistance. Prayer to Him elevates us 
above the material plane, and with their assistance inferior spirits 
have no power which cannot thus be successfu11y resisted, and we are 
placed beyond their reach. Closing our eyes to the presence and 
influence of spirits docs not render us more secure; but, on the con
trary, by so doing we are left exposed to the attacks of evil spirits, 
while the power of our spirit friends to assist and protect us is greatly 
diminished. It requires spiritual power, directed by spiritual love, 
to llt!feat the machinations of our spiritual enemies. Unaided, we 
fight an unseen foe, and at a fearful disadvantage. 

We are not at all times attended by spirits, and our com•ersation 
and actions are often unnoticed by them ; but it may be considered 
as certain that no person persistently pursues an object or purpose, 
worthy or unworthy, laudable or vicious, without spirit intervention. 
We have no motives nor purposes which are not in harmony with the 
natures of some spirits, and which do not attract them; so that in 
pursuing a virtuous object or course we can be assured that good 
angels are ready to render us assistance, while, on the contrary, when 
we arc actuated by wrong motives, or engage in vicious practices, 
we are certain to have the aid of depraved spirits who facilitate our 
progress in the downward course. It is also true that even the most 
abandoned have good spirit friends who mourn over their failings and 
vices, and who are at all times anxious to assist in their refomtation ; 
but it often happens that the disposition which enables evil spirits to 
readily approach them operates as a harrier which their good friends 
find it impossible to surmount, and in sadness and disappointment 
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they tum away, or only remain to witness the successful efforts of 
depraved spirits in plunging them deeper in the mire of a vicious 
course. 

"The law of moral attraction acts with even greater force between 
spmts and mortals than between mortals themselves, and we deter
~ni:ne by our own course and action what shall be the character of 
the spiritual influences that surround, and to a great extent control 
us_ The pure-minded and virtuous will assuredly attract correspond
ing spirits, in whose presence and atmosphere every noble thought 
a.r1d act finds encouragement and support, while, on the other hand, 
tne depraved and vicious attract spirits of corresponding moral na
tnres, who find their gratification in prompting these slaves of vice 
a1.-:1d sensuality to the free and active exercise of their lower passions. 

-ne prevalent but false idea that the spirits of the departed are 
perforce wafted to some remote sphere or locality, from whence 
tl~ey are forever debarred further earthly view and knowledge, is not 
only untenable from its improbability, but contrary to well-estab
lished facts. All human spirits live pn earth at least as long as they 
are embodied in the flesh, and why should not at least many of these, 
whose attachment to earthly things is paramount to other attrac· 
tions, still be drawn to the earth-their birthplace, the scene of 
all that has interested them, of all the events and associations of 
their lives, and still the abiding-place of many of their dearest friends, 
in whose welfare they must continue to be interested. Why should 
they not through the attraction of affection and love, and the influ
ence of association, continue to visit these friends and these scenes? 
Is it not as reasonable to suppose that their home, for at least some 
time, should be near their former earthly one, as to suppose that 
they are separated from it by an uncertain and immense distance ? 
In being near, good spirits have the opportunity of assisting mor
tals in improving their condition, and surely, next to thankfulness 
and gratitude to the Giver of all good, there can be no higher 
aspiration than the desire to assist our fellow-men. Spirits in an 
Orthodox heaven are deprived of this power, and must resign 
themselves alike to their own selfish happiness, and to the misery 
of others. 

A spirit child, through Mrs. Conant, spoke thus : " Mother said if 
she could only know that her darlings do not forget her in heaven 
she could be reconciled to her separation from them ; for you see she 
believes they have gone to a far-off. heaven, and they have no longer 
any attraction to those who are left; but the real truth is, just so 
long as there is one who loves them here, so long they will be called 
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here, and perhaps longer ; and mother need have no fears that we 
have any of us ,forgotten her, and we all try to make her lot here as 
light as possible." 

And a spirit mother said through the same medium : " I am just 
as anxious to-day as I was when I came before, to reach my children. 
I want them to know that I can come back. I have a son and 
daughter, and I want them to feel that the other life is not so far 
away. I want them to recognize the ministry of departed spirits. 
!llothing would make me happier. What I want is, if they can rec
ognize my coming here, for them to give me the privilege of coming 
to them so that I can communicate more freely of things that would 
concern only them and me." 

And all spirits that have communicated through reliable mediums, 
from the time of the first spirit rap at Hydesville to the present 
day, tell precisely the same story. They may differ in their narra
tions as to what they see, but all are agreed upon this question. 
Their testimony is uniform; not a flaw in the record. 

Not only is it love and affection for earthly friends that attract 
many spirits to ell'th, but remorse for bad acts, and regret for false 
doctrines taught. In relation to the latter motive as an incentive, a 
spirit said : "When I perceived that many a word that I had spoken, 
and many an idea that I had entertained, had fastened a shadow 
upon some other persons, there came to me an overwhelming desire 
to return to earth and work for humanity." 

The words of another spirit were : 
"Those who have passed from this earthly life long ages ago, who 

stand high in the spheres, whose brows are crowned with wisdom, 
and love, and power, are they who find their highest heaven, it may 
be, in returning to earth and preaching to you spirits who are in 
darkness; to you souls who are still present in mortal; to you who can 
scarcely peer beyond the vail, and believe even in the future life. 
They come to keep alive that belief; to inspire you with faith ; to give 
you, in your inner life at least, faint glimpses of the promised land. 
If it were not for their coming, the doors of your inner spiritual life 
would be securely closed. You receive their light, if any light at all, 
concerning the future state. You would all be in doubt. They 
come to you when you know it not ; they minister to your spiritual 
needs ; they strengthen your faith. The old earth-home is still bright 
to them, and however great may be the difficulties they labor under 
in returning, they are glad to war against them ; they are glad to find 
their feet pierced with thorns on returning ; they are glad to mingle 
again with earthly scenes, that they inay lead you up to the pl_ane, where 
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you can at least have faith in another life, and a strong hope that 
that other life will be better than this." 

"I cannot feel that thou art far, 
Since near at need the angels are ; 
And wheo the sunset gates unbar 
Shall I not see thee waiting stand, 
And white against the evening star, 
The welcome of thy beckoning hand ? " 

-WHITTIER. 

From thousands of pulpits every sabbath it is proclaimed that Jesus 
is ever present; ever watchful ; every ready to respond to the cry of 
the most humble for help. This being true, is it reasonable to sup
pose that good spirits do not partake of this sympathizing nature of 
Jesus-that they are not in a situation to assist in this divine work? 
What kind of a heaven would it be for them if they were not per
mitted to pour into the desolate hearts of their suffering friends who are 
left to buffet the stomts of earth-life, words and thoughts of consola
tion and hope? If this is a suitable occupation to engage the atten
tion, and demand the loving regard of Jesus, it cannot be unworthy of 
those of our dear spirit friends who are by their strong affection so well 
fitted to impart of their love and strength to us. Does not the Bible 
throughout teach that angels are God's ministers to execute His 
commands, and were they not employed in olden times as messengers 
of love to mortals, and yet how few in our day appreciate their re
gard, or even recognize their existence. 

Suppose a long absent friend, presumed to be dead, returns to his 
home laden with knowledge and experience. He arrives, perhaps, 
amid the darkness of night ; he knocks. "Who is there ? " we ask. 
The friendly name is given in a voice changed by time and circum
stances. We doubt, and instead of opening the door and seeking for 
positive evidence of his identity, we senselessly secure the fastenings, 
and bid him seek other quarters, as we are not so simple as to be de
ceived by that voice. The poor traveller, bitterly feeling the slight, 
then calls by name the different members of his family, not doubting 
that \his knowledge will be satisfactory evidence of his identity ; but 
to his further disappointment he is met with the assurance that his 
knowledge of these names proves nothing, for anybody could have 
acquired it. As a last resort, he bethinks himself of some long for
gotten reminiscence-some occurrence in which perhnps only he and 
some other member of the family had part. Hopefully he gives 
this additional evidence, this test, only to be told that he is a mind-
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reader, a clairvoyant or psychologist, or worse than either, an ~ 
sary from the evil one, and the sooner he moves on the better. 

Poor man, he has used every means, and hope is exhau.sted, and h.e 
can only obey the mandate, and move on. At his first knock fear a.E1<1 
suspicion were aroused, and in their baleful atmosphere his friends 
could in all the subsequent proofs of his identity and presence pew· 
ceive nothing but deception. They had determined it was this, ar-.d 
the contest was for victory, and they won; but they repulsed th~ir 
friend, and still remain in ignorance of his fate, perhaps reproachi~ 
a kind Providence with injustice in permitting their minds to be ovc:=::t· 
shadowed with painful uncertainty as to what his lot may be, ~t 
whether he be living or dead 

If such a thing as this were to occur with any of our neighbors, w~ 
would be thought of it, and them? Would there be any differeD~\ 
of opinion as to the fan1ily either being struck with lunacy, or t~ :y 
they were natural imbeciles ? Would not every one exclaim, "Wh;:::.. ~ t 
did they not open the door, and take a closer view of the applican; ~ 
instead of turning him reproachfully away? •f 

Yet this absurd conduct in relation to heavenly visitants is of ...... _. 
hourly occurrence, and we often hear persons boasting how their dis- _.;;e:r 
cernment and superior sense were made evident in their contemp-~ 
tuous treatment of some spirit friend, who had made application for ~ 
admission to their hearts and homes, and who not being able to give ~ 
the old familiar knock, having parted with his fleshly knuckles, and • 
not speaking in the old fan1iliar tones, having lost his physical organs ~ 
of speech, was told to "Move on; you can't deceive us." 

" An angel of love 
Hath come from above, 

And would tarry awhile at thy board 
Oh, ask him to stay, 
Nor drive him away, 

With an unkindly thought or word. 

" He hath folded his wings, 
And sweetly he sings, 

In musical cadences low ; 
1 From the home of the blest, 
I come as your guest, 

And will cherish and love you true. 

" 1 From morning till night 
A song of delight 

Shall echo throughout your home; 
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And over you all 
A blessing !!hall fall 

From heaven by the angels borne. 

" 'And the gifts I bring, 
I will gladly fling, 

Like sunbeams, to lighten your road; 
Till over you all, 
Their bright rays shall fall

True blessing!' the gift of your God. 

" • And every gift 
A shadow shall lift 

From oft' the heart and the brow ; 
Till the winter of life, 
With blessings all rife, 

Shall crown your heads with its snow. 

" • In coming to you, 
I have work to do, 

A task by the Master given ; 
And when 'tis complete, 
Your wandering feet, 

Will have reached the shores of heaven. 

""Tis safely to guide 
You over life's tide, 

To that haven of infinite rest ; 
Until each shall land, 
On the golden sand, 

And join the loved and the blest.' " 

-RICHARDS, 
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Afany times they hover over us when our senses are hushed in 
al~ep, and guard our slumbers. They frequently impress our minds 
with our waking thoughts. They are with us in our retired moments, 
&.nd in our social gatherings. They accompany us through the 
trowded thoroughfare, and to the marts of business, and are ever 
ready, so far as is in their power, to watch over our safety and guard 
us from peril in our travels by sea and land. They support us in af. 
lliction and misfortune, and whisper hope and comfort when our pres
ent and future alike are overshadowed with sorrow and gloom. 

A spirit once told me that when we sit together at home, and es
pecia}Jy when we clasp hands and form a circle, that our spirit friends 
entwine themselves about us and encircle us, and it made them very 
haPPy to mingle so closely with us, and they often remained until 
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they were nearly exhausted; but then in the end they were strength
ened by it. 

Another spirit said to me : "Could you only see your friends 
around you at your home, so radiant and happy, so solicitous for 
your welfare, you would desire to burst the bonds and join them in 
praises to the Loving Father who has so bountifully provided for the 
happiness of all." 

At a seance with Henry Slade, May 25, 1871, upon being seated, 
the spirit of Dr. Davis controlled the medium, and said that Owasso 
would not be present that evening, as he was occupied with the spirit 
of a young man who had died that day at noon. He ~id the young 
man (whom I had met at Dr. Slade's), had been given up by his phy
sicians two months previously, and then the medium had been called 
upon to prescribe for him ; but he was beyond recovery: that Owasso 
had been a daily attendant upon him, and had promised him that he 
would be present during his last moments, and meet his spirit when it 
left the body, and he had been there all day, and was now with his 
spirit in its new home, imparting strength and confidence to him there. 

A few minutes later the spirit of a Mr. Campbell, a Scotchman, 
succeeded to the control, and in his broad Scotch dialect greeted me, 
and said the Ittdian would not be present that evening, as he was 

engaged in another direction. 
An advanced spirit thus spoke through the lips of Mr. Home : 
"We are not perfect; we too have work to do to elevate ourselves; 

we also work to elevate others; to draw you upwards and onwards, so 
to speak, by magnetic attraction. It is one of our great duties to be 
constantly watching over you ; to guide you in your aspirations upward 
to God. Our love, our sympathy, our fellow-feelings are with you, 
we never, never weary; we do not judge you; God alone judges you. 
We were once as you, therefore who are fitter to be your associates 
than we who have passed through the ordeal of development you have 
to pass through. You ask why we always speak of love; it is be
cause love brings us to you." 

The sympathy of all enlightened and true Spiritualists is excited 
when they reflect upon the dark pall that obscures the vision of the 
majority of their fellow-men upon this momentous question of the 
continued existence, and presence, and agency of their deceased 
friends. How many, oppressed with gloom and sorrow, are ready to 
exclaim: 

"0, if the dead were allowed to speak! 
Could 1 only look on their faces meek, 
How it would strengthen my heart so weak." 

~·;Jj 
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~o such we would reply in the words of Mrs. Hemans : 

" Hast thou been told that from the viewless bourne 
The dark way never hath allowed return ; 
That all which tears can move with life is fled ; 
That earthly lo\·e is powerless on the dead,
Bdieve it 1101." 

Through Mrs. Conant, a spirit, in a message to her surviving hus
>a.nd, said : 

u When death came for me my mortal companion said : ' It is 
dark ! all dark I All the light has gone out. I am left in utter dark
ness and desolation.' And in his great agony he cried out to know 
where that light had gone. He said : ' 0 God, answer my prayer I' 
And through returning angels God did answer it, and he beheld the 
light, and he rejoices in the knowledge that it lives and sheds glim
merings through his mortal pathway, and will return to meet him when 
his hour of change shall come, and light him through the passage of 
death, and make gloriously bright the spirit-world for him. I am 
Minnie, wife of Professor Gunning." 

Surely, to be able to answer this question of spirit existence, and · 
presence, and love, the toil and labor of a whole life should count 
as nought. Millions would give largely of their time and means if 
these would insure to them a solution of this all-important question, 
Yet like men groping in the dark, they pass and repass the multiplied 
Proofs which lay scattered in their way, and in their blindness utterly 
fail to discern them; and many are like the mstic, who, having once 
been deceived in mistaking a counterfeit for a genuine coin, afterward 
refused to pick up a true coin which lay in his way. 

IIackneyed as the phrase is, it is nevertheless true that every in
telligent human being has, or has had, a mission to perform--duties 
to discharge toward God, himself, and his fellow-men. This is a law 
of our being, and every one who fails to act in compliance with it 
111Ust pay the penalty. And this law is equally binding in heaven as 
on earth, the only difference being that in heaven its requirements are 
often extended, and not only is love to God and to each other demand
ed, but also, according to the talents and opportunities bestowed, 
gtii.dance and assistance to the inhabitants of earth. Thus we are in 
Cl'tor when we imagine that we shall ever be freed from the obligations 
of duty. Heaven is no place for the indolent; their natures must 
change before they can progress. There ceaseless, but joyous activity, 
ever exists, and it is well for us to exert ourselves here in every good 
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work, so as to readily adapt ourselves to the active duties, as well as 
joys of that life. 

That workers are sometimes intentionally transferred from this field 
of labor to that in spirit. life, I have no doubt whatever; and some
times when the burdens of life become too heavy to be borne, God 
in His wisdom takes the weary traveller home ; and here again He 
accomplishes the work through the agency of ministering spirits. I 
am fully aware with what incredulity this opinion will be received by 
some, but many separate and independent proofs ha_ve forced the 
conviction of its truth upon my mind. I fully believe that kind and 
sympathizing spirit-friends often weaken the attraction, and sever the 
connection between the spirit-body and its earthly casket. Nor do 
I stand alone in my opinions upon this subject, for good orthodox 
Christians have held similar opinions. The Rev. Samuel Watson, 
D.D., in his work, Tht Clock Struck Onr, p. t 11, says: 

" I shall never forget the sermon preached by the Rev. Dr. Winans, 
in the city of New Orleans, over thirty years since. It was the 
funeral of Rev. Elijah Steel, who sacrificed his life visiting the sick 
and dying of yellow fever there. Said the immortal Winans : 
'Elijah Steel did much in this city for the sick and dying, by pointing 
them to Christ; but he has entered upon a much larger field of use· 
fulness. He can now with the rapidity of thought go as a pure min
istering. spirit to the same great work in which he sacrificed his life. 
Whenever God has more use for his servants in the spiritual world 
than he has here, he takes them to labor in the same glorious cause, 
with greatly enhanced facilities, doing his will on earth as it is done 
in heaven.'" 

Dr. Watson adds: "I was sojourning in the sunny clime, expect
ing to fall a. victim to that scourge of the human race-consumption. 
This view of that subject removed the last difficulty in my way of 
dying. If that is to be my mission still, let me pass over the river 
and enter upon it, I thought, as the preacher spoke of the glorious 
privilege conferred upon the servants of Christ to be as the angels, 
messengers of God to minister to loved ones on earth. This bas 
afforded me more comfort than anything from that time to the pres
ent." 

At one time a spirit said to me: "When persons are very unhappy, 
with no work on earth to accomplish, their loving spirit-friends some
times weaken the mutual attraction between spirit and body, and 
thus cause them to pass away before their time." 

One day in October, 1873, Dr. Kenney called upon me, and in
formed me that on the previous day he had been called to treat a 
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gentleman who had been attacked by apoplexy, giving his name and 
place of residence-a short distance from Brooklyn-and stating that 
he, Dr. Kenney, had there felt and acted strangely, and that he 
could not account for it. The patient was a wealthy and highly 
esteemed gentleman, and when Dr. Kenney arri\·ed and saw him, he 
was strongly of the opinion that he could save him, and he equally 
desired to do so ; this arising in part from his realizing that success 
in the treatment of the case would add to his reputation, and increase 
his business, which at that time was not what it has since become. 
There had been three physicians in attendance, only one remaining; 
and this gentleman having before met Dr. Kenney, at once requested 
him to attempt the cure of the patient, as he himself could do no 
more for him. He complied with the request of the physician, and 
approached the bed where the patient lay insensible, with stertorous 
breathing, and placed his hand upon his stomach, when a commotion 
was almost immediately perceptible in that region, accompanied with 
symptoms of nausea. He felt that the effect was favorable, but was 
irresistibly drawn from the patient and became seated, and in a few 
moments after arose with the intention of approaching him again, but 
involuntarily turned towards the window, and from there he was im
pelled to move aimlessly about the room. 

The friends of the patient urged him to attempt some measures 
for the relief of the sufferer, and he was equally with them anxious 
to do something for him; but he was compelled to constantly change 
his position, look out the window, or pass into the adjoihing room, 
then return, resume his seat, and then recommence and repeat the 
same movements ; and while he felt and knew that '' Old John " de
sired to come, he at the same time was conscious of another contend
ing influence adverse to his own wishes, and those of the spirit that 
ordinarily controls him. Actuated by these conflicting feelings, and 
excessively annoyed and abashed at his own strange conduct, he 
heard the signal announcing the approach of a train of cars, when in 
his confusion and excitement he caught up his hat, rushed from the 
bouse, and proceeded hurriedly to the depot and returned home. 

His object in calling upon me was to ascertain my opinion of the 
matter, and after some reflection I stated that I could come to no 
other conclusion than that while he and his spirit control were desir
ous of attempting th6 relief of the patient, there were other spirit
ual intelligences superior to his control-probably friends of the suf. 
ferer-who for reasons of their own were equally desirous that 
nothing should be done, and that they cast an influen ·~e over him 
which prevented him fr-om attempting anything . 

IS 
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A few days after his visit I called upon him when Old John con
trolled him, and told me that such was the fact ; that he knew he 
could relieve the patient, but that the spirit friends of the latter 
desired to have him join them, as he had no further work to accom
plish in this life, was well prepared to enter spirit life, and was 
unhappy in certain relations here, and so they prevented his doing 
anything for him. The gentleman died within two days thereafter. 

Sometimes, on the other hand, the strong affection and will of 
earthly friends become obstacles, and delay the departure of the 
spmt. An estimable lady, an intimate friend of mine, when dying, 
exclaimed to her weeping sister: "0 Nancy! don't hold me back; 
I want to go to mother ! " 

A few years since the three sisters Cary were living together in 
New York. F.lmina first died. A few years thereafter Alice passed 
away, leaving Phrebe apparently in robust health, but she soon 
followed. Remarking upon the illness and death of the latter, the 
Christian Union of August 91 1871, said: "Phrebe was in many 
respects a contrast to her sisters. There seemed to be more iron in 
her mental as well as in her physical composition ....• In brie~ 
she was a hearty, wholesome woman, and would have been esteemed 
by all the world, as well as those who knew her best, in body, mind, 
and soul, robust. . . . . But a change was in preparation. A 
shadow unseen was creeping toward her. . . . . She had based all 
her most deliberate calculations on the expectation of many years of 
life, and yet when friends and physicians spoke hopefully to her of 
recovery, she replied that she knew of no reason why she should not 
recover, except that she neither found, nor could excite, any desire 
in herself to do so, and this she said with a sort of wonder. To a 
friend she remarked: "Alice when she was here always absorbed 
me, and she absorbs me still. I ful Iter co11slanlly drawing ~~~e." 
She is now one of those of whom she wrote : 

"The vail of flesh that hid, 
Is softly drawn aside, 

More clearly I behold them now 
Than those who never died. 

" Who died ? What means that word, 
or men 50 much abhorred ? 

Caught up in clouds of heaven to be 
Forever with the Lord." 

We worship God and pray to Him for His blessing and grace. 
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We invoke the intercession of the saints, and pray God that through 
them He will impart to us like purity, love, and strength. W c know 
them to be endowed with a larger and more expanded spirituality 
than we possess, and to exist in closer relationship with the Source of 
all power, wisdom, and Jove. We are weak, while they arc strong. 
We are surrounded and hemmed in with the temptations and defile
ments of earth-life, while they enjoy the happiness and freedom of an 
exalted existence. They have experienced, and still remember 
similar trials to those which beset us, and have passed to a superior 
plane where they can estimate their force with impartiality, and with 
the warmest sympathy for us in our weakness and suffering. Having 
the power to assist us, and knowing their desire to do so, what more 
rational and becoming than to ask their assistance, and especially 
when we further know that the desire and request on our part 
increases their ability to help us. The child looks to the parent, the 
weak to the strong, the inexperienced to those of experience for 
counsel and advice, for direction and assistance. We are children in 
knowledge; we are weak and inexperienced. We need counsel and 
assistance, and when we are blest with powerful and wise friends who 
stand ready to aid us, is it wise or prudent for us to disdainfully 
reject the proffered aid, and continue to blindly grope and stumble 
when our paths could be made plain and clear? I think not. We 
should highly appreciate the beneficent provision of the Divine 
Father, through which we can obtain comfort and strength from thi:> 
source in our difficulties, and joyfully and thankfully avail oursclve$ 
of the means thus furnished by Him; and those who have the full 
knowledge and proper appreciation of this great privilege, can ~ly 
view with eyes of pity those who in their blindness are unable· to 
perceive how fruitful of good the ministry of angels is to man. 

That professed Christians, who believe in the Bible as the wom ot 
God, should reject the doctrine of spirit communion, and deny the 
daily fulfilment of the promise that " He shall give His angels charge 
concerning thee," is indefensible-inexcusable-when that volume, 
from Genesis to Revelation, is replete with the teachings and proofs 
of this communion, of this watchful care and guidance. All that we 
claim as substantially true can be as well proven from the records of 
the Bible as from the observation and experience of men in the 
present age, provided the Bible narrations of spiritual manifestations 
be admitted as authentic and reliable. We there find that both good 
and evil angels or spirits exist-that both have had intercourse with 
mortals-that good angels minister to men's necessities-that dark 
spirits tempt to evil-and that every man determines by his thoughts, 
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actions, and desires, which class of these he will have for his helpers, 
advi&ers, and associates. Choose ye between them. 

"I feel their touch upon my hair, 
Upon my cheek and on my brow; 

I know that they are everywhere, 
That they are with me even now. 

" The air grows softer as they move, 
The day seems brighter when they come, 

And all my soul melts into love, 
And longs for its immortal home." 



CHAPTER XV. 

DEATH. 

"And there shall be no more death."-.Rev. xxi. 4-

Su itrw ad aslrtJ.-Thus they ascend to the skies. 

H OW differently is death viewed by different minds. To the 
true Christian death should be the harbinger of a glorious ex

istence, a complete and final release from all his trials and sufferings ; 
the prelude to eternal happiness. To the worldling it is the mourn
ful termination of all his false and fleeting enjoyments; of the gratifi
cation of pride, vanity, and self-love, and he is unable to compre
hend the possibility of any existence beyond which can afford happi
ness at all comparable to the unreal, unsatisfying pleasure he endeav
ors to persuade himself he enjoys here. 

To the unbeliever in a future state, death is the finality; the end 
of all things ; the vortex in which he is to be engulphed ; the final 
drop of the curtain, to which succeeds blank annihilation. 

It is not necessary to inquire which of these is the happiest belief, 
for all, or nearly all, will agree that a continued joyful existence is 
what every soul desires, even though from want of conclusive evi
dence its certainty may be denied. The real question is, What is 
death ? Is it the destruction of all that constitutes the man, ur is it 
simply a change through which the real man attains to a higher 
plane, by which he becomes emancipated from the ills of flesh, and 
whereby he finds full and perfect exercise for all his faculties ? Is it 
true or false that " Then shall the dust return to the earth, as it was, 
and the spirit shall return unto God, who gave it ? " and that " God 
will redeem my soul from the power of the grave, for he shall receive 
me." Can the Church answer these questions? Has it the direct 
proofs? If so, from whence? Surely not from the inhabitants of 
"that bourne from whence no traveller returns," for their testimony 
in our day it rejects; but we offer this testimony, and we can establish 
its validity, for we have seen with our eyes, have heard with our ears, 
and, like Thomas, have fell with our hands the spiritual flesh and 
blood of those who bear to us their testimony, and the burden of 
their song is : 
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11 Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into tht
heart of man the things which God hath prepared for them that love 
hirn."-1 Cor. ii. 9· 

To us this is joyful tidings, and our desire is that it may be borne 
to all who are stricken with affliction, who are wandering in the deso
late fields of material and theological darkness and error, and that 
it may be freely accepted as a portion of the gospel of Jesus, and of 
the truths revealed through Spiritualism-without money and without 
price-and that all may be brought to understand that 11 there 1s no 
death," in the sense in which it has generally been regarded. 

"Death is but a friendly stranger 
That unlocks the gulden door, 

Bids us pa.'iS the darkened portal, 
To the bright celestial shore. 

" Death is new-born life expanding
Reaching upward for the goal

Breaking from its rusty fetten, 
To the freedom of the soul. 

" Death is heaven's appointed angel, 
Who invites us to explore 

Richer landscapes, purer pleasures, 
Fadeless as the evermore." 

-BAllLOW. 

Death ensues from old age ; from disease ; from accident, and vio
lence, when the bodily functions have ceased, and when the indwell· 
ing spirit can no longer use the body and its organs as an instrument. 
the magnetic relations between spirit and body being severed. 

This change is principally a chemical change. Ordinarily, when 
death commences its work, the Jaw of magnetic attraction between 
the physical particles operates with constantly diminishing force. 
The aura passes from the extremities and centres in the region of the 
heart, and thence passes to the brain, and when the electrical force 
predominates over the magnetic attraction the spirit is released, 9-Jld 
issues from the body. The change is as natural as passing iJlt0 

,;Jeep, and the awaking to consciousness in spirit life as natL1r~1 
as awaking from slumber. Death is but entering upon a true 9-Jld 
free existence, an enlargement of the field where all the spiritus-1 
faculties can find room and scope for their exercise. 

When old age approaches the vital energies diminish in force, the 
machinery they impel no longer runs smoothly, the joints .,J 
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grooves work with difficulty, the very substance itself contracts and 
withers and every movement is accomplished with undue friction, and 
the vital impelling force apportioned to· the requirements of a har
moniously working organism, when in its prime, is unequal to the 
task of keeping in motion an imperfect, worn-out organism. As the 
vital power decreases, the mind, which is dependent upon the physi
cal brain for its manifestation in this life, gradually loses its ability to 
express itself clearly, and there is an apparent loss of intellectual 
power; but the loss is only apparent, and is dependent upon the 
wasted changed organism of the brain failing to properly reflect the 
purposes of the soul within. The body is now no longer a suitable in
strument for the use of the indwelling spirit, the magnetic attraction 
between them ceases, and the liberated spirit takes its flight, leaving 
behind an empty casket. These are the causes and processes of 
death in' old age, and this mode of passing away is the natural, and 
therefore preferable one, for the reasons : first, that our earthly ties
social, moral, and physical-are gradually weakened and finally sev
ered without regret, and we are free, upon our entrance upon the 
next stage of existence, to direct our undivided attention to the re
quirements of that life, it not being distracted to objects and rela
tions in this ; and secondly, because our earthly experience is ac
complished. This is desirable for the rounding of our spiritual 
natures, and it is better and easier to perfect it through direct rela
tions to circumstances and things here, than through the teachings 
of spirits of greater experience, and perhap:i higher intelligence, or 
by observation, attended with difficult,y, of the experience of others 
in earth-life after we have left it. 

The prevalent idea that persons dying suffer greatly, is a mistaken 
one. There is no bodily suffering attendant upon the separation of 
the spirit from the body, or the processes of natural death. Suffer
ing may be present while sensation remains, but here it is dependent 
upon disease, or disorganization, or derangement" of the system, and 
is rarely greater in the latter stages than in the first, and generally 
diminishes, sensation becoming less acute as death advances, so that 
death, in its progress, so far from being the cause of bodily suffering 
and pain, really overcomes both. 

Dr. Johnson truly said: ''Nature is merciful; 'tis the unwilling 
SOul that makes death painful." In March, 1874, Gerald Massey lec
tured at Grow's Opera Hall, in Chicago. In the course of his lec
ture he said that before his wife passea away to the spirit-side, he 
Inade an agreement with her that raps should be made upon the 
clock, where none had sounded before, and subsequently to her de-
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cease raps were heard there in abundance. On his first sitting with 
the medium, Home, a spirit took possession purporting to be his 
wife, and said : " Oh Gerald, when I turned on my left side to pass 
that night, and had got through, I could not believe it, I kept on talk
ing and thought you had gone suddenly deaf, as I could not hear you 
answer me." "That was exactly what had occurred with me," said 
he, " on this side of death. I had kept on talking, and she did not 
hear. I· have no doubt but that truly represents the continuity of 
consciousness in death. There is no death ; there is no break ; no 
cessation of motion ; it is like the top when we say it sleeps-that 
seems to stand still when it spins perfectly." 

Death has no power over the spirit, it simply changes the condi
tions of existence, not existence itself, and its powers are neither in
creased nor diminished, but they are exercised in greater perfection, 
with greater freedom, and in a wider field. It is truly the. second 
birth, and only through it can any man enter the kingdom of 
heaven. 

To the unenlightened mind death is an incomprehensible, unalloyed 
evil. To the Israelites it was held up as the crowning punishment 
for their accumulated theological, political, and social sins. To the 
early Christians it became shorn of its most appalling features, and 
by many was considered in its true light of being but a translation to 
a higher and better life. Many Christians of the present day enter
tain these views, and are made happy by the consciousness of their 
truth, but by far the greater number still regard death with nearly 
the same fears and hopelessness that the ancient Hebrews did. The 
certainty of death, and the dread uncertainty of the nature of the 
process; the apprehended suffering, and still greater apprehensions 
of the dark future beyond, render its contemplation by them in the 
highest degree unpleasant, and as a subject of conversil.tion is gen
erally avoided. Thus, in ignorance of its true character, the great 
majority of mankind have always regarded it, and now regard it with 
dread and apprehension. It has remained for modern Spiritualism 
to correct these fearfully erroneous views ; to remove the odium which 
has ever attached to its character, and to elevate it into a beautiful 
provision of a benevolent Deity, whereby poor weary humanity is 
enabled to cast off its oppressive load, and freely and joyfully exer
cise its liberate'-1 faculties in the blissful regions beyond 

" Life is real, life is earnest, 
And the grave is not its goal, 

• Dust thou art, to dust returnest, 
Was not spoken of the soul" 
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It is to tlle erroneous teachings of the Church that very many of 
those who tremble at the contemplation of death owe their fears and 
apprehensions, and to Calvinism especially many are now largely 
indebted for their fearfully false ideas upon this subject. From 
the "Larger Catechism" of the Presbyterian Church, published by its 
American Board of Publication, I transcribe these questions and an
swers, as I find them on page 230 of that work: 

"Q.-Shall all men die ? 
"A.-Death being threatened as lh~ wages of sill, it is appointed 

unto all men once to die, for that all have sinned. ' 
"Q.-Death being the wages of sin, why are not the righteous de

livered from death, seeing all/heir si11s ar~ forgiz'm in Christ? 
"A.-The righteous shall be delivered from death itseli at the 

last day, and even in death are delivered from the sting and curse 
of it, so that although they die, yet it is out of God's lov~ to free them 
perfectly from sin and misery, and to make them capable of further 
communion with Christ in glory, which they then enter upon." 

Here death is declared to be the wages of sin, and this punishment 
is apportioned to all, for all have sinned; but the second question is 
one that naturally arises: "Why are not the righteous delivered 
from death, seeing all their sins are forgiven in Christ ? " The answer 
is not satisfactory, for when it is said in reply that the "righteous 
shall be delivered from death itself at the last day," we might per
haps be justified in saying that quibbling is resorted to, for assuming 
that the day of judgment is here meant, only the comparatively few 
then inhabiting the earth can escape death, while the great mass of 
mankind, including all the righteous, have previously suffered it
have suffered the penalty of sin which Christ died to atone for. If 
it is the meaning of the text that the dead shall air be delivered from 
their graves, this again cannot affect the fact that they have all once 
died. 

Then again it is said : "And even in death are delivered from the 
sting and curse of it." If by this it is meant that the righteous possess 
any immunity from that which is disagreeable or fearful in death, or, 
in the words quoted, "from the sting and curse of it," then I can only 
say that all extended experience and intelligent observation contra
dict the assertion, and when it is further said that "although they 
die, yet it is out of God's love," there is such an evident self-stultifi
cation, such a direct contradiction of the former declaration, both in 
terms and meaning, that further comment would seem to be need
less. 

If death was originally decreed as the wages of sin, and if Christ 
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offered himself as a sacrifice for sin, then those who avail themselves 
of his atonement should be exempt from death, otherwise his sacrifice 
was in vain ; but we know that death comes to all alike, and is equally 
terrible to the Christian and the sinner. The fonner dies of painful 
diseases, from accident and violence, in fact from precisely the same 
causes that induce death in the most wicked. If death is the capital 
punishment of the wicked, why are the righteous also subject to it? 
What we understand by the term punishment is suffering inflicted 
for errors or crimes committed. This is easily understood and ac
cepted; but if the same penalty were to be inflicted upon the inno
cent, or those whose offences had been condoned, we would certainly 
perceive its injustice, and we would be justified in presuming insanity 
upon the part of the authority inflicting it. It is said that Christ died 
for the sins of all. If this be true, then death can no longer be the 
wages of sin ; but e~en limiting the benefits of his death to those who 
accept him as their Saviour, then these have no sins to answer for, 
and death in their case cannot be the wages of sin; but we know that 
it comes impartially to all. That which happens to all-the righteous 
and sinful-cannot possibly be sent as a punishment-at the worst it 
can only be a misfortune. 

All this shows how much more difficult it is to bolster up error 
than to support the truth. One great reason is that wise and good 
spirits, or angels, are always ready with their powerful assistance to 
advance the truth, while error can only command the assistance of 
very imperfect or ignorant spirits, whose promptings, like the inter
meddlings of mischievous persons, only mar the work they attempt 
to aid. 

Not only did Calvin leave these erroneous apd fearful views of the=:: 
nature and office of death as a legacy, which the Presbyteri~ 
Church especially has appropriated and perpetuated, but Luther' s 
conception of the subject was equally erroneous, for in his Tabf4!!!"
Talk he says: "It were a light and easy thing for a Christian to silt: 

fer and overcome death, if he knew not that it were God's wratll-" 
And were not the sentiments of both these great refonners in respect 
to death in a large degree dependent upon their uncertainty as tCI 

what was to be their state beyond it? I bdieve this unreasonable 
dread of death mainly arises from this uncertainty, and as death is 
the termination of this life, and something certain and real, their ap
prehensions in a large degree settle upon death itself. · 

Like these two eminent men, no doubt Job had a great dread o£ 
death, though he does not distinctly declare it, but with his glooiD~ 
conceptions of the next life this would follow. He was one who of 
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all men should, at least at one period of his life, have welcomed it as 
a boon, but hear what he says: 

" Are not my days few ? Cease, then, and let me alone, that I may 
take comfort a little before I go whence I shall not return, even to the 
land of darkness, and the shadow of death ; a land of darkness, as 
darkness itself; and of the shadow of death, ";thout any order, and 
where the light is as darkness."-Job x. 20-22. 

How many there are to-day, who if they should attempt to express 
their views of death and the grave, would in the end conf~ss that 
Job's statement of the case is a better and more correct resume of 
their belief than they themselves could furnish. The Vicar of St. 
James' Church, Notting Hill, England, lately preached a sermon on 
"Death," and judging from the effects that followed, he must have 
drawn a picture and expressed ideas at least as sombre as Job's. 
"The effect was so great that several ladies, overcome with terror, 
were carried out of the church, and the excitement grew so intense 
at last that the service had to be stopped before the sermon was fin
ished." How different are the results of the teachings of our beauti
ful faith upon this subject. 

Many good men confess to views and apprehensions very like those 
of Job's, as the Rev. Dr. R. W. Hamilton does when he says: "Our 
general and lesser conceptions touching the dead are that they have 
perished." And science says: "Death is a cessation of life." This 
is all that science attests ; all it knows of the great change, and this 
is precisely what the earliest survivors of our race discovered without 
the aid of science. What more does speculative theology now know ? 

With such confused, uncertain ide:ts of the life that death opens 
upon, it cannot be a matter of surprise that above all events occur
rillg to us death should to many minds be not only the most myste
rious, but that with it should be associated the worst apprehensions, 
and the gloomy desponding words which escape the lips and hearts 
oC the sorrow-stricken mourners, are only equalled by the doleful 
st.rains of the teacher of divine things--of him to whom the mourners 
le»<lk for consolation and hope in this their great affliction. Is not 
th:i. s because the modern Christian, walking only in the light of men's 
V":i.:sdom, finds no solid ground upon which to stand? He peers wist
fill. I ly into the future, and vainly strives to discern some convincing 
PliL<:>ofs of immortality. A vague idea of heaven flits through his 
~ 1:~d, but the conception is so weak, the outlines so obscure, that 
hi. s faith seems to fade into the awful depths of the mystery he is 
"'BL.~ly trying to penetrate. Tell him " that to die is gain," and 
~e words fall upon his ear like the idle wind. 
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Dr. McCosh is president of Princeton College; an exceedingly 
~ble, sound, Scotch Calvinist, and this seems to be his mental con
dition, judging from his address at the funeral of a Mr. Prior, a young 
mim of great promise and excellence, who suddenly and recently 
died. In the address the reverend gentleman said : 

" I do not know that in my lengthened life I have ever been in a 
position in which I felt greater difficulty in speaking tha~ I do on 
this day of cloud and darkness, and trouble and rebuke. I feel as 
if instead of speaking to men it would be more appropriate in all of 
us to be speaking to God. I feel as if I could go into his presence 
and say, 'Let 11u talk to Thu of Thy judgmmts.' It may be pre
sumptuous, but I feel as if I could venture to say to Him : 'WJzat 
is flu mca11i11g of this dispmsation 1' and yet when we thus talk 
to God of His judgments, His only answer may be: 'Put trust in 
Me. What thou knowest not now, thou shalt know hereafter.'" 

The feeling expressed in the above words, and throughout the ad
dress, does honor to the heart of Dr. McCosh ; but do not these 
words produce the conviction that the speaker realizes little of the 
future life, and has the frailest hold upon it, and hope for those who 
enter it, and, like the majority of those he addresses, is groping 
almost hopelessly amid the mazes of speculative theology. A cer
tain single passage from the inspired volume should be sufficient to 
dissipate at least a portion of this gloom from a Christian's mind. 
"There shall be no more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither 
shall there be any more pain." If the Doctor believes this to be 
true, he must believe that the deceased young man, whom so many 
mourned, is far happier than he was on earth, and if so, how can he 
say : " I feel as if I could venture to say to Him, 'What is the 
meaning of this dispensation ? ' " The consoling truths expressed in 
such simple and forcible language in the above passage, every intelli
gent Spiritualist appreciates ; but they have all their sweetness 
embittered in the minds of strictly dogmatic thinkers by the errone
ous teachings of semi-barbarous priests, who lived thousands of 
years ago, and which are still bearing bitter fruit in Christian 
churches. Faith alone is the foundation upon which the hopes 
of nearly all Protestantism rest. Rev_ Dr_ Chapin, the eloquent 
Universalist preacher of New York, appears equally with Dr. Mc
Cosh to be unable to impart living hope, through faith, to others. In 
addressing the mourners at the funeral of the wife of Horace Greeley, 
he f:urly represented the necessity of the Church to rely alone upon 
hopl'. through faith, in the absence of the assurances which the reve
lations of Spiritualism furnish. He then said : " It is only by simple 
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faith that we can overcome the trials of life; that sublime faith whicl> 
could take the cup of bitterness and say with a smile of patient love : 
' Father, not my will, but Thy will be done.' It is this faith which 
will give its consolation in that terrible aftertime when the mourner 
comes to realize the thought that the loved one was gone, and 
will come back to us on earth no more." 

In his position this is proper advice for Dr. Chapin to give those 
who are content to have their reasoning done by others ; but what 
bas he to offer to those of the mourners who do their own think
ing, and who cannot as reasonable beings accept the future on faith 
alone. 

Here is a lament in the same strain : 

" For none return from those spirit shores, 
Who cross with the boatman cold and pale; 

We hear the dip of the golden oars, 
And catch a glimpse of the snowy sail, 

And lo I they have passed from our yearning hearts; 
They cross the stream and are gone for aye. 

We may not sunder the vail apart, 
That bides from our vision the gates of day." 

They do return; they are not gone forever. The spirit of ignor
ance and gloom inspired the above lines. They have been returning 
in all ages. They return in multitudes to-day. They are all around 
us, and thousands of the most intelligent members of the churches 
have seen and touched them, and heard them speak. They do return ; 
and all these churches will soon acknowledge it, and this, the most 
important truth that has ever blessed mankind since the fabled Adam 
existed in Eden, will be established as an orthodox fact, and upheld 
by orthodox faith and teachings. 

As before remarked, it is well for those who have no knowledge of 
the life beyond, to rest their hopes upon whatever faith they may 
possess; but how few possess this faith in any considerable degree, 
and can rise to a state of confidence and resignation in the assurance 
that God doeth all things well ; and what a comfort it would be to the 
stricken heart to hear from the spiritual lips of the departed that 
they still live-that they are not dead-that they frequently visit 
their earthly friends and homes, and pour the balm of consolation 
into the hearts of the despairing mourners ; and notwithstanding Dr. 
Chapin's reiteration of the venerable orthodox error that they " come 
back to us on earth no more," they do return to us, and dry our tears 
with the assurance that God in His love has provided a means of 
communication between them and us. 
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" So we fold our hands, and we close our eyes, 
And we strive to forget our pain, 

Lest the weak and the selfish wish should rise, 
To ask for them back llj.Tllin. 

"The swelling tide of our grief we stay, 
While our warm hearts fondly yearn, 

And we ask if over that shining way 
They shall nevermore return. 

Oh, we oft forget that our lonely hours 
Are known to the souls we love, 

And they strew the path of our life with ftowers 
From that rainbow arch above. 

"We hear them call, and their voices sweet 
Float down from that bridge of light, 

Where the gold and crimson and azure meet, 
And mingle their glories bright. 

We hear them call, and the soul replies 
From the depth of the life below, 

And we strive on the wings of faith to rise 
To the height of that racliant bow." 

-DOTEN. 

Thanks to the Infinite Father the fond;• grave has no more rela· 
tion to us than has a depository of our cast-off apparel, and we no 
more descend to the one than we follow the conc\itions and fate of 
the other. Death is but the crowning of life. 

There are two lines in the verses just read that have a more ex· 
tended meaning than at first view would appear : 

" Lest the weak and the selfish wish should rise 
To ask for them back again." 

It is not only weak and selfish to ask for them back, to leave their 
bright abodes and return to this life of care, of suffering, and strife, 
but our unrestrained grief for what we suppose to be their loss al
ways attracts them to, and often holds them within the sphere of ouw: 
own melancholy thoughts, and their happiness is alloyed by the bon· 
dage our grief imposes upon them, nor can they escape until tne 
mourner himself throws off his sadness and melancholy. There a.re 
few facts in Spiritualism better established than this, and it should P.:: 
known and regarded by all, so that they shall not inflict pain u~~ 
their departed friends through the indulgence of selfish grief. 

Thousands have passed through the experiences of death, all bot 
the final issue of the soul from the body, and have recovered to reJate 
them to others ; and many of these persons have described their setl~ 
sations as pleasant, even delightful, aside from the groundless Ceatf 
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sometimes accompanying them, and their testimony confirms the re
mark of Lord Bacon that " It is as natural to die as to be born, 
and to an infant, perhaps one is as painful as the other." 

When dying, the celebrated William Hunter said: " If I had 
strength enough to hold a pen I would write how easy and delightful 
it is to die." 

The last words of Schiller were : " Many things are growing ·plain 
and clear to me." 

Montaigne met with an accident which rendered him senseless, and 
in one of his essays he describes his sensations upon first recovering 
consciousness. " Methought," says he, "my life only hung upon 
my lips," and I shut my eyes to help to thrust it out, and took a 
pleasure in languishing and letting myself go." 

Dr. Adam Clarke, the distinguished Bible commentator, when 
young, was swept from his horse by the surf and was drowned, but was 
subsequently thrown upon ~he beach and finally recovered. He de
scribes his sensations as pleasant, as have most of those who have 
been resuscitated after drowning. In May, 1873, a terrible accident 
occurred at Dixon, Illinois, the iron bridge at that town across the 
Mississippi giving way while hundreds oi persons were upon it wit
nessing a baptism, many of whom were precipitated into the river. A 
correspondent of the Chicago Tribune, writing of this accident, relates 
the experience of one of the sufferers, Dr. Hoffman, who said : 

"When I sank I was still sensible of the surroundings. 1 went 
apparently very close to the bottom. The current rolled me over 
and over, and my hands frequently came in contact with the gravel. 
I could feel the water running down my throat and in my ears, and 
all at once experienced the most delightful sensations. I seemed to 
be at peace with everything, and perfectly happy. My whole life 
passed before me like a flash of lightning, the events appearing in 
sequence, the most prominent appearing to be indelibly impressed 
upon my mind. Circumstances I had forgotten appeared vividly, 
and I did not want to be disturbed. I should have preferred to re
main where I was. While in the midst of a beatific reverie, thinking 
what my wife would do if she were saved and 1 drowned; I felt a 
hand on my shoulder. I was pulled out and placed on a rock. I 
was almost insensible, but gradually came to myself. Oh, ho.v sick 
and wretched I felt. . . . . 

" I was greatly astonished at the number of events that passed 
through my mind while under the water. Nothing that occurred 
during childhood was evident, but everything since I was about nine
teen years old appeared before me as if photographed The sensa-
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tion I experienced while the water was going down my throat was 
not unpleasant. It seemed as if I was going on a journey, and was 
surrounded by all kinds of beautiful things. While on the rock I 
felt very bad and desired to be let alone. The sudden transition 
from the beatific state in the water to the dry land seemed to have a 
bad effect, and made me indifferent to what was going on around 
me. Several people came to me and wanted to take me home, but -
I told them to let me alone, I was so miserable. The corpse of my 
wife was found after she had been in the water about three hours. It 
is said that Mrs. Hoffman's countenance was lighted up with a life
like smile, so peaceful and suggestive of such pleasant thoughts when 
dying, that everybody's attention was attracted to her." 

And what are the first emotions of the liberated spirit? These 
must be as varied as their conditions ; surprise, pleasure, disappoint
ment, confusion, and to some ecstatic delight, dependent upon the 
previous belief or unbelief, and moral condition of the spirit. The 
tender infant is often affected as it was at its introduction to earth
life. An intelligent spirit speaking in reference to this subject, said: 

"The birth into the higher life, and specially with infants, is 
similar to the birth into this world ; and when first their brows are 
fanned by the foreign, unknown airs of the· spirit. world, their natural 
impulse is fear. They cry out through fear. They often cry for the 
mother-love from which they have been materially separated, but they 
are speedily gathered in that beautiful land by loving, sympathi .. dng 
souls, who have need of just such buds to nourish them into a higher 
life--who would care for their wants, and minister to their needs. 
The mother-love could scarce do more for them than is done by those 
who become their spiritual mothers in the better life." 

Not long after the decease of a near relative, I was told by a spirit 
friend, through Dr. Kenney, that when he died, immediately upon 
the extinction of his breath, as his spirit friends, who had removed a 
short distance from him in anticipation of the event, were attentively 
observing him, he in spirit form suddenly stood beside his deserted 
body. The transition was accomplished so snddenly they did not 
perceive his emergence from the body. At this instant his mother 
advanced and cast over him a loose robe and joyously embraced him, 
he recognizing her, though greatly bewildered at finding himself in her 
presence, and amirl such surroundings. In a few minutes, when his 
surprise had slightly abated, his other friends one by one advanced, 
and upon recognizing them there were mutual embraces and renewed 
expressions of joyous surprise on his part. Soon after they soared 
upward with my friend in their midst. 
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Hudson Tuttle is one of the most reliable mediums now living, for 
communications from spirits of high intelligence, and the following 
was given through him as we find it in Mrs. Emma Hardinge's Amtri
~an Spiril11alism. 

It is the narration of the sufferings of a distinguished soldier upon 
the field of battle, and of his first experience upon his translation to 
:spirit life. 

" A darkness came over me. I felt the earth strike hard against 
:me. I had fallen. Where and how I was wounded I could not tell . 
.l was in no pain, but I could not move. After a time the strange 
%inging left my ears, the mists cleared from my eyes, I saw dimly, 
l>nt enough to know my friends were gone and the enemy were all 
around me. Then keen pains shot through my limbs. I knew I was 
injured, but not mortally wounded. After the battle, when the field 
'Was searched for the wounded, I should be cared for, kindly tended, 
and then sent home on furlough. A sunny face would meet me at 
the gate. The dear remembered home would shelter me, loving 
hands would be busy about me, and darling little ones climb my 
wounded knees and cling around ' poor papa's neck.' Ah ! what 
joy, what ecstasy I A thousand thoughts like these shot through my 
mind like gleams of sunlight. 

"Then I heard the hoarse voices of fierce combatants ; they had 
made a stand directly over where I lay. Our soldiers fought desper
ately as they retreated, and many a pursuing enemy fell on their track_ 
One was aiming his piece directly over me, when he was struck dead.. 
He fell across me. I endeavored to move so as to shake off the· 
dreadful pressure from my chest, but I was too weak, I could only 
suffer and think. Others fell thick around me. One lay hea.vil)'l 
upon my aching feet, but intolerable as was the pain of this added 
weight, I was only pinned more closely to the earth ; I could. not 
move. The combatants had moved on, their voices had clied off in 
the distance and I lay helpless in the midst of thousands of such 
wrecks as myself. Thoughts of the dear home far away, the beloved. 
ones who were watching ancl waiting for me amidst the quiet green 
hills of Vermont, mingled with the horror of laying there in the midst 
of that ghastly battle-field with the dead weight that crushed me grow
ing heavier with every breath. It was like some horrid nightmare. 
A corpse resting its cold weight on my breast, a corpse pressing on 
my bleeding limbs. Night came on, and with it the rain. Darkness 
impenetrable in the physical world, and oh ! what unutterable dark
ness in the mental. In the great rifts of the black heavens there 
were awful flashes of lightning, and bursts of thunder, in the midst of. 

16 . 
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which I heard the groans of the wounded as they lay in the pitiless 
rain. 

" When the morning came I was almost unconscious of life. I re
member watching the light breaking in the gray east, my head rested 
on that side, and I was too weak to turn it, or else it had becom~ 
stiff in the rain. 

"As it became light I heard the rolling of artillery, then the fierce 
booming thunder of the battle renewed. I heard the crash of the 
rumbling wheels, the tramp of the war horses, I knew they were com
ing towards me, and the horrible fear came over me lest I should be 
trampled under foot, crushed, maimed, ground into the dust ! I en
deavored to shout and tell them I was not dead, but I could not even 
whisper. On they came, maddened and reckless by the spirit of the 
war. The iron-footed horses were on me, almost ; but no--they 
passed me, but now the dreadful wheels approached I I saw them 
coming ; one was directly over my eyes. That was the last I remem
ber. 

"All was perfect silence. The sounds of war were all hushed. 
think I must have been in perfect, dreamless slumber, for I felt, heard, 
and saw nothing. When I awoke I was well, peaceful, happy; John 
was standing near me, apparently in perfect health. 'You here?' 
I asked in astonishment, 'I thought you were dead.' 'So I am,' be 
replied, 'at lea.'\t I have lost my mortal body, but you plainly see the 
body is not all there is of a man, for my body is as you say dead, yet 
I exist.' 'Surely,' I answered, 'I have dreamed or else am dreaming.' 

"He smiled as he replied, 'Not so, but you too are dead.' Our 
conversation lasted some hours before I was fully convinced I was 
really dead, though free from pain, and the horrors of the battle-field 
over. 

"Since then I have watched the advent of many spirits on the 
battle-field. The emotions they manifest are as various as the dis
po~itions they bore in life. Some arise from the body perfectly be
wildered, others filled with unutterable hate, and only inspired with 
the desire of vengeance on the foe. Many meet dear friends who 
await their coming and hover round their departing spirits. Guardian 
spirits stand ready by the side of all to conduct them to the land where 
wars shall cease forever. 

''I once observed two northern and southern men charge bayonets 
and nmtually kill each other. As they arose to this sphere they stood 
casting looks of hate at each other, but by instant spiritual instinct 
perceiving that in their immortal bodies they could no longer injure 
one anolhcr, they turned slowly away, repelled by lhat principle so 
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cogent here, that we cannot approach those we hate, nor quit those 
we love." 

I have given the above narration entire, for the reason that it is a 
graphic description of death on the battle-field, and of the subsequent 
experiences of the spirit upon entering the spirit-world, by one who 
had passed through the events and scenes he describes. It is a ra
tional description, strictly in accordance with what is now known of 
death and the first conditions of spirit existence thereafter, and beside 
I have the most perfect faith in the accomplished and reliable me
diumship of the gentleman through whom the communication came. 

This is not the place to expatiate upon the visions of beauty that 
open to the view of the virtuous upon their advent to spirit-life, nor 
upon the cheerless prospect that presents itself to the gaze of the 
worshippers at the shrines of mammon and sensuality; upon the su
preme happiness of the fonner upon the realization of the perfection 
of their spirit-home, and of their consciousness of their capacity to 
appreciate and enjoy it, and upon the chagrin and disap1~ointment 
of the latter upon their discovery that all their earthly treasures are 
to them forever lost, with no heavenly riches to compensate ; forever 
deprived of means of sensual enjoyment, while the memory of forme1 
gratifications still burns within and haunts them. To these death is 
in one sense the enemy, for it deprives them of the opportunity for 
the gratification of selfish indulgence, and casts the unclean spirit 
stranded upon the shores of eternity, where it is compelled to com
mence and prosecute the tedious and sad work of purification through 
continued and laborious efforts, to which it has not been accustomed, 
but yet which are essential to its progress, as through this means alone 
can it rise to the enjoyments that ever await the virtuous and good. 

The fear of death is the fmit of ignorance and false teachings, and 
it is found that as correct views of the great change are obtained 
through the light of Spiritualism, this fear invariably diminishes and 
is soon dissipated, and death is no longer the grim monster the world 
has regarded it, and to-day thousands in this light view it with calm
ness and hope as the beneficent provision for the termination of all 
earthly ills, and the commencement of eternal happiness. 

And what a blessing it is for one to be free from the baleful effects 
of the teachings of old theology upon this subject ; to be able to view 
the approach of death not only without apprehension but with pleas
ure, and what a heavenly privilege to be able at the couch of the 
sufferer to confidently and knowingly assure him that his fears are 
groundless; that d<;_ath is really and surely an angel of light and mercy, 
and not the unpitying remorseless enemy that he has been taught to 
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believe. Even young children can be taught to view death withou ~ 
fear by impressing their tender minds with the beautiful truths o£' 
angelic ministry and love. 

"I was greatly pleased," says Dr. Thomson, "with a little incide~t 
a mother gave me the other day. A child lay dying. Feeling ur::::::a.
usual sensations, she said ' Mamma, what is the .matter with me?' 

"Mother.-' My child, you are dying.' 
"Child.-' Well, mamma, what is dying?' 
"Mother.-To you, dear child, it is going to heaven.' 
"Child.-' Where is heaven?' 
"Mother.-' It is where God is, and the angels, and the good nn~n 

made perfect.' 
"Child.-' But, mamma, I am not acquainted with any of tho~~. 

and do not like to go alone; won't you go with me?' 
"Mother.-' 0 Mary, I cannot. God has called you only; not ~e, 

now.' 
"Turning to the father, she asked the same question. Then pite

ously to each of her brothers and sisters, she repeated the same in· 
terrogatory, and received the same response. She then fell into a 
gentle slumber, from which she awoke in a transport of joy, saying: 
'You need not go with me; I can go alone. I have been there, and 
grandmamma is there, and grandpapa is there, and Aunt Mar~-· " 

The true Christian, like the dying swan, should warble his sweetest 
notes in achieving victory over death. It is but a step in the pro
gress of life, an advancement to a higher plane, where every facult! 
is exalted, and where every means of observation and of comnutnl· 
cation are widened and extended. It is simply the natural process 
by which the spirit is released from the material body, as the you~g 
bird finds freedom through the rupture of the shell. Life ends 10 

death, and death in life ; the circle thus perfected can never 01ore 
be broken. The spirit of my deceased son, through Mr. Flint, ..,et"'/ 
truly said: " Father, the cross of our earth life, death, the hard t~k
master, is the sweetest messenger that is ever folded to the am1s of 
ma.n. It is the key that opens the beautiful gate of immortalitY; 
Yes, it is the sweet bird that warbles ' Henceforth thou art free· 
Father, death is only the name given to the issue of the soul fro~ 
the body.'' 

The portals of death open upon a land bathed in the effulgence o,_l 
eternal light, and not upon the sunless realms of the grave. It J 5 

but the fall of the curtain after the last act of the drama of life ; so!7tJ 
it is again raised, when our astonished eyes are permitte :l to fea.'it 
upon the delightful. unfading realities of the spirit-world. No more 
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DEATH BRIDGES TOE CHASM. 

will the curtain £all to conceal those ravishing scenes. We are 
thenceforth with those who act glorious parts; we become compan
ions of those radiant beings whom heretofore we have viewed only 
through the mists of earth. 

Death bridges the chasm between earth and heaven. It is thf' 
passage from a land of mists and tears to one of eternal sunshine
from a land of gloom and sorrow to one of beauty and gladness. It 
is only through the portals of death that we can enter into the enjoy
ments of life. The weary traveller should as soon think of dreading 
the blessed slumber that refreshes him, as the pilgrim through this 
wilderness of care and trouble the welcome sleep of death. It is 
simply laying down the burden of earth-life, and arising emancipated 
and free to breathe the celestial atmosphere of a glorious existence. 

"0, ye sorrowing ones arise, 
Wipe the tear-drops from your eyes ; 
Lift your faces to the light, 
Read death's mystery aright ; 
Life unfolds from life within, 
And with death does life begin." 

Death, the dark king of terrors, is being shorn of his sceptre, and 
soon an angel of light and mercy will be enthroned in his stead, 
whom we will crown with laurel and myrtle, leaving the gloom of the 
cypress for the unhappy few who still believe in Death. 

"Oh, what is death ? 'Tis a fleeting breath
A simple but blessed change ; 

'Tis rending a chain, that the soul may gain 
A higher and broader range. 

Unbounded space is its dwelling-place 
Where no human foot hath trod, 

But everywhere doth it feel the care, 
And the changeless love of God. 

•• Oh, then though you weep, when your loved ones sleep, 
When the rose on the cheek grows pale, 

Yet their Corms of light, just concealed from sight, 
Are only behind the vail. 

With their (aces fair, and their shining hair 
With blossoms of beauty crowned, 

They will also stand with a helping hand, 
When you shall be outward bound." 

-DoTu. 
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THE SPIRIT-WORLD. 

"And God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes; and there sball be no more 
death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be any more pain: for the 
former things are passed away."-Rn•. xxi. 4-

s l.MPLE in form of expression though these words are, yet for 
impressiveness there are few passages in the Bible that can 

compare with this. It cannot fail to touch the tenderest feelings of 
all, for to each is apportioned suffering and sorrow in this life, and 
to feel an assurance that when we pass beyond we shall leave all 
this, should be a consolation to every heart. But it detracts from the 
happiness that this promise inspires when we can believe that it is 
not for all, but for the comparatively few that this state of blessed
ness exists. The <;:burch teaches this; is the Church right? We 
hope not, believe not, and think we can truly say that we know it is 
in error, for we are almost invariably told by those who have passed 
to this better land that it is the destined haven of every soul that 
God has created. Not that all enter upon this happy state immedi
ately after death, but that all who do not shall reach it when through 
repentance and subsequent progression they have become fitted for 
its enjoyments. 

Persons who in the trance state obtain what they suppose to be 
views of the spirit-world, but which really are pictures impressed upon 
their minds by psychologizing spirits, frequently perceive only that 
which harmonizes with their own preconceived ideas and desires. 
We do not doubt that John the Revelator while in one of these states 
perceived a New Jerusalem, a city in the spirit-world which he mistook 
for the entire spiritual kingdom of God, and which with Oriental 
extravagance of ideas and expression he describes as we find it in 
Revelation. He had always observed that the seat of human 
authority was in a principal city ; that this city generally bore a 
character and appearance corresponding with the greater or less 
dignity and grandeur of the monarch ; ~nd when in his clairvoyant 
state he sought for the seat of Divine authority, he expected and 
looked for a city embellished with all that his imagination could con
ceive as appropriate to an authority and power so grand and absolute, 
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and he saw, or thought he saw, what he expected, and what he 
described as a city, square in form, twelve thousand furlongs in each 
diameter, enclosed by walls one hundred and forty-fou~ cubits in 
height ; these walls being of jasper, and their foundations "garnished 
with all manner of precious stones. The first foundation was jas
per; the second, sapphire; the third, a chalcedony; the fourth, an 
emerald ; the fifth, sardonyx ; the sixth, sardius ; the seventh, chry
solite ; the eighth, beryl, etc." The twelve gates were each composed 
of a single pearl, "and the street of the city was pure gold as it 
were transparent glass" (Rev. xxi. 13-21.) There are still millions 
who can picture to themselves no different heaven than this de
scribed by John, and if we look back half a century we will find 
that this view most generally prevailed. The old hymn, which I 
have in my boyhood days joined in singing scores of times, was at 
that period a favorite one in most of the Protestant Churches, and 
its description was accepted literally and as authoritatively as any 
portion of Holy Writ itself. Many will recollect it, and it may yet 
be sung in some congregations, for all I know. 

"Jerusalem, my happy home, 
When shall I come to thee? 

When shall my sorrows have an end, 
Thy joys when shall I see? 

"Thy walls are made of precious stones, 
Thy bulwarks diamond !'.C}Uare, 

Thy gates are of right orient pearl, 
Exceeding rich and rare. 

"Thy turrets and thy pinnacles 
With carbuncles do shine ; 

Thy very streets are paved with gold, 
Surpassing clear and fine. 

"Thy houses arc of ivory, 
Thy windows crystal clear, 

Thy tiles are made of beaten gold, 
0 God, that I were there." 

It will be se~n that the poet has taken the liberty of embellishing 
the picture drawn by the apostle John, by the addition of turrets and 
pinnacles, houses, windows, and tiles. 

This truly is a material heaven, and it comes with a poor grace 
from believers in the inspiration of the Bible to object to the material
ity of our spirit-world, when the only description that Bible contains 
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of heaven is more strictly material than ours. Not irreverently I 
would remark that the last line of the last verse above quoted bas 
the semblance of an aspiration from the soul of a speculative miser, 
just such as might be supposed would naturally escape him in the 
contemplation of such vast worldly wealth ; precious stones, diamonds, 
pearls, all lost in his estimation in their employment a.'l building 
material, and his longing soul would naturally suggest to him the 
better use he could make of them in swelling his coffers. I can with 
difficulty believe that John, the beloved disciple, wrote this descrip
tion, or that he ever had such a vision, for judging him by the affection 
that Jesus entertained for him, I conceive him to have been highly 
spiritual and incapable of such gross conceptions of a spirit-world. 

But these ideas of heaven are still entertained by some, for I have 
just taken up a brief report of a sermon recently delivered in Brook
lyn, N. Y., by the Rev. Dr. Talmage of that city, wherein he fully 
endorses the literal significance of John's description. He said: 

"But the splendors of heaven ! These too are beyond all our ideas. 
John tells us of twelve gates, each gate of pearl, and foundations of 
jasper, and chrysoprasus, of topaz, and of emerald ; and as we take 
the telescope from the hand of the apostle and look through it, we 
see one blaze of amethyst ; a mountain of light; a cataract of pearls; 
a sea of glass ; a city like the sun. Then we look again and see the 
thrones of prophets, apostles, martyrs, evangelists, of Jesus, and of 
God--all thrones, thrones, thrones. . . . . There n·~ry lwuu is 11 

palau, every step a triumph, every stroke of the bell a wedding peal, 
every day a jubilee, and every hour a rapture. • . . . Lastly, we have 
no idea on earth of tht: songs of ht:aven ..... If music is so sweet, 
and has such powt:r on earth, what must the music of heaven be? 
David with his harp will be there, and Gabriel with his trumpt!t." 

This sermon was preached in the Tabernacle, in October, 1872, 
and we find he belit:ves that in heaven tht:re are walls-at lea.'it to 
one city-with gates, thrones, houses which are palaces, bells, harps, 
and trumpets; but what would he say if we should seriously describe 
to him heaven as having substantial ground for these walls to rest 
upon ; fastenings and hinges for the gates he dt:scribt:s; timbers and 
floors upon which his thrones must be placed; cottages and temples 
J.S natural as, though far more beautiful than those we have here; real 
bells which ring joyful peals ; pianos as wdl as harps, drums as well 
as trnmpt!ts, and sea and land, earth and sky, sun, moon, and stars, 
gorgt:ous clouds that reflect the rays of the sun, and again darker 
clouds which shed their heavenly moisture in gentle showers; trees, 
shmbbery, and grass; beautiful landscapes, silvery streams with grassy 
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banks, and gardens that once seen by the eyes of a mortal florist 
would forever quench his pride and interest in earthly flowers. If all 
these were represented to Dr. Talmage as existing in heaven in all 
their verity, their substantiality, can there be any doubt how he 
would receive the statement ; and yet how can all the objects he 
represents as existing there, and as having been seen with the spirit
ual eye, be there without being associated with other objects? Can 
he suppose that thrones, and bells, and harps, and trumpets, with the 
walls of precious stones, and gates of pearl, are the only tangible ob
jects there? Does heaven contain these, and only these? What 
does that wall rest upon? The streets paved with gold, what sub
stance does it pave ? How can the sounds of the harp and trumpet 
be heard without an atmosphere? And numerous other questions 
a.rise which can only be answered by admitting the probability of 
everything here also existing there, or that nothing he describes exists 
there. 

Truth is rarely found at the extremes, but like the pendulum at 
rest, can generally be found midway between them. The grossly 
material conceptions of heaven which pictures it as a city of gold 
and precious stones, because these are held in the highest estimation 
by material minds are, on the one hand, erroneous, while on the other 
the visionary heaven of the idealist is equally so ; and it has been re
served for the revelations of modern Spiritualism to first instruct us 
as to the real truth regarding this important question ; and we thus 
learn that the spirit-world is really substantial, not ideal ; that it is 
strictly natural, but not gross ; that all our normal spiritual desires 
will there be gratified, and that all who expect to find gold, and silver, 
and precious stones, which they will be able to appropriate and use 
as tnany do here, to gratify the selfish passions of their nature, as 
avarice, love of display, or as a means of obtaining in excess that 
which is in limited supply, and which is necessary to others, will be 
disappointed ; and in this disappointment, and the consequent un
happiness, in a great degree lies the punishment for the indulgence 
of those passions here. 

R.ev. Mr. Giles epitomized the description of the spirit-world in a 
single sentence, terse and truthful, when he said that " the whole 
lllaterial world is but a model in clay of the spiritual world." 

R.ev. Samuel Watson, D.D., in his Clock Struck O~t(, page 941 
very sensibly remarks in relation to this subject : 

"While I believe there is what may be called a local heaven, yet I 
think it will consist more in a state, or condition, than a place. The 
opinion that some people have of a material heaven seems to be 
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absurd. They speak of it as a city fifteen hundred miles square. 
with three gates on each side, with gold-paved streets, etc. Ther 
have God seated on a great white throne, and the people worshippin~ 
around it. 

"Such persons have taken the literal description given by St. JohiJL 
as their ideal, and think if they can only get through the gates ther 
will be perfectly happy. Such persons have very erroneous ideas of:""" 
God, we think, as well as of heaven. God is everywhere, filling im-
mensity. It is a question whether we shall see God, only as He= 
manifests Himself through His Son, even in the spiritual world. I~ 
is time these early, childish notions of heaven were banished from the:::: 
Church and the world; this dream-like state of existence, this quL -
escent mode of being, which would produce stagnation. We mus -.It 
have higher conceptions of the future life than those usually enter--
tained, to restore to society a joyful belief in a blissful immortality-
We want a picture of the world to come fitted to meet a larger anc:::::J 
worthier ideal of the noble powers bestowed upon man." 

If the New Jerusalem be not a walled city, of limited dimension~, 
where the occupation of the saints is the singing of formal praises t~ 
God, neither is the place of punishment within the bowels of the eartt-.. 
where sinners are tormented from death to eternity. If heaven!~ 
joys are not restricted to one uniform and monotonous occupatio~, 
neither does the punishment of the sinner consist in endless sutferin~· 

The spirit-world exists within the space through which our visie> ""21 

ordinarily ranges. It is a substantial world, too, though not in the o ~
dinary sense a material one, and is much nearer to us than most pec.=:~
ple suppose. In fact, its lowest sphere is in close proximity to oL-Sr 
earth. This is to many an incredible assertion, and few minds ~ ~ 
assent to its probable truth until after an examination of the evidenc= ~ 
which establishes its possibility. l<'or this evidence the reader is mo.-~ 
particularly referred to the chapter on Spiritualism and Sdma. 

Spirits reveal to us not only the existence of a spirit-world, butte 11 
us it is divided into spheres. All agree in declaring that there are .::a-t 
least seven of these, and my spirit friends are unanimous in the de· 
claration that there are many more; but confining our attention t~ 
the first seven, these are placed one above the other, at unequal dis
tances, together forming a series of belts or zones encircling tbe 
earth much as the rings of Saturn encircle that planet, and eacb 
adapted to the states of the spirits who inhabit it. 

The most intelligent spirits, even when communicating through the 
best mediums, differ in their estimates of the distances between tbet' 
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J\)heres or heavens. Since the first edition of this work was pub
lished I have obtained what I have reason to believe is, at least 
approximately, correct information regarding the distances of the 
spheres or heavens from the earth and each other. According to 
these more recent revelations the spiritual sphere immedi;1tcly in 
contact with and enveloping the earth, like the atmosphere itself, is 
termed the earth-sphere, while the first of the zones, belts, spheres, 
or heavens, which encircle the earth, is termed the first sphere, or 
heavc:n, and is distant from the earth about five hundred and fifty 
llliles. The second is distant from the first one hundred miles, and 
between each of the others, above the second, the distance is fifty 
llliles. This brings the seventh heaven distant less than one thou
sand miles from the earth, and, provided the distances between the 
heavens above the seventh are the same as immediately below it, 
the fortieth heaven should be between two and three thousand miles 
from the earth. 

The spheres, or heavens, to use the words of Dr. Hare, "are con- );' 
Centric zones or circles of exceedingly refined matter, encompassing 
the earth like belts or girdles. They have atmospheres of peculiar 
lital air, soft and balmy. Their surfaces are diversified with an im-
blense variety of picturesque landscapes, with lofty mountain ranges, 
valleys, rivers, lakes, forests, trees, and shmbbery, and flowers of 
every color and variety sending forth grateful emanations." 

These spheres encircle the earth parallel to the equator, and in 
1ridth are said to extend from sixty to seventy degrees of latitude 
north, to the same parallels of latitude south. 

The spirit-world literally envelops us, and the surface of our 
earth, for all practical purposes, is one of the spheres, and the low
est of them, for multitudes of degraded disembodied spirits are 
bound to it by their gross natures, and here continue to exist for 
Various periods of time, and it is properly termed the earth-sphere, 
•hile the spiritual zone or sphere removed from and nearest the 
ea.nh is termed by spirits the first sphere or heaven. 

But the first sphere, although the lowest in the order of arrange· 
tnent, is not the lowest in the order of progression, for this sphere 
in the American heavens is chiefly appropriated to Indian spirits, 
and really is a heaven, while the seconc.l sphere is the next lowest 

~. to the earth-sphere in the orcler of progression. Spirits tem1 all 
these spheres heavens, the first being according to their nomen
clature the "Indian heaven," and the second the heaven for low 
white people, or "wicked heaven." It may be best for us to term 

- aud second heavens spheres, and all above these heavens. 
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The first heaven is five hundred and fifty miles distant from the earth. 1'111 
second heaven is one hundred miles from the first, and the distance betweeo ~ 
of the heaven~ above the second is fifty miles. The distance from the earth 10 
the fortieth heaven is thus two thousand five hundred and fifty miles. 
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From the above it will be perceived that the first sphere is practi
cally ignored in its relationship to the white race, and the next step 
fron1 the earth-sphere, in the order of progression, is to the second 
sphere, and in this and the earth-sphere all low and depraved spirits 
are to be found. 

There are many openings or passage-ways through the basic 
structure of the first sphere, for the use of spirits in their visits to 
and from earth, and these on the upper surface of that sphere con
nect with avenues extending to the second and higher heavens. 
When spirits desire to visit the earth they pass through these open
ings, and simply by their volition are impelled to any spot on earth 
which they may be disposed to visit, and when they return from earth 
by a similar exercise of will-power they again pursue the most direct 
course to either of these openings which they may desire to enter. 

Contrary to the opinions of many who believe that spirits can in an 
instant traverse the spaces between their homes in the spheres and 
the earth, my spirit friends all assure me that appreciable periods of 
time are consumed in their movements. My father says it takes him 
at least two minutes to come from his home in the fifth sphere, and 
all others in the spheres below this, whom I have questioned upon 
the subject, agree in saying that the time required for them to reach 
the earth bears about the same relation to the spaces they rer.pec
tively have to traverse. 

7he earth or rudimentary sphere, as before stated, is the abode 
of the grossest and most degraded spirits, those who are entirely 
llnfitted for the duties and enjoyments of heaven, and here they re· 
tnain until they acquire, in some degree, more correct ideas of 
virtue and kindness, "when through the law of progression they ad
vance to the second sphere. Until this change takes place they 
are imprisoned by inexorable law, and the worst among them find 
themselves either the associates of others equally degraded with 
themselves, or lonely, desolate wanderers, to whom the rays of the 
lnaterial sun convey no sense of light or warmth, to whom the skies 
are sombre and cheerless, and the most beautiful earthly objects un
sightly and repulsive. It is in vain they seek comfort and enjoy
lllent; their condition renders them insensible to either. Gloom and 
desolation in the world around them, and sadness and misery within. 

In the earth-sphere, also, are a comparatively few spirits who are 
llot so degraded or depraved as those above described, but . whose 
bar to progression is chiefly their gross ignorance. These are not 
actually miserable, and their stay in this sphere is but temporary. 
Tbeyaoon ascend to the second sphere. 
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Some of the spirits in this sphere have, 1vhile in earth life, been Sill 

material in their thoughts and views, so entirely absorbed in earth1J 
matters, that their spiritual natures appear to be dormant, and i1 
requires a considerable time after their entrance upon their new life 
for them to realize their change, and until then they are nearly as 
insensible to the influences, and even objects and scenes in that liCe, 
as if they were yet in the form. 

Investigators of Spiritualism are constantly receiving evidence of 
this. Old John, Dr. Kenney's Indian control, told me that every 
day he sees spirits who are laboring in their former vocations, as 
they did in earth life, not knowing they have passed into the spirit 
world. He had seen one who had been a farmer, and for twenty 
years after he had died he worked on his farm daily, and returned 
every evening to his home, where he slept, and at last he became 
aware of his having died from his wife again marrying, and his 
unavailing efforts to prevent the marriage. As soon as he realized 
his condition he passed to the second sphere. He addressed his 
speech to his wife and others during this time, and failed to realize 
that they never heard or perceived him. This statement was after
wards confirmed by Big Bear. 

Big Bear also told me that he once witnessed a shipwreck. A raft 
was launched, on which a number of the passengers left the vessel. 
A while after, the vessel went down, and all who remained with her 
were drowned. He then saw the spirits of the drowned as th~y left 
their bodies, and regained consciousness, direct their course toward 
the raft, their latest earthly thoughts having been centred on it, and 
in a short time the raft was crowded-heaped as he said-with spirits 
who were under the delusion that they would be drowned if they fell 
off. He said that after a while it seemed to dawn upon the minds 
of some of them that they were dead, and heard them conversing 
about their condition, and they all soon appeared to become coo
scions of their change and successively left the raft, and most of 
them he thought ascended to the second sphere. 

The second sphere in its general character is little superior to tbe 
earth-sphere, but the conditions are more favorable to progn:ssioP· 
In the third sphere, or heaven, the law of love and kindness is at 
least partially recognized and observed, and there is an approach to 
a general spirit of harmony, though human imperfection still asserts 
its sway. It is a stage in progression, where the grosser elements 
have been eliminated, where a certain degree of happiness prevails, 
and the merits of virtue and the true character of vice are weighed 
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in the scales of knowledge, and where there is a disposition to lovt 
and practise the former for its own sake. 

The scenery here is quite as natural as that of earth, though more 
beautitul and varied, and surprising, ·even incredible as it may seem, 
its attractions are enhanced by the presence of domestic animals, 
birds, etc. 

From almost the·commencement of my investigations, I felt much 
interest in this question of animals existing in the spirit world, and 
although the evidence in the affirmative has been nearly continuous 
I could not until quite recently bring myself to admit its force, but I 
am now as well satisfied of this as of any other fact in Spiritualism. 

Of the many spirits whom I have questioned upon this subject, 
through different mediums, are my Indian friends Old John and Big 
Bear. The latter told me, that when living here he possessed two 
hunting dogs and two horses, and he has them all with him now in 
spirit life-in the second sphere. He also said that all animals which 
w-e term intelligent, enjoy continued existence there, but not animals 
of the lower grades of intelligence, such as crocodiles and snakes ; 
neither do insects exist there. 

I was much perplexed by this statement of the Indian, not being 
able to solve the questions it suggested. Why should the higher 
animals only enjoy continued existence? Where can the line of 
separation be drawn, and what law can fixedly determine this line? 
I felt assured that much more was necessary to be learned of this 
subject, and quite as certain that more could be learned, and con
sidered the question of the means to acquire this knowledge, and at 
last I determined to again apply to Big Bear. I told him I had a 
favor to ask, a commission for him to execute, one that perhaps 
would involve disagreeable duties. He replied he would do any
thing in his power to serve me, and I then informed him of my de
sire that he would request my friend S--, or some other friend to 
accompany him to some place in the vicinity of New York where 
animals are slaughtered, some abattoir, and carefully observe them 
when the breath left their bodies, and ascertain whether their spirits 
were released at the same time or after. I explained the object and 
the importance of this knowledge to me, and earnestly requested 
both him and S-- to investigate the subject thoroughly, to make 
their observations at different times, and upon diffaent animals, as 
it was one that had interested me much. He promised to faithfully 
perform the task. 

About ten days after this Big Bear reported the result of his mis
sion. He said he had inquired of a number of spirits their opinions 
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in relation to this question, but had derived little satisfaction ~ 
their answers. He then informed my father of my request, and t-..e 
at once sought the spirit of a butcher who in earth-life had been. a 
member of his church ; and this spirit told him that animals had rao 
souls, as he knew from having often visited the scenes of his eartbt.'Y 
occupation, and he had frequently made observations with refereDc:::e 
to this very question. Upon the request of my father and Big Bear 
he conducted them at once to a slaughter-house, and after some de
lay they witnessed the slaughter of three animals, and observed tbeP 
carefully, and no spirits emanated from them. 

On the two succeeding days they repeated their visits, and ea.c:h 
time their observations were attended with similar results. Big Bear 
said that at their first visit for this purpose both he and my father 
were much surprised to observe no spirits leaving the bodies of t:be 
slain animals, as from seeing animals of various species in the spirit· 
world they had always taken it for granted ~t they were the spirits 
of earthly animals ; but from what my father had now witnessecl, 
and from subsequent conversation with the most advanced and wisett 
spirits with whom he was acquainted, he had come to the conclusion 
that animals in the spirit-world were originally placed there by t:he 
hand of the Creator to render the scenery natural and attractive t:o 
spirits on the lower planes. Big Bear added that my father said be 
was pleased that I had made the request, as also with the results of 
his observations, for it had increased his knowledge, and it was a fa.Gt 
that was known to comparatively few spirits. 

At one time I inquired of " Red Jacket," the Indian control~ ~ 
Dr. Buffum, whether there were animals in the spirit-world, and h...-e 
replied: "Certainly there are. We Indians have horses, and bo~ 
and arrows, and hunt our game as we did in earth-life, but after --::: 
time we outgrow such needs." "Why," said he, "what kind of a ,. 
heaven would it be for the Indian without these. Every good spirit ' 
has what will make him most happy." I inquired if horses and other 
animals were to Indian spirits substantial, like their own bodies ap
peared to them, and he replied: "Certainly, just as substantial." Old 
John says when the Indian pursues his game his arrows pass through 
them as they do through the air, but they do not kill or injure them, 
neither does he eat them. 

At another time, when Dr. Kenney was controlled by Old John, 
at my house, the latter said that Big Bear had been absent two days 
at the head of a band of Indians, with their squaws, who had gon~ on 
an excursion to be absent three days. They had for the two or 
three previous days been making preparations for this, and he had 
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tery much desired to accompany them, but he had been unable to 
\eave "Body." 

The fourth heaven is the abode of more advanced spirits, and is said 
to be also tho celestial nursery of the little angels, that escaping 
through the flowery gates of death from the impending troubles and 
trials of this life, are wafted to its shores, and are there received and 
tended by loving hands, and guided and instructed in the wisdom of 
the angels. If their parents have not preceded them to the spirit 
WOrld, or if they are not qualified to be their guardians and instruc
tors, they are taken in charge by those who have not children of their 
own, and who are qualified in all respects to l\llfold the spiritual 
natures of these little buds. This i;; a task deemed worthy of the 
angels, and all in earth-life who are similarly employed should know 
that their employment is a holy one, in which thousands of pure 
angels are engaged. After varying periods of instruction and ex
perience they rise to higher spheres. As descriptive of spheres still 
higher, I will here transfer to these pages the eloquent description 
of them by a spirit through Mrs. E. H. Britten, in a lecture delivered 
by that lady, while under inspiration, at Cleveland Hall, London, 
June 25, 1871. She then said: 

"The mighty master-minds of ages are gathered there ; the noble, 
the great, the inventors, the thinkers, the statt:smen, the poets, 
Painters, musicians, the myriads and myriads who, in ages of the· past, 
have disappeared through the misty gates of the unknown, and whom 
a. 'World has mourned and lamented as another star quenched-a 
great light gone out. What are their employments now? The as
tr:onomer beholds the mighty plains of new firmaments unfolded to 
hln1, of inconceivable grandeur and vastness. The hemispheres that 
~e now stretched before his eyes with all the gravitating lines that 
hlnd them together, become his fielrl of study. The geologist be
holds the mystery of life and all the wonders of its creation displayed 
~ hirn, not in one earth, but in ten thousand millions. All the phys
lca.J. forces which constitute the realms of matter are open as books 
for study before the eyes of earth's naturalists, geologists, and those 
who have looked into the wondrous machint:ry of matter. The 
Painter beholds the secret of light decomposed into the array of ten 
thousand colors-beholds the great antetypes of spiritual thoughts 
tarried out by the mind of the Infinite, and handed down through 
legions of ministering spirits until they are presented· to the eyes of 
the painter and the sculptor. The poet embodies the various 
lllethods of language and communing between sp· · ·~ 

17 
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spirits in sweeter, holier, purer phrases than any known to man. A.Lir:. 
the unfinished problems of creation are repeated there ; the links ar•
gathered up, the broken threads are reunited and seen palpitatin~ 
quivering, stretching away through all eternity. The mystery o~ -
gravitation, the centres of forces, the correlation of all the forces th~ 
bear up swinging worlds in the gravitating arms of some mighty ce~ 
tral system, arc here displayed, and though they stand on the ed~ 
of these vast realms, where the mystery of the subtler fluid builds ~ 
a mighty wall in invisibility before their spirit-eyes, they do kno- ~ 
that every fragment and atom of dust - no matter whether on th.... i, 
earth or throughout the realms of eternity-is quivering with life= . 
life is agitated by spirit, and hence these illimitable realms are teet~
ing, thronging with spiritual life of an order higher and grander tilc::~Ln 
the mind of mundane souls not released from flesh can conceive ~£ 
They only know that from these vast central realms of force rays <:::>C 
light do emanate and return ; they only know that from thence ::a-U 
force comes quivering like an obedient messenger sent out from the 
heart of God to put a cable round existence, and chain it to t.bc 
pulse-beats of his own Almighty love. That is all they know ... 

"Intdlectually speaking, there are many spirits who are wholly ig
norant of the grandeur of creation-the wonders of space--the m.>-s
teries of being in the fifth, or love sphere. Think back, some of you 
-think back upon those that have loved you so well ; remerooc!r 
how they have toiled for you, think of how their dear hearts h:a. v-e 
planned for you joys, and ministry that you have only known tl"1e 
value of when they came no more. Think how ofttimes your h01.1se 
has been empty, the streets have been lonely, because some sile.Ot 
minister of great good ha!. passed from your sight ; think how we: miss 
these nameless martyrs of life that do toil so faithfully and so c<:7~
stantly, with very little wisdom, perhaps with very little knowledge-

" You and I have. seen them ; we have seen many a poor, we._rY 
girl, with pale cheek and faded lip, and eye already glazing with tJ-ae 
film of death, who has stitched away life, and wasted its oil fast-c:r 
even than the oil of her fading lamp, to support some aged mother,. 
or an orphan little child dependent on her. She is in the fifth sphere· 
She is in the world of love ; she is there with no knowledge, no itJ
tellect, .no wi~dom, a ministering angel, a being shining like the M.liiP 
of Sorrows, who taught no philosophy, instructed us in no science, 
gave us no cunning of art and sophistry of the schools; but taught 
only cf that great, burning, tender love which wept for the sorrolVS 
of others, which bore the burdens of others, and cheerfully submitted 
himself to death to prove the truth of that divine teaching that God 
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IS love, heaven is love, and that thl! highest duty of man is love. 
These, friends, are inhabitants of the fifth sphere, and yet, in the won· 
derful providence of the Architect who has built up these realms of 
the hereafter, it would seem that we must learn life's lessons, we 
n1ust all drink of the cup of knowledge to the full, we must all wor
ship the God of love in his majesty as well as in his goodness; and 
so the spirits of this fifth sphere ofttimes dl!scend to the fourth, to sit 
at the feet of the mighty masters of intellect and knowledge, and learn 
of them. Oh I the dear mothers-oh ! the kind fathers-the loving 
Cornpanions, the tender friends that arc gone! We may have 
lamented in life that they were not wise, not intellectual, not in
structed-that they only knew how to love and how to labor. Fear 
not ; in the arcades of eternity all the glorious re\·eahnents of space 
are before the eyes of every spirit, and these tender and loving ones 
'Will be perfected by the grand schools, colleges, and -lyceums of the 
fourth sphere . 

.. And when the spheres of love have drunk deep of the cup of wis
dorn, and when the spheres of wisdom have learned that the highest 
of all wisdom is love, and have entered the fifth spheres to love, and 
to bless, and to minister in kindness to others, then do they pass on 
to the sixth sphere, the sphere of. intellectual control, where once 
again the Demosthenes of earth do preach with the burning inspi
~tion of spiritual sunlight, through thousands of inspired rhetorical 
hps-where once again the masters of knowledge, with their kind, 
loving, benevolent hearts that wish to bless. the earth, return to fire 
the brain with new inventions-to point the way to the distant regions 
of Unknown continents-to proclaim the wonderful mysteries that 
God has locked up in the earth-to give us those monitions which 
~ suddenly strike us with the force of intellectual knowledge and 
hght ; these are brought by the loving and wise spirits of the sixth 
SPhere, of that sphere to whom is entrusted the concession to repeat 
their experience again on earth a thousandfold ; and as they have 
sown the! seed of love, and the seed of wisdom in the spheres below, 
50 does it bring forth a hundred and a thousandfold by the inspi
rations that we receive from the spirit-world. We call them our in
v_entions-we call them our thoughts-we call them our composi· 
tlons. When we catch the echoes of some mighty strain-when we 
h~ar vibrating through the corridors of our brain some grand and 
noble pa:an, we write it down, and call it our composition ; it is but 
the vibrations of the land of music-it is but the chiming of the 
5?heres, world upon world, and as these vibrations reach us we catch 
the faint echoes, and thus do we make our shadow music in imita· 
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tion of the realm of real music above. And so it is with all our gems 
of genius. 

" We are not original creators ; we are capable of all thoughts and 
all being, but we are endowed with these thoughts-we are endowe4 
with this being, with this intellect; we derive it all from the grea.t 
Fountain of Light, and that Fountain of Light deigns to let down th~ 
cup of inspiration through the hands of his ministering angels,... 
These ministering angels are the spirits of the siJC:th sphere. 

"And there are others who, having performed their labors on earth- ~ 
having bestowed upon this earth all the ministration that is entrusted 
to them-pass on and again become dwellers on the threshold. But 
this time they are dwellers on the threshold of those vast regions, 
those glorious realms. of which we have spoken ; where those do as
cend that have overcome the world, where all of earthly knowledge 
and earthly duties are completed. Spirits who come to earth do tell 
us, like those spirits of the old Ohio woods, that they do behold with 
the eye of their spirjts, open from time to time, tall, splendid angels, 
radiant and shining faces, glorious beings that ;eem to connect them 
with the realms of which they only dream, but of which they know no 
more than that shining rays of light come from these vast places and 
penetrate to their worlds. These are spirits of the seventh sphere, 
and here our revelations cease. It is enough for us to know that our 
planet is a small, a very small speck in those illimitable realms of 
space of which mighty suns arc the inhabitants, and vast revolving 
satellites are the shadows. It is enough for us to know that all these 
are before us, that the mountains of progress are for our feet to tread, 
that the conditions are born here on this earth -born through just 
such love as makes your patient, toiling mother endure the wayward
ness and fretfulness of the unconscious infant; even as our Father 
bears with us." 

Beyond these heavens are the supernal heavens, of vast, perhaps 
boundless extent, the ultimate abocte of the glorified and blest. or 
these heavens we know little or nothing, and it would be presumption 
to attempt to treat of them. 

" So man, who here seems principal alone, 
Perhnps nets second to some sphere unknown, 
Touche$ some wheel, or verges to some gonl; 
'Tis but n part we see, and not a whole." 

The revelations of Modern Spiritualism have mostly been antici
pated by those of the Bible. The existence of different heavens or 
spheres is there plainly recognized, as in the following passages : 
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•• 'Bebold the heaven and the heaven of heavens is the Lord's thy God."-Deul. 
X.. ...... 

.. :Behold the heaven and hea•en of heavens cannot contain Thee."-1 Ki11gs viii. 
27. 

•• 'l'he heaven, eYen the heavens are the Lord's."-Ps. cxiv. 16. 

Paul is more specific when he says : 
•• .I knew a mao in Christ above fourteen years ago (whether in the body I cannot 

tell; or whether out of the body I cannot tell: God knoweth); such a one caught 
lap t.o the third heaven. "...:..:z Cor. xii. :z. 

It: is to be supposed that Paul, knowing of the third heaven must 
have had knowledge of the first and second, and been satisfied of the 
existence of others above the third, and in Eph. iv. ro, he says: 

• • He that descended is the same also that ascended up far above a11 heavens." 

This last phrase, "above all heavens," is an expression in har
mony with the teachings of advanced spirits in our times, all of whom 
llgree in saying that beyond the spheres, or heavens, are the super· 
nal heavens, of indefinite extent, just spoken of. 

I am informed by spirits that they cannot usually perceive the 
heavens above their own any more than we can. All above appears 
to them very much as it does to us, but when they approach a higher 
heaven there is an appearance of mistiness which vails it from their 
view. Yet spirits, when they have advanced so as to be nearly fitted 
for the more elevated heaven, occasionally visit it ; but, as a rule, 
their knowledge of the upper heavens is derived from the spirits in
habiting them, who fantiliarly visit those below them. 

In reference to the question: By what means are our messages 
conveyed to friends in the upper heavens? perhaps an answer may 
be furnished in the reply given by a spirit on a certain occasion, to 
the question by me, "How he found my father when he sought him 
at Illy request?" The reply was : "I went to the third heaven, that 
being as high as I could go, and then asked S-- to find some spirit 
fr~tn the fifth heaven with whom he was acquainted, and to request 
hlrn to tell your f:lther that you desired to communicate with him." 
Th~ spirit properly resided in the second sphere, but he was so far 
a(J Vanced that he could freely visit the third, while my father is in 
th~ fifth heaven. 

Spirits also informed me that the higher heavens differ from the 
b._,er only in being more beautiful. To use the words of my father: 
" .J\U the heavens are as natural as your earth." 

lfrs. De Morgan is the author of the work entitled From Malltr 
to Spirit. She is the wife of the late Professor De Morgan, President 
uf the London Mathematical Societr. This lady furnished the fol
\o~g spirit message to Tile Medium and .DaJbreall, a spiritualistic 
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publication in London. She received it through a mediun. whom 
she designates by the initials, F. J. T. 

"The subject of the locality of the spirit-land is, in truth, beyond 
the power of the finite mind to comprehend. As I have told you 
many times, your earthly atmosphere teems with the spirits who are 
in sympathy with the lower order of development of spirit-life found 
there. But on your earth, in the body, also are many pure and aspir
ing spirits who are in closer communion with the far and higher 
regions than any of the undeveloped disembodied spirits who readily 
communicate their ignorance through their earthly mediums. The 
casting aside of the earthly frame does not exalt the spirit that is not 
exalted by it!l aspirations and longings to attain the higher God
spheres-spheres and localities beyond the ken of mankind. Think 
not that any can solve the deep and high mysteries of the higher 
spirit-spheres, for only they who have attained thereto can form a 
conception of what they are, the spiritual sphere being not only 
localized, but a state far more than a locality. I would teach you 
that the teachings of the spirits are really true. Your earth, in its 
objectiveness, is the type of this sphere. You take from· us, not we 
from you. All the varied descriptions must truly be in accordance 
with the medium's own power of perception and reception, but to 
each medium comes the spirit most suited to his powers, and all is 
true in the description of our home. It is very real. We need 
spiritually in our early spirit-life the same things that we long for on 
earth, in a higher and fuller degree. Life is purer and truer, but it 
is as real, objectively and subjectively, as on your earth. We have 
all the adjuncts here, but as we advance they become purer and 
more ethereal." 

Professor Hare, in a lecture on Spiritualism, said : " It is believed 
by many, and it is taught by the inhabitants of the invisible world, 
that spirits can pass through material substances. Every man who 
believes in immortality must believe that when a human being dies 
his spirit departs from the body and enters upon a new state of exist· 
ence. . Where then does it go ? Where does it exist? It is a knoWil 
fact that one of the two nearest of the fixed stars is a double star, 
consisting of two suns, which though they are six thousand millions 
of miles apart, are so remote that they have· the appearance of being 
but a single star. The fixed stars, then, are too far distant for it to be 
reasonably supposed that the spirits of men inhabiting this plane! 
will go to them, and why should they go to the other planets which 
undoubtedly have inhabitants of their own ? It is a general belief 
that the heavens-the future abode of the soul-are above of course, 
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while what is above to us is below to the inhabitants of China, and 
what is above to them is below to us. It may be supposed that the 
spiritual spneres are everywhere above, that is, they are concentric 
bands going around the earth, leaving between them interstices in 
which the spirit-world exists. It is to be observed, however, that 
there is nothing like a p~tition. The spirits ascertain their proper 
locations by diversity of constitution, by merit, by a sort of spiritual 
gravity, merit being inversely as weight." 

At another time Dr. Hare said: "This allegation of the existence 
of an invisible spirit-world, within the clear azure space intervening 
between the surface of this globe and the lunar orbit, may startle the 
reader, and yet this idea may have been presented by Scripture to the 
san"le mind without awakening skepticism. It was urged by a spirit 
friend: Is it more wonderful that you should find our habitation in
visible, than that we are invisible?" 

'\Vhen the Orthodox are told that the spirit-world is around us, and 
with us, their immediate conclusion generally is that it is an absurd, 
impossible idea. They conceive that if it were thus it would at least 
SOnu:times be v~sible, however dimly. But of such we would ask, 
Where are your heaven and hell? You allege their existence, as we 
the existence of our spirit-world. We tell you where ours is, will 
You locate yours ? If it is a serious objection that ours would be 
'\risible, is it Jess an objection to the existence of yours? Hut you 
~ay say, at least as to your angelic world, that it is far removed 
&om earth, beyond our satellite, beyond the sun, perhaps beyond the 
llearest fixed stars. Our reply is, there can be no necessity for 
)rour heaven to be so far removed. Is it not quite as reasonable to 
Suppose that it should be near this planet? And then some of those 
'\risible fixed stars are so remote that their light, travelling towards us 
at the rate of 19o,ooo miles per second, requires hundreds, even thou
sands of years to reach us. When the released soul takes its flight, 
~oes it move with greater velocity than light? If it does not, it re
~uires thousands of years to reach its destination. It is a very aged 
spirit before it has completed its second birth. If you place your 
spirit-world nearer than this, by the aid of our powerful glasses it 
"Would inevitably be perceived-that is, if under the same circum
stances ours would. Would it not be best for us all to acknowledge 
that the spirit-world, like spirits themselves, is not ordinarily cogniz· 
able by our imperfect senses, and that as Professor Tyndall said in his 
lecture in Brooklyn, Jan. 3, 1873: "The eye is not a perfect instru
ment. It is capable of that only for which it is fitted. It receives 
impressions only of things within its environment." This admission 
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of Professor Tyndall is only one of many others of like character, 
which arc being constantly made by those who are engaged in scien
tific research, and which tend to establish spiritual truths. This kind 
of evidence in favor of our vhilosophy is rapidly a,ccumulating, and 
Spiritualism cheerfully acknowledges its obligations to science for 
such discoveries and admissions, and will use the facts in proper 
times and places in aid of the establishment of its own truths. 

The world, and especially the learned world, cannot bring itself to 
acknowledge the possibility of such a matter-of-fact world succeeding 
this. This is contrary to all the teachings of its childhood, and really 
it is largely to the effects of these teachings which yet exert their sway, 
ami which have been supplemented by materialistic theories, that it re
volts at the apparent simplicity of the arrangement. But it need not be 
Tejected on this account, as it is in itself sufficiently marvellous, and 
when we attempt to explore beyond the limited outposts of the spheres, 
the mind is at once met with problems which it realizes will require 
all the ages of eternity to solve, and at last seeks refuge in the ac
knowledgment that none but God can comprehend His works. 

This account of the spheres is not furnished from the teachings of 
a few spirit5, but from those of many, all of whom virtually agree in 
their statements. In relation to this agreement the Rev. Charles 
Beecher says: 

"It is remarkable that the spirit-world of this system (Spiritual
ism), unlike that of Christendom, and like that of ancient Egypt, is 
substantially the same, whether described by a western medium, or 
a Paris clairvoyant, by the Seer of Poughkeepsie, or the Seeress of 
Prevorst. . . . . Now there may be some element of truth in all 
this. Paul was caught away to the third heaven. Christ ascended 
..... (literally above the heavens), and we well know that in our 
'Father's house are many mansions.'" 

"It lies uound us like a cloud
A world we do not see ; 

Yet the sweet closing of an eye 
May bring us there to be. 

' ' Its gentle breezes fan our cheek, 
Amid our worldly cues; 

Its gentle voices whisper love, 
And mingle with our prayers. 

" Sweet hearts around us throb and beat, 
Sweet helping hands are stirred; 

And palpitates the vail between 
With breathings almost heard. 
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" And in the hush of rest they bring 
'Tis easy now to see 

How lovely and how sweet a pass 
The hour of death may be. 

"To close the eye and close the ear, 
Wrapped in a trance of I.Jliss, 

And gently laid in loving arms, 
To swoon to that-from this." 

-MRS. H. B. STOWE. 
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•• And he opened the bottomles.~ pit ; and there arose a smoke out of the pit, as 
the srnoke of a great furnace, and the sun and the air were darkened by reason of the 
&moke of the pit."-Rev. ix. 2. 

To believers in the literal signification of this passage, this descrip
tion for many ages has been a source of slavish terror, and millions of 
hun"lan beings have been rendered miserahle in the belief that they 
were destined to eternally inhabit this frightful pit, and not only has 
the Roman Church inculcated the doctrine of eternal punishment in 
the flames of hell for every one who denied its dogmas, or who re
fttsed to yield implicit obedience to its requirements, but the majority 
of Protestants sects have taught the same degrading doctrine, and 
it is thus poetically set forth in one of the hymns of the Protestant 
Episcopal Church : 

"Day of wrath ! that day of mourning I 
See fulfilled the prophet's warning I 
Heaven and earth in ashes burning. 

"Oh what fear man's bosom rendeth, 
When from heaven the Judge descendeth, 
On whose sentence all dependeth. . 

''When the Judge his seat attaineth, 
And each hidden deerl arraigneth, 
Nothing u11avmged remaineth. •• 

" While the wicked are confounded, 
Doomed to flames of woe urt6oundtd, 
Call "u with thy saints surrounded." 

Thank God, a literal belief in this revolting description of the fu
ture state of punishment for the wicked, is being swept away by the 
advancing light of truth, like the mists of night by the rays of the 
rnoruing sun, and with few exceptions it is now only in the dark re-
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cesses of Romish superstition that it is acknowledged. The world 
has advanced beyond such gross misconceptions of the justice and 
mercy of God, the fires of hell are extinguished forever, and their 
ashes, mingled with the debris of blasted hopes, of mortal fear, and 

'mute despair, are scattered to the winds that fanned its flames. 
Of the worst of sinners who have died unrepentant it can no 

longer be said that they are ".fix~d in an d~rna/ sial~," and it is not 
inscribed over the portals of their prison-house, 

" Who enters here leaves hope behind;" 

but, on the contrary, 

"There's a Dh·inity that shapes our ends, 
Rough hew them as we will." 

And He will guide every human soul that He has created-often
times, to be sure, through the depths of sin-but He will guide it 
to eternal happiness. · 

Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, in a sermon preached by him, Oct. 
16, 187o, made the following remarks in reference to this subject. 
He said: 

" No book of instruction in the world ever made a larger use of 
the imagination than the Bible, and intelligent commentators and 
preachers recognize the majestic beauty of the pictures of heaven, 
but have taught that these were not to be taken literally, and in the 
delineation of pun!shment the same imaginative state of things ex
ists. All things are marshalled to create in the soul a powerful con
ception of a penalty, and the penalty is the thing, and not fire and 
brimstone, lurid light, serried !:;COrpions, gnawing worms, storms, 
thunder and lightning, etc. These figures are not designed to be 
taken as literal, but they point to the invisible truths which will be 
to our soul hereafter what these pictures are now to the imagination. 

"There will not be fire ; but there will be that sense of suffering to 
which fire is a fair suggestion ; there will not be scorpions, or living 
worms, yet all men know that there are feelings of remorse which 
gnaw the soul more than ever worms could the body. But these 
teachings are spiritual, and not carnal or sensual. It is one thing 
to reacl the passage which I have read this morning (Matt. xxv. 46 ), 
but it is another to read it in the face of a· dead child. The theolo
gian may read it sitting in his chair in his study; but let him be called 
to follow to the grave a son who has gone astray, and it will possess 
a different significance. . . . . It is true that multitudes of men have 
been confused in their minds by this representation, and there has 
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been a profound change in the opinion of Christendom on the sub
ject of future punishment, as it was handed down to them from 
tnedireval representations. . . . . I do not wonder that men have 
reacted from it; 1 honor them for doing so. To suppose that thirty 
millions of people were pouring yearly over the precipice into ever
lasting punishment, and then to teach th:1t God was a loving Father, 
was such an anomaly that people could not believe it. Vindictive 
justice was once thought to be right, but it cannot be defended in 
the court of love; and the Fatherhood of God is taking the place of 
the Oriental monarch." 

To all of which we subscribe, and in the next chapter will be 
pointed out what form of punisho1ent is awarded to the guilty, in the 
place of the revolting eternal punishment which Mr. Beecher de
nounces and rejects equally with us Spiritualists. 



CHAPTER XVII. 

THE SPIRIT-WORLD-COIIIr"auwl. 

A S death leaves us the next life finds us. We are spirituallytbe 
same, and as was said by a svirit : " You have only passed 

through a chemical change which has affected the body, and the 
spirit's relationship to the body, while the spirit itself remains pte
ciscly the same. The thief is still the thief ; the liar is still the liar; ' 
the murderer is still the murderer ; the drunkard is still the drunk· 
ard; yet all these lower moral states the spirit can and will outgro"i 
pass beyond." Knowledge docs not come as a consequence o£ 
death, and every soul, through the operation of inexorable law, gravi
tates to the sphere and plane it is fitted for, and many who here han 
thought they were entitled to elevated seats in heaven by virtue or 
theological endowment, will find to their dismay that their positions 
arc very humble and far from happy ones ; while others, who expected 
little, will find themselves more happy than they could possibly ban 
anticipated, for it is said : "Be not deceived: God is not mocked; 
for whatsoever a man soweth that shall he reap." 

Another spirit, through the same medinm, thus spoke in reference 
to this subject : "The man who has defrauded his neighbor in anY 
sense, who has practised the various kinds of injustice that are 
exhibited on thc earth, who has committed errors against his otni 
conscience, such a one cannot but expect to receive condemnation 
in consequence of remembering those acts in the spirit-world. Wt 
(arry with us all/he ligllls afld s/wdu of our being here to the spirit 
world, and if the shade preponderates why certainly we cannot be 
happy. Now, then, see to it that you do not carry these things to the 
spirit-world, that when you remember will cause you regret, for i£ y011 
do you will carry your hell with you. Be sure of that." 

And again: 
"Each spirit possesses a dislitul ruollutioll of all its 1/rougltls, ad 

of all its ads. It has an account of all it has experienced in all its . 
past life, and of all in its present life. Memory with the spirit is 
eternal. Those who have no large faculty or gift in that direction 
here have not had it because of physical deformity-physical want
the bodily organs through which memory makes itself known are 
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perhaps in an inactive state, so much so that the indwelling spmt 
cannot use them with success. But it is not so in the after-life ; 
every condition through which the spirit has passed is made a re
cord of by the spirit, and that record· is as eternal as the spirit is 
eternal." 

As an exemplification of this great truth, that every act of our 
lives is ineffaceably stamped upon the memory, and that the effects of 
evil deeds literally haunt us in the next life, I will here transcribe 
a communication-it being only one of many, of similar import, given 
through the same mediumship, that of Mrs. Conant-from a spirit 
who in this life had wronged another. He said : 

" It would be far better for some of us if there were no hereafter 
to mortality; if the spirit laid down in the grave with the body, and 
were to all intents and purposes extinct. But some purpose, be it 
wise or the contrary, has determined otherwise ; so we live. The 

~ spirit passes out of the body intact at death, receives not a single 
star, goes on in life, remembers its past, and takes up the thread 
and weaves its web still forever. But I did not come here to preach. 
I came to make an acknowledgment. I lived here in Boston. It 
is only a very short time since I parted with my body of flesh-died; 
as you call it. But I have had quite time enough here in this spirit-
11'orld to reflect-and my reflections have brought me to this point
the point where I think it is best for me to return and acknowledge 
SOme wrongs I did to those who still remain here. You may call me 
Frank Kidder. I was engaged in the sale of liquor in Boston; was 
associated in business with my brother. At the closing up of the 
Concern it was found 'that my brother-or rather his family-instead 
or being the possessors of between twenty-two and twenty-three 
thousand dollars, were virtually without anything. It was a mystery. 
It went into court, and finally was decided-not against me. I wish 
~God it had been. Well, suffice it to say I kept a false set of 
books, and by certain mercantile manccuvres I took all my brother 
had. My bookkeeper, who is now on the earth, can testify to the 
truth of what I am now stating. He knows it, and were he here in 
this audience would not dare to deny it. But I am not speaking to 
blame him. I myself was solely to blame. He was weak, and 
rather in my power. I used him in his weakness. I cannot find 
COntentment or peace, in any degree, in my new life, till I in some 
way right the wrongs of my earthly existence. Believing that coming 
and making this statement was the first step for me to take in the 
upward course, I have done it; and I hereby call upon those who 
are most interested in this matter to confer with me, privately or 
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publicly-it matters not, so far as I am concerned-I have no choie. 
in the matter-and I will do whatever I am able to toward assis~ 
to right the wrong, partially at least. I do not know as I can II• 
much toward it now; but I will do what I can. I will show D.) 

disposition, at least, to do something toward repaying those I ha"c 
wronged. It may be that I shall not be able to do it while the~ 
remain here ; but I can make the effort, at least. [Is your brothel! 
on your side?] Yes; but his children live. Good-day. May pu 
never be situated in the spirit-world as I am." 

"For God shall bring every work into judgment, with every secret thiDg. 
whether it be good, or whether it be e\ii."-Ecd. xii. 14-

The possession of talent alone does not fit a person for an elevated 
position in spirit-life. A man may possess the highest intellectaal 
capacity, may be able to think brilliantly and express himself elo
quently, even upon the subjects of virtue, morality, and justice, and 
yet may practically be a stranger to all these, and his condition in 
spirit-life may be more miserable than that of him who, destitute of 
his talents and learning, had lived a life far from virtuous. In all my 
intercourse with spirits I have never known them to utter a word or 
express a sentiment which was objectionable, with one exception, 
and that was by a spirit before mentioned in the chapter on Inspira
tion and 1\lediumship, who, speaking through the fevered, disordered 
brain and organs of the medium, made use of profane expletives, 
and this spirit impressed me by his discourse as possessing as clear, 
logical, and powerful a mind as any with whom I have communi
cated. How tme it may have been I know not, but afterwards I was 
told by another spirit, through the same medium, that this one bad 
been a prominent man in connection with our General Govero· 
ment. 

In reference to this subject Joel Tiffany observes: "These men 
are babes in their moral natures, they are less than babes. Intellect 
has to do with the relation of things-pertains to dead matter. The i 

difference between intellect and morals is the difference between the 
essence ancl spirit of matter, and the essence or spirit of the souL 
While science, which belongs to the province of intellect, may bar· 
moniously journey with the moral affections, it may also journey 
with the sensuous affections." 

Wealth may be made a great blessing, but its possession very often 
proves a great curse. It may be legitimately used to promote the 
comfort and happiness of its possessor, and of others, and it may be 
employed in ministering alone to selfish and sensual gratification. By 
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others again it is hoarded for its own sake, and becomes a weight 
upon the soul which sinks it to the very lowest depths of degrada
~ion. Of these-misers-the most pitiable of men, Professor Robert 
Hare, in a lecture on Spiritualism delivered in New ·York many 
years since, said : 

"Prudent, thoughtful, honest men, who do not choose to live 
bouseless, without clothes, nor upon the sweat of other men's brows, 
turn from the paths of amusement, of sensual enjoyment, from the 
love of literature or science, or from the observation and investiga
tion of nature's beauties and miracles in order to get, through wealth, 
the power and honest right to indulge. But while pursuing this great 
object, in the first instance only as a means of attaining other objects, 
good or bad, they grow old in the chase, their passions bum ~ut, 
while avarice originates as it were from their ashes, riot phrenix
like to replace one parental being, but a horrid monster, having noth
ing in common with a plurality of progenitors but the selfish ardent 
love of money, unmitigated by any redeeming aspiration. A being 
so actuated, or in other words a miser, would certainly find it as diffi
cult to reach a higher sphere in the spirit-world as it were for a camel to 
get through the needle's eye. As swine accumulate fat to bequeath 
to those to whom they leave their carcasses, so the avaricious accumu
late wealth to hoard until it can no longer be retained. They die with 
an immense amount of negative sin, since all their omissions to do 
good which is within their power are carried to their debit in the 
spirit-world. Their poverty in the spirit-world will be proportioned 
to their ill-used wealth in this temporal abode. When this is well 
brought home to mankind there will be less avarice, and fewer of 
those crimes which arise from selfish cupidity or ambition." 

There is something so grovelling in the social and moral habits of 
a n•iser that he is generally shunned by all excepting those whose 
interest or duty connect them with him. The late Duke of Brunswick 
was an illustration of this fact. Though possessing great wealth and 
a royal lineage, he was, through the miserly propensities and practices 
which seemed to constitute and represent his very life, universally 
despised and generally shunned by the nobility of Europe. After 
attaining old age death at last overtook him-we may here well say, 
the enemy death-and the scene that pre sen ted during his last moments 
was as hideous as his life had been unlovely. From an account in a 
public journal of the circumstances attending his death I extract the 
following : •; That picture from Geneva is dreadful which shows him 
g~ping for breath, with starting eyes, and his wig pushed back from 
his forehead. The death-sweat furrowed his painted cheeks, and the 
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colors smeared his pillow as he stmggled for air. By his side, ind 1.£
ferent to his anguish, and eager for the relief from unspeakal.Ie 
humiliation which his death alone could afford, sat his mistress-
young, reckless, and beautiful. His attorney, a blunt Englishm:a..n 
of substantial figure and inexpressive face, played with his watc:::h 
chain, and busied himself while the old wretch lay dying, with calcu
lating the extent of his responsibility. It was in this way that the 
diamond Duke finished his reckoning with the world, which had long 
been indifferent to his existence." 

The miseries of this unfortunate man commenced with his earliest 
cravings for wealth, followed him through life, attended him in death. 
and where is he now ? We know where his heart is-that it is with bis 
lo:;t earthly treasure : " For where your treasure is there will be your 
heart also." This truism applies equally to embodied and diser:n-

··bodied spirits. 
How is it possible for any reflecting mind for a moment to enter

tain the idea that hy the magic process of churchly absolution, oro£ 
an hour's repentance, the very nature of this man could have bcefl 
changed, so that he would be fitted for the pure and holy enjoy
ments of heaven equally with the loving and blessed soul who bad 
followed the example of Jesus, and devoted the energies and strength 
of his life to the cause of charity ami benevolence. Even if the mir
acle could be wrought, it would only raise doubts in our mindsofthC 
justice of God. 

Spiritualism disposes of cases like this more rationally. It teaches 
that under all this load of sin ancl darkness there existed a divir-.« 
element, a spark of Deity that a whole life of sin and error cou 141 
not extinguish, and that when he passed the portals of death t1<t 
gravitated to a place where the conditions surrounding him won 1 ,d 

sooner or later permit and assist him to view himself as he is, and~ 
he has been, and with this knowledge acquired will come the desire 
for improvement, and from this desire earnest efforts, and throu~ 
these, with the assistance of sympathizing angels, he will surelY 
emerge from the evil that overshadows him, and will then rise to • 
higher plane, where he will acquire further strength and light, and be 
enabled to ascend step by step the ladder of progression. 

The sinner not only violates the commands of God, but he trall!

gtcsscs the laws of his own being. 

" But he that sinneth against Me wrongeth his own soul All they that hate 
Me love death." 

" Ilis own iniquities shall take the wicked himself, and he shall be holden with 
the cords of his sins." 
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His own sins do hold him. He is not followed by the vengeance 
of an angry God, but is in the toils of his own iniquity, and it is only 
by escaping from these that he can rise through better resolves and 
better conditions, to a state of happiness. 

The unhappy condition of a spirit who in this life passed with 
mperficial observers as a prosperous, contented m~n, was made evi
dent to me in a seance with Mr. Foster, September 10, 187o. Besides 
myself there were present three ladies, relatives of mine. One of 
the ladies inquired of the spirit of her uncle, Charles --, whether 
bis will was as he desired it to be, and the answer was," No." I then 
inquired, who was concerned in defeating his intentions ; and the 
reply came: "The one you have in your mind." The person I had 
in my mind was Henry --. Without alluding to the correctness 
of this answer I asked if the spirits present would request the 
presence of Henry --, and after the delay of a minute or two it 
was announced by raps that he was there ; but the medium said he 
was impressed to say that the other spirits did not like his presence, 
and the medium himself exhibit~d signs of uneasiness. I inquired 
if he was happy. The answer was, "No, very unhappy," and an 
urgent request from the other spirits that I would ask him no more 
questions. 

Charles -- deferred making his will until his last illness, ~nd 
selected as his executors two old acquaintances. One of these; 
Henry --, wrote his will from his dictation, but from one of its 
Pro..nsions being so directly contrary to what was known to have 
been his declared intentions during that same illness, it was thought 
by S<>me that it was not written as he directed. What confirmed this 
s~spicion was that the other executor, who had no part in the transac
tion. declined to act, and even declined any further recognition of 
this executor as an acquaintance. Both executors have since de
c~ased, and evidence of fraud in the management of the estate has 
tnnce come to light. Thus it is literally true that 
•• "'"~here is no darkness nor shadow of death _where the workers of iaiquity may 
~ themselves." 

. "lnat man should be truly happy, who amid the trials and mi ;for
tUnes of life feels that he is in the hands of a kind Father, who will 
SUrely conduct him to a haven of safety; while doubly mis~:rable is he 
""ho, when the clouds of adversity darken his horizon, can see no ray 
~ heavenly hope from which to gather courage to fight the battles of 
lire. 

The disposition to suicide no doubt is as often inherited as are 
18 
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other morbid tendencies. An intimate friend of mine, whose fath ..,. 
and elder brother had committed suicide, sometimes spoke of tR::
unfortunate occurrences, and would express his astonishment at ta
folly and criminality of taking one's life ; but as he approached mid~ 
age he alarmed his family by acknowledging that he often felt an ;;;;;;;;;; 
most irresistible impulse to follow the examples of his relatives, anC. 
.have. little doubt that he would have yielded to it had not his 1 -::::::::::i 
come to a sudden termination through the loss of a vessel upon whi 
he was a passenger. 

There are other instances where no inherited tendency to se::::::::: 
destruction exists, but where the immediate and distant future ali 
appear so dark, so utterly without hope, that all the faculties of t::::== 
mind are shrouded in gloom, and the one thought of immedi~ 
escape gathers such overwhelming force that the voice of reason 
stifled, and relief is sought through death. 

Can any cause justify suicide? When a man is thus cmshed 
the earth, is escape by death justifiable? Who can answer ? """"__,. 
certainly know that in the majority of instances suicide is the reft~J 
of weakness and cowardice, and here it is a heinous sin for whL.. ...:: 
atonement must be made in the life to come. 

A striking example of the folly and sinfulness of self-destructic:::::.• 
induced as it often is by business disappointments, was furnished i 
the case of a .Mr. A--, who with his family, consisting of a v-af 
and three children, were about the year 1857 residing in Gr~s 
Valley, California. At that time I was residing in San :Francisc:::o 
and the details of the sad event were published in all the lo-c:3 
journals of the date of the occurrence, and excited a deep feelinlj 
in the conmmnity. Some of these details have escaped my memory .. 
but not so the principal facts. This gentleman, an educated man, 
was engaged in mining for gold. He was working what is there 
termeJ a tunnel, that is, opening a communication in a horizontal 
direction into a hill where gold-bearing quart~: was supposed to ex
ist. Hi~> pecuniary means at the outset were limited, but as the in
dications were promising he expended every dollar upon the work· 
When all was gone he worked alone, and supported himself and 
family upon credit afforded hini by the traders. In time this means 
of subsistence became exhausted, and actual want stared him in the 
face. He had apparently no resource, and in his utter despondency. 
and with the consent of his wife, he procured some strychnine, and 
assembling his little family he administered a portion of the fata\ 
poison to each, and then to himself. The ensuing day they were all 
found calm and ,placid in death. Their burial was at the public ex· 
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pense, and after this had taken place the meagre household effects, 
together with the mining claim, were attached by the creditors 
and sold by the sheriff. The person who bought the claim did not 
desire to keep it, and soon for a trifle it passed into the hands of 
another, who a few weeks thereafter determined to work it. This he 
Proceeded to do, and before the second day's labor was finished the 
long-sought, fatal treasure, was revealed to sight. That for which 
Poor A-- had sacrificed fortune, hope, and life, and in the failure 
of the pursuit of which he had committed murder upon his best 
beloved, had now become the reward of another, who had neither 
toiled nor sinned for it. A little more trust in Providence, a little 
lnore courage to bear and suffer, would have tided Mr. A-- over 
all his difficulties, and his good fortune would have been a subject of 
envy for thousands-for the mine proved to be a rich one, and has 
since yielded its tons of pure metal. It has been truly said that half 
the ills we hoard within our hearts are ills because we hoard them. 

After reading of such a case as the foregoing it is some relief to 
the sad feelings it excites to know that the Divine Father has made 
atnple provision for all such unfortunates, and that they soon emerge 
from the fearful state in which they find themselves placed in spirit
life. As relating to this subject I here give a communication from 
the spirit of a suicide. This also was made through the medium
Ship of Mrs. Conant. 

•• It is not in the power of man to direct his steps. He must float 
"'lrith the tide of his being, whether he will or no. But it is joyous to 
believe that there is an All-wise Intelligence-and good-that will 
fi_nally bring us out right-that will change all the wrongs of being to 
nght, and perfect us in its own divine likeness. I am induced to 
Cotne here, and for a few moments take upon myself mortality again, 
because some of my dear friends feel that my condition in the other 
life rnust be very miserable, and in accordance with their religion I 
must ever continue to be miserable-that there is no hope of salva
tion for me. I do not expect to convince them that I have-thank 
God-found a better world, but I do hope to throw, at least, some 
faint rays of light upon their notions of the existence and life of a 
suicide after death. I do expect to waken some hopes in their souls 
for the suicide. It is my opinion that no one ever committed suicide 
in the full possession of his senses evenly balanced. Therefore, if 
such committed suicide it was because they were insane; and when 
reason is dethroned we are no longer responsible beings. I am not 
here to plead my own cause ; I am only here to make a statement 
such as I believe to be true, not only in my case, but in the case of 
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every other suicide. This much I know : I am no worse off than I 
was when I was here ; and if I am capable of judging, I should say 
a great deal better off. And with the infinite law of progress as the 
gift of God to me, as to all others, regardless of whatever steps I may 
have taken in life, I expect that I shall grow better, and not worse
that I shall profit by the shadows I have passed through, and perhaps 
by those that are yet to come, but that I shall finally outlive them 
all, and find a heaven that will satisfy my soul. 

" I still possess a deep, and, I trust, abiding love for those I left 
here, and all that I can do for their good I shall. I only ask that 
they will throw a vail of charity over my weakness, and trust to God, 
the Infinite, for my future." 

And here is another communication through the same medium : 
"I an1 not much given to speech-making, but I have been induced 

to visit this place to clear up, if possible, the doubts that exist in the 
minds of my friends who are left, with regard to my death. I, too, 
was a suicide, but rum formed no part of the chapter which closed 
with my earthly life. I was a victim of malarial, or intermittent fever, 
and at times I was so terribly depressed that it seemed impossible for 
me to be able to continue longer in the body. Everything was dark 
to me, and the picture which I fom1ed to myself of the horrible future 
was more than I could bear. In one of these conditions I committed 
suicide. I went out of this life hoping to enter a better one, and I 
was not disappointed, and although I regret the course I took to lib
erate myself from the body, yet I find conditions much better here in 
this life. I would not recommend to any one the course of the 
suicide, for it is cowardly; it brings keen remorse and a thousand 
attendant evils. I am William Thompson, of the Bangor Dtmocral, 
a journalist, and therefore one subjected to many of the storms of 
this life. I have been in the land of souls "since last May." 

I here give place to these communications for the reasons that I 
have full faith in their genuineness, and that I believe the description 
therein given of the future condition of the suicide, when the motives 
for self-destruction have originated in overwhelming misery, is in a 
general sense correct, according with what has many times been said 
by other spirits through reliable mediums, and in harmony with the 
known laws and conditions of spirit-life. 

But it is not all suicides who speak from the other world that ad
dress their friends in such cheerful accents. Rev. Samuel Watson, 
D. D., in his work Tnt Clock Struck 011t, from which I have so often 
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quoted, relates an instance where the spirit of a suicide in communi
cating with earthly friends described his condition as truly awful. On 
page 126 of this work Dr. Watson says: 

" During the time of our meetings a gentleman of high standing 
drowned himself in the Mississippi River. His body was recovered 
and brought to Wesley Chapel, where 1 preached his funeral sermon 
to a large audience. The first meeting after that, it was announced 
that he was there in deep distress. He said that he was present at 
his funeral and heard all I said on that occasion, that he tried to 
control me, and that if he could have done it that I 'would have 
horrified the congregation by describing the awful sufferings he was 
enduring' for the .crime he had committed in putting an end to his 
existence. He begged me to pray for him ; asked us to get down 
upon our knees then and pray for him." Dr. Watson also remarks: 

"From all the investigations I have made of this subject I have 
nothing to warrant the belief that the wicked will not be punished 
in the spirit-world, as the Bible says, according to the deeds done in 
the body. The nature and extent of that punishment will not be 
such as I have often heard described from the pulpit." 

It would appear from the examples just shown that sin consists 
less in the act itself than in the motives that prompt it, and this rule 
of judgment applies to all deeds committed in the body. 

If these are the states that suici:les find themselves in immediately 
after leaving the body, what is the condition of the drunkard? 

"Who hath woe? who hath sorrow? who hath contention ? who hath babbling? 
who bath wounds without cause ? " 

To represent this I prefer that the spirit of a drunkard shall tell 
his. own story, as he told it through Mrs. Conant, though at the risk 
of wearying the reader with another spirit message, which like those 
already given may be considered the invention of "a ready writer," 
but which I believe to be truly the words of a spirit who here related 
his sad experience. 

At one of Mrs. Conant's public seances in Boston a spirit, purport
ing to be that of Father Fitz-James, formerly a Catholic priest, was 
communicating, when a gentleman in the audience sent up a note to 
the chaim1an of the meeting requesting the spirit to briefly narrate 
his experience in spirit-life. The spirit complied with the request in 
the following language through the lips of the medium. 

"Your correspondent, Mr. Chairman, has imposed a cross upon 
me, which I shall nevertheless take up and bear as best I may 
be able. My first emotions experienced in spirit-life were far from 
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pleasant, for I had carried with me from this life certain shad~, 
that obscured the light from my view, and rendered me almost im- .a
becile to anything that savored of irue happiness. I was tempted ~ 
in this life, and because of my '1\'eakness I fell. Althobgh I was a~a 
teacher in the Church which was to me the one true and Holy Church, <e..., 
yet when the devil came to me in the shape of ardent spirits, I yielded ~ 
to the temptation and became a drunkard. I feU from the faith of -. 
the Church-I could no more receive absolution from her or her ~r 
subjects, and to my mind, therefore I was shut out from God and ~ 
heaven, and in this state I went out from this world. When I en-
tered the spirit-world I found myself in a condition of unha1>piness, 
and I was dissatisfied with my surroundings, and yet I had an inward .JE:l 
consciousness that it was all I had earned. I had forfeited my fair -s 
estate; I had sold my birthright to heaven for a mess of pottage-in .Jill 

other words, for a glass of liquor. And so I wandered on for months, 
meeting with many of my old friends, who had a kind word for me-
who all assured me that I should finally rise from my darkened con-
dition; yet the judge that condemned me was within myself. I felt 
that I had committed a sin against the Holy Ghost of my own being, 
and that there was no forgiveness for it. I could outlive it; I could 
become absolved by suffering-but in no other way. At last I 1l'&!i 

fortunate enough to meet with one old friend whom I bad never 
known in this life, and yet he was a friend to me because I loved the 
record of his life. I had read it often with pleasure, and had prayed 
-oh, how earnestly !-that I might become like him. I had felt the 
inspiration of his good deeds, and I had longed to soar away from my 
own darkness, and gain something of his light. When I met him in 
the spirit-world my soul instinctively knew him, and I said, 'This is 
Cardinal Cheverus.' 'Yes,' he said, 'it is-a servant of God and 
of all his children-let me serve you.' I said, 'Tell me, then, ob 
holy father, what I shall do to be saved ? ' 'Call me not holy father,' 
he answered ; 'I am one of thy brethren; there is but one God-
one Holy Father-over us all.' 'W e11, brother, then,' I said, 'tell 
me what I shall do ? ' He replied, 'The earth-our Church on earth 
-is groaning to be delivered from the darkness of ignorance. Go 
back, take up your cross, live again so far as you may be able to 
through mediumistic life on earth ; retrace your steps, absolve your-
self through your good deeds, and carry light to the Church on earth ; 
and by and by the combined efforts of such as you shall redeem that 
great mass of ignorant souls-her subjects-that are groaning to be 
delivered from ignorance and from crime." And so I came back to 
earth; I took up my cross; I learnt the ways of mediumistic life; I 

-
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have entered the Catholic Church ; I have communed with her 
priests; I have put what light the Great Spirit has been pleased to 
give me upon her altars, and I am striving day by day, hour by hour, 
a.Jld moment by moment, to lift myself from all shadows, and as I 
become lifted, to lift others, being assured that this is the straight and 
T1arrow way which leadeth to heaven or happiness. 

"Q.-(From the audience.) I would inquire (pursuing the sub 
j ect a little further) whether the darkness spoken of was merely men· 
~. or was it objective darkness complementary to a mental condi
tion ; or whether it was anything similar to a lack of vision here? 
• "A.-It is a mental condition, and yet it affects objective things. 
I saw beautiful scenes, and ntet beautiful people, and they were all 
bideous to me. Even little children of the other life could not in
spire me with love. I was in· no condition to enter heaven, therefore 
it was a hell to me. The spiritual sun shone brightly, but I did not 
appreciate it any more than I did the sun of this life, which used to 
<>ften shine brightly when I was drunk; too drunk to appreciate even 
the blessings of this world." 

Another spirit, of a lower organization when in earth-life, and 
whose case required means of a different character to assist in his 
elevation, also gives his experience as follows : 

"It is now a little more than two years since I died and made an 
exit from the body. That took place in one of the cells of the prison 
on Centre street, New York City, and there I had been carried for 
committing some overt acts during a fit of delirium tremens. 

"My name was Robert Bragg. I am from Hamilton, Canada 
West. I was thirty-six years old. My object in coming here is first 
to announce my death to my family and friends, and second. to in
form them of my comfortable condition-to say that I have passed 
through a great conflict of regeneration and have come up redeemed. 
When I first entered the spirit-world I was taken in charge by a band 
of benevolent spirits, and carried to what they call a moral hospital. 
[ very soon learned that I was under restraint, and that I was not to 
come out from that place till J had outlived certain evil tendencies 
that had attached themselves to my spirit in consequence of my 
earthly organism. I was kindly treated; I was surrounded by every
thing that love and wisdom could suggest ; I was gently but firmly 
stimulated to the right, and, final.ly, when I could become master 
over the evil tendencies of my nature, there was no more restraint 
pnt upon me. I coulct go where I pleased, and so I went out into 
the great, beautiful spirit-world, and I found friends everywhere; I 
found teachers everywhere ; and I was not labelled as a convict, but 
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better than that, I had gained for myself a crown of laurel, because 
I had struggled conjointly with this benevolent spirit-band to escape 
the evil of my nature ; I had won the crown ; I laid down the cross; 
and since that time I have been learning the way back." 

Hundreds of other spirits who have entered spirit-life enveloped in 
the shadows produced by drunkenness, have testified to receiving 
);imilar assistance at the hands of sympathizing angels. These things 
will appear incredible to many, but when it is once acknowledged 
that spirits, in the main, retain the habits of thought and feelings they 
possessed in this life, it will then be further admitted that if such are 
the means best adapted to accomplish their purpose of assisting these 
unfortunates, it is certain they would employ them, and their very 
naturalness must upon reflection be their strongest recommendation. 

If the drunkard is· thus situated in the next life, what is the con· 
dition of him who has systematically pandered to his depraved 
appetite, who has pecuniarily profited through the sale of the poison 
which has reduced the poor drunkard to his pitiable state ? This 
question I will also let a spirit answer-one who while here had been 
a teacher, and who now gave the results of his observation in spirit
life through Mrs. Juliette Yeaw, in a lecture delivered by her, while 
under spiritual influence, in Philadelphia, March 26, 1871. He said: 

"As a dweller in the spiritual spheres, my views since I left mate
rial life have been essentially changed. I was bound by chains so 
that I had scarcely any true perception of the spirit-life. So cramped 
and limited were the unfoldments of my spirit, that I had no wise 
and true conception of the Great l 1ather, or of his children after they 
had passed through the change of death. I found on entering 
this life that I was obliged to become a learner from those whom I 
had supposed, while in the form, I was vastly superior to. They 
were in a better condition when they entered spirit-life. They had 
no burdens to lay down-never having had any very dogmatic reli
gious views and false ideas to be relieved of. I was obliged to go to 
some of these for aid and assistance before I could free myself from 
the chains by which I was bound. When I perceived that many a 
word that I had spoken, and many an idea that I had entertained, 
had fastened a shadow upon some other persons, there came to me 
an overwhelming desire to return to earth and work for humanity. 

" Before I could speak through mortal lips, or control a human 
organism, it was necessary that I should become acquainted with the 
relations that spirits and mortals hold to each other. After consider" 
able labor and experience here, I have been enabled to enter again 
upon the work of teaching, and I propose this morning to give you 
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a few of those experiences, as I have watched what is to you the 
invisible realm of life and the varied influences that surround hu
man souls, and seen how these influences are drawn there by your 
own interior conditions. I have been many years in the spirit-world, 
and 1 have watched many persons until they have passed through the 
change at death. I have noticed the cloud of witnesses that have 
accompanied them to the spirit-world-a cloud of witnesses that 
seemed to rise up, as it were in judgment against them, and open to 
them a realizing sense of the responsibilities which rested upon them. 
I remembered when I was in the earth-life one who dealt out de
struction to many a human soul in the sale of intoxicating beverages. 
I thought I would watch the cloud of witnesses that he was drawing 
to himself, and which were unfolding conditions and throwing out 
their accursed influences. I saw this man, a member of a Christian 
Church ; believing that he had made his calling and election sure, he 
said : ' I believe, Lord, help thou mine unbelief.' He had supposed 
that he would enter into happiness in the conditions of immortality 
because of his belief. 

"I watched the unfoldment of his spiritual life, and saw what was 
his true condition when he entered that life, of which he was utterly 
ignorant. When I saw him with this assurance in his soul, that his 
happiness was thus secured, a professing Christian who was not con
scious of its first principles, in doing as he would be done by, for 
when one of these victims of intemperance had come to him with 
their hard earnings, and although his wife had protested against it, 
yet he would continue to take these, and see him going home to his 
family imbruted by that which he had taken. He saw the strife and 
inharmony, the suffering and desolation, the sad and blighting influ
ences that were brought upon that innocent family. Still, I saw this 
man hold his head proudly erect. I saw wealth rolling in upon 
him, and his power increasing among men. He was put in places 
of responsibility and trust, and was looked up to by the multitude. 
I saw him when this miserable victim of intemperance passed to the 
spirit-world. It had sent him out a poor trembling soul into the un
tried realm of spiritual existence. I saw the widow of this poor man 
go to him for relief, for he was not only his victim but his tenant. 
I saw her in sorrow and distress go to him and plead for mercy, 
and that he would not turn her and her little children out homeless 
into the world; that in their destitution and poverty he would aid 
them. 

" Then I saw this so-called Christian man tell her to depart from 
his presence. I saw him ruthlessly tum her into the street. 
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" I watched the course of that poor woman, as unfriended and 
unpitied she struggled through life and passed through the change of 
death, and in that hour, as she was passing through the change, I 
saw those ministering spirits who stood by her side, and revealed to 
her glorious visions of the hereafter. 

"When her body was put in a pauper's grave, no tears of pity 
fell from loving friends; none, save orphan children were there to weep. 
I saw the cloud of witnesses that were with her on her entrance into 
spirit-life, and in all her poverty and destitution, her agony and suf
fering, there ha1l been no thought of vindicth·eness or hatred to tbt 
man who had been her companion, who had been so false to tbe 
vows he had taken when he lt:<l her to the altar. She had ever been 
tender and hopeful that there might he for him better days. She 
had been faithful unto the end, and she had drawn a cloud of wit· 
nesses around her who sustained her now. 

" There was another cloud of witnesses around him who had 
ruined her husbancl These rose up in stern array when he ~ 
through the portals into the invisible world. I saw her by him 
who had ruined her, blighted her life, made her existence a cl!l5t, 
as far as regards earth-life, but there was no thought save forgive
ness. The last words that passed from her lips were a prayer Wt 
she might find rest-and, Father, forgive him, he knoweth not wb&t 
he doeth. Thu~, as she entered the spiritual world there ns & 

compensation for her. The cloud of witnesses confirmed her, and 
she knew that she had been faithful, loving, and pure ; that 'Kith • 
right womanly sweetness she had borne herself through all these 
trials, and great was the joy with which, in the world of spirit~she 
met the companion of her earthly life. lie was a victim o£ con
ditions, and had been more sinned against than sinning, and having 
been aided by other spirits he was soon raised to a higher plane rJ. 
life, and had been stri\•ing in some way to repay her for the sorrowt 
and trials which he had inflicted upon her. 

"Not until this hour was she permitted to know that gracious min
istration in spirit-life, and to enter into possession of the great and 
glorious realities of that home of peace and love, of comfort and 
beauty, and a realization of her fondest hopes in the enjoyment o£ 
true love. 

" I saw that she had compassion for him who had wrought 
such ruin and desolation in the past. Then I saw, too, the hour 
come for him to enter the spirit-world after long-continued wrong, 
and daily growing more and more self-conceited-daily becoming 
more the object of the worship of the crowd. I saw him writhing in 
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the agony of disease and pain, as his physical powerS were slowly 
wearing out. There was time for reflection, and through the long hours 
of the night the cloud of witnesses rose up in stem array, and in the 
depths of his anguish, with groans and sorrow, he realized as he never 
had before, that man cannot be saved by profession ; that there must 
be works as well as faith. He saw many things, and his friends said 
it was the wild muttering of his delirium that led him to speak as 
he did. When he saw dismal faces peering at him, they said it 
was his disordered imagination that presented the forms of many 
phantoms that seemed to rise up in judgment. Many brothers 
and sisters called upon him, and the man of God, as they called 
him, said to him, that he died with the hope of Christ in his 
soul; that there was no doubt he was saved because he believ
ed in the atonement. 

"The cloud of witnesses that were attendant upon him knew that 
these visions that tormented him were but the revelations of inte
rior conditions that had been developed by himself. 

"The cloud of witnesses by whom he was surrounded were with 
him when he entered the world of spirits, and among that cloud was 
n1any a soul, who, while in the form, had been sunken low in the 
depths of degradation, and upon whom the chains had become so 
fir01ly riveted, that now they could not be broken. I saw them 
staiJding around him in stem array, and I saw him shrink from them, 
tnd return cursing for their cursing, and it was to him a pandemo
liutn. 

cc Then I witnessed in that sorely tried and terrible hour, the cloud 
r>f witnesses around this woman as she approached this man. I per
ceived that he recognized her as the one whom he had cast off in 
her sorrow and destitution years before. I saw a great fear come 
-.lPon him, lest she might accuse him; and when she kindly extend
ed to him a helping hand he could not take it, and it was a more 
terrible retribution than all the cursing that he had heard. He 
turned away, unwilling to receive the ministration ; but I knew there 
would come a time when this very soul would be able to accept such 
help; but such is the condition of many spirits that they are not 
able to accept such help until the right conditions have been devel
oped, and then there comes out an inspiration to be the recipient of 
favors in that direction. I saw this man turn away in anguish, for she 
was heaping coals of fire upon his head." 

"At the last it bitetb like a serpent, and stingeth like an adder." 

We also have the testimony of the abandoned female; proscribed, 
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too often unpitied by man, but who also is under the sheltering care 
of the Infinite .Father, Who ultimately purifies and admits her to 
His heavenly fold. Hear the cheering words of a happy spirit-of 
one who in this life had been shunned by the pure and virtuous as 
a courtezan-as she speaks through Mrs. Conant's lips: 

" Fourteen years ago this winter I died at the Hanover-street po
lice station. I had numbered twenty-seven years on earth. I have 
no desire to rehearse my earthly life ; I only come to bring consola
tion to a mother's heart, and assure her that I have overcome the 
darkness of my earthly life, and that I have risen long since to 
the glories of that spiritual life that can only be attained by the 
earnest seeker after goodness and truth. 

" When I first wakened to consciousness in the spirit-world I 
was terribly frightened. A half faith in a vindictive God brought 
darkness to my soul, and like a panorama came before me the 
incidents of my earthly life. They were dark, and in contem
plating them I could but expect, according to the Christian's idea 
of God, that I should be sentenced to an unhappy state. But pre&
ently a bright angel came to me, and her words were these: 
'Child of earthly sorrow, lift up thy soul to the God of Love, who 
loves thee as he loves the highest archangel. Fear no more; for 
your hell is behind you, and not before you.' 

''From that moment I began to shake off the darkness, to 
step out into the glorious light, and began to try to be good, and to do 
good; and everybody seemed to help. There were no shadows 
flung in my pathway in this beautiful world. It was not so on earth. 
And to my dear mother I would say, ' Mourn no more over 
my sad termination of an earthly existence. Although it went out 
in night here, it rose in a beautiful morning in the spirit-world. 
There it was not dark; there I met loving hearts; there I rose into 
the sunlight of God's love; and you need not fear for me, mother; 
I am happy, happy, happy I and I will give you all the e\'idence 
of my power to return, and of my condition in the spirit-world, 
that it is possible for me to give. This coming is only to let you 
know that I can come.' 

"To Mrs. Emilene Barrows, Boston, Mass." 
And I here give another extract from the experience of the spirit 

who spoke through Mrs. Juliette Yeaw, in Philadelphia, March 26th, 
187I, which vividly portrays the reception into spirit-life of one o( 
the outcasts from earthly society : 

"There was a girl, fair and beautiful, innocent and pure. She trusted 
one who betrayed and ruined her, and she was lost, as the world 
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counts it ; lost-shunned, and excluded from pure and virtuous 
society. Others, fair and young, were warned by Christian mothers 
not to speak to her, but to avoid her, and so there was no place for 
her seemingly in the wide world. He who had betrayed her was 
trusted and revered of men. It was said of him that he was a 
Christian; that he was moral and virtuous. Fathers pointed him out 
to their sons as a bright example, and said of him, "This is a self
made man." He was counted wise and great in the councils of the 
nation. 

"I saw both these on their entrance into spirit-life. I saw he.- that 
was once a fair young girl, who had been driven by the scorn of soci
ety and lack of sympathy and pity into the haunts of vice. There 
was no hand extended to aid or help her. I stood by her side in 
one of those low dens of infamy, as the last feeble spark of life was 
fading away. By my' side stood her spirit mother, who through pov
erty and suffering had been made prematurely old ; that mother 
whose heart had been broken because of the fate of her child, and 
whose love had never failed her, though it could not be exercised 
with saving power for her child,-such was the crushing weight that 
had been on them. I saw the eyes of that poor, forsaken girl opening 
on the scenes of spiritual existence, and a look of serene joy played 
over her sorrow-stricken countenance, and her pallid face was lighted 
up with a smile, for she had loathed the life that she had been com
pelled to lead. 

'' There were women, hardened by crime and sensuality, that sur
rounded her in that dark hour, and there was pity and tender tears 
dropping from eyes that were unused to weeping. There were deep 
and holy sympathies awakened. I saw in that hour many spirits 
gather from the spirit-world, and strive to make some impression 
upon these hardened hearts. I saw when the last feeble breath went 
forth from that frail form, and I noted the reception of that poor 
spirit in the arms of her spirit mother. 

" I see there are those who say this is giving a premium for vice 
and crime-to say that one thus degraded wa.<; received in the arms 
of an angel. The angels knew that she had been more sinned against 
than sinning. 

"Was there no retribution? I tell you yea; for the soul that is 
false to itself, when it awakens to a sense of its responsibilities must 
suffer, and when the love-light that beamed from the eyes of that 
mother penetrated her, though there was no accusing word, yet 
great waves of agonv, sorrow, and desolation swept over that soul, and 
lhe would not be comforted. For every one of her sin-scarred years 
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there was agony enough concentrated, there was that which even the 
very hardest heart, the most vindictive spirit might be satisfied with. 
We know that the law of compensation will always act, and that reo 
tribution-justice, of which you speak so much-acts interiorlyupoa 
the souls of men and women. 

"After a time these tender, loving tones of the mother awakened 
holy aspirations, and brought at last 'peace, be still ! ' to that tiled 
and trembling soul, and it was many a month before, in her meekness 
and abasement, she could hope that she was slowly, but surely, deYeJ. 
oping and unfolding the powers of her spirit. 

" I lave you thought that the condition of her soul was one of utter 
scorn toward him who had betrayed her, and that she prayed to her 
God that she might go forth with curses to him? No! but rather 
did she pray, ' Father forgive him,-he knew not what he did.' 
Rather did she pray that she might progress, and become a minister
ing spirit to others who were passing through similar tempta.tio~ 
and also to him who had ruined her ; for the deeper the wrong the 
greater the call for forgiveness, and the greater forgiveness that is ex
ercised, the greater the development that is experienced. 

"Now she went forth to stand as a witness by the side of this maD, 

and many a night did she strive to impress him with a sense of her 
presence, and to awaken his interior convictions, and at times there 
seemed to rise before him visions of the pale face of his victim, and 
no slct~p came to him. It was not for this purpose that she came, 
but that she might stir the waters in his soul. She was one of the 
angels that come down to trouble the waters, that by and by he 
should fmd had healing for him. After a time disease commenced 
its inroads upon him. lie, too, with slow but sure steps, passed OD 

towards that shadowy land-shadowy indeed to those who have heeD 
false to their relations to humanity, and as the shadows came near, 
and their blight fell over him more keenly, more sensitively than 
ever before arose before him a sense of the great crime he bad 
committed. 

" He, too, was a member of a Christian church,-great, I ha.vc 
!'aid, in the councils of the nation; but he counted that as naught in 
that hour when men thought it was raving delirium; but it was aJl 
awakened sense of personal responsibility. 

''He passed on to the other life, and eloquent words were 
spoken over his prostrate form. He was spoken of as one wb0 

was enjoying the companionship of the blessed, and had etJ
tered the company of 'just men made perfect.' His praise ~ 
echoed and re-echoed in many places. I saw here, too, the clouci 
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of witnesses around him, and as v;ith unfolded spiritual percep
tions he perceived her whom he had so grossly wronged, there was 
in her gentle mien naught of scorn, or contempt, or accusation, but it 
was as though a scathing fire had passed over his soul. Again and 
again, with redoubled power, rolled the waves of sorrow and humilia
tion, but there was no progression for him until he had accepted her 
forgiveuess, and nntil he had passed through a long retributive expe
rience, and after some years in the spirit-world that man, through fear 
and trembling, through many sad experiences, stands to-day in a 
higher condition ; but he loves not to hear men speak his name as one 
who did well upon the earth. He remembers with sadness the deeds 
that were noted by the angels, and testified to by the cloud of witnesses 
that were around him. 

"There has been wrought out by him a higher condition, and to
day, while he may feel glad to speak eloquent words, and quicken 
men's ideas on governmental powers, he has a greater work to do
to remove the errors of which he was guilty-to return to earth, and 
with strength and power to overcome human weakness. 

"It come:; to this: that they who have been wrong-doers--who 
have been engaged in any specific wrong-are, through the principles 
of retributive justice, when they have been raised to higher conditions, 
of necessity compelled, by the law of compensation, to visit the 
earth, and endeavor to remove those conditions which they them
selves have helped to make. They must apply the remedies to the 
wrongs they have done." 

But these are not types of the most degraded females; there are 
still those whose spiritual natures have become so vitiated, and so 
exhausted that they enter spirit-life utterly helpless, and it is only 
through the devoted ministrations of good angels that their spiritual 
energies are aroused to action. Of such a one a spirit gave a brief 
account through Mrs. Maria M. King, as we find it in her Rtal 
Lif( in Spirit Land. 

"I visited the home of a harlot recently added to the community 
from earth-life. She was in the home of a relative who had been of 
her own grade, but was emerging from her lowest condition, having 
become capable of appreciating her surroundings in some degree. 
Had I been ignorant of the fact that spirits do not die, I should have 
>elieved that the pitiable object I saw in this home was dying. She 
was reclining upon a couch, with attendants busily engaged about 
her, impelling into her system magnetic fluids, in the endeavor to 
yestore consciousness, to awaken the dormant energies of her whole 
nature. She was as one in a deathly stupor. Her vocation in earth-
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life had so vitiated her nature, that the substance composing her 
spiritual body was so rare that the body could not perform its natural 
functions with sufficient power, or energy, to permit the mind to act 
through it, so that consciousness could result. She had been in this 
condition for several weeks, and months must pass before full con
sciousness would be restored. • . • . 

"The mental degradation of this class is outgrown by suffering, 
like that of every other class. Regeneration comes by repentance, 
and individual effort stimulated by repentance. The sufferings in· 
fticted upon the low are just according as their natures can bear, and 
are only for aiding them into the path of repentance and regenera
tion. Vengeance prompts not one single experience of the sort I 
have named, through which such pass; but pure benevolence. It is 
not the prerogative of those of the second sphere, who are the ap
pointed agents to assist this class into the path of progress, to appoint 
the punishments of men, but nature has so arranged that crime pun
ishes itself; or, in other words, that the remorse of conscience that 
can be aroused in the mind of the criminal is the means of eradi· 
cating from his nature the seeds of depravity, whose fruit was crime, 
and whose nature is to continue to germinate and bring forth such 
fruit until they are eradicated. Benevolent teachers weep over the 
sufferings of their wards, yet stern necessity is laid upon them to 
help them, and they will not flinch." 

And how fares it with the criminal, the flagrant violator of law? 
Society certainly does all it can to fit him for severe penalties here 
and hereafter, and he generally suffers in both states of existence. 
But it is cheering to know that it is gradually being understood that 
reformation, not vengeance, is the proper object of punishment here 
as in spirit-life, and this knowledge has apparently advanced as the 
belief in eternal punishment has faded from the minds of men. 

" Earthly power doth then show likest God's, 
When mercy seasons justice. " 

Mercy awakens hope, and hope excites courage, while despondency 
deadens every faculty, the exercise of which is necessary in the work 
of reformation. The punishments awaiting these in the next life are 
as varied in character and degree as are their natures and crimes. 
They are placed under circumstances and surrounded by conditions 
exactly suited to their necessities, and are dealt with by wise and 
benevolent spirits, whose whole action is governed by considerations 
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for their good ; and while some rapidly rise from their first low state, 
others for a long time remain obdurate and defiant, and spurn all 
attempts of their guardian angels to impress them with feelings of 
remorse and repentance. · 

For all criminals it does not appear to be necessary to pass through· 
severe and prolonged suffering, many of them being more sinned 
against than sinning, and possessing virtues which are associated with 
their vices. Every virtue counts in the records of memory and 
judgment, and assists in discharging the debt, greater or less, which 
every man owes to God, his neighbor, and himself. 

The criminal is the child and victim of circumstances ; of the cir
cumstances of birth, education, and surroundings, the proscribed and 
outcast of society, and is generally far more to be pitied than blamed. 
One of these unfortunates, after he had arisen above his shadows in 
spirit-life, thus eloquently and vividly described in verse through the 
mediumship of ·Miss Lizzie Doten, the earthly woes and sufferings 
that were the legitimate fruits of his inherited and acquired tenden
cies. The words are taken from her inspired Potms from Ike Inner 
Life. 

"Out in the desolate midnight, 
Out in the cold and rain, 

With the bitter, bleak winds of winter 
Driving across the plain ; 

In the ghastly gloom of the churchyard, 
Crouching behind a stone, 

Fleeing from what is called Justice, 
I was safe with the dead alone. 

"All of the madness and evil, 
That into my nature was cast ; 

All of the tlemon or devil, 
Hat!. filled up its measure at last. 

Blood, on my hands, of a brother I 
Blood-an indelible stain I 

Burning, and smarting, and eating 
Into my heart and my brain. 

" In woe and iniquity shapen, 
Conceived by my mother in sin, 

Forecast in the soil of pollution, 
Did the life of my being begin. 

I chose not the nature within me; 
I was fated and fashioned by birth , 

Foreordained to the darkness and evil,. 
The sins and the sorrows of earth. 



A SERMON IN VERSE. 

"The world was my foe ere it knew me ; 
It scattered its snares in my path; 

Like a serpent it charmed and it drew me, 
Then met me with judgment and wrath I 

I saw that the strong cru•hed the weaker, 
That wickedness won in the strife, 

And the greatest of crimes and of cun;es 

Was the lot of a begj.'ILI' in life I 

"0 the prison ! the !;Cntence ! the gallows I 
That last fearful stmccle for breath I 

The rush, and the roar, :md confusion, 
The depth and the darkness of death I 

0 man I I have sinned and have suffered; 
The climax of evil is past ; 

But the justice of time may determine 
That you were more guilty at last I 

11 Then long did I struggle with phantoms, 
And wandered in d.ukness and night, 

Till there came to my soul, in its prison, 
The form of an An~el of Light. 

I thought, in my blindness and darkness, 
That he was the Infinite God, 

Who had come in the might of His vengeance 
To smite with His merciless rod. 

" • My brother,' replied the bright angel, 
• Let the name of the Highest be blessed I 

Lo ! He renders thee hles.,ing for cursing, 
His will and His way are the best. 

Thy soul in II is sight hath been precious, 
Since the birth of thy being began; 

Thou nrt judged hy the need of thy nature, 
And not by the standard of m:1ll.' 

11 Then out of my cur>ing and madness, 
And out of the furnace of flame, 

My soul, like a jewel of beauty, 
Annealed through life's processes came. 

The forms of my loved ones were near me, 
The night of my sorrow had passed; 

God grant you, oh mortals who judged me, 
As full an acceptance at last ! " 

How much is the soul responsible for? This is a question relat• 
to the deepest philosophy, and is perhaps impossible to answ• 
One thing appears plain, that the degrees of responsibility are 
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various as the conditions and characters of men; and. to no man is it 
given to judge his brother. 

It is difficult to define evil. What is evil for one may be good for 
another. The sun, which dispenses light and life to all, also consumes 
and destroys, and it is quite possible that the various conditions of 
evil may be as essential as those of good. A spirit, through Mrs. 
Conant, said in relation to this subject : " As God is everywhere, 
and as there is no place without Him, no condition without Him, so 
then God is in what you call evil, and being stron-ger than the evil, 
is amply able to take care of it. I believe that all the experiences 
of life, all the conditions of life, however low they may seem to be, 
are of necessity ; a necessity growing out of the conditions of the 
earth upon which you exist ; a necessity growing out of the condi
tions of the planets by which you are surrounded; and a necessity 
growing out of your own internal and external conditions. There
fore, if this position be a correct one, the goodness of God is dis
played in the exhibition of so-called evil as it is displayed in any 
other condition of life." 

Henry the Eighth was far from being a model man, and by many 
was and is considered a monster of iniquity, yet through him the 
Bible became the companion of nearly every household in the king
dom, and England the bulwark of Protestantism. 

Motley says the assassination of the first William of Orange was 
the means of securing the throne of Holland permanently in his line, 
and that his assassination, together with that of Henry the Fourth of 
France, rendered the Jesuits odious all over the worlci ; and the death 
of Lincoln did more to render the cause of the rebellion odious, and 
that of the Union popular, than any other event. 

Some men are the slaves of some dominant vice which holds them 
in subjection, while others, and these are the majority, arc entangled 
in a web of minor sins which, as the Liliputians held Gulliver, holds 
them, not by the strength of any one sin, but by the united strength 
of all ; and as a rule a man in the latter condition is in a less hope
ful state than one in the former. None of these do wrong from love 
of the wrong itself, but from a confused and false idea that by doing 
the wrong, gratification or happiness will follow. Men seek happi
ness, not misery, and the majority of sinners are helplessly groping 
in the dark, and require the steady assistance which is prompted only 
by sympathy and love. 

Future punishment follows as a natural consequence of sin, and is 
not an arbitrary infliction of Deity, as the world has generally been 
taught. No truth in Spiritualism is more conspicuous than thi:>, and 
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in nont! is the wisclom and beneficence of the Creator more conspic
uously displayed. That this is not considered unchristian, nor even 
unorthodox doctrine by some of the eminent authorities in the Church, 
can easily be proved. Among these is Bishop Butler, who, in his 
A11alogy "f Rtligion, p. 241, says on this subject: "Now the divine 
moral government, which religion teaches us, implies that the conse
quence of ''ice shall be misery in some future state by the righteous 
judgment of God. That such consequent punishment shall take 
effect by His appointment is necessarily implied. But as it is not in 
any sort to be supposed that we are made acquainted with all the 
ends or reasons, for which it is fit future punishment should be infiicted, 
or why God has appointed such and such consequent misery should 
follow vice, and as we are altogether in the dark how or in what man
ner it shall follow, by what immediate occasions, or by the instru
mentality of what means, there is no absurdity in supposing it may 
follow in a way analogous to that in which many miseries follow such 
and such courses of action at present : poverty, sickness, infamy, 
untimely death by diseases, death from the hands of civil justice. 
There is no absurdity in supposing future punishment may follow 
wickedness, of course, as we speak, or in the way of natural conse
quence from God's original constitution of the world, from the nature 
he has given us, and from the condition in which He places us, or in 
a like manner, as a person rashly trifling upon a precipice in the way 
of natural consequence falls down ; in the way of natural conse
quence breaks his limbs; suppose, in the way of natural consequence 
of this, without help, perishes. 

" Some good men may perhaps be offended with hearing it spoken 
of as a supposable thing that the future punishments of wickedness 
may be in the way of natural consequence, as if this were taking the 
execution of justice out of the hands of God and giving it to nature. 
But they should remember that when things come to pass according 
to the course of nature this does not hinder them from being bis 
doing who is the God of Nature, and that the Scripture ascribes 
those punishments to divine justice which are known to be natural, 
and which must be called so when distinguished from such as are 
miraculous. But, after all, this supposition, or rather this way of 
speaking, is here made use of only by way of illustration of the sub
ject before us. For since it must be admitted that the future pun
ishment of wickedness is not a matter of arbitrary appointment, but 
of reason, equity, and justice, it comes, for aught I see, to the same 
thing whether it is supposed to be inflicted in a way analogous to 

that in which the temporal punishments of vice and folly are inflicted, 
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or in any other way. And though there were a difference, it is all01t'
able in the pruent case to make this supposition plai11/y not an incred
ible one, that future punishmmt may follow wickedness in the way 
of natural constquenet, or according to somt general laws of govern
ment already tsla/>lishtd ;, the uniz•trst." 

Punishment for wickedness commences in this life, and often from 
its severity would appear to be adequate to the sins committed. Mil
ton most truly says: 

" The mind, in its own place and in itself, 
Can make a heaven of hell, and hell of heaven." 

And this important truth is too often lost sight of by the Church, 
which occupying itself in a doctrinal sense almost exclusively with 
the concerns of a future life, is apt to look with indifference upon 
states, conditions, and things apparently pertaining to this only. 

What man requires, is to be saved from a present, not a future hell. 
If we create a heaven within ourselves here, we are certain of a con
tinued existence in it hereafter. 

"Neither shall they say, Lo here ! or, Lo there I for behold the kingdom of God is 
within you."-Luk~ xvii. 21. 

Theology has committed a great error in placing both these condi
tions in the distant future, and ignoring them as present existing. 
Instead of constant warnings against future misery, sinne;s should be 
made aware of the depth of their present moral degradation, and 
directly assisted to elevate themselves, for " the way of the wicked 
is as darkness ; they know not at what they stumble." Convince 
men that their present sutrering is the result of causes which they 
can remove, and the necessary stimulus is imparted which will gene
rally spur to refom1ation. Show them that " our acts make or mar 
us ; we are the children of our own deeds ; " that they must cease to 
violate the laws of nature-the laws of their being-as these are the 
laws of God, and the penalty of their violation is either physical or 
moral suffering, generally both ; and that every sin begets its punish
ment more surely than the egg of the cockatrice develops the young 
serpent ; that a state of harmony is a heavenly state, and that 
inharmony is hell-both in this life and the next. 

In view of these facts, many of them indisputable to the reason of 
every thoughtful mind, what becomes of the pernicious, dangerous 
doctrine of death-bed repentance ; a doctrine held up for admiration 
by the Church, which teaches that, 

" While the lamp of life doth burn, 
The vilest sinner may return." 
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That a guilty wretch can at the last moments of his life assume the 
garb of righteousness and enter heaven with those who have earned it. 

" Hut he knoweth not that the dead are there, and that her guests are in tile 
depths of hell." 

Millions who have availed themselves of the supposed benefits oC 
this doctrine, and have put off the work of reformation until their 
last moments, and then been made clean through the efficacy of con
fession and absolution in the one Church, or of sacrament and prayer 
in the other, have awakened in spirit-life to the full consciousness 
of their stupendous error, and have then been compelled to com
mence in sorrow and suffering the work of expiation for sins that 
never would have been committed, had it not been for their reliance 
upon false teachings. Between the teachings of eternal damnation 
on the one hand, and of this equally untruthful doctrine on the other, 
we can• perceive but little difference as to the evil produced ; but of 
the two we are inclined to think that the teachings of the latter have 
been most productive of misery to mankind. 

" For of all sad words of tongue or pen, 
The saddest are these: 'It might have been.'" 

If it be true that this doctrine is in contradiction to the clear and 
sensible declaration of the Apos~le Paul, when he says in CoL 
iii. 25· 

" But he that doeth wrong shall receive for the wrong which he hath done, tJIIII 
t""~ is flO rufrcl of /"sons," 
it is no less true that in the great future all mortal errors are cor
rected. It is a glorious thought, overwhelming in the sense of divine 
love that accompanies it, to know that every human soul now exist
ing, no matter how degraded, how overlaid with guilt, will sooner or 
later enter upon the path of progression, and never, in all the count
less ages of eternity, will it cease its upward course in the direction 
of purity and happiness. 

The question was asked of a spirit speaking through Mrs. Conant: 
"Do spirits regard the misdeeds of their earth-friends in the same 
light they did while here in the physical form ? " And the answer 
was: 

"Oh no. They regard them with sympathy, with charity, v.;th 
pity; they regard them in the full light of truth. They are able to 
see behind the effect and discern the .cause ; they know wherefore 
their friends take this or that course in life; they see the propelling 
forces, the levers that move their friends in this or that direction, 
and when they see them forced by circumstances to take that which 
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is the lesser good, they mourn over the course they have taken, but 
not without hope, because they know that by the experience they 
will gain in travelling that way they will attain strength to free them
selves, and will avoid such a course in future by co~ing into harmony 
with bett~r laws, by making themselves acquainted with their sur
roundings." 

Evil is only another name for imperfection, and as only the good, 
the true, and perfect are imperishable, so all that is sinful and imper
fect in man will be eliminated, and all that is virtuous and pure in 
him will be· developed. "The best philosophy," says Carlyle, 
"teaches us that the very consequences (not to speak of the penal
ties) of evil actions die away and become abolished long before 
eternity ends, and it is only the consequences of good actions that are 
eternal, for these are in harmony with the laws of the universe, and 
add themselves to it, and co-operate with it forever; while all that is in 
disham10ny with it must necessarily be without continuance, and 
soon fall dead ; as perhaps you have heard in the sound of a Scottish 
psalm amid the mountains-the true notes alone support one another, 
and the psalm, which was discordant enough near at hand, is a per
fect melody when heard from afar." 



CHAPTER XVIII. 

THE SPIRIT-WORLD-Conlinw.£ 

"In my Father's house are many 111ansions; if it were not 10 I would haft told 
you. I go to prepare a place for you."-:Jolm xiv. 2. 

" I would sing you a song of Heaven 
If my soul could chant the hymn." 

I N the above words of Jesus, he plainly expresses the truth tbl.t 
there are in heaven many modes of living, or conditions of exist· 

ence. There is, also, to the understanding of enlightened Spiritua. 
lists, an important and definite meaning in his promise to go and pre
pare a place for his disciples, for we know our friends in spirit-life 
do prepare mansions, or homes for us; that this is a labor of love 
with them, and that they are fully compensated for their labor, by the 
surprise and joy we experience upon our entrance into spirit-life to 
find how solicitous they have been for our comfort and happiness. 

But is the spirit-world a real, substantial world? and are spirits 
also substantial? The Rev. Mr. Murray answers this question thus: 

"To me the spirit-world is tangible. It is not peopled with ghosts 
and spectres, shadows and outlines of beings, but with persons and 
forms palpable to the apprehension. Its multitudes are. veritable, 
its society natural, its language audible, its activities energetic, its 
life intelligent, its glory discernible ; its union is not that of sanle
ness, but of variety brought into that moral harmony by the great 
law of love, like notes, which in themselves distinct and different, 
make, when combined, sweet music. Death will not level and annul 
those countless differences of mind and heart which make us individ
ual here. Heaven, in all the mode and manner of expression, will 
abound with personality. There will be choice, and preference, and 
degrees of affinity there. Each intellect will keep its natural bias, 
each heart its elections. Groups there will be and circles; faces 
known and unknown will pass us ; acquaintance thrives on inter
course, and love deepens with knowledge; and the great underlying 
laws of mind and heart prevail and dominate as they do here. ·• 

And this, so far as it extends, is as good an answer as any Spiritualist 
can give, and no doubt the brain that guided the pen when writing 
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this description was impressed by an intelligence who was then ex
isting in full view of the realities he describes. 

" For now we see through a glass darkly, but then face to face. Now I know 
in part, but then shall I know even as also I am known."-I Cw. xiii. 12. 

Paul here answers the question : "Shall we know each other there?" 
and his authority, with Christians, should effectually settle it, but so 
mythical is the modern conception of, and faith in the spirit-world 
and spirit.life, that there is a constant tendency to doubt what 
Paul and a host of inhabitants of that world have testified concerning 
its naturalness. 

It is a false notion that the characteristics of a disembodied spirit 
must be very different from those of an embodied one. It is as easy 
to suppose a spirit to retain all its affections, tastes, habits of 
thought, faculties, virtues, and faults, as to assume that it undergoes 
some mysterious, radical, and complete change in its nature, is sub
ject to a destruction of its identity, and becomes divested of them. 
If it should not retain all these, which of them, or what portion of 
each should it still possess; or should it carry none with it ? Sup
pose the latter hypothesis to be the correct one, what is to character
ize the spirit ; what will it possess whereby its identity may be estab
lished in the next life ? How can a spirit thus stripped of all that dis
tinguished it here even recognize itself? Would it be consistent 
with a heavenly condition to lose all affection for our dearest friends; 
for the partner of our joys and sorrows ; for her who bore us; for the 
father who loved and protected us, and for the children who have 
been the light and joy of our household ? Would it increase our 
happiness to lose even a portion of this love, which is the source and 
foundation of so much that is good and true in us here ? On the 
other hand, if we lose none of this, what reason have we to suppose 
that we shall be deprived of any of our faculties, tastes, or affections? 
Can we afford to part with any original faculty, or with the knowledge 
gained through its exercise ? Would this exalt us, or increase our 
wisdom ? Are we not educated through our tastes ·and affections in 
a large degree, and what would be our gain to enter upon existence 
in spirit-life minus these, together with the organs and faculties upon 
which our mentality depends ? 

When speaking of human existence, our general understanding of 
it is the life from birth to death, but this idea must be eradicated if 
we are to have true conceptions of it. Human existence is the life 
of the individual from birth onward through the ages of eternity. 
Mortal existence is that portion of this life which is experienced 
while the spirit is embodied in flesh. There really are not two lives, 
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there is but one life, the rudimentary portion of which is passed while 
inhabiting the earthly tabernacle, and which is comparatively the in· 
fancy of existence, during which we acquire the knowledge and 
experience that fit us for our majority in the next stage. The limi· 
lations arising from our dependence upon the physical body are re· 
moved when we are liberated from it, and we are enabled to enjoy 
in a far higher degree than before the exercise of our various facul
ties. It is a new era; a change. in the circumstances of existence. 
but not in existence itself. 

"Truly the light is sweet, and a pleasant thing it is for the eyes to behold the 
sun. "-Eul. xi. 7-

I remember the sad feelings that would come over me in the days 
of my unbelief when I viewed the splendors of the setting sun, to 
think that soon this glorious sight would be to me as if it were not, 
that for other eyes, yet uncreated, it would still possess the same 
splendor and beauty when mine should be closed in eternal death. 
How changed are now my feelings when I look upon the glorious 
orb. I know that my spiritual eyes will still view its spiritual splen· 
dor, as my natural eyes now do its material ; that I shall for count· 
less ages continue to gaze upon sunsets surpassing in glory and bril
liancy any that have yet been presented to my earthly vision, and 
that with other happy spirits I shall, while admiring, adore in a spirit 
of thankfulness the Great Being who has provided so bountifully for 
our eternal happiness. Heaven would be imperfect without this 
most glorious work of Deity, and we are not destined to mourn its 
absence. And the enchanting views of sunrise in the spirit-land ; do 
they equal the gorgeousness of its setting? A spirit, through Mrs. 
Sweet, furnishes an answer. 

"The rays of the morning sun bathe with golden light the moun· 
tain tops of the spirit-land ; the dew glistening upon the flowers add· 
ing sweetness to their purity and loveliness to their tints ; the birds 
arc carolling their morning songs, and soft and holy is the hour as 
happy spirits come forth from their habitations." 

In answer to my inquiry whether our sun, or a sun similar to ours, 
illuminated the spirit-world, a spirit replied : 

"We have the same sun that you have, only to us its beams are not 
so dazzling. It appears to us of a softer, more mellow light, so that 
we can view it without inconvenience. Your moon and stars are 
also visible to us." Other spirits confirm this. 

Everything of nature that has a visible expression here has a cor· 
responding spiritual expression there, and the spiritual is the real, the 
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more beautiful of the two. Another spirit said to me : "The sun 
and moon rise and set in our world as in yours, and necessarily there 
are day and night; but not night as you understand it, for there is no 
darkness, only a diminution of the light of day, an absence of the 
sun-it is not so dark as your twilight. Spirits sleep as do mortals. 
They have no beds, but repose on a velvety kind of grass," or as 
another spirit described it, a soft moss. 

"There is a river, the streams whereof shall make glad the city of God, the 
holy place of the tabernacles of the Most High. "-Ps. xlvi. 4· 

If there be natural scenery in heaven, with mountains and valleys, 
there should also be celestial streams, where glorified spirits 

"Range the sweet plains on the banks of the river." 

These rivers and streams of necessity !low into bays and seas, from 
whence by evaporation their watery particles are reconveyed in 
clouds over the land, upon which they again descend in refreshing 
showers, nourishing the growth of vegetation, and again swelling the 
silvery streams that complete the beauty of celestial scenery. "The 
beautiful isles of the blest" are not a myth, but a substantial reality. 

All this involves the necessity of an atmosphere, for there as here 
vocal communication is dependent upon the vibrations of a medium. 
This medium for the transmission of sound also pervades our mate
rial atmosphere, and is its spiritual counterpart ; and it also pervades 
the spaces of our solar system, and probably all the spaces of the uni
verse. There is an inner as well as outer life to everything in nature. 

The inhabitants of the spirit-world converse audibly. Social inter
course there, as here, is generally conducted through conversation, 
and this involves the necessity of vocal organs, and organs of hear
ing. Were it otherwise, spirits would be strangers to the harmony 
of sweet sounds; no songs of praise, of thankfulness and adoration, 
could arise, and the spirit-world would be pervaded by eternal silence. 
This could not be heaven. 

All forms of vegetation that have existence on earth equally exist 
there in a spiritual condition, but no less real than they appear to us 
here. The spirit-world is not a world of imagination ; not vague, 
unreal, and unsubstantial; it is the perfect counterpart of this imper
fect world of ours, and each tree, shrub, and !lower is equally real as, 
and more beautiful than, with us. There are secluded forests where 
in all their perfection are to be found the oak, the chestnut, and 
other trees with which we are familiar. There are beautiful parks, 
made attractive by diversified hill and dale, and by the noble trees 
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that are artistically distributed over their surface by the hand of God; 
and there are gardens and flowers in the spirit-world far more beau
tiful than any we are accustomed to here. At Mrs. Andrews' and 
Dr. Slade's seances I have many times seen flowers which. had just 
been plucked from gardens in the spirit-world, sparkling with 
heavenly dew, materialized and held for our inspection by the hands 
that plucked them. These flowers appeared as natural as those of 
earth. I thought they were more delicately tinted, but presume 
spiritual eyes alone are able to properly appreciate their spiritual 
beauty. There is nothing wanting in the spirit-world to meet every 
proper desire, affection, and requirement. 

" And they shall come from the east, and from the west, and from the north, 
and from the south, and shall sit down in the kingdom of God. "-L11lu xiii. 2<)-

lt is in vain that theologians attempt to satisfy themselves, or 
others, with the vague, dimly conceived ideas they entertain as to 
the employments of blessed spirits. A certain orthodox writer sums 
up their occupations thus : 

"Your employments shall be to behold your glorified Redeemer, 
with all your holy fellow-citizens of heaven, and to see the glory of 
the most blessed God, and to 10\·e Him perfectly, and be beloved by 
Him, and to praise Him everlastingly." This can hardly be termed 
,, employment" any more than the semi-conscious gaze or a partially 
recovered paralytic can be said to be occupation, but according to 
this authority, and his ideas are truly orthodox, to such a passive, 
useless, and certainly to an aspiring mind deplorable condition, are 
all the saints to be reduced, not as a punishment, but as a reward for 
a life of active virtue here. There is a little relief to the awful mono
tony of such an eternal existence which this author has omitted to 
mention, but which the more fruitful imagination of·any worthy fol
lower of Calvin will suggest; that is, an occasional glimpse of the tor
ments of our dearest friends. It would certainly require some such a 
stimulus as this to prevent the saints from sinking into a condition 
analogous to that in which so many pious Christians yet believe the 
souls of the blessed to now exist, awaiting the great resurrection; a 
state of hybernation, of semi-consciousness, in which the spirit is igno
rant even of its sex, and unable to tell whether he be himself or 
another. Each of these states is only paralleled by the other, and 
the mind that could believe in one would infallibly rest in the belief 
in the other. 

"Of their office in heaven we have of course only prophetic 
glimpses (as in I K. xxii. I9· Is. vi. I, 3· Dan. vii. 9, Io. Rev. 
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vi. II, etc.), wnid1 sltMl! us nothing but a nroer-uasing adoration pro
ceeding from the vision of God through the " perfect love whitt. 
casteth out fear." 

So says Rev. Alfred Barry, in an article in Smith's Dictionary of 
lit~ .Bib!~, a good orthodox work, as this is good orthodox doctrine. 

"Therefore are they before the throne of God, and serve him day and night in 
His temple; and He that sitteth on the throne shall dwell among them."-Rez,. 

vii 15· 
The saints are before the Throne, or in His presence, as they were 

here, and as we all are now, and the righteous will serve Him night 
and day with thankful hearts, silently and audibly, in that temple 
"which is all. space," not necessarily with prostrations of the body, 
nor always even with bended knee, but with pure and holy offerings 
of the soul, the incense of the heart, which alone is acceptable to 
Deity. Thank God, we will not find Him seated on a great white 
throne; an "Awful Judge," smiling upon the righteous and frowning 
upon the wicked. Neither will we see Him as a person, in human 
form, for which I also thank Him, for in my soul I cannot conceive 
that my happiness would be increased by always being in His visible 
presence. One would feel as old theology teaches us we should feel: 
humble worms, only fit to crawl in the dust, and unworthy of such a 
Presence. The constraint would overpower our happiness, and I 
can only think that we would instinctively seek retirement in the 
most secluded retreat in heaven. 

What a happy disappointment it has been to many Christians who 
have died in the belief of such crude doctrines, when they found 
that God there, as here, is only known by His visible works, and by 
feeling His presence and holy influence in their souls. 

Spirits in one sphere differ from those in another as ''one star 
differeth from another star in glory," but for wise purposes, and for 
their own happiness, they are permitted to intermingle, the virtuous 
with the vicious, the strong with the weak, the wise with the ignorant, 
and this association is necessary for the instruction and elevation 
of the lower spirits, but the inhabitants of the second sphere are 
not permitted to visit the spheres above them. Here it will be 
seen is a wide field of employment for spirits, and much of their 
time is occupied in cultivating it, ~;pirits in each sphere instructing 
those below them; but this is not their only employment, they 
otherwise exert their faculties and gratify their tastes, even as intel
lectual and refined persons do here. 

Sex and the sexual relations are recognized in spirit-life, and the 
male and female are as distinctly defined as here. There are tastes 
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peculiar to the sexes, and happiness is found in their gratification, 
and t~e employments and amusements of each sex are as varied as 
in earth-life. There are no drones where all is activity, but none are 
compelled to exertion only :J.S the inclination to exertion is devel· 
oped and the laws of progrcs" :Qll demand.· Each acts in accordance 
with his desires, and finds gr.:a1. r · Jerty and a wider range than he 
conceived of here in which to unfold his faculties and acquire in
creased power. 

Those who have had no children here to satisfy their natural desire 
for offspring, will there find opportunity for gratifying this desire in 
adopting, tending, and loving some of the little spiritual waifs who are 
cast upon the shores of eternity without a mother's pres~nce to cheer 
and protect them : 

"For it is written, Rejoice, thou barren that bean~st not; break forth and cry, 
thou that travailest not : for the desolate hath many more children than she which 
hath a husband."-Ga/. iv. 27. 

Who can doubt that there is music in the spirit-world, both vocal 
and instrumental? John the Revelator says: 

" And I heard the voice of harpers harping with their harps, and they S11J1C u 
it were a new song." 
And again he says he saw those who had obtained the victory over 
the beast 
11 stand on the sea of glass, having the harps of God." 

In both these instances they were not only playing upon their 
harps, but they were accompanying these with their voices. Rev. Dr. 
Hamilton says, " David has not laid aside his harp, and there is still 
a field for Isaac to meditate;" and with equal truth he could have 
added-fields for David and others to dance in. A spirit, through 
Mrs. Conant, said : 

" Outward expressions are seen, and felt, and heard even there. 
There is music in the land of souls so far he yond the music of earth's 
spheres, that were you this hour to be translated there you wat~d 
scarcely comprehend it, and if you had any devotion in your inner 
life, you would be very likely to fall down and worship the God of 
music.. 0 yes, there are sound, sight, and feeling in the land of 
souls. It is not a mere world of imagination, a something devoid of 
beauty, a great chaos, with neither form nor fashion. No, it is more 
beautiful than this earthly sphere of action, having fomts and various 
conditions of being." And again a spirit said : 

"There is the utmost provision made in the spirit-world for all the 
needs of the soul. There are instruments corresponding to the 
musical instruments that you have here on earth, so exquisite are 
they in tone that could you listen to them you would be carried in 
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feeling, if not in reality, to celestial life," and my s1;rrit father assures 
me there are musical instruments there of every kind, and vocal and 
instrumental music is heard on every hand. 

William Howitt, in the following li11es, also portrays the freedom 
and perfection with which the I)Ot't·i~tnd artist there exercise their 
gifts. . , ·: • ·' 

"The dead-Who calls him dead who never died? 
\Vho only passed unto the other side. 
Life has no pause, the soul no rifted chain, 
So ancient seers and modern truths maintain. 
To other lands the artist's gifts belong; 
To other lands the poet hymns his song, 
And on far loftier themes. with nobler fire 
Than Raphael knew, or Milton did inspire." 

Many spirits are interested in the social, political, moral, and reli
gious affairs of our world, and at the present time very many are en
gaged in· extending and perfecting the means of communication be
tween this and the other life. Benjamin Franklin, according to the 
testimony of all spirits with whom I have communicated upon the 
subject, is actively engaged in this work, and especially in perfecting 
the processes of materialization ; while he naturally at the same time 
takes an interest in concerns exclusively relating to spirit-life. 
Through Mr. Foster I inquired of a spirit-friend whether he had seen 
Franklin, and his reply was : "Yes, I have seen him; he is a very 
active spirit, and is one that is often present in our life." 

Many other spirits are intensely interested in watching, influenc
ing, and guiding certain of their kindred or friends yet in the mortal, 
and where their labors are crowned with success their happiness is in
creased ; while, on the other hand, where they are unable to approach 
those for whom they cherish the deepest and purest Jove, or when 
their efforts to benefit them, to guide, or shield them from harm, or 
to divert them from evil courses arc fruitless, they suffer from the 
disappointment and are rendered temporarily unha.ppy. 

To what extent they are rendered unhappy by these disappoint
lllents is a question that has interested me much, and I have taken 
;orne pains to arrive at a satisfactory solution of it. Soon after the 
~ecease of my brother-in-lawS--, in December, 1873, he came to 
:ne through Dr. Kenney, and conversed about his family and bnsi
less affairs, and whenever after this Old John controlled his medium, 
uy friend was quite sure to be present, sometimes accompanied by 
>ther of my friends, sometimes alone. The most common topic of 
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conversation with us was the business he had left in my hands, u 
executor of his estate, and it was evident that he not only knew all 
apout it, but continued to feel the deepest interest in everything per
taining to it. Of course there were annoyances connected with it, 
and these evidently made a strong impression upon his mind, and 
after awhile he requested me not to refer again to his business affairs, 
as whenever he occupied his mind with these he was rendered un
happy, and excepting on one or two occasions I have not since intro
duced the subject in our conversations. 

Not long after this, at another s~ance when S-- was present, I 
inquired of him how it was he could be happy in view of the fact that 
he had been called away in the prime of life, in the midst of worldly 
prosperity, to leave a family of young children to battle with the ills 
of life unaided by a father's watchfttlness and care, and his reply 
was : "Spirits in heaven cannot possibly be unhappy. Heaven is a 
state more than a locality, and unhappiness is there unknown." It 
is only when they revisit earth and come within earthly influences, 
and in a greater or less degree reassume their former earthly con· 
ditions--as all spirits do when they revisit the earth-and Ttitness 
the unhappiness of dear friends, Of" interest themselves in business 
affairs as he had done, that they are unhappy, and when they return 
to their spirit-homes they always leave these feelings behind theDI, 
together with the conditions that made them possible. 

Tneir Jove and affection often impel them to approach their friends 
and reassume these conditions, and make efforts to alleviate the suffer· 
ings or promote the happiness of their friends, but if in time they find 
they cannot accomplish their purposes they repeat their visits less fre· 
quently, and wait until more favorable conditions promise more favor· 
able results, knowing that the trials and sufferings wtrich they fail to 
lighten will ultimately prove beneficial to their friends. HapPY 
spirits find it necessary to submit to this wise law of their existence i 
their happiness in heaven must not be marred by too deep solicitude 
for their mortal friends; but this docs not in any degree diminish their 
ardent and pure Jove for them, nor the watchful care they contin~e 
to exercise over them. 

That certain advanced spirits have the power to visit other plane~~ 
I can perceive no reason to doubt ; the result of my inquiries Jea."
ing to this belief, and my information is confirmed by the assuranc..e: 
of other spirits who have been questioned by others. At a §bn...C:::::::: 
with Dr. Buffum I asked Red Jacket, his Indian control, as bef~ ._
stated a highly intelligent spirit, whether any spirits can visit ot!L ~ 
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planets, and his reply was : " Yes, sometimes ; but spirits fan visit 
only such stars as are peopled by beings like ourselves, for we are in 
a. r~rtain degree in rapport with these bodies through them, and this 
:J.ssists our will-power, and certain advanced spirits are able to ap. 
proach them, but certain other bodies cannot be visited ; the moon 
for instance cannot, because it is not inhabited, but is a sterile frozen 
body, and no spirit can visit it in person. But then there is a way to 

·acquire a knowledge of the appearance and condition of the planets 
and other heavenly bodies which cannot be approached, and it is 
this-for instance-a lady may be visiting here while her home is in 
Boston, and she sits quietly and brings her mind to remember how 
her home appears, and thinks of her rooms and furniture, and how 
her dresses are arranged. She realizes the picture as perfectly as if 
she were there. Now she does this only after she has seen the house 
and its arrangements ; but we have the faculty of fixing our minds 
upon any remote object as she would do upon her house, and seeing 
it as it really is although we do not go near it, and through the exer
cise of this power we know the condition and character of many of 
the heavenly bodies which no spirit has ever visited ; among them 
the moon. With us space is a nullity." 

The reader should not suppose that I offer these views of Red 
Jacket as conclusive. I simply present them as the opinions of a 
spirit who is just as liable to err in his opinions of tJ:tings and condi. 
tions in spirit-life, as any equally intelligent and candid person w<>Wd 
be in his opinions of matters relating to earth.life, and 1 would not be 
lt all surprised to receive from another spirit, whom I should question 
upon the same points, materially different answers ; the difference 
:n the answers being dependent upon a difference of views. But I 
would be surprised to receive a positive denial of the power of any 
;pirits to visit any other planets, for all thus far have agreed in as
;erting that the power of visiting some does exist ; they alt agree in 
:he main fact, and for this reason Spiritualists generally accept as 
:rue that certain spirits can visit certain planets. 

Since this conversation with Red Jacket I have received full con
irrnation of what he stated, from the spirit of my father through.Dr. 
'-enney. I asked my father whether any spirits can vi!'it other 
Ianets, and his reply was, he thought they could ; but he would in
uire of spirits more advanced than himself. He said he and others 
l his sphere (the fifth) could not do this. At a subsequent sitting 
~ said he had made inquiries of spirits from the sixth and seventh 
lheres, and found that those in the seventh can do so, and even 
)J:ne in the sixth also can, but to spirits on lower plaues this is not 

-
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pemtittctl. He also confirmed the assertion of Red Jacket, that no 
spirits can visit the moon, and assignc=d the same reason for their i. 
ability. 

I have before remarked that heaven is a scene of activity, and I 
will now add, thc= sooner we get rid of the vulgar error that labor is 
a curse, the better· it will be for us. So far from labor being this, it 
is a divine institution, and through it the noblest qualities of the soul· 
arc brought into exercise and developed. It is this aversion to ex
ertion that induces many, in their negatively sinful state, to rest \\ith 
the rellc=ction that many others are in thc= same condition with them
selvc=s, and they will fare no worse than these. Pc=rhaps not, but all 
like them will fare badly when they come within the sphere of spir
itual activities, and then perceive how utterly unfitted they are to 
work in harmony with their surroundings. We must not here be: 
barren fig-trees if we expect to bear fruit in heaven. Dr . .c\<13111 
Clarke observes: " 1 have lived to know that the secret of happi
ness is never to allow your energies to stagnate." The law demand
ing the exercise of our powers is as exacting in the one life as in the 
other. 

Shakspeare says: 

" If all the year were playing holidays, 
To sport would be as tedious as to work." 

I am surprised that the great dramatist did not extend the scope 
ot the idea, and state tht: fact that continuous sport would be fsr 
more tedious than work. 

The indolent charactc=r of many besidc= the Orientals have led theDI 
into the error that idleness is happint:ss. Thus Schlegel craved "tht 
divine idleness and happy life of plants and tlowers," and he admired 
the calm and passionless life of Oriental ascetics. Such mt:n are of 
the sill IT that Italian monks arc maclc of. 

Many men think that ht:aven is one vast theatre of enjoyments. 
In one sense this is correct, but they will also find that there can be 
no participation in these enjoyments except as the reward of dutie~ 
performed. The selfish ambitions of this life carried into the ne"t 
will not meet with any of these enjoyments. I have somewhere m&:::t 
with the remark, that "Many people will be astonished when they g~' 
to heaven to find the angels laying no schemes to become arcJV 
angeb." 

We should remember that life is eternal ; that we are now livin!f 
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In eternity, and moulding our characters as in the light of futurity we 
and others will view them, and that the saddest of all work is to undo 
that which has been wrongly done. 

How very differently do the realities of the spirit-world, anrl the 
conditions of existence there appear to the majority of men when 
they are ushered into it. Instead of its being what they have been 
taught to believe, a life of aimless indolence and beatific adoration, 
they find it quite as practical as this, and equally substantial. And 
then what a different reception do they meet from that they ex
pected ! While the self-satisfied religioni~t will fail to meet with the 
great reward he has anticipated, and is disappointed in not obtaining 
that highest seat his vanity and selfishness had coveted, the humble 
well-doer will find heaven to far more than realize his highest con
ceptions of it. Through Mrs. Sweet, a spiritual intelligence pictured 
the happy disappointment of persons of the latter class. We find 
the communication in her Future Life, p. 15 : 

"Near me I saw those trembling ones with tears upon their 
cheeks. Ah ! the tearful eyes, how sad they look, and yet how 
hoping. Slowly they approached-tremblingly they lifted up their 
voices and exclaimed : ' Oh, this place is so beautiful we will not be 
permitted to stay! It is only a glimpse of heaven, only a thought of 
beauty to gladden us on our entrance into the shadows of the spirit
world. Why, they told us of the valley of the shadow of death. 
They told us of the path being narrow, and of the few that entered it. 
They must have been mistaken in the way they took those words
that passage. A great many are walking in that way ; we are walking 
in it ; oh ! oh ! it's heaven, it is heaven ! It is the heaven we 
heard about; but it is the heaven we never expected to enter. It was 
kept at such a great distance from ns. They said it was the pun:, 
the sanctified, the meek and the lowly, and the God-fearing, the sin
hater, and the well-doing that enter heaven. We never thought we 
were the well-doers; we never expected so great a boon ; we never 
anticipated being so near heaven-it seemed so very dim and distant. 
And now here we are, and here is heaven. Why, a short time ago 
we were down in the busy world, jostled in the crowd, and over
looked-sometimes sneered at, sometimes scoffed at, often unnoticed. 
But oh, we did love God; we did right as near as we knew how, 
though not all they told us was right. We lived and died as mortals 
do, and here we are, some in one path, and some in another ; some 
in one direction, and some in another, that leads to this beautiful 
country. Some are in fields where grass is just beginning to grow; 
some walking through paths of shade and sunshine ; some are even 
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picking flowers, and some are seeking for treasures which they call 
knowledge ; which they sought for long on earth, but never found, 
because of their inability to attain the gift. They have gone to a 
building which they call a place of instruction, and they say that is a 
heaven to them already. They say their souls have ever hungered 
on earth without being satisfied. Some of them are exploring the 
wonders and workings of nature, and some are exploring the wonder
ful machinery of their own being. All are engaged in labor, and 
all have kincl friends called guides. Shall I tell you what the labor 
is called ? It is the natural labor of the human mind, which the 
eternal soul is ever engaged in ; and that is Progression." 

When spirits are asked what they see in the spirit-world, they often 
differ in their descriptions. This is attributable to the fact that each 
thing exists for the affection, and what is contrary to it is for that 
spirit as if it existed not. There are gardens for those who wish for 
them, and none for those who do not desire them. There are 
temples for those whose chief delight is in prayer and worship; 
cities for those who like them, and beautiful scenery for others who 
have no affection for cities. The happiness of each spirit consists in 
having and seeing what it desires. 

Cahagnet, on page 30 of his Cdatial Tdtgraplz, remarks upon 
this subject : 

"The other day through the meclium of my somnambulist, Adele, 
I asked the spirit Mallet whether there were any cities in heaven, as 
on earth? He said he did not know. 'Can your guide tell you?' 
'Yes; there are cities in heaven for him who desires to dwell in cities. 
If Mallet did not answer you clearly, it arises from the circumstance 
of his having no taste for studying and frequenting cities. Mallet 
seems cramped in his answers; 1 don't know why.' 'Because you 
ask him things which he is not permitted to acquaint you with, and 
others with which he is unacquainted. I have already told you that 
a spirit in heaven knew only what it desired to know; its happiness 
consists in the knowledge of one thing ; little matters to it the rest.' 
'Still, all spirits must behold cities, groups of houses and people, since 
they are in places inhabited as on earth.' ' Spirits see only what 
they wish to sec ; if they delight in a house they see only a house ; 
if in a city they sec a city ; the same with gardens, the country, 
public places, and assemblies. If they wish to travel they do so.' 
•... . The spiritual life may be explained in a few words. You 
desire only what it is agreeable to you to possess, and the goodness 
of God gratifies you instantaneously.' 'But if I desired the wealth 
of my neighbor? ' ' We can desire in heaven only what we are able 
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to obtain; we do not enter heaven with thoughts of robbery, disturb. 
ance, falsehood; all such thoughts are of the domain of the earth, 
and cannot accompany us on high.'" And again on page 141, 
another of his mediums, or lucid subjects, confirms what Adele said. 

"Madame Gouget once out of this ecstasy experienced much diffi
culty for want of expressions in telling me what she had seen. She 
is very religious, and believes in her watchful state the dogmas of her 
religion (Roman Catholic), which are by no means in accordance 
with what she has just said in respect to hell, purgatory, the three 
heavens, etc. It suffices that this woman renders homage to her 
Creator by representing Him not as a mischievous and vindictive 
Being, for my receiving her testimony with pleasure. Her angel 
says that there are no gardens, etc., in heaven, because his principal 
affection being prayer he beholdli but a temple, where he joins in 
chorus with the beings who like him sing the praises of God. From 
all that we have read we perceive that our happiness exists in our 
principal affection. He who loves solitude would not wish to be in 
a noisy city; he, on the contrary, who is fond of bustle, diversion, 
would desire :1 city." 

What was here revealed to Cahagnet, a French magnetizer, through 
his magnetic clairvoyants, before ~I odern Spiritualism was heard of, 
is fully confirmed by the revelations of the latter through mediums. 
On page 222 of Fla81zes of Ligltt from the Spirit Land, a spirit, 
purporting to be that of William E. Channing, is there reported as 
saying through .Mrs. Conant : 

" All the phenomena of nature, and all the forms in nature that 
have an existence with you have also an objective existence in the 
spirit-world proper. There are things and places in the spirit-world, 
as well as thoughts. The peach and the pear, the glorious forest 
tree, the mountain and the ocean, do not exist alone in the imagina
tion of the spirit, or in the memory of what has been, but they are 
living, tangible, present realities. Your correspondent asks why 
spirits do not all agree upon this subject. It is very clear why they 
do not. The western prairie is by no means an eastern city ; that 
you will admit. A wild man of your western prairie, when told of the 
swarms of intelligent beings that fill your eastern cities doubts you
cannot believe you-and were he to pass to the spirit-world having 
no knowledge of these eastern cities, he would return telling you 
that kis spirit-world was a prairie or a hunting-ground. You should 
not forget that the spirit-world is only a condition of being, just as 
your world is here. There are places where there are no trees ; no 
flowers ; no vegetation ; none of the beauties of nature; nothing 
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that would be beautiful to you, and there are intelligent spirits dwell
ing in such places. If they have the power to return they come back 
reporting that there arc no natural bcautit:s in the spirit-world; no 
natural scenery. They have heard of it, but they have not seen it. 
It is all imagination. So it is to them, but to those who have been 
more fortunate it is not imaginatior1. The happy child that returns 
from the sprrit-l.1nd will tell you of the flowers, the bird.;, the glorious 
spiritual prospects, everything that goes to gladden the soul. Perhaps 
at the next breath one will return saying, 'There are no flowers, no 
fruits; I see nothing of the kind. My spirit-home furnishes nothing 
of the kind.' Has one been false? No; both havl! told you the 
truth. Your spirit-home is by no means the spirit-home of any other 
spmt. Your surroundings arc dependent upon yourself. You are 
attracted by a spiritual law of gra\·itation that you cannot thwart, to 
your proper place in the spirit-world. That place has its natural 
spiritual scenery, or it is devoid of it. Perhaps there are trees and 
flowers, grasses and rivers ; perhaps not. The great scroll of spirit· 
ual revealments is fast being unrolled, and slowly the mist~ and fogs 
of your former superstition will pass away. You have believed in a 
personal Deity seated upon a great white throne. You will by and 
by lay that false idea under your feet, and embrace one more rational. 
Just so fast as the light of (;od's wisdom and tmth shines into your 
souls, just so fast you can perceive the truth in all its simplicity. We 
tell you again and again there arc beautiful things in the spirit-world
trees, flowers, grasses, fruits ; all that you have here are faithfully 
represented there-you may be ~ure of that." 

On page 88 of same work we find a communication purporting to 
come from the spirit of Rev. John Pierpont, through the same 
medium, in answer to the quc:stion : 

"Is it true that thought takes form with spirits? In other words, 
if a spirit thinks, say of a landscape, does that thought body forth to 
the spiritual sight a tangible prc~c:ntation of the: thing thought of?" 

The answer was: "No; I do not so understand it. I believe 
that thought in concert with action can produce many, and I may 
say all the scenes of art. But I have no evidence that by thinking 
of a beautiful flower, a beautiful landscape, or a beautiful face in the 
spirit-land, or anywhere else, that that beautiful landscape, or flower, 
or face will be projected into existence simply because I have thought 
of it, or desire that it may come to me. The earth and the spirit
land are filled with all that is essential to the soul's happiness. All 
the essential aids to spiritual progress are placed in the spirit-land. 
and in earth life, or where\·er the spirit as a spirit can go. Now as the 
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spirit is possessed of a very large degree, to say the least, of free
dom, when it casts off the mortal body, it is very reasonable to sup
pose that if I think of a beautiful landscape, place, or thing, in my 
external life, I might commence action to reach that. I know in my 
soul-life that it exists in tangible reality somewhere, and I seek it out. 
If my desire is strong enough, I do not stop till I reach it; till the 
object is gained, and I am thereby satisfied. In this sense, and I 
believe in this sense only, does thought produce external objects, or 
bring them to us." . . . . . " No two persons see or understand a 
thing exactly alike. You should remember that, and where you have 
the faculty of perception very poorly developed here, the spirit in its 
enfranchised condition has it very largely developed. For instance, 
I may say, 'That is a very poor painting-a perfect daub.' Some
body else may say, 'It is perfectly beautiful ; it is food for my soul.' 
These soul-feelings-for they belong to the soul here-belong to it in 
a very large degree in the spirit-world. They have the largest room 
for the exercise of th:lt freedom which belongs to the spirit after it 
has cast off the body ; therefore if I detest the picture here and see 
no beauty in it, that feeling will be intensified in the spirit-world, 
consequently two spirits returning from the same spiritual locality 
will give you entirely different accounts of that locality. One will 
say that it is beautiful, another that it is a barren waste. The 
capacity to understand is within, the variety is without, but the 
capacity to enjoy the variety is from within. So you see no two 
individuals can understand anything-not even any one thought
exactly alike. There will be a difference of opinion because there 
is a difference in the internal constitution of the individuals, for it is 
by the ;nternal that the external is measured." 

I have here given place to these communications through Mrs. 
Conant's mediumship, not for the reason that they came through her, 
but because from carefully weighing their statements of facts aud 
views, and from the comparison of these with the information I have 
personally received from reliable spiritual sources, I find the teach
ings they embody to perfectly agree with this information, and to 
corroborate it, and I accept them as truthfully descriptive. .Many 
things coming through .Mrs. Conant 1 reject as puerile, exaggerated, 
or erroneous, and some things as intentionally so on the part of the 
communicating spirit or spirits who occasionally seem to usurp con
trol of her, and cause her to say things which must grieve the higher 
spirits who generally influence her to utterances inspired by truth and 
wisdom. No investigator should ever for a moment forget the 
injunction of St. Paul, to try /he spirits, and especially in cases like 
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this, where the medium is a channel for the utterance of any spirit 
who chooses to speak through her. • Mrs. Conant, among all the 
111ediums of whom I have knowledge, stands pre-eminent for accessi
bility to spirit:> of every grade. 

"That ye may eat ;md drink at my table, in my kingdom. "-Lr~.te :uii. JO. 

Every living thing requires sustenance in some form, and as 
spirit-life is real life, and spiritual beings are real beings, a boun
tiful supply has there been provided to meet their necessities and 
desires. If there arc forest and ornamental trees, there are also 
fruit-bearing trees and vines in abundance, which furnish suitable 
sustenance for the nourishment of spirit;;. Through Mr. Foster, of 
a spirit purporting to be my father, I asked the question : " Do you 
require food, and if so will you describe the nature of it ? " The 
answer was: "Everything that has life must have something to sus. 
tam Jt. Spirits in the lower spheres subsist on the odors of your 
dishes and other earthly emanations, while more elevated spiri1s sub
sist on fruits, etc., which exist at their desire." 

The spirits in the lowest spheres still retain their gross, earthly 
appetites in force, and as they cannot directly consume the material 
food daily furnished for the sustenance of mortals, they frequently 
place themselves in rapport with certain persons in earth-life, who 
are generally upon their own plane, and through whom they eat, 
drink, and enjoy the invisible elements of the food these consume. 
This is a species of vampirism, and is revolting to a sensitive mind; 
but we are dealing with facts, not tiction, and it is well this truth 
should be known by all, so that while the good and virtuous may fed 
secure in knowing that such gross spirits cannot approach and come 
into rapport with them, as like only attracts like, the depraved, the 
vile, and debauched may be taught that when they indulge their 
gross appetites and passions there are spirits, perhaps even more de· 
graded than themselves, who are partakers with them, and who con
stantly stimulate them to renewed excesses. 

Spirits teach us that there is not a gourmand nor drunkard in earth· 
life who has not at least one such spirit associated with him, and 
who, when his own sense and judgment suggest forbearance, is 
certain to urge him to further indulgence, and generally succes~fuJly. 
This rule as to temptation by depraved spirits, applies equally to every 
one who pursues a sensual or vicious course in any respect. No man 
can seriously contemplate a wrong act, or pursue a wrong course, with· 

• Sinu writi11g t/u aoov~, Mrs. Conant Jias ml~nd uj>rJ11tlu life wlun1 mysllo 
ri1s Jiov~ so often bun partiall,y ducrioed tJirougll lur m~dir~ms!Up. 
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out his thoughts attracting spirits who affinitize with him in feelings and 
inclinations, and who enter into his purposes with zeal, and by every 
means in their power strengthen the bent of his mind. 

The world has at different times been astonished at the enormous 
power and rapidity of digestion of certain unfortunate beings who, 
at a single meal, would consuDJe as much food as would suffice to 
snpply the wants of a moderate eater for a week. I have little 
doubt that in most of these cases the ability of the person to swallow 
and digest such a mass of food, is attributable to hi:; being medium
istic to some spirit, who was either a gourmand or a half-starved 
creature while in earth-life, and who has found himself able to come 
into such close rapport with him as to influence his organism so that 
the digestive processes are largely under his control, as has many 
times been illustrated in the cases of the spirits who control mediums 
causing them to eat voraciously while under control, and who, when 
released, have experienced no inconvenience from their apparent 
surfeit. Both Dr. Slade and Dr. Kenney have infortned me that 
they have personally had this experience. 

As before stated, it is not the grosser elements of the food that 
these spirits appropriate, but the sublimated or invisible elements, 
which are nourishing to their spiritual bodies. 

In relation to this subject, a spirit, through Mrs. Conant, said: 
"A very large class, or group of spirits, who are as yet magnetically 
attached to the earth, and earthly conditions, obtain much of their 
sustenance through the action of human life, through the magnetic 
conditions that belong partly to human life, or stand as agents be
tween this world and the world of souls." And again another spirit, 
through the same medium, remarked: "The spirit-body possesses all 
the organs known to the natural body, and all the attributes, all the 
functions known to the natural body ..... Yes; the spirit has a 
stomach, has teeth, and uses them. Spirits have need to eat as you 
have. They do not subsist upon nothing. Here you are in the rudi
mental state of spirit-life, and here you eat. There spirits dwell in a 
more refined state, but there they eat also. Receive and give is in 
the order of nature ; therefore all the processes by which progress is 
carried on here, are known also and made use of in the spirit-world." 

Since the foregoing was written, while pursuing my investigations 
of this subject of spirit sustenance, a curious and interesting fact 
'Was brought to light. 

In reply to my question, "What spirits subsist upon?" Old John 
said that spirits never eat nor drink ; that they inhale or absorb 
certain profertics of spiritual fruit, which nourish them. I told him 
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that I thought he must be mistaken, as all other spirits had assured 
me that they require sustenance as we do, and that they both eat 
and drink. He r<>plied that I must have been misinformed ; it \\"as 

true that spirits have digestive organs, but their functions are 
never exercised in spirit-life. 

A few days after this I again had a conversation with Old John. 
He said there were present Big Bear, and three of my relatives 
in spirit-life. A<ldressing them all, I said that a few days pre\·iously 
Old John had tol<l me that spirits neither eat nor drink, and I de· 
sired to know from them whether this was correct. The answer was, 
no; that they all ret1uire nourishment as we do, and they rect"ive it 
as we do through l~ating and drinking; but their food consists alone 
of fruits of various kinds, and it is digested as with mortals. 

This ans\H'r, given through 01<1 John himself, puzzled him greatly, 
and he conversed with Big Bear in Indian dialect about it, and at 
last addrt'ssing me he said : '' \Vhy, brave, they all say they eat just 
as thcr always did. This is strange, for Old John does not eat," 
then after a pause he atldcd : " I'ig Bear says that he eats e\·ery day, 
and is hungry nnw, and Old John must get nourishment from 'body' 
(the medium) and that makes hody cat so much." I here inquired 
if he, Old John, did not cat when he first came to the spirit-world, 
and he replied: "OlJ John don't remember;" then in a moment he 
continued: ''Why, yes, Old John thinks he did; he must have done 
so, but he has not eaten anything since he controlled 'body.' Old 
John now often takes a grape.! or something, and chews it, but he does 
not swallow it." 

If this be true, and I have no doubt of its truth, Old John being in 
such close rapport with his medium actually derives his nourishm.:nt 
through him from the food the latter consumes, and requires no 
other, while other spirits not in such perfect rapport with earthly me· 
diums are dependent upon the fruits, etc., of their own world. I aro 

. inclined to believe that the knowledge of this fact will contribute to 
the solution of other important psychological questions. 

If all these arc truths, anti I consider them well substantiated, the 
custom of the more ignorant of the Chinese, and of certain tribes of 
Indians, of gatht:ring around the graves of their deceased friends and 
placing over them their most savory dishes for their acceptance, has a 
foundation not ouly in affection but in practical sense, especially when 
we consider that perhaps a majority of the spirits of their departed 
friends in all probability inhabit for a considerable period the lower 
planes of spiritual existence, where they are compelled by their COD· 
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ditions to draw to a large extent upon material elerrt 
the necessities of their natures. \ 

This knowledge also casts light upon the source c.. 
versa! custom of antiquity, of offering sacrifices o(1 
some cases even of human beings, the participatot.,-
being generally prompted to it by needy spirits, who ·•. 
copious vital emanations evolved by the sudden extinguis;.-..,ut of 
robust animal life, the very elements their imperfect natures de
manded. To them these bloody sacrifices were oblations indeed, 
and they inhaled the stifling vapors with more delight than if they 
had been costly incense offered by the ha.nd of a monarch. These 
remarks equally apply to the sacrifices of the Israelites. 

As to the garments with which spirits are clothed-! speak of 
happy spirits-! am informed by them that female spirits are usually 
clothed in robes extending to ti1eir feet. Males are clothed in shorter 
robes. The robes of both sexes are most commonly white, but in 
some instances they are colored, and most females adorn both their 
heads and robes with flowers and leaves. Some cover their feet with 
sandals, others have tht3r feet bare. Males usually wear coverings 
for their heads. Female. do not. 

Even some Spiritualists, .• find, have the impression that all spirits, 
or at lea~t all happy spirits, :re clothed in white, shining raiment. 
That many-perhaps the majority-are thus clothed, I think probable; 
but that all are, I believe to be a mistaken idea, for we are invariably 
told by them that they continue in possession of all the tastes that 
distinguished them in this life, and if so they would vary in their tastes 
there as here, and many of them at least would adorn themselves in col
ors, as when in the form. It certainly is true that our most common 
conceptions of them are as being clothed in white, and most generally 
they so appear to us, unless through the materializing process ; but it 
is possible, even probable, that tpe reason why they so appear is that 
we rarely perceive them clearly on account of the slight materiality 
they can assume, this not being sufficient to fully reflect our terrestrial 
light, so that like the picture on the photographer's plate the colors 
are not visible. Could we perceive them perfectly, probably the dif
ferent colors of the raiment of many of them would be apparent. 

In materializations at Mrs. Andrews' and Henry Slade's I have often 
watched the development of spirit forn1s. When faint in appearance 
they would be uniformly of a grayish hue, in a more advanced stage 
they would appear darker, but more corporeal, more like a human 
form in an uncertain light, and it would only be when the material-
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ization was nearly perfect that colors could be perceived, but then I 
have often seen colored articles of female dress of vivid hues, and 
I inferred that they were in use by these spirits, and this opinion has 
been confmned when questioned by me, by their direct assurance that 
they were then arrayed precisely as they wt•rc accustomed to dressing 
in spirit-life. 

Old John says that female spirits sometimes take as much interest 
in adorning themsdves with robes and garments of varied hues and 
patterns as they did when in earth-life, and what will cause in the 
reader a smile of incredulity is his further statement that he has seeo, 
in a number of instances, the prevailing earthly fashions of feminine 
garments copied. Nothing but my implicit confidence in his veracity 
could induce me to receive this statement as true, but I cannot reject 
it upon any sufficient grounds. He also said he had seen my spirit 
daughter, Lily, six or eight times arrayed in robes of different styles 
and material. 

The garments of male and female spirits are always found in their 
homes ready for them when they enter. Their tastes in the choice 
of garments are anticipated, and the latter are of every color, texture, 
and style they can desire, and never wear out or become soiled. 
When they are qualified to advance to a higher heaven, garments 
from that heaven are brought to them, in which they array themselves, 
not being permitted to take anything whatever from one heaven 
to another, everything in any heaven belonging exclusively to that 
heaven. In their new homes they find every other thing which they 
can desire, including jewelry of gold, silver, and precious stones, far 
excelling any that wealth can command on earth, and all good spirits 
can obtain it in abundance. These things are made by skilful 
spirit artists, whose highest enjoyment, for a season, is in being em
ployed in their production. 

Children who pass into spirit-life, there continue to grow in 
stature the same as if they had not passed away. 

"And while I am thus standing, I almost seem to see 
Two little forms beside me, just ns they used to be ; 
Two little faces lifted, with their sweet and tender eyes, 
And I know they now are angels, their home is in the skies. •• 

And thus to the mother her deceased chihlren nearly always ap
pear when they are able to manifest themselves to her mortal eyes. 
Spirits have the power to so represent themselves, and knowing 
that so the parent expects to see them they assume the appearance 
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they bore before they passed away; but where any considerable 
time has intervened, their proportions and statnre have changed, and 
the mother who expects in the next life to meet a babe who may 
have departed twenty years before still a babe, will be disappointed, 
but this dis;tppointment soon wears off when she discovers that a 
child's pure love has ripened into that of an angei's, and is just as 
warm as her own, and perhaps exceeds hers, as time has not weak
ened it as it may have lessened hers. 

A spirit with whom I communicated through Dr. Slade, immedi
ately after having communicated with a dear friend of whom I have 
often before spoken, and who passed over with her unborn babe, 
said of her : "She has her child with her and nourishes it as she 
would have done in earth-life, it deriving its support from her, and it 
is growing and developing as it would have done on earth." 

That child was repeatedly materialized and presented to my view, 
both through Dr. Slade's and Mrs. Andrews' mediumship, within a 
few months from the time of its passing to spirit-life, and I have also 
at various times since then seen it, and at the later times it has shown 
a development equal to that it would have experienced in earth-life 
during the same periods of time. 

All spirits who have made representations upon the subject, S(J far· 
as I know, agree in saying that in spirit-life all appear of the same age, 
excepting children who have not yet attained their full measure of 
growth. This appearance corresponds to that period of earthly exis
tence when full maturity is attained; say about the age of thirty 
years in men, and tweny-five in women; but from the more delicate, 
ethereal, and brighter appearance of spirits, they really appear younger 
than these ages. It should electrify the withered hearts of the aged 
yet lingering on earth, and quicken their dormant energies to know 
that in a very short time they will experience the full reality of a 
never-ending spiritual youth ; that youthful blood shall again circu
late in their veins and fire their hearts, that all the pleasures and en
joyments of heaven will be theirs, with the tastes, inclinations, and 
capacities which belong to youth for their appreciation. The en
feebled intellect \\;n be quickened into activity; the li!.tless mood 
replaced by animation ; weakness converted into strength ; the 
bowed head and form become erect, and the whole being pervaded 
with an ever-present consciousness of an immortal existence ; " and 
the inhabitants sh:t\1 not say I am sick." 

Though they appear of nearly a uniform age, yet each retains in 
a considerable degree the appearance which on earth marked his 
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individuality, and is as readily distinguished from another as mortals 
are from each other. The forms of happy spirits are more gracefu~ 
the features preserve their general configuration, but they are more 
delicate and expressive ; the purity of the complexion sets off the 
features to perfe;:ction, the forehead expands, and the hair is rich, full, 
and glossy, while the eyes possess a heavenly lustre and expression 
which denote health, harmony, and happiness. It follows that all 
happy spirits must be beautiful, each in its own way-a beauty ex
ceedmg earthly conceptions. 

The ~piritual body bears the color or complexion of the physical, 
etherc~.lizcd as before stated. Thus the light, dark, and black races 
of men arc there represented, but the latter approximate nearer and 
nearer to the light, and advance in purity and brightness as they pro
gress, and when they reach the superior planes they acquire a beauty 
equal to the light-colored races on the same planes. 

The insane are generally affected in a greater or less dcgree upon 
their advent to spirit-life, by the reflex action of the peculiar condi· 
tions which cause insane manifestations here, and which cast a shadow 
over their minds ; but these conditions soon pass away, and they be
come freed from all traces of mental derangement. Insanity is 
primarily of the material brain and organism, not of the spirit. 

The idiot is at first only an idiot; but under the kind care and 
treatment of wise and faithful spirits his mental faculties are slowly 
but steadily developed, and ultimately his mental capacity become$ 
equal to that of most others. 

The deaf and dumb arc no longer so upon their entrance into 
spirit-life. Their deafness being ~olely dependent upon the defec· 
tive construction of the physical organs of hearing, the corresponding 
spiritual organs arc as perfect in them as in others, and arc in proper 
condition for cffecti\·e use, and only re11uire the temporary assistance 
and instructions of spirit friends to enal>lc them to converse fluently. 

How beautifully this loving c~re and provision of the Divine 
Father was illustrated in the few simple words of a little spirit child, 
who manifested through Mrs. Conant at the Banner of Light Circle 
in Boston. She here h:ttl been deaf anti dumb. She spelled out her 
little message of love through the signs of the deaf and dumb alpha· 
bet : l can .rpmk in hca;·m. motlu:r. 

In ~Irs. Britten' s Tlf.stem Star, for October, 1872, is published a 
narrative of Dr. H. B. Storer, which I here quote in further illustra
tion of this subject. 

-.. On the Sabbath of Aug. 2d," he says, " I lectured at Syracuse, 
N. Y., and between the morning and evening services attended a 
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circle numbering about twenty persons, at the house of Mrs. Bears. 
Among those present were two ladies and two gentlemen who had 
come in from a neighboring town to attend my lectures, and were 
unexpectedly present at the circle. During the session a test medi
um of this city, Mrs. Corwin, was entranced by a spirit, and extended 
her hand to one of the gentlemen referred to. He rose from the oppo
site side of the room, passed over and took a scat by her side. The 
spirit then seemed to be making great efforts to speak, apparently 
unable to control the vocal orgJ.Jis of the medium, and the minds of all 
persons in the room, if, perhaps, we except the rdatives of the spirit, 
were intensely sympathiz~ ..)¥ith the effort. lt was noticed, how
ever, that the tat hand of the medium was occasionally raised, and 
lhe fingers moved, and soon the gentleinan announced that the spirit 
had identilied itself to him ; ' and in the right way, too.' All sup
posed this to have been a private sign, and still continuing to expect 
remarks from the spirit, one after another would occasionally suggest 
conditions that might favor the influence. At this point another 
spirit controlled the medium, and calmly stated that if all would keep 
quiet the wife of the gentleman seated by the medium would again 
endeavor to communicate ; that she was deaf and dumb when in the 
form, and would communicate through the deaf and dumb alphabet. 
Accordingly all became quiet, and soon the spirit-wife again mani
fested, and for the space of some twenty minutes conversed with her 
husband, the mctlium's fingers being controlled to spell out both 
answers and suggestions through those mechanical signs known as 
the mute alphabet. 

" It was indeed a deeply interesting sight to see the husband seated 
silently before the medium, her eyes tightly closed in the deep trance, 
spelling out with his fingers que~tions to his wife, and that wife re
sponding to his thoughts through the form of another, and moving 
finger:> which had never been trained to such expre!ision. The spirit 
also answered his mental questions by writing answers through the 
medium's hand, and in both forms of control was entirely successful 
in giving truthful responses to every question. 

•• It is proper here to state that the medium and the parties spoken 
of were entire strangers to each other, and further, that the medium 
has never seen the deaf and dumb alphabet employed. Tears freely 
fel\ when allusion was made by the spirit to her present state in the 
spirit-world-not deaf ancl dumb as upon the earth, but conscious of 
her husband's thoughts, and every sense quickened to perceive and 
express the beauties of her spirit-home." 

These remarh apply equally to the blind. Theyare blind only to 
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earthly light and objects, their material organs of vision being imper· 
fect, but in the next stage of existence, where the spiritual organs of 
vision alone can be exercised, and they possessing these in perfection, 
they there enjoy all that others can, and undoubtedly from contrast 
with their previous conditi< ' of blindness, for at least a time, much 
more than others. In this " ·· these unfortunates are compensated 
for tht:ir deprivation of sight i rth-life. The law of compensation 
here works justice to them, ·!·is law does in all cases to others, 
though with our limited knc . ~ may be unable to percdve 
its workings, or even applicat. • or ~ 

God in his immea~urable go. 'a A~ided against hny harm 
occurring to the spirit-body, or .... y of its organs or members, so 
that the soul or essence that ani11 .es it shall not fail in its free and 
perfect manifestation through it. Injury from accidr 'r disease, 
or defective original organization, affects only the peri• 11e physical 
body ; the spiritual body the Creator has designed to L..! perfect, and 
nothing can defeat His purpose. 

At one time I inquired of a spirit whether he could be injured by a 
violent blow, administered by another spirit with a heavy sharp instru· 
ment like an axe. He replied : "No. A blow struck with such an 
instrument would produce no more effect upon a spirit than if the 
object were air or water. The instrument would pass through the 
spiritual body, and its effects would as quickly dis.:lppcar as if the 
blow were directed at a body of water. As to a spirit drowning, it 
might become insensible if kept j>trjora under water in the spirit· 
world, but the effect would be only temporary, for as soon as the 
spirit were released, it would be restored to both consciousness and 
activity." 

It is most gratifying tu know, from the invariable testimony of all 
intelligent spirits, that the spiritual body, as before remarked, is not 
affected by the defect~, deformities, and malformations of the physi
cal. The clubbed foot. the withered or clistortccl limb, the defonnc:d 
spine, arc only here, and are not reproduced there in the spiritual 
body. Every organ, limb, and fe:~.ture are there perfect, allowing 
for a certain grossness and want of beauty in earth-bound spirits. 
many of whom in fuJI possession of every member are extremely l't' 
pulsive. Hut even these are all destined to have their grossness 
eliminated, and to gradually assume the more perfect and beautiful 
appearance indicative of the greater purity within. 

The spirit of a little girl who called herself Edith Steinway, and 
who said ghe formerly lived in New York, said through Mr!l. Conant: 
"I was thirteen years old when I died. I have been gone a little 
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less than one year. It will be a year the second of next month. I 
want to tell my mother that little George-that is my brother-is not 
a cripple in heaven. He is happy and well, and is pursuing the 
studies that my mother so longed to have him pursue if he hadn't 
been an invalid; and she will be prour.-1( him when she gets here." 

Persons with abnormal accumulat:"' tS of flesh may be gratified to 
learn that their spiritual bodies d; .i gather spiritual flesh, as their 
physical qodies do material. '~'~o• ;rit-bodies of such, when freed, 
assume normal propo~ ~·.:.:ns of S the spiritual bodies of highly 
attenuated persons. . , perhaps, we t\ulation or deficiency of flesh 
affects only the physi~··!nJZ _with · :re spiritual 
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CHAPTER XIX. 

THE SPIRIT· WORLD-Co~tti~tued. 

"And the living creatures ran and returned as the appearance of a ftash of light· 
ning."-Es~k. i. 14-

I N the fifth verse of the above chapter we find these living crea
tures "had the likeness of a man." They evidently were human 

!ipirits, and the description of their rapid movements is, as we now 
know, not in the least exaggerated. They are c-..apable of moving 
almost with the velocity of lightning. This freedom and rapidity of 
movement through space, though perhaps the most wonderful, is only 
one of the amazing attributes with which the inhabitants of the spirit· 
world are endowed by Deity. In communicating with spirits I have 
often requested the presence of an absent spirit friend, and in a very 
few minutes his presence has been announced, and I have soon 
satisfied myself by varied tests of his identity. Space and distance 
to them is almost a nullity. By the aid of their will-power they move 
from one distant point to another, often without appreciation of the 
vastness of the space they traverse. We have no faculties capable 
of appreciating this amazing power, and I doubt whether the major· 
ity of spirits, unless it may be the most advanced, comprehend its 
philosophy much better than we. They find themselves in posses· 
sion of the power and the ability to regulate its usc, so that it can be 
exercised most effectively. As one of them said, they glide through 
the ether as light passes through the atmosphere. 

A principle apparently analogous to that which governs the move
ment of spirits through space, is operative in a certain species of 
water-plants. Dr. l\tillingen, in his Curiosities of 11-fcdira/ Experi· 
ma, p. 298, speaking of the remarkable affinities of vegetable life, 
relates the following : 

"This attractive power is beautifully illustrated in the mysterious 
vegetation of the z•allisncria spiralis, an aquatic plant in which the 
male and female are distinct individuals. The organization of the 
male qualifies it to adapt itself to the surface of the water, from the 
bottom of which the plant shoots forth, and to float in the middle 
of the deep and rapid tide. The female, on the contrary, is only 
found in shallow waters, or on the shores where the tide exerts but 
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little influence. Thus differently formed and situated, how does their 
union take place ? It is a wonrlerful mystery. As soon as the male 
flower is perfect the spinal stem dries away, and the flower thus sepa
rated sails away towards the shore in pursuit of the female, for the 
most part driven by a current of wind, or the stream, yet as soon as 
it arrives near its destination it obeys a new influence, and is at
tracted towards the object of its pursuit despite the powers of that 
wind and tide which until then directed it. No hypothesis, however 
ingenious, can explain this phenomenon." 

Spirits possess marvellous powers which appear to be necessary to 
the full enjoyment of their spiritual existence, and it is most gener
ally the case that investigators, when they acquire satisfactory evi
dence of the existence of spirits, and of their pos~ession of certain of 
these powers, are disposed to credit them with the possession of 
others which they do not possess. Perhaps we are all more or less 
inclined to extremes, and our natural tendency is either to doubt all, 
or believe all. 

I inquired of a highly intelligent spirit whether spirits are able to 
find other spirits of whom they have no knowledge, and the answer 
was, "No; unless we know some friend of such spirits who is in com
municatioR with them, or in rapport with them, or are presented 
with something which had belonged to them, or which had been worn 
or used by them. Without this knowledge, or this means, we can 
no more find spirits to whom we are strangers, than you could find 
persons in a large city without some directions or clue." 

" The veil, the veil, so thin, so strong 
'Twixt us and thee; 

The mystic veil ! when shall it fall 
That we may see? " 

It probably never will fall, but it is even now partially drawn aside, 
as it always has been in the long ages of the past, and will be in all 
coming ages. To many in our day it interposes little hindrance to 
their view of things spiritual. 

The remembrance, more or less distinct, of the acts and circum
stances of the past life must be a condition of the future existence, 
if punishment there follows as a consequence of sins committed here, 
-for simple, abstract punishment, without consciousness of error 
committed, would be a reflection not only upon the goodness but 
also upon the wisdom of God. 

If the wicked carry with them the memory of sins committed, the 
good evidently reta_in the memory of virtuous actions, and as they 
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exist there as we exist here, subject in all things to the operation of 
law, it follows as a necessity that memory attaches to the spirit, and 
that it will be present and active in the next life. 

If this be true of memory, why not equally so of all the other fac
ulties ? .Memory is only a faculty of the mind, and allowing that 
there is no special miracle in the change by death, and the conse
quences of death, but that all takes place in accordance with law, we 
must conclude that the mind, which is the seat of this faculty, must 
survive, and of necessity must there be intact with all its faculties, 
J.nd with all the spiritual organs upon which. these faculties depend 
for their existence and exercise, and this again necessitates a spirit
ual brain, without which neither mental organs nor faculties can 
exist. 

Sweden borg, in his Treatise on H(a1.'m and Hell, says: ".Many 
spirits possessing very strong earthly affections, cannot, on their 
arrival in the spiritual world, believe that they have quitted the earth; 
they often remain a long time in this uncertainty." 

The spirit in the next life clings with tenacity to the objects of its 
strongest affections, and the passions and lusts, when they have pre
dominated, still retain for a season their hold upon the spirit. It is 
the same with cherished opinions, and when the mind is imbued with 
religious prejudices and dogmas which form constituents of the moral 
and intellectual character, these are carried with the spirit and oper· 
ate in their original force. 

A spirit said through .Mrs. Conant : 
"All days are God's days, and our days, but there are millions of 

souls in the spirit-world who have taken with them a belief in the 
sacredness of one day in seven. They have not outlived that belie~ 
COJlsequently they set it apart as sacred. They worship on that day. 

· They do very much upon that day as they would here, only the 
chances for theological hypocrisy in that life are very scarce. They 
cannot cloak their sins so religiously there, but they can worship as 
they please. It is a land of freedom; freedom of thought; freedom 
of speech, freedom of worship, freedom in everything which does 
not infringe upon the rights of another." 

Another, a child spirit, speaking through the same medium, said: 
"I came to tell my mother that grandmother got here all right. 

She died last week, and she has got here all right. She ain't very 
well settled just now, because she is disappointed. She don't kno1r 
where God is, nor whether she is going to heaven or hell, but when 
she gets settled, and knows about where she is going to live, she will 
like it I know." 
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And another spirit-child thus speaks : "And old aunt Mary, that 
had so much money when she lived here, and was so cross to us
she is as poor here as ever you see anybody. She is awful poor. 
She used to say that mother was a child of the devil, because she be
longed to the Universalist Church. She don't think so much now 
about her church ; site thinks God ltas mocktd Iter, and all religion 
is a mockt'l'"y. Well, she didn't happen to get any religion at all; 
she thought it was religion, but it wasn't. Mother says her God was 
her money, and she has left him here, so she ain't got any God, nor 
any money, nor anything she wants. She is awful poor." 

Through Mr. Foster I put the following questions to my father, 
.1ho on earth had been a Methodist clergyman: 

"Q. Father, how nearly have your religious views when on earth, 
been realized in the spirit-world ? 

A. My religious views have not been realized. 
Q. Do you still believe that Jesus Christ was our Savfour, and that 

be was, and is equal with God ? 
A. Yes, I do still believe in Jesus Christ. A person educated as 

I was, cannot here easily change his belief. 
Q. Do spirits differ in their religious views ? 
A. They do differ as much in their religious opinions as in earth

life. 
Q. Have you seen God, and do you believe that He is a personal 

Being ? What are your views of the Almighty now? 
A. No, my son, I have not seen a personal God; nor do I believe 

in a personal God; but we all feel his influence, and know that He 
exists." 

The fearful dogma of eternal punishment has held millions in its 
embrace for greater or less periods of time after their arrival in the 
spirit-world. · 

Dr. S. R Brittan, of New York, at one time, some years since, had 
a seance with Mr. Home, and in relating the events of the evening 
says: 

"Last winter, while spending a few days at the house of Mr. Rufus 
Elmer, Springfield, Mass., I became acquainted with Mr. Home. 
One evening Mr. Home, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer, and I were engaged 
in general conversation, when suddenly and most unexpectedlY. to us 
all, Mr. Home was deeply entranced. A momentary silence ensued, 
when the medium said : ' Hannah Brittan is here ! ' I was surprised 
at the announcement, for I had not even thought of the person indi
cated for many days, or perhaps months, and we parted for all time 
when I was but a little child. I remained silent, but mentally in-
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quired how I might be assured of her actual presence. Immediately 
Mr. Home began to exhibit signs of the deepest anguish. Rising 
from his seat he walked to and fro in the apartment, wringing his 
hands, and exhibiting a wild and frantic manner and expression. He 
groaned in spirit, and audibly and often smote his forehead, and 
uttered incoherent words of prayer. He addressed me in terms of 
tenderness, and .sighed, and uttered bitter lamentations. Ever and 
anon he gave utterance to expressions like the following: 

" ' Oh, how dark ! What dismal clouds ! What a frightful chasm I 
Deep-down-far down-I see the pit I I'm in a terrible labyrinth! 
I see no way out! There is no light ! How wild-gloomy ! The 
clouds roll in upon me 1 The darkness deepens! My head is 
whirling I Where am I ? ' 

" During this exciting scene, which lasted perhaps half an hour, I 
remained a silent spectator ; the medium was unconscious, and the 
whole was inexplicable to Mr. and l\.;1rs. Elmer. The circumstances 
occurred some twelve years before the birth of Mr. Home. No per
son in all that region knew aught of the history of Hannah Brittan. 
or that such a person ever existed. But to me the scene was one of 
peculiar and painful significance. She was highly gifted by nature, 
:tnd endowed with the tenderest sensibilities. She became insane 
from believing in the doctrine of endless punishment, and when I last 
saw her the terrible reality, so graphically depicted in the scene I 
have attempted to describe, was present in all its mournful details 
before me. 

" Thirty years have scarcely dimmed the recollection of the scene, 
which was thus re-enacted to assure me of the actual presence of the 
spmt. That spirit has since informed me that her present life is 
calm, peaceful, and beautiful, and that the burning gulf, with all its 
horrible imagery, existed only in the traditions of men, and in the 
fitful wanderings of her distracted brain." 

Although it is true that spirits bear the memory of the circum
stances and events of their earth-life with them into the next life, yet 
there are instances where the memory of these things has been very 
defective. ' Red Jacket ' told me that in some instances persons 
passing over have only a confused remembrance of the events of 
earth ·life, and that the memory of them in all grew less and less dis
tinct. This accounts to some extent for the difficulty that some 
spirits encounter in attempting to reply to test questions that relate 
to dates, localities, and events, and they are often compelled to de
pend upon others for the facts which were once fan1iliar to them· 
selves. 
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Great is the disappointment of dogmatists when they finally reach 
their spiritual abode. No eternal punishment for the wicked ; no 
front seats for the selfish formalist ; no pre-eminence for worldy re
spectability; and no personal God. But Jesus is personally there, 
and is accessible to all whp seek his presence, and still is the same 
humble Nazarene, the same loving Jesus as of old, only more glori
fied, more perfect, more powerful. 

Among Lizzie Doten's beautiful poems, given through her by in
spiration, is one entitled " The Famished Heart," which, as I find it 
in her Potms of Progress, I here transcribe. 

"Unconscious of my spirit's change, 
Long did 1 linger near the earth, 

Until a being, kind, though strange, 
Recalled me to my conscious worth. 

From thence 1 seemed to be transformed, 
Renewed, as by redeeming grace, 

And then my soul the purpose formed 
To see ' the Saviour of the race.' 

"My aspirations served to bear 
My earnest spirit swift away, 

Until a heaven, serene and fair, 
My onward progress seemed to stay. 

I came where two immortals trod 
In friendly converse, side by side ; 

' 0, lead me to the Son of God, 
That I may worship him I ' I cried. 

" One turned, and from his aspect mild 
A benison of love was shed ; 

1 0, say, whom do you seek, dear child? 
We all are sons of Uod, • he said. 

1 Nay, nay I ' I cried. 'not such I mean I 
But Him who died on Calvary-

The humble-hearted Nazarene I' 
He meekly answered ' I am luI ' 

•• • 0 then, as sinful Mary knelt, 
In tearful sorrow, at thy feet, 

So does my icy nature melt, 
And her sweet reverence 1 repeat. 

0 God I 0 Christ I 0 Living All I 
Thou art the Life, the Truth, the Way; 

Lo I at Thy feet I humbly fall, 
Cast not my sinful soul away I ' 
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" • Poor bleeding heart I poor wounded dow l' 
In tones of gentleness, he said: 

• How hast thou famished for that love 
Which is indeed "the living bread." 

Kneel not to me ; the Power Divine 
Than I, is greater, mightier far : 

His glories lesser lights outshine, 
As noonday hides the brightest star.' 

" ' Yon died for all the world I ' I cried, 
' And therefore do I bend the knee.' 

1 My friend,' • he answered, • at my side, 
Long ere I suffered, died for me. 

He drained for man the poisoned cup, 
I gave my body to the cro~, 

But when the sum is counted up, 
Great is our gain, and small our loss. 

"• Not thus would I be deified, 
Or claim the homage that men pay; 

But he who takes me for his guide, 
Makes me his Life, his Truth, his Way. 

0, heaven shall not descend to man, 
Nor man ascend to heaven above, 

Till he shall see salvation's plan 
h written in the law of love. 

" ' Dear sister I let your fears depart
I have no power to bid you live, 

But I can feed your famished heart 
Upon the love I freely give. 

Mine are the hearts that men condemn, 
Or crush in their ambitious strife, 

And through my love I am to them 
"The Resurrection and the Life."' 

' 1 He raised me gently from his feet, 
And laid my head upon his breast. 

0 God I how calm, how pure and sweet, 
How more than peaceful was that rest I 

I feel that blessed presence yet ; 
It fills me with a joy serene ; 

Nor have I hungered since I met 
The gentle-hearted Nazarene." 

• Socrate~~. 

"For our light aftliction, which is but for a moment, worketh for us a Car more 
exceeding and eternal weight of glory. "-2 Cor. iv. 17. 
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"Through our lives' mysterious changes, 
Through the sorrow-haunted yean, 

Runs a law of compensation 
For our sufferings and our tears." 

How could we appreciate the glorious sunlight if no clouds ever 
obscured the face of the sun ? how enjoy the fairest weather without 
recurring storms to remind us that it is God's blessing? Present suf
fering and disappointt~ent only give us a keener relish for the enjoy
ments of heaven, and returning spirits always tell us they have no 
regrets for suffering here ; they have gained by it, and are in a better 
condition than if they had had no bitter experiences in this life. 

"Thus beauty unto ruin clings, 
And ligt.t from deepest darkness springs. 
The soul its noblest strength must gain 
Through ministries of grief and pain. 
Great victories only come through strife, 
And death is but the gate of life." 

" The brightest crowns that are worn in heaven have been tried, 
and smelted, and polished, and glorified, through the furnace of 
tribulation." 

" Life is full of holy uses, 
If but rightly understood ; 

And its evils and abuses 
May be stepping-stones to good. 

Never seek to weakly shield him, 
Or his destiny control, 

For the wealth that grief shall yield him, 
Is the birthright of his soul." 

Suffering is a means of progression, and a principal means. I do 
not believe there is a saint in heaven whose earthly life was embit
tered by suffering, who does not thank God for it as a blessing, for 
the experiences of earthly suffering are the best of all means to pro
mote our advancement in spirit-life. In that life the remembrance 
of our earthly experiences, of our sufferings, our errors, and even of 
our sins, incites the desire and the attempt to relieve the sufferings 
of others, and to assist in withdrawing the sinner from his evil ways 
and guiding him into more virtuous paths. Thus in that life through 
the remembrance of our own sufferings our sympathy for others is 
aroused, and we are impelled to active exertions for their benefit, 
and as a result of this sympathy and these exertions our souls are 
purified and strengthened, our knowledge increased, and our whole 
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natures exalted, and we become fitted for higher and still higher 
planes of existence. 

"Now no chastening for the present seemeth to be joyous, but grievous, DCftr· 

theles.o; afterward it yieldeth the peaceable fruit of righteou51less unto them wbida 
are exercised thereby. Wherefore lift up the hands which hang down, ud the 
feeble knees.-H,·6. xii. 11, 12. 

All progress is gradual. As Mr. Beecher remarked : " The apos
tle prayed that Christians might grow in grace. There was to be a 
gcnn, a babyhood, an infancy, a youth, a manhood, a full and glori
ous vision of Christ for later life. I don't believe that people can 
rush up to perfection. There must be a gradual, patient, painful 
development." 

This development under proper conditions commences with the 
earliest experiences of life. The foundations of character are laid 
deep down in infancy, and as the acorn is parent to the oak, so are 
the lessons learned in childhood operative, not only through time, 
but in eternity. Every man should make his nature as natural and 
beautiful as possible, but nevertheless should expect that to him as 
well as to all, shall come a share of error and folly. 

"Virtuous and vicious every man must be, 
Few in the extreme, but all in the degree. 
The ro1,>'Ue and fool, by fits, is fair and wise, 
And e'en the best, by fits, what they despise." 

Mrs. Burleigh sensibly remarks : " Evil deeds cast long shadows, 
but if we keep our faces to the light, these shadows will fall behind, 
not before us. ·• 

Progression in this life is indisputably a law, and as to the next, 
if we arc still ourselves, should not a Jaw which is so natural, so ad. 
mirably adapted to promote our happiness, operate there as here? 
We there live, move, and have our being very much as we do here, 
and being still finite we will aspire to comprehend the Infinite; be
ing still imperfect, we will desire perfection ; being still liable to error, 
we will seek the truth ; and being still deficient in knowledge, we 
will crave wisdom. 

Is it reasonable to suppose that immediately upon the release of 
the spirit from the body, the mind of the ignorant boor should be 
endowed with all the knowleclge of a Newton, or a Humboldt, and 
with all the grasp of intellectual power that distinguished. these philo
sophers? If we allow that we carry with us the knowledge acquired 
here, we cannot for a moment admit this. Is it desirable that this 
should be the case ? that even with this endowment, if it were possi-
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ble, that we should rest satisfied, and ever after feel no aspiration for 
further knowledge, further progress? that we should be divested of 
that strongest incentive to action and improvement, the disposition to 
acquire, to continually reach out for something we do not possess, 
snd which lies at the basis of all progression ? 

When we reflect upon the wisdom of God in all things, and view 
this life as only the preparatory state for the next, we have no reason 
to believe that the chasm between ignorance and wisdom will be thus 
bridged through the simple chemical process of the dissolution of the 
body. It is not only unreasonable to assume that this miracle will 
be performed, but equally unreasonable to suppose that we would 
be gainers by its performance. 

There is need of progression in spirit-life, for "as one star differ
eth from another star in glory," so angels or spirits differ in their 
moral, intellectual, and affectional status. Comparatively few angels 
sinned in heaven, and were cast down, and this shows that some were 
less liable to err than others. In other words, they were not all on 
the same plane, and surely there is a field for improvement even in 
heaven, where there are some liable to fall into such great errors. 

" The wisdom of the present hour 
Makes up for follies past and gone ; 

To weakness strength succeeds; and power 
From frailty springs. Press on ! press on ! " 

" Great and marvellous are Thy works, Lord God Almighty ; just and true are 
Thy ways, Thou King of Saints."-R.-v. xv. J. 

One of the noblest gifts with which man in the future life will be 
endowed, will be the capacity to acquire more truthful and more ele
vated ideas of the power and attributes of Deity. The exalted facul
ties of the spirit, exercised in a state of existence where they will 
have free scope, will perceive many of the occult causes, which, with 
our limited earthly perceptions, we are unable to discern, and the 
power, wisdom, and beneficence of God will there be apparent in all 
that pertains to that existence, and we will vividly realize that His 
love and wisdom govern and control all things. We will then know 
that the spirit-world, instead of being, as the hymn describes it : 

" A. land of di~mal shades. 
Unpierced by human tbouaht, 

The dreary regioo ,. 
Where all thiD 

is a land of unfading beauty, per 
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thought, the real land of the li\'ing, where all the faculties of the mind 
are exercised in perfcctiJn, and in the happiness there found every 
soul will overtlow with thankfulness to the Divine source of all these 
blessings. 

" And every hope finds its fruition here, 
A recompense for all your earthly woe; 

Truth dim to sense becomes most bright and clear, 
Solved every mystery of life below. 

"For you there is a golden sunset sky, 
A shining pathway rising fair and clear, 

A lovelines~ and hope which cannot die, 
A home of beauty ever drawing near." 

And it will be as Mr. Beecher so strikingly portrays it : "Many 
who thought they did nothing now, would wake up in heaven to 6nd 
that their very shadows had blessed men and women. They all re
membered the invisible ink they used to amuse themseh·es 11ith in 
their boyhood. They wrote upon the paper, but they could see 
nothing until they had held it to the fire. So now, many were writing 
a record of good in invisible intluences which only the light of heaveD 
would bring out to view." 

A spirit son of Rev. Adin Ballou, through a medium, Mrs. Reed, 
thus spoke of that home of beauty : 

" When I survey the glories of the spirit-home, and contrast them 
with the minor beauties of the earth I once inhabited, my soul thrills 
with joy unutterable. I an1 amazed while with you that you can ever 
shed a tear at my change ; and if to me the transition is so ddightful, 
when my path was so cloudless on earth, what must it be to the 
children of affliction ? Ah, the joy that I have witnessed when some 
whose way through life was ever gloomy, first beheld the wondrous 
glories of our world. You must taste it, fed it, to understand it." 

•• Eye hath not seen it, my gentle boy, 
Ear hath not heart! its det:p sounds of joy." 

Yes, Mrs. Hemans, thousands even of earthly eyes have seen it, and 
earthly ears have listened to the melody of its sounds ; imperfectly 
seen and heard it is true, but distinctly enough to overwhelm the 
soul of the observer and listener with joy unutterable; but it still re
mains true that mortal eyes and ears are incapable of appreciating 
its beauty and ham1ony in their fulness, and that in this sense. 
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"Eye bath not seen, nor ear beard, neither have entered into the heart of man 
the things which God bath prepared for them that love bim."-1 CtJr. ii. 9· 

A spirit, through Mr. Home, beautifully said : "If men only knew 
a tithe of the happiness He has vrepared for his children, earth would 
become one immense temple resounding with His praise." 

If the transition of those whos~ pathway through life has been ever 
sorrowful, is so delightful, it is little less so to those whose fate it is 
to meet death under .appalling circumstances. 

Margaret Fuller-Countess Ossoli-who with her husband and 
child were lost at sea on her return passage to America, thus spoke 
of her change through Mrs. Sweet : 

" How surprised and overjoyed was I when I saw my new con
dition. The change was so sudden, so glorious, from mortality to 
immortality, that at first I was unable to comprehend it. From the 
dark waves of the ocean, cold and overcome with fatigue and terror, 
I emerged into a sphere of beauty and loveliness. How differently 
everything appeared. What an air of calmness and repose surrounded 
me. How transparent and pure seemed the sky of living blue. And 
how delightfully I inhaled the pure life-giving atmosphere. A dim
ming mist seemed to have fallen from my eyes, so calm and so beau
tiful in their perfection were all things which met my view. And 
then kind and loving friends approached me with gentle words, and 
&weet affection, and oh, I said within my soul, surely heaven is more 
truly the reality of loveliness than it was ever conceived to be on 
earth by the most loving hearts." 

" There is a fold whence none can stray, 
And pa.~tures ever green, 

Whence sultry sun or stormy day, 
Or night, is never seen. 

"l<"ar up the everlasting hills, 
In God's own light it lies; 

His smile its vast dimensions fills 
With joy that never dies." 

I have more than once been told by my spirit friends that it is well 
a vail interposes between us and the ravishing scenes of heaven, for 
if we knew what there awaited us we would be unfitted for the duties 
of this life. Perhaps David had glimpses of celestial enjoyments 
when he so pathetically sighs for his release. 

"And I said, Ob that I had wings like a dove, for then would I fly away and be 
at rest. • I would hasten my escape from the windy storm and tempest." -P.r. 
k~& . 
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And the poor poverty-stricken mortal-he who in this life has bad 
only the share of Lazarus-what a change to him is this; from pov
erty to riches; from want to abundance; from a life of deprivation 
and suffering to one of plenty, independence, and happiness. He 
can then realize that, 

" The poor oppressed honest man 
Had never sure been born, 

Had there not been some recompense 
To comfort those that mourn." 

These have good company, for Jesus himself was poor; he knew 
not where to lay his head, and of necessity must have been clothed 
in poor raiment-what would be called by many shabby. A spirit said 
through Mrs. Conant : "Why, I have seen the richest spirit being 
resurrected from a form that had not enough of this world's goods to 

hold it and the spirit in unison ; therefore the separation came. And 
again I have seen poor spirits coming from robes of purple and line 
linen. They had no garment to cover their nakedness ir the spirit 
world." 

To the sick, the suffering, the poor in this world's goods, I would 
say there is a passage in the Bible to which I would especially direct 
your attention ; it is addressed directly to you; it is truth, literally 
God's truth. Read it and be comforted. It is quoted at the com
mencement of one of these chapters, and it is beautiful enough and 
true enough to be repeatedly quoted here. It is this: 

"And God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes, and there shall be no more 
death, neither sorrow, nor crying; neither shall there be any more pain, f~~r tilt 
for,ur things an j>asud away." 

Be joyful and be thankful ; thankfulness is "the incense of angels." 

" 0 human love I there is naught above, 
That ever will rudely part, 

The sacred tie, or the union high, 
Of those who are one in heart." 

Although there may be vacant seals in the family circle; although 
the visible worshippers at the shrine of affection may have been di
minished in numbers, yet we know that the spiritual circle is enlarg· 
ing; that those who disappear from our earthly view are only tran$
ferred, and that around the shrine erected in spirit-life have gathered 
the absent ones, and that the circle will be complete when all shall 
have reached their eternal home. God never permits the severance 
of hearts united in true affection, whether this affection originated in 
the parental, filial, fraternal, or conjugal relations. 
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Some time since I read the following lines in Tlu Bamr(r of Ligkl, 
of Boston. Personally I know nothing of them, but they bear the 
impress of angelic inspiration, and most beautifully express the great 
truth that loving souls shall be reunited in heaven. I give the poem 
and the preliminary remarks accompanying it, and it. cannot be 
said, as is often justly said of many communications through mediums, 
that they are in merit far below the former productions of the spirit 
purporting to communicate, for I doubt if Burns ever wrote any 
lines superior to these, and his style and mode of expression are at 
once recognizable. 

11 BURNS AND HIS HIGHLAND MARY. 

"The following beautiful poem was printed in Tk( Bann(r of Ligii.J, 
March 27th, 1858. We have since frequently been requested to re
print it. It first appeared with the following introduction : "Mrs. 
Frances 0. Hyzer, of Montpelier, Vt., is sometime& influenced to 
write both poetry and prose, purporting to emanate from departed 
spirits. She had one day been reading some of these productions to 
a lady visitor, who asked her if Robtrt Hums (the lady's favorite 
poet) had ever communicated with her. She replied that she had never 
been conscious of his presence, nor was she familiar with his writings. 
The lady remarked that she hoped he would some time make 
known his presence, and answer a question she had in her mind ; 
-which qu<!stion she did not express. A few days subsequently Mrs. 
Hyzer felt impelled by spirit influence to pen the following, which, 
on being shown to the lady, was found to be an appropriate reply to 
the query she had in her mind : 

"I' air lady, that I come to you 
A stranger-bard, fu' wee! I ken; 

For ye've known naught of me, save through 
The lays I've pour'd through Scotia's glen; 

But when I speak o' gliding Ayr, 
0' hawthorn shades and fragrant ferns, 

0' Doon and Highland Mary fair, 
Mayhap ye'll think o' Robert Bums. 

"I am the lad-and why I'm here, 
I heard the guide-dame when she said 

She'd know, in joyou~ spirit sphere, 
If Burns was wi' his Mary wed. 

I sought to tell her o' our joy-
No muckle impress could I make; 

And, lady, I have flown to see 
If ye' d my meuage to her take. 
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"Tell her that when I pass'd from earth, 
My angel-las..Ue, crown'd wi' flowers, 

Met me wi' glowing love-lit torch, 
And led me to the nuptial bowers; 

That all we'd drcam'd o' wedded bliss, 
And more, was meted to us there; 

And sweeter was my dearie's kiss 
That on the flow'ry banks o' A yr. 

"Where Love's celestial fountains play'd, 
And rosebuds burst, and seraphs sang, 

And myrtle twined, our couch to shade, 
I clasped the love I'd moum'd 5a lang; 

And while by angel-harps were play'd 
The bonnie ' bridal serenade,' 

Though na gown'd priest the kirk-rite said, 
Bums was wi' Highland Mary wed I 

"There'a na destroying death-frost here, 
To nip the hope-buds ere they bloom; 

The bridal tour is through the spheres
Eternity the • honey-moon.' 

And now, my lady, if ye'll bear 
These words unto the anxious dame, 

I think I can ye so reward, 
Ye'll ne'er be sorry that I came." 

That glorious land is the destined home of all. Some merit it 
through good deeds performed; some through tribulation and !iuffer
ing, and others through the cleansing influence of repentance ; but to 
all it is to be.a real, a glorious, happy home. 

The eye is there enchanted with lovely landscapes, embellished 
with beautiful habitations, around which cluster flowers and shrub
bery; these filling the air with their fragrance. There are mountains 
whose sides and summits are bathed in the light of a golden sun. 
Valleys threaded by silvery streams and clothed with the richest ver
dure. Rivers whose surfaces reflect the purity of the skies above 
them, bordered with grassy and flowery banks, and whose crystal 
waters musically murmur their sense of the Infinite presence. Balmy 
breezes fan the cheek, and the breath of the atmosphere exhilarates 
the soul. There are skies of celestial blue, in which float fleecy 
clouds, resplendent with the brilliant and varied tints of a sun which 
upon the happy beings below sheds a rich and mellow light. Birds 
of the richest plumage warble their songs of sweetest melody, and the 
air is redolent of the perfume of innumerable flowers. This enchant· 
ing scene is not unappreciated, for sentient beings are present who 
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are admirably qualified to enjoy it. Beautiful children are engaged 
in their amusements, their voices musical with innocent joy and 
mirth, while youth and adult age are represented by multitudes of 
both sexes who drink in the rapturous beauties around them, while 
every breath is a prayer of thanksgiving to the Loving Father who 
has so bountifully provided for their happiness. 

" Far in the glories of a fadeless day, 
Amid excess of beauty, and the swell · 

Of rich and everlasting melody, 
Our angel-kindred dwell 

" No care can reach them in their radiant home; 
No night can trail its terror o'er their skies; 

No sin can cast around its baleful gloom; 
No tears can dim their eyes. 

" Immortal pleasures crowd the golden hours ; 
Undreamed-of beauty basks on every hand ; 

And odorous breathings from the lips of ftowers 
Fill all the peaceful land. 

" And bright forms mingling in the holy mirth, 
Pure white-robed dwellers on the blissful shore, 

Our kindred are,-the loved and lost of earth
The happy • gone before I' 

" Among them, cherub shapes of childhood glide ; 
Maidens are there with waving locks of gold ; 

And manhood in its glory and its pride, 
And age no longer old I" 

-LEIGHTON •. 

The presence of old age would mar the enjoyment of such a scene 
as this, and it is not there. It is true many of those present have 
passed their threescore years and ten on earth, but they halle left 
all their infirmities in the grave, and here appear in the full strength 
and beauty of spiritual maturity, youthful and blithe as their own 
children; like them capable of every enjoyment, and with them 
looking forward to an eternal existence of ever-increasiog. happi• 

"Wonder on wonders still arise, 
And untold splendors throng the skies. 

Before unknown. 
And on that shore, more beauteous far 
Than summer's eve or mornine star 

Or IUD e'er shone, 
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" Are plains with gorgeons beauty spread, 
And sky-capped mountains, o'er whose head 

Jo'lit glory beams :-
Celestial light that land infills; 
And angel love pure joy distills 

In rippling streams :-

" And as the streamlets ftow along, 
Singing the anthem or the song 

In sweet refrain, 
The echo renches to our earth 
With proof of an immortal birth 

In ev'ry strain." 

Reader, in your best moments, and in your highest condition, pic
ture to yourself what you would desire as your future home. Would 
it be in a real or an unreal world, would it be a dwelling, perhaps 
surrounded with flowers and shrubbery, while interiorly there would 
be suitable apartments for retirement or publicity as here, or would 
you picture yourself soaring among the clouds, or everlastingly float
ing in the realms of ether like winged insects in the sunlight ? Try 
this experiment with your imagination ; draw the picture as ethereal 
and resplendent as you please, and then patiently contemplate it, 
and you will be surprised how soon you will reject it as unsatisfac· 
tory, and adopt the plain but natural idea of home. You will find it 
can only be this when it meets every requirement of your present 
tastes and desires, and you will be satisfied that none other would 
render you contented and happy. If this be so, and if you carry 
with you fo the future life the same faculties, the same affections and 
desires, the same needs you now possess, can you for a moment 
imagine t~at any but a world which can meet these affections, de
sires, and needs, would be heaven to you? You must not suppose 
that all these personal characteristics are dependent upon and pro
ceed from your physical organization ; on the contrary, they are 
founded in your spiritual nature, and it is a spiritual necessity that 
they shall be exercised and gratified, and you would inevitably be un
happy were the means of gratification wanting. A real, substantial 
world, in which your wants can be supplied, is what is needed, and the 
wisdom and love of our Creator has provided this world for our 
future home, where the family, which here has been cemented by the 
ties of love, will there be reunited by the same ties, and where the 
sweet .influences and enjoyments of the family circle will contribute, 
as they do here, to our highest good and happiness. 

But oh, .bo~· different, how su. erior will be the enjoyments of such 
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a home! Not one will be missing, the circle will be complete. No 
absent one to mourn, no anxiety for the present, no apprehensions 
of the future, the cares of life all fled, sickness, sorrow, pain and 
death forever banished, and while present happiness inspires every 
soul, glowing hopes of an eternity of increasing enjoyment fill our 
cup of bliss to overflowing. This is Heaven, and this Heaven is 
truly our home, and God is there ·truly our Father. 

" 0 Thou I whose love is changeless, 
Both now and evermore, 

Source of all conscious being, 
Thy goodness I adore. 

Lord, I would ever praise Thee, 
For all Thy love can give, 

But fJIIUt of all, 0 Fat Iter I 
I thank Tlu~ that I liv~.'' 

To this chapter I will append an address of the spirit of the late 
Judge John W. Edmonds, delivered by him May I 7, 1874-less than 
two months after he had passed away-to a large and highly respect
able audience in Cleveland Hall, London, through the organism of 
that gifted medium, Mrs. Tappan, while she was in an unconscious 
state. 

The address was listened to throughout with profound and rapt at
tention. I perceive no reason to doubt that the ideas here set forth, 
together with the language which expresses them, proceeded from the 
spirit of the Judge, and that Mrs. Tappan was only the mouth-piece 
for his utterances. Perhaps no spirit, who immediately upon its re
lease ascended to so elevated a sphere, has ever before circumstan
tially related through the lips of a practised and highly developed 
medium, like Mrs. Tappan, its progress from its earthly to its heav
enly abode, and I regard this account as of interest and importance 
in extending our knowledge of existence in the higher spheres. 

AnDRESS. 

" Friends from the boundary of two worlds, I greet you to-night. 
At any period during the last twenty years I would have considered 
it the proudest day of my life to stand before the audience here and 
discourse concerning the spiritual world. To.day, through a bor
rowed form, and in an unwonted manner, I come with the greetings 
of both worlds. 

"I owe it to you to explain in a few words the manner of my 
utterance to-night. When the organist sits down to an instrument to 
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play, he is accustomed to study it somewhat ; the stops, the pauses, 
the various methods of construction in the instrument may not be 
familiar to him, and he has to limit his power to the capacity of the 
instrument. In somewhat of that position do I stand before you. 
The instrument that I employ, fortunately, has been tuned to the 
utterances of spirits. What I lose in vigor I may gain in gracefulness 
of style and spirituality. Bear with me if you cannot recognize me 
in this form, but be sure the thoughts are mine ; and through the 
kindly aid of those guides that have instructed and reared her up for 
these utterances I am enabled to give you a history of the greatest 
triumph of my life-the triumph over death. 

" Some of you are familiar with the history of my experience in 
Spiritualism, and somewhat with the history of my life. I recognize 
but few faces here that I have ever seen before. There are some, 
and one venerable in the cause of Spiritualism whom I recognize. I 
greet you. My earthly body is laid aside, but my spirit, with renewed 
activity and with every faculty as full and complete as when I dwelt 
among you, is here to-night. I am filled only with the fire and fervor 
of my new-found existence. I may say that I passed through the 
change called death without one pang of suffering. My body, it is 
true, was enfeebled. It is true that I had been suffering for some 
years from debility and lack of strength, but it is also true that by a 
series of instructions, and by constant intercourse with familiar friends 
in spirit-life, I had learned that death was not to be feared. In the 
nnal moments o( my life, and during the few weeks that preceded 
the departure from earthly existence, I was ever conscious of the 
ministering attendance of one kindly spirit-the one who had been 
the companion of my early life-the one whose death had caused me 
to long to know into what region the spirit of the departed might go, 
and the one who during all the years of my pursuit of knowledge has 
been my constant and attendant guide. She welcomed me; she 
soothed my last moments ; she showed me the way to spiritual eX· 
istence. Through her kindly aid I banished every thought of fear of 
death, and hailed exultantly the hour that would reunite us in spirit. 

"I say I passed away without pain; I was not even conscious of 
suffering ; but my body sank into a sweet repose, over which my 
spirit, already freed, stood and looked upon it as you would stand 
and look upon a worn-out garment. I was not conscious of the loss 
of one instant of time ; my mind did not slumber. I was not aware 
even for one brief interval of the loss of control of any faculty. I 
knew I was about to die. I knew also every instant of time that 
my spirit was gradually losing control of the physical body. Ire-
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entered the tenement at intervals to look around, as you might a 
house you were about to leave, to $ee how the loved ones were get· 
ting on that were watching beside me,-to see. if they were afraid of 
the new life upon which I was entering,-to see if they would bear 
it as well as they should from the long years of instruction we had 
had together. There was prayer, and fortitude, and loving-kindness; 
there was also, it is true, a lingering, lurking reluctance to give up 
the physical form of the spirit about to depart-that one earnest 
longing to cling to the vital form of the dearly loved friend. I admon
ished my children not to mourn ; I admonished them of the change 
we know must come ; and I admonished them in the name of the bright 
truth that had been revealed to us, that we must know that death 
had lost its terror. 

"I say that I knew not only no interval of sleep or of lack of con
sciousness, but I sprang into my new-found existence as one would 
leap forth from the bonds that had enchained him for years. I had 
felt fettered and shackled in the latter years of my life by physical 
suffering. I had felt bound and tethered somewhat by the chains of 
flesh that grew too weary to be borne. I sprang delighted as one 
would leap into a golden sea, as one might plunge into the atmos· 
phere after having been immured in prison. I felt my youth, 
strength, vigor-everything return that had been mine. I felt indi
vidually more than this : that notwithstanding all my experiences in 
spiritual life, notwithstanding the visions, communions, and visitations 
between myself and departed souls, that I had never truly known the 
nature of spiritual existence until the final tie was broken that linked 
me to earth. To my utter amazement I beheld my form renewed 
utterly as the form of youth and strength. I beheld the friends-all 
friends whom I had known and been accustomed to converse with as 
friends-each one youthful, each one wise with their added expe
rience of spiritual life. For the first time I felt the conscious power 
of spiritual utterance-not as a voice, not as a sound, not as a word, 
but as soul-communion. F. very thought· was made palpable and 
every expression made clear to those that were around me. We 
discoursed upon the body I had laid aside, as you would discourse 
upon any external thing. I was pointed to and referred to as being 
a spirit now in full and entire possession of spiritual faculties, whereas 
before I had been somewhat blinded by the lingering consciousness 
of the senses that were left behind me in my physical body. The 
first thought was: Can I speak with my daughters? I could not ; 
that is, there could be no audible sound, but I could palpably and 
perceptibly impress their minds, and my youngest daughter was 
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aware of my presence, even though she knew the body had perished, 
and understood that the life-spark had faded. 

"The next spiritual sense that came to me, or spiritual conscious
ness, was that of motion. In my visions, some of you will recollect, 
I had seen myself conveyed from one place in spiritual life to 
another, by what seemed to be horses, or the usual means of loco
motion. I now felt the new.found power, or spiritual sense, of voli· 
tion. My companion said to me, 'We wiii now visit our spiritual 
home.' I looked around for some means of conveyance, when, to 
my astonishment, as soon as the desire seized my mind, I found my
self rising, first slowly, but, as my will increased, more rapidly, and 
finally with such rapidity, that had there been intervening objects I 
could not have seen them. The flight seemed instantaneous. We 
seemed to cross a vast interval of space. Sometimes I thought 
worlds must be moving past us ; sometimes I thought I could hear 
the distinct sounds of the planets in their spheres ; sometimes I 
thought I could hear the sounds of distant music. But presently we 
stood within a luminous vestibule, where an atmosphere of light and 
shade interblended seemed to prevail. This vestibule, I was told, 
marked the entrance between the spiritual and material atmosphere, 
and that I was now about to enter the real land of the spirit. I bad 
been there before in my visions ; but I perceived whereas I had seen 
before spiritually with the aid of others, I now saw with my own 
spiritual faculties, and the lens was quite different from the lens that 
I had borrowed for my previous visitation. Now 1 discovered new 
beauties each step or each point we reached. I discovered that my 
spiritual vision was not only quickened to the objects around, but 
actually saw the soul of those objects ; that each fonn, although 
seemingly as tangible as these walls, was really transparent; and 
that ·a vital current pervaded every object I beheld. 

" I then made in(luiry into the nature of these structures. This 
form of vestibule into which I entered was more like a massive gate
way or temple than anything I can picture. It combined graceful 
forms with various shades and degrees of colors, so di~tinctly blended 
and harmoniously in accord, that I could but believe it to be a living 
and vital form. My companion, perceiving my desire, said, 'It is 
quite true that this substance differs from anything on earth, for 
while it seems to be made of pieces of marble and precious stones, it 
is none other than the vitalized thought, the living atmosphere of the ' 
realm into which you are entered, and each soul that passes here 
leaves something, or contributes something, to the beauty of this en· 
trance.' I could then perceive around myself an atmosphere snowy 
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and blue, like the halo of the saint. This blue atmosphere took 
shape and form about me, and instantly there arose an archway, 
through which I passed. I looked behind, and that archway was 
left to betoken that another soul had entered this land. Meanwhile, 
all these arches, and the forms that adorned them, and all the 
pictured images seemed to grow vocal, and a distinct harmony of 
welcome greeted my spirit. It was unlike any music I had ever 
heard ; it was like sound of accord; it was more like the blended 
harmony of perfect thought, that one can listen to in spirit, but can 
never hear with earthly sense. 

"We passed on, I and my one companion only; for all other 
spirits that I had seen were now invisible. We passed on. Mean
while there opened to my view a vast and wonderful land. On 
either side majestic mountains; streams wound their way among the 
valleys, and beautiful cascades were dancing down the mountain 
sides. I remembered this as the entrance to our abode in spirit. 
We passed swiftly, silently, and without any external means of loco
motion, directly between two ranges of mountains until we entered 
an open plain. Here was the selected spot of our spiritual home. 
As we entered the narrow passage, not wider than the entrance to a 
single room, I noticed many peculiar devices and figures peering dim 
from what seemed to be solid rocks. I saw that these devices had 
familiar forms and faces, and that they looked like words and thoughts 
and things that are palpable to the mind. I could see every one of 
the thoughts and every one of the deeds of my life. Some of them 
were shady ; some, however, were fraught with more pleasing forms; 
some were what I fain would have forgotten-features of harshness 
and discord ; and some were attuned to scorn and anger ; but I per
ceived as I advanced that the more kindly faces and figures prepon
derated, and that as I really entered the open space, after I had be
come a living spirit, there were no forms but those of love and sym
pathy, and no sounds but those of delight. 

"Here I seemed to be plunged into a stream whose every drop or 
every globule was as palpable, as distinct as the separate pearls upon 
a maiden's necklace. Each of these globules seemed to hold some 
loving thought or some palpable essence; and as I was plunged into 
this strean1 my form was stung with every individual drop as though 
each would take away some possible stain of earthliness. The longer 
I remained in this stream the easier it became to sustain it. First it 
seemed to burn and sting like fire, then grew more and more de
lightful until I perceived that every globule was talking to me and 
representing some truth to my mind. At last, when 1 came out on 

... 
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the other side, I was received with a smile from my companion, who 
said : ' This removes from you the last stains of your earthly body, 
but not the last effects of all your earthly faults.' I could perceive 
that I was conscious of some difference between her and me ; that I 
had not fully and entirely entered her estate; but since bathing in 
that beautiful stream I could perceive that I had more knowledge 
and more wisdom, and that my imperfections gradually left me. She 
then led the way to a bower that on either side was adorned with 
flowers having no name on earth. They are not such shapes and 
forms as you are accustomed to see, but their very odors make music 
on the ear, and their very form and color represent some thought, or 
prayer, or aspiration. She led the way still more near into the 
entrance of our abode. I could see its shape and form, and I could 
picture to you its walls and its entrance ; but I will not detain you 
with it other than to say, that in every image I saw in its fom1ation, I 
could recognize the attributes of her with whom I was. I could see 
it had been adorned with the wonted thoughts that had been hers 
here and in spirit-life. Every prayer, and deed, and aspiration of 
goodnt:ss, every kindly charity, had taken shape and form in this 
abode. I could see al~o my own thoughts interwoven there; the 
thoughts of goodness, of prayer, and aspiration I had formed, and 
the deeds I had forgotten long ago, loomed.up before me there, not 
in shape of pillar and statue and seeming, but alive and beautifuL 
I could even see the thoughts and prayers and aspirations of my life 
all ranged in a line before me, but not my imperfections, and said 
at once : ' How is this? that in our abode I behold my thoughts of 
good, but not my imperft:ctions.' Instantly the thought of her re
plied : • There can be no imperfection in the abode of our spirits. 
You see them at the entrance; you see them along your way; but 
only that which is perfect can take ultimate shape and form in the 
living abode of the perfected spirit.' 

" Then I saw how imperfect I was; and the sense of my unworthi· 
ness so overcame me that 1 would have shrunk away from those 
delightful regions ; but she bade me not to tremble nor to fear, 
since every thought and stain of earthliness by my own efforts 
would have to be overcome-' Not yet,' she said, 'are you fully 
prepared to abide here constantly; but this is your home, and by 
effort, by prayer, by daily and hourly knowledge, you will find that 
you will at last be able to sit here in this home of the spirit, free, 
and glad, and conscious.' 

"Then for the first time I felt weary. The splendor of the new 
abode, the delight of the spirit, the consciousness of being free 
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from pain, all overpowered me, and I could not at once comprehend 
that I was really a spirit and should no more return to my bod)". 
She led me to an alcove separated from the rest of the abode by 
what seemed to be a trellis-work of vines and flowers. Into this 
I followed, and there I rested I know not how long ; but it seemed 
when I awoke as though all my spiritual faculties had been renewed, 
and that the first pleasing glory of the spirit that had overcome me 
now made me stronger, and I said to her who was ever by me : 
' Now I am ready ; show me more of this beautiful life.' 

"Instantly, not as at first slowly, and with seeming reluctance, but 
instantly our pathway opened, and I saw before me, at a distance it 
is true, but still plainly and distinctly before me, a concourse of 
spmts. Approaching were those with whom I was most intimate and 
familiar upon earth. One of the very first spirits who greeted me 
from that assemblage, and who came forth as though with haste and 
speed to make known his coming, was my friend Horace Greeley, 
late editor of the N~ York Tribunt, and sometime an investigator 
of Spiritualism, but never an avowed Spiritualist. He said, 'I hasten 
to greet you and undo the injustice of years.' I said, ' Why ? ' 'Be
cause,' he said, ' I undervalued the testimony you gave upon the 
subject of this new life, which I find to be more than realized. I 
am at peace now in having made this confession.' I had always told 
him that he little knew of the reality of spiritual life, and when we 
all sat in the circles of investigation together, he turned his attention 
to the pursuit of political and other reforms, while I sat for spiritual 
knowledge. I was glad of this confession ; it seemed to soothe and 
strengthen me. I then met Professor Mapes, my old and valued 
friend and coadjutor in spiritual investigation. 'Ah ! ' he said to me, 
' I had no idea of the powers of the spirit separate from matter, when 
upon earth ; but I now see that all your visions were more than 
true.' Then I need not enumerate to you all that came one after 
another in this shining world to greet me and make me welcome. 
It was as though these were assembled in concourse to greet the 
welcomed spirit; but it was not for that purpose they had met. 
They were assembled there as is their wont, to discourse and inquire 
into matters pertaining to spiritual existence. They seemed arranged 
in groups ; and each group had a central mind. In the centre of, 
:me I saw Franklin, who seemed to be pointing out to his hearers, or 
to those who were attendant upon him, some elemental experiment 
that he desired them to follow, in reference to the present manifesta
tions upon earth. He is a leading mind, and great in all questions 
:>f science. The science of electrical manifestations has, ever since 
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his introduction into spiritual life, been the particular subject o( his 
investigations-that and other allied forces. And I may tell you 
that his discoveries are known as physical manifestations ; that from 
his study and the pursuit of his faYorite themes, he alone, with the 
aid of those who are in the same sphere, is working out the problem 
of physical vibrations, physical movements, physical sounds, physical 
apparitions through medium~ upon earth ; that he is the centre oC 
that especial group of spirits, who receive from him instructions, and 
they in turn impart their instructions to other spirits ; and these are 
dispersed at the present time over the face of the earth, making these 
demonstrations and revealing to mortals the truth of the power oC 
spirit over matter. 

"It is not necessary, nor have I time, to dwell upon the particular 
points and phases in these manifestations which connect and link 
them with his peculiar mind. But you will all recognize this one 
fact, that the physical manifestations occur in waves ; that they 
begin at a certain point, and then pass over the earth like waves of 
the sea, until at last the most distant nations of the earth receive 
something of these powers. The present wave just passing over 
England-that of the visible form and apparition-has occurred in 
America, where the first apparitions took place. It has reached you; 
it will reach distant countries; and finally will be followed by an· 
other wave which has not yet commenced. So this becomes not 
only a system of ethics, but a grand scheme of scientific discovery; 
which means that the spiritual world arc far more intent, I am sorry 
to say, than scientitic minds mostly are upon earth, in the pursuit 
and discovery of these new powers. 

"1 saw another centre and another teacher, whose strength and 
power seemed to be devoted to the form of mental and inspirational 
manifestations. He, too, was learned ; he, too, had science and 
power; I refer to Mesmer, whose discovery of the principles of mes· 
mcrism constitutes an epoch in the history of science. He, too, is 
now adding to the science of spiritual control. He also has his 
pupils and coadjutors ; and these move upon the earth in ham1ony 
with one another, inspiring mediums, aiding in their development, 
anti assisting groups of spirits who throng around them, that they 
may scm] a tuessage to their friends. I saw gathered around these, 
far and wide, each attracted to their centre, those numberless thou· 
sands of spirits who, like children, were studying the alphabet of this 
new-found discovery, that they might visit your firesides, and either 
by the raps, or by inspiration, or by some method unknown to you, 
·eveal to you their presence : your friends, the friends of thousands 
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and hundreds of thousands upon earth, who volunteer to join these 
societies of instruction in the spiritual life, as you would join classes 
for inst~ction in telegraphy, or any system of communication where
by you might reach your friends, gathered around and waiting for the 
very power that is now moving the earth, and revealing the presence 
of spirits among mortals. 

"Another and a higher group were intently discoursing upon the 
history of nations, and among these minds I could distinctly discover 
the faces and forms of departed statesmen. One especial group had 
its centre in Washington; others in Napoleon and Cresar, who, 
having outgrown their thirst for blood, are now anxious only for the 
welfare and prosperity of nations. I can see them, with their shining 
faces and radiant brows, instructing vast concourses of spirits, who, 
in their turn, are waiting to move upon the legislative bodies of 
nations, even as the great impulse of liberty moved upon the Con
gress of the United States. There I can see the lamented Lincoln, 
whose spirit had risen because of his love of liberty; and among the 
shining and radiant throng were still greater measures of human im
provement. I see there the late and lamented Charles Sumner, risen 
to his new estate, and there, as here, debating the liberty and free· 
dom of the slave. 

" I saw many other names I could not now reveal to you, but 
whose faces were familiar, ancl whose consciousness and thought I 
could but perceive were far beyond my newly found faculties. But I 
am told that as I grow more and more familiar with these scenes, as 
I indeed become known among those that sit at the feet of the em
bodied wisdom of ages, that I too shall carry on a work that I was 
too feeble to more than commence while here-feeble, because of 
the feeble organization and the limited faculties of human sense, but 
earnest as you all know. I now feel that my work is just about to 
commence ; I now feel that this is indeed my work, and that all my 
efforts and thoughts in gaining knowledge shall be to impart that 
knowledge to those in the bondage of darkness. 

"I say that with all this shining concourse of spirits before me, I 
could but feel how wonderful and perfect and divine is that great 
gift of intelligence given to every soul, that outlasts and outlives the 
corroding influences of time, and takes its place in their own spirit· 
sphere when time and flesh decays. I could but feel, '0 if the eyes 
:>f mortals whom I have just left-if they could but see as I see, if 
they could know what I now know ! What greater blessings could be
rall mankind than that this everlasting fear of death-this terror that 
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broods like a nightmare over the ages-shall be removed, and they 
stand face to face with life and immortality I' 

"Rut all is not a pathway of roses here. Again I felt my imper· 
fections, and in the presence of that thought I felt troubled and en
feebled in spirit ; with all their wei comings I could but feel, ' What a 
babe am I!' In the midst of this knowledge and this accumulated 
wisdom of ages, I stood abashed as a child, and felt my own spirit's 
nakedness. Then there came out to me from some place I had 
not before discovered, forms that knelt down before me, and each 
one cast a flower at my feet, saying: 'You first told me of spiritual 
life ; you were the first from whom I received knowledge on earth 
of spiritual existence.' With their flowers there came, too, incense 
like songs of praise and prayer, and I felt stronger, and my spirit 
seemed to absorb into itself these offerings until my form grew 
strong, and I was glad because I had helped these. And I felt my
self clothed with their offerings of love, and they said to me: 'You 
have done this to us; you revealed before we passed from earth our 
future estate, and we bring you our offerings now.' Then I seemed to 
grow brighter ; my raiment was more like the raiment of those upon 
whom I had been gazing, and with each new offering there came a 
new feeling of strength and gratitude, and at last I floated away and 
took my place in the midst of familiar faces, who said : ' Now you 
have become as one of us.' 

" Ever since I have been here-and it seems ages, although a short 
time in the calendar of earth, little more than one month-I have at 
certain appointed times taken my accustomed bath in the river that 
flows beside our home ; and with each new bath I feel some new 
spiritual impulse a."nd power revealed to me-l feel some weakness 
and some trace of earthliness depart, so that now I stand by myself, 
free, I trust, from those stains that will cling to the spirit even 
though it strive for years : the stains of accustomed thought and un
guarded feelings. Yet even still do I feel that long years must 
elapse before I shall gain the heights of many souls that I see. I 
feel that long efforts of self-conquest must be mine before I reach 
the bright inheritance of some whose spirits are almost too dazzling 
to touch. 

"And sometimes, with my loved companion by my side, we too 
alone sit in the sequestered silence of our spiritual abode :~.nd com
mune with loftier souls ; with one whose living truth and whose per
fect love mankind are familiar. Too little do they follow in his foot
steps, too little does his guiding hand uplift and sustain. Far above 
all this throng of assembled spirits, of councillors great. and wise and 
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good, I can see a shining light, a glory more radiant than aught that 
earth could picture or words portray, and a love, a surpassing kind
ness, an<l radiant form, whose words I now give to you : ' A new 
commandment I give unto you, that ye love one another;' and this 
word vibrates down through the hosts of angels, and spirits, and 
mortals, until it reaches even your hearts, and casts out fear and 
hatred and malice and' all strivings, and makes you one from this in
stant with the spirit of God." 

At the close of his address Judge Edmonds said he would at some . 
future time resume the relation of his experiences in spirit-life 
through the same medium. 

What a vivid, wondrous picture is here presented by the sainted 
Edmonds of his heavenly state and surroundings. This is a picture 
of the grand, the sublime Future. 

" When Alps dissolve, and worlds shall fade away, 
When suns go out, and stars no longer blaze, 
I scarcely shall have reached my primal day. 
I, only I, can claim to be the real : 
I am the type of nature.-her ideal." 

-Ttrrru. 



CHAPTER XX. 

SPIRITUALISM AND THE CHURCH. 

"For the priest's lips should keep knowledge, and they should seek the law II 
his mouth; for be is the meSIIellger of the Lord of Hosts. But ye are ~ 
out of the way; ye have caused many to stumble at the law."-Ma/. ii. 7, 8. 

T HE emancipation of science from priestly control has enabled it 
to assume an independent position, where it is free to be guided 

by its own standards of truth, and to be mled by its own laws, 
based upon established facts, and theories in harmony with these. 
This is the position of science to-day ; but unfortunately for theolo
gy it has not advanced in a corresponding degree-in fact it caD 

hardly be said to have made any progress, so that while the fonnet 
has largely extended its boundaries and increased its material knoll'!· 
edge, the latter is based upon no better nor more sure foundatiou 
to-day than it was a thousand years ago. It knows no more of the 
mystery of godliness ; no more of the nature of the soul ; no more 
of the future life, and little more of the duties required to tit man· 
kind for an existence in it, and while sustaining a hostile attitude in 
relation to science, it is compelled to look to it for light upon all 
matters relating to natural knowledge, and is to a great extent bound 
and fettered by the materialistic truths and errors which form the yet 
incomplete systems of science. 

As a natural and inevitable result of this stagnant state of the 
Church, a very large and increasing proportion of our people no 
longer look to it, nor its accredited teachers, for the elucidation of 
any truth. While theology has remained stationary, the world has 
progressed and outgrown its religious instructors. The intelligence 
of the age demands evidence, not unsupported assertion, or assertion 
supported only by fallacious argument; and· as the clergy are so 
commonly hostile to science, while failing to inform themselves of its 
principles and its impregnable array of facts, they are necessarily un· 
able to mould their system into h:trmony with science, and to sue· 
cessfully defend it, or to imp.1r that cu .• :iJ<!nce to others which they 
so evidently lack themselves. 

Professor Huxley, in relation to this subject, puts a question to the 
clergy in his lecture on "Scientific Education." He says : "In the 
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interests of fair play, to say nothing of those of mankind, I ask, 
Why do not the clergy, a sa body, acquire as a part of their prelimi
nary education some such tincture of physical science as will put 
them in a position to understand the difficulties in the way of accept· 
ing their theories, which are forced upon the mind of every thought
ful and intelligent man who has taken the trouble to instruct himself 
in the elements of material knowledge? 

"Some time ago I attended a large meeting of the clergy, for the 
purpose of delivering an address which I had been invited to give. 
I spoke of some of the most elementary facts in physical science, 
and of the manner in which they directly contradict certain of the 
ordinary teachings of the clergy. The result was, that after I had fin
ished, one section of the assembled ecclesiastics attacked me, with all 
the intemperance of pious zeal, for stating facts and conclusions which 
no competent judge doubts ; while after the first speakers had sub. 
sided, amidst the cheers of the great majority of their colleagues, the 
more rational minority rose to tell me that I had taken wholly super
fluous pains, that they already knew all about what I had told them, 
and perfectly agreed with me. A hard-headed friend of mine who 
was present, put the not unnatural question, 'Then why don't yon 
say so in your pulpits?' to which inquiry I heard no reply." 

And again, in the Origin of Spuiu, he remarks : "In this 
nineteenth century, as at the dawn of modern physical science, the 
cosmogony of the semicbarbarous Hebrew is the incubus of the phi
losopher, and the opprobrium of the orthodox. Who shall number the 
patient and earnest seekers after truth from the days of Galileo until 
now, whose lives have been embittered and their good name blasted 
by the mistaken zeal of Bibliolaters? Who shall count the host of 
weaker men whose sense of truth has been destroyed in the effort to 
harmonize impossibilities ; whose lives have been wasted in the at
tempt to force the generous new wine of science into the old bottles 
of Judaism, compelled by the outcry of the same strong party." 

This is the attitude of the Church, not only in relation to the ma
terial truths of science, but to every new spiritual truth, and not only 
to these truths when presented by individuals outside its organiza. 
tion, but when maintained by members of its own body. The hostil
ity is against trnth itsdf. It would seem as if all the conservative,
otherwise timid spirit of the age, had taken refuge in the Church, 
and like the old man with his worldly treasures, it only wants to be 
let alone, and frowns upon every attempt at change and improve
ment, even though its own spiritual treasures would be greatly en
hanced in value by it. The life of the Church is material ; spiritual-
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ity has departed from it, and it is no better to-day than Wesley de 
clared it to be in the third century. After reading a certain work 
on prophecy, he remarked : " I was fully convinced of what I had 
long suspected : first, that the Montanists in the second and third 
centuries were real scriptural Christians; and second, that the grznd 
reason why the miraculous gifts were so soon withdrawn, was not only 
that faith and holiness were well-nigh lost, but that dry, formal, or· 
thodox men began, even then, to ridicule whatever gifts they had not 
themselves, and to decry them all as either madness or imposture." 
-Note to Soutluy's Wul~y, vol. ii. p. 89. 

The attitude of these degenerate Christians, as here portrayed by 
Mr. Wesley, is precisely that of the Church to-day, and their spirit· 
ual condition is exactly paralleled by modern Christians. Metho
dists especially, who take their founder, Wesley, for authority, would 
do well to ponder his words. 

Dr. Symonds, in his Misullaniu, observes: "In the middle of 
the last century, when free-thinking became rife, the advocates of 
Christianity, zealous to avail themselves of every weapon, were reo 
joiced to discover in the existence of ghosts an impregnable argu
ment against materialism and infidelity. Since that period the belief 
has been gradually declining with the accelerated decline of supcrsti· 
tion." The existence of ghosts is an impregnable argument, an all
sufficient argument against materialism ; and in giving up the belief in 
their existence the Church has divested itself of its only efficient weapon, 
and it will be a fortunate day for it when it will dare to brave the 
charge of superstition, and avail itself of the proofs that Spiritualism 
presents of the existence of ghosts-otherwise human, disembodied 
spirits-for Christianity has lost influence in the ratio in which belief 
in the so-called supernatural has diminished; and to-day it has most 
vitality in the ranks of those sects which yet retain the strongest 
traces of that belief. Were it not for the increasing strength of Spir· 
itualism, materialism, with the next generation, would, so far as it re-
lates to the educated classes, sweep even the forms of religion frolll 
existence. 

This suicidal rejection of the so-called supernatural by the Church. 
was properly estimated and met at a period when it was not so gen

. eral as now, by that earnest, sincere Christian, Jung Stilling, who in 
a note to his work, the Tluory of Pnmmalology, says : 

"It is one of the most remarkable phenomena of the present age, 
that not only rationalists, believers in natural religion, and free
thinkers, but also occasionally orthorlox Christians, oppose with all 
their might the narrating of such occurrences ; they will not evea 
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have them spoken of, and on no account made public. I here 
solemnly, boldly, and courageously in the presence of God, JVh_ 
If the Lord permit anything of an uncommon and remarkable r 
to present itself to our senses, are we not at liberty to inquire 
the Governor of nature intends by it ? When stones fall from h~ 
or when any novelty is discerned in the three kingdoms of nature, 
tbe sky, or, generally speaking, in the material world, with what 
and with what efforts do naturalists labor to come to the bottom 
and to ntake new discoveries, and that justly. But as soon as a 
tions from the super-sensible or spiritual world are spoken of, ever 
is up in arms against it; they will neither hear, see, nor refute, bu: 
r.ul and ridicule. What may be the true cause of this incompr 
Bible conduct? They say it is in order to prevent superstition 
spreading. But is that superstition, when I see or sensibl) 
something that is uncommon, or that is opposed to my rationai 
tern, and I am then convinced and believe it. It is superslilioll 
I alluse SIIC!I appearances, a11d apply them to somdlzing to which 
d11 not !Jdo11g. 

"The true reason with reference to the professors of the fas 
able philosophy of the day (materialism), is the conviction that 
~hole system is false if apparitions of spirits really occur, and wht 
tllodox Christians combat it, the reason is because it is oppose 
Ue articles of faith to which they have subscribed. But ought ar 
<>£faith to contradict the truth ? " 

As this writer in substance remarks, scientists eagerly seize c 

~pportunity to investigate new truths and phenomena within their 
of research, while, on the contrary, the clergy and orthodox Chri! 
generally, as soon as apparitions from the spirit-world are spoke 
are up in arms against it ; " they will neither hear, see, nor n 
'hit only rail and ridicule," and they unwisely unite with their m 
ialistic friends in demolishing the only evidence that can support 
pretensions to spiritual knowledge or authority, "those former 
C>f God's revealing His will unto His people being now ceased," 
is declared in the Cqnjcssiofl of Faitlt of the Presbyterian Ch1 
ihere is not a materialist in the world who could object to this 
laration, but the clergy of the next generation will know better 
this, and will look back upon their brethren of this age with an 
IDent at their lack of discernment and pmdence, in not carcl 
patiently, and prayerfully investigating an array of evidence " 
1Dust, if substantiated, firmly establish all that is really beautiful 
true, io the religion they profess to interpret. 

Through Mrs. Ferguson, the wife of that noble and true C:hris 
IJ 
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Rev. Dr. Ferguson, the latter received a communication from a spirit_ 
whose remarks, even though their imputed origin may be denied, arc=: 
applicable here. They may be found on page 76 of Supramundan .. 
Fads. It was said : " Men think were they to embrace spirit intea
course it would dethrone their reason ; it would do away with t~ . 
inspiration of the Holy Bible ; break up their churches, and di~ :11 

ganize society. We see that these are the fears of large ana, 
benevolent minds around you. To them we say, not so. We wou I< 
build up all that is noble in man, pl!re in the Bible, and useful and 
improving in all organizations of society, religious or other\\;se. \l'e 
would have even those who think thus of our teachings cast off much 
of their fleshly natme. We would search the inmost depths of their 
thoughts. We would make them familiar with their own souls. We 
would ask: Do you believe in the spiritual communion of the ages 
past? Is not the mind of man the same? Is not God the same now 
as then ? Are spiritual intelligences degenerate in their interest in 
tht:ir human brethren, that they will not impart light to any age, or 
people, or man that will receive it ? 

"You may well fear for the position of many churches. They 
stand upon a trembling foundation -the foundation of arrogant as· 
sumption over free thought, and action. and aspirations. We would 
not destroy, but rather purify your communion. We would not tear 
down, but build up your churches. We would enter them and make 
your worship a true and holy worship. We do not desire to create 
a new Church. \Ve have sects enough, in humanity's name. Bnt if 
you cut off from your church-fc::llowship the men we have enlightened 
for your good, what is left for them lmt to form other societies? We 
will elevate man. We would inspire his teachings with heavenly as
pirations. We would enlarge his mind and spirit, and if your 
churches are too narrow, or too fleshly to permit this God-ordained 
work, rest assured the present generation will look upon their fall. 
They need elevating thoughts, duties, hopes. They need more; 
they need communion with the divine influences that lead the upward 
way of an infinite universe to its great centre-God. They must 
have it, or no power of money, ministers, or fleshly energy can pre
vent their ruin ..... Then we would say, do not ridicule. The 
time is not far clistant when you will have to embrace it .... , The 
high-born spirits--flesh once of your flesh, and spirit still of your spirit 
-now call to you from their elevated homes, saying, Hear us ! hear 
us ! Do not denounce us till you have investigated what we say. i 

You doubt us from the influence of your fleshly and not your spirit· 
ual nature. Throw this off, and you will appreciate our teachings." 
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The not far-distant time, here alluded to, is even now : the work 
has col!lmenced, and Spiritualism is being rapidly introduced into the 
churches. They are absorbing it as fast as it can be assimilated, and 
they will be changed unconsciously to themselves. 

The only excuse that Protestantism has for its opposition to the 
truths of Spiritualism is, that it has rebounded to its present position 
from the excessive superstition of the Romi::.h Church, and I fully 
agree with William Howitt, when on page I 79 of vol. ii. of his 
History of tlu Sll}!rnalllral, he says : 

"It is something to know that this state of things is the direct 
result of the one-sidt!d excess of Protestantism, the excess of reac
tion against Popish miracle-mongery in the first instance, and in the 
second, as the equally direct vaccination of unbelief from the virus 
of the infidel writers of our own country, of France, and Germany. 
It is patent to all observation that the progress of infidelity in litera
ture, and the progress of the anti-miracle feeling in the Church, have 
gone on pari pasm; that the English Church and English Dissent 
now stand rent from the ancient Anglican and the primitive Church, 
in the faith in the supernatural, and that it is not the Spiritualists who 
are the heretics, but the clerical, the scientific, the materialistic, and 
semi-materialistic classes of to day. We stand, and will stand by the 
all-ancient faith in the Divine Presence, and in the ever-active 
ministry of God's angels. And this great and striking fact of the 
spiritual apostasy of Protestantism shall be known anrl insisted 
upon." 

There are many gross humors choking the circulation of the theo
logical system, which must be got rid of ere it can regain vitality; 
such as, "The utter depravity of human nature in consequence of 
the fall," "The justification of the sinner by faith alone," and "The 
~ternal punishment of the wicked." The Church is weakening its 
1old upon these crude semi-barbarous dogmas, and as they are 
:iegrading and vitiating alike to him who teaches and to him who 
Lccepts them, and arc at variance with the very spirit of progress, 
:hey of necessity must disappear in the advancing light of Spiritual
sm. The channels of belief must be widened, it must be acknowl
=dged that tmth is not the sole possession of any sect or Church, 
:hat God imparts it to all His creatures, and it must be accepted 
vherever found and received even from the lips of the so-called 
aeathen. The Church in England, not long since, heard some plain 
ensible tmths regarding itself from one of those thus designated, 
ll'hich it would do well to consider and reflect upon. The Hindoo 
eformer, Babboo Keshub Chunder Sen., who three years since visited 
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England for the purpose of determining from personal observation 
of its practical working in that country, whether it would be advisable 
to introduce Christianity amongst the Hindoos, gave the following 
resume of the results of his observations and inquiries to the English 
peoplt! on the eve of his departure. He said : 

"English Christianity is too sectarian, too narrow-minded. Are 
the waters of eternal life of such a small quantity that you have to 
narrow the channels through which they flow in order to makP. them 
deep ? Differences of opinion are everywhere where there is life, 
but I protest against the spirit of antipathy and antagonism. The 
Christian life in England is more of a material than of a spiritual 
nature. There is a striving everywhere to find God externally, in 
forms, ceremonies, dogmas ; that the mind wants spiritual food is 
very little thought of." As regards some of the doctrines he says: 
"He quite coincides with the idea of God as Father. As regards 
Christ he was sorry to find that the right worshipping of him was found 
very little. They have deified him, have rendered him homage which 
he did not wish for, against which he would have protested ; but the 
only homage he desired-namely, that he became the flesh and blood 
of his disciples and followers-they refuse him. Christ promised his 
spirit to his disciples; the fulfilment of this promise seems not to 
have taken place yet. And yet the true Christ could not be he who 
lived x8oo years ago, the Christ of the popular belief, but the Spirit. 
The Christians do not adore Gorl in the Spirit, as the Spirit, but they 
adore an incarnation. God docs not require flesh and blood to 
manifest himself, as he is omnipresent and fills the whole unh·erse. 
Christ identified the spirit of truth within himself with God; he 
wished not to do his own will, but that of God. The Himloo, there· 
fore, who believes in God, is a Christian. If purity, truth, charity 
and self.denial are Christian virtues, then Christianity is everywhere 
where these virtues arc found, no matter whether their possessors are 
called Christians, Hindoos, or Mohametans. Hence it comes that 
many Hindoos are far better Christians than those who call them· 
selves so. The result of my visit is : I came as a Hindoo, I return 
as a confirmed Hindoo. I have not accepted one doctrine which did 
not previously exist in my mind. I have learned much, but every
thing tends to the confirmation of my views of God. My country 
I have learned to love more than ever." 

The channels of divine truth in the Church, as they appeared to 
this educated heather., were contracted and nearly dry, and were 
totally inadequate to supply the spiritual wants of his nature. He 
could readily agree with the prophet when he said : 
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"For the bed is shorter than a man can stretch himself on, and the covering 
narrower than he can wrap himself in."-I.t. xxviii. 20. 

He had left the land of idolatry, no doubt with high expectations 
of finding in England a worship free from all defilement, a pure and 
simple adoration of God and His truth, but he found existing there 
an idolatry of the Bible ; of the book itself; as absolute as that enter· 
tained by his ignorant countrymen for their most reverenced idols. 
He found it was not the truth the Bible contained that excited their 
feelings of adoration, for of that the majority were ignorant, but the 
traditional halo that surrounded it, and which invested it with the 
attraction of a fetish or charm. 

He also noticed the sects into which Christianity is divided, each 
claiming a superior allotment of divine favor, and a superior knowl
edge of Divine things, while to an intelligent observer like him, it 
must have been apparent that neither possessed sufficient spiritual 
knowledge to boast of. 

It is highly gratifying to all liberal minds to perceive that the spirit 
of narrow sectarianism is fading out, and it is time it should disappear 
for ever. Wesley and Whitefield in their day understood its spirit 
and condemned it. Southey, in his Lif( of Wu/(y, vol. ii. p. 3, says 
no confession of faith was required from any persons who desired to 
become a member of Wesley's Society, and yet in ignorance of this, 
or in their superior wisdom, we find many of his followers in our day 
severely disapproving of the informal admission of all Christians to 
the sacraments of the Church. 

Whitefield, one day, while preaching from the balcony of the Court 
House in Philadelphia, cried out: "Father Abraham, who have you 
got in heaven? Any Episcopalians ? No I Any Presbyterians ? 
No I Any Baptists? No I Have you any Methodists? No I 
Have you any Independents? No! no! Why, who have you then? 
We don't know those names here; all that are here are Christians, 
believers in Christ, men who have overcome by the blood of the 
Lamb and the word of his testimony. Oh ! is this the case? then 
God help me; God help us all to forget party names, and to become 
Christians in deed, and in truth." 

" When churches practise what they preach, 
And preach from heaven-taught, liberal creedst 

The recreant sinner then may feel 
The vital force of Christian c.leeds; 

And sing in time, a better song, 
•You may be right, I may be wrong.' 
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" When all shall lend a willing ear 
To doctrines new and still untried, 

~d pause awhile e're they condemn, 
To learn the truths of either side

Then may he heard the better song, 
'You may be right, I may be wrong.' 

"So may the universal church 
Of brotherhood be broad and strong; 

As man may frankly own to man, 
• I may, as well as you, be wrong.' 
Come, let us start that better song, 
'You may be right, I may be wrong.'" 

-GLOVJ:I.. 

The dogmatic spirit is incompatible with a large charity and faith 
in human nature. Strict sectarians rest within their own narrow 
sensations, their vision is restrictell, their ideas are limited, and it is 
as Sweden borg says in his Diary: "All confirmations in matters per· 
taining to theology are as it were glued fast into the brains, and can 
with difficulty be removed, and while they remain genuine truths can 
find no place." That close observer and profound thinker, Darwin, 
expresses as a metaphysical fact what Sweden borg above declares as 
a psychological one. "It is worthy of remark," Mr. Darwin says, 
"that a belief constantly inculcated during the early years of life, 
while the brain is impressible, appears to acquire almost the nature 
of an instinct, and the very essence of an instinct is that it is followed 
independently of reason." 

The man who, regarding his own salvation certain, can look upon 
the great majority of his fellow-men as fit subjects for eternal punish· 
mcnt, is in a suitable state of mind to regard all their earthly misfor
tunes as wholly due to their sinfulness, and as only a foretaste of the 
misery in store for them, and which they justly deserve, and the 
legitimate result is to bar his own mind against the claims of sympa· 
thy and charity. He leaves them to God's righteous judgment; why 
should he interfere with the divine appointment, which although it 
consigns millions to perdition yet exalts him to a conspicuous seat in 
the celestial temple. When such a belief pervades the mind, what 
room is left for the opposite belief in the necessity of brotherly love, 
of charity for all men, of seeking the good of others before our own. 
How can such a mind view God as the kind, just, and universal 
Father, and all men as brother~ ? 

When sectarians engage in disputation upon the comparative !Del' 

its and claims of their respective sects, it would be well to consider 
to what extent the authority of any Church should be conc!ded, for 
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one thing is certain, that the founder of Christianity established no 
ecclesiastical system. The Protestant systems are all modelled to a 
greater or less extent upon that of their common enemy the Church 
of Rome, and her system is little changed from that of the Pagan to 
which she succeeded. Mosheim says it was a question whether 
Christianity had b~en converted to Heathenism, or Heathenism to 
Christianity. Has the question ever been settled ? 

There has been much said, both in the Church and out of it, in 
relation to the comparative progress of the Protestant and Catholic 
Churches, the latter steadily gaining upon the former, not only in this 
country but in England as well. The Methodist Church, it appears 
to be conceded, of all the Protestant denominations, is comparatively 
most slowly increasing in membership, and any explanation which 
will satisfactorily account for the present stationary condition of this 
Church, will apply in a greater or less degree to the other denomi· 
nations. 

Regarding the Methodists, the reasons why they are not increasing 
in the ratio of population I conceive to be : 

First-The absence of a living faith in the Divine Presence and 
influence, in which Wesley and his immediate followers implicitly 
believed, and upon which they relied for inspiration and assistance. 
To them this was an ever-present power; they were never unaided 
in their labors, and the consciousness of this inspired them with holy 
enthusiasm, and nerved them to meet and overcome difficulties 
which could not have been surmounted without the consciousness of 
this Presence. Nor was their faith without reason, as spiritu'l-1 power 
evidently assisted them, as it does and will assist all who engage and 
labor in any good work with earnest faith and motives, and who in
voke the assistance of God in their efforts. 

Second-Want of personal contact and direct association with the 
masses. Wesley was a chosen instrument of God and the angels 
for the work he accomplished, and though a man of education and 
culture, was, partly from his nature and perhaps 'more from the 
influences that guided him, a man of the people. His sympathies 
were with them; he mingled freely with them; accepted their hos
pitality; ate at their tables; reposed under their humble roofs; re· 
lied mainly upon them for support, and was not only their teacher 
but their friend, counsellor, and even companion; his whole soul was 
in his work ; he ardently desired to bring them into the measure of 
light that he enjoyed, and with his whole being consecrated to 
this work, with little or no caste pride, associating with them fami
liarly as a friend, he with his talents and devotion, could not fail to 
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bring over multitudes to ltis way of thinking, and amongst these 
were men whom he selected as instruments, who were adapted to 

the task of teaching their fellows ; who mingled with them upon a 
footing in harmony with the great principles which the French after· 
wards emblazoned upon their a<h·ance banners, und.!r the magic 
words, Liberty, Equality, Fraternity ; men who were of them· 
selves and like themseh·es plain, industrious, uneducated, but not 
unintelligent. The people through contact and intimate association 
with these men came to like and sympathize with them, and the next 
step of adopting their belief was almost inevitable, and was generally 
taken, for it should be remembered that the sympathy of others with 
us-when we possess any force of character-leads to a favorable view 
of our opinions, as, on the other hand, sympathy with our opinions 
leads to a favorable view of us personally. This may be considered 
a natural law, operating with greatest force amongst the uneducated, 
and it was in a great degree because Wesley and his pre:1chers acted 
in conformity to this law, that they were so successful, and it is 
equ:1lly for the reason that modern Methodists do not act agreeably 
to this l.1w, that Methodism is at present stationary. 

Third-Because while 1\lethodism in common with other Evangeli· 
cal sects has lost its faith in agencies intl:rmediate between man and 
his Maker, the fashionable Ciod of Protestantism is an abstraction; an 
unreality; and enthusiasm cannot be excited for a Being so regarded. 

The human mind at best cannot grasp the idea of God; the finite 
cannot comprehend the I nfinitc!. This being the case, it is a neces· 
sity for most men that they should have an intermediate agency or 
power which can be approached, and addressed, and upon which 
they can rely. This demand proceeds from their nature, and is 
founded in a sense of reliance and dependence which morally at 
least, is in a greater or less degree realized by every man. Spiritually 
this need is even more urgent, and its voice is constantly striving to 
be heard ; not that every one is conscious of this spiritual demand, 
but all are influenced by it, and especially with natural, uncultivated 
mir :ls, it exercises a predominating intluence, and generally deter· 
mines their relations to religious subjects. Wesley himself felt this 
need and acknowledged it in his writings, where he testifies to the 
potent agency of angels, and argues to prove their power as agents 
intermediate between God and man. To him and his followers it 
was a reality that angels ministered unto them, and we can conceive 
of nothing that can nerve the arm to stmggle for the right as can 
this belief . 

.Much of the strength of the ~oman Church rests upon this living 
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faith in agencies between man and his Maker. The demands of the 
spiritual nature are in this respect abundantly provided for in that 
Church, as the adoration of the Virgin and a host of Saints attests, 
and it strikes an intelligent Protestant observer with much force to 
witness in their churches the devout and confident spirit in which the 
aid of these saints is invoked ; nor do I believe that aid is always 
sought in vain, but where the spirits invoked cannot personally re
spond, I have no doubt that other spirits do so in their stead, and often 
are able to grant the request ; or where they cannot do this, as is 
n1ore generally the case, they inspire the suppliant with hope and 
fortitude to bear disappointment or suffering. It is not surprising 
that when devout Catholics are offered the cold, cheerless, intellec
tual faith of Protestants in exchange for their own warm, emotional, 
and satisfying belief and ceremonial, they should feel no inclination 
to make the exchange ; on the contrary, it is to me somewhat surpris
ing that they can at any time be brought to abandon their own living 
faith, for one so dead as the Protestant appears by contrast to be. 

The ladder which Jacob saw was planted on earth, and reached to 
heaven ; upon every step angels were ascending and dacmdi11g, and 
the Lord Himself was visible above the111. This is strikingly em
blematical of angelic ministry ; they fill the gap between man and 
Deity ; they not only ascend but they descend ; they not only de
scend to men upon missions of mercy, from the C'><:Jd of Mercy, but 
they ascend to the same Infinite Father with the supplications of His 
children. To the inner consciousness of every soul this is known, 
nnd he that acts in ignorance of it is blindlygroping and stumbling, 
and any man, or number of men, let his or their faith be what it may, 
who expect to make progress in any religions work without including 
this vital and necessary factor in their calculations, will surely fail; or 
if auy degree of success crown their efforts, the results will not be 
spiritual fruits, nor can mankind be benefited by any partial success 
that may attend their labors. 

The truth will prevail, but all truth does not now prevail, and it is 
not altogether owing to the demonstrable truths of Spiritualism that 
it has spread with such rapidity. True, its rapid extension is largely 
and chiefly attributable to the force of tmth, but it has been greatly 
assisted by the equality and fraternity of teachers and pupils ; knowl
edge which to-day comes through one inspiration is equalled by that 
which to-morrow comes through another. Multitudes of angels are 
instructing us through numerous mediums, and though we may have 
no inspired human authority which we can blindly obey, we have 
many through whose instrumentality superior beings communicate, 
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and who would have been worshipped in former times, but whom we 
regard as standing on the step of the ladder just above us, and who 
transmit to us the messages of love and wisdom which they receive 
from the hands of angels just above them. They are all like our
selves, simply links in the chain which binds us all securely to the 
Divine .Father. 

With fifty thousand pulpits in this country, from which the people 
arc weekly addressc:d upon the: subject of the Christian religion, by 
educated, trained, and in many instances eloquent teachers, who are 
assisted in their efforts to reach the hearts and minds of the people 
by the powerful influences of wealth, respectability, and organized 
establishments, it would seem that belief in the Christian religion, as 
interpreted and expounded by this well-drilled army of teachers, of 
necessity should univc:rsally prevail ; but in point of fact the case is 
\"cry ditferent, owing to the reasons here set forth. With one-fourth 
this number of teachc:rs, and with one-fourth the wealth of the Pro
testant Church employed in promulgating the truths of Spiritualism, 
in five: years it would be the religion of the nation. There would 
hardly be a sectarian outside the Roman Catholic Church, and ma· 
terialism would be utterly swept away. 

Even the camp-meetings, which could formerly always be depended 
upon for recruiting the ranks of the .Methodist Church, bear little or 
no fruit. At one recently held, where the average attendance for 
nearly two weeks was about three thousand persons, with ten min
isters to engineer the work, only five converts were made to the 
cause of rdigion. 

With ten chosen speakers, advocates of Spiritualism, and with three 
thousand well-disposed people as auditors, who for two weeks would 
listen to these speakers, l would engage that more than f.fty per cent 
of these people would s~·riously testify to the truths of Spiritualism 
before leaving the grounds, and I am fully supported in this opinion 
by the uniform success that attends all i11ldligml dftJrls to dissem~ 
nate these tru ~hs; the success being in proportion to the intelligence 
of both speakers and auditors. 

Modern Spiritualism, though an infant, holds the sceptre of an un· 
broken dynasty back through the ages to Christ, and through Him to 
a period coeval with the birth of hist0ry. Thousands and tens of 
thousands have smldenly arisen out of the churches, while other hosts 
have come ovc:r from the camp of materialism, and have gathered 
around the standard of Spiritualism and are preparc:d to do service 
in its cause. There are many Spiritualists in all the churches, and 
the clergy would be somewhat surprised if it were possible for them 
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to ascertain the proportion they bear in numbers to the strictly ortho
dox, and some of the pulpits to my personal knowledge, derived 
from confession of the fact, are filled by firm Christian Spiritualists, 
who feed their congregations with as strong spiritual food as their 
spiritual stomachs can digest. Milk for babes and strong mt:at for men. 

As above stated, the ranks of Spiritualism have been largely re
cruited from the world of infidelity, and it is equalJy true that the 
majority of these converts now are firm believers in the existence of 
a good God ; the immortality of the soul, and a future state of rewards 
and punishments, and are made happier, and I believe better, by this 
knowledge. We undoubtedly can show for the past ten years, in this 
country, ten converts to Spiritualism from Materialism for every one 
that Protestantism ami Catholicism combined can show as the results 
of their work for the same time. Allowing that some of these con
verts are not yet quite up to the standard we could desire, still it 
must be conceded by every liberal mind that Spiritualism has done 
a great and noble work in brin~:.ring them out of the gloom of mate
rialism, and it must be further admitted that the evidence and argu
ments which could effect this work must, at least to their minds, have 
been of a more forcible and convincing character than the arguments 
alone which for so many previous years had bet:n presentt:d by the 
Church, and would it not be well for the clergy to inform themselves 
of the nature of the arguments, and evidence, which have thus 
effected what they as a body are utterly powerless to accomplish. 

We find many of the converts, both from Orthodoxy and Material
ism, in whom can plainly be perceived the lingering taint of the 
Calvinistic teachings under which the majority of them have been 
reared, and the remains of the ungracious, pruscriptive spirit engen
dered by these teachings ; but we know these faults wiii after a while 
disappear, and that in the next generation Spiritualism will bear rich . 
golden harvests from this seed. 

"Come now, and let us reason together, saith the Lord." 

It is strangely inconsistent for orthodox Christians to manifest a 
more bitter spirit-as some do-against Spintualism, than material
ists themselves ; for while the establishment of its truths would inevi
tably destroy materialism, root and branch, it would only furnish to 
the Church the lacking evidence of a future life, of the credibility of 
the miracles, of the inspiration of the greate·r portion of the Bible, 
and of J~sus Christ, and of the divine character of his teachings-evi
dence that every intelligent man in the Church should know the 
Church is destitute of. 
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We see arrayed against us the great mass of those whose faith is 
founded upon the facts which Spiritualism alone can demonstrate, 
and interpret, and they arc eager to crush out all these proofs which 
alone can avail to stay the swelling tide of materialism that threatens 
to overwhdm them. They view Spiritualism precisely as the people 
regarded Jesus when he cast out the unclean spirit from the man wbo 
dwelt in the tombs (:\iark v.). Instead of being impressed with a 
sense of the divine character of the power by which the miracle was 
performed, they were stricken with fear and dread, and ''began to 
pray him to depart out of their coasts." 

It is also strange and unnatural to see the clergy, the professed 
followers and representatives of Jesus Christ, warning their Bocks 
against the efforts of sincere, earnest, and enlightened men in this 
age to show them the signs which he, whom they profess to follow, 
promised should attend all true believers. 

Upon the testimony of four writers-the Evangelists-two ofwholll. 
Mark and Luke, are unknown, and the remaining two, Matthe\\' ana 
John, were ilJiterate fishermen, entirely unqualified from lack of edt.S
cation and habits of life to I.Jc competent judges of spiritual phe
nomena, even when witnesses to their occurrence-neither of the 
four claiming to have known J~·sus before he was thirty years of age, 
and neither of whom wrote a line of the books bearing their respectiv~ 
names within thirty years after the death of Jesus, nor within sixty year~ 
from his birth-is based the doctrine of the immaculate conception ._ 
upon which in turn rests the I.Jelief in his divine character, and in th~ 
miracles he wrought, and the Christian world is satisfied with anc::::l 
accepts this evidence. 

:· __ 1 

H.' 
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Y ct satisfied as believers are with this remote and indirect testjiiiiiiii..· 
mony of uneducated, unknown men, they reject with disdain th.,...e 
present full and direct evidence of spiritual truth which is furnishe~ 
by numerous living, intelligent, and educated persons, who are ~ 
much superior through mental capacity and training to the writer-s 
upon whose testimony orthodox believers rely, as ti1e intelligenc- =e 
of this age is superior to that in which these writers lived. We caJIIIIIIC n 
select thousands of witnessess to these truths, men and women o -r 
whom it can safely be asserted that the testimony of any thre ~e 
of them-agreeing as it would in relation to spiritual phenomen ......-a 
-would be conclusive in any case involving the question of life, c::===Jr 
the rights of property, before any court and jury in the civilizc==d' 
world. 

And agam it is equally strange to see believers and unbelievc=- .rs 
united in this crusade against Spiritualism, and it shows the vast c:3i-
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rgence that the Christianity of our day has made from the primitive 
ctrines, teachings, and customs. No parallel to its attitude in rela
n to our belief can be found, unless in the temporary interested 
ion of sections or divisions of different political parties, witich 
metimes is formed for the purpose of defeating other sections, and 
these unions rarely survive the temporary occasion that called 
~m into existence, so the combination of the orthodox and mate
.listic forces cannot long be maintained. At present Spiritualism 
receiving vigorous blows from both wings, but when neither party 
responsible for victory or defeat, the incentive to continued exer
n is lacking, and in presence of the increasing strength of Spiritual
rl the demoralization of the allied forces is only a question of 
1e. 

' And now I say unto you, Refrain from these men ; and let them alone ; for 
:his counsel or this work be of men it will come to naught, but if it be of God 
cannot overthrow it, lest haply ye be found even to fight against God."-At'/1 
J8, 39· 

I account for the vigorous growth of infidelity at the present time 
the lack of understanding on the part of the Church of the char

:er of the spiritual phenomena of the Bible, and by the absence of 
;rituality itself. 
In maintaining that the former were all the result of specific and 
·ect action on the part of Deity, negatively at least denying the 
tent agency of spirits, and reluctantly admitting only the most 
ssive instrumentality on their part when present beyond denial, 
!Ologians have placed themselves outside their own citadel 
d are unwittingly assisting the enemy in assaulting thei.r own 
1rks. 
The apparently trivial character of many of the phenomena re
rded in the Bible is a perpetual stumbling-block to intelligent per
ns. They cannot bring their reason nor faith down to the level 
J.t would render it easy for them to believe that the Almighty 
aker and Preserver of the universe has ever especially stretched 
·th His hand, and accomplished so little as was accomplished in 
! majority of these cases ; and besides, the belief is now general 
l<>ngst thinking people that God works by general, not by special 
\"s or acts, so that the intelligence of the age is directly opposed to 
s position of the Church, and as she denies the initial agency of 
irits, she has no inner works to fall back upon when she is assailed 
that quarter. 
Were the Church to take her stand upon the ground of spiritual 
1tercourse, and admit the active agency of spirits under the direction 
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of God, working through general laws, her position would be impreg 
nablc, as all history and all religious beliefs, together with modern 
experience would assist in establishing her right to all she should 
reasonably claim, and the greatest minds of the age would find no 
difficulty in recognizing her spiritual authority when it would no 
longer be necessary for them to assent to the directly divine origin 
of the miracles recorded in the Bible. 

Protestantism at the present time presents the appearance of the 
withered fig-tree. Its very principle of vitality-belief in the ministry 
of angels-has been eliminated from its system and the greatest difli. 
culty the advocates of Spiritualism have to overcome, is in the re
bound that their arguments and facts meet from the wall of material
ism which in this age surrounds Protestant theology. The clergy as 
a body appear to be insensible to the value and force of spiritual 
weapons, and neither use them, nor can be penetrated by them, and, 
as Mr. Howitt remarks: "There is hardly a man amongst the religi
ous teachers of to-day, who had not rather stand at the mouth of a 
well-charged Armstrong gun, than risk the faintest whisper of super· 
stition-that is, the honest assertion of the plain Bible truth." 

Within the Church, spiritual Christian heroes are not common; no 
more so than when the parents of Madame Bouvignon reading to her 
when a child the lives of the early disciples, she exclaimed : "Where 
arc the Christians? Let us go to the country where the Christians 
live!" 

Theology has made a mistake in transposing the words nMJJ and 
tltm ,- the latter habitually having the precedence. The vast future, 
of which it knows little or nothing, engages most of its attention, 
while the important present, of which it should know more, has been 
almost wholly disregarded. The vague, uncertain, and sometimes 
senseless requirements of the future, as understood by so many in the 
Church, have been urgently dwelt upon; while the evident necessity 
for men to cultivate benevolence and charity, and to act well and 
sensibly their parts here, has been but lightly pressed upon their at
tention. True love to God, exemplified in loving thoughts and 
deeds towards man here, and which tit him for the duties as well as 
enjoyments of heaven, have been but slightly insisted upon, while 
artificial and empty forms have usurped their place. Acts, habit;, 
and modes of thought of a routine nature, and vain ceremonies. 
have been imposed by the Church as active, absorbing duties, while 
the spirit of love which is the energizing force of heaven, has not 
oeen cultivated, and its existence has been hardly recognized. Of 
the Church: 
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" \Ve do not ask for forms and creeds, 
Or useless dogmas. old or new, 

But we do ask for Christian deeds, 
With man'~ progression full in view. 

Let her be first to aid and bless, 
And not the first to cast a stone, 

The while her robes of righteousness 
Are over foul corruptions thrown." 

The great majority of those who have been acknowledged leaders 
in great religious and reform movements, have had direct intercourse 
through one or more of its varied channels with the spirit-world, 
either through visions or trances, clairvoyance or clairaudience, or 
through spirit impression. Such was the case with Abraham, Moses, 
Jesus Christ, Paul, Mohammed, Joan of Arc, Luther, Calvin, Igna
tius Loyola, George Fox, Swedenborg, and Wesley. As Mr. Howitt 
remarks : "To call a man a great religious reformer, is the same as 
calling him a great spiritual medium. Without this mediumship, 
this cumm1wication intimate and enduring with the spiritual world, 
with the Holy Spirit and His holy angels, a man can reform nothing; 
he is a dead thing, and cannot emit new life and sentiment to the 
world." 

Under the directing-sometimes controlling-influence of spiritual 
intelligences, both religious and moral reformers are occasionally im
pelled to courses, the objects and aims of which not being apparent 
to ordinary minds, appear to be erratic, unguided, and illy calculated 
to accomplish useful purposes. These spiritual instrumentalities be
ing misunderstood, are invariably persecuted by the world when 
struggling, and are as generally applauded by it when success has 
crowned their efforts. Thus \Vesley, who in his early struggles was 
termed by a magistrate who fined him £20, " the vagrant, itin
erant .Mcthoclist preacher," in his later years, when his teachings had 
been accepted by numerous followers, was almost universally honored 
and respected by the Church, and by the civil authorities that had 
persecuted him. 

The Church frowns upon these reformers as disturbers of its peace, 
and exercises its power and influence to crush them, in ignorance that 
in so doing it sometimes is refusing entertainment to angds, who 
through them would infuse new life into its system. In this spirit 
women are excluded from participation in the ministry of religion, 
forgetful that holy spiritual influences flow into their minds at least 
as freely as into those of men. In the days of the apostles and the 
early Christians spiritual influence had free course through all those 
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adapted to its reception, male and female alike ; but when the 
Church became associated with the political power, and materialistic 
minds controlled it and shaped its course and policy, known mediums 
were excluded from ministration in its assemblies, and women were 
prohibited from speaking in public. Since then it has been custom· 
ary in the Church to permit none but men, formally authorized, to 
instruct the people, and with our experience and knowledge of the 
effecti\·e teachings of many inspired women in our day, it can readily 
be perceived what a loss the Church and the world have sustained 
by this prohibition, for by it have been excluded thousands who were 
better fitted to convey spiritual truths with clearness and force, than 
perhaps the majority of those regularly installed. 

The Church has thus rejected a powerful means of reaching the 
minds of the people, but the spirit of the age, and the success that 
Spiritualism has met with from the assistance of women teachers, is 
working a change in Church sentiment upon this subject, and I have 
no doubt that with the next generation, female teachers and preach
ers will fill pulpits in every Protestant denomination. Dean How· 
son, who recently visiterl this country, is of the opinion that the work 
of converting the heathen must be largely done by women, and he 
finds in the practice that prevailed in the assemblies of the apostles, 
warrant for the admission of women to official positions in the Church 
to-day. 

It seems to be only just and proper that as women compose the 
majority of our religious congregations, there should be some pulpits 
in which their spiritual natures could find expression, and whatever 
objection may have been urged against woman's teaching in bygone 
days, on account of her inferior education, cannot be valid now, as 
her education is as broad, liberal, and varied as that of man. The 
argument of past ages, founded, upon woman's enforced ignorance, 
can have no validity when her right to educational privileges is ad
mitted by all but the most contracted and illiberal minds. 



CHAPTER XXI. 

SPIRITUALISM AND THE CHURCH-ContiniU'a', 

BIBLIOLATRY, or the worship of the Bible as a book, has else
where been referred to in these pages. This form of idolatry, 

which has in the past been so prevalent among Protestants, is still 
practised by many in the churches. To these its l)assages are allliter
ll, or literal at least so far as they can be made to support the favorite 
3octrines and dogmas of their belief. In August, 1872, the Rev. Dr. 
Foss, of the Methodist Church, preached a sermon in New York in 
which he said : " If the Bible is the word of God, as is believed by all 
Christians, if all of it O( 1101 lru(, God is a liar j but we all know that 
God is truth." God is here made responsible for the literal truth of 
all that was there written by numerous fallible men, some of whom 
by their own admissions had been guilty of nearly every crime in the 
calendar, and if every word there recorded as having been written 
by them be not the tmth, then "God is a liar." This is a gross 
sacrilegious assumption, without a shadow of proof; it is contrary to 
the convictions of every unprt"judiced mind, and yet the idolatry of 
this religious teacher for the book itself is so abject, that he does not 
ilesitate to blasphemously charge God with being a liar, if any errocr 
!rising from human imperfection exist within its lids. If Dr. F05& 
must have something beside God himself to worship as infallible, he· 
should properly become a Roman Catholic and worship the Pope,. 
and when within the pale of that Church he would v.ery properly be· 
restrained from such bold, senseless, and sacrilegious assertions as-. 
this, for even the blindest adherents of papal infallibility would cot 
be impious enough to charge the errors of the Pope, the Bible~ or· 
the Church upon God himself. Of the reverend Doctor, and those 
who, like him, are determined to force the Bible to prove their 
dogmas, or to charge God with being false, it may well be said as 
was said of other ancient bigots : 

"We grope for the wal\ like the blind, and we grope as if we had no eyes-;·. we 
ltomble at noonday as in the night ; we are in desolate places as dead men."'-I.ta. 
lix. 10. 

Can any intelligent person with the least sense of God's Jove, wis
dom, and truth believe that He put a lying spirit in the mouth gf. on I" 

24 
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of his prophets to deceive Ahab? I Kings xxii. 2I-24. Can he be. 
lieve that God commanded the Israelites not to eat of anything that 
died in their camp, but permilled tlum to give it, or sell illo a strangtr, 
Deut. xiv. 2 I ; or that he commanded the Israelites to kill all the 
m~n and married women of the Midianites, and to keep the virgins 
for themselves, Num. xxxi. I 7, I8. 

It is shocking to an unprejudiced mind possessing any reverence 
for Deity, any regard for truth and justice, to read such a story as is 
related in the 27th chapter of Genesis, where Jacob, after treacher
ously personating and defrauding his brother, attributes, as he does in 
the zoth verse, his success in accompli~hing his fraud and imposition 
to the assistance of the Lord, and this in direct contradiction to the 
later declaration of the Christian apostle, when he saicl : 

" But he that cioeth wrong shall receive for the wrong which he hath done, au 
1/un is no rup~d of p~rso11s. "-Col. iii. 25. 

In what language would we denounce such base conduct at the 
present time? It appears like sacrilege to yoke such records of 
such deeds, so approved, to the pure moral records of the life and 
teachings of Jesus Christ. It is like tying a millstone about the ned 
of purity and virtue, and expecting it to survive. Much of the good 
that God intended should proceed from the precepts and example of 
Christ, has been rendered ineffectual by this unnatural, unholy union 
of ignorance, grossness, and wrong, with those precepts and teach
ings, and that example, as set forth in the New Testament. God 
never joined these books together, and man when he is a little more 
enlightened will put them asunder. It is an unholy, unhappy union, 
and cannot stand. Preserve and cherish all of truth it contains, but 
cast Its slavish error out into darkness, so that men will 110 longer be 
blinded and led astray by it. 

There is not a humane lawyer who can fail to detest the injustice 
and inhum:mity that characterized the Israelitish law ; there is not a 
doctor of medicine who approves the medical or smgical practice o£ 
the Hebrews, or who can find in that practice a truth which he can 
usefully appropriate; but the theologian forces his way back through 
all the light and knowledge which has been shed upon nations and 
individuals, and imbeds himself in the gross, utterly material super· 
stition of this semi-idolatrous, semi-barbarous people. The words of 
Jesus can be applied to the Bibliolaters of our day: •• But in \'aiD 

they do worship me, teaching for doctrines the commandments of 
men," and I would add, that very unenlightened men some of these 
writers were. 

As another specimen of the bigotry and darkness of mind tba& 
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still nnds place with some of the clergy of the Evangelical churches, 
I will here copy from a report of the proceedings of the "Methodist 
Preachers' Association" in New York, January, r87J· The report is 
from a respectable daily journal. 

"Yesterday at the Preachers' Association, Brother Gorham said 
that old-fashioned religion was falling away, and that to read our 
most commonly sung hymns one would think that we were all going 
to heaven on sheet music in troops. It is all 'White Robes,' ' Shining 
Shore,' 'Palms of Victory,' and • Crowns of Glory.' When he alluded 
to ' a plact of ron-lasting burnings, 1t•lure God A lmight_v tortured 
them alive as long as God Almighty li11ts,' the cries of' Tltals right,' 
'Amm,' showed that he was understood and endorsed.'' 

It is not surprising that after this free and indiscreet, and, to n1y 
unorthodox understanding, blasphemous expression of opinion, this 
showing of hands by a few zealots, that reporters for the press were 
excluded. 

In the same spirit a religious journal of Boston, the Ziotl's Herald, 
said in December, 1872 : "Brimstone Comer-Rev. Mr. Murray has 
been preaching powerful sermons lately on the 'Justice of God's 
Punishment of the Wicked,' etc. His church is getting its own name 
back again, ' Brimstone Corner.' II is a good name, and means tlu 
/Jest of names-the lo1•e of Christ." 

"Brimstone Corner,'' representing the idea and doctrine of a burn
ing hell, synonymous with the name of Jesus and his transcendent 
Jove. These remarks, anc.l. the ideas they embody, are as wild and 
senseless as those that originate in an insane asylum. 

The name of Thomas Starr King is dear to many. He was an 
advanced inspirational speaker, and his words went directly to the 
soul. I had some personal acquaintance with him, and can truly say 
that he had the heart of a woman and a lion combined in one humar. 
breast, and I can also say that to my knowledge, and the same can 
be attested by other witnesses, he saved California to the Union, 
when her defection would have diverted the sinews of war from 
Washington to Richmond, and perhaps have reversed. the issue of 
the conflict. 

The Christian Register of April 1, 1871, quotes from the writings 
of Mr. King as follows : 

"Not iong 2.go I read a volume containing twenty-five sermons 
recently preached in New York and Brooklyn, with reference to the 
revival, by the most distinguished ministers of those cities. Some 
of the most powerful of the discourses I read in my library till past 
midnight. The air at last seemed full of infernal terrors and woe, 
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and I shut the dreadful book. In a room upstairs my little daugh. 
ter, six years old, was sleeping, with whom I have often had the most 
sweet conversation on God, and Christ, and the life hereafter. But 
I said to myself then in excitement of soul, what I will say here with 
seriousness and deliberation-that rather than my child should have 
the awful theology of the average of that book stamped upon her 
heart, I should unspeakabl)· prefer that she should grow up an atheist. 
As an atheist the best currents of human nature would not be cor
mpted in her. Bclie\·ing what that book teaches, and having her 
whole nature cramped and clistorted into its mould, it would not be 
possible that her spirit could have any religious beauty, cheer, or 
peace." 

1 have a young friend, a sweet girl of the age of sixteen, gifted 
with a bright intelligent mind, highly susceptible, with strong social 
feelings, who has lately been induced through the persuasions of..her 
minister to take the communion and fully connect herself with the 
Episcopal Church. After this event a friend asked her if she 
believed in eternal punishment for those of her family and relatives 
who did not lead holy lives, and her answer, promptly given, was, 
"Yes ; and I shall be so happy and satisfied of the justice of God, 
that 1 shall view their misery as perfectly right, and without rebrret." 

Here was a mind untainted with any pernicious ideas, into which 
was introduced this disturbing religious, or rather irreligious element, 
this deba.,ing dogma, and should she not in maturer years abandon 
her beliei in it, the only result can be the perversion of some of her 
best impul~es, a warping of her judgment, and a contraction of her 
naturally liberal mind. Can any one imagine that she has been ben
efited by the adoption of this belief? 1 pray that she may not be
come one of those of whom it was said: 

"For the morning is to them even ns the sh:u\ow of death; if one knew them 
they are in the terrors of the shadow of death."-J<>b xxiv. 17. 

" Shall man eonciemn his race to hell, 
Unless they bend in pompous form; 

Tell us that all, for one who fell, 
Must perish in the mingling storm? 

"Shall each pretend to reach the skie, 
yet doom his brother to exr.ire, 

Whose soul a different hope supplies, 
Or doctrines less severe inspire?" 

The doctrine of eternal punishment has wrought incalculable evil 
to mankind. One of these evils, the magnitude of which it is im-
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possible to over-estimate, is in erecting this assumed decree of God 
into a precedent for cruel and vindictive punishments through human 
laws; and those who have fully believed in this abhorrent doctrine, 
have been rendered by it less merciful in their judgments of, and 
actions towards, their fellow-beings. No Catholic inquisitor ever 
drew the cord or applied the pincers to the quivering flesh, without 
feeling that his cruelty was justified, if not enjoined, by the "com
mand of the Lord," to whom was attributed a character which could 
create beings to be damned, and justify others in torturing these! 
beings before they were damned; the one crime being justified by 
the other. 

The most pitiless criminal judge who ever administered rigorous 
Jaw on the bench of New York, was one recently superseded, and 
who was a Roman Catholic, a firm believer in everlasting punish
ment, and to whom, therefore, with this divine precedent, the idea 
of unjust, grossly inadequate punishment was in no sense revolting; 
and his sentences of ten, and even more years, for comparatively 
insignificant offences, when I have read of them in the daily journals, 
have often sent a thrill of horror through my mind. 

While residing in San Fran«isco, during some.· years the criminal 
court there was presided over by a staunch Protestant, also a believer 
in eternal punishment for the wicked. We were personally ac
quainted, and I can truly say that a more kind and generous man I 
have rarely known, and yet, under the baleful influence oCthe exam
ple of the Jewish Jehovah, he steeled his nature against :he plead
ings of mercy, and from fear that he might err on her side, he im
posed sentences that would nearly parallel those imposed by the 
judge nearer home. 

Solomon says: "As a man thinketh in his heart so is he." Men's 
conceptions of the character of God are the limits beyond which 
their minds cannot reach. Their chief desire is to approximate to the 
character they ascribe to Him, and they become more and more like 
the God of their imagination. Thus the Jehovah of the Old Testa
ment was subject to feelings of anger and revenge, and as we desire 
to be like our God, and in fact are commanded to be like Him, we 
cannot feel it to be a sin to become angry, or to indulge revengeful 
feelings. The growth of the passions is thus assisted, and the man 
more nearly assimilates to the character he wrongly ascribes to God ; 
and facilities are furnished, and conditions made favorable-espe
cially where the individual possesses any marked mediumistic qual
ities-for spirits on low planes to impress or control him. 

Error is even more prolific than truth, and every cherished error 
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bears fruit, and is fmitful alone in error. Men do not gather figs 
from thistles, nor grapes from thorns. We often see the fruits of 
belief in the Jewish God exhibited in tm: pulpit. This is at the 
present day, as in the past, the stronghold of capital punishment; it 
is from here that the crime of murder is denounced, while murder in 
retaliation is in the same breath sternly insisted upon, because in the 
book of Genesis ix. s. the God of the Israelites said : 

"At the hand of every man's brother will I require the life of man." 

This was the text selected by the Rev. Dr. Stoddard, a Presbyterian 
minister in New York, for a sermon preached by him in March, 1873, 
upon the subject of Capital Punishment. 11 The text occurs," he 
said, "in a part of the Bible which has always been regarded as the 
highest inspired authority for punishing a murderer with death." If 
this part of the Bible is particularly inspired, let us examine the re
maining portion of this chapter. Commencing with the 2oth verse, 
we are told that Noah planted a vineyard, made wine, drank of it, 
and was drunken, and while in this condition his person became ex
posed, and Ham, one of his sons, and the father of Canaan, hap
pening to perceive the state of his father, told his two brethren 
without, who took a garment and covered his nakedness. 

"And Noah awoke from his wine, and knew what his younger son had done 
unto him, and he saiJ : Cursed be Canaan, a servant of servants shall he be unto 
his brethren. And he said: Blessed be the Lord God of Shem. and Canaan shall 
be his servant." 

From the assured manner in which the name of his God is here 
invoked, Noah was clearly under the impression that He sanctioned 
this arrangement, by which one race of men, yet unborn, was decreed 
to be the servants of another, also unborn, in punishment of a sin 
they never committed, and, so far as we can perceive, Ham never 
committed; all there was sinful about it being in Noah, a man of 
family and a patriarch, indulging to excess in new wine, and expooing 
himself in a manner that aggravated his sin of drunkenness. So we 
find in this especially inspired chapter a demand for the life of the 
murderer, and the ratification of Noah's curse upon a race yet 
unborn, in revenge for his shame arising from exposure of his person 
while in a state of-what any clergyman would properly term when 
applied to a similar case in our day-beastly intoxication. Instead 
of repenting of his sin like a Christian, he appears to have been 
actuated by a spirit of blind revenge, and he vented his indignation 
upon an innocent, unborn race, and his God being at that moment 
in a favo·.·able humor, smiled upon and blessed Noah in his humane 
purpose. 
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It is in compliance with the command of this God that scaffolds 
are erected throughout this Christian land, upon which men and 
women are strangled; murdered in revenge for having murdered an
other, perhaps in the heat of passion, or under strong provocation, 
when smarting under a sense of wrong, or some other overpowering 
influence ; while these murders by the people in retaliation are cool, 
deliberate murders, without a single one of the enumerated excuses 
which stand out to plead for the individual murderer. I say .these 
executions are retaliatory ; they can be nothing else, for surely no 
unprejudiced, intelligent man, who has paid attention to the subject, 
will in this day contend that they are warning examples. Their whole 
record proves the reverse, and the known character of human nature 
contradicts it. The history of criminal law in Europe, and especially 
in England, contradicts it ; for there is no fact better established than 
that as penalties have been made lighter the crimes they punished 
have diminished in frequency. Excessive punishment, so far from 
being reformatory, is exactly the reverse ; it appears to arouse the 
evil elements in others, and develops into repetitions of the very 
crimes that arc thus excessively punished. · 

The whole authority for hanging a man is in the assumed commands 
of the Hebrew God; a God exclusively their own, who always as
sisted them at the expense of their neighbors, unless when he was 
angry with them, and who was for generations supposed to make his 
habitation in a box or ark in their temple. Even Rev. Dr. Cheever, 
of New York, from whom I expected better thin~s, endorsed this 
authority to murder, in a sermon preached in the chapel of the Uni
versity, March 1, 1873, when he said: "The power of the state to 
hang a man was derived from the Great Governor of Nations. It 
would be a dupotic murdtr if ll1e txisltnct of God was not bdin1ed. 
. . .• This command of God was the law which formed the keystone 
of all laws, and held the arch of society, but could not be maintained 
tf the existence of God was not taught in the schools." 

" It would be a despotic murder if the existence of God was not 
i>elieved." In other words, this command of the Hebrew God is the 
only authority, and if this authority be rendered null, men would not 
i>e justified in legally depriving another of life. This is what we con
tend for; this is the only authority, and the God of love and mercy 
speed the day when He, and He alone, shall be authority, and the 
God of blood and vengeance, the created God of the Hebrews, be 
[>roperly and truthfully understood as only a tutelary divinity, a hu
IUan spirit who had not arisen above the grosser imperfections of his 
:arth-life. 1£ it is, as Dr. Cheever says, that "this comma• • 
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was the law which formed the keystone of all laws, and held the arch 
of society," then the sooner socit!ty is reconstructed without this key 
the better for the morality and happiness of mankind. If this be the 
keystone, then the arch is constructed of human skulls, and is ce
mented in blood. 

" But their minds were blinded, for until this day rcmaineth the same vail UD· 

taken away in the read in~: of the Old Tc>tamcnt, which vail is done away in Christ. 
"But t:'l'-'" tmi>J this d<ty, wlu11 .JI>Js.-s is r"ad, tlu v<ti/ is up.1n th«ir Juart."-

1 Cor. iii. 14, 15. 
If men ant! organizations of men, theological and otherwise, are to 

be judged by their fruits, then all theology founded upon ~tosaic 

law stands condemned before God and man, for a vast deal of evil 
has proceeded from it, while no positive good can be found which has 
originated in it. The evils arc apparent, while the good at best is 
only hypothetical. It will not answer to plead the benefits of our 
civilization as proceeding from old theology, for these have been 
proven over and over again, even by sound theologians, as originating 
in other sources than theological, and without this argument the pos· 
itive evil stands nakedly arrayed against supposititious good. 

The doctrine of the innate depravity of man is another of these 
evils, and is a striking example of a single error, sown in congenial 
soil, producing a brood of errors each as potent for mischief as itself. 
Of this brood are : 

The body is vile. 
The spirit is vile ; and 
All good acts by sinners are unacceptable to God; being sinful 

like themselves. 
With the prevalence of this belief, hope and aspiration, which lie at 

the very basis of progression, arc repressed, and a spirit of slavish 
obedience to self-constituted authority is substituted. "Works done 
by unregenerate men," says the Presbyterian Collfusion of FaiJ/1, 
"although for the matter of them they may be things which God 
commands, and of good usc both to themselves and others, yet be· 
cause they proceed not from a heart puriiied by faith, nor are done 
in a right manner according to the word, nor to a right end, the 
glory of God, 1111~)' an therifore sinful a11d ca1111tJf pkase God, or 
make a man meet to receive grace from God." Singularly enough 
one of the passages cited in the notes in the Confusion, as au
thority for this uncharitable doctrine, is x Cor. xiii. 3: 

"And though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor, and though I give my 
body to be burned, and hav~ not charily, il pro.fttdh tn~ nothing." 

But suppo: e the sinner to have charity, how then ? and how about 
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loud-mouthed professions and strict observance or forms without it? 
This passage, here applied, is not two-edged, it has only one edge, 
and that cuts into the very core of the belief of these illiberal dog
matists. 

The late Rev. Dr. Ferguson-God bless his memory with us, as 
He is now blessing him in Heaven-whose pen was invested with the 
power of inscribing living characters of truth, says upon this subject 
of innate depravity : "Spiritualism teaches that human character is 
depraved, but human nature never. That the soul is born of God, 
is spirit of His spirit, and however it may be em·eloped in vice and 
crime, it must s01i1etime realize its native birth and ascend above the 
fleshly perversions that hide its power. Hence it offers hope to all, 
1nd believes not in the total depravity of any. To say that a nature 
that comes from God is corrupt, is a fallacy, and makes Him the 
1uthor of sin, and the remorseless punisher of His own handiwork. 
But to say that a limited being may err, may abuse the passions and 
tendencies of his nature, and involve himself in the necessary conse
:tnences of all such abuse, and, so far as he is connected with others, 
:nvolve them, is alike the dictate of reason and the testimony of ex
i>cricnce. Hence we find in the most of men a capacity for good, 
n the best a tendency to evil, while the law of progression from 
nothing towards eternal perfection is the law of the mental universe. 
Not depraved then, but weak; not doomed, but degraded; not 
:ursed of his Creator, but chided of his Father ; not hopelessly lost, 
)Ut endlessly related to spirits whose development and progress 
mtst bring them by natural and eternal laws ofkindred and affection 
to his help. This is man in his worst condition, and his worst con
~ition, with Spiritualists, is often seen to be covered over with phari
;aical pretension to all the wisdom and love that is possible to man, 
while it knows not its own ignorance of the first principles of a divine 
.ife."-Spiril Communion, p. 240. 

The late Mrs. Eliza W. Farnham thus wrote : "The Church, 
wherever we know its spirit, has despised and trampled on some por
~ion of the natural which needed and sought its help. Our own theo
.ogical Church, as we know, has scorned and vilified the body till it 
.1as seemed almost a reproach and a shame to have one, yet at the 
;ame time has credited it with power to drag the soul to perdition. 
[t is only beginning in certain liberal offshoots, the growth substan- · 
ially of the last .half century, to acknowledge respectability enough 
n the body to entitle it to be treated as an instrument worth improv
ng for the sake of its tenant." 
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"The body is not vile. Men make it so 
By harboring vices in its tenement. 
Sweet as the lily on its virgin stem, 
Sweet as the rose that opes its perfumed lips 
And kisses the enamoured air of June, 
Is the fair child upon its mother's breast, 
And the sweet maiden in her girlhood's prime, 
And the young mother sacred unto God, 
Whose infant is a blo!\SOm of the soul, 
Dropped by His hand, and fresh from Paradise. 
The form is made to he the home of love, 
And every atom bathed in innocence ; 
And joy and beauty should diffuse its life, 
And thrill with song-to angels inly heard. 
The mother's bosom, Love's all·hallowed realm, 
Is no vile dust. Born from the darkest age 
Of superstition, is that ancient creed, 
That matter is the enemy of good, 
Accursed and hateful to the Infinite ; 
For every atom is a living thought, 
Dropped from the meditation of a God, 
Its every essence an immortal love, 
Of the incarnate Deity." 

-HAII.IUS. 

They who believe in a personal devil, and whose minds dweU 
upon the attributes with which he is usually clothed, arc unfortunate 
not only in being in error, but in attracting l'pirits with Ct!rtain of the 
qualities they ascribe to their ideal monster. A mind imbued with 
these ideas in a greatt!r or lt!ss degree is accessible to the gross 
spirits who realize them. 

When certain Protestants assign to the agency of the devil the 
motive power of Spiritualism, we look upon it as an act of retaliation 
for the odium which has so long rested upon them from a similar 
charge made against their belief by the Catholic priesthood. It is 
true they are punishing us for the sins of others : but then this usage 
is sanctioned by many precedents in the Hebrew history, which they 
take for their guide ; and then again, by raising a hue and cry against 
our faith upon this plea, they may divert the force of the charge from 
themselves. As they have meekly borne this charge so long-since 
the Reformation-charity demands that we in our vigorous sturdy 
yout1 shall assist in bearing their cross. In this view we accept the 
situation, but if any should accuse the evil one of so falsifying his 
nature as to be actively engaged in our camp in disseminating our 
truth<;, :n assisting our phenomena, in pouring balm upon the 
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wounded heart, in lifting up the crushed soul, in pointing to God, 
and truth and Heaven, as the aims and objects of this life, then we 
must object; they have mistaken their man; he may be in the guise 
of the devil, but if there be a God, this agency is one of His minis· 
ters. He may for divine purposes be acting a part, but his words 
transparently prove his kinship to Deity; he cannot be the enemy, he 
must be the friend of man. If this work "be of God, ye cannot 
overthrow it ; if it be of man (or of the devil) it will come to naught." 
If Jesus was willing that his works should judge him, we are equally 
willing that Spiritualism should be judged by its works. 

"If I do not the work of my I'' ather," Jesus said, "believe me not. But if I do, 
though ye believe not me, believe the works, that ye may know 1111d believe that the 
Father is in me, and I in him."-Johll x. 37, 38. 

This ascribing to the agency of the devil whatever is beyond its 
comprehension, is the first and last resort of ignorance. St. Bernard 
of Clairvaux, in 1140, said of the Waldcnses: "There ill a sect which 
calls itself after no man's name, which affects to be in the direct line 
of apostolic succession, and rustic and unlearned though it is, yet it 
contends that we are wrong, and that it only is right. It must d~ri11e 
its origin from llu d~vil, si11ce l/1~rc is no ollur ~x/raclion which we 
can assign lo it." This conclusive mode of reasoning of the Catholic 
saint, has been perpetuated to our day, and is resorted ~o by some 
equally brilliant minds who apply it to Spiritualism. We can even 
go back farther than St. Bernard, and reluctantly strip him of any 
claim to originality in this conclusive mP-thod of argument, by re· 
minding the modern accuser that to the same diabolical agency were 
attributed the works of the founder of Christianity. 

With the decay of his kingdom-the infernal regions-the strength of 
the devil is rapidly declining. His death was predicted, and his obi
tuary notice written nearly three thousand years ago. These are 
the inspired words in which his doom was pronounced : 

"How art thou fallen from heaven, 0 Lucifer, son of the morning I How art 
thou cut down to the ground, wltidl didrt w~akm tlu nalionr I 

"They that see thee shall narrowly look upon thee, and con~ider thee, saying: 
b this tlu ma11 that mad~ /lu ~arlh to lnm61~, thai did rhak1 l:ingd:11nr. Tluzl 
IN4de IM world as a wi/d~rnur, and dulroytd tlu dliu th~nof, tluJI opmttl not 
tlu lto11s~ of ltir prisonn-r. 

•· Hut thou art cast out of thy grave like an abominable branch . • • . • as a car
csa trodd!n under feet. "-Is. xiv. 12, 16, 17, 19. 

Sic transit diabo/us. The clergy should treat his memory with re
ipCCt, for surely he has done more to consolidate their power tha 
God himself; but I am apprehensive that when he is gone they w 
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prove ungrateful, tum to new idols, and take refuge in the maxim, 
that "A livi11g dog is better than a dead lion." 

The Evangelical clergy occupy a position in relation to the Stage, 
similar to that they sustain towards Spiritualism. Instead of attempt
ing to elevate the character of the stage, and to use it as an instru
ment, a means for the inculcation of n{oral and religious sentiments, 
they stand aloof, its declared enemies, and denounce it as immoral, 
irreligious, and corrupting in its tendencies, entirely oblivious of the 
fact that theatres, like newspapers, teachers, or even ministers, will 
generally cater to the tastes of their supporters, and if sectarians not 
only fail to encourage them by their means and presence, but prevent 
others of the religious and moral classes in the community from as
sisting in their support, how can they in reason expect their tendency 
to be otherwise than what it is, or even what they represent it to be? 

The clergy can make the theatre just what they please. The 
manager of a new theatre in Louisville, Ky., on the opening night re
cently, made a speech, in which he informed the audience present 
that the class of entertainments given would be de!termined by the 
public taste. " If first-class entertainments do not prove a financial 
success, a11d srco11d or third-deus do, the latter will be given, and the 
public mus_t blame themselves and not the manager." Probably 
every other manager in the land agrees in sentiment with this one, 
and there can be no doubt that if the clergy would agree among 
themselves to recommend their congn:gations to support the theatre, 
or theatres, which would stipulate to represent only plays in which 
morality and virtue are upheld, and notify managers of their deter
mination to steadily support such performances with their direct in
fluence, there would be active competition amongst managers in 
meeting this requirement. 

As an example of the readiness of theatrical managers to put on 
the stage whatever will please their patron!:', I would refer to the play 
of U11cle Tom's Cabin. When that story was first dramatized fully 
three-fourths of the people of the Northern States upheld slavery. 
The play was brought out as a hazardous venture, but its appeals 
to the heart and moral sentiments were so favorably responded to by 
the audiences, that other managers, not regarding their own prejudices, 
successively brought it out, and it soon became a standard play, and 
one of the most successful, in more senses than one, ever represented 
before American audiences. 

Instead of adopting this sensible, judicious, and truly Christian 
course, the majority of the clergy have held aloof from and denounced 
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the drama, and have voluntarily renounced all assistance from the use 
of a means, which, if properly used, would in its results not be behind 
their thousands of pulpits in advancing the cause of religion (not 
sectarianism) and morality, by the inculcation of the hideousness and 
unprofitableness of vice, and the attractiveness and utility of virtue. 
It might here be well if the Protestant Church were to take a lesson 
from its Catholic riva~ for what is all the ceremonial and display of 
this Church but dramatic representation ; the processions of the 
priests and acolytes, the adoration of the host, the lighted tapers, the 
grateful incense, the imposing costumes, the posturing, chantings 
and sensuous music, the solemn high and midnight masses, etc. 
This Church has incorporated the theatre into its very system, and 
moulded it into such a shape as to be one of its principal elem<!nts, 
if not its chief element of strength. 

Through the attractions of the stage the clergy would be able on the 
one hand to reach that numerous class of persons who rarely enter 
their churches, and on the other, that equally numerous class who 
are swayed by their eh1otional feelings, and who can most readily be 
impressed and educated by dramatic representations, addressed as 
these are to the senses of both sight and hearing. For these, the 
cold intellectual spirit of Protestantism is not only unattractive, but 
often positively repelling. It seems to be forgotten by the clergy, 
that to impress different minds different means must be employed ; that 
all cannot be brought to the appreciation and practice of virtue by 
one means, any more than all can be nourished and devdoped by 
the same diet. 

An exhibition of the illiberal spirit in the Church that has 
unqualifiedly opposed the stage, and that will continue to oppose it, 
and which must be sternly rebuked before the stage can be made a 
means of good, was made in the remarks of Rev. Dr. Finney, in the 
Methodist Conference in New York, in January, 1873. "Amuse
ments," said this gentleman, "must be engaged in to the glory of 
God, or they are sinful, and moreover, to a sinner no amusement is 
innocent, because everything he does is wrong." No doubt if ever 
the Church should recognize the usefulness of dramatic representa
tions, this reverend gentleman would attempt to confine them to the 
fall of Adam, and its consequence, the deep damnation of his pos
terity, and I am afraid the representation of these subjects would not 
pay, either religiously, morally, or pecuniarily. 

Spiritualists believe in the beneficial tendency of all innocent 
amusements, moderately indulged in. We believe that educating 
the ear in musical sounds tends to harmonize the whole character, 
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as harmony, and even harmonious sounds, pervade all nature, though 
inaudible to our natural ears. " The music of the spheres" is not 
an idle dream, as psychology proves. We believe in dancing-but 
not in all dances. It is the poetry of motion, and throu~hout all 
nature there is unceasing activity. We believe in poetry itself, for 
the universe is a grand poem. We believe in song-in all songs that 
elevate the thoughts, or touch the heart without corrupting it, for 
they call up the best and holiest feelings of our nature. We believe 
in the drama, as the deepesf, most permanent lessons in the science 
of human duty, and the philosophy of human nature can be given 
through it. We believe in everything that is capable of teaching, 
improving, or innocently amusing mankind, and anything that pos
sesses this power we are ready to adopt as a means, though it may 
heretofore have been desecrated by use for immoral purposes, 
and this wrong use is an additional reason why we should rescue 
it from the grasp of Satan, or evil. When Wesley was taken to 
task for introducing the singing of some of the hymns to pop
ular airs, his reply was, that he was determined that the best 
tunes should no longer be exclusively used in the service of the 
devil. This practice of robbing Satan can be profitably extended 
by the Church. 

As with the drama, so with Spiritualism. Here is a field over 
which are distributed the richest and rarest truths, truths that are 
clothed in forms that appeal equally to the reason and emotional 
natures of men ; truths that once understood are certain to be 
embraced, and not only this, but every one of which confirms in a 
signal manner every important original truth of Christianity. These 
truths inspire the believer with that enthusiasm which works great 
things, and the absence of which element in the Church is the chief 
cause of its present listless, inanimate condition. 

The same eyes that can see in the stage only corruption and folly, 
naturally look upon the platforms of Spiritualism as the arenas ri 
vice and depravity. They will not approach, neither will they pennit 
others to approach, and then with pharisaical bigotry and pride ign~ 
rantly denounce what from their point of observation it is impossible 
they should understand. 

Enlightened Spiritualists, harboring no prejudice, and sufficiently 
intelligent to perceive and appreciate every important means for dae 
promulgation of tmth, avoid this great mistake of Protestantism, and 
in the not-distant future will avail themselves of the drama as a me
of addressing the understanding, through not one sense alone, baC 
through the two principal senses which mutually support each other, 
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and through which the mind is chiefly educated-the senses of sight 
and hearing. 

Are the clergy aware of the existence of a contagious distem
per now prevailing in this land ? a mortal, deadly disease, more fatal 
than the plague or leprosy, which sends to premature, dishonored 
graves, annually, sixty thousand of as good men and women as the 
average of man and woman kind in our country. As individuals the 
clergy know of this fearful devastatidn, but as a body they appear to 
be ignorant that the disease of drunkenness exists. Here is an ac. 
tual disease ravaging this fair land, accompanied by symptoms more 
horrible than the sloughing carbunculous tumors of the plague, more 
exhausting than the discharges of cholera, and with a corruption of 
the system more general and absolute than that of small-pox. But 
this destruction of the physical organization is comparatively a minor 
evil, for unlike any other known disease, the moral constitution is by 
it also destroyed ; the victim morally and mentally, becomes even 
more vitiated and reduced than physically. The disease unhappily is 
slow in its progress, and day by day saps and undermines the foun
dations of religion, morality, and social virtue-the mental with the 
physical powers-until the once manly and womanly nature is almost 
cmshed out-almost extinct-and the unhappy wretch no longer fit 
to live in this world, a separation takes place-the corrupt and fes
tenng carcass is cast off, and the pollutl"d soul is ushered into that 
life where all its errors must be atoned for. 

You who profess to be the expounders of the will of God; the 
divinely constituted teachers of tho doctrines of Jesus; what are you 
doing to arrest this terrible evil ? an evil so vast that if it had not 
existed, and should suddenly settle down upon us, impressing us with 
a full consciousness of its character and effects, the nation would be 
agi tatt:d with the wildest terror, and all the clergy in the nation would 
forget their sectarian differences, and arouse from their indifference, 
in view of this awful visitation, and would unite in supplications to 
the God of Mercy to relieve us from the calamity. Not only are 
six: f:~ thousand bodies annually consigned to the grave by this evil, 
bu ~ if the doctrines of Calvin and Luther and Wesley be true, an 
eq~al number of souls are consigned to eternal misery. In addition to 
this~ one hundred thousand persons are, through its effects, annually 
\nln"Jured in our prisons, at least an equal number of children are re-
duced to a state of poverty, destitution, and ignorance-to a state 
'ffOTse than orphanage, whilst misery and degradation are brought to 

~ \bOUsands of otherwise happy families. 
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The clergy, with the ravages of this evil meeting them at every 
turn, calmly pursue their daily walks amidst one hundred and thirty 
thousand legally established places, where the foul poison which pro
duces this fearful harvest of human ills is openly, ostentatiously, ex
posed for sale to the old and young, the prudent and imprudent, and 
where in many instances all the appliances of art and luxury are im
pressed into this, the service of the devil; glittering mirrors ; attrac
tive pictures ; furniture manufactured with the utmost skill from the 
choicest woods; with sparkling, finely cut glass, vying with crystal 
in purity; and at night all these attractions enhanced by the flood 
of brilliant light which is thrown upon the whole. A certain writer 
in treating of these hells remarks : " If persons will come there, and 
will drink the liquor, certainly they ought to pay for it, and they do. 
They ought to give money or life in exchange for rum. They gener
ally give both. . . . . I have known struggles between rumsellers 
and moderate drinkers prolonged for twenty years. Rumseller inev· 
itably won, unless a third party interfered. The drinker has just so 
much money to expend, and then he is gone. The rumseller uses 
this very money to replenish his weapons of offence." This is but 
a mere outline of the picture of misery-its full ddails are known 
only to God. 

To manufacture and dispense this poison, there is employed an 
army of men, exceeding in numbers the force~ of the nation at any 
one time engaged during the rebellion in fighting for the preserva
tion of the life of the nation, and these men arc enlisted f0r life, au 
immense army, drawing their supplies from the victims, whom they 
are impoverishing and ruining, soul and body. 

Of the predecessors of these men in England John Wesley 53.id: 
." Drams, or spirituous liquors, are liquid tire, and all who m3Jl· 
ufacture or sell them, except as medicine, are poisoners-gened 
They murder his Majesty's subjects by wholesale. They drire 
them to hell like sheep. The curse of God is in their gardens; 
their walks; their groves; blood! blood! is there; the foundation, 
the floor, the walls, the roof of their buildings, are stained with 
blood." 

This army of Satan is billeted upon the taxpayers throughout tbt 
nation, and their vile dens are so numerous that the f0ul emanations 
from them arise and o ::rspread the land, like the miasmatic vapo!S . 
from the Dead Sea, and it is in the midst of these laboratories of sill 1~ 
and misery that Christian churches point their spires to the~ ~':,- , 
heavens, and where the mini~ters of God rebuke all sins but this, aad ~ ,. 
where the poisoners who have achieved worldly wealth and respecta· ~:~, 
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bility, by superior success in their vile traffic in human life and happi
ness, are often assigned the highest seats. If Jesus, when in his in
dignation he had driven the money changers from the temple, had 
come upon men like these, what would he have done. I verily believe 
that his indignation would have been overcome by his horror at 
finding them in comfortably allotted seats, and recognized, and per
haps honored as pillars of the temple. 

The Church cannot countenance theatres ; cannot have its robes 
of righteousness soiled by contact with their impurity, but it can 
thankfully and smilingly receive the rlirect wages of sin, earned in a 
traffic in which the very names of religion, morality, charity, and hu
manity are unknown. Neal Dow, in one of his lectures in England 
in r868, gave an account of what a drive by him through Edinburgh 
revealed. He said: 

"I was to be received at a great tea-meeting in Edinburgh. In 
the afternoon before, one of the magistrates took me in his carriage 
for a ride around that ancient town. As we rode up the Canongate 
he stopped. 'This,' said he, ' is the house of John Knox, very 
much as he left it. It is now the property of the church of the Rev. 
Mr. --, one of the leading Presbyterian churches in this city. The 
upper stories are occupied as dwellings, and the ground floor as a 
low, vile grog-shop, the rents going into the church treasury.' A 
little further on he said : 'There is a grog-shop, kept by a son 
of an eminent Scotch doctor of divinity of this city. The capital 
furnished by the father, of whose church the son is a prominent 
member.' 

" Farther on he said : 'Look at that shop; it is one of the vilest 
in Edinburgh, anrl is kept by the leading elder of the leading Presby· 
terian church in the city. A little while ago he was cMvicted before 
the police court, and fined for harboring thieves and prostitutes, but 
his standing in the church has not been compromised in the slight· 
est degree. Shortly after, he presented to the church, for the pulpit, 
a splendid Bible and hymn-book, which are now used there.' Many 
other similar places were pointed out to me, kept by church members 
in good standing, one of whom had taken from a poor ragged woman, 

~ in exchange for a pint of gin, a pair of shoes stripped from the feet 
& of one of her children." 

'

. A.t a temperance meeting held at the Church of the Strangers, in 
. New York, Feb. 22, 1874, the leader declared that "Trinity Church 

C:Orporation (in that city) owned from forty to sixty liquor saloons, 
one of which was the 'Study.'" The next day Mr. George T. Strong,. 
-«atnptroller of Trinity Church, in reply to this charge, said that. 

2C: 
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clauses prohibiting such traffic had then for three years been inserted 
in all new leases, and that the number of saloons on the corporation 
property had been very much over-estimated. Thus the charge was 
substantially sustained. 

It is asserted by Rev. Mr. Hughan, of Ontario, that twenty thou· 
sand persons are annually expelled from membership in the churcheS 
for simple drunkenness, and that a still greater number fill dru~'v 
ards' graves. 

Intemperance prevails mostly in Christian nations, and amom._sst 
Christianized savages. Amongst the Mahometans, the worship}> 4::'1'i> 

of Buddha, the Chinese, etc., it is comparatively rare, and in Prot:" ~s· 
tant countries it is more prevalent than in Catholic. It would app~at 
from this that the restraining power of modern Christianity is 1~~ 
than that of Paganism, and that Protestantism possesses less of tJIII!lls 
power than Catholicism. · 

The Christian Church is supposed to be a fountain of virtue a~d 
charity ; the centre from which reforms should emanate. The Re:::-v. 
Dr. Cuyler, while visiting Glasgow, Scotland, in June, 187:z, mt:llr- .st 
have observed some of the c.hurch abuses which had previously ~t
tracted the attention of 1\fr. Dow, for in a sermon preached in th<' 

City Hall of that city, under the auspices of the Scottish Temper
ance League, he is reported to have said in reference to the apathy 
of the Christian Church as to our drinking usages : 

"The Church must take up the question. It was a sad mistake that 
she had not taken it up from the beginning, and if sh~ did not take 
it up now, when the mind of the community was being stirred on the 
subject, the ministry would IJe left high and dry in her pulpits, and 
the work of moral reform would be pushed on by outside agencies. 
But if every Christian minister, if every elder, if every deacon, if 
every professing Christian, were to do his part, Scotland would be 
revolutionized ...•. Urging the necessity for Church organization 
on this point, Dr. Cuyler then gave some details of the arrangements 
of his own church, whose temperance society is presided over by 
'the best executive elder' in the States, and is as much a part of the 
church work and life as are their Sunday-schools." 

The Church never was in a better condition to do her duty and 
prove her right and ability to lead the reforms of society. There are 
in the United States nearly seven hundred Young Men's Christian 
Associations, with a membership of over one hundred thousand. 
With this organized corps of active, intelligent Christians, in the 
prime of lift!, as an arm of the Church, she should be able to root out 
every vile grog-shop in the country. If the church would only enter 
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nvon this great work, suspending her wrangling and disputation for 
a s·eason, she would attract to her side every true reformer, and 
every moral element (and the moral element is far more enduring and 
accomplishes more than the religious), and her success would cast 
about her a halo like that depicted around the head of Jesus by the 
old painters. She would accomplish a work which would stand side 
by side with the destruction of slavery by the nation. She would 
crush out a worse slavery than African. 

And in reference to the question of slavery, how did the Church 
stand? Years before the commencement of the civil strife upon this 
question, Parker Pillsbury declared that the theatres would preach 
t.he truth in t~e matter of slavery before the pulpits. Did time ver
ify or falsify this prediction ? Every intelligent observer knows that 
such plays as Uncle Tom's Cabin were educating the northern mind 
upon the wrongs of slavery, and were preparing it to successfully re
sist further encroachment by the slave power, long before the pulpits 
and religious presses of the country had become aware of its being 
an evil; and as the Protestant Church since its successful struggle with 
the Catholic, has never taken the initiative in a single great reform, 
so in respect to slavery it came in only when the hard work was 
done, and contended for a portion of the credit. Not one of the 
E·l'atzgdifal denominations in our country, north or south, made a 
movement to abolish slavery, but, on the contrary, in the south, the 
strongest supporters of slavery were the Baptist and Methodist de
nominations. In contrast to this, those tuuva11gdifal sects, the 
Friends, or Quakers, and the .Moravians, who were not considered 
sufficiently Christian for a place in the Christian Alliance when it 
met in New York in r873, for a century previous had been engaged 
in the good work of manumitting slaves. In fact the churches had 
been the bulwark of American slavery, and only retreated from their 
position when the structure itself began to fall upon them. 

The American Religious Tract Society, representing the spirit of the 
united Evangelical Churches, never during the existence of slavery per
mitted a sentence to appear in one of its publications, which could be 
directly construed into a condemnation of the institution. It was 
after the emancipation proclamation of Mr. Lincoln had been issued, 
that the first word in its condemnation met the public eye. 

The pulpit and the religious press stood side by side in the support 
or slavery. When the abolitionists were risking life and limb, prop
erty and social position, in their Christian efforts to enlighten their 
fellow-citizens and arouse within them the feelings of humanity, and 
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when certain daily journals were denouncing them in the mos in
flammatory language as fanatics, disturbers of the peace, lunatics, · cc., 
the clergy had no word of condemnation for the shameful course of 
these journals, but in their holy indignation they too denounced the 
reformers in language, perhaps more decent, but not less bitter. 
The Jour11a/ of Commtru, of New York, the principal secular 
organ of the Protestant religious clement in that city, steadily upheld 
slavery, and was one of the last journals to come squarely to the 
support of the govenment in its strnggle for existence. 

Hear what Mr. Beecher says in the Clzristian Union, of Jan. 22, 

1873= 
"A rich man is apt to be conservative. He is cautious because 

he has a great deal to lose by a mistake. The Christian Church is 
usually a conservative body for the same reason ...•. The 
Founder of Christianity was put to death by religious and political 
conservatism. His life was taken that the old Jewish religion and 
the Roman empire might suffer no harm. 

"Nor need we go back to the !\1icldle Ages, or the days of Caia
phas to find the external interests of the Church maintained at the 
price of that for which the Church exists. It is not yet a great many 
years since in this country men's consciences began to be quickened 
as to the sin of slavery. The sentiment took form ancl became an 
organized, earnest protest against a great national crime. And what 
did the Church ? The Church as a rule stopped its ears anrl frowned 
on the agitators. It drove them out from it by its want of sympathy, 
and then took fresh alarm at them as infulels. How "'as it possible 
for Christian men to be thus incliffcrent to the cause of Christ's poor? 
Largely it was from exalting the literal precedents of Scripture abore 
the spirit of Chri&t. Largely it was from fear of injury to the Church 
through dissensions and divisions. The cowardice of wealth, and the 
cowardice of politicians, found a parallel in the timidity of Church
men. They feared that their organizations would be divided by 
strife, as if Christ had not said : ' I came not to bring peace, but a 
sword.' They feared that men's minds would be diverted from re· 
ligion, as if anything were more a part of rdigion than to let the 
oppressed go free. But the Lord reigneth! Men had shrunk from 
freeing the slaves lest their purses should suffer, and He freed them 
though it cost treasure by the thousand million, and lives by the hun
dred thousand. Men had feared to speak for liberty lest the Church 
should be divided by schisms, and the Lord spoke, rending the nation 
by civil war." 

Dr. Channing said that "slavery could not exist an hour, were it 
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not supported by the American churches." Another writer says: 
"The American Bible Society has lent its influence to build up the 
slave power, by twice refusing a donation of five thousand dollars 
presented to them by the American Anti-slavery Society, on con
dition that in the distribution of the Bible slaves should be in
cluded." 

Next in enormity to the sin of slavery, has been that of the treat. 
ment of the Indian by the American people, and it would be difficult 
indeed to determine which of these two national sins excels the 
other in barbarity. And what has been the position of the Protes
tant churches upon this question ? When has the voice of the Church 
been heard in defence of the long-suffering, and now almost extinct 
red-man. Generation after generation he has been betrayed, de
frauded, and massacred by our people, as is being done to-day, with 
scarcely a word of remonstrance from the professed followers of 
Christ, and the only Christian sects which have dealed kindly and 
justly by the Indian-as they have with the slave-have been the un
evangelical Society of Friends and the Moravians, whose principles 
and doctrines are confessedly from the same source from which 
Christian Spiritualists derive all their best and purest teachings. It 
would seem that Cotton Mather's sanguinary spirit, when he declated 
the Indians to be the children of the devil, had been instilled and 
perpetuated in the minds of succeeding generations of American 
Christians. Mather, like some Christians now, assimilated in charac
ter to the Hebrew God he worshipped. I a~ree with Dr. Ha~e, that 
''whenever any man brings himself to believe that his God ever author
ized such crimes, or patronized those who were guilty of them, he 
becomes more or less immoral." 

Until within a few years the barbarous custom of duelling has 
prevailed, and nowhere in such force as in this Christian country. 
With the advancement of intelligence, and the increasing regard for 
human life, it has ceased to be an established institution ; but in 
what degree is its abolition due to the Church? I am unable to per
ceive its active agency in the matter. Many years since, upon the 
death of Alexander Hamilton, Dr. Nott, President of Union Col
lege, uttered these words which have been steadily applicable to the 
Church : " I call this day to witness that the pulpit is to blame for 
this causeless blood; it has not done its duty. Hamilton," he said, 
"fell in obedience to a false notion of honor, and the pulpit is re
aponsible." 
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Some years since a society was e3tablished in New York for the 
"Prevention of Cruelty to Animals." Mr. Henry Hergh, its origi· 
nator, was also its president. This society has now, for some years, 
demonstrated its usefulness and humanity, and has friends in all who 
sympathize with efforts to relieve suffering and oppression. Until 
the organization of this society, there was not a statutory law in exist· 
ence in this country against the cruelty of man to dumb animals, 
which were merely ranked as insensate property. In a lecture de
livered by Mr. Bergh before the Union League Club, about two 
years since, after stating the difficulties he had to encounter in the 
prosecution of his noble work, he said that he had been greatly 
laughed at in the past for maintaining that brutes should not be wal· 
loped and killed at pleasure. . . . . " He was sorry to say that his 
work had bun accomplishtd without tht aid of tlu pulpit, and he as
serted that no man could be a good citizen who was cruel to brutes. 
He lately heard a clergyman preach about the progress of the past 
year ; of the advance in art, science, etc., who was silent on the sub
ject of the dumb creation, which gives us untold benefits, and takes 
little from us." 

Mr. Wesley had similar cause of complaint against the clergy in his 
time, as we find in Tytrman' s 1-Vulty, vol. ii. p. 402. " He longed 
for union and for help, not for his own sake so much as for the sake 
of others. For twenty years he had done his work without the co· 
operation of his brethren, the clergy, Episcopal and Dissenting." 

Of the clergy I would inquire : 
What have you done, and what are you doing to arrest the "slaugh· 

ter of the innocents," which is being perpetrated probably quite as 
often by members of your churches as by the world's people? Are you 
ignorant of the fact that freticide is not uncommon with members 
of your congregations? Ask your friends who are physicians their 

. opinions of the prevalence of this crime, and you will be appalled at 
their answers. In October, 1872, one of your number, the Rev. Dr. 
Hatfield, of Cincinnati, formerly of Brooklyn, N. Y., spoke some 
plain and truthful words concerning this practice, before the Evan
gelical 1\'linisterial Association of Cincinnati. Among other remarks 
of his, as I find them in one of the journals, he affirmed that "there 
was not a block in Cincinnati that did not contain women who mnr· 
dercd their unborn children, and thought it nothing. They came to 
church, and to the sacraments wit/1 hattds staintd 1vitlz tnt blood ~1 
tlu u11born i11nocmts. He called upon the ministers present to look 
the evil in the face, and confer together as ministers of God, as menr 
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bers of society, and as parents, for the best means to check the evil 
and save American society and American life from destruction. He 
stated that upon inquiry and investigation, he found that physicians 
were importuned every day to produce abortions by the ladies of the 
highest standing, and gave the instance of a wealthy and influential 
lady whom her physil.:ian in vain urged to abandon the purpose, and 
in reply to all his arguments and persuasion, she said : " I don't 
care; if you don't do it I'll do it myself, for my husband don't want 
any more children, and neither do I." 

Dr. Hatfield cited the Roman Catholic Church as setting an ex
ample of watchfulness over the people in this respect, so much so, 
that he as a Protestant minister stood abashed and silent before the 
Catholics. 

I do not find that this Christian-like appeal was responded to in 
any way by his brother ministers, and the journal from which these 
remarks are quoted, sneeringly remarked that the courageous, hu
mane speaker was " progressing as a sensationalist." 

Nor is this crime more prevalent in Cincinnati than elsewhere. 
It abounds through the length and breadth of our land, and in all 
our large cities there are well-known professional assassins of freta! 
life to whom thousands resort, and who amass fortunes from the blood
money they exact as their reward. There arc also hundreds of 
physicians who pass as respectable who are perpetrators of these 
murders, and hundreds of women who perpetrate them with their 
own hands. 

I am not disposed to further pursue the S!lbject of neglect of duty 
by the clergy, and will only inquire whether it would not be better 
for them, for society, and for religion, if they were to turn their artil
lery against these monster evils in society, and thus earn the claim 
to being the conservators of its peace, and promoters of its welfare. 
This certainly would be better than to employ their influence and 
waste their strength, as some do, in opposing great reforms and new 
truths. 

Not of the clergy in general, but of some of them it can be said, 
that they have little or no regard for the opinions of those who are 
to come after them. To such it is consistent to blindly fight against 
a great truth, fearing no serious consequences to themselves, so long 
as their contemporaries do not generally discover their errors and 
blindness, and call them to an account ; but for those who recoil 
from the idea of being viewed by their posterity as flagrantly in error, 
it is well to pause before they commit themselves irrevocably against 
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Modern Spiritualism, the greatest and brightest truth that has arisen 
upon the world since the advent of Jesus Christ, and which comes 
armed for victory, and crowned with overwhelming proofs of its 
divine mission. 

Such a position is humiliating, but there are other consequences 
flowing from life-long cherished errors in theology which are only 
realized when we have passed into that life to which they ultimately 
relate. It is not merely humiliation of feeling, but deep and vain 
regrets for a worse than wasted life; a life spent in the inculcation 
of error. The spirit of a clergyman who hall believed in and preached 
the doctrine of eternal punishment, returned and communicated 
through Mrs. E. Sweet, of New York, a lady and medium vouched 
for by the late Judge Edmonds. The communication is published 
in Tlu Fulur~ Lif~, a work written by her, and it briefly and clearly 
describes the disappointment of the spirit upon his entrance into 
spirit-life. 

" 'For the wicked shall be cast into hell, and all the nations that 
forget God.' This is a solemn thought, my hearers, and one. on which 
we should prayerfully and candidly exercise our minds. Yea, verily 
it is a solemn thought. The wicked shall be cast into hell, where the 
worm never dies and the fire is never quenched. Oh, my friends, 
flee from the wrath to come. Put away your sins lc=st the Son of 
Man come in the night, and oh, ye sinners, beware how ye tempt an 
angry God. 

"This was the doctrine I preached on earth; this the way in which 
I filled the poor human heart with fear and trembling, with shrinking 
from a kind and beneficent God, whose only manifestation is smiling 
on His creatures; by calling Him angry; by crying up hdl tire, the 
horrors of those who disobey, and distorting everything to suit my 
own peculiar views. I thought I was doing right, and God a service, 
by upholding these gloomy dogmas, which I gave forth with such a 
zeal, with such bitter denunciations against the erring mortals who 
should have been encouraged and dealt kindly with, and not horrified 
and frightened with the contemplation of death. 

"I thus departed from earth, feeling happy that I had done rny 
cluty ancl borne my cross, and might enter into the joys of my 
Father's house. I entered the spirit-world, but was not met by the 
rejoicing and bright angels I expected ; by some fri~nds to be sure, 
but their countenances were sad and gloomy; there was evidently 
something on their minds. Instead of rejoicing and songs of praise. 
it was rather a gloomy and mournful greeting on my first entrance, 
and a sadness came over my soul. I asked: • How is this. Why 
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should heaven seem so gloomy a place?' I said : 'Friends, can you 
tell I\le the reason? There is no rejoicing, no gladness in your 
looks. You have some inward sorrow. Pray convey me to Him 
whose cause I have served. Let me see the Saviour who died on 
the cross to redeem sinners. Give me something to repay me for all 
my labor.' 

"One venerable-looking brother whom I had known on earth, 
approached me solemnly, and taking my hand said: 'Our life-teach
ings have been wrong. They have caused more mourning and shrink
ing from the approach of death than happiness, driving hundreds 
away by their asperity who would have been glad to gaze beyond the 
vail of eternity.' I asked, 'Can it be possible that my whole life 
has been spent wrongly, that I lived an inharmonious life, that in
stead of doing God service I have done evil toward my fdlow-men?' 

"l\ly soul was so troubled and cast down, that after pausing awhile 
I said to that brother: 'What shall I do to be saved?' He said: 
'When you shall see your errors, and be willing to go down and re
deem the wrong you have done in the hearts which are there, 
then, and not till then, will you enter upon your path of ascension, and 
by your labor blot out your sins by assisting others to blot out theirs. 

"And, my friends, as soon -as I was made conscious of my error I 
began my work. I gave up my narrow conceptions of the Deity. 
Grovelling worm that I was, how little did I know of the majesty of 
God. I began earnestly and trustfully to cast away the chains that 
bound my soul. I began my labors, and, oh yes, it was a labor indeed, 
sufficient to wash away my many sins, when I shall have washed away 
the errors from those minds whose ignorance was made darker by my 
errors, and who ,,i~ht now have been further advanced but for my 
teachings. 

"I am now ascending. I begin to see the beauties of the spirit
world, and the tears fill my eyes when I think what I might have 
been." 

At a seance with Dr. Slade, after witnessing some materializations 
I asked a spirit-friend with whom I was communicating, whether my 
father had been present that evening? He replied yes ; and that he 
had often heard him say that he deeply regretted he had not known 
of this beautiful philosophy while on earth, as he could have done so 
rnuch good in his position, and with this knowledge he would have 
taught me differently. He said it is destined to be the religion of 
the world, that all sects would be merged into this one religion, and 
that it would be preached from every pulpit, though in different ways. 



CHAPTER XXII. 

SPIRITUALISM AND THE CHURCH-Co.orli~twd. 

".For the prophecy came not in uld time by the will of man, but holy men of 
God spo&.e as they were moved by the Holy Ghost. "-z P~J~r i. zr. 

N 0 earnest, truthful minister of religion ever asct!nds tne pulpit 
without the companionship of angel friends, who share his in· 

terest in his preaching. No preacher who speaks extemporaneously, 
addresses his audience without being indebted to unseen intelligences 
for at least some of his ideas, and at least to a limited extent for the 
phraseology in which they are conveyed, and many of the clergy are 
almost wholly indebted to spirits for both the ideas and language of 
their discour~e. 

These remarks equally apply to other public speakers, including 
the lawyer in his forensic efforts, the statesman in his speeches in 
the halls of legislation, and even to the politician in his partisan ap
peals. The actor by them is nssistcd in the recitations and acting 
of his parts, the physician at the bcdsidt! of his patient, the reformer 
in his fidds of hbor, and men and women in evt!ry pursuit and occu· 
pation in which they are engaged, even to the management and regu· 
lation of the honsehold ; all attract the attention of and receive as
sistance from sympathizing spirit-friends. 

"So much of old-time prophecy," says Mr. Beecher in the Chris
tia!l U11io11, "as is made up of an eloquent or poetic review of his
tory and current experience, declarations of God's will, and exhorta· 
tions to righteousness, is fairly paralleled by the highest and best 
prcachin~ in our Christian chnrches. The prophets were preachers, 
and the Christian preacher of to-day has attained an experience f3l 
from rich, if he have not known times, both in his stud;• and btfurt 
llu people, 1tJltm Itt spokt forllz glowi11g 1t1ords jar beyond lm trtl'n u•
aid<"ri a/Jility to dt1•iu or ulltr. Despise not prophesyings. TM 
true prmclttr of the Gospd is to-day aTl inspired man, whm ht is iJI. 
spind. Tltere are exalted stales of spiritual consciousnus 1tJhich fall" 

not be arcounled for in any other 1ua_1•. This is the delight, the in· 
toxicating delight of preaching, to walk royally in high places among 
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the children of light, and declare without a shadow of doubt or one 
faltering syllable the truth of God." 

The Rev. Dr. Watson gives these as the words of a Mt:thodist 
bishop:." We labor not only in the sight of mortals, we labor also in 
the sight of celestial beings, We preach to two congregations at the 
same moment, one below, and another above us." 

The Church fears tht> progress of Spiritualism as it fears all re
forms, all changes, all innovations. It is apprehensive that some of 
the revelations and teachings of Spiritualism may conflict with some 
of its own cherished dogmas. Tht!y certainly do, but quite as cer
tainly thq do not conflict with the doctrines that Jesus taught, nor 
with the established principles of morality and virtue. 

The views of Robert Dale Owen, in his Debatable Land, p. 1 70, 
are my views upon this subject. He says to the clergy : "Many of 
your number are probably deterred from entt!ring on this task, by the 
idea that the (alleged) phase of modern revelation is anti-Christian 
in tendency. If, after a varied experience of sixteen years in differ
ent countries, I am entitled to offer an opinion, it is that if such 
spiritual communications be sought in an earnest becoming spirit, 
the views presented will in the vast majority of cases be in strict ac
cordance with the teachings of Christ, such as we may reasonably 
conceive these to have been from the testimony of his evangelical 
biographers. They touch upon many things indeed which he left un
touched, but the spirit is absolutely identical. They breathe the very 
essence of his divine philosophy." 

My own experience also leads me to heartily endorse the following 
remarks of Rev. Adin Ballou in his Spirit Ma11ijestatirms, p. 85. 

" Objection.- These new-fangled miracles and revelations will 
draw people away from the Bible. They tend to heresy, infidelity, 
irreligion, and immorality. 

" Answer.-So said the old Jews of Jesus, his miracles and reveal
menu.. He was charged with designing to destroy the law and the 
prophets, with being a Samaritan, and having a devil, with workmg 
his miracles by the power of Beelzebub, with being a sinner, a friend 
·of publicans and sinners, a deceiver, a seditionist, a Sabbath-breaker, 
and a blasphemer. What truth or justice was there in all these 
charges? A great deal in the judgment of the scribes and Pharisees, 
thief priests and rulers of those days. A great deal in the opinion 
of thousands who honestly took their cue from those blind guides, 
but none at all in the enlightened judgment of those who regard 
fundamental principles, absolute truth, and essential righteousness as 
eteJ'Dal realities, and mere words, names, forms, and institutions as 
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changeable conveniences. Just so it is and will prove in the pres
ent case. Whatever of divine, fundamental principle, absolute truth, 
and essential righteousness there is in the Bible, in the popular re
ligion, and in the established Churches, will stand. It cannot be 
done away; on the contrary, it will be corroborated and fulfilled by 
spirit manifestations. I have yet to hear of the first believer in the5e 
manifestations whose faith has been diminished in what is called the 
supernatural of the Bible, or in its fundamental principles, or in ito 
essential righteousness as consisting in love to God and fellow
men. But we know that many who had no faith at all in the so
called supernatural of the Bible, and very little in a future existence, 
before witnessing the manifestations, have thereby been brought to 
believe in the reality of both, with a strength of conviction greater 
than that evinced by the generality of reputed orthodox Christians. 

"'Why should it be otherwise? Is it likely that one who is sure be 
has seen doors open and shut, heavy substances moved about, and 
a human body upborne without mortal coqtrivance or effort, \\-ill be· 
lieve less that Jesus walked on the water, that an angel rolled away 
a great stone from the sepulchre, or that Peter was released from 
prison by a spirit? Because one has seen brilliant lights and appear· 
anccs of flame, caused as he verily believes by spirits, will he have 
less faith that the angel of ( ;od manifested himself to Moses in a 
burning bush, or that tongues of cloven flame sat on the apostles at 
the great spiritual manifestation of Pentecost ? Shall one hear all 
manner of sounds caused by spiritual agency, even to a thundering 
roar which shakes the whole house, and therefore grow more skepti
cal about the thunders of Sinai, or the "great noise, as of a mighty 
ntshing wind," and shaking of the place where the apostles prayed? 
Shall one be convinced that spirits can actually write on paper, wood, 
and stone, with pens, pencils, etc., and therefore have less faith that 
a mighty angelic spirit inscribed the Decalogue on two tables of 
stone, and reached them forth out of a thick cloud to Moses? Will 
men who are sure that they have conversed with the spirits of their 
departed friends for hours, therefore doubt whether Moses and Elias 
conversed with Jesus at his transfiguration on the Mount? 

"Anti-Bible skepticism does not thrive on such nourishmen~ 

neither does irreligion and immorality gain strength by the almost 
uniform religious, moral, and reformatory communications made in 
connection with these manifestations. When the popular pulpit shall 
preach and insist upon as high a piety, as pure a morality, as devoted a 
philanthropy, and as practical a Chri~>tianity as are set forth in these 
spirit-messages, it will have undergone a great change for the better. 
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"As to the heresy of spirits, it seems to consist chiefly in discard
ing the heathenish notions of a partial and vindictive God : ~he end
less, useless torments of sinners in hell ; the existence of a deific 
devil, always opposed to the Universal Father, and the unalterable 
moral condition of spirits in the next world. On these articles the 
spirits are very heterodox. In practicals they teach us to adhere to 
the divine fundamentals of the Bible, and to reverence the spirit of 
those fundamentals, regardless of mere verbalism, phraseology, figures 
of speech, and external peculiarities. They condemn the world as it 
is ; the Church as it is ; society as it is ; and proclaim the indispen
sable necessity of individual and social regeneration. They are 
against war, slavery, debauchery, intemperance, ignorance, selfish
ness, vindictive punishments, persecution, bigotry, and whatever 
alienates man from God, from good spirits, and from his fellow
beings." 

Viewing the Bible in a rational light, and not in that spirit of idol
atry which can admit no imperfection, we find all therein which meets 
the free acceptance of enlightened Christians, in perfect harmony with 
the cardinal truths of modern Spiritualism, and the conflict is only 
with those portions of the Bible which do violence to the reason and 
sense of justice of liberal and humane men. The pages of the Bible 
are glowing with narrations of spiritual communion, and its authority 
rests upon its authenticity as a record of spiritual communications. 

If I were sent to a people on a mission of Spiritualism, and were 
restricted to the use of one book, I would, to prove spiritual intercourse, 
present them the Bible as containing the strongest intrinsic evidence 
of its truth. To prove the dangers attendant upon its abuse, I would 
refer them to the Old Testament, and fur evidence of its divine and 
holy character, would urge the study of the New, and the adoption of 
the example and precepts of its hero and martyr as set forth therein. 

It is somewhat surprising to the diligent investigator of Spiritual
ism, to find how many of the leading minds in the churches have placed 
on record their belief in active spirit agency, and Wesley believed 
that his work was attested by miracles. In his controversy with 
Wasburton he "entered upon the question of grace, maintained his 
own view of that subject, and repeated in the most explicit terms 
his full belief that the course which he and. his coadjutors had taken 
was approz•td by miradts. I have seen with my eyes," said he, "and 
heard with my ears several things, which to the best of my judgment 
cannot be accounted for by the ordinary course of natural causes, 
and which I therefore believe ought to be ascribed to the extraor
dinary interposition of God. If any man choose to call these mira-
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cles, I reclaim not, I have weighed the preceding and following cir 
cumstances, I have strove to account for them in a natural way, but 
could not without doing violence to my reason."-Soulluy's Wtslt], 
vol. ii. p. 152. 

Again he says : "Suppose my spirit was out of the body, could not 
an angel see my thoughts, ~ven without my uttering any words-if 
words are used in the world of spirits-and cannot that ministering 
spirit see them just as well now I am in the body? It seems there
fore to be an unquestionable truth, although perhaps not commonl1 
observed, that angels know not only the words and actions, but also 
the thoughts of those to whom they minister, and indeed without this 
knowledge they would be very illy qualified to perform the various 
parts of their ministry. And if our eyes were opened we should see 
'they are more that are for us than they that are against us.' We 
should see. 

" • A convoy attends; 
A ministering host of invisible friends.' 

Ill 

In all ages IIt (God) uud lht mi11islry both of mtn ami angds." 
Dr. Adam Clarke, who in the Church is an authority perhaps not 

inferior to any other commentator on the Bible, says : "I believe 
there is a supernatural and spiritual world in which human spirits 
live and have intercourse with this world, and become visible to 
mortals." And at another time he says: "I believe that any of 
these spirits may, according to the order of God in the laws of their 
place of residence, have intercourse with this world and become visi· 
ble to mortals." 

The Rev. Dr. Wilber Fisk, as I find his remarks quoted by Rev. 
Dr. Watson, says: "Who knows how frequently the sainted spirits 
of Benson, and Watson, and Clarke have hovered over our minds, 
directing them to the sound doctrines of the Gospel of Truth, and 
how often has the fervent spirit of Wesley inspired us with zeal, and 
the spirit of Luther with holy boldness to contenJ earnestly for the 
faith once delivered to the saints? And how often h:ts Bunyan's 
blessed spirit lingered around our path to lead us on to God; a11dftlhl 

kflows, brtlhrm, but it is the inspiring spirit of the .flaming Whittfoltl, 
or Hall, or Chtrlmtrs · that sometimu stls 011 fire our stammtrill[ 
to11gurs with lua7'ml;• doqutllCt 1" 

"I have already recorded," says Mr. Howitt, "the remarkable 
words of the Bishop of London, uttered at a Young Men's Associa· 
tion anniversary, and we find him again in a sermon delivered in 
Westminster Abbey, as reported in Tht Times, saying: "The espe-
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ciallesson taught by Jacob's dream was that God constantly controlled 
our thoughts, and that we were constantly in connection with the 
world. of spirits whilst we thought Wt' were far away amid worldly 
things. He entreated those whose thoughts turned heavenwards 
not to check them, for they might be certain that they were enlight
ened by the same glorious presence which cheered Jacob in the 
wilderness." 

Cardinal Wiseman admits his implicit belief in spiritual phenomena 
in our day. "I should not be a good Catholic," he says, "if I did 
not believe in spiritual manifestations ; " and Theodore Parker, though 
not a believer in our phenomena, said of our faith : "This party has 
an idea wider and deeper than Catholic or Protestant, namely, that 
God still inspires men as much as ever ; that He is imminent in spirit 
and in space." 

The late Thomas Starr King, in his clear and forcible way, says : 
"What more arrogant and presumptuous folly can there be, than that 
which a person exhibits who makes his experience of nature the 
measure of the possibilities of nature? . . • . . Is the idea of spiritual 
communication and intercourse by methods far transcending our 
present powers of sight, speech, and hearing, beset with more intrin
sic difficulties than the idea of conversing by a wire with a man in 
St. LOliis as quickly as with a man by your side, or of making a 
thought girdle the globe in a twinkling?. And when we say that the 
spiritual world may be all around us, though our senses take no im
pression of it, what is there to embarrass the intellect in accepting it, 
when we know that within the vesture of the air, which we cannot 
grasp, there is the realm of light, the immense ocean of electricity, 
and the constant currents of magnetism, all of them playing the most 
wonderful parts in the economy of the world, each of them far more 
powerful than the ocean, the earth, and the rocks, neither of them 
at all comprehensible by our minds; while the existence of two of 
them is not apprehensible by any sense." 

"I believe," says Henry Ward Beecher, "that there are angels of 
light, spirits of the blessed ministers of God; I believe not only that 
they are our natural guardians, and friends, and teachers, and indu
encers, but also that they are natural antagonists of evil spirits. In 
other words, I believe that the great realm of life goes on without the 
body very much as it does with the body, and as here, the mother not 
only is the guardian of her children whom she loves, but foresees 
that bad associates and evil influences threatj!n them, and draws them 
'back and shields them from impending danger, so ministering spirits 
not only minister to us the divinest tendencies, the purest tastes, the 
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noblest thoughts and feelings, but perceiving our adversaries, caution 
us against them, and assail them, and drive them away from us. 
There have been times in which I declare to you heaven was more 
real than earth ; in 1o!ltidl my drildrm tltal 1l'trt gont spolu mort 
flaillly to nu tlra11 my d1ildrm thai Wtrt u•ilh mt ,· in which the 
blessed estate of the spirits of just men made perfect in heaven 
seemed more real and near to me than the estate of any just man 
upon earth. These are experiences that link one with another and 
a higher life. They are generally not continuous, but occasional 
openings through which we look into the other world." 

At another time Mr. Beecher said : "As many of you therefore as 
found your faith upon scripture testimony, may as well deny the exis
tence of God, as deny the existence and work of other spirits, multi
tudinous and many graded." 

Rev. Dr. Watson says: "I have been the pastor of the different 
Methodist churches in this city (~lemphis, Tenn.) since 1839· In the 
course of my pastoral visits I have met with a considerable number 
of persons, in the proper exercise of their mental facultit"S, who have 
assured me that for weeks before their dissolution they saw, recog· 
nized, and conversed with their friends who were in the spiritual 
world. One of these still lingers upon a bed of affliction. They ac
cord with what Dr. Clarke says: 'These spirits have intercourse 
with this world, and become visible to mortals.' I select one indi
vidual because of his high position as the head of the Protestant 
Episcopal Church in Tennessee. Bishop Otey, years before he died, 
told me that he had always believed in the doctrine of ministering 
spirits, but that he now knew they were around him, that he con· 
versed with them, etc. His daughter, who had passed away years be· 
fore, performed on the guitar-or he told me she did-when no one 
was present in the room but himself; also upon the harp, pb.)ing the 
favorite tunes she played for him while living. Bro. Tippet, long a 
member of the North Carolina Conference, was sick a long time in 
this citf. I visited him frequently. He used to tell me that his 
spirit-friends came to sec him daily. He saw them not with the 
nat~ral, but with the spiritual eye. _ 

"There arc a number of gentlemen and ladies in this city now, who 
have told me that ~·tey see and converse with their relatives dail}'· 

· They are not what are called Spiritualists, but they are influential 
members of the different churches, with as clear heads and as good 
hearts as others. Not long since, as I was passing along our main 
thoroughfare to Sabl>ath-school, I stopped to speak with two gentle· 
men friends. One was telling the other he had a brother who bad 
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been dead for four years, that he saw and conversed with him often, 
and that he was more company for him than any other of his relatives. 
Others have said the same." 

In reference to his investigation of the spiritual manifestations, Dr. 
Watson says: "In the spring of 1855 a friend took the liberty to 
put my name with a select number to investigate the subject. There 
were five physicians, some of them now living in Memphis, now as 
then standing at the head of their profession. The different churches 
of the city were represented by three ministers and several influen
tial lay members. The head of the Episcopal Church in Tennessee 
was our leader. The medium was a native-born Memphian, an 
honest, pious young lady, a member of the Baptist Church. 

" With such persons I was willing to be associated to investigate 
the subject which was attracting so much attention. We always 
opened our meetings with prayer. We earnestly besought the 
Divine Spirit to direct us to the truth. Our meetings were religious, 
and produced a most hallowed influence on our minds and hearts. I 
cherish them now, though seventeen years have passed away, as the 
brightest spots in my history. If I have ever known what Bible. 
Christianity was, it was greatly strengthened at those meetings." 

There are multitudes, members of churches and others, who are ift, 
a state of bewilderment as to these spiritual manifestations, and who. 
in vain look to the clergy for an explanation. They can sadly. and 
truly say: 

•• I grope in the dark, and seek blindly 
The hand that shall lead to the light ; 

There is no one to answer me kindly
There is no one to teach me the right." 

How many in the churches to-day are yearning forspiritual·nour
ishment while receiving only husks, peering wistfully into the realm 
of shadows for some gleam of light, for some confinnation of their 
hopes of a future life, who finding all the faintly uttered assurances 
of their religious teachers unsatisfactory, at last, with the fading of 
their hopes sink to the condition of the writer in Ecclesiastes, and in 
their despair of soul exclaim with him : 

" Wherefore I perceive that there is nothing better than that· a man should re
joice in his own works, for that is his portion; for who shall bring him to see what 
shall be aner him 1" 

How many Sadducees, who believe neither in a resurrection, nor in 
angel, or spirit, are there in our churches. to-day,. ignoring .except in. 

26 
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outward fonn and profession even the very principles of Christianity. 
" My brethren, these things ought not so to be," neither could they so 
be if the clergy fully believed these things themselves, and could fur· 
nish the proofs necessary to convince matter-of.fact minds of their 
truth. If one-half of the Protestant clergymen of this country were 
as conversant with the manifestations and teachings of biblical and 
modern Spiritualism, as thousands of laymen are in the cities of New 
York and Boston, and should to-day boldly commence preaching 
these truths, within twelve months the remaining churches with their 
pastors would be deserted, and if any single denomination were thus 
to preach Spiritualism, it would attract and gather within its churches 
from the other denominations so many of their adherents, that the 
latter would fall into decay from lack of support. 

There is no less need of demonstrative proof of a future life to-day 
than there was nineteen centuries ago-there is, in fact, far more need 
of it, as unbelief is more prevalent than then. It is useless to ask 
thoughtful, self-relying men to believe, when the proofs are not pre
sented, and it is only just and reasonable that those who attempt to 
convince them shall furnish evidence of their faith being founded 
upon demonstrated truth. This is requiring no more than Thomas 
demanded, and which demand Jesus evidently did not regard as sin
ful nor unreasonable, and it is no more than Jesus conceded to the 
others to whom he appeared after his resurrection. 

For upwards of eighteen centuries the Christian world has rested 
in the revelation given through Jesus Christ and his apostles. That 
the knowledge derived through that revelation was the highest 
which up to that time had been given to men, there should be no 
question; but as Jesus himself said, they were not then prepared to 
receive ali the truth. Men can appropriate only those forms and 
degrees of knowledge which are adapted to their comprehension, and 
it .is evident from the different ways in which that knowledge was, 
and even now is received, that they were presented with all they were 
capable of con~prehending. 

The various a.n.d diverse opinions now prevalent regarding the 
phenomena and teachings of the Bible, mostly originated during those 
ages when ignorance prevailed, and when even the best informed 
drew their knowledge from extremely limited sources, by limited 
means. It could not be otherwise than that circumstances other 
than those favorable to fair investigation, calm reasoning, and strict 
adherence to facts, should often detennine views and opinions which 
sometimes through fair, and at other times unfair influences, became 
the established article& of belief in the Church. These articles, either 
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tJ> their original meaning and force, or changed by succeeding eccle
;ia3tical authorities, with perhaps no better claim to infallibility of 
judgment, have descended to our times, and demand the recognition 
)f the Christian world ; but it would be difficult to show that any ad
:litional evidence in proof of our continued existence, or of the nature 
)f that existence, has been furnished by the Church since the time of 
the apostles. 

Since the invention of the art of printing the world has been rapidly 
advancing in true knowledge, and more especia1ly has thi& advance 
been witnessed within the present century, and while all the sciences 
and all branches of human knowledge have teemed with discoveries 
and inventions, spiritual knowledge, that which most vitally concerns 
us, has until recently not only not advanced, but the proportion of 
those who reject all belief in the soul's continued existence is greatP.r 
to-day than at any former period. 

If at the time of Christ the world had progressed sufficiently to 
enable it to receive and comprehenrl to the extent it did, the doc
trine!' he taught, is it not certain that the world to-day is able to com
prehend a larger measure of knowledge relating to man's spiritual 
nature and condition, and do we not find that in every age knowl
edge has flowed in upon the minds of men to the full extent of their 
capacity for its reception. Whatever may be said to the contrary, I 
contend that the diffusion of knowledge has not tended to make men 
less regardful of those questions which relate to their spiritual life 
and welfare. The increase of knowledge has simply compelled them 
to demand proof of that which heretofore has been accepted upon 
faith alone, and to-day men are just as desirous of learning that 
which relates to their future existence as they ever have been, but 
unfortunately theology is unable to furnish the e.virlence required, 
and millions of earnest minds stand aloof, waiting and hoping that 
with the showers of knowledge now descending upon the world, that 
a few drops at least may crystallize into satisfactory evidence which 
will settle this long-vexed question. This is the attitude of many, 
and this is the reason why they occupy the position they do to-day; 
and amid all this influx of knowledge, are they alone to meet with 
disappointment-to have their earnest desires ungratified? I tjo not 
think this, neither do I think I err when I affinn that Modern Spirit
nalism has been sent to furnish this evidence, and that elsewhere it 
does not exist; and further, if Spiritualism fail to make good its pre
tensions in this respect, then it is a delusion and a snare, and even 
W'orse, it is a huge deception. Either it is all we claim, or it is unworthy 
any man's attention. and we urge it upon the attention of all with the 
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understanding that it shall furnish proofs of its claims, as well sub
stantiated as those which lie at the basis of all true philosophy, or in 
the event of failure we will acknowledge error and defeat. 

The ancient Hebrews, through whom came the books of the Old 
Testament, believed in and practised spirit communion. Jesus, with 
his disciples, through whom came the truths of the New Testament, 
believed in and taught it. The early Christians believed in it, and 
their successors in the Catholic Church believed in it, and believe in 
it now. The Church of England affirms belief in the communion of 
saints. Calvin, Luther, and Wesley, the founders of the most im
portant of the Protestant sects, with Knox, believed in it, and their 
immediate followers all, or nearly all, had faith in it. The Quakers, 
Swedenborgians, Moravians, Shakers, and in fact all Christian sects 
originally believed in it, and some believe in it to-day. 

Thus the testimony of the Christian fathers, and those who preceded 
them, to the truth of spiritual intercourse, has been perpetuated in an 
unbroken line from their times to the present, and while their opin
ious as to what they believed are authoritatively referred to and 
quoted by modern Christians, their evidence as to what they had seen, 
or otherwise known, and upon which knowledge perhaps these very 
opinions were founded, is rejected as clelusion and superstition. 

Was the faith of all these in this element of religious belief an 
error ? If so, what is left for their successors in the Church which may 
not be swept away to-morrow? They reject all that is vital and sat
isfying in that belief, and we cannot think it strange that so many 
should be dw:1rfed and cramped in their spiritual natures. 

It is often declared that the volume of revelation was long since 
closed. It is admitted th:tt revelation was once an open volume. 
By what authority is it now sealed? It is certain that Jesus himself 
said nothing to countenance this opinion, and we have no evidence 
that any of his disciples did, if we except John, and as to him, the 
only passages which have been cited as authority for this belief are 
the eighteenth and nineteenth verses of the last chapter of Revelation, 
written by him, and these bear internal evidence that the curse there 
pronounced was simply against any one who should add to or sub
tract from the words of that particular book, the intention plainly 
being to prevent any mutilation of, or tampering with, what is there 
written ; and what should establish this view beyond question is, that 
at least one other book-the. Gospel of John-is generally acknowl
edged to have been written subsequently to the book of Revelation, 
while at least one of his epistles is supposed to have been. 

The prophets and the apostles were endowed with heavenly gifts, 
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but I presume no one will contend that the spirits or angels who man
ifested through them were also endowed with any special gifts above 
those which good angels now generally possess. If this be correct, 
it is only necessary for spirits to possess the powers they then pos
sessed, and for certain individuals in earth-life to be similarly organ
ized and endowed with the gifts which the prophets and apostles then 
exercised, for spirit manifestations to be as much of a reality to-day 
as they were then. 

That many persons now living have these endowments, I believe 
to be as susceptible of proof as any other fact of common occur-· 
renee, and this is in perfect accordance with what Christ himself 
taught, when he promised similar gifts to all that believed. We sim
ply contend for the fulfilment of this promise, and it is passing strange 
that the great body of the Protestant successors of his apostles-the 
clergy-should be found arrayed against the validity of the promise, 
while we, the unorthodox, should be united in proclaiming its fulfil
ment, literally battling on the side of the fathers of the Christian re
ligion, while the professed defenders of its doctrines are hurling their 
shafts against us both. We are in the apostolic camp, armed with 
evidence and proof, anrl using these as weapons to defend and vindi
cate apostolic rights, and every day our forces are augmenting, our 
position is being strengthened, and our means of disseminating the 
truths which are committed to our keeping is extending. 

It is repudiation of their most sacred things for theologians to 
reject spirit intervention, in the face of the fact that the very inaugura
tion of Christ's appearance on earth was through the announcement 
by an angel to Mary : 

"Hail! thou art highly f:Lvored: the Lord is with thee." 
If an angel announced his first coming, the promise of his second 

coming is fulfilled in Modem Spiritualism-coming with legions of 
angels, or spirits, as he promised to come. When he first came unto 
his own, his own received him not; and now upon his second coming 
the Church rejects him as it did then, and now as then he turns to 
publicans and sinners, who receive him gladly. 

It is equally inconsistent for them to deny, as many do, the verity 
of the appearance of Samuel to Saul through the mediumship of the 
woman of Endor. Within the lids of the Bible there is no stronger 
evidence of a life hereafter than that founded upon this apparition, 
and it is strange that theologians do not perceive the disadvantage at 
which they place themselves, by the doubts they cast upon this nar
ration. 

The first in order of the books of the Bible-Genesis-abounds 
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with narrations of spirit intervention, and of the last of these books-
Revd;\tiun-it is declared by John, to whom it was given, that here
ceived it throu~h the agency of angels, or spirits. If the reader will 
accompany me in a brief review of some of the passages in .this 
book which cast light upon this question, I think he will endorse the 
above remarks. 

In the first verse of first chapter it is declared to be 
"The revelation of Jesus Christ, which God g:~ve unto him (Je>us) to show unto 
his >erv:mts things which mu~t shortly come to pao;.o;, and lu (Jesus) ulll and signi· 
fied it by his tmgd (or spirit) unto his !.Crv.1.nt John." 

The words included in parenthe~cs are mine. Here it is declared 
that God gave this revelation to the ascended Jesus, and that he 
(Jesus) sent and signified or communicated it by his a11gd or spirit 
unto his servant John. This passage, at the very outset, places it 
beyond dispute that so far from the revelation being direct by God to 
John, it was not even made directly by the spirit of Jesus, but by 
another spirit authorized by him to give it. 

In the snccl·cding verse it is said that John, 
"6ar~ rm>rd oftl,l' worJ of GoJ, .1.nd of the testimony of Jesus Christ, and of 
til/things I hal lu saw." 

Here, notwithstanding John only communicated with an angel, 
or spirit, he declar<!s the revelation to be "the word of God." I 
leave it for others to decide how he could possibly have known this 
to be the case, as the only evidence he had was the declaration 
of the angel or spirit. And as we proceed it will be seen that all 
that was told John was by an angel or spirit, and all otherwise said, 
and not directly addressed to him, was satd by spirits, the remaining 
portions of the revelation bein~ giv<!n by psychologically impressing 
the mind of the apostle-a giftell medium-with pictures or views of 
certain objects and things while iu an exalted spiritual state, or as w~ 
would now say, in a trance state. That the beasts si:en by the apos
tle were not real, but simply ideal or psychological creations, perhaps 
no reasonable person will deny, as it is contrary to all rational con· 
ceptions of heaven to suppose such objects as are here described can 
there e)iist. 

What follows throughout the several chapters of this book is in 
perfect accordance with the declarations at its commcnce.menl In 
the seventh verse of the second chapter it is said : 

"He th.1.t hath an ear let him hear what tlu spirit sailh unto the church~" 
John here speaks in the name of the spirit or angel, of whom itis 

said in chapter xxii. verse 6 : 
"And the Lord God of the holy prophets smt Ius a11g'l to show unto bil 

lervants the things which must shortly be done." 
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And in the eighth and ninth verses of same chapter it is further 
said: 

"And I, John, saw these things and heard them, and when J had heard and 
seen I fell down to worship before the feet af tlu angel tt•Aidt s/unued nu thes1 
tltittgs. Then said he unto me, See thou do it not, for I am t.ty fellow-servant, 
and af thy !Jnt.trm the prophets, and of them which keep the sayings of this 
book : worship God." 

And in the sixteenth verse following : 
" I have sent mine angel to testify unto yau these things in the churches.." 
The law wa:; receivt!d by flu disposition of a11gds. So Stephen the 

martyr declared, and that the book of Rt!velation was equally given 
by angels, or spirits, is undeniable, if we acct!pt the testimony of him 
who received it-John himself. The entire book of Revelation is 
the record of a series of spirit manifestations ; it is so declared 
throughout the book, and considering the too prevalent habit of 
writers, both in the Old and New Testaments, of attributing spiritual 
manifestations to the direct agency of God, this narration is reJ,uark
able in generally attributing those here recorded to the proper agency 
of spirits, and it proves that John possessed much clearer and more 
correct views of their character than most other Bible writers. 

Of all books ever written, the Bible pre-eminently demands the 
full, free, and active exercise of the reason for its interpretation, and 
in the words of Locke, " He that takes away reason to make way for 
revelation, puts out the light of both, and does much the same as if 
he should persuade a man to put out his eyes, the better to receive 
the remote light of an invisible star by a telescope." 

In all charity we object to the strictly orthodox faith, in that it re
quires us to believe that God is jealous and vindictive, ever seeking 
cause of offence in erring mortals, and being "angry with the sinner 
every day;" with partiality awarding happiness to the few, while con
signing to endless misery the greater portion of mankind. 

Contrary to this, we believe that God is all love and goodness, and 
is ever solicitous for the welfare of all His creatures, and that He 
has made full and perfect provision for the eternal happiness of all 
mankind. 

We object, in that it represents man as naturally vile and degraded, 
and unworthy of the kindly notice and care of God ; elevating abject 
humility into a virtue, and presenting the hoj>e of reward and the 
kar of punishment as the chief incentives to a virtuous life. 

Differently from this we contend that we are sons and daughters 
of God; that each possesses a portion of the divine spirit, and that 
the nobility of our nature, our kinship to Deity, and our high 
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destiny, should constantly be kept in view as the most powerful in
centives to noble exertion and pure living. 

We object, in that it teaches that faith in creeds and dogmas is, as 
a means of salvation, of superior efficacy to ~he practice of benevo
lence, and charity, and love of mankind. 

Differently from this, we believe that all creeds and dogmas are in 
their results obstacles to the spiritual, and even moral improvement 
of the race, and that good and pure intentions and good works alone 
arc both necessary and sufficient. 

We object, in that it fosters a spirit of intolerance towards others 
who differ with us in opinions, and claims the exclusive possession 
of the light " that lightcth every man that cometh into the world" 

We object, that through its teachings millions have been, and 
millions now are, deprived of the great happiness arising from the 
consoling belief in the presence and ministry of their spirit·friends
otherwise angels-as taught throughout the Bible. 

We object, in that it requires us to believe that heaven is a far dis
tant, uncertain, almost mythical place, where equally mythical beings 
exist, restricted in their freedom, and condemned to occupations that 
can only meet till! morbid desires of the perverted nature of a de· 
votee ; a purely imaginary and unnatural condition ; while the long· 
ing desire of every healthy-minded, intelligent being, is for nature 
perfected. 

We object, that it upholds the pernicious doctrine that an infamous 
life may be atoned for by the simple confession of its sinfulness, and 
a formal profession of reliance upon the merits of another, thus de· 
h1ding the sinner with the false hope that he can with ease and cer
tainty escape the just penalty that inevitably attaches to his sins. 

And lastly, for having taught that death is a punishment for sin, 
and surrounding it with an atmosphere of horror and gloom, when it 
really is the means of release from earthly ills and suffering to all 
mankind. Instead of being the King of Terrors, it is really a bright 
angel of mercy, the best friend of man, and next to life itself, the most 
precious gift from the hand of Deity. 

Herein is the Christianity of most of the churches different from 
Modern Spiritualism, and as 1 verily belie\·e equally different from 
Primitive Christianity; and it is a remarkable fact, to which I desire 
to call the attention of the clergy, tlut during the past fifty years, 
while the doctrine of eternal punishment ami belief in the sanguinary 
tharacter oi Gvtl havt! b.:en fading from mt!n's minds. until now but 
comp.uatively ft!w ha\·e faith in them, men have, in the same time, 
anJ in an inverse ratio, gaineJ faith in human nature ; and have 
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learned in a large degree to view their fellow-men as brothers ; and 
have earnestly sought the means to benefit each other socially, polit
ically, and morally ; until, at the present time, there is such a devel
opment of the spirit of benevolence, charity, and justice toward the 
masses as no other age has witnessed; and yet this is, par excel
lence, a material, unbelieving age. 

The vltal m.istake of the Church has been in the expenditure of so 
much time, labor, and means in building up and cementing an eccle
siastical system-one in which dogmas and abstract doctrines have 
usurpl!d the place of spiritual knowledge-and in the discussion and ex
pounding of which its best talent has been worse than wasted. Faith 
and doctrine have been elevated above good works and pure living, 
and it has degenerated into a rigid system of dogmas, when it should 
have been the embodiment of practical love and charity. The ma
terial elements have invaded and mingled with the spiritual until 
they have extinguished the latter; and to.day, viewing the two grand 
divisions of Christianity-Roman and Protestant-as a whole, only 
faint indications of the spirit and power which characterized the 
apostles and early Christians can be perceived. That perfect love 
which casteth out fear, that love of the neighbor which Jesus so em
phatically insists upon, that noble charity which He taught men to 
exercise, even to preferring the welfare of others to their own,· is it 
more often found in the Church than out of it? Have the efforts 
of the Church in times past been directed to do unto others as 
we would have them do unto us, relieving the necessities of the 
poor, supplying them with work, seeing that they were properly paid 
for their labor, standing betwt:en them and oppression, educating 
them in useful, practical knowledge, and enforcing upon those above 
them the necessity and virtue of regarding all below them with eyes 
of charity and love ? 

If instead of employing all the machinery of Christendom in 
maintaining its ecclesiastical system, if instead of concentrating 
nearly all its attention upon itself, modern Christianity had been one
half as earnest in its endeavors to ameliorate the material, intellec
tual, and moral conditions of mankind, it would have attracted the 
people of all nations to its embrace. Had its love went forth as that 
of the mother to her children, all the secular powers of the earth 
could not have restrained their subjects from rushing to her arms, as 
the steel to the magnet. It is this gushing sympathy, this outflow 
of love for all mankind, that Jesus labored to make us comprehend 
through his life and teachings, and which being the characteristic 
of every true Christian, should equally characterize the Church it· 
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&elf. If the motives and actions of all Christians were inspired by 
these virtues, their combined influence through the Church, as a 
channel of communication with the outward world, would over
shadow, as with a glowing, moral atmosphere, the minds of men; 
and religious, moral, and intellectual knowledge would advance side 
by side, and the welfare and happiness of all would be insured 

But there need be no anxiety about the future of Christianity ; all 
that is good and true therein is eternal, and although the truth is at 
present overgrown by the weeds of error engendered by human im
perfection, yet the stimulus which the spiritual elements have in our 
age received is even now quickening these elements into increased 
activity, and gi\·ing promise of an abundant harvest in the not dis
tant future. Notwithstanding the hostile attitude which the Church 
now sustains tow.mls Spiritualism, all the labors of its votaries, all its 
truths, arc destined to be appropriated by the Church. itself, and 
through the light it is bringing into the latter, the weeds and tares 
that have for so long a period overspread the fields of Christian labor 
will wither and decay. 

Could the Protestant clergy and laity see with the prophetic eye, 
they would perceive that every convert who swells the ranks of 
Spiritualism is only an additional element of future strength· to the 
Church, when it comes to recognize the predominance of the spiritual 
over the material. Once admit that we have the truth, so far as the 
simple fact of spirit intercourse is concerned, and it follows that the 
Church, sooner or later, will be compelled to adopt it. \Vith this 
fundamc:ntal truth acknowledged in the Church, there must of nece~ 
sity pre\·ail as great diversity t>f opinions upon the associated and 
minor questions of Spiritualism as now prevails amongst Spiritualists, 
and wherein will you then differ from us-only in the advantages you 
will possess of distinct organizations, of an established ministry, and 
of templt!s already crectc:d in which to worship, and in which the 
truths of Spiritualism will be taught. 

Spiritualism is not dt!,;tined .to have a permanent efficient organi
zation of its own, and just as fast as you accept and teach the basic 
truths of our fJ.ith and philosophy, Spiritualists will be irresistibly 
drawn to the churcht!s in which they or their fathers worshippt!d, in 
which so many of their dearest friends gather, and where they find 
their belief not only treated with respect, but sustained and expounded 
from the pulpit. 

It is not to be expected that those who are wrapped in the mantle 
of self-sufficiency, who are content with their present light, and im
patient of the toleration of new ideas, should be able to perceive the 
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steady yet rapid progress which this new light and these new ideas 
are making in the Church· itself, but the most indifferent, if at all dis
cerning, are aware of the important changes of opinion which have 
occurred in relation to the dogmas really or nominally held. How 
few comparatively now believe in that cherished old dogma of a burn
ing hell for the impenitent sinner, and how little we now hear said of 
the sinner being consigned to any form of eternal punishment. Why 
do we hear so little of God's vengeance, and so much of his love and 
mercy? why so little of the saving efficacy of faith alone, and so much 
of the necessity of good works? It is because of the bt:tter knowledge 
prevailing of the legitimate requirements of the true Christian life, and 
to Spiritualism you are largely indebted for this incrt!ased measure of 
light you now enjoy, and it is to Spiritualism the Church will be in
debted for further light. 

While the Romish Church, as before said, has always recognized 
the spiritual element, and made ample provision for the requirements 
of its votaries in respect to it, the Protestant Church has eliminated 
nearly all that is vital and spiritual from its belief and teachings, and 
from being directly arrayed against materialism, it has steadily, though 
to itself unconsciously, imbibed materialistic ideas and views until its 
practice and belief have become pervaded by them, and all it pos
sessed of spiritual Christianity has become obscured, and it is to-day 
a question whether it is a self-existing organization, actuated by its 
own inherent vitality and force, or dependent upon scientific materi
alism for direction and support. 

The Romish Church is a comprehensive organization in which the 
Spiritualism of the Bible, though misunderstood, is not only authorita
tively and practically upheld, but the claim confidently made that it 
has been perpetuaced in the Church, and that its manifestations are 
constantly occurring under superior direction, in proof of the divine 
authority upon which the Church is supposed to rest. With this 
element of supersensualism in the Church, which so strongly appeals 
to the spiritual natures of its adherents, we find united an elaborate 
and imposing ceremonial which with equal force appeals to the 
senses, so that where the spiritual demands of men are predominant 
they here find ample provision, and where sensuous requirements 
predominate, equal provision is made for these. 

The Protestant churches in this respect, instead of presenting one 
compact effective organization, are divided into sects, each claiming 
a larger endowment of spirituality than the other, and yet not one 
professing to believe in the possibility of a spirit manifestation to-day 
as it c.ccurred in the times of Jesus and his disciples. Like the Rom-
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ish, the Protestant Church believes in miracles that happened eigh
teen centuries since, but unlike the Rom ish Church, it repudiates all 
faith in similar miracles to-day, and while the Catholic refers to pres
ent miracles in proof of the verity of those upon which his faith is 
founded, the Protestant closes his ep::s and declares that these are 
all delusive and false; but with strange inconsistency he at the same 
time refers with confidence to those that occurred in a semi-barbarous 
age, based upon testimony which would be rejected in our courts of 
law, and then is surprised that all do not see like him, and at once 
adopt his belief. 

Thus the Protestant Church when approached by the spiritually 
starved-and millions are in this condition-from the depths of whose 
natures arises an overpowering demand for spiritual aliment, has 
nothing to offer-or at best nothing but husks-which, if devoured, 
so far from appeasing hunger, only produce spiritual indigestion, in
quietude, and repugnance to like food in the future; and how can it 
be otherwise when we know that spiritual hunger.can only be satis-

, fied with spiritual food, and it is folly to expect to furnish spiritual 
grain from an empty granary. 

If the Protestant Church is not able to meet the spiritual necessi
ties of mankind, neither is it successful in its efforts to attract by its 
externals-through the sensuous and emotional natures of men. 
This weak side of Protestantism is so apparent that arguments and 
words arc not necessary to prove it, hut it is weakness only in con
nection with the sad deficiency of spiritual strength. Were Protes
tantism in possession of this, no ceremonial, no ritual, no saint nor 
fast days would be necessary as reminders to those of weak faith. 
The simplicity of the early Christian worship was no obstacle to 
gammg converts. "1'he miracles, or spiritual manifestations that 
accompanied Jesus and his disciples, together with the example of 
their pure lives, and the force of their inspired teachings, fell •ith 
power upon the minds of men, and irresistibly attracted them to the 
Christian fold. 

Thus we perceive that the Protestantism of to-day is destitute of 
the spirituality of the Romish Church, as well as of the imposing 
ceremonial which in this Church is so effective in impressing the 
imagination, and holding captive the uninstructed mind. The primi
tive Christian Church we find characterized by great spirituality, aud 
by equally great simplicity. How doe~ the Protestant Church com-· 
pare here? Remarkably well as to simplicity of form, but as regards 
spirituality it is at direct variance with the Primitive. We therefore 
fmd that in the two great sources of strength in the Romish Church, 
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Protestantism is utterly lacking, and that of the two principal sources 
of strength in the Primitive Church, the Protestant Church can only 
lay claim to one, and that the least important. 

Simplicity, such as prevails in most Protestant Churches, is only 
compatible with highly developed spirituality. lJnited, their power is 
irresistible; but there is no instance known of any religious sect or 
body, which at its commencement clearly possessed spiritual power, 
and which was remarkable for simplicity of form of worship, ever 
being successful in making converts after its spirituality had departed, 
and while retaining its simplicity of worship. With the flight of the 
angel there must be introduced the vestments of the priest, the 
decorated altar, the perfumed incense, and the sensuous music. 

It was thus with the early Christians, it was thus with the .Metho
dists who magnetized multitudes through their spiritual force and 
simple fonn of worship, but who to-day are stationary, their numbers, 
especially in the large cities, not increasing in the ratio of population, 
for the reason that while their original form of worship remains, they 
have lost living faith in spiritual forces, and have set their faces 
against them. The Friends, or Quakers, are in a similar condition, 
and for precisely similar reasons, and these reasons also apply to the 
whole Protestant Church. In one denomination, the Episcopal, and 
among certain members of this Church, both in America and England, 
a movement is in existence looking to the adoption by that Church 
of many forms and ceremonies similar to those prevailing in the 
Romish Church. This is a legitimate movement, and proceeds from 
what may be termed an instinctive desire in the Church to escape 
from its simplicity of forms, as it already has from its spiritual influ
ences. This is the instinct of self-preservation, and it is equally 
strong in bodies of men as in individuals, and for this reason the 
present movement bids fair to operate with increasing force, and if 
successful, and if the progress of Spiritualism does not avert it, it will 
probably be followed by other denominations which now give no sign 
of such tendency. 

Protestantism to-day finds itself pressed between the rpper and 
nether millstones of materialism and Catholicism. Each of these 
powers is bearing upon it with increasing force, and it must assimilate 
and incorporate within itself one or other of these, or itself be ground 
to powder. In its present condition it lacks the necessary strength 
and vitality to resist the action of these forces, and its only hope is 
in the fresh blood which Spiritualism alone is able to infuse into its 
exhausted veins. That it is part of the mission of Spiritualism to 
accomplish this task, I fully believe, and this belief is founded upon 
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the palpable needs of Protestantism, and a clear conception of the 
adaptability of Spiritualism to the task, and its ability to perform it 

The ranks of Modem Spiritualism have from its advent been 
mainly recruited from the Protestant churches, and from the fields 
of materialism, and when these churches cast off the dingy garments 
of error which now deform them, and reappear in the spotless robes 
of Christian spirituality, all who now are, together with all those who 
hereafter will he arrayed under the banner of Spiritualism, will gravi· 
tate to reformed Protestantism, and she will then gather the harvests 
we are now planting, not one of her children will be lost to her, but 
multitudes who now wander over the desolate wastes of materialism, 
together with many who are entering our ranks from the camp of 
Romil>h superstition, will with them arrange themselves under the 
banner of the only Church which tolerates, though sometimes grudg
ingly, the expresl>ion of free opinions, and through which liberty 
and science have their present full and free existence. Then will be 
fulfll!t:d the promise : 

"I-' or the Lord hath chosen Zion, He hath de•ired it for His habitation. This 
Is 1\fy reM forc•·cr; here will ! dwell, for 1 have desired it. I will nbun<bntly 
bless her provi-iun; 1 will satisfy her poor with bread; I will also clothe he' 
priests with salvation, and her &:lints shall shout for joy."-P.r. cxxxii. IJ-16. 

"This is the Lord's doing-it is marvellous in our eyes." 
This chapter will close with the advisory remarks of Rev. R. F. 

J~arrctt, to those of the clergy who arc reading Swedenborg. They 
arc equally applicable to those who arc investigating Spiritualism. 
The study of the writings of Sweden borg is an excellent preparation for 
orthodox investigations of our philosophy, as Swedcnborgianism is the 
\·estihnle of :\fodcrn Spiritualism. 

"My advic<', then, to every minister who is reading with interest 
the writings of Swcdenborg is: Make no change in your outward 
church n:lations. Remain stc;adfastly at your post, and preach what 
you believe to be (;od's tntth in an earnest, charitable and loving 
spirit, yet with juclgmcnt and discretion. Let alone the old and stiU 
exi~ting errors, and preach the new truths affirmatively. And pro
claim them in the spirit of truth-not with sharp angles or rough 
edges, as if yon meant to rend or wound; but so rounded and soft
ened by the oil of love, that they shall easily win their way to the 
hearts of your people. Pursue this course, and you will find that ere 
long the old errors, without any direct assault upon them, will grad
ually give way before the new truths, as the dead leaves of autumn 
are pushed off by vital forces of the buds beneath. And so, at last, 
your people will feel that there has, indeed, been to you, and through 
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you to them, a new advent of the Lord, 'with power and great glory.' 
I will further add, by the way of encouragement, that there are 
several interested readers of Swedenborg among the ministers of the 
Methodist, Baptist, Unitarian, Congregational, and Episcopal Churches 
(some of them quite eminent) who have for years been pursuing the 
very course I advise; and I have never heard that a single one of 
them has looked upon his course as unwise or mistaken, or felt him
self hampered in his freedom or hindered in his usefulness. ' 



CHAPTER XXIII. 

SPIRITUALISM AND SCIENCE. 

"And now men see not the bright light which is in theclouds."-7o6XXXYii. 21. 

T HE London Dialectical Society was organized in 1866 for the 
purpose of" considering all subjects with a view to the discovery 

and elucidation of truth." Sir John Lubbock, the distinguished an
thropologist, was in the year 1869 the president of the Society, and 
among the vice-presidents were Professor Huxley, Lord Amberley, 
and Mr. G. H. Lewes. 

At a meeting of this Society, held on the 6th of January, 1869, it 
was resolved to appoint a Committee to investigate the phenomena 
alleged to be spiritual manifestations, and to report thereon, and on 
the 26th of the same month the Committee, consisting of thirty-six 
members, was appointed. Among them were one member of the 
Royal Geographical Society, one geologist, two civil engineers, four 
doctors of medicine, one doctor of divinity, two surgeons, one doctor 
of philosophy, one sergeant-at-law, and one barrister-at-law. The 
remaining members were mostly persons well known, all of high 
character, and some with reputations for scientific and literary 
attainments. 

This Committee, four-fifths of its members being opposed to Spirit· 
ualism, after a laborious investigation extending over a period of more 
than one year, reported to the Society that they had "invited the at
tendance, and requested the co-operation and advice of scientific 
men who had publicly expressed opinions favorable or adverse to 
the genuineness of the phenomena." 

"Your Committee also especially invited the attendance of persons 
who had publicly ascribed the phenomena to imposture or delusion. 

"Your Committee, however, while successful in procuring the eli
dence of believers in the phenomena, and in their supernatural origin, 
almost wholly failed to obtain evidence from those who attributed 
them to fraud or delusion. 

"As it appeared to your Committee to be of the greatest impor· 
tance that they should investigate the phenomena in question by 
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personal experiment and test, they resolved themselves into Sub-com
mittees, as the best means of doing so. 

"Six Sub-committees were accordingly formerl. All of these have 
sent in reports, from which it appears that a large majority of the 
members of your Committee have become actual witnesses to several 
phases of the phenomena, willwul 1/u aid or pnunct of any 
professional medium, although the greater part of them commenced 
their investigations in an avowedly skeptical spirit. 

" These reports, hereto subjoined, substantially corroborate each 
other, and would appear to establish the following propositions : 

" 1. That sounds of a very varied character, apparently proceeding 
from articles of furniture, the floor, and walls of the room, the vibra
tions accompanying which sounds are often. distinctly perceptible to 
the touch, occur without being produced by muscular action or 
mechanical contrivance. 

"2. That movements of heavy bodies take place without mechan
ical contrivance of any kind, or·adequate exertion of muscular force 
by the persons present, and frequently without contact or connection 
with any person. 

" 3· That these sounds and movements often occur at the times 
and in the manner asked for by persons present, and by means of a. 
simple code of signals answer questions and spell out coherent com' 
munications. 

" 4- That the answers and communications thus obtained are· for 
the most part of a commonplace character, but facts are sometimes 
correctly given which are only known to one of the persons present. 

"5· That the circumstances under which the phenomena. occur. 
are variable, the most prominent fact being that the presence of cer
tain persons seems necessary to their occurrence, and that of others. 
generally adverse ; but this difference does not appear IX>· depend 
upon any belief or disbelief concerning the phen6mcna. 

"6. That nevertheless the occurrence of the phenomena. is not. 
insured by the presence or absence of such persons respectively; 

" The oral and written evidence received by your Committee, not 
only testifies to phenomena of the same nature as those witnessed 
by the Sub-committees, but to others of a more varied: and extraor
~ary character. • • • . 

"In presenting their report, your Committee taking into considera
tion the high character and great intelligence of many of the wit
nesses to the more extraordinary facts, the extent to · which their 
testimony is supported by the reports of the SUb-committees, and 
the absence of any proof of imposture, or delusion, a.s reg\1-rds a, 
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large portion of the phenomena, and further, having regard to the 
exceptional character. of the phenomena, the large number of per
sons in every grade of society, and over the whole civilized world, 
who are more or less influenced by a belief in their supernatural 
origin, and to the fact that no philosophical explanation of them has 
yet been arrived at, deem it incumbent upon them to state their COD· 

viction that the subjut is 'ltltJrth;• tJj mtJre serious attention and (OTt· 

ful im•utigatio11 than it has hitherto reuit•ed." 

REPORT OF St;B·COMMITTEE NO. I. 

"Since their appointment, on the 16th of Febntary, 1869, your 
Sub-committee have held forty meetings for the purpose of experi-
ment and test. · 

" All of these meetings were held at the private residences of mem
bers of the Committee, purposely to preclude the possibility of pre
arranged mechanism or c.ontrivance. 

''The furniture of the room in which the experiments were con
ducted was on every occasion its accustomed furniture. 

"The tables were in all cases heavy dining-tables, requiring a 
strong effort to move them. 

" The rooms, tables, and furniture generally were repeatedly sub
jected to careful examination before, during, and after the experi· 
mcnts, to ascertain that no concealed machinery, instrument, or 
other contrivance existed by means of which the sounds or move· 
ments hen:inafter mentioned could be caused. 

"The experiments in the light of gas, except on the few occasions 
specially noted in the minutes. 

'' Yunr Committee have avoided the employment of professional 
or paid mediums, the meditmzrl1ij> bdn;; that of membas tJj JOUr 
Sub·ctJmmillu, persons of good social position and of unimpeacl1able 
integrity, having no pecuniary object to serve, and nothing to gain 
by deception. 

" \' onr Committee have held some meetings without the presence 
of a medium. . • . . By no endeavors were they enabled to pro
duce anything at all resembling the manifestations which took place 
in the pre~ence of a medium. 

"Every test that the combined intelligence of your Committee 
could desire, has been tried with patience and perseverance. The 
experiments were conducted under a great variety of conditions, and 
ingenuity has been exerted in devising plans by which your Commit· 
tee migl1t verify their observations, and preclude the possibility of 
imposture or .of delusion. 
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"Your Committee have confined their report to fads witnessed by 
them in their collective capacity, which facts were palpable to the 
senses, and tluir r~ality capabl~ of dmtonstrati1·~ prol'j. 

" Of tlu m~mbtrs l'f your Sub-commillu, about four-fifths rnt~r~d 
upon lht i1wutigation ·wholly suptiml as to tht reality of tht alltged 
plunomma, firmly bdin•in.~ th~m to b~ tlu r~su/1 ~ith~r of impostur~ 
or of ddusion, or of im·oluntary musm/ar adion. II was only by 
irresistibl~ n•idmet, under conditions tlzal pnduded lh~ possibility of 
~ith~r of lhes~ solutions, and aft~r trial and lest many limes r~p~al~d, 
/hal lh~ most suptical of )lOUr Sub.commillu wtr~ slowly and rduc
tanlly com·inud that flu ph(llomma ~xhibited in th~ couru of th~ir 
protracted inquiry Wtrt vtrilabl~ fads. 

" The result of their long-continued and carefully conducted ex
periments, after trial by every detective test they could devise; has 
been to establish conclusively : 

" First-That under certain bodily or mental conditions of one or 
more of the persons present, a force is exhibited sufficient to set in 
motion heavy substances, without the employment of any muscular 
force; without contact or material connection of any kind between 
such substances and the body of any person present. 

"Second-That this force can cause sounds to proceed, distinctly 
audible to all present, from solid substances not in contact with, nor 
having any visible or material connection with the body of any person 
present, and which sounds are proved to proceed from such sub
stances by the vibrations which are distinctly felt when they are touched. 

"Third-That this foru is frtquml/y dind~d by intdligmu. 
"At thirty jour out of the forty meetings of your Committee, some 

of these phenomena occurred. . . . . 
"In conclusion, your Committee express their unanimous opinion 

that the one important physical fact thus proved to exist, that motion 
may be produced in solid bodies without material contact, by some 
hitherto unrecognized force operating within an undefined distance 
from the human organism, and beyond the range of muscular action, 
should be subjected to further scientific examination, with a view to 
ascertain its true source, nature, and power." 

Sub-committee No. 2 alsc:> reported that their meetings were held 
without the aid or presence of professed mediums ; in lighted rooms ; 
that the rappings and table-moving occurred at their first, and at 
many subsequent .meetings ; that the rappings sometimes proceeded 
from the floor, walls, and ceiling, frequently coming from parts 
of the room suggested by those present, and ''that our experience 
in regard to the phenomena we witnessed, app~ars gt~urally to 
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le (Orroboralive of the statements of many of the u•ilnuses e:ratllit~ttl 
~y you upon tile subjed to the exlenl /nat su(n phenomena lu:n.•e, or aj
pear lo have, a basis of inle//igenu." 

" That this intelligence was principally manifested by replies more 
or less pertinent, and sometimes most unexpected in their character, 
to our spoken and audible questions, by original communications 
ntade to us as hereinafter mentioned. • . . • 

"That we are convinced of the objective character of the pheno
mena, from finding that. persons sceptical as to the existence thereof 
invariably confirmed our own experiences, even when suddenly in
troduced during the progress of a seance." 

Sub-committee No. J, in their report, say they had only ten sit· 
tings, but "our members, however, have all had at various times the 
privilege of attending with one or more of the other Sub-committees, 
and have thus been placed in a position to form larger and more 
accurate opinions than could have been drawn from such elements 
merely as were obtained in the experiments of this Sub-committee." 
They testify to the frequent movements of a ninety-pound table, "in 
all directions ; from side to side, from end to end, and round and 
round over a large room, with great ease and smooth regularity, as 
well as with a rushing speed, halting suddenly and as suddenly start· 
ing off again." . . . . 

" Besides the evidence thus afforded of the presence of this not 
generally recognized force, we belieu we have had in these exptri
mmls n•idenu of an inldligence dirtcling it, as in moving by request 
in a particular direction; tilting a certain number of times as required, 
and by tilts or taps spelling out words and sentences addressed to 
those present. 

" It will be observed that it was only when certain persons were 
present that any evidence of this force and intelligence was presented. 
Two friends were particularly noticed as indispensable. These were 
a clergyman, and the wife of another clergyman, both of the Church 
of England." . . •. 

"In concluding our report we desire to express to the Committee, 
our unanimous (Onviction, that the phenomena we have witnessed in 
the course of these investigations, though comparatively unimportant, 
do nevertheless raise some most important questions in science and 
philosophy, and deserve the fullest examination by capable and inde
pendent thinkers." 

Sub-committee No. 4· "Nothing occurred in presence of this 
Sub-committee worth recording." 
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Sub-committee No. 5· The labors of this Sub-committee were 
limited to four sittings with Mr. Home, the celebrated medium, and 
excepting a few raps and slight movements of the table, no manifesta
tions presented 

Sub-committee No. 6 also met four times, and failed to witness 
any phenomena. 

Dr. James Edmunds, Henry Jeffery, and Grattan Geary, Esqs., dis
sented from the report of the Committee, but as "at the close of the 
investigation the Committee consisted of thirty-two members, of whom 
only six were avowed Spiritualists," • their dissent alone indicates far 
less opposition from the antagonistic element than, judging from past 
experience, could reasonably have been expected. 

It would be a tedious task to here note all the objections to the 
report, and to Spiritualism in general, which are found in the letters 
of the dissenting members. With the best disposition to fairly pre
sent these objections, I find the statements of most of them so dif
fused that it would be nearly impossible to condense them into suit
able form and shape for transference to these pages. Dr. Edmunds' 
letter alone covers thirty pages of the published report, the most of 
which consists of general arguments against Spiritualism, and some 
of it is taken up with the relation of what he went to see and did not 
see. The letter from Mr. Jeffery is brief, and consists of what an 
American might term resolutions, which declare general dissatisfac
tion with the course and character of the phenomena, but ends with 
the declaration "that nevertheless several of us have witnessed some 
remarkable phenomena which we have riot been able to trace to im
posture or delusion, and that these, added to the gathered testimony 
of respectable witnesses, justify our recommendation of the subject 
to further cautious investigation." 

In the communication from Mr. Geary he asserts that the inquiry was 
not complete, the evidence being almost exclusively on one side. He 
also complains that " the arrangements were made at the suggestions 
of the Spiritualists, who prescribed the conditions to be observed." 

The answer to the first of these objections is found in an editorial 
note at the foot of the same, page 93, as follows : "These statements 
are incorrect. All opponents of Spiritualism were asked through the 
press to contribute evidence, and many were personally solicited by 
letter, the inquiry being kept open more than twelve months after 
they had been so applied to." 

• See editorial note, page 55, of Report. 
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As to the second complaint, it would be remarkable if of this Com
mittee the members who were Spiritualists should not from their ex
perience have made suggestions as to arrangements and conditions; 
but it will be perceived that Mr. Geary makes no complaint that the 
arrangements were prejudicial to fair and· successful investigation. 
For the letters themselves the reader is referred to the RrpQr/ 011 

Spiritualism, pp. 50-95· 
After the three dissenting members had addressed letters to the 

Committee, giving their re;\sons for declining to approve the report, 
Edward William Cox, Serjeant-at-Law, one of the mo.;t intelligent 
and industrious member,; of the Committee, not a Spiritualist, and 
afterward associated with Dr. Crookes in his investigation of the 
character of "Psychic Force," also addressed a letter to the Com
mittee, from which I extract the following, relating to Dr. Edmunds 
and Mr. Geary-two of the three dissenting members. 

"In accordance with this obvious rule of scientific research, the 
principal Sub-committee, No. 1, held no less than .forty meetings for 
the purpose of such an examination, nor would a less number have 
sufficed for the faithful performance of their task, and the formation 
of a sound and satisfactory judgment. 

'' The result of that protracted and laborious investigation is fully 
stated in their report, which sets forth explicitly the conclusions 
arrived at by persons who had given to the examination their most 
patient and calm attention for so many months. 

" It is due to those whose judgments were ba,;ed upon this full and 
patient inquiry, to :.tate that the views advanced by Dr. Edmunds 
and Mr. Geary are not the result of any such pcr,;onal and protracted 
inquiry as that made by the ·members from whose conclusions they 
dissent. Dr. Etlmunds was chainn:m of the General Committee, and 
heard the evidence given by the various persons who reported their 
own experiences, and I entirely agree with him in the general con
clu!lions he has formed as to the unsatisfactory character of much of 
that evidence. But Dr. Edmunds was not an acting member of the 
Sub-committee by which the investigation into the reality or otherwise 
of the alleged physical phenomena was personally and experiment
ally conducted. He was tut•cr prnml at 1/u mlirt of a11y ()/ ils 
"urti11gs, and he did not witness even one of the numerous experi
ments by which the Sub-committee, applying crucial tests, were com· 
pelled to the conclusion that it was a fact established by demonstra· 
tive proof, that motion of heavy bodies may occur without muscul:1r 
contact, or by any known agency, a phenomenon apparently caused 
by some hitherto unrecognized force, associated in some manner 
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with the nervous organization. Tlu exist en a of a psychic fora was 
~roved so condusi1•dy as to lta't·e 110 doubt wltalroer in Ike mind 
if any ont of those by wlwm the experiments were so rtptalt!dly fried. 

"\Vhat Dr. Enmunds may have seen, or failed to see elsewhere, is 
no answer whatever to the reality of phenomena of a very different 
class witnessed by the Sub-committees again and again, under condi
tions that precluded the possibility of imposture or of delusion. To use 
an apt illustration, because quacks sometimes commit frauds the whole 
science of medicine is not, therefore, to he set down as an imposture. 

"The same objections apply to Mr. Geary. He was present on 
two occasions only when test experiments were t.nade by the Sub
committee, and in scientific investigations such imperfect examination 
is obviously worthless, and cannot justify either acceptance or rejec
tion. For my own part, I commenced this scientific examination in 
common with almost all the members of the Sub committee, under the 
most perfect conviction that the alleged phenomena were the result 
either of delusion, of imposture, or of unconscious action of the 
muscles, and confident that my experience in the sifting of evidence 
would enable me to detect and expose what I believed to be a fraud, 
by the only sufficient method of discomfiture, namely, by showing 
how it is done, so that others may do the like. 

"The first experiment satisfied me that it was not a ddusion. 
There were visible motions and audible sounds. For a long time I 
suspected imposture, until repeated and conclusive tests precluded 
the possibility of that explanation. When driven from both of these 
solutions, I clung to that of Faraday. that the force visibly and 
audibly operating before us was the unconscious muscular action of 
the persons forming the circle. It was not until the same motions 
and sounds were found to continue when all contact was withdrawn, 
and this, under conditions of place, of person, of light, of position, 
and of observation that made contact physically impossible, and after 
repeated trials in my own house and elsewhere, precluding the possi
bility of prearranged mechanical contrivances, /hal I was slt?wly 
romfdltd to the com•idion /hall he exislmu of this psychic fora was 
prtn'td by roidma as condush•t as thai which provts the exislmu of 
dtdricily, gravitation, light, htal, or any other of lht forces of 1/a
fun. If Dr. Edmunds and Mr. Geary had taken the same pains, as 
did the other members of the Sub-committee, to inquire before form
ing an opinion, I am confident that, however reluctantly, they also 
would have been compelled to the same conclusion by the same 
~vidence that forced unwilling conviction upon the scepticism of their 
t:olleagues." 
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These admissions by Mr. Cox as to the conclusions reached by 
him, should have more weight with unbelievers when it is stated 
that to the present time he rejects the power and agency of spirits
disembodied-in the production of these phenomena. 

The report, from its inception to its publication, was in the hands, 
vr at least subject to the will and pleasure of the opponents of Spir
itualism, for in addition to the Committee at the close numb.::riog 
only six avowed Spiritualists to twenty-six professed unbelievers, "ol 
the five acting members of the editing Sub-committee, viz., Messrs. 
Volckman, Geary, Bennett, Wallace, and Serjeant Cox, only one is 
a Spiritualist." Viti( tdiloriaJ tlOit, page 51. Considering these cir
cumstances, it is remarkable that such a fair report could have found 
its way to t.he public, and it not only witnesses to the truthful, cour
ageous character of the members of the Committee, but also to the 
convincing character of the evidence in support of the reality of the 
phenomena which occurred in their presence. It is also noticeable 
that few of the assailants of Spiritualism heeded the invitation of the 
Committee to appear and prove their charges of fraud and delusion. 
They evidently found it more convenient to attack it at a safe dii
tance. 

It is also well to notice that upon the report of the Committee to 
the Council being made, the latter was as much surprised as the three 
dissenting members were displeased, and after thanking the Commit
tee " for the indefatigable way in which they have dischar,:;ed their 
duties," the Council declined to publish the report, and in conse
IJUence of this decision the Committee assumed the responsibility and 
l:xpense of its publication. 

Nothing has transpired in the history of Spiritualism which has 
more surely marked the steps of its progress in the public estimation 
than this report. For the first time in its history, we here \\;tness a 
careful, dispassionate investigation, by a body of educated, highly 
intelligent, and competent men, mostly unbelievers in its phenomena, 
and this example will ere long be followed by others, as its claims to 
consideration are fully established, and can no longer be ignored, and 
further investigation, in the spirit and temper here exhibited, is all 
that its friends demand. We have no secret mysteries, in which, 
without examination, we desire others to believe ; the approaches to 
this arcana are unguarded and accessible to all, and the limited 
knowledge investigators have acquired is placed freely at the corn· 
mand of all who desire to acquire knowledge for themselves. Should 
those who pursue this rational course arrive at different, even oppo
site results, we shall respect their opinions ; but surely it is not 1liP 
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reasonable for us to charge illiberality arid injustice upon those who 
stand aloof from fair investigation, and yet assail us in opprobrious 
terms, and slander the holy cause of truth in their blind ignorance. 

Since the publication of the report of the Committee of the Dia
lectical Society, Mr. Cox has published a pamphlet, entitled Spirit
ualism Answued by Scimu, and although there is some repetition in 
this work of the ideas expressed in the report of the Committee, there 
is so much that is explicit and satisfactory as to the mode of proce
dure and conclusions of the Sub-committees in their investigation, 
that I will here give some extracts from this pamphlet. 

"When the London Dialectical Society resolved to appoint a Com
mittee to examine and report upon the pretensions of Spiritualism, I 
entered upon its duties, in common with five-sixths of the members 
of that Committee, having the most firm conviction that we should 
detect a fraud or dissipate a delusion. I hoped that long experience 
(as a serjeant-at-law) in the work of sifting and weighing evidence, 
and resolving what does or does not constitute proof of asserted 
facts, would enable me to do good service in detecting imposture 
and discovering its contrivances. And such were the aims and the 
expectations of the great majority of my colleagties, comprising men 
of various pursuits and capacities, ingenious lawyers, practised scien
tists, skilful doctors, authors, artist~ and shrewd men of business ; 
ali of them persons with keen senses, proved powers of observation, 
suspecting and looking for imposition, and therefore more than com
monly vigilant with eye and ear, and r.igid in the application of 
tests. 

"Before we commenced to examine, it was our confident belief 
that the alleged phenomena were : 

"I. Self-delusion by tlle spectator; or, 
"2. Imposture by the Psychic ; or, 
" 3· Involuntary and unconscious muscular action. · 
" With our minds thus p~ejudiced against the reality of the phe

nomena we proceeded to their investigation. 
"It was resolved that we should meet only at the private resi

dences of members of the Committee, so as to preclude ali possible 
preaJTangement of mechanism or other contrivances. 

" That no professional medium should be employed. 
" That careful notes should be taken of each experiment, and 

signed for verification by all present. 
"A psychic was found in the person of a lady, the wife of one of 

the members of the General Committee of high professional and 
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social pos1t1on. In this we were pre-eminently fortunate, for the 
lady in question had never witnessed any of the phenomena. with 
others, and therefore could not have mastered the slight-of-hand re
quiring the practice of a life for its mastery, which would be neces
sary for the successful performance of a trick, if trick it was. In 
truth she had discovered their production in her own presence only 
by chance, a few weeks previously to acceding to the request of the 
Sub-committee to assist them in their investigations. 

"But three or four only of the forty experimental meetings of the 
Committee were held at this lady's house; all the other meetings 
were held at the houses of members, and some of them at my own 
residence, so that I can affirm positively the absence of any mechan
ical or other prearranged contrivances, by which the phenomena 
there witnessed could have been produced. 

"We were speedily satisfied that it was not a delusion of the senses. 
The sounds were distinctly audible to the ear ; the vibrations palpa
ble to the touch, and the motions obvious to sight. It was not a 
question of doubtful mental impression only, but of actual measure
ment. The table and other pieces of furniture had changed their 
position by so many inches, feet, yards. There could be no possi
ble mistake as to this fact of motion. We were compelled to dismiss 
our theory that it was a self-delusion. 

" But the motion and sounds may have been produced by trickery 
and fraud. That was our second theory. Accordingly we assumed 
the office of detectives. We sat under the table while the motions 
and sounds were most vigorous. We held the hands and feet of the 
psychic. Every hand in the circle was held by its neighbor ; the gas 
was bright above us; not a finger could have stirred without being 
perceived by some of the many eyes that were keeping watch. Our 
ingenuity was exercised in the invention and application of tests. 
After /rials, oftm repeated, 1ue 'Were compdltd to confess thai im 
posture was out of flu qt•tsfioll. The motions and sounds were un· 
doubtedly real, and were certainly not caused by any trickery. 

"We retreated then upon the third theory, boasting I<"araday as its 
parent, and repeated ever since by objectors who had not seen them, 
as the easy and sufficient explanation of the phenomena we were wit
nessing, namely, involuntary and unconscious action of the muscles 
of those by whom the heavy body was touched. ' Here,' we said, 
'are eighty fingers upon the table. If e:tch one exerts but a pressure 
so slight as to be imperceptible even to themselves, the aggregate 
sum of pressure will be very considerable. Apply these multiplied 
pressures at the edge of the table, and every finger is converted into 
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a lever, of which the centre of the table is the fulcrum. Make trial 
of it, and it will be found so to be. Thai the muscles will act uncon
sciously there can be no doubt, and after a lengthened resting of the 
hand in a constrained position there is involuntary contraction of the 
muscles, sufficient by the accumulated force to cause motion of the 
table, even though every person present should scrupulously en
deavor to avoid pressure. 

" Such was the reasonable argument that led us to look to invol
untary muscular action as the explanation of the motions and sounds 
that were continually being made. To ascertain if this hypothesis 
was correct, we devised a series of tests that should place the matter 
beyond all po;;sible doubt. First, all hands were laid upon the table, 
then one hand only of each person, then the table was touched by 
the tips only of all the fingers, then by the fingers of one hand alone, 
then with one finger only. Still the motions and sounds continued 
with but slightly diminished force. If our theory of involuntary 
pressure was correct, the force should have diminished in precise 
proportion to the lessened points of contact. Moreover, it did not 
explain the fact, continually before our eyes, of the table being raised 
several inches from the floor on one side only, the muscular action 
of the fingers upon that side of the table being antagonistic, and not 
contributory to such a motion. We continued our experiments with 
lessened faith in our foregone conclusion. First one person withdrew 
from all contact ; then a second, and a third, until one finger of one 
person only touched the table. Nevertheless it moved; the sounds 
continued to come from it, and a frequent motion was the lifting up 
of the table at the side on which the finger was pressing down, if ex
ercising any pressure whatever. 

" I should state that at all of these test experiments the tables 
employed were the large and heavy dining-tables, some nine feet, 
and some twelve feet long, with six legs, in common daily use in 
the dining-rooms of members of the Committee, standing upon 
Turkey carpets, therefore not easily slid, and difficult to move by the 
arm. We next tried a more decisive test. All hands were joined 
and held over the table at the height of three inches from it, no part 
of any hand touching it, the room being well lighted with gas, and 
all eyes keeping careful watch over the lifted hands. The sounds 
were heard and the motions produced as before. It was suggested 
that possibly the feet might be at work, so two of the members 
seated themselves under the table to observe. The motions and 
sounds continued, but not a foot stirred. Then all the persons 
present stood so that no foot could touch the table unseen. Still it 
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moved. Lastly we devised a test that conclusively settled the ques
tion as to the possible agency of muscular action, conscious or un
conscious. It was contrived thus. All present turned the backs of 
their chairs to the table, and kneeling upon the chairs placed their 
anns upon the backs of the chairs, their hands being extended above 
the table but without possibility of contact with it. The chairs were 
first placed six inches from the table, with which, as the reader will 
readily understand, neither foot, nor hand, nor any part of the per· 
son of any of those present could possibly come into contact unseen. 
In this position the table moved eight inches over the carpet, and 
tilted several times. The chairs were then withdrawn further from 
the table, on each trial to an increased distance, and with the same 
results. At the distance of two feet from it the motions were con
tinued with but slightly diminished power. I must repeat that this 
was tried in the dining-rooms of members, some of them in my ov.11 
house, with none present but the Committee and the psychic." 

"These experiments of motion without contact were repeated many 
times, at different meetings, in different hours, and with the same re. 
suits. Thus was our third and last explanatory conjecture, l\·hich 
we had eagerly accepted on the authority of Faraday, completely 
demolished by the facts, and we were compelled reluctantlr to the 
conclusion that there is a force, apparently proceeding from the 
human organization, by which motion is produced in heavy sub
stances without the employment of any muscular force, and without 
contact or material connection of any kind between such substances 
and the body of any person present. lV~ agrud a/s() that /lust 

sounds and motions u•~re dirultd frequmtly b;• som~ intdlig~nu, but 
as the duty of the committee was merely to ascertain the facts, and 
not to inquire into causes, with these conclusive proofs of the physi
cal facts we closed the investigation, and reported accordingly." 

And this is the "nine days' wonder" that Professor Faraday, nearly 
twenty years since, so summarily disposed of, stamping out its feeble 
life with his absurd theory of "unconscious muscular action." No 
more was to be heard of it, after this philosophical Samson had slain 
it; but unfortunately for his assumption, Spiritualism has not only 
continued to exist, but it has had a wondrously active existence, so 
that instead of numbering its adherents as then by thousands, it no• 
numbers them by millions. The theory of Faraday also remai~ 
but not as he shapc:d it, but under the: skilful manipulation of Dr. 
Carpenter, it is now again presented to the world under the name rl. 
"unconscious cerebration." But again it is doomed to misfortune. 
as the investigations and report of the Committee of the Dialectial 
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Society have nearly extinguished the feeble life of the bantling, and 
we will hear little more of it. 

Notwithstanding the positive evidence presented by the Dialectical 
Society Committee, of the existence of a force hitherto unrecognized . 
by science--of a force more astonishing in itself than magnetism or 
electricity-scientific men, as a body, stand aloof like defeated school
boys, scowling and muttering at the half-concealed enemy which has 
repelled their disorganized thrusts, eager to attack, but restrained by 
apprehensions of defeat, and we can expect them to make peace only 
when the most discerning of them have perceived the hopelessness 
of the conflict, and arrayed themselves on the winning side of truth. 

The London Timu, by no means friendly to Spiritualism, in its 
issue of December :z6, 1872, said in relation to this report: 

" That in a generation which boasts itself to be one of exact science, 
and plain matter-of-fact, a belief should have been so long-lived, 
and should have grown even to such proportions that Mr. William 
Howitt, one of its chief fanatics, can number its adherents at twenty 
millions, and that it should have attained to such an age and vitality 
without its falsity having been demonstrated to the satisfaction of all 
but the very ignorant, is strange indeed. It is evident either that 
the subject is surrounded by unusual difficulties, or that in this matter 
our scientific men have signally failed to do their duty by the public, 
which looks to them for its facts. We believe the latter to be the case. 
It may be said, and is said by some, that Spiritualism was long ago 
investigated, and proved to be a mass of imposture and delusion ; but 
as a matter of fact this is not so, for /lure has 1U'lJer been undertaken 
an intjuiry of that i111partial, authoritative, and thorough nature which 
alone can decide a prejudiced conlro'l,ersy, our savans too much pre
ferring to give themselves up to such matters as the descent of man 
from monkeys, or the fertilization of the world by means of mossy 
stones falling through space, have forgotten that, however absurd the 
phenomena and paraphernalia of Spiritualism may be, the sifting and 
settling of the whole matter, once and for all, would be a practical 
benefit, for which the age would thank them at least as much as it 
thanks them for recondite theories and abstract speculations, half of 
which are only laid up in print for the next generation to ridicule." 

Thus scientific men are pushed forward to this work equally by 
Spiritualists and their opponents, and we hope ere long the present 
attitude of scientists, in relation to this subject, will become so uncom
fortable that they will seek escape from it by compliance with the 
seneral demand for investigation by them. 

I regret that we have no space in this work for the testimony given 
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before the Sub-committees of the Dialectical Society, and for the 
letters from distinguished persons in favor of Spiritualism received by 
tht!m. Among the names of those who thus testified are Lords 
Linds:1y and Lytton, Mrs. Emma Hardinge, Mr. Home, Mr. Jencken, 
Mr. Benj:1min Coleman, .1\tr. Cromwell F. Varley, Mr. Thomas 
Shorter, 1\fr. Enmore Jones, Mr. W. M. Wilkinson, Dr. Garth Wilkin· 
son, Mr. William Howitt, Mr. John Jones, Dr. J. Dixon, Mr. Robert 
Chalmers, Mr. T. Adolphus Trollope, M. Leon Favre, The Countess 
de Pomar, M. Camille ·Flammarion, Mr. Burns, Mrs. Honeywood, 
Mrs. Guppy, etc., but I must for full information refer the reader to 
the Rtporl 011 Spiritualism ojllu Commillee ofllu .lAntlon Dialtdi· 
t'al Sodd;•. 

Mr. William Crookes is a Fellow of the Royal Society, editor of 
the Lr111drm Quarltr~v Jt~urnal of St'ima, and of the C/umical Nt'1Ds; 
the latter the leading chemical journal in England. As a chemist he 
is an acknowledged authority, and as a scientist his reputation is 
established. 

Some three years since, he published in his Quart"ly J11urnal an 
account of certain experiments and investigations which he made, 
principally in the presence of Mr. D. D. Home, the celebrated 
medium, for the purpose of testing the character of the phenomena 
which occur through him. The conclusions he arrived at were that 
the phenomena he witnessed were genuine ; that the existence of a. 
hitherto unrecogni1.ed force was undeniable, and that he was not 
convinced that this force was spiritual. 

With Mr. Crookes, as with all who honestly enter upon an investi
gation of these phenomena, the conclusive evidence of their being 
produced by an unrecognized power, or force, soon established in 
his min<! their claims to further investigation, and he has faithfully 
performed his duty, regardless of the ridicule, sneers, and opposition 
of his scientific brethren, and afkr two years of further examination 
of the subject, in the Quarter/;• Joumal of Scima, of January 1, I8i4o 
he furnishes a general statement of the results of his extended inves
tigations. It will be seen that he has nearly reached the spiritual hypo· 
thesis. I will here present portions of this statement, the whole being 
too extended for insertion in this work. He says: 

" The phenomena I am prepared to attest are so extraordin:uy, 
and so tlirectly oppo~ed to the most firmly rooted articles of scieo· 
tific belief tamongst others the ubiquity and invariable action of the 
law of gravitation,) that even now on recalling the details of what I 
witnessed, there is an antagonism in my mind between reason, which 
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pronounces it to be scientifically impossible, and the consc!ousness 
that my senses both of touch and sight, and these corroborated as 
they were by the senses of all who were present, are not lying wit
nesses when they testify against my preconceptions. 

"But the supposition that there is a sort of mania or delusion 
which suddenly attacks a whole roomful of intelligent persons who 
are quite sane elsewhere, and that they all concur to the minutest 
particulars in the details of the occurrences of which they suppose 
themselves to be witnesses, seems to my mind more incredible than 
even the facts they attest. 

"The subject is far more difficult and extensive than it appears. 
Four years ago I intended only to devote a leisure month or two to 
ascertain whether certain marvellous occurrences I had heard about 
would stand the test of close scrutiny. Having however soon 
arrived at the same conclusion, as I may say every impartial inquirer, 
that there was ' something in it,' I could not as a student of na
ture's laws refuse to follow the inquiry wheresoever the facts might 
lead. Thus a few months have grown into a few years, and were my 
time at my own disposal it would probably extend still longer. But 
other matters of scientific and practical interest demand my present 
attention, and inasmuch as I cannot afford the time requisite to fol
low the inquiry as it deserves, and as I am fully confident it will be 
studied by scientific men a few years hence, and as my opportunities 
are not now as good as they were some time ago when Mr. D. D. 
Home was in good health, and Miss Kate Fox (now Mrs. Jencken) 
was free from domestic and maternal occupations, I feel compelled to 
suspend further investigation for the present. 

"To obtain free access to some persons abundantly endowed with 
the power I am experimenting upon, now involves more favor than 
a scientific investigator should be expected to make of it. Spiritual
ism amongst its more devout followers is a religion. The mediums, 
in many '~ases young members of the family, are guarded with a se
clusion an.-1 jealousy which an outsider can penetrate with difficulty. 
Being earnest and conscientious believers in the truth of certain doc
trines, which they hold to be substantiated by what appear to them 
to be miraculous occurrences, they seem to hold the presence of 
scientific investigation as a profanation of the shrine. As a personal 
favor I have more than once been allowed to be present at meetings 
that presented rather the form of a religious ceremony than of a 
spiritualis~ic rianu . . But to be admitted by favor once or twice, as 
a stranger might be allowed to witness the Eleusinian mysteries, or a 
Gentile to peep within the Holy of Holies, is not the way to ascer· 
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tain facts and discover laws. To gratify curiosity is one thing; to 
carry on systematic research is another. I am seeking the truth con
tinually. On a few occasions, indeed, I have been allowed to apply 
tests, and impose conditions ; but only once or twice have I been 
permitted to carry off the priestess from her shrine, and in my own 
house, surrounded by my own friends; to enjoy opportunities of 
testing the phenomena I had witnessed elsewhere under less con
clusive conditions. My observations on these cases will find their 
due place in the work I am about to publish. 

"My principal object will be to place on record a series of actual 
occurrences which have taken place in my own house, in the 
presence of trustworthy witnesses, and under as strict test conditions 
as I could devise. Every fact which I have observed is moreover 
corroborated by the records of independent observers at other times 
and places. It will be seen that the facts are of the most astounding 
character, and seem utterly irreconcilable with all known theories 
of modern science. Having satisfied myself of their truth, it would 
be moral cowardice to withhold my testimony because my prn,i41U 
publicali4ns U'~r~ ridiculed by critics and 4/hers, 1oh4 knnu nothing 
whaleur 4/ /he subjul, and 1ulto were too prejudiced to see and 
judge j4r lhemadt/U whether ()r not /It ere was truth in tlu phm4mena. 
I shall state simply what I have seen and proved by repeated experi
ment and test, and ' I have yet to learn that it is irrational to en-
deavor to discover the causes of unexplained phenomena.' · 

"At the commencement I must correct one or two errors which 
have taken firm possession of the public mind. One is that darknm 
is essential to the i1henomena. This is by no means the case. Ex
cept where darkness has been a necessary condition, as with some 
of the phenomena of luminous appearances and in a few other in. 
stances, everything recorded has taken place in /he light. In the 
few cases where the phenomena noted have occurred in darkness I 
have been very particular to mention the fact ; moreover, some 
special reason can be shown for the exclusion of light, or the results 
have been produced under such perfect test conditions that the sup
pression of one of the senses has not really weakened the evidence. 

"Another common error is that the occurences can be witnessed 
only at certain times and places; in the rooms of the medium, or at 

• hours previously arranged, and arguing from this erroneous supposi· 
tion an analogy has been insisted on between the phenomena called 
spiritual, and the feats of legerdemain by professional 'conjurers' and 
'wizards,' exhibited on their own platform, and surrounded by all 
appliances of their art. 
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"To show how far this is from the truth, I need only say that with 
very few exceptions the many hundreds of facts I am prepared to at
test,-facts which, to imitate by known mechanical or physical means, 
would batHe the skill of a Houdin, a Bosco, or an Anderson, backed 
with all the resources of elaborate machinery and the practice of 
years,-have all taken place in my own house, at times appointed by 
myself, and under circumstances which absolutely precluded the em
ployment of the very simplest instrumental aids. 

"A third error is, that the medium must select his own circle of 
friends and associates at a seance,· that these friends must be thorough 
believers in the truth of whatever doctrine the medium enunciates, 
and that conditions are imposed on any person present of an investi
gating turn of mind which entirely preclude accurate observation, 
and facilitate trickery and deception. In reply to this, I can state 
that (with the exception of the very few cases to which I have 
alluded in a previous paragraph, where whatever might have been 
the motive for exclusiveness, it certainly was not the vailing of de
ception) I have chosen my own circle of friends, have introdnced 
any hard-headed unbeliever whom I pleased, and have generally im
posed my own terms, which have been carefully c.hosen to prevent 
the possibility of fraud. Having gradually ascertained some of the 
conditions which facilitate the occurrence of the phP.nomena, my 
modes of conducting these inquiries have generally been attended with 
equal, and indeed in most cases with more success, than on other 
occasions, where through mistaken notions of the importance of cet'
tain trifling observances the conditions imposed might render }ega. 

easy the detection of fraud. 
"I have said that darkness is not essential. It is, however, a 

well-ascertained fact that when the force is weak a bright light e.lferts 
an interfering action on some of the phenomena. The power pos
sessed by Mr. Home is sufficiently strong to withstand this antagon
istic influence, consequently he always objects to darkness at his 
~eances. Indeed, except on two occasions, when for some particu
lar experiments of my own light was excluded, everything which I 
have witnessed with him has taken place in the light. I have had 
many opportunities of testing the action of light, of different sources 
and colors, st:ch as sunlight, diffused daylight, moonlight, gas, lamp. 
and candle-Fght, electric light from a vacnum tube, homogeneous 
yellow light, etc. The interfering rays appear to be those at the ex
treme end of the spectrum. • . . • 

"My readers will remember that with the exception of cases 
apecially mentioned, the occurrences ha..-e taken place ill. my own 

28 
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!wuse, in IM light, and with only pri7'ale friends present besides the 
Medium." 

"THE MOVEMF.NT OF HF.AVY BODIES WITH CONTACT, BUT WITHOUT 

MECHANICAL EXERTION." 

Under this heading, amongst other things, he says : 
"These movemc:nts (and indeed I may say the same of every kind 

of phenomena) arc generally preceded by a peculiar cold air, some
times amounting to a decided wind. I have had sheets of paper 
blown about by it, and a thermometer lowered several degrees. On 
some occasions, which I will subsequently give more in detail, I have 
not detected any actual movement of the air, but the cold has been 
so mtense that I could only compare it to that felt when the hand 
has been 1\'ithin a few inches of frozen mercury." 

" Til F. PHENO:IIENA OF PERCUSSIVE AND OTHER ALLIED SOUNDS." 

Under this heading Mr. Crookes says: 
"These sounds are noticed with almost every medium, each hav

ing a special peculiarity ; they are more varied with Mr. Home, but 
for power and certainty I have met \\;th no one who at all approached 
Miss Kate Fox. For several months I enjoyed almost unlimited op
portunity of testing the varied· phenomena occurring in the presence 
of this lady, and I especially examined the phenomena of these 
sounds. With mediums generally it is necessary to sit for a formal 
s~ana before anything is heard, but in the case of Miss Fox it seems 
only necessary for her to place her hand on any substance for loud 
thuds to be heard in it like a triple pulsation, sometimes loud enough 
to he heard several rooms off. In this manner I have heard them 
in a living tree, on a sheet of gla.ss, on a stretched iron wire, on a 
stretched membrane, a tambourine, on the roof of a cab, and on the 
tloor of a theatre. Moreover, actual contact is not always necessary. 
I have heard these sounds proceeding from the floor, walls, etc., 
when the medium's hands and feet were held, when she was standing 
on a chair, when she was suspended in a swing from the ceiling, 
when she was enclosed in a wire cage, and when she had fallen 
fainting on a sofa. I have heard them on a glass ham10nicon, I 
have felt them on my own shoulder, and under my own hands. I 
have heard them on a sheet of paper, held between the fingers by a 
piece of thread passed through one corner. With a full knowledge 
of the numerous theories which have been started, chietly in America, 
to explain these sounds, I have tested them in every way that I 
could devise, until there has been no escape from the conviction W.t 
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they were true, objective occurrences, not produced by trickery or 
mechanical means. 

"An important question here forces itself upon the attention. 
Are th~ mot,~mmts and sounds gov~rn~d by intdligmu? At a very 
early stage of the inquiry it was seen that the power producing the 
phenomena was not merely a blind force, but was associated with or 
governed by intelligence : thus the sounds to which I have just al
luded will be repeated a definite number of times, they will come 
loud or faint, and in different places, as requested, and by a prear
ranged code of signals questions are answered and messages giveu 
with more or less accuracy. · 

"The intelligence governing the phenomena is something mani
festly below that of the medium. It is frequently in direct opposition· 
to the wishes of the medium. When a determination has been ex
pressed to do something which might not be considered quite right, I 
have known urgent messages to be given to induce a reconsidera
tion. The intelligence is sometimes of such a character as to lead 
to the belief that it does not emanate from any person present." 

"THE RISING OF TABLES AND CHAIRS OFF THE GROUND, WITHOUT 

CONTACT WITH ANY PERSON." 

"A remark is generally made when occurrences of this kind are 
mentioned, Why is it only tables and chairs which do these things? 
Why is this property peculiar to furniture ? I might reply that I only 
observe and record facts, and do not profess to enter into the Why and 
Wherefore; but indeed it will be obvious that if a heavy inanimate 
body, in an ordinary dining-room, has to rise off the floor, it cannot 
very well be anything else but a table or chair. That this propen
sity is not specially attached to furniture, I have abundant evidence, 
but like other experimental demonstrators the intelligence or power, 
whatever it may be which produces these phenomena, can only work 
with the materials which are available. 

"On five separate occasions a heavy dining-table rose between a 
few inches and one and one-half feet of the floor, uncler special circum
stances which rendered trickery impossible. On another occasion a 
heavy table rose from the floor, in full light, while I was holding the 
medium's hands and feet. On another occasion the table rose from 
the door, not only when no person was touching it, but under con
ditions which I had prearranged so as to insure unquestionable proof 
of the fact. 
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" THE LEVITATION OF HUMAN BEINGS," 

" On one occasion I witnessed a chair with a lady sitting on it 
rise several inches from the ground. On another occasion, to avoid 

· the suspicion of this being in some way performed by herself; the 
lady knelt on the chair in such a manner that its four feet were visi
ble to us. It then rose about three inches, remained suspended for 
about ten seconds, and then slowly descended. At another time two 
children, on separate occasions, rose from the floor with their chairs, 
in full daylight, under (to me) most satisfactory conditions, for I was 
kneeling and keeping close watch upon the feet of the chair, and 
observing that no one might touch them. 

" The most striking cases of levitation which I have witnessed have 
been with Mr. Home. On three separate occasions have I seen him 
raised completely from the floor of the room ; once sitting in an easy 
chair; once kneeling on his chair; and once standing up. On each 
occasion I had full opportunity of watching the occurrence as it was 
taking place. 

"There are at least a hundred recorded instances of Mr. Home's 
rising from the ground, in the presence of as many separat~ persons, 
and I have heard from the lips of the three witnesses to the most 
striking occurrence of this kind-the Earl of Dunraven, Lord Lind
say, and Captain C. Wynne-their own most minute accounts of what 
took place. To reject the recorded evidence on this subject is to 
reject all human testimony whatever, for no fact in sacred or pro· 
fane history is supported by a stronger array of proofs. 

"The accumulated testimony establishing Mr. Home's levitations 
is overwhelming. It is greatly to be desired that some person whose 
evidence would be accepted as conclusive by the scientific world
if indeed there lives a person whose testimony in favor of such phe
nomena would be taken-would seriously and patiently examine 
these alleged facts. Most of the eye-witnesses to these levitations 
are now living, and would doubtless be willing to give their evidence. 
But in a few years such direct evidence will be difficult, if not impos· 
sible to be obtained." 

"MOVEMENT OF VARIOUS SMALL ARTICLES WITHOUT CONTACT wtTII 
ANY PERSON." 

"Under th1s heading I propose to describe some special pheno
nena which I have witnessed. I can do little more here than allude 
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to some of the more striking facts, all of which, be it remembered, 
have occurred under circumstances that render trickery impossible, 
But it is idle to attribute these results to trickery, for I would again 
remind my readers that what I relate has not been accomplished at 
the house of a medium, but in my own house, where preparations 
have been quite impossible. A medium walking into my dining
room cannot, while seated in one part of the room with a number of 
persons keenly watching him, by trickery make an accordion play in 
my own hand, when I hold its keys downward, or cause the same 
accordion to float about the room, playing all the time. He cannot 
introduce machinery which will wave window-curtains, or pull up 
Venetian blinds eight feet off; tie a knot in a handkerchief and place 
it in a far comer of the room ; sound notes on a distant piano ; cause 
a card-plate to float about the room; raise a water-bottle and tum
bler from the table ; make a coral necklace rise on end ; cause a 
fan to move about and fan the company; or set in motion a pendu· 
lum when enclosed in a glass case firmly cemented to the wall." 

" LUMINOUS APPEARANCES." 

"These being rather faint, generally require the room to be dark
ened. I need scarcely remind my readers again, that under these 
circumstances I have taken proper precautions to avoid being im· 
posed upon by phosphorized oil or other means. Moreover, many 
of these lights are such as I have tried to imitate artificially, but can
not. 

"Under the strictest test conditions I have seen a solid, self-lumi
nous body, the size, and nearly the shapt: of a turkey's egg, float 
noiselessly about the room, at one time higher than any one present 
could reach, standing on tiptoe, and then gently descend to the floor. 
It was visible for more than ten minutes, and before it faded away it 
struck the table three times, with a sound like that of a hard, solid 
body. During this time the medium was lying back, apparently in
sensible, in an easy-chair. 

" I have seen luminous points of light darting about, and settling 
on the heads of different persons. I have had questions answered by 
the flashing of a bright light a desired number of times in front of my 
face. I have seen sparks of light rising froin the table to the ceiling, 
and again falling upon the table, striking it with an audible sound. I 
have had an alphabetic communication given by luminous flashes 
occurring before me in the air, whilst my hand was moving about 
amongst them. I have seen a luminous cloud floating upwards to a 
picture. Under the strictest test conditions I have more than once 
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had a solid, self-luminous, crystalline body placed in my hand, by a 
hand which did not belong to any person in the room. In Vze /i~lzt 
I have seen a luminous cloud hover over a heliotrope, on a side
table, break a sprig off, and carry the sprig to a lady, and on some 
occasions I have seen a similar luminous cloud visibly condense to 
the form of a hand, and carry small objects about. These, however, 
more properly belong to the next class of phenomena." 

"THE APPEARANCE OF HANDS, EITHER SELF-LUMINOUS, OR VISIBLE 

BY ORDINARY LIGHT." 

"The forms of hands are frequently felt at rlark s2aMu, or under 
circumstances where they cannot be seen. More rarely I have seen 
the hands. I will here give no instances in which the phenomena 
have occurred in darkness, but will simply select a few of the nume
rous instances in which I have seen the hands in the light. 

"A beautifully formed small hand rose up from an opening in i. 
dining-table and gave me a flower; it appeared and then disappeared 
three times at intervals, affording me ample opportunity of satisfying 
myself that it was as real in appearance as my own. This occurred 
in the light, in my own room, whilst I was holding the medium's 
hands and feet. 

"On another occasion a small hand and arm, like a baby's, ap
peared playing about a lady who was sitting next to me. It then 
passed to me and patted my arm, and pulled my coat several times. 

" At another time a finger and thumb were seen to pick the petals 
from a flower in 1\lr. Home's button-hole, and lay them in front of 
several persons who were sitting near him. 

"A hand has repeatedly been seen by myself and others, playing 
the keys of an accordion, both of the medium's hands being visible 
at the same time, and sometimes being helcl by those near him. 

"The hands and fingers do not always appear to me to be solid, 
and life-like. Sometimes indeed they present more the appearance 
of a nebulous cloud, partly condensed into the form of a hand. This 
is not equally visible to all present. For instance, a flower or other 
small object is seen to move. One person present will see a lumi
nous cloud hovering over it, another will detect a nebulous-looking 
hand, whilst others will see nothing at all but the moving flower. I 
have more than once seen, first, an object move, then a luminous 
cloud appear to form about it, and lastly the cloud condense into 
shape, and become a perfectly formed hand. At this stage the hand 
is visible to all present. It is not always a mere form, b:lt sometimes 
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appears perfectly life-like and graceful, the fingers moving, and the 
flesh apparently as human as that of any in the room. At the wrist 
or arm it becomes hazy, and fades off into a luminous cloud. 

"To the touch the hand sometimes appears icy cold and dead, at 
other times warm and life-like, grasping my own with the firm pres
sure of an old friend. 

" I have retained one of these hands in my own, firmly resolved 
not to let it escape. There was no struggle, or effort made to get 
loose, but it gradually seemed to resolve itself into vapor, and faded 
in that manner from my grasp." 

"DIRECT WRITING." 

"The first instance which I shall give took place, it is true, at a 
dark staflct, but the result was not less satisfactory on that account. 
I was sitting next to the medium, Miss Fox, the only other persons 
present being my wife and a lady relati\·e, and I was holding the 
medium's two hands in one of mine, whilst her feet were resting on 
my feet. Paper was on the table before us, and my disengaged hand 
was holding a pencil. 

"A luminous hand came down from the upper part of the room, 
and after hovering near me for a few seconds, took the pencil from 
my hand, rapidly wrote on a sheet of paper, threw the pencil down, 
and then rose up over our heads, gradually fading into darkness. 

"My second instance may be considered the record of a failure. 
' A good failure often teaches more than the most successful experi
ment.' It took place in the light, in my own room, with only a few 
private friends and Mr. Home present. Several circumstances, to 
which I need not further allude, had shown that the power that even
ing was strong. I therefore expressed a wish to witness the actual 
production of a written message, such as I heard described a short 
time before by a friend. Immediately an alphabetic communication 
was made as follows: 'We will try.' A pencil and some sheets of 
paper had been lying on the centre of the table ; presently the pencil 
rose up on its point, and after advancing by hesitating jerks to the 
paper, fell down. It then rose and again fell. A third time it tried, 
but with no better result. After three unsuccessful attempts, a small 
wooden lath, which was lying near upon the table, slid towards the 
pencil, and rose a few inches from the table, the pencil rose again, 
and propping itself against the lath the two together made: an effort 
to mark the paper. It fell, and then a joint effort was again made. 
Mter a third trial the lath gave it up, and moved back to its place, 
the pencil lay as it fell, across the paper, and an alphabetic message 
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told us: 'We have tried to do as you asked, but our power is ex· 
hausted.'" 

"PHANTOM FORMS AND FACES." 

" These are the rarest of the phenomena I have witnessed. The 
conditions requisite for thdr appearance appear to be so delicate, 
and such tritl..:s interfere with their production, that only on very few 
occasions have I witnessed them under satisfactory test conditions. 
I will mention two of these. 

"In the dusk of the evening, during a st-ance v.-ith Mr. Home at 

my house, the curtains of a window about eight feet from Mr. Home 
were seen to move. A dark, shadowy, semi-transparent form like 
that of a man, was then seen by all present standing near the window, 
waving the curtain with his hand. As we looked the form faded 
away, and the curtains ceased to move. 

"The following is a still more striking instance. As in the formet 
case, Mr. Home was the medium. .A phantom fonn came from a 
corner of the room, took an accordion in its hand, and then glided 
about the room playing the instrnmcnt. The form was visible to all 
present for many minutes, ~lr. Home also being seen at the same 
time. Coming rather close to a lady who was sitting apart from the 
rest of the company, she gave a slight cry, upon which it vanished." 

"SPECIAL INSTANCES WHICH SEEM TO POINT TO THE AGENCY OF 

AN EXTERitlR II'TF.LI.IGENCE." 

•• It has aln·ady been shown that the phenomena are governed by 
an intelligence. It becomes a question of importance as to the 
source of that intelligence. Is it the intclligt."llce of the medium, of 
any of the other p..:rsons in the room, or is it an exterior intelligence? 
Without wishing at present to speak po~itivcly on this point, I may 
say, that whilst I have observed many circumstances which appear 
to show that the will and int..:llig..:nce of the medium have much to 
do with the phenomena,• I have observed some circmnstances, 'll'llicA 
sum co!ldusi11~/y to poi11t to tlu agmcy of all outsid~ ifltdligena, 1111 
bdo11ging to a11y lu1man b~ing in tlu room. Space does not allow me 
to give hl'rc all the arguments which can be adduced to prove these 
points, but 1 will briefly mention one or two circumstances out of 

many. 

• In a not~ to flu pag~ from whi.-h I quol~ this r~mark, Jfr. Croolus i1Dsn7fl.' 
" I do 1101 wish m.v m~ani11g to lu misumkrslood. fV/zal I m~an is, nott/wJ 1M 
111tdium's •viii aud iultlligmu an aclivdy ~mp!oycd in any conscious ortiisiwtJI 
way, ;, tlu pr.Jductiofl of th~ phmo11una, /Jut that lh<')' som~liiiUs appear I# ad;. 
"" UIICOIIscious n1ann~r. n 



SPIRITS TELEGRAPIDNG. 

"I have been present when several phenomena were going on at 
the same time ; some being unknown to the medium. I have been 
with Miss Fox, when she has been writing a message, automatically, 
to one person present, whilst a message to another person, on another 
subject, was being given alphabetically by means of 'raps,' and the 
whole time she was conversing freely with a third person on a subject 
totally piffcrent from either. Perhaps a more striking instance is the 
following : · 

"During a s~anu with Mr. Home, a small lath, which I have 
before mentioned, moved across the table to me in the light, and 
delivered a message to me by tapping my hand, I repeating the 
alphabet, and the lath tapping me at the right letters. The other end 
of the lath was resting on the table, some distance from Mr. Home's 
hands. 

"The taps were so sharp and clear, and the lath was evidently so 
well under control of the invisible power which was governing its 
movements, that I said : 'Can the intelligence governing the motion 

. of this lath, change the character of the movements, and give me a 
telegraphic message through the Morse alphabet by taps on my 
hand?' (I have every reason to believe that the Morse code was 
quite unknown to any other person present, and it was only imper
fectly known to me.) Immediately I said this, the character of the 
taps changed, and the message was continued in the way I had 
requested. The letters were given too rapidly for me to do more 
than catch a word here and there, and consequently I lost themes
sage, but I heard sufficient to convince me that there was a good 
Morse operator at the other end of the line, wherever that might 
be. 

" Another instance. A lady was writing automatically, by means 
of the planchette ; I was trying to devise a means of proving that 
what she wrote was not due to ' unconscious cerebration.' The 
planchette, as it always does, insisted that although it was moved by 
the hand and arm of the lady, the intdligmce was that of an invisible 
being who was playing on her brain as on a musical instnunent, and 
thus moving her muscles. I therefore said to this intelligence : 
• Can you see the contents of this room ? ' 'Yes ; ' wrote the 
planchette. ' Can you see to read this newspaper?' said I, putting 
my finger on a copy of Tlu Timts which was on a table behind me, 
but without looking at it. ' Yes;' was the reply of the planchette. 
• \Veil,' I said, 'if you can see that, write the word which is now 
covered by my finger, and I will believe you.' The planchette com
menced to move. Slowly, and with great difficulty, the word 'how-
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ever' was written. I turned round anrl saw that the word • how
ever' was covered by the tip of my finger. 

" I had purposely avoided looking at the "newspaper when I tried 
this experiment, and it was impossible for the lady, had she tried. to 
have seen any of the printed words, for she was sitting at one table, 
and the paper was on another table behind, my body intervening." 

I will close these lengthy quotations from this able, candid·article 
of l\f r. Crookes', with some general remarks of his at the conclusion 
of the article, upon true and false mediums. 

"THE PHENOMESA ARE ALL THE RESULTS OF TRICKS, CLEVER 

MECHANICAL ARRANGEMENTS, OR LEGERDEMAIN ; THE MEDIUMS 

ARE U.IPOSTORS, AND THE REST OF THE COMPANY FOOLS." 

" It is obvious that this theory can only account for a very small 
proportion of the facts observed. I am willing to admit that some 
so-called mediums, of whom the public have heard much, are arrant 
impostors, who have taken advantage of the public demand for spir
itualistic excitement to fill their purses with easily earned guineas, 
whilst others, who have no pecuniary motive for imposture, are 
tempted to cheat, it would seem, solely by a desire for notoriety. I 
have met with several cases of imposture; some very ingenious, others 
so palpable that no person who has witnessed the genuine phenom
ena could be taken in by them. An inquirer into the subject, finding 
one of these cases at his first initiation, is disgusted with what he de
tects at once to be an imposture, and he not unnaturally gives \·ent 
to his feelings, privately or in print, by a sweeping denunciation of 
the whole genus ' medium.' Again, with a thoroughly genuine 
medium, the f1rst phenomena which arc observed arc generally slight 
movements of the table, and faint taps under the medium's hands or 
feet. Th<!se of course are quite easy to be imitated by the medium, 
or any one at the table. If, as sometimes occurs, nothing else takes 
place, the sceptical observer goes away with the firm impression that 
his superior acuteness detected cheating on the part of the medium, 
who was consequently afraid to proceed with any more tricks in 
his presence. He, too, writes to the newspapers exposing the whole 
imposture, and probably indulges in moral sentiments about the sad 
spectacle of persons, apparently intelligent, being taken in by impos
ture which h..: detected at once. 

"There is a wide difference between the tricks of a professional 
conjurer, surrounded by his apparatus and aided by any number ri 
concealed assistants and confederates, deceiving the senses by clerer 
slight of hand, on his own platform, and the phenomena occurring iD 
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the presence of Mr. Home, which take place in the light, in a private 
room, that almost up to the commencement of the s~ana has 
been occupied as a living room, and surrounded by private friends of 
my own, who not only will not countenance the slightest deception, 
but who are watching narrowly everything that takes place. More
over, Mr. Home has frequently been searched before and after the 
s(anus, and he always offers to allow it. During the most remarka
ble occurrences I have occasionally held both his hands, and placecl 
my feet on his feet. On no single occasion have I proposed a modi
fication of arrangements, for the purpose of rendering trickery less 
possible, which he has not at once assented to, and frequently he has 
himself drawn attention to tests which might be tried." 

Thus one by one rocientific 1i1en are being led to investigate 
the claims of Spiritualism, and it can in strict truth be asserted, that 
there is not an instance known of one seriously and patiently examin
ing the subject, without becoming convinced of its gn:at importance; 
of the genuineness of the phenomena ; and of the force which pro
duces them being directed by intelligence. There can be no other 
result, and it must be evident to all careful readers of Mr. 
Crookes' article that he himself is almost up to the standard of Spir
itualism. • 

The foregoing was written soon after Mr. Crookes published his 
article in the Quarterly Journal, and it is now generally under
stood that since then he has become satisfied that the force is often 
directed by spiritual intelligences, and that the phenomena are 
spiritual phenomena. 



CHAPTER XXIV. 

SPIRITUAUSM AND SCIENCE-Conti11wll. 

T HOUGH desirous that scientific men should enter upon an ex· 
amination of the spiritual phenomena, we yet do not look to 

them as a body, any more than to theologians, for the establishment 
of its claims. We regard their qualifications for such an examina· 
tion in the same light that an eminent member of their body-Mr. 
Alfred R. Wallace-does. In a paper read by him before the 
Dialectical Society, this distinguished scientist and spiritualist said : 

"Another objection which I have heard stated in public, and re
ceived with applause, is that it requires immense scientific knowledge 
to decide on the reality of any uncommon or incredible facts, and 
that till scientific men investigate and prove them, they are not wor
thy of credit. Now I venture to say that a greater fallacy than thi& 
was never put forth. The subje<.:t is a very important orie, and the 
error is a very common one, but the truth is the exact opposite of 
what is here stated, for I assert that wlwu1•tr the scimlifo men of 
any age have denied /Itt fads of i11vtsligalors on a priori grounds, 
they lza11t always bun wrong." 

A lawyer may be deservedly eminent in his profession, but it does 
not follow, neither is it probable, that he shall be learned in theology 
or skilled in medicine, or that the theologian or physician shall ne
cessarily have a better understanding of law because of his knowledge 
of his profession ; yet it wot!ld seem that by common consent sci
entists are supported in the pretensions, which some of them make, 
to superior ability to investigate and pronounce upon spiritual phe
nomena, because of their possession of the specific knowledge that 
relates to their especial departments of physical science, which latter, 
as now understood and treated by them, is the very opposite of the 
spiritual philosophy, the very existence of which being unable to 
comprehend, they either ignore or deny. This philosophy requires 
for its proper investigation minds which have either not been trained 
in the opposite school of material science, or which have cast off its 
shackles and are free to think, and possess the necessar}- energy and 
independence to act. A committee of strictly scientific men investi 
gating spiritual phenomena, is much like a committee appointed 
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from one political party investigating transactions in the other. All 
disinterested observers know in advance what the report substantially 
will be. 

There can be no question that generally more rapid progress can 
be made in separate, independent investigation, through different me
dimns and circles, than in seeking proofs in a body, like a committee 
of scientific men. They cannot all perceive alike, and often the 
strongest caviller sways the minds and belief of the others. We know 
of no means or processes recognized by science, which can be ap
plied to test the phenomena with any greater assurance of success 
than the means and expedients which will occur to any ingenious, 
non-professional man, of a philosophical cast of mind. Neither the 
galvanic battery, the electrical machine, the ma,gnet, nor the spectro
scope of the philosopher, will substantiate or invalidate our facts; 
neither will the agents and reagents, the crucible and retort of the 
chemist, the telescope of the astronomer, the microscope of the nat
uralist, nor any of the special means and appliances in use by which 
scientists interrogate the secrets of physical nature. Neither can we 
expect physiologists and biologists to support our facts and philos
ophy with their theories, their premises and deductions, as they in
vestigate the processes of life and mind with material eyes and in
stnunents, and weigh results in ponderous scales. 

Then again the sectarian spirit is as rampant in the ranks of Sci
ence as in the Church, and is equal\y intolerant and proscriptive. 
There is as much talent in the one as in the other, and this talent in 
both is often clouded by illiberal, contracted views, so that the ipu 
tfixil of a scientist, unless based upon the most thorough investiga· 
tion, is of no more value than that of a theologian ; and when a sci
entist, in ignorance, pronounces against Spiritualism, his opinions 
should carry no more weight than those of the latter against the 
tenets and practices of a rival sect. 

Agassiz has recently died, and from the .New York Timu of Dec. 
16th, 1874. I copy the following editorial account of the temper in 
which he met the great question of truth or falsity of spiritual phe
nomena. If the writer speaks authoritatively and reliably, it only 
proves that the remarks just made in relation to the illiberal views of 
many scientists apply to this eminent man. This writer says of 
him: 

''Although his mind was, above all things, receptive, as that of a 
great man of science must needs be, and although he was ready to 
give respectful consideration to any theory, or even any notion which 
was presented to him in good faith, he was moved to the wrath of 
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which his really vivacious and passionful nature was capable, by aD 
sorts of charlatanism, and particularly by that sort which devotes 
itself to making the money that he had 'no time to make.' When 
Home, the medium, was at Boston, and was able to induce some 
men of note there to come and investigate his tricks and spasms, 
Agassiz remained aloof. One day the medium's 'agent' seeing the 
great naturalist in a railway car, introduced himself, and urged 
Agassiz to come to the s(anus, saying that he owed it to his position 
as a man of science to attempt to account for such extraordinary 
phenomena. He v;as listened to with glacial indifference. But 
when among other wonderful ' phenomena,' he told of a mysterious 
and haJf.Juminous hand, which descended from the air and wrote 
oracular sayings, Agassiz turned quickly to him and said: 'Yes, I'll 
come. Rut, mind you! You see I'm strong, and I shall bring my 
schlager'-(short sword)-' with me, and when that hand appears I 
shall seit.e it and drive my schlager through it into the table.' 

" 'You surely wouldn't attempt such an unscientific proceeding as 
that, Professor, would you ? ' said the agent. 

" ' I shall, as surely as I come,' was the reply, and Agassiz wu 
worried with no more invitations. The story, which comes from 
Agassiz's own lips, illustrates not only the plain common sense and 
the determination of the great naturalist, but the capacity of scorn 
that was in him, tempered by that constant sense of humor which 
made all social intercourse with him so delightful." 

It is difficult to believe that Agassiz could have assumed such a 
swaggering manner and tone as this, but accepting the account as 
true, it proves that he lacked that patient liberal spirit, which is of 
the first importance in those who attempt the investigation of truths, 
which if established may controvert some of their own cherished 
opinions and theories. It is here assumed that because the agent 
expostulated mildly and reasonably against the unwarrantable threat 
to pin the materialized hand to the table, he was apprehensive of ex· 
posure. To an investigator of Spiritualism, of even very limited ex· 
perience, it is apparent that the spirit in which the threat was made 
was one entirely inconsistent with fair and deliberate investigation, 
and the agent after this would have been no more justif1ed in permit· 
ting Agassiz to be present at a seance with Mr. Home-to insult him, 
and the kind, intdligent spirits, who were laboring through him to 
enlighten mankind-than he would in urging a person who threatened 
to create a disturbance to visit in the family of one of his friends. 
When scientists learn to approach this subject in the character of 
students, and not as dictators, they will acquire all the evidence they 
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can reasonably desire; until then Spiritualism will be abundantly 
able to take care of itself. 

The scientific materialist, existing in a material world, with nothing 
apparently surrounding him but matter, is utterly at a loss to explain 
what matter is, or in what way material forces can produce, as he 
claims, the phenomena of life and motion, and yet baffled as he is at · 
every step of his investigations, vainly striving to penetrate the mys
teries of visible nature, he confidently assures us that nothing but 
matter exists ; that this matter, the nature of which is so incompre
hensible to him, constitutes the sum of all that exists, and that spirit 
and spirit entities have no actual existence. 

What inconsistency, what presumption for him to deny the exist
ence of spirit which he has not seen, nor even rationally inquired 
into, and which if it does exist, so perfectly accounts for many visible 
effects, when he at the same time cannot explain what he does see 
and knows to exist. He condemns on a priori grounds; it is impos
sible, he says ; but Arago declared, that "He who outside of pure 
mathematics pronounces the word impossible, lacks prudence." And 
another, perhaps equally good authority, Lord Brougham, said that 
this word "is the mother.tongue of little souls." The realm of the im
possible is boundless to the savage and untutored mind, while it 
hardly exists to the consciousness of a Newton, a Bacon, or a Hum
boldt. "The wisest man," says Dr. Hare, "who speaks in ignorance, 
speaks foolishly to the ears of those who perceive his ignorance. 
The great mass of men of science appear in this light to Spiritualists 
when they argue against Spiritualism." Professor Hare learned this 
lesson from his own I'Xperience, for when he first commenced his 
examination of Spiritualism he said: "It is absurd to suppose that 
this power comes from spirits :" but like all earnest investigators 
of its mysteries he soon became satisfied that it did come from them, 
and had the honesty and courage to proclaim his convictions. 

There are times when men of profound minds, after attentively 
considering a subject, and ' being unable to find a solution, are re
lieved by the plump confession of their inability; there are other 
minds, not by any means so profound, who amid their wanderings 
through the mazes of a difficult subject, hopelessly strive on, and the 
idea of such a strategic movement never presents itself to them ; 
while with a third class, at the very outset, an apprehension of dif
ficulty in the solution is sufficient to deter them from entering upon 
an investigation. In regard to Spiritualism, it would seem that scien
tific men are too often of the latter class. At the very threshold 
they scent difficulty; their sense of security is alarmed ; a:nd their 
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usual boldness in grappling with what they think they can easily 
manage, fails them in view of a contest with an adversary which they 
have not yet invented weapons to successfully attack. 

Again, many scientific men, from long-established habits of doubt
ing everything not already demonstrated and accepted, are as chary 
of bestowing their confidence as the miser his gold; their suspicion 
is morbid, and continually prompts them to hostility to every new 
idea, and often from an indefinable dread that it may in some man
ner clash with some of their pet theories. "Writers in the last cen
tury, like Bolingbroke in his "Letters on the Study and use of His
tory," fairly frightened all timid advocates of the spiritual phenomena. 
from the expression of their views, and it became the fashion among 
them to check all scientific investigation into these phenomena, and 
the tone then given to scientific observation has been transmitted to 
the present time, and the neglect of these subjects has fostered the 
ignorance and misapprehension of them that distinguishes modem 
science ; but they will yet form a prominent centre of scientific re
search." 

With no intention of undervaluing the treasures of knowledge for 
which we are indebted to science, it is ye~ proper to say that much 
.of this knowledge is based upon theory and speculation, and 
these theories and speculations arc constantly undergoing modifica
tion, and often are subject to radical changes, which unsettle the pre
viously accepted opinion,; and views regarding them, and what one 
generation holds as established scientific truth, is often in the next 
found to be glaring error, and it is only in very few departments of 
science and philosophy it can be claimed that even the principle~ 
upon which they are based are immutably established. That error 
in large proportions is mingled with the truth, the history of scienr.~ 
up to the present day abundantly proves. 

Geology, as a branch of science, has, comparatively speaking, but 
recently been called into existence, but it has had a vigorous gro1\1h, 
and now stands in full proportions, and its dicta demand and receive 
recogmtton. Previous to the discovery of the gold and silver mines 
of our western coast, no one d Jubtcd the abilitY. of a thorough gen~ 
ogist, by means of his scientific knowledge applied on the spot, to 
point out the localities of the different veins of metal, their cour5t, 
and to make a.n approximate estimate of their volume anc\ richness. 
This was the theoretical view which not only unscientific men, but 
geologists themselves held and taught; but in point of fact, though 
hundreds of geologists, many of them accomplished in the knowledge 
of their profession, have traversed and applie~ their knowledge in 

I 
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those districts, not a single discovery of any importance has ever 
been made by them ; the useful, practical discoveries have invariably 
been made by unscientific men. Science, in these fields, canno• 
boast of a single success. 

The science of medicine has never been submitted to a crucial test 
like this, under which geology failed, and perhaps, were it compelled 
to submit to one similar, it might fare little better, for we know that 
when tests far less severe, relating to questions affecting both mind 
and body, in normal and abnormal states, have been applied, it has 
often exhibited similar weakness, notably in cases of death by pois 
oning, in diagnosis, and the results of particular modes of treatment 
of disease, in mental derangement, etc. 

Knowledge by men of science is worked as are metalliferous lodes, 
in veins, and it is as absurd for a scientist to pass judgment upon a 
subject which he has not carefully and systematically examined, as
suming the right to do so upon the ground of his knowledge of an
other special subject which he has studied, as it would be for a person 
who has exclusively directed his attention to working a vein of gold 
or silver, to cb.im from this special experience a practical knowledge 
of the course and character of all other mineral deposits, of what
ever nature. So far from this proficiency in a specific branch, to 
which his chief if not sole attention has been directed, enabling him 
to form a more ready and correct judgment of the relations and prin
ciples of another branch of knowledge, it is generally the case that 
his specific and partial knowledge is rather a hindrance than an aid 
to their investigation. 

Long years of devotion to the investigation of the laws and phi
losophy of certain branches of humari knowledge, though they may 
result in the accumulation of a great mass of information relating
to those branches, yet this acquisition is often at the expense of 
a proper understanding of other subjects, of equal or greater impor
tance, in which others may as far excel them as they excel in their 
special departments. Mental and physical exercise, in their resu~ts, 
are similar. The prize-fighter develops muscular strength at the 
expense of his activity and general effectiveness, and the scientific 
man who forces all his mental energies in the direction of some par
ticular branch of science, generally does so at the expense of the 
keenness of his perceptions in other directions. There may possi
bly exist anomalous beings-and we have traditional accounts- of 
such-who a-re gifted with such comprehensive and harmonious 
mental organizations, that notwithstanding their attention may have 
:leen principally if not exclusively directed to some special stUdy Of· 

29 
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1111r~uit, are yet able to perceive and grasp with Lqual facility vasl 
and subtle truths in every direction, but the world 'las no knowledge 
of their present existence. It is to be feared that such minds would 
approximate more nearly to perfection than it is permitted mortals 
to realize. 

The hostile attitude of men of science to .Spiritualism is often cited 
in proof of its falsity, but if this hostility on their part possess any 
weight as an argument against our claims, the utter repudiation by 
the great majority of them of all belief in the doctrines of the Church, 
tells with at least equal effect against :\todern Christianity. The 
truth is, that as thinkers their opinions upon strictly religious or 
spiritual questions are even of less value than those of other equally 
intelligent men, whose pursuits do not engage and absorb all the 
powers of the mind, as scientific pursuits generally do. 

The Scientific Convention which met at Hartford, in August, 1874. 
considered such subjects as "The Ascending Process of the Astragalus 
in Birds," "The Lobster," " Extinct Hogs in Ohio," etc. I am 
far from fmding fault with the attention devoted to these subjects, 
but I would submit whether minds tilled to their capacity with these 
and kindred quc:;tions, arc necessarily in a better condition, better 
qualified to judge-even without examination-of the truth or falsity, 
possibility or impossibility of the spiritual phenomena. 

Why is it that scientific men so persistently evade all attempts to 

solve the mystery that surrounds the feats of the Eastern jugglers? 
Unlike those of our own adepts in lcgenlcmain, the performances of 
these men arc in the open air, under circumstances where the usual 
accessories of our own operators cannot be made available. They 
sit unsupported in the air, and permit the observer to thrust a cane, 
or stick, or the arm under them, and mov..: it freely in every direction. 
They hold a section of rope vertically in the air, and ascend it until 
they pass from sight, and return by the same means, and manr other 
equally wonderful feats arc performed by them. ~either scientilil: 
men nor our jugglers arc able to comprehend the means by whida 
these things arc accomplished; but Spiritualists, knowing the potrer 
of spirit~ under favorable circumstances, and the perfection in wbicb 
they produce their physical manifestations among the Orientals, liDd 
no ditliculty in accounting for these facts . 

. Mr. T. A. Trollope, the author, in his letter of the 29th Dec~ 1869. 
to the Cu1umittee of the Dialectical Society of London, as pablisbtd 
in their B,-p,>rt em Spirili1alism, says, when speaking of spiritu.li ~ 
nom~na : "Those who have witnessed them with due aneneial 
must be .cgm·inced that there is no analogy between them aud die 
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tricks of professed conjttrers. I may also mention that Bosco, one 
of the greatest professors of legerdemain ever known, utterly scouted 
the idea of the possibility of such phe 1omena as I saw produced by 
Mr. Home being performed by any of the resources of his art." 

In our own country we find the Davenport Brothers (noticed in 
the first volume of this work) exhibiting feats almost as astonishing 
as those of the Eastern jugglers, and which the most accomplished 
professors of the art of legerdemain cannot imitate. Thousands of 
persons from witnessing these phenomena have become converts to 
Spiritualism ; to a gross delusion and fraud, as most scientific men 
claim. Why do not these latter thoroughly investigate and expose 
them, and thus put an end to such efficient means of deluding their 
fellow-citizens? 

Why do not scientific men turn their attention to "Blind Tom," the 
nearly idiotic, nearly blind negro boy (also noticed in the first volume 
of this work), who executes the most difficult musical compositions
the productions of the great masters-with a skill and power which are 
the envy and admiration of the most accomplished musical performers, 
while at the same time he possesses other gifts equally astonishing? 
Here is a human phenomenon surely as worthy the attention of scien
tists and philosophers as the origin of meteors, and intimately related 
to the question of the descent of man from the monkey ; but so far 
from making this a subject of study and investigation, they have for 
the many years Tom has been before the public, persistently avoided 
it, as they do the phenomena of Spiritualism, and all other subjects 
the study of which gives no promise of sustaining the many theories 
and speculations upon which much of their scientific structure is 
based. 

Every man of scientific attainments who has openly arrayed him
self in opposition to the higher phenomena and manifestations of 
Spiritualism, has done so in ignorance : and for proof of this asser
tion the intelligent reader who has acquired rational ide-as upon this 
subject, need only be referred to their sayings, writings, or lectures ; 
and their impatience of any investigation of its claims chiefly arises 
from their basic materialism, which rejects all faith in the existence 
of the soul, and of a future life. They expect nothing, and being 
swayed by material ideas and views, desire nothing of this kind. They 
view Spiritualism as a staunch Protestant does Roman Catholicism : 
all is vanity ; no redeeming virtue ; idolatry and superstition all. 
When any man denounces the phenomena of Spiritualism from his 
C»bservation of a few fraudulent attempts to imitate them, he pro-
~ms two things-the first is his egotism and vanity in presuming 
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that he is competent to judge of the whole range of spiritual phe. 
nomena from witnessing a few tricks ; the second is his possession 
of a credulous ahd prejudging mind, that can determine important 
questions without evidence or knowledge, and he has no right to sit 
in judgment upon them, for he entirely ignores the evidence upon 
which their claims are based. Of such it was said : · 

"He that answereth a matter before he heareth it, it is folly and shame unto 
him." 

Of philosophers versed in moral and mental science I would ask 
the question-one which in our day necessarily transcends in 
importance all others relating to mental phenomena-Why is it that 
the contagion of Spiritualism claims as its victims all intelligent per
sons who are brought fully within the circle of its influence? or in 
other words, how is it that every mind of average capacity, that 
fairly investigates it, necessarily becomes its supporter? If Spirit
ualism is the hideous moral disease it is sometimes represented to 
be, and is so incurable, and so rapidly extending, it would seem to 
be your immediate and highest duty to make yourselves thoroughly 
acquainted with the moral causes which produce it; whether it is 
transmitted through hereditary taint or produced by external influ. 
ences. Also to closely observe the mental phenomena which accom
pany it, and then to direct all your efforts to the discovery of the 
efficient means of subdmng it. The atmosphere is pervaded with it, 
the opportunities for observation are abundant, and yet not only )'OU, 

but the majority of our medical men and theologians are as profoundly 
ignorant of its true character, and apparently as indifferent to its 
existence and effects, as if it were not extending its ravages with 
startling rapidity. 

We all know that when a question of minor importance, such as 
that of the possible or probable mode of action, or of the relations 
between certain functions of the mind or brain is proposed for coD· 
sidcration, numerous minds of your class spring to the arena, eager 
to do battle either for or against the opinions advanced, yet here is a 
phenomenon which threatens to revolutionize the moral and theolog· 
ical sentiments of mankind, which is actually ignored by you as if 
neither you nor mankind in general had any interest in a correct 
:mderstanding of it. Surely it is the duty of philosophers, of mea 
of science, and of all well-wishers of mankind to investigate aud 
explode it, and reclaim millions of their fellow-men, who m all other 
matters are !i'!nsible and intelligent, from their delusion, and this duty 
is the more 1 ressing, for the reason that should this delusion or# 
losophy, whi1 hever it may be, continue to extend for the next quarter 
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of a century, in the ratio it has increased for the past quarter, it will 
embrace within its sphere every inhabitant of the United States, and 
millions of the inhabitants of Europe. 

The strictly scientific mind reasons from material premises, and 
deals principally with material facts, and is often morbidly averse to 
the admission of any conclusion which cannot be established by 
evidence appreciable by the senses. Spiritualism deals with both 
spirit and matter. It heeds not the restraints which would limit our 
researches to what can be made manifest to the senses alone; it 
recognizes man's dual nature, and declares that he is only temporarily 
related to temporal things, and that his real existence and surround
ings are not demonstrable by the evidence which is applicable to the 
conditions of his earthly existence. Innumerable facts justify the 
assertion that what we call the invisible world is visible under favor
able circumstances; that we have already penetrated the vail that 
separates the two worlds, and are perhaps as well acquainted with 
the inhabitants beyond as our fathers were with the inhabitants of 
the western coast of America. 

There are few scientific men of eminence who have not written or 
lectured, and engaged in building up some theory, or system, to 
which they are as devotedly attached as the ingenious inventor is to the 
laborious product of his head and hands. We present to their notice 
an array of well-attested facts, with the conclusions they establish ; 
all of which are directly opposed to some at least of their cherished 
ideas. What class of men would not view with impatience, if not 
alarm, new discoveries that threaten to overthrow many of their es
tablished opinions; opinions which are identified with their reputa
tions, and which they have proclaimed with the assurance of 
conviction ; which have been generally accepted ; and to which they 
are wedded as parent to child. It cannot be expected that the great 
body of scientific men of this generation will, upon any amount of 
evidence, accept such revolutionary ideas in the place of many of 
their own favorite theories, which must fall when the new ideas be
come dominant. They cannot generally accept our facts, not only 
because many of their theories would vanish into nothingness, but 
also because they would be compelled to unlearn much that they 
erroneously regard as established truth, before they could learn and 
comprehend the new truths, and this task nearly all the lights of 
acience are too far removed from youth, with its hopes and incen
tives, to accomplish. 

A confession of the impatience with which scientific men view new 
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ideas and new discoveries, "'hen not originating with themselves. 
was made by Professor Henry, when Professor Hare proposed the 
consideration of the subject of spiritual phenomena to the American 
Association at Washington. " It is a dangerous subject," said Prof. 
Henry, "to introduce into this convention." 

Why dangerous, if it be the mixture of delusion and fraud that sci
entific men declare it to be ? Are not they able to expose the fallacy 
of its pretensions when they condescend to apply the torch of sci
ence ? Dangerous to them ! Professor Henry did not say it was 
dangerous to the ignorant and credulous. Truly it is dangerous to 
many of the cunningly and laboriously devised theories of scientific 
men, and it is this class instinct that Professor Henry gave voice to, 
that silently but powerfully admonishes scientists to be\vare how they 
encourage the spread of the truths of Spiritualism, for when they be
come generally acknowledged many fictitious 1eputations wilt explode 
like bubbles. 

Suppose it had been consistent with the plan of Divine Providence 
that we should constantly exist in full view of the splendors of the 
sun ; one continuous day, with no recurring night; how radically 
different would have been all the mythologies and religious systems 
of the world ; how different all our conceptions of Deity, and how 
limited our knowledge of His works, in the absence of the starry 
heavens as a field of obser\'ation. 1 t was possible for all this system of 
worlds ; all this grandeur and beauty to have existed without our being 
able to perceive it, and had this been the c:~.se, where is the finite mind 
that could have grasped the true idea of its character? who could pos
sibly have conceived of or believed in its existence, when even no• 
we fail to comprehend its splendor and magnitude? 

If told, that by withdrawing the light of the sun, millions of hea.v· 
enly bodies could plainly be seen, each exceeding in dimensions 
our own immense globe, who could have believed such an incredible 
assertion? What would have appeared more absurd than that dis
tant objects could be plainly perceived, in the absence of light, when 
they could not be seen by the aid of that light ? And yet we know 
that the solar light in our atmosphere is a curtain which shuts the 
stars from our view, and that it is only when we are enveloped in 
darkness that they can be perceived. Darkness is a condition of 
their visibility to us, and we perceive the philosophy of it, but it is 
only because we know it to be thus from observation andexperience 
that we comprehend it so readily. Now solar light is as inimical to 

the perception of spiritual things as it is to the perception of the 
stellar bodies, and in some degree, if not principally, from the saroe 
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cause ; the reflecting or emitting power in respect to light, of both 
the heavenly bodies and of spiritual objects being overcome by the 
solar rays, and thus the more sensitive delicate rays, upon which de
pends the visibility of heavenly things, whether material or spiritual, 
are deflected or destroyed. 

There are some rays of the solar spectrum which are not in any 
way vi>ible, and others are uot visible until they are separated to a 
certain extent from their more brilliant associated rays, and of course 
ordinarily in nature they are to us as invisible as if they had no exist
ence, and if any object existed which could only reflect these rays, 
then it would be invisible in ordinary light, and an increase of light 
would only lessen the possibility of perceiving it. Yet some of these 
invisible rays have been photogr:1phed by Dr. Henry Draper and 
other scientists, as spirits slightly materialized also have been by 
Mumler and other photographers. 

Color-blindness is a defect of sight to which many persons are sub
ject. Helmholtz, the distinguished Professor of Physics in the Uni
versity of Berlin, in his Popular L~cluru on Scimtijic Subjuls says: 

"Persons so affected are called color-blittd because they confound 
certain hues which appear very different to ordinary eyes. At the 
same time they distinguish other colors, and that quite as accurately, 
or even (as it seems) rath~r mor~ accurately than ordinary people. 
They are usually 'red blind;' that is to say, thert: is no red in their 
system of colors, and accordingly they see no difference w_hich is 
produced by the addition of red. All tints are to them varieties of 
blue and green, or, as they call it, yellow. . . . . They cannot see 
the red end of the spectrum at all ..... In this particular of dis
crimination of colors, we find remarkable inequalities in different 
parts of the retina." 

The same writer adopts the theory of colors proposed by Dr. Thomas 
Young, whom he, in common with other eminent scientists, con
siders as one of the most acute men that ever lived. He says : 

"Dr. Young supposes that there are in the eye three kinds of 
nerve fibres, the first of which when irritated in any way produces 
the sensation of red, the second the sensation of green, and the third 
that of violet. He further assumes that the first are excited most 
strongly by the waves of ether of greatest length ; the second, which 
are sensitive to green light, by the waves of middle length; while those 
which convey impressions of violet are acted on only by the shortest 
vibrations of ether. Accordingly, at the red end of the spectrum 
the excitation of those fibres which are sensitive to that color pre
dominates, hence the appearance of this part as red. Further on, 
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there is added an impression upon the fibrt"s sensitive to green light, 
and thus results the mixed sensation of yellow. In the middle of 
the spectrum the nerves sensitive to green become much more ex· 
cited than the other two kinds, and accordingly green is the predom-

. inant impression. As soon as this becomes mixed with violet, the 
result is the color known as blue, while at the most highly refracted 
end of the spectrum the impression produced on the fibres which are 
sensitive to violet light 011~rcomes n'~ry otlur." 

Assuming the correctness of this theory of Dr. Young's, that there 
are in the eye three kinds of nerve fibres, each kind when irritated 
in any way producing the sensation of a certain color, the question 
can fairly be asked : Cannot there be substantial objects in the world 
around us which give no impulsion to such waves of ether as irri· 
tate the nerve fibres of the eye, and produce the sensations of colors, 
and cannot these objects give impulsion to certain other waves, to 
which the natural eye is insensible, but which are precisely adapted 
to produce the sensations of color and form in another eye differ· 
ently constructed? 

Camille Flammarion, the distinguished astronomer of France, and 
author of many scientific works, in a discourse pronounced in 1869> 
made some remarks which aptly apply here. He said : 

"Of a hundred rays emanating from that sun, a tliird o11/y is acas· 
sib/~ to our si~:ltt, citlur dir~dly or rdf~cttd by objuts; the other 
two-thirds exist and act around us in a real, although in an invisible 
manner. They are warm withont being luminous for us, and are yet 
far more active than those which excite our sense of vision, for they 
attract the llowers to the sunny side ; they produce every chemical 
action, * and in an equally invisible manner they elevate the vapor 
from water into the atmosphere to form clouds, thus occultly and 
silently exercising around us a colossal force, mechanically equal to 
many thousand million horse-power. 

"If the burning and chemical rays which are ever active in nature 
are invisible to us, it is because the first are not quick enough to ex· 
cite our retina, and because the second strike it too quickly. Our 
tye call 011/y fJrrui·N //zings bdu!ttn tluu two limits, bifore allti bf)'oni 
tvlzidz it sus not. Our terrestrial organism may be compared to a 
harp with two strings, which are the optic and auditory nerves. A 

• hz a tu>l~ I his writ~r says: " Th~ r#i11a of tlu ~y~ is i11unsi6/~ 1111/use rtlfS, 
but other su/lstanas in.!icatc thdr pr~unu; ftJr ~x,zmpl~, iodin~ a11d salts Pj siJ. 
v~r. A pari of the solar spectrum has 6~~~~ j>ht>l••graphed by thu~ rt1ys, wlricA"" 
'J'U su 1101. Th~ j>htJtographic plat~ shuws no t•isif,/~ imag~ on issuing frll• 1;. 
cam~ra, although it is /her~, sinu a clz~mica/ tJ/'~ra/ion will rendir il visi6/e." 
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certain class of movements will make the first vibrate, and another 
class of movements will make the second vibrate. Such is th~ wholt 
{If huma11 smsatio11, more limited even than that of certain other 
living creatures, of ct:rtain insects for example, amongst which these 
same cords of sight and hearing are more subtle arrd delicate. Now 
there exists in nature, not two, but ten, a hundred, a thousand differ
ent spedes of movements. Physical science therefore teaches us 
that we live in the midst of a world that is invisible to us, and that it 
is not impossible that beings equally invisible to us also live on the 
earth, with au order of sensation absolutely different to ours, and with
out our being able to appreciate their presence, unless they manifest 
themselves to us by facts which come within the order of our sensa
tions. 

"In the face of these truths, which as yet are only dawning upon 
us, how absurd, and of how little value does the d priori negation of 
them appear ! When we compare the little we know, and the scan
tiness of our sphere of perception, with the quantity that exists, we 
cannot but conclude that we know nothing, and that everything still 
remains for us to learn. With what right then can we pronounce 
the word ' iu1poss.ible' in the face of facts that we can ascertain and 
stale, without being able to discover even their cause." 

There are many things which our unassisted vision cannot per
ceive, but which with the aid of glasses we readily discern ; there 
are many other things, like certain gases, the presence of which 
cannot be detected by the sense of sight, but which are readily recog
nized by the sense of smell or taste. What would many persons 
think, if they were told that there is a metal which in its ordinary 
condition is invisible, and possesses only one-fifteenth ·the weight of 
atmospheric air, and that it constitutes two-thirds of every drop of 
water we drink? Yet by chemists this is known to be a fact. This 
metal is known under the name of hydrogen. 

Oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, and carbon are the principal elements 
constituting all organic and most inorganic matter. The first three 
are gases, and invisible, and yet when thus combined they become 
apparent to the senses, and why should there not be still more ethe
real elements which in like manner combine to constitute a subli
mated spiritual world ; a world which our material senses are not, 
fitted nor intended to discern or appreciate. Is not this possible? 
and if an All-wise Being has created all that exists, is it not proba
ble? and does not the greatest difficulty in the way of believing that 
it is so, arise from a pre-existing, and perhaps a predominant doubt 
of the existence of this Great Intelligence? for if His existence be 
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fully admitted we cannot deny that He could create such a world 
as easily as this, and the only question to be settled would be the 
one of its adaptability to our spiritual necessities and desires. 

No object is perfectly transparent, neither is any entirely opaque. 
Glass obstructs the passage of the light in some degree, but when 
made of the purest and best materials, and finished in the most skil
ful manner, with parallel surfaces, and placed in a favorable position 
it becomes nearly invisible. Now suppose the spirit-world to be 
placed above and around us, so as to admit of the transmission of 
all the solar light, neither reflecting nor refracting any of its rays ; in 
other words, suppose it to be in respect to light like glass itself, only 
excelling the latter in a necessary but really small degree "in the 
perfectiof! with which it permits the light to pass through it, we then 
at once perceive that it would be invisible to us, and yet from our 
knowledge of the materiality of glass we would also conceive that 
this spiritual world tuight possess certain substantial characteristics. 

Many things in one state are invisible which in another are visible. 
Thus a freshly prepared solution of nitrate of silver is perfectly trans
parent, but the action of light will in a short time convert the salt into 
an oxide, and the solution then becomes dark, or even black, and 
incapable of transmitting rays of light. It is no more difficult to con
ceive that the eye may be naturally insensible to certain objects and 
forms, than to realize that the sense of smell cannot recognize all 
odors; the taste, all flavors; the car, all sounds; yet we know that 
ordinarily these senses do not take cognizance of certain of these 
qualities, from the fact that individuals have been so exquisitely or
ganized in respect to certain of these senses, as to be agreeably or 
disagreeably affected by certain odors, flavors, or sounds, which are 
wholly unrecognizable by the great mass of mankind, just as certain 
mediumistic persons sec, hear, or feel spiritual objects and things, 
while most persons are not conscious of their presepce, or even of 
their existence. 

The eye is an instmment only, as is the telescope or microscope; 
a perfect instrument it is true within certain limits-for the purposes 
that (;od has designed it-but what reason have we to assume that 
it was intended to perceive everything, any more than that our other 
senses were intended to apprehend beyond certain narrow limits? 
It may be, and undoubtedly is the design of the Crrotor that it shall 
ordinarily take cognizance only of such objects and things as directly 
relate to this external life. 

A II this tends to prove the possibility of organized, sublimated 
matter being invisible to us, though it may exist in proximity to us, 
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and applies with equal force to the possibility of human spirits being 
present, and yet invisible. The telescope has revealed to our eyes. 
worlds above us; the microscope, worlds swarming with life beneath 
and around us. These exist, and yet by our unaided senses we can· 
not perceive them. Why, in view of these facts, should we hesitate in 
admitting the probability of another world existing around us ? As
sume, if we please, that the world of the Spiritualist has no existence; 
is it not probable that a world of some kind, peopled by some kind 
of beings, whether human, angelic, or otherwise, does exist ? Is it 
at all probable that the vast tract of our atmosphere is entirely void 
of life of any kind, when all below is a buzzing hive, and even the 
heavenly bodies are aglow with beauty and musical with harmony? 
If in all this atmosphere, and in all the spaces of the solar and stellar 
systems, there is nothing living, nothing intelligent, then has Deity 
failed to improve opportunities, and a vast field for the exercise of 
His beneficence is totally uncultivated. Spiritualism proves conclu
sively that this oversight has not been made ; that this ethereal region 
is designed for the heavenly "abode of the intelligent creatures whom 
God has created. 

"Lo I how th~ viewless air around 
With quick'ning life is stirred. 

And from the silences profound 
Leaps forth the answering word, 

We live-not in some distant sphere, 
Life's mission to fulfil, 

But joined with faithful spirits here, 
We love and labor still'" 

When such questions as these are considered, and the facts they 
involve appreciated, it should cease to be an objection to the exist
ence and proximity of spiritual bodies and substances, that we can
not perceive them with the natural eye, which is wisely fitted to the 
perception of material objects only. There should also be less ob
jection made to the phenomena of Spiritualism, that some of them 
require for their production either total or partial exclusion of the 
light, for even the operations of the human mind are carried on in the 
dark chambers of the brain, and perhaps one of the principal uses of 
the bone-constructed skull is to effect this very purpose ; namely, 
the exclusion of light. I admit that a reasonable degree of suspicion, 
or at least caution, is justifiable and necessary in dark seances, and 
certainly no person when present should fall into the opposite ex
treme of blind confidence, or he would deserve to be deceived. But 
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then many of the most astonishing manifestations occur in the light, 
and at least three-fourths of all I have witnessed have so taken 
place, and the experience of most practised investigators will proba
bly confirm mine. 

But then suppose darkness were necessary in every case, this 
would prove nothing against the genuineness of the manifestations. 
At the most it would only suggest cautious proceeding and watch
fulness, and would justify a moderate degree of suspicion ; nothing 
beyond these ; for we know that for many processes both in nature 
and art the exclusion of light is necessary. Although light is the agent 
upon which the photographer depends for taking his picture, yet it 
is only in certain stages of the process that this is necessary, and in 
other stages darkness is equally requisite. 

When Dagucrre first made public the knowledge of his process for 
taking daguerreotypes, darkness was stated to be a necessary con
dition at certain stages in the process. No scientific man made ob
jection to the truth of the discovery on this ground, yet when those 
best versed in spiritual investigation state that in certain manifesta
tions darkness is necessary, the declaration is met with sneers, and 
expressions of contempt for a philosophy that cannot effect all its 
results on a housetop, or on the stage of a theatre. In dealing with 
the questions of spiritual existences and spiritual phenomena, it is 
only fair to allow that from their very nature they must involve as 
delicate and absolute conditions, as tlhlse upon which the production 
of the various phenomena of light and electricity are known to de
pend. 

Thus far there has been little really scientific investigation of the 
phenomena of Spiritualism, for whenever any scientist has ventured 
to inquire into its mysteries, he has met with such open scorn or si
lent contempt from his brother scientists that, unless he has been 
able and willing to encounter the hostility of his class, he has with
drawn from further examination of the subject, and left it for othen 
who are not fetterc(l by class prejudices, or influences, or fears, to 
prosecute the work which he prudently could not. But there are 
other scientists whose minds are accessible to truth whenever it 
knocks for admission, and whose varied experience and capacity f« 
investigation, together with their fidelity to duty, render them highly 
competent to the task of vindicating the truths of Spiritualism, aod 
it is to these that our cause looks for assistance in the efforts to es
tablish it upon an acknowledged scientific basis. 

It may seem strange to many that Spiritualists generally are • 
indifferent to the opinions of scientific men regarding their belie£ 
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The self-sufficiency and arrogance which many of them have exhib
ited, when proposing to investigate spiritual phenomena, have dis
couraged Spiritualists, who had sincerely hoped that they were dealing 
with men who would bring to the work a calm, dispassionate spirit, 
actuated solely by a love of the tmth. Spiritualists have often been 
disappointed to find that the spirit manifested by scientists toward 
the whole subject, has been like that exhihited by Agassiz, one of 
fierce combativeness, accompanied with the most arbitrary and un
reasonable demands, conditioned upon their examination of the sub
ject. It has been like persons in a chemical class imposing condi
tions upon the experimenter, with refusal to see or believe unless the 
conditions framed in their ignorance are complied with. To any 
one familiar with spiritual phenomena this attitude of scientific men 
is simply absurd, and what renders it still more so is that Spiritualists, 
and even the apparent experimenters themselves-toe mediums
have little knowledge of the conditions, and why certain of these are 
required, so that for them, or others for them, to concede other con
ditions dictated by the inve.stigator, would often be an act of rash
ness, as compliance would jeopardize the production of the phenom
ena, and perhaps insure the failure of satisfactory results. 

Scientific men whose fairness and love of truth have permitted 
them to carefully investigate the subject, have invariably become 
convinced of the soundness of its claims. Some, like Sir David 
Brewster and Lord Brougham, after a slight examination have be
come convinced of the truth of some of its phenomena, denied their 
belief in deference to public opinion, and left on record attestations 
to these tmths, whtch after their death have been made public. 

Professors Hare and Mapes, the two most eminent chemists this 
country has produced, commenced their investigations with the ex
pectation and intention of exposing it~ and both became pillars of 
support to the cause in its early history. · Hundrerls of others, 
equally well known in science, literature, art, theology, law, and med
icine, both in Europe and America, testify to the successful results 
of their examination of this subject, and in France, two persons tes
tified to the inexplicable character of the Davenport manifestations, 
whose testimony upon these matters would be considered strong in
deed, if judged by the standard of testimony of other experts on 
other questions. M. Hamilton, one of these, a well-known professor 
of legerdemain, and M. Rhys, a manufacturer of conjuring imple
ments, both of Paris, furnished the Davenport brothers with written 
testimonials, certifying that after the most careful observation of their 
performances, and close inspection of their cabinet, the phenomena 
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produced in their presence were inexplicable ; and M. Hamilton 
gives it as his opinion that jealousy alone was the cause of the out· 
cry raised against them. 

That science is yet in its nonage, no scientific man will be rash 
enough to deny. The fields for exploration and discovery are limit
less as space. Our knowledge will always be incomplete, and as we 
can never know all, we never will be able to say we have a knowl
edge of all laws, nor even of all the relations of known laws. How 
presumptuous then for scientific men to virtually assume the posses
sion of this knowledge, as they do when they declare that spiritual 
phenomcn aare opposed to physical laws ; that these things cannot 
be as reported, but must be the products of deception or delusion. 

"In the infancy of a science," says Sir David Brewster, "there is 
no speculation so worthless as not to merit examination. The most 
remote and fanciful explanations of facts have often been found the 
true ones, and opinions which have in one century been objects of 
ridicule, have in the next been admitted among the elements of our 
knowledge." 

Agassiz, in a lecture delivered in San .Francisco, said : " He weU 
remembered in his school days that electricity was a plaything in the 
hands of the teacher, and exemplified in the electric room by a few 
balls jumping at the attraction of the Leyden jar. Now what had 
electricity become? And if some sour, powerful man had been 
sneering at the invc~tigations then made by physicists, perhaps the 
investigations in electricity might then have stood still, and where 

· should we have been to-day?" 
Yet Agassiz assumed the position of the "sour, powerful man" 

toward Spiritualism. In fifty years from now how will the present 
opposition to spiritual phenomena by scientific men be viewed? 
And yet notwithstanding all the attention that has been given to the 
study of electricity, how little is known of it? Faraday, although he 
declined to investigate spiritual force, had become eminent in his 
electrical researches, and had the courage and honesty to confess 
how little he knew of electricity-but little more than scientific men 
now generally know of spiritual phenomena. At a meeting of tht 
British Association for the Advancement of Science, held at Swansea, 
when Faraclay was living, he was appealed to for his opinion as to 
the nature of electricity, and his reply was : "There was a time when 
I thought I knew something about the matter, but the longer I live, 
and the more carefully I study this subject, the more convinced I am 
of my total ignorance of the nature of electrieity."-Elt'clric Stitlllt 
/J;• Balmi•t'/1. 
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Rutter, in his Huma11 Elalridt;·, p. 47, says: "Some of the con 
ditions which we call the Jaws of electricity and of magnetism, are 
known. These may not improperly be viewed as their habits, or 
modes of action; the ways in which they manifest themselves to 
some of our senses. But of what they consist, whether they possess 
properties peculiar to themselves and independent of the ponderable 
substances with which we have always found them associated, or in 
what respects they differ from light and heat, and from each other, is 
beyond the range of our experience, and probably of our comprehen
sion." 

And yet when men of science of the profoundest minds, like Far
aday, who have devoted their lives to the study of these forces, con
fess their inability to comprehend them, we hear other scientific men, 
who have given far less attention to the subject, speak of the Jaws 
which govern them as if they fully comprehended them, and profess 
from this knowledge to be able to decide upon, and deny, the exist
ence of another force-the spiritual-of which they know absolutely 
nothing, on the ground of its manifestations being contrary to the 
laws of nature ; as if they knew comparatively anything of these 
laws. Many scientists seem to forget that "science itself has been 
built up by observation, experiment, and inductive reasoning, and not 
by reasoning from general intuitions and general tmths, which was 
the mode of reasoning of previous ages," and in judging of spiritual 
phenomena they employ the very mental processes and. tests which 
they condemn when applied to science, instead of submitting our 
facts to observation, experiment, and the inductive method of rea
soning. 

Scientists are utterly incredulous, and some even indignant, when 
we declare that there is a class of phenomena dependent upon the 
operation of spiritual forces which they have not yet observed, and 
this even when we present a host of observed and attested facts to 
sustain the actual occurrence of these phenomena; but when Pro
fessor Tyndall and other leading scientific authorities assert that the 
yiolet rays of light are the result of more than seven hundred millions 
of vibrations per ucond, their dicta in support of this manifest impos
sibility are humbly accepted as established truth. It is enough that 
this incredible assumption is a legitimate deduction of the undulatory 
theory of light of Thomas Young, which they have accepted, to com
mand their common consent. Seven hundred millions of distinct 
vibrations of certain rays of light in a single second of time, they can 
readily believe possible, but they cannot for a moment admit that there 
may be spiritual bodies so constituted as not to reflect any of the visi-

, 
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ble rays of this light, and hence invisible to our organs of vision, not 
even with the testimony of all ages, together with that of thousands of 
persons now living, many of them quite as well qualified as themselves 
to judge of the evidence necessary to establish the fact, and not even 
when we offer to furnish proof incontestable even to their own senses. 

The first they believe, for the reason that to reject it would en· 
rlanger the stability of their favorite theory of undulation ; the latter 
they reject, for the reason that to admit it would endanger many of 
their other theories and speculations. 

Spiritual phenomena are very wonderful, but this docs not justify 
the assumption of their impossibility. If, fifty years ago, our scientific 
men had been told by any number of unscientific men, that there was 
a large section of our country in which all fertility was limited to the 
winter and spring months, while during the summer vegetation be
came dormant, they would have contended that this was impossible 
north of the equator; contrary to established physical laws; the 
laws of nature. Nevertheless this is true of the whole of California, 
and this peculiarity of climate of that State led thousands of the pion· 
eers who reached it during the summer months, to abandon it as a 
barren waste, while those ~ho arrived during the winter and ~pring 
months extolled it as an earthly paradise. 

Few are killed by lightning, and if a person were asked whether he 
had seen a man thus killed, or whether he knew of any one who had 
been thus killed, the answer probably would be, no ! Thi~ would not 
invalidate the fact of others having been destroyed by lightning, nor 
would it diminish our confidence in the testimony of those who kno~· 

of cases of death from this cause, for the reason that we have ac
cepted the fact itself. Similar testimony to this for ages had be~n 
constantly presented to scientific men as to the falling of meteoric 
stones; but learned men, reasoning upon d priori grounds, s1id: It 
is contrary to the laws of nature; the law of gravitation contradicts 
it; it is all nonsense. Neverthcle~s a time came, less than a ct'ntury 
since, when men of science could no longer deny what had been 
known by common people for centuries, and were compelled to ad
mit a violation of the law of gravitation--or to frame a theory as to 
the origin of these stones. They sensibly and characteristically dit! 
the latter, and saved gravitation. 

To-day, as a body, they stand in relation to Spiritualism as, a cen· 
tury since, they stood towards the falling of meteoric stones. The 
evidence now, as then, is continuous and direct; can be easily veri· 
tied ; but scientific men stand aloof, exclaiming: It is contrary to 
the laws of nature and to our experience ! it is all nonsense! but 
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before long they will be found dodging the showers of spiritual phe
nomena as earnestly as the poor villagers in France did the shower 
of meteoric stones. 

Many thousands of intelligent persons, now living, have seen, heard, 
and even felt, what to them are spirits. Many of these persons are 
versed either in science, theology, law, or medicine ; and others are 
steady, clear-headed men of business, with capacity fully up to the 
average standard of their fellow-citizens. How is this array of testi
mony regarded by the majority of scientific men ? Why we are told 
it is mere delusion? You see not; hear not; feel not. We believe 
nothing unless we can see, hear, feel, or otherwise have it demon· 
strated to our senses ; but your eyes, your ears, your sense of feeling, 
all, all are unreliable. You have not been trained and educated to 
distinguish one bug or insect from another. You have not spent your 
lives in weighing gases and analyzing minerals ; in studying the 
stars, nor in demonstrating which are the actinic, calorific, and chro
matic rays of the spectrum. We, having devoted our lives to these 
departments of science, must of necessity be better able to judge of 
the vast world of causes than you, who although you have neglected 
our specialties, may have given an equal amount of study and obser
vation to the particular subject which has engaged your attention. 

The spirit of arrogance here crops out as luxuriantly as it did when 
the professor of philosophy at Padua, while denying the discoveries. 
of Kepler, refused to verify them by looking through his telescope. 

Dr. Richardson, some years since, at a meeting of the British Asso· 
ciation, gave an account of his experiments upon vitality, and in the 
course of his address stated that he had seen a kitten revive after. 
severe freezing; and even immersion in ether. Now this appears. 
very much like restoring the dead to life ; though we know the ani
mal must have been simply in a state of suspended animation ; but 
not a word was said by any person in that respectable scientific body 
that could be construed into the expression of a doubt as to the fit
ness and capacity of . Dr. Richardson to properly conduct the experi· 
ments, nor did there seem to be a doubt in the minds of any that the 
facts were as he stated ; but how very differently would Dr. Rich· 
ardson have fared before this body of savants had his experiments 
related to spiritual science. If instead of operating upon a kitten, 
and astonishing the assembled wisdom of the Association~ he had 
experimented upon a man who had been rendered as unconscious as 
the kitten, by an agency which he had found to be supermundane, 
and who in that state had given demonstrative proof of his brain 
being used by an intelligence other than his own ; how, differently 

10 
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1\'ould his remarks have been received, and so far from being consid· 
ere<! in every way qualified to conduct experiments with scientific 
accuracy, his judgment would have been called in question; and 
if he had not wilted under the biting sarcasm of his associates, they 
would soon have added expressions of doubt as to his sanity. The 
tendency of scientific minds, like that of other minds, is to view all 
things from fixed standpoints. They fortify these points and entrench 
themseh·es in their citadels, and it is not surprising that so much bat· 
tering is required to dislodge them. 

The attitude of scientists in relation to Spiritualism is opposed to 
the claims to respectful attention that a sufficiency of evidence 
always establishes. Lawyers understand the character and rules of 
evidence, these rules having been framed by the highest wisdom of 
their profession, and many of them ha\·ing weighed our testimonr by 
these rules have necessarily accepted it, and become converts to 
Spiritualism ; but scientists seem to disregard evidence, except when 
presented by themselves, or when it can be made to support their 
favorite theories. Our evidence, legally judged, would for~ver esub· 
!ish at least the phenomenal truths of Spiritualism, as may be seen 
from Grunleaf 011 E1•idmu, pp. 4, 14, 15. 

"The true question therefore," says this authority, "in trials ri 
fact, is not whether it is possible that the testimony may be false, but 
whether there is suffictcnt probability of its truth; that is, whether the 
facts arc shown by competent au <I satisfactory evidence. Things f!· 
/ab/isllfd b;· fompdml a11d salisfilclt>ry nridma are said''' b( proi•tJ. 

"By satisfactory evidence, which is sometimes called sufficient er· 
iclence, is intended that amount of proof which ordinarily sltisfie> 
an unprejmliccd mind beyond reasonable doubt." 

And again: "While unbounded credulity is the attribute of "·cak 
minds, which seldom think or reason at all, unlimited scepticism be
longs only to those who make their own knowledge and observation 
the exdusive standard of probability. Thus the King of Siam re· 
iccted tht! testimony of the Dutch amba~s:ulor, that in his country 
water was somt!limcs congealed into a solid mass; for it was utterly 
contrary k> his own experience. 

"Sceptic&! philosophers, inconsistently enough with their oii"D 
principles, yet true to the nature of man, continue to recdve a large 
portion of their knowledge upon testimony derived, not from their 
own experience, but from that of other men, and this even when it i> 
at variance with much of their own personal observation. Thus the 
testimony of the historian is received with confidence in regard to 
the occurrences af ancient times; that of the naturalist and the trav· 
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eller in regard to the natural history and civil condition of othe1 
countries; and that of the astronomer respecting the heavenly 
bodies; facts which, upon the narrow basis of his own 'firm and 
unalterable experience,' upon which Mr. Hume so much relie~. hi! 
would be bound to reject as wholly unworthy of belief. 

"The uniform habits, therefore, as well as the necessities of man
kind, lead us to consider the disposition to believe upon the evi
dence of extraneous testimony as a fundamental principle of our 
moral nature, constituting the general basis upon which all evidence 
may be said to rest. 

"Subordinate to this paramount and original principle, it may, in 
the second place, be observed that evidence rests upon our faith in 
hnman testimony, as sanctioned by experience ; that is, upon the 
general experienced truth of the statements of men of integrity, 
having capacity and opportunity for observation, and without appa
rent influence from passion or interest to pt:rvert the truth. This be
lief is strengthened by our previous knowledge of the narrator's rep
utation for veracity ; by the absence of conflicting tc~timony ; and 
by the presence of that which is corroborating and cumulative." 

Those who deny the phenomena of Spiritualism do so in utter 
disregard of the nature and principles of evidence, as understood and 
expounded by the highest legal authorities, and as regarded in our 
courts of law, where it is a well-established rule to recognize the con
clusive character of evidence, when not less than two competent, 
credible witnesses testify to the knowledge of certain facts, as against 
the testimony of any number of persons who have not equally favor
able opportunities of knowing whether such things are true or other
wise. Thousands of competent persons testify to their having wit
nessed spiritual phenomena ; often from two to a dozen being present 
and witnessing the same under circumstances where the proofs wert: 
macle evident to one or more of their senses, and where deception 
or delusion were equally impossible, and yet this intelligent, concur· 
rent, and disinterested testimony, is met with a simple denial by those 
who are in no way better qualified to form opinions--even if they 
had been present-and who cannot pretend to have had any oppor
tunities whatever, of judging of the validity of the testimony given by 
those who were personally present when the phenomena occurred. 

Mr. Alfred R. Wallace, in a paper read before the Vialectical So
ciety of London, and published in their .Rtj>ort, said: 

" One of the most popular modern objections to miracles consists 
o( making a supposition, and drawing an inference, which looks like 
a dilemma, but which is really none at all. 
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" This argument has been put in several forms. One is : ' If a man 
tells me he came from York by the telegraph-wire, I do not believe 
him. If fifty men tell me they came from York by the telegraph
wires, l do not believe them. If any number of men tell me the 
same, I do not believe them. Therefore Mr. Home did not fioat in 
the air, notwithstanding any amount of testimony you may bring to 
prove it.' 

"Another is: 'If a man tells me that he saw the lion on North
umberland House descend into Trafalgar Square, and drink water 
from the fountains, I should not believe him. If fifty men, or any 
number of men, informed me of the same thing, I should still not 
believe them.; 

"Hence it is inferred that there are certain things so absurd, and so 
incredible, that no amount of testimony could possibly make a sane 
man believe them. 

" Now these illustrations look like arguments, and at first sight it 
is not easy to sec the proper way to answer them, but -the fact is that 
they arc utter fallacies, because their whole force depends upon .u1 

assumed propol>ition which has never been proved, and which I chal· 
lengc any one to prove. The proposition is, that a large number of 
independent, honest, sane, and sensible witnesses can testify to a 
plain matter of fact which never occurred at all. Now no evidence 
has ever been adduced to show that this ever has happened, or ever 
could happen. . . . . 

"The argument is therefore an absolute fallacy, since its funda. 
mental assumption cannot be proved. If it is intended merely to 
enunciate the proposition that the morc strange and unusual a thing 
is, the more and the better evidence we require for it, that we all 
admit ; but I maintain that human testimony increases in value in 
such an enormous ratio with each additional, independent, and honest 
witness, that no fact ought to be rejected when attested by such a 
bocly of evidence as exists for many of the events termed miraculous, 
or supernatural, and which occur now daily among us. The burden 
of proof lies on those who maintain that such evidence can possibly 
be fallacious ; let them point out one case in which such cumulative 
evidence existed, and which yet proved to be false ; let them give 
not supposition, but proof." 

No matter how capable a person may be, his opinions in opposition 
to these facts, when he has not witnessed them, should not weigh 
against the testimony of perhaps equally capable persons who have 
witnessed them. The opposer can expect his opinions to be regarJed 
only when he has faithfully devoted time and attention to the inves-
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tigation of the same, or similar phenomena, and can argue from prem
ises based upon actual observation and experiment; until then it is 
simply arrogance for him to assume that he is equal to the task of 
controverting what others who have investigated, have proved to be 
true, by evidence as conclusive as that which is received without 
question, and which decides the most important cases before our 
legal tribunals. Without evidence a man should believe nothing
with sujficiml evidence, anything. Minds like those that now blindly 
reject sufficient testimony, had to be met in the time of Jesus, and 
he made the same complaint of their blindness when he said : 

"Verily, verily, I say unto thee, We speak that we do know, and testify that we 
have seen ; and ye receive not our witness." 

"Men have no right," says John Stuart Mill, "to mistake the 
limits of their own faculties for an inherent limitation of the possible 
modes of existence in the universe." Yet how many in their self
sufficiency do this? We live in the incomprehensible; we are in
comprehensible to ourselves and to each other; we are surrounded 
by mystery; it is but little the learned understand, and the truly wise 
know this; yet "in the name of sCience judgments are pro
nounced, many of which yesterday infallible, to-day are reformed." 
Men who reflect should be more considerate, and less sure of their 
opinions than men who do not think. 

What religious sect or body was ever befvre known to appeal to 
science, to either substantiate the truth of, or to disprove the facts 
and phenomena upon which its belief in the main was based, and 
while challenging investigation binding itself to abide the issue of a 
fair trial, where certain necessary conditions were complied with. 
There are few Spiritualists who would hesitate to assume this ground 
in behalf of their faith, for the love of truth is stronger with most of 
them than the love of their opinions, as is evident from the renunci
ation of their former opinions and adoption of what they believe to 
be the truths of Spiritualism. 

Why do we not receive from spirits scientific and other knowledge 
of a higher character than that we now possess ? 

Mr. Cromwell F. Varley, who in electrical science at least is the 
equal of any other authority, answered this question in his testimony 
given before the Committee of the London Dialectical Society, and 
published in their Rrporl. He then said: 

" They, • the spirits,' told me th.il.t I myself had often experienced 
bow imperfect words were as a means of communicating new ideas : 
that spirits in advance of the great intelligences upon earth do not 
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use words in communicating with each other, because they have the 
power of instantly communicating the actual idea, as it exists in their 
own thought, to the other spirit; that when they telegraph to mor
tals, even through clairvoyant and trance mediums, who form by f:u: 
the best channel for messages of high intdligence, they put the 
thoughts into the mind of the medium for that mind to translate into 
words through the mechanism of the brain and mouth, consequently 
what we usually get is a bad interpretation of a subject which the 
translator docs not comprehend. . . . . 

" I have failed at pr_cscnt to find a medium acquainted with science, 
and therefore capable of translating into intelligible language ideas 
of a scientilic nature. This is not to be wondered at when we re
member that there arc thirty millions of British subjects, while there 
arc probably not more than a hundred known mediums in the whole 
kingdom, and very few of these arc well developed : this gi\•es us one 
publicly known medium to evel)' Joo,ooo persons. Out of the thirty 
millions 1 do not suppose there arc as many as one thousand well ac
quainted with natural philosophy, and accustomed to reason thereon. 
If then but one in thirty tbousand is a scientific investigator, while 
there is only one medium to Joo,ooo persons, we can only expect 
one sciemitic medium for each ten generations. Even if we as
sumed that there are Io,ooo clear-headed natural philosophers in 
Great Britain, that woultl still only give us one good scientific mediuiD 
to a generation. \\'hen it is further considered that the majority of 
our mediums arc females, who from the miscducation of Engli;h 
ladies arc rarely accustomed to accurate investigation, it is still less 
to be wondered that so little advance has been made in the scientific 
branch of the subject." 

The imponderable forces of nature-heat, light, chemical action, 
electricity, and magnetism-until recently viewed by science as dis
tinct in character, are now conceded to be but different manibta· 
tions of one force, which pervades the uni\·erse, and which is inherent 
in e\·ery particle of matter. Interrogate science as to the nature of 
this all -pervading force, and she is dumb; its manifestations are wit· 
ncssed; its power is felt; but neither experiment nor unaiderl reason 
casts a ray of light upon its character. All the appliances of science 
fail to gr~sp even its minutest portion; it can neither be weighed nor 
measured, analyzed or viewed, and its existence can only be proved 
by its effects; by the necessity for its existence; and this necessity is 
so apparent that science has been compelled to admit iL 

l\·lust scientific research here find its limits? For the prcsen~ 

yes ; Lut only until that time when science shall become clairvoy3ll~ 
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and the spiritual world, a world of causes, of spiritual forces, shall by 
it be discerned and acknowledged. Science has extended its re
searches to the remotest boundaries of the physical realm, and the 
employment of restricted, material processes, must soon give way to 
the only proper means fitted for further investigation in that spiritual 
realm beyond, where lie hidden from view the occult causes which 
so potently act upon the natural world. 

All truth is of God; it is one of his attributes; and I contend 
that all earnest, sincere seekers after truth are engaged in works of 
holiness, in that which will surely elevate their natnres and bring 
them into closer relations with Deity. What is this but religion, 
whether we call such devoted men scientists, philosophers, reform
ers, or religionists. By religion has heretofore been meant a fonnal 
system of worship, with a rigid creed, pronounced dogmas, and 
rules more or less strictly applied ; but the most advanced intel
ligence of the age is perceiving that true religion is not this alone, 
that it cannot be restricted to the narrow bounds imposed by such 
limited, erroneous views of its nature. It has a far broader signifi
cance than this, and embraces the whole field of human exertion 
which relates to the search after truth. 

In this sense, at least, Spiritualism is both a philosophy and a reli
gion, for it relates to all knowledge, spiritual and temporal, and not 
only inculcates the necessity of seeking this knowledge, but fur
nishes means, heretofore either unknown or neglected, for its at
tainment. It cannot be justly claimed for religion that it is anything 
more than a system of precepts and rules for our guidance in living, 
according to the truth upon which it is supposed to be founded, and 
thus the love of truth itself, and devotion to it, are the sum of the 
motives and objects, both of religion and philosophy. 

True religion, science, and philosophy are essentially the same. 
They are equally systematic strivings after the highest truth ; each in 
its own sphere is engaged in the search for the greatest good to man
kind The difference in the means used, and results attained, is 
what at present stamps them with their distinctive features. As 
the foundations of modern science were laid in previous ages by 
the separate labors of many, and oftentimes unscientific men, so 
the foundations of the spiritual philosophy, or science, are to-day 
being laid by men of varied capacicies and endowments ; and upon 
thes~ foundations will arise a structure, in the erection of which all 
truly scientific minds will soon find congenial employm~:nt. Science 
JS now only bounded by the limits which itself has imposed. 

"All honor," says Mr. Cox, "to the man who has had the courage 
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to grapple with it (Spiritualism), and drag it out of the possession of 
5Uperstition into the domain of science." So say I, and Mr. 
Crookes will have the sympathy and support of every intelligent 
Spiritualist in his efforts to establish tile science of Spiritualism, even 
though it be through the means of psychic force. It will be estab. 
lished, and the names of Crookes, Wallace, Varley, and Cox will in 
all time be associated with those of Hare, and Mapes ; and sue· 
ceeding generations will bless their memory, and of each it shall be 
said : He it was 
"who humbled himself t: beho'l things that are in heaven and in eartb."-P1. 
ami. 6. 



CHAPTER XXV. 

CONCLUSION. 

"Say not thou, What is the cause that the former days were better than 
these? for thou dost not inquire wisely concerning this."-Ecc/. vii. 10. 

SPIRITUALISM, like Christianity, is not a superstition; the 
counterfeits of both are superstitions, and these belong to the 

abuses, not to the uses. They are, as Mr. Owen says, "identical 
in essence, and in their essence, not in the anomalons excrescences 
with which ignorance or prejudice disfigures them, and both will en
dure forever." 

Spiritualism is a philosophy founded upon phenomena, principles, 
and laws, these together constituting a system of truths relating to 
all religion, science, and morals. It has the continuousoand concur
rent experience and testimony of all ages to support it, and is pre
pared at all times to bear the test of the most searching investigation ; 
for truth, like pure gold, only becomes brighter by attrition, and any 
claim upon belief that will not bear strict analysis is not of the pure 
metal. Like the perfected diamond, Spiritualism presents a different 
facet to the eye of each observer, but from whatever point viewed is 
equally lustrous to sound mental vision. It is the only system of 
religious ethics that has ever been substantiated by critical tests. It 
furnishes innumerable and incontrovertible proofs from the spirits of 
those who are reaping the reward of their virtuous actions, that the 
performance of duty here leads to happiness hereafter, and at the 
same time points out the exact line of that duty with almost mathe
matical precision, so that he who runs may read, leaving no excuse 
for those who disregard or corrupt its teachings. 

This testimony is not only from the spirits of those who were vir
tuous in this life, but also from those who disregarded the dictates of 
duty, and the identity of thousands of the witnesses is established 
by evidence as conclusive as any that proves the most firmly estab
lished theories of science. 

Spiritualism viewed as a religious belief is the only one that has 
ever dared to challenge the closest scrutiny, and the only one that 
opens wide its doors for admission to its holy of holies to all who 
seek the truth. Nearly all other systems spread the vail of superior 
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sanctity and of mystery over their altars and their minister:>, while 
Spiritualism proclaims the inherent right of all to each and every truth 
in all its fulness. 

If religion consists in a belief in, and reverence of God, as an ob· 
ject of worship, of lo\·e and obedience ; if it implies the belief in a 
future state, and of rewards and punishments in that state ; if it de
mands of us the: cultivation of a spirit of charity, of ju:>tice, and 
lo\·e to our fellow-men, and if it imposes upon us the strict practice 
of virtue ; then Spiritualism is a religion. If philosophy consists.in the 
love of, and search after wisdom; "in the knowledgc of phenomena 
as explained by and resolved into causes and reasons, powers and 
laws;" then Spiritualism is also a philosophy. We claim that it is 
both, and that it presents for the first time in the history of the race, 
the embodiment of a true system of faith and worship with the high
est philosophy. Not that our present comprehension of spiritual prin
ciples, agenci~·s, and forces enables us to judge accuratdy of their 
relation to th~· principles and phenomena of material philosophy, but 
that the insight thus far obtained into their existence and potency 
as operating causes, justities us in believing that the spiritual is the 
world of cau:;cs, and the physical of efft·cts, and that what we term 
the: effects of physical causes, are frequently effects of causes and 
foret•s operative iu the spiritual world. 

If it be asked, Is Spiritualism a sect? I answer no; and trust and 
believe it never will become one. If it be asked, What form will it 
assume ? my answer is : I believe it will never become mould~d into 
a concrete or~ani~:ation, hut its truths will penetrate the churchc;, 
and from the light it will bring, the toleration of diverse opinions upon 
all debatable 1ptcstions will be established, as it is impossible for men 
to think alike, ami the widest Iibert\' will exist as to all honc;t dif
ferences. Te:u.:hers and hearers will be accountable onlv to elch 
other. The grooves of thought will be as numerous as the minds 
that think, so that no channel will wear so dcep from excessive use 
that it wiil preveut those who travel in it from perceiving that others 
pursue paths as true as their own. Heretofore the: old ruts hav~ 
been worn so deeply that darkness has obscured their footsteps. 
Spiritualism will change this, and it will then be as difficult for men 
to p111sue paths of bigotry and intolerance, as it hert:tofore has been 
to walk ,tnouolcsted in the light. 

Spiritualism is in all the churches, and is there doing its silent work 
amon:;"t ministers and people. One by one its truths arc entering 
their hearts, an1l even its peculiar terms and phrases arc: being incor
porated into the current reli~,rious phraseology, and there are few if 
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any Protestant churches in this country where its influence is not 
felt ; but as it has been sensibly said, the work that presses on us 
now is the steady collection of facts, and their collation, the gather
ing up of a store of truth from which in the future theory and law 
may be deduced. We are but laying the foundations. · 

What good ? " Even if we concede all that is claimed for Spiritu
alism by Dr. Crowell, still the question arises : Cui bono ? " This 
is the question asked by one of the reviewers of the first volume of 
this work, and we sometimes hear it asked by others ; but in a short 
time no man who has any regard for his reputation for intelligence 
will venture to propose it. The Sdmtijic Amcrica11 of a recent date, 
noticing the general attention which the subject of materialization is 
receiving, answers this question very clearly and forcibly from a 
scientific standpoint. It says: 

"Now these things seem to justify us in recurring to the subject 
of Spiritualism, and in improving the opportunity to point out .some 
things which science has to do with it. .... In the first place, then, 
we find no words wherewith to adequately express our sense of the 
magnitude of its importance to science ; if it be true. Such words as 
profound, vast, stupendous, would need to be strengthened a thou
sand-fold to be fitted for such a use. If true, it will become the o1u 
grand n•mt of the worltf s history,· it will gi7·e an impcrishablr lustre 
of glory to tlu nindemllz cmtury. Its discoverer will have no rival 
in renown, and his or her name will be written high above any other. 
For Spiritualism involves a stultification of what are considered the 
most certain and fundamental conclusions of science. . . . . If the 
pretensions of Spiritualism have a rational foundation, no more im
portant work has been offered to men of science than their verifi
cation. A realization of the dreams of the dixir t•ittZ, the philoso
pher's stone, and the perpetual motion, is of less importance to man
kind than the verification of Spilitualism." 

If twenty-five ·years after the crucifixion the disciples had been 
asked, What good has Christianity done ? no truthful answer would 
have been satisfactory to an unbelieving mind. And what would a 
truthful answer have been ? Why, that a pure Gospel had been 
preached ; that those who had embraced it had been released from 
the useless and oppressive formalities of the Jewish religion, or the 
degrading practices of the Greek and Roman idolatries, and from the 
tyranny of priestcraft ; that in some cases the sick h11~ '---., healed, 
the blind restored to sight, the lamf' mALl .. whole, a I.St 
out, and that the example of its 
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charity and love, had benefited all who had in truth accepted his 
teachings. At that time could more have been said which any 
honest, intelligent Jew or Pagan could have been expected to admit? 
I think not. ' 

And what is our answer to those who demand, What has Spiritu· 
alism done, and what is the usc of it ? It is this : 

1st. It has restored primitive Christianity, and now, at the termina
tion of the first quarter of a century of its existence, it numbers 
more converts than Christianity numbered in the middle of the 
second century, or one hundred and fifty years after Christ. 

2d. It has wrought a glorious work rn correcting the gross and 
debasing views, uerived from the Old Testament, of the character and 
attributec>s of Deity, and in the minds of millions has substituted for 
those c·rroncous notions the true, beautiful, and grand idea of a 
Heavenly Father, whose loving-kindness extends to all His children, 
and who will guide all mankind-each and every soul-to a state of 
celestial happiness. 

3d. It has shook to its foundations the degrading belief in the total 
depravity of man, and gi\·en him hope and trust in himself, and in 
his own efforts, aided by I>ivme Power, to elevate himself. 

4th. It has largely assisted in annihilating the personal devil. 
5th. It has effectively contributed in extinguishing the flames of 

hell. 
6th. It has moderated the extreme vic\\·s held regarding vicarious 

atonement, in accordance with which ml'n have been taught that 
they could live a life of sin and sensuality, and at its close a\·ail 
themsdves of the virtue of the blood and death of another, and enter 
upon the next life purified of their sins and made perfect, without 
making personal and full atonement ; thus offering a premium on vice 
and immorality. 

7th. lt has done more to liberate the human mind from the thral· 
dom of old dogmas and creeds, and from degrading errors and 
prejudices generally, than any other belief which has prevailed since 
the time of Jesus Christ. 

8th. It has given us to know that &in is not only against God, as 
the Divine Being, but also against that elemental spark of Deity that 
resides within every human soul, and not only th!s, but that many sins 
are against our physical bodies, and indirectly against our spiritua~ 
so that sin is multiform in its operation and consequences, weaving a 
web in the meshes of which the sinner is bound as the fly in tile 
spider's web, By these t< achings, while our fears are properlY 
aroused as to the consequences of sin, our minds are instructed, and 
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we are fully informed as to the means to be used, and the course to 
be taken to guard against and remedy these consequences. 

9th. It has furnished evidence incontrovertible that the angels are 
l\-ith us, even as God is, and as they were with men in the olden 
time, and that they are His chosen, willing instruments, to comfort, 
counsel, protect, and guide us in our struggles with poverty, affliction, 
and disappointment. 

1oth. It teaches the fatherhood of God, and it has been a powerful 
means of extending a living faith in the brotherhood of man ; it 
teaches that charity is the greatest of virtues, as selfishness is the 
greatest of sins ; that each must care for the other, as God cares for 
all ; that we must be less ready to condemn, and more ready to 
excuse and aid, and it always is found on the side of mercy and good 
works, and in favor of all movements for the advancement and good 
of mankind. 

uth. It has determined the most important of all questions, 
whether " If a man die shall he live again ? " by evidence so abun
dant and conclusive in its character, thai no ptrson has e?ltr carifully 
and thoroughly txaminetl and 1Niglttd it 7t•ilhout acapling il. And 
it has not only settled this great, this vital ques:ion, of such over
\Vhelming importance, but it also has revealed to us the naturalness 
and beauty of our eternal home, and has thrilled with joy and 
happiness the despairing souls of multitudes, who now know what 
before they could only hope for. 

uth. It has transformed the unrelenting monster death into an 
angel of light and mercy-no longer the common enemy, but the 
welcome and true friend who kindly draws aside the vail and ushers 
those who have led true lives into scenes of happiness and beauty. 

And yet its work is only commenced. 
While present at a seance with Mrs. Andrews, at Moravia, a spirit, 

while appearing at the aperture of the cabinet, said : "Friends, some 
of you will soon be called upon to part with those nearest and dear. 
est to you, and what a glorious consolation this knowledge will be to 
you then." Every Spiritualist who has parted with some dear friend 
by the change called death, can appreciate the force of these words. 

There arc many other ways than those above enumerated in which 
a knowledge of and belief in Spiritualism are beneficial, and I will 
here mention one of these, in which a firm belief in angelic presence 
tends to protect virtue. 

Reader, are yon a parent? Have you sons? Suppose you had 
educ'lted them in the belief that their deceased relatives and friends 
have knowledge of every act, perhaps of every thought, as well as if 
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the one had been committed and the other uttered in the presence 
of assembled crowds. Do you believe, apart from the happiness it 
would have conferred, that they would have been better or worse than 
they now are for this belief? 

How many take their first downward step encouraged by the fatal 
error that no one can have knowledge of their thoughts and 
actions. 

Observe the young man when first yielding to the dazzling tempta 
tions of city life. With what stealthy steps he first deviates from the 
course which his conscience tells him should be the only path for 
him to pursue. Only for this once, is the excuse with which he stifles 
the voice of reason and conscience, and having escaped observation, 
as he bdieves, it becomes easy to take the succeeding steps. 

Suppose after ha\'ing once de\·iated from the path of rectitude, the 
voice of a deceased parent or other dear friend had whispered in his ear: 
" I was present and suffered when you committed your act of folly;" 
what would have been the effect? It cannot be that this warning 
voice, in sensible tones, can come to most men, but we can educate 
and instruct our sons so that the voice will be ever heard, and the 
consciousness of spirit presence will exclude every serious thought 
of yielding to the first temptation. 

The promise of present enjoyment, with but too many, overcom~ 
the apprehension of punishment in the vague and distant future. 
Human nature is so constituted that it is generally disposed to enjoy 
the present, and ignore distant future re~nlts. What is needed is 
means to quicken the sense of present responsibility; and 1 seriously 
contend that nowhere, except in the belief in Spiritualism, can this 
sufficient motive be surely found. 

But once fully impress the sensitive minds of youth with the con· 
viction that every grog-shop is infested with the spirits of lm,· dmnk· 
ards; that every gambling saloon, notwithstanding its brilliantly 
lighted halls, is a rendezvous for the spirits of gamblers; and that 
every brothel is tenanted by a greater number of the spirits of the 
sensual and debauched than of mortals ; and we have then armed 
them with means of defence when nothing else could protect them. 
Every ft.:eling of delicacy, decency, of self-respect and pride; of re 
ganl for the goorl opinion of other~; of aversion to wounding the 
feelinbs of departed friends, and of causing them to suffer on ourac· 
count, arc marshalled like so many valiant soldiers to the defence of 
the citadel of virtue ; and it becomes impregnable to the assaults of 
temptation. 

Have you daughters, with the more sensitive natures that charac-
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terize the sex? You know the temptations in their way. What 
think you would have been the effect upon their minds, had they, 
from their earliest childhood, realized that holy angels surrounded 
them, and were guarding their footsteps? that every unworthy 
thought gave pain to some dear spirit friend ? and that every noble 
and virtuous aspiration was wafted like holy incense to the same 
presence, elevating to both spirit and mortal. 

Unless it be from insanity or possession by some dark spirit, very 
few persons plunge at once into sin and crime. At the first tempta· 
tion, when the first idea of taking the initiatory step in the down
ward course glides into the mind, like the serpent into the abode of 
innocence, is the moment when a feather's weight will determine the 
course to be taken, What is the thought that nearly always is this 
feather's weight? Is it not "No one will know it?" If when the 
momentous question is asked, " Will it be known?" the voice of 
reason, of knowledge, and of conscience should reply: "Yes, your 
very thoughts concerning it are now known," what effect would 
this have upon the yet stainless soul of the tempted one, with all the 
holy impressions of virtue and innocence yet in full force ? Do you 
suppose that one would then take this first step, where f1fty now do? 
Why the sense of shame alone, aside from the chidings of conscience, 
or fear of consequences, would deter the great majority of those 
thoroughly indoctrinated with this belief from ever taking that first 
step, without which there could be no subsequent steps. 

Again, a rational faith in Spiritualism impels to acts of benevo
lence. Who can doubt that if sensible, shrewd, far-sccin6 men of 
large wealth were to realize the important truth, that the misapplied 
riches they leave behind them will be millstones about their neck!! in 
spirit-life, binding them to earth and misery for long, teclion~ years, 
and if the spirit of a father or moth'!r were to identify itself, and in 
urgent tones appeal to them, for their own goo(!, to bestow fredy of 
their riches to the poor, and to other charitable objects, who can doubt, 
I say, that their prudence and sound sense would impel them to 
deeds like these, and that they would not allow another sun to set 
'Without taking into serious consideration the proper disposition of 
their wealth after their decease ? 

Spiritualism is a guide-book for our journey through thi!! life, and 
abounds with information concerning the life to come. A knowledge 
of its truths is not necessary in all cases to in!!urc a !mfe tranei& 
through this life, nor a happy introduction to the next ; but to hill 
who has a knowledge of its teachings, anrl mak1:s an intdligcnt Ul 

of this knowledge, it insures against many of the disr:our;1ging miL 
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takes which attend upon ignorance of the road to be travelled, and 
the difficulties to be encountered. It is not essential to salvation, as 
all who live up to the highest light with which they are endowed will 
reach the goal which is the object of their journey, but it is desirable 
and profitable, as tmth is more desirable and profitable than error, 
for the knowledge of one truth, even though unacceptable, is of more 
value than that of fifty cherished errors. Tmth enlightens and ele
vates the mind, while error obscures and degrades it. Spiritualism is 
truth, and its knowledge brings security and happiness. 

The rational, practical Spiritualist, being alive to both worlds, finds 
his interest in each, like his love when expanded, equal to any de
mand made upon it from either. Paradoxical as it may seem, it is 
strictly true that in the proportion a man's spiritual natme is healthi!y 
developed, the better he is able to enjoy the things of the material 
world ; and this is easily explained, for there is far more of beauty 
and good, even in this world, than deformity ami evil, and as his ca· 
pacity to appreciate the beautiful and true is increased, he becomes 
more sensible of their presence, and recognizes them in all natu.re, 
and in all that relates to existence. 

It is a never-ceasing cause of surprise to intelligent Spiritualists 
how men who have been endowed with reasoning faculties, some of 
whom have been educated in our highest seats of learning; who fill 
highly responsible positions as teachers of youth in the5e institutions; 
others of whom standing in the pulpit, or upon the rostrum as teach· 
ers and guides of the people; and others still who write able articles 
for our periodicals and reviews, can form their conclu~ions upon vi
tal questions, such as Spiritualism presents, without the assistance of 
any reliable or connected data derived from others, or from obser\'a
tion or investigation by themselves. They are often in almost ab;o
lute ignorance of what Spiritualism is, or claims to be, not haYing 
even read any of the approved works on the subject, and yet some 
of these men will write books, or articles, or deliver lectures, in which 
they prove to their own satisfaction that Spiritualism is a base fraud, 
or a monstrous delusion, and in their conceited ignorance they really 
believe that a few whiffs of their intellectual breath will be sufficient 
to dissipate its visionary structure. Of their obscured minds it can 
tntly be said : ''The light shineth in darkness, and the darkness com· 
prehendeth it not." 

For the four years succeeding the time when my attention was first 
directed to the subject of spiritual phenomena, the number of hour> 
daily devoted by me to their investigation, the close attention given, 
.1nd the pains taken to comprehend the character and import of the 
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philosophy of Spiritualism, with the aid of some of the best mediums 
in the world, exceeded the time, attention, and labor that are usu
ally devoted to acquiring the knowledge of a profession, and yet I 
am fully aware how little spiritual knowledge I have, even of that 
which is.attainable, no one yet having acquired a knowledge of any
thing beyond the rudimentary elements of this philosophy, and yet 
there is no difficulty in finding persons, who having attended a few 
unimportant ~ances, know all about it ; can explain everything, and 

· know it to be either trickery, or "unconscious cerebration," or de
lusion. Professor Huxley was present--one evening only-during 
the performances of a designing or a self-deluded medium, and the 
failure to accomplish anything according so perfectly with his d 
priQri conclusions, settled the whole question in his mind as to 
whether there are any means of determining whether another world 
than this exists. ·This surely is the credulity of incredulity, and were 
I compelled to choose between forming my opinions through such an 
imperfect process, or by accepting in blind faith everything offered, 
I .should choose the latter ; for with it I should accept the true with 
the false, and so should not be bound habd and foot in the chains of 
darkness and unbelief. To those like Professor Huxley I would re
commend the advice of Jesus of Nazareth, to "Judge not according 
to the appearance, but judge righteous judgment." I would also re
mind him of what his own experience must have taught, that " the 
history of the progress of knowledge is the history of the incredible 
becoming credible, and of the strange being found true." 

Mr. Cromwell F. Varley, consulting electrician to the Atlantic: 
Telegraph Company, upon whose superior knowledge of electricd 
and magnetic science the company chiefly relied in the construction,. 
as it now relies in the supervision of its cables, a gentleman who is oi 
authority in questions relating to electricity and magnetism equal. to· 
Professor Huxley in certain other departments of science, had the 
patience and liberality of mind to investigate the phenomena of 
Spiritualism, and the courage and honesty, after such investigation, to. 
make an open avowal of his conviction of their true character; that 
they are what Spiritualism proclaims them to be. In his evidence· 
before the Committee of the London Dialectical Society, he says :· 

" I was a sceptic when these matters first came under my notice, 
about the year 185o. That was the time when table-rapping and 
table-moving were set down as the results of electrical force -
vestigated that hypothesis, and demonstrated that jt 
unfounded. No electrical fore!! could have been 
electricity could be evolved from the hands of 1D 

Jl 
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beings capable of moving one-thousandth pa~t of the weight of the 
tables moved I may mention .that I was possessed of mesmeric 
healing power. Three years after these experiments I came to Lon
don, and made the acquaintance of the lady who has since become 
Mr~. Varley. She was subject to nervous headaches, and I got the 
consent of her parents to mesmerize her with the view of effecting a 
cure. She was only temporarily relieved, and one day while she was 
entranced on the couch, I was thinking whether I could permanently 
cure her. She answered my thought. I considered this very strange, 
and I asked her, sli/1 mmlally, whether she was answering my 
thought. She replied, 'Yes.' I then asked her whether there were 
any means by which a permanent cure could be effected. She re
plied, 'Yes, if you bring on the fit out of its proper course you will 
disturb its ham10ny and I shall be cured.' I did so by the exercise 
of will, and by bringing on the fits at intem1ediate periods she was 
cured permanently. Whenever entranced she had a strong objection 
to being aroused out of that state. 

"To ascertain whether the influence could be exerted through 
solid substances, I made transverse passes through folding-doors; she 
ran out and caught my hands to stop me. Another time I made 
passes through a brick wall ; she was instantly conscious of it. I 
relate these matters because they may help us to a clue in relation 
to some of the phenomena called spiritual. A wall, it will be seen, 
was transparent to what passed from my hand or mind. 

" Some three or four years after, a chest disease of my wife's bt· 
came much aggravated ; she became very thin, and was supposed to 
be suffering from consumption. She could not inspire IJlore than 
seven-eighths of a pint of air, and it was stated that she would not live 
more than three months. 

" One night she addressed me in the third person, and said, 'If 
you are not careful you will lose her.' I asked who? She replied: 
' Her.; your wife.' I said, ' Who is now speaking?' The r~ply 
was in substance : '\Ve are spirits; not one, but several. We can. 
cure her, if you will observe what we tell you. Three ulcers 11iL-, 
form on the chest. The first will break in ten days, at thirly-si~ 
minutes past five o'clock. It will be necessary that you shall hav_.e 
such and such remedies at hand. No one is to be with you ; thei:..-_.' 
presence will excite her too much, and you must not inform hero~ 
these communications, for the shock would kill her.' On the ten~ 
clay l went home early. I had set my watch by Greenwich time
EKactly at 5.36 she screamed; that happened which had been pre
dicted, and she wa5 relie.ved The second crisis was foretold wee 
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weeks, and the third a fortnight before it actually occurred. The 
latter was predicted for the day of the annular eclipse, which was 
visible from Peterborough. I had promised to take her to Peterbor
ough, but I found that the ulcer was to break at a time when she 
would be in the train. The spirits, however, said that it would not 
do to disappoint her, and she went, I taking the remedies in my 
pocke. Half an hour before the appointed time she became ill, 
and precisely at the hour named the ulcer broke. I produced the 
remedies; much to her surprise, for she knew nothing of the predic
tion. These were my first spiritual experiences. It was not my 
wife, but the spirits who told me what to do, and by acting on their 
instntctions she was so restored that in nine months her inspiration 
was increased from a pint to nearly a gallon, and she became quite 
stout. 

" Later, after the birth of my first son, I. was aroused one night by 
three tremendous raps. I thought there were thieves in the house, 
and I searched everywhere, but found nothing. I then thought, ' Can 
this be what is called Spiritualism ? ' The rags answered, ' Yes ; go 
into the next room I ' I did so, and found the nurse intoxicated, 
and Mrs. Varley rigid, cataleptic. I made cross passes, and restored 
her." 

We here omit an account of a seance with Mr. Home, in relation 
to which he says: "These were the first physical phenomena I saw, 
and they impressed me, but still I was too much astonished to be 
able to feel satisfied. Fortunately when I got home a circumstance 
occurred which got rid of the element of doubt. While alone in the 
drawing.room, thinking intently of what I had witnessed; there were 
raps. The next morning I received a letter from Mr. Home, in 
which he said: 'When alone in your room last night you heard 
sounds : I am so pleased.' He stated that the spirits had told him 
they followed me, and were enabled to produce sounds. I have the 
letter in my possession now, to show that imagination had nothing 
to do with the matter. The eye is treacherous, and may deceive, 
therefore the testimony of a single individual is never conclusive. It 
is only when there is corroborative evidence that we can be safe. 
The fact that I had heard the raps was confirmed by the letter of 
Home. I shall confine my instances to cases in which there was 
corroborative evidence. 

"In the winter of 1864-5 I was busy with the Atlantic cable. I 
left a gentleman at Birmingham to test the iron wire. He had seen 
something of Spiritualism, but he did not believe in it. He had had 
a brother whom I had never seen in life. One night in my room 
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there were a great number of loud raps. When at length I sat up in 
bed, I saw a man in the air--a spirit-in milita.rr dress. I could see 
the pattern of the paper on the wa.ll through him. Mrs. Varley did 
not see it. She was in a. peculiar state, and became entranced. 
The spirit spoke to me through her. 

" He told me his name, and said that he had seen his brother in 
Birmingham, but that what he had to communicate was not under
stood. He asked me to write a message to his brother, which I did, 
and received an. answer from Birmingham. 'Yes, I know my brother 
has seen you, for he came to me, and was able to make known as 
much.' The gentleman, as I said, was at Birmingham, and I was at 
Beckenham. 

" This spirit infom1ed me that when at school in France, he was 
stabbed. This fact was only known to his eldest surviving brother 
and his mother. It had been concealed from his father on account 
of the state of the latter's health. When I narrated this to the sur
vivor, he turned very pale, and confirmed it." 

"There is but a breath of air, and a beat of the heart, 
Betwixt this world and the next." 

"It is deception : if not deception it is delusion : if not delusion it 
is from the devil, and is wrong." There is some consistency, although, 
it savors of ignorance, in an orthodox believer assuming this ground 
as an excuse for not examining the claims of Spiritualism ; but the 
materialist has even less excuse;: than this for standing aloof from the 
examination of our evidence, for while the former cannot compre· 
hend the possibility of positive experimental proof of a religious 
belief,· this proof is just what the latter professes to require, alleging 
the absence of this as his ground of rejection of the Bible and the 
Christian religion. We present this proof, and we charge gross 
inconsistency, if not bigotry, in any materialist, who finding our e~
dence accessible fails to examine it, as it is only after such examina
tion that he can reasonably, or even decently, combat it, or rejec:::.:t 
the spirituality of the Rible, which this confinns. 

Meanwhile the knowledge of these revelations is spreading ove::::r 

the world, and thousands of the best and most cultivated minds ii- 11 

all classes and stations of life are now quietly gathering info~· 
tion upon this hitherto tabooed subject, and with those who ha~o-r-C' 
already examined and accepted its truths, are establishing its pla.i
losophy upon a. solid foundation. The rapid growth of Modei'O 
Spiritualism finds no parallel in ancient or modem tin1es. As loD8' 
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ago as 1856, when its existence had numbered- but eight years, 
Theodore Parker in his private journal made this entry : 

"It seems now more likely that Spiritualism will become the reli
gion of America, than in the year 156 it did that Christianity would 
become the religion of the Roman Empire, or in 856 that Moham
medanism would be that of the Arabian populations. 

" 1st. It has more evidence for its wonders than any historic form 
of religion hitherto. 

"2d. It is throughout democratic, with no hierarchy, but inspira
tion open to all. 

"3d It does not .claim to be a finality; it is not a punctum slans, 
but a punctum jlutns. 

"4th. It admits all the truths of morality and religion in all the 
world's sects." 

It should be remembered that Theodore Parker was not then, nor 
at any time thereafter, a professed believer in Spiritualism, and his 
opinions upon this subject were fonned entirely from his knowledge 
of the character of its phenomena and teachings, as derived from its 
advocates, and his words, in the light of the subsequent progress of 
Spiritualism, bear the impress of prophecy. Seventeen years have 
rolled away since that time, and one can ''scarcely go into any society 
in town or country," as the New York Timu said, when the ~Ients 
of the late Henry J. Raymond inspired its columns, "in the thickly 
populated and educated East, or the more scattered and nomadic 
West, in the drawing-rooms of London, Paris, or New York, or the 
homely farmhouses of the prairie, without hearing of ' manifestations,' 
and ' tests,' and ' seances,' and conversions. Hardly a newspape1 
but contains some narratives of wonders which may be laughed at, 
but are not explained. 

"Almost every day we hear of people who scoffed at such things 
a short time ago, but have had some experience which leads them to 
admit 'there must be something in it.' It ~s worthy of special note, 
too, that whereas in the infancy of the movement belief in the super
natural, or non-physical origin of the· phenomena, was chiefly con
fined to ignorant or imperfectly educated persons, it is now entertained 
by some of the most distinguished people of their time in politics, 
in literature, in art, and even in science. We must remember like
wise that this growth of Spiritualism, this interest in or acceptance 
of it, has gone on in the face of unremitting ridicule, of countless 
• exposures,' of interminable explanations of the way in which the 
phenomena are produced. If Spiritualism be really and totally a 
humbug, it is truly amazing, despite Buckle's smart antithe~s, that 
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in this nineteenth century the world is so slow to explode it. Truly 
there is something in this more than natural, if philosophy could but 
find it out." 

Even in England, William Howitt says : " There are thousands of 
private families, including many of the very highest in wealth, in 
intellect, and in learning, in which the varied phenomena of Spiritu
alism are as familiar a.o; the daily newspaper," and these remarks of 
his will apply in an enlarged sense to the foothold it has obtained in 
correspcnding families in America. The JYulminsltr .Rrvinu testi
fies to the same purpose. "Our readers," it says, " would be aston· 
ished were we to lay before them the names of the unflinching 
believers in it." 

Grattan Geary, one of the members of the London Dialectical 
Society, who was on the Committee to Investigate Spiritualism, and 
who was one of the three who declined to concur in the R~purl, 
afterward in his letter to the secretary of the Committee said : "The 
most remarkable phenomena brought to light by the labors of the 
Committee is, in my opinion, the extraordinary number of eminent 
men, never suspected to be otherwise than sane, who firmly believe 
that spirits do, what Spiritualists assert them to do." And where, I 
would ask, is the man of admitted character and intelligence, who 
having once fairly investigated the phenomena of Spiritualism, bas 
afterward declared them to be either delusive or false. He does not 
exist. To do so is impossible. Were such fidelity and devotion to 
error ever before known? 

Spiritualism in Am<!rica is represented by names that are as highly 
respected as they are widely known. Among these are the late 
Professors Hare, Mapes, and Bush ; Governor Talmadge ; President 
I.incoln; Secretary Stanton; Judges Edmonds and Ladd; Hiram 
Powers; Rev. Dr. J. B. Ferguson ; Rev. John Pierpont ; Mrs. Davis, 
wife of a former governor of Massachusetts ; Catharine Sedge\\ick, 
and Alice and Phrebe Cary. Oi those now living can be mentioned 
Whittier the poet; Wm. Lloyd Garrison ; Robert Dale Owen ; Epes 
Sargent; Professor Denton the geologist; Professor Corson, of Cor· 
nell University; Hudson Tuttle, author of Arca11a of Nalur~, and 
othcr able works; Rev. Samuel Watson, D. D.; Mrs. Lippincott, m<'re 
generally known as "Grace Greenwood;" ex-Senators Wade, Harris, 
and Fitch ; General Banks ; Trowbridge the astronomer ; William 
Mountford, and a host of others well known, who are firn1 believers 
in the philosophy of Spiritualism. 

In Great Britain the list of names of distinguished persons who 
have adopted this belief is as extended as with us. Among them are 
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the late Drs. Elliotson, Ashbumer, and Robert Chalmers ; Cardinal 
Wiseman; Archbishop Whately ; Lord Brougham, who partially ac
cepted it; Lord Lyndhurst; Sir Charles Napier; S1r Roderick 
Murchison ; Professor De Morgan, the distinguished mathematician ; 
Mrs. Browning; Thackeray, and others. Among the living 11-re the 
names of Alfred R. Wallace, the eminent naturalist, who shares 
with Darwin the honor of having originated the theory of evolution by 
natural selection as the origin of species ; Prof. William Gregory, 
of the Edinburgh University; Prof. Gunning; Prof. Herbert Mayo; 
William Crookes, the leading chemist of Great Britain, and editor 
of the Quarl~rly Journal of Scimu, who has recently made the bril
liant discovery of the motive power of light, which threatens to ex
plode the accepted undulatory theory and confirm and restore the 
emission theory of the immortal Newton. Mr. Cox, the well-known 

. London barrister, and Dr. Huggins, the latter eminent for his dis
coveries in spectral analysis and astronomy, both admit the phenom
ena and confirm nearly all the conclusions of Mr. Crookes ; Crom
well F. Varley, the distinguished electrician; Mr. Harrison, Presi
dent of the Ethnological Society of England ; Dr. George Sexton, 
one of the ablest speakers and writers in that country ; William and 
Mary Howitt, Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Hall, and Harriet Martineau, all 
distinguished authors and writers ; T. A. Trollope, the novelist; 
Gerald Massey the poet; Ruskin, Tennyson, Dr. William Hitchman, 
of London ; the Countess of Caithness ; Count de Medina Pomar; 
Lords Lytton, Lindsay, Dunraven, and Adair. Ladies Paulet, 
Power, Eardley, Shelley, and Hon. Mrs. Cowper ; Sir Charles Isham, 
Bart., etc. The Queen also is said to be a Spiritualist. 

In France there are the late M. Guizot, and M. Sibour, the Arch 
bishop of Paris; the late Emperor of the French; Leon Favre, Jules 
Favre, Victor Hugo, M. M. Leon, the Marquis de Mirville, Camille 
Flammarion, the distinguished astronomer, who has recently pub
lished a work in which the doctrines of Spiritualism are openly advo
cated; Delarne, the geologist ; Dr. Puel, physiologist and botanist; 
Dr. Hoefle, author of History of Clumislry, and others. 

In Germany we have the late Baron Reichenbach, the discoverer 
of od ; Herman Goldschmidt, the discoverer of fourteen planets; and 
Prince Emile de Sayn Wittgenstein. In Austria, Baron and Baron-

• ess Von Vay. In Russia, Alexander Aksakof, Imperial Councillor ; 
and in Italy, Mazzini, Gavazzi, and Garibaldi. 

Baron Reichenbach, who made the brilliant and highly important 
discovery of od, and who vainly endeavored in the light that science 
atrords, to demonstrate its true character, and to arrive nt some ex· 
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planation of the peculiar conditions upon which his sensitives de
pended for their wonderfully acute perceptions, in his later yean, 
upon ~;tnessing some striking spiritual phenomena, devoted his atten
tion to the subject of Spiritualism, and afterwards embraced it, and 
acknowledged that only in the light of its philosophy could he hope 
for a solution of the important questions that had for so many years 
occupied his capacious and active mind. 

Dr. Peebles says that when in !'ranee, three or four years since, 
Leon Favre said to him that" the most learned men of Europe t<Hiay 
.are Spiritualists." 

That more than one of the crowned heads of Europe are Spiritu· 
alists, there can be little doubt. Queen Victoria has for many years 
had the reputation of being one, and it seems to be well established 
The Emperors of Russia and Prussia it is said Jean to this belief; and 
there are reasons for supposing that they are firm believers. Louis 
Napoleon was known during his life to be a believer, and in his laSt 
will and testament he certified to his conviction that the spint of his 
great uncle was often present with and protected him. 

In the Chancery suit of "Lyon t•s. Home,'' Mr. Home made an 
affidavit, from which the following is an extract:-

"I, Danid Dunglass Home, of 22, Sloane street, in the County 
of Middlesex, one of the above-named defendants, make oath and 
say as follows:-

" I was born in Scotland, on the 2oth of .March, 1833, and from my 
childhood have been subject to the occasional happening of singular 
physical phenomena in 1i1y presence, which are most certainly not 
produced by me or by any other person in connection with me. I 
have no control over them whatever-they occur irregularly, and 
even when I am asleep. Sometimes I am many months, and once 
I have been a year without them. They will not happen when I 
wish, and my will has nothing to do with them. I cannot account 
for them further than by supposing them to be effected by intelligent 
beings or spirits. Similar phenomena occur to many other persons. 
. . . .. These phenomena occuring in my presence have been wit· 
nessed by thousands of intelligent and respectable persons, including 
men of business, science, and literature, under circumstances "·hich 
would ha\·e rendered, even if I desired it, all trickery impossible:. 
They have been witnessed repeatedly and in their own private apart· 
ments, when any contrivance of mine must have been detected, by 
their rnaJeities the Emp !ror and the Empress of the N-ench ; theu 
majesties the Emperor Empress, and late Empress Dowager of 
Russia ; their imperial highnesses the Grand Duke and Duchess 
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Constantine of Russia, and the members of their august family; their 
majesties the King of Prussia, the late King of Bavaria; the present 
and late King of Wurtemburg ; the Queen of Holland, and the 
members of the Royal Family of Holland ; and mariy of those au
gust personages have honored, and I believe still honor me with their 
esteem and good-will, as I have resided in some of their palaces as a 
gentleman and their guest, and not as a paid or professional person. 
They have had ample opportunities, which they have used, of inves
tigating these phenomena, and of inquiring into my character. I am 
not in the habit of receiving those who are strangers to me, and I 
never force the subject of Spiritualism on any one's attention. Some 
of the phenomena in question are noble and elevated, others appear 
to be grotesque and undignified. For this I am not responsible, any 
more than I am for the many grotesque and undignified things 
which are undoubtedly permitted to exis! in the material world. I 
solemnly swear that I do not produce the phenomena aforesaid, or in 
any way whatever aid in producing them." 

In November, 1872, there appeared in the R~ligio Philosoplrical 
fQurnal of Chicago, the following paragraph : 

'' Elder Evans, the Shaker, who has been travelling in Europe, 
makes the following statement: 'At a public dinner, given by the 
Emperor of Russia, he confessed with the simplicity of a child what 
·was confirmed by the Empress and other members of their suite, that 
he was influenced by spirits through the American medium Home, 
to emancipate the twenty millions of serfs ; and that the spirits 
helped and sustained him in the accomplishment of his arduous un
dertaking. Prince Albert and Queen Victoria were Spiritualists ; 
and sceptics are calling her crazy and seeking to dethrone her upon . 
that ground. Lincoln and Stanton were Spiritualists to our certain 
knowledge ; and to the spirits were due the emancipation of slavery 
and the final success of the North.'" 

Upon reading this, I addressed a note to Elder Evans, at Mount 
Lebanon, N. Y., enclosing the paragraph, and inquiring whether 
these statements were correct, and in a few days thereafter received 
the following reply : 

" MT. LEBANON, D~t. 4t 187:1.. 

"EsTEEMED. FRIEND :-Your note of Nov. 30, is received. The 
statements in the paragraph you send are correct. That respecting 
the Emperor of Russia, I received from the mouth of a physician 
who was a guest at the public dinner referred to. 

"In England it is well known that the Prince (Albert) and Queen 
bad long been inclined towards Swedenborg's ideas, and that they 
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were true Spiritualists, as are so many of the distinguished v: -M•S 

in their circle of association. 
" Lincoln and Stanton I personally conversed with, the latter 

having visited here for a week at a time. He was an out-and-out 
Spiritualist, to my personal knowledge, but of Lincoln my knowledge 
is through the Secretary, and not so direct ; but I consider it proof as 
strong as 'holy writ' coming from his intimate friend Stanton. The 
interesting narratives he gave in confirmation, left not the shadow of a 
doubt on the minds of those who heard him. 

"Respectfully, 

"W. EvANs." 

Whatever may be thought of Mr. Evans' peculiar religious views, 
no one who knows him has any doubts as to his more than ordinary 
intelligence, or his veracity; and his statements, at least, so far as 
they are based upon personal knowledge, I consider unimpeachable. 

.Elder Evans, in a letter to the Nffl! York Tri!Junt, of a later date, 
December 26, 1874, substantially repeats what he wrote to me, and 
enters more into d.:tails. He there says : 

"Do you ask what good it (Spiritualism) has done? It claims to 
have released the twenty millions of serfs of the Russian Empire. If 
true, is not that glory enough ? A friend from Albany, who went 
with the Palestine company of seventy Americans, was present at a 
dinner given by the Emperor and. Empress, at which the Empress, 
speaking of Home, the American medium, states that it was by 
direction of spirits through Home that the Emperor issued the ukase 
freeing the serfs, and to this the Emperor assented. That slavery in 
America was destroyed by spirit agency, I have never doubted. 
''John Brown's soul went marching on," as did the army, and he 
went not alone. Stanton was a confirmed Spiritualist, and his 
statements to us that Lincoln was equally so, were most explicit" 

The editor of the Nc?U York Daily Times, in the issue of that jour· 
nal of December 2, 1874, said, when speaking of the Czar, that "his 
well-known friendship for Home the Spiritualist, and the suddenness 
with which he was accustomed to summon the celebrated medium to 
commune with him at Ems, used to make the wiseacres shake their 
heads, and hint that the Czar was • queer.'" The Brooklyn Dail] 
Eaglf, one of the ablest of American journals, and generally remark· 
aLly wdl informed upon the subjects of which it treats, said of the 
Czar : " He was a firm believer in Spiritualism, and always had a 
welcome for the notorious medium, Home," and further on adds: 
"He mitigated the severities of Russian serfdom, diminished the 
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frequent use of the knout in the army and police courts. And 
there can be no doubt that beyond any rdgning sovereign he toiled 
for the welfare and elevation of the people over whom he ruled, and 
that the Russians are the better for his having reigned." 

It may occur to the reader that there is something worthy of con
sideration in the fact that the best monarch Russia has ever had be
lieves in Modern Spiritualism. Is there not some relation between 
the belief of the Czar and the humanity that characterizes his govern
ment? 

Socrates had his friendly demon, or spirit, to whose guidance he 
submitted, and to whose opinion he appealed. Tasso was frequently 
visited by a spirit. He would say: "There is the friendly spirit that 
is come to converse with me. Look, and you will be convinced of 
all I have said;" and if the troth were known, it would surprise the 
world to find how many men, eminent as statesmen, and even as 
warriors, have placed, and do place, reliance in a greater or less de
gree upon the spirits of the departed for aid in the direction and 
execution of their schemes and enterprises; and occasionally we find 
persons occupying exalted positions, who either avow such reliance 
or inadvertently admit it. 

Cicero declared that there never was a great man unless through 
divine inspiration, and if we can believe one of Bonaparte's generals 
-General Rapp-his master was conscious of being guided by and 
receiving inspiration from a spiritual power. Abercrombie states that 
in 18o6, General Rapp, when returning from the siege of Dantzic, 
having occasion to speak to the Emperor Napoleon, walked into his 
private room without being announced, and found him in such a pro
found state of abstraction that he ren1ained for some time un per
ceived by his imperial master. The General seeing him thus per· 
fectly motionless, fancied he must be ill, and purposely made a slight 
noise. Napoleon instantly turned his head, seized the General by 
the arm, and pointing upwards exclaimed : "Do you see it up 
there?" The General hardly knowing what to say remained silent, 
but the Emporer repeated his question, and he was obliged to reply 
that he saw nothing. "What," said the Emperor, "you don't see 
anything?" and becoming more and more animated he went on to 
say that the mysterious visitor had never abandoned him ; that he 
saw it through all his great battles; that it always led him onward, 
and that he was never happy but when he was gazing at it." 

That his nephew, the late Emperor Louis Napoleon, was a firm be· 
liever in the existence of spirits, and in the ability and disposition of 
many of them to assist their earthly friends, is now incontestably 
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proved. The London Sputa/or, in May, 18731 in an article entitled 
"The late Emperor's Superstition," says : 

"Every one knew, by general rumor at least, that the late Empe· 
ror of the French, with all his long-headedness and power of slow, 
tenacious reflection, was a superstitious man, who profoundly believed 
that his uncle watched over his destinies, and protected his career. 
But the publication this week of his will, made in 1865, is much the 
most authentic evidence accessible to us of the depth of this super· 
&tition. 

" In it he declares positively : 'One must think that from the 
height of Heaven, those whom you have loved look down upon yoa 
and protect you. It is the soul of my mighty uncle that has always 
inspired and sustained me.' And again : ' As to my son, let him keep 
as a talisman the seal which I wore attached to my watch, and 
which I got from my mother ; let him preserve with care all that I 
have inherited from the Emperor, my uncle ; and let him be assured 
that my heart and my soul remain with him.' " 

That Queen Victoria, as before remarked, is now and has for many 
years been a Spiritualist, is commonly understood. "She has a fer· 
vid conviction that the spirit of Prince Albert is always present wim 
her, and that she holds communion with him. Her private rooms 
are arranged :ts they were when he was alive. His chair is placed 
opposite to her own in the library, and the books which he delighted 
to read to her are arranged lovingly in order upon the table. In 
some of her moods she will converse with him for an hour together, 
conducting her own share of the conver:>ation aloud, and with the 
vigor and interest of old times. The greatest simplicity is obsen-ed 
at the Queen's table, and she believes that her husband looks on 
well pleased. At times, when she is more than ordinarily impressed 
with a sense of his presence, it is said she will order a knife and fori 
to be placed on the table for him." 

I do not present these names of distinguished persons who in 
America and Europe have accepted the truths of Spiritualism, believ· 
ing that their faith in these truths can add any force to them, but silll
ply to show that the accusation, so glibly and commonly made, that 
Spiritualism is limited to the humble and ignorant, has no foundation 
in fact, though if it were confined like Christianity, in its earlier years. 
almost exclusively to these classes, the lustre of its truth would not 
be diminished, nor would its claims in any way be lessened. 

In reference to the prevalence of this belief amongst persons of 
the highest standing in social, political, and intellectual circles ia 
Europe, Mr. Owen, in a note to page 36 of his Footfalls, etc., quotel 
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the following remarks of Mr. William Howitt, the distinguished Eng
lish author. 

"Spiritualism is said to have convinced three millions of people 
in America alone. (This was in 1859·) In Europe I believe there 
are not less than another million, and the rapidity with which it is 
diffusing itself through all ranks and classes, literally from the high
est to the lowest, should set men thinking. It would startle some 
people to discover in how many royal palaces in Europe it is firmly 
seated, and with what vigor it is diffusing itself through all ranks and 
professions of men, who do not care to make much noise about it ; 
men and women of literary, religious, and scientific fame." 

Mr. Owen comments upon these rem3!ks as follows : 
"I have not the means of judging as to tJ:!e accuracy of Mr. 

Howitt's total estimate. It must necessarily be an uncertain one. 
Bat as to the la-tter portion of that gentleman's remarks, I can in
dorse it from personal knowledge. I found in Europe, interested 
and earnest inquirers into this subject in every rank from royalty 
downward; princes, and other nobles, statesmen, diplomatists, offi
cers in the army and navy, learned professors, authors, lawyers, mer
chants, private gentlemen, fashionable ladies, domestic mothers of 
families. Most of ~hese, it is true, prosecute their investigations in 
private, and disclose their opinions only to intimate or sympathizing 
friends. But none the less does this class of opinions spread, and 
the circle daily enlarge that receives them." 

Swedenborgianism is Spiritualism limited to the revelations through 
one medium, and many are now being attracted to it as the outer 
portal of Spiritualism. It is gratifying to witness the drift in this 
direction, as we feel assured that most persons who enter its portals 
will be impelled by their desires for greater freedom, for more light, 
to proceed further, and seek for these in the temple of Spiritualism. 

In November, 1872, a club was organized in New York under the 
title of the "Sweden borg Club." Its quarters were established in 
Madison Avenue. Its design was to "form an intellectual centre for 
those who are interested in the ideas of the Swedish philosopher. 
The article in one of the public journals from which I copy the ac
count _says : 

" Quite a number of well-known men are already among its mem
bers. It is suq>rising to find how many people of the literary and 
editorial professions have been attracted by the theology of the 'New 
Jerusalem.' I can in a moment name such men as Parke Godwin, 
the brilliant editor of the Evening Post, and the author of the His· 
ltlrJ of Frana, formerly editor of Putnam's Monthly. John Bigelow 
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once editor of The Timu, the author of several works, and fonnerly 
Minister to France. John Swinton, ex-editor of The Times. Major 
Bundy, editor of the E1•tni11g Mail. Mr. Church, editor of the 
Galaxy Magazine. Robert Carter, editor of Appldon.l JourNJI; 
and Oliver Dyer, author of the Wicludut Man in New Yor.t. In 
Boston, I might name Mr. Dunbar, editor of the Daily Adurtiur; 
Mr. Howells, editor of the Atlantic Mo11thly, and others. In Chicago 
I might name Mr. Scammon, of the Inter-Ocean, and I could mention 
others of whom I happen to know, in other parts of the counoy. 
The new club will try to bring such men together. Many of these 
who arc believers in the revelations of Sweden borg, including Henry 
James, the most eminent man among them in America, refuse to 
take any part with the so-called Swedenborgian Church, holding that 
Sweden borg himself was opposed to the establishment of a sect, and 
desired to have his celestial doctrine accepted by men without re
gard to their religious creeds. It is chiefly this class who will be 
represented in the club, though there are also members of the Sweden
borgian Church taking part in it. Its spirit will be that of advanced 
Swedenborgianism, or philosophical Swedenborgianism." 

"The initiated," says the Chicago Times, "are constrained to 
allow their spiritualistic friends more than ordinary swing in the 
way of credulity, when they note the amazing progress the belief it· 
self is making. Quietly, and with no M cssiah to head it, no Ma
homet to lead its van, it has pushed its powers to the extremes of 
the earth. Once a believer, always a believer, seems to be the chief 
article of faith, and Spiritualism, so say its advocates, knows no 
backsliders. Every new convert is a lifl! convert. The belief moves 
round the world rapidly, and in comparative silence. It adds thou
sands to its ranks every year, and never loses recruits until they are 
taken away by the death change. It has hundreds of thousands of 
devotees who are not generally lmown to be such, who are satisfied 
with the revelations they have received individually, without blazon· 
ing them to all creation, and who h·ave no anxiety whatever to con
vince the sceptical and incredulous. Indeed the majority of Spirit· 
ualists appear quite unconcerned regarding benighted outsiders. They 
are rarely found in the missionary business, and seem to be oblivious 
of the pity which has been so lavishly bestowed upon them by adher
ents of other religions, and those of no religion at all." 

Mr. Alfred R. Wallace, in an article published by him in the brl
nighlly Rn•iew, says : 

"The facts of Spiritualism are ubiquitous in their occurrence, and 
of so indisputable a nature as to compel conviction in every earnest 
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mquirer. It thus happens that although every fresh convert requires 
a large proportion of the series of demonstrative facts to be repro
duced before he will give his assent to them, the number of such con
verts has gone on steadily increasing for a quarter of a century. 
Clergymen of all sects, literary men and lawyers, physicians in large 
numbers, men of science, not a few secularists, philosophical sceptics, 
pure materialists, all have become converts through the overwhelming 
logic of the phenomena which Spiritualism has brought before them. 
And what have we p~r contra 1 Neither science nor philosophy, 
neither scepticism nor religion has ever yet in this quarter of a cen
tury made one single convert from the ranks of Spiritualism. This 
being the case, and fully appreciating the amount of candor, and fair
ness, and knowledge of the subject that has been exhibited by their 
opponents, is it to be wondered at that a large proportion of Spirit· 
ualists are now profoundly indifferent to the opinion of men of science, 
and would not go one step out of their way to convince them. They 
say that the movement is going on quite fast enough. That it is 
spreading by its own inherent force of truth, and slowly permeating 
all classes of society. It has thriven in spite of abuse and persecu
tion, ridicule and argument, and will continue to thrive whether in
dorsed by great names or not. Men of science, like all others, are 
welcome to enter its ranks, but they must satisfy themselves by their 
own persevering researches, not expect to have its proofs laid before 
them. Their rejection of its truths is their own loss, but cannot in 
the slightest degree affect the progress of Spiritualism. The attacks 
and criticisms of the press are borne good-humoredly, and seldom 
excite other feelings than pity for the wilful ignorance, and contempt 
for the overwhelming presumption of their writers. ~uch are the 
sentiments that are continually expressed by Spiritualists, and it is 
as well perhaps that the outer world, to whom the literature of the 
movement is as much unknown as the Vedas, should be made ac
quainted with them." 

The material means through which the inhabitants of the spirit
world are engaged in propagating the truths of Spiritualism, are stead
ily augmenting. At the present time there are more than thirty jour
nals and periodicals in this country and Europe devoted to the cause. 
Of the papers alone, some forty thousand copies are issued weekly in 
this country. There are in existence in this country also some hun· 
dreds of works treating of the spiritual philosophy, the demand for 
which is constantly increasing ; many of them being of a high order of 
literary, and even scientific merit. 
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Of these and the journals the Rev. Chas. Beecher said : 
"Whoever, ignorant of the publications of the movement, imagine! 

that these claims are not forcibly wielded, with ingenuity, candor, 
popular adaptation, and success, is egregiously mistaken. The move· 
ment is rapidly advancing and becoming one of the signs of the 
times." 

In addition to these means we have more than two hundred public 
lecturers, many of them unsurpassed for ability and devotion to the 
cause, and at least an equal number of public mediums, through 
whom the spirit-world directly communicate with this. In the cities 
of New York and Brooklyn, from the best information I can obtain, 
I feel justified in saying that, with very few exceptions, all the daily 
and weekly secular journals, number one or more Spiritualists on 
their editorial staffs, and amongst the reporters for these papers 
Spiritualists are known by scores ; and this light has not only pene
trated the editorial sanctums of the secular journals, but it has also 
penetrated the minds of some of the: editors of the religious journals, 
as I have the best of reasons for believing. The pulpits have also 
been invaded, and I know of half a doz;en Protestant ministers who 
are constantly preaching the truths they have received through the 
revelations of Spiritualism, proclaiming them mildly, so that they 
shall not disagree with the yet weak spiritual digestion of their 
hearers. Poets are expressing these truths in verse, and our novels 
and romances are pervaded with them, and these are educating a 
large class of superficial readers, so that they will be able to bear 
the greater light that sooner or later will enter their minds through 
the direct revelations of Spiritualism. 

The power that wields this force, thus variously manifested, has 
its seat in the spirit-world. All are means for the enlightenment of 
mankind. Every true inspirational speaker and writer feels that he 
is only expressing the elevated thoughts and glowing desires of holy 
angels, and of God through them, and none doubts that God Himself 
directs all its movements, and hence absolute, undoubting confidence 
inspires every mind with assurance of ultimate success. This confi
dence, this living faith, is an inspiration itself, and an apprehension 
of failure cannot find entrance into minds thus fortified. They live 
and labor in view of that time when it shall be said : 

"So shall they fear the name of the Lore! from the west, and His glory {rOll 

the rising of the sun." 

When creeds and dogmas that have so long enslaved the minds 
and liberties of mankind shall be things of the past, and when meD 
thinking of them shall say : 
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" ' Tis like a dream when one aWllkes, 
This vision of the scenes of old ; 

'Tis like the moon when morning breaks, 
' Tis like a tale round watch fires told." 

497 

Who are Spiritualists in a denominational sense? My answer 
would be : All those who believe in a spiritual world, and in inter
course between the inhabitants of that world and this, and in the 
phenomena and philosophy of Modem Spiritualism. This definition 
excludes those who view the manifestations through the eyes of the 
Roman Church, and all who believe simply in degraded forms of 
spirit intercourse, and includes all who, believing according to this 
formula, either openly profess their belief or who withhold the pub
lic expression of their opinions. 

As to the number of Spiritualists in this country, there is great 
diversity of opinion amongst Spiritualists themselves, and any esti· 
mate must necessarily be quite conjectural. The lack of organization 
precludes all registration of membership, and a very small proportion 
of believers regularly attend the meetings of Spiritualists, and a large 
majority also make no open profession, so there can be no reliable 
data upon which to base a correct calculation. I can perceive no 
better method to reach an approximately correct result, than to 
estimate the number of Spiritualists in the different localities with 
which I am acquainted, either personally or by information, and to 
compare these with the total population of these localities, and from, 
the results to estimate the total number in the nation. 

In certain localities, the proportion of Spiritualists to the whole pop
ulation of those localities by far exceeds that in other places, and· 
while Spiritualism in some places is recognized as a power, in others 
it is known only by name. In view of these facts I am compelled to· 
estimate the number of Spiritualists in the United States at a much· 
lower figure than some others have done, who have possessed greater 
facilities than myself for this task, and for whose opinions upon. thi$
question I entertain the greatest respect. Still, I can only rLach a 
result, to me satisfactory, through such facts as to me appear relative,. 

• and through the legitimate deductions from these facts, and I am 
compelled to say that if we claim one person in forty as an amwed 
Spiritualist, and another in the forty as unavowed but actually &· 

Spiritualist, we have a total number for the United States of two. 
millions, which number I believe will embrace ail to whom the 
foregoing definition can apply. 

Many well-informed Spiritualists will differ with me in this opinion, 
but I would ask, where in the history of the world can a parallel .que. 

32 
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be found, in which ·two millions of mostly intelligent converts have 
been made within a little more than a quarter of a century, to a cause 
or belief which has had neither wealth, nor earthly influence, nor power 
to aid it, while against it have been arrayed nearly all the wealth, in
fluence, and power of the land. If in the past quarter of a century 
this vast army of converts to Spiritualism has appeared upon the 
scene, like one of its own materialized spirit forms, what will be the 
numbers of those who will swell its ranks at the end of another 
quarter century? If two millions within that time have in our 
country alone hailed, and now walk in this light, which in our day 
first issued from the humble habitation in Hydesville, what will be 
the numbers of those who will receive and bless the light that is now 
emitted from the thousands of habitations throughout the land? We 
should be content with even much less success than this, when we 
remember that twenty-eight years after the foundation of Methodism 
it numbered only twenty-six thousand members, and our unparallelc:d 
success, with God directing the work, should inspire with hope and 
joy the breast of every Spiritualist, and our motto should be: "La· 
bor and wait." 

The fierce zeal that derives its inspiration from the erroneous con· 
viction that "he who believeth shall be saved, and he who believeth 
not shall be damned," should have no place in the minds of believers 
in our more charitable Christian faith, for we know that all shall ul· 
timatcly be saved. Our zeal should be altogether based upon the 
desire to impart of our knowledge to others, so that they may partici· 
pate with us, and be made better and happier. We know that this 
knowledge will increase their happiness here by plainly guiding them 
in the path of duty, and by preparing them for a better appreciation 
of spiritual truths and realities, when they are brought face to face 
with them hereafter. These are the motives that should animate us 
in our efforts to induce others to adopt our opinions, while at the 
.ume. cimc we should remember that every one who acts up to his 
hight:st knowledge, his highest conceptions of truth and duty, will re
ceive happiness as his reward, though he may live and die in utter 
ignorance of spiritual truth. It is only the improvement of the tal· 
eJlt we possess, not of the talents that others possess, that is de· 
manded of us. 

W c should all carefully consider and if possible act on the a.ivice 
given by Swedenborg in his Dit•in~ Prm•idmu, p. xix. 

" And whilst .he is thus cautious to preserve the truth pure and 
undefiled in his own mind and life, and to render it fruitful in ali 
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love and charity, and the good works and useful purposes thence 
flowing, he will be greatly zealous to impart it, and make it known 
unto his brethren; but then his zeal herein will be tempered with the 
utmost meekness, moderation, and discretion ; it will be free from all 
violence, and that false and dangerous tire of enthusiasm and fanati· 
cislll, whose infernal ground and mischievous tendencies are so 
frequently pointed out in the doctrine which he has received, and is 
desirous tQ recommend. 

" He will remember his Lord's injunctions to his disciples, to cast 
the net on ' the right side of the ship,' and not to ' cast their 
pearls before swine,' and he will consider himself as strictly bound to 
follow these injunctions, by being cautious on the one hand how he 
speaks, and on the other to whom he speaks in commendation of th~ 
truths which he himself has imbibed. Thus he will be taught to go 
forth amongst his brethren in a spirit of the utmost charity and 
prudence, tolerating their imperfect states of life, not endeavoring to 
force, but to draw. cherishing the heavenly principle of good in all, 
and having more respect at all times thereto, than to any form or 
mode of speculative opinions separate therefrom, however excellent 
or heavenly in itself. And this he will do under a full persuasion 
that all will be judged hereafter, and accepted or rejected, not ac
cording to the light they have received, but according to their faith· 
. fulness and obedience thereto." 

Prudence and moderation should temper the expression of our 
opinions, and to reason, God's best gift, all our faculties should be 
subordinate, and even conscience itself should be guided by this 
highest and noblest attribute of man. 

Christian Spiritualism has its origin in the revelations through 
Jesus of Nazareth, and therefore dates back more than eighteen cen
turies, and when we speak of Modern Spiritualism, we mean the form 
in which this ancient Spiritualism is revived in our day. Modern 
Spiritualism now appears in fulfilment of prophecy. 

" And it shall come to pass In the last days, saith God, I will pour out of my 
Spirit upon all flesh : and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, and your 
;,oung men shall see visions, and your old men shall dream dreams. And on my 
-=rvants, and on· my hand·maidens, I will pour out in those days of my spirit, and 
the)' shall prophesy."-Acl.r ii. 17, t8. 

Whether this prophecy is now being fulfilled, the reader must • 
cide for himself; no Spiritualist exists \VhO can ,lnnht it .... • 

telligent person lives who, if he will examia 
did, patient spirit, and in a thorough manoe 

llrn•wing my investigations of Spiritaali: 

' . 
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say that in no instance have I accepted as genuine any spi.rit com
munication made to me, or any manifestation I have witnes$ed, with
out requiring as conclusive evidence, and applying as close an analysis 
as I would demand for, or apply to any extraordinary relation based 
upon the experience and testimony of others. At every step I have 
viewed the advance with a certain degree of suspicion, and accepted 
no new idea or fact because a previous one had been demonstrated 
to my satisfaction; and not only would a new phase be critically 
viewed and examined, but even at the present time many questions 
by me are held in abeyance, and will not be admitted as truths, un
less time shall establish theRl to my mind as &uch. 

Like many others, I entered the temple of Spiritualism through 
the portals of Mesmerism, the acceptance and appreciation of the 
truths of the latter preparing me to embrace the higher truths which 
the former reveals. Thus groping my way, I emerged from the dark 
shadows of Materialism, and as my ability to bear the light increased, 
I found that light growing brighter and brighter, as I fully believe it 
will continue to increase in the future. 

From the age of eighteen to fifty I. was a materialist. My unbe
lief was not the result of indifference, nor want of attention to the 
great questions of God and immortality; on the contrary, 1 had given 
to the subject the closest and most unwearied attention for a period 
of years, and my examination resulted in my rejection of all faith in 
divine revelation, and of a future state of existence, for the reason 
that nowhere could I find reasonable evidence upon which to build 
my faith. 

As a practising physician for twelve years, I often stood at the 
bedside of the dying, and noted the lessening pulse, the failing breath, 
the ebbing of life, the triumph of death. Often also I had witnessed 
the dying struggles of animals, and I could perceive no difference. 

" For that which befalletb the sons of men befalleth bea.•ts; even one tbiog 
befallcth them, as one dieth so dieth the other; yea, they hne all one breath, so 
that a man hath no pre-eminence above a beast, for all is 'l'anity." 

I fully agreed with the writer of this passage in Ecclesiastes, and 
further in this, that 

"All go into one place; all are of the dust, and all turn to dust apin." 

And I contended then, as the majority of m~dical men believe to
day, that there is no satisfactory evidence in the broad realms of 
nature ; in the Church itself; nor in material science, of a future ex· 
astence for man. The claim& of the Church were unsupported, and 
the materials out of which its systems were woven were heterogene
ous and self-repellent, so that all reliiiou& &ystems seemed like the 
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pieces on a chess-board, each striving not only to sustain its own 
position, but to gain some advantage over its neighbor. I was pre
r.ared to go forth from this life in absolute darkness as to the future : 

"For who shall bring him to see what lihall be after him?" 

" Alas for him who never sees 
The stars shine through his cypress trees I 
Who, hopeless, lays his dead away, 
Nor looks to see the breaking day 
Across the mournful marbles play I 
Who hath not learned, in hours of faith, 
The truth to flesh and sense unknown, 
That Life is ever loro of Death, 
And Love can never lose its own I" 

Outside of Spiritualism there is no satisfactory evidence of a life 
beyond the grave, and were it possible to obliterate from my mind 
all memory of, and faith in, the evidence which Spiritualism furnishes, 
and in its pure and elevated teachings, I should be compelled for 
want of this satisfactory evidence, to again take refuge in materialism 
as the only sensible ground, so far as I can perceive, for any person 
not spiritually enlightened to occupy. In this condition of life-long 
scepticism, but with my unbelief slightly disturbed by the knowledge 
of certain startling, and to me then, inexplicable facts in mesmerism, 
I commenced my investigation of the spiritual phenomena, with the 
direct purpose of detecting and proving them, if not delusion, fraud 
and deception, not doubting for a moment that any person of ordi
nary discernment could do this, and show the credulous how easily 
the fraudulent character of the tricks upon which their belief was 
founded could be made manifest. 

When I discovered that there was something more than deception 
or delusion in these things, I fortunately was not repelled by appre
hensions of danger to my cherished opinions, but the question was 
forced from my lips : " Is it possible that there is another state of ex
istence ? " An overwhelming sense of the importance of these mani
festations, if they were what they appeared to be, pervaded my mind, 
l.nd I then determined that I would never cease my investigations 
until I had either detected their fraudulent character, as I had twice 
before this in previous years detected other fraudulent manifestations, 
or had proved them to be produced by some intelligent agency apart 
from the medium or other persons present. It is needless to say 
that the result was, as it always is under similar circumstances, where 
one meets with a good medium, and follows up his investigations. 

"And He bath put a new song in my mouth, even praise unto our God." 
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And I can sa.y with the poet : 
"I look behind and am once more young, 

Buoyant and brave and bold, 
And my heart can sing as of yore it sung, 

Before they called me old." 

With all the errors and imperfections of the Old Testament, the 
Bible as a whole, wherever the people have had free access to it, has 
proved their best friend, and it is only where it has been denied 
them, and has been surrounded with secrecy, pretension, and igno
rance, as in the Romish Church, that it has been perverted into a 
means of oppression. When free, it seems to permeate the atmos
phere with the spirit of liberty, and to nerve every ann within its 
influence with strength and determination to protect its rights, while 
despotism and oppression fade and die. True, not all whl) even 
read it are made visibly better, any more than all are restored to 
health who breathe the purest air, but all are benefited whose minds 
are open to the admission of its tmths, and its influence as a whole, 
upon a succession of generations of men, cannot fail to be beneficial. 

It is beneficial in proportion to the education and intelligence of 
the people ; for while an intelligent people will accept its truths, their 
ability to discriminate, and their sense of right will generally lead 
them to reject at least its graver errors ; and while the evil in it, like 
all evil, is of a negative nature, and perishable, the tmth it contains 
is active and positive in its nature and effects, and is imperishable. 
No people were ever made wor~e by its general reading, and corrup· 
tion and vice have never generally prevailed in any community where 
it has been honestly regarded as the rule of faith and action, and if 
I believed that the work upon which I am now engaged could have 
the effect of withdrawing respectful attention from the Bible, I would 
consign every written page to the flames, and bury in oblivion the 
many truths I now so ardently desire to present to the notice of 
others. I am speaking of the Bible as a whole. I will add, that that 
which calls forth this testimony in its favor is mostly to be found in 
the writings of the New Testament, although there are many bright 
jewels of tmth and inspiration amidst the errors of the Old ; but the 
New has saved the Old, and perhaps it would have been better if 
only the New Testament had been preserved and transmitted; but 
better preserve all than that all should perish, as the world cannot 
afford to lose the example and teachings of Jesus and his disciples; 
and Spiritualists cannot afford to lose the testimony to the truths 
which confirm their faith, even though they are offered with the many 
·erroneous teachings of the Old Testament. 
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Reader, we have reached the conclusion of this work. Before we 
part I would ask : Have your doubts of the Bible at times tempted 
you to discard it, and its divine teachings ? If so, do you still regard 
it with the same doubts, now that you have perused these pages. 
My intention has been to strengthen and restore reasonable, eclectic 
faith, by attempting to prove that the so-called miraculous occur
rences of the Bible really did take place, mainly as stated, by establish
ing the fact that occurrences equally wonderful and strikingly, even, 
precisely similar, are taking place in our day ; also to prove that the 
teachings of the New Testament, in spirit and substance, are identi
cal with those now received through Modem Spiritualism. Do you 
regard this latter, as here represented, as imposture or delusion, or 
the work of the Evil One ? or do you now believe it to be founded 
in truth, and like all things relating to humanity and this life, of 
n1ixed good and evil? This is what I have labored to establish. 
Have I succeeded? Judge "according to the law ami the testimony." 
lf the facts will not bear this rigorous judgment, then discard them, 
with all the deductions and conclusions based upon them ; but if they 
do survive this trial, then is it not incumbent upon you to give the 
subject further consideration ? If I have failed in accomplishing 
this task, then my labor is in vain ; but if, on the other hand, this 
work has in any considerable degree been successful in establishing 
these truths, in harmonizing apparent contradictions, and in showing 
the apparently impossible to be possible, then the purpose of this 
work, at least to that extent, is achieved, and 1 am content. 

" Wherefore, seeing we also are compassed about with so great a cloud of 
witnesses, let us lay aside every weight, and the sin which doth so easily beset us, 
and let us run with patience the race that is set before us." -Ht!J. xii. 1 .. 
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IN this work I have had much to say of Dr. Charles B. Kenney, 
of Brooklyn, N. Y., and of the two Indian spirits who manifest 
through him. This medium has been almost exclusively used for 
healing purposes, but the wise and good spirits who supervise his 
labors, as also the action of the othc.>rs who immediately control him, 
no doubt from their knowledge of the purposes for which I have so 
often sought him being other than those based on curiosity or per
sonal gratification, have extended to me favors beyond others, and 
have gratitic.:d my every wish for information, so far as has laid iu their 
power, and I am deeply indebted to them, and him, for the favors 
conferred 

It has been extremely fortunate for me, and for the work in which 
I have been engaged, that I have been brought into such intimate 
and cordial relations with them, for I have through these relations 
acquired knowledge of the modes and phases of existence on the 
lower planes of spirit-life, which I could have obtained, perhaps, 
through no other channels. The peculiar knowledge thus derived 
has also been more reliable than that obtained throu~h ordinary 
lllt'lliumship, for the reason that, with rare exceptions, Old John and 
his friend and assistant Big Bear alone directly communicate through 
this medium, and these always by control, so that all intercourse may 
be sai1l to be direct with these two spirits, they using the organs of 
speech of the medium while he is absolutely unconscious. 

From attentive observation of different mediums I had become 
satistied that I>r. Kenney possessed powers, not alone for healing, 
but for other forms of manifestation, and that these could, by devel
opment, be exercised with very satisfactory results, and early in rSu 
I suggested that he should sit for the materialization of spirit forms. 
Dr . .Kenney received my suggestions favorably, and in my next inter
view with Old John and Big Bear, upon my communicating my im
pressions to them, they viewe•l them with equal favor, and stated 
that they would confer with other spirits upon the subject and report 
to me in a few days. The result was, that in about two weeks there
after they informed me that if I would make the necessary arr:lllge
ments th~::y would make their first effort to materialize. 

After an inspection of the different rooms in my house, I selected a 
largt:: rear room on the second floor, with three windows, two on one 
side and one on the other; one door opening into the hall, an.d 
another communicating with the front room. Connected with t~ts 
room was a clothes closet, its floor and ceiling being on a level wttb 
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those of the room. Its depth was four feet, and its width about five. 
This closet was plastered, with no means of communication with any 
other room. 

My first step was to procure a curtain of black glazed muslin, a 
little longer and wider than the door. This was composed of two 
thicknesses, and was suspended from the inner side of the doorway, 
so as to exclude the light. I then removed a piece from the curtain, 
so that a rectangular aperture was fonned, twelve inches in the ver
tical and fifteen inches in the transverse diameter. Inside this 
little window I suspended a curtain of black cloth, so that when in 
place it should exclude the light. The lower margin of this aperture 
was four feet six inches from the floor. Within the closet was placed 
a low chair for the use of the medium, and a bench ; and at the re
quest of Old John I also placed there two hand-bells, one quite" large, 
the other small, so that their tones could be easily distir1gttished ; a 
harmonicon, an accordion, and trumpet. These were placed on the 
bench. Ropes were also provided to tie the medium. 

In the room seven chairs were arranged in a semicircle, presenting 
to the curtain, and a large musical box was placed on a oressing 
bureau to supply music when required. A gas flame from a burner, 
so arranged as to cast its light diagonally upon the aperture, illumi
nated this portion of the curtain, while by means of a box-like shade 
the direct rays of light were excluded from other portions of the room. 

The arrangements being now complete, on Sunday evening, March 
29, 1874, Dr. Kenney came and entered the closet, where he seated 
himself, and I then tied him securely to his chair ; the curtain was 
dropped, the light properly directed upon the aperture, and we be
came seated in front of it. The persons present. beside members of 
my family, were Mr. S-- and Mr. B-, both intimate friends. 
Almost immediately Old John, the Indian spirit, controlled the me
dium, and told us our spirit friends were present, and that they would 
do all they could to gratify our wishes. 

It was not long before a single hand was shown at the aperture, 
thoroughly materialized, and immediately thereafter the two bells 
were heard ringing, the sounds being distinct, each from the other, 
then the harmonica was heard, and soon the notes of the accordion 
were distinguished. While all these instruments were bdng played, 
the trumpet was projected from the aperture, and this moved in 
accord with the notes and sounds from the instruments. At this 
moment I arose and seized the curtain, and withdrew it from the 
doorway. The trumpet fell to the floor, the sounds from the instru
ments ceased, and at the same moment all of us saw the medium 
sitting on his low chair, with his head drooping forward, in a deep 
trance, and upon Mr. S- and myself examining the ropes, we found 
them arranged precisely as I had tied them. 

At our next sitting, one week from that night, the medium was tied 
by Mr. S--, and similar manifestations occurred, but two hands 
appeared a number of times, and voices were heard in coarse whispers 
addressing various members of the circle, and once I was thus re
quested to raise the light. 

The next seance, one week from that time, was characterized by 
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similar manifestations. Here again, as at the two previous ~ances, 
we twice suddenly drew the curtain aside for the purpose of assuring 
ourselves that the medium was neither using his hands nor having 
them used by his control, and with like results. 

I would here state that the medium is of short stature, broadly 
built, and his hands are short and chubby, and early physical labor 
has caused his hands to spread beyond their natural dimensions. while 
the hands seen at the aperture were varied in shape, most of them 
being long and slender, and some of them beyond question female 
hands. 

I had repeatedly gone into the closet before the seances com· 
menced, and two or three times while in progress, for the purpose o( 
ascertaining to what extent the closet was protected from the ligh~ 
and I had become satisfied that the curtain performed its office very 
imperfectly. So the day succeeding the third seance, I procured 
some rubber cloth fresh from the manufactory, and had a curtain 
made from this, and anticipated considerable improvement in the 
manifestations, from the almost total exclusion of light, so when the 
evening of April 19th came I exhibited my new curtain with much 
satisfaction, and predicted that our spirit friends would be equally 
gratified with the change. 

The seance opened, but Old John did not control as usual, and bid 
us good evening, nor did the musical instruments emit any sounds, 
but the medium was apparently overcome with deep sleep, and we 
sat for about half an hour, and until our patience became nearly ex· 
hausted, when Big Bear controlled the medium, and calling me to him, 
with a most impatient manner, and in emphatic language, he de· 
nounced the curtain saying: "That cheen" (machine), pointing to 
the curtain, "spoiled all our work. It smells so bad, we c.an't come 
near it. Take it away!" He left us as suddenly as he came, and 
in another moment Old John assumed control and corroborated the 
statement of Big Bear. He said it emitted an odor so offensive, and 
it was so repellent, that although the spirits had done their utmost to 
approach it and show them!'>elves, they had found it impossible to do 
so. I presume it was the odor arising from the combination of .the 
chemicals with the rubber that thus repelled them. It was cert3.1nly 
far from agreeable to us. Fortunately I had not destroyed the mus· 
lin curtain, and at once removed the rubber one and restored the 
former to its place. 

At this seance only Mr. S--and the members of my family were 
present. After I had restored the mu~lin curtain I examined the ropes 
which secured the medium, as also did Mr. S--, and found them as 
we had arranged them, and I passed from the closet, closing the cur· 
tain, and proceeded to my seat, hut before I had reached it the: others 
saw a hand presented at the aperture, and upon my looking we all 
saw two more hands, in all three, visible at the same instant. They 
were in active motion, and remained in view about ten or fifteen 
seconds. Then a hand and a portion of an arm was thrust out 
from one side of the curtain, and in another moment a face was par· 
tially visible, the nose and upper lip being most apparent. . 

This seemed to be all they were disposed, or able tq do at this nme, 
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but soon the active movements of the ropes that secured the medium 
indicated that the spirits were releasing him, and in about half a min
ute the ropes, in a bundle, were thrown out of the aperture, and the 
medium, under control of Old John, walked out the closet. 

I was still convinced that the muslin curtain admitted too much 
light, and I determined to remedy the defect by having made a skele
ton door, composed of two side.pieces of light pine board, each 
about six inches in width, and two pieces of like width for the upper 
and lower ends. Across the middle, and uniting the two side-pieces, 
was placed another strip of like width. Upon the side of the door
way, opposite the hinges upon which the ordinary door was sus
pended, I placed two other hinges, of the kind which admits of remov
al of the door which they support, by simply elevating the latter, 
and when the door frame was in place, by pressing the open 
ordinary door well back, the skeleton door shut closely and easily. 
Inside this door there was attached a plain hook and eye, so that 
when this was fastened the <>pening was perfectly closed, so far as the 
skeleton door could accomplish this. 

I now had this door frame covered completely on both sides with 
strong cotton cloth, and over this was pasted plain, dark-blue paper. 
This made a door perfectly excluding light, while its weight was not 
one-sixth that of the ordinary door, and I could readily place it on 
its hinges, or detach it, and carry it to an upper room when not in 
use. 

I also made an opening, or little window, similar to that in the 
muslin curtain. By reaching through this I could attach the hook 
on the inside. 

April 26th the medium was punctual to his appointment. There 
were also present the members of my family, Mr. S--, Mrs. Kenney, 
the wife of the medium, and Mrs. H--, a relative of my wife. Mr. 
S- and 1 tied the medium to his chair, his hands being as before, 
so tightly secured to the sides of the chair that it was impossible for 
him _to move them an inch. He was immediately entranced, as we 
discovered by his heavy breathing and guttural sounds, and in per
haps three minutes, two long sinewy hands appeared at the aperture, 
and upon these disappearing, two other hands appeared, exhibiting 
the forearms to the elbows. These were followed by the appearance 
of a face, dimly visible, with prominent cheek bones, and of dark 
complexion. Old John afterwards said it was that of Big Bear. 
Then the bells were rung, the harmonica and accordion were played, 
md while these instruments were sounding, two hands presented at 
the aperture, where they remained in motion for about a minute. 
These musical sounds continued for a long time, while hands of dif
ferent sizes were presented. Twice during this time I opened the 
door, and examined the medium's hands and arms, whic:h remained 
~eeurely bound as we had left them. At these times, upon opening 
the door, the instruments dropped into their places, even before 1 
could obtain a full view of them, but 1 repeatedly observed them 
while yet in motion. The admission of light appeared to paralyze 
their movements. 

There now appeared at the opening a lady's hand, the wrist encir-
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cled with a heavy gold bracelet. After remaining in view a sufficient 
time for it to be distinctly observed, it disappeared, and was suc
ceeded by the presentation, apparently by the same hand, of a bunch 
of flowers. They were pronounced China Asters by the ladies present, 
and these were followed by a child's hand, holding three rosebuds, 
two of them white and one pink. These remained in view perhaps 
half a minute. 

At one time, while we were singing "Home, Sweet Home," I 
heard the voice of Mrs. Kenney also singing, and I perceived that 
she was not singing in accord with us, when I listened and became 
satisf~ed that she was under spirit influence, and I signalled the others 
to cease singing, she continuing, and we found she was singing an 
operatic air with German words, her eyes being closed ; and after a 
minute or two--being apprehensive that the effort would be prejudi
cial to her dise::ascd lungs, she having pulmonary consumption-! 
requested the spirit controlling her to rcle.1se her, which it did as 
soon as she had finished singing that portion of the air ; but she re
mained in an unconscious state for ten minutes afterward, when she 
regained consciousness and remarked that she must have fallen 
asleep. \Ve gave her no intimation of her having been controlled, 
as it vexes her exceedingly to be thus influenced. She had before 
this been controlled in our presence a number of times by different 
spirits, who had given us unelJUivocal proofs of her mediumship. 

May Ioth we met as usual. Thu~c present beside my faq1ily and 
the medium were Mrs. H--, ~{r. S--. and Mr. B--. 

The medium took his place in the close::t, his hands and arms were 
tied, and the door closed. In a little while Old John controlled, and 
requested me to come into the closo.:t and untie the medium, adding 
that the spirits would tho.:n tic him uc:ttcr than wo.: could. I complied, 
and ll·aving the ropes on the floor I retir.:d from the closet and re· 
sumcd my seat. Immediately we heard the sounds of the movements 
of the ropes, and in considerably less time than we could have ac· 
complished the tying Old John called me to inspect them. Mr. s-
and I entered, and upon careful inspo.:ction found the medium skiJ. 
fully tieu, but fdt it necessary to object to the compression of his 
wri;ts, as we apprehended it would arrest, or at least impede, the 
circulation of the blood; but Old John said that if they found this to 
occur they would loosen his bonds. 

I had no sooner closed the door than the two bdls were rung, the 
harmonica anu accordion were played, while at the same time hands 
repeatedly appeared at the aperture. At one time the ~ame hands 
we had in previous sittings recognized as those of my decease~ 
brother·in-law, S--, were presented, and by motions it was indi· 
cated that he ucsired to write, when I placed a small shelf bracket, 
which 1 had the day before provided for such a contingency, under 
the aperture, supported by two projecting hooks. Thus placed, the 
top of it was on a level with the lower margin of the opening, and 
upon this I placed a slate, and three pencils of different lengths and 
diameters. While I was engaged in arranging these, the hands had 
disappeared, but in a few moments after I had again become seated, 
one hand appeared and seized the pencil, but was unable to properly 
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adjust and control it, seizing and dropping it repeatedly ; then the 
other-the left hand-appeared and endeavored to assist the right in 
securing and adjusting it. We now thought the fingers had succeeded 
in placing the pencil in position between them, when it again dropped. 
Other attempts were then made, but with even less success, and it 
was almost painfully apparent that the power was insufficient to seize 
and guide the movements . of the pencil, and further attempts were 

. relinquished. 
Shortly after this one of the same hands again appeared, and with 

a finger first pointed to, and beckoned to my wife for her to approach, 
which she did, and upon presenting her hand the materalized hand 
grasped it, and shook it in the most natural and cordial manner. She 
then retired, when the hand indicated that its owner desired to shake 
mine. I approached, and upon presenting my hand it was seized and 
shaken, the sensation caused by the contact being in all respects na
tural, only the hand may have been a trifle colder than our hands in 
that room. Another hand, more delicately formed, the hand of a 
female, then appeared, and beckoned Mr. S--, who approached 
and grasped it, and it returned the pressure and greeting. The pre
ceding hand, as before remarked, was of rather uncommon length and 
proportionately slender and sinewy, while the last hand was shorter 
and plump, with taper fingers . . The difference between the two was 
apparent to all, and all recognized the first as the hand of S--, and 
the latter as the hand of my sister-in-law Kate, the wife of Mr S--, 
then present. Mr. S-- himself was satisfied upon this point beyond 
a doubt. Their appearance was in every way natural, but their wax
like purity was noticeable. 

After this two faces of Indians successively appeared. The first 
was that of Old John, the second that of Big Bear; so they each 
afterwards declared. The latter was in war paint, suggestive of his 
chieftaincy of his tribe, while the face of the former was not thus or
namented. They were both seen by us all, and the faces were unde
niably those of Indians. Immediately after this Old John again 
controlled, and after inquiring how we liked his appearance, and 
claiming that he was better-looking than Big Hear, he said that Mrs. 
S-- (Kate) would show her face at the next seance. 

At the conclusion of this seance we had a conversation with Old 
John in reference to the employment of the bells and musical instru
ments. I had previously twice expressed to him my opinion that 
although such manifestations were useful when witnessed for the first 
time, their usefulness then terminated ; and now he and Big Bear 
had reached the same conclusion, and so it was determined by mu
tual consent that these instruments should henceforth be banished 
from the closet, and the}' were accordingly removed, and not subse
quently used. 

May 14th.-This morning Mrs. R--, an old acquaintance from 
a distant part of the country, visited us. She had just arrived, after 
an absence of more than twenty years. During the afternoon Dr. 
Kenney happened to visit us. He was immediately conducted to 
the room where our seances were held, without meeting our visitor. 
After awhile Old John controlled the medium, and I suggested that 
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the medium should enter the closet, and perhaps we could have some 
manifestations. As my reason for this request, I stated that a very 
old and valued friend was with us, and we were desirous that she 
should witness some of the proofs that had convinced us of the truth 
of Spiritualism. He complied ; and, after the door of the closet had 
been closed upon the medium, we invited Mrs. R-- to a seat with 
us. After a little delay Old John said that very few of our spirit 
friends were present, as this was unexpected, and the power was 
weak; and we found the manifestations correspondingly so. Soon 
after he said a spirit whom he had not before sec::n was present. His 
name was R--, giving the full surname. Upon my inquiring the 
first name, after some delay he said it was James. This was correct, 
as was the other name. Hands were dimly shown twice, and with 
this the seance terminated. Previously to closing the door I had 
placed a sheet of white paper on the bench in the closet, with a pen
cil, and upon releasing the medium 1 inspected it, and found written 
upon it: 

" I am so glad that-
JamesR-s." 

The spint, finding the power would not admit of his finishing the 
message, sensibly used what remained in signing his name. At least 
this is the way in which I account for the unfinished sentence. I 
have repeatedly seen other messages thus abruptly terminated. 

J nne 21st. -At this seance we had no materializations, but several 
times spirits conv~:rsed with us in audible but low tones. 

June 28th.-A v~:ry warm day. The same persons present as at 
the last two rt:gular seances. Three faces, perfectly materialized, 
came partially into view ; that is, only portions of their faces were 
visiule, the little curtain concealing the other portions. A day or 
two previous to this seance I had had the trumpet, wh1ch was quite 
a large one, shortened by cutting off its larger end, and had pierced 
the door, and inserted the trumpet, thus shortened, in the opening, 
the large end in view aside the aperturt: where the hands and faces 
were shuwn. This arrangement was an improvement, and evl!ry one 
in the circle was addr~:ssed through it. .My father, moth~:r, and 
daughter, or what purported to be them, spoke to me. Among other 
things said, my father congratulated me on my progress in writing 
this work, and warmly ~:ncuurag~:d me with the assurance that it 
would bt: for the good of my fellow-men. Hands were exhibited, 
and after sitting upwards of an hour the manifestations ceas~:d. We 
sat a long time aftt:r this without anything occurring, Old John not 
even addressing us through the mc::diurn, when, after nearly or quite 
another huur, the voice of Old John was heard, and in very feeble 
tones he re<JUcsted me to open th<~ door. I immediately did so, for 
I had begun to suspect that the heat of the weather, aggravated by 
his close confmcmcnt in the closet, was dangerously oppressing the 
medium, and my apprehensions were realized, for upon my approach
ing him 1 found him dripping with perspiration, his countenance suf· 
fused, and Old John hardly able to support him on the chair. 

Old John rettuested me to open the windows, and all to leave the 
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room, so that he could gather strength. After perhaps ten minutes, 
during which he said nothing, while I was supporting the medium, 
he shot'k my hands and bid me good-bye, as he always does before 
he yields control, and I perceived that he was withdrawing from the 
medium, but after unavailing efforts, attended by some slight convul
sive movements, he resumed full control again, and stated that he 
should have to wait a little longer. He was evidently uneasy, if not 
alarmed, at his unsuccessful efforts to leave the medium, but in about 
three minutes afterward he again bid me good-bye, and released him
self without apparent difficulty. My apprehensions now were for the 
medium alone, as I anticipated great exhaustion of his system, but 
beyond some confusion of ideas and wildness of expression, which 
continued but for a few minutes, he exhibited no indication of the 
severe trial he had just passed through, and soon was as cheerful and 
active as usual. 

July sth.-At this seance were present, besides my family, my 
mother-in-law, Mrs. R--, and sister-in-law, Mrs. S-. For use 
at this seance I had introduced a rubber tube, of the kind ordinarilv 
used for conducting water, the interior diameter being five-eighths of 
an inch, and the length nine feet. At each end I had inserted a tin 
tube, two inches long, fitting tightly, with a flare like the large end 
of a trumpet, also of tin, projecting from the rubber tube. The ex
terior diameter of this projecting portion was two inches, and was 
intended to be used either as a mouthpiece for speaking, or for hold
ing to the ear while listening to the words spoken through the tube. 
By withdrawing either of these mouthpieces, and passing the end of 
the rubber tubing through the tin trumpet, and then reinserting the 
mouthpiece beyond the small end of the trumpet, and on the inside 
of the QOOr, the tubing was secured in its place, and became a means 
of communication between the interior of the closet and our room. 

Upon consultation it was decided that I should hold our end of 
the tube, as, sitting at the right hand and extreme end of the semi
circle, I could easily do this, my right hand being free. These being 
the arrangements, we quietly awaited the manifestations, and we had 
not waited long before I heard a sound issuing from the speaking 
tube, which 1 had been holding conveniently near my ear, so directed 
that any sound issuing from the tube should attract my notice. Upon 
listening 1 heard the words, " Eugene, 1 shall now attempt to &how 
myself. Ad." This last word was the abbreviated name by which we 
had always addressed my brother-in-law, the full Christian name being 
Adams. Within ten seconds after this he appeared at the aperture, · 
perfectly materialized; his face in full view, and in every way as 
natural as when in earth-life nine months previously. His wife, like 
all of us, instantly recognized him, and she declared her conviction 
of the reality of his presence in the most decided language, and this 
notwithstanding she had not until that moment had any faith in spirit 
return. After this the same spirit reappeared twice, but was not so 
plainly seen as at the first time, and when we remarked this fact he 
again addressc:cl me through the tube, saying : " Eugene, what is the 
matter ; why can't you see me as you did before?" This was said 
in a decidedly impatient tone, and I could only reply that such was 
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the fact, and that we regretted the want of success as much as he 
did. 

In another minute, sounds issuing from the tube, notified me that I 
must again listen, and this time the words were: "My son, I will 
now endeavor to show my face to you." I inquired who was speak
ing, when the answer was returned: "Your mother, my dear son." 
Of course I greeted her, and expressed my hopes of her success. And 
she appeared three times, not as well materialized as my brother-in
law S--, but her success was such that I plainly recognized her, 
and the others saw her face, and were able to describe her features. 
Soon after this, without any notification through the tube, there 
appean:d a face which I instantly recognized as that of a sister's 
husband, Mr. W--, who passed away some eight years ago. He 
was a remarkably handsome man, and I now saw him again, gazing 
directly at me with his old accustomed look, and as perfect in respect 
to feature, complexion, and exvression, as when in earth-life. I 
never saw him more plainly than now. All saw him as distinctly, 
and my wife and Mrs. S--, being the only persons present, besides 
mysdf, who had known him when living, agreed with me that the 
materializing in his case was absolutely perfect. He appeared twice. 

After this Old John put in an appearance. We recognized his 
face as that of an Indian, but he did not remain in view long enough 
for us to obtain a correct idea of him. His intention to appear was 
announced through the usual channel by another spirit. 

July uth.-At this seance were present, besides my family, Mrs. 
R--, my wife's sisters, R--and Mrs. S--, Mr. W--, a dis. 
tant relative, Mr. S--, and Mrs. H--. My brother-in-law S-
appeared twice quite plainly, my mother also twice, less distinctly, 
and the faces of Old John and Big Bear were clearly visible. Their 
unmistakable Indian faces, features and complexion, were very strik
ing, and the expression of each was perceived by all. The intended 
appearance of each was previously announced through the tube. 

July 19th.-At the commencement of this seance Old John noti
fied us that this would be the last they would hold during the warm 
weather, as the oppressive heat was too much for the m.:dium, con
fined as he must necessarily be in the closet, and besides, from the 
same cause, the spirits were rendered very uncomfortable. 

While singing, it was announced to me through the speaking tube 
that S-- would appear, and soon after his face prcsenterl at tbe 
aperture. It was perfectly materialized, and as natural as when in 
earth-life. He tlwn presented his hand, and through the tube bis 
wife was requested to approach and take it. With Some trepidation 
she complied, when he grasped her hand in the most affectionate but 
evidently excited manner, and at the same time said : " Oh I H--, 
this makes me so happy ; to be able to thus again come into earthly re
lations with you." She inquired if she was doing as he desired regard
ing the children and otherwise, and his reply was: "Yes, yes, you 
an: doing exactly right. Good-by. God bless you. I can't speak 
any more now." He then withdrew his hand and disappeared. He 
reappeared four times after this, and each time was as peffectly ma
terialized, and four others present also grasped his hand. 
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Soon after his first appearance, addressing me through the tube, he 
said : " Eugene, take fifty per cent. if you cannot get more. It looks 
bad. Try and close the matter at once. I mean within a few days
a day or two will make no difference." This was said in relation to 
a bank deposit. Some time before this the bank with which he had 
some business, and in which some thousands of dollars belonging to 
his estate were now deposited, suspended, and I a.c; executor had 
been endeavoring to effect a settlement. I would add that soon after 
this, without any knowledge by them of this communication, it became 
clear to my colleagues in the board of trustees of the company in 
which the business of S-- had been merged, that we had best set
tle upon the best terms we could, and we did settle at sixty cents on 
the dollar, and have fared better than other creditors who delayed a 
settlement. Dr. Kenney knew nothing whatever of this business to 
which the conversation related. 

After his fifth appearance it was said through the tube, " Eugene, 
I will now try to show myself-Kate : " and in a moment she appear
ed, also perfectly materialized, but at one side of the aperture, so that 
all could not equally well see her ; but I and those who were seated 
near me saw her perfectly, and we instantly recognized the familiar 
smile and expression, as I had previously recognized these at Mora
via. Soon she disappeared, and then reappeared, this time present
ing her face fairly at the aperture, when all ·present saw and recog
nized her, and once again she appeared and was equally well perceived. 

Then my son Eugene presented himself, and after disappearing 
again appeared, but each time at the side of the opening, so that only 
I and those near my end of the semicircle saw him clearly. Then 
Lily, my daughter, announced to me that she was coming, and in a 
few seconds we saw her. She appeared twice, but was not seen so 
distinctly as the others, although we recognized her. Big Bear and 
Old John also took their turn, their intention to come having been 
previously announced through the lips of the medium. Through the 
tube I was now requested by S-- to hand it to his wife, and upon 
her receiving it he conversed with her freely. Upon her returning it 
to me he said that he desired to speak with his mother-in-law, Mrs. 
R--, and I transferred it to her, and they conversed together for a 
minute or more. Her daughter Kate also conversed with her after 
S--had ceased. 

This was the first seance at which R--, my wife's sister, had been 
present. She had been and is now a strict church member, and we 
were quite surprised after the seance when she was asked what she 
thought of it, to hear her reply : "Why, nobody need tell me that was 
not Ad., for if I ever saw him in my life I saw him to-night." She 
also spoke with the same confidence of the identity of her sister 
Kate. 

Mrs. H-- al!io, up to the time of the first of these seances at 
which she was present, had been a devoted church member-an Epis
copalian, like my wife's sister R--, and to-day she is a fim1 be
liever in the truth of Spirituafum, although .like R-- she continues 
her intimate relations with the church. So also Mrs. S--, whose 
husband so frequently showed himself, had no faith in these things, 
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but no person living is now able to make her believe that she has not 
seen that husband since his so-called death, or had her hand clasped 
affectionately in his, or that she has not conversed with him. The 
others present at these seances were full or partial believers in Spirit
ualism, but all were decided in their expressions of gratification, and 
of acknowledgment of the strength which their faith had derived from 
these manifestations. 

I would add that at the tem1ination of the second seance, the 
spirits made the request that we should make as few changes as pos
sible in our circles b) introducing strangers, as each introduction de
ranged the magnetic relations existing between us, and called for a 
readjustment, and we complied with this request so far as we con
veniently could. 

When our seances were discontinued it was with the understanding 
on both sides that they should be resumed in September. On the 
sixth of this month Dr. and Mrs. Kenney visited us, and remained 
rluring the evening. About 8 o'clock, while we were conversing, dur
ing a pause in the conversation he remarked that he had not, while 
in the room, felt Old John about him. He made a similar remark 
in perhaps half an hour afterward, and I replied that probably he 
would come by and by. About 9 o'clock he was suddenly controlled 
by Big Hear, who, after greeting us all, seated himself in front of me 
on the lloor, and placed his arms (the arms of the medium) across 
my knees, and in an excited, impatient manner told me that there 
would be no more materializations; but that Old John was absent 
engaged with some higher spirits endeavoring to obtain their consent 
to continue our sittings. Upon my asking why their consent was 
necessary, he replied that he would now tell me what he had not be
fore spoken of; that Old John was not at the head of the business, 
as he in his simple vanity was quite willing we should suppose. 
That there were eight wise spirits din:cting the operations, one of 
whom was a celebrated English chemist, and they were all scientific 
spirits, and at every seance they had brought with them a machine 
which they used, :mel this was essential as a means for the accom
plishment of their purposes. He said that a few da.ys before, when 
he-Big Bear-and S-- (my brother-in-law) visited these spirits for 
the purpo~e of requesting them to resume operations, they had in
formed them that they could not assist at any more seances. That 
spirits on a higher plane, who supervised the medium, and the spirits 
immediately controlling him, had forbidden them to use him any 
more fm; materializing, as they had found that his power to heal was 
becoming affected injuriously by such use; and besides, the scien
tific spirits had come to the conclusion to desist, as the spirits around 
other mccliums whom they used for materializing had found fault 
with them for using Dr. Kenney for like purposes, as they believed 
that it diminished their power to effectually use these other mediur.1s. 
These scientific spirits also stated that they were engaged every 
rvening, excepting one, with these different mediums ; that twice a. 
week they vi~ited England, and produced manifestations through 
mediums there, and through one of these-a young lady of a noble 
family-they were effecting materializations surpassing anything wil· 
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nessed elsewhere ; and Big Bear stated that one evening when he 
and some of my spirit friends were present, nine spirits palpably ap
peared, who mingled with the sitters and permitted them to clasp 
their hands and otherwise satisfy themselves of their materiality, 
and who freely conversed with them while the medium was sitting 
quietly with them, no cabinet being used. These manifestations, 
he said, were strictly guarded against publicity. 

He also said that the scientific spirits before mentioned, had stated, 
that being thus employed all the other evenings in the week, they met 
us with their power and spiritual vitality greatly diminished, and they 
necessarily, though unintentionally, drew so much from the accumu
lated and hitherto carefully guarded forces and elements of our me
dium as to endanger his special healing power, and as he was one of 
the best healing mediums in the world, they agreed with his super
vising intelligences that it was best to not resume our s~ances. 

Our disappointment was as great as that of Big Bear, and he said 
that all our spirit friends were equally disappointed, and that they 
would do everything in their power to overcome the difficulty. When 
the medium again became conscious he also expressed his regret at 
the necessity which compelled this cessation of operations through 
him, and more especially as his wife had but the previous day con
sented that he should proceed in this work, she having until now 
viewed these sittings with dislike, apprehending the very result that 
now was assigned as the cause of their being discontinued. 

The next day Dr. Kenney again visited me, and was controlled 
by Old John, who corroborated Big Bear's story, and il1 turn gave ex
pression to his disappointment, but stated that he still had hopes 
that the difficulty might be surmounted, though he did not say in 
what manner. In a short time Big Bear assumed control, and ex· 
plained to us in what way the medium might possibly be used 
without injury to his healing powers. He stated that after much con· 
sideration of the subject, and conversation with the scientific and 
other spirits interested, my friends had been informed that if they 
could find other scientific spirits who had acquired a proper knowl
edge of the processes by which materializations are effected, and who 
had no other engagements to operate with any other medium, and 
who would make none while using him, they would consent to our 
medium being so used. But should they then still find that his 
healing powers were affected injuriously, they would be compelled to 
thereafter forbid any further attempts to materialize through him. 
Big Hear added, that all now depended upon their being able to find 
and secure the services of the proper scientific spirits, and this would 
be determined in a few days. 

October, 4th.-I called on Dr. Kenney, and Old John informed 
me that my spirit friends had arranged with some scientific spirits 
to take charge of the materializing at my house, and all that now re
mained was to report to the " high spirits" their success, and obtain 
their consent for the resumption of the seances, and that he-Old 
John-would let me know whether this hall been obtained by the 
succeeding Wednesday, the 7th inst. 

October 7th.-Dr. Kenney called at my house, and Old John con-
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trolled him, and said my father and other spirit friends were present, 
and that Big Bear desired to converse with me. Big Bear then as· 
sumed control, and said that the supervising spirits had given their 
consent ; but before the medium left his house to visit me, his wife 
bad requested him to control, and bad told him that she had con
sented to her husband's sitting for materializing at my house, for the 
reason that she desired to please her husband and us, but she had 
observed after his sittings last summer that he always was nervous 
and excitable for a day or two, and that as she knew she would not 
remain long in earth-life, she was desirous that he should do nothing 
to disturb his feelings, or cause him to be irritable, as this made her 
feel very uncomfortable ; but still, if it were necessary for him to sit, 
and if his failing to do so would cause disappointment, she would not 
oppose it. Big Bear said she appeared to fed very bad about it, and 
was affected to tears, and expressed her apprehensions that her hus
band would injure his healing powers, and she was loath to have him 
do anything that would produce this result, as upon them depended 
their means of li\·ing. He said that many of my friends were there 
present, as also two of the scientific spirits who had consented to 
superintend the materializations, and that they were now all present 
for the purpose of conferring with us about this difficulty, and he 
desired me to state what I thought it best to do under the circum
stances. 

Without hesitation I said I thought it would be highly improper 
and unkind to proceed in opposition to her wishes. He replied that 
all our friends present thought the same, and they were gratified to 
and I was of their opinion, for now our seances could be postponed 
with the approbation of all parties interested, and it was quite proba
able that at ~01uc future time they could be resumed. He added, 
that our spirit friends were as much disappointed as we, but like us 
they felt compelled to do what was for the best. 

THE END. 
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